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MEDICINE.
Practice.

Small-pox is always produced by its own specific contn|;iun ; and when once the individual has gone through

We

doubt how far this can be depriate remedies.
pended upon as a general mode of treatment ; but we
apprehend that we are, in these cases, to proceed very

Practice,

""nr""*

the disease, in however slight a degree, he is securetl
same plan which has been already refrom any future attack. Upon this fact is founded tlic much upon the
latter stages of other malignant fethe
in
commended
porfor we learn, that where a
practice of inoculation
vers, of prescribing very much to obviate or palliate
tion of the matter is inserted under the cuticle, it will
bearing in mind, that we have
communicate a much mihler disease than one that is re- particular symptoms ;
one hand, with a tendency to febrile
the
on
contend,
to
lungs.
the
is
probably
by
which
ceived in the usual way,
on the other, with the state of exWe are, however, totally unable to explain the cause of excitement, and, generally
succeeds the former, when
The relation which the fever bears to haustion, which
this difference.
violent and long protracted. There is often,
the eruption, or the degree in which one is to be regard- it has been
Small-pox, a state of restlessness, or extreme
ed as the cause of the other, is a point that has given in confluent
is found to be alleviated by opium;
which
agitation,
According to the humoral
rise to much speculation.
do not expect any benefit to be depathology, the eruption was thought to afford a remark- and although we
sudorifics, we conceive that gentle diaphoable example of the critical discharge of an offending rived from
of great relief to the sensamatter from the system; and, proceeding upon this retics are often productive
tions, and, by removing a source of irritation, conspire
principle, the great object of the practitioner was supOne of the most dissleep.
posed to be, to promote tliis discharge ; a system which with opiates in procuring
tressing effects of confluent Small-pox, is the injury
led to a practice precisely the reverse of the true one,
generally, or to parand which must no doubt have proved highly destruc- which it leaves to the constitution
are the most apt to
tive.
In what way the fever operates, or what is the ticular organs, of which the eyes
proximate cause of the disease, we know not ; but it suffer, so as not unfrequently to produce the complete
;

appears that the eruption is the consequence of the fe- loss of sight.
and that, whatever diminishes the fever diminishes
the eruption, and at the same time lessens the violence
Vaccinia.
Cow-Pox.
Sect. XX.
and danger of the disease. Our general plan of treatThe singular affection of Vaccinia has become an ob- Vaccinia
ment is accordingly founded upon this principle, to diminish the febrile action of tlie earlier stages by the ge- ject of great attention, in consequence of the remarkneral application of tlie antiphlogistic plan, especially by able property which it possesses of protecting the conpurgatives and by external cold, and in some cases, stitution from the attacks of Variola ; and as it is, unwhere the infljimm<itory tendency is considerable, by der all its forms, a comparatively mild disease, and likeblood-letting.
In the distinct variety this may be re- wise possesses the peculiar advantiige of being communicated only by absolute contact, it forms the means of
garded as comprehending the whole of the treatment
securing the individual, without spreading any dangerfor it would appear, tliat all direct attempts to act upon
the eruption, except so far as we can subdue the fever, ous infection through the community at large.
are at least useless, if not positively injurious.
The characteristics of Vaccinia are to produce a veTonics
and stimulants are seldom indicated, or only in conse- side of a circulai- form, witli a dei)res6ion in the centre,
quence of some unusual occurrence ; and when the dis- which makes its appearance in tliree or four days after
On the
ease has run through its course, the powers of the con- tlie insertion of tlie matter under the cuticle.
stitution soon return to their accustomed standard.
eighth day it becomes filled with a transparent watery
or be conIn tlie confluent Sniall-pox we have a much more for- lymph ; which, about the tenth or eleventh, is convertfluent.
midable disease to combat, and one which, unfortunate- ed into a dark coloured scab, and falls off, leaving a
ly, but too often bafEes all our endeavours.
From its permanent mark on the part. Although the constituvery commencement it exhibits symptoms that have so tion receives so important a change by the disease, yet
much of the typhous appearance, as almost to deter us the general febrile affection is almost too slight to be
from the use of any active antiphlogistic treatment, and ob^ervilble; and, except in some extraordinary cases,
even purgatives and cool air appear to protluce a dan- the only medical treatment which it requires is the exgerous shock to tlie oppressed and languid powers of hibition of a purgative at its termination.
It was not
life.
Still, however, they stSord tlie only rational means
to be expected, that so great an innovation in practice
of relief ; but tliey must be pursued with caution, and should be generally received without opposition ; but,
under the constant inspection of some person who is whatever may have been the motives of the parties
well qualified to judge of tlieir eff'ects.
The circum- concerned, the results of all the tonti'oversies that have
stance which renders the practice, in this variety of the been carried on have been very fortunate ; for we have,
complaint, so critical, is, that when, from any cause, by their means, had an opportunity of viewing the subthe eruption suddenly disappears
an effect which some- ject y.der every possible form, so as to arrive at a detimes ensues from the sudden application of cold to the gree of well-grounded confidence, which could not
surface, or from the operation oi' a brisk purgative, the
otherwise have been obtained
It is admitted, that
there are cases where Small-pox has succeeded to Cowpox ; but they are of very rare occurrence ; perhaps
not more so than a second attack of Small-pox, of which
external wamitli, and to administer moderate doses of a few unequivocal cases are upon record
and it has,
stimulants ; but this is to be done with caution, lest in moreover, appeared, that the Small-pox which follows
this way we exasperate the violence of the febrile
Cow-pox, has had its virulence so mitigated, as to be
action.
Sometimes, without any obvious cause, this nearly witliout danger. VVc may titrtlier add, that the
deficiency of action ensues, when we are immediately accounts which were,
at one period, so industriously
to have recouj-se to tlie same means with those
men- propagated, of loathsome eruptions succeeding to Cowtioned aJ)ove.
When the symptoms of variola assume pox, are now considered to be altogether without founthe de<;ided typhous type, and" especially in the secon- dation.
diirv fever, it has been generally conceived
that wine,
Varicella, or Chicken pox, is a complaint which ex- Varicella,
bark, and otlier stimulants and tonics, are tlie
appro. hibits the characters of a true Exanthema, but is so mild
ver,
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MEDICINE.
CMcely erer

to

become the »ubject

>•»-<-*• of mameH tKCtmeiit and is only worthy of our notice,
being MMMtinie* confounded with slight caaea ol
8taall-pox. and thus given riae to the idea of a second
attadi of VarioU, ur of ita occurrence after Vaccinia.
Varicdia may, however, be distinguished from SmallpoKby theperiodof ita aucceaaiwatagea, which arcaltagecfacr much •horter, not escMding, in the whole,
five or six days, and in the nature of the fluid contained in the vesdM, which i» watery and nearly tranapa<
rent, nerer Manming the purulent
;

m

S«CT.
•caiWtaa.

XXI.

Scttrlatima.

SearlH Fever.

Conaderable difarenca of opinion haa ariaen on the
ot tbia diaaaia, whether all tha tamu of it be>
long to one liKtitkm, at which they are merely varietica ; whether dw ftrer be aym|»owitir of the inflaromation of the throat ; or whether it more properly belooga to the Exanthemata, where the frvcr and the erap>
Thia latter
tion am both eaaential paita at the d iwai e
w« bdicve to b* the oorrect view at the avbjact ; fod
,M fathv coMciTC the* all the wioM Cgma which
Sosbt <br«r aanoBaa are simply vatietiaa, lilw thoae
which we noticed in ftnJl pur, principally depending
wtHjttt.

upon

itt

degree at \ irulaiei

lever, which usually incline*
to tiM inflaanaalorT type. About the fourth day the
awelfed. and large patchaa of a red eflb*
ftc*
leatanie appear, which gradoallyMnd vnr a cwi ri
TImh, intwo or three
dmbia poitiea of tha

The liis—e iwnbti uf a

btwmw

*•).

dm, tenniaateinaiaBMiMiaaaf mmU brvmy acaka;
dine of the other aywpt cMe. Thia may be eomidcrcd
tha aapio Ibnn of the cowplaiwt, when it exisu in

m

hM dagrae;

bvt, in ita Bora violent tUtc, all the
aygtavated. Tha Aver, from the oomthe rcdneas
I, haa mtan at the typhoid type
MiillialiW. atd, at the same time, the degfaititian and the laapiiation are aflactad, and an inAam*
tha mteraal baoea. Theaa frntt,
mation is «hee i »ad
when fixat aSKlad. cshibit a dean rad colaav ; they
Mi far ; and vcaides
^wickly aove d with a Uu
purulent aapaet, and finallv daOraat ganaral de>
la ateaghe,
on; mti the patient iaoarriad of in
af canplctc exhausfc
a few dmra, with ah the a
in ikm eonatitucnu of
tion, and an apnawnt
the body to Ml into a stale ar daaoapaakian.
VatisiiM.
The disease, whan moat aenta. aoBaa to ita aoa* in
five or six dsy*. and re<)uirra an equal pviod la pam
through the remaining stagee. When it laimiiialia ISa>
tally, the event usually eatan from the sixth to the
tenth day ; but it not u a ft a aea tly hapnrn* that the
^
patient survivea laog after thia period, ana ia finally d^
atroyed. as it appear*. (Vom the i fceta of mere weali*
It miftht appear hif{hly improbable, that so seneaa.
vere an affection as that of the throat should be only,
aa it wera, an inddental part of the diaaaaa ; yet thie
to be the caac : (or, in the aanM epJiWam , we
peraon* in wboai tha throat ia ae vaialy a£and other* where it i* not ao, ahhaojeh, aa waa
ith fi apart to the two varictia* of Saiall pox,
•vary epidemic hea its characteristic form, or prevailing
tendency, in whirti one variety ia met with BMre fr»>
qoently than the other.
are quite unacquainted with tha natara of the
TrsatSMal.
coaaexian which the different parts of tha cam plai nt
bear to eadi other, but we have learned the iwajrtant

•

ra

;

m

—

w

w

yp —
fwiw

We

3

they all have an exact relation to the nature Prscti(«.
or d^ree of the fever ; anil hence we deduce the prac- '"nr""*'
tical ooosequence, that whatever means tend to subdue
the fever, will mitigate all the nubsj-qiirnt symptoms.
There is no complaint in which the cold aff^isio.i provea
I'he tempera*
ao valuable a remedy as in Scarlatina.
ture of the body seems to be more increased in ihia
complaint than in any other febrile affection ; anil we
find, that this method of applying cold, not only effectually reduces the hrat, but materially diminishes the
virulence of the disease, so as, in a gre^t meanure. to
ward off the danger whidi arisea from its putrid tendency. If, however, these remedies fail in their deaired effect, or if we have not had an opportunity of
aeeing the patient in the early period of the diaeasc, we
have unfortunately to struggle with a succaaiian of
symptoms, which it is commonly beyond our power to
Bark and wine were, at one time, regarded
remove.
as eaaential to the cure; but, we apprehend, rather
from theoretical opinions, than from any experience of
Emetics have been strongly recomtheir good eflecta.
fact, that

as well aa adds and acrid stimulants, together
with topical remedies, tuch as have been supptMed
were adapted to »ubdue the trndenc)' to putrrtaction,
or to counteract the effect of the putrid matter that was
discharged from the ulcer*. Some benefit appears to
have been gained by the use of stimulating garbles
but, in general, we shall find the irrcre form of the
aewlatina, when it arrives at its later it^ea, to be one
of tlM Boat untractsble and formidable of all ooroplainta.
Stimulants and excitants may be given, as affordmg
the only proapcct uf relief; and all circumsunces are
to be carefuuf obviated, that nuy. in any wav, exhaaat the languid pow c ra of the patient, or produce a
degna of morbid axdtcment Aa the diaease is ex.
tha aama nieana of prevention are
to as we recommended above in other
and we have reaaon to think, that the
the aama power of extinguiab>
tha eontagien of Scarlatina as of
difiraaea of opinion has arisen respectwhether Scarlatina can occur twice in
person f We believe that it cannot do so in
any considerable degree yet it would appear, that the
aamc individual is subject to repeatetl attacks of a slight
local affection of the throat, and even to a degree of fever, provided he i* much about the person or the aick,
or lumedutdy cxpoaed to the aooroea of iafiKtian.

mended,

I

I

;

Sect. XXII.

The only remainiM

Rubeola.

MeadeM.

of the proper exanthe- Messlsa.
"i«»tinit kind ia the Kwaiea, a diaaaae which is charaoterwad bv a fcver of the ioiammatory type, together
with all tne aynploaM of a violent catarrh, and {Muticularly by a i<nwnaa diadunc of watery humo-ir from
the eyaa and tunc. About Oie fiwrth cuy an eruption
t£ nnall red points makea it* appearance all over the
of the body, which, after omtinuing three or
(kya, diaappaars without priM-redin^ t<> suppuration, and is aueeceded br the <lc^|uainaiioii of the
the fever
cuticle, in the faraa of small branny scales
and lalaiiiial affection disappear about the same period.
A very remarkable drcumctance in Uie histury m inedidne u, that Scarlatina and Rubeola were mit pro|ierly
iliiiliiigiiidiwl from each other until about Uie coiiimenoement of the laat century, a rircunixuiu-e which
haa led Mtaa writers to aoppoae that ScarlatiiM is entirely a diaaaae of BMNkm tuaaa* and that it did not exaffection

;

MEDICINE.
in wliich it was
iirt iintil just previous to that period,
^-^.'^" first noticwl a* a distinct affettion from Rubeola ; but,
U|x>n the whole, we do not see sufficient evidence for
Tlie diagnosis between tlie two comthis opinion.
plainUs in mild cases, is perhaps not always very easy,
nor is it very important ; but whenever they are either
of them severe, no difficulty occurs in the discrimination, and it tlicn becomes a very important practical
point, as tliey are of an opposite tendency, and require very different modes of treatment
Treatment.
The measles, in every part of their course, exhibit
an inflammatory aspect, and indicate the antiphlogisUnless tlie constitution be predispostic regimen.
ed to pulmonary affections, the disease be unusually
severe, occur in very early infancy, or under .some peculiarly disadvantageous circumstances. Rubeola is not

rraMic*.

a very dangerous complaint, but

it

is

one

in

which

it

necessary to act in the earlier stages witli promptness and vigour, as if this opportunity be suffered to
pass by, our remedies will be far less efficacious, or
perhaps altogether inapplicable. The degree to which
we are to carry the antiphlogistic system must be determined by the circumstances of the individual case,
by the character of the prevailing epidemic, the season
of tlie year, and other collateral circumstances. Bleeding, either general or local, will be often necessary;
purgatives are always proper, and we are carefully to
maintain a regulated temperature, avoiding the extremes
of heat, but shunning the direct apjilication of cold.
Any circumstance which may cause the sudden disappearance of the eruption is always to be guarded
against, as indicating a dangerous state of inaction in
the sanguiferous system ; and, should it occur, it must
be removed by the means that were pointed out with
respect to Small-pox.
The cough is sometimes so
troublesome a symptom as to require particular attention ; but, for the most part, whatever relieves the febrile state will relieve the affections of the chest.
Attempts have been made to produce the disease by inoculation, but it does not appear that any great benefit
is obtained, or that the disease, when communicated in
this way, is mitigated in tlie same manner as it is in
Small-pox.
is

Sect. XXIII.
Urticaria

There are two other

Pemphigui.by

systematic writers

though

it

Erysipelas.

diseases, that are usually placed

among

the

would appear without any

exanthemata, alclaim to

sufficient

this situation. Urticaria or Nettle-rash,

and Pemphigus.

They both consist of peculiar eruptions, the former,
as its name indicates, very much resembling the sting
of a

A

Fricticir.

^^V"^

part of the surface is attacked with an inflammation,
which frequently produces large vesications that become filled with a serous fluid ; it usually appears on
This disease differs
the face or on the extremities.
materially from the other Exanthemata, in occurring
more than once to the same individual ; indeed when

a person has been affected by it, he is ever afterwards
Its exciting cause is
peculiarly liable to its attacks.
obscure ; it attaches itself to particular constitutions,
which however it is not easy to characterize, and seems
to liave some connexion with peculiar states of the atmosphere, as it is epidemic in ceitain situations, as in
hospitals or other places where numbers of sick are
crowded together, and especially patients suffering
from wounds or surgical operations. It is doubtful

whether

it be ever properly contagious ; but, upon the
whole, the evidence appears to be in favour of its not
being so. It has been thought that, when the disease

prevails epidemically,

as

in

hospitals,

its

symptoms

from those of the cases that occur sporadically,
and that in the former instances it assumes altogether
a different type, possessing more of the malignant or
typhous character ; we are inclined, however, to doubt
this conclusion, and are more disposed to attribute it
to the greater violence of the complaint under these
circumstances, in consequence of which its primary
symptoms are more highly inflammatory, and are therediffer

by a state of greater exhaustion.
Considerable difference of opinion has arisen re- Treatment-,
specting the treatment of Erysipelas, and especially respecting the question, whether the antiphlogistic plan is
to be employed, and whether external cold is admissible;
or whether there is the same danger to be apprehended from repelling the inflammation as in some of the
proper Exanthemata ? Perhaps no general answer can
be given to this question, which will apply to all cases;
in the first stage of the disease, the antiphlogistic treatment, both general and local, is the one which usually
ought to be pursued, but afterwards a medium course
seems to be the best ; external warmth .iggravates the
fever, while the feelings of the patient, and the weak,
ness which supervenes, are adverse to the employment of
depletion or of any considerable degree of external
cold.
General bleeding is often necessary at the comfore succeeded

mencement

and purgatives, in this, as in all febrile
form a very valuable remedy. Although it
may appear to be indicated by the symptoms, yet topical bleeding is generally condemned, in consequence of
the difficulty which sometimes exists in healing the
wounds made by the leeches or the scarificator. Dia;

affections,

of large irregular vedegree of fever attends them, but it is uncertain what relation the topical bears to the general affection ; and as tliey are diseases not very well characphoretics are commonly prescribed ; but if they aro
terized, and often so slight as not to become subject of administered so as to become sudorific, they aggravate
medical treatment, we nave not much accurate infor- the irritation of the surface. Small doses of opiates are
mation respecting them. Urticaria is generally con- often rendered necessary by the restlessness and agitaceived to dejiencl upon a peculiar state of the stomach tion which attends the disease ; and it is for the same
and bowels ; and Pemphigus appears to be symptom a^ cause peculiarly important to avoid all sources of irritic of, or conseouent to, a general morbid condition
of tation, or to remove them whenever they are present.
the system. Tncir treatment chiefly consists in remov- When the disease terminates fatally, it appears to be
ing any obvious sources of irritation, and in restoring from the inflammatory affection being communicated
the healthy state of the digestive organs.
or transferred to the membranes of the brain ; it is
^^ have placed Erysipelas as an ajipendage to the therefore of great consequence to prevent all those cirl^us Exanthema, because although wanting some of cumstances which might tend to lay the foundation for
Its characteristic circumstances, it seems to
be more such a crisis, and to obviate the first appearance of any
allied to it than to anj other cIms of diseases.
It consymptoms which indicate the impending danger.
nettle, the latter consisting

sicles.

Ei7>ipclif.

of a fever, which is succeeded at a certain period by a cutaneous affection ; the fever is of the infljimmatory type, is attended with a degree of drowsiness, or even sometimes with coma and delirium ; the
head and face are hot and swelled, and a considerable
sists

;
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tlMt are chanctcr.
the HKnorrhagie*.
izcd by a diacharg* of bkiod, whieh ia not th« conaeanwrr of cxteniM riolcnce or an obviotu breach of the
MHhce. At we hare already remarked, there it conridarmbi* obacurity respecting the proximate cauae of
bvoMrrhaKc; bat it najr be rtatca to concirt eaae o*
tialljr in an irregiriar distribution of the blood, or a
diapoaition of it to acciunutate in certain paita of the
It haa beca aaiial to dtride hr.
•anfBifcraoa tyalcm.
wiailmiii into active and paaMve, aa aupfwaed to depend npoo lh« rdativ* dag riw of action in the reiaeU
and llMe* aeema to be a real foondation for thi* diatn-*i—, whalaear wan ba our opiaioa cooceminK the
{•dfafM eaoaa wbmi civea ria* to the two tutea.
da not pwaya to dear np thia diAcnhy, but we
tbara ia anfcient graand for the opinion,

W«

;

AnMT

origiaaAaa BMra particularly in soote
the ve>
i«f Ihaartarial, and the latter
ipattaflkedradafliaB. Upon ikia principle we have
iihi^iaa nndar iha twn ganara nf artarin
iB amagMfMnt wbidi we think moj be
wafolly adharad to. bothibv tiM pntpoaa of etacidMing
«ar thaarjr and ilirrrtinK oar pmetian; aillwfh at Iha
it ia admitted, IMt than
which it aaaj be dilknk l» nAr to Ihair pnpar

iha

m

atrained without difficulty by the application of extertial
cold to the part, but if it recur frequently, and the state
of the body appears to require it, we must have recourae
to bleeding, and the other parts of the antiphlofpstic regimen. It ha* been stiled that Epistaxis is what has
been latmad vicarious, thA is, the consequence of the
oeaaing of aome other habitual discharge ; perhaps this
idea is not altogether without foundation, although we
apprehend that it has been carried to a very extrava«
^nt length, in consequence of a false theorx.which prevailed on tlie subject ; it may, however, be necessary
to bear in mind tna poaaibility uf this occurrence, and
to regulate our trantnaat accordingly.

Sect.
taxis will

of Mood aajr ocoir ttom the aaaa pa^ which
tima arterial, and at another vaa«n. To
the irat ganna wa nan rtCv Epiatwri^, HaaMptjraia^
Bfl ManofnM^giaif or the diachnigaa oa btood ftvni the
aaaa^ the Inaga, and tha aCaraa ; to Ihn klUr genna,
the diadiargaa of Mood ft«n the aMaaah. the tntaa1km, tha hniMitiuidal vwaala. and tha bhddar. and
tfMt pacnfiar aftition af the aUn lanaod PHachi*.
ha«« added, aa atumwlagaa to Ihn vaaoaa haaaoiw
tha diadhMoa af Mood Ana tha
tha
b. ahhaagh il la prababia that thejr arr, in

Kw mi
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Xr-tuw.
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to be alwayi an

Fjnataria,
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ahhoifh
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oooMqaaBca of

and the aaall aiaa of the eaaala cobred to tha whole extant of tha ignifc
(jralrai,' it ia aaidoai attaadait with fever, jret h
aaann* alway* to ba caaaaMad with an influnmatory
toadancy in tha itiatilaliuii, aad ia oAaa loUowed \n
Mrikaftetiona. Ihai ahhnrtili pwteo of aarieaa ca».
oraat. howOTor, abaarva, thM Mood ia
•aqaaaee.
aaawlhaaa diachai^ad ftoaa tha noaa^ which aapaart to
ba af iW HM ongn, bat in thia eaaa it tt alwavi
ajaiplaBHlic^
oaoacquent cither npaa great debiiiapoa • laadmcT to ilauanpuahTua «if tha leiiik,
tf,
whi*, aa wa haw* had occarioB toaade^ oiala towanb
Iha
af varioua naliiTMnt f«
ia
aftction
to

respecting Epis- Hscmap-

Hwmoptyaia, making allowance onlv ijtit.

exercises giving a

which

much

wliich odlaa Uie part to undue
aaaoaoaaal detanainationoTblood

doaa not appear toba
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it oAea
batwlMa it

aad

action,

and

to it. Tha
aaaMliallir eoaaectetl with

iadapwdantly of the febrile
aad frai|aantly rccnra, tlm
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If tha
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ba aal pradiipoaaii to nhthiaa by Itaraditary
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apply to

SpitlUg of blood.

we have made

greater degree of importaoca
to any of its affections, and naoaaaar.ly producing a
much greater disturbance in the aniaaal aconomy. Th«
diacharge of blood from the lunga aoldoa ocmra, except
in persona of tha aanf ina temparamant, and in them
it

b aT OM
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Ho*moply$i*.

for the greater siae of tlia organ, aad the function
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All the remarks that

asiata

ia aaeerc,

J in the nature of the diaeaaa
render it of a fatal tendency ;
bat it io frequeativ luppens that it is connected with a
phtliissaU dis poaitwn ,
always to become the cubjcct

m

ofpeatalana.
Itacara eoaaiala, aariMp^ aMM ia carefully abstain- TrMtmcni.
iag Ana all tlta caatiag aoaaea than in any very active
Tha ^aantitj of Mood that is lost by ihediaanly renders bleeding iiiiiiafaaaaijf,
iraa, which we have so Mnerally rein other afactiona of a Mwik tendency,
ila, boeaaaqnenoeofthe
which ii aacitHi by thair opantian. I>»rftct
rtat, both of body and mind, alwtinaBCa, and an eqnaMa
temperature, are perhaps the l>eat raaaadiea for Harmopacids, emdally the sulplniric, and variooa mn
tyate
iral sahs, have oecn reoommended, but we apprahead
;

f,

m

wa

,

thaanr; and

We

cartaoi caMB af
opty aia, where tha ctrcuLaioo is,
at the aaiM tiaa, weak aad mick, digitalia haa been
praacribed, and apparently withaaoeaaa: K must, how>
•ear, be given in small daiiaa, aad ila eCects assiduously watched, aa an overdoae woald produce a atato of

ad

u

iMtof

it ia

to

Itha
an und'oa loro* or vriodty in the
heat, ri oiaat amdae, or internTha diachargi
gcacnUy be re•1

ptrance in diet
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torpor which might prove danganaa, both fhxn ita di«
If tlw diaeaaa be attended
rcct and Its indirect effiMta.
with cough, we araal employ thoae pelliativaaby which
tUi ag Ktion ia anally rcliciWd, and if there be pain in
tiM dual, bUaMrab or perhaps the topical detraction of
Idood wiU ba aaeaaaary. In this compliint we are almoat l aiti ictad Anm one of the most powerful means
of rwtrainiag hamui i hage. the appiicalion of external
coM, in i:aaaet|uuiLa of the apprehension that such a
practice might produoe Catarrh, or iadammation of tho
chest, whidi, under these drcomataneas, moat be i««
J

garded as a very uofavounble drcmnstancc.
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ever, such a state really exist, the stimulating plan
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XXVI.

Menorrhagia.

UTiaterer may be our opinion respectinjj the nature
of the menstrual discharge^ or the use which it serves
in the animal economy, we can have little doubt, that,
when it exists in excessive quantity, it is generally of
It is genethat kind which we have termed arterial.
rally attended with pain in the back and loins, and,
when it has continued for any length of time, produces
a febrile condition of the system, as matiifcsted by the
state of the pulse, and the other functions immediately
connected with the circulation. The principal danger
of Menorrhagia dependi upon the immediate loss of
blood, which is often so considerable as to reduce the
vital actions to a very alarming state of debility ; but
it may be observed, that unless it arises from some
structural disease of tlie organ, or is connected with

pregnancy or parturition, when

it

becomes a sympto-

matic affection, it may usually be restrained by the proper application of remedies. These are both general
and local ; the latter are employed to remove the urgent symptoms, and the former to prevent their recurrence.
Treitmcnt.

In stopping hffimorrhage, the immediate object which
in view is, to produce a coagulum at the mouths
of the bleeding vessels, which, in this case, is principally to be accomplished by the topical application of
coltL
This, partly by its mechanical astringent operation, and partly by its sedative action on the vital
powers, seems to diminish the flow of blood along the
capillary arteries, and thus admits of the coagulation
of the fluid which lies near their termination. Perfect
rest, abstinence, and the means which were recommended in the other external haemorrhages, are to be
pursued in this complaint ; and, in the same manner,
we may employ the lancet, or may administer digitalis,
where they seem to be indicated. There is often a degree of restlessness in this complaint which renders
opium necessary.
generally find that acids and
neutral salts are prescribed, upon the principle of their
being refrigerant ; but this effect we are disposed to regard as altogether hypothetical. The former, at least
the citric acid, may be useful in quenching thirst ; but
the latter we conceive to be always injurious.
Astringents and tonics of various kinds have been administered in Menorrhagia, with a view of securing the system
against its recurrence.
We are of opinion, that it is
impossible to produce any astringent effect upon an individual organ through the medium of the stomach ;
and, with respect to tonics, we may observe that their
operation is of a critical nature.
Perhaps, when the
system has been much exhausted by the violence of the
complaint, or where copious bleeding has been thought
necessary to repress it, such remedies may be indicated; but we must bear in mind, that their effect is ultimately to produce that state of the system which will
tend to lay the foundation for the return of the compLiint
In most cases, a suitable attention to diet, and
to those circumsUnces which are calculated to establish
the healthy action of the digestive organs, will be found
auflBcient to recruit the system, and is the safer plan of
proceeding.
We think it may be questioned how far
there is ever an idiopathic Menorrhagia, which procee<U from absolute weakness of the part, although
such a stale is generally desi ribed by systematic writers ; for it must be observed, that even where there is
a general langour of the circulation, still a relative state
of activity may prevail in the uterine system. It; how-

we have

We

would be improper, or, at least, of doubtful effect, notwithstanding it might appear to be indicated by the
We must abstain from destate of the constitution.
pletion, or employ it with great caution, and arc to
trust to topical remedies, with the assiduous employment of those me.'ina which may confirm the general

Piaciice.

"^"y^

health without increasing the activity of the circulation.

Sect.

XXVII.

Venous htemorrhagies.

Heevwrrhois,

Piles.

Although, considered either in a practical or a theo- Venous
point of view, there seems no reason to doubt of •'f^""'"''*"
the actual existence of venous, as distinct from that of S'^^*
yet they appear, in most cases,
arterial hacmorrhagies
to be rather symptomatic than idiopathic affections,
being either consequential upon some other disease, or
indicating a structural derangement in the organ from
which they proceed. This remark, will, we apprehend,
apply to the discharges of blood from the stomach, the
intestines, the liver, and the bladder, which are, for the
most part, either the effect of previous inflamniation of
these parts, or of actual disease in them, by which their
mechanical texture is obviously deranged. The only
means of relief, therefore, is to remove the morbid condition on which the discharge depends, when this can
be accomplished, an object, however, which it is too
Various palliafrequently beyond our power to effect.
tive remedies have been employed in these cases, but
we conceive without much prospect of relief; depletion is not indicated by the state of the system at large,
nor do we apprehend that any benefit can be expected
from the usual routine of astringents and tonics. Mild
purgatives are useful, both from their local and their
general effect, and opium may be given to allay irritabut beyond these we have little
tion and to ease pain
to trust to, except the assiduous application of all those
retical

;

;

means which strengthen the

digestive

organs,

and

through their means tend to establish the general
health.

There is, however, one of the venous hsemorrhagies Haemoirwhich is to be regarded as an idiopathic disease, and •">'*•
which admits of a more direct and decisive treatment,
haemorrhois or piles, consisting of a discharge of blood
from the hasmorrhoidal veins. This disease has excited
a considerable share of attention, as appearing to coincide with the pathological hypothesis of the Stahlians,
respecting the salutary efforts of the intelligent superintending principle, or anima.
It was supposed that
these veins afforded a kind of outlet for the superfluous
fluids, when the sanguiferous system was oppressed
with too large a quantity of blood, being analogous to
the menstrual evacuation of the female, of which this
was supposed to be the prime object.
have, however, no hesitation in asserting, that the facts upon
which this hypothesis was built were much exaggerated, and that when we view the complaint without pre-

We

judice, we shall find it to be, like many others, in a
certain degree useful in restoring the balance of the
circulation, when it has been deranged by various circumstances, but, like them, always to be regarded as a
disease which we must attempt to remove, and which,

without restraint, lays the founfuture inconvenience.
shall not in this place inquire into the causes Treatment,
which tend to produce congestion in this particular set
of vesseb ; it will be sufficient to remark, that in cerif suffered

dation for
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NemroMt.

Pr immry

II.

Dutatri of iKe Nervem* System.

We now come to the N'earo«e«. the (econd (ipvat class NcuroM*
of diseaae*— those drpendini; upon a primary affection
of the nerrout «> ttrm. At the phenomena of tenoibili.
ty are more peculiar, and more unlike the other fuiictiona of matter, than even those of the mu»ctilar fil<re,
io iu morbid affectiona are proportionally ainifular and
The
difficult both to comprehetMi and to detcribe.
connexion which the different partu of the nrrvoo* «t»»
tan bear to each other, is one of it* mo*t remarktble
prapertica, and it i* exhibited in a variety of ttnkin^
csaniplaa in it* morbid itatca. We can generally xMign
la aadi af the VuAmmmiat '*» primary aeat, etiher bjr
Nana of oar aenia tiena, or of tome vi»ible change
which the part eaperiencea, but in the N'euroaca, we
have neither of thr«e circunHtanoaa Io direct nt there
ia ftnqnctttly no *itible alteratiaa hi the alrwtnre of the
part aflaciad, while our feeliags alTord bat little aatictance in inMHraiag u« of the original Mtnation of th»
;
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Trjcllce.

mind, that tliere are cases in •» hich
or orthey indicate some local affection of the part
gan in which, although symptomatic, they are importprimary affection,
ant, aa indicating the existence of the
a moror assisting us in ascertaining its nature. Thus,
Bulimia,
bid increase of appetite, which is denominated
of Diabetes, and can in
is sometimes merely a symptom
remedy ; while
palliative
any
by
relieved
no degree be
of the stomach
at other times it originates from a disease
or functional, and
iUelf, which may be either structural

must

also bear in

its appropriate mode of treatment.
which
In the rapid sketch of the practice of medicine
wc propose to offer to our readers, it will not be in our
examme
power, nor would it accord with our plan, to
eacli of these affections in detail.
With respect to the method of proceeding in their
TreMoient.
the
management, the first point is to ascertain how far
symptomatic
; if primary, whether
or
disease is primary
nature,
depends upon a local cause of a mechanical

will of course acquire

_

it

an efupon a visible alteration of structure, or upon
of the system
medium
the
through
operates
which
fect
whether
If they are symptomatic, we inquire
at large.
we are able to remove them by removing the primary
to the removal of
disease, or by remedies appropriated
It is not easy to lay down
the nervous affection itself.
affecany general principles of treatment in a class of
origin, and depend
tions, which are so various in their
upon such a diversity of causes. There is scarcely any
condition of the system by which they may not be exand with respect to individual symptoms, they

cited

;

bear so little relation to their cause, that our judgment
must be formed more from the general history of the
connected
case, and from a number of circumstances
which
actions
morbid
of
train
from
any
than
it,
with
can be detailed, as constituting the essential character
of the disease. The opposite states of plethora and inanition, of excitement and of quiescence, sometimes produce what appears to be the same complaint, and must
of course be combated in the individual cases, atone
time by depletion and by sedatives, and at another
by nutrients and stimulants. Generally speaking, how-

we think tl.at the modern practitioners have leaned too much to the latter class of remedies, biassed by

ever,

their hyiiothesis of debility,

which they have applied

which this medicine operates, and the
which it produces, have been the subject of many volumes, and have formed the groundwork of some of the most violent and angry controverWe have no space, nor indeed
sies of modem times.
have we any inclination, for entering into these dis-

The method
immediate

Practice,

in

'*'"^/~~'

effect

cussions ; we shall merely state our opinion, that the
operation of opium is primarily upon the nervous sysIts agency
tem, and that it acts upon it as a sedative.
with the nervous system itself, and
is equally extensive
it is consequently experienced through the medium of
so many organs and functions, that we have seldom an
opportunity of witnessing its unmixed sedative powers,
without, at the same time, observing some secondary
effect, which may diminish, or even entirely counteract
Thus, by lessening the sensithe primary operation.
bility of the intestines, opium tends to produce costiveness, and this retention of the fajcal evacuations may
prove a greater source of irritation in certain cases, than
the symptom for which the opium was administered.
It is principally, perhaps, from this circumstance, that
there is no remedy which is more uncertain in its effects
than opium ; and besides this, different individuals have
remarkable idiosyncracies with respect to it, which often interfere with the best regulated plans of the practitioner, and which cannot possibly be learned, except
by a previous knowledge of the individual constitution

of the patient.

Opium, when given in too large a dose, in an improper state of the stomach, or indeed to certain individuals under all circumstances, produces effects which
are very similar to those of the vegetable poisons ; and
on this account, it has always been a favourite subject
of inquiry to discover a medicine which might possess
the mere sedative effect of opium, without its deleteHyosciamus, hop, the extract of letrious properties.
and other substances, have been pioposed ; but it
may' be doubted, whether every benefit may not be
gained by a sufficient reduction of the dose of the opiVarious preparations of opium have also been
um.
and upon one of these,
tried with the same intention
called the black drop, in which the medicine is com-

tuce,

;

bined with a strong vegetable acid, great commendations have been bestowed from sources of very high

with so little discrimination to such a variety of dis- respectability.
wrieases, and anxious to avoid the errors of the older
affections
ters, wlio ascribed nervous complaints to the
Sect. II. Hydrophobia. Canine Madness.
of a subtile fluid, the existence of which they unfortuit
assumed
as
they
before
ascertain
nately neglected to
Notwithstanding the acknowledged obscurity which Hydropli*We shall farther remark,
the basis of their pathology.
biarespecting the nature of this disease, we do not
that what are styled nervous diseases, are much more exists
as
we
Hyperaesthesia,
it in the genus
frequently than is commonly supposed, symptomatic of hesitate to place
consistent and probable hypothesis
derangements of the digestive organs. Some remark- think that the only
proceeds upon the supposition of its
able examples of the effect which peculiar states of the of its pathology
sensibility of the nervous
alimentary canal produce upon the brain and nerves, originating in an increased
is well known to be a
cause
exciting
The
system.
most
importof
the
one
are generally known ; of which
by the bite of a rabid
communicated
contagion,
specific
ant is Hydrocephalus, and we are daily accumulating exalways produced by means
perience of the same kind, with respect to Epilepsy and animal, and it appears to be
of the saliva being conveyed tlirough the absorbents
various kinds of convulsions, when not proceeding from
We conceive tliat the disease
into the circulation.
therefore
be
Purgatives will
local or structural causes.
species from any other
always indicated in the Hyperaesthesia-, if not by the never originates in the human
in some measure reiinmediate symptoms, at least as a means which is to cause, although certain symptoms,
from other circumproceede<l
have
may
it,
sembling
entirely
although
we
proceed
be always tried, even
to Hysstances, but these we shall be disposed to refer
upon empirical grounds.
easy to answer, whether
After we have duly considered how far depletion teria. The question is not so
EihlliUion
other animals
•r Mdamay be indicated, and removed all local sources of irri- Rabies be capable of being produced in
these,
although
genus,
cat
and
dog
of
the
those
besides
tation, we then proceed to the exhibition of sedatives,
it to others, as \a the
of which opium may be regarded as the prototype, and when affected, may communicate
human species, to horses, and to oxen. The disease
that whiqhi, for the most part, supersedes all the rest.

I
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a paealiar feeling of anxiety, cmuunt
a/putdim, and unaccmmtable Umiditx ; to thaw aucceccl
dilBcaltjr of braathing, pain a^d oonrtr>cti«n in the re.
giun of the ftmnach. and all over the alMkanen, tOKCtber
with the charactcriAic ^pBftaa ot an inability to
lei ida to d«|glutitian i^ene.
•wallow fluid*, which
rally, aul beconie* la JJati M w ng aa to iaanraaa the
mind with rsuaatdiamy tanor at tha vary idea of reDewing the attamiic A* the dii eaaa advanea* the pnlae
bacomaa weak and quick, and a dcfraa of in«K«laJr Cr.
v^ ntpcrranaa ; all die fttnctiona which depnid npon
tbr oanrcwa power are rendered morhidly ac«t« ; then
ia mtttmwnn at light and tound, the aarfaoB bafomea
cs(f»;<:t«:v ^i..:>4e to the iropeaaun of ceid air, whik
to
u$km there m a eoiwma diadaargr of
«i*«.» ^...> ;.„.a the Cmicc«, the mantal bcuhia* aie
darai^ad, and gcoanl ooavulMoa. with a total daftnictioa of aU the actkw^ both aniaoal and ofganic,
are the iwmadkta fowninnari of dMaetiitina.
The dienpid in iu conne, and iMHt draadAtl in iu
r horrata have been
ayptama and aipect. yet ita veal
eiaggeraiad by tar larroe and

commencm bj

wnw

from opium, or fra«n meroity. Gaided, hov< Praciier.
by the Uiiit analofcy whii-h present* itaelf, we """V*^
know of no treatment which ii more pmmising, and
therefore feel ^uatified in bcsinimu| with a ver>, copious
bleedinfc. which i* to be fi^Iowea by a powerful mer<
curial puixative, and when this haa operated, by Urfe
of
doaaa of opium, combined with an equal
pletKMi,

ever,

We

ct
calonel.
think it extremely important i
quiet (hould bo anjotned, that all motioit UmmiIJ, aa
much aa poarihle, be avoided ; and aapecially all unarOn thta
oaaaary touchii^ or handliqv of the patient.
aoeount we conoeiva that mctiona may be icgurioua;
indeed we think that any raawdy which ia taerdy
iialilfcram, and i« not given ta proaiata aonia definite
purpwe, ought to be alXained ftoat. at likely to do
miachief, from the carcuiMtance of ita exciuiig the
patient, or giving him any unnooaaavy cause fur the
exertMm either othU mental or hia ourporaal power*.

md

SscT. III.

Amialgia.

Paimful mervtuu Afftclioiu.

We have Aeaiad oar

aeoond gonaa of the order Era* Auulg'M
AalaUae, tlwae diinaai which depaod
with in the oUer writan, of the vialaat liiiy af the pa- apon a araaary aMcUaa af the aarvaaa ayalem,
tients and of their attewyt* to wia* the byalaadera. and whica an caanelaeiaod by aevare pain and anar« prwbahhr alliylhw tttiti—a; and the draad of
'm part aOttaJ.
TImm an flfa^nanl^
walar, whidt haa mmi vi«w«l ia ao aayatanoM* a iigfal. •jiainuaMtH. bat we an often nnable to peneiva an
ia Cwnd to trim timfAj hmm tha astnoi
anaphdai to which they manr be refte iad;
and dilKnihj which we Nnhappy anflhnr
mm ia the aan. the violence of their
ay anKiaaa laqain oar attention le be immediatelv di^'f*^ R«pacl to the event af the dinw. we bcUevv
la iha kieal aft cu' an. The dianaa* which we
^n»m^m^.
il to be alway* iaial ; ns* only haa no cara yet baan
ianireanlgia,C«phai.
(Kieaaafeil fw it. bat it ia domfU whether wa aiv in
ajgi% IViwiphilftia, Olalgk Odwilalgia. HaHed^aia.
Plau dy aa^ GMtradyaia. Arthopuoaia, Sdaika, and
p oM i ai i o n of any planoftraal—ait, by which ittijwp
toaaa, when enee aatabliahed. can even be allevtaled.
Praritaa, to which wa ouht petwip* to add LunhMo.
The gancial mode of twati iai t haa baan the "adwinia- Tram a view af thie Kn tt wiD «poar that than aflntration of lame niiantllTii of ophm, npon the obvioua
of inprincipW of the aarvana eyalaai bauia la a Mate of prcw
•bnetanl de*
tmatnral aadtaaieat ; BMrcary haa oeoa cxraa andar
the moat ai|m«
variaaa fbeaM^ bat we know of no ralienJ iadiration,
of reraodiea, that the
either (rnm theory or expericure, which can U-«,f ua to
in the awea of the part. We partiexpect any beacat Aam it, while Ui^
-fme calariy aaAv to that aioat painihl aflbction I'riMi>|>haU
blwiiiiig haa beaw en«pl«»yed. but wr fr
i-dla* gia, or
ic ia popularly termed. Tic iloionMix. where
doaa pruapart of mocaaa. Br*idM thai , wladt aM|r Ma disaaBt aMy be cUariy lr:.crd aloi
.raaoTa
ba ouna idged aa the mMt powerful fCTnadioi that ha«« laatfadw nerve, anit I. ut U^m far a i.
,-Lriod en«
itttn had reaeano to^ a araai vwiatv of naOiativai^ and tMytaawmlliy
tlir trunk of the nerve.
In
a «(iU graalar aanbar of aottraaai (ave bam aakk om ^•dar to Arai « i-.,
: ^..i^ncnt of then complaint*,
of i lor in prnmtkn to the violoaca and aatnMahlr it ia partiealarly n<>cr<rtafy to attke uaraalv acquaintnatare af the Aaaaae, an haa the eieddU^ af — Sirtd ed with their Juatory and »jii Hptwita tVam the ooni.
lad them to piara c aai dnwa in iho nom araaa and
riie there will be dat^ar of our cooafandaloaa iaa poaitiunc But ahhough we imvo had
rith the eltit.
In aome of tlieo,
each little aocceaa in the curt of llydnithabia, we luve
prinary derangaaeitt i* moat evidmily in
happily in oar hniMia a prwmtaiive. which ia oioet the norvoua ayatem, we bid obvioua ymptoina of incaaea m ti caiw appUcatioa, and of tolerably certain eC fnanJ action in the bluod-vnari* to aupervene
and
fcct; thia iataaasoaion of the wounded part, aadtha it even appear* that a more pormannit alteration in the
aanplete removal of every portion tt the latataina, Mnietim of an organ may mr produced by an «(rittion,
which can be ai p| >eM J to have been in caniact with which, in the ffr«t in«tanoe, wn amply attached to the
the aaiiva of the rabid aninBL \S'hm, however, thi« ncrveaof the pnrt.
It ta diScolt to expluB the nature
haa been ncKlected. when, from the aituatian of the of the oyeratMHi by which a diaean of
the nerm ia
woond. it coald na« he aocanmliahad, or when, from oonvaNad into nir of the aanguiAroua or nmiimji
any other caaae, the diicaaa Baakaa ila a|niaaiawa. we veiMla; but wei|iprehcndihanGanbeaodoubtorthe
CIIBROC VBRftlO IABCtlV9 MMCSBbOVB 4V
fcct, and we behave that it may be even affected by the
andnatanOy inquire what plan of
mtn mfluence of awntai nnnreaaiaM, if they be auO.
the laaat praapact aa aacerva, or nay aaan in any d^ cieatly powarlU and
aleadily dfavrted to the same
eakalaied to ralia** the aiicrii^ of the neiiem,
gmcah
btbiai •tioa wa era not able to Maara a aaaMhetk
The cure of the Aatalipa! ncceaMrily depend* npon Trtaunent.
•*
** T
ryanarrar; wodaaol r*
-r^irana apon a number of minute circunutanoM whi
with the local ahuatien and function*
nordoweiiri aaadi taawhaylhM ihaMctTdal fected and in agme of them
;
there are certain rti.ii<i
vou XIV. patT L

whohave witMMed

The aa
aceMMta which tn

it.

aaat

dun«M of the

•
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not easy to account for
'^'"V^^ uiMMi general principles, of which the use of the oxide
of bifflinith in simple pain of the gtomncli may be adduced as an example. In deciding that the disease is
either idiopathic, or tliat it must be made the object of
direct medical treatment, we first inquire whether there
are any symptoms of inflammation which may render
depletion nei-essary, or the other means by which we
subdue the inflammatory action ; we then apply blisters, issues, or other stunulatinc remedies, upon the
r»c(le«.

of a

tpecific nature,

which

it is

principle of exciting what is called counter-irritation,
proceeding upon a general law of the animal economy,
according to which we remove a morbid action, by substituting for it a new, and probably a more consider-

able one, in some contiguous part, which latter is attended with no dangerous consequence, and which we
have it in our power to remove at pleasure. In the
Autalgite, as well as in the Hypera?sthesia", purgatives
•re generally useful, although perhaps not so universally ; and opium, if it does not accomplish a radical cure,
is at least one most effectual means for affording temporary relief.
It has been observed, that some of the
most severe pains to which the human frame is liable,
recur at periodical intervals ; and it has been found that
in these, as in all other periodical diseases, bark, and
even arsenic, may be employed with success; this latter remedy, however, we should not be disposed to
try, until all other methods had failed ; and it should
Of
likewise be accompanied by proper evacuations.
their mode of operation, as well as of the circumstances which tend to give the diseases in question their periodical character, we are totally ignorant, and our
practice, in tliese instances, is entirely empirical.

Section IV.
Vervou*

^•r.

The

from each other. In the Nerv- Fractice.
not observe the successive stages """'Y'™"
which we have in Typhus ; there are no marks of oppression or congestion, nor of the subsequent attempt
at re-action ; but, from the very commencement, there
are indications of weakness and irritability, the pulse
quick and feeble, the heart little affected, not much
thirst or disorder of the alimentary canal, except a less
relish for food than ordinary ; while, on the contrary,
we have delirium, and all that derangement of the
sensations, which indicates an irregular action of the
brain and nerves, but, at the same time, without any
appearance of turgescence in their vessels, or of that
oppression which arises from a congestion of the fluids.
In the cure of Nervous fever, we must refer to the Treatment
same principles which we have laid down with respect
to its pathology ; we require no general depletion, but
we begin from the first with stimulants and excitants,
exhibited in moderate doses, and proportioned to the
effiect which they have in rousing the dormant powers
It is obviously of great importance to
of the system.
remove, if possible, the exciting cause, when it still
remains applied, and in the later stages of the disease
we most have recourse to stimulants and tonics, and
shall find the proper management of the diet a most efIt is in fevers
fectual part of the medical treatment.
of this description that wine becomes a valuable remedy, and it is often found more grateful to the stomach
than any stimulating compound which we can procure
from the apothecary. It would have been fortunate
for mankind if its use had been restricted to this disease, and had not been extended, by a false or imperfect analogy, to other affections which it resembles
scarcely in any thing but in name.
less easy to discriminate

ous fever

we do

Nervous Fever.

second order of the Neuroses

Section V.

Anmsthes'ue.

Asthenia, including those diseases which consist in a diminution of the
nervous energy ; and under this we include three genera, the first of which is simple Nervous fever.
e are
aware of the apparent incongruity in placing the different kinds of fevers in different classes, and in supposing them to proceed from totally different causes,
connected with a different set of functions, more particularly as it must, at the same time, be admited, that
the two diseases slide into each other by almost imperceptible degrees, so that it is often extremely difficult

Tub second genus of the Asthenias, Anaesthesia, is Anxsthe.
divided into complaints which consist in general debi- si:^
lity of the nervous system ; defects of the external
senses, not depending upon a change in the structure
of the iirgans; and in debility of the organic functions.
The two first of these subdivisions may, almost all of
them, be considered as symptomatic of some more general affection ; the latter, under which we include
Aphonia, Dy.«^phagia, Anorexia, Dysuria, and Anaphrodisia, are not unfrequently primary, although at other
They detimes, like the former, only symptomatic.
to know into what class any particular case ought to pend occasionally upon an obvious change of mechabe referred.
But, notwithstanding these objections, nical structure, when they properly belong to a differwe are clearly of opinion that certam sporadic caiies of ent part of the nosological system, and must be removfever, as well as certain general epidemics, exhibit ed by mecanical remedies, as is frequently the case with
symptoms which may be supix>st'd to arise from a dysphagia and Dysuria.
When, however, they are
primary affection of the nervouN system, while the menly nervous affections, the cure is to be accomplish,
sanguiferous system is but little affected, and that the
ed upon the same general principles which were detailtwo fevers are not merely different gradations of the ed above, regard being always had to the local situa«
same species of disease, in which the proportion betion and specific functions or the part.
tween the symptoms remains the same, uliile the degree of both is equally diminished.
We think it is not
Section VI. ApopUxia. Apoplexy.
difficult to
is

W

perceive a difference in the exciting cau.se,
as well as in the effect produced ; for while contagion
is pmbably the sole cause of the proper Typlius, or
putrid fever, the nervou>- fever never arises from this

ou'Ce, but from mentd agitation, from over-fatigue,
from complete exhaustiini, or from other circumstances
which might be expected to act upon tlie brain and
nerves, more than upon the heart and arteries.
The
symptoms, and general character of the two diseases,
mhea we take the most stiongly marked cases, are no

The

third

genus of Asthenia is formed by tho Dyswhich essentially consist in a

cincsiae, those diseases

diminution of the power of voluntary motion,
most p.irt, from an organic derangement of the brain ; we include under it the species
Apoplexia, Paralysis, Hydrocephalus, and Lethargus.
loss or

arising, for the

Apoplexy is charncterized by a sudden abolition, or Apoplexia.
considerable diminution of both the external and the
internal senses, and of the power over the muscles of

;

W

ED

I

volunttry motion, while the circulation and the orpaThe
nic functions continue to perform their actions.
pulte is, however, slow and oppressed, and the inspiration performed alter long inter\*al», and accompanied
by stertor, while the countenance is flushed, and the
sensibility so much impaired, that the patient is unconscioui of the most lowerful impressions that can be
The immediate cause of Apoplexy
made upon him
appears to be, almost in evenr instance, the effusion of
blood or senun on the surface of the brain, or into
•ante of ita mvitiea, which may be supposed to compresK this orgnn, and thus prevent it frocn performing
Occasionally, however, we obwrve
Its due functions
persons to he attacked M'ith symptoms, which have
every claim to be considere<l as apoplectic, where, from
the complete and very speedy recovery that takes place,
we are unavoidably le<l to conclude that no considerable injury has occnrre<l to the structure of the brain,
an opinion which has been confirmed by some caaca of
disaection, althouf;b it is obvious that such opportunitie* can only be of accidental occurrence, where the
patient has died from some other caaae soon aAer his
recoven' from the Apoplexy. The state of inaensibility
which IS occasioned by complete intoxication is very
fimilar to Apoplexy, to much lo, that except from
the previous history of the case, from the length of
time « liich it continues, and from the odour exhaled
by the breath, we have frequently ipvat difficulty
in discnminatinK between these affections, although
arising from tuch very different causes, and producing
•ach different ultimate effects upon the system. I'eraons who have suffered from Apoplexy n* ubwifd la
be of a peculiar tempcranient or ixKLly coalbnBatMa
they an
corpulent, with abort necks, and
large heads, and exhibit various imiications of a torpid
•Ute of the blood-roaeU, attended, at the same time,
with conaidnabk force of the circulation, and firmncaa
in the texture of the components of the body.
According to the nature of the fluid which is effused, whether it be entire blood or ool^ serum, the disease has
beer divided into the two varieties of sanguineous and
serous, and it seems that this division has an actual existenre, but we doubt much whether we have any certain means of ascertaining them before death froaa the
symptom* of the case.
Tne pruximate cause of the disease is supposed to be
a congestion of blood in the vcaaeb of the brain, generally terminating in effusioo ; it haa been a coatrovcrtetl quettion wlicthjr a proper Apoplexr can be pn>.
duced by the mere accumulation of blood in the vcMeia,
without absolute effusion taking place, a question which
we should be disposed to answer in the affirmative, although it is difficult to prove the point by a reference
to dissection, because when there is no actual rupture
of the vessels, recovery may be suppoMd generally to
uke place, so as not to adroit of our examination. Th«
exciting cause* of Apoplexy are various, bat mar, for
the roost part, be referred to thnae dfcoiBataiices which
incrcaae the impetus of the blood tlirongh the arteries of
the bead, or retard iu rgma from them. Violent exercise, sudden flu of paasion, severe mental
exertions of
all kinds, certain poatnres of the body,
the direct ap.
plication of the sun's rays to the head, blows,
or mechanical Ifyuries of the part, and especially intemperance ID
or drinking, are among the moM frequent

MwnUy

Mmg

<inaM Meigned

for Apoplexy, and may be obviously accoonled for upon the above principle. There are,
bow-

ever,

other causes, socfa as narcotic poisons, meullic
some of the unrespirable gates.

Mma of vanotu kinds,
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and intense cold, which, Prscttes.
although they induce the symptoms of .Apoplexy, may *"''V"~'
perhaps be supposetl to act upon the nervous system
generally, by diminishing the sensibility of all its parts,
rather than by producing any local affection upon the
especially the carbonic acid,

After a severe attack of Apoplexy,
from some obvious external cause, the
functions, both of the bo<ly and the mind, seldom regain their former vigour, and, for the most part,
either one side of the body is left without motion, constituting what has been termed Hemiplegia, or the whole
of the voluntary motions and mental powers continue
We have
in a very imperfect and enfeebled state.
sometimes curious instances of the loss of individual
faculties, as the memory of names, of dates, or of places,
and occasionally of a particular language such cases
have given rise to many pathologic.il and metaphysical
speculations, but these do not hitherto appear tu lutve
bieen sanctioned by the results of our anatomical exabrain in particular.

except

it

arise

:

•

minations.
The cure of Apoplexy consists first in removing the TreaimeBi.
exciting cause of the discaae, should thiii still remain
applied, and afterwards in endeavouring to relieve the
I'his last ia attempted by
congestion of the vessels.
large bleedings, which are thought to be mure effectual,
when the vessels near the head are opened, such as the
iugular vein or the temporal artery ; we may also take
bkwd from the cutaneous vessels liy the scarificator or
by leeches, and atV.Tw;irds a|>)>ly large blisters to the
neck ; along with these drastic purgatives are tu be
given, so as to procure a free evacuation from the
bowels.
Where the disease -appears to have been immediately produced by repletion of the stomach, or by
any noxious substanee reeeiTed into it, an emetic will
be proper, but in other cases vomiting is thought to be
rather miurious, or at least does not seem to have any
claim to oe considered as a remedy of general applicaWhen depletion has been carried as tar »t has
tion.
been thought necessary, or as the state of the p.iiient
will justify, little efficient treatment remains to be employed ; stimulants roust at first be used with great
caution, as any degree of over-exciteroent might bring
back the original complaint ; the longer the disease has
continued the more freely they may be given ; but it
must, at the same time, be conlessed that we can have
less expectation of benefit from them.
Upon the whole,
if the complaint be not relieved, either by the efforts of
nature, or by the operation of our remadiea soon af\er
its first invaaion, we are not to hope for much advantage from any thing that can be done in future, but
mutt confine ourselves to relieving particular symptoms,
and soothing the helpless condition of the patient, by
an attention to a variety of minute circumstances, for
which oo general rules can be prescribed.

SicT. VII.
Paralysis
is,

in

ParaltftU.

may be regarded

most instances, the sequel

does not terminate fttally.
from the tame causes, and

Paby^

as a partial

Apoplexy, and

that disease, when it
two diseases originate

oi'

The
commence

nearly with the
kind of I'alsy
but
besides these, we have partial Paralysis, sometimes of a
single limb, or even of a single muscle, which proceeds
entirely from some local injur\ ut the nerves of the part.
We have also another variety of Palsy, in which the
affection i* general, but less violent, where there is no
sudden seizure, and where the lota of tcnsation and
motion is not complete in any one part, bat where ibero

same symptoms

in the roost severe

;

p»ralrsi*.

:

yrtfilc*.
y

~'

of weakness over the whole body, nnd espethe voluntary muscles, accorapanieii by tremor,
partial convulsions, numbness, and frequently by a geThis kind of Paridysis is
neral wasting of the part.
the consequence of the excessive use of opium, or a too
free indulgence in ardent spirits, and is occasionally
observed to come on in old age without any assignable
In the more severe cases of Palsy, and
exciting cause.
in those that are left after an apoplectic attack, ve
usually find that exactly one half of the body is affected,
constituting the variety of Hemiplegia ; and upon dissection we find, in most of these cases, that the injury
to the brain is on the opposite side to that of the paralytic
limbs, a fact which has been much employed by those
•who have speculated upon the pathology of the nervous
system. Another variety of Palsy is Paraplegia, where
the diseased is separated from the sound part of the body
by a transverse section ; this proceeds, in almost all
cases, from an injury to the spine, and of course the
extent of the tlisease depends upon the part in which

ig

a

;
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cially in

perceive the ravages which it commits in the structure
of Uie hones, we can scarcely imagine how mere rest,
although a powerful afljunct, can alone perform a cure,
and we are led to conjecture, that in those cases where
this plan has been successful, the symptoms depended
simply upon weakness, or a loss of voluntary power,
arising from a nervous affection, but without any structural disease. In Palsy of long continuance, where the
original cause ol the disease is removed, and where the
structure of the part is irremediably injured, it has
been found of great importance for the patient to use
as much voluntary exertion as possible in the affected
muscles, and in this way the healthy action has been
restored in parts which were previously almost quite

Practice,

"^"Y"^

useless.

Sect. VIII.

Hydrocephalus.

WateY

in the

Head.

We

have placed this disease in the genus Dyscinesia, Hydrocealthough it is in fail a species of dropsy, because both phalus.
Trettment.
Where the Paralysis occurs in its violent form, or is its symptoms and its treatment connect it more with
the sequfl of Apoplexy, its treatment must, in every re- the primary diseases of the nervous system, than with
The
spect, coincide with what was recommended above for those of any other part of the animal economy.
this complaint: we must begin with copious depletion of origin of this disease, and its predisposing causes, are
:«. _ir
.%
-n
*
ii
_J :_:,.*
__.;
-i
i^ _
i._i.i_ _
^o ..i_
obscure
it affords a remarkable instance of the existthe sanguiferous system, then administer active purga<
ence of a peculiar train of symptoms, indicating an aftives, apply blisters, and gradually have recourse to stimulants. But, in many cases, the accession of Palsy does fection of a part remote from that whence they might
not indicate that state of the blood vessels, which leads naturally be supposed to proceed, and of the sympathy
us to suppose th.1t bleeding is necessary ; and although, between two ports, not related to each other by their
perhaps, purgatives are always proper, we place our local situation, or by any obvious action of their funcThe disease, when it exists under its u.sual
chief reliance upon the stimulating plan, after we have tions.
done all that lies in our power to remove the exciting form, commences with fever, violent pain of the head,
Tlie stimulants that have been employed in characterized by an acute darting sensation, which is
cause.
Palsy, both general and local, are very numerous; the generally felt in the temples or across the forehead
choice must depend upon circumstances connected with great sensibility to light and noise, extreme agitation
the nature of the constitution of the patient and the and restlessness, with the expression of sudden paroxThey consist both of various articles of ysms of severe suffering ; along with these sym})toms
part affected.
the materia raedica. and of different mechanical appli- there is great derangement of the digestive organs,
cations ; among the former, we may enumerate ether, vomiting, and obstinate constipation, with a peculiar
and spiritous compounds, lytta, oleum terebinthinae, am- morbid appearance of the evacuations. After these
monia, ^inapis, the warm essential oils, and the whole symptoms have continued, the state of excitement apAmong the more pears to be succeeded by one of oppression ; there is a
class of vesicants, and rubifacients.
efficacious of the mechanical applications, is friction in considerable degree of coma and stupor, while the
various forms, hot fomentations, electricity, and gal- pulse becomes preternaturally slow, the pupils dilated,
vanism, a remedy which, however, has not answered and the bowels still more torpid. The indications of
the high expectations that were formed respecting it
severe suffering are exchanged for those of insensibilithe natural thermal springs are had recourse to with ty, and at length a complete state of Paralysis superbenefit in the later stages of Palsy,
venes, and announces the near approaches of death.
It would be incompatible with our object to point
The acute disease is seldom, if ever, found after the
fartial p»Itit" ; disout the means employed for removing the various local age of puberty
it has been supposed, although, as we
ease of the causes of Palsy ; but there is one that is connected
think, without sufficient foundation, to be connected
V'neyfhh diseases of the spine, which forms so important with a tendency to Scrofula or Rickets ; it is, however,
an object of our attention, as to require being distinct- hereditary, and therefore may be conceived to attach
ly noticed.
When the disease occurs spontaneously, it to some original peculiarity in the structure of the
has been conceived to originate from a scrofulous ten- body. Its exciting causes are not well ascertained;
dency in the constitution, and it must therefore be for although it may occasionally appear to follow an
combatetl by all those means which are supposed to be injury of the head, in most cases we are unable to trace
useful in counteracting this tendency.
Practitioners,
it to any thing of the kind.
With respect to its proxihowever, are but too well aware of the little benefit mate cause, we apprehend it must be regarded as orithat is to be derived from the most approved of these ginating in on inflammatory action of the capillaries of
means, and generally all that lies in our power is to the brain, although probably of some specific kind, and
endeavour to remove the local complaint, and this has that the effusion of the fluid is the consequence of the
been usually attempted by the application of caustic increased action of the vessels. In what consists the esissues near the part affected.
A new plan of treatment sential difference between Hydrocephalus and Phrenihas been lately proposed, in which, instead of issues, tis is not well ascertained, whether upon a different set
the patient is strictly confined, for a great length of of vessels, or upon a different action of
the same vestime, to the horizontal posture.
When we consider sels the diseases are, however, in all respects very
the nature of the affection, and especially when we different from each other, both with respect
to their
the spine

is

aifocted.
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•ad their Imtmmt.
between the rtate of the alimentary canal
Mid the head i* difficult to explain ; and what increaeee
tlw tfiCealty b, that qrteatMne woich very nearly re.
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The omnexiun which

Pr«ctic«.

Sect. IX.

W9 uliwin

Spatmi EpUepsia.

Epilepty.

After the two fint ortlert of the Neuroses, including Epllrp^y.
thoae of Hy J i uM f lMiii not aaftcquently cxitt, the (liteates that are chararteriird respectively l>y an
where it wo«ld appew fhatt th* h«d ia not actually increate, and by a diminution of tlie nervous power,
which are reCnnd to the efect we come to the third order, where it it exercised in
of diaeaee,
Ihv
B«t ai eij thii^ that reeyecta the esiataice an irregular manner ; to three we give the name of
ti
derive the genera of the Spatmi from the
which they pradsee. ia SpaamL
yti
of wanM^ or th« e
eery clxcare, mti m m> much iweolyd in eiidrii iini, relation which the part aflitcted heart to the exercite of
voiitioa, into diteaaet of the voluntary mutclet, the in>
that we af* alwaya at a Iota to dMiawiiii what d»ciwht ie to he ittirind to tiie etatciBenu that voluntary nnudea, aad thoae which potee t t a middle
gree
UpoB the whole, we are ranh between the two. One of the mott important of
thia loUiet
an node
dii|
to cowidar the peealiar ttate of the bowela the apaciae bekaigiiig to tlie firtt genua ia Epilcpty.
he wcitly dcAaed a ladden acceation
aad partW the riect of the condi* ThiadiaaMa
iB pwtly the
ties of the btahi, aad, aa far a« rrKanl* the point of of violent oonvuwiDtH of the whole body, with a lost
pnitiot. whidMrecr ia actnally the primary dietaae, of tenaation and voluntary aaotion. Each' attack continocaior, eomparativcly, a thort period only, when
rielly Jiffe
iH.
theplBii of treatment ia net
The core of Hydraeephalae ia to bo oHeBpledlnr di- the patient. reeovert hie uttial ttato of body and mind,
inc the overueaoUBMBt of the eeaaele at the and expvtfeneea a degree of stupor and drowiinrtt, but
bv rcatomiir the action of the el eia en tary wtthoot wiy r ecollection of what hat pened.
iboaahi however, the effec* of a tingle nt is not pro*
The Irat ie to he et teiii ad hy
daenva at any v itiblr rlumge npon the animni economy,
geaarally local, and whiWi amhI
Iha tumfflh of the patiaot, er'liw other yet, when the diaaaM recon Avquontiy, and the attacka
ia at far
are violent, tha ftmclione tha> depend upon the nervooa
wkUk ie addato eikliial wUeaa it bo earried to aa »• eytttm gradaally baeome weakened, and uliimately
aiach deraqged, oo at to bring oa imliceility of tite mentont whieb woidd not be JMiMed mder
try
to! fiKukiee, and aa imperfect po«
aireMMtoaccB. Pnaatftw ai« to be aba
to
Binetlet
It haa been uaaal to
atiltha
tuppoMd
II M ||9MVMr^
hiiapalhir aad eyaipathetic ; the Utter
to ocpaad apaa aaaw ohvieiut exciting caute s but we
foundation for
Ir anapoMeB.
Aloag wktt thaae, which db aoC appnbmd thai there ia any
IMM af Kriieft wa apply Mittrrt to dda di i iahai ; h is CmC aaMaatt to oo more than that
ia taaa caaaa era aia able to detect the exciting ctuie,
I win eatanal oaM, aad hkowiaa
igaorant of it. The exciting
free each laaeadifa ea laay ae iadwatoa by taa fcnetal while ia alhan wa
to ha eery variaai^ origiaating from a
aave ae towrf ^e ay cay aSMP aaciHMeiy avucaA
naaibar of iUfcint liiiaawlintae, that bear dif.
~»a«»Mbaaeadhithafln
rrtatM*
ttftm
haald
thk be
Aa nvent relariatwtoaadialhar, and all produce nearly the
9
«»y.
aaie Byaaptaaaa. Thoae that general'y fall under our
9m MnMHHI
ahaervatiana ere, I at. Injury and malconformation of
win be anavailinf . bat etiU it ie
the tkall, or tha partt incfucicd in it Sd, Certain itatea
daiy to attaaipt what odrn the
ttrMif, aad aaMMff the remediee which haee baca r»> of tha aUaaatory canal, particularly wormt. or that
at thie period ie auriiaij, fieen m> ee to morhid wdhion of their contentt which it tuppoted
ila apecMe cibel apon the eyalaak
How far to be favoaraMa to the ptodactian of these pera\itical
ata hlooiUlettiBir ie a qaeeti«ic which auimaU; Sd, The pecaliarirritMioocauaed by teething;
«• aav alM
ibedecid^ by the eyaiptaaM of each hidieidttal 4th, Violent ateatal raietieiii, capedally turpriie and
bat the aaeidaoaa imo of pargaliece wdl rtOI be lerrar; 5th, Repeated IntaaicaliBB ; and, lattlv, an hebe caaiefttl. leal in oar laditaer taadeaey in tha ewmi talian, which we are
aMcnMM to edmini*(er medicine*, we aKKnvale the aal able to deecrih e or daflne, ahhoagh we can have
aiWMie af the patient, an<l, hy an ill-dirrctnl anKoi* Kola tbobt of iu exittenoe. The invasion of Epilrpty
tBi*e. oatarb the ahort riaiaii mf period of hie esiat*
ie aooMtiaiea to taddcn tfut tIte patient hat not tlia
enee.
laail warning of ita approach but fall* down at onoo
which we hare aow been do> la a tiato of complete iiMen*ibility. at other tiroes there
j,«»Uch{aelto||etherof a rrryacote kind, there ie a fitehiMi of oppraaaion in the hrad, with vertigo,
ie a daaaic ifydpeaeplanae. whetv the dieraee ooMae
daaiHea ofeight, and eenAnion of thought, and occaalowly aa MatcHy to proda ee aay ccneral eihe
on
riaaaRj there ia a pecaHar aenaatiun of cokl, which haa
tioB of the e ietoa i. The booee ef the tkult
thaae baeti named the aaia cpilafMicB, paning up (Vom tome
eaeae
daalhr jpre wey to the preewre of tha flaU part of the bady to ika haad^ when the complcto pa>
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V mf relief

nnat be by haaarding an aparalioa

whidh piBBiiw i aa Mttic adrantaite. that nothing bat
Ike aiiMnMa iMb of etirtence in which the patient it
ladaowl by the (Smmc ceald tanction the ezperi-

diacaaa McnM to originate (Vom toch a varieita prognoai* it extremely uncertain,
and its cure hat been attempted by a greet variety of
BMana When the excibng cau -e it clearly aacertained,
wa, of eotir.^ dtrrct our whole attention to the remo«
val
>acceaa of our attempts in this way
mu-'
Mid npan the degree in which thw
can be a«»atnpM>lied.
When the caaae ia not obvioat,
we havo bat bttle to goida aa in oar opefadoiw, except

Aa the

ty of cau»ce, ao
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a reference to the general state of the functions, and
""—V""' si.me analogies wliich are too often very obscure and
The state of the bowels is one of the first
uncertain.
thinjts to be attended to ; and, in children, we are often able to remove very formidable attacks of the disease by completely evacuating the alimentary canal.
It is generally the custom to mnke calomel one of the
principal ingredients in the purgatives that are administered in Epilepsy, and it is probably used with more
Priciicf.

advantage when united to jalap, scammony, colocynth,
or some of the drastic medicines of this description.
When the digestive organs seem to suffer from acidity
and flatulence, or from any other particular symptom,
we are to endeavour to remove them by the appropriate
remedies; and when there is a general weakness of the
digestive organs, we employ, according to circumstances,
It has been prostimul.ints, stomachics, and tonics.
posed, in those cases where the fit is preceded by the
aura, to cut off the communication between the part
whence the peculiar sensation proceeds and the brain,
by compressmg the nerve, or even dividing it ; but it
is doubtful how far this practice has been attended with
success, or how far we ought to expect any benefit
When there is no obvious exto be derived from it.
citing cause, and when the different organic functions
do not exhibit any evident irregularity, we can have
but a faint prospect of removing the disease ; and our
practice must, for the most part, proceed entirely upon
In this, as in all other similar
empirical principles.
cases, we find, that in proportion to the obscurity of the
complaint, and the real difficulty which there is in relieving it, so is the number of infallible remedies that
are held out to the hopes and fears of the unfortunate
The remedies that have been proposed for
sufferers.
epilepsy under this form of the disease may be divided
into three classes, those that are called antispasmodics,
generally possessing some property that powerfully affects the external senses ; tonics ; and a miscellaneous
description of remedies, which can only be referred to
their power of acting upon the imagination.
Some of
ijie principal antispasmodics are ether, valerian, castor,
and musk, to which it has been the custom to add
opium, and various other sedatives. In certain cases of
convulsions, we conceive it not impossible that benefit
may have been derived from these substances; but
we have no conception that they can have any great
power over proper Epilepsy. The second division of
remedies, the tonics, although of very problematical
operation, possess more claim upon attention. Of these
the most powerful are certain metallic salts, as the nitrate of silver, cuprum ammoniatum, the oxide of zinc,
and various salts of iron and arsenic. In what manner
these substances act, and for what particular varieties
of the disease, or states of the system, they are each of

them more

we

have

particularly serviceable, are points on which
certain knowledge. Vegetable tonics are

little

among

the remedies usually prescribed for Epilepsy ;
may be supposed to supersede all the
rest, although, by way of giving variety to our prescriptions, we may substitute other articles of the same description, or may occasionally give them in combina-

of these cinchona

We

have mentioned worms among the exciting
causes of Epilepsy, and this appears to be the case
more particularly with the tape-worm. As the oil of
turpentine seems to act very powerfully upon these
animals, we may be fairly allowed to try tiie tfft-ct of
turpentine in all cases of Epilepsy that have huffled our

tion.

othci;

means, even when

we have no

evidence of the

existence of the ta;nia, more especially as the indications Practice,
of its presence in the intestines are not always very ob- ^"""Y""^
vious.
allied to Epilepsy, and perhaps differing from Convulchiefly in degree, are the convulsions with which sions.

Nearly
it

children are so frequently attacked, more especially
about the period of dentition. These affections are generally removed as the exciting cause ceases to operate,
and are not productive of any permanent injury to the
It is, however, necessary to use the ap-*
constitution.
propriate means for facilitating the passage of the teeth
through the membrane that covers them ; while, at the
same time, it will be desirable to evacuate the bowels
completely, and to be extremely guarded witli respect
to the diet. The paroxysm is supposed to be shortened
or relieved by immersing the patient in the warm bath
and It is a remedy which may be always employed with
safety, if not with advantage.

Sect. X.

Hysteria,

Hysteric Disease.

a disease of so multifarious an aspect.
under such a variety of forms, differs so
much in its violence at different times, and is so peculiar in its nature and in its effects upon the sinimal economy, that we feel some difficulty in giving a concise
and summary account of it.
It usually occurs in fits or paroxysms, which consi-

Hysteria

which

is

Hysteria,

exists

derably resemble those of Epilepsy, except that they are
less violent, and that the consciousness is not altogether
lost ; but there is the same convulsive exertion of the
limbs, and the sensations and mental faculties, although
not entirely suspended, are much disordered and perverted. There is Ukewise in Hysteria a symptom w^hich
may be conceived to bear some analogy to the aura epileptica, which has obtained the name of the globus hystericus.
It commences with a peculiar feeling of pain
and distention in some part of the abdomen, which gradually rises up the course of the intestinal canal until it
reaches the stomach, and, finally, the upper part of the
throat, where it remains stationary, and seems to threaten immediate suffocation. The convulsive affections
now come on, and are attended with faintness and partial insensibility, while the patient laughs and cries alternately, exhibiting almost an appearance of delirium
or fatuity, until the paroxysm is terminated by an
eructation of flatus, to which succeeds a copious discharge of pale urine, and sometimes a degree of stupor
and drowsiness.
The nature of the convulsions, as well as of the other
symptoms, varies in all possible ways. Sometimes the
limbs are rigidly fixed in one position ; at other times
they are violently agitated occasionally there is a general stupor approaching to coma ; at other times pains
are felt, wliich are so violent as to cause the patient to
utter the most horrid screams.
There is something very mysterious about the exciting causes of Hysteria. It appears, in many cases, to be
merely a mental affection, induced by violent passions
or strong emotions ; and so much is this the case, that
the patient is certainly able, by voluntary exertion, ta
prevent the accession of the disease, which, if it had
been suffered to proceed in its usual course, would have
assumed the formidable appearance that has been described above.
The symptoms are frequently induced
by a kind of imitation, where the sight of a patient labouring under the disease will bring a similar disease
on the bye-standers. These facts have led some per-:

'

'

MEDICINE
tiatuet. Mnt, both pror<!«sional and anprofcMioru]. to eondder
^•"V^^ Hjr«l«ria as alway* a ficthioa* complaint one entrrely
MMcr the oontroi of the »ill ; vhtch, like the rxpreaiiaa oTangnr, nay be alvayt rr*iraiiM'd, beinp a»aiiirc<l
fir the parpoae of esciiing •jrmQtfby. or mttrr timilar
ottre. To a certain cxttnl iMa najr be true Init we
;

;

'

r

that no one who Itai rreqncntlv witnewed
ia its aMTavated form can *appaac that it it

Indaad, we cannot eoneme how any vo.
lantanr eCirt conld prodaea tbeeiNtomaa the
•mnic foBctiaaa that are ao fi rq we iiilr o
exorpt a highly
diaaaie. or tkat anr thing exoppt
hie
of tlM nimmi teoaamj coald enable the pain ftitbim ibe cqjBrsiaiTe ir>u-cular czartiona,
which hr iwaj what i* evrr ob>eTve«i in the same individual
idual at athar ttmca.
It i* well ktiuwn that HystenM i» alBMMl aMirclj coafcwd to i««Mlea, and. awiaig
these, it ia fiMilly asC witli in these of racfale mwenlar powers, tmt or great nervana tenaibiliiy. Seaae
I OMsliinaWy occor in
the omIo sex, wUdi we
r MMillHl
to be claased wit* Hysteria, whoM
of bedjr aad aiiad are most aiaiilar to
'
iMve alrswly awwiieweJ I
latioa.
wUch Hjralvia bears to Easbpijr ; and we eaaeaire that it is eAm catmaab d«niH lodMiii^iaHh ba-

alwar*

to.

i

I

(

(

I

We

Pneiiec.
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while they are subject to a variety of spontaneous mo-

which ht hjM it not in hi* power to restrain.
Other parta of the body, e»pecially the face, are sub-

tion*,

ject to involuntary twitching*; and, when the disease
been of lung standing, the speech
IS violent, ami
affected, and at length a d^ree of fatuity su-
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oTooe aide more than the other. It consist* in a
loaa ot roluntary power over the parts, so that the patient is unable to move them in the required direction,
leg

Chena aakos
in

appearance almost excludvel}for three or four years previously to

ita first

yoong penooa,

but if it be not removed by
lamadus, it will oontinae, in a certain degree,
for a long period, or even during the remainder of life.
The patienta are generally of a delicate habit of body.
and aacfa aa have not enioyed a auffiw-iency of nourish-

the period of puberty

;

umpei

ftaah air, or bodily excrciae.
It occasionally octo parecysaM^ or, at least, is more violent at some
tMB-dk others; but generally its progress it gra«
daal, irti aahibittog itself to certain gesturss or mo*
tiaaaof the liaiba, which aeeai rather objects of ridicule
thaa of Madieal traataMBl. Saasatinea ilie 6r*t symp>
lamliMt ia aolieod ia a dnagtoc of tiM leg in walking,

what we obaarvaui Wght paralysis. Along
with the more sppropriata ay iaptuww . we generally
find, that the digestive organs are deranged, aad eqwcially that the bowels are torpid.
The diaeaae, in aotno
case*, appear* to Iw avnipatlMtic of a local irritation,
where the iaiMiNNlity i» not twaplif. aad wiwro the snch a* that fram testa or from worm* ; but, generally,
of the fciliag aad of tha arrsaaa fa
we da ae( ubsarra any local esating cauae to which it
eaa be lafaifiil . It m aaid to be disposed to disappear
ly at the 1^ of paberty, but we doubt the
iai«f HyMaris : aad, bsssdastkia,
liHMi osWrntly coavrnible bmo each
of thia olMcvTatMa.
^jj-^^theronaofHyaterieia-l,,
The rare of Charaahaa been attOBptcd by various Ti«atia«ab
that are verj oppoaito to aach other.
By some
HyMsria. whn it appaan to ila anaitacd
a depletion is reeoauaendad, while, by others,
Tnaiami.
ia ae« the fcrcrannrr of EpiWpty. or syasptewatic of
and stimulants are prescribed ; and in each case
oiiMr disease, i< •rldom aitrndrd wiib deagar, aU
are directed generally, with little regard
tkoagh it BMy he diScult to
osa. Oar iwdicatiaM la tha aatare of the indivitlual csM-t. or the diflercooa
to preveat or cat shart tlw pwaiiwa, and to ob>
ay rtist between tlirm. Thi* apparent inoaovino ila letara. The frsi ia aeMMailMMd bjr aay aad.
perhap*. ilepen<i* partly upon the nature of the
iaipra i iiaa apon the mhid or no iigaiii of aaaae.
int. which, like •ome other* of the Ncuroaei^
Tlie gsaaral diraetieaa for tbia paipaaa it i* alaMit teart*e from oautrs that are almoU diametrically op>
to lagr dowa, as so aaMk dipaaifa apoa tlw
to each other, and yrt may exhibit nearly the
i awi U a tH 9t the case, both with
a. Tha plan u^" treatment which we sltall
ia the bodily and aMMaleaMtitatMaaf the patientl A
thai the slate of the bowel* be always
•t has beea
aafc d hy 1 il l il i
Sdwater the fir« atjject of attention ; that brisk cathartic* be
aver the pat aat , hy wlliiii—iitiL iiitoilives^ or ailmiiii iiit oaaaisiiag of caleai el eeanbiaed with a
aliaiiiUnt*. and fav variaaa
which only
y oaarata dranic purgative, until the evscualions areof the natu>
threogh the lasdlaai of the faaagintian. In order ta nl aaantJty and nuahty. If the appetile be difective,
piwent the ivtara of the Ik, we aadaavoar to
«a MMidd thn adiamistar tomachm and if the sysIhe dao balaMt between the power* of the mieai. by laai aa hihil narka af gaaeral weaknr**, we may enw
tow iiilgH aliawHh while we dimiaish action. Tim u ploy tonic* and rtimulanlSk We believe thai less adprlncipaDr by taates of various kind*, »e- vantage will be obtained from the uae of opioai and
P*'M» '''^.*'****''-' "^ ^nich, perhaps^ tht most tC other aadalivoa thaa the aatare ami aymptoma of the
escieae is eiaahana, comiMneil whb soaio
diaoasa arigh* lead aa ta expect
nor do we apprehend
f^ im
of iron
Ameng the aaxiKary aiean*. we may men- that much will be gained
'nbe of anii<|Numo.
tiao iMddy esrrciae. the caU badi, abstinence in diet, die*.
The application oi
to thr origin of the
oariy ris«ng, and sadi athar aiean* a« are i;merally al- nerves which rappiy the ai^cteti port, osnecially to the
lowed to iavigHala tiM sysltai, while, during the whole difierent rrgioaa of the spine, has bam bund a oseful
coarse of the dii i i we are la be especially careful to araetioe ; aiercary given so a* to affect the >y*trro, has
a v«T open state af the r
ooaa stron^^ laaamaMiidod by (ome wriirrs, and Idte*
wiaoeleetncMyi bat we do not teel murh conlideace
to ckhar «f thaae laaia J ia*.
We need (carccly remark
8ccT. XI. CAorro. SL rttmTt Damet.
that it b axtmcly importaat in all cases of Chorea ta
examine tha sUtc of the teeth, and to remove every
Thi* i« a peculiar kind of coovnleian, which princi- probable caase of
CksrtJ.
irritation which nay seem to be d<^
similar to

tw«entheai,whewtliea*>eili r ais a ppasia iaito ai il»lr st
and the other in iti m<~t acuta tana. Tbeghlai ia not
always prtecnt in Hy«t< ra ; aad tlMfv «* coftaia cases
whiHi •«« entitlsd 10 the sppellliew ti Eailaaiy. yet
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Praellce.

or heating stimulants, as the oil of turpentine, to Practice.
the wound, so as to produce a copious suppuration in the ""^'Y""'
part, has been thought to afford a probable means of relief, upon the principle that where Tetanus has followed
from a mechanical injury, the discharges have assumed
an uniiealthy aspect. It is, however, extremely doubtful whether any advantage has been derived from
these practices, and at all events our main reliance is
to be placed upon internal remedies, of which the
most important is opium. When the symptoms of the
disease unequivocally manifest themselves, we must immediately have recourse to this medicine in frequently
repeated doses; the extent of the dose must depend upon
the effect which it produces on the system; but the quantity which has been taken in this disease is very large,
and much more than could have been borne in the ordinary condition of the functions.
Many substances
have been united with opium, upon the idea of increasing its efl^cacy, but it may be questioned whether they
are of any essential benefit ; perhaps indeed in those
cases where there is much fever, a combination of
opium and ipecacuanha may be preferable to opium
alone.
Some cases are upon record where idiopathic
Tetanus has been relieved by dashing cold water over
the patient, or by immersing him in the cold bath, but
this has probably been in the slighter cases onh', and
in Tetanus from wounds has been found completely
useless, perhaps even injurious; for in such cases the
sensations of the patient rather indicate the application
of warmth than of cold to the surface.
Besides the internal exhibition of opium, it has been fimnd to produce its appropriate action on the system, by being
rubbed on the skin in the form of ointment; when the
process of friction does not add to the sufferings of the
patient, this will at all times be found a useful ailjunct
to the internal exhibition of the remedy ; and where
the deglutition is very much impeded, we are under the
necessity of entirely depending upon it.
Mercury,
which in modern times has been regarded by some authors as a universal panacea for all complaints, has
been employed in Tetanus, and as we are informed,
with the usual success ; bi:t it has not produced the
same good effect in other hands. Wine or ardent spirits, taken in large quantities, has been recommended
in Tetanus, and some cases are upon record where this
plan has appeared to be successful ; but, upon the
whole, we think it is less effective than opium, and we
perceive no motive for preferring it.
Purgatives in
this, as in all the Neuroses, are valuable adjuncts to our
other remedies, but in I'etanus we are not to depend
upon them as affording a radical means of cure.
tics,

Sect. XII.

Tetanus.

By Tetanus, in its most extensive sense, we mean
a rigid contraction of any muscle or set of muscles ;
but it is usually applied to a general condition of the
system, where all the muscles of the body, and especially those of the trunk, neck, and jaws, are in a permanently contracted state, so as to render the patient
almost incapable of motion, speech, and deglutition,
while the most acute pain is experienced in all the affected parts, and particularly about the pit of the stomach and over the abdomen. The disease is sometimes principally confined to the jaws and the neighbouring parts, when it is styled Trismus or locked jaw.
It usually commences with a desrree of stiffness in the
back of the neck, with some difficulty in opening the
mouth ; to this succeeds the rigidity of the muscles of
the trunk, where it is often so violent as to bend the
body into the form of an arch, and it finally extends
'
The disease is aggravated by parto the extremities.
oxysms, which are generally, but not always brought
on by some voluntary exertion, as by changing the
posture, or by swallowing, when the contractions become much more forcible, and the pains more acute,
until the patient is carried off in one of these accessions, exhausted as it were by his excessive exertions,
and worn out by the violence of his sufferings. The
exciting causes of the disease are of two kinds ; the
most frequent in this climate is a certain species of
mechanical injury, not productive of much pain, but
exciting a specific irritation, which, from some unknown
cause, affects the nerves so as to induce the disease.
Wounds of a nerve are perhaps the most frequent
cause, but laceration of a tendon is also said to excite
it ; and it is often observed to follow gunshot wounds
or surgical operations, in which large bones have been
divided ; in these cases it is generally supposed that a
loose splinter of bone has been left in the wound, that
a nerve has been torn, or perhaps included in a ligature.
The other class of the exciting causes of Tetanus
is even more obscure; it occurs principally in hot climates, and generally originates from those circumstances that are supposed sutldenly to check the cutaneous perspiration, where the body is exposed to damp
and cold after great heat; of these one of the most
frequent occasional causes is sleeping on the moist
ground, after violent exercise under a tropical sun.
It does not appear that the symptoms of the disease in
these two varieties are materially different, although
arising from such different causes ; but those of the
latter kind, which are termed idiopathic, are, for the
most part, less violent than such as arise from wounds
or other mechanical injuries.
Although fever is not
an essential symptom of the disease, yet after it has
subsisted for some time, the pulse becomes accelerated
and the temperature increased and it has been supposed that the best means which we possess of forming a prognosis is derived from the state of the pulse,
especially with respect to its velocity.
Treatment
In attempting the cure of Tetanus, the first object is
to remove tlie source of irritation, if it depends upon
any obvious mechanical cause; if it proceeds from a
wound of any kind, it has been recommended to divide the nerve which passes from the wounded part to
the brain ; but this practice .has not been attended
with the expected relief, nor has even amputation of
the limb been successful, when the disease has once
taken possession of the constitution. Applying causTeUau5.

;

Sect. XIII.

CoUca.

Colic.

Perhaps the only idiopathic disease which can be Colica.
considered as belonging to tlie next genus of the
Spasrai, those which consist in an irregular action of
the involuntary muscles, is Colica.
Colic consists in
pain of the bowels, especially characterized by a twisting sensation in the umbilical region, accompanied
with spasmodic contraction of the abdominal muscles
and obstinate costiveness. There are many varieties of
Colic, which are clearly referable to different exciting
causes, but which nearly resemble each other in their
symptoms: the peculiar state of the digestive organs,
and of the biliary setretion ; various articles of food, or
merely an excessive quantity taken into the stomach ;
retention of the faeces ; the application of cold and
moisture to the feet; perhaps worms; and certain me5
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IS

which can be the medium of inand where there is nothing of the putrid or malignant nature, which is supposed to indicate a tendency to decomposition in the constituents of the body.
As a point of practical importance, it has been questioned whether the contagion can be conveyed by a
We are not in possession of any facts
third person.
which can enable us to decide positively on this sub-

Praaicc. j,o matter generated
^"^""^"^^
I'ection,

ject,

but

we

should suppose that this could not be the

case, but that the breath of the patient must be actually
inhaled in order to produce the disease. But whatever

conclusion we may form upon this point, we have sufficient evidence from our daily experience, that contagion is its most usual, if not its only cause. When a patient is under the influence of tlie complaint, the individual paroxysms are generally brought on by some
obvious cause, as by muscular exertion, by taking food,
or even by sudden mental emotions. At its commencement, the symptoms are scarcely to be distinguished
from those of a common catarrhal cough, and three or
four weeks often elapse before the characteristic marks
of Pertussis make their appearance. The cough gradually becomes more severe, the expirations succeed
each other more rapidly, and are followed by the sonorous inspiration, vomiting then comes on, and the
patient falls into a febrile state, which seems to aggraDuring the violent pavate all the other symptoms.
roxysm of coughing, the passage of the blood through

the lungs is so much impeded as to produce a deep suffusion of the face ; and it frequently happens that some
of the small arteries are ruptured, and that blood is discharged, mixed with the matter expectorated, or bursts
out through the thin cuticle of the nose and mouth.
When the disease has acquired its greatest degree of
violence, it remains for home time stationary, and then
The period which it occupies in the whole
declines.
process is very uncertain, and it is sometimes protracted for many months. Whenever it exists in its aggravated form it is accompanied with fever, and, although
not necessarily of an inflammatory tendency, it often
produces inflammation of the chest, and in this way
proves fatal.
In persons who are disposed by hereditary constitution to Phthisis, this complaint is frequently brought on by the Hooping cough, and occasionally
it seems to lay the foundation for a state of general marasmus or tabes, which ultimately proves fatal without
the lungs being the actual seat of disease.
Treatment.
The cure of Pertussis is often tedious and embarassing, and we have scarcely any general principles by
which to direct us in our course. General bleeding is
sometimes necessary at the commencement, and leeches
may frequently be indicated by the pain or soreness of
the chest; but it is not a disease in which copious depletion is necessary, or in which it appears to be attended with benefit. As the paroxysm is usually terminated by expectoration, so it has been the great object of the practitioner to administer medicines which
may promote this process. Unfortunately, however,
they are of very uncertain effect, and very dubious operation ; and it not unfrequently happens that greater
injury is experienced by their heating or stimulating
is compensated by any benefit to be derived from the discharge of mucus which they produce.
Perhaps the most unexceptionable of this class are those

quality, than

that act as emetics ; and, .upon the whole, we think
that the most effective treatment of-Pertussis consists in
giving ipecacuanha, so as to pro<luce gentle vomiting

once or twice daily. Antimony we think less proper. Practice,
on account of its debilitating operation, an objection- **"'-y'»'
able circumstance in a disease of such long continuance,

and where the patients are often young and delicate.
Diuretics have been prescribed in Hooping cough ; but
we doubt whether they are of any use, while they are
liable to the same objection with the expectorants.
Next to emetics, perhaps the most generally useful remedies are blisters, which may be small, but fre-

The disease is apt to degenerate
quently repeated.
into a chronic state, and, when all the inflammatory symptoms are gone, but the cough still remains,
violent,

opium becomes

admissible,

and

is

often found

very effectual ; its good effects are increased by being combined with ipecacuanha. We have not much
confidence in the tribe of antispasmodics, which have
been recommended in Hooping cough. There is, however, one remedy, which, in the latter stage, is universally admitted to be very useful, a change of air ; and
it is remarkable, that it appears to be merely the circumstance of change, and not any quality in the air itself, as the same benefit is obtained, by taking the patient from the pure air of the country to the confined atmosphere of a crowded city.

Sect.

XV.

Asthma.

We not unfrequently meet with symptoms of simple Asthma.
Dyspnoea, which we find it diflicult to refer to any other
primary affection, yet it is so generally sympathetic,
and its treatment depends so much upon the particular
circumstances of the individual case, that we shall dismiss the farther consideration of it, and proceed to
Asthma. Asthma is characterized by difficult and painful respiration, in which the breath is drawn at short
intervals, and with what is termed a wheezing sound,
attended with pain, and a sense of constriction in the
It occurs in paroxysms,
chest, and a degree of cough.
which usually come on about midnight. It is frequently attended with a copious expectoration of mucus: but
at times this discharge is not present ; and accordingly the disease has been divided into the varieties of
moist and dry. When the fit comes on in the night,
the patient is affected for some hours before the accession with langour and drowsiness, and a degree of tightness in the chest, with some cough.
These symptoms
gradually increase until the paroxysm arrives at its
greatest degree of violence, when, in three or tour hours,
it subsides spontaneously, leaving behind great debility
and heaviness. It not unusually happens, that the same
train of symptoms occur for several successive nights,
when the disease becomes less violent, and for a time
totally disappears.
Generally, the patient is able to
trace these accessions to some obvious exciting cause.
Certain states of the atmosphere, as the air of large cities, fogs, or exhalations from damp ground, indigestion, or repletion of the stomach, and violent exercise,
are the circumstances which we observe to operate the
most powerfully. When once the disease has invaded
the constitution, and gone through a complete set of
paroxysms, we find that it is much more easily excited
than at first; and at length it occurs when we are unable to assign any probable reason for it.
The proximate cause of Asthma is obscure. The morbid contraction of the muscular fibres of the bronchiae, which has
been usually employed to account for it, we conceive
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AngiMM pedoris.
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frortice.
they always depend upon some derangement of the
^—"/""^ lirain, the instrument by which they are exercised, yet
their phenomena are so peculiar, and the relation which
exists between the corporeal and the intellectual part
of our frame, is so ob>cure as to be altogether beyond
our comprehension, at the same time that tlie two
kinds of diseases require a tot illy different method of

This part of m.edicine has unfortunately
been much embarrassed, by the application of what has
been tenned metaphysical rcdsoning, but which has in
fact consisted of the use of certain ill defined and unmeaning phrases; the effect of which has often been,
toprotUice the same confusion in the mind of the reader
which must have existed in that of the writer. Another,
and perhaps a still greater source of difficulty, in every
treatment.

thing that respects the pathology of insanity, has arisen
from an unreasonable prejudice that has attached to
certain opinions respecting the nature of the intellectual
faculties, in consequence of their being supposed to be
Respecting the real
adverse to religion and morals.
merits oT the doctrine of materialism, the one here alluded to, we do not pretend to decide ; but we consider
it a fair and legitimate object of philosophical inquiry,
and it is one which is intimately connected with any
hypothesis that we may form respecting the nature of
the human powers, and their relation to the external
It has not, however, any immediate or necesworld.
sary connexion with pathology ; for whatever may be
our opinion respecting the cause on which the faculties
ultimately depend, we know that they are always exercised through the intervention of the brain ; and with
respect to the subject of insanity, it becomes an important practical question, whether the structural derangement of this organ corresponds, or is proportional to the
mental disease. On this point, we are disposed to decide in the negative; for although we are informed,
fiMm high authority, that whenever the brain has been
accurately examined in cases of insanity, some disease
in its structure may be detected, we are of opinion, that
it frequently bears no proportion to the violence of the
complaint, while, on the contrary, we have equally numerous cases of great destruction, or disorganization of
the brain, without a corresponding injury of the faculArrange-

lent of
genera

.

we

—/—
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finally decide.

There
which it

are several varieties of mental

derangement

Varietio.-

important to attend to the first and most
equivocal kind is that wliich consists in extreme caprice,
or irritability of temper, and is the most difficult to discriminate from a sound state of the mind, as passing inAnother
to it by shades that are absolutely insensible.
variety

is

is,

;

where

tlie

and habits undergo a

disposition

complete change, which is independent of external cira state that is often
curastances, or of moral causes
characterized by the mind becoming exclusively devoted to some one object, which is at one time of the most
important, and at another of the most trifling nature,
but stdl not decidedly beyond the limits of what may
be considered as the result of rational deduction. From
these we proceed to that variety of the disease where
there is a complete perversion on one or two points,
while on every other subject the mind retains its full
powers and from this we glide insensibly into that deplorable condition of the human nature, where tlie unwhere the individual
derstanding is entirely deranged
is unconscious of the effect of his actions, and almost
insensible to the impressions of surrounding objects
;

;

—

upon the organs of

sense.

Besides the difficulty which so frequently exists re- Nfan»g«°i""specting the actual presence of the disease, other equally embarrassing points come under the cognizance of
the physician. The first of these respects the question,
whether the state of the patient requires his being removed from his friends, and whether the symptoms
are such as to render him a proper inmate of a public
asylum. As a general rule, we conceive it to be clearly established, that the patient is always best managed
by those whose business it is to take care of the in-

sane; and in a great majority of instances it seems
that recovery is more promoted by the patient being
removed from his accustomed abode, than by any plan
ties.
which can be pursued, while he is surrounded by the
Insanity has been divided into different genera and
scenes with which he had been previously familiar.
species ; but we think it sufficient to consider it under
two forms only that where the faculties are prevented, The unpleasant association which must attach to a residence in a lunatic asylum is no doubt an objection to
j,p,j f[,gj where they are, in a greater or less degree destroyed ; the first constituting Mania, the latter Amenthe removal, and formerly, while these institutions
tia.
Although the phenomena of Mania are familiar to were regarded rather as places for coercion than for
every one, botli professional and unprofessional, yet medical treatment, every one must have felt anxious to
there is perhaps no disease which it is so difficult to deavoid the painful necessity of subjecting a friend or a
The enlightened
fine, and the existence of which it is often so difficult to
relation to their cruel discipline.
ascertain.
The question of Insanity frequently comes spirit of the present age has, however, happily reformto be discussed in courts of law, and we perpetually obed the greatest part, if not the whole, of this system,
serve men of the most acute discernment and extensive and has thus not only rescued a large portion of our
information differ in their opinion upon particular cases fellow-creatures from unmerited suffering, but has
that are subjected to their judgment.
This in fact de- afforded them the prospect of a restoration to the bless)}ends upon a circumstance, which may appear suffiings of health and the comforts of society.
t'ure.
ciently mortifying, that there are really no exact limits
In this brief sketch, we shall not enter into any deby which insnnity can be separated from that state of tail respecting the means of curing insanity. One of
mind which is deemed sufficiently sound to enable a our first objects must be to inquire into the exciting
person to transact the usual affiiirs of life. The most cause, and if possible to remove it; we are next to
lamentable weakness of judgment, and the most singu- examine the condition of the system generally, and of
lar perversion of the reasoning powers, unless exercised
the circulation in particular, whether there be any dein a certain way, which is dangerous to the existence of
viation from the healthy state, which we may have it
the patient, or those about him, pass by as not differing in our power to relieve.
Beyond this we have perhaps
from the condition of the rest of mankind except in de- no general principles on which to proceed. The digesgree ; and it u frequently from some accidental circum- tive organs are always to be carefully attended to, and
»tauce connected with it, that it acquires the name of ia females we are minutely to watch the state of the

—

aiij

•pccie.!.

and subjects the patient to restraint and conIt is indeed usually more from the degree of
iinement.
the affection than any thing specific in its nature, that
our judgment is ultimately formed, and rather by a detailed history of the circumstances of the case, and by
comparing the present with the former state of the patient, than by any single diagnostic circumstance, that
disease,

(

"

;
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T«rioui

The employment of the

he re««l«t«l entirely by cirtiat be m««leM tothe
eyMWt*i»ce». •nd the "amr
for the mo»t ptrt,
tMeofttimuUnUor tecii'
lhecur»CM«ilolb«iieeoi«piiT>eij ny the mere iweof medicine, imirpefKlent aTtfrnrnml tmmnmemmt or moral di»cipiine. Every th'mg tiimemn to |jro»e. thM vtoience and
hanhne** are as ««rit« •• they «re inhuman ; that roivfar proper, as to ptweM Iha patient
mint » only

in««m of dcplnion

'»

to

bid aflections that are concerned in the function of nutriuon, of which the most important are the stomach,
the io'estinal canal, the liver, and the absorbent sys>
trm.
The first of the four orders into which we divide
thta elass, consittJ of diseases of the stomach and its
I, of which we begin by an account of Dys*
"Dyspepsia, or Indigestion, as it is popularly

Prsetic^.

^^i""^

is a complaint that is infinitely diversifiad in ita
symptooM, and depends upon a great variety of causes,
aooa ooanactrd with the »tructure and cumpoaition of
injurtn;; himself, or those ai wmi Mm ; thai we
the
parts, and others with their functions, independent
privilevea
mtiilr«l
to
all
lh«
as
in«sne
reipwd the
visible alteration.
It is a complaint which does
of huiMMii J ; ami that. wSm the nmtan'mf powers of any
mn not too (ar pervenr>i. ihry may. in a majority of not run throogh any regular course, or observe any
pregrcaa, but cunsisls in a number of morbid
caM«, be rMtomI, by trratinjt the patient with • d«e ttniform
which sacMid or aooompany each other, as it
mixture tit Kcntleiteas and irauMsa, and by •MCapyiug

tetimed.

M

I

:

him with such pwrMiita aa mmf enmc* hb Htm wkhoat h«rMd*« then. The care of Aiaeniia is awv* h^»>
of Mania it marc Avqucntly dependa
obvieos aMMniral srectton of tho fanin, and U
opon
mere fteonenlly either eonnaie, oethe eCectof erne ir:

m

T— adioHeinjorT.

t

fiwboch
The t i Mims ia the
osMt UmM
tha speciai^ NNiMd there is
i; to that in tha aama patient, thay
their appaaranoa at diibrent periodaoftha
It may ba
or fH*<W imtMibijr ini* tMk athar.
»ed, that tha ptOfiMMia la HMee Miflwomahla whan tfta
aihctien ia hereditary, or when it canaa on wkhont
amr oheious caaaa ; whil^ on tha coalrary, tha

m

aaaraly fraaa incidantal circumstances. Among
ay aaptoMia of Dyspepsia, we may enutha Mlowira: loaa of appetite, or somatimea
tha oontrarv suta ofan acute feeling of hunger, while
tha sinniain is incapable ol' digesting the food that has
been teeairad into &, naiuaa, vomiting, pain uf the sto*
I

or Iha opposite state of

of tha faeal

(

wMdl

oBWiist of what ia
violeM dalirinn, nn mora cwily laUaeod

aacn to depcftd apan nMre waakMam*
a dhBimittaa rather thM esena af
Witit iwpect to the opatatiaa of partSoilar laaa iUai ia
Imanity. we may remark that Mtadfec ia nrt to ba
ployed, nerpt there ba soom i mln aliun of iia naa from

•

Iha tiaaa af tha cirailation. It duaa not appear to haea
ipeoMe effect ««ar tha 4baaM: and aailMw avi ba
diigianfW to tha pratoiion. than tha nAwaii i-

ny

——
i

n'"'
an nff Jnirhirti h -m
T^'^'f
In oar fln« pablie aMbliahMMnfc Tbaimna'ab.
ba aMda nmmHmg all tha other evi
which aaa aniy ID ba had laeaafaa 10 wl
hi tha state of tha Amatiaos

nn

i

clisrrhaea,

diicliarges, flatulence,

aad-ache. and a furred appearof tha tongne; a drcoaastaoca which aflurds the
of the most cartain imlications of tha
state of the padant. and tiblaa turn to form his pra|>
Tha ilisaaw ia not aOandtd with fever, nor u
ooaia.
tha polaa naeaMarily aiacta d, until it be ao firma tha
which iamdooad when it isof loagatandiof,
tha powafa af the body begin to fail from
of nattriahownt. It is observed that the
heonoactod with, or influenced
b^. tha oanditkn af tha atoatoch; so that the same individual, who paaaacMa tha aoat aativa and chaerAil
disposition while tha digaitiea Qr§/nt» arv fraa from optifossion. after a fkll maal b aceMia languid, melanchoTha aiciti ng oausas of Dyspeplic, and drapundin^.
iia an aa varioos aa tha aspect* which the di«casr as-

Every other tliaaaae which in an^ way influtha Mate of the general hralih, may induce Dyspspsia ; all violent mental emotions, especially those of
a aipiiasing kind ; sedentary habiu, or exercise carried
Opiwo, to the length of exhaustion and, what is tlie most frcto call fSgr thair ampli y iant
'
quant Gam
tha one which produce* the most ur» aodk h«l ihairodaoMlao. as
symptoma, a luxurious diet, or
and
ant
bath, tha MlieBtiaaar«aM ndar
aaraly too graat rapkdon ; and eepadally the excesThe haaiva iMa of fsiai anted or spinioua li«|uors.
: btttitHw ba doabtadwhatharanyf y dacidad
It ooghl to Va aspeoMi Aoa thaaB,orat laart aora hitnal antplajroMnl of opium or tobaooo aaems to act
what caabainppoiad to ii p ind open thair aiact varjr nnfiivmiably npon tha diyartiva ofgaaa i and, in
of hart, whatever may baaappaaadafthwtodiariniih tha
fapwanotjagthaafteaftha^aniwlhaalth.
powers, or to produoa their irrtgolar action, ftvtha iiiliM of thoiiiniiiilifin, noantly aMHiifesU iu injurioua eflecte through the mc«
Another data of causes which
anijr partial, ao aa to Maea tha iimm af tha stoaach.

My

;

.

Ma^

pallHitniatitiialian

h—

at baattfilintaJ

tobacanadanaaf what waa pom-

I lly to tha iwa——ana afctoaf

Wai

tlte

ifiTirtt*T

digestion, ara ihoM that consist in some
of the various chylopoetic viscera, aa

inianimation, eootractitm, or schirrus of tha

tetoach itaalf, which ally oecnra aboot tha pylorus
afcctjanaof tha iplc e a end fttwm ; and whatever impcdes the due aecratian of iba bila, ar iU diacharga into
the alimentary cnnaL
Tha indicationa of cure to baobearrad in Dyspepaia Trcatmsab
ara enlHciently obvioua, but tha aaoamplialmMnt of
CHAP, nr,
them ia often very difficult ; and perhaps, in a iiMJoriFitratnpie:
ty of caaacb we are rather to practice with a view to obviate paiticwiar synptonw, than in prosecu tion of any
JmJig ttl*'"'
iom.
I.
Djfiptpma
general ptindplea. Our first obiect miut be to ascerwbethcr there be any structural disa to aor fowtfa daae af diaai«,thaaa tain, if paaWe, v
idhwthaaav. MMflftb*M«B« or ibe digestive organs, a circua*
.
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for simple pain of the stomach, the
Practice,
oxide of bismuth has been recommended upon high au- """""Y""^
but we apprehend that the complaint in
thority j
which this medicine has been found so efficacious, is
long as the structure of the part is unimpaired, so our
rather to be considered as a species of Autalgia, than
prospect of success must always be very small on the
very
the pain which is symptomatic of Dyspepsia.
disease
case,
the
latter
this
In
supposition.
contrary
valuable medicine, and one which is applicable to every
until
is to be regarded as entirely symptomatic, and,
form of the disease, is the carbonate of potash ; it apthe primary affection be removed, not only would most
pears not only to neutralize any acid which may exist
useless,
Dyspepsia
be
for
proper
are
that
remedies
of the
in the stomach, but so to regulate the process of digesreason
to
we
have
When
injurious.
but probably even
tion as to prevent its formation ; and it has been found,
suppose that the affection of the stomach is altogether
be taken for months or years if necessary,
independent of the structural disease, our first object that it may
producing any kind of injurious effect. An
without
palife
of
the
of
modes
and
habits
the
into
is to inquire
irregular state of the alimentary canal is almost a contient, and especially into the nature of the diet; and,
stant attendant upon Dyspepsia, and altiiough it generalfor the most part, we shall find that, by a proper reguly produces constipation, it occasionally manifests itself
lation of these points, the most urgent symptoms tnay
Except in very pro'n the opposite state of diarrhoea.
exhibiby
the
than
effectually
be relieved even more
Yet painful and tracted cases, or where there is reason to suspect some
tion of the most powerful medicines.
structural derangement, this symptom generally yields
distressing as the complaint is, so much so as to destroy
to a cautious exhibition of purgatives, together with a
itrender
existence
even
and
to
life,
of
comforts
all the
due attention to the state of the diet ; and without any
self a burden, so inveterate are the habits of self-indulacquire their proper tone,
gence, and so unable is the patient to resist the calls of specific treatment the bowels
a pampered appetite, craving for its accustomed grati- as the system returns to its healthy state. Astringents
we conceive to be seldom necessary, and for the most
fications, that we too frequently find all our admonitions to be in vain, and our advice to be totally ne- part injurious ; diaphoretics, particularly opium comWith respect to other remedies, the numbers bined with ipecacuanha, are frequently found benefit
glected.
that have been employed, and the various forms in cial, and this may be regarded as the best form of givwhich they have been administered, to accomodate the ing opium, where pain or any other symptom indicates
its employment ; it must always be preceded or accomtaste or the caprice of the patient, are almost infinite
but we may arrange them under the three heads of panied by mild purgatives.
It generally hap.
evacuants, stomachics, and tonics.
pens that the intestines are either torpid or in an un.
Sect. II. Diabetes.
natural state, and there is perhaps no instance of DyB«
pepsia, of all the numbers that fall under our care, in
Next to Dyspepsia we have placed Pyrosis and Pica Pyrosis and
which we shall not find it highly beneficial to com>
mence with active purgatives. They will be frequent- in our list of diseases, which depend upon a defect of P'caly found to supersede the whole tribie of carminatives, the digestive organs ; the former of them consisting in
antispasmodics, and antacids, which have been so li- the eructation of a watery fluid from the stomach, atberally prescribed in this complaint, and will lay the tended with pain, heart-burn, and flatulence ; the latter
best foundation for the subsequent use of stomachics in a species of perverted appetite, by which the patient
and tonics. It would not be consistent with the na- is seized with an almost unconquerable desire of eating
ture of this treatise to enter into any account of the indigestible substances, that are not properly articles of
Although these are usually considered by sy»>
particular medicines or combinations of them, which food.
may be adapted to the various symptoms or conditions tematic nosologists to be distinct diseases, and occaof the disease, but we generally think it desirable to em- sionally occur almost unconnected with any other
ploy them in a simple form and in small doses, and symptoms, yet we are induced to regard them as mere
rather to rely upon a change in the external circum- modifications of Dyspepsia; and, with respect to their
stances, which may be conceived likely to promote the treatment, we have little to offer in the way of general
general health, than upon the administration of any principles that has not been stated in the preceding
shall merely remark that Pyrosis is geneCountry air section.
particular article of the materia medica.
and exercise, temperance in diet, avoiding the oppres- rally supposed to originate from the habitual use of
an indigestible diet, which must of course be attended
sive cares of business ; and, we may add, as what is
scarcely less necessary, the unreasonable pursuits of to in the cure, and that Pica is commonly found to be
pleasure, are the grand remedies for Dyspepsia; and connected with a torpid state of the uterine system, as
we conceive that no mie who has given them a full well as of the digestive organs.
The next disease which we have placed in this divi. Diabetes,
trial, and has experienced the relief which is obtained
from them, will be disposed to relapse into those luxu- sion is Diabetes, an affection of a very peculiar nature,
rious habits, from which it is so difficult, in the first and which, both with respect to its origin, its proximate cause, and its treatment, has given rise to much
instance, to wean the patient.
Among the remedies which are of the most decided controversy. Its most remarkable symptoms are a
benefit in Dyspepsia, next to purgatives, and after they great increase in the quantity of urine, a voracious
have performed their full effect, we may place the tribe appetite, a stoppage of the cutaneous perspiration,
of stomachics, consisting of the simple bitters, of which thirst, emaciation, and great muscular debility. The
perhaps the most efficient are gentian and quassia ; and urine is not only prodigiously increased in its quantity,
of those substances which seem to consist essentially of but likewise has its composition completly changed;
the substance named urea, which it contains in the
a bitter and an aromatic, of which we should select calomba and cusparia, as the most generally useful. Of healthy state, is entirely removed, or exists in very
the tonics, perhaps the most powerful in strengthening small proportion, while in its stead we find a large
the digestive powers, is the union of one of the stoma*
quantity of a body possessing the physical and cherat-

must materially influence our treatment,
more our prognosis for while we may hope
as
to relieve tlie most obstinate djspeptic symptoms,
itance which
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nl propettiM of sunr. \Tbether diabetic difiMSMregarded more
be rvKsrucu
lu^ar, i« to iw
MHliaU* Aval vageuinle iugar,
what in any reapcct
a chMiral qnestion, than
•«»P**a^gr or Mtr practice; and it
whether there be a
baa haan a
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DiabalM
the iaiiiMid ilitrliar||a af wiac, tife voracioaa
t, and th* ^arbid Mate af the akin, but where
eoalai* aiifar. There ia much obtht flrisi'i of Diabalaa; it
paper diet, to tha aac of
MqMn. t» larne'quantitica of watery fwda, to
to ceU during perspiraaaa, to viotant asatCMe,
to aojr tain( which Wfkt ba aappoaad
jUBM gaMnBjT. or Ih* d igaari
likaiy to waakan the mtoto
partioalar. It daea net,
oqiaiw
'
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it

to ha
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which might have been apprehended. The old atethod Crseticr.
of treating the campUint, and the one which ia still '""Y"^
oAcn bad reconrae to, ia by astringents of various kinds,
to which opium is often conjoined ; and of the efficacy

we have many

of this practice

flattering accounts,

but

frasn its total &ilure on other occasions, we suspect
that the alledged caaes have either not been proper

Diabetea, or that the medical attendants have hastily
aooa (kttari^g appaarancea of amendment,
and mistaken them for a radical cnre.
Upon the
whole, we believe that where the urine was in large
quantity and highly iaocharine, where Bulimia eziated
in any ooBaidarabia dMrae, and where the cutaneous
panpiration was abolished, no cure has ever been ao>
With respect to the treatment whidi may
campliriied.
afiird the beat chance of tuccras, or which may poaaibly
remove the complaint in its incipient state, we should
recuramend that a moderate bleeding be premised, and
that a diet bfc employed of which vegetable matter
abould faai enl^ a amall piwpertion ; at the same time
ly aiiiiiiiilMai v^gatohle tonics, and may endeavour to raalare the natural action of the skin by diaand the «a
caogfat at

-

Hi athas

to a priaarjr diaeHa af the kidoMr. Upon
eoneeiva that tha fcf ir ia bjr <ar the
oMat pmbdila HppeAiaa i far akha^h iha
tian af tha had* after dlth haa datoatod a
Mito af *• kUbeya. thi* we ihaald aacriba to tha
aaalito aT the
aiaat iliitiiii hi the qoaad^r
Aaid which paaMi thiaag h thaai. rather ttMa have tmto theidaa that aajr dtaa«a in tha aacMling «a>pradaea Mdk a aaaiftato p».
aab aftha kidney
WMawafthaaetiaaaofeaary pattaftha niliai
aaal ahawaf
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Gaat any ba chnactociiad

m

a diiaaM which recurs Podagra.
Miaiaiiy aaaantiaUy in the pain of one
the lallrr joints of the hands or feet, moat
only ef the gratf tae, which is attended with
end aweOiqgaf tha
loeal alJMliaa ia preceded by a atatooTgcn**
nailiuii. and aaiiei iaily by various dyrprptic
and we aanaUy find that, when the inflaaa1 1
ia the cxtnaaitiee, the itianarh ba<
ia eed.
The pariMMfiai came on at uncertain
and AaqaaBtlir wilhaat any obvious exciting
bnt it ia faaanUy oannaKed with an hereditary
and ia acarcaly ever met with exoeot
ia the higher ruiks of life ; and for tne
eat part, whan net hereditary, may be clearly traced
When Gout
to habita of iasnry end aelf- indulgence.
eaiala in a well marked farm, that* ia no difficulty in
diatingaiahtug t (Wan all other aCtction*
it is easily
raeogniaed by the state of the atoeBach, the part which
ia aMded. and the nature of the pia ilniiiMim and ex>
tmt in iu more imgukr waiai, it i» apt
citiim cease
to he eanCninilfxl with KheumatiiB, and it aiaaeii ia>
dead, that the two diteaM^ are aooMtitoM fffrnwimd in
the Mtoe aauant. In tboac who are pre-dispoaed to
Gaat, it aim ba cinted by Miy thing which producea
an increaaed acticm in the part, aa by eicesaive exercise,
by a strain er a bruise, bat in thtwe who inherit the
diaeaac, or who have onoa aafcrad severely fVnm it, we
eAen ftnd it impoaaible to deted any aaaignable cause
§ar the paroxysm. The bet that Gout never attacks the
pear, while even a canaiiliribU proportion of the
wealthy ate mat»orleseaat;)ecttoit, is known to every
one^ and haa neoaaaarily given rise to much speculation
ri a pfctiBg both ita prt-diaposing an<l its pn xmiate
caan. It is net very eaay to determine U) « hich uf the
tai i tosi a ncea that aHach to the condition of the rich
it* predaction ie to be attributed ; mere excess in c«ting. although it produces stomach oomplamti, does not
generatv that specific state of the digestive organs wliicb
give* riac to Gout, nor do we find that the abaaa of far*
m«-nt<:<l or ipiritous liquors, which is to ""—'nw uaaam
the lower claiac*, subjccu them to this complaint
It
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tat ene into wMeh
kuaadienC led to the idea that by
laaithadiei
'at the laid ai%hl he
It waa aneawinglT (auad
llMCt ky ampiayiag a aaaiplate aMmal diit, tha ea^v
waa aa Mgar praoacai t end it waa
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ainaa piapaaad,

and

Natwithatandnig the
pawAa, and the ditf
tha aaaraaa af debilitv, very cefgeaa Meed.
t
haan aMpleyad, and if not with tooah haa^
it, at VmA without that aggravataoo cf iha
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would appear that

it

depends upon the combined ope-

ration of luxurious habits of various kinds, of which, indulgence in the gratifications of the table, and the want
of a due quantity of bodilj' exercise, are probably the

Praetin
nature, the paroxysm of Gout was considered rather as
a curative operation which was to be induced or pro- *"""'Y"~'
moted by the practitioner, than as a morbid condition

of the system which it was his business to remove.
Accordingly, all our attempts were more calculated to
TjrifliM.
Besides the regular forms of the disease, where it increase, than to diminish tlie inflammation of the joints,
occurs in paroxysms, that alternate with, or succeed by the application of warmth, and by the use of stimuto complaints of the stomach, and leave the patient in lating diet and medicines ; and even during the inter;,
vals of the fits, so great was the apprehension of the
perfect health during the intervals, tliere are other vamischief that might arise from checking the efforts of
rieties of the disease, in some of which the different
the vis medicalrix, that nothing was attempted more
stages exhibit considerable irregularity, both with respect to their degree of violence, and the order of their than a mere palliative plan, which was generally altoOf late, however, we have ventured upsuccession ; in one of these, which is called retrocedent, gether inert.
or repelled Gout, after the disease has settled upon the on a more active practice, and we have not hesitated
to oppo.se the regular progress of the disease, or even
joints of the extremities, it suddenly leaves the part,
and attacks some of the internal viscera, the brain, the to counteract the natural actions of the system.
lungs, the heart, or the stomach ; and if not relieved administer brisk purgatives to clear the alimentary caby the appropriate remedies, may suddenly prove fa- nal, we attempt to moderate the inflammation of the
joints, if not by the application of cold, at least by the
tal, by preventing these organs frtim performing their
The regular Gout is not a disease abstraction of heat; and we occasionally employ bleedordinary functions.
which is usually considered as productive of danger to ing, either general or topical, and enjoin the strict anthe life of the patient; but it materially impairs his com- tiphlogistic regimen. To what extent this plan is to be
pursued, must be left to the discretion of the practiforts and utility, for the fits generally increase upon
him, both in their violence and their duration, so that tioner, as determined by the urgency of the case ; while
at length he is doomed to pass a considerable part of we have ample evidence of its safety, when judiciously
his time under their influence, while the joints, by the employed, we are to bear in mind that the inflammarepeated attacks of inflammation, become distorted, or tion of Gout is of a specific kind, and that the immenearly immoveable. The irregular Gout, although pro- diate danger of the disease consists in its being repelled
ductive of less urgent symptoms, and of little or no from the extremities to the internal viscera.
After we
injury to the joints, has the effect of imbittering the have carried the depleting system as far as is thought
proper or necessary, opium, either alone or in combilife of the patient, by an almost constant state of indisposition ; and it has a peculiar tendency to induce a nation with ipecacuanha, will be found useful for removing irritation, and bringing back the functions indistressing lowness of spirits, and a feeling of despondto their ordinary state.
ency, which are more intolerable than acute pain.
When the fever and inflammaStale or the
The phenomena of Gout werefoimerly regarded as tion have subsided, we shall probably find a course of
tu\<ii.
affording the most direct evidence of the theory of the bitters and stomachics necessary to strengthen the dihumoral pathologists, in which a morbific matter exists gestive organs, and to prevent the recurrence of that
in the fluids, is capable of being conveyed from one
state which lays the foundation for future attacks of the
part of the body to another, and manifesting its pre- disease.
But this object, which is even of greater imsence in them by its appropriate symptoms.
Palpable, portance than the cure of the individual paroxysm, is
however, as this conclusion was conceived to be, the mo- to be attempted more by regulating the habits of the
dern pathologists have denied the existence of this mor- patient, than by the employment of any particular arbific matter, of which it has been said that no evidence
ticle of the materia medica ; provided the constitution
exists, except what is derived from the symptoms of the
be not too much impaired, and the alteration be not
disease ; anil these, they have asserted, might be better
too hastily adopted, we find that, by e.xchanging a life
explained upon other principles. The researches of the of gluttony and indulgence, for one of temperance and
modern chemists have, however, given some plausibili- activity, we are generally able to accomplish the desirty to the doctrine of the humoralists, by discovering ed efltect. Simple, however, as this plan may appear,
thai gouty urine contains an unusually large proportion
it is but seldom that the practitioner is able to put it
of lithic acid ; and as the same substance has been into execution ; for so wedded are the patients to their
found exuding from the joints, in combination with so- accustomed indulgencies, that they shut their ears to
da, it would seem to follow, that the general mass of the salutary counsels of their medical attendants, and
the circulating fluids are impregnated with it.
But voluntarily resign themselves to pahi and disease, in
although the fact must be interesting,*both in a patho- preference to health and comfort, when they are to
logical and a practical point of view, it cannot be conbe purchased by the renunciation of their luxurious
sidered as throwing much light upon the proximate habits.
cause of Gout, as we have still to inquire how the preAn important circumstance yet remains to be noticed Specific
sence of the lithic acid can produce the peculiar affec- respecting the cure of Gout, the discovery
of a medi- B*"'tion of the stomach, why it is transferred from the stocine which is supposed to have a specific effect upon
mach to the joints, why it particularly attacks the small the disease, so as to remove it by a kind of operation
joints of the extremities, why the general and local
which we cannot refer to any general principles. The
symptoms alternate with each other, and, in short, what medicine was introduced into practice in the form
of a
connexion or relation it bears to the ordinary symptoms secret recipe, but it appears to
be ascertained that its
of the disease.
essential ingredient is the colchicum autumnale.
Treatment.
The treatment of Gout has. varied very much at dif- is one of those substances which, when taken in This
a large
ferent times, according to the prevalence
of particular quantity, prove highly deleterious; but in moderate
ttiedical theories, or the pathological
doctrines that have doses it may be taken without danger, and usually
been enteruined respecting the nature of the complaint. operates by
producing an evacuation either from the
While all diseases were regarded as salutary efforts of bowels, the kidney, or
the skin.
It affords ahnost a

most important.
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uaiqM nunple of « remedy

beiiv;

introduced

into

{wsctice under an empirical form, which miuntained iu
reputation after it« compoatton had been detected;
for we leem to be in powwrim of the moet unequivocal
evidence ofiu power, both in prercnting and reniov.
the goaty paroxym. Sometimes the aalutary effect enaue* without any ienaible operation, but generally the benefit is more apparent, and there ia «uppoaed to be Icm danger ef any deletcrioua action on the

mg

Mme kind of evacuation haa taken
Caiea have oocnrred, in which, by giving the
medicine in too laq^e a quantity, or in an improper
tale of the i^Mem, it appmrs to have pntduced ahniMt
the rr-—i<i^*« deatractian of life ; but by uang the
pnper precaotiana, we conceive that the colcnicum
may be adminirtered with tafety and advantage.
vital

powers when

l^aoe.

Sscr. IV.

fcnMbu

Cack€»it.

Scnfidm.

In the order of the Cmetmdm we ihall find aome of
diaeMca which attack the huoMn
,boliiftaBtheexta«tof the nuachief which they
and the little power which our mnedie*
The flnt that we atttll notice ia
rcr tham.
fttla, U> which, aa indicating it* pia Miinwrly bcH^
ibl inf uenoe, the name of et</ haa been populiriy i^
plied.
The term acrafula haa, we think, bMn uaed in
too vague a nunner. ao ai to include a vwioty of anoaloua aflcctjons which have little CMinwion either in
We
thohr aeat, their ejiftMiH, or their tenunetiaa.
•eacrioe that it o«ght to to reatnctod priaHrily to an
fcctioii of the ebaei beut glende, radudng. in the

dw owrt finudable

awla a herdwied or a—pertid Male of
them, in which they are ao hiMrd
la»gm able to

aatioB, after

thdreiMMuieiatefttnctiena;

ttnmtM
foHidy

nd,

laitlyi

with a peculiar train of mnplHaa, which tatdiatinguiah

it

from

all

oUWr
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now

generally agreed that it i» not a contagious Prictico.
it is endemic in those countries which ."'"!"Y""^
have a damp and cold atmosphere ; that its exciting '^^''"C
cause is improper food, impare air, want of exercise,
and a deficiency of clotbin)^ ; and that these causes
act the moat powerfully upon the individuals who are
predisposed by an bere<iitary taint, or by previous
weakiiesa, but from the influence of which probably no
one is entirely exempt. We have stated Scrofula to
consist e sse n tially in a disease of the absorbent glands,
and we believe that, in evcrv inatance, ita commencement may l>e traced to an aflactian of these organs, but
it frequently happens that in the pronrem of the complaint, glands of other deacriptioaa Doecme diaeaaed.
and even parts which are not ^andular; two of the
most frequent of these varieties are certain affections of
How far these should be
the evca and of the bonea.
strictly called Scrofula, or whether they mif^ht not, with
more propriety, be considered as distinct diaeaaea
brought into action by Scrofula, is a question we aball
The same remark applies to the
not new diacuaa,
longs, the glanda of which likewise frequently become
afccted in Scrofula, and ^ive rise to the fatal disease of
Phthisis pnlmonalis ; butthissffectionis oneof somuch
iatportme^ and la charactcriaad by so many peculiar
sympleni. that whatever may be our opinion respecting
iu nosalogieal chanctar, we mast make it the subject
of a diatfaict section.
Many hypotheses have been formed respecting the Proiimtia
prooiiinate causes of Scrofula, but we are disposed to rautc
think, that they have thrown no real lieht either upon
iu nature or its traalment ; indeed, with respect to the
latter dreaoMlaBce, we conceive that the doctrines of
the hamoral pathology, which Uught that Scrofula
upon a morasfic matter existing in the blood,
which waa to be corrected or removed by rigid abetinenoe, or by a long c«aHiniied oaane of pur^^ve me.
dicinee, was often productive of aerious injury.
In- TrMiuMnt.
It is

disease

;

that

which mpacian^
JeedthemanMSiiinitof ScmAila, although so frecjuenU
ocftaincDBKitntiaaaor habiti of body ; the
ly aa ot:;)eGt of the grmlmt inieiest to practitioners, is
it arc gcnanUy p—ma of bir akint nd mi
a point concsraiiy whiA the art of medidne haa yet
iwia. and fiinjaaidy poaaem graat deUcaey of teU
aaade but little ainrancs^ and raapecting which we are
yiei
mg end brilliancy ef mental powan, indicatmg what atill leA in a stato of graat ignorance and unceruinty.
haa been termed the aamraiae temperaoMnt. Ita firM It ia indeed sn fficiendy seeartalned that our great ob.
mvaMM la during cl>ilrll>onrt ; it m
ject naaat be to improve the general health, and every
if the one will see the pr uyr iKy at carefully removing the
|k* period of puboty; and after the adok
can bear up to loqg egaimt k» nn^m, it gradn> anating oauae where it can be aacrrtainrd, hut iM^ond
a&y dadinca. It uauaUy makes iu firat «onMee ia this we (ear we have little upon which we can build
dw glanda of the neck, where it ftnna larpe fngfsd with the least degree of canidenoe. Whether it lie the
olcars, that are very Stkak to heal, but whicnare
caose or the efcct of the acrofuloua diapoaition, a de«
oAan productive of no iaeanveniancc, acept the «»• tHtgod atalB of the all iasiHaiy canal ia a uaual attendant
aldlMlr Man which they leave behind them.
It h«
npoa the diaeaae, so that purgatives will be fm|uently
Bead been wipyoaed that the diacfaane ftmn thoM Immd a naoesaary part or our treatment and in that
ukan M favoartttte to the gtnenl heuth, by giviiy variety, where the mescntary is pccoliariy afliMted, the
aa It wert^ to
bumoor, which otherwiae torpor of the bowels often makes it necessary for na
anna imneiiiiencai, by af- emiiloy the most powerful drastics. The weekheaa of
vital oeigaa ; "Wt ihii «minion we are di*.
all the vital powers, which characterises the s<Tofulaua
_
poi^d'to regard aa dmived from a tkbe theory, and aa constitution, sugj^ests the employment of tonics
and
not mnctioned by experienoe. Other glandnlar parta they have aecuruiij^y, nndv some fiirm or otlier, gearc. however, often aflccted, which arc move conotmed
nanlly made a part of every plan that haa been pro.
in the ciardae of the vital fiuictiana, of which ihoae of posed for the core of the diamae; but the peculiar dis.
the maaentery. or other part* more immediately can> poAion to inllawnation which belonn to the sanguine
acted with the vital organ* arc the moat important. tonparament, and the liability wliidi local inflammathese beoocDe the aufajecU of ScraAda, tiiey prove tion haa, in thoae predisposed to it. to assume the
•Mtmctive to health, by preventing the dae aopplv of scroAiloua aapect. always renders their employment
diyle, and induce a Hwcim of atrophy or tabea, which
critical.
This remark applii-< particularly to cinchona
i« diaracterised by a bald and tumid abdomen, and by
and iron, whieh, under various forms, have been long
the eumne emanation of the iace and extremitiea. It prescribed as the crand remediea for this compUint,
is odir this ftem that ScraAila provca iatal.
but which, althouf^ they may be bene6cial iu ootaia
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Prtcttee. states, where the system is exhausted by long continued
'"-^^""^ disease, probably possess no specific power in counteracting the scrofulous action, aud seem but little adaptto
eil for tlie constitutions which are the most disposed
its attHcks. In a chronic affection, and in one of so general an operation, wc are naturally led to regard the
cflcct of diet as an important agent in the re-establishment of the health ; yet on this point very opposite
plans liave been adopted in the disease now under consideration, for, while a strict antiphlogistic system has

been strongly enforced by some practitioners, others
have equally insisted upon the importance of a nutriBoth these extive and even a stimulating regimen.
tremes we believe to be injurious, and on this point, as
well as respecting the articles of the materia medica,
we have jjerhaps no more explicit rules to guide us
than that every thing should be directed towards the
establishment of the general health; if the patient be
languid and emaciated, we are to supply him with as
much nourishment as the digestive organs will admit
but if, on the contrary, he be of an inflammatory habit,
we must proceed, although with caution, on the oppoThe use of sea air, of sea bathing, and
site system.
of the cold bath generally, respecting which so much
has been said in Scrofula, may all be referred to the
To the inhabitants of large towns,
same principle.
who generally pass their time in close apartments, and
are immersed in smoke and impure air, the freshness of
the sea breezes must be highly salutai-y ; but we apprehend that there can be nothmg of a specific nature in
the air of the sea, and that many inland situations are
even preferable, as being less liable to dampness and
moisture.
For bathing, however, salt is perhaps always preferable to tresh water, and it has been supposed tliat sea-water has a beneficial effect upon scrofulous ulcers as a local application, although the evidence
In speaking of
for this opinion be not very decisive.
the remedies for Scrofula, we must not pass by in silence the alleged virtues of mercury, and especially of
calomel, which has been held up as a kind of specific
in that variety of the disease, where we suspect there
How
to be a schirrous state of the mesenteric glands.
far mercurj', in any fonn, possesses the power of resolving glandular tumours, we are scarcely prepared to decide, but we are much disposed to refer a great share
of the benefit which has been gained by the use of this
medicine merely to its power in promoting the operation of the purgatives with which it is usually combined.
With respect to all the specifics that have been
proposed for Scrofula, the acids, alkalies, earthy and
metallic salts, and various vegetable extracts, we confess that we are extremely sceptical as to any benefit
that has ever been derived from them.
The management of the local affections, whether schirrous glands,
ulcerations, enlargement of the bones, or in whatever
form the disease makes its appearance, falls under the
especial province of surgery
we shall only remark
concerning it, that their treatment appears as difficult
and uncertain as in the constitutional form of the disease; and that notwithstanding the numerous plans
that have been brought before tlie public with so much
conBdence, the cure of these complaints must still be
considered as one of the great desiderata of the art.
;

SiCT. V.
rbthUli.

PMhisls pulmonalis. Pulmonary Cotuumption.

We have already referred to this complaint in the
preceding Section, and have noticed its probable conexion with Scrofula ; but whatever be our opinion on
5

this point as a pathological question,

whJcn amply

deser\'es to

it

is

a cdseasc

be made the subject of

dis^

Praetice,

"""V"^

It is characterized by pain in the
side or the ehest, attended with cough, dyspnoea, and
with expectoration, which, as the disease advances, be-

tinct consideration.

A

febrile state is induced, which ulcomes purulent.
timately terminates in acute hectic, while in the latter
stages there is colliquative diarrhoea and profuse perspiration, attended with excessive debility and emaciaAlthough persons of the sanguine temperament
tion.
are the most subject to this affection, yet it shows so
powerful an hereditary tendency, that the children of
phthisical parents, whatever constitution or temperament they may possess, 5nd whatever may be their apparent vigour, are always liable to its attacks.
Its exciting cause is in most cases to be traced to some ciriiunistaiice which produces inflammation in the lungs,
although where there is a decided hereditary disposition, it is often very difficult to assign any immediate cause for its invasion.
great proportion of all
the cases appear to originate from Catarrh, so tliat, in
our moist and variable climate, where the excess of civilization and refinement has tended to diminish the
vigour of the natural constitution of the inhabitants,
and where many of the modes of life are peculiarly
adapted to render the body liable to suffer from the
state of the atmosphere, I'hthisis may be regarded as
the great scourge of the island.
It lias been calculated
that not less than 5.5,000 persons are annually destroyed by it, which, if we estimate the total population of
England at 12,000,000, will not be very far short of
TWO 3 P^*'* °f ^^^ whole population. When the disease
exists in its fully formed state, its character is too well
marked to admit of much doubt or uncertainty ; but as
it often comes on in a very gradual manner, and supervenes upon the affections of the chest, it is sometimes
The circumstmice
difficult to decide upon its presence.
which has been usuidly had recourse to, as forming the
diagnosis, is the stater of the expectoration, whether it
be mucous or purulent ; but as this is a point which
cannot itself be, in all cases, very easily decided, various tests have been employed for this purpose. Upon
the whole, however, we conceive that an attention to
the general condition of the patient, to his previous
constitution and hereditary disposition, are more important than any one symptom, and will generally enable us to form a correct judgment. Although the state
of the lungs in Phthisis has been carefully examined,
and the appearances which they exhibit very minutely
detailed, tliere still remains much uncertainty respecting the nature of the proximate cause, or of the manner in which the exciting causes produce the change
of structure which the parts experience, ^^'hen we
examine the limgs after death, we find them to be filled

A

with hard tumours, called tubercles, which seem to be
composed of indurated glands ; these are at first of an
indolent nature, but they acquire the inflammatory state,
and proceed to suppuration, when the hectic fever
comes on, antl the disease assumes its characteristicfeatures.
We have already spoken of the connexion
which there appears to be between Scrofula and Phthisis,
and the morbid appearances in the lungs may seem to
confirm the idea of the connexion ; it must, however, be
acknowledged, that the two affections do not bear any
exact ratio to each other in the same individual, and
even that some whole families are more disposed to
Scrofula and others to Phtliisis.
With respect to the treatment of Phthisis, we have Treatment,
little to ofl'er, except a melancholy narrative of the
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jhm that have b««i prMentecl

to the

lie indeed to thcMewhohavewitncMed the condition
after tbey have exemnpkiiH, it ran excite
tiMt att KleiuyU at coie rfwald be entirelr
^ and nKHt iiiiprca* the mind with the fuU
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for oa to tooth the termination of life, by diminishing,
as far aa lies in oar power, the various sources of un>
easines* that from time to time rise up to distress the
Every candid practitioner will confess, that.
patient.
Beyond this, he can Itave no entectation of obtaining
the least relief &om the aid of medicine and it is a
duty which he owes to himself no leas than to his pa«
tient, to refuse his consent to any of thoae experiments,
which, with whatever pretension* they may be sup*
ported, most be regaidad a* the off^mi^ either of dehuiaB or of empiriciflB.

PrteVit*.

;

Sect. VI.

Rackitis.

RkkeU.

Another diseaae, which, like Phthisis, is suppoaed to nacfaiiit,
be nearly allied to Scrofula, if not to be a mere modiIt would seem to have firtt
6catian of it, is Rickets.
made ita appearance in modem time*, for it is too reaitable in Ita symptoms to have been overlooked
and tlierc i* probably aonie reaaon to believe that it i*
not now ao itVquent aa it waa half a century too.
It
i* aaaentiaUy a disease of the bones, in which thvy in«
Craaac in bulk, and tt the tame time lose their firmness,
ao as not to bear the wri);ht of the parts attached to
tiiem without l>ein|i bent out of their natural form.
It
malM* its first appearance at an early age, and contiuntil about the period of pabeity.
Durine thia
interral tlie patient RdTert fVom the immediate eflrcta of
tile dialoftioo tiiat is produced in variout narta of tlta
badr, aa wail aa hum irrcgnlarity in the ditTrrmt orgmeAmctioa*, and aspecially in thoae of the digestive
ao aa to induce a great degree of emaciation
Ideliility, which not unfrequently affect the mental
object ia to
Old yat'tfaia
daa* In iseh a way aa well a* the oarporeal faculties, and ultimately pro*
*
dhaammgth
in aa mmO • danae a* noacead to a (iMal larmination. When the diseaae aatomea
Oanml Uaod-lctthig ia
a lam acate Ibtm, tiw powara of tha oomtitution finally
it awt bo alwaya had
oeercuma tlie vldenca of tiie diaeaae ; but the deformi'
vc amy arith lam iMntd amplay twtinil bliwlliia,
ty of tlie liane* still contimies ; and when it has affected
the pafe of tha
and Mto af r
tne tmnk ef the body, it often materially derange* tome
it, and atOI maaa biblma,
of the functions, and laavw the parts
a state from
powerful f«BMdiaB that wa peaaam in illb
which they can never aftarwanu recover themselve*.
BM*t endeavoar to allay tha eaiwh br mtrihgi- Tha caaaaaf Rickets ia not yet aaocrtalned; many of the
naaa mixture*, to winch anwll qaanliM* ofapiom bm^ 'eiimiBafanriia which tend to induce SooAila teem alto
bt added, and we may idaatum to allay tha frrer 1^ to Ibvoar the appearance of Rickets : but we are dispo>
dlannoralica ; but we maat proeaaa wwi gtaat caatian
aad to regard tncm aa distinct ooraplainu, because we
in the admaitemtian of any tabatanoe that ia intendaJ
do nat pereaive that the symptoms are nec««s«Hly con*
neded togetiier but, on the contrary, that the> comto act npan tike eaplllarie* of the akin, in
af tha tendency to profnae permiration, which always monly attack certain imiividuala separately, and are not
in tha lattor atacf* of Phthiai* ; the anae remarli
eanvcrtible into each otiier.
The affection is generally
alto to tha bowala.
How lar any bencit b to tlwaght to ba harcdiianr, jH. tha tcndencr is not to ob*
aa Apectod num aadatTvea ia itnl a aunliwaitod noa^ viona in thi* ease a* in Snofab, or in Phthisis ; and we
tian ; Cse alnoaigh weappaaiimd tnavaaMi lie no ilaabt
perpetually obaerve examplea, where a single memlier
BM^ga wlncii i* acvaaianaliy .ocnvad flpom efa family is diseased wiliioutany other suffering from
of the
andn ifliaamalary Maica af tha cheat, it. The proximate cause of Rickett appear* to be a
yet we are iMt diapeie d to expect moch ftom it where change in the phvsical and chemical constitution of the
the structure of the laaga ia aflitctcd. As, however, lieiMa, the animal matter which enter* into their com*
we have aomcanaaf anettaining when t*^
haa
patition being nrobably in a morbid ttate. and the earthy
actually oocorred, a eaatieae ani plaj met
-alia
matter either de6cient in quantity, or altogether want.
may Iw generally admiMible : hat it ahoui<i aiwayslM ing } bat in what way these ciiangee are effected, or
giemi in small do«e«, and we think it may be aatumad iMttr llMy follow from the exciting caoae, we are altea* a ganaial principle, that if no beneft be obtained gfltlier unable to explain.
We have very little to offer reapccting the cure of TrtatatcBt.
IVam HMdl daam or this medicine, we ate not to hapa
Ibr any advantage hj incraaamg tlia ^aantity. on ine
Rieketa more tlun that we must adopt every mean*
contrary, we tteaM aspect ttnt iia delalatioaa opera,
which lie* ia oar power for removing tne rappoaed ex*
tin waaid ba iadnaMl with all it* train of d latiaatiwg citing canaaa^ and for promoting the general health.
aawaqaaMM^ WiMn the hectic is folly tatabHtba^ Tha diaaaaa aaidom exhibit* any inflammatory tymp*
nathioK i«to be attempted but the palliative treatment, torn*, so aa to render bleetling necetaary ; but tlie deand for this we most refer to the remark* that we have rangement of the digestive organs, and the torpor of
already ederad on the lalfjacfc It only now remain* the alimentary canal, make purgative* an e**eQtial part
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To these tonics and 8timulanU may
of the treatment.
be occasionally added ; but we do not conceive that any
great benefit is to be derived from them, unless where
theappetite is particularly defective, and when the bowels
Still less confidence
are brought into a natural state.
in any of those remedies, which have been
from time to time offered to our notice, as possessing a
specific effect in Rickets, such as phosphate of lime, upon
the principle of supplying the deficiency of this substance in the bones, or the carbonate of ammonia, for
remedies
neutralizing the supposed acid in the blood,
which we believe will be found as useless in practice as
we apprehend them to be incorrect in theory. It is a
difficult point to determme upon the means that ought

do we place

—

deforto be adopted for counteracting the mechanical
mity that arises from the state of the bones. Perfect
rest in the horizontal posture has been recommended
but in very young children this is almost impossible to be
strictly adhered to, while the want of exercise is itself
a means of increasing the tendency to disease ; nor indeed does it appear, that, with all our care, we are able
to prevent the bones from beiflg distorted by the action
of the muscles that are attached to them, or by the
weight of the different parts pressing upon each other.
Upon the whole, it may be desirable to recommend the
horizontal in preference to the erect posture during a
part of the day ; but we should not sacrifice to this system, the benefit that may be supposed to arise from the
It apgeneral salutary influence of air and exercise.
pears to be agreed, that the mechanical contrivances
for supporting or straightening the limbs are not of
much use Iq Rickets.

Sect. VII.
Bfphilii.

The treatment of this
falling

Syphilis.

disease

is

considered as rather

under the province of the surgeon than of the

physician, yet it offers so many curious subjects for speculation, and involves so many interesting questions of
pathology, that we cannot pass it by in our system, although exclusively appropriated to the practice of meNotwithstanding Syphilis is a disease of the
dicine.
most frequent occurrence, and one that has engaged
the attention of medical men for some centuries, there
are many very important points respecting it which still
remain undecided. The first accounts that we have of
the unequivocal symptoms of SyphiHs appeared about
the end of the 15th century ; but how it was produced,
or from what quarter of the world it proceeded, are not
yet correctly ascertained. The disease, in its ordinary
form, is communicated by the actual contact of parts
previously infected, which necessarily happens most
frequently to the generative organs, and, independently of their situation, it is probable that their structure,
as possessing a surface covered by a thin cuticle, and
furnished with secreting glands, is peculiarly liable to
receive the infection.
The first symptom is a local ulcer, to which the name of chancre has been applied,
and which seems to be altogether a local affection ; but
it is a property of the chancre to generate contagious
matter, which is capable of being absorbed, and of con-

taminating the system at large. Besides the local syphilitic ulcer or chancre, there is another form of venereal infection, in which, without any wound or breach

«S the

cuticle, a mucous, or secreting surface, becomes
inflamed, and exudes a large quantity of semi-purulent
natter, which has the property of inducing the same

state

on a similar mucous surface with which

it

is

in

to this the

contact

;

plied.

It has

been a

manner these two

name of Gonolrhcea has been ap- Practice,
much disputed question, in what ^"^"Y"^^

affections are related to each other,

whether they are distinct diseases, or whether they originate from the same poison having experienced some
modifications, or assume a different aspect from the different nature of the parts to which it is applied. Upon
the whole, perhaps the most decisive facts are in favour
of the diversity of the two diseases ; but, at the same
time, we must remark, that some authors of the first
eminence profess the contrary opinion. It would be
inconsistent with the brief and general view which we
profess to take of the subject, to detail all the symptoms
of this proteiform disease, which, as it affects a great
variety of parts and structures, and attacks indiscriminately all constitutions and temperaments, exhibits a
greater diversity of appearances than perhaps any other
complaint to which the human frame is obnoxious.
If
the local ulcer be not cured by the appropriate remedies,
and if means be not taken to prevent the contamination
of the system, a portion of the infectious matter is taken
up by the lymphatics, and seems to be carried into the
mass of the circulating fluids. In its passage along
these vessels it usually affects some of the glands, producing in them tumours, which are styled buboes, and
afterwards abscesses, which partake of the same infectious nature with the original chancre, and still farther
contribute to the general diffusion of the disease. When

the system becomes in this manner completely contaminated, there are certain parts of the body which are peculiarly disposed to manifest the presence of the poison, and in these it exhibits itself in a uniform order of
It first appears in the mucous membrane
succession.
of the throat and fauces, producing an inflammation and
superficial ulceration, which terminates in an erosion
and loss of substance, so as materially to injure the
form and organization of the part. About the same
time, various portions of the skin begin to exhibit the
effects of the disease ; brown or copper-coloured spots
make their appearance, from which a quantity of matThis, when
ter exudes, which concretes into a scurf.
it falls off, is succeeded by another scurf, and so on unThe next set of
til at length ulceration is established.
symptoms, or the next order of parts that is infected,
is the periosteum, and the various appendages of the
bones ; these become thickened, and at lengtli give rise
to painful tumours, called nodes, until the structure of
There are
the bones themselves is finally disorganized.
certain bones which seem peculiarly disposed to suffer
by the syphilitic poison, especially the small bones of
the palate and the nose ; and when the disease has got
firm hold of the constitution, they are entirely corroded,
so as to cause a great defect in the speech, and the most
Along with
dreadful deformity of the countenance.
these symptoms, which are all more or less of a local
nature, although depending upon the general diffusion
of the poison, the powers of the constitution begin to
suffer, the appetite fails, emaciation and loss of strength
ensue, hectic supervenes, and the disease terminates fatelly.
These symptoms are usually recognized as the
effects of chancre, and it has been a much disputed
point, whether a similar train of complaints can be induced by the poison of gonorrhoea. This we are disposed to decide in the negative ; but we do so, as in the
former case, in opposition to the judgment of many
persons, who are the best able to decide upon the sub-

Whatever opinion, however, we may form respecting the contamination of the system by the matter
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and tho^ of genuine Sypbilia

;
for not only was Pi»ctic«.
of gaeon lMBa, the inflammation with which it i« attra(l<
cd has the power of extending itaelf alonfr the urethra, the Paeudo-syphili* curable without mercury, but it
and the duct* connected with it, thus producing tu- aa cm ed to be even agjjravated by the use of this subDoar* of tb* Baghbouring glancb. and e«pecially uTthe stance. As the investigation continued to be pursued,
tMIM. TIm taawnn thus formed, unlew the inflam- opinions aroke that were still more remote from thoae
•Ctiao Im nbdoed by proper application, majr that had been formerly adopte<l ; it was now advanced
that mercury is not essential to the removal of Syphilis
to tnpparation ; but tli« maUar Uuu
iiirtiwg Om ay- itself, and farther, that a considerable part, if not the
Bot appear to be capable of r
ten at Urge : at IcMt thu i* the opiniaa of tKoae who whole of the constitutional symptoms, are really the ef.
regard the potaon of ganorrhcn to be different from that feet, not of the disease, but of the deleterious operatioai
of mercury. We tXa.lt tbeae poinu, not as articles of our
of chancre, or th« proper Luc* renerea.
Thia vcrr general outline of the leading feature* of own faith, for we coofcaa our aceptidsm upon the subSyphilu will ne tmtmmH to prore, that many difficul- ject, but as what have received the sanction of great
authorities, and this not of mere theorists, but indivities attach to the palMagjr of the diaeaac, and we khall
fad dMt there ia not >•• obacurity with r—pect to iu duals who have been actively engaged in the deuils of
iTMttMBL And tbia doM not ariie from th* aame practice, whose testimony, had it not counteracted all
ciivaaMaacfa which we meet with in the management our former experience, and opposed some of the opiof odMT diMMn. depending upon the otittucle* that nions whidi seemed to stand upon the most incontro.
Ibiinliii to our r ce— chM into liie opcratioa Tcrtible cvideivcr, we shoultl have been the roo<t dison the living bodjr ; bat here we nave to posed to receive without he^iution. It seem* that we
moM regard the public amtimmt on this question aa
•acounter th<
dirert aamwHrtian af evidwce.
«• ate called spaa tm dacide b««MB tha oppaang cat- now ia the progrea* of a great revolution, the reeah of
iooa af Ihata who aught be Mippoaad to poHOM tna which it ia mpoaaihlr to prrdici after various oacilU.
tiooa of opiniaa, w« ahall perhaps finally settlp in a
atf ofa y haa fbtiHa d for Maaa time an A» qoa^ medium sute; we shall probablv find that tliere are
either different kinds of venereal infection, or that it
wy ia gaaatTboM a* in chancre, a qucatioo whidi ia eb- undcrgoe* ocitain inodi6oBtiao*, whid) cause it to be
nooaljr C Hiiiiac Ud with the conuuvanjr laepeitiiie iha difereRtlr acted upon by the aame remedy, or to re»
idatity of the in fcrt iaa ga nw alii ^ the two Tariatiee of quire different remedies for ito removal. The genethe J i iaaea
With raepact, faowavar, to the prapcr n. ral and indiscriminate use of mercury we may aafe,and to ita conttitutiaaai nmptoau, under Iv pronounce to be improper; and when we conaiISgem they aunilcated thaoMaivae, there waa,
oer the quantities in which it haa been given, with
so little ryard to pacnliarity of oonatituuon. or diflalaly, bM aoa a^inian, tfaitthaenljr rmicdy
fcrrnoaa or temBctaaMnt, we can acarcely doubt that
I qaaMMB ht oowidantMB being
way tbia adi cina ehaald ba aahibitad eo
to iu aActa have oeen aloMMt aa ii\}urioas as those which
tha hMt i^fHy to the nnmtittiaa.
Every would have reeohcd (Vom the nvage* at the diacaao
Mraad that awmry poaaaMad a ipaaBc power which it waa intended to cure. Yet we ahoold be aitthe laiiaiaol peiean , tket no other medicine poe- ii» in oppoeitioa to the ooncurring taattmony of the
d the Maw power ; and ao fcmiy wa* ihi« opiniaa whole BMAcal pr eft aai w i fbr aoma ^oa, were we not
it waa aa awed a aulideDt di^pioetic
to allow of the mctie aflect of mercury over that form
«r dM piae Hnia of tha diaeaaa, where the syt^taoM of SrahOia whidi uaoally praaenu itself to our notice,
aOToaed a daabliy aaMci, that they rialded to the ae> •o tJw* "- •""' '-ntufe to aa a ert , that if we are to give
tieaofthiaiwieilj. Bat, natwithatanniim the awppoaed up tl
is no one position in the practice
pwparty of
i carj
a* aa aoti^philitic, OS nif.
lauM ncA be regarded as dinputable.
wat* aware that it ie a aahetaticr which For reasons which have been alicadr stated, we shall
.
aafrroarabla cfltrt upon tha ayataaa. if iKAaatcr upon the eonatderation or the various local
,
aaad ia too laifa a qoaatity, and it waa adaoittad that, ferma ct the disease; and while such a achism exiata
,:..„ ji,^ ff[g^
p
ia ontaia caaaa. it waa a qaeatiao of aatmady diflcuh
gf nieminr, it would be prenaeahrtioa , whether eartaia aHtfaid appeorancaa ware to
Iter uDon any pathologioal specultfiane r*.
baaaoribadtathediaaaaeitaelfartothanaMdy. SttU, .jn-»iin^ iJie mcxle of its operation. We shall only obhowevar, no oaa tfaB^ffat of coBiqg ia nuaati iM the iiv serve, Uiat, indepetidetit of iU anti-ayphilitic power, ita
**
aaoaaaity ti OMicaiy br toe rare of Syaction on the variiwa ornna aeema to be that of a stitha iiQa fiuae efccU which it aaeoie
mulant, increaaing tfasar natural powers, whether of
ly to prodoce. ware atttibatad ather to
abaorptioa, aecretion, or aMration, aa well as the vital
idioey BCT ac
y ia the reaaitMtltai of the individual, to ftiact iona of contractility and aenaibility. We know
the iiyarioaa ihaiidat iati iH af the medy, or to the not how thie atimn lattng property can have any inr
aMBtaf tha patiaat whik oodar ita floMMO over tha neotralintion or eipulaian of the sy.
ionaaaee. A lew yaara
;ri»; we see no ODnnexion between the two
aone practitioncra of eaii- ).'"
aaoca bafpoi to talM a lifwaa t view of the aaijcct
r can we conceive of the nature of the relaAer oonoeivcd that there were eartaia afactieaa, which tioB which they bear to each other.
had alwaya baaa daaacd ae ayphOitic. hi eoaaeqaenca
af the aMdeia which tlkcy were ooatmunira<ed, and
SacT. VIII. SeorimlMM. Sta Stuny.
Oct af their •yontooM, but which were
af balm outd without mercury from tbia
«eaae is characterised by gmera) muanilar Scurvy.
oraaaalaaaa they eoodadcd that they mutt necoaaari- <>'
'y livid apota on various par*s of the bodv,
ly be af a difeeat naturr, and they accordingly term. spouKiiies* of the gums, and bwrnorrfaage fVom the alithan paeuda lyphilitic. It then became a point mentary canal. It is one of thoae diMaaea in which
tf great lapaitaBoe to fonn a diagnoais between tbeac the soft parts of the body aeem to have experienced a
'
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in their physical and chemical composionly do we find a depravation of all the
tion
functions, but, if we except the bones, there apjiears to
be an alteration in the nature of all its constituents,
both solid and fluid. The exciting causes of Scurvy
are ascertained to be all those circumstances which deprive the boflv of its due quantity of nutrition, or
weaken Uie action of the digestive organs, and prevent
them from completing the office of chylification, such
as exercise an<l fresh air ; and upon the same principle
we find, that whatever depresses the spirits has a pow-

morbid change
for not

;

erful influence in aggravating scorbutic affections.

As

name imports, it generally makes its appearance
it.^
among sailors during long voyages, when they have
without a supply of fresh provibut precisely the same symptoms have made
their appearance among the inhabitants of besieged
towns, or among armies who were exposed to the same
deficiency of fresh food; and from a similar cause
Scurvy is generally endemic in Greenland, and the
j)ther northern countries, where the inhabitants are nethe greater part of the year,
cessanly depr^.T.''; ^"""g
prpx.mate cause of .Scurvy,
Tft=
food.
vegetable
of all
et^ses niduce the
exciting
the
or the way in which
speculation,
symptoms, has been the subject of much

been

for a long time

sions;

.

and has given rise to many pathological i.;'jK)tliese^
prove to ts
all of which, however, we apprehend will
without foundation. The symptoms which arise from
the mere privation of food, do not correspond to those
which form the leading features of Scurvy, nor do we
know in what way the peculiar condition of the soft
parts which constitutes this disease can proceed from
the use of salted provisions, of impure water, or of a
putrid state of the substances received into the stomach. With respect to the theories which ascribe
Scurvy to some chemical change in the blood, such as
a defect of oxygen, they may be considered as altoge-

ther unfounded, and resting entirely upon the most
fanciful analogies; and although the old hypothesis,
which conceived tlie fluids to be in a putrid state, is
deficient in evidence, still it appears to be less incon-

We

must
with the acknowledged phenomena.
therefore consider this to be one of those points of me.
dical theory which are not yet ascertained, and not, as
far as we can judge, referable to any general principles.
Treatment. Fortunately, however, the want of a correct theory
sistent

has not prevented us from acquiring an effectual manner of treating the disease, for we may consider Scurvy
as one of the few complaints for which we possess a certain specific, which in all cases removes the disease,
provided no circumstance intervenes to counteract its
This remedy is the citric acid, which effeceffects.
tually cures Scurvy almost in its worst form, provided
only that we have it in our power at tlie same time to
remove the exciting causes. We find indeed tliat when
we are able to afford tlie patient a proper supply of
fresh vegetable food, the symptoms will generally yield
without the use of the citric acid, although this will, in
all cases, contribute to expedite the cure.
It does not
appear that any other acid possesses the same power in
Scurvy with the citric, except so far as they may contribute, in certain states of the digestive organs, to aid
in the process of chylification.
Nautical
medicine,

We

may remark, in connexion witli this subject,
that no department of the medical profession has conferred more benefit upon mankind than that which respects the health of seamen.
To so great a degree of
perfectioa we we arrived in every part of die naval

with respect to food, clothing, and discipline. Practice,
moral and medical, that scurvy is now become a 'y^^'y^^
comparatively rare occurrence ; the longest voyages are
accomplished with little risk of disease, and even with
less injury to the health than what usually happens to
the same rmmber of men placed under the ordinaiy
circumstances of civil life.
police,
botii

Sect. IX.

Hydrops,

Dropsif,

The third order of the Paratrepses consists of the Hydrops
Hydropes, a set of diseases which appear to originate
from an affection of the minute vessels belonging to
the serous membranes that line the close cavities of the
body.
These vessels, in their natural state, secrete a
serous fluitl, which is taken up by the absorbents as
rapidly as it is discharged
but in certain conditions of
the system these two operations do not proceed in exact proportion to each other, in consequence of which
an accumulation of fluid ensues, which produces the
diseases in question.
This accumulation may take
place in the cellular texture, which pervades all parts of
the body, essentially consisting of a series of small cells,
ti'iat are furnished each of them with the appropriate
;

apparatus for secretion and absorption.
This species of Dropsy has obtained the name of Anasarca.
Anasarca, and, according to circumstances, it either
extends through the whole of the cellular texture, or
occupies certain portions of it only. The exciting
causes of Anasarca, as well as of Dropsy in general, are
various and not well ascertained ; it is a frequent sequel of other diseases, by which the vital powers in
general, and especially the contractility of the muscular fibre appear to be weakened ; it is also induced
by other debilitating causes, as excessive evacuations,
w'ant of proper nutrition, over fatigue or exhaustion.
There is also another set of exciting causes, which appear to be more of a mechanical nature, and which
may be all referable to a physical obstruction of the
absorbent vessels ; and there is a third set of exciting
causes of dropsy, which are not strictly to be included
in either of the preceding classes, viz. various circumstances which impede the digestive functions, especially structural diseases of the different abdominal
viscera. In some cases indeed these affections may be
attributed to the pressure of the parts, when they become indurated, upon the thoracic duct or the trunks of
the absorbents, but in other cases it would seem to proceed from a constitutional cause ; the Dropsies that are
produced in tliis way are principally those of the cavity
of the abdomen, to which the term Ascites has been
There appears to be, in some individuals,
applied.
what may be called a Dropsical Diathesis, where serous
effusion, in one or more parts of the body, is liable to
take place from very sliglit causes, or perhaps without
any assignable cause whatever.
The proximate cause of Dropsy must obviously con- Prnximate
sist either in increased secretion or in diminished ab- cause.
sorption of the sel'ous fluid, unless we suppose that
these two states can exist at the same time ; we have,
however, considerable difficulty in deciding to which
of the two causes each individual case should be referred, or to determine in what manner some of the exAs they are in most cases
citing causes can operate.
debilitating, we might conclude that the deficiency of
absorption was a more frequent occurrence than the
excess of secretion; and the treatment wriich is found
most successful in Dropsy, may probably seem to

;
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CiU tiM patb^kvjr of ihr diMaM w dtogcthcr obwure,
•aJ that wm b«ve no direct f«cU to f(u>^« "* i" o*"
dccnion. One of the laoit icnMrlubU »jrmptoiM in
DrofMy i« tbe chanxa wkish ia tfcc d in the Hate of
tbe urine; it i* much rtkrinyiirl in qiMntitjr, and it
altered in itt aoalitjr the |»upartiaM of th* wattfj
rcdaeto the solid contenu bcinff c aBaiiiii ab
•d, ae aa to tcntlrr it thick and high enlofau, and to
fMM* it to daaoiite at it coot*, a copiova diiaat. In
•oaw caaca of Drapay tlw urine haa been tcmad to co>
by tb» a|>|Mieatien of hc«t, proving that it con*
a pattian of albwnen ; and aa the pwaen ca of albiiian naa been eoaceived to indieate a diffmnt can>
ditioo of ttie tyitem (Voa that which prevail* in the
more ordinary kinda of DropaiMc cooaidenkble import*
Doa haa bean attached to thia rirHiiifiri, both in a
pathailagical and a practical point af view.
In attamptinc to rare Drapajr we are Crat to inqnire
whalhar IM <maaaa be piiiaarj or ijuipt— atir; and
if we ci Michiiia it to he only ajaipliiaMtir, we are of
«ane to apply our liimdiii to the winawai of the eei>
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But whaa thia cMSot be aeeeeipliahad,
final diataae.
or when we are not able to detect any peinMry aft e
tion, we nanat direct onr aWentien to the Dropty itadf
and the two obviona indicatiawa will he to ramuia the
effaaed faid and to prevent
rffutcd fluid may be rcinovod by
tie* which cuniain il, and tbne
ingit: but thia aetdinn
rary rdicf, aa nhfla the
raaMna, the waur *Rain rafmlly
naaotity then beArab and that the general h
the apaialiun.
It nwat alao he
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quired their reputation aoMy from some acciilental Praetln.
rircunutance ; but then- are others of obvious activity, ,, ^ ^although even of these it is not easy tu say in what
manner tl>ey act, or how subatancca of such different
The mediqualities can all conduce to the same end.
cinca that are esteemed the moat eflkacious diuretica
are squilh, d' j^taiia» Gcean of tartar, and certain pre.
paration* of mercary. Of these the squill is the one
which it the aaoat certain in ita effects, and which
seems to be apniieable to the greatest variety of cases,
ao that unlets there be some prruliarity in the consti*
tution, which prevents as from administering the me*
dione in praper qaatity, or awae structural disease
which countvacia ita op«Btien, it seldom fails in increasing ilic Bow of urine.
The varieties of Uropty in
wtiich the squill is thought to be the most useful are
and Ascites. Digitalis is a medicine which
great power over Uie system, but which, al.
though aocaasahally very beneficial, manifetu its delo>
eflacttt and beconiea decidedly injurious, if it
be aiiiplaywi iaaproperly or in excessive quantity.
MThaa we tonaiiUir the nature of the primary action qf
aqaUla and 'Hg*— '»«. we can scarcely suppose that they
operate open the aaae principle, yet as we are not
able with any dagrea ef pradaien to aplain the nature
of tliair operation, we are decided almoat entirely by mem
esperienoe, in determining u)>on the indivi<iual cam
for which they are each of tlicai more peculiarly adapted.
The variety of Dropey called Hydrothoras, in
whidi *e cavity of iha ahaat ia the aaat of the disease,
haa baan ganarally caucai eed to be the one in which
digitalis is moat serviceable ; and it is agreed that a
languid, or as it ia metaphorically tennetl, a relaxad
habit and a phla§Baalk laaparaaBcnt, i* better adaptetl
for the cshibiiion af thia toadidne than a constitution
of an appeaite daacHption. The aapaftartiau of pot-

apekrn of by aany leapactahla pnictia powerful diuretic: and thera are ether
neatial salts, principallv those into tha eompeeition of
toid through the intarw which the taitarie ana aeatic acida enter, which sre
and of tbeae the BMat efr gesMvally annpeeed to peateae the efivt of promoting
ftctoal are each aa prodncn an iiinaeaad action efaeaae the action or the kidney, bat they are all of uncertain
of the CMntary ornna, eapadally ihn imaatiiial anal nparatian. When they prove succcasful in increasing
andtheUdnay. Ihninia
tha qaflMity of tha urine, tiiey comroonlv, at the aanto
of that ii
nniai whfck anbaiata betoraen aU p«to ef the
time, act aa pnrgatives; and it nay be qaeationod
we ind that if by any wiani we pieduw an k
whether Ihey era to ha aanaidend aa any thing mora
dia tih a rga Aeni ane organ, aU the teat aaaa to he •>• thaa niBd hydragefaea, the peeaUar property of which
ctedh the aiMtoenner. Whet ia the
nntara ie to caaee a eoniaaa natai| discharge frani tha muaTtyacMnesianweanMaraaiirabtetoaaoartain, hot eane sMfsoe of the totsathisa, in which the urinary orwe an ae^painled with the iftu. and we ha«e fre* gana aMjr also partake.
lure sufficient evidence
enant eppoatnidltea of cwpleying it with advantage hi of the ciact of merrury as a diuretic, but it may AcIIm of
tAe cnre of diaeear.
We have itaied that nvfallvto prehably he lefs i rt d with more propriety to its opera. uMrcury,
and diotetica arc the two rian ai of adfainii which tion as a gaaaral stimulsni, thaa to any specific action
arc usually had reconne to for maaiiiig eallectiefia ef open tha kidney; and this opinion appears to be counaerau« fluula whan afoaed into any of the eaeitieB of tenanneil by the foct, that the nae of mercury in Drop.
the body ; and it ia acoardhigly to thaw la h rtai i Mi. tm ia prinapeBy as an adjuvant to other iiihstaaiiaa,
and arpcdaUy to the laltar. that we ganarally leak Cor far etampla to squills and digitalia. If the hypothaaia
Ttii ran nf Prnf in nrall ihenlwiii'
When we
be net loo Bienhanirali we nuy regard mercury aa •
ahlete | d i m the deaiwd afct npen the kidney, we sdinulant to all the secr etor organs, probably in pro*
y
poitiiin to their degiaa of vitality, f>r their ooanezion
it unfuitanMiIji happene that then ia no daia of wedi.
with the circulating syaleia ; bat that its operation may
dnaa thtf ia ao onceruin and apMMady ae canrieiona be more particuhu^y diractrd X» anpr one of them, by
in their aperatian aa diuratica. The naaher ofartidaa being united with a midlrina which ecu ^laoificaJly
that hwre bean aapleyed for thia purpoae ie vaty eanai* open the part: of thia wahavaan BhMttallan hi what
J
« .t.^ -rrr- irj ilifii ini in iktk
iiai i iii J we obserre wuh ropect to par|atives as well aa diurepropenee, thet we can acanely eaMtiae then tica. i^rrhapa the only caaes in which we can conthe aanw nrhiciple, or even to prodaee tbe aider uic ieaiy at having any direct effirct in the re.
B|Kin the body.
Many of them MMlced. it moval of Drop^, ia wlMte the disease depend* upon
'
*
'
are entirely inert, and hare ae> the enlaifOHMat af aaaa glandular part, citber by the
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Practire. constitutional derangement, as connected with the di•.m^f-m^ gestive organs, or merely by its mechanical pressure
upon the great trunks of the absorbents ; the power
which mercury is conceived to possess in discussing
glandular tumours, being independent of its action on
the kidney. As to the second indication in the cure
of Dropsy, to prevent the re-accumulation of the fluid

and where it seems, by its mechanical bulk, ta Practlre.
injure the action of any of the functions that are essen- "'"^"y"^
tial to life, we occasionally find it necessary to puncture the sac, but, for the most part, we derive little

large,

permanent benefit, and it would appear that we not
unfrequently bring the disease more rapidly to a fatal
Ascites, when it proceeds from a structermination.
tural disease of any of the abdominal viscera, which is
one of its most frequent causes, can only be effectually
treated by the employment of those remedies which
act upon the diseased organ ; and it must be confessed
tliat, in these cases, our prospect of success is very
limited.
A cautious use of mercury, in combination
with squills, is perhaps the best remedy that can be
tried ; but it will be often found ineffectual, and a va«
riety of occurrences almost daily present themselves,
which will demand our attention, and oblige us to
swerve from any regular plan of treatment which we

said on this
it has been removetl, all that can be
point may be included in the single direction of adopting every means for improving the general health, we
must avoid the exciting causes, and we must endeavour to strengthen the digestive organs by temperance,
exercise, preserving an open state of the bowels, and
by the proper exhibition of tonics.
After these general remarks on Dropsies, as constitutTreatment
or Anuv> ing an order of diseases, we must proceed to make a
c«few ob?ervations upon the different genera. Concerning Anasarca we have little to add to what has been
may wish to adopt.
saicl above, either as to its symptoms or its cure ; for
Hydrothorax, or Dropsy of the chest, is characterized Hydroth«as it is the most universal in its seat, so it presents us
"•
with the fewest peculiarities with respect either to its by difficulty of breathing, which is increased in the horizontal
posture,
by
disturbed
sleep,
exhibited
acpalpitation
Purgatives,
of
the
treatment.
or
its
symptoms
cording to the strength and constitution of the patient, heart, irregularity of the pulse, and frequently by all
of which the neutral salts and the hydragogues will the symptoms of general Dropsy. Sometimes, by cerprobably be found the most appropriate, are sometimes tain motions of the body, or by certain postures, the
If presence of the fluid in the chest may be perceived by
alone able to effect tlie removal of the eifiision.
these fail we proceed to diuretics, of which squills, in the patient himself, and it may be felt by the practicombination with calomel, suggest themselves as the tioner, when he employs a peculiar method of striking
Along with these, or rather to com- the chest, or pressing upon the contiguous parts. The
first to be tried.
plete the cure after they have accomplished their ob- immediate cause of Hydrothorax, like that of Ascites, is
generally a disease of some of the viscera ; and as, from
ject, we must have recourse to the same kind of tonic
treatment which is employed in other diseases, where its local situation, it is more connected with the functions which are essential to life, its prognosis is more
the strength has been much reduced.
It has been generally supposed that
Ascites is a more formidable disease than Anasarca, unfavourable.
Ascitet.
as it generally depends upon a structural affection of this species of Dropsy is more peculiarly adapted for
some of the abdominal viscera, or upon a local derange- the administration of digitalis than any other remedy
ment, which is out of the reach of medicine, or is con- a circumstance which, if correct, may perhaps be exnected with some other morbid condition of the sys- plained by the power which this remedy possesses
When we determine to prescribe
tem. The disease is characterized by distension of the over the circulation.
abdomen, in which the fluctuation of a fluid may be this substance, it should ahvays be done with the
greatest caution ; and if we do not find it to be useful
distinctly perceived, and to this local symptom, which
properly constitutes tlie disease, we have always con- after it has been taken for a short time, we are not to
siderable disturbance of the system generally, loss of expect any benefit from the faither continuance of it ;
for were we to persevere, we should probably expeappetite, and torpor of all the organs concerned in the
function of digestion ; the usual deficiency of urine oc- rience its deleterious effects.
Purgatives are always
indicated in Hydrothorax, and the operation of the vacurs, and as the disease advances, the strength fails,
the flesh wastes, and ultimately hectic, with complete rious neutral salts, as being the least stimulating, and
Besides other causes of uneasi- at the same time possessing the hydragogue property,
atrophy, supervenes.
ness, the patient suffers great distress from the mere
we conceive to be the most appropriate. It may be
bulk of the abdomen, which is often so large as ma- doubted whether blisters or other remedies applied exterially to interfere with the various vital and organic
ternally to the chest can be of any avail in this comfunctions, especially the respiration and the circula- plaint ; and with respect to the operation for dischargtion.
The fluid is usually effused in the general cavity ing the fluid by an artificial opening, besides the obof the peritoneum, but in some caaes it is contained in jections that were urged against the analogous practice
a partial cyst; in these instances the constitutional in Ascites, we have here the additional objection, that
symptoms are generally less urgent, as the affection it is more diflicult and painful, that it is less easy to
may be supposed to proceed from some cause of a ascertain the unequivocal existence of water in the
more local nature, which, at its commencement, has chest, and that the subjects of Hydrothorax are more
but little effect upon the system at large. It is indeed frequently persons advanced in life, of a bad habit of
principally from the proportion which the general body, or debilitated by other diseases, and therefore
bears to the k>cal symptoms, that we are to form our less likely to derive any benefit from the discharge of
judgment respecting tne seat of the effused fluid, whe- the fluid, than many of the subjects of Ascites, so that,
ther it be encysted or not, a fact of some consequence upon the whole, we should conceive, that it can only
in the treatment of the disease, and one of very great be under a very rare combination of circumstances
importance in its prognosis.
that this operation should ever be recommended.
In treating Ascites, the only point to be considered,
Treat Tient.
With respect to the other kinds of Dropsy, we have
in addition to the general principles which we have
already given an account of Hydrocephalus among the
laid down above, respects the propriety of discharging
diseases affecting the head ; for although it may be corthe water by an operation.
Where the tumour is very rectly placed among the Hydropes in a nosological sysafter
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and pnetieal point of vi«w.
The HtIt wan pnpoiy comM imdar tat Nmroaea.
<li«M pat icardii ia a iMaaaia tfa* niatenc* at which it
and for which wc
ia mmtak to aaccrtain belbr* daath
havo no appropriate rwnodioa, while the other genera
that hare been emimenled, m> far aa tbeir treatment it
conoemed, fall nndar the province rather of the tur.
geoQ than of the phjrtkiaii.
t«ia, yet.
et. In a
•]pathological

,

Catanettu Dutate$.

SacT. X.
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belonging to the two great diTitioni of acuta and chro- Prtetie*.
nic, or what amountj nearly to the lame thing, of «uch "^""Y^^
The first
aa are constitutional, and nuch aa are local.
of theaa ooma on aoddenly, and produce some distur.
bance of the fiinctiona, and at^r running through a re<
gular ooone, nanifeat a tendency to a tpuntaneout cure
the aeeond eooie on gradually, continue for an indefinite length of time, diwppear, and again make their appearance in an irregular manner, and this wiihoui neily produring any con>titutional action, or being
ipanied by any change in the date ot° the func«
teoond important circumstance respecting
ia. whether they are coniagiuua or
Dot ; tha gfaataat part of them are certainly not to, but

A

We kaea lartr the

variona dinam of the alun the
foMtli order of the Paratrcpaea. an arranKement which
we are mdnced to adopt, boeaaM we rrpirtl then aa,
for the OMMt part, proceeding fhNB. or drpendinf upon,
- .1- - j^.
a oMHMd condition of the h~'-rtfeet of MMMof tha Amclioii
em
ly cuoetrned in tha ^lfuea^
tin
f laoi
of tlirir ()rojjTc«« 'Hit iii inr g«now taking of the ml^oct, it
we arp
'
to attend to theaa aninute di*.
'
Uailiwii, nar'iadaad ia tha Uwt between tho^ that
aa eaar ci ie a
•ear the bodr. dtawa with that exaanaaa, a*
aa, aeon wttli eeevr O9gn0 01 atiMtion« to
af tha tDdWJ»al» way
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N tha iiaiiua and eUact of thia
ndnota esatmnatian ot all tha eari*
aaaome, or even to
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datchha them indiTidually hi thair more oRttnary fonna.
l ada el , tha a wn agamii u of ihem may almoat
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*
''*^e an, Hka that of
darad aa a separate d-~
aargarr, and as not
e cugniaanoe ef a
MiffM ttiatiae on itw practice 01 medidne. We ahall,
maialheik aha at nothing mora than to offer a very few
iwnaifca^ relatira to the getictai pri n dph a apca which
va traal tbaaa aamplainu. withaat ilwaiiiJhif to a aa>
parate aaamaimlian of them.
•'aval ak.
In tha InC plaaa, rwioaive of thote cutaMona dia>
VMt>
aaaw which aaaraiially oondft hi Perar, and of irhich
the mtpUaa b aniy an acaa
o<.
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eartaia alhctitpi of tha akin prevail
at caicaia pariodi, and afWwarda hacame nearly exa p aci raatm bling earioaa other ri ati
thia
tiacti
of
di ae aaaa, in which thera altarMtiana of increate and da.
dine are not unfrrquently obee nr l, and which are
equally diAcult to refer to any aatignable caute.
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bt aWanded to

diaaaaea, the first point to

hew fiv wc ara to employ gener«l
how Or we are to reat aatiaBed with
ia.

adita. or
topical applicatlona.

aMra

Probably, ia a great majoin*un«ci^they will both of them ba ntraatt
There are, mdeed, aoma of three aliMtiont which
ry.
be nirad taMy by topical reaMdiat, while, on tha
ooRlnryi ihara era otiien which rttpiir'' r-';utiooal traotaMnt
The ganaral remeil
~i.
ad aader the beada of t '--<-- »' •
le.
brila cMftnoeni, of p
a,
to which we must
ti cure
tha
c, which we
d iara ae without pr
caa raftr tn a genrr*!
hcser^
aifiaa, we mnatobrioi;
^ to the
•oppaaad neoaaaitT of tbe c««e. wt iiK^uirL Mliciher
than ba any Mirtit ncfteoMnt, any iiir|>or of the l>ow.
ela, dryneaaof the skin, defect of ap|H-iitp, or general
weakneas. and we then use the aptironrixte renie<liet.
Tha locel faoMdlea <br cutaneous aSectiunn may t>e ar.
langed nnder tha bcadi of atimulania and seilativea,
rity <A
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hila cigfat aanafBi aaasfdaig at they at*
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in a pwmlBil

there are othera which exhibit thia property in the moat
marked manner, and which it it therefore neceaiary for
ua to gnanl againat in onr Bian a aiuent of auch case*.
g
In the Sd place, aoma ca t anaona onaaea are obviously
hereditary', thf children of thoaa who have been aff°ected by them having a fiecuhar tendency to auch aflec*
tiona.
In the 4th place, ddbnnt cutaneous di^eaaea
are ohacnrad to attach themaaleia especialiv to different
periodi of lilir, aoeae being confined to chilclhood, others
appearing mora cow aaon ly about the period of puberty,
and othan again in old age. In the 5th plaoa, the bab)ta«#lifh,aapecially with respect toewrciaeMd tarnperaoca. tha natnre dt tha wplnjiaant, loeal aitaatioa
and dimaia^ aadoHnj olhar tiiBwaHamai both axtar*
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introduce a class of specifics. Of tlie
er case,
^"""V'"*' existence of a class of remedies, which liave the power
of stimnliitinp the skin when applied to its surface, we
have sufficient evidence ; but there is considerably more
difficulty in clearly distinguishing the action of seda-

we must

Tnetler.

tives;

and when we wish

Practice

CHAP.

V.

Pareccrises.

produce this effect, it is
an indirect manner, or simto

generally accomplished in
The
ply by the removal of some stimulating cause.
cirumstances which direct our iudgmet.t in the choice
of remedies, are derived partly from inquiring whether
the symptoms indicate an excess or a defect of action in
the part, and partly by tracing an analogy between the
disease under consideration, and others, with the treatment of which we are better acquainted, a kind of
practice, it must be confessed, which is often verj emOf
pirical, and the result of which is very uncertain.
this uncertainty we have the most convincing evidence
in thp writings of those, whose judgment and information on these topics is held in tlie highest estimation ;
for we find that they proceed principally upon the experience that is derived from insulated facts, and that
they frequently recommend, for the cure of the same disease, remedies that appear to be of the most opposite nature, in the selection of which we have vtry little explicit
direction, but are reconune ded to try them in succession, and to adhere to th^it which appears to be the most
Upon the whole, we may conclude that
beneficial.
whatever promotes the general health, must be always
favourable to the relief of these diseases, and in many
cases will effect a cure; that, for this purpose, it is of the
highest importance to obtain a healthy state of the digestive functions, and that temperance, fresh air, exercise, and purgatives, are to be regarded as the basis on
which we are to proceed, and which will materially assist us in the future progress of the cure.
Upon this
principle, we shall be at no loss to account for the benefit that is obtained from purgative saline waters, and
when they contain sulphur, which has a decided claim
to be considered as a specific in certain cutaneous diseases, they present us with the most effectual remedy
for some of these affections.
Calomel has been very
generally employed in these cases, and there can be no
doubt of its frequently proving highly useful ; but we
should be disposed to refer its good effects to its action
as a purgative, or at least to the power which it exercises over the organs that are concerned in the processes of digestion and assimilation.
have but little
confidence in most of the boasted specifics for cutaneous
diseases, they are generally given after the exhibition
of more active remedies, if not in conjunction with
them. Their operation, even as admitted by their advocates, is slow, and unattended with any sensible effects, and they are commonly prescribed in connexion
with some system of regimen, or with some change in
the occupation or mode of life, to which we may, with

Sect.

We

I.

Diarrhcea.

have placed the diseases of the secretory organs in
clas.s, under the title of Pareccrises, and have

a separate

divided them into the two orders of .Apoceno.ses and ApoceiioEpischeses, according as they produce an excess or a *'^^*
defect in the quantity of the secreted fluid. In the first
order, we have the following genera depending upon the
organs which they immediately affect, Diarrhcea, Cholera, Hyperuresis, Blennorrhoea vesicas, Lithiasis, Mei;orrhagia, Leucorrhoea, I'tyalismus, Ephidrosis. 'I hese
diseases may be considered as, in a great measui-e, local
in their origin, and during their prognss are not essentially productive of any constitutional disturbance ; they
are not necessarily attended with fever, they have no
effect upon the nervous system, except upon those
parts of it with which they are in immetliute contact,
and they may frequently be removed by remedies that
seem to act locally, or without the intervention of any
organ besides that to which they are directly applied.
The first genus of this order is Diarrhoe;?, a very com- Diarrhoea,
mon disease, which consists in an increased discharge
from the alimentary canal, the evacuations being but
little affected except in their assuming a more liquid
consistence ; they are generally preceded or accompanied by flatulence and a griping pain in the bowels,
and frequently by sickness ; but this sliould jjerhaps
rather be attributed to the .same cause whch ])roduces
the Diarrhoea, than be considered as a part of the disease itself.
1 he
symptoms of this complaint are so
obvious as seldom to leave any doubt resjjecting its
existence ; but there are two diseases that resemble it,
and from which it is important to distinguish it. Dysentery and Cholera.
For the most part an attention
to the nature of the evacuations is sufficient to point,
out the distinction, or if, as occasionally happen, the
diseases appear to run into each other, our remedies
must be administered according!)', always adajrting
them rather to the symptoms than to a technical nomenclature.
he exciting causes of Diarrhoea are vaWe
rious ; perhaps the most fre(juent is repletion of the
stomach, or the reception into it of some kind of indigestible food ; cold applied to the surface of the body,
and especially to the legs and feet, is also an exciting
cause of Diarrhoea ; and it is occasionally produced by
impressions upon the nervous system, or even by mere
mental emotions. In children the peculiar irritation
produced by teething seems to be a frequent exciting
cause of Diarrhoea, as well as that which arises from the
more probability, refer any advantage that is gained. presence of worms in the alimentary canal. Although
must, however, make an exception in favour of the evacuations in Diarrhoea essentially consist of fVecusulphur, of the efficacy of which no one can doubt, and lent matter, they vary considerably in "their appearance;
the same remark may be also extended to arsenic, and and from observing these variations, we have it in our
probably to iron, but of the nature of their operation power, in some cases, to judge of the state of the p;irts
we do not presume to offer any opinion. As to the which immediately give rise to it. Diarrhcea is often
whole tribe of stimulants, both the various chemical symptomatic of some other disease, many instances of
preparations, acids, alkalies, metallic oxides, and salts,
which have been stated above ; of these one of the most
as well as the acid vegetable substances, we have little
violent is the colliquative discharge from the bowels
to observe in the way of general principles, how far any
which occurs in the latter stages of hectic fever. It is
of them ought to be regarded as possessing specific vir- also a frecjuent attendant or sequel of the affections
of
tues, or whether they differ from each other .solely in
the liver that come on after a residence in hot climates,
tjie degree of their stimulating power, or m their meand is then found to be one of the most unmanageable
chanical properties, we do not feel competent to decide. symptoms of these diseases..
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and tonwtimw it hM appeared tluit tlie warm bath, or Practicr:
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iiipuwi of Am diaaaae aeem to mark
£oa> aaaia pacnliar condition of the bile,
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gition of calculous matter from this fluid ; or by the
"'Y'""^ presence of a calculus in the bladder, as ascertained by
the introduction of the sound.
The exciting or predisposing cause of the disease is
probably, in all cases, a derangement of the digestive
organs, by which the fluids undergo some change in
their nature, so that, in passing through the kidney,
certain substances are secreted that concrete together
into solid masses. These, according to their form, and
the situation where they are deposited, produce various
distressing symptoms, that are immediately to be attributed to their mechanical bulk, either pressing upon
the contiguous parts, or obstructing the discharge of
the natural excretions. Very minute attention has been
paid of late years to the chemical analysis of urinary
and, according to the most accurate experi.
calculi
ments, we may arrange them under the following
heads: 1st, The lithic calculus; 2d, The bone earth
calculus, consisting principally of phosphate of lime ;
3d, The ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate ; 4th, The
fusible calculus, consisting of a mixture of the two
former; 5th, The mulberry calculus, composed of oxalate of lime ; 6"lh, The cystic, consisting of the peculiar
substance called cystic oxide. To these we may add
the alternating calculi, those that are formed of different substances arranged in alternate layers ; and the
compound calculi, composed of different ingredients
mixed together without any regular order.
As urinary calculi are properly extraneous bodies,
TrcatmcDt.
and do not possess any vital properties, it has been always considered a most important point to discover
some chemical agent, by which they might be rendered soluble, and in this way discharged along with the
urine. Until very lately all the attempts that had been
made of this kind were entirely empirical, and, notwithstanding various flattering accounts which, from
time to time, had been laid before the public, were altogether abortive ; but since the greater accuracy of
modern chemistry, their nature has been thoroughly
investigated, and we are well acquainted with means
by which most of them may be readily dissolved out of
the body.
It still, however, remains a doubtful point,
whether, while they are in the bladder or the urinary
passages, any re-agent taken into the stomach, can be
carried along the circulation so far unaltered, as to be
capable of acting upon the calculus through the intervention of the urine ; and, upon the whole, we are disposed to think that but little can be expected from this
mode of proceeding. But, although we may fail in this
object, there are still two methods of relieving the disease ; one, indeed, which is extremely painful, and after all merely palliative, viz. by cutting into the bladder, and removing the calculus ; the other, which, if it
can be accomplished, must be regarded as the more desirable plan, is by counteracting that state of the digestive organs, which gives rise to the disease.
Upon the
whole we may conclude, with respect to this latter
point, that whatever remedies would, in other circum«tances, tend to improve the process of digestion, and
establish the healthy action of the intestinal canal, will
be equally serviceable in preventing the formation of
calculi.
But, besides this general view of the subject,
it will be necessary for us to examioe
the state of the
urine in the individual cases of Lithiasis that present
themselves; because in mostof them we can distinctly
perceive the existence of two conditions, of the system,
which are very different from each other, produce diffcrent effects, and may probably require different reme,
Trtetir*.

;

In one of these a calculus is formed of an acid
nature, which it may therefore be supposed will require alkaline medicines for its prevention ; wliile in
others there is a tendency to the formation of a calcudies.
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which an alkaline earth predominates, and which
therefore be supposed to indicate the employment
Upon this principle, we
of acids for its prevention.
have been directed, in the treatment of Lithiasis, first
to examine into the state of the urine, and into the nature of the calculous deposition, or of any solid matter

lus in

may

which may have been discharged, and to administer
either the cirbonates of the fixed alkalies, or diluted
muriatic acid, according to the result of the examinaBesides these, we are to give purgatives freely ;
tion.
to enjoin a plain diet, especially abstaining fiom ft-r.-nented

and

spiritous liquors

that system of regimen

which

;

and, in short, to adopt
the best calculated to

is

—

induce a healthy action of the stomach and bowels
circumstance which we are inclined to think is much
more important than any direct chemical effect that can
be produced on the fluids. The propriety of an operation will depend upon the urgency of the pain, or the
other symptoms arising from the mechanical bulk of
VV'e shall only remark, that sometimes a
the stone.
large calculus in the bladder may be borne with tolerable ease, when, by the use of the proper remedies, it
can be prevented from increa.sing in size ; this probably arises from its more prominent and irritating parts
being rounded off, and the organ becoming accommodated to its reception.

Sect. IV.

Leucorrhcea.

We have placed Menorrhagia among the Apocenoses, Leucor-because there is reason to suppose that the menstrual rhceiu
discharge is, strictly speaking, a secretion ; owing, however, to the nature of its symptoms and treatment, we
have enumerated it among the Haemorrhagies, and have
given directions for its management in that part of our
system. Leucorrhcea, which consists in an increased
secretion from the mucous glands of the uterus, is characterized by the appearance of the discharge
by pain
in the loins
loss of appetite ; general debility ; and
wasting of the flesh. The discharge is sometimes of so
acrid a nature as to excoriate the parts on which it
lodges, and occasionally it even communicates the same
symptoms by contact to a second person.
It is not very easy to ascertain either the exciting or
the proximate causes of Leucorrhcea. Whatever stimulates the parts in an excessive degree has been conceived to give rise to the complaint ; but, on the other
hand, it has also been attributed to a variety of circumstances that tend to debilitate the system. Perhaps we
ought to ascribe the affection to general debility combined with local excitement. The debilitating effect of
the complaint is much greater than might have been
expected from the quantity of matter discharged, indicating that the complaint is to be referred chiefly to
;

;

,

some constitutional action, depending upon the relation
which the uterme system bears to the other parts of
the animal economy. The complaint is often sympathetic of some structural disease of the uterus, and is then
more unfavfurable in its prognosis, and often more
its immediate efl'ects ,; but when it exists
simple form, although, as we have remarked
above, it is considerably debilitating, and proves a
source of much inconvenience, it is seldom to be re.
garded as dangerous.
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of the lirer, and the patient experieaeea aa unu- Fnn.^t.
mal degree of lamitade and general weaknecs. In ""^-^^
what way the phenaaena of Jaundice are connected
together, whether a mere obatructioii to the passage of
the bOe fttmn the liver to the inte»tiiifn is the primary
canw of all the other (ymptoin*, whether there is wme
original defect in the aecretiaa of the bile iu«U', or
•aae torpor in the digeatire ornna or their appendages
BMy ba danbted; nor aupDoamg it proved that the
dJMaaa proceadi from a mwiumcal canaa, are we able
todetcraune how theda6ciency of bile in the inteatinal
canal can produee the aflieela that we obaerve on the
digestive proceas i In many caaes Jaundice evi<lentJy
depencb upon some diaeaaa in the structure of the
liver, by which its fanctiona are permanently injured,
snawtimee by an eKtraneous body fUliiiK up the duct,
or prwaing' upon it; but Uiare are cases in which, so
ftr aa w« eaa^ndge, it appaars to arise from •onw
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acute pain, which is generally referretl to the pit of tlie
rtomach, and is often attpnded witli severe vomiting,
and by this operation the obstruction is occasionally
removed: the same effect is sometimes produced by
Opium and warm fomentations rebrisk purgatives

and likewise the spasmodic contractions,
which, as was remarked above, seem to exist in these
There are
cases, and lend to aggravate the complaint.
lieve the pain,

instances in whichthe distension produced by Gallstones is so great as to produce inflammation, when
bleeding must obviously be had recourse to, at the same
time that we may try the warm bath and emollient injections.

Sect. VI,
Amenorrhiu.

Amenorrhaea,

Ischuria, or a difficulty in the excretion of the urine,
perhaps in all cases a symptomatic affection, either
occurring in connexion with some other more general
disease, as Dropsy, or depending upon some obvious
mechanical obstruction, as in Lithiasis. We shall therefore pass on to Amenorrhoea, or the deficiency of the
menstrual discharge. It occurs under two forms, that
the first, where the
of retention and of suppression
discharge does not make its appearance at the proper
the s-cond, where, after it has appearperiod of life
There is
ed, it does not return at the usual intervals.
another affection which ought perhaps to be regarded
as a mere variety of .Xmenorrhoea, in which the discharge takes place at the proper times, but is in small
quantity, and is attended with considerable pain ; this
has received the name of Dysmenorrhcea. When Amenorrhaea, in any of its forms, has continued for some
time, it produces various constitutional derangements
there are pains in different parts of the body, especially in the neighbourhood of the uterus ; the appetite fails, the bowels are torpid, the head is oppressed.
Anasarca supervenes, the breathing is short, the pulse
is weak, and the whole body becomes languid and enfeebled.
In some cases, particularly in those where
the discharge does not take place at the proper age,
there is a remarkable sallowness of the complexion,
from which circumstance the disease has obtained the
name of Chlorosis; it is likewise attended with a singular tendency in the patient to take into the stomach
various articles of an indigestible nature, which would
seem to be the mere effect of caprice, did we not obig

:

;

serve this morbid appetite to exist, where we have no
reason to suspect this disposition from any other cir-

cumstance, and where tlie stomach is evidently in an
unnatural state.
The proximate cause of these complaints is evidently, in the first instance, the same, a
defect of power in the vessels of the uterus, by which
they are unable to propel the blood into the capillaries
with due force and in the proper quantity.
In what
way this condition of the capillary vessels produces the
general symptoms is perhaps not easy to explain ; and
uideed it may be suspected, that at least in a gi-eat
number of cases, the peculiar state of the uterus is rather the effect than the cause of. the constitutional irregularity.
Tr««tinent.

t

But whatever may be our determination upon this
does not affect the principles upon which we
proceed in our tiratment of .^ menorrhcea, which is to
excite the system generally, and the uterus in particular, by the use of those means which may increase
the
action of the arterial system, and especially of the ute-

jjoint, it

rine vessels.
The state of the bowels obviously requires purgatives, and those of a stimulating kind

;

4

such as the resins and more acrid extracts, scammony,
The degree of flatulence which
aloes, colocynth, &c.
of what
is generally present indicates the employment
have been termed carminatives; and when there is
much pain or irregular action of the parts, we may
prescribe antispasmodics, of which perhaps tlie most
efficacious is assaftetida, with an occasional opiate.
Exercise, and especially horse-exercise, as much as can
be borne without exhaustion, is a necessary part of
the regimen ; and the diet should be as nutritive as the
patient can bear, without inducing indigestion or any
degree of febrile excitement. We have hitherto taken
no notice of that class of remedies that are styled emmenagogues, becr.use we are extremely doubtful whether there be any to which this title ought to be applied, except to some substances, the action of which
we
is so violent as not to be admissible into practice ;
Perhaps
consider the savine to be of this description.
there is nothing which is better entitled to the specific
appellation of an emmenagogue than electricity, and
this application may be safely tried in conjunction
with purgatives, and the other treatment that has been
mentioned above. The warm hip-batli, or even warm
water applietl to the feet, frictions with the flesh-brush,
and warm clothing, are generally thought to be serBesides these remedies, which appear to be
viceable.
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particularly indicated by particular symptoms,
often find it necessary to use stimulants and tonics,
as the various kinds of bitters, and the preparations of
iron ; with respect to the latter medicine it should not
be employed until the bowels are rendered completely
soluble, and in all cases it may be proper to combine
it with aloes, or with some of the purgative resins or

more

we

extracts.

CHAP.

VI.

Paramorphice. Local Structural Diseases,

Having now,

in our five

first classes,

gone through Paramor-

the different diseases which proceed from primary affections of the systems of the blood-vessels and the
nerves, the mental faculties, the organs of nutrition,
and those of secretion, we now come to the diseases
which are of local origin. These form the two classes
of the Paramorphiae and the Ectopias ; the first denoting a morbid change of structure, the latter a mechaniThe greatest
cal displacement of tlie parts concerned.
number of these diseases fall under the province of
surgery ; they frequently require the assistance of
some manual operation, or of external applications
and although they are often accompanied by constitutional affections, yet these are obviously sympathetic,
so that our main attention is to be directed to the topical

phise.

derangement.

We have divided our

Paramorphiae into Phyincluding tumours of
all descriptions ; the second denoting an alteration in
the substance or structure of the part, as where a membrane is converted into a bone, where a sol't part becomes rigid, or a hard part becomes soft and flexii)le.
Of the different genera which compose this order, perhaps the only one wiiich can properly be considered
as falling under the province of the pliysician, is that
which consists of the organic affections of the heart.
Besides the inflammation of this viscus, which has been
already treated of among the Phlegmasia;, it is su'iject
to many other organic derangements ; its valves, and
class of

mata and Phtharmata; the

first

Diseases ef
the hearu

;
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is gtiarded by troops and artillery, and accompanied by a great number of women.
Of later year«, both the religious and politicnl state of
Medina underwent an important alteration ; nor can its
condition at the present time be precisely ascertainetl.
The environs of the city gave birth to a Mahometan
sheik, named Abdoulwehliab, about the year 1720, who,
after pursuing his studies here, contemplated great innovations on certain principles of the Mussulman faith.
But finding Medina itself unsuitable to his views, he
left it to make a proselyte of Ibn Saaoud, prince of
the Arabs, whose son Alxlelaaziz endeavoured, in succeeding years, to subdue all the neighbouring countries.
The Scheriff of Mecca, unable to resist his forces, retired to Medina in 1802 ; but the city proving untenable,
he again withdrew. However, it withstood a body of
troops sent from Mecca, wliich had been pillaged previously, and their commander Saaoud was obliged to
retreat to Draaija, the capital of the sectaries, seventeen days journey east of Medina.
But Saaoud having
renewed the attack after his father had been assassinated in 1803, rendered himself master of Medina in
IHOi, where his followers shut and sealed the doors of
the temple, destroyed all the ornaments of the sepul.
chre, and took possession of the vast treasures which
superstition had accumulated.
In 1805, the great caravan from Damascus obtained access to the city only by means of heavy sacrifices; and the reformers signified to the pasha, that in future it should come no
longer under protection of the Turks, or accompanied
by troops, trophies, music, or women, bat that it should
consist of pilgrims exclusively.
The caravan liaving
attempted to travel thither next year, without strictly
conforming to theee injunctions, had hardly rc.-iched
the gates of Medina when it was obliged to retire in
disorder, persecuted and annoyed by the sectaries. Devotion to the person of the prophet being prohibited as
sinful, the reformers refrain from visiting his tomb ; and
they have destroj'ed the sepulchres, chapels, and temples
erected in honour of saints.
In the year 1807, the
whole priests, servants, and slaves belonging to the
mosque of Mahomet's tomb at Medina, were commanded instantly to quit the city, as also all pilgrims and
soldiers, together with the Turkish judge.
complete revolution, both religious and political, was thus
accomplished but we have understood, that in the
year 1817 or 1818 the Emperor of Turkey in order to
regain his influence in Arabia, sent a large military
force against the reformers, by which they were defeated, and their leader being taken prisoner, was carried to Constantinople, and there put to death.
Lat.
24" North, Long. 40" 10' East. 240 miles north of Mec-

pilgrims,
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;

,

ca,
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(c)

MEDITERRANEAN

Sea, is the largest inland sea
in the world, forming the southern limit of nearly the
whole of Europe. It is about 2000 miles long from
east to west, and has an dverage breadth of from
4C0
to 500 miles. From the Eosphorus a strong current
«et3 into the Mediterranean; at the Straits of Gibraltar
anotlier current flows in from the Atlantic
; two weaker currents flowing outwards along the northern and
•outhern shores. The tides in the Mediterranean are
very small and irregukr.
Dr. Marcet has lately shewn, that the water of the Mediterranean contains rather more salt than the ocean.
This fact has been explained, upon the supposition that
the Mediterranean is not supplied by the rivers which
flow into it with a quantity of fresh water sufficient
to
replace what it loses by evaporation under a burning

;

E

K

aided by a powerful radiation from the African Meditershores, and the parching winds blowing from the ad- ranean Sea
Philosophers have, therefore, attemptjacent desarts.
ed to explain why tliis sea does not gradually increase Mtkran.
in saltnesg, and indeed be ultimately con\erted into saturated brine. This has been ascribed to an under current of water, ealtcr than the ocean, which runs out at
the Straits of Gibraltar, and unloads its waters of their
excess of salt.
This idea of a submarine currents
countenanced by the fact, communiaited to Dr. Mara
cet by Dr. Carmichael, on tlie authority of tlie British,
consul at Valentia, that some years ago a vessel was
lost at Cetita, on the African coast, and its wreck afterwards thrown up at TarifTa, on the European shore,
fully two miles west of Ceuta.
EUTi,

11

A

is stated by Dr. Hudson.
" In 1712,
L'Aigle, of the Pha?nix of Marseilles, giving
chace near Ceuta Point to a Dutch ship, came up with
her in the middle of the Gut, between Tariflk and
Tangier, and then gave her one broadside, which sunk

similar fact

M. de

A

her.
few days after the sunk ship, with her cargo
of brandy and oil, came on shore near Tangier, at
least four leagues to the west of the place where she
sunk, and directly against the strength of the current
which has persuaded many men that there is a recurrence in ike deep water in Ihe middle of the Gul, that
sets outward to the grand ocean, which this accident very
much demonstrates." Phil. Trans. 1724, vol. xxxiii.
See also Phil. Trans. 1 8 9, p. 1 77 ; and Edinp. 1 92.
burgh Philosophical Journal, vol. i. p. 236, and vol. ii.
p. 358.
1

MEDWAY.
Kent,

See England,

vol. viii. p.

688

;

and

vol. xii. p. 436.

MEKRAN,

or Mecran, is a province of Persia,
stretching from Cape Jask to the frontiers of Scind,
along the Indian Ocean, which bounds it on the south.
On the north it is bounded by Seistan and Arokaje
on the east by Scind ; and on the west and north-west

by Kerman. Mekran is divided by a range of mounrunning from east to west. The northern pai-t

tains

has got the name of Balouchislan.
To the east there
is a small independent state called Lus.
Balouchist^n
is again subdivided into the seven following provinces
or districts : Jlialawan, the most southern, and Saraivan, the most northern, both of which are extremely
mountainous, and in general barren, though some of
the vallies are capable of high cultivation, and produce,
in favourable seasons, very abundant crops.
Cutck
Ganda-ca, which is about 150 miles long, and 40 or 5'J
broad, is chiefly low country, having a rich black loam
soil, and producing all sorts of grain, besides cotton,
indigo, and madder.
Aiiuiid Dejel, to the northward
of the former, whose climate and soil are excellent.
Shal and Mustungj which are of very inconsiderable extent, but distinguished for the excellence and cheapness of their productions; and Zuhrce, which is well
peopled, and has the name of being the most civilized
district of Balouchistan.
The province or district of Lus is of a circular form,
and nearly surrounded by mountains, which separate
it from western Mekran, Balouchistan, and Scind.
The
country itself is flat and sandy, and remarkably fertile
in every description of grain.
It has two small rirers,
Wudd and Pooratce, (the ancient Arabius, ) which, rising in the mountains near Bayla, falls into the ocean
at Sonmeany, the principal sea-port of Lus.
In order
to obtain water, the inhabitants of this district, who are
chiefly fishers, are obliged to dig holes in the sand, and
having taken a supply, they fill them up immediately,
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bMoaM «k.

h

vkicli

tbo acfaolan^ bo wao aoon1 placed tinder private

eeruiiiljr

the l.atin Unf(uafte by
He ifaa inatraclad in tlie
John Hongam*. (who afterwarda becane a PtoWHant
datM. M • •ohII. fitrtilr, and well pMfM diatrict. It proachar ;) and f;ave early indi ootiuna of hio great natural capodty.
Ho atadied tbo Gic^ lanouogo with
lie* at Uw (fiHaoce of aboal Ian dayt joamey, in a direction nertli north awt fram Kej, tha capiul of Me- equal diligence and aoeeaaa at Pfbisbaia,iinaerGeorgo
ntaioona tnMta to tho waM* Salem* ; ond doriiv tho oooae of bia atadiea in tbit
kran, the whofe of tiM
bad ftcqnant appiatnuiliii of aecoiv wt g tbo
ward fanmnc tlia aamOma boondarj of llw aaady do.
lly advioea of John Reochlin, or Captiio, a« he i«
It hoa oliUinad
fert. and on Um poralM of Paii}gaor.
ganarally oallod, wbo waa one of the principal
the geneikl nan* of Wm»k»t«t, or JfWI. Vooahky
of learning in fliiiaony. and who woa gaaa t ly
h m anaB maij bamn dbtrict, Mtwfft^mmm o#
'
nag taloits and ttadioao bobita
boot 96M|«aroiirile*, wboao inhafaitaali awatediiaif
of
lialanatbon.
At tbo ogo of twotvo bo wreta
nail
but
esti«me*
eery
yinaf
abo
a
GaraMrl
i«
pliMMler.
hf
«or8% ana in tbo feOowin* year
\j lertik diitrict. and u about 6*e dayt joornc^ to tbo aovneal piaeeo ia Latin
Bortb-wcat of Nooahkjr. It ia a narrow atrip, tn aetne ODiapoaid a huoMarana eamedv, which lie drclicated
place* frequently not cxccedin|( half a mile in breadth, to (>pnio, front wboaa bo raeetvoil, on that occasion,
and bein( Hanked on both (ride* with hif(h banks it ro- the name of Melancthon, wbicb rignifio* in Greek what
aonbko iIm drjr bod of a river. It derivae its axiraor* Schwartxord doea in German, namelv " black earth."
After a raaidanea of two yean at ffbraeim, he wao
r fbfrilhjr ftoa thoanntMl
aant to tbo nnivoaaiiy of Heidelberg, where he toon bo.
diiting«ii*hod by bia lalenU, application, and
peovmco
M. Ho wrote mo«t of the public boTbo nortnem and aowlhiifi
at tbo anivenit)-, durinf; hi* attend1 a* a coolbnd iMao of trotbaeo ; aad waa entnuted with the education of
in iangth abo«t 590 aiWo.
bii«dlb;iid tbo awdl tba two aona of Count Leonatein. Tbo *itu«uon of
loo bvoM
K to be unfavooiablo to bia Icobio
bod^, and hi* miad boing obagrinod by
chaia.
la Wottara liokfM, thoOMMBtl
laftiaal of a b^ior btcrary deirree, on accoant of
parallel with tbo ihore. at the dialMW of dght or (aa tbo Mftnal
Bile*L
At Cbobor, however, aad Capo Jaik, iboy op> bk y onth, bo left ttat naivonity aAer a laaidaata of
yoon, and iiaiavod to tiMt of Tubtngoa, whiah
Bnocfa tbo ooMt. Tbia cMa mikm hacrMMt oHVfc tbno 7«aii
tbo ilriiMi on th» Mr* ridt iMrbw «§ than o
Sofko. thoi
tkn at Soffco,
btaaebofUtoratai* and theology, rhare ba dovotod
tbo PtoiioB G«lf.

wh«n iIm

doca

an kft Ofmt,
Pmger, which u mnffcdUe

httUn

Pungaor, or

for

lU

—

fc,

b

7l5i

T^'

\

I

bfaaaalf particularly to mathtiaal

Tbo livon n MoIdsi prmnl o
The MIoviaf on

C,

tbo"jiliiiliiil of vhMi' wo
bovo receivod aaj oeeoaal : Tbo
Ihar. or aah
tioor. wbicii fclh bH» tbo
KTk. TboCido»i
frycbfiaMbi tiM bOo at Smn,
Jobia tbo
tbirtjr aailoa woat of Cbobor, bet woea JlaojtM and Tmmk.
Tbo Bnapoer rivor, wbooo eoorao ia ftoa oat to
Aftor fca'Bwitomw vitb oaotbar atrtooi wbicb travtraco Hw fatilo plafaM of I^nhar, it loaea itaolf fai tbo
Madi abegt ibvtj MiioB to the wertwanl of the town of
Ammbt. Wbaa viailod hj Capt. Grant in tbo aentb
•rPobrnory, it waa 90 yatda wido^ad S teC dao^
Tbo popnlatMM) of Mckna ooiMMi of imbt diWKnl
diy.

l«-pn«taa».lo.

mediriaa, aad tbaalepr, and at the ago of aovan*
pbiloaophy. or maaNr of
Bk wna a I a l l J daetor in pbi
Ho aooa aftarvada bnawi a pnblie bolanr fai
tba aaivani^, and oadlad ganeral ad aibatha i bv bia
knowlodgo and elegant taalo in tbo Latin
Ho waa at tbia pcnod tbo reatoror of To.
poaitioaa had hitherto apin a proaate form ; and ba apccdily attracted the
attanlien of tbo graataal acbabn of the ago.
He waa
particularly oa
aad , when only a yootb of eighteen.
by tbo loaiBod ii iana u a, wboao worka abound in the
atimgcat laaliBaniaa both to tbo eiainonce of Melanctbon'a oUdaaHMa aad to tbo aicoUaaca of b>* charac

Nan
wd

<

i

hy

tar.

Tbe

hiitary of bia laUgioo* principle* cannot be do*
with tbo laano poMaion a* that of hi* literary
progvaaa; and tbo principal fact, illurtrative of thia
poi^ ia tbo gift of a anail Bibla fioaa bia friend Cap>
niok npoa wbicfa bo waa aaeattooMd to aoto aacb o»
planatory binta aa oocnrrod to bio own mind, or aa
i bios in tbo worba of otbora, and which be
bio oonat ant oonpanon, patticalariy during tJw
of public wonbiBk After reaMiniag aix yaan
at Tubmgoa, bo toaiooan to tbo Univenity of Wittann
berg, whero bo waa appni mwl to the Grerk pnNmai^
abip ; and wbare bo ottinetod aacb nttmber* of atn.
danu, that be ia aoid to bovo aoaoetimaa bad an au>
dianca of IMO pMiaaa. Hero ba aoon became the ink
tiiiMti ftiaad
bwalnafala aaaoeiate of Luther, by
whoa bo waa oonau ltod on all oeeaaioaa, and to wboaa
mot caoao ba randorod tbo moot i aiaiitlal aarrieo by
bia litoTHV noourrea and temperato mnnaali
Fm
took a loadfiig place in the improvement of phfloaopbl
tailed

^^to wboir Foroo of MoknB a
faitboi
tajoao mm. Land and boa aro
lofKdot fl ano gold aKl nbor bovo
and at NoL Copper.
a. and aorirfo aro alao fonnd.
Soo'Una^a
OMir. Mem. «fPtnim,pk tOi—M5.
|

!

MBLAN'CTHOV. Fiiii ir Tha rolihndoil ftiwd
eondjntor of Luther, waa bora bi Ibation, o laani of
on Febraary 16, 1497. Hit rather, Oaarga
1. (which waa the German family naaao,)
ieoofeammiaaary of artiBtoj, and
di»>
by bii iuiau iii ty in the inooMlMMf alHtay
• wtB aa by tbo ailrti— of bio piety

w«

1

lorhianMrak TbooanofMoianctfaon'*
CMMtpnner of feia ftftbevli poUic an.
a) war anuiialo d to Ma natomol grandbther.
Rai^, who lonf fllled the oOeo of aoyor in
Ho waa at firet aont to a pobUo acbool ni hi*
I

I

;

(In

bat, a oaaM^gionadiaaaao having appearrd

mA

cal ttodioa, anitinx the ttiuly of the Aristotelian rae>

thod, with all that vrtn valuable in the writingt of the
Sloica and Platoniat*, and thua formiog a kind af

;
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which was named from him the Philippic method, was speedily introduced into all the Lutheran schools by abri<lgments from his own pen on

eclectic system,

the various branches of philosophy.
After the celebradisputation at Leipsic between Luther and Eckius,
at which Melancthon was present, he applied himself
more intensely to the study of the scriptures, and the
illustration of pure Christian doctrine.
Having been
ass«ile<l by Eckius in an abusive letter, on account of the
opinions which he had expressed of the different disputant.s he published a reply, drawn up with so much
elegance of language, acuteness of argument, and mildness of spirit, that it proved extremely favourable to
the cause of his friend.
In 1520 he married a young
woman of a reputable family in Wittemberg, and of a
character in every respect congenial with his own.
They soon became distinguished patterns of genuine
piety and Christian beneficence. His house was crowded by paupers, who were never sent away empty ; and
his time was beset by equally numerous applicants for
his advice, his recommendation, his literary aid, or
merely for the pleasure of seeing so celebrated a person, to all of whom free access was granted.
But,
tetl

•however devoted by principle and feeling to literary
leisure and domestic retirement, Melancthon was frequently called, by his sense of duty, to encounter that
in those contests, which he
gladly have shunned.
During the
period of Luther's seclusion in the castle of Wurtenberg, he found himself placed at the head of the reformed cause, and was fully aware of the high responsibility
attached to such a situation.
He discharged, at the
same time, many of those clerical duties which belonged to the office of Luther ; and, notwithstanding all the
sensibilities (we may almost say the hypochondriasm)
of his nature, he often appeared in the front of the contest, which was now thickening on every side.
In answer to the condemnation of the reformers' principles,
published by the divines of the Sorbonne in 1521, he
wrote a small but satirical pamphlet, entitled, " Adversus Furiosum Parisiensium Theologastrorum decretum pro Luthero Apologia ;" and another in the same
year against Placentinus, or rather Emser, in which he
details the history of the Lutheran controversy, and refutes the calumnies of the anti-reformation party.
He
was busy also in his university-labours, exciting the youth
under his care to the diligent study of Christian truth
in the writings of the apostle Paul ; and about the same
time he produced his celebrated work, entitled, Theological common 'places, which excited great attention,
and obtained an extensive circulation, not only in Germany, but also in France and Italy. It was published
in Venice under the name of Philippo de Terra Nera,
(the Italian translation of the word Melancthon ; and,
)
under this designation, was either approved, or at least
uncensured ; but, as soon as it was known to be the
production of Philip Melancthon, it was instantly suppressed by order of the Inquisition. This work was
extolled by Luther as the best book next to the Holy
Scriptures, and recommended along with his own
translation of the Bible, as sufficient together for the
formation of a good divine. His pen was much employed in revising the translation of the New Testa-

publicity,

and to share

would otherwise

ment by Luther and particularly in comparing that
of the Old Testament with the Septuagint version.
About the middle of the year 1 522, Luther having secretly got possession of a manuscript commentary by
Melancthon on the Epistle of Paul to the Romans,
printed it without the author's knowledge ; and sent
;

him a copy with a very

characteristic apology prefixed,

of which a few senstences will not be thought unworthy
of being transcribed. " Martin Luther to Philip Me' Be angry
and
lancthon, grace and peace in Christ.
Commune with your own heart upon your
sin not.
I am the person who dares to pubbed, and be still.'

your annotations, and send you your own work.
If you are not pleased with it, it may be all very well
If I have done
it is sufficient that you please us.
wrong, you are to blame Why did you not publish it
I threaten you farther, to steal and publish
yourself?
your remarks upon Genesis, the Gospel of Matthew
and John, unless you supersede me by bringing them
forward."
In the course of the dispute between Luther and
Erasmus, the latter made several artful attempts to draw
Melancthon from the cause of the reformers, by the prospect of promotion from the popish party.
The reply
of Luther's friend sufficiently shewed that his moderation and mildness were very different from timidity or
" For my part I cannot, with a safe conindifFerence
science, condemn the sentiments of Luther, however I
may be charged with folly or niperstition that does
not weigh with me. But I would oppose them strenuously, if the scriptures were on the other side. Most
certainly I shall never change my sentiments from a
regard to human authority, or from the dread of disgrace."
In the year 1525 he repaired to Nuremberg,
on the express solicitation of the senate, to assist in
planning the establishment of a public seminary in that
place, and afterwards delivered an oration at the opening of the academy, but declined the offer of one of its
Amidst all his public and private enprofessorships.
lish

:

:

—

gagements, which he mentions in his

letters as at once
injurious to his health, he
found means to publish a variety of useful compositions ; among which were introductions to several of
the sacred boeks, a Latin version of the Proverbs of Solomon, and an Epitome of the Doctrines believed and

oppressive to his

mind and

taught in the Reformed Churches.

He was

employed by the Elector of Saxony to draw
German language a memorial on the side
of the reformers, to be presented to the diet, which met
at Spires in 1526; and was regularly consulted by the
Landgrave of Hesse on the means of promoting the reHis pen was employ^
formation in his dominions.

up

in the

ed also in preparing a directory for the churches in
Saxony, which was entitled Libel/us Fisitnloriiis, in
which the Papists pretended to discover a difference in
sentiment from Luther, because it was expressed in a
strain of moderation ; while Agricola, a friend of the
author, and the founder of the Antinomian heresy, declaimed against its doctrine on the necessity of repentance, and involved him in a painful dispute on the
But he was soon called to take part in the
subject.
still

more

serious controversy

among

on the subject of the sacrament

;

Protestant divines
and, while he adhered

at first to Luther's notion of consubstantiation, his opinion became gradually more inclined to that of Zuin-

was a more important task even than this, to
whole faculties were required, when he was
called to extend the materials furnished by Luther, and
to draw up the Augsburg Corijessinn of' Faith; and
though, in the course of the discussions on the various
articles at the diet, in which he bore the principal part
on the side of the reformers, he was inclined to yield
more than Luther approved, in regard to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the bishops, (of whose good intentions he hoped too favourably ;) yet, in all doctrinal

glius.

which

It

his

nielancthon.

;
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point*, be nuunUined the character of an enligbtened
and inflexible Protestant. In tlteae various conferences,
be dispUye<i all the excellence of bis character, as well
tbc abilities of his mind : and all the efforU of the
Roaianists were exerted, without iuccess, to gain him
orer to their cause. Amidit all bis oon sti tntinna l soiu
ncM, the iniejjT'ty of hi« principles, and tb* Hilrepidity
of hi« mind were repeatedly manifested ; and, when

M

Cardinal Campegius ultimately refused all toleration of
the Frotcatant sentiments, be made thia mild but rcatK
lute repljr. " Well, then, we cooimeDd out i rm and
our concerns to God. If he be for us, who can ^e
We shall wait with patience whatever
against us *

m

be neoaaaary, we would (tf
aucb be the will of God) rather fight and die than bemjraaniany souls." In the year 1534, be waa com*
'to confer with Bucer at Casel on the sacraand would naoat likdy hare
oootrawariy
iiiairtn. bad Luther been Jiapoatd to OM^
derate bia violcnca: bat. as it was. he sue c aadad is
crcatly abating tfaa hoatilitT of tb« Saxon nktmmt In
am brethren of SwitscrinJ. In tlM Minnvaar h* was
mffmprti In a similar oooiSvnnca with Iha BMaaniata at
licrc he equally ISuted in bia oktiact, tkrongfa
I
I.
ig obstinacy of lb* papiata. wlHk ha tqonU
Hia
Iv :..i> !,«tMi the axcalkoca of bia own tfirit.
OMuv l^ now attained tha kighMt ealabrttjr thnn^
oat tho nationa of Europe ; andhe waa wie eawtyi l y »•

may happen

If

to us.

it

:

]

I

Vitad, or rather earnestly entreated, both bjr

Franda

I.

•f Ftanocand by Henry VIII. of England, to vi«tt
Ibcir respectise ooortai but waa prevented, in both
caaaa. by the wiahas of iha Blactor of Saxony, wbo waa
afraid of giving oflencc to Charlaa V. and who prab»>
bl> augured little guod frooi aitbar of th« nMoarcKa.
"^n political viawa to
They had doubtlea* ''
''

fy in th« proposal
lancthon's name,

es the

w

C»—

-

Mantua in May
>ervioea wcra agam required by the Protestant leadcts, to (levi«e seaM ~-»—^^
fora of doctrine, which might uniu tba faferinad
to select tbosa artielaa of <aitb, whidi,
i and
tbair railical importance, wcra iiii issarj to ba r»>
lainad and avowed at all baxarda in the
eommodation with the Catholic*. In the _
of these objects, he drew up a treatise on the su^
cy of tbc pope and jurisdiction of the btshops, which
met with great approbation from tbc ProtesUnt deputies; and which manifaated at once hi« firmness in
what he conceived to be essential principles, and hi*
tniw deairc of a reconciliation. But many were ready
to nii*ililaijM(l his intentiuii, and tu censure his love «€
pMce, whUe be was reaiatibg offers from the Popish
priiKef, which pcrbapo frw ottbatc calumniator* would
i

1

;

:

;

similar services to the Elector Palstine Frederic in
1545 ; in preparing for tbc expected council of Trent a

atatement of the cnief reasons of the Protestant dissent
in 1546; in alrooat ever)' thing, in short, that was to
be written bia.pen waa raooeasively and unremittingly employed.
After the death of Luther, with whom
ba eoDMiltcd and i unaapiaidi d on all occasions, he
loand bimaelf still more onceasingly harassed by the
eeamulating interoats of tbc refomtation, at the most
critical period of ita pi oa r aa*.
Upon the publication
of tbc temporary mlc
nitb for all partiee, calle<l the
Irtbum, (of wibeb tbc cmpcio* cnforce<l theolMervaneo fay necc of arma.) Mdanctbon attended seven
CMtleraBem at Laipaie. and wrote all the pieces which
were then praaented in the diacnaaion o( this imperial
The rcault of tbeac dcUberations waa the pub.
creed.
bcatioB of a trcatiac from hia pen, and a decree or the
SaoMo Bofaility and dcrgy. on the obMTvancv of things
ofaniodiibfaBtBatarc.
latbiawork. and thedispotaa
which Mlowod, oaUad tba Adinpboristic controversy,
'
baan moat unjustly accused of having
the troth through cxeeaaive timidity and
ik compliance but a few qoetatioBs from hi* pub*
ata at the moment, will anflcieatlyinpaa*
tba fttidiil Datura of ibcaaaspanions: "Thoagk
threatened with war and doatnietian, we must still ada
here to the word of OM, aod not deny acknowledged
truth.
Aa to tbc danger incnrrcd by the defence of
what ia preached in oar churche*. and we know to be
•' Let the
truth, wc will entrust the affair to God."
poletilates and mlera oonsiiter, amidst the alarms of
war now prevalent, whst they will, and what they
oogbt to do in thit sflair, fur the peace of the churdi.
Aa for myself, I am ready, by the grace of Go*!, to do*
hence, and if need be to aaSer.**— '• We have bean
y writtea lot and admonished net to praacfa, taacb,
or write againat thi* Interim but neoea*ity oompcU uf
to say this much, with alt humility of mind, that we
will not alter in what we have hitherto taught in our
cborcbca; fitr no creature pcaieaaM power or authority
to rbange tbc srord of God, and it ia at every one's pc
ril to dmp er fcnake the known truth.
As. therefor
this Inlcmi ia oMaaad, in many of iu articles, to the
truth we have advocated, we (eel it neceaaary to pub.
liah in a Christian spirit an cxphcit answer the danger

—

M

M

;

wnm

imah tbaaa pewarfol
were dwiraua to avail thswaaWaa at hia inHnanwI Bodi
ba and Lotbcr had oonaidenbla bopoa of indaeing the
kjag of England to ni ina hia appafMBtljr fii*o«iral>le
Ji apiwition towaida the cause of tM wfanwalion : and
lldanclbon wrote arveral letters, baaidaa liaasinitting
soma of his poblicationa to Henry, fraa whom ba re>
caivcd in return a pr«Mnt of 200 crowna, and the bigb'
'l>atioa of bia aeal in tba eaoae
<8t «xpftsaion»
In oooaaqnaaea, bowa r, of
of tba Chriatian
this oomnranicatuiii u ;a> tba Ei^iw oaort. he fonnad
an acquaintance with Archhiabap
ar, to whom ha
had raCDOinMnded Alexander Alcaa, a liainad SeotcbBMD, who bad been driven fran hia native coontry bv
tba violence of tbc Popiah party, and who aiWwanto
acqimod great iavrntr with King Henry.
Upon the amioit
a general coooril to meet
at

4&

In 1539, in the Protest- Mrllnctbon.
ant conference at Francfort, he was deputed to write
on the subject of lawful defence and soon afierwards
addressed a letter of strong remonstrance to the wavering and wayward King of England on his conduct in
the cause of the reformation.
To give a full view of the services of this eminent
and indefatigable labourer in the c.iuse of revealed religion and of the refonnrd doctrines, would require u*
to enter into all the leading eventa of the age in which
in aid.
he lived. In a confcraiicc at Wornu in 15il
in^ the plans of the Elector of Cologne for promoting
the reform-ition in the diocese in 154'<
in rendering

have been able to withstand.

—

K

;

:

incurretl

bv

ting

the eternal God,

all to

thia

meaaure

we

cheerfully face, cnmmiu
the father of our Lord Jesua

CbriM."
Beaidea arranging the order of the churches and
academic* in .Mi>nia. in 1553, and assisting at a con.
ferance at Niucmburg in 1554, for the purpoac of
mnaolidariag a naion between the houses of Saxony,

—

'
Brandenburr
flesae, be waa engaged in diacaa*
sing the sui
le union of two nature* in the Sa^
viour, agatnsi uiiander and Staocanu, and also in vin.
dicating hiaeclf £mn the damouis and calumnies cx«
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him by Flacius. In the expecUtion of
being driven into banishment by the intemperate proceedings of his enemies among the more violent of t!ie
reformed, he had adopted the resoUition of withdrawto Palestine, and devoting the remainder of his life
cited against

ing
to the retirement of a hermit, and the composition of
" At the head of all
'works in defence of divine truth.
transactions of the
ecclesiastical
and
literary
principal
the
age," says Cox, "consulted by princes, dispatched upon
every urgent occasion on different journies, summoned
to private conferences and public councils, necessitated
to maintain a most extensive correspondence, opposed
and even insulted by a violent faction, and watched as
a heretic by the partisans of the Roman hierarchy, he

represents himself as tormented upon the rack of incessant engagement, and absolutely distracted with writ-

ing disputations, regulations, prefaces, and letters." Exhausted at length by his unremitting exertions, by grief
for the loss of friends, and by anxiety for the fate of pure
religion, he became desirous of a release from his toil-

some life ; and, afier lingering several weeks under the
influence of an intermittent fever, he expired on the
19th of April 1560, in the sixty-third year of his age,
ia the full possession of his mental faculties, and in the

whatever he says or writes, it penetrates the heart, and
makes a lasting impression." " I am born to be a
rough controversialist," said Luther, "I clear the ground,
pull up weeds, fill up ditches, and smooth the roads.
But to build, to plant, to sow, to water, to adorn the
country, belongs to Melancthon.''
Melancthon's early talents, extensive learning, and
classical acquirements, have been already noticed ; but
his intellectual acuteness in discriminating between
truth and sophistry, was not less distinguished than the
elegant perspicuity with which he conveyed his sentiments. He possessed an extraordinary memory, which
was greatly aided by the regularity of his habits, and
the equanimity of his mind ; and was not less remarkable for the facility with which he could recollect his
well arranged stores of information.
He spared no
time or application in the investigation of every important topic ; and, in all his researches or discussions,
was actuated by the most undeviating love of truth.
His own intentions were as upright as his conceptions
were clear; and there was a kind of transparency (as
has been well expressed) in the whole stream both of
" I will give you an
his arguments and his motives.
answer to-morrow,'' he said on one occasion to Eckius,
who had made use of some puzzling sophism in their
" There is no merit or honour in that,"
disputation.
said his antagonist, " if you cannot answer me imme" Mi doctor," replied Melancthon, with the
diately.''
greatest composure, " non qusero meam gloriam hoc in
negotio, sed veritatem eras, volente Deo, me audies.''

most placid state of pious hope. Upon being asked by
one of his friends in liis last moments if he wished
any thing else, he replied, " aliud nihil, nisi coelum,"
" nothing else but heaven ;" and requested those who
were endeavouring to adjust some parts of his clothThe pubing, " not to disturb his delightful repose."
It was his avowed principle to speak what he thought
lic were allowed to gratify their anxiety to see his body
before its interment ; and their attachment to his cha- firmly, but modestly ; and to concede what he deemed
might be conceded with unambiguous ingenuousness.
racter was singularly manifested, by their picking up
every pen, or piece of paper upon which he had writ- This was not a spirit likely to please any party in an
age of violent contention ; and he was incessantly asten, or any thing that he had used, however insignificant in itself. His remains were placed in a leaden sailed and tormented, through the whole of his life, by
the bigotry both of friends and enemies. Yet his discofEn, and deposited close by the body of Luther.
We could dwell with much complacency, and at great passionate temper, unbiassed candour, and love of
length, on the delineation of a character, which pre- peace, were by no means (as has been often advanced)
the consequence of scepticism in principle, insensibilisents so rare a combination of intellectual and moral
endowments ; and which, even when it is exliibited to ty of feeling, or timidity of spirit. The most fiery zeathe world, is so seldom estimated as it merits, amidst lot in the cause of the Reformation never pursued its inthe violence of human contentions. But it is our pro- terests with greater perseverance than he did ; nor did
per province to select and abridge the materials of bio- he even temporize in those points, which his penetratgraphy, rather than to expand its lessons of instruc- ing mind saw to be essential
and he would have died
tion ; and we must content ourselves with a very rapid
(as he often avowed) for what he maintained.
He possketch of what would well deserve to be placed, in sessed also all that acute and excitable feeling, which
all its most attractive lights, before the exasperated
generally accompanies true genius ; and his anxiety for
spirits, who crowd the departments of modern controthe success of the great cause which he had embraced
versy.
with all the ardour of enlightened piety, arose often to
Philip Melancthon has been invariably numbered the degree of absolute hypochondriasm.
among the most illustrious instruments of the reforHis acquisitions of knowledge were made with little
mation and was by far the most powerful coadjutor, exertion ; and his unclouded serenity of mind kept his
as well as the warmest personal friend of the Saxon faculties always fit for service.
His bodily frame was
reformer. He was peculiarly qualified to supply the slender, and his constitution never robust ; but his hadeficiencies, and to correct the errors, of his intrepid
bits were regular, and his mode of living strictly temassociate ; and it would be a difficult task to decide
perate.
He retired to rest at an early hour, and usualwhether the cause of true religion was more indebted ly rose a little after midnight. He estimated time as
to the zealous spirit of the one, or to the persuasive vir- the most precious of all possessions
and, when he
tues of the otlier.
Nothing at least can be more plea- made any appointment, expected it to be kept literalsing, than to contemplate the high opinion which they
ly to a minute.
His services to general literature
entertained of each other, and the uniform steadiness were of the highest order, and he had great influence
of their mutual friendship amidst all the attempts of in reviving the study of the ancient writers.
He led
:

;

;

;

their enemies to create a disunion.

"

Though

not per-

were perfectly united" says Cox, and
never could be induced to regard each other as rivals.
" Pomeranus is a grammarian," said Melancthon, " I
am a logician, and Justus Jonas is an orator; but Luther
is good at every thing, the wonder of mankind ; for
fectly agieed, they

way

in classical composition among his countrj'and, though his attempts at vei'sification were
far from being successful, he wrote Latin in prose with
an ease and purity rarely equalled. Amidst all the
avocations in which he was involved, he employed the
greater part of every year in giving lectures to 1500 pu-

the

men

;
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on to a considerable extent ; and
the woollen manufacture has, of late, been cultivated
inp; linens is carried

with success.

A

the south of Melrose are the three Eildon
base of them may be in compass six or seren miles ; the heifrhth of two of them to the north
about a mile and a half. On the top of the north-east
hill are plain vestiges of a Roman camp, well fortified
with two fosses ami mounds of earth more than a mile
and a half in circuit, with a large plain near the top of
the hill, on which may be seen the prcctorium, or the
hills.

little to

The

general's quarter, surrounded with
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many

huts.

The

situation seems to have been skilfully selected, and it
has all the properties of a well chosen camp, according

by king David in 1 1 36, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, Melrose.
and endowed with large revenues and many immuni- —"'V*"
ties, as appears by the charters granted to the abbot
and convent by our kings. The monks were Cistertian, and the monastery of Melrose was a mother
church or nursery for all that order, in many various
and remote regions of Scotland.
The church is built in the form of St. John's cross.
The chancel, which is a very stately fabric, is still
standing ; its roof is very curious, and has much of the
scripture history sculptured upon it.
Much of the
western part of this building is so entirely demolished,
that it cannot be precisely ascertained how far it reached in that direction. What still exists is of the follow-

Its length is t>S8 feet, breadth 1 37-1,
ing dimensions.
circumference about 943 ; height of the east window
24, breadth 16; height of the south window 34^,
breadth 15§ ; height of the steeple 75, the spire gone.
The east window, at which was the great altar, is a
beautiful structure, consisting of four pillars or bars,
with a great deal of curious work between them ; and
on each side a great number of niches for statues ; on
the top, an old man with a globe in his left hand, resting on his knee, and a young man on his right, both
in a sitting posture, with an open crown over their
(See Plate CLXX. of Civil Architecture.)
heads.
On the north and south of this window are two others
of smaller dimensions.
The niches are curiously carved, both the pedestals and canopies, on which several figures of men and animals are curiously cut.
On
the south-east of this church are a great many musicians admirably cut, with much pleasantness and gaiety in their countenances, accompanied with their various instruments ; also nuns with their veils, some of
them richly dressed. The south window is very much
admired for its height and curious workmanship. There
are niclies on each side and above it, where have been
statues of our Saviour and the apostles.
Besides, there
are many other figures on the east, or on the -yvest side
of this window monks curiously cut, with their beards,
a cripple on the back of a blind
cowls, and beads
be found in this quarter, is the abbey of Melrose. Va- man ; several animals cut very nicely, as boars, greyrious religious foundations, of different dates, appear to hounds, lions, monkeys, and others.
There are about
have existed at this place. The ancient monastery of sixty-eight niches in the whole standing ; the statues
Old Melrose, situated on a little peninsula formed by were only demolished about the year 1649.
the windings of the Tweed, was probably founded about
With regard to the inside of the church, on the north
the end of the sixth century. The venerable Bede, who side of the cross, there are beautiful pillars, the sculp•was boni in 673, gives an account of its situation on the
ture as fresh as if it had been newly cut.
On the
bank of the Tweed, and also of its abbots. It was a west side is a statue of St. Peter ; and to the south of
famous nursery for learned and religious men, and pro- it one of St. Paul. In the middle of the cross stood
bably continued until the other one, at the present the steeple, a piece of noble architecture ; a quarter
Melrose, was founded by king David.
The convent of of it yet standing, but the spire gone. The roof of the
Old Melrose was enclosed with a stone wall, reaching south side of the cross is still standing, where there is
from the south corner to the west corner of the Tweed, a beautiful stair-case, much admired, the roof of it windwhere the neck of land is narrow ; and the foundation ing like a snail- cap. There was within the church a
of the wall is still to be seen.
vast number of fonts, curiously carved, and altars dediAbout a mile to the i< est of this, on the Tweed, stands cated to various saints. In the portion of the church
the vUlage of Xewstead, a place remarkable for another where worship is at present performed, there are two
abbey on the east side of it, called Red Abbey-stead
rows of pillars of excellent workmanship, especially
;
and about half a mile from Newstead, on the south side that to the south-east, which for fineness looks like
of the nver, stands the present abbey of Melrose. This Flanders lace.
monastery, from the ruins which yet exist, appears to
With regard, lastly, to what was in part or altogether
have been truly magnificent and spacious.
separated from the body of the church, there was a
It still continues to be the admiration of strangers
and from the cloister on the north side, a part of the walls of which
;
height and erabelli hment of its columns,
the symme- are still remaining ; and where may be observed pleatry of Its parts, the beauty of the
stone of which it is sant walks and seats, with a jrreat many fine flowers of
built, and the delicacv of its
sculpture, it may be revarious kinds, nicely cut. The door at the north entry of
garded as one of the finest specimens
of Gothic archi- the church is curiously embossed and the foliage here,
Ucture which exist in tliis country. It
was founded and in several places of the church, very beautiful.

There is a large prospect
to the rules of Vegetius.
it of all the country ; it has many springs of good
water near it j the sides of the hill have been covered
with wood ; and the camp is so extensive, that neither
man, bejjst, nor baggage, could be straitened for room.
On the north side of the middle hill there seems to
have been a second camp, from which there is a large
ditch for two miles to the west, reaching to another
camp on the top of Caldshielhill. This camp has been
Strongly fortified with a double trench, and the circumvallation of it continued for a considerable way ; and,
along with the camp called Castlestead, it forms almost
a triangle with the large camp in Eildon hills. The
vestiges of two other large camps are also found in this
neighbourh )od ; the one on the head of the hill, on the
side of which the village of Gattonside is founded, north
of the Tweed, which is surrounded by a wall of stone
about half a mile in compass ; the other about half a
mile to the east, on the top of the hill opposite to Newstead, which seems to have been about three quarters
of a mile in circumference, and is called the Chester
Know, or Knoll. The eastern Roman military road is
visible in many quarters of this country, raised in
some places considerably above the adjoining fields,
and of a considerable breadth, with military stations on
some parts of it.
But the most remarkable monument of antiquity to
from
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;
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of Archbishop Boyd, end Me!»iW».
other leading men in the west, he aiceptetl the office of Andrew.
Principal of Glasgow college, and carried his nephew
Jame* along with him to act as regent. In this situa'^
tion he laboured with great diligt-nce and success, in*
troduced a new plan of study, and made many useful
improvements in the mode of teaching ; and a now
founilation, which was given to the college at this time
bv royal charter, ratified all the dispositions which MelA>
ville had made for the advancement of learning.
to the university, he deserves
mong his other
led the public library, though
the credit of^^it doe* not appear iti<it he enriched it with any donations firom his own collection. About this time, he fir»t
became known as an author, by the ap|iearance of his
poetica] tranalation of the .Song uf Moses, &c. printed at
Basil, in 1574,
a collection which expcrienci-d a must
flattering reception from all the men of learning and
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MeWillr, appears to have been passionately fond of innovation ;
Andrew.
and to a rational discernment of the defects ot the Arisadmiration of
totelian philosophy, he added an undue
the writings of Ramus, whose lectures he had attended
freely imbibed.
in his youth, and whose spirit he had
in St. Salprofessors
the
of
prejudices
Peripatetic
The
roused to fury
vator's and St. Leonard's college were
for
by the attacks upon their favourite author ; and,
gome time, their indignation could scarcely be appeased.
Yet such was the address and superior intelligence of
their animosithe principal, that he not only disarmed
most obtinate among
ty, but speedily converted the

them

to his

own

peculiar views.

In addition to his academical charge at St. Andrew's,
Melville, during the first two or three years of his resia
dence, generally performed divine service, and took
parish. His
share of the other ministerial duties of tlie
gratuitous labours were highly gratifying to the inhabitants in general ; but the freedom and fidelity with
which he reproved vice, exiwjsed him to the resentment
of several leading individuals; and the most atrocious
calumnies against Melville were conveyed to the king,
whose mind was predi«posed to receive any insinuaHe was accordingly sumtion to his disadvantage.
moned to appear before the privy council, on a charge
of treasonable expressions uttered in one of his sermons ; and though he produced the most explicit pr. ofs
of hi.s innocence, he was sentenced to imprisonment in
the castle of Blackness, for having declined the jurisdiction of the council, and for having conducted himin their presence.
.self proudly and contemptuously
Melville, however, contrived to make his escape to
England ; whence he returned twenty months afterwards, in company with the banished noblemen, wno
had been denounced as traitors on account of the affair
of Ruthven, and who appeared before the gates of Stirling castle, with such a numerous force, that the king
was glad to re-admit to his councils the men who, only
two years before, had fled from his vengeance.
After being reinstated in his office at St. Andrew's,
Melville and his nephew took an active part in the
proceedings of the synod of Fife, which terminated in
the excommunication of Archbishop Adamson, for having diciated and defended the laws subversive of eccleWhen Adamson was relaxed from
siastical discipline.
censure, and restored to his see, Melville

was charged

to retire to the north of the Tay, and was not permitted to return to his post, till the college had reluctantly consented to oblige one of the king's menial servants,

by renewing a lease, to the great diminution of the
Not long afterwards, the king, accompanied
rental.
by Du Bartas the poet, on a visit to St. Andrew's, had
an opportunity of hearing from Melville a most spirited and learned, though extemporaneous refutation of
an elaborate lecture by Adamson, in favour of his views
of royal prerogative.
In the year 1,588, Melville, who had been moderator of the preceding General Assembly, summoned an
extraordrnjay meeting, to concert measures for averting the dangers apprehended from the Spanish armada ;
and, at his suggestion, a deputation of the ministers,
barons, and burgesses, waited on his majesty with the
result of their deliberations, proffering their lives and
their fortunes in defence of the religion and government of the kingdom. The. king was offended with
the officious loyalty of his faithful subjects, but was
pleased to appoint a committee of the privy council to
co-operate with them, in devising means for frustrating
the designs of the enemy.

On

occasion of the queen's coronation, Melville, who Melville,
invited as one of the guests only two days before, Andrew.
pronounced a Latin poem, which was received with so
much applause, that the king publicly declared that he
and the country had that day received such honour as
This poem, entitled Slephacould never be requited.

was

nis KioH, was printed next day, and was received with
the highest expressions of admiration by the first schoLipsius exclaimed, Revera Andreas
lars of the age.
Melvinas est serio doclus ; and Scaliger, with far more
liberal praise than he was accustomed to render, was
not ashamed to say, wov ialia non possHvius.
Soon after the death of Archbishop Adamson, in
1.592, an act of parliament w^as passed, ratifying the government of the church by general assemblies, provincial synods, presbyteries, and kirk sessions, and explaining away, or rescinding the most offensive of the
acts of the year 1584.
This important statute is considered to this day as the legal foundation of the Presbyterian government ; and it was regarded by Melville

an ample reward tor his laborious efforts.
tumult which took place at Edinburgh on the 1 7th
of December, 1596', was seized by the court as a handle for the piirf)ose of effecting a change in the constitution of the church ; and Melville's influence with the
synod of Fife, and with the leading ministers, was most
strenuously exerted to counteract the projected measures.
A General Assembly was summoned by the
king to meet at Leith ; and as it was composed chiefly
of ministers from the north, who were studiously inas

A

fiectetl with prejudices against their southern brethren,
the adherents of Melville were left in the minority.
The next Assembly at Dundee was not quite so tractable, ownig to the presence of Melville. 'Fo annihilate,
or at least to depress this ascendancy, the king proceeded in person, accompanied by his council, to St.
Andrew's, to hold a royal visitation of the university ;
and there, after searching in vain foi matter of accusation against Melville, it was ordained that all professors
of theology or j)hilosophy, not being actual pastors,
should thenceforth be precluded from sitting in sessions,
presbyteries, synods, or assemblies, and from teaching
in congregations.
Preparation was now made for restoring the order of bishops, and the first approach to
this measure, was to induce the commissioners of the
General Assembly to solicit that the ministers and elders of the church might be represented in parliament.
statute was accordingly passed, declaring prelacy to
be the third estate, and asserting the right of such ministers as should be advanced to the episcopal dignity
to the same legislative privileges which had been enjoyed by the fbi-mer prelates, VVhen the Assembly met
at Dundee, the king did not venture to introduce the
business, till he had commanded Melville and his colleague Johnstone to retire from the town ; and the
measure was at last carried by a majority of ten. In a
conference at Falkland, Melville, in presence of his
majesty, maintained his sentiments with his accustomed fearlessness and vehemence, and the king judged it
prudent to refer all the matters which were still intended to be adjusted to an assembly which met at Montrose in Maich l6i)0.
Melville appeared as a commissioner from his presbytery, and though not suffered to
take his seat, his counsels and his unconquerable zeal
served to animate and confirm the resolution of his
brethren ; and the assembly was with great difficulty
prevailed upon to adopt the scheme of the court, imder

A

certain modifications.
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was a member of the assembly
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mrw

in Utif 1601, wlMfi tJie kinf tlMM«fat it to
a covcnanMr, and naile a tp urfi to

mflw romd St. Andrew's,
_ BOM, whick prove at
Imo not tne powcf ei

the lue of pen, ink, and paper.
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Ua aephew, he reviewed Dr. Downham't iifKion on
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MEMORY.
MEMPHIS

M

See Mnemonics.
the name of an ancient city of Egypt,
•^'*"'*1- wl>'ch was both large and po|)uloug, and celebrated
'
Dr. Shaw is
for its magnificent temples and palaces.
of opinion that Giseh or Djiza now occupies the scite
of Memphis; but there is reason to think from the
testimony of Strabo, Pliny, &c. that it was situated at
some distance from Giseh. Savary places it at Menf
or Memph ; but Dr. Clarke, who agrees with him in
his locality of Memphis, says that the name of the village
is Menshee a Dashoo, wliich seems to be Pococke's El
Menshich Dashour. See Herodotus, Lib. ii. Pococke's
Savary 's Letters
Description of the East, Vol. i. p. 49.
on E^t/pl. Hamilton's E'::yplincn, Chap. xi. and Clarke's
Travels, Vol iii. p. 128, and 158.
MENELAUS. See Greece, Vol. x. p. 460, 461.
H

is

~

Lacedkmon,

Vol.

Antho:<v Raphael, a celebrated painter,
Ausig in Bohemia, on the 2th of March
At the age of 13 his father, who was a miniature
1728.
painter, carried him to Rome, where he remained three
years, studying and copying the works of celebrated
Upon his return to Dresden, he employed
painters.

bom

at

1

himself in painting portraits in crayons, in consequence
of which he became known to the king of Poland, who
his cabinet painter, and gave him a house
and a pension. Mengs now returned to Rjme to resume his early studies, and he began to compose his
own pictures. Here he married a lady, Margarita

made him

Guazzi, with

manently

at

whom

Rome ;

The king

house.

he hopeJ to establish himself perbut at the end of four years his

father forced him to return to Dresden in 1749, and
having seized his whole property, turned him from his

of Poland, with the greatest libera,

Mengn.

gave him a house and carriage, doubled his pension, and permitted him again to visit Rome.
Here he copied the School of Athens by Raphael,
and, in consequence
for the Earl of Northumberland
of the stoppage of his pension, he executed a frescoceiling in the church of the Augustines, which oblity,

;

tained

him great

celebrity.

of Naples, who had admired some of
Mengs's-pictures, sent for him to Madrid when he ascended the Spanish throne, and offered him a salary
of 2000 dollars, a house and a carriage.
Mengs accepted this splendid offer, and arrived in Spain in
October I76I, where he was received with great kind-

The king

ness.

Having

fallen into a decline,

Rome for the

he obtained permission
Here he
by Cle-

benefit of his health.
regained his usual strength, and was employed
to return to

xii. p. 4.92.

MENGS,

Was

MEN
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ment XIV. to paint in the Vatican. The king of Spain,
however, commanded him to repair to Madrid
but he
had scarcely continued in Spain more than 2i years
when his ill-health returned. The king gave him full
libt-rty to return to Rome, with his pension of 3000
scudi, and 1000 more to divide among his daughters.
After he had been sometime in Rome, he had the
misfortune to lose his wife; and his old complaint
having again attacked him, he died in 1779, in the
;

58th year of his age.

His writings were published after his death by his
friend the Chevalier Azara, who states that all the
technical part of Winkelman's History of the Arts was
written by Mengs.

M E N S U RATION.
Mensura-^^'°"
'

~

(jteometrical magnitudes of every kind may be expressed in numbers, by considering how often each
contains some unit of its own kind.
square, the side of which is the lineal unit, serves
to measure surfaces; and the number of times a superficies contains its unit, is its area.
cube, of which the base is the superficial unit, or
its side the lineal unit, is the unit of solids
and the
number of times it is contained in a solid is the content,
or solidity.
Mensuration is the system of rules by which the numeral measures of geometrical magnitudes are found
It may therefore comprehend Plane Trigonometry, although, for reasons of convenience, we propose to treat
that subject as a distinct theory.
The smallest lineal unit in common use is an inch,
and from this other measures are formed, as in the fol.
lowing Table.

A

The measures of France m.iy be converted into Mensiura*
those of England, by considering that a French toise
tion.
-y--^
2 1315 English yards ; and a French metre
39.37 1

=

=

English inches.

TABLE OF SUPERFICIAL MEASURE.

A

;

:

X

Inches
Feet

40

Poles

Yards
5i Yards

.

.

.

.

.

= Foot.
=1 Yard.
=1 Fathom.
= Pole or Rod.
=1 Furlong.
= Mile.

.

1

Furlongs
.
1
Miles
1 League.
60 Geographical Miles!
,
_^
' Degree.
or 69i English Miles
J
Note
An inch is supposed equal to 3 barley corns.
4 Poles or 66 Feet
\
^,
, t?
i- i
^ English Cham,
100 Links each 7-92 inches J
loo Links, measurmg 74 feet
1 Scots Chain.
8

3

.....=
.

.

.

—

.

10

640

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S((uare Poles

=
=1
=
=1

Roods
r=
Square Chains or 100,0001
Square Links . . . j
Acres

1

Square. Foot.

1

Square Yard.
Square Pole.
Rood.

1

Acre.

,

=
=1
'

.

A"«Square Mile.

—

Nnle.
The Scots acre is to the English acre as
100.000 to 7S,694, or, in smaller numbers, 48 Scots
61 English acres.
acres

1

.

....
.

40
4

.

=

TABLE OF LINEAL MEASURES.
12
3
2

Square Inches
9 Square Feet
30J Square Yards

14'4

"

=

=

TABLE OF SOLID MEASURE.
1728 Cubic Inches
27 Cubic Feet
.Nbfe.— 282 Cubic Inches
231
do.
2150.42
do.
.
.

105

.

.

do.

.

~
=

=

1

1
1

Cubic Foot.
Cubic Yard.

Ale Gallon.

= Wine Gallon.
= A Winchester Bushel.
=1 Scots fint.
1

•

The Wheat
The Baiiey

Firlot contains 21 i Scots Pints.
Firlot contains 31
Scots Pints.
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MENSURATION.
-»'^*«i'-"«KTION

To

MCNacaATioN or tlark rrouRu.

mar tw muJved into tiith<rcfocT ihr menfunition of their iile* and
mar be rf ftrreJ to PUne 'I rijp wwaiiett y . The
fonnt the rabject of
unation of thetr

Rectilineal plane figwrei
;

I

dm

amf

the area of a triangle.
Wheti the bi»e ana perpendicular are given.
Ii( ir.
Multipiif Ihe bate by Ike perpfnJiaUar, and
ki
luci mill bf Ike area.
Geo. f>, 4!>aae ofa triangle it 350 yard*, and the per«
Find the are*.
peiMlicuutf Hi yards 2 ft«t
Reduring the feet to the fracu'on of a yard, we have
«50 X 158
__
^
.

C\tm
Qi-i

lie

When

I.

ih« baae and perpandicaW ar* giwHL

u^!i,n!f ike Ad«r A;^ lAt perftmlieiUmr httgkt,
kr ike mrea.
>
•
ih' %u\v* of a recunffle ABCO, be

.

fir

'

each eqaal to the baeal anit by

caamcd. and kt tine* ba dnwn
of divUcn pandlrl to tha «dea
tilc
bilB eqaal aouaraa, aach

tiiv.tir

And

:

54,. if.

of a parallekf^ram.

find the area

I.

^158
3 -y- jwdr. Thearea=

Pnoattst.

To

nci*

ainc*

w

in the ditectian
thai liJe, «mI a

will be
oT ekher

uynm

When

the two ndet and the indaded angle
to find the area.
Ruta. lUdtM» M f« Me ai'ae
the utcimdcd angle oa
tkejrodmcl of Me lidet to Imiet ike area.
Thia rule £uUowt immediataly fWxn Hide S. for find<
iM the araa of a parallrlopaBi.
Ea. Two aidey of a triangle are 14^55 and 12.9
chaiaa^ and the inc l ud l angle ia ^if SO*, what i« iu

Caaa

II.

ot a triangle are

R^

=

rfnca
area

s^
s 54 = V/ md 9 «
= V X f = V = * *V =
5/

s

6n

'^

Or d*e by
and9ra

s

»

deciiaal fractiob*

,

te.

s

=

=.7V.

,

Q

/.

*-

= i.S/.

«*• araa
. . ., .. J
4.lt5«f./
sz i»q.f. 18 Jf. M.
Ex. 8. Rf<|air(d the area oT a aqoat* ABCD, whoae
tide
lo^inchce.

ABU

Ho*
iachei

ii

=

104 X 104
the area.

105 X 10 5

s

||0.t5 aquare

Twice the «i«a

I7.fi75

r
The

area,

.

t.t4757

•.SS75
A.

.

*j. tk.

R.

P.

V.

5

tl

I8.I

.=

r«nc III When the thiae aidee of a triangle era
girtn to And the aia^
R171.K.

Fromkalflkemmoftketkrtfidatmttnat

lh»»idmmmnlLf. Mnlttftg lim kalf mm md the Utrt*
rtmna 4r$ emibmalhf la^tiker, mmd tkt ammtt rmt

<

Ikt iatlmoJntt mill be ike area.

Let ABC he a »iaaglc. produce AB one of it* Mdea,
and take BD and B rf each equal to BC join CD.
and
ead throagh A draw « Ime narallrl to EC,
aaecting CD and C ^ pnxl.
»nd e. The angle
will be coual to li
si. j.) which ia
eqoaltoihe angle BIXT. (I*.l.) or ADE; therefore
AE=AI) (13.1.) In like manner, becaiue the angle
K* d'u equal to the angle BC rf. («l.l) that i», to
;

C<

AED
B

rf

C

,

(l«.l) or

A

(4J.I), therefore

r,

rf

A e=AD

(JS.I.)

A

AD

lei^ AB = S7 feet, md breadth OE = i{. or 5.V5
Urn. Here S7 X 5.f5 a I9«S5 aqaare fctt s S1.50S

aa a centre, with
Frwa
or A
a* a radiui^
dr«cribe a circle meeting
in F and (i ; ami Atm
the Muae oeo're, with
d or A r aa a radius, dcMriba

aqaare yarda

another

EjlS. FtndthearaaoraparBlMagraaiABCD.whaie

the area.
Caaa II. When the two adjacent lUea and the an.
gle they contaia are girra.
Rt;LC. ftadhu it /e Ikr fnimU uf Iki mdu
lit
time of the amgU Ikij comintm to Ike mrem.
In the paralleiagnai
r
draw the per,.
DE. Then rad :«in. i^::AD: OF. (srr
u
DE: : AB X
^'
ia

A

AD

•

r>rapwar4thSm

A Li X 1>L u
X AD: area.

am,

tiic

Fm

|XM>tio«i

CI

-r

CO=«CA.

(13

:

Sin.

Sia.4n5'

la.

4

s

The

area

.

.

124.58 #f./nrf.

/

of the lines

and g, and take
it

manifest that

i*

ACsAB^-BC+ACaperineter,
"^

F/=Di^=«BC,
In order to abridge, let p reprrse nt half the perime.
and cmiseq ae«U|y t p the whole perintetcr ; alao
let e, 6, c denote the lida* oppeaste to the angle* A, B,
C reapretively t thea it CaUewa that

A

; ;

AB

-TCF-CO=2;>-2i,
=:«/)— 2

iMOO>J
t.U9477

«,

=2/^2 c.
Draw

trsss
15

in

Eg=F/+/-g=« Brf+«rf A=8 BA.

Ea. The adea oT a rhenboid are I « feet 4 inchea
and 15 faal, and the ai^le between thaaa ia 4S* 15',
what iaiu ana r
innnooo
Mti.

Wr»-L

AC

ter,

).

therrfore Bad.

Bccting

circle

FOsrCn

ABCD

'

E

AC

M

,

10.00000
9-9790«
1.15776
I.II059

I

=

A

^

r Sine 7«* «or
Log.{
14.58
It 9

the liaeol BMaaaraa at the

ok

^«cn

w

Fee laaijili, d the lineal anit be ccwtaiiifd fuar tiare
in aaa «de, «id thiaa tiaira in the othar tide, the araa
</ the rectangle will be 4 X 5
IX; that i^ it will
eootahi the aaperfcial
It timeiL
Saaa evarjr paraOck^faaai ia aoaal to a ivcmgte
haviac the aaae haM mtd akitadr. (See GaoMttav,
Sect. TV. Prop. I ) iu aiaa * ill be the fradad of the
baMbjr the pnndicalar hei^C.
EzaarLc I.
rtdaagalar ward i* 5 feet 6 iacfac*
long aad 9 iacfae* bniad. wfaaliaiuaraaf
Hofa the hate ia 5/ 6 i*.
(i6 ra., and the pcrpcndicalar height 9 ie.: The areas fl6 x 9
A9i«y m.
tc /.
Or, hj »u!ifmf fturtiofia,
4«f.y. ti to. iM.

_^^_= 6583f

aqoare yarda.

ai tarrr wr una* in tne etliar aide, Ik* whale
at tqaerra. or the««a,«iB be thepradactef dia

ben whidi

IT.

fitul

('\se

•i^Im
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PaOBLEW

I.

lii

B

the circiiir!'
meter, ther.

iml

(C2) and the angU

CD

iteroeiidicular to

and bcc«u«<
«

i/sre

«<iiiil.

circle,

Cd

DC

d

'

sr<
ia

and

point

itir
>

tf

C

C

d,

in
is the dia*

H

is

d at
and k.
a right angle, (I9.S)

rig. 4.

=

MENSURATION.
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tlon of

Plane Figures.

—

figure CH B
is a recUngle, and B h=C
iCD,nhoBHzzCh=iCd. (26.1.)
Join BE, Be; and because £ e is parallel to

Mensau- hence the

/i

BC,

BAG is

equal to each of the triangles BEC,
triangle BEC is equal to ^ EC x
d; and in like manner
BH, (2.4) that is to ^^
the triangle B e C is equal to ^ e C x B /<, that is, to
CD ; therefore the triangle ABC is equal to
i
the triangle

B e C,

(0 4.)

But the

ECxC

eCx

EC X C and also to ^ e C X CD.
Now since CD C rf CE xCD CE x C rf (S.4.)
and also CD: C d
C exCD C exC </;
therefore CEx CD CE xC rf
C exCD CexCrfj
rf,

I

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

that

:

:

CExCD = FCxCG,

because

is,

:

CexCrf=/CxCff, FCxCG
CD-.fCxCg.

:

(29.4.)
::

CExCrf

and

Cex

From this proportion, by taking one-fourth of each
term, and putting the triangle aBC for its equivalent
alues I CE X C rf, and + C X CD, we also have
trian. ABC
^fCxiCg.
i FC X i CG trian. A BC
Instead of ^ FC, i CG, i/C, ^ C g, substitute their
values found above, and the proportion becomes
pX{p—b) : trian. ABC trian. ABC (p—a) {p—c.)
Hence it appears that the triangle is a mean propor<?

:

: :

:

tional bettveen

:

:

:

ACB,

of the triangles

CAD

area of the fornr.er Mensurn.
lion of
or
therefore the area of Plane Pi.

tlie

;

ABxCF, and that of the
CD xCF, because AF.rrCF:
J

is

^

the trapezoid

Let

CDxAE,

^ABxCF+iCDxCFr: ' (AB+ CD)
J

is

XCF.
Ex.

latter ^

giires.

J
.

AB

and CD, the parallel sides of a trapeand 12.25 chains respectively, and CF

zoid, be 7-5
their perpendicular distance 15 4 chains.

area

^

What

is

the

.>

7.54-12.25=19.75 the sum of the

— 75X1 15.4

10

=152.075

=15

sq. ch.

par. sides.
ac. 33.2 poles

the

area.

Problem TV.

To

find the area of a trapezium.
Case 1. When a diagonal, and perpendiculars on
from the opposite angles are given.

it,

Rule. Multiply the diagonal by the sum of the
perpendiculars, if they are oii opposite sides of the diagonal, or their difference, if they are on the same side,
and half the product is the area.
For the trapezium
is the sum of the triangles
ABC, ADC, the areas of which are by Prob. 2. Rule I.

ABCD

i

two rectangles, one contained by half the

fig. C.

ACxBE+^ACxDF = ^ACx(BE.fDF).

and the excess of half the perimeter above one In this figure, the perpendiculars are on opposite sides.
of the sides, and t/ie other contained by the excesses of half of the diagonal ; but the truth of the rule may be
shewn in the same way when they are on the same
the perimeter above the other two sides.
The rule i« got from this theorem, by considering side.
Ex. The diagonal of a trapezium is 20 feet, and the
that the mean of three proportionals is the square root
perpendiculars on opposite sides of it are 4.2 feet and
of the product of the extremes.
perimeter,

NoTK.— This rule is particularly well adapted to
logarithmic calculation.
Ex. 1. The sides of a triangle are 2*, 36, and 48,
chains.
Find the area.

«=24
b=36
c=48

feet find the area,
4.2 -f 3.8=8 the sum of the perpendiculars

;

8X20
—- =80

—

2
Case II.

When the two diagonals and the angle

ABCD

DE

xEC
DE x EC x sin. E supposing rad. = and twice
their sum is BD x EC X sin. E. In like manner twice
the sum of the triangles BEA, AED is BDxAEx

«=54

—n=SO
s—b=18
—c= 6

and

s

18 X 6=
174960,
^174960=418.282 square chains the area.

X {s—a) X (s—b) X (.s—c)=54! X 30 X

sin,

(

«=54

1.73239
1.47712
1.25527
0.77815

«—fl=30
»—i=18
s—C= 6

BD X EC X

Problem

sq. ch.

2.62146

Fig.£.

is

sin.

E=

The

diagonals of a trapezium are 326.8 and
and they contain an angle of 541", how

feet,

many

square yards are in the area
rad
sin.

54*30'

269.2
326.8
twice area 71621.5
area 35810.7 sq.

?

10.0000
9.91069
2.43008
2.51438

4.85505
feet.

Problem V,

To

A

E + BD X AE x

269.2

III.

find the area of a trapezoid.
Note.
trapezoid is a quadrilateral, of
opposite sides are parallel but not equak

sin.

BDxACxsin.E.

2)5.24293

=418.28

1 ),

E, therefore twice the whole area

Ex.

Or, by logarithms,

area

they

other are given.
Rule. Radius is to the sine of the angle contained
by the diagonals as their product to double of the area.
The trapezium
is made up of the triangles
BEC, CED,
A, AEB. The doubles of the areas of the
two first, by Prob. 2. Case 2. are BE
x sin. E

s

The

sq. feet the area.

make with each

Sj=108

*

3.8

To

which two

Rule. Multiply the sum of the parallel sides by the
perpendicular distance between them, and half the
product is the area.
In the trapezoid ABCD, draw the diagonal AC,
and from its extremities draw AE, CF at right angles
to the parallel sides DC, AB.
The figure is made up

find the area of a regular polygon.
polygon is said to be regular
Note.

A

are equal, also

its

when

its

sides

angles.

Rule. Radius is to the tangent of half the angle
contained by two adjacent sides of the polygon, as lialf
the side to the radius of the inscribed circle ; and the
area of the polygon is equal to the rectangle contained
by half the perimeter and the radius of the inscribed
circle.

Fig. 7.

:

M ENSURATION.
Ttem C,
•*• af

riut

tt'

**"*"

the centre of the inscribed

draw CD
CA, CB. IImti

circle,

perpnidicuUr to the «ide AB, and join
CO will be the r uliu* ut'iiie circle, and
sected in O, «!*> ihe an§le« at
•ected by AC and BC.
In the Tigfut an^ed tritm^

AD

:

DC,

(

AB

A and B
ADC

will

will

be bi.
be bi-

cle

have the same

:

un.

A

:

Aiptn, nncetfae poi/gon is equal to dte trian^e ACB
<Aen as the aipin has sidea, and this space is
taken
manifeatlx equal to a rectaqcle oontained by CD and
AB taken aa often as the f^ure faaa side*, that is. to
i D and half the perimeter of the figure, therefore the
area of the polygon is equal to a rectangle oontained bjr
and hafriu perimeter.
Ex. Find the area at a heugen. ti» side being «0
of the polygon is
In thia eaae^ half the
yards.

m

From C,

m^

CA = 9
istoAPzS

By

Trigonometry.

Tosin.

Half per. 60

I.S38J6
1.77*15

1099JS3

S.0IG71

047718
laoOOOO

ACP= I9*S8|' 932888
ACB = SS'' 66i|' s S&944

Agam,
38.944

X

3.1416

X

9

.

I8J

9 rad. 4. 6coe. a: 14 ra^. -^ CM.m : itbi.mzttrtt.
This approximation wax inreetigated as fdlowa.
AmMMUM' the ndiai «f the drde to be unitr, let as
MMBna toe WpMHW,

=

A sin. a .f- B sin. 8 a a (C D roa.a),
which A, B, C, D are numbers to be presently detcnniocd. and aa we are ssfliiiM only an a|iproximation
to the arc, let us suppose it to be such a fraction of the
radiut that it4 7th and hij(her powers may be neglectad._ Then by well known exprrsaiens for the sioe and
eMMM of an arc See A«itumbtic i»r Sihbs, { S9^

+

in

rectilineal fignre.

RiiLK. Rcaolve tha fignre int* trian^ee and tnq»>
aokU, Hid cian nta their stcm atiMratuy : the sum will
bethcaraaef tnawctiltnaatfitureas is sufidcmly eri.

dent

Pmblbm VII.
To find the diwaler and riiriiMfcinue
the mm Aw* the oihsr.

will

RcLB II. A near approximation to any arc of a cirde
OMiy be found by this proportion,

PaoaLKM VI.
of any

Hence

and

Ar. Comp. 9.04576

X 9
6.1l7a:ADa

Rad. 10.0 000
Tan 60* 10 inS6
Halftheside, 10
IXXXXW

bisectine the arc;

aarad.

ISO :38.&H:: 3.1416

CO*.

find the area

draw CD,

the centre,

ADB, whose

thia line will be perpendicular to the chord,
bisect it. (Gko. 6. 2).

CD

To

measures erpressed in

Required the length of the arc
chord AB is 6, the radius being 9f

fint

ia r\ iJe-it.

Log. ofrad-afinsudrde

ratio as their

dMIMS.

u.

rad.

VngommMttif) i hence the truth of the

part of the rate

55

prob. 7.— .3.1416 timet the radius is half the rir< Uenton.
'<on of
cuniference, which is an arc of ISO* ; and arcs of a cir-

By

_.

of a

am.

circle,

IvLs I. As 7 is la tS, a» ia the Jkmmmtt to ih* ctr.
mwftasim nearly.
As ts is to 7, s* b th* cbcaaAtaMa to the dkamtar near l y
RuiJt 8. As I IS is to S5S, so is the diameter to the

a

=

a

—> —a>
-—
6

8« = 8 a

a'
+
^ KO

— 8a>
6

S8e'

180

a>

a'
1

.

AaSM

is

to IIS, so

is

the drcanftMooe tatbedi*.

meter nearly.

Rptc ». MakWf the diameter by S.UI6, the pro.
dnct is the drrumwww aaarly.
Divide the drc nnilhi s uc a by 3.UI6, the quotient ia
the diameter nearly.
The truth of these raica will appear from Prop. 10.
of SecL V. GaoMETaT.
Ex. I. The diameter of a drde m 18 feet, what is its
tuuimlef euce f

ynii«1at,7:89:

H:i*^!- 57.71

BjrroieSd,

11S:SM:: I«:l?^|^

84
Let th«^ values of sin. a, sin. 8 a, and a cos. a, be
nfaatitntcd in the aasvmed equation, and then, by making the oo^Sdanto of hke powers of a equal to each
oihv, we find

+ D, A + 8B = 3D, A -f S2B=5D;
D „ SD
an<l hence A =: —^, B =
Ti. C =
~r'

A.f.8BsC

These values of A, B. C bebig substituted in the aa«
soBted equation, and 8 Sin. a Cos. a put instead of
Sia. 8a, we bare
afa>.e (14 4. COS. a)
a (9 4- 6 cos. a).

=

fcH, nearly.

Hence the

iQtheinrtb.

Taking
rad.= 9, end

the

ByraleSd. 3.l41«x lS=S7.6g08.

a

— sin.'ia) =

imfrrmce of a drde is one pele, or
I-

_±»
3.l4lff

liiamrter?

1.757 yards.

:

we have

sin^^asS; hMMaooa. ^ •& y^ (rad.*
v^7<=g.aiW.wdlwah«wby the rule

sr 37.699115
ISI.9I 168

Ea «

truth of the rule is evident.
the seme example as in last problem,

IS4.48M8

: :

8

:

!*^^^' - g^UMS

H = *••
Hmce

The

PaofeuM VIII.

the length of the arc is 6.1 1706; this valae is
true to the last figure.
Nora. For anmier approximate value to an arc of a
drde, tee Obombtrt, Prep. II. Sect. 5. Part I.

Te find the

length ef any arc of a drde.
RvLi 1. Find the nomber of degreee in the arc ; then
aa liW ia to (hat mmibcr. id is 3.i4l6 times the radius
to the length of the arc

Pboblbm IX.

To

find the area of a drcle.

RtLB

I.

Multiply the radius by half the drcumfe*
is the

rcnce, the product

1

**'*"* ''*

Jl^
p|., 9.

;

:

MENSURATION.
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Plune Figures.

Note. This rule

The

also applies to a sector of a circle.

Multiply the square of the diameter by the
ruraber .7854, the product is the area.
The first rule has been demonstrated in Geometry,
Prop. VII. Sect. 5. Part I.
1, the circumference
If the diameter be supposed
will be 3.1415927 (10.5), and the area,

RoLB

2.

truth of this rule

10,

and

its

The

X

i circum.

= .7853982 = .7854 nearly.

And

since (8.5) circles are as the squares of their diameters, 1 x 1, or 1, will be to the square of the diameter of any circle as .7854 to the diameter of that circle :

Hence Rule 2.

formed.
Ex. Find the area of a circle whose diameter
is

is

feet.

In this case half the circumference
18.8496 feet, and the area, by rule 1,

X

18.8496

6

=

1

is

3.1416

X

6

12

=

Or, by Rule 2, the area

X 144=:

.7854

is

1

find the area of

number .7854

Rule

I.

by half the

circle.

Multiply the radius, or half the diameter,
arc of the sector, and the product will be

the area, as in the whole circle.
Rule II. As 360° is to the degrees in the arc of the
sector, so is the area of the whole circle to the area of
the sector.
The first of these rules is contained in the last problem, and the truth of the second is sufficiently evident.
fig. 9.

Ex. Required the area of a sector CADB, the angle
centre being 18°, and the diameter three

ACB at the
feet.

=

By Prob. 7, 3.1416 X 3 9.4248 the whole circumfe9.4248
47124 the
rence; and by Prob. 8, 360 18
arc of sector: Hencp, by Rule 1, .47124 X .75
Otherwise, by Prob. 9,
.35343, the area of the sector.
the area of the circle
.7854 X 9
7-0686 ; and by
Rule 2, 360 18 : : 7-0686 : .35343, the area of the sec:

:

:

:

:

=

6

=

Fig. 10.

40.

for the area.

:

.7854 a'

:

area of ellipse.

=

.7854 a b.
area of ellipse
area of an ellipse, whose axes are 10
required.

The

Ex.

X

8

X

.7854

and 8

= 62.832 sq.feet.

Note. I. Rules for computing the areas of elliptic and
hyperbolic sectors, may be derived from the investigations given in Conic Sections, Sect. VII. Prop. 3, 4,

and 5.
Note

2. Rules for hyperbolic areas are also investi*
gated in Fluxions, Art. 150.

Problem XIV.

To

find nearly the area of a figure bounded by a
perpendistraight line BQ, two straight lines BA,

QP

BQ, and any curve line A a o' a" .... P.
Rule. Let BQ, the base of the figure, be divided
any number of equal parts by the perpendiculars
cular to

into Fig. IJ.
b a,

&c. which meet the curve in a a! a'', &c.
denote the first perpendicular,
the last.
"the sum of the remaining even perjiendiculars, viz. a b, a" b', &c. the 2d,
the 4th, &c.
the sum of the remaining odd perpendiculars, viz. a' b', a!" b'" , &c. the
3d, the 5th, &c.
the common distance between the per*
pendiculars.

b' a', b" a",

Let F

E

•r

:

tor.

'

O

Problem XI.

To

find the area of the segment of a circle.
D
Rule. Find by the last problem the area of the sector having the same arc as the segment, also the area
contained by the chord of the arc, and the two radii of The area of the
the sector, their sum, or difference, according as the
segment is greater or less than a semicircle, will be

figure will be nearly equal to

4Dx(F + L + 4E+2 0).

Fig. 9.

the area of the sector.
The reason of this rule is sufficiently evident.
Ex. Find the area of the segment ADB, which is
,
less than a semicircle, its chord
being 12, and the
radius AC or BC 10.
360 sg'.s
By Trio. AC : AP
rad. : sin. ACP
36°. 87, the degrees in the Angle
and their
double, 73.74
the degrees in the arc ACB.
Now,
.7854 X 400
314.16, the area of the whole circle
Therefore 360» 36° 87 : 314.16 : 64.3504
area of
the sector CADB. Again, the three sides of the triangle ACB being 10, 10, and 12
its area (Prob. 2,
Rule 3.) will be v'ClS X 6 x 6 x 4) =48. Therefore
the area of the segment
64.3504
48
16.3504,

AB

:

ACD

=
=

:

=

=

:

;

=

:

;

=

—

=

Problem XII.

To

and take

— of the product for the

And
rate,

the approximation will be so much the more accu«
according as the number of the perpendiculars is

the greater.

To prove this rule, join the tops of the first and third
perpendiculars by the line A a, meeting the second perparallel to
pendicular in E, and through a draw
A a', meeting AB and a' b' in C and D. The space
a a', and the straight lines
bounded by the curve
AB, B b', b'a' is made up of the trapezoid AB b'a' and
the space contained by the arc A a a', and its chord
A a' ; now if the arc be small, it may be considered as
a parabolic arc, and then the curvilineal space between
the arc and its chord will be ^ of the parallelogram
Therea'. (Conic Sections, Sect. vii. Prop. I.)
fore the spr'.ce A a a'b' B will be nearly the sum of the
a'
b'a', and f of the parallelogram
trapezoid
that is, the sum of 4 of the trapezoid AB b' a', and ^ of

CD

A

ACD

ACD

AB

any segment of a Parabola.
Rule. Multiply the base of the segment by its height,
find the area of

area.

Fig. 11.

diameter is .7854 a' (Prob. 9-) And a is to 6 as the
area of this circle to the area of the ellipse, (CoNiC
Sections, Sect. VII. Prop. 3.) that is,

=

=

x

Let a denote the transverse axis AB, and b the conjugate axis CD ; the area of a circle that has a for its

10

any sector of a

10

gurcc.

an ellipse.
Rule. Multiply the product of the two axes by the

Problem X.

To

X

is

find the area of

feet, is

sq. feet.

f

Plane Fi

Problem XIII.

To

Hence

13.0976

=

area

a: b:

13.0976 sq. feet the answer.

Men tun

tion of

AB of a parabolic segment ACB
Hence, by the rule.
altitude CD is 6.

Ex. The base

=

=; 4 diaro.

proved in Conic Sections,

is

Sect. 7, Prop. 1.

the trapezoid CBi'D.

Now, Trap.

AB b'a' =

Sect. 4. Prop. 7-)

(AB+a'i') B

b

(Geom. Part

I.

MENSURATION.
D=

=

Trmp. CB 6'
(CB+D 6')B6 2«6xBA;
Tbercfore the area of the space Aaa'b' B is nearly

And

= h(AB + a'5')+t«*} B6
= 1 (AB+4«4+«'&')B&.
In like manner,

it

may be ahewn that

and

To

PQ

and ao on ; hence the area of the whole
i« made up of these, is

figure,

which

+ o-ft' + a"4")'1
+
[+«(«'»' + «'" 4"0

it

4(a6

was to be demonstrated.
Ex. To find the area of the space ABC, su,
to be a qoadnnt of a circle, the radius of w

BCE

Let the sector
DiTide

pyramid or cone.
Kl'Ll. Multiply the circumference of the base by the Pig- It,
slant height, and half the product will be the surface
oftliesiciM; to which the area of the end may be added
when the whole auriace is required.

mg

an

What

Per pe n diculars r $, pa, m m.
Baeaaaa C.A=I, therefore

CD= 4,

Cr=J, C ps\.

Cm=\l bcncepE=v^(l—i)=l^^, and
ner, rtzs\'/u,p«t=W^i> • t—k^Ss.

in

lilce

man-

The

slant height of a triangular pyramid
SO feet, and each side of the basa i feet:
its upper surface I
S X 3 X to
—2
90 feet the surface.

1.

A BCD

be one-third of the quadrant,

number of rides.

infinite

Ex.

is

i»

Ex.

8.

Raqaiiad the convex surface of a cone, the
and the diameter of the

slant heigfat
ht vaBi§ i feet,

3

feet.

Thereforr,

F4.L=l-t-| 'ssi.flfiSO
4 E= !•«->. tv'fis=7.67tfr

3 X S-I4I6 =: 9*48*8 the circumference,
X P-^MS X A s tS-Sft aq. feet the surface.

I

COsiv^l5sl.gs85
Tb*

warn

D

oCby

s

The product

triple

ODE =

TIm Mctar CEB
of which ia the quad.

SECTION

=

.47M
.Sl65

JZ618

ABC=.7854
II.

find the

a plana patalial to tha baae.

RvLB. Add I s lh w tha pwlm at ar a of the two ends.
and maltipiT tha awn by wa slant height, and take

m

f

HaraSf
Tmamuat
Ilea alio.

Their sum

of a right

^

fem

the aidca of an np-

ri|^ pnan were extended

into one plane, it ia maai*
that tha sntftca thaa fiain ad woiild be a rectangle,
having one of ita aidaa equal to tha height of the prim,
and itt other side equal to tha perimeter of tha end :
Hence, the truth of the rule ti nMnifist in the case of

M,

any ri^ prism
A cylinder may be regarded as the
limt
aU priama which can be inscribed in, or cir.

M

coaMcribad abwat ita base, therefore, ita surface will be
tha Ihail af their anrfacca ; now, the exprcaaion for the
Ifadl ia aridmly the product of the dreafanr bMe by the

How many

aqoare^arda are mthesorftoeof
the walU of a ftnaof any pnamatic form, whoae hakht
is 10 feet, and ciicuniftiaMce 5« (eet f
10 X 58
5M) sq. ftats 6*) aq. yards the aiuwcr.
I.

=

Tou

xxT.

rkwt

t.

13} tha perim. of greater end.

SftheparinLoriemrand.

= 82 feet.
feet,

..

the aniwer.

Problkm

To

IV.

find the solid content of any

prism or cylinder.
Multiply the area of the base or end by the
perpendicular height, and the product will be the solid

RoLC.

This rale follows (ram Gbom. Pait
and Sect. 3. IVop. 8.

S.

Sect

t.

Pi«p.

11.

Ex. I. The rides of tha baae of a triangular priim
are 3, 4 and 5fect, and itthaight ia 18 feet What is its
solid content
By rule 2.;_of Problem 8. Sect. 1. the area of the
:

.>

base

is

hai|ht.

Ex.

AC

— — = ,,„-.
110

AndXSxlO
-

or height of the solid and the pradnct will be the Mifw
Plf.l«kI<<AaiaraUitaMdM. To thi% whan the whok lorftn of
tht prisn ia raqaired , the aicaa of the ends nuiat b« added.
If the plana totfisoia which

x4=

<ix4=

I.

prim or fjUnilii
BoLcMahip^ the pariBMv«r the end the length
find the sutfiwe

Fig. IS.

half tha prmtact for the surface.
Far tha aoHhea ia aqniralent to a tranesoid. whoae
paraMal sidaa art tha peihna
i of tha Ida, and height
u the slant surface.
Ex. Find the aurface of AG, the frustum of a square
pyramid, the alant height KE being 10 feet ; each side
of tha greater and
3 feet 4 inches, and each side of
thalaaaer and
S feet 8 inchea.

EG

MixiVKATioM or SOUOI.

To

III.

aai&ce of the frustum of a right pyramid or caa% that ia tha lowar part, when the top is cut

SidMnct the triangU

TIm

PaOBLEM

To

Midtiply by I

Fig. 16.

—5_ =

to \C, then CDzscm.
30»=i
into four equal parU, and draw the

CD

II.

find the surface of a right

ED perperolicular

draw

CA.

^

The truth of tha rule will be evident, if it be considered that the fiKca of the pyramid are equal trianglea,
having the alant aida of the pyramid fur their altitude
and that a cone may be considered as a pyramid having

fAB + PQ
*B«x.I

tion or

Solids.

feet.

PSOBLCM

that the (pace «"'»"

Menturi-

a'*'*'"

= I (•'A'+4 •'i'+a-ft"') B 6,

la

•49
is

m nearly

o^'

rig. 13.

8.

= 37.6993 M)

IX

the

What

the conrex surface of a cylindrical
pillar 1 2 feet long, and one foot in diameter ?
Tha drcmnference of the base, is 3-1416 feet, (Prob.
And the surface of the pillar S.1416 X
7. Sect. 1.)

Ex.

v'CSxl X2x3)=:6sq.

feet

Hence, the solid content =6 x 12=72 cubic feet
Ex. 8. The Winchester bushel is a cvlinder 18^
inches in diameter, and 8 inches deep
Wbat ia iU so:

lid coatCDt.^

pj., 14'

i^

IT.

—

——

;:

^I

0^0
tion of

]

.

Solids.

~
*

base
Prob. 9.

N S U R A T I O N.
The
The

sq. inches. Part

=.7854X 18.5'=268.803

The

Mennira.

E

;

Therefore the solid content=268.803

greater

3)96.13

The mean

any pyramid or cone.
Rule. Multiply the area of the base by the height,
and one third of the product is the solid content.

To

41.57
23.38
31.18

=
=

cubic inches.

Problem V.
Fir. 18,
17.

=

end

lesser

The mean =-v/{41.57x23.3S)

X 8=2150.421

:

find the solid content of

This rule has been proved in Geometry, Part.
Sect. 2. Prop. 17. and Sect. 3. Prop. 3.
Ex. Each side of the base of a triangular

32.04

32.04

area

cubic feet the solid content.

Problem VII.

II.

pyramid

X 9 =288.36

To

find the surface of

zone of

is

a sphere, or of any segment or

it.

Rule. Multiply the circumference of the sphere by
the height of the part required, and the product will
jitentt
be the curve surface, whether it be a segment, a zone,
.y By Prob. 2. of Sect. 1. the areaof the base=3.897ll or the whole sphere.
\ square feet.
This rule has been investigated in Fluxions (§ 163.)
S.89711 X30
shall here give a different investigation.
=38.9711 cub. feet the solid
Hence
be a square described about a circle, and Fig
Let
content.
a diameter joining two opposite points of contact
Ex. 2. The diameter of the base of a cone is 8 inches, Take
d an indefinitely small arc, and draw DE, d e
and its height is a foot . What is iU content ?
perpendiculars to AB, and produce them to meet the
The area of the base=.7854.x 8=6.2832 sq. inches. side of the square in F and/. Suppose now the circle
as an axis; the cirand square to revolve about
6.2882x12
.
.
,
T.
VI
.
-=25.1328 cub. cumference will generate a spherical surface, and the
the solid content
And
^
side of the square will generate a cylindric surface.
inches
Let s denote the spherical zone generated by the arc
d D, and c the corresponding cylindric surface geneProblem VI.
rated by the straight line F/; also, put n for 3.1416.
To find the solid content of the frustum of a pyra- Then, since
d, on account of its smallness, may be
mid or cone.
reckoned a straight line, s may be regarded as the surRule. Add into one sum the areas of the two ends face of a frustum of a cone. Hence, by Prob. 7. of
and the mean proportional between them, (that is the Part I., and Prob. 3. of this Part.
square root of their product) and one-third of that sum
«=i(nX2DE+nx2rfe)XDrf,
will be a mean area, which, multiplied by the perpenand d e are almost equal,
That is, because
dicular height of the frustum will give the solid con-

3

feet,

and

its

height

is

10 feet

What

:

is its

solid con-

We

HIKL

AB

D

AB

=

Fig. 18.

D

DE

s=2nxDExDrf:
In like manner, 0=2 n X FE X F/
Therefore, s c iDExD d YExFf.
Draw DG perpendicular to d e, and DC to the cen-

tent.

ABCD

be the base of the frustum,
the vertex of the pyramid, and
a perpendicular on the base, meeting the top in- L.
Let S denote the side of a square equal to the base,
to denote
s the side of a square equal to the top, put
the height of the frustum, and put r for PL the
remainder of the perpendicular. By last problem, the
content of the whole pyramid is fS"(H-fO' and the
content of the part above the frustum is J*'V, hence the

Let

Jiwesligallon.
its top,

EFGH

PM

P

H

:

tre,

frustum, which

is

their difference, is

^S»(H + r)— ^i2;._iS,,H4-f(S^— s2)r

(Geom. Part

II. Sect. 2.

Prop. 13.) they

are to one another as the squares of their like sides
(Geom. Part I. Sect. 4. Prop. 27.) that is, S«:«2 : :
AB- : EF^ ; hence S : « : AB EF. But because of
:

rf

:

similar triangles

DG d, DEC,

CD DE or D rf: F/: £F ED
DE x D d=FE x Fy; and therefore s=c

DG

:

:

:

;

:

:

Hence
Thus it

appears, that the corresponding indefinitely
small elements of the spherical and cylindric surfaces
are always equal, and hence, that any finite portions of
them comprehended between planes perpendicular to
will be equalj so that the truth of the rule
the axis

AB

=^^H+f(S^-.) (S-.)r.
Now the base ABCD=S2, and the top EFGH=s- being
similar figures

and because of the

D

LM

:

:

:

is

evident.

Ex. I. What is the superficies of a g^obe 6 feet in
diameter
First 6 X 3.14l6=lS.8496=the circumference.
Then 18.8496x6=113.0976 square feet the superi"

ficies.

the similar triangles PAB, PEF, AB EF : AP : EP,
Ex. 2. What is the convex surface of a segment, 2
and, again, (Part II. Sect. 1. Prop. 12.) AP: EP
feet in height, and cut off from the same globe.
r r, and
(MP : LP :) H-J-r: r, therefore, S 4 : :
18.8496 X 2=37.6992 square feet the surface.
This value of
r, hence, (S
s) r=«H.
S s «:
(S i) r being substituted in the expression given
Problem VIII.
above for the solidity of the frustum, it becomes
To find the solid content of a sphere.
Ss-1-«'')H.
?S^H-|-i(S-i-s) .H=KS'
Rule I. Multiply the area of a great circle of the
that
the product or rectangle sphere by the diameter, and ^ of the product is the soIf it be now remarked
S« is a mean proportional between S^ and s^ , the top lid content.
and bottom of the frustum, it will appear that the forRule II. Multiply the cube of the diameter by the
mula just found gives the rule.
decimal .5236, and the product is the content.
Ex. The ereas of the ends Of a frustum of a pyramid
The first rule has been demonstrated in Geometry,
Part II. Sect. 3. Prop. 6. The second is deduced from
ttt cone are 41.57 and ^S.88 square feet, and its height
i« 9 feet : Find its solid content.
the first thus : put d for the diameter, then .7854 d'=
:

:

:

:

:

:

H

:

:

+

U+

:

in.

—

MFKSURATION.
areaofa

I) and bj Rale

frreat c'-

I.

5,

Kx. Wliat
meter?

M

tke content

« »phere 2

ot'

Antww «»x.5236=*.l888

cubic

feet in dia-

the lolid content of a upherical

sej»Tttent.

-

.'

.

•

GO

1

.

a»fa<t<tie

;

solidity.

find the solid content of a frustum of a parabo-

Rl'lc. Add together the areas of the circular ends ;
than multiply the sum by the height of the frustum,
and take hnlf the product for its solid content.
the ends, h for
To
rule, put
and a for
rusium, and c for the height wanted
the
TW >-' problem, the canral>oloid.
to I

<

i:)d

:

loid.

taVe twice the height of the segment, then multiply
the remainder by the tquareof the height, and the product by the decimal .989(> for the coManU
Thii rule may be derived from Ex. 3. Art. l6l.
Fli^ion^ or it may be fband in a mor« elementary
v.part ii. Sect. 3, prop. 5.) at follows:
form,
a (quare deacnbed about a qtadrant of
I,ei
B the dia)(onal drawn to the centre.
a circ.
...
L-rpendicuUt to the radiui CF, meeting
Draw C
i
the diagooal in O, the nuadtantal arc ia H, and th«
aide of the xjiiiire in R. Conceive the sqiure to revolve
about CF as on asii ; then liK, the tid« of the tquare,
will gcDcrate a cylinder, C£, iii<- -^i.-ii^.-io^ will generate
rate a heea«r, and Ibc qnadmnUl arc.
n.;.„i..^ i..^.;n{( the conunoa -.-.- ^ .
..-.-corer the
:ier8te a plane, the icction* of which,
li:
.
.(.. I..
.,
'here, and the cone, will
»-

1

Next

Problkm XI.

;

la

'.S&^tll*.an>eB ot the base

Firtt

To

Rule. From three lime* the diameter of the sphere,

F'l

Y.X. Tf nr, the radius of the ba«e of a paraboloid, be
and -M? i?« hHsrht, be 12 feet, whst is its content \

feet.

Pboblcm IX.

To find

*51

for their radii.

...^..;, from the above quoted
Nuw Ik l> UlllV.iV I4kl
prapoaitiaa in gcocMtry, that any aectico of the cylioretpooding see*
der will be equal to the turn of *'"
we conceive
lion* of the cone and phcre.
''"- c>'ltndera
the three solids to be made uji «•
« that any
haring thin sections for their ba«e<
portioo of the cylinder oomprebrtnini Diiwcen two
planea, parallel to its beae, will be equal to the sum of
the eetreaiweKliHK poetiom of the hemwphere and cooc.
Pat d for the dHmeter of the aphaR, h for FG the
coonaefi hoght of the cylinder EE'R'R. ;'
fruaindn
turn ££'0'0. and the apherical segaeri'c area (t mc comfor the nombcr '7834.
and conic frustum
mon beae of the cylinder
EE'O'Oise^; and bccau»r l>(J=GC, the diameter
of the top of the frustum will be d i k, and its ana
n{d—i My i also the mean proportional between the top
aa4botlMBwilIbeed(<£.-Si) Therelbte (bj Prob.
3,) the solid content of the frustum u

"

A

-

Fig. ?l.

-

'

dle solid

ten'

.uloffjac,

thai ui

frustum

^

A

4

ti>ii>.iu>v

and

(A-f-c)

the content of the

is

4A(M-c)-i«c=i

{A/.-J.c(.Wfl.)

J

But from the nature of the parabola A a :: A-f c c
and A a a :: A : c, hence c (.\— o)=:n h, and the con:

:

:

Unt of the

aolid ia

4(AA+«A)=4A(A+«.)
Ex. The diainoter of CC, the greater end of a parabolii- tVuftum, is 58. that of DD' Uie leas 30, and tlie
T
"u- content.
height 18 inches.
><54(3a«
58«)=SS48 945€.
The areas of th.
The content=:i2lk.iji:iox9=30140.5104cnb. in.
'

+

—

<

PaOBLCM XII.

!°

—

lA)]

=e

V

X»

(/<•*-« d»»4.**».)

,w the »<}1»1 content of ine cylinder i» nd* h (by Prob.
Theri-fore the tpherical segment, (which lathe
dtfftrcnce of the rrlinder and conic frustum) is

To

i

54X4.5x4.5x.St36=:57.25566

incfaca

the

PaOBLtM X.
•"li'l

•

161, £x. S.

PaOBLIM XIII.

To

soKd content of a frustum of a paral)olic
apindle, one of the end* of the i'ruitum pasting through

P(ff.tt

ducT
lU

.

...

and take
Tliis ruiv

£i.1.

rotluct for the content.
....

^,;en investigated in

find the

tnc centre of the spindle.
Add into one sum eight times the aijuare of the diameter of the greater end, and three times the square of
the diameter of the lesser end, and four times the
product of the diametcra; multiply tlie sum by the
length, and this product again by .0523^1 ( via. ^^ of
7.854,) and the result will be the content,
Patting p=CU, the abc^issaof tlie generating curve,
which ia also the radius of the greater end of the frna«

9= AC thesemiordinatc of tlsecurve, .v=('Il=PQ

the radios of the leaser end of the frustum, t=PR=3
its length, and n^.7854 ; it has been found (Flux^
loxs. Art. 161, Ex. 2.) that the content of the frus<
turn is

QC

Now, from
:DC,

content of a parabolnM r,r i,.i;h pro*
>it of a paraDota ab'
•he area of the ba.**. .._, ;..v height,

Ftuwrni, ) l6i.

Fig. tl.

the solid.
For the investigatioa of this rule, sec Fluxions, Art.

tuA.
This last formula is the analytic expreaaion of the rule.
Ex. In a sphere whoee diameter it 21 inches, what
is the solid coaleiu of a segment whose height is 4.6

find the aolid content of a parabolie spindle, or

aobd generated by the rotation of auarc A£B of a paraS't" aliriiit AB an ordinate to the axis.
.liiply the area of tl>e middle section by its
Xtv.^
uke ij- of the product fur the content of

that

is

the nature of the curve,
«*

:

o*
'

:

:

p—

-sf :

p,

hence

PR* AC*
:

o*=^

:

:

DR

.

}>—y

Ixt the values of 9* and q* be sulistitiited in theab^W
formula foe the «aalent of the frustum, it then beooOM

^'(8p'+4;.y + 3^'.)
an esprcBsion from winch the rule

is

derived.

ir;.,

u,

MENSURATION.

*52
McnsurS'
tion of
Solldt.

6,

First

^

The

8x8»+3x6* + 4x8x6=812,

generated by the rotation of an ellipse about either axis.
Rule. Multiply continually together the fixed axis,
the square of the revolving axis, and the number .5236
(or I of 3.1416,) and the last product will be the solid
content.
This rule has been investigated in Fluxions, Art.

Gauging.

by which the content of any
The
may be computed, form a particular branch of
geometrical rules

cask

Mensuration called Gauging.
Casks are usually considered as having one or other
of these four forms
:

1.

2.
1.

The

A B of an oblong

greater axis

CD

50, and the lesser axis
tent ?

30,

what

is

The middle frustum of a

spheroid is
the solid con-

(computed by

The middle frustum of a

parabolic spindle, (Prob.

13.)

Theiwo equal frustums of a paraboloid, (Prob. 11.)
The two equal frustums of a cone, (Prob. 6.)
The content of any cask whatever may also be near3.

4.

Here the greater is the fixed, and the lesser the revolving axis.
Therefore the solid content is
50 X 30« X .5236=23562 the content.
Ex. 2. What is the content of an oblate spheroid, the

example }
30 X 50« X. 5236= 39270 the

axes being as in last

wine or

ly found, in
neral rule:

by the following ge-

ale gallons,

Rule. Add into one sum 39 times the square of the
bung diameter, 25 times the square of the head diameMulter, and 26 times the product of the diameters.

by the length, and the product by .00034 ;
product, divided by 9, will give the wine
Problem XV.
gallons, and divided by 11, will give the ale gallons.
To find the solid content of the frustum of a spheIn investigating this rule, it is assumed as a hypo- Fjg. is.
roid, its ends being perpendicular to the fixed axis, and thesis, that one-third of a cask at each end is nearly a
one of them passing through the centre.
frustum of a cone, and that the middle part may be
Rule. To the area of the less end, add twice that of taken as the middle frustum of a parabolic spindle.
the greater ; multiply the sum by the altitude of the This being supposed, let AB and
be the two right
frustum, and y of the product will be the content.
Produce AB
lined parts, and BC the parabolic part.
Note. This rule applies also to the frustum of a and
to meet in E, and draw lines as in the figure.
sphere.
Let L denote the length of the cask, B the bung diameInvestigation.— l,et ABE be a quadrant of an ellipse, ter, and
the head diameter: Then, since AB and
a rectangle circumscribed about it, have the same directions as the parabolic curve BFC ;
C its centre,
and CF the diagonal. Draw any straight line
pa- at B and C, they will be tangents to the curve Theretiply the sura

content.

then the

Fig. ii.

spheroid,

Prob. 15.)

161.

Ex.

^='390.158

cubic inches.

Then 8l2x 10x.05236=*25.1632 the content.
Problem XIV.
To find the solid content of a spheroid, or solid

Fig. 93.

area of the gr. end =15* x .7854.
area of the less=9« X .7854.
contents .7854 (9' -H 2 x 15*) X

The
The

Ex. Suppose the diameters of the ends to be 8 and
and the length 10; required the content.

last

CD

DC

H

CAFE

DC

DG

:

CE, meeting AC, CF, ABE, and EFin D, H, fore FI =i EI. But BI = I AK, and hence by similar
B, G. By Conic Sections, Part. I. Sect. 2. Prop. 16. triangles EI = -^EK; consequently FI =
EI = |^
DB» CE' C A"— CD" CA',
EK =fFK=Tli5^(B H); so that the common diaand by sim. trian. DH^ CE« DC^ CA^.
H )=f (4B-J-H)
2 FI=:B
meter BL=FG
f (B
Therefore, (Geom. Sect. 3. Prop. 10.)
which call C. Now, by the rules for parabolic spindles
DB»-J-DH' CE' CA^ CA^.
and conic frustums, we obtain (putting nfor •7854'.)
Hence DB'+DH'=CE«=DG2.
8B«+4BC + 3C2 L n_ 328 B'-j- 44 BH + 3 H^
Suppose now the figure to revolve about AC as an
xL»
^~3 ~
15
25X45
axis, so that the elliptic quadrant may generate the half
rallel to

:

:

—

:

:

:

: :

:

:

:

:

:

—

J-

—

—

of a spheroid, the rectangle AE a cylinder, and the for the parabolic or middle part ; and
triangle AC F a cone; it is evident, as in the case of C«+CH-i-H» ^2L»_160B'
280BH 310Hs
X
XL»
^ -:;-=the sphere, ( Prob. Q.) that every section of the first of
3
3
25x45
these solids is equal to the difference of the sections of
for the two ends, and the sum of these two, after prothe other two ; and consequently, that the frustum of
per reduction, is
is
the spheroid between CE and
equal to the difference between the cylinder having
or CE for the
H^) X
nearly,
(39 B2+ 26
-I- 25
radius of its base, and the cone having
for the radius of its base, and CE for its altitude.
or
Put n=3.Ul6, then (Prob. 4.) the content of the for the length in inches ; and the factor
90
90
cylinder is 4nxDG'xCD, and (Prob. 5.) the conbeing divided by 231 (the inches in a wine gallon ) gives
tent of the cone is * »x DH^xDC: Therefore, the
.00034
-^
difference, or the content of the spheroid, is
the multiplier for wine-gallons ; and since 231
4 n X CD (DG'— I DH').

+

+

DG

DG
DH

^

BH

—

.

But

it

was shewn, that

the content of the solid

is

DH'=DG«— DB',

therefore

is

derived the rule.

When

the altitude becomes the semiaxis, the frustum
becomes half the spheroid, which is | of the circumscribing cylinder, agreeing with the nde of Prob. 12.

Ex. Suppose the greater end of the frustum to be
15, the less 9, and the length 10 inches, required the
content

?

to

252

—— —

.00034

as

9 to

11

nearly,

-

will

be the multi-

equal to

*nxCD(2DG»-|-DB«),
and hence

is

.

plier for ale-gallons, as in the rule.

Ex. Suppose the bung and head diameters of a cask
be 32 and 24 inches, and the length 40 inches, required the content in ale, also in wine gallons.
Here (39- x 32'
26 X 32 x 24
25 x 24') x
1010-5, which being divided by 9 and
40 X -00034
to

=

+

+

11, we obtain 112'3 wine gallons, or
lons for the content.
(|.)

by

919

ale gal-

M E Q
MENTZ,

a

if

or

May«xc«,

Gmnany,

in the

u

«nc««ntl3r Jiagunlimm,

Grand Duchy of HcMe.

a
It

St nearly in the form of a setni-circle on the led
bank of the Rhine, below iu junction with the Maine.
Menu i« oae of the strongest citic* in Germany. The
works are numerous and strong, and of <och an extent
as to require a garrison of about S0,000.
The streets oi Ments are narrow and long, and the
booaw by no means baadaoine. The principal edifice*
an the electoral pelace. which has bean med as a military hospital since 1793, the house of the Teutonic
Knights, and the arsenal. The principal churches are
the Catbednl Mid its towers, the church of Ij^atius,
the miae ef tkc church of Notre Dame, the church of
the Augustinea, the church of St. Peter, and the ancient
There is an university at
chorch of Si. Stephen.
Ments, founded in 800, and aMablished in I Mi'i by the
Archbishop of Dietber, bcadae aOBe other literary estaThe public library cwntaine 80,000 to.
faliatMsents.
laaMi^ and cabineU of medals, nalvel Uebiry, phi.
f**"-' ioatniBMDts, Rooun moaiuncnts, and ptc**—

The trade of Mcnta is chiefly

in Frendi and Rhcniah
and ita chief nanofactures are tboee of oottoo
id «Ae ef eyeorjr. The popu latioo is about 80,000,
EaatLa^.«* IV.and North Lax. itf> SV. A very full
and interesting account of iiewtl, anch as it was in
17>iO will tx- found in the Voyage t*r le ft /tin Hermit
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the province of Fes, and the northern capttal ot' tiir rm>
pire of Morocco, is situated fai S4* tS' North latitude,
and abotti 5* SC West Loogitade. It stands in a beau,
tiful ralley, abovt 60 milae eastward from Salee, sur>

rooadad l^gMlfeeBiaMBM Mid hifUjr eoMnrtw) vale*.
It ii an madmat tows, tnwiAtii aboal IIm end of the
tenth century, by a ItSm of the Teoetee called Mequi.
na. who had rerokad frma the rnler of Fes ; but it owes
itt preiwl cUent and importance to Sultan Muley I*,
wael, AAer bBTin|| subdued the petty idngdoms, which
now (bm the ennm of Morocco, he reaoived to est*,
btiah two inperial citiaa, in order to keep bis tuliirrt*
nadir man csiinpleH antheeity ; and made >
the capital of the north, as Morocco was of U:
He (leatly enlsMcd the dtr towards the wr«t, and
erected a beautifulpalaee, with many other public buildiagt.
On the north- wcat, be encloeed a large apoee fbr
the Ikanlies of hi* black troooa, called the SegroeaQuar.
tar, and which nearlr ifieaHed the city to extent ; bat
of thia black town nothing now remain* cxeepc the wall<.
AiQafaiing to thia pUee is the Mfllah, or that part of the
dty inhabited by the Jews, which is walled mand and
in a good state of repair.
On the side fd the city toward* the Atlas mounlaina, ia a wall of c'rcumvallstion
about six feet in height, which was built as a defence
against the iapetamia bat momentary attacks of the
Benbbers. The palace alanda at the aooth end of the
dty ; and is a rery eiteaaira aqoaie, conumtng aeireral
well watered gardens. The baBdings arc all of one
storey, and the roonu though narrow are long and lofty,
being about 13 feet wide, S5 king, and 18 high. The
walls are inlaid with glased tile* of br^t ooloon, and
the light ia eoamianioatcd by meana of large fttldiay
doors.
Between the different suites of apartments are
cowta paved with marble, some of which have a foonlain in the centre ; and in different parts of the palace
are rgmtM buildings called tLobfaahSj which oontain a

m
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room with a piTsmidal roof, curiously McquiiKs
carved anu ornamented in the mside.
In the centre of
M*'"'**
the whole is the harem or seraglio, within which is a
spacious garden planted with tall cj-press trees a gallery
supported by columns runs round the insideof the square,
and communicates with the adioining apartments,
which terminate in a common hall, or large chamber,
where the females look through the iron-latticed win*
dows, to tske the fresh and perfumed air of tbe gardens.
hospitium, or convent of Spanish monks,
was established in Mequinrs by the king of Spain,
about the beginning of the 18th century, for the relief
and spiritual comfort of Catholic captives and Christian travellers ; and was much respected by tlie inhabitants, on account of the exemplary lives of the fathers,
and the groat service which they rendered to the poor
bv the giatuitoas distribution of medicines ; but the
place wasdaaarted previous to the acceiaioo of Soliman,
the preaent emperor.
Ine bonace of Mequines, like those of other Mshometan towns, have no windows towards the street, except a few small holee, and open into the inner court,
which are surrounded with galleries or pillars. The
streets are narrow, and without any pavement ; so that
the mud in winter is accumulated to a d^ree which
renders them almost impeaaable on foot. The inhabitants are milder in their manners than in any other
part of the empire ; and are extremely hospitable to
strangers.
The women of this town are particularly
and almost universally distinguished for their beauty ;
so that the term Mcqainasia has become a proverbial
epithet for a lieautiftil woman.
Their eyes are large,
spacious snuiire

II,

;

A

black, and sparkling, their teeth white, and their complexion of a healthy red and white, forming a striking
eootraat to the woaMn of Fes, within a day's journey
of them, who ate generally of a sallow or pale complexion.
They have alao elegant forms, and poascu a modesty and suavity of auuiners rarely met with in other
places, even among the moat polished nations of Eu«
rope.
The population is eeiimated by Jackson at
1 IO,00a
See Chenier'* Prtitml State of the Empirt of
J u-Vtim' m AceimMt of Morocco,
Mofocto
(q)

MER<

lOLAS.
.See Fli;xio?is, Vol. IX.
;...._^.rics, Vol. XIII. p. .S67.
^
Y.
See AsTKoNOMV, Vol. II. p. ()20 anil
65 1,
.ICMISTHT, VoL VI. p. 19.
MERIOA, Ih* Augwila Emenia of the Romans, an
andeat town of Spain, in the province of Estremailura,
is sitiiatcd on an rmineiKe near the River Guadiana,
which is croescd by a lar^ and good bridge. This
town, which hs* now dwin<lled into insignificance, is
principally celebrated for the remains which it still
exhibits tiC Roman msgniAcence.
The psvements of
the streets, of the houses and the churches, are so
many vestiges of their works, and the wells and the
cellars sre filled with them.
.Vumcrous inscriptions,
ruined columns, raaea, capitals, friese*, ststues, smi bas.
reliefs are everywhere seen.
Two Roman squr<liict*
are still seen in ruins, and also tbe vestiges of a fortress.
The ancient baths sne in sn excellent state of preservation.
Besides these, there sre two Urge reservoirs
of water like lakes, called A Ibnfera and Albuera, which
npaar to have been need for combaU on the water.
One of them, which is a league from Merida, is <>0 feet
long, and 51 deeo.
It is surrounded with thick wall*
snd adorned wiqi two beautiful towers, a very fine
flight of step* leadmg to the bottom.
Tbe other rcp. SUfi

-
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which is 2 leagues from Uie town, is small, ford such delightful prospects; tlie hills wluob bou«d ^!er orti'i.
fhire.
but the walls which retain the water, and the great it are covered with oaks, and a small and beautiful ri^—^"~-'
tower which serves it for an aperture for air, are much ver flows in a serpentine course through it, in the midst
The environs of Merida abound in com, wine, of rich cultivated fields. Near the vale are the falls of
finer.
and fruits. Its population is about 4500. West Long. the Cynfaol the upper consists of three steep rocks,
6° 3', and North Lat. 3So 48.
See Laborde's Ficiv of over which the water falls into a black bason, which is
overshadowed by other rocks ; the other is formed by
Spain, Vol. i. p. 347.
MEUIDE, a 7nttsicaUnlerval,yf as so named byM.Sau- a broad sheet of water precipitated about forty feet. The
veur, (see Mem. del'Acad, l6mo, 1701, p. 407^88 the ,V principal lake in this county, and indeed the largest Lakes,
14.28399382; lake in all Wales, is Pemblemoer, or Bala Pool, on Bala Pool.
m,
part ofthe octave,= 14.2761314Z
the banks of which stands the town of Bala ; from
its common log. is .9929993,0243 ; and it is equal to 7
north-east to south-west it is 4 miles long ; its greatest
Eptamehides, which see.
Its water is said to be so pure
breadth is 1,200 yards.
MERIDION'AL T-VRTS. See Navigation.
MERIONETHSHIRE, a maritime county in North that the most delicate taste cannot detect any admixWales, is bounded on the north by Caernarvonshire and ture. The scenery around it is mountainous, but not
Denbighshire; it is divided in part from the former coun- grand or picturesque. In stormy weather its waters are
raised 8 or 9 feet, covering the adjoining vale, and
t}', by an immense ravine, through which flows a small
sometimes threatening destruction to the town of
river; on the eastby Denbighshire and Montgomeryshire;
The river Dee flows through this lake. There
Bala.
the division of it from the latter county is partly formed
by one o£ the most ^celebrfited; passes in Walps, called are several other lakes of smaller size, some of which
the Stoney Mile; on the wrest it js bounded by the Irish are remarkable for the beauty of the surrounding
Rxtent and Sea ; and on the south by Cardiganshire, from which it scenery.
boundaries. 13 divided by the river Dovey.
The principal rivers are the Dee, the Descenny, the Rivers.
Its form, is nearly that
of a triangle, the apex of which is to the south. Its Dyssi, the Avon, and the Dyrwhydd. The Dee has two
spring heads, in the eastern part ofthe county, near the
length, from the vicinity of .Snowdon to the confines
of Montgomeryshire, is 43 iniles, and from Harlech sides of the Arran mountain ; these, after uniting and
passing through the lake of Pemblemoer, run by a northto the boundary of Llangollen parish, it is about 38
The Descenny rises
miles broad. Its circumference is about lat miles, and east direction into Denbighshire.
about 3 miles to the south of Dolgelly, and falls into the
It is diviDivisions
its area C9I square miles, or 442.240 acres.
Irish sea a little to the west of Towyn, the Dyssi or
and towns. ded into 5 hundreds, and contains one county town,
Harlech ; the other towns are Dolgelly, Bala, and Bur- Dovey rises in the west part of the county, and falls into
mouth. The surface of the county, though on the whole the Irish Sea at Abcrdovey. The Avon rises to the
SuKace.
very mountainous, is a good deal varied, as there are. south-west of Bala, passes by Dolgelly, and falls into
some lower hills, and beautiful and fertile valleys, in- the Irish sea, a little below /Barmouth. The Dyrwhydd
terspersed with woods, lakes, rivers and cataracts. rises in the north of the county, on the borders of CaerThese circumstances, together with the grandeur of its narvonshire, and falls into the Irish Sea about 3 miles
The coast of this county pos- Sea coast,
sea views, render it one of the most romantic and pic- north from Harlech.
turesque of the Welsh counties. Some of the principal sesses only one port, Barmouth, which stands on a litMounhiins. mountains and vales deserve a short notice.
At the tle arm of Ihe sea, and is of difficult entrance, the bar
north-eastern angle of the county is a long chain of admitting only Vessels that draw 8 or 9 feet, even at
mountains, which branches intoDenbighshire and Mont- high water. On the northern part ofthe coast adjoingomeryshire ; they are called the Ferergn Mountains ; ing Caernarvonshire, are two inlets of the sea, Troeth
Bach and Troeth Maivr, having one entrance, and each
their northern boundary is the Dee, and the southern
the Tannad ; their.length from north to south is about receiving a small stream ; the greatest part of them are
16 miles, and iheir^breadth varies from 5 to 10. There dry at low water, and become quicksand. 2000 acres of
are no lakes in these mountains, and no river of conse- the latter have lately been recovered by embanking.
quence flows from them. The fine vale of the Dee lies Tradition states, that a whole division or hundred of
below them. The other most celebrated mountains are this coimty has been swallowed up by the sea, and there
Cader
Cader Idris and the two Arrans. Cader Idris is the are appearances that strengthen it. This hundred is said
Idri*.
beginning of a chain of mountains which, beginning to have stretched north and south 12 miles, and to
near the sea, about a mile above Towyn, extends in a have been about 5 in breadth ; and to have been sinorth and north-easterly direction, and includes the tuated between Harlech and Barmouth. About halfway between these towns is a causeway, 24 feet thick,
Its
Arrans. It is in height the second in all Wales,
peak rises above the town of Dolgelly about 2,850 feet. which runs for a considerable way into the sea, the end
of which is met by another causeway, which stretchesIt is very steep and craggy on every side, and nearly
perpendicular on its southern, on the borders of Ta- out from a point to the north-west of Harlech. The
The breadth of this chain in no part ex- space between these is supposed to have been the hunlyllyn lake.
ceeds 4| miles, and in some parts it is a mere ridge. dred. The inundation is said to have happened about
The loftiest of the Arrans is said to be only 1 20 feet be- the year A. D. 500. The natural history of this coun- Mineralolow Cader Idris. Beyond tliis mountain, towards the ty, so far as its mineralogy is concerned, is ratl>er inter- 87esting.
The mountains consist principally of granite,
sea, are round smooth hills, which form a rich and exTo porphyry, and other unstratified rocks. The secondary
cellent sheep walk, and then meadows and bogs.
the north of Dolgelly there is a mountainous tract, con- hills are composed of mixed schistus ; the valleys containing several lakes ; this tract extends to the north tain schistose clay, and the level parts of the county apart of the county, which is celebrated for the beautiful bound with peat earth.
The Ferwyn mountains are
This vale is scarcely 3 miles long, composed of jirimitive schistus, in thick irregular lamivale of Festiniog.
Vale of
re»Unio£. and not one in breadth.
There are few vales which af« nae, interaected in places with veins of quartz. There
Meride
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Merm aid,

^"Y"*^

covered with scales. There is the like diff'erence regarding the real figure of the animal, which
is said either to have a single or divided tail ; or to
have none as seems to be the case vfith that alluded to
class,

it is

by Artedl.

•

In an early account of Newfoundland, the narrator
describes a " mareraaid, or mareman," which he observed within the length of a pike, as a strange creature, which came swimming swiftly towards him,
" looking cheerfully on my face, as it had been a woBy the face, eyes, nose, mouth, chin, ears, neck,
inan.
and forehead, it seemed to be so beautiful, and in those
parts so well proportioned, having round about the
Iiead many blue streaks resembling hair, but certainly
it was no hair."
The observer further remarked, that
the shoulders and back, down to the middle, were
and
square, white, and smooth as the back of a man
from the middle to the end, it tapered like a broadhooked arrow. This animal put both its hands on the
side of the boat wherein he sat, and strove much to
get in, but was repelled by a blow.
(See VVhitbourne's
Discourse of Ncivfoundland
fine.) Probably the narrator's imagination has embellished the appearance and the
boldness of the animal. In the year 1 671, another marine
animal was seen by six negroes, who being strictly examined on the subject, agreed in general, that from
the head to the middle it resembled a man, and from
thence downwards a fish, terminating in a forked tail;
the head, face, eyes, and mouth were like those of a
man the nose extremely flat. Its hair, which was
grey, hung over the shoulders ; and the beard, also
grey, was about seven or eight inches long.
Grey
hair covered the breast, but the throat and rest of the
body were rather white. The size of the animal was
about equal to that of a youth of 16 or 17. It stood
half out of the water, looking boldly on the negroes,
and raising its hand as if to wipe its face it was within a few paces of them ; and, after showing itself three
times, plunged into the sea.
De Maillet, Telliamcd,
torn. ii. p. 320.
Nearly about the same period, there was given a
very distinct account of an animal referred to this
tribe, though the author, an English surgeon, does
not design it by any name.
About three leagues
from the mouth of the river Rappahanock in America,
while alone in a vessel, he observed, at the distance of
about half a stone throw, " a most prodigious creature,
much resembling a man, only somewhat larger, standing right up in the water, with his head, neck, shoulders, breast, and waist, to the cubits of his arms, above
water ; his skin was tawny, much like that of an Indian ; the figure of his head was pyramidal and sleek,
without hair ; his eyes large and black, and so were
his eye-brows ; his mouth very wide, with a broad
black streak on the upper lip, which turned upwards
at each end like mustachios.
His countenance was
grim and terrible. His neck, shoulders, arms, breast,
and waist, were like unto the neck, arms, shoulders,
breast, and waist of a man.
His hands, if he had any,
•were under water.
He seemed to stand with his eyes
fixed on me for some time, and afterwards dived down ;
and a little after rose at somewhat a greater distance,
and turned his head towards me again, and then immediately fell a little under water, that I could discern
him throw out his arms, and gather them in as a man
does when he swims. At last he shot with his head
downwards, by which means he cast his tail above the
water, which exactly resembled the tail of a fish with
a broad fane at the end of it." Glover's Account of
Firginia, Ap. PhU. Trans, vol. xi. p. 625, for 1676.
:

m

:

:

The mermaid is not confined to any quarter of the Mermaid.
~^' '~
globe; for according to Debes, in 1670 one stood near
of
sight
many
of
the
Faroe
Islands,
the
in
the shore of
inhabitants, during two hours and a half, up to the
navel in the water. '• Long hair hung from her head all
around her, down to the surface ; and she held a fish
The modern historian of these is.
in her right hand."
lands, Landt, is silent on this subject.
Pontoppidan, a credulous author indeed, yet willing
to take a comprehensive view of doubtful subjects,
affirms, that if the existence of European mermaids be
called in question, it proceeds entirely " from the fabulous stories being generally mixed with the truth."
Hundreds of persons, of credit and reputation, in the
diocese of Bergen, maintained, with the strongest assurances, that they had seen this creature, sometimes
at a distance,

sometimes quite close to their boats,

standing upright.
It was formed like a human being
down to the middle, but they could not see the rest.
Nevertheless, Pontoppidan could find only a single
person who had actually seen and handled one out of
His informer, a clergyman, said, that in
the water.
the year 1719, a merman had been cast up dead on
It was much longer
the shore, along with other fish.
than any others described. " The face resembled that
The nose was
of a man, with mouth, forehead, eyes.
flat, and as it were pressed down to the face, in which
The breast
the nostrils have ever been very visible.
was not far from the head ; the arms seemed to hang
to the side, to which they were joined by a thin skin,
The hands were, in appearance, like
or membrane.
Natural History of Norto the paws of a sea-calf."
way, vol. ii. p. 190, 191. Pontoppidan observes, that
the most recent account of the animal related to the
year 1723, when three ferrymen afiirmed on oath, that
one had been seen by them at the distance of not more
than 7 or 8 fathoms.
In appearance, it resembled an
old man with strong limbs and broad shoulders: its
skin was coarse, and very hairy. The head was small
in proportion to the body, and had short curled black
The face
hair, which did not reach below the ears.
was meagre, the eyes deep sunk, and the beard black.
It stood in the same place half a quarter of an hour,
exposed down to the breast, and the tail was remarked to taper like that of a fish. The men, beginning to
be alarmed, retreated, when the animal, inflating its
cheeks, made a kind of roaring noise, and plunged
One of the same ferrymen affirmed,
into the water.
that 20 years before he had seen a mermaid with
long hair and large breasts. Pontoppidan adds, that a
creature is often caught on the hooks of fishermen,
which he inclines to call the offspring of the merman,
some being as large as a child of three years old. One
had been taken recently, which, in the upper parts,
resembled a child, but the rest of it was like a fish.
Vol.

ii.

p. 195.

Torf^us maintains, that mermaids are seen near the
southern coast of Iceland ; and according to Olafsen,
two have been taken in the surrounding seas ; the first
in the earlier periods of the history of that island, and
the second in 1733. The latter was found in the belly
of a shark.
Its lower parts were consumed, but the

upper were entire. This creature was as large as a
boy eight or nine years old ; the head shaped like that
of a man with a very prominent occiput and the forehead broad and round. The ears were situated far
back, and had large lobes.
On the head was long stiff
black hair, hanging down to the shoulders, pretty
much resembling ihefucusjiliformis. The skin above
the eyelids was greatly wrinkled, and bald; and
;

o
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Mmnrid. throDj^hjat the bociy, of a clear olive colour. The Jour, were small, as also the nose.
The mouth was M«rmiM.
eyea reaembled tbote of a cod ; and both the cutting large and, from the jaw bone, which was straight, "" » —
tectk and grinden were \onf(, and shaped like pint. the face was apparently short.
One of the arms was
The ansa ware of the natural proportion, and each of frequently extended over the head of the animal, as if
the 6ts fii^era connected br a lar|^ web. The neck to frighten a bird, which, hovering about it, seemed to
was ahort, tha aboalder* fairb, and tbe breaat and badt distress it much. When this had no effect, the creataatdy wjwbl ing thoae of a man. Olaftea eonaidera ture turned round several times successively. Both
the peniliaritiea of thia anJaial to be dnaonatrated in here, and in the former instsnce, the sun shone bright,
tbe hair, teeth, and ilifna.
But, from the rapid and the objects were sufliciently near the observers.
Nearly three years afterwards, in October 1811, a
cknf* taking place ia &e atomacfa of a shark, and
the jj>Mt dfitanoe it caa ipeadily trarerse, he ia almost singular creature is said to have been seen on another
inclined to believe that these were human remain*. part of the ooaat of Scotland, remote from the
former.
Vet the islanders were differently impressed ; for all A peaaant made oath in presence of a magistrate,
that
firmly credited this creature to be the marmeniU, bj aboat four miles south of {'ampbeltown, his
attention
which name the mermaid is known among them. Olaf- was attracted by a white object on a black rock.
He
aen fcgagt em Utandr, torn. iii. p. 22S.
crept through a field of com, and then advance<l amonjf
The attention of the public lus been more lately at- the rocks on the shore, until he approached within 12
tracted toadBon aofaaeiBMida. suppoaed to have been or 1 5 paces of it The upper part was white,
and resem.
aecB an the eoaat ti Scotland and Iceland. Acoottiing bled the human form, and tapered gradually
towards
to old hialariana, aome remarkable animal* were taken on the tail, which terminated like a fan
12 or 1 4 inches
"
the ooMt of Etifland, which were called
a triton, or broad.
The under half was of a brindled or reddish
.
.
..
.,
.
.t
J aatbaatie
man *j.j.i_.Btb .•* I»t Deaccnrrteand
deacn|«ion haa grey. apparenUy covered with scale* ; but the extremi•»•• tiaBWitted, from which we «• oiablad to deter, ty of the tail itseR* iraa of a greenish-red shining colour.
regarding their nature.
In tbe couiae of last lu whole length appeared to be four or five feet, and
it
ccntory, aUo, a plate waa engraved, we have under- was of the thickness of a yonth. The bead, hair,
arms,
««Md, of a marioe aaianl, b)r the aame dcneoinatiasi, and body down to the middle, re*erablcd thoae
of a huvbicfa waa taken iboot the jtmt 1746 or 1747.
man being; but as the creature lay flat on the rock, and
It ia
fanerdiy credited, anong the inhabifrticf the north, with itt head towards the aea, and was constantly
strok.
'and, that the
Cs SootJasid,
inh^ta the mgand waahing iu brent, the peanant could not dis.
and .Mr. Mnno,
ef ooverwhether or not the boaom waa forme<l like that of
that about the jmt 1797 he ofaMrrwl
• woman. The neck and arraa accnicd short in pro.
.like
jiadtRMle, tittM
a rock imAceting pornon to the body. l.o«g ligfit blown hair covered
hM» thesea, aft taidride Bawl,,
tbe pnrian of Rcor. the bead, which bein» aometiaMa niaed over it
by gusU
Ita bcMl waa eovend witb long thick Ugbt brown hav,
or wind, the animal kettad towarda one side, and with
'
ra on tho ahoolden. The ftinbeod
on tho ther atrok«l h back, then shifting iu
$'?•'' •*•"*•'• •"• manner on the oppo.
P''*^"'
npa reaemosea laoao 01
noBan niiiw ; itowde. Dnrfay two hoars it remained thus expoaed
eyea were blue. The arma, fngara, tnaoala, to abaarraCson ; Mt the tide having
recctlcti, so as to
men, were aa large aa thoae of a full-grown leave the rock dry five feel above the
surface of the
Thia cnatato waa appanntly in the act of water, the animal, leaning forward on one
arm, then on
jtebiirwith to «a«an~whkb aeemed to i«. pother, drew iu body .towards the edge,
and tumbled
Ard it lilm i n ; and it iiiiiiiil tbM oeeapiod dor.
»)y. "to t*»e •«•- Now for the first time the face
aeme
miantea,
when
h
dropped* kite the im. waatti^Mly aeen, having all the
JM
appearance of the
ebearrar did not remark wbethor thf Jnawi
"^wct. with very hollow evea, and the cheeki
were webbed. On the whole, he inftn tbat this waa of tho
ooloor ae tbe raat of the face.
a marine animal, o€ which be bad a dktinct and satia.
**P «»•
«t bM been dSraaed, that in
tht
tmetmj view, and thai the portiaa aoan by him bore a
of autumn, I8I9, a creature appearvd on
the
f^yy
narrow resemblanoa to the hamgn Iblmi. Dot fbr tbe coaat of Ireland, about
tlie siae of a girl of ten
yeara
daagaroaa MMatini it hid choaan, aid to
ef age. with a boaom aa prominent aa tbat of one
of sixaaieag tbe waivoi; h* wMld tove
teen, having a proAuian of kmg dark brown
hair, and
M.
wdve ymn later, and not very di
fbll dark 9jm.
The hands and arms were formed
**• ''^'f^
wo BBti)(i.<ia, aeveral perHna oh. hke thoae of man, with a slight web connecting
the
aervert what waa wappoted a mermaid,
ft floated at
upper part of the fingers, which were frequently emthe distance of only a few vards from them, and re.
pimed in throwing back and dividing the hair; and the
in aigbt «>«t an hour.
Nothing except the
'''* **"* "'" • ''°'P^'"This creature re•ST"^fcA vwbic and as the sea run high, the rnaiaed
baaking on tlie rocks during an hf>ur, in
the
aonk gently under the wave*, and then l»«p. sight of nombers
of people, until frightcnid bv the flash
The bead waa very round ; the hdr ^<*Tk •(t musket, when it plunged
with a sore.im into the sea.
and lone, ef a green oil cart ; and it appcw^l trouble.
Thcae are aome of the most recent narratives regardlen tbrawu over the creature's face by
the ing roarrae animals, that had
As they receded, it removed its hair with man figure. But a ouestion a resemblance to the huna*iinilly arises, what were
to hands, which, as well at the arms and finger*
Ihe^e animals? Had they actually some of the
part*
*nder. The last were net weU an<l proportion* of man, or do
they belong fo another
"S.lTi.'*'
*J*to"*t »«•, and chin, were white, and onler, on which credulity an<i inaccurate
obaervation
•*• •*•* *de moe^a bright pink colour the thrtiat
hare beatowed a false character ?
**** wbho, ilander, and smooth ; and tlie •mootb.
We are, no dootK, very impeHfecfly acquainted with a
of tfie akin, on which neither hob nor aealae
were multitude of anhnaia, eapectallv those of the aquatic
pvticalarly attracted attention. The faco
tribe*; and the lownod Bfahop of Bergen jurti v exclaima.
plump and round ; the eye*, of a light grey co.
Ware it poanUt Iktt tbo tea could be drain«i
draini
of ita
VOL. XIV, rajiT
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regarding those seen in the sea, as some of the various
species of seals ; and those exhibited as such on shore, as
natural subjects disguised by art. The triton of jElian
and Pliny are different ; the woman Jish of Santos, Barchewitz, Bartholin, and Artedi, cannot be considered
the same ; nor can any of those animals we have descri-

bed be referred to the Musague of the Pelew islands,
sixteen feet long, and twelve in circumference, which
has been lately classed with " the merman of Norway."
The nature and properties of the seal are yet susceptible of many illustrations ; and some have found an imperfect resemblance of the human form in certain organs, to the corresponding parts of phoca;. Parsons,
recent voyager to
ap. Phil. Trans, vol. xlii. p. 383.
the North remarks, that " these animals, in swimming,
often raise themselves as far as the shoulder above the
The first I saw in this position
surface of the water.
was at a considerable distance, and might easily have
been mistaken for a man." Laing, p. 107. But the illusion may be heightened still farther ; for according to
some authors, the tvomanjish of the African seas, when
taken in nets by the Negroes, shrieks and cries like a
woman. Captain Colnett relates also, that in the South
Seas, when far from land, an animal arose beside the
ship, and uttered shrieks and lamentations, so like
those proceeding from a woman, as to occasion great
alarm. They continued for above three hours, and
seemed to increase as the ship withdrew. Captain Colnett conjectured that they came from a female seal that
had lost its cub, or a cub that had lost its dam, but he
declares that no resemblance could be nearer the human voice. Voyage to the South Seas, p. 16'9. The
extreme rarity of what has been called the mermaid,
ia far from being an argument against its existence.
During late years, naturalists scarcely believed in the

A

and hippopotamus; they still debate concerning the unicorn and the mammoth and that such a
giraffe

;

creature lived as the great sea serpent, was resolutely denied, until one was cast up by the waves on our
own islands. The existence of a marine animal, partly resembling the human species, is therefore to be considered a question of evidence, which remains to be

decided

M
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waters, what incredible numbers, what infinite variety
U
of uncommon and amazing sea monsters would exhibit
themselves to our view, which are now entirely un•^l^^lw
~ '
known." Natural History of Norway, vol. ii. p. 1 85.
Many, however, have supposed, that because a narrow
link appears between the human and the brute creation
on land^ the same should exist in the sea ; and various
other causes have contributed to the prevalence of this
Nevertheless, the most skilful naturalists of
opinion.
the present age deny the existence of the mermaid:

Mermaid

(c)

MERSEY.

See England, vol. viii. p. 6%Q.
is an ill-built and irregular
town of Wales, in the county of Glamorgan. It is situated on the river Tay, in the midst of bleak hills,
and derives its importance from the iron forges in its
neighbourhood. There is here a parish church, which
is a large and handsome building, about eleven meeting-houses, a philosophical society, a printing-house,
and a theatre. The iron works are on a very large scale,

MERTHYR Tydvyl,

E
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MESSINA,

a city of Sicily, situated at the north- Messin
cast extremity of that island, and on the eastern shore ^"""V^
of the Straits of the same name, which are particularly
celebrated from containing Scylla and Charybdis within
They are formed by a promontory of
their precincts.
Calabria on the continental side, and Cape Pelorus on
the Sicilian coast, the intermediate distance being
about two miles. Scylla is a lofty rock, rising abrupt- Seylla,
ly from the sea, on the shore of Calabria, twelve miles
north-west of Messina : it is surmounted by a castle,
and declines towards the town of Scylla on the.coast.
At the distance of two miles from it a murmuring
noise like the confused barking of dogs is heard, which
is occasioned by the dashing of the billows among the
caverns below : and hence the ancients fabled a hideous female monster, surrounded by ferocious animals,
ready to devour those mariners who came within her
reacli.

In calm weather no danger

is

to

be apprehend-

wind and the
current of the Straits, which sometimes runs with great
violence, is still exposed to destruction.
Charybdis, Obar;bd]
described as a raging whirlpool, which absorbed whole
vessels with their crews, and then rejected the broken
fragments and mangled bodies, lies 750 feet from the
At present, when viewed from the shore, it ap«
city.
pears like a body of water in tumultuous agitation,
and on nearer approach the waves are discovered to
be larger and more disturbed, dashing together, so
as to produce a revolving motion among themselves,
throughout a circle of about 100 feet in diameter,
where the sea is 500 feet deep. The smallest barks
may now cross it in safety; but when a strong wind
and current are opposite, the waves become more turbulent and extensive, and three or four, or a greater
number of whirlpools, are formed. Vessels driven
among them are not manageable, and if unassisted by
the pilots of the country, they founder, or are impelled
on the opposite shore, and wrecked. Charybdis, however, is not properly a vortex ; it has no power of absoi-ption ; and vessels, on the contrary, are rather repeled, but a vessel brought into the conflicting

—

Though extricated
led from it by a centrifugal force.
from Charybdis, a ship meeting an adverse wind on leaving the Straits, may fall on Scylla, thus verifying the
words of the ancients. Twenty-four pilots are kept in
the service of the Sicilian government, to assist vessels
navigating these Straits, which were passed for the first
time by a modem fleet, it is said, when the British advanced to the battle of the Nile.
One side of the city of Messina rises from a narrow
plain on the shore, along the declivity of a chain of
mountains, finely wooded and diversified, and another
sweeps along the margin of a beautiful harbour. It
is built with considerable regularity, nearly in the
figure of a parallelogram, and consists of two long
principal streets besides a third on the quay, intersected by a number of others, at right angles, all of
which are paved with large blocks of lava from the
It contains several squares
volcanoes of the island.
and open spaces, embellished with a number of statues and fountains, the latter copiously supplied from

and strangers are much interested by the celebrated
water wheel, 100 feet in diameter. No less than 250
tons of iron ore are said to be furnished weekly, and
340 tons of coal consumed daily. The articles which
are here manufactured, are exported by means of navigable canals to Cardiff, in vessels of 300 tons. Num-

the neighbouring mountains; from whence also torrents descend through the streets, where they are confined by walls to prevent their injuring the buildings.
street called the Marina or Palazzata, formed of a
row of lofty elegant buildings, extends above a mile
along the harbour, where the great depth of water admits of the largest vessels approaching to the very
edge.
It is penetrated by eighteen or nineteen gate-

ber of houses, 240.

ways, leading to the respective streets in the

Population 1256.

A

city,

over

MESSINA.
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which are iculptured approprUte desiptw *nd inscripand one end terminates with the royal pabce.

tions

A

:

conaiderable portion of the whole, howerer, as well

as the statue* in front of ibcM edifice*, was ruined
in the year 1783, and ia acovdy yet completely reftorcd.

MeHina contains numerous public edifices, among
whidi are about fifty cfanrches, many of fine architectnre, and intemallr decorated with pahitin^, for the
BMMt part from toe pencil of native masters. The
<atbcdral, a fpacioa* buildinj^r of Gothic architecture,

and highly embellished within, stands in an irregular
auare, where there is a bronze equestrian aUtoe of
Antique granite
urles III. of .Spain in the centre.
eohtmns, brou);ht from a temple of Neptune once
standing on the Straits, support the vaulted roof and
The great altar coiuist*
the timber work of the nave.
of rooadc, richly executed ia JMpcr, agate, lapis Uaali,
matUea and paste* of Tarioos colours, wboae
eooilmutien, together with gilded bronse, pndooce an
inpoaing cAcc There i* a inaible polptt hare, the
work of Gaggini, a .Sicilian sculptor of the aixteentfa
ccntnrv, which is much admired. Thia oathedrml waa
aneled by Roger. Count of SkOjr, in the end of the
elev CT th or beginning of the twaifth centary ; it ia
dedicated to the Virgin Mary, an eridaal Wlter
whom, addraaeed trom Jeraaalem to their j
dM Meafaieae boeat of yet poaaceafatg. Mnana ia an
archlawiampel aec. Directly oaporit* to the cathedral
there is a fountain, omamente<l with a number of fine
marble statue* of nymphs and deities, alike elegant in
It ia to be wmerked, that aoow
deasgn and execution.
part* of the city, such aa the SfUKW ^fOm Fmr Pmmutins, arc named ftniB the aInMtaNi of thia kind «b>
bellishing them.
H«n Vtmn are not fewer than thirty
tia tat
both (avce, which for the most part ate very Urgt, and
oMtly oniamented with all tlie ernbola of tiM Ciitlio>

nmmkMm

cw

l^fiiith.

The public hoeptel ia a line building, capaltle of r^
ceiviiy aevend Imadred patientab It ia supported by
aonsidenbie vrrannaa, anaing fttm land* and Itoaaaa,
and ia managed by a cuniw iMaa of noMewen
But,
owing to prevalent aboaai^ tftan are ftw patient* ad>
mittrd, and even theea ara not eoilaUy treated, both
from the want of oaMaaary attandaaeri and (Vein too
ripd ecooewT. Tha other charitabia iaalitatione, oonof an aayhnaa Ar tha poor, a hooaa for
the l aaa
of wj—illhiai, aad two aMafer di fidm,
Thaaa laat ai« pisbUe
ihailw' drfeti.
guveiiiuieht, where iiieney at a Ball
par caolaga ia advanced on goode to the naeaaaituui,
and tha prate qipliad to anpport acnuaarie* for tlte
educatica of yoath. 9ach iaatitatione Mibaist in va>

Mng

miw

towna of

fiott*

dM BOH

which

where they are prrxloetive of
and obviate the inoonrcw

Sicily,

bcneiidal

effecto,

is felt in

other coontric* from the loan of

by IndiTidaals on pledgca. The public prison,
which by a singular deviation from a real aenae of ita
purpose, \t exMMtad in a very fine almctnre, in
,

one of t!
and auper

r.al

streets;

it

is

spadou* within,

of the capital in certain re>
roo*t of the eaeential requintc* of such a place ; deanlineaa, for example, and in
the sexes being •enatated, which ara precaationa alike
important to heahli and morals. Meaaina also oontatna
two hoaaea ef oorrectinn for women. The royal pa»
lace aad unata houit are fine building*.
ttiat

apeeta, out drfident in
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There are four public libraries, but only two of them
are of importance.
The British residents in Messina,
however, have established reading rooms.
new».
paper, said to be the only one in the island, is published
Dere, in Italian, called the BriiUk Gazette.
The state of the drama is considered very low in
Messina, and the theatre in every respect unworthy
of so large a population. Friday is selected for the
performance of tragedy, on which evening the theatre
was shut previous to the dissemination of the writings
of Alfieri. From the scarcity of public amusements,
gaming tables are frequently resorted to, especially by
the more fashionable Sicilians.

A

The dty

is

defended by two

forts,

Gonsago and Ma-

tagrifone ; and the harbour is protected by a pentagon
nal fortification, called the citadel, which was erecteil
in the year 1679.
This is the strongest place in the
island, and it ha* casemates for 5000 men.
Near to it

a laxaretto, wWcfa, notwithstanding the prevalence of
the plague in many part* of the Mediterranean, is the
only one in Sicily ; and ao little regard is paid to safety,
that the rcatrictions both on lairing goods and the
crrws of ships under quarantine are very easily evaded.
The harbour of Meaaina ia the best port of Sicily,
CDntaintag not lets than from SO to 40 iathanu water,
to toe quay, and it* situation ia esteemed supeto any other in the Mediterranean. Hence this
has been *l^n7* * phwa of considerable trade.
large proportion ofthe pradnce of the ialand, aflbrding
no less than ninety ^tx articles of export, is to be found
in the dty.
The produce of the environs is principally ftaits aad wiacs, and the chief manufacture conWh.t ;. rnHn.l the Faro red wine, ii in
sists of silka.
great repute wit
n accotmt of its streni^th
and reaemblanct .« ^ ;, v.;.,^U it also equals in quality
when kept three or fimr year*. In addition to the
quantity aiada ftr hosae consumption, about lO.uoo
pipea are exported yearly. The other ezporta are dried
nga, dtrona, or angea , lemons, lemon iuice, manna, esaenoe of bemmot, ml tartar, goat skins, hides, mottled aoep, for the American market, linen and rags,
|Mrtly to England, partly to the lulian porU.
Some
tine ago it wa* computed that there were exportid
9000 caesta of oranges, and 6000 chcaU of lemone.
each containing 408; likewise 880 barrel* of lemon
juice.
During aevccal emtariee ailk.worms have been
sneeceaAdly reared ia tha vidnity of Mcasina, and
thafar pradaoe ia to be ranked among the Srst sourcee
of its opulence. There are several extensive manufactotiaa of that article here, and many years since 1200
looses were employed in the dty.
The silks, however,
are not highly esteemed, but by the recent introduction of the machinery constructed in Britain, thdr fabric throughout Sidfy is in a state of progressive imprureiaeut.
An ample aasortment of the produce of
the Leraat and the Morea is brought hither by the
Orseka, consisting of carpets, silks, cotton, timber,
fruits, gama, drugs, and other merchandise.
During
Uter year* a number of British merchants hare settled
ia

d^
A

—

by whom an active oomaMrce is prosecuted, yet
supposed with leas real adraatajge than their origi.
nal promects conteoiplalad.
Messma is a free port,
but not ui the full
of that term
ana the
inhabitaats, in conaequenee of the mitfortunes of the
dty, have hail an immunity from Uxcs for 25 years.
Part of the inhabitants find occupation in the coral
fiahcry
and in that of the sword-fish and shark during certain seasons of the year. About dghteen or
here,
it is

:

;

^feMina.

"""'V^

;;
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twenty vessels are ertgaged in the first, each navigated
'"'nf"^^ by eight men, who are exclusively Messinese, on account of their superior personal strength and skill, and
They obtain nearalso from the dangers attending it.
ly SOOO pounds of coral yearly ; but the fishermen
consider this a secondary employment, and to be folIn
lowed only when none more profitable occurs.
the capture of the sword-fish, from eight to twelve
barks, each provided with two boats, are employed.
Messina-

The

fishermen use either strong nets, or a harpoon,
is so constructed, that, on striking the fish, the
shaft is disengaged from the iron head, while both are
Much dexterity is
retained by a cord 600 feet long.
practised here ; and the fishermen, who are very superstitious, repeat a Greek sentence, as a chai'm to atMost of those taken are
tract the fish to their barks.
consumed in Messina, where this fish is favourite food
and some, being salted, is sent in presents to Naples.
The fishery of the shark is not regularly followed, as
it resorts, at uncertain periods, to the Straits ; and the
occupation is attended with danger, from the great voracity of the creature.
The judicial establishments exceed all proportion to
the population, which in itself produces many inconveniences ; and the inhabitants are greatly dissatisfied
with the discharge of the duty of their functionaries.
There is a senate, consisting of fifteen members, or officers, civil and criminal courts, whose proceedings are
subject to appeal in the courts at Palermo, and civil
officers superintending the whole, amounting to no
less than 300.
It is impossible to obtain a prompt decision, which keeps a number of litigants constantly at
law ; and, in consequence, a great many professional
persons find employment. Justice is very partially administered, which is the source of great annoyance to
few
the parties ; and the police of the city is bad.
years ago, an Englishman having been robbed and
murdered in the streets, his mercantile countrymen
resident here demanded the punishment of the offenders, who, after much equivocation ahd delay, were
Nevertheless, their relatives endeavoured
convicted.
to redeem them from the penalty by bribery ; and it
required the most vigorous efforts to obtain their execution. Forty-eight villages are dependent on the city,
and governed by the same laws.
Messina is the second city in ^cily, and is at present in a high state of prosperity, notwithstanding the
The population
defects of its internal administration.
of few cities has undergone greater fluctuation within
an equal period. During its most flourishing condition, in the course of the preceding century, the inhabitants are supposed to have amounted to 100,000
successive public calamities, however, reduced them
In the year 1798,
to 25,000, or 26,000, in 17S1.
by an actual enumeration, the population was found to
amount to 45,000 souls ; but so rapid has been the increase of late, that it is now computed at between
80,000 and 90,000. The cause of so unexampled an
augmentation, is ascribed to the growing prosperity of
the island in general, the extension of commerce, circumstances which have driven many families from
agricultural pursuits, and particularly to the presence of
This is the only place in the isthe British forces.
land where there are any Jews, as that nation has been
proscribed since the year 1492, when they were expelled from the Spanish dominions.
Messina is a place of great antiquity, first known by
tb^ xmnf oi Zancle, or ZancUa, from one of its found*

which

A

; though some etymologists maintain that this is a
Messina.
Greek word, characteristic of the shape of its harbour, ^— "V "^
which resembles a sickle. A new colony having come
hither from Mycene in Greece, it was thenceforward
called Messana, and at a later date was the scene of
sanguinary hostilities between the Romans and Cartha-

ers

Since that time it has participated in the general fortunes of the island.
But in modern history it
has been chiefly celebrated for its misfortunes. When
in a very prosperous condition, the plague, introduced
by a vessel from the Levant, in 1743, swept away
35,000 souls in the course of a few months ; and before having completely recovered from this disaster, the
inhabitants were visited by another awful calamity. At
noon, on the 5th of February, 1783, a long thick cloud
%as seen on the opposite shore of Calabria, which was
instantly followed by a hollow subterraneous rolling under the city ; and, amidst a torrent of hail and rain, accompanied by loud peals of thunder, an earthquake
shook it to its foundations. The inhabitants fled from
their houses to the squares and open places ; while a
suffocating smell of sulphur escaped from the earth,
opening in fissures under their feet. Incessant undulations continued during several successive hours, when at
length a tremendous concussion, at about 7 or 8 o'clock
of the subsequent evening, completed the overthrow
of the more solid edifices, which had resisted the feeble
shocks preceding it. Numbers of the citizens were
overwhelmed by the ruins ; many, in the scene of terror
and dismay, hurried to the quay to get on board of
the vessels lying there; some sought refuge in the
country ; but others, more intrepid, disregarded their
own safetjf, to rescue their weaker relatives from the
walls and rafters which were crashing around them.
Half of the whole city was now levelled with the
ground ; one quarter of it rendered ruinous ; and the
remaining portion greatly damaged. Churches, convents, colleges, and palaces, all had fallen ; the palazzata, almost throughout its entire length, was injured;
houses, fountains, and statues were demolished ; and
scarcely any, excepting those structures occupying the
higher grounds, were spared. To aggravate the public calamity, conflagrations succeeding the earthquake,
ravaged the city during seven days ; and the licentious, availing themselves of the general disorder, pillaged and murdered the defenceless without remorse.
Yet, amidst such a field of desolation, only 700 or 800
of the inhabitants perished, owing to the survivors
having had time to quit their houses before they tumbled, and from so many having been driven to the
country by their first apprehensions. Temporary huts
and barracks were erected for those preserved ; and
the public magazines having been saved, these, along
with immediate importations of provisions, alleviated
their distresses.
But such were their sufferings, that
even with the lapse of six years they had not fully recovered from the horror and stupefaction occasioned
by the disaster.
long time elapsed before the earth
ginians.

A

recovered its stability. Above 200 shocks were felt
within the two months following ; and the city, since
that time, has been repeatedly threatened with another
convulsion.
At present, most of the ruins are removed, and new edifices supply the place of many that

were destroyed.
During part of the

late war, Messina was the head
quarters of the British army, amounting, in the year
1806, to 10,000 men, sent for the protection of Sicily;
and a flotilla lay in the harbour when Murat collected
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When gold ia found allorcd with silver mixed only
with stoney matter, the method of extracting the metal
is very simple.
In working a mine containing gold
in tliis state, the whole of the matter procured from the
vein, is collectetl and brvkrn into pieces, about the site
of a nut. which are arranged into heaps, according
The small fragmenU, and tlie reto thair riclwaaa.
ftiM of tha different procesaes, arc alao collected and
arranged according to their value. The quantitica thoa
procured,' are afterwards broken into smaller piirca.
and freed as much as possible from impuritiasi They
are then reduced to powder, and made into a thick
paste with salt and water.
Mercury is now squeaaad
through a laathar biy on tha mixture, and as the metal
flows m. in very mintttogkfaalaa, it isintimaUly blend.
ad with it by nxana of woodta apatules. W hm the
requisite Quantity of aitrcury is added, the whole is
boat tag«ti>er, and kapt at about the temperature of
bailing water, for two or throa days, by which the
union of tha gold aad atarcary ia promotad. Tha
atrthy aattar ia than cvriad off by lavigation. and tha
•aparflaoas ancanr ft u iod, by aqucesin^ the amal.
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eootaining gold ara found in
ther ara owcfully aaparatcd from the
Ibtmr, aid an coUactad nto haaipa, arranged acconU
iag to thair richaaaa and hardnns. Tha proceaa for ex«
traeting tha gokl tram thaaa, is mnch mon oomplicau
ad than that Jnat deacribcd.
In extracting
from tbaaa ore*, the first fiart of
tha pwio t , contiau ia tmsrating tha matallic (Vom tha
atrthy subatanott. For thia purposa the on is reduced
to powder, in a stoi/aay milL the stamning-mill con.
»«* of a lar^ cistern,
which the ore u |3accd, and
tbvoagb which a stream of water paatca, and of tha
alanpera, which an heavy beams of^wood, terminated
below, by iron, and which an moved upwards and
downwards by a watar-wheel.
Great attention ii naoaoaary in thia part of the pro.
ceat, that tha whole of tha foreign matter which can
ha reaunrad by the hand, b« sepantod bcfon the on it
pot iato tha ciatam, and that tha proper force be applied, accordina to tha hardnote of tha ora.
Thia it
auily rtgnlatad, by mcreaaing or diminishing the depth
of Uto layer of on
tha dstem ; hence the quantity
ofon out in, it always inversely si iu harilncaa ; ao>
eordingly whea the layer of ore ia thin, tlic sUmpera
have a greater fall, and the ore is thus subjecU-d to
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the ore oontain much calcareous matter, the quantity
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other ore* of iron an aaaayad oaarly in tha
way. Wbcs very littla earthy matter ia preaeol, they
nay be rcdaccd by using charcoal without the diu ; and

greater force.
It is necataary also, that the ore be
placed in a particular way. Tha layer is so fonned.
that below the two outer stampen it it thickest, and
gradually diminishes towanl* tha amln. When tha

on

is reduced to powder, and lufBdantly fine to float
in the watar, it is carried off, by the ttresra of this fluid
into veatalt, in which it is deposited ; the heaviest b«>

tog dapoaitrd nearcit tha cittara.

Particular care

ia

;
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MetaMur- also necessary, that the stamping be not done too rapid8?'
ly, otherwise the stampers are apt to throw up pieces
*~
'
of the ore, not sufficiently pulverised, which flow out
with tlie fine powder, and prove detrimental in the sub«
sequent part of the process. The stamping should
therefore be performed slowly, and the fresh ore as it
is put in, must be placed below the middle stamper,
where it is subjected to the greatest force, and from
which it is thrown under the other stampers.
The vessels into which the water flows from the cistern, are arranged in a particular way, and a great deal
depends on the performance of this part of the process ;
for by altering the velocity of the current of water in
them, the rapidity with which the powder is deposited
also alters.
The vessels are of different dimensions,
that nearest the cistern being about 12 feet long, and
9 inches broad, and as many deep. The others gradually enlarge as they retire from the cistern. They
also vary in their inclination, the first having a slope of
about 3 inches, the second about 1 inch, the third and
fourth about ^ an inch, and the fifth and sixth being
level.
Each vessel is furnished with a groove at the
extremity farthest from the cistern, into which pieces
of wood are placed, varying in height, according to the
quantity of ore that is collected in the vessel, and each
vessel communicates with that beyond it.
When the water flows from the cistern into the first
vessel, the heavy part of the ore is deposited and collected where the wood is put into the groove ; as the
powder reaches the top of this, another piece is put
over the former, and so on till the vessel is nearly filled.
When this is the case, the water is allowed to flow into
the second vessel, and from this, when full, into the
third, by which means the different parts of the ore are
collected, according to their specific gravity in the different vessels.
The parcels of ore thus procured, are
still farther freed from impurities by washing.
For
this purpose, each parcel is put into a wicker basket,
into which a stream of water slowly flows, and which,
as it issues, is received on inclined tables, grooved in
various directions. By this means, the ore is still farther
separated, according to the specific gravity of the particles, the heaviest being deposited in the upper groove.
Some of the ores of gold are subjected to another washing, in a vessel similar in shape to a fire-shovel, called
a huddle. This is immersed in water, and a particular
motion is given to it by the workman, by which the
lighter particles are thrown out, and the heavy metallic
matter is left in the buddle. If the gold procured by
this process, be mi,\ed only with earthy matter, it is
subjected to amalgamation, as already described ; or it
is fused in crucibles with nitre.
If, however, it be
mixed with inflammable matter, as sulphur, it is roasted, by which the sulphur is expelled.
It is then mixed
with lime and galena, in quantity proportionate to the
gold contained in it, which is ascertained by assaying
it, and kept at a red heat, in a reverberatory furnace,
till part of the sulphur is expelled.
The heat is then
increased, till the whole becomes fluid, after which it
is poured into moulds of sand.
The product of this
operation consists of scoria above, and beneath of a
metallic matter, composed of gold, silver, copper, lead,
iron, and a little sulphur.
By repeated fusions the
gold is obtained, alloyed only with silver, copper, and
lead, from which it is freed by the process of refining.
The refining of gold is performed in different ways,
according to the metals with which it is mixed. Of
these the most common is cupellation, or testing, the

former term being employed

'

when

the operation

is

performed on a small, the latter, when it is practised Meullur.
on a large scale.
gy.
Gold is one of the metals which is not oxidated by ^""y
heat and air, while the other metals, with which it is
usually alloyed, except silver, pass into the state of
oxide, at a high temperature. This constitutes the process of cupellation, which is merely the separation of
the precious from the baser metals, by means of oxidaWhen, however, the base metals are in small
tion.
quantity, compared with that of the gold, the oxidation is
not complete ; but if a metal, which is easily oxidated,
and the oxide of which is very fusible, be added to the
alloy, the oxidation of the base metals is promoted,
and they are completely separated. The metal always
employed is lead, and the quantity added depends on
the proportion of gold which the alloy contains.
(For
a particular account of the process of refining, see

—

Silver, in this article, p. 6S.)

If lead be the only metal with which the gold is al>
loyed, the process of cupellation is sufficient for its
purification ; if however, which is usually the case, sil«
ver and copper be also present, other methods are neWhen copper
cessary to free it from these metals.
only exists, the gold is mixed with silver and lead,
and then subjected to cupellation, by which the base
metals are removed, but the gold still retains the silver
it is necessary, therefore, to have recourse to means for
When the gold amounts
separating these two metals.
to about one-fourth of the alloy, the process is carSilver is easily
ried on by means of nitric acid.

acted on by nitric acid, while gold is not ; if, however,
the gold exceed what is stated above, the whole of the
silver is not dissolved ; it is necessary, therefore, for
this process, that the alloy employed do not contain
more than one-fourth of gold ; if it do, it must be
fused with poorer alloy, i. e. alloy which contains a
When in this state, it is poured
great deal of silver.
into cold water, by which it is reduced to powder, or
The granulated alloy is
granulated as it is called.
then put mto parting-glasseSjVihich are vessels of a pearshape, about 12 inches long, and 7 wide at the bottom. Into each of these about 40 ounces of the alloy
are put along with nitric acid, so that the acid cover
the alloy to about the depth of two or three inches. These
are gently heated on a sand bath, and when the action
has ceased, the solution is poured off, and another quantity of acid is added, and the process is repeated a third
time, which is, in general, sufficient to dissolve the
whole of the silver. The last portion of acid, as containing little metal, is used as the first quantity, in the
next purification ; the two first are decomposed by the
immersion of copper plates, by which the silver is deThe gold left after the
posited in the metallic state.
action of the acid, is washed with warm water, till the
fluid which comes oflT does not alter the colour of a
piece of copper, and is then fused in a crucible with
nitre and borax, by which all impurities are removed.
When the proportion of gold in an alloy is much
smaller than that mentioned, a different process is sometimes followed for separating it from the silver. For
this purpose, the alloy is melted and granulated. About
seven-eighths of it are then mixed with about oneeighth of the flowers of sulphur, and the mixture heated
in a covered crucible, first slowly, and afterwards till
the whole is brought into fusion, in which state it is
kept on the fire for about an hour ; one-third of the

added and thoroughly stirred
by means of a wooden rod, and the whole is
again heated for about an hour. Another third of the
alloy kept out, is then

with

it

;
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alloy ia afttnrarda mixed with it, and after a similar
operation, the rcoiaining quantitv is added, and the mixtin* kapt fiMtd for about three hours, during which it
It is then, when the surface has
ia ftvqoRidy Unred.
tmeame auite white, poured into oonca srcMcd in the

Vhen it

iukiaL

is solid,

it is

foond to nare acpanted

into T^ti*"*** parts, the upper ia mlphnret of silver, the
lower M a metallic botton coinpoicd of gold and silver.
If the fanner contain gold, it ia ezpoara to heat in an
open cndbW, by which part of the snlnhur ia diaaipated,
vtd the tihrcr set free, unites with toe gold, and ooU

the bottom of the veiacl aa tfaa matter ooola.
metal thus obuincd, ia lapaatcdlT lubiccted to the
aamepcoccaa, till the alloy procurad contain a large
cnougn qnantity of gold to admit of iu separation
from the silver, by the prooeaa of patting already dea-

kcu at

Tba

cribcd.
ia occasionally daprived of the baser metals by
naa of sahibarct of antinwaiy , sulphur having a
alrangcr attraction fat tba otfaar matala than for antioMny, while it doaa not cambina with goM. To putify gold by thii maana, it ia naoaiaary to employ encibWa, wfajcfa ara not porooa, Toranderthom so, tber
i aai d in tfaa insida with
aoakad in oil, and than b
Tha gold alknr ia fnaed in tfaair, and
fini'w't'' bcraz.
abont twiee ita wa^gkt of salpfaarat of antimony ia
iridad in aaciamira partien. taking can that tfaa mix>
If
tnra docs not swoO and flow oat of tha crodbtc.
tha qnantity of aold ba vary maall, tha sttlphofat ouat
ba Bnviaaaly raaad, with an additiooai qoaaiity of
anlpOT, so oiaft too mneh aatiaMnr may not ba wad.
Whan tfaa wbola of tha ouzlara ia a slau of fbaon,
and arhaa k tpvklaa, itiapoorad into gtaamd eanaa,
thi maftar itm—*HiTt%
wMtfc
It bi Urncfc «antf|r
to OHMt tba goU to aI 10 tba botlaa. Whan oald,
tba gold M fewid oniSid with tba anthnony, and alao
with a httla of tha aOoyfaig matala; it nraat. tfaarafocc,
ba Bbjaalad to tfaa mma pracam, with an additianal
of iliiburat, a aaeoad and a third tinw, by
which tba whola of Ibaaa are ramovad. Tha neat part
oflbaptoeaM ia to separata tha gold and antimony.
For Ibia miipoaa tha alloy, reduced to ftagmenU, ia
iUi ona-fMBlh of ita weight of sulphur, in a
cracibia, by which tha graadcr part of tba anqadla tba gold, and vnilaa with the inflamm».
Uabady. Tba raaadmatlmia than nannd into graaiad
«oa«i : and wbaa aald, tba gold atfll ivtaining a littla
atiaany.iaeaaaclad at tha bottom. To fraa it Asm
Ihia, It moat ba (bead, and a atnam of air mada to jpaia
a«er it. by which the antimony is oaidatad, and cami>
pated by the heat, and the gold ia left. If not oaila
pariiad
Ibiapraeaaa, it mMt ba Ibaad with a little
oilra^ vbKb wiO oridata tha antlmuwy , and leave tha
gold pma> Tba aalphnret of antimony formed by the
raaion of tfaa aMoy and rslpbar. containa a amall qaan>
tit^ of goicL
To obtain thi« from it, it must be loaad
with about one-fifth of its weight of iron filing*, which
will onttc with the sulphur ; the antimony will com*
bina with the gold, and may be srparated by tha m*.

Gold

tfaa

—
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m

—

m

qMMqr
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noa
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ThapmemofporifyiiWgoldbyeraMNMMa,

ia

gold, for 24 hours.
The gold is then removed, and Mctaliurfyboiled, first in water, and afterwards in nitric add, by
which the foreign matter is washed off. The plates are -''»"'-*
repeatedly subjected to a similar operation ; and in this
way a great deal of the alloying metals are remove<I by
the nitric add, set at liberty from the nitre, by the action of the acid of the salt of iron on it. The superiority of this proceaa depends on the nitric acid, at the
tamperatare to which it is exposed, acting on silver
and copper, though in small quantity, which is not
tfaa caae when the liouid acid is boiled on the alloy ; it
doM not, however, anford the gold pure, it is therefore
practiaed only when this metal is not required very
fine, as in the formation of trinkets.
Atsay tif Gold Ortt. .\s gold ores contain in general Assay of
but few ingredients, their aasay ia easily performed. For gold ore*,
this purpose the ore is reduced to powder, and mixed
with 1 of fused borax, and 4 of sub-carbonate of potassa,
and subjeoted to heat in a crucible. When fused, it ia
ponied out, and if any remain in the vessel, it must be
rmaovad by muriatic add. This, with the fused matter
reduead to powder, ia digcated in muriatic add, to which
from tima to tima a BtUa nitric add is added. When
tfaa action c e aae i, the aohrtion is poured off, and the reis well waahed with water, the waahings being
mixed with the solution. To the solution, neiitraliaeu
by a fixed alkali, green sulphate of iron ia added, aa
loog
It canaea any precipitation ; the predpitate, after
'
g wariMd, ia macd ia acrudble with a little nitre
If the part of tha
in a atata of purity.
aSada

—

due

m

g^

Mt actad on by

tfaa

add become black by

ex|>o-

to light, it contains silver. To procure this, it
ba fused with about thrice ita weight of sub-car«
baaata of potaaaa, by which the silver is reduced and
ia mixad with tiia earthy matter.
By washing tha
pradnct in mnriatic acid, the latter ia separated, and

tha ailver is left.
Iron pyritea containing gold ia analysed by digeet«
in^ the ore in moriatic acid, to which a little nitric
aod is added. What is left must be roasted to drive
off tba sulphur, and again ilicritcd in add.
The solutiona obtai ned moat be nein
potassa. and pro.

t»«itnteof mercurr isad(i<
j)redpitate thrown
down, ia then fu«ed with nitre, by whicn the gold ia
procured. If sUver be also contamed in the ore, it b
obtataad by tnatiag that part of it not acted on by tha
aoid, witb aab>carbanata of potassa and muriatic add,
aa abewa dcacribad. Galena, containing gold, is analyaad by digesting it in nitrtvmuriatic acid, evaporating the solution, and afterwards adding proto-nitrata
of m a fcu ry. The insoluble part, when treated as above,
willyidd the ailvrr if any exist in the ore.
The aamy of gold, aa performed on tu alloys, will bt
given when treating of aamy of ailver.
Sihtr.
is obuined not only from tha proper ores of
but likewise fWm some of the orca which are
wrought to yield other metala. Of thaae the principal
aro the orca of lead.

Silver

Klvar.

silver,

atiU

pr a ctiaad in aama particalar eaiafc It eanaiaU in beating
tha alloy to thin plateau and placing thaaa in altamata
layers, with a cement eampaaadof 1 of nitia, S of caU
dncd green vitriol, and t af paonded tilai^ made into a
paste with urine, ukinf can Oiat than ba eament at the
tap and bottom of tfaa vaaaalm TbaaaaroplaoKlinarur.
and kapt at a baal, bdow the malting point of
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Rtductim of Ora.

Two
one is
former

methods are practised for procuring silver, the
by amalgamatioH, the other is by/Htion.
The

followed when the ore is rich in silver, the
it contains little of the precious metaL
AmaigamaiioH. The ores which are subjected to the
proceaa of anulgamation, contain in general, besides
latter

is

when

i

ntdoeiioa
of orss.
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lead and copper, a small quantity of iron pyrites ; if
they do not, some of this is usually mixed with them,
by which the extraction of the silver is facilitated. The
ore, after being freed as much as possible from its
stony ingredients, is mixed with common salt, in the
proportion of 8 or 9 per cent, if the ore contain 8 oz.
per quintal ; and 10 or 12 per cent, if more silver be
contained in it. It is then exposed for some hours on
the floor of a reverlieratory, till the vapour cease to
come off; the mixture being frequently stirred to expose the whole of it to the flame. If, when removed,
too little or too much of the salt have been added,
(which the workman by experience easily knows,) the
proportions must be adjusted, by adding either more
of the salt or of the ore, and the mixture is again roasted in the reverberatory. During this part of the operation, the sulphur of the ore is partly dissipated in the
form of sulphurous acid, part of it in the state of acid
combines with the alkali of the salt, and the muriatic
When the matter
acid set free unites with the silver.
is cold, it is reduced to powder in a mill, and tiien
amalgamated with about an equal quantity of mercury.
The amalgamation is performed in barrels, which are
made to revolve, or in tubs which contain an apparatus for keeping the mixture in constant agitation. The
mixture is put into these vessels, and made into a
thickish paste with water, and kept agitated for about
two days, and after the amalgama has fallen to the
bottom, it is withdrawn through an aperture in the
lower part of the vessel. What remains is washed, by
which more of the amalgam is got from it, and the residual matter, if the ore contained a great deal of silver,
is again roasted with about 3 per cent, of sulphur, and
subjected to a similar process, by which the whole of
The amalgam procured by
the metal is extracted.
these different operations, is freed of its superfluous
mercury, and is then subjected to distillation, by which
the whole of the mercury is expelled and the silver is
left ; retaining, however, a little copper, which is re-

moved by

cupellation.

— The ore

generally subjected to the process
lead glance, which almost always contains a
small quantity of silver. When lead mines are wrought
on account not only of the lead, but also of the silver,
the earthy matter mixed with the ore is considerable,
and the quantity of silver is very various in different
mines. In some, as those formerly wrought in Yorkshire, the silver amounted to about 230 oz. in the ton,
while the Durham and Westmoreland mines afford on-

Fusion.
of fusion,

is

ly 17 oz. per ton.
The first part of the process for procuring silver
from these ores, consists in stamping and washing as
has been already described, after which the substance
contains silver, lead, iron pyrites, blende, and earthy
matter.
The ore is then roasted in a reverberatory to
drive off the sulphur, taking care that the heat be not
80 high as to fuse it, and that when it begins to adhere
In about
together on the surface, it be well stirred.
five or six hours, the flame from the ore changes from
blue to white, charcoal in powder is then thrown in, by
which part of the lead ore is reduced, and collects at
the bottom ; when a sufficient quantity is formed,
quicksilver is mixed with the scoria to thicken it, and
uie fused metal is drawn off. After this, the heat is
continued, and the metal as it is formed, is repeatedly
taken out, the temperature being increased towards
the end of the process, to cause the scoria to become
more liquid, so as to allow the metal to fall through
The metal as it is collected, is covered with charit.

and the scoria which is formed, is removed. It Mctallur*
;
then covered with saw-dust, pieces of wood, and
a little resin, and constantly stirred; and when the
flame ceases, it is poured into moulds.
The scoria
procured in the different operations, is afterwards
heated in a blast furnace, to procure the lead from it.
The lead containing the silver obtained by the above
operations, is then subjected to the process of refining,
which is the same as cupelUition, only performed on a
For this purpose, a reverberatory furnace
large scale.
is employed, but the process differs in different places,
owing to a difference in the nature of the ore. In
England, the cupel or vessel in which the refining is
performed, is composed of 6 parts of bone ashes, and 1
of fern ashes, made into a paste with water.
In the
centre of this there is a shallow cavity, for the reception of the metal, and at one end there is a hole for the
escape of the litharge, formed during the operation ;
the litharge flowing into this, along a groove made in
the cupel.
When the cupel is heated, the metal is put
in through an aperture in the furnace, and a stream of
air is made to play on it, by which the litharge is formed,
and escapes along the groove. As this groove is destroyed, the litharge is made to run along another, and
in this way the whole of it is withdrawn.
Tlie metal
in the cupel is again subjected to a similar operation,
after which it is poured into moulds, and formed into
coal
i«

ingots.

In other places, the lower part of the reverberatory
covered with wood ashes and clay, so as to form a
cupel.
On one side of the furnace, there is a hole for

is

the exit of the litharge; and on the opposite side is
another for the admission of air to the surface of the
metal, which is introduced through an aperture above,
After the lead is melted
to which a cover is adapted.
and brought to a red heat, the blast of air is admitted,
and the scoria as it collects is removed. When the
litharge is formed, the heat is increased, and the quantity becomes greater, and is withdrawn through the
opening in the furnace.
At the same time some
lead is volatilized.
Towards the end of the process, the litharge which comes off, contains a small
quantity of silver, and is therefore kept separate from
the rest. After the whole of the litharge is removed,
and the surface of the metal in the furnace becomes
bright, a quantity of water is poured on it, to prevent
the metal from spirting, which it is apt to do when
The metal thus obtained, is subjected to
congealing.
a similar operation for about five hours, in a smaller
furnace, and at a higher temperature, by which it is
freed from the lead.
Silver is also occasionally procured from the silver
The process, as carried
ores by the process of fusion.
on in France, consists in mixing the ore (which contains native silver, sulphuret of silver, iron pyrites, arsenic and cobalt,) with lime, the scoria of a former
operation, and slag from an iron furnace to make it
more fusible. Galena and litharge of a previous process are also added.
These, when mixed, are exposed
to heat in a blast furnace, along with charcoal, by
which a metallic matter, composed of silver and lead
is obtained.
This is again fused with litharge, and
the metal procured, is afterwards subjected to the pro.
cess of cupellation, at a temperature higher than that in
the other instances, owing perhaps to the presence of
iron, which occasions a considerable loss of silver.
When the ore also contains copper, a different process is followed for procuring silver from it.
The ore
is mixed with another ore, containing silver, iron, and
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lutphur. and with the scorU oTa fonner proceas. The
mixture ii fuaed in • blast fumace, and the mlphur
unite* with the silver, with the lead, and with the cop.
The matter, during cooiinc, aepanitcs into two
per.
parts ; that below, amoonting to aooat one-fourth, it the
aflver raised with lead, capper, iron, lulpbar, and «•»•

quantity of copper, otherwiie the whole of the silver Mei*llur<
will not be extracted.
On the contrary, it should not
grexceed four times the quantity of copper, otherwise ^""V"^
part of that metal will be carried along with it and the
silver ; the proper proportions therefore are between
three and four parts ; the exact quantity will of course
It is necessary also, that
nic, and i« roatted to expel the two last in^fadicBta, depend on that of the silver.
the etc contain a certain quantity of silver, otherwise
It ia than laind with about
to oxidate the iron.
one and a half of rich ore.andsaawacorMsaBdia fiiaed. tbo piiirasa ia aot complete. From one to three-fourtlu
raaalcd, par ceat. oecai the best. Should therefore the different
The metallic matter that obtaiaad i»
fused with about one-half of litfaarM, and aa macfa osas base difliwent quantities of tlus metal, they must
Who) cold it teparatca into Uirae pafta, IM, be mixed so as to get a collection, which contains the
ianl with (ilver ; 'id, tooKt and auver ; 3d, proper proportion ot iL
In Germany, where the copper alloy contains alx)ut
Maria, al«0 containinf^ copper. Yba aacond of thoM
b mehed with lead and copper Moria, and aftorwartia three-fourths per cent of silver, the proportions of the
with litharge and aeoria, bjr which the ailver anitea sobitancos cmploysd, are three of the alloy, and eleven
with the IcmL ShoMld the whole of ttaa eopparnot be of lead. When the alloy doea not contain so much
aihrsr, about }cn of lead are used.
If instead of lead,
lauioi ed , the metal moat be
If AMsdi by
Bttaatge be employed, 120 of the Utter must be used
^Mth not only the eoppcr, bot
iskeptMMl for each 100 of the former, that were requisite.
pmMd. Tho aoaria of thia
Xasa e .—The word aaaay, in its extended sense, means Assay.
witb ore in oliiar oparatiowa.
tha snalysis of the difocnt metallic area, with the view
'is
samtj
The aUqMliaa of ofasesitaining the qnontily of valuable awterials which
gopperby thopTBcaaaofdiqwri
"''
ore is uatfoi uiad fay <Mki>>|K *l>*
^fVP" tbar flsotaia ; ia its more limited soceplation however,
and silver mued with lead, or wftb NtftarM and diar. oaa ia which aonoo it is mually employed, it signi6es
For this purpote a blait ftitwace la emplojrcd, the process fatlowe<l for asccruining the qtuintity of
borfag its bottoa hocU with dMrcool, beat togcUicr, gobl and silver, either in an ore, or in alloys of these
and fonuBC an fncHBod pine. Whan tho Untan k BMtals. In a still mors limited tense, it applies only
wMb dMraoal. to whkh soow seo- to tba analysis of the letter, as in determining the
kJadMrhls
qiiasHity of mid or silver in plate, coins, and articles d*
ria is addsd, whicb. by tlw hcot. ia AMed, and adhcraa
oMBtily of lead aad Jowsilas y . Tbo ataer of gold and silver alloys requires
to the sidsa of tfao Arniae*.
of tba aBejr is than thiuwn in. ana alteinss ds liliias|o to ba potfenasd with very great care, as it is done on
Another ({vantity of Ibe allof a very aamll scalo. BeliM« • P*«ee of plate can be
mixed witb i4—«~'
and lithargo is Ibso added, and lastly soow load. By stamped, it aatst ba asssysd. ror tliis purpose, before
it is ilnisbtd, it is taken to the assay-master, a person
the appUcmoa of astraof boat, tbaae sob
the ia tha pay of the Company of Goldtmiths, who scrapes
Hrlbanri ia
if riihiriil
lij tbocbarooal;
tfir rhi
radacsd by
fliaaif snd ititr Htboffs
caBscM at tba bottosn, aad is drawn off o# a tamll tpmatity of it at different places these he
HBod witb de^, and pr uiu at ljr haaisd.
mother, aad sets aside for the assay. The
ia piaetiaad wkb the other alloys submitted to his
While the metal in tbaaa b in a slala of flisian , a bar
of iron bent at the sad la nbaigod a Httia way into it,
Whsa Iraatiag of gold, it waa mentioned that it and
by vMca it is laiuovadp wbaa coldt ftoM tba n
TlwloaToa are tbea plaesd ia a Avnaeai oabanof sihror mist tha action of beet and air, wliile the other
iroa. and ssparatadftooi each fltborbvbcklui By the motals with whidi they are alloyed, are oxidated at a
^yMcatlon of beat, As lead is naltaa, and mas along high fiipti store. On this depends the aaaay of gold
a groove in the lower part of tba flnrnaes, carrying and silver alloys. For the complete success of this prowith it the lilrer. In this part of the pracaas, freat osss, it is neecssory that the quantity of bata metal be
cara arast ba taken not to raiao the boat too bigb, lane, otherwiae the attfactian between the noble metal
aad it psaronls tboir separation. For this raoson, a
elbanritanart of tba capper will ba la s llsd and
oat with tba Itad. Wboa tba laad esaoea ta law ftoa qaan titr of lead is slwsyt mixed witli the alloy. The
-wbfablba sapaiol iuii of gold and silver from other metals, by
the loaves, tba tra a
of 1^, ia called emjMalion, and the proeeaa is
f as
a ladAiB spoaay
wloft ia tba
porfonaod on a eujid placed in a mtiffie. A capd ia
aaoanca in the lOOpoaatb; they are a diah of a eircabr or pyramidal shape, amde of bone
sxpeoad to beat, by which a metallic matter ashsa, aad having a small depnssion on its upper surtbaialb
•sades fron then, eonriitina of sflver, load, litbaaga^ fhoe, iato which the siloy is put. A muffle is a vessel
arsaide, and scoria, and if tbehaat has not been can* made ef sarthm ware, flat below, and arched above,
When the metal open at one end, and shut at the other, and at the tides,
tiaaaly applied, of some copper.
except where it is perforated b^ small holes. The furtrfaicB azade* has a reddish coioor, the process mutt
ba steepadL The metal procured by thi« miot aUuB ia aaca omplayad in cayeUalioa, is one in which a strong
Aaad Of sooia of iu impuhtics by waihing, snd is then heat can be €uitei, and having a hole in it* side* for
When the cupelUtion is
oaljactad ta capcllatioa. Tba ooppar left in the tar. the ailiiiissiim of the muffle.
aaeab naoriy pw*.
to he pcifuiiucd, the muffle is placetl in the furnace, to
The furnace
In the first part of this process, the heat nnM be less which it ia jrenerally secure<l by luting.
than what is necessary to melt the copper; and by it then kindled, snd the muffle and cupels are slowly
aaiag litharge and charcoal instead of lead, tiie opera, heated. When these are red hot, the alloy, beat out to
tlon u expedited, bccaoae the litharge, before it m re« a thin plate, and rolled up in a sheet of load, obtained
duoed, proves a good flux. If lead be employed, it by the reduction of litharge, is iHit into tba csmaL T»
Aeald aaioant, at least, to two and a half tines the pu Toat tba air which enters the muffle from lowering
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the temperature of the metal, a quantity of burning
charcoal is put at its mouth, by which the air, previous
After the metal is put in, it
to its entrance, is heated.
very soon melts, and emits white fumes, and a quantity
of a reddish substance is formed, which is absorbed by
the cupel.
This is the lead oxidated, carrying along
with it the metal with which the silver is alloyed. As
the process proceeds, the fused metal acquires a globular form, and its surface is studded over with melted
litharge; at last the silver acquires a beautiful brilliancy, which is a proof that the cupellation is finished.
The cupel is then allowed to cool slowly, to prevent the
contraction of the outer parts of the metal from scattering about the internal unconsolidated portion. The
silver is then taken out and carefully weighed.
It is of material consequence to know the exact
quantity of lead that must be added to the alloy, for
if too little be used, the whole of the base metals
are not extracted, which is known by the metal left in
the cupel being flat,of a dull colour, and adhering to the
If too much lead be employed, the litharge
dish.
formed carries along with it a minute quantity of the
noble metal ; accordingly, if the litharge be again subjected to cupellation, it leaves a little silver on the cupel. To ascertain the quantity of lead requisite, touchThese were bars of
needles were formerly employed.
alloys, containing different known quantities of silver
and copper, with which the alloy to be assayed was
compared. This mode is however almost abandoned,
the assay-master trusting to the appearance of the alloy,
the ease with which it is cut, its malleability, and the
colour of its surface when heated.
It is of very great
importance also to attend to the heat required. If the
heat be too strong, part of the silver is volatilized; if
too low, the litharge is not absorbed by the cupel.
If the process of cupellation be well performed, the
button of metal left adheres slightly to the cupel, its
surface is brilliant, and quite clean, and it has a globular shape.
The silver also sometimes presents a laminated structure, which, when viewed through a microscope, appears composed of scales of a pentagonal
shape.
This is a good test of the purity of the metal
for when any of the alloying metal is left, the surface
is quite smooth.
Where great delicacy is required in
the assay, two portions ought to be subjected to cupellation at the same time ; and should the results not
agree, the operation must be repeated.
The assay of silver ores, with the view of ascertaining the quantity of silver, is performed nearly in the
same way as the assay of the alloy. For this purpose
the ore is roasted, and then mixed with litharge, and
quickly fused. The product is then fused with black
flux, by which the litharge is reduced, and the lead
falls to the bottom, carrying with it the other metals.
The metallic button is afterwards mixed with the
proper quantity of lead, and subjected to cupellation,
by which the silver is obtained pure. Should the ore
contain gold, this will be found along with the silver.
These must therefore be separated by the process of
parting, described under the assay of gold.
The analysis of the ores of silver, with the view of
ascertaining the quantity of all the ingredients, is performed chiefly by the action of nitric acid. That just
described is, however, the one usually followed in the
Assay of
Gold AU

arts.

from each other by cupellation, unless a quantity of sil- Mstallurbesides, gold is frequently alloyed with
ver be added
gycopper and silver, or with silver alone, as in some coins """"V™'
and trinkets. This makes the assay of gold more complicated than that of silver, asthegold and silver must also be separated from each other. In general, the silver
added to the alloy, amounts to about three times the
quantity of gold, though some recommend that only
twice the quantity should be employed.
The alloy being mixed with the requisite proportions of lead and silver, is placed in a mufflle, and
the cupellation is performed in the same way as with
;

When the process is finished, the button of metaken out, and kept in a state of fusion in a crucible for some time, by which the whole of the lead is
expelled.
It is, when cold, beat into a plate, again
made red hot, and slowly cooled. It is afterwards extended into a thin leaf, between steel rollers, and coiled loosely up, in which state it is submitted to the process of jiarling, by which the gold and silver are sesilver.
t?.l is

parated.
In the cupellation of gold, the heat required is
stronger than is requisite for that of silver ; and there
is little risk of making it too high, as the alloy of gold

and

not volatilized.

in the cupellation of silver, it is necessary that

the due proportion of the metals with which the alloy
is to be mixed, be employed.
This is ascertained in
different ways.
tolerably accurate idea of the quantity of gold in an alloy is acquired by the use of Tmtch,
Of these there are four different kinds \st,
needles.
gold alloyed with silver ; 9,d, gold and copper ; 3d,
gold, with two of silver and one of copper ; 4//i, gold,,
with two of copper and one of silver. These have different quantities of gold alloyed with them ; they are.
not, however, much employed, more particulai-ly those
containing copper, as the colour communicated by this
metal to gold does not differ much from that of the
different kinds of copper.
Another method by which the quantity of gold is
estimated, is by the streak which the alloy gives on
the darker sorts of basalt, or on black pottery.
The
streak is compared with those given by touch r.ecJles,
which is, in general, made more distinct by the stone
being previously wetted.
Occasionally a drop of nitric acid is put on the streak, and by the effects produced on it, the quantity of gold is estimated. By the
different colours communicated, the workman acquires,
by experience, an idea of the quantity of gold present.
When the proportion of gold is large, it is necessary to
add a little muriatic acid to the nitric acid, otherwise the
streak is not affected ; the gold seemingly protecting the
other metals from the action of the acid.
According to
Vauquelin, the best acid is composed of <)8 nitric acid, of
specific gravity 1340, 2 of muriatic acid 1173, and 25
of water. When this acid is used, it must not remain
long on the streak.
The quantity of lead added to the alloys of silver
and gold is differently stated by different assay ers. According to the experiments of Tillet, Hellot, and Macquer,
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Assay of Gold Alloys. The affinity between gold and
silver is so strong that they cannot be separated entirely

silver is

As

The

copper, 3 silver, require 40 of lead.
48
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quantity of lead necessary increasing with the

sil-
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Otbcfs rMoramend m mrullcr auftntitj of lead.
Th« proportion of lead added to gold allojs i« nearly

ver.

the mne.
After the cupelUtion, the product most be rabjcctcd to the procH* oTpartingv which i* nearljr the Mne
aafaaabccn deacribed whan cxnlaining the roethoda
For thU purpoae,
pfBflliiaJ in the purification of gold.
th« oofl of metal ia p«t into a pear-ahapad *Um renel,
with two or thtca tmaa i(* w«i|;ht «f tlightlj dilated
nitrie acid, and heat ia applied, bv which (he add acta
«a tfa* aBiW, and learca the gold. When the action
whid) ia known by the caaMtion of the rtd
the coil ia left eomded, bat unbrakcn t the
then ponrad off, another ^jwali^ of acid it
beikd on it for a frw ninntM, and aneiB decanted off;
the TBiini ia then filled with water, and inverted, bv
which the coil ialla ovt entire. The im-ul i* aflerwartu
tenperatorr, by which it ahrinlu, and
anbjaetad to •
lait fcnaa a batten of rcapieiMMnt gold ; aAcr w hich
The advcr in eolation ia
it ia ecmratelr weighed.
^it.SiMj ftf the ioBMraioo of m piece of copper, or by
the MMT*t«« of eoBOMa aalt, and Aieiao with^peerl

h^

t
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with one-sixteenth of copper and granulated; the same MeuHurP?'
quantity of sulphur is now mixed with it, and the mixture it fused for about a quarter of an hour, and then
poured into a cone. The gold found at the bottom of
this, is afterwards purified by sulphur and antimony,
.

'

aa

alrffi''--

-'"-rribed.

|)er goods the quantity of gold is very
^im nuwever, it ia of consequence to separate
it from the other roetals
this is done in two ways
1 st.
The gilded metal it fused, and granulated, afler which
it is again fused and Bowers of sulphur are gradually
added, till the whole becomes dark.coloure<l. When
cold, it it mluced to powder, and amalgamate<l, as aU
ready described wlicn treating of the ores of gold. By
thia meant the mcrcnry combines with the gold, and

In

^

trifling;,

:

;

—

leave* sulphuret of copper.
Sd. The metal is brought to a state of fusion, and
about an equal Quantity of a mixture of litlinr^e and
sulphur, previously fused together, is a<1(led to it, and
the whole is well stirred. Charcoal in fine powder it
then thrown in, in small portions at a time, the mixture

IB be dble, by eeay
ia of greet
lu ee|ieiele galil fti— elrie,-wilh whicfait iaalioyed,
wfcf tiwee ere in large poperticB, aa in gold lace, and

being coniUntly ttirred with a copper rod. I)y thit
mwnt the litharge ia deprivrtl of its oxygen, and the
lead iaUa to the bottooi, carrying the gold along with it.
The alloy of thcee mctalt it then subjected to the
proccaa of cupelUtion, by which the goUl it obtained

iafiUedgoedL

pare.

In aeparoting gold ham goM laee^ the OHtal ia fuaad
d gwnalaleiC vf fearhig it into cold water. It ia
tiM aaow way aa haa been ex.
iImi traaled ncarfy
piainad liw aepaie linf geld and ailrcr, wImo the fbmar

The qoantity of silver on plated copper goods it oAen
to greet, aa to make it an object of considerable irn*
pottaace to be able to separate thit metal from the

h

wan^HMB

—
M

m

oBwO prapertiee.
Far thia potpeae, iioenlitr ef the greaulalcd metal
ia mixed with eae ci^Mh of iowcia of aalphar, and
kept to a atote ttNdao lor aheot mt hoar, or till a kind
ef flaaUagappaanea ila aerfiwe. A qoantity of the
graBolMed naetal, e^oal to altoat MioOTlemth pert ef
UM wricht of tlHft fbaed with tiM aalphar ia mixed with
ane half ita weight of Utharge, and one eiphtbef aa»»
dhvr. The ooe-heif ef tliii ia thenedded m aarcaaiire
paMioM to the Ibaed miatoi e, which ia well tfirred oa
in

After tide ie added, tlic niiture u kep«
in the foaed itate for about ten nutiatea, and the upper
partof it, which ia mIvct in naioo with aolphor, ia

eeAedditioo.

iMiiieil

,

tiie

iimeimlir

ie

then poored into giaaaed

The portion liiweil ia hro iMht to a atoU ef fiwion.
and the iii ihiiiig ^If eTthe emtafe of aUoy. Utharge
Mid iMlim. ia edded in the aeme way ea above
deaoribed, and the prodact ia poortd into a eonr.
i

At the bottcee of tlw eonea a OMtallic OMttar,
peaed of aSver, with alaort the whole of the fold, ia collected. The aabataneeebove thia, atill,howaTer,retaiM
a little gold ; it ia theteAre again Aucd, and a aoMtl
qoantity of an alloy of equal parte of copper and lead
ie edsed with it. by which the whole oftae fold ia —•
panledt or collected at the hettoai of the oeoe into
wtUk dbe BHstsre it poaied.
< of OMtal procorad are mixed
IWdUeKT
ith of lead, and treated in the
Mdllmriwitli
aaae way a» l>ciorr, with «ulphnr, theodxtaretf alloy,
U bat ia oollecled ia then fntcd
litharge, *n<) •«n<li%<r.
:t of tulpbur, and kept in that
with or
atatefori
It ia then poured into the cone,
the ailvcr and tolphar collect at the top, and the gold
Id the botlook The aulphnrctor silver muttMain
and anaia be fuacd with aalpbnr, till the whole ef the
aeperated.
The gold collected ia then futed
fold
I

4

Mb

pnam

^le
tat aapeiatin^ sQvcr and copper, when
the ftnier ia in large qoantity, has been ah'-'plained, bat the proportion of the latter metitl
coodt ia ao greet, that the silver cannot bv tiit-.v ...<.„»«
be obtained <rom them, because they will not boar to
Im •Iknred with a aaffiCMOt quantity of lead ; recourse
BMHt therefore be bad to ether methoda.
The bert mode of aeperatir
r and sih-er in
plated good* wee reeoomcadi
r.
Keir.
Thia
gcntleoMn <''- --rrrf^, that an ,t< :ci composed of suU
phuric and
It did nut act on copper, while it
diaaotvcd s>iwr
he therefore applied this to the se.
peratian of thrte mrtalt.
For this purpose, I lb. of nitre it diaaolvcd in 8 Uk or 10 lb. of tulphuric acid, w ith
the aid of a gentle licat, in a gUxrd earthcnwaro <Ii<>h.
Picne of the gooda are then thrown ii>
lirat
ia raiacd to about the SOOdth degree.
V
jiole
of the ailvcr is diaaolved, the fluid is poured ofT, and the
metal ia precipitated by muri«t<> or »oc1a, .-nd !• obtained in tlie ntual way ; or tl
water, and pieces of copper arc
the silver ia prccipiuted in the lUKtitllic form, Uie diiut*
cd acid acting on the copper.
TImr ia still another method of separating silver
from oopper, by means of thr M.trk oxide of maoganrtc,
when the silver it in large
n.
The procr.'' ronMiis in
•'"'n pieces of the
,
alloy, turr
black oxide of manganese, to an
intense hc.r
ch the meUl is melted, and a black
powder is procurrd. This it mixed with three timet
lU bulk of pounded green glass, and again exposed to
a ttrong hnt, after which the silver is obtained pure at
the bottom of the vetsel.
In tlie fin^t part of this pro.
c«ta the silver and copper are oxidated, and in tlie
latter, the oxide of silver is re<luced by heat alone
whereat the oxide of copper requires the pretence of in>
flammable mxttcr for ita reduction.
:
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Platinum,
Platinum.

Owing

the grains must be spread on a table, and a current of M«taIIurair from a bellows must be passed obliquely over them.
gyBy this the lighter particles, which consist of quartz and ''" ' "-''

to the infusibility of Platinum, it is with great
obtained in mass, so as to have it in a state fit iron ore, are removed.
Occasionally the grains, as brought to Europe, conThe simplest and
to be wrought intodiflerent articles.
This may be got from
the cheapest method of working Platinum, is that prac- tain a minute portion of gold.
For this purpose, the grains of Pla- them by treating them with a small quantity of nitrotised in France.
tinum are mixed with an equal weight of white arsenic, muriatic acid. To the solution green sulphate of iron
and one-third of pearl-ashes. This is thrown, in suc- must be added, and the precipitate thrown down, purified by fusion with nitre and borax.
cessive portions, into a red-hot crucible, and well stirred with a platinum rod. When the whole is in a state
Copj}er.
of fusion, the crucible is removed from the furnace, and
copper
generally
The
ores
of
It
is
then
taken
from
employed for yielding Copper,
mixture
allowed
to
cool.
the
is
These are wrought
the pot, and bruised, and again subjected to a similar the metal, are the sulphurets.
principally in Cornwall, in Anglesea, and in Hungary.
process.
If after the second fusion the metallic matIn Cornwall, the ores of copper are broken into small
ter is magnetic, it must be a third time treated in the
difficulty

same way.
After this it is mixed with an equal weight of white
arsenic and a small quantity of pearl-ashes, and again
fused in a fiat earthern dish, in which it is allowed to
cool.

pieces,

which are roasted

in a furnace,

somewhat simi-

having a very long chimney to increase the heat, and to carry off the sulphur
and arsenic with which the ore is roasted. During the
roasting, which continues for about twelve hours, the
ore is frequently stirred, so as to expose the whole of
it to the flame.
It is then put into a small furnace of
the same form, and brought to a state of fusion, occasionally mixed with a little lime, to increase the fusibility.
As the impurities collect at the top, they are
raked out, and put into oblong moulds, in which they
are allowed to cool.
They then form a hard mass,
which is used in building. The fused copper is drawn
out through a hole in the lower part of the furnace,
which was stopped by clay, mixed with a little coal, to
prevent it from hardening.
Fresh quantities of the
roasted ore are then put in, and the process is in this
way carried on for a considerable time.
The fused copper is conveyed into vessels suspended
in a well, through which a stream of water runs.
By
this means the metal is reduced to the granular state.
It is still, however, impure, being mixed with sulphur
lar to a reverberatory furnace,

It is next exposed to a heat in a muffle, sufficient to
expel the arsenic, but not so high as to fuse the mixture.
It is then, when hot, plunged into oil, and the
exposure to heat and immersion in oil repeated, till the
whole of the arsenic is driven off; the heat being gradually increased as the metal becomes less fusible.
After the arsenic is expelled as completely as can be
effected in this way, and the charcoal of the oil is consumed, it is digested in nitric acid, and then boiled in
water to remove impurities. Several of the pieces of
metal thus obtained are put together, and then exposed
to a high temperature ; in which state they are struck
so as to make them adhere.
The mass is then heated
in a forge and beat on an anvil, by which one compact
piece of metal is procured.
Platinum obtained by the above process is not pure
it contains arsenic, and the foreign ingredients of the
grains, by which it is not so capable of standing an and arsenic.
intense heat, or of resisting the action of chemical
To free it from these, the metal is repeatedly subjected to heat in a reverberatory furnace, and each
agents.
During these processes, the
The other methods of obtaining platinum is by re- time put into the well.
ducing its oxide obtained by dissolving the grains in slag collects on the surface of the fused metal ; but
nitro-muriatic acid, and precipitating liy muriate of as this contains a considerable quantity of copper, it
ammonia. For doing this, different processes are fol- is kept, and mixed with the fresh ore, previous to its
being put into the furnace.
lowed, though they all nearly agree with each other.
The copper after this is kept at a low red heat for
The best of these is, perhaps, that recommended by
two days, and is then repeatedly fused, and cast into
Mr. Cook.
It consists in exposing the precipitated oxide to heat, moulds about 14 inches in length.
It is lastly put into
by which it is reduced, and the superfluous muriate of the refining furnace, with a little charcoal, in which it
ammonia is expelled. About half an ounce of the is again fused. If after this it bear the hammer, it is
When the fused copper is cast into the
spongy mass obtained, is then put into an iron mould, fit for sale.
and squeezed together by a wooden pestil. After this moulds, the purest part of it rises to the top, and may,
another half ounce is added, and in this way the opera- when cold, be easily separated from the rest, by a blow
tion is continued, till about six ounces are squeezed into of a hammer.
the mould, which are still farther compressed by a strong
The copper ores of Anglesea are wrought nearly in
iron screw, by which the whole of the air is expelled. the same way.
The ore there, after being reduced to
It is then laid on burning charcoal, and exposed to a fragments, is put into a kiln, the flues of which termihigh temperature, and when hot beat on an anvil till it nate in a close chamber. Heat is then applied to the
is of uniform density.
Al\er this operation, it is coated ore, and the sulphur, which sublimes, is carried through
with a reddish crust, which is removed by covering it the flue, and condenses in the chamber. Fresh quanwith borax and exposing it to a white heat ; it is tlien tities of the ore are from time to time introduced, and
washed with muriatic acid, which dissolves the foreign the roasting is in this way kept up for several months.
matter, and leaves the metal resplendent.
The poorer part of the ore only is smelted in AnglePlatinum thus obtained still retains Iridium, which sea, the richer portion being exported.
was precipitated from the nitro-muriatic solution ; it is
The smelting of the ore is carried on in a series of
however sufficiently pure for the manufacture of uten- reverberatory furnaces, having tall flues to increase the
sils.
draught.
In these the ore mixed with a little coalBefore subjecting Platinum to any of these processes, dust is fused, and purified by repeated fusions. By this
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twrire hundred-weight of th« roaated oc^ jidd
sboot ooe-foorth of a hundred- weight of maDaabk n*.
Ul and each charm of the tonace, which ia about
twelve hundr«d.weight, ia finiabcd in five hours.
In Hvnnry, the copper ore ia treated in the same
way, butu* porification of the metal ia accomnliabcd
by meana of lewL For thia pwpoM, the OMlal k fued in a (unuee, and about on»>twdfth or aa»-iAMnth
of lead ia added, which fcnna a aooria aloof with the
impuritiec of the coppM'. Thia ia removed aa it ia form_,

;

n left in iu pore Mile, after which
To Mcartain when
kept faeed te aone time;
the whole of tke ioqparitiee of the flomr have bean i»
0ved, the wwfcman takea oat a htUe of the melted
metal on the end of a MBOOth iron rod. If the metal be pore, AieMlaeff wheait ie dipt iatocoid water.
The parity of the metal ia alao known by the red*
neea of the acoria, thet of the imp«« floppar being alvaya dark ealanna.
The tUn rfHali at flonpar wmI hi the arte, ere preparad when the eiri i» in a ataie ef Ihaion to the furFor tki* parpoer, when the whole ef the hapnneea.
rWea have been reaBOfed, the wetal m allewed te eoel
to near ili peiM ef eoncaialien. A wet faitmn ie then
ed,
it

and the copper

i«

When
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the whole of

aeparated, it ia colJeded, waahed, and weighed. Towarda the end of the
proceaa the fluid shuuld be heated, which favours the
aeparation of the copper.
For obtaining the copper in this way, it ia neceaaary
that we have the metal dissolved in muriatic or aulphuo
ric acid, for the nitrate of iron generated by the decom«
poaition of the nitric acid aotution, ia itself liable to be
deoompoaed by heat. If therefore the copper be disaolved in nitric add, the solution must be evaporated
to dryneas, and the residue dissolved in muriatic add,
again evaporated and dissolved in water ; or the metallie ingredients of the nitric add solution may be preci*
pitated by potaaaa, and the nredpitate dissolved in
muriatic ado. Into either of tneee aolationa, the plate
of iron k iiamer aed. Zinc
aoqMtiaMa employed to
predpitate copper, but as thk aeperatae iron also if
preaent, it is liable to fallacy. Even if the solution do
not contain Iron, yet if there be an excess of acid, and
the sine itaelf contain that metal, it will first be dis«
solved by the add, and then predpitated by the zinc ;
nlalHii

it

is

u

raaaen iia aae k improper.
Occasionally the
pradpilBlad copper, belbrt it ia weighed, u mise<i with
oil and borax, and anbiectcd to heat in a crucible, by
which it w ftaed from impuritiea, and the metal is thus
ita pure itateh
Maaa. Thie k r». ofatained
ktonade !• pHi
^aaaf
nwrad, and ianadkfldy plnagad into wlai, by which
^^"Pf ^Uojft. Pcrhapa there it no metal Assay of
ihealkTa of wuch are mora nameRMa and mora aaeful Copper
kMnriraa a fine red cMar; and the pncMa k
than thoee of eopper. It k of coptroaence, therefara, AUojs.
pMKl till the whaU k iaiaed hito thhi Aaeta.
Copper, to a atau ef eoneidendile parity, k aonw* to be aMa by anabraa to aaoertain ine proportiona of
whieb eonlato the the toaradkalB which they contain. It must be re*
thaaa piot ut ed Aon the
With thia view, pkoea ef iron BM ik <i il ,howe» i r. iliat tho«igh, by the aid of chemistry,
ealphett of thj< metaJ.
era pal into the water, by which the copper k preci* wo OHI aeeartato with prcdaion, not only the ingreditut enla, bat the pi wpoitioiM of the aubatances coDtaioed in
pkalcd. «wfef la tfw aapRior aAaity of the
theadd.aidad,perhepe,b7 afrifaafeadknu When thara alloya, yet we often GuJ in fonaiag an alloy poa•Mnd of^all the prapertiea of that aalii^eted to analy.
the whole ef the Iran k dkntaed. the
ria. Thk dependa, to a great aaeasure, on the diflerence
k faked eat, and k Itaied to a tmnmei
to the parity ef the aaetok which we employ ; a slight
toed with aeoe of the pooler eepper era.
The dcpoek obtained thk way, when fliaad aletw, difcenoe to thera oaaaiag an alteration in the properlice of the alloya which ttey form. The asaay of theae
canMMnly yieiae eooat oO per caait« of oeppav.
^Tbe eaaay or eoppar area esaa k alao aarail. aa it enablea ua to procure from them
ifaaey cf Copper Ore*
the humid
the laatak to ttieir aeparate autc.
Thia is chiefly
aaqr be made eitber in the dry or
the fonncr, haweaer, when the ealphareta are ea>- praetiaad with the view of obtaining the copper.
The meet important of the alloys of copper are thoao
pleved, k iaapartet; bat when any of the oaddae or
Tin, when added to ooppar, renders it hardfliibonelee are to be amayed, thk BMlhod aneweri very with tin.
weO. Thean,aftarbetogiadaeadl0p0W(hr, karfiad er, mora aonorous, and mora ftiaiPle : hence it is cmwith ch«aal, and espoaad 10 a aliaaf heat to a craci. ployed to the fuamation of ben-metal, and the other
Aa the era aaanil alleys of eopper. When cooper u alloyed with
Me, l iM u iini fim eceria ee it k Baai ed
tto to the proportion of 100 of the ionner to almit 8 or
he rapaiMd OTreral tanea beiora we oliiawi it para. 18 ef the latter, it fonna the metel empkiyed in the
of ordnance, fironsc, and l>ell-metal, are
Theae eraa era huweaer aaldeai aaaaleyad to ai etal htfgy I it k aaMamiy ttorafera to have racawiae to
of about 1 00 copper and from IU to 80 of tin,
adMT aane^ ta awMMto the valae ef theee which are to which occaaionaHy a little cine and aocfietimea also
to ykid cpppcr. Ver ihk the ore meat be di> antimony k added.
in mariant arid, te which > little nitnc add ia
When the tin is in larger proportion, aa about 50 of
by whtoh we obtoto the diOereni
copper to about 15 of tin, the alloy is speculum metal,
From thk the oappernH^ be
which is very hard, and adaiti of a fine polish. With
lor in themetallie Cina^ the oiaer nMiaia in this, a little sine, silver, and araenic are mixed.
When the alloy oomiate oidy of copper and tin, we
the aalalien being pra aleaely aipweied. Lead, if pre•ent, aiqr be thrawn down bjrealphale ef aoda and
have an easy way ef iiaaialing these metals. Tin not
Hon, by the additMm of ennnenH to enoraa.
only it more eaaily nrinated br heat and air than copThe i|aantitir of eof^ier aay than be aaoeitaiaed, per, but the protoxide of the former metal has tha prodther by preopitatinc it by aabi«wbenate of aede, or, perty of depriving the protMcideof the Utter of iU oxywhich k batlv, hy the imiiier aieo of a alate of iron. gen, by which it ia rrdaced.
have only therefore
For tbk pnrpoae the aototion k dilated with water, taaobjcct the alloy to heat to obtain the copper in ita
«e erpoMMd iron k pat kite it, which aoon inetalUc form. In this proeess we do not procure the
a CoalinR of oopper, and ai the whole of the copper existing in the alloy ; besides, if
we apply the heat by which the metals are oxidated too
in thin
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more oxvfjen from the air, and
does not thus deprive the protoxide of copper of its oxy^""V"^ gen. Thus Fourcroy found, that when he exposed an
alloy of 80 of copper and 20 of tin to heat and air till
they amounted to 104, 54 parts of copper were obtained by afterwards subjecting the whole in a covered vesWhen, however, 100 p.irts
sel to a high temperature.
of the same alloy were heated with access of air till they
increased to 1 1 7, a very minute quantity of copper was
Acolitained from them by the subsequent heating.
cording to Fourcroy, when copper is to be obtained by
the method just mentioned, the alloy, supposing it composed of 80 copper and 20 tin, should be heated in the
air till it gain about 6 or 7 parts in weight, and then
When
subjected to a high temperature in close vessels.
the alloy has been too much oxidated, it must be mixed
with the due proportion of alloy, and then exposed to a
high temperature, by which a large quantity of metallic
copper will be procured.
Occasionally a little nitre, or black oxide of manganese, is mixed with the alloy, by which the oxidation is
more speedily accomplished. Some glass or salt should
fclso be added, to increase the fusibility of the oxide of
tin formed, and thus allow the metallic copper to fall to
The most accurate experiments on this
the bottom.
subject on a large scale, are those of Pelletier and Darcet, which were done by exposing the alloy to heat and
air, and by the addition of black oxide of manganese.
In one of these, 400 lb. of alloy, known to be composed of 80 copper and 40 tin, were heated, and constantly stirred till they increased to 425 lb. 2 oz. These
were added to 800 lb. of alloy brought to a state of fusion in a reverberatory furnace, and the mixture constantly stirred during 20 minutes, and occasionally afterwards for 9 hours. The fused metal was then drawn
off, and amounted to 761 lb. 12 oz. ; 7 lb. 4 oz. of metal were also obtained during the trials to ascertain its
purity, and the scoria yielded 64 lb. more, making in
all 833 lb. ; that is, very nearly 70 parts of copper from
the 100 of alloy, which contained 80 of this metal.
In another experiment, 800 lb. of alloy were melted
in the furnace, and 25 lb. of oxide of manganese were
added to them. The mixture was then well stirred,
and in two hours afterwards 1 5 lb. more of manganese
were thrown in, a similar quantity being added every
two hours till the whole amounted to 100 lb. and the fusion and occasional stirring were continued during 10
hours.
At the expiry of this time, the copper was
drawn off, and amounted to 520 lb. that is, 65 per cent.
of the alloy employed. The scoria still retained a good
deal of copper, but this was not extracted from it.
When the alloy contains silver, it may be assayed
by dissolving it in nitric acid, precipitating the silver
by muriate of soda, and the copper by a plate of iron.
Meiiillur'

long, the tin attracts

sy-

..

with a black
shallow

scoria.

pit, in

which

The
it is

tin is then drawn off into a
freed from the scoria which

Metallurgy-

on its surface. It is then taken out with '"^
and poured into moulds.

collects
ladles,

The metal thus obtained is afterwards exposed to a
gentle heat in a small reverberatory furnace, by which
the purest part of it melts first, and is drawn off. This
forms grain tin ; what is left behind is common tin,
which contains a small portion of iron, copper, and arsenic.

The water employed in the second washing of the
ore contains a considerable quantity of sulphate of
copper, on which account it is kept and decomposed
by iron. The scoria separated from the tin, when drawn
from the reverberatory, retains a good deal of the metal
it is therefore stamped and melted along with
the ore.
The stream tin stone of Cornwall is melted in a different wa}'.
As the ore is in a powdery state when
procured, it is submitted to a stream of water, by which
a great deal of the impurities are removed.
It is afterwards bruised, and passed through wire sieves.
It is then thrown, with alternate quantities of charcoal, into a blast furnace, in which it is reduced, and escapes through a channel at the bottom, into pits ; the

—

scoria being removed as
into the furnace.

it

collects,

and thrown again

The metal is

then put into a large iron pot, in which
kept fused. When in thisstate, pieces of charcoal
are plunged into it, which cause a fresh quantity of
The metal is then tried by rescoria to be separated.
moving a quantity in a ladle, and pouring it into the
If it appear bright like silver, and of uniform
pot.
After this it is poured into
consistence, it is pure.
moidds, and forms good grain tin.
Aisaij.
In assaying an ore of tin, it is first reduced Assay,
to coarse powder, and then washed, to free it from
it is

—

earthy matter. If it contain arsenic, which is known
by its emitting the odour of garlic when fused before
the blow-pipe, it must be exposed to heat with charcoal, till the vapours of arsenic cease to be emitted.
What remains is then mixed with pitch and saw-dust,
subjected to a strong heat in a crucible, lined with
charcoal.
The metallic button collected at the bottom
is tm.

Lead.

The

only ore of lead from which the metal is extract- Le«d.
galena, the smelting of which is very simple.
The ore after being brought from the mine is handdressed, by which it is freed as much as possible of imWhat remains is then washed, to remove
purities.
still farther any extraneous matter, and is put into a reverberatory furnace, where it is speedily made red hot.
Tin.
When in this state it is frequently stirred, and when it
Different methods are followed in reducing the ores begins to become soft, the heat is reduced till the whole
of tin.
of the sulphur is ex|)elled. The fire is then made
The ore, which is procured from the mines of Corn- brisk, by which the lead is melted, and collects at the
wall, after being hand dressed, is freed from impurities
little lime is then thrown in to thicken
bottom.
by stamping, as has been described under gold, after the scoria, and the lead is drawn off into oblong moulds;
which, it is roasted in a reverberatory, to drive off the a sufficient heat is again applied to the scoria, by which
sulphur, part of which, however, is acidified, and unites another portion of lead is procured. The lead obtain•with the copper and iron of the ore.
The ore is again ed in the first operation is considered the best, as it is
washed, by which it is nearly freed from all impu- more malleable than the other.
rities ; it is then mixed with one-fifth of its bulk of
Assay.
The assay of galena is very simple. It may Assay.
culm, and subjected to heat in a reverberatory for be done either in tlie dry or the humid way.
about six hours, during which the oxide of tin is reThe lead ore is first reduced to powder, and then diduced, and the metal collects at the bottom, covered gested in diluted nitric acid. To the solution, after

ed

is

A

—

4
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added, whicfa throw* down
tfaeMlphateaflead: 100 gr.sTl Wad.
Or, the ore k first rossted, and then fused with
thrice iu weif;ht of black 6ux, and corered with salt.
The metallic button at the batten of the vessel is the
laad, oeatainin^ the other nctaU present in the ore,
wrWdl however are in very miall qusntity.
Shnald the etc contain silver, the naetallie button
tkm abuincd most ba soibjected to copdladan. or it
be dissolved in nitric add. an<l Riim«te of soda
nMed 111 Iha aalntion The precipitate man then be
nitric acid, which will dissolve the
diluted in
muriate of lead, and leave the silver. 100 of the precipitate after tliis, when dried =75.3 of silver.

filtndoa. tatphitf of mxLi

is

uj

wwk

Ar$tme.

ia tkttmmmk hy sai^aalatg the arsenic
itolMat,inlar||eoaat benbeua, lowMchflaes
dMelylatad. Ttiaaa ai« haoud bv fluaa ftom a fur16 lb. «f Uie ore are thrawn
asei MrMnfeoDoiy
t wlHle of the vaietUe

and tbeprewia ia
Ar abenft li kmn, dwiag which timc^ about
IdOBk ef the ore have bam aanioved. What ia eoU
lactad in the iues of the beseais brakan off bjr banners, and is freed fton aaj foreign mtftar adhviag ts
eeeiapnt

;

m

Arsenic very fVequently cxiaU with other metals.
It is not, bowaver. nsed in the maUllie ataU in the
arts.
The eonpound of it gCBerallv employed is the
wbiu oside, or, as it ia eoomonljr called, white araenic^
which is firecpMntly nbtaineri in the pfecmiM fbr cx<

Anmit.
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isthcoxidek Two different kinds of th!>: are employed, Meuliurrsffre and smalt
the former of which is the oxide
f/mixetl with a c^uantitv of vitriHable earth ; the latter "^"y^
is the oxide which is brought to the state of skss by
being exposed to heat with some fusible subatanoe.
TheMare prepared in Saxony, in Bohemia, Silena,
and Lorrain. That from the former is considered the
best.
To prepaw safirr, the cobalt ore ia exposed to
heat by roeaaa of the flame of wood, which is made to
play on it. The vapour arising from the ore is conveyed through a long flue, in which it is condensed. Af<
ter the vapours have ceased to arise, the ore is removed
and redwied to powder, and a second time exposed to
heat.
It is again reduced to fine powder, and iiassnil
through sieves; and after this is mixed with powdered
fiinte
oistened . In this state it forms aaffre.
Smalt
ia prepared by mixing the oxide of cobalt, obtained in
the above proeeas, with about ctjual parU of potashea
and powdarwi flints. The mixture is exposed to heat
in laiqpB pota, and ftequently stirred, when in the fused
rnatm, dnring 10 or IS hours.
It is then token out in
ledlei^ and diupped inte cold water, by wliich it ia
aAwMtib BMre easily rednced to powder.

in,

I

Thepewderiiigof amak

ia performwiby large stene
oaaca of wood.
When reduced to
it ia of a fine bine aaloui, and is aometiiaea
It is awployed not only in the arte
to inptet iteeotenrtosvhabnoes with which it is fused,
in vaahiag, to prevent linen from beoora-

rallcra,

indeaad

m

a.

iagyellow.

CMadt

la

obteined in the metallic state by deflagrat-

iw4 parte of smalt, Sefm'tre. and
lamdoe of the

4 of charcoal.

The

must be again su^ected to
AnollMr prepatatian (if araanie much used ia the arte, a aiaiilar pruc i as, and aftcrwarda fused with 8 parte of
is jellew orptme nt. wfakh is
pracuied ia the same biadi flm. The product of thia operation, weighing
war ; the ore being flrarionalv niaad vilii half iu about ann>ffth of the smalt, ia mixed with one-sixth of
~ Vt af sulpber.
iu wcigiit of nitre, and the same qiuntity of black
nitida of aMaganeM, aad expoaad to a strong heat in
lie ia easily nhlained from the white
a eowrad crociUe tor about an hour. liy this procesa
it ia ftaed fton iron ; it still, however, retains a small
Amq^ tf Jntmie On.^—Thm moat accnrate method qnnnti^ of arsenic; or the product of the defli^ntiaa
ef sasayhig an ore of ansnic, is that painted out by may be dissolved in nitric aod, and carbonate of pat<
Cbaaevni. which ooasista in addifriag the arvnic, aaaa added to the solution, aa long aa a brownish preand pri i pi tel iey it bv a salt of leao. For thia pur* cipitate ia thrown down ; when, however, the precipipaitthe ere ia tieetaa with nitiic add. so aa com* tate fhUs of a violet coioor, the addition of the salt must
pharir to acUiiythearaaaie. Potaaaa is tiboi added, be d iacemiimed. By thia neaaa we f€i quit of the
and efcei naiJa ailmleef bad, vhidi throws down a ilea, aad leave the oobalt in union with nitric add.
iL

liaiagialiiai

'

fimtjal
i

The
Bewe^had.

tjiily aoiableiBailnc acid, 100
aTli
•§ of aaatallic arMnk.
If any of the precipitate is aet soUde in aitric add,
it ia «4hate of Issai. the add of wlddi k fiiraed by
Iheadieaofthenitncacidan tlw adphwr of the ore.
The w^eht of what ialsil, after the action of the nitiic

a

if itia

of litepeodBitale diaaalved.
A more easy way of asMiina toe ore, thongh not
qnin so accnrate, but snfieNBUy so fur the paipmes
of art, is to dissalve the ore alewlv in muriatic aeid.
to wbiob a little nitrie acid ia aldad. In thia
the
watel ia diote Wrd , and the snipiaa is left. The qnan>
lilf <f Aia iadieatea that of the arsenic; loO being
e le about 1
of mctsL
acid, will indicate that

w^

M

nitrate ia then

biedi

flux.

By

these p ro c aai ts cobalt

Cetah.

net procuiad in iu natallic state lor the
of art. The preparation of it in general use

is

obtahied

suffi-

many purposes.
^Ify Theaawy of cobalt ore may be performed, Ximt
thooghnoC with gTMt accuracy, in the dry way. The
ciently pore for

—

ore ia mixed with sawnlust, and roasted to expel the arsenic^ and the reaidue afterwards exposed to an intense
heat for about 15 mmutes, with iu own weight of a
mixture of carbonate of potaasa and tartar. The mcullic button ooUectad below is cobalt.
The scoria of this
contains a con sid wa ble quantity of metal
whole of the cobalt ia therefiira not procured, and
it is even doubtful if by thia means the whole of the
arsenic

is

expelled.

CoL.iH.

Cobahi

expoaed to heat, tiic acid is ex«
may be reduced by fusion with

pellad, ssmI the oside

Mercury.
Diflcrant

methods are practised for procuring ner- MtKurv.
; they are however all very simple.

cnry from iU ores
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In Spain the cinnabar

is

collected

Metallur-

and divided into

gy-

three portions.
1st,

The

Zinc.

richest part of the ore.

2d, That which contains less metal.
Sd, The powder of the two first.
These are exposed to heat in a furnace, by which
the mercury is expelled. The furnace employed in
It conthis operation is of a particular construction.
sists of a long horizontal building, divided into an under and an upper compartment, by a grating of iron.
On this are placed flat rough stones, over whicli ore
No. 2. is first put, and then ore No. 1. A layer of
ore No. 2. is placed above this ; and on the top of the

whole is laid ore No. 3. made into a sort of bricks,
with clay kneaded and dried. Wood is then kindled
in the lower compartment of the furnace, by which the
moisture is driven off. The fire is then continued till
the sulphur begins to burn ; after which the heat excited by the combustion of the sulphur, is sufficient to
volatilize the mercury, which is condensed in the reAlong with the merceiver attached to the furnace.
cury there is collected a quantity of sooty matter, which
table.
is removed by placing the metal on an inclined
In this process there is a considerable loss of mercury, as the sooty matter which is thrown away retains a great deal of the metal.
In Germany, the finer part of the ore is separated
from the coarser part, and is reduced to powder. It
is then mixed with about one-fifth of slaked lime, and
retorts, each of which holds about oneFrom 40 to 50 of these are built into a furhalf cwt.
Heat is
nace, and have receivers adapted to them.
applied to the retorts, by which watery vapour is
The receivers are then luted by
at first expelled.
means of clay, and the mercury which comes over is
condensed in them. By this process 100 lbs. of ore
yield from 6 to 10 oz. of mercury.
Theassay of the ore of mercury is very simple.
Assay.
Cinnabar, the ore usually employed for yielding the
metal, is reduced to powder, and digested in nitromuriatic acid, composed of one of nitric, and three of
muriatic acid diluted with water, till the whole of the
Carbonate of potassa is
soluble matter is extracted.
then added to the solution, and the precipitate, after
being dried, is mixed with lamp-black, and exposed
to heat in a retort, to which a receiver is adapted. By
this means the mercury is expelled in the metallic

put into iron

Atsay.

—

state.

The ores of mercury which contain silver are assayed in the same way, so as to ascertain the quanThe insoluble residiie is then roasttity of mercury.
ed, to drive off the sulphur, after which it is mixed
with twice its weight of pearl-ashes, and again ex-

posed

to heat

in a crucible.

The

product

is

then

digested in muriatic acid, which dissolves the alkali,
and leaves the silver in its metallic state.
more easy way of assaying the mercurial ores is
t» reduce them to powder, and to mix them with one-

A

fourth part of lime, and as much iron filings, and then
expose them to heat in an iron or earthenware retort,
by which the mercury is expelled, and is collected in

a receiver.

Manganeie.
Maoga<

not used in the arts in its metallic
The black oxide, which is a native production,
State.
answers, without any preparation, all the purposes for
which the metal is employed.

Manganese

is

The

ores of zinc used in metallurgy, arc calamine Zinc.
From these the metal is procured by a
very simple process. The ore, after being hand-dressed, to free it from foreign matter, is roasted, by which
the sulphur of the former and the acid of the latter

and blende.

are expelled. The product is then washed, by which
the lighter matter is separated, and the heavy part

which remains is mixed with one-eighth of its weight
of charcoal. The mixture is next reduced to powder
in a mill, in which state it is put into the pots to be
smelted. The pots in which the smelting is performed resemble oil jars in shape. Through the bottom of
each there passes a tube, the upper end of which terminates by an open mouth near the top of the pot, the
lower end goes through the floor of the furnace into
water.
The pots are filled to the upper end of the
tube with the mixture of ore and charcoal, and an intense heat is applied to them, by means of a furnace.
As the ore is reduced, the zinc is volatilized, and escapes through the tube into the water, where it is condensed in the form of globules. These are afterwards
melted and cast into moulds.
Zinc, as thus procured, is not pure; it almost always contains iron, manganese, arsenic, and copper.
To free it from these, it is again melted, and then
well stirred along with sulphur and fat, the former of
which combines with the foreign metals, and leaves the
zinc nearly pure, while the latter prevents this metal
from being oxidated.
Assay.
in

two

The

— The

assay of zinc ores

may be performed

Away,

different ways.

simplest

is

reducing the ore by charcoal.

For

this purpose, after being freed from impurities, it is
It is then mixed
roasted, to drive off the sulphur.
with one-half its weight of charcoal in powder, and
exposed to a strong heat, for about an hour, in an

earthen retort, the mouth of which terminates in waThe zinc condensed in the water and in the
ter.
neck of the retort is collected and weighed.
The second method of assay is to expose to a strong
heat for about an hour the mixture of ore and charcoal, in a covered crucible with slips of copper, by
After the prowhich means the two metals unite.
cess is finished, the product is washed, and the weight
which the copper has acquired indicates the quantity

of zinc in the ore.

Bismuth.

Bismuth occurs native and mineralized by oxygen
and sulphur, and is very easily obtained from its ores.
When native bismuth, and the oxide, are employed to
yield the metal, they are merely exposed to heat, in
contact with fuel, generally in shallow pits dug in the
The metallic matter which collects at the botearth.

then mixed with an equal weight of black
and put into a crucible, and covered with comstrong
mon salt, to about the depth of half an inch.
heat is applied for a short time, by which the mixture
fuses, and the bismuth collects at the bottom of the

tom

is

flux,

A

pot.

Instead of the above process, the ore

is

sometimes

mixed with half its weight of borax and of pounded
with
glass, and subjected to heat in a crucible lined
charcoal.

2

Bismuth,

I

8;

I
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tfi»i«l|i l> u ri t of the metal b OTsployed, it >>
fint ro«aed by m frmtW heat, to drive off •• raucii of
poMibte. After thi*, it U mixed with
the •uipbar
black fliui. cml tubierted to heat» corcrcd with cocftall,
in the nrtt praeew.
jmnilll obtained bj the** diSere:it proccMM con*
in gnieral ie«J. ulvcr. or cohmlt, provided iheec

WbcB

u

M

I

prtwnt in the ore ;
most purpoeet.
I

fior

it i*

(ufficiently

poiw bawever

w

Tbeore iadiuoWedin thi« acicl,
dilmad vkb oae-l»ir ita weiritt of ^ater, by the aid
af baaL To llw wlalian, a mge ouantity of wnter i*
added, by whiaboBUo of bimothie precipitated. The
poa.
fluid after Umtiaa ia then ovapamlcd a* Or
Boaiinir tba dupoailiiw of any oi ita
Mnrialie aeid ia taaa aMod, and the preI

of nttiie acid.

•

k

it|Oilail

ill

With iha

ninii ariit

eoloiion

lriMd,alMfo^aaBlity oTwatar iamxad. ad
the wbola af tba osida af bianntb ia tbrava dow«.
Thia, with ibe

faiw

b^ wbich

black iax,

uiocipitla,
tba biemutb

ia

ibai fimcd with

b pwcawd

n the

ir tba ••• oonlain ailrer, tbo peao'nibiii
bjr nnriatie add will beeoHM blacit aa «

To intabi tba

i|aMililjr

of tbb—tal pc««

tantmtbaore. the wiidaaof tba pcacipitata. alter tba
ianiirtcaeedfFaMM^fa*
i
waabadtand
waatadt
and tbm «•
to a rad haai. 100 gr. af it
7&5 af ailMr.
Or. the mctaUie bnMeii. abtaiaad by tbo
ti
the ore with black in. awf bo mkjm ttA tocaprik.
ticia. by which tha baae aolalawill
aaMMad, and
abMvbad by the dbh, and Iko tSMr vB-to bit

nOf

s

1

Udm

.<

M

Tbo Mdpkanc of antimaiiy i* tba onljr ore of tbb
TMa b pwrifed
tMta) that b aaed b» tewwiica.
mciely by fwaiow. in which atala it b naoally employod ia tbo arta. For pniiyinf tbo ent pb ant, two mc>
thodaaroomplayod.
\$l, Tba mn alter beinK broken, and frre't at mnch
aa pninbla ftam atony mattar, b put into a Urn cru>
ciblab to tbo bottom of whieb there w a amalT bob.
From tbb tkcro pwreada a tnbo, vbidi aaaaea tbroagh
tbo rovoaeo hi wUck the eraciMo b plaiod, and ter^
ainalaB in a laa tr i uii . Aa the beat b appNad, dio
ealphoret Ibaea^ and rwna tbr«a||fa tba tube into tba
rewnroir, whib tbo iiwiy Mtor b bft ia tbo am.
able.
id.

Tha tVacwMMi of tba aolpkaiot, aftar baiav
fram tboaanbj hign Jbata, aroprtaatbohaarMi
or a fovorbaratary IbRwoa. and eaiorad wWi ckaroaal.
They aa* than b iai^|kt to«ko«oid aute, whib the fo.
reisn iq|pHliaaM itot oa tko turfaee, and ar* rrweiad
freed

Whan iaM, tb» aripbwt b pomd
tovhMiaiatob-

bylailMb

FNaa

tba crodo aitiaMny the metal
Tbo fbat of tbato

by dMbaal paMaMiL

b

into

procured

by what
Par thb pnrpoae S parte af
Anely powdered aalpbarct are mixed with 6 of crncfe
tartar, and S of vlan, and the mixtnre b daown

b

caBed atoi^lCiaMan.

in

MOtaMieo pottiene

'••el

b nearly

into a ret^bot pot.

b eovcrrd,

ia»

When

the

and a alrww beat
ia applied to it ler aboat balf an boor ; tha Ibaad matMr la than eMnr aMowad to aool, cvititpoorcd into
roL.

uv.

fiUed,

r.iNT

t.

it

Mcuflur-tr-

consisting
aeparatc* into diflerent Uyers ;
antimony;
of aooriae of alkaline matter, an'i
the lower one of antimony in ita metallic ttate.
It haa been recommended by some to deflaf^^nite the
nitre and tartar nrevioua to the Miiphur<.-t bein^; mixed
with them ; ae nowerer the use oi° tlie nitre is to acidify the Hiiphur, it ia best to mix the whole of the
In
aubatancfi U^gether. and then to deflagrate tlieni.
thi< proceaa it ia neoeuary to avoid u^ing an excess of
'

it

-

\

nitre, otherwiae not only tlic expense ia iuThe proporbut leaa metal ia obtained.
tiona ab««e atated are what Lemery found to answer

and

creaaed.
beat.

The aecond method of reducing the aulphuret ia by
nattiig. The on-, reduced to amaU piece*, is placed
on the hearth' of a rercrbemtocy Aunaca^ and oeat b
applietl to it, b^ which the sulphur is consumed, and
the antimony b oxidated.
In Uiis pert of the proceaa
it ia ncc«aaary that the heat be at first slicht, otheriir
wiae the aabpharet run>
b rofiimeJl and the fu
.t llic
h btm^ibt to a red beat. \^
edonr of anlphanms

acid,

I.

tl.

:n...l

the oxide b mnovecL
»utc It sliU cuuLiiiua a
In
email ({uantity of solphuret.
Dimranl mttht de are foUowod Ibr pnmirinr the
metal float thtoakks. It baemetiinea mixed wiui one
half ita weight of oncfe tartar, and expoaed to a strong
brat, in c
owd rrsasli, by wbich the nrrcen of the
oaido nilw wMl tlW carbon of the ac
t.irtar ;
ndthoaMtal, baslatr affusion.<aUsi
torn of
the vcasaL There b also formed a compound of tlie
antimoair with the aulphuret oC potaaaa, which is
neratcd oy the anion or the alkali of the tartjir with
the sulphur contained in the oxide. The iiu.iiitity of
metal obtained by thb praoem amo>ut 70
perorat. of the oxiilf m>ii!,iveil, and !
.
wie aulphuret vidd about
Je.
Another metlux
.ii2antim<^>' '-I'^p^-l'ing
the oxide along w I'
\charcoal.
tare is in a sUle ot
nitre, in tl.v ,.,,.,„.,;
of
about I OS. to the pound, is ffradually added. The
whob b then poured oat, and allowed to oooL By
thb aHana BMre of tbo metal is procored than by the
aboro prooaM.
The third method of obtaining antimony ia bv adding same bodr as a aMtal. which unite* with tne sulpkur. For tab purpose iron i» alwaya employed. In
docMWinoeing the ealpbaret in thb way, S parts of iron,
in aoail placsi, an heated to whtienoM, in a crucible
16 parti ofcoareaiy powdered aalphuret are thm added,
and tha rs w il b oovored for a short time. When the
wliobbin foaon, Spartaof nttre
^n
in, and the product, after a abort
to
gfcaaad oaoea, which rauat be gently »truck fru..^ t..,i.'
to time, aa the autter ooaeeliduea, to oanee the t-.uul
to fhll to the bottom.
When the whob has become
olid, about 10 paru of antimony are foaod in the rca«
ael, which, however atill retaina iron and calphur.
To
ftwr it fVom these, it muat be again melted witli .S parts
of nitre, and S of alphoret, which muat be repeated
twicw before the aatfaaony b obtained pure. From 1
of aulphuret 8 of metal arc procured by thb proceaa.
i

down

«o lifbt.

T3

aconcial iron reaael, greaacJ in the inside, in -which

tartar

»j oT the ores of biimuth, with the riew of
tbr qoamitir of that metal, ti nerformcd by

Thei

.

m

^
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Auey of ike

Sulfhurtl.

Sulphiiret of antimony, besides sulphur and anlimony, conuint abo lead, iron, copper, ttony matter, and

^
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occasionally silver.
The assay, with the view of ascertaining the quantity of antimony, is however easily
performed, by digesting the sulphuret in nitric acid.
After the action has ceased, the solution is poured off,
and the insoluble residue is dissolved in nitro-muriatic
To the solution a l.irge quantity of water is addacid.
ed, and the precipitate thrown down, is mixed with
twice its weight of crude tartar and a little nitre, and
exposed to heat, by which the antimony is obtained in
the metallic state.
METALS. The metals, if we except the bases of
the alkalies, and earths, are distinguished by hardness
and tenacity, great specific gravity, opacity, and peculiar brilliancy, generally termed metallic lustre.
The properties of the metals have been already described in the article Chemistry.
At the time when
that article was wx'itten they amounted to 27.

15 Rhodium.
Palladium.
Bismuth.

Iron.

1

Copper.
Lead.
Zinc.

Cobalt.
Nickel.

5 Tin.

20 Molybdena

Mercury.
Antimony.

Tellurium.

Chromium.

Arsenic.

Manganese,
10 Gold.

Titanium.
Tungsten.
25 Tantalum.
Cerium.
27 Uranium.

Silver.

Platinum.
Iridium,

Osmium.
Since then three new metals have been discovered,
and an account has been given of a fourth, of the existence of which, however, considerable doubts are entertained.

The

three

first

are Selenium,

Cadmium,

The

other

is

VVodanium,
Vestium, or Siriura,

The sulphur procured from the pyrites of I'ahlun,
when employed in the preparation of sulphuric acid,
was observed by Bjuggren to leave a reddish brown
substance, which, by some chemists, was supposed to
contain arsenic ; on which account the use of the pyBerzelius has subrites of Fahlun was discontinued.
jected this brown matter to analysis, and has discovered, that besides iron, copper, lead, zinc, tin, mercury,

and

arsenic, it contains a peculiar substance, possessed
of metallic properties, to which he has given the name
of selenium, (from selene the moon,) to recal its analog with tellurium, which it very much resembles.
Berzelius, in his analysis of the brown matter, left
after the preparation of sulphuric acid, digested it in
nitro-muriatic acid.
Water and sulphuric acid were
then added ; and the mixture was filtered, by which
sulphur and sulphate of lead were separated. To a
portion of the filtered fluid ammonia was added, which
threw down a precipitate, which, when heated with
potassium, was decomposed with ignition.
This precipitate was partly soluble in water ; the solution acquired a brown colour ; and, on the addition of nitric
acid, deposited a reddish substance, which, when

brought

A

with the acid.

mixed with muriate of ammonia, and
Selenium
yielded water and ammonia.
then sublimed in small quantity. The residue, when
washed, left a coarse brown powder, which was sele-

J This, when

distilled,

first

nium, and which was sublimed to free

it

from impu-

rities.

Selenium.
Selenium.

rium ; but he afterwards found that it was caused by
When the fluid which had yielded
the new metal.
the precipitate on the addition of ammonia was subjected to distillation, a yellowish liquid was collected,
which contained sulphurous acid, and deposited a
black substance was sublimed into
brown powder.
The fluid, when boiled, dethe neck of the retort.
posited more of the brown powder ; and the sublimate
when washed, afforded the same matter. These were
selenium.
To procure selenium free from the other substances
contained in the pyrites, Berzelius passed sulphuretted
hydrogen through the fluid obtained by filtration, after
the digestion of the substance in nitro-muriatic acid.
a By this means, an orange-coloured precipitate was
produced, which was treated with nitro-muriatic acid.
6 Water was added to the solution, which occasioned
a copious white precipitate.
c This, when heated to redness, yielded a crystalline
sublimate, having a strong acid taste ; and when subjected to heat with soda and borax, it left a metallic
It was therebutton, possessing the properties of tin.
fore an oxid of tin, in union with the sublimed acid,
which Berzelius found was an acid of selenium.
d To the liquid from which the above precipitate
was obtained, muriate of baryta was added, which
threw down the sulphuric acid. The fluid, after filtration, being subjected to heat, afforded a white crystalline sublimate, and a whitish matter was left behind.
e The sublimate (d) was an acid having a metallic
taste, communicated to it by mercury ; for when precipitated by potassa, it yielded mercury on the appliWhat remained was potassa in union
cation of heat.

in contact with flame, communicated to it a
blue .tinge, and emitted the odour of horse-raddish.
This made Berzelius suppose that it contained tellu-

gThe

substance

left after

the distillation (d) was

found to consist of baryta, copper, and tin, in union
with the acid of selenium, and of ai-.-seniate of baryta.
Selenium is of different colours, according to the
mode in which it is prepared. After being fused, it
When
has a deep brown colour, and metallic lustre.
allowed to cool slowly, its surface becomes rough.
In
the former case, the fracture is conchoidal, and prein the latter it is granusents the appearance of lead
lar, and resembles a piece of cobalt.
When, on the contrary, selenium is precipitated from
some of its combinations, it assumes a cinnabar-red
colour
and in some particular cases, the colour apWhen selenium is in powder,
proaches that of gold.
it is red ; but when pounded, it sticks together, and
becomes grey.
The specific gravity of selenium is 4.32. It is a
bad conductor of caloric ; a small piece of it, which is
heated to near the fusing point at one end, may be
It is a very imheld by the other end in the hand.
perfect conductor of electricity, and what is remarkable, it has not been made electric by friction.
When selenium is heated to 212°, it becomes semi;

;

liquid,

and, at a few degrees higher,

it

fuses.

As

it

becomes semifluid, and then passes into the
form. When semifluid, it may be drawn into

cools, it

solid

fine threads, or beat into plates,

transparent.

These,

when thin, are
transmitted light.

which,

when viewed by
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of fi
aad baraa with a whito faas^ havhiff a^aaaiah tiafe
at 1k» adpea ; the |ao J ea ia aeleoie aeai wWeh oai^
deaaee ki the eael fert of the aafaralafc Mile add
ia Mate eeeily aeoeered by «iiaaelvkif ealeaiMB in
the Cna of* whito aMa WkeatWaiai
Wglar liMWtii, k wlarilieai «

difference

aitenaiBad with raapeot to the caaaliluiMB of the pre.
dpilau. aflonkd by the Btttato of ailvar. Aconrdiny
to Dr. Thomson, the equivalent number for selenium u
^185, that for the add 7-1^3.
CUoridr of Stltmum. When selenium it kept in
chiaria^
aria«, the fao M abaorbcd« the metal becomes hot.
aad a Iwiiaa yiJaaiad liqaad ia Ibnaed, which asaumcs
a whito oolaar
the ahiiyiiHca of tha oea proceeds.
Aceardiag to Beraeiiea. the yodact «f ihia aapariaaiut
ia leleaie aad aianatie actda.
Acoaediiw to Sir H.
Davy's decbia^ it ia a chkxida. Whca tiiaadred in
water, it Araa « ttaaifafaat aeiaarloM add sdntion.
Whea this nnaaiiii ilia heated ia eeatoct with so.
ayeUeenahlufalUl
1 ia formed, whicfa. when put

—

m

Wl

rfacid

71.86,

40.SS oxygen, 98.74;
and that it contain* 1 atom of aelenium, and i of oxygta. If ao, the number for aeleniiun ia i.959, that of
oxygen being 1.
1^. ThoaMon, fnm nakulafion fiDanded on the former at tktm ofttkamilM, inkn that the add is compoaed of

m

nieasidai.
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According to this experiment, 100 of
niuB combine with 40.274 oxy-etn.
oxygen.

it,

aad grneratea muriatic and

adds, aad'dcpoaita laliiaai. It is prafaablo
that Ihia is aaolher oatoaeaad of eelcnium and
rise, rr a l dai aa leae ehliriiie.
If ao, it ia tta pro.
the petchloride of the
ael aaic

metal
MtmtmrHltd
tiltd Hydngin
Selenium conbinea with
ad fignae a aaeeoaa fluid, railed arleniuirtby adding murialie
;of potaaaa.

It

a tnni|iai«nt colourless
le, aad which staiaa the
[

aeaaa to be below thai of beahag
vaaoar haa oaetly the af^i aa r e nea af
I

ka the

eed

part of the
laala. leeeiaa a haeakig ea^
Itk ear* aeMb ia aeU waMr.
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m that

flaid at

a baiMHr

•kin fed, aad reddoM litaaa. The eokition, after beiag kept for aoaae tiew, beeoiDoe tartid, ftom the deWbaa
If iikiiief Mlwii ii w
to the eir, the
aai^^Hi^iiMi t^imwg&n le
The same
tokea ^aae whea the ya ia
lia eenlact with a
Body, aad what m raa
aetiatee the swhalance, if]
I

ajA

a red

oolonr.
Nilrio acidca u aea no
aa theaalalioaof sden*
ia water.
iareitod
The aolatiea, when added to the metallic aahs,
it

1

lydi^f

dowa pradpiutc* frooi then, which arc in ge>
aeral bladi or beown. Tboae Item e salt of sine, man*
aaeae, eadoariaa^ ere however of a red oelonr. The
tonaar ate oaaakierad selcniurcU, the letter hydroiilaaiiiila, aad atoordiay to Beneliu*, when expoaed
refted aito aelatiiureu of the oxide
era
to the

thrawe
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of aeleaiaai aaiiod with 1.79 of
r hteiaie
AeeetdiiHt to Beradiae^ 1.79 of «u^i»
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eflheaaelala.
aelauiarettod hydeegen producea remarkable effecta
on the erjpeae of napiaation. When admitt<Kl into the
Boalrila, rt exdtea a aaiofiil acnsatton, and destroy*
aeaploldy ior aevard noura the aenae of amrll, Ibilaw.
ed by eevere natarrh , deep peia of the chest, aad ea.
pecloration of naeaa, hartaf the taato of the vapour of
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talad

by

aitaato

of
I

__

The
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Thcee eActa at* prodeoed by a verr minute quan.

^

by beiliay dilated
of aauwlie add

nitric

= *M1*

,

of

of the fas. Beraeliaa auppoece that the aeleniutettadl^drofcitii deeoopoecd by tlM oieiatare, and
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membrane of

the nos-

that the selenium adheres to the
The eyes are likewise affected with
trils and trachea.
inflammation when exposed to this gas.
Seleniuretted hydrogen, according to the experi-

composed of
97.4 selenium,
2.6 hydrogen.
This compound of selenium may be considered analogous to sulphuretted hydrogen.
No compound of selenium and carbon has yet been
formed, though, from some experiments, it is conjectured that these bodies do unite.
P/wsphtirel of Selenium, is formed when selenium
and phospliorus are heated together. The compound
is fusible, and is of a dark colour, having a vitreous
When digested in water, it decomposes this
fracture.
fluid; seleniuretted hydrogen is formed, and selenium

ments of Berzelius,

is

is deposited.

of selenium may be procured by passing a
hydrogen through a solution of
selenic acid, and then adding a few drops of muriatic
acid, by which thesulphuret of selenium is precipitated
of an orange colour. This compound is very fusible,
Sulplinrcl

sti'eam of sulphuretted

passing into the liquid state at a temperature a little
below that of boiling water. By the application of a
stronger heat it volatilizes, and again condenses of an
orange colour. Sulphuret of selenium, when heated
in the air, bums and emits the odour of sulphurous
When exposed to heat
acid, and of liorse-raddish.
with selenic acid, it is decomposed, and the sulphur
combines with the oxygen.
This compound is not easily acted on by nitric
acid; nitro muriatic acid, however, dissolves it.
Sulphuret of selenium is composed of
100 selenium,
60.75 sulphur.
Selenium, and the alkalies and earths.
By the action
of selenium on the alkalies and earths, compounds are
formed, analogous to those generated by the action of
sulphur on these bodies. It is probable, therefore,
that they are compounds of the bases with seleniuretted hydrogen, having the selenium in excess. If so,
they are seleniuretted hydro-seleniurets.
When aqua potassa: is boiled on selenium, a solution
is formed, having the colour and odour of sulphuretThe same compound
ted hydro-sulphuret of potassa.
may be obtained by exposing to heat selenium and potassa, or its sub-carbonate.
When an acid is added to the solution of this substance, selenium is precipitated.
Ammonia does not, either in the state of gas, or in
solution in water, act on selenium.
W^hen seleniuretted hydro-seleniuret of lime and muriate of ammonia are subjected to heat, a reddish-coloured fluid distils over, which, when exposed to the
air, emits ammonia, and deposits selenium.
By the
addition of a large quantity of water to it, selenium is
There is left in the retort after the
also precipitated.
distillation, muriate, scleniate, and hydro-seleniate of
When selenium and lime are exposed to heat,
lime.
the two unite, and form a black substance destitute of
taste and smell, and insoluble in water.
On the addition of an acid to this, the selenium is left in the form
of a spongy mass. This compound may be got crystallized, by exposing to tire air a solution of hydroseleniuret of lime.
The crystals appear to be foursided prisms, with truncated summits.

—

The compounds formed with
Jiesia,

and alumina, are

baryta, strontia, magBy the addition of

insoluble.

S.

an acid to them the selenium is separated, and the two
last yield that metal on the application of heat.
Selenium and the metals.
Selenium combines with
the metals, presenting with most of them the same

—

phenomena as sulphur.
The seleniurets have in general a metallic
and are usually more fusible than the metals

aspect,

wliich

they contain. By the application of heat to them, the
selenium burns with a blue flame, emitting the odour
of horse-radish.
Seleniurel of potassium.— When selenium and potassium are heated together, they combine, and during
their union emit caloric, sufficient to raise the temperature of the

compound

of selenium

is

to ignition, by which a portion
sublimed.
Seleniuret of potassium resembles iron in appearance,
having a crystalline structure.
When thrown into
water, decomposition ensues, and hydro-seleniuret
of
potassa is formed.
The solution is of a reddish colour,
and possesses the property of keeping dissolved an excess of selenium, for when nitric acid is added to it,
selenium is deposited.
When selenium is heated with an excess of potassium, an explosion occurs, and the product is scattered
about by the potassium which is converted into vapour.
The compound formed in this instance, when
put into water, is dissolved, and hydrogen is disengaged.

Seleniuret of iron may be procured by passing the
vapour of selenium over iron filings, at a high temperature; during the union, caloric is evolved.
The
compound has a dark-grey colour, and metallic aspect.
It is hard and brittle, with a granular texture.
When

heated at the flame of a candle, part of the selenium is
volatilized.
Seleniuret of iron, when acted on by muriatic acid, affords seleniuretted hydrogen.
In this
case the first portion of gas disengaged is decomposed
by the air in the apparatus, and selenium is deposited,
which gives to the liquid a reddish colour. Along
with seleniuretted hydrogen, another gaseous fluid is
given out, which has a disagreeable odour, is inflammable, and is not dissolved by water, nor by the solutions of the alkalies.
When passed through a solution of proto-nitrate of iron, a black precipitate is

thrown down.
Selenium unites with a

less proportion of iron, and
forms a compound not soluble in muriatic acid, and
which, by exposure to heat, parts with the excess of

selenium.
Seleniuret of copper is formed by passing seleniuret.
ted hydrogen through a solution of copper, by which
a dark-grey substance is precipitated, which, on exposure to heat, loses half of its selenium, and protosulphate of copper is left behind.
This compound
may also be procured by heating selenium and copperfilings together.

—

Seleniuret of lend.
Selenium and lead unite with an
evolution of caloric.
The seleniuret is of a grey colour, and porous.
When heated before the blow-pipe
on charcoal, part of the selenium is oxidized, and subseleniate of lead is formed, which is afterwards decomposed, and seleniuret of lead is regenerated.
Selenium unites with more lead, and forms a com*
pound less fusible than the former.
Seleniuret of tin is of a grey colour, and possesses
the metallic lustre in a high degree.
When exposed
to heat, the selenium is volatilized, and the tin is oxidated.
Seleniuret

of

zinc.

—When

selenium and zinc "«re

Mctalc.

;
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bcaird together, th« mdtcd leletiiuni coren the tarrace
of tbt sine, but doM not combine with it. If the
koft be incr«*Md much Above the fusing point, the
Ibrmcr it Tobtiliscd, and the iattar lenuiiu covered
with a yellow pdlidci
When line, at an t lcfatod temperatare, ii introduced into the vapour of adenium, an exploMon occurt,
the veaael u lined with a Irmon-oolourrd powdery
abatancF, which i* i«1cniuret of xiiic. Thi» it toluble
ia nitric acid, with the (li«eii|;agcniM>t of mtric oside.
IMtmiurrt cf wtrcury.—'WQn aehniwi and ncrcurpr
an hMted togcthar, • aabatance raaembliiig tin u
Anned. If incrcnry be in exeeaa, this ia expelled,
vhea the eompoand ia aolnected to beat i the aelenin*
Mt then anblimea witboat fmdag, end condeneea in the
ot white leave*, having; a metallic luftre. Scleni>
of mercury ia not eatilj acted on by nitric add.
Whin tbia ia boiled on it, praK»-aelaniale of veicury ia
fanned, and tbe nitric aind ooataina teioiic acid. If
Hria«ie acid be|MaradaD dw eeWniate, aeliBina ia
practfitaMd; tiMesTpenaf thcaelenieacidp«aing to
ry, by wbick iIm red oxide it jeowaled .

ad

I

;

«

nwicaiy

ii

aolabla ia aitrn iwnalk acid,
haa a metallic liutre and

^aramir.—When araenic ia put intofnaad
the two mrtalt unite, and a black maaa ia
which, whrtj hr«ted to rfdneaa, boil*, and a
ia

famed, which appeen

to

(clenium unites with the metal of the base, and fonni a
teleniuret.

qf poiaua

Selfniaie

be obtained
tion of the

is

narate a grtr anbttaacv, hen »«li)ectcd
to heat, parta witB file aelenhiin, and Uavnt the piati.
nam. On thi* aeeoont the
act readily oo a

and may
by the evapora*

ver}' soluble in water,

in small metalline grains

fluid.
When evaporated to dryncM, the
residue attracts moisture on exposure to the air. When
heated to rednes* it Auet, and beoomes of a yellow co^
lour, but af^in assume* its former appearance when it
cools.
It is insoluble in alcohol.
Bi-atlniialt of oolaua i* deliquescent and soluble in
water, but crystvllisca with difficulty.
Dy the application of long continued heat, half of the acid is driven
This salt is sparingly adabte in alcohol.
off.
Q,iuidru»tie»iale ofpelatta cannot be obtained crystalliaed.
It ia very deliquescent.
SeUfiiale of iodt hais the taste of borax.
It is very
soluble in water, and affords, en evaporation, small crys>

which do not deUc|ttesce. It is not soluble in alcohol.
Uv exposing thu salt with muriate
of aoMnonia to a red heat, muriate of soda ialefL Inthia
way lOOof seleniaU afforded 66j muriate of aoda
to
S5.5 soda. The salt is therefore oompoacd of
Ci5 acid
Stf.5 soda.
Bi'telemu^t ofmtim is obuined in the crystalline state.
When boated, it n ndergoea AHion : and if the heat be
*naf, it perls with its escass of acid, snd forms th*
selenute. Thu salt is composed of 7 7 83 acid,
talline grains,

=

S2.l7aoda.

be per-tclciiiurct

tkrwt e^pfah'tniv— Platinnm in powder, and •»•
'ieo of calorie,
, feadily eomUae with t>^

Qandrs-irfraseto ofiod* crystalliaes in needles.
It
doeaaet ako bp csposare to the air.
StUmittt tfmmmcmm \» tkftaiatd in foor-sided prisms,

vhldl

•

daliaaaMaBL

d fwi elt rfmmmamm

e^ncflwIEHai i« of a gnj colour, and bn>
for* th* Maw.pme eniti part of the tclenium.
SHmiartt of titmmlK haa a tilvenr eoloor and metal*
He hulre. and reanirca a red heat Ibr its ftanoa.
SAmmrrt
feffar^M ia fbeible, and aubUmeo in the

ia obtained by exposing a solatieaaftkepraeadH^adttatheair; and the
Qifrs-edBsiafe
sawiBsii b procnrcd by a<Iding
sdeoie add la a sohttiaB af thabi aalwiate, or by eve.
poratinij the solution by hceC
iWwis fr
mmwmua ia < leee nooed by heat, water
end aaiMaia are 6rst diaaqfagoa ; the selcnic acid ia
tlM* deeoaposod by tJw nmonia, and selenium is left

fctm cf ajnetaPicwaaa h
rMet tHenl it e of teOnrima.

in the retort,
St/tnitMt

—H*H—

Mnaarcf

^

S*Umie
Stkalc
A«^ aa
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ie

aho catithted, and gcn»>

Add atid Ba$tt.

^iajly aolaMe ia vnkr.

Ben«>
illMthaaeidoirikHieantdne JaatHnnMll
iathebnae.

UMaaantky

anaeiaM to aMiuM* 100 oTadd

fawtwo ci

ia

of osyMa
14.57.

ofanpetwaaitt; the frat

m Mail

add aa niM» in th» neotral
of conaa than is fcw timca the qnantity

ofosyimithMllMnisintkabaee. Thoa* «lto Bem^
liua calie b ailsB d ea. The other snpar-aahs appsar
to
i

l

conuin fwr tinMS tiM aaltf af the nentni (iwaimmiJ
ther art thtnfifft lirawd qaadri iilsiiiaiia
MiBie add Ctraa also aab>«du with the dkaliea,
and with aoMe of the nMials. The alkaline lelcniatcs
have a aaUne taatc. Those, with the cartha and the
il l, p wiiw ia ceaeral the taele af the baea.
Th* r am p sanas of sdenie add are daoompoaed
by heat, wMdi aaMaa tn be accationcd br their con.
_ fersigB hiiimalila natter. The lanw oe.
when the sohahia of sn alkali or earth is hwtiJ
el.
Castaale aci<l and caHxmic oaids are
, and a souU qoantity of lelenium aubiinMa.

d

When

a OMtailic leleniate

i

^

^

—

^Bmt is sparingly soluble

m

.

l

a ^iam eaw il
pmoraleaic

afinitv ofselenic acid fee the boaee acema to be
tkal
anaalc add. The nsaMral aakniatea are

is a baae

Bi-^

i«

trcatnl in tins way, the

Bi-arUuimtt
theacid,
8tlemi»tt

;

when

heated in

it

forms btibblca in the glait, and at

u

fanned by dissolving
" the

ofhmyU

is

insoluble in water.

last

abme aalt
It is

in

com-

pesodor lOOecid,
197.7 earth.

Bi idwfeir

ia formed b^ dissolving rsrbonate of
bii^le ia sdenie add. It is soluble, and crystallisea.
It w composed of 100 acid and about

68 baryta.

SrUmUlt qf ilrtmtia is insoluble.
The bi-ttUuiale is sparingly soluble in water. By the
epnlicetion of heat, the excess of acid is expelled.
it/tKUilf of magnuia is sparingly soluble.
It attacks glass in the same way aa the aeleniate of lime.
Setemiale of almwnma ia formed by adding bi-seleniate
of anmenia to muriate of alumina. It ia decomposed
by heat grvinc oot iu adcL
SeUniaU ojglmeina is insoluble in water.
Srieniat*
ttnonim is airo insoluble.
Vro»o-»dmtmte of irtm. Selenic acid art* with difficnltv on irea. When a salt of iron rontaining the black
osioe is addadlo a solution of an alkaline scFcniale, the
pt iKe a ilm iati of iron is nrccipiuted. This salt is decomposed by heat, and the oxide of the meul is reduced.

^
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obtained by disolving the seleniate
in the acid, or by adding the salt of iron to a solution
of an alkaline bi-seleniate.
Per-seleniale of iron is procured by double decomposition.
It is of a yellow colour, and yields its acid by
the application of heat.
Proto-itcleniate of copper is obtained by dissolving the
protoxide of the metal in selenic acid. It is of a white
bi-seleniale is

colour.

The per-seleniale may be formed by mixing
of copper and bi-seleniate of ammonia.

and affords
Selcnialc

its

acid

of lead

sulphate

It is insoluble,

by heat.
formed by mixing muriate of lead

is

with seleniate of ammonia in excess. It melts on the
application of caloric, and at a white heat it is decom«
posed, and sub-seleniate is left in the vessel.
Scleniale of zinc is insoluble ; the bi-seleniale is soluble ; the former, when exposed to heat, generates
the sub-selenialc.
Per-seleniale of tin, is a white powder, insoluble in
water, but soluble in muriatic acid.
It yields its acid
by heat.
Proio-scleninle of mercurt/. Selenic acid, when added
to a salt of mercury, cont.iining protoxide, throws down
a white precipitate.

This salt is decomposed by poMuriatic acid
with the acid.

tassa, the alkali uniting

combines with the oxide and a little of the acid, and
leaves selenium reduced.
Per-seleniale of mercury is a white insoluble powder.
The bi-perselcnia/c is formed by dissolving peroxide
of mercury in selenic acid, and evaporating till crystals
When a solution of this salt is mixed
are formed.
with sulphurous acid, proto-seleniate of mercury and
selenium are precipitated.
Seleniate of manganese is a white powder, which,
when exposed to the air, attracts oxygen, and the acid
This salt possesses the property of deis disengaged.

decomposed when kept in contact with
and selenium is separated, forming a pellicle on

are likewise
air,

Metal*.

the surface of the fluid.
If the separation of the metal
occur slowly, and if the vessel be not agitated, the selenium is deposited in the dendritic form.
All the metallic solutions are precipitated by the alkaline hydro-seleniurets.
The precipitates from the

of zinc, manganese, cerium, and probably also
uranium, are hydro-seleniurets. Those from the other
salts

metallic salts are seleniurets.
From the properties of selenium, we may consider it
as more nearly allied to sulphur than to any other substance ; at the same time its high metallic lustre and
specific gravity

would induce us

to class

it

among

the

metals.
Berzelius thinks that it belongs to the division of these bodies, called electro-negative, or those
which, by their combination, generate acids ; among
these are arsenic and tellurium, to which also it seems

nearly allied.
It

may be

considered as another substance added to
which generate acids by their union

that class of bodies

both with oxygen and hydrogen.
Berzelius has found selenium in two other minerals, the one of these is a seleniuret of copper, mixed
with carbonate of lime, the other, which was obtained
from a copper mine of Skrickerum, he found contained
Silver

Copper

.

.

.

.

.

....

S&.QS
23.05

26'.00
Selenium
Foreign earthy matter 8.90
Loss
3.12

100.00

Cadmium.

Professor Stromeyer, when examining a compound Cadmium,
of zinc, prepared at the chemical laboratory of Salsgitler, which was supposed to contain iron, from its
It is soluble in boiling
Seleniate of silver is white.
acquiring a yellow colour when heated, discovered that
nitric acid, and when water is added to the solution, it
this property was owing to the presence of p. jieculiar
It is composed of
is deposited in acicular crystals.
metal not previously known, to which he has given
100 acid,
the name of cadmium. He has since found this sub205.75 base.
stance in tutia, and in several of the other compounds
Seleniate of cobalt is a rose-coloured insoluble powder.
of zinc. It exists also, according to him, in metallic
Seleniate of nickel, when dry, is pale green.
zinc, though in very small quantity.
Proto-scleniale of cerium is a white powder, soluble
Previous to the experiments of Stromeyer, a prepain selenic acid, forming bi-seleniale.
ration of zinc from Silesia was thrown aside by the
Per-seleniale of uranium is a yellowish powder, which
apothecaries, for containing arsenic, l>ecause when disIt is soluble in selenic acid,
is decomposed by heat.
solved in acid, it was found by Roloff' to give a yellow
and forms bi-perseleniate.
precipitate on the addition of sulphuretted hydrogen,
Seleniuretled hydrogen and bases. The hydro-seleniuwhich was considered by him to be orpiment. Roloff,
rets of the fixed alkalies are easiest formed by passing
a current of the gas through a solution of these bodies. however, in repeating his experiments, ascertained that
When seleniuretled hydrogen and ammonia in the state this precipitate was not occasioned by arsenic, but by
of gas are brought into contact, they combine and another metal, not then known.
Specimens of the Silesian oxide of zinc, and of the
form a powder of a pale red colour.
The hydro-seleniurets of lime, baryta, strontia, and precipitate, were afterwards sent to Stromeyer, who
magnesia, are soluble. The hydro-seleniurets of the ascertained that the phenomena presented by this particular oxide, were owing to the presence of the peculiar
other earths are insoluble.
metal which he had cliscovered in the compound of
Berzelius has not examined particularly the properties of the hydro-seleniurets.
When sileniuretted hy- zinc prepared at Salsgitter, and to which he had given
drogen was passed through lime water, a reddish pow- the name of cadmium.
Cadmium is procured by dissolving the substances
der was precipitated. The clear liquor kept in a phial,
not well stopped, became red on the surface, which containing it in sulphuric acid, and passing a stream
The
gradually descended, till the whole acquired the same of sulphuretted hydrogen through the solution.
colour.
A reddish substance was then depo.<iited, and precipitate formed, after being well washed, must
the fluid became colourless.
According to Berzelius, be dissolved in muriatic acid, and the excess of acid
What remains is dissolved in
the coloured solution contained seleniuretled hydro>se- driven off by heat.
leniuret of lime.
The hydro-seleniurets of the alkalies water, and carbonate of ammonia is added in excess.

stroying glass.
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and rinc precipitated by the

to tliMolve the copper
tulpberetteil hydrogen.

In this way carbonate of cadnbuined, the carbonic acid of uhjch is exThe oxide i« then reduced by expelled by beat.
poatng it with charcoal to a high tempettiture. Cadmium is of a lif^ht whitish colour, inclining to greyi
It possesses conTMry newly resembling that of tin.

mium

is

and take* oa a
of a compact texture, and possesses

derable

brilliancy,

It is likewise

lustre.

fine polish.

It is

also considerable

very ductile, and

may be

beat in-

to thin platea.

The specific gravity of eatlmium at 62 is 8.604.

bnqg hammarcd,

its specific

Cadmium, when subjected

gravity

is

After
increased to

to caloric, fuses,

and on

octahedrons. At a temperamuch exoecding that of the boiling point of
mercury, it bmm* into vapour, which has no peculiar
odour, and which CMKlenaM in small drops, exnibiting

cooling,
ture not

it

crystallise:] in

crystalline struetnie.

By mere exposure to the
dergo any change.

WhaoaMtad

air,

cadmium doM not un.

in oootact with atmoapharicd air»

it

and forma a brownish yellow addt.
OriJg ^iiutmimm. Cadmium naihaan made to noite

likea

fire,

with only one propottioa of oxygen.
The oxide naa a yellawiah-gTcen odour, which,

by Mpoeara to heat, lireonw yellow. If the
applica t ion of the haat be long continued, the oxide
becomes brown. These changee in the coioor are eoppoaed to be owing to tiw dtiinnoe in the cohesion at
the bedjr ; tat when thejr are dimolved hy an acid, the
faoirevcr,

The egnde at isai lMWiii i doca not antleigo any parti*
cnlar change by the application of haat to it
Whan
kept at a white beat in a covered cracftle tor aame
tfane,

H did not nndargo foMin. When

heated

tact with charcoal, it la radnead, the fednction
plac* at about a red beat.

The

m coo.
tak^

oxide of cadmiaai iaeoaaaaadcf
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Meuu
rent colourless tables, which are decomposed at a
'*"^<'^
strong heat, and part of the iodine escapes.
It is not
altered on exposure to the air, and is not soluble in
water.
It is composed of
100 cadmium,
287.43 iodine.

The

salts,

which are

oxide being disengaged during the solution.
It
though slowly, by sulphuric and muriatic adds, accoaipanied with the evolution of hydrogen.
The salts of cadmium are decompoaed by thealkaUe*.
By the addition of potassa or soda to the solution of
the nitrate, the sulphate, or muriate, a precipitate of a
white colour is thrown down, which is not soluble in
an excess of alkali. The precipitate is supposed to be
the yellow oxide, in combination with water, which
gives it the white colour.
By the addition of ammonia to these salta, the same predpitate is formed, but
is dissolved on adding an excess of the alkalL
Sulphuretted hydrogen, and the hydro-sulphurct of
an alkali, throw down a yellow precipitate, which,
when fined, acquires an orange yellow colour, something similar to orpiment. The precipitate formed in
this eaae ia conaid e iad a hydro-sulphuret ; it is recommended aa a yellow pigment, for which, from its durability, it seems well aifaptcd.
Pm«aiate of pnta— , when added to a solution of a
salt of eadiMnn, throw* down a white precipitate^
Cadmium ia precipitated in the metallic state, from a
atdntiun of any of iu talu by sine, the predpitate putting on the dendritic form. On the contrary, when a
piac* tt WMhllillBl is put into a solution of a salt of
gdd, aflMT, copper, or lead, these metals are predpinitric

also dissolved,

is

tated.

Silratt

rfeadmimm cryatalliset
It is composed of

in prisms,

and

is

de>

liqoescent.

no add

l^MSmygtm,
From

cadmium

unites with acids, and form*
in general of a white
colour.
AmmoIt is insoluble in the fixed alkalies.
nia, however, dissolves it
It is also soluble in carbonate of ammonia.
Cadmium is acted on by nitric acid,

oxide of

with these,

infemtd that the eqnnJent nambar
IIT.Moxide.
te the metal ia 69.677, that of osyi^ being 1.
Ca riamtUt qf Cadmium is insoluble in water. Its
n^ifthmnt
CMh mm Cadmium combines with bomponant parte are 100 add,
phoanhocna,
IbewM a gtey-colovred compound,
S9S.88 oxide.
whin i« very brittle, and has a sUgfat mcullic lusPkotpiait ttf Cmlm ium i» also inaokihle. What exWhen pot on burning eoalt , it cmila a bcaotiful noaed to a red heat it malu into a transparent gUss.
tre.
4ame, and u nwneiitd into phfftpha te at emitmmm. It ia conpoaed of 100 add,
Muriatic acid deoDoipoeM it with the evolntion of ph(»
SS5.49 oxide.
powtted hyorogen.
Barmie
Cadmimm is httie soluble. When dry it is
Sulflmnl ^Cmhmmm. Cadnuaa nnitca with tol. composed of 87.88 add,
phor ; the inlphniat is however
fu i ui eJ by heat»
7S.I2 oxide
'barthe acid
oaide and snlphnr.
It baa a yellow
Sulpialt of Cadwtimm is obtained in large rectangular
cnlou r whan •old, but when cxpoecd to haat it net be- transparent crystals, which are very soluble in water.
I. and than ntiiiiii.
At a white beat it It is cfloreMcnt, and whmi ezpoeed to a strong heat is
fbaee, and on cooling erritaUiaes in transparent yellow
deconpeaed, and
a anb iwlphatr. The sulphate
Sal^hnrrt of cadmium ia deootnpoaad bv atnmg is oem aaad of 100 add,
p
add, with the disengsg—iwi of nlphmtted
161.19 oxide.
It is composed
Acttale of Cadmium is soluble and crystollisable.
100 cadmium,
Tarlrale and Citrate qf Cadmium are little soluble.
S8.17a solphar.
OsaUUe tfCadmitm is insoluble.
It is reoommendad as a good pigment.
CadsmoN mtitee with other metals, and forms alloys,
CMorUt t^ Cadmumm, ia obtainad
which ore brittle.
which, whan snbiected to hart. anUiaa and efThe alloif milk copper has a slight tinge of yellow.
this

it is

^

m

md

.

^

i

;

6me

'

!

paava to the air.

It is

wnpoaed of

61.99 cadmium,

M.6t
/odidc

^Cadbam

ia

chlorine,

obtained in bexacdnJ tnnapa*

By

the application of a strong heat to
It is composed of
100 copper,
84.2 cadmium.

is volatiliacd.

it

the

cadmium
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When

the cadmium does not exceed the one-hundredth part of the copper, the latter is rendered very
As however the cadmium is expelled by the
brittle.
application of heat to the alloy of these metals, there is
no danger of brass made with the substances which
contain cadmium being injured by the presence of the
latter metal.

The alloy mlh viercuri/. Cadmium combines with
mercury with great facility, and forms a hard brittle
alloy, fusible at ]6"7°.
It is composed of
100 mercury,
27.78 cadmium.
The ally with plali/nim is composed of
100 platinum,
1
1.3 cadmium.
The alloy tvilh cobalt is brittle, and not easily fusod.
1

Wodaniiim.

Wodanium.

Lampadius, when examining a mineral, supposed to
contain cobalt, discovered in it a new metal, to which
he has given the name of wodanium. The mineral in
which this was found, has a metallic lustre, and a
greyish colour: its specific gravity was 5.1,02.
Wodanium has a bronze yellow colour ; it is malleable, and strongly attracted by the magnet.
Its specific
gravity is 11.47.
When exposed to the air it is not tarnished ; when
subjected to heat in contact with the air it is oxidated.
Nitric acid acts on wodanium, and forms a solution

which

affords colourless needle-formed crystals, which
are very soluble in water.
By the addition of ammonia to the solution of a salt of wodanium, a blue precipitate is thrown down.
The alkaline phosphates and
the arseniates do not afford any precipitate.
Prussiate of potassa throws down a pearl-grey precipitate.

A

immersed in the solution of the mua black metallic powder.
The infusion of nut-galls does not cause any change
when added to a solution of a salt of wodanium.
piece of zinc,

riate, precipitates

Vestium, or Sirium.
\ estiiim or

Sirium.

According to Dr. Vest, there exists in the cobalt ore
of Schladming, in Upper Steiermark, a peculiar metal, to which. the name of Vestium has been given.
To procure this metal, the ore, after being freed from

was mixed with powdered glass, and
fused what remained was digested in nitric acid, and
the arsenic which was dissolved, was sepu-ated by the
addition of acetate of lead and sulphuretted hydrogen.
Carbonate of potassa was then added, which threw
its

impurities,
;

down

the oxide of iron.
By evaporating the filtered
a flaky substance was separated, which was a salt
of vestium. By the addition of potassa to the fluid after filtration, a precipitate fell, which was dissolved
in sulphuric acid.
To the solution, sulphate of potassa
was added, and another portion of the flaky matter was
deposited, mixed with a salt of nickel.
These were
separated in a great measure by washing.
To obtain
the salt of vestium pure, the matter deposited was mixed
with sulphate of potassa, dissolved in water, and crystallized.
What was obtained, was boiled in a solution
of carbonate of potassa, by which a precipitate was
thrown down. This was dissolved in nitric acid, the
solution was evaporated to dryness, and the residue,
after being exposed to a red heat, was washed with cold
muriatic acid, and then dissolved in that acid at a boiling temperature. By the addition of potassa to the sofluid,

lution, the oxide of vestium

was precipitated

ture.

Oxide of vestium is soluble in nitric, sulphuric, muriand acetic acids. The salts formed are soluble in
water.
The solutions on evaporation afford crystal*,
which, when acted on by water, deposit the oxide.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, when added to a solutior»
of a salt of vestium, throws down a reddish-brown precipitate, provided tliere is not an excess of acid present; if there be a superabundance of acid, no change
takes place on the addition of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The alkalies afford precipitates with the solutions of
the salts of vestium
that thrown down by ammonia
is soluble in an excess of the alkali.
The carbonate of
potassa and of soda precipitate a carbonate of vestium.
Carbonate of ammonia separates a white powder frora
the muriate, but scarcely effects any charge on the sulatic,

;

phate.

Sub-borate of soda does not afford any precipitate
with a diluted solution of a salt of vestium.
The phosphate, oxalate, and prussiate of the alkalies,
throw down white precipitates.
Lime-water, and the infusion of nut-galls, also preciThe same occurs when a piece
pitate a white powder.
of zinc is immersed in a solution of a salt of vestium.
Such are the properties ascribed to vestium. The
existence of this as a distinct metal, has, however, been
called in question by Dr. Wollaston, and Mr. Farraday,
chemical assistant in the Royal Institution of London,
to whom a small piece of the metal called vestium was
sent for examination.
Mr. Farraday dissolved the metal in warm nitric acid.

The solution, on the addition of nitrate of baryta, yielded a precipitate of sulphate of baryta. Ammonia added to the solution, afforded oxide of iron. The fluid,
after filtration,

was of a bluish

colour,

and afforded,

with prussiate potassa, a white precipitate. These experiments indicate the presence of sulphur, iron, and
;
the first of which was acidified by the nitric
and yielded the precipitate of sulphate of ba-

nickel
acid,
rytt.

By the action of nitric acid on the metal, a blackish
substance was left undissolved, which, according to the
experiments of Mr. Farraday, contained an arseniate,
for when dissolved in an acid, it gave a yellow precipitate with nitrate of silver, and a greenish one with the
sulphate of copper.
With the above results, the experiments of Dr. Wollaston agree. These chemists, therefore, assert, that the
substance considered by Dr. Vest as a new metal, is
merely a combination of sulphur, iron, nickel, and arsenic, and also cobalt, which was indicated in their experiments.
The principal circumstance that led Dr. Vest to pronounce the substance which he obtained from the cobalt ore of Schladming, a new metal, was its not being
precipitated from its solution by sulphuretted hydrogen, when an excess of acid was present, but being
thrown down when the solution was neutral. This,
however, is the case with nickel.
If a new metal, therefore, do exist in the ore of
Schladming, Dr. Vest does not seem to have procured
it free from the other bodies contained in the ore, nickel, arsenic,

and

cobalt.

Metals.

frep, as

Dr. Vest imagines, from the other substances contained
in the ore.
By mixing the oxide with arsenic, and exposing it to heat, it was reduced, leaving a metallic
button, which was brittle, and had a granular tex«

'

:
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Mivsrcs h»ve been called the First philotopJty,
cme of K'CHccs. as their objtct i» to expUiii the
- and cau««« of all tiling* exi-tini;, and to sup;«fect» o«' interior science*, which do not deUMMMtrate. or wfficiratljp explain tli>-ir principle*. Metaphyine*. *ity^ L"fd Monb«xldo, con>idir the t* •«« n
le term»ot propo'itions or
trti
>-!, and
as exiitiiiK in nat\\\
A» lli« >ul>j<^kl of any particular «cience,
< the priiKijilen of all science*, and ol'all
'

'

'

•e.

tnrtaphysica have derived

mdaBce of their liring
and have L>uf{bed
a imnt* U> a acience, tVoni its acnonjfthe writtnin of a r<-r!atn au>il«,

iiiy
,

thor.

•

I
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-••',
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been expelled by such means
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ion* haa not
•t

'

ot'

light of superior knu
by fiend* more fell and

'

haa not,
to the
<m nut
mo!

m

ri-

io>.

ranre, indolence, and aver«iun til
letiphysic* are not the only Kicucc proscribed by ibe

reignin); taate in Great Britain ; every thin^ that ha«
the app-.-arance of profound discussion, if it he connect-

ed with mind or with morals, is thrown aside with (lis^Ukt and nothing; can obtain so much a< an exdrain.ition, if It u not connected with palpable science, or
with that vitiate<i taste which teeds for ever, without
being satislir<i, on the fnnuous productions of superficial knowledfje.
What John>on said sarcastically of
the literature of Scotland, ?eem« to be in a fair way of
being rfalizn) its to the whole of Great Britain it will
soon be like a city in a siege, where every man has a
ration of fuod,*liut no one gets a bellyful.
In such circumstances, we cannot expect much attention to Ih- j>Hi<l to inelaphy..ic*, when the subject both
labour* under a bad nsme, and requires too much expence of thiiught for the present irivolous taste of the
" It ia c«riaa« to remark," says an eloquent demgt.
fender of metnhyaical science *, " the strange notions
which men, wno *n quite ignorant of its nature, have
fcgfntA at thrjira phitnmph/.'
There are some who
aie ni scriooaly to be!
this science serves only
toilarkcnand bewdiii
urstanding ; while others
aappoae. that it consitis in toe babbling of a pedantic
juipn, sthich constituted the barbarous language ot
thv schflhrt ic learning.
If a perplexed reasoner puzzle
;

:

his audience, we are almost sure to hear
his metaphysical aubtlety reproved or lamented ; and
lie, upon his part, seldom fails to ascribe the confusion
ideas to the obscure nature of all speculative docI-—-!,
If a pert rhetorician get entangled in his own

hiaMdf and

•opIliatrMa, he

is ever ready to accuse himself of having
loo miscb of the ver^ logic which he wants. There is
not a mere tyro in literature, who has blundered round
the meaning of a chapter in Plato, but is content to
mistake himself for a philosopher. A scioli»t cannot
«ri >,.. r..r.sn Atheist, without first hailing himself
a
I'O
while an ignorant dogmatist no sooner
lii
-tif eml>arr«ssed with a iloubt, thsn he seeks
to avenge hi* o!fende<l vanity, by representing all metaphysical inquiries as idle or mischievous.
Thu' the
n<'bie<t o( the science* is mistaken and vilified by the
^"f some, and by the prejudices of others ; by the
rtinent pretenaians of a few, who could never untin- land it, and by the unjustifiable ccnaarea of niiiny,
who have never given it a fair and candkl examination.
He, however, who haa been acctistoined to meditate on
the principles of things, the springs of action, the foundations of political gorsmineut, the snurces of moral
law. the nature of the paseioBs, the influence of habit
and asaocistion, the formation of ch
i.| temper,
the faculties of the soul, and tne
of mind,
will not lie persu.ided that these Uiiii;;.i arc unworthy
of hi patient aiteiiiiun, because presumptuous writers
have abused the liberty of investigation, or beciuve dull
I

;

"

'

i

ones have found it to be unavailing. He knowx that
metaphysics do not exclude other learning, that, on the
contrary, they blend ihemsilve* with all the sciences.
He feels the love of truth to grow strong with the search
of it.
He confesses the very bounded powers of the
human understanding, while he contemplates the im.

'SirWyBaDn DfumnMiid.
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mensity of nature, and the majesty of

God

;

but he

and
thinks that his researches may contribute to enlarge
to
correct his notions, that they nuiy teach him liow
instruct him
may
they
that
and
precision,
with
reason
His time, he believes, is
in the knowledge of himself.
seldom employed to greater advantage, than when lie
considers what may be the nature of his intellectual
duties, investil)eing, examines the extent of his moral
the
gates the sources of happiness, and demonstrates
means by which it may be more generally diffused."
readily grant, that metaphysics have often been
uncrossly abu.M;(i ; they have been disgraced by the
and fantastic dress in which they have been ex-

We

couth

or by the perverted purposes to which they
have been directed; they have been rendered contemptand by the soible by the quibbling of the schoolmen,
phistry and scepticism of Hobbes, Spinosa, and Hume
and we may justly despair of redeeming their credit
with those who argue against the general use of any
thing from its occasional abuse. Such persons might
argue against the benefit of the solar heat, because it is
But we are
often the cause of pestilence and disease.

hibited,

unsuccessful, we may expect to see the blame laid on Metaphythe science, which has been employed as the means of

Let man be blamed for attempting imbut let the science be respected, which
will carry him as tar as lie can go with pleasure and
with safety.
Let all the absurdities, then, that have ever proceeded from the brain of a bewildered or sceptical metaphysician, be mustered up to sustain the arraignment against

investigation.
possibilities

;

the utility of ontological science, the whole host must
instantly give way, before the immortal works which
have put them down, by the judicious application of
the same principles which less sober or less viituous
men had abused. Is it not in the highest degree ungenerous, then, to remember only the evils which the abuse
of the science has produced, without acknowledging
the benefits which it has conferred, and feeling grateful for having laid the sure foundations of taste, reasonNo man will doubt the utility
ing, and knowledge ?

of metaphysical studies, who knows anything about
them, and who is disposed to conduct his researches
with that coolness, and philosophic caution, which is
Let
or
necessary to ensure success in any investigation.
intellectual
firmly convinced, that in proportion as
from entering on this study
metaphysical studies are neglected, taste will degene- no one then, be deterred
impaired. by the outcries of ignorance or prejudice ; or by the
rate, and the general energy of mind will be
into misrepresentations of those who rail at what they do
dives
That man is a genuine metaphysician, who
understand. Sioil canes ianofos semper allatrant.
the nature of things, who methodizes seemingly ano- not
those abstain from metaphysics who think that
perspicuous
Let
simple
and
to
reduces
and
malous farts,
never ought to grapple with any thing that is pronothey
others
to
present
rules tliose appearances which
is
let those avoid them, who think that there
thing but a mass of disjointed and incongruous m.ite- found
is apprehended by the outward
what
but
knowledge
huno
of
the
benefactor
is
a
this
does
who
man
the
rials
to maintain the honour
man species, and his memory will be honoured as such, senses: but let those continueexplore the recesses and
wish
to
who
science,
laughed
of
the
while the names of the grovelling herd, who
resources of their own minds, who seek to be acquaintat his pursuits, will be covered with sudden and evered with the nature and essential qualities of things, or
:

:

lasting oblivion.

of substance, its attriwould those who pretend to despise metaphy- who wish to know any thing
have been able to stand before the acuteness of the butes, and its adjuncts.
ITnde anima, atque animl coiistet naUura, videndum,
celebrated sceptics, whose names have been already
Quaflant ralione et qua vl giiaqiic gera?itvr
mentioned ? It was necessary that such men as Locke
In icTris*
and Berkeley should oppose the dangerous doctrines of
But
we admit that metaphysics have not only been
religion
and
morals,
jiolitics,
on
;
Spinosa,
Hobbes and
abused
by faulty investigations and unwarranted asand
Stewart,
Campbell,
and that such men as Reid,
they have also frequently been brought into
sumptions,
should encounter the dangerous sophistry of Hume.
disrepute by the ridiculous pretensions of some of
convertible
so
instrument
an
said,
that
be
should
If it
kept their advocates. Were we to give credit to Mr. Harto the best or worst of purposes had better be
that
ris or Lord Monboddo, we should scarcely believe
is as
this
men,
out of the hands of the generality of
of the number of his own
much as to say that the power of reason should never a man could be confident
fingers, unless he were instructed in the metaphysics of
be exercised, because it is equally the means of disseWhat can be more puerile than the observaAristotle.
If
error.
to
currency
minating truth, and of giving
Scottish senator, when he says, that " a
any evil consquences have ever resulted from metaphy- tions of the
applies a foot or a yard to the length of
who
mechanic
what
of
illustration
farther
only
a
is
it
discussions,
sical
finds that both agree exactly to that
and
bodies,
two
the
corthat
axiom,
has generally been regarded as an
neither longer nor shorter, can give
are
and
measure,
effects.
ruption ot the best things produces the worst
believes the bodies to be of equal
Whatever has much power to do good, must, if abused,' no reason why he
the axiom of Euclid, that two
knowing
not
length,
metaphysics
and
if
mischief
;
have much power to do
equal
to a third thing, are equal to
are
which
things
or
belief,
have occasionally been employed to unhinge
one another.?" (^Ancient Mdaphysics, \o\. v. p. 15t.)
reto unsettle the foundations of virtue, it should be
mtcha'nicknew the axiom as
membered, ttial we derive the means of cure from the Is it not evident, that the
give
just as good an account
could
Euclid,
and
as
well
but
instruments,
same source ; and employ the same
it." When he knows the fact he knows the axiom
differently handled and applied, to erect the temples of of
and he knows with infallible certainly, that what he
truth, happiness, and virtue.
has observed in one measurement is applicable to all siretheir
in
stop
where
to
If mankind knew but
milar ones: he, therefore, instantly and intuitively
searches, metaphysics would aj>pear the most useful, as
fact as a general principle of knowledge.
veil as the most sublime science that ever engaged the adopts the
know that our readers would thank us,
not
We
do
often
are
they
But
mind.
human
feculties of Uie
to give a complete system of metabrought into discredit, not through any inherent defect were we to attempt
But, in truth, notwithstanding all that has
in themselves, but from '..ha restless and insatiable de- physics.
been done, the attempt is too vast for any individual.
sire of the mind to comprehend all mysteries and all
prove
Many have elucidated with peculiar success, particular
must
necessarily
knowledge. As this attempt

How

sics
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MHiphy- brandwt of meUphytical science and they who have
••«»•
attempted more, have, in jjeneral, only demonstrated
'"^''^^ the deficiency oftheir qualificatiorit, and the futility of
;

We doubt not, therefore, that our prutheir labour*.
dence will be approved in declinirij^ an undertaking in
which to many have failed, though gifted with respectable talents, and armed with high pretensions.
We
hav*st*m in the article Looic, under the head PneuaatMacjr, (which we have considered as embracing
P%ytbolofu, the most interesting branch of metaphyno*,) an account of the origin of our knowledge, of the
way in which the mind receive* it* impression*, of the
roctbod* which it employs to communicate its ideas,
and of tht wioiu circamaUoce* which tend to modify
h* conc«ptiwM . These topict, which might with pro>
prMty hew firilen under the present article, being already fhaoueed, shall not be repeated. In the article
MoBAL PaiLOCoPHV alio, will be found sooie imporunt
d iTiweieae respecting the influence of the will and the
aSMtiMM, «ad the libetty or necessity of hamen actions.
It i* therefore en nec
ry to dwell on these subjecU
We shall merely attempt a mpid sketch of what
here.
has been done in metaphysics and this, rather with a
view to point oet to our readers the laljiRti and aeope
•f the sdenoe, than to require their aeqirieeecnce in tae
dactrines and speewlaliene which have been *o elabo.
rMely detailed.
AriMotle Mands at the head of metaphysician* in
peiM ef priority of time, and probably also m point of
pr»— inenee of intellect. What he fails to elucidate,
ke Mieelopca in such a veil of mysticiim and perplexing phraeeolog)-, that it is scarcrly poasible to divine
hie mcamng, much less to correct his errors.
This cireamitince has mi»le<l many of his folluwers and admirers, who, trusting to his infallibility, and convinced
thai eeeiT thing he says must have a profound, if it ha*
nrt mt obrioua meaning, have laboufed with most inBdMtry t* elttddau hie inscmuble re-

M—

;
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which his writings hare undergone, M»tsphy•'"•
and to the mangled and mutilated state in which many
of them were found. After having lain in a subter- "^^"^^^
raneous cavern, in the town of Scepsis, for 130 years,
they were brought to light, and sold to Apellico, a
Teian, who, with injudicious industty, supplied from
his own conjectures such passages as had become illeto the vicissitudes

gible.

It is

impossible to ascertain the extent of these

supplementary emendations, which, in all probability,
aavoored more of the opinions of the transcriber than
of the spirit of Aristotle.
But this was not the last ordeal which they underwent.
It is well known that
they were transferred to Rome by Sylla, after the Uking of Athens.
Here Tyrannion, a grammarian, hav-,
ing obtained permission to make use of the m»nu«cripts
employed ignorant amanuenses to uke copies of them,
which he suflereil to pass out of his hands without proper correction.^ These errors have been continued by
succeeding commenutors and transcribers, who have
of^en introduced into the text conjectural emendations
and variations. All ancient writmgs are liable, in a
greater or lesa degree to such accidents
but none
so much as those which record philsophical doc;

trine* ; Ar here, if there is a possiliility of perversion,
the oomneniator or tnin»criber will endeavour to make
the text subservient to his preconceived opinions.
At present, we are only concerned with the metaphy- Summsrr
sics ol Aristotle ; and of these we shall give as concise of hu mean account as possible. According to him. the funds- »«I*J»'«»'
wntal prindpleof ontology is, that it is hnpossible that
the same thing should be. and not Ije, in the same subj««*. at the same time, and in the same respect.
To
this universal principle all demonstration may be reduced.
Being may be reducetl into the ten categories,
or predicaments, whicfl are, I. SMktiamce, which is ei.
ther primary, and can neither be predicated of, nor inherent in, any other subject : or secondary, which subsists in primsry substances, as gnura or speciet. 8. Qmmsand to enoade the worM that they contain Itty, continued or discrete «^ich has no contrary, and
p
tho w^ii
and eaetaee of all knowledfc. The very denominates things equal or unequal. 3. lielatinn, ex«
oheenritT which hanga over the writings of Aristotle pressing the manner in which one thing is sITected
tohat iHided to hicrease bis fame, and to exalt the repn- wards another. 4. Quality, by which a thing is said
to
tation of bb genhis.
For ingenious men finding many be soch as it is. 5. Action, signifying the motion of
fataagm of tnaecendent excellence in the writings of the agent 6. Patriot, signifying the state of the paAmtotle, and many most profound and sublime specu- tient. 7. IVhn, denoting time. 8. Wherr, denoting
lation*, have given him credit for a species of omniplace.
9. SttttaHtm, etpretsing the extemsl circumeiawe in every kind of science and whenever any stance of local relation. 10. liabit, expressing the exoccurs which is not very obvious, they unifurmly ternal circumstance of being habited.
the diAcaky to the proAmditjr of tlie aothot'i
/irtag is either notional or real ncAional, as it is contirwe, and nM to the obecnrity of'^hii conception*. ceived in the mind
real, as it exists in nature.
;
NoThair 9wn nind* hctnf et tho eeme time pr».ocoaptcd tional bring is either true or fsisc true, when it corby eowa fceoorite nwtaah y rical notion*, ui^ eagerly responds to the real nature of things fal*e, when
the
watch for any hint in the srritings of their idol, which oostception and the reality differ from each
other.
In
may serve to confirm their own opinion. These hints the knowledge of things immut.i1)1c the intellect canthey may easily find.
Ry dinjoining one paaaige frtm not be deceived mistake and error can only arise con»>«<her, or by connecting remote passage* actonfing to cerning contingent and variable
objects.
their own cwiceptiune, rfiey may make .Aristotle speak
Aristotle's notions respecting the first mover
niyhnHa^, and lend hb Mirragc to any set of philo- in some respects, sublime ; in othen confused were,
,

;

lMm

IMm
itam

;

;

;

;

;

safiMarapwitMM.

Those pasuges which are most obWaa^ «JH gmMdly answer the purpone best. As they
Mnan he dacMsdly clarmed as •upporting an obvious
4m^rim», *v are feady to feel thnnkful to any who can
attach t* them a rational meaninj; and we generally
•nd it as easy lo assent to it, as to establish a dffi^nt
OT opaMtes^bOcation.
f^
fc»"«»«l , hnt fWr to remark^ that Aristotle i*
;

^Wmi-

m

perhep* srarrely chargeable with one naif of the obscurity which now enveUipes his irritings
and probably
also, he i« not entitled to full credit for many of the
molt UKful UocUiDC* contained in them. We allude
;

fep*«

un-

Ml Iliac-

and unan original principle of motion, which he raid must be simple pure energy, void
of matter, eternal, immutable.
The essence of the
first mover is different from that of corporeal substances,
intelligible.

He admitted

indivisible,

l>ecausc unity is perfect; immtiUible, because n<ithing can change it-elf; and etema!, because
motion itself is eternal: (this is a gratuitous assumption,)
This power is sn incorporeal intelligence ; happy in the
contemplation of himself the first cause of all motion
and, in fine, the Being of Beings, or GoA.
As to the soul, he said that K was the principle of action in an organized bvdy possessing life potentially.
;

;
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move

whatever moves is moved by
It is not a rare body composed of elements ; for then it would not have perception,
more than the elements which compose it. The soul
has three faculties, the nuiritive, the sensitive, and the
rational; the superior compiehending the inferior poThe nutritive faculty is that by which life
tentially.
The sensitive is that by
is produced and preserved.
which we pei ceive and feel it does not perceive itself,
nor its organs, but some external oliject, throufih the- mtervention of its organs, which are adapted to produce
thesensationi of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch.
The senses receive sensible species or forms without

It

does not

itself,

for

and divisible, which is absurd. Sir William Drum- Metiphy«'«•
mond, in his academical questions, has given a pri'tty
'"^^'"^
full exposition of the physical and moral system otS pinoza, and has given every advantage to the interlocutor who supports it, without adducing any counterba-

table

some other moving power.

;

lancing refutation.
His design in this was singular; for he is any thing
but a Spinozist. But as his object is to explode the
existence of matter, independent of the perrepti<ms of
mind, he seems to wish to terrify his readers into his
doctrine, by stating the dangerous ccmsequences which
result from admitting the independent existence of matter.

The experiment

is

a

little

dangerous

;

were

for

matter, as wax receives the impression of a seal with- there no medium between Spinozlsni and idealism, a
out receiving any part of its substance. The externil good part of mankind might be puzzled how to form a
But there is a medium; and whatever diffisenses perceive objects, but it is the common or inter- decision.
culties may attend the conception of matter as existing
nal sense which observes their difference.
He defined the mind to be the principle by which independent of our perceptions, it certainly involves
we live, perceive, and understand. When he attempted no impossibility.
If our readers find any difficulty in forming a conto form an abstract conception of this principle, he saw
ception of matter abstracted from all its qualities, they
that there must be some subst^ince which enjoys such
"
shall have the benefit of Mr. Harris's illustration
perfection, as to be capable of performing this function
and in defining this substance, he made use of a term, gain a glimpse of it by abstraction, when we say that
which his followers suppose to express some very pro- the first matter is not the lineaments and complexion
found and recondite merming he called it Enlekcheia, which make the beautiful face ; nor yet the flesh and
that is, perfection, or perfect energy.
This word was blood which make those lineaments and that comconceived to be so very mysterious, that Hermolaus plexion ; nor yet the liquid and solid aliments which
Barbarus, who translated the Rhetoric, and other pieces make tiiat flesh and blood ; nor yet the simple bodies
of Aristotle, is said to have implored the assistance of of earth and water which make those various aliments;
but something which, being below all these, and supa divinity to enable him to understand its meaning
had he obtained this favour, it is probable that he would porting them all, is yet different from them all, and es-

We

:

:

:

:

have been farther advanced than Aristotle who framed
It was differently understood by different authors,
it.
according as it suited their particular views, and is
thus explained by Leibnitz to accommodate his leading
hypothesis : Nomen Entelechiarum imponi possit omnibus substantiis simplicibus seu monadibus crealis.
Aristotle's metaphysical notions respecting matter
were very singular, and we believe we may say incomprehensible.
This, of course, is not admitted by adepts,
who maintain that he has given us the only intelligible
views on the subject. We shall allow the master and
the scholars to explain their own ideas.
Matter, according to Aristotle, is either Tr^mrn or Tr^anyjn that is,
primary or proximate. Thus, iron and wood are not of
the same proximate matter ; but their primary or elementary matter is the same. If the primary matter
did not exist, neither could the proximate or immediThe primary matter is neither earth, nor air, nor
ate.
fire, nor water; it is neither hot, nor cold, nor dry, nor
moist, nor iolid, nor extended.
It is the universal element, but can never become objective to sense. Spinoza, who was an acute sopliist, and a deep-read, though
we cannot think a profound metaphysician, availed himself of these sublimated, or rather incomprehensible
notions of matter, to establish his system of universal
materialism, by which he makes Deity himself material.
The French philosophists, during the revolutionary phrenzy, went still farther than this ; and one of
them had the insanity to announce, that he hoped soon
to be able to ascertain the particular form of crystallization which constituted Deity
Spinoza, like Aristotle, contended that primary matter, or substance as
he calls it, is something completely distinct from atiy
of its modifications, in order to elude the oiijections
which had been urged against his system, from the mutability and divisibility of matter.
For it was said with
justice, that if Deity was material, the self-existent and
eternal principle which Spinoza admitted must be mu;

!

sential to their existence."

But our elegant author

is

not content with giving us

We

a glimpse of this subtile and evanescent substance "
obtain a sight of it, he observes, when we say, that as
is the brass to the statue, the marble to the pillar, the
:

timber to the ship, or any one secondary matter to any
one peculiar form, so is the first and original matter to
all forms in general."
This certainly seems to be pushing matter to the
very verge of existence ; and, therefore, t^ir William
Drummond, a keen immaterialist, observes, that we
had better pause before we break the bubble of the ideal
philosophy, lest it be all that is left to save us from
utter annihilation.

The metaphysics

of Aristotle formed the text book
Europe and the world, for many
The Arabians were as great adepts as the
centuries,
monks of the dark ages. To be able to comprehend
and to wield the Orgaiium of Aristotle was considered
as the highest attainment in knowledge, and the most
desirable accomplishment in literature.
It was reckoned presumptuous, and almost heretical, to call his auOf this we have a remarkable
thority in question.
proof in the fateot Peter Ramus, an intrepid impugner
of the Aristotelian philosophy.
His bold attacks on a

on these subjects

to

system which had been admired for so many ages, gave
His antagonists, however, attacked him
great offence.
at first only with arguments.
But finding him refractory, or rather too strong for them, they proceeded to
harsher measures.
He was accused of an attempt to
subvert both religion and philosophy and though he
challenged his opponents to a public disputation, he
could not obtain an impartial hearing and was prohibited by Francis I. from writing or teaching philosophy. This sentence was afterwards reversed by Henry II. and Ramus was appointed regius pro'ejsor of
eloquence and philosophy, and afterwards of matheHis enemies, however, became more virulent
matics.
;

;

7
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Supreme

to the

poMcssing

Bein^r, as

all tlie attributea

which he had conceived of him
(ill reasoninir i* inf;eoii>us, and we shall give it in his
Descartes*
own word<:' Quin Dei, five entis >umiui ideam ha- argument
ai lately rr•olvcU tu rvturu U> l'jji», wtxetu Ue lu*t Uu Jite by the bemu* in nobis, jurr p ssumus rxaminarr, a quanam for the ciImmI of a hired a«Mi»in in the infainaua mawairc of causa ilUm balieainut tantamque in ea imnieiisitatem iKtcoce of a

principl«a of ihe Kj-t'onnation.

w»'

^ leave

litnnany,

•

:

invenivmus. ut plane <> eu siniUA

St. Bartbolonirw't eve.

But

Dccnn* of

it

wa* the reformation

in

which ooid>

reliiti'in

ovrrthrow of the Ariilotcban philotopby.
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'•
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Metaphy- author of some

celebrity*, has

advanced a very extra-

ordinary hypotliesis to explain this mysterious subject
"""nr™^ we shall give a part of it in his own wonls, to caution
our readers against the danger of theoriiSing " Were I
permitted to conjecture in a matter where nothing better than conjecture can be had, I should suppose spirit
naturally penetrable, but capable of rendering itself solid upon occasion, with respect to particular bodies,
and that hereon our activity depends. I have formerly given my reasons for imagining, that the force wherewith we move our limbs, is derived from the animal
circulation rushing into the muscles through certain
nerves, and that the orifices of these nerves are provided with stoppers, which the mind draws up at pleasure
to give the animal spirits admittance ; now what should
sics.

:

hinder our conceiving these stoppers pushed up by little hairs, or fibres, whose other ends lie within our
spiritual part f, which, by its natural penetrability, adBut, upon
mits them into the space where it resides ?
the mind rendering itself solid with respect to any particular fibre, it is driven forward, thereby lifts up the
stopper, and opens the passage into the nerves ; until
volition, forbearing to act, the penetrability returns
the fibre, no longer pressed, falls back to its former station, the stopper following, closes the passage, and muscular motion ceases.''
The author proceeds in the same style ; but we have
given enough to exhibit a complete specimen of metaphysical absurdity, or rather of the danger which
must always attend physiologico-metaphysical speculations.

Locke.

Locke is by far the most celebrated metaphysician
modern times.
There is a perspicuity and good
sense apparent in his writings, which insures the atHe carefully batention and good-will of the reader.
and
nished the pedantic phraseology of the schools
the world was astonished that subjects so profound
in

;

should be rendered so simple. Even yet he is scarcely considered by some as a metaphysician, solely, we
believe, because he employed the language of common
life and common sense, in illustrating some of the profoundest points in ontology and psychology.
Formerly none but the initiated dared to approach these
subjects.
They were discussed in a peculiar language,
which was as remote from the common conceptions of
mankind, and as unintelligible to common understandings, as the signs of free-masonry are to the uninitiatSocrates was said to have brought philosophy
ed.
down from lieaven and we may at least say of Locke,
that he has brought metaphysics down from the clouds,
and planted them in a congenial soil, and reared them
with proper culture on the surface of this earth. Perhaps no one ever accomplished so much on such a
subject, with fewer errors, and fewer marks of failure.
:

In the article logic, we have pointed oat what we coticeive to be deficiencies or mistakes in his reasoning
but we shall have conveyed to our readers an impression very different from our real feelings, if tiiey imagine that we do not entertain the very highest reverence for the genius of Locke, and the highest gratitude for the important services which he has performed, in rendering easy and attractive the science of metaphysics and the study of the human mind.
Descartes had said that the Peripatetic philosophers
resembled blind persons, who, in order to equalize the
combat with persons wlio had the use of their eyes,
endeavoured to draw them into a dark cavern, whero
It is impossible
vision could be of no use to them.
not to admit the justice of the remark, for if ever there
were any who darkened counsel by words witiiout
knowledge, this charge may be applied to the school-*
men who adopted the philosopiiy of Aristotle. No
small part of the merit of Locke consisted in sweeping
away this useless rubbish, and in teaching mankind to
define their ideas and conceptions before they attempted to reason about them.
We are extremely sorry that an attempt has been Kant,
made in modern times to veil philosophy in her ancient mystery, with a view to exclude her from the
profane eyes of the vulgar. This attempt consists not
in reviving the phraseology of the Peripatetic school,
but in the invention of a set of new terms equally incomprehensible, and equally susceptible of ambiguity
and misconception. The author who has made this
attempt is Kant, the founder of the Critical and Tran-

We
called in Germany.
enough to meet with any
comprehend his system and for

scendental Philosophy/, as it
have never been fortunate

who

is

pretended to
we have never yet attempted it. We will be
excused for this confession of our ignorance, after the
" As to
following declaration from Mr. Stewart.
Kant's own works, I must fairly acknowledge, that
although I have frequently attempted to read them in
the Latin edition printed at Leipsic, I have always
been forced to abandon the undertaking in despair,
partly from the scholastic barbarism of the style, and
partly from my utter inability to unriddle the author's
meaning. Wherever I have happened to obtain a momentary glimpse of light, I have derived it not from
Kant himself, but from my previous acquaintance with
those opinions of Leibnitz, Berkeley, Hume, Reid,
and others, which he has endeavoured to appropriate to
himself under the deep disguise of his new phraseology J." This mode of philosophizing deserves to be reprobated and exploded and we sincerely hope that
the German adepts will never be able to make a system of mysticism popular in any country which has
been imbued with the philosophy of Locke ||.
;

ourselves,

;

• Tucker.
is a curious coincidence between this wild notion and one advanced by M. Formey. to account for the phenomenon of dreamsupposes, like Hartley, that sensation is carried on entirely by means of vihati&tis^ which are communicated through the nerves,
from the first point of contact till they reach the farthest extremities, which are iHppcd in d spiritual fluid. It is worthy of remark, that this
Essay of Kormcy's is published in tlie Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Uelles Lettres at Berlin, in the year 1 746, three

•f

ing.

There

He

The coinciyears before the appearance of Hartley's Observations on Man. This author, then, has anticipated both Hartley and Tucker.
dence is curious ; and we should be inclined to suspect them of plagiarism, had the tliought been worth stealing Foraney's words are, " Les
emanations de ces corps, ou leur parties mcme heurtants nos nerfs, les ebranlent a la surface de notre corps, et comfiie lorsqu'on pince une
tmdue, dans quelque cndroit que ce soit, toute la corde tremoussc ; de meme, Ic nerf est ebranlo d'un bout a I'autre, et I'ebranlement
de I'exffemite Interieure est fidelement suivi, et omme accompagno, tant ccla fait promtement, de la sensation qui y repond."
cannot help thinking the coincidence between this doctrine and Hartley's too striking to be accidental.
Now for Tucker's penetrable spiritual
substance : " (Jn con; oit de plus aisement que cette extremite interieure est la plus facile a ebratiler, parce que les ramifications dans lesquelles die sc terminc sont d'une extreme tenuite, et qu'elles sont placees a la source meme de ce fluide spiritueux, qui les arrose, les pecetre, y court, y serpente, et doit avoir une toute autre activite, que lorsqu'il a fait le long cheiuin qui le conduit a la surface du corps."
J An attempt is made to explain Kant's system in the second number of the Edinburffh Heviev. See also Sir W. Drummond's Acadcilticnl Qiicslions, and J)e GeraHdo, IJht. de Syatrmas, torn. ii. p. !08, 209.
See the article Kant, ^•here a general view of his philosophy is given by a gentleman who has read, and probably understood
£d.
his works.
(tordft
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These are thought to amount to nothing less than the
unhinging of all belief, and the introduction of uniNothing certainly could be farther
Looic. Atpre«ent, we mean merely to advert to the veraal scepticism.
revotutieo which hit opinion* have produced in the from the intention of the amiable and ingenious author.
pbikMophj of the human mind and to the vtry lin- For, in the preface to hi.< Dialogues, he says, " If the
gular and opposite conclationi to which they have been principles which I here endeavour to propagate are adMd« Miba^ient. For, on the one hand, they K*v mitted for true, the consequences I think that evidently
riM to the lyttem of Berkeley, Hume, and other idcal- flow from them are, tliat atheism and scepticicm will
i»U, who deny the »eparate exittrnce of matter, and be utterly destroyed; many intricate points made plain
cpccuUtion referred to pracbold, that what we call by that name ia onU a modifi- great difficulties solved
whilat, on the other band, they have tice; and men reduced from paradoxes to commoa
cation of thouj^t
ma birth, particularly on the Continent, to the mataIn fact, nothing was ever so completely misunderS*liratem of Diderot and others, «ho maintain that
Blind i* only a more refined apeciw of naterial aub- stood and misrepresented as the aystem of Berkeley,
and that too by men of some name in philosophy.
Manee.

For Mine account of the leading principlei of Locke's
and tome «trictares upon them, aee the article

Mrlaphjr•ia.

rjrttam,

;

;.

;

;

may appear

It

ttran|^ that laeh oppoaite conclu-

but it must
•iont thould arise oat of the same system
•pacer etrangcr still, that they are both Irgitimatrly
it.
That is to say. that Locke, by not
Jed need
;

Uct*'*
4i€Ukmt-

Amn

u gcieari r gvardinf aoow of Me priadpiae, haa^aibrd*
betb
•d raoai rar their Seine applied er Denretted
He himscTf never intended to leech any
theae ways.
such doctrine* as thoae which succeediqg phUoeopben
end aeeptka have deduced ft«B hie epia ie
The meet wlabreted ef tlWee eyeHeae k that of Berkeley end we have no hniteri— in saying, that it it the
moat difficult to refute by feeeoninif. It not only de-

»

m

.

;

nie* the exitfence of the OMlcriel world, but affirms that
the existence of matter ia iapeaetble. Talking of the

qnalitk* of matter, Locke had acid, that " the ideas of
jwrasery fmtlUin of bodiea ate newblenrei ct them,
and their pettcma do reeily exiat in the bediea thenMlvce : bat the idea* piwacad ia ca by theae tree md

my

qmahliei have no iMflahlMMe of them at alt. There
nolhinelike our idcae csillina in the bodies themmIvc*. They ere in bediea we aewwinUe IVom them
cply a power to nreJaee theae MnecriBW in us; and
whet ia aweet, bltie, er wena in idrc. ie bat the certain
balk, inre, aad oMliaa of the tneenrtiie pattj in the
hodiae theaeelvca which we call to."
Or dMae dHa Berkeley builda Us syatcn. " They
who eesert," says he, " that figure, motion, and the mt
of the prinary or original qualities, do exi^t without
the flrind in aalfeiakiag aabelaacta, do at the >amr time
ccfcaoiHadee thct coleaw. aomda, heat, rolii, and such
eew ciny ncHliee do aot ; which, they tell us,
lUte
«• unacliene ciMtiBg hi the amid akioe, that depend
en, aad are nrraaigntd by the dUai t at «se, texture,
and SMtien of the naaala pertidea of matter. Thia
thay take far ca undoubted truth, which they can de>
Moatretr hryond all esception. Now, if it be certain
that thoae original qmKtiee err insepefaMy tmlted with
the other armible (puKtiei, and aot even in tlioufht
capable of heitig attracted firam them, it pUinly follows thet thry exist only in the mind. But I desire
aay one to reflect, aad try whether he caa, by any ab>
"naion aad motion
atractioo of thought, conceiTr
lUtice.
For my
of a b^dy wi'Jiout all other *•
ia

»€rtLlWj'»
Uit Ika

OB

nit*•nc* ol
aatlcr.

n

•wn

pert.

I

see evidently th^i

.l

!•.

i...(

IVame an idea of a body extended ami n

:-

—t

'

to
-i

ir ijuantr,
some colour, or o*'- mind.
which Ie acknowledged to exiit oi
In
ahor« .Ton, figure, and motmn, ii:'ttrscte«l from
Where, therefore, the
-ire inconceivable.
an
n>i ic qtuKtin are. there ma<t be these alao, to
it, in the mind, and no where else."
Bctore we advert to the way m which these argu-

wilhail give

it

'!

have been answered, we may take notice of the
which are suppoicd to flow fhim tfaeia.

Berkeley anticipated the»e conclusions, and, in our opi«
To
nion, gives a most triumphant refutation of them.
do him full justice, we use his own words " 1 am of a
vulgar cast," Ays he, " simple enough to believe my
It is my opiacnaea, and leave things as I find them.
aioB, that the real things are those very things I tee,
and feel, and perceive by my senses. That a thing
should really be perceived by my senses, and at the
acBM time not ntiij cxiat, ia to me a plain contratlicWhen I deny aenaibte thing* an existence out
tion.
of the mind, I do not mean iwy mind in particular, but
all minds.
Now it is plain thry have an existence exterior to ay Bliad, aince I find them, by experience, to
he indeocadcBt of it. There is, therefore, some other
mind wntrein they exiat during the intervals bt-tween
the times of my perceiving them, as likewise they did
before my birth, and would do at\er my annihilation.
And as the same is true with regard to all other finite
croalad epirits, it neceaaarily follows that there is an
oonipolont eternal mind, which knows and comprehends all thian aad exhibits them to our view in such
a manner, aaa aoearding to such rules as he himself
hath ordained, and are by ua termed the laws of na>
ture."
:

No man who knows any thing of philosophy can
doubt that all this i« perfectly possible, and, if receive
ed in the wav m which Kerkrly has explained it, could
have no unfavourable influence on the conduct, the
happiness, and the hopes of men ; and we may affirm,
without hesitation, that

it

is

groasly misrepre'<ented,

and indretl totally mi4un<ler»tood by Beattie, when he
Mys, " It is tubveriive of man's mo^t important interacta, aa a moral, intelligent, and |)ercipient being
and
not oidy ao, bat al»o, if it were universally and scriously adopted, tlie disMilution of society, and the destruetien of mankind, would necesaarily ensue within
the cmapam of a laonth." So thought not Plato, who
conceived it poaeibic that liie might be a continued
sleep, end all our thoughla and sensations only dreams.
Beattie seems to have confounded the principles nf Ber«
;

keley with those of Fyrrho, who also denied the existence of the material world, in the most unqualified
aenae ; so that his friends, as it is reported, were obliged
to accompany him wherever he went, that he might
not l>e run over by carrisges, or fall down precipices.
Wc evr think that Mr. Stewart, the most candid of
all philosopher*, has scarcely given a fair view of Rerkriry'* xystcni, when comparing it with that of tlie Ve" I'he difficulties,"
lUnti scIhmiI among the Hindoos.
says Sir William Jones, " attending the vulgar notion
of material substances, induced many of the wiaest
among the aacienta, and vome of thr mo<t enlightened

among

the

OMdcms, a*

well as the

to believe that the whole-creation

Hindoo philosopliers,
was rather an energy
ti

Berkeley's

*j*1"do('*"

"^^'

'•"»"'"•
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than a work, by which the infinite mind, who is present at all times, anfl in all pi ice-*, exhibits to his creatures a set ot" pi-rceptions like a woiKlerliil picture, or
piece of music, always varied, but always uniform."
;.An(l ii-jain, " The Vt-danti-, iinnble to form a distinct
idea of brute matter indt pendent of mind, or to conceive that the work of supreme froodness was left a moment to it-elf, imaijine that the De'ty is ever present
to iiis work, !'nil cou^tantly supports a series of perceptions, which in one sense they chII illusory, though
they cannot but jidmit t''e reality of all-created forms,
as far as the li.ippiiiess of creatures can be affected by

firm, that there is a spiritual substance, or support of Uetaphy"' "•
ideas, that is, that a spirit knows and perceives ideas.

But I do not know what is meant when it is said, that ~ iT™^
an unperceiving substance h.ith inherent in it, and supAnd
ports either ideas, or the archetypes of ideas."
afterwards he says, " My own mind and my own ideas
and, by the help of
I have an immediate knowleilge of:
these, do immedi itely apprehend the /) s.iihiliit/ oi' the
Fart her. from my
existence of other spirits and ideas.
being, and from the dependency I feel in myself and
my ideas, I do, by an act of reason, necessarily infer
the exi.steiice of a God, and of all created things in the
mind of God."
them."
Dr. Reid (whom we have heard called the Newton
Mr. Stewart says, that this creei) of the Hindoos has
not the most distant affinity in its origin or tendency, of pneumatology ) udmits, that Berkeley's .system was
perfectly incontrovertil)le, according to the received
to the system of idealism, as it is now commonly unHe emthe former taking doctrines respecting the orii/in of our ideas.
..derstood in this part of the world
ploys a distinction which Berkc'ey himself had introits rise from a high t'^eological speculation ; the latter
being deduced as 3 sceptical consequence from a parti- duced, and says, that although we cannot have an idea
cular hypothesis concerning the origin of our know- of matter, as an idea can exist only in the mind, yet
we may have a volinn of it ; as Berkeley himse'f adledge, inculcated by the schoolmen, and adopte<l by
Locke and his followers. Whatever difference there mits, that though lie cniinot have an idea of God. yet
;.may be as to the origin of the i<leal system and that of he can have a nulioii of his existence. But Keid says
the Hindoos, there can be little doubt that Berkeley's this only to combat Berkeley's pretended demonstration of the impossibility of the existence of m.iteriai
principles led him to nearly the same conclusions.. The
passage already quoted seems cleai ly to prove this ; for substances : he does not attempt to prove the actual
he says, " It necessarily follows, that there is an om- existence of matter, but assumes it as an axiom which
nipotent eternal mind which knows and comprehen<ls cannot be proved, because there is no truth plainer
than itself.
Now, though we do not pretend to say
all things, and exhibits them to our view in such a manthat Descartes was completely successful in his attempt
ner, and according to such rules, as he himself hath
ordained, and are by us termed the laws of nature."
to demonstrate the existence of a material world, yet
On this system of Berkeley was founded the con- we certainly do think him completely successful in deHume.
We could respect an monstrating the possihilily of its existence. He admits Descartes
temptible scepticism of Hume.
honest sceptic who erred in his researches after truth. the possibility of Berkeley's system, though no one had demonBut Hume was not an honest sceptic: he had as little then promulgated it to the world for he says he con- st rates that
*'"^''
ceived it possible, that his waking thoughts and sensa- ""^
faith in his scepticism as in the creed of his country,
and was actuated .solely by vanity, in the attempt which tions might be of the same nature with those which n,-,,„f ;he made to unhinge the belief of mankind. It has passed through the mind in sleep, which he knew could possible,
been beautifully observed by Mr. Stewart, that his aim not proceed from external objects. His maxim being
was, not to intcrr( nale nature with a view to the dis- to doubt of every thing till it was proved by demoncovery of truth, but, by a criss-examinutinn of nature, strat:on, his first ground of doubt as to the existence
to involve her in such contradictions as might set aside
of the external world is .stated in these words " Quod
the whole of her evidence as good for nothing." {Phil.
nulla nnquam dum vigito »ie senlire crediderim, quce non
Es.mi/s.)
Berkeley having said, that matter and all its eliam iuter dormicwlum jMssim aliqnando pulare me senqualities have no existence but in the ideas which are
tire : cunique ilia qua: senlire mihi vidior iu sumiiis, non
credam a rebus extra me posilis mihi advenire, non adverin our own minds, Hume proceeded a step farther, and
endeavoured to shew that nothing could exist but the tebani quart- id polius crrderem de its quce senlire mihi
impressions of our own minds ; by which argument he videor -ig'la/'do.
Mrdilatio sejcta."
This is certainly
wished to sweep away the world of spirits, and the Fa- giving all due advantage to the system which he was to
ther of spirits.
This is a pitiful sophism, which Ber- op|)ose. He then proceeds to state the arguments which
Hu seep- l^f ''y foresaw and obviated. He introduces ofie of the induced him to believe that matter might exist. He
says, that whatever we can clearly conceive is possiticism fore- interlocu (M-s in his dialogues as driwing these very
seen, and
Consequences from his principles " In consequence of ble that we are conscious of certain faculties of the
obviated by your own pruiciples, it should follow, that you are only
mind, such as sensation, imagination, and the like
Berkeley.
^ system of floating ideas, without any substance to but that we cannot conceive these to exist except in an
support them ; and as there is no more meaning in spi
intelligent substance.
In the same manner, we are
ritual substance than in material substance, the one is
forced to recognize certain powers, sued as motion,
to be exploded as well as the other."
To this the other change of shape, and tlie like, which we must also
speaker, who supports Berkeley's principles, answers :
consider as belonging to some substance, otherwise they
" How often must I repeat, that I know or am con- would be inconceivable. But it is evident these powers,
scious of my own being, and that I myself am not my
of which we have such a clear conception, must belong
ideas, but something else ; a thinking, active principle,
to corporeal or extended substance ; for they are inconthat perceives, knows, wills, and operates about ideas?
ceivable as applied to mind.
I know that I, and the same self, perce've both colours
We are not sure that any thing more satisfactory has
and sounds ; and that a colour cannot perceive a sound, been written in answer to Berkeley, than these argunor a sound a colour ; that I am therefore one inde- ments of Descartes, which were written so long before
pendent principle distinct from colour and sound ; and, he was born.
In fact, they appear to us to give exactfor the same reason, from all other sensible things and
ly the same evidence for the existence of matter, as we
inert ideas.
Farther, 1 know what I mean when I af- have for our own existence ; and this is, on all handSj
;

;

:

:

;
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MHapkr- admitted not to need a proof. Grant the esktanoe of
no,
muiJ, thi-n, and we think Deacartea haa appraached aa
"""V^ near aa po«Mblc to a demonatratioa ot' the exiatenoe of
Mttcr. We think it proper that he ihould apeak for
" Prtelerra imwemio im me f'ahfrat'*' oa thta aubject.
ambata tpaciiMiu qmAiuJam wtodu cositewtf prwiitas,
pmtmfocmlUUa immfpaamd$, H arWieadii, atire qmilmM lottm mi pastum eUra H SUimeU iaUUigere, ud aom wiea
thta bm, Aae eat, aime mAatmalia tmuUiftnte eui
jmltUartiimam aam waa mmlla im amofm-aiaU ee*'
cfiU» imciadmmt, made ptnifi* illu mm*, ml modo$ a re
Agaaaea etiam fiaadam ahat rixeubatet, ut
dutiagai.
^iln, qmr
laemm atalaa£, amriaa Jigmraa tadar
qaidam, mam awfif t/mam j a demUj. _. ., .. ali^a tab.
alaatia cat iatiai paiaaat $mltlBgit aee prtamde ttiam ahaSad amm/tMmm eat luu, at ^aidem eaf«e ilia eaitUra.
talaat, unaaa dtbera imhalaalim e u t
y tm aiaa nfraim, nam
matem ialMgtatit fww aa pe abqma eattmtio, ao.i calrai
mUm plaae iatetUttia ia tanam ciero ft dialimeto eaaetfta
toaUaetma."
Or hii amnBenl may be put th«a : If «c can form
Of cxteoaioa, aiaCian, fans, ftc. which
ij we can. thao they najr cxiM ; and at they
niat ia a iptritttal •abattncv, they moat be at.
a of iuiathin|f elae ; and the onljr other •ob'
of which we hara any knowledge, la that which
think thia eoaapWtely iwai aala
we call aatter.
Pafkalay'a afywaeat aa to the imfaaiUtili^ of naterial

atrm

iita*

imaaat

i

m

^

m

m

m
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consequence of Locke's
o( ihe txictence of the

This
material world by UerKt-U'y and bis iullowtrs.
oonaequence naturally enough arote out of the received doctrine concerning idea.1, and pjirticularly from
Locke'* a**ertiun, that the ideas at' the priirary qualitica ol' matter were actual rcaemblance* ; whi!t>t he admitted, ttiat the ideas of the aacondary qualities were
ooiy sensations in our own minds. Berkeley easily
perce i ved , that ttiere could be no more resemblance
between exteiuion and the idea it prtxiticrd in ttie mind,
than between the sensation of siurll and the object
wl
I'd it ; and on this he built his sy»trm.
t. though a disciple of Locke, had much
D \
mora oonact viewa on this subject he says, that the
aenaation by meana of which we arrive at the know>
lodge of eatearioa, is, in its nature, as incomprehensi'
:

bte aa extenaion itself. And, in the Preliminary Uiscourse to the Eaqehpadie, he says, that as there is no
relation whatever bctwcmi a sensation and the object
which excitea it, or to which we refer it, we cannot
trace, by reasoning, any poaaible paaaage from the one
ta the other ; and therefore he thinks, that it is by a
•pcdeaof iiietiBCt that we are forced acroaa the f;ulf
which aapanlca mind from roaUer ; a mode of reasoniac vary nearly coi nciding with that of Dr. Reid.
Vl'e now tarn ta the eooiideration of some other in> Conrluaiona
faraa a deduced by the oontinental philoaopher* from drducrd
Locke'a arindplai^ whieb era the vary revene of Ber- ['°'" ,
kalay'a ideal aeheaw.
If it b true that aen»ation is the )^^^',*^
^
inlet of all our kaawleilne, it seema to follow, a* a n*>
,h'^ comi-'
taiai aaoaaqaaacr, that there can be no ideas in the ncniai phlbol aaah aa have their origin in material and sen- loaopbna.
atbiaaMecta. At laaat tfato u the use which has been
made of Lach«'* doctrine by the materiali<t< on the
oeatiaent.
shall tee by and by, tlut
nti>
oantal writers give a very diiferenl intrq:
> it.
The ductrioe of the aiaterialisU, aa deduced from DideroL
IxK-kc't prindplaa, u thua stated by Diderot, in the
6lh volume of hia works. We use the words of Mr.
Stewart with very lutle ah'Tatii.ii. which combine the
light of a eomneaAary wiii
ty of a triUialation.
" Every idea mast necc.
M brought to ita
stale of altioMte dec
iliell
into a
„i ,.rv thing
seaaiMr repraeentation u;
ia aar aniHTBtandmg baa
the

w

amoont to a
We adbnit, however, that it
.i>. raccpt on
deoMiuatiation that aaattcr ac
priaci|ilab tkat avery Umtjf which are caa
re mud, aaoMwlMfa or other, have an atf twtypf. iad
TiMy who woaU wiah to rataiii ihair belief
iateaee of the inaHiial worhi had bettfrn"
We
to the haaard of a praof. or wa tarn Par keley wUl he
toe Biaeh for thaa. Dr. Raid, the mod atfcw woaa ho.
of Barkelay'a aamaat, waa ooea a decided Ber>
*< I oaea baBeaed tMa doctriae
of idaai aa
^/ aaya ha, *• aa to adopt the whole of Beritalejr'a
in BBwaqaiina of it ; till finding aoa
la follaw from it, which aaae
naaa than the wast of a aMMcnaT world,. it
ny miad, amra than Ihrty yeara aga, to pat the nacatioD, what aridaaca have I nr th« doctrine, that all the
^Uecia of my knowl«dire nrr ideaa fai my own mind .>"
Taetratli !< ir ilip exi*tence of atattar ia not wimitof aafimtion. what. ... |...-v.vV .- ..i,i ./i tlie un«
led aa aa
i^ercvption. it will be tmpoariUe to
iaeitber dmnencal, or mii»i be able, in
prove it.
""'hing ia more iaeoa^iialMMiUt
the aame road, to re atuch it'^elf tu ita
than iK
material ahjeeta
Hence an iiii|Mirtant rule in phi.
.ype.
4'« u> uu
..».
We rathrr think BwMey'a io^^my, that vhicti cannot find an ex
mmteUigibie than the orthodaaapinieii; and temal and n
which it can attach it
wa wouM gladly amhraca it if we coaM. Bat h prv- self, i* destitute r. -iguiMr.imjn."
aonla tlaa ArmlaaMa oUtetion, that, if wearedcccfrTheae are certainly most portentous contequencea of
kI a* r~ •'
=nence or matter, we roay be deceived Locke's doctrine, and such aa neither he nor any of
in c»<
l*c : for nothing i* more orruin.
hta aober admirvra ever oontamplated.
Th'y are made
The I4I1C- »t i>eaawtaa' oalebratad axiom to prava \Aa the fau adwiaB of the amat avowed and unqualified
own esiitaaea. ahoold teach aa to beware of alniii[H m atttiatiam; aad an aaployed to per<uade u< that we
ing tonpUin nhiaMte prhtriplea. Caaiiln, rrga tarn, ottttht to reject from the book of l>
he oantklrrrd aa kicontrovertiblc ; but it involveaapci. eyery word which doaa net preaent
titiaprimeipk
the very ffmt «tep.
Cofiia '» equivalent like a picture or image, fraoi seme arcltctype among
to. fam a Maktma bti»g, ami ergoaam, to ikerrfarr I am
the obirct* of eatemal perception.
im taiaf.
Here « to evident that every th
Such are
-d oonaeqaencea of
"g Miilm of
amaarf.
The primim haply, that he eaiata
too literally
.of the acbools, ci>'
'<p- Ibe schools,
iay be ing and then he caiployf them to prove thiit he posed to Mva bean preacribed by Aristotle. but which
evMa at aJL The tyllogiam to which hi* propofiiion was framed in latter timea, a* n cornirirv <lr'Ill<il>|e
may hr rcdaaad baa bam jaatiy compared to that ridi- from hi « doctrine. The maxim
la.
coliHi by daaa: 8i laotf, hut: Imut aatem: lacei igi. qmod nnnfmt priaa in ittiru, wl
">d,
tar.
n act wan ly, we ahoald think, lead to material''
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and
Metaphy- ism
might
which
maxim
;
a
knonledge
sics.
the end of all our
roots metaphysics,
easily be employed to cut up by the
that these scepunfortunate
is
It
religion.
and
ethics,
:

beginning
for it implies that Ihe senses are the

so eagerly perverted the doctnne,
made by Leibnot attend to a most judicious criticism
of Locke s system.
principle
fundamental
the
on
nitz,

tics,

who have

Corrected
by Leib-

It

in these

nitz-

Hume

is

quod non

clicl

words

possible for

rialists.

Nempe,

nihil est

m

tnteUecUt,

intellectus. Had
he never would have cotisupposecl it
its impressions, nor
and intelUspiritual
a
in
them to exist but

fuerll in sensit, nisi ipse

attended to
founded mind with

Error of
the mate-

:

this,

as well as of the continental
on
attempt to build their systems

^^The" erroTof Hume,

materialists, who
that they view the
Locke's principles, consists in this,
machine, or ws.
intellectual
of
kind
a
as
merely

mind

which receives impressions somethis
same way as a camera ohscura, with

thclical instrument,

thintr in the

once introduced, reonly difference, that the figures,
till, on the incorner,
quiet
main as it were in some
start forth
of some of their old friends, they
troduction
to

But in all these theories
their acquaintance.
to what may be called
entirely
attention is confined

renew

the
whilst no regard whatthe mechanism of perception,
It would be
principle.
perceiving
the
to
paid
ever is
only indi.
not
clock
a
that
mst as rational to suppose
and calculates the flux ot
cates the hours, but perceives
sensation whatever could
time, as to suppose that any
the very concepsubstance;
arise in a mere material
lo say
it is insentient,
tion of which implies that
solidity, &c can ever by
motion,
figure,
extension,
that

susceptible ot thought
anv possible combination become
as utterly repugand volition, is as inconceivable, and
reason, as it
and
sense
of
principle
every
nant to
be
itself and its
may
thought
thing
a
that
would be to suppose
should rethat a figure may be at
contrary at the same time; or
st; It from
that
same time a square and a circle ; or
4ny combi- one and the
place, and at
same
the
in
exist
may
light and darkness
nation cf
In short, the sceptics confound
matter.
the same instant.
followers, by making the mmd
their
and
themselves

Inconceivthat
able

—

itself

instead of ascribing
the instrument of sensation,

sense, with which the body
this office to the organs of
mateis the mind froin the
distinct
So
furnished.
is

Metaphynaked eye, or hears witli an ear-trumpet a
say
surely
not
would
he
^J^^t^
sound otherwise inaudible,
the trumpet hears and
the telescope sees, or that

sible to the

:

that

say that
as improper, strictly speaking, to
but it is accurate as well
the eye sees or the ear he.irs
to say that we see with the
as philosophical language,
with the ear. Had the sceptical writers

it

would be

:

eye and hear

would have confounded
attended to this, they never
the thinking principle
and
ideas,
its
with
mind
the
it employs, and the perwhich
instruments
with the
ceptions of which it is conscious.
.,
,
know matter only by its quais true, indeed, we
,

It

we
and mind by its operations still, however
there is sometlung
have an irresistible conviction that
to serve as a
more than the mere qualities of matter
inhere, otherwise matmust
they
which
in
substratum,

substraA...

n.mnece,-

:

lities,

ter could not exist

;

for the qualities of

'

matter are not

are
any more than the sensations of mind
invisible, incoman
be
must
there
both
In
sentient
as the recipient
prehensible substratum, in the one case,
And we have
sensations.
of qualities, in the other of
the question to he
were
that,
opinion
of
been
always
and the idealists, every
solely between the materialists
mind, must, withphilosophical, as well as every pious

materipl,

m

favour ot the latter,
out hesitation, give its suffrages
of the digsupporters
best
the
as
and cling to them,
man. For we say again,
nity and immortal hopes of

infinitely more intelligible
that Berkeley's system is
than that which would bamean
we
than its opposite,
maUet
ihe universe; for in that case

nishmincffrom
would be inconceivable.
embrace the old
We must therefore be content to mind
and matter
of
system, and admit the existence
can give no accoiint,
we
which
of
facts,
ultimate
as
ultimate,) and as there(otherwise they would not be
ot him who
alone to the sovereign will
fore referable

It ,s stifficient

commanded all things to be as they are.
of our own minds by conthat we know the existence
world by
the existence of the external
sciousness,

and

Of these two points we are absolutely
perception.
certamty in human knowledge;
certain, if there is any
one
equally in vain to argiie on the
if there is not, it is
seems to be the conclusion
side or on the other.^ This
wish to reduce us; and it is the
to which Hume would
ought to be denounced as the
who
conclusion of one
the authors of all
asLsin of human happiness. To
Seneca are pecuharly apof
words
the
attempts,
such
tiNon facile dixcrim, utrum magts trascor
plicable.
voluerunt. an illis, qui ne hoc qutlls qui nos nihil scire

firmly believe its
furnished by the senses, that we
of the senses
independent
are
most important feelings
pleasure and pain, which are
of
feelings
the
mean
we
sentient beings, and may
coeval with our existence as
be perceived, before the
must
be nay, we doubt not,
All that the senses do,
exercise.
into
called
a^e
seAses
supply
is concerned, is to
animal
°^
mere
so far as the
mission of a material world }^^
'^'''''^'^f'Z^fJoL
to remove
or
desires
mind
the
intelkctu, quod Hon ,,^^^,^,,3,
Nihil
fuU
those pleasures which
maxim.
scholastic
and we have elsewhe e the
which Diderot, Berkeley's
consequences
the
the uneasiness which it feels:
fuit prius in sensu,
incontrovertible, that the
premises principles,
supposed, and we think it
materialists, deduced from these
other
the
and
or of pain
the scheme of Berkeley
on
yet
mind may continue susceptible of pleasure
follow,
naturally
Take aw;ay must
external senses.
nay, U >s
in the absence of all the
maxim of the schools is perfectly harmless ;
will a inan then be m- the
the
smell,
and
taste,
hearing,
his doctrine : and several of
sight,
of
foundation
very
the
Take
No
pain ?
Diderot s preadopted
have
capable of feeling pleasure and
philosophers
he then an in- continental
<=°"'=1"^'°"away the remaining sense of touch; is
mises without coming to the same
/,V,7
his wants, and he wil
supply
for the year 1757,
No:
mas3.>
sentient
TramactionsoftheBerlinAcademy
is
existence
animal
M. Mer.an.
mere
adogsm
his
as
he
far
which
still be happy, so
a paVer by M. Merian, in
Diderot
which
principles
concerned.
very
,
i
the
itheir full extent,
leading
and argues that
have seen some very sober philosophers
makes the foundation of materialism,
this
on
deliberation
greatest
the
with
themselves astray
no
by
consequences
which of the senses such
^^'^fJ'^^^^lJl'^^a^Z
that sensays he,
subiect; puzzling themselves to
persuaded,"
<•
If we are once fully
pain, and the liHe
and
we have
pleasure
knowledge,
ascribe
should
our
all
thev
the foundation of
that the senses were sation is
to be convinced that all
evidently supposing all along
advance,
to
step
single
instruments of sen- only a
It is even imthemselves sentient, and not mere
knowledge consists of sensations
When a man sees with a'telescope a star invu our

rials

nr£rrS:mu^'£rti;atthoughonthe^

m

Sts

We

sation.
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ponible to conceive that cur Vnowled^, being mere
>_ "[''_. wowtioo in it« origin, (houlti ever become «njr thiiijj
'
~ but lentation, by any after prooeM. Sui-h a transition
woulJ not be a change, but a magical Iranafurmation ;
in conaequence of which, tentatiun muitt hure been annihilated, and a new tet of idea* :
*
f
nonentity *."
N'otbiog can bi
yet tliia author is not a toiaterian^t.
ie vcema to auopt
the opinion of Berkeley ;#rithout, however, iBCBtiaQillg
hit name, or alluding to Wn *ystera.
For, in a aubiequent part of the ume pajter, he makes the following

—

'^

i

mind
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to form

an immediate decision respecting them. Met;i|>hy.
But in all Uiis there is no senaation on the contrary,
" "•
nieuiory and sensation cannot exist together, on any ^T'7^'^
urinciple of philosophical propriety: the niemorj-, we
mcmnrv
believe, merely exhibits the signs of past sensations
; ,nU jutipand when these happen to excite an uncommonly live- mem «iih
:

ly intereat, so that the original fL-elings are repnxlucetl, »en»aiion.
we could not, in strictness of sjieech. call that memory ;

intense feeling ; it is, in the strictest sense of we
word, senation.
To complete his pLui, he has only to prove next, that
" I'he materialitU believe that the judgmnl is a modiAcation of aensatlon. And
obacrratioiu.
he makex
gnMad b all their own, when we ailroit that all the this supposition : A quertioo ia agiuted, the object of
wcahi of the aoal may be reduced tu the aenaea ; and which u to decide, whether .lustice or Generosity
th« tfirilm^ittt think their cause eumtially injured by be the most useful qualities in the ruler of a state *
thb conceaaion. (n thii inatance, both partica are un- And he attempu to prove, that this moral question
der tlic influence of prejudice ; fur wttat is that msUer is decided on the principle of sensation.
For how,
of which the one is so food, and tba other so much says he, would the orator, or the poet,
re|e«aenl
afraid ?
/> it any Ikiof tbt
atuwtUage o/" «r»- thu subjea^ The orator, he remarks, will preaent
aalioM t Tbo fiiadameatal error of mattriatum lies in to the imagination three pictures in the
one he will
coofcandmg the acntitat aubaiance with seipe of iu exhibit a just king oondaominga criminal, and
causing
paftienlar seniatinnt and the state of the soul with
him to be executed: in another, he will represent a gethe soul itJelf. It wou'.dbeabaardlesay that tiiesout n«rous prince, opening the doors of the
prison, and
ia whiu, or black, or cold, or hot : and it ia lutl hasa
atn1un(f off the fetlan from the criminal and, in the
ahaord to aay, that it is cxtandod or soli<L Tb«e ar* tluni pictura, he would shew the same criminal,
iinmesansationa which tba so«l feola. bat th^ aie noc the diately on hia escape from the orison,
arming himself
and itself: and every one of thaac aeniationa I may with a d^ger, and murdering fiiftr citizens. Tliese
reeeaae to feel, yet my soul will not, on that account,
prrsantationa would instantly enaUe anv man to decide
enae to esiat t.**
that juatica was tlte most vahiable quality in a ruler
and that it was real mercy to sacrifice one for the safety
. '*• «*** •"* «' «•>• F»»»ch phfloaoiihcra
"x •'''^ ft«B
their ooaaaire Wre of gm^ndbZeo.
of many. He!> -•;•- i>nving tlius analysed, as he thinks,
hadaoPVlilM the philoaopby o7 the hwMa ndad hf the leatimeiit
pkan.
ught to arise in'tlie mind, by exan mental phssMOKtw to
hAitiqg the *...„.» ..^im amployed to rqvcaent it, he
tioo.
fifnaalim \»
i* the
theffrand
grand inlat of knowledf* ; and talla aa, in randaa ion. that aU this is mere sensation.
<fc». ^f^fwb which have thna been mtrodocad
Th«i^ ocftainlr, here, a jpusa abuse of language,
fy
«f
inloihe aahMi, variaua mmpounda are fonacd, the ooo* «>«•
• f««t want of phi losophical precision. For our
stilaent psets of which have all ottcml by the
part, were we even to aaa the aaaaaata plunge the knife
nrr
The doctrine \etj evidently pointo o«t a farthse aim- into the breast of hia friend, we
acarcely think
^/ae smoe L4id(e's ideaa of leilection are on- that the aentnnent of horror whichahoold
wouM arise in the
ly ndiUcatitwe of the ideaa leoeivad
by
mind ooukl be ascribed to ttntibUUi pkyrijue.
We
natwaOy
fidlova that every idea of the
would aacribe it to a moral aensibility ; anil nr« inclined
ney nkaMlalf be TC*md to aoMation. On to think that the physical sensibility of
Hclvetius is a
these priiiciplea Hdvatiaa oonalnMtad hia aystem. and phrase
scarcely admisaible in phikauphy.
rcterred all the nhenomena of mind ianniediately to
But b««h he, and manv othera of the French philo- Word.
aensBtian, which he oalla araasMK^^ ^J^sMiM^
opfaer^ have been misled by the material origin of tlie "hich reHe bagine, rery unfiliilaaeiifaiany we wnst be per- wonts, which even the most
Bclmiiia.
refined. moraC and spi- P"^"' •P'wttad to think, to prore tlMt nasMiT la only
ritual idcaa of the mind are expreaaed.
We have «i- '""•' '"'*••
but waelaned.
e hnee elanwfcw
deav«uml to shew (see Looic) that every word
a kind of eomlimmu iifohiin,
hf wiuA we whK* Uj^guage u cnmpoaed, is originally a picture.
or"
the ratantion of the c^faal iiba t bat we drawn from n»tenal
; and that as mind
on^ t^
\o taaaery nnMh aaere important iiiiiMiMaa
ly be known by certam seoaible eftcta^ its
operations
thMMt aiqiplies the place of inabnct ; and when Tk ».. never can be explained
but by aenaible images. There
oqacta an |neaented to the aund. if they hare erer u an obvious
analogy hetwaan the progress and culture
' •«» »»»tew before it at anv other time, the meof the mind, and many of the objecu of external
nature •
by
ramllaciji^ the qoalitMa of each, en^laa the between the
7,
growth of our bodies, for inatance, and the
it is
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MeUphy- enlargement of our faculties ; or between the progress be a clearer anticipation of the Hartleian hypothesis ; Meiaphy»'*=»•
''enof our minds, and that of vegetable nature and tiiere- and it must also be evident that this hypothesis is en^
fore the one can be employed to illustrate the other tirely unsupported by proof
Hartley says that it is a '*"'*Y"™''
without the smallest conliision, or the least danger of sufficient proof of the truth of his hyptrthesis, that it acconfounding their identity. We talk of cullivaling the counts for all the phenomena of sensation and percepfor, when the key answers to the cipher, he says,
inind, or of cut/iva/iiig a field, without the smallest dan- tion
ger of mistake ; and we are as little apt to suppose the we may be sure that we have found the true one. There
mind material from this mode of sjieaking, as we would is a fallacy in this illustration. When we meet with
be to niist<ike the respective culture of each ; or to ima- an unintelligible cipher, and »t last discover the means
gine that the manure employed to fertilize the fields of exjjlaining it, we may be sure that we have found the
could be applied to the improvementof the human mind. right principle ; it can have no meaning or signification
We can admit, then, without the smallest fear for the on any other. In the same manner, when we find a
consequences, that even the words which express spiri- piece of mechanism designed for motion, a watch, for
tual iijeas have a material origin
they are merely the instance, standing still, or moving irregularly from the
description of certain visible effects, by which the soul want of some particular wheels, and when we discover
manifests its operations and, when we talk of a storm, at last the wheels which exactly answer the purpose, we
or a conflict in tlie soul, we are merely borrowing what are sure they are the right ones.
But these illustrations are totally inapplicable, either
we conceive to be an analogous representation to make
to the phenomena of mind or to the laws of nature ; for
known the troubled state of our feelings.
We may here observe, that though Helvetius adopts here tlie machine is not standing still, it is in constant
the s.ime doctrine with Diderot, as to the origin of our and regular motion and the question is, not to discoknowledge ; yet lie is not a ])rofessed materialist. He ver the wheel which is wanting, but the one which
says his doctrine is equally reconciicable with both principally regulates the movements.
Here any wheel
plans ; and he very absurdly alleges, that the exist- in the series may be taken, according to the views and
ence of the soul as a thinking substance distinct from knowledge of individuals ; and it will account for the
matter, is a doctrine which could only be established motions of all which depend upon it. But if we inquire
by the autliority of the church. This is a very suspi- what put our first material wheel in motion, we shall
find that it either dejjends on another, or that it derives
cious way of talking ; it was very generally adopted by
Hume and all the sceptics who had not sufficient cou- its motion from a spring, or a weight, or from water, or
rage to avow their disbelief of Christianity, but who wind, or steam, &c. Any of these will answer the purbrought it forward on all occasions, as patronizing du- pose. In the same manner, the physical phenomena of
biou> opinions, and as establishing certain doctrines the universe are equally explicable on the principle of
which they affect to spare because they are sheltered by Malebranche, who held that every effect was produced
Thus Hume, in the conclusion of his by the immediate interposition of Deity or of Leibnitz,
its authority.
Essay on Miracles, after having attempted to demon- who maintained that there was a pre-established harmony between cause and effect, in consequence of which
strate that a miracle was impossible, and therefore could
not be believed on any principle of reason, affects to say they acted together, without influencing each other ; or
of Spinosa, and the Materialists, who hold that matter
that it was made quite ea.sy by Revelation, and that there
could be no difficulty in believing, when we were thus is eternal, and possesses in itself the principles of mopositively commanded to do so.
Helvetius was not tion or of Berkeley, who contends that tliere is no matter, but all that we perceive is a vision of the mind.
distinguished for orthodoxy ; but what he says respecting the soul seems rather to be in opposition to Descar- Each of these philosophers had a ict/ which he tliought
was the right one
Hartley's cipher has neither use nor
tes's pretended demonstration of its existence, than to
have arisen from any sceptical doubt on the subject. meaning without the kei/. The phenomena of mind,
Though he perceived that the subject was, in its na- and of the visible universe, are equally interesting, although the real key should never be (liscovered.
ture, not susceptible of demonstration, yet he foolishly
Hartley's system has been adopted by Priestley and Priosilcy
imagined that it was necessary to have some authority
Darwin^ who have founded on it a system of materialism. "]'' •''"•
for believing it, not perceiving that ultimate facts, which
admit of no proof, can be strengtliened by no authori- Their views, in establishing this conclusion, were, no "'"'
doubt, very different
Darwin was regardless of consety, but must rest on the evidence of our consciousness
or of our senses, according as they belong to mind or quences, in following out a philosophical tlieory, and was
not withheld by any religious scruples from dismissing
to matter.
De I'Exprii, Chap. Prem.
But it was not merely among the continental philo- mind from the universe ; whilst I'riestley was led to
sophers that Locke's doctrines were perverted from their imagine that it would'materially strengthen his peculiar
original purpose, and made subservient to a scheme of views of Christianity to suppose the soul material, and
materialism.
The opposite system, indeed, obtained natiu-ally perishable along with the body. In the Unimuch more eclat in this country, and the abettors of ma- tiirian scheme which Priestley so warmly espoused, the
death of Christ seems to present an irisurmountable obterialism have scarcely acquired a name. Hartley, by his
Harllcy.
physiological theory of vibrations, seemed to give some stacle ; and orthodox Christians ask why it should have
countenance to it, though he himself protests, and we taken place, attended by so many circumstances of pain
believe with perfect sincerity, against any intention of and ignominy, if no object of great importance was to
deducing such a conclusion from his hypothesis. This be accomplislied by it ? Priestley's answer is, that tliis
we can easily believe, when we find M.ilebranche, whose event took phice, tliat by our Saviour's resurrection,
general doctrine certainly approached much nearer to the hopes of our natunJly perishable souls might be rethe sentiments of the spiritualists than to those of the vived, and we miglit thus be authorized to aspire after
materialists, holding exactly the same opinions with
immortality.
To give currency to this conceit, this j)reHartley as to the immediate cause of sensation. La se- cipitate and dogmatic reasoner chose to give up all the
conde chase, sjiys he, qui se tr itrc daiis chucunc des sen- natural arguments for the soul's immortality, and to resations, est I'ehranlcmeiil, des fibres de nns ne?/s, que se
present it as a material substance, and by necessary concommunique JHsqu'au cetvcati. There could not possibly sequence, as he imagined, perishable in its nature. By
;
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:
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conduct he threw away many solid advantages,
w iiliout gaining the shadow of a benefit in return and
his condiuioo doe* not seem neceMiarily to follow from
thin

;

*''"^''™'

For, even allowing the soul to be
his own premiaea.
material, why should it, on that account, be mortal ? If

the Almiflhtv could

endow matter with the power of
which Mr. lAxke senns to think

feeling, thinking, &c.

does not imply an absolnte ah«imlity •, and which Dr.
.iscertained, we do not
Pneitley reMona upon a
a substance to be na>
aee why we ahoald
In fact, we believe matturally mortal an<l
its nature as mind itself.
:i
ter to be as iniprr
We see no process winch cnn give us any idea of the
W'e see alteralion, decomposianniliilaliiin of matter.
tioti
dissolution, and all this without the loss
We
arant tKirticlt- of the original mass.
of a
^
t either mind or matdo not, I:
ter arc n:it
._..uy immortal; but this,
t the suae power which called
we say, that ithem into exi-:.:. .. ...n reduce them to annihilation.
Vet we hold it abcurd to talk of any created subatknoe

mm

i

;

,

as naturally and essentially inimartal ; for, if we might
pwauuie to assign any bounds to the oower of the
mighty, we would say it was limitea by thia, that be

AU

cnoid not

make tny aeated

substance independaot of

We hare perhaps

more than

of Priestley, who is unworthy of notice as a metaphysician ;
and whose character as • philoaopher must rest on his
phrsical researches.
He had an acnti' --'•! but he
fell into the error which tuu mioled ni..
!it me>
taphysicians for he thought that lie notuMi unly to
draw ftum his own resources and tliat, tlie province
ct mind being alwajrs acc essible, he might find in his
own stares those materials of knowledge which others
aeek by painful study in the works of tbe learned.
Aieh a teniper has itj< adrantagts ; bat they are nearly cmiBlerlMlaneed by oppoarte iimuuvamcnccB.
For
whilst, OB tbe one hand, toe Aarinsacas of diarawian
said

eno«igfa

:

;

;

which d!.<tinguisbcd Priestley may occasi'"
out new lights, and lead into a path of
hitherto uiuttemptcil
there is, un the oUkt tuiul, a
dimmer that tJic mind which is unacquainted with what
others hare already done, may be wasting its strength
in porsoin^ pharttmn* which Bare nlrejidr been bunted
down, or
rect a <a»ir
liaa already
been nnv mrtapli
Miald be actirccssors
and
i.

;

:

!'

own

indeto extend the
HUdeaerved laulield presented to him by thejlrti
I

his

•

l""iii!:r.

.

reU, in the ample
J>hilotnr''u

CoodDlae has obtainaa a rommpnt.iinr un \.iK\e

(

CtmAWXte.

—

lays great stress on attention, and makes it a principal
iniitrument in transforming his ideas of sensation into
those which we are accustomed to call ideas of reflection.
He seems to have given the cue to Mr. Stewart,
and some other succeeding philosophers, to consider
allenii'tn as

think

it is

an original power of the mind though we
more nor less than a natural or arti;

ncitiier

Condillac Ilhs also
to the .iffections.
great use of the principle of association, as the
means of effecting a transniuU-ition of sensations into
This was also
ideas the itiost recondite and prutbund.
tiie grand arcanum of Hartley's system, which was
published al\er Condillac's Euiti tur COrigine det Conmautanees Humninct ; yet we do not mean to say that
ficial interest lent

made

was borrowed from

it

It

it.

seems to form an unavoid-

able article in every system which assume u sensation
alone a* the origin irf* hiuian knowledge, and therefore
may be daimea as common property by all who hold
this creed.

htmtelf.

•
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they are very fur from being agreed as to the conse Metaphyties.
quences which may be deduced from it. " Give me
matter, and motion," said Descartes, " and I will make a
" Give me sensation," Condillac seems to say,
world."
" and I will make a man." In his Essay on the Origm
of Human Knowledge, Uiere is often much ingenuity,
but there is fully as much of confident assertion. He

iaao|rfiers,

ed til
and indr

n<t

to bf

This coincidence between the opmions of Condillac
and Hartley has been observed by Mr. Stewart ; but
there is a still more striking resemblance between tlieir
" I
physiolecioBl theories, which he has not noticed.
suppose nere, and in other places." says Contlillac,
" that the physical cause of the perceinions of the
is the ooocuasion of the fibres of tne brain ; not
look npon this hypothesis as demonstrated; but
it seems the best adapted far explaining mv
thoogfat
If this is not the way they are produced,
it nmst be in some other, not very ditferent manner.
For Ike brain earn bf aatd upnu oa/jr bji moliom. Therefore, whether we suppose the erceptions are occaniimp
the concusAian of the mires, or by the circular the animal spirits, or by some other cause, it is
all liic aame to the purpose
this discourse."
Nu'
gent's Translation.
But the truth is, that the more we extend our knowledge of the lii«torj' nf philosophy, we will be the
ty of o])inion», nnd the
more struck with tl
iinong the tiifTcreiit .nuapparen t want of or
tnors
In most canit:ilii>ii
hir. IM>( kiKiwof ignorance as
ji'
I'tiire them, many writers
ing what has been
continue to tread in ti tr k it' their predecessors, and
think, all the while, ttwt tbey are enlightening tbe
world with original diitcoveries.
Mr. Stewart lean* towards the opinion of Cudwortl), Siswart.'
and otIiiT* »ilni 111 liiitiun that certain ideas, which never C"
by sensation, are generated
<ir 'pring out of the natural
by a

mind,

that
that

1

'

'

'

m

•

mm

:
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II

I

I

Locke's V

-

I

philosopl

rr*»nii

adopted

the

• "

I

W*

bare the iilcM of maltrr sad lUtlir
being i iinwfti* fur um bf tlie coDUnil
•a ssoM
«f laMtar fiiiy dnpcacd. s povi
lisl labiisai s, k Win. in tw t ct lo ma oMian<
p
si^nadd
mt t t a liealtr 9l ikinkinfc. ibaa i:
I 6 <. %V« ihink aaoM of ibc HKtm dnneed
that »• can be turc of
ibiaa. becalm «( do
nriM wUcb implM* a cmMiadisiias, dia( a thing
AUy ilmild bt U*«k sad vUis, «r boi astl

tm

'•

'm

fumu

M u

^

mj

>

:;.

vi«..i...

i^..

V

Cudworlh compares

-written book, which con-

"V, siKihcr anj mere malrrial being (binkf or
to diKOTcr whether onmipotcncy has nut girea
Hnd !• matter to di>puKd, a thinking imniatelisMlsa lo coDccin, that iiuA ran. if he plra<c«,
....;^nc*.wiib a faculty of Ibinlung." Book IV. lb. 3.
/\eo>nJin|( u> Un* way nf rtaaaoiog, we can nercr iay
.>er.
W't arc turrly warranted to lay, that nothing can
•i ui.iHUr tiling at ihc aame linic ;
and «c i:in just a( catily eonceivc, that
ikilid, at the tame instaat,
that mitid ibould be matler, or that matter
<

.
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Mclsphv- vey3 Iwtli pleasure and

information to a cultivated
aes.
mind, but is totally unintelligible to an ignorant per" To the ej-es of both, the same chason, or a brute.
racters will a])j)ear ; but the learned man, in tliose ciiaracters, will see heaven, earth, sun, and stars ; read
profound theorems of philosophy or geometry ; leatn
a gre;it deal of new knowledge from them ; and admire the wisdom of the composer ; while to the other,
nothing appears but black strokes, drawn on white paj)er.
The reason of which is, that the mind of the
one is furnished with certain previous inward anticipations, ideas, and instruction, th.it the other wants."—
" In the room of this book of human composition, let
us now substitute the book of nature, written all over
with the characters and impressions of divine wisdom
and goodness, but legible only to the intellectual eye.
To the sense both of man and brute, tliere appears nothing else in it, but, as in the other, so many inky
scrawls ; that is, nothing but colours and figures.
But
the mind which hath a participation of the divine wisdom that made it, upon occasion of these sensible delineations, exerting its own inward activity, will have
pot onh' a wonderfid scene, and large j)rospects of
other thoughts laid open before it, and variety of
knowledge, logical, mathematical, and moral, displayed ; but also clearly read the divine wisdom and goodness in e%'ery page of this great volume, as it were
written in large and legible characters."'
This passage
contains nearly a summary of Mr. Stewart's doctrine,
which he thus briefly explains in his Philosophical Es" All our simple notions, or, in other words, all
says.
the primary elements of our knowledge, are either
presented to the mind innnediately by the powers of
consciousness and of perception, or they are gradually
unfolded in tiie exercise of the various faculties which
cliaracterize the human understanding.
According to
this view of the subject, the .sum total of our knowledge
may widotibledhi be said to originate in sensation, inasmuch as it is by impressions from without, that consciousness is first awakened, and the different faculties
of the understanding put in action." At the same
time, he admits that tliis enunciation is liable to the
grossest misconstruction, as is exempHfied in the crude
notions of Locke's French commentators.
That many important truths, which cannot be traced to sensation, in the sense in which Locke understood the word, gain admission into the human mind,
is jjerfectly apparent, when we consider that mathematical truths are eternal, and necessary, and are forced
on the mind by an intuitive conviction, and not in consequence of the experience which we have had of their
Tliis was early perceived by Leibnitz, who
Deficiency certainty.
«f Locke's says, that if Locke had been careful to distinguish bedoctrine
tween necessary or demonstrative truths, and tliose
pointed out with wliich we
become acquainted by exjjerience and
bjF Leibnitz.
induction, he would have perceived" that the former
could only be proved by a power of intuition inherent
in the human mind ; and not by a reference to any
knowledge already acquired by the senses. This is a
comnientary rather than a translation ; but we think it
sufficiently expresses the sense of tlie author.
Si
Lockius discrimen inter veritales necessarias seu demon,
slratione percc])tas, el eas qua: nobis sola inductione in.
notescuni,

satis considerassel ; animadvertisset necessarias non pcsse ccmprobari, nisi ex principiis menli insi-

Bttended
view of perception.

cum

sensus quidan doceant quid Jiat, sed non quid
necessario fiat.
tis ;

For our part, though we ceruinly do not think that
mathematical truths can be referred to sensation in the

sense in which Locke understands tlie word ; for they
derive no confirmation from experience, being as convincing the first time they are presented to the mind,
as after a hundred repetitions ; 3'et we think they may
find easy access to the mind by perception, in the extended view which we are disposed to take of it. For
we maintain, that ])erception not only makes us acquainted with the existence of external objects, but
with those circumstances wliich, in process of time,

come
tion,

to constitute mathematical science.
not only discover the primary

we

By

Miiiiphy*^^-

'^"^

jiercep-

qualities

of

matter, such as extension, figure, ivc. but we discover
proportion, equalitj', resemblance, number, relation,
When equal objects are preanalogy, and the like.
sented, we see that they agree ; when unequal, we see
that they differ : and out of a few incontrovertible
axioms, which the mind admits the moment they are
presented to it, we erect that fabric of mathematic;il
Knowledge which is supposed by many to constitute
Dr.
the chief glory of the human understanding.
Reid, on several occasions, seems willing to extend the
boundaries of perception, and to allow it all the iatiu-

ence which we contend for ; and we have only to rehe does not prosecute his views to their leTowards the conclusion of his
gitimate consequences.
Inquiry into the Human Mind, he says, " Every operation of the senses, in its very natiu-e, implies judgment, or belief, as well as simple apprehension. 'Thus,
when I feel the pain of the gout in my toe, I have not
only a notion of pain, but a belief of its existence, and
a belief of some disorder in my toe which occasions it
and this belief is not produced by comparing ideas, and
perceiving then- agreements and disagreements ; it is
included in the very nature of the sensation. When I
perceive a tree before me, my faculty of seeing gives
me not only a notion, or simple apprehension of the
tree, but a belief of its existence, and of its figure,
gret, that

distance,

and magnitude

;

and

this

judgment, or

..

belief,

not got by comparing ideas, it is included in the
very nature of the perception."
In the rapid sketch w hich we have attempted to give nescartcj
of the progress of metaphysical science in modem tlie father
times, our attention was necessarily led to Descai-tes as of metathe founder of the modern school of metaphysics. phy»ic6.
Those who came after him, and who have taken the
lead in such discussions, have done little more than
modify or alter some subordinate points ; whilst the
grand pillar of the system, the doctrine of ideas, remained untouched: and Dr. Reid has very justly observed, that the system which, till his time, was generally received, with regard to the mind and its operations, derives not onlj' its spirit from Descartes, but its
fundamental principles ; and after all tlie improvements made bj' Malebranche, Locke, Berkeley, and
Hume, may still be called the Cartesian system. The Malefirst of these philosophers must always be mentioned tranche,
is

with respect as an original and profound thinker, and
as a valuable contributor to the philosophy of mind ;
tliough we have not brought him forwai-d in chronological order, having been ^carried along with the current of dominant opinion, which has thrown his writings aside, and consigned to neglect many elegant and
Indeed, he is so independent
valuable speculations.
that he could scarcely be brought into the train of any
other author and he is so singular that he has had few
followers, and has failed to establish himself as tlie
head of a sect. The leading feature in his doctrine is,
that the x^auses which philosophy investigates are only
occasional causes, and that God himself is the efficient
:

.
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^_^
OcciiioBrT
caattt.

end iraroedUte came of every effect cognisable by our
It had bwn stated before his
tenaea or oar reason.
^™*» '^'** ^' '^ completely ignorant of the manner
i" which phys-cal causes and effecU are connected
and that we taw nothing but a constant conjunction,
and invariable sequence. This U a doctrine which af;

terwards brought con«iderable celebrity to the name of
Home, who i* (till by many tuppoMd to liave been
the first who illoatrated and explained it. But it was,
in fact, unfolded at great length, and with great ingenuity, by Malebranche, whose doctrine of cecatkmal
anu* hingta upon it. He auppoaed that what we call
Moond caaaea nave no existence, and that the divine
power, inetsaantly and nnivenally exerted, is the im.
Hwdiate eauae of all the phenowiena of nature. In this
conduaion, he went fartner than his premise* warrant*
ed : for though we cannot discover any neoeaaary connection between phvaical canaaa, «id tiie eflbela which
iollow. we are not therefore anthforiaed to eoadnde that
such OMmectiona are impovoble. At all evanta, we
may aafdy affirm, that the French meUphysician who
imrodnoed the immediate agency of the D«ty in every
riaible change that take* place in the universe, is more
fully m
uimi in bia oandusion, thas the English
sceptic, who, fimn -not pei Bai t ing any ncceaiary link
bc^freen preceding and aabaaqnant piiiiMiiiia, would
have wiabed to pcrsvade hi* renders, that tbey had no
groand to infer, from any thing which they saw, the
cxialenoe of an all-powertul and inteliigent first cause.
In &ct. Dr. Qarke seem* to haw anlertained nearly
MaMMcanche l eapecti ng the laws of
the same idea*
" The coora* of oatnre," aays he, " trulv and
nature.
properly apeakins, is nothing hot tiw will of Goa pro*
ducuig catain ancta ia a ccnt i nmrt, icgnlar, canatmt,

mm

m

and onilbnn mamer.'*

»

Matefaranclw boilt a theory of perceptiop oo the
fewtda tion : for aa, according to hia syaMm, the
MMDcy of the Deity waa iiiUipuM«l in carrying into
«Mct every volition of the mind which pctnnnted to
bodily action, it wa* no lea* natntal to andaoe, that
•very perceptiom was tho eiiBct at an iwiediate divine
illumination.
Hence he eoodnded, that the idtat of
things exist only in the divine mind, and that ire set
mU limgt in God ; a notion which has often been ridiculed, and acarcely ever adopted by anr sncoeeding
anthor ; bat which bear* a strain awhlanco to aone
par*
ti the opiniona of the latter Pbtonists, and
tieslarly to the ayaum of aome Hindoo philoaophera,
which we have alrwd) itttad in the worth of Sir WiU
ham Junta. Accotding to thia ijiiliiin, the nnivcrae i*
to be ooaadered rather aa an energy than aa a work ;
by which the infinite miad. being everywhere always,
exhibit* to the minda of aentient beings a ict of per*
ceptiona like a w uodai ful picture.

w

man

thatjutm
«r Uibalii.

The orctuMMio/caiue* of Malebranche wereaMackod
hj Leibniu, to make w«y for hi* doctrine of fra niai
tmiktikmimumjf, and aiMatitt rtmrna. Itwaselqeetad
thaa^ aeooiding to Maldbraadic, every phenonenoa in
the nnirerae was a miracle an objection which is obviated by the regular coarse of nature
the liiaturb*
;

;

ance or interruption of whidi constitutrs a mirade.
We are surprized to find a modem author*, of great
metaphyaicaJ acumen, joining in the cry againat Male*
bnocbe, and oppoaing his doctrine by sucn arguments
" Oocaaional cause* are oonaiatent neitber
thaae
with the omnisdcnce, nor with the omnipotence of
God. The act* of the Deity must be supposed aa per*

M
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•
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feet as possible.
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It is

not to be imagined that infinite

continually employed in sustaiiiin;; and repairing the tottering fabnc of a crumbling etlificc the
It would,
crazy constitution of the material world.
indeed, be to detract from the Divine Majesty, if we
admitted this doctrine, and believed that a curintut cl
fimut nt^otii Den* was perpetnally busied in correcting the error* of hi-s origmal plan, and in preventinj;
If no better arthe destruction of his own works."
guments than these can he pro<luce<l against the sys-

jwwcr
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tem of Malebranche, it may be pronounctnl to l)e unanswerable: for they are all drewn from the wi>rst
source of reasoning that can be conceived, viz. tliat of
measoring the omnipotence of God by the limited
powers of man. The objectors to Maieljmnche's >v<item represent the universe as a machine contrived and
set in motion bv the wisdom and power of God, and
rendered capable of continuing its operations in coufcquence of the' constitution which it has receive*! from
omnipotence. Tliis is to us incx>nceivnble wc do not
pretend to comprehend the operations of the Alnn'^htr ; but we betieve his presence constantly necessary
fur the preservation of every created thing
and tiiat be
could not make any thing ca|>al>le of existing independent of his immediate power: for this M-oui<l Im> to
.-

;

which
hi* eternity and self-existence
implies a contradiction : and the principle of conlradic-

communicate

;

tum, according to Wdff, tJie disciple and expounder
of Leibnita, i* the test of tnith.
can conceive an engine, contrived by human
skiH, and put in motion by mechanical means, to be
perfectly independent of the inventor.
mill, for in*
(tanoe, will continue in motion fur ever, unless the materials give way, or the supply of water fail.
The
princi ple applica by the mill-wright mny be said to be
of petpctual operation ; and when once cniploj-ed has
no farther dependence on him. Out thia rva^oning is
totally inapplicable to the eternal workman, who fonn*
ed ttie stara of heaven, and laid III
earth.
The existence of the raat<
c
tlie universe, and of the laws by wlucli Hay arc inutaally affected, depend continually upon the will of him
!'
they were creatnl and ordninotl. He is the
iple of life and ni<ition in the universe ; and
wliercvcr tnc laws which he has appointed are in opention, we perceive his agency.
Petfaap* MalcbrsDcfae waa pre('i|>itat<>( IWs
concliisiaa* ; perbapa aome invt<!l<lc
lie interpoaed to Imk together tl
•wn ui nature.
Ekrt, even admitting the po«>:
litis, it is only
discovering another link
tJie diain of being wliicli
hang* from the throue of tlie eternal. In fact, tlic system of Leibnita does not appear to be ckc
finnent from that which he opposes; and, wli
differ from it, it seems to be worse, and *a\
strongly of iktaliam than the other does of
Wepassover hiai^stem of monads, wl
^ buirowed or stolen from Pythagoras and «:
I plii.
losophcrs, to consider that
iiwas
intended to meet the ar^
....
..c
It
may l>e thus abridged: " As we are alwavs able to assign the causes of every event with which we are perfectly acquainted, «o we m.iy assume it as true, tli.it
every thing exists for a tufficient reoion; and that if we
knew all the facts, wc could always tell why every
thing happens as it docs, rather than otherwise. There
being, then, a sulficicnt reason fur every thing, and f«r

We
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the universe itself, that sufficient reason must be found
in something. It cannot be found in the course of continjfent events, because a contingency does not imply a
necessary, cause ; and where tlie cause is not necessary,
the reason cannot be sufficient, why a thing happens as
it does, rather than otherwise.
It cannot be discovered in what are called the qualities and substance of
matter ; because matter is inert, and because every
change in its st;ite being induced by a prior change,
the series would be infinite, and the ultim;ite cause
could not be found. The sufficient reason, then, which
has occasioned the existence of every thing, can only be
attributed to some intellectual substance, bearing in itr
self the reason of its own being, together with the
knowledge why all things happen as they do, and not
otherwise.
This substance accounts to itself alone for
all things, since it alone is acquainted with all things.
It acts from itself, and for itself; and it ordains the being of atoms, and of worlds, of monads, and of systems,
according to laws pre-established by infinite wisdom.
This substance is God.
All things, therefore, act with each other, according
to that hnrmon;i which lias been pre-eslablished by God,
and which consequently is universal and necessary.
By him our bodies are pre-disposed to obey tile volitions «»f our souls.
By him the individual monad, and
the universe itself, were regulated in every vicissitude
which they can experience. The soul acts not upon
the body, nor does the body influence the soul. Their
mutual concurrence was ordained by God himself, who,
in regulating the order of worlds, regulated also all that
they contain *."
This is certainly a bold attempt to account for the
phenomena of the universe ; but we cannot perceive a
single advantage which it possesses over the system of
Malebranche to which it was opposed. It approaches
nearer to fatalism; for, according to the doctrine of
pre-established harmony, the deity is supposed to have
ordained all motion, and all change which may take
place in corporeal substances.
The human body acts
in conjunction with the volitions of the soul, because it
was predisposed to do so from eternity ; and ouf limbs
are moved, and our organs of sense are affected, by the
immutable decrees of God himself.
This doctrine avoids the interpositions of Deity supposed by Malebranche it also avoids the notion entertained by the author of the Syslcme de la Nature, and
other materialists, who maintain, that there is an efficient principle in every cause, which leads of itself,
and by its independent influence, to the production of
Hut it is clogged with difficulties equally
the effect.
perplexing, and consequences equally revolting.
We
cannot well see how any one can adopt it without admitting, that the Deity is the ultimate cause, if not the
immediate instrument, of evil. It might lead to infer,
-that the Almighty could not be displeased with any action which men may commit, since every action and
every volition are pre-ordained and pre-established to
accompany each other ; and we might suppose, that he
•organized for the very purpose the hand which should
pollute his altars, and the tongue which should blas;

pheme

his

name.

• Academical

These consequences certainly were

I
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not intended to be deduced from this system by its vci-y l^etapliy.
''^
profound author ; thougli they may be slienn to result
from that harmony which he thought was pre-establish- ''""'V'""
ed for a t^ufficlent reason.
But certainly one le-^ding principle of the T-eibnitzian
system is not less apjjlicable to that of Malebranche,
who would readily have subscribed to' the following
maxim of the opposite school. " Ce n'est pas dans les
corps qu'on peut tlecouvrir la raison pourquoi ils suivent
ces loix plutot que tout autres ; elle ne se trouve que
dans une etre distinct des corps."
Before we leave Leibnitz and his school, which has
never had much influence in this country, we may remark, th.it they are careful to distinguish between the
reason why a thing is as it is, and the cause oi'iti being

This is particularly developed by Wolff, but
it is.
had been noticed by Descartes long before " There
is nothing which exists." says that philosopher, " respecting which we may not inquire into the cause of
Such inquiries may be extended to God
its existence.
himself; not that he needs any cause of his existence,
as
it

:

but because the very immensity of his nature is the reawhy he cannot have a cause of his existence.'' Sir
William Drummond has, with much learning, traced
the monads of Leibnitz up to their Pythagorean source,
through all their windings, as discoverable in the writings o( Hippocrates, Stobasus, Sextus Empiricus, &c.
and has shewn how largely the (Jerman philosopher
has availed himself of the scattered fi-.igments of Grecian ontology, which occur in the rarer and less accesson

sible authors ; we must therefore transfer to his learning whatever deductions we may be disposed to make
from his originality. But his doctrine of sufficient reason is also borrowed and its originjil may be found in
Socrates is
the forty-sixth chapter of Plato's Phaedon.
intrwluced as saying, that he was delighted when he
found that Anaxagoras had assumed mind or intelligence as the origin of all things. He conceived, that
this principle would be sufficient to account for any
thing being as it is ; because if mind orders all things,
they must be disposed in the situation and order which
and that if we wish to know why any thing is
is best
produced, or is destroyed, or exists as it is, we have on;

;

what respects these several accidents
and circumstances are most befitting in the cases in
question.
If any thing, for instance, happens to man,
he is to consider that this, being regulated by supreme
intelligence, must be the best that could befal him, and
he has only to inquire in what respects it is best for
him. In the same manner, after inquiring whether the
earth be fiat or round, the next point is to shew, in what
ly to inquire in

Were these
respects that figure is best adapted to it.
things once properly settled, Socrates conceived th;it he
would then have discovered a sufficient reason for the
existence of things as they are, and that it would be
unnecessary to search any farther into their causes H".
may easily perceive, then, that the doctrine for

We

wliich this prince of philosophers expressed a partiality, agrees, in many respects, with the svjficietit reason
of Leibnitz, and also with the doctrine which Pope undertook to illustrate without understanding it, that

" whatever

is, is

right"

Questions, p. 326.

m

TcTt IX /3/£A/v nfos Atti^ayt^a umytyvtua'xov'n;, Kect Xtyarrss wf k^bc ws
9 %XK9fffi6n vi koli vuvrav siirios, raurj) dn tjj ai^ix lif^tf Tl, xen |S«|£ fjiot T-^aTuv riva IV tx^'*> ^^ ''''"' *'"' *'*'*' iravTwy atriov nett itynirctfivtv^ it rvre cvrois i;^!/, rev yi vsv KoffAHit-rtt, vavra xorfttiv, xai ixafsy, Ti3i»a/ Tai-TJi, iktu «» /iiXTifx i^"- *• ''• *•
Siicrates, however, expresses his extreme regret at the ilisappointniciit of the
high expectations wliich he had fonned, when he first heard of Anaxagoras having introduced mind as tlie principle and disposer of all
things.
For he says that he did not find him treating of one of the subjects on which he wished to be infonned, but bringing in aerial9
•^

AicHaas

fitiv

ctbeml, ot watery

fluids to

atxount for the conititutioii of things

;

and as the causes of tb« various phenomena which they

exhibit.

'

ETAPHY

I\r

On

Mcuphf.

a genera] view of tlie subjert,

we may

._,"^*^_, three grand SBTM in the liistory ut' meUphysicv
e<ju*l in point of time, but each of tbem marked
witii a
grand ir.'» *«y clirtuict and decided character.
The lirst eztemla
from the time of ArittotJe to that of Dewartes. During
in metaUie currency of thia long period, many pcraonti arose,
diati ngiinhed fiir metaphytacal acumen, who attacked
MocntfaUjr aome of the oatworka of the Arirtotelian
AriftMJc ""ft™* : hot they made little or no impremon on the
foeral achem*, and Ariatode continuedtbe undiiput>
ed wverngn of netapbytidana. Lord Bmxmi gare a
dMdly blow to his enipin, and waa the «Jrat who shew.
ed, in detail, the inutility of bia Boethod for the diacoo'tfntM. vay of trudi. W
hetber Oewwtca ought the tpirit of
Bacon, (if be di<l, be does not acknowledge it for we
do not recollect that any allusion is made to Bacon in
any part of bia worka.) or whether the atrvngth of hia
^iiu led bim to aaaert tbe aame indcpendcfiee of think*• ^°*T. **'*'•. y* ««M> it ia, tb« h« intradneed
2?
tO0 maa nCMlaiiad Hiapn aainQ into metapbyaica, wbich
Bmoo h«l anlied ao aoeoMafitUy to the biterpntatioa
nata*. Hia malfaoa waa both daw and anginal
;
aad.
afka of tbo attcnpta which wan OMde to raaiat
it. it aeon ohttinod pn ai a aaiow of tb» achoola.
and diore
AriatotW Iran the thioiie wbicb be bad oonpiod for ao
many handrod jmn. Ail the «>«H'ng p&lawabcn
of any imm were CartcNana ; and LMfce bimailf b^
kwged to tha aaiBM adbool. «a iMa akHdy fawn obocrved.
Bm bo aarved bia
in tbo aanowny that ha ImnI
done Ariatatk. by pwbiag bim flrom the aont of pbilo.
aophy ; and to eoaplcto waa bia victoy, or bia imhiii*.

^

;

m

—

«««

Hnno of bia

iUaatrioua prodeoaMT is new
aa an antbority in nMtanbyaical

MobiMd

Bntwooertwnlytbinkitbat Jnaiiesto Dsa.
«y. that no man «ror bonrowtd low Aon bia
"- -'— '- TJfhna TTiTi iIIiooikI Ttr «TiittiL
bis Mind fnmfnmyfnim»B».mAl»tammun.

to
cipsto

btMoadtotbouivost«Biiaaaftn«h. Tbaic

wow

bonrdittca, bowovar, caanaMad with bia dect.
nob aa bia torficf and nuHto Uooa. by wbich bo m*^
dntood Iboao ideaa wbich bo ponaivod conld not
t<»
Ibo cxtnml aenaea. and which he tbaKfon snp.
poaod to asiat in tba mind pravioua to thoir agicrdbothoao notioiM, aa well aa many otbor VMvtbonMd
ool
wbich were indnairianaly aipumd by bia
. brought diacndit on bia tbicttino: ondoM.
the world for tbo cniliona ond aanaibio ayitom

aw

^

ofLodu

ia«in(r»b«waslUao,orttnwS,«t.

ed^r

«flMin»,aodanH*iyintwbotwaa

uaafnl.^piaUy

•cboet

uMntod thouMioof tbofanndcr of oww

n pbilooophy.

k wm

for a ieiig tiaao aapnoaad that bo
hmi am.
occvpi«l tbo granS aa •
«
tolo|ri«, aa eomplotolv aa Newton bod
doM in
wttca and natural philoaophy. Indeed onr
South teem,
gnmti. to bo atill of the
oMkin; and aueb of tham aa bovo ouonded their
M«tb*r. have not vantatMl to go beyond
the
q^aMhfbMof Uanley. In ibatt. Bncland baa baaa
woit Wffoodiagly borren in metaphywAoa «
,
inUtw time* : and bad it not given birth toCi
aiidMc^
Mtie or two more, it wamM
booobet-'
(hniughout Enrope to bavoovarbor.

MtoMc^ond

n^

m

•h»

boiiwdtbepb»^jjophyoftheb«n»nnrind Thonortbom

put of our laiond ha* bom murh inon pradocti** ai

aMMa of Ittcrature and the
•** •
Cont.n. »
?T*/^
jfWNl of thia fMrnaim,
;

^

for a while, at Uatt, to

TOt.

Jilt,

tAWt

I.

ci.j..^

Ifaia

SroUA tdmi bw obtain.
- tland hai reaaon
to be
,

.,lubiunt« are likely.
Uuivb nndistarbad^

i.,vir
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Icarniof.

tioi, tbot tbo

C S.

I

they are annoyed by the aflkted sm6t% of their Meuphy.
neighbours at Scotch metaphjtica. which, since the
"<*
day*
ot Hume, have been represented as
sjuonymous with
scepUcism.
ftold deservedly takes the lead as having
brought Reid.
about an important refomiaUon in philosophy. He
haa
not only corrected many misitakes of Locke ; but he
hw
endeavoured to explode the »hole doctrine a( ideas,

Thrtt^

M

S

unl^

d

^^

v^

which prevailed from the time of Aristotle, till it waa
attacked by the Scotch philosopher. According
to this
doctrine nothing can be present to the mind but

an
supposed to be some kind of representa.
tion of tlie object from which it proceeda.
It is not
wwugh that the senses be aifected a particular way :
the only resuh of such afiection is the production
of an
idea,

which

is

m

and this idea alcme is perceived Ijv the mind. Our
must recollect, that when the C'arteaiana speak
of «<ea«, they use the word in a sense quite diff«TFntA^Dm
idea,

readers

«to«rdinanr aooepUtion in our Uiiguage. 'Ihey under.
rtood
aa a wptcoauatiop tranamitted to the mind
throu gh the senses, and which communicates an im-

M t^

wy

CP^
Inu u

portion of its subsunce.
«*!««««
i!"*'f?*
the pmlooryiucal meaning of the word idea aa
Tf^J*^ yi ''***• and oU the Cartesians. In our
Mttgaaf^ It is now oooadmd ao aynonymous with ao*
boa or coowptioM.

"^

^'"'*
oJili!?*^'*
'^T of
too scboeU &r upwards
two

•"?* poo»esaion of Docir.« of
thousand years (for it Ueu.
did net originate with Descartes, he only explained
and
iHiMOatod It more fully than had ever been done before
tbu dortnne originated in an attempt to aolve the
diffi.
culty »hi^ baa alwaya been felt in understanding
how
""•'^ •" hapfwiiuu on a spTritual
"??*"
j** *«.
* ; mi, UMtoad of being fCuiidcd
"*^f"°»inhi
IbUiu or i factioa , it rests on the flimsy
boMs ef unwarranted analogioa. It waa thus
illustrated
gr Anstotle and his foUowors: As wax
receives the
I
improsiioa of a seal without tbo subatance of tlie
seal.
• h»kiM.<Uas rMahres the iuiagco of objecta
•*
dMin>co iWan it; in tbo aame manner, the
ibo raprasantation of thii^ which canMtMoo^ato it, or which may be at a distance from it.
andiiotoo only foundation of the doctrine of ideas
;
""^"Jy* '" the history of the world, did
ffl.'y?'
•«»ob MBOutous r(«sr<)uenccs arise out aX
a mere ana.
lyy. For many agoa H filled the world with systems
rfpbiloaophy tfll at laat it boniabcd from the
world
•^^•T thing Init ideas and impreoaiono.
We admit that in many instances, anakigy is a Icgitnaote grotind of orgoment
When we meet with no»WAa« first accm insuUted, and not re.
2!ir^*^
to any gomal rule, we anxioualy kxdc around
•" *» MW*yationa, under the firm conviction tlut the
"y**"" •*" Mrture i« linked together by indiaao>
^ cnmodMna
laUa
and tbot notfatac eon appear sep*.
:
rM_Md detached, except than oar wnotanco of iu a£.

i^

;

:

"3*^"°

—

mammm

w

J*

]'*'»•

woBToa

.-

^hio

hy

and rebtiona. When
oppenmotok

all

we diacover a
perceive that bewhich, at frst, we reckoned singular and
— i9onoii*e that we hove received a sufBand hove discovered a law of nature
1,
•n.
This, indeed, is the foundation of
oxoept aaeboo rest on axioms or neceaaary
at laat

nd

truths.

Had any osM, then, been aensible of an image de>
pMted on hia mind, in the aoaw manner as it is proaent«
«1 ma lookiMglaa, he might have fah-ly concluded
that he l»da^n|Biccd a step in cxpUining
the phenc
of pcrcqKioo. But we are caOKioDS of nothing
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Metaphy- but sensations, which, in general, we can refer to cer"'"•
tain organs ; but beyond that every thing is inscnitable
~ and we may say of sensation what St. Augustine said
'
of time, Si non roges, inlelligo.
There is anotlier circumstance which has misled phiIn vision, for instance, an
losophers on this subject.
actual picture is painted on the reliiia, and when this
picture is not produced, there is no perception of visible
This lends some countenance to the opinion,
objects.
that an actual picture must be presented to the mind
This is the most fiivourable
in every act of perception.
example that can be produced in support of the doctrine of ideas ; and yet we do not see that it advances
our knowledge a single step as to the real nature of
have got an additional preliminary
perception.
fact ; but we can scarcely be said to be nearer to ultimate knowledge ; and the optician or phigiologist who
is most intimately acquainted with the structure of the
eye, knows no more of the nature of perception, than
the clown who never heard of its lens, or coats, or hu-

We

mours.

They who have attempted to combine physiology
with metaphysics, have endeavoured to penetrate a little
farther behind the scenes, and have carried the image
from the retina to the brain by means of the optic
nerve.
They have, no doubt, some grounds for this
process ; for when the optic nerve is destroyed, no senBut it is quite clear that the
sation is produced.
image on the retina cannot be transmitted tlirough the
nerve on any principle of optics or mechanical philosophy. The picture on the retina is exactly the same as
that which is produced by means of any lens similarly
constructed and even supposing it carried, by any
process, to the brain, we still know no more of perception than we did before. For why should the mind
be able to perceive this image rather than the object itself from which it proceeds ?
:

But, then, it is argued, that as we know for certain,
that external objects cannot be present to tlie mind
(because the mind itself perceives that they are at a
distance ;) there must be some representations, or images of them, present to the mind, since a thing cannot
act where it is not.
Here again the principles of mechanical philosophy are brought in to explain a subject to
which they are entirely inapplicable. It is said, indeed,
that our senses are adapted for the communication of certain sensations. Taste, smell, sounds, are confined to particular organs ; and without these organs, we can have
no conception that such sensations could be excited
yet these sensations, as well as every other, are mere
;

The impressions
on the
senses are
Eiens to the

mind.

affections of our minds, bearing no conceivable resemblance to the qualities in external nature which produce
them. Taste, and smell, and sound, are no more like
any thing we perceive in the qualities of matter, tlian
the written characters in music are like the melodious
tunes which they represent.
hold, then, that the affections of the senses are
mere signs, or signals to the mind, to excite certain susceptibilities, or to call into exercise certain faculties,
-pj^j^ pgrbaps might be admitted by all parties upon al"^
^
"^
u
them to cnx their
lowmg ..i.
own mterpretation upon it.
The Peripatetics and Cartesians would say, that the
signs call the mind to the consideration of the subject,
in the same manner as the picture of an acquaintance
brings him to our recollection : whilst others would say,
that they are arbitrary but invariable signs established
by the author of our nature ; bearing no kind of resemblance to the things which they represent, yet exhibiting them to the mind as infallibly, as the arbitrary
characters of a known language convey to our minds

We

,

•

.,

.

.

.

•'

,

an idea of the sentiments which they represent. The Metaphy.
»'«»•
only difference between the two cases is this that in
the one, the signs are fixed by God, and are immutable ; '^"'V""^
whilst in the other, they are selected by ourselves, and
may be altered or varied at pleasure.
We venture, then, to call the intimations of our senses
natural characters, which the author of our being has
established as the indices of certain sensations: and
there is, perhaps, about the same connection between
the signs and the things signified, as there is between a
smile and the feeling of happiness.
A smile is not an
:

sign

artificial
it

assumes

:

(at least

this character

we dislike
) we are

:

it

very

much when

irresistibly impell-

ed, by the constitution of our nature, to express certain
feelings by certain modifications of the features.
nos intits ad omncm
Fortttiuirnm liahitum ; juvat, aut hnpeltit ad iram,
Aut ad hitmitm mcerore gravt dedncit el augit

Format cnim natura pruts

Post

There

ejf'ert

animl ntotus

intcrjyreie tiiigiia^

nothing left to accident here every thing is
fixed and determined ; and a man generally makes a
very awkwaitl figure when he endeavours to exhibit the
signs of emotions diiferent from those which he actually feels.
Yet, can any possible connection be traced
between the feelings of happiness, or grief, or anger,
and a particular modification of the muscles of the face ?
It is to no purpose that we are told, that certain emotions put in action certain muscles about the heart, we
shall say ; and that these muscles affect others which,
is

:

communicate the impulse, till the result
This is, no
depicted in the human countenance.
doubt, a very interesting subject of study to the anatomist or physiologist ; but it is perfectly useless to
the metaphysician who is inquiring into the origin of
sensations, and the connection between natural organs
and a thinking spiritual substance. AH that the anatomist does is to describe the machinery ; the metaphysician endeavours to ascertain the principle of motion.
But, then, some metaphysicians affirm that the per- The perception of objects is not immediate ; but that the rapi- eeption of
dity with which we interpret the signs is the result of ."''•'"^'f."
This is the opinion
early and deep-rooted association.
of Hartley and of man}' others. Dr. Porterfield says,
that " it is not the external sun and moon which are in
the heavens, that our mind perceives, but only their
image or representation impressed on the sensorium."
Perhaps we do not perceive any of the objects of nature
as they really are ; yet this does not interfere with our
ready and rapid apprehension of them. The picture
of objects alway^appears inverted on the retina, yet we
always perceive them in their right posture.
Philosophers and physiologists have puzzled themselves exceedingly to account for this ; but all to no purpose.
They talk of the rays which proceed from the object,
crossing each other in the eye, so that those which come
from the upper part of the object strike on the under
part of the retina, and vice versa ; and therefore they
imagine that we perceive objects in their right posture,
in the same manner as we would judge an object which
strikes the roof of a room to come from below.
This is
egregious trifling : was any man alive ever sensible of
any crossing of the rays, or of any impulse either on the
upper or under part of the posteri6r coat of the eye
The truth is, that in tracing the image to the retina,
we are attending only to one stage of the process. We
can form no conception whatever of what takes place
afterwards; nor can we conceive how it should be easier
for the mind to apprehend the image of an object than
in their turn,
is

i*

the object
It

is

itself.

said, indeed, that there

must be a communica'-
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prisooer are directed.
In the meantime, a number of Meuphj.
»'"•
persons or objects, in passing, intercept part of the
light, and their shadows are cast on the opposite side of """"V""^
the cave. Theae shadowa, and not the thinjjs themselves, are perceived by the nrisoner.
In the same
manner, Plato conceivetf that the senses perceive not
the things themselves, but only the images pf them. It
is evident that all this is mere fancy
yet wc do not
;
think that the doctrine of ideas has any better foundation to support it.
Descartes, like all the old philosophers, took it for
granted, that what we perceive must be either in tlic
mind itself or in the brain, to which the mind, as he

ing i« produced by undulations or pvlaatioiMoftbe air on
the Mr; taate by the application of npid MbetMices to the
palate; Tision by a picture on the eye, Ac. Here, then,
we perceive an evident connection between external
•l^ccti and the organ* of tense: but itill the distance
bcCvccn the imprwaioni on our organa, and the sen*ationa of oar minds it immeasurable and we consider it
perfectly anpbiloaopbical to ulk of either an object
or any image being preaent to the mind. Who can fix
the localHj of a apirit, or say that it can even be in
contact with a material substance t Or how can a spi. supposed, is immediately present
for this purpose, he
ritsal rabatance be affected by any thin;r but a spirit ?
fixed the teat of the soul in the pincnl gland.
1 f objects
Thcae ai* qnectiont which no n>an can answer yet are perceived in the mind, Hume argues fairly
enough,
we tee that particalar objecu produce, with infallible that the mind must be extended ; for we cannot concertainty, paiticolar aeiMafMn a in our mlnda. Bnttbcae ceive how theedra
of extension, (which, according to
impreaeiona on our tmm» are merely aigna ettabliabed Deacartea and. hia followers, is
an image of the original,
by the author of our nature to call o«ir attention to ob- can ever be ra an unextended substance.
And, as for
jects which it is our interest to pursue or avoid, okl the anal
of the tout, were not the subject now exploded,
whicli
praBote or mipair our haoMMH.
we would recommend it to the ridicule of the poet, raTiMwayia
By Mliwaig tbe tnin of oor own eonecptiaaa, we ther than to the discussion of pliilosophers. At one
whkkaiM hsf* ben ltd to aoaM ooMfauiam net trery remote, we time, however, it occupied
no tmall space in their spe«nbMid, ftoa iJm onniana of MalcbiHwIie and of culation*, and i* thus ridiculed by Prior in hia Alma.
act upoa
Mcb Mhcf LAmiu : for thoogh their ayalcaM are profaaaadiy op.
Hoc Afattbrw aid.
poaed to ewfa o«bcr, we do nocfMe that tbc^ differ
to MUDy
AlaalD vans, la pnsslbsoiiDd
qneetien. But all that we mean
ODkaewa. widely eo the point
By Ansl8dv*s psB dstfasd.
to aay la this, thai aftar mamieiag, with the atmoat
Timnlii llha ksdvtmalarlatl.
minuteneas, the BadMnim of the aaaan, and dbowinf
la,»ma,M^saiad.
Aad ]«, dtr dsth. ii an ^iria
the organic affectsoa which takaa place whan • Man*
la
swrf aasv, aarva, sad vsia {
tion ia produced, we are aa &r aa erar Ava
abl*
Baas ban sad iktsa, Hhs Hsiolct-i ghtM.
toeonneetmind with matter, or to aaocrtain the way hi
s ssifhst a A* nJat dw wn.
which they mutually aloct each other. Such an intcrTMs tyitmw RMwrf. «• aiviaU.
eonne, however, ia establiahed by the author of our na.
The avB «r Otftsd fcaiy Md I
tare : but there ia no chance that we shall ever get b^
w wm tftt ausi 10 ciMy.
kind the soenae, ao aa to be able to diaca>ver every part
aqr, (Ibr, ia gead tradi, tMy mtkk
•f the machinery. tiU av Aaee t^mMtd^Mt morUU eoU;
iruk naaU n^aet of ikat old Oicck,)
and Mr soob are diaangagad Ann the gram encaaThai, pMtiBK
Thm.
an Ms
U wai* tsntber.
iMtias dl
;

a

:

;

v^

«

m

Mt^

WUs

IW

brancaa, which at

pnaent dog

nd

"
ThlhrssUus

imede thdr CMi

bases iaoas

Mae Ui

rationa.

All that we know for certain, i*, that when impreo*
•iona are eornm i icated to the senses, they are at the
aaae iMtant imparled to the mind and we conclude
that thia ia done i
uJiut i if, how compiicaled aoerer
the macMnvy BHy be wfaiah la pnt in notion by the

m

And, Asa

Ilw t*t Ms%B pkBMB*

.-

mm

w

eitemal hnpr ri un . When, Ifar ini(»ee. we handle a
cube, ar >Jt|ah«, we neeive iNaMfialr faitimation that
we are handling an e xtended anbatance, distinct fram
ear own bodies. There ii not the most distant foonda*
tion Ibr the eoppoattion of any image being faiterpoacd
to make the
appraha
le by the mutd; and we
do not aee that it makaa any malarial diference, thoogh
Ike aUecta be placed at a diatanoe; they are atPI con.
ne^cd with tbt ainaea by certain aentibic intermedia,
which faring them into contact, when an immediate percndoo ia prodoead in the mind. We condnde, then,
NMIMI the anaDeat heattation, tfaataderaa/etutaice is
lkammtttat$
^cTctftiom, and not the leank of
Modariao^ or of the mterpoaitian of imagea or idoM,
of which no man waa ever aensible.

el^

w&

c^ a

we do not think that there ever waa a phi«
pkitd dMinwhidi, with such a alight fonndaMo,
tad inck afnaea over tlte hanan undarMandiiw.
Indiort,

It ia, at laaat, aa old aa Plato^ nerftctly conformable
to
hia poetical genioa, which dap^ttad
analogical and
.

,

*

rfS?
«pt

.

.

'""^

M

irw w

iiliMtraliona.
i
ns .

m

Ha au|yu
ru
aa ppoaea
aea

^ * dark cave into which
admitt ed tfaroogfa an aperture.

man to be
Oe
aome raya of

a

Theae ray*

ftU on the «de of the cave to which the eye* of the

r oa kar duaos the btsin
dial SBBI of ihoi^lfat, di^MosM

to the

ssasch"

Dr. Beid had the honour to be the first who called in Dr. iteid
qoaation the Cartesian doctrine of ideaa and, in our 'he fir.i
opinian, hiaaaoeaM haa been eoanlate. We have adopt. »>>o died
ed Ua coachid ena without adhemg to hU train of ar. '" i"***'""
guroent ; for we think hia opinions need only to be '^•^'*'''''«
*"'
known, to derive illustration from a thousand different "
j

'

Wc

aoorce*.
make no pretcnaiona, then, to any discoveriea of oar own on thu anbiect : we were trained in
hia doctrinea under his illustrious pupiil ; wc therefore
la^ claim to nothing but the illustration, and even this
eoincidea in

many inatancea, as might be

expected, with

tfaatof Rcid.

We

have aaid that the impreaaionanMideon the aensea
are merely aigna which the mind interpreU with infallible certainty.

Theae

language of nature to

aigna. Dr. Reid remarks, are the
:
and, aa in many respects it

man

has great affinity witli the language of man to man, so
particularly in thia, that both are partly natural and
original; partly acquired by custom.
Our original
or natural perceptions are analogous to the natural

langnagc of man to man > and our acquired perceptiona are anaiogoua to artificial language, which, in
our mother tongue, ia got very much in the same
manner with our acquired perception*. When we perceive that thia is the taste of cvder, that of brandy
;
that thij is the smell of an apple, that of an orange
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Metaphy- that this the noise of thunder, that the ringing of bells
sics.
this the sound of a coacli passing, that the voice of a
friend ; these perceptions, and others of the same kind,
But the perception
are not original, they are acquired.
vrhich we have by touch of the hardness and softness

of bodies

;

of their extension, figure, and motion,

is

not

acquired, it is original.
" E:(perience teaclies us, that certain impressions upon
tlie body are constantly followed by ceitain sensations
of the mind ; and that, on the other hand, certain determinations of the mind are constantly followed by
certain motions in the body ; hut we see not the chain
tliat

ties these things together.

habit alone enables us to judge of the quarter Metaphy'"'•
it comes, and of its being referable to ex~
»
in
stand
blind-folded
man
will
any
If
ternal causes.
the middle of a room, and allow his most intimate acquaintances to walk repeatedljr round him, without
speaking, and afterwards stand still and address him,
he will not know, for several trials, the position of the
It is evident, too, that it is only by experispeaker.
ence that we loam to refer smell to odoriferous particles,
issuing from external bodies ; and that we might have
had the sensations of taste without the application ol'
sation

:

from which

sapid substances to the palate; for nothing is more
to have a particular taste in the mouth,
able to ascribe it to any external cause.
Nay, it is habit alone which makes us refer particular
sensations to particular senses ; and, were it not for
this, we could have no conception of any existences but
our own sensations; excepting always the sensations
which arise from touch, and which lead us at once to
the conception and knowledge of something exter-

knows but tlieir common than
and owing to the will of without being

Who

connection may be arbitrary,
our Maker .>" Such are the words of Dr. Reid ; and
we think he need have no hesitation in declaring, that
every thing which depends on the will of the Almighty,
must, is
as sensation, and every thing else undoubtedly
most certainly arbitrary, and determined by nothing
but his own free will. This is nearly an identical proand it is certainly the most obvious of all
position
truths, that wliatever the Almighty does, he does it because he wills it. This is equally true of man but

nal.

:

:

in the general result, that the
will of Deity never can be influenced by extiinsic motives ; for he is all-sufficient and independent ; and
contingent motives in liis case are wholly incomprehenEvery thing is different, in this respect, with
sible.
regard to man ; he does what he wills, but his will

tliere is this difference

In short, we conceive the mind to possess in itself all
those capabilities which are roused by an excitement
applied to the senses ; but we cannot tell how this
only we believe, that it is immediate and instantaneous,
however complicated the machinery may be which is
:

Who can tell how many muscles must be
interposed.
put in motion before a smile or a frown can be depicted
Yet the sensations of
on the human countenance ?
felt, than a visible portraitsooner
no
are
anger
or
over
joy
motives
various
influenced
by
be
must necessarily
ure of them is displayed on the countenance. To acwhich he has no controul.
the applicaThose things which appear natural to us, must be count for the explosion of gunpowder by
fire, would require a complete knowof
spark
of
a
tion
which
continues
call
that
natural
we
God
arbitrary to
chemistry, and of the constitution
to retain the qualities, and present the appearances ledge of pneumatic
notwithstanding
which we have been accustomed to observe in it. VVe and properties of the atmosphere yet,
ignition and explosion appear simultathe
this,
of
all
sensations,
signs
of
our
natural
the
both
then,
refer,
impressions on
and our power of interpreting them to the will of our neous. So we believe it to be with the
and the perception
Creator, who had only to say, " Let such things be, and the senses; the sensation they iirodxxce;
in the case of touch they are
such qualities exist," and forthwith the connections which acompanies it.
soon become so, or appear to
they
;
and
simultaneous
may
be
called
which we see were established ; which
be so, with regard to the other senses ; for as soon as
•necessary connections, inasmuch as they must necessawe have learned that they are excited by external
rily continue till the will of the Almighty shall change
causes, which no man can avoid learning, the impresor suspend them.
one and
Dr. Reid farther observes, that " we know nothing sion, sensation, and perception, are produced at
of the machinery, by means of wliich every different the same time.
Perhaps we have gone far enough on the subject of
impression upon the organ, nerves, and brain, exhibits
ideas, as our object is merely to give our readers some
its corresponding sensation ; or of the machinery by
metaphymeans of which each sensation exhibits its correspond- notion of the questions generally agitated by
in our power, to furnish them
as
far
as
and,
sicians
sensation,
the
;
inspired
with
VVe
are
perception.
ing
conceptions, and
and we are inspired with the corresponding perception, with the materials for forming clear
We have dwelt the
by means unknown. And because the mind passes accurate opinions respecting them.
ideas, as liis
immediately from the sensation to the conception and longer on the doctrine of Ueid respecting
of
philosophy
the
in
new
rera
fact,
a
in
form,
writings
in
perception,
the
we
have
in
belief of the object which
his works
same manner as it passes from signs to the tilings sig- mind in this country ; we mean Scotland, for
known in the soutliern
nified by them, we have therefore called our sensations seem to be very little valued, or
we cannot help thinkIndeed
island.
of
the
division
objects."
signs of external
We have stated the doctrine a little differently and ing it a matter of regret, that the fame of Reid is now
The touch
almost absorbed in that of his pupil Dugald Stewart
is the only have made the impressions on the organs of sense the
one of our ti^ns by which certain sensations in the mind are ex- not that we think this philosopher unworthy to occupy
lenses
the very highest rank among ancient or modern pneucited, and by which its attention is, at the same time,
vhich
We
might have had matologi>ts but we are persuaded he himself will redirected to the exciting cause
makes us
gret, should even his own fame obscure that of his mas.
all the sensations whicli we now possess, those arismg
immedifrom touch excepted, without any knowledge of an ex- ter, whose merits and achievements in mental philosoately BCBy the experiments first made by Che- pliy he has blazoned witli so much eloquence and
ternal world.
qua nted
with the
selden, and subsequently confirmed by many others, it affection.
extcrn.il
With regard to Mr. Stewart himself, we have only
appears that visible objects, when first presented to the
world.
they seem to be in to say, that we consider him as the mo=t elegant and
eye, do not appear extt-rnal to it
:

:

;

;

;

k

they present merely a variously coloured picture to
the mind. In the sam^ manner, sound is a mere sen*
:

jiuiicious

philosophical critic at present in existence.
yet, appear chiefly in explaining and

His merits, as
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Xtupky. expanding the views of his master, in spparatini; what
is salutary in other nystcras, from what is trifling or
noxious, and in inspiring a conviction that it is pes*
phQosophy of mind both interesting
and useful. To this praise, we venture to add, that,
of ail living authors, l>e is the most accurate and most
elegant writer of the English language. Our subjects
of regret with regard to nim are, that he is either too
timid or too indolent; for, just when be has brought
na to the brink of an original diacaaaioa, to which his
powers are adapted, he put« u« off with the promise of
If he lives to
a separate diawrtation on the subjectredeem all his pledges, he will have no reason to cumnlaiaof the brevity of human life; and the world will
Bavo maoo to be thankful for so many additional
lof CDJoyiacnt.
•ibie to render the

W« eonmenoed tbia article,

VMtf ot
Ddapliytint
dKS.

Mu>

with alatimf the advan*

tigii anaing from the study of mstaphyairal sdefioe
and we saspact than will ba aooe who will think that
we have been andcnnining oor own position, bv de>
tailing the jarring, insoaaaleot, and uncertain apecuU*
tiona of ntctaphyaiciana. Bat, in truth, the advantact
of nctapbyaaeal atndies ppwri, not ao much in the
adoptki of any ptticnlaf STMaai, or in adherenoa to
any particular master, aa ia UM habit of accurate aM»«
tafanalyais, and in oormI iawaiigation into the origin of our faoUnga, aaMsMBllb ^HopiBiaDa. Noman
who baa not boan aemalamad to aaefa MiTtitigalioaa
tan ovar attain to any thing like accuracy in OMral or
nrtolWctiial waaarchta t hemay, indeed, bic highly osefiil both to hiwsflf and oiheia, by adharing to the mica
aad OMzima prcacribed by saparior viaoiiini ; but bo
bo a airangcr to tboae rafinad plaaaaraa which
ftom eootonipbting tho bi— tiftil adaotation of
to «nd% by which tho miad approachaa, as it
I

were, a step

neonr to tho Doily.

The meuphyMCipn may go wroag

in hia naaarchaa;
who e xpUw ea
seas unknown, aadat Waowa risk points out the rocks,
sboals and auickaandt, which might endanger future
voyagers.
Ferhapa bo enters what he may reckon a
aocore harbour, or ettiea on what be su|}poses a fcrtalo island ; but if ha doea aot diacover hia mistake in
tine, others are taoghl fav hia ftte to avoid the experi-

but be

is

like tho

menu which have

advantaroos mariner,

nislod

Mb.

There u ao Moro oaocftainty in metapbyaica than
ia any other oab^eet wUefa ia not founded oa ni nwi jr
tjim
Tho MBM aaaMHia^ oecoia in an discBMiona
ykyttes
laljgi M; aot that tboae sabjcctt
_^ twaaeting politica

Xo

roof e

bucsi

rkaaoaooiftaiafa
Ac

bat ftoai tho laipaadbiBly
with parftct aceoracy, tho ninwptiliii of
tho aBOMrTCapociiag thaaai fraa which rcaaltdiAiw
>ion,

IWavw ^^HaV^nRaQwlB

^^"^^^

^^"

when,

perfaape, all tho wfailo both partica arc perfectly

^^^^•^^Ma^

acnrdmg

Sa^ta

^KM^avwAaoa^^P

to tha eoneoptioos which they have
faf ad, and the OMoaiag which they have atuched to
paMioahr worda. Tbarc is no uncertainty, then, in
tiw priariplaa of laorals ; tho oncertainty ariites wholly
oat of ausaadcfatanding on the part of the disputanu,
who ftaqoaotly find, ai\er long and furious wrangling.
right

that they
that there
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hsve been
is,

in reality,

about a phsntom, and .McUphy*
""•
no difference of opinion between
^

fightint;

~'

them.

'

~

superiority of the mathematical sciences has aU
ways been supposed to consist in the superior accuracy
of the definitions ; it might have been said, in their

The

ceruinty : for they are all necessary truths.
has been said thst the certainty of geometry arises
solely from thi»,
that the gcometriciiin measures and
calculates only the ideas of his own mind, which he de.
termines and circumscribes ncconling to his own plea«
sure *.
do not think this an accurate view of the
subject.
The mind, we conceive, is as much conver*
sant with realities in geometry, as in any other science
and the definitions employed, so far from being arbi*
trary, are all founded on necessary truths.
M. de MaupiTtuis has pkced this subject in a very
dear point of view in an Elssay, (in the twelfth volume
of the Tranaactions of the Berlin Academy,) entitled,
Etamtem pkilotapkiaue de la preuve de P existence de Dieu,
&& Ho aaya, that number and exteiuion are the subjects of rigid demonstration, not because the mind has
tho power of forming gratuitoiia definitions but becaoae there is in these iaacoa a principle of wliat he
caUs RrpBeMiilif : that b, we can divide number and
anantity into any portions we can halve them, quarter
Uaem, or raise them to any power, and still they will
praaM'n in all thair diviaiona, or multiplications, defi<
aito and nacosaary proportiona t.
Hence we can pro«
oeed with infallible certainty in all our researches coneemmg them ; and our most complicated calculations
aMT ul bo rodaoed at last to identical propositions,
ia<» oa AM mnd two ore *q»al lojlur, andjomr u eaual
to /wo and Imo ; or to the metaphysical axiom, \Vbat>
ever is, is.
Nothing of this kind can take place in metaphysical
•cicnee : our sensatioiu may, indeed, be stronger or
weak er ; but we cannot increase or diminish them in
deiaito proportions.
cannot divide a sensation
iato halves and quarters ; nor indicate the square root
of a conceptioTi. Wc cannot even ascertain, that any
definition which we can give, can convey to the mind
of another, an accurate ide* of our own conceptions
and onaations.
From thoa* drcaaMUneei^ wo think it must appear,
that thoagb tha* aniat napaasarily be much diversity
of opinion in morals, metaphysics, and religion, yet
there is no reaunn whatever to snspert that they liave
''
''fh as the
not as sure
live sciences.
infallible
It

—

^

We

Cause of
the auperi.
•" c«f««io'^

*"**,

k),q;^

;

n

;

We

'

'

Amidst

all

ti

i

vofsontiu

1

1

occurs,

who

and religious feelings
irom his birth, and influence
which grow op \
his ha{<pincaa and his liopaaf
And ia it not a proof
that these fee1tn;rs have a sore imd immoveable basis,
can divest

when they

hints*.'.

rnoral

r

ofthejarriii;

r
1

1

influence in spite
respecting them

and tho daiiKeriws and ab*urd conclusions which are
sometimes landed upon them t
We have already noticed inridwitally, some of the Mrtsphy.
metaphysical argumcnu for the rxistmcoofa God ; but •'"' •>vi>as thu u a subject of the greatest importance, and in- '"*'>'• '<»°
cnceof a

|r< a breocksr, aos Is fMlssiiuhi, c'nt gsiqiMaMnt pan* qu*!] n* lacsor* (t B« calcuic qiie dcs idsis,
mftt
Ics God.
it loi nsBS a (s
tis ntsas
Mrm. nr «yyn t«/p. Ac. far M. Mcris
McrauL
^ • c •(((« s!m saeOMr
• ftr *• toaarisr daaniea vldi viick •• diaccm Hadaaaiiod
HoU liHMhfc Oor otber psrupdoDS Sfs eooJ>s pal s< r . to. de aes-lat si an with the prntinfw oltuck «<h»r; ihcy have diatiact psieqaioii* ap.
ipsiu rf s» nth. Bos iht Ucm of ~'
sad «f r yWasMi ysathy, nqr
nd bjr ndi and all the tawc*.
being vith
<•!]) ita tsBM si sbmU, eouU hsic te idsa cf aaakst as isso'm tm diffctci
L'-MAUS Rscticd bis aassi and so vidi llw a«fae*
•

f

'
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MeU))hx- volving some fundamental metaphysical principles, we
''"^^
shall treat it a little more in detail.
~
~ ~
"
As the belief in the being of a Gotl is the most imj)ortant principle which can enter the human mind, so
there is none wliich can be established by such a variety of proofs. In attempting to discover new arguments,
or to display superior ingenuity, tliere can be no doubt
that too much stress has often been laid on circumstanThe marks of
ces which are doubtful or inconclusive.
design, of wisdom, power, and gootlness, displayed in
the works of nature, are generally supposed to afford
both the most obvious and the most satisfactory evidence of the existence of an infinite and eternal cause.
The Sacred Scriptures often illustrate this subject in
Vei-y beautiful and sublime language, not so much to
produce the belief of a God, as to excite feelings of reverence and adoration at the contemplation of his works.
Thus it is said, in the Psalms, that the heavens declare
,

of God, and the firmament shetvcth forth his
handywork ; and tlie Apostle tells us, tliat the invisibte
things of God are clearly seen, being understood by the
the glory

things tvhich are made.
At the same time, it must be confessed, that we are
extremely apt to err in our speculations respecting final
causes, and that the utmost caution is necessary in selecting instances, lest we fix on such as may be subject
to challenge, and thus weaken an argument which, if
know
judiciously managed, must be irresistible.
no author who has handled this argument more successfully than Paley, in his Natural Theology, in wliich,
from an examination of the various parts of the human
frame, he has traced the clearest proofs of benevolence
and wise design, and has shewn, at the same time, that
any inconveniences or evils that may arise to the system are incidental, and fonn no part of the original

We

plan.

We have no doubt,

that the same reasoning is applithe different departments of nature ; though
we are, in many instances, too ignorant to discover the
wise adaptation of their several parts, and their mutual
subserviency to promote the good of the general plan.
even see many things which puzzle and perplex us,
and which we cannot reconcile with our limited views of

cable in

all

We
„

expediency and wisdom. We may", for instance, admire
the wisdom displayed in tne structure of a snake, or a
scorpion, or a poisonous plant, or venomous insect but
then we are led to inquire, " why all this apparatus, in
the case of things which are positively hurtful .''" We
suspect that it is quite impossible to give any thing like
a rational system of theology from the light of nature.
But if we admit that man is a fallen and sinful creature,
and obnoxious to punishment, we can perceive a reason
•why he should be subjected to such scourges. They
reinind him of his delinquency ; and they teach him
caution, prudence, and preparation for death.
Virgil,
indeed, without the aitls of which we speak, discovered
a final cause for the existence of noxious animals, not
very remote from that which we have suggested.
:

Ille

malum

virus serpen tibus addidit atris,

&c.

Ut varias usus mcditando extunderet artes
Nee torpore gravi passus sua regna veterno.
Atheistical
objections,

The

arguments, if arguments they can be
extremely frivolous and absurd, equally
destitute of foundation, either in metaphysics or in facts.
Some of them are built on tlie apparent irregularity and
want of benevolence, discernible in the arrangements of
nature ; yet it is from the beautiful order and wise design manifest in all the parts of nature, which we have
atheistical

called, are all

5

been enabled to examine, that the theist derives some Metaphy.
sics.
of the most convincing evidences of a Supreme Creator
and Governor of the universe. When we see, however,
the two contending parties taking their stand on the
same ground, and endeavouring to draw from the same
source arguments to support their opposite systems
we may see the necessity of caution in selecting our
instances, lest we fix on some point which may be untenable, or on some fact which may be imperfectly ascertained, or on some intention of the Author of nature
of which we are not competent to judge.
But it is surely fair to conclude, that wisdom and benevolence prevail throughout the whole, since we have
always discovered them in those parts wliich we have
most thoroughly investigated, and that our ignorance of
the uses and application of any of the objects of nature
or arrangements of Providence, forms no ground whatever for arguing against them.
Were this rule observed, atheism would be deprived of all its arguments
drawn from the apparent imperfection and irregularity
of the works of nature.
To obviate the arguments for the being of a God
which Theists have drawn from the structure and preservation of animals. Atheists have alleged, that blind
chance, or fate, or whatever else they may choose to
call it, produced at first an infinite number of animals
of all possible natures, forms, and structures ; but that
those only survived which happened to have the qua*

and properties adapted for preservation.
The
animals without mouths, for instance, would soon perish ; those deprived of the organs of generation could
not propagate, and wherever the structure necessary to
the vital functions was impecfect, life would soon be extinguished ; the animals only which happened to be perAtheism must be redufect could live and propagate.
ced to miserable shifts, indeed, when it has been obliged to have recourse to such arguments. Perhaps they
ought not to be answered in any other way, than by
shewing that they are not only unfounded in fact, but
directly opposed to every known fact in the constitu.
For wliere have we ever seen any intion of nature.
stances of such promiscuous and casual productions ?
Are there any who now believe in the production of
animals by the solar heat acting on the slime of the
Nile, independent of the usual process of generation ?
If there are any such, they may be influenced by the
atheistical hypothesis which we have stated ; but no
man in his senses would attempt to argue with them, as
they hold principles totally inconsistent witli the known
facts and analogy of nature.
But it may be demonstrated, on the soundest principles of metaphysics, that the hypothesis is absurd and
For when did tliis chatice, or fate, or whatimpossible.
ever it was, begin to operate ? If it had a beginning, it
must have had a cause : this is a metaphysical axiom ;
and the man who denies it, is no more a subject of argument than he would be who should deny that two
and two make four. If then, this chance, fate, &c. had
a beginning, it cannot be the cause of any tiling, since
it is itself caused by something else.
But we are prepared to hear the Atheist affirm, that
this principle of his is eternal, and had no beginning.
On tliis supposition, then, it must eternally operate
and what has been must always be, for to suppose any
interruption in the continuity of eternity is absurd. But,
according to the atheistical supposition, this eternal
principle acted only once in a confused and random
manner, and has ever since acted regularly and uniformly. Here, then, is an evident change, in an eterlities
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for if
nal, self-existent principle, which is also absurd
chuige and chance be essential to it, they should operate always, which is not the case.
The philosophy of F.picurus is atheistical, though he
himself, and many of hi* followers, admittetl the existence of a God. But this was merely to save appearances, and to escape the inflictions of the law, which was
pafticulxrly aevere against Atheism in all the heathen
ataleai indeed, the prevailing error was quite of an oppoaite description, and ran into the extreme* uf Polytheum and idolatry. This error, pernicious as it is,
is, nevertheless, infinitely more excusable than Atheism : for Polytheism may easily arise out of wrong coi>>
ee pdona of the attributes of God, whilst Atheism can
ouy apeing out of the most criminal inattention to the
•vident display* of the divine power, goodness, and
visdom.
Epicurus and his followers, whilst they admitted a
God, denied his providence, and endeavoured to shew
how the world could be made without Him. This they
•chieved by the fortuitous concourse of atoms, which,
Boriag from all eternity, were, at laat, by sonw win^
culoa* accident, jumbled into the present goedly order
of things. (seB AtoaMcal Philoaopby.) This hypothesis
is too absord to have any supporters in modern times,
yet it is as rational as any otlier system which csdadcs the agency of Deity in the ilamMtJoa and govwaaMnt of the onivene.
;

ad

Anotfcor Atlicistical brpotlMsis ia, that tho ptcaent
order of things ia eternal, and that one thing haa pra>
d«cad another in infinite sofleesaian. An infinite sne•anion a parte motl, ini^t, in one sense, be admitted,
for wo CHI
conceive an order estabhabcd by the
Almighty which shall never have an ond. Bat an ii^
finite soeoassiaii a parte atUr, is absur d, fur it wonld imply thot iaflaity ia made up of ink* ports, and that it
say bo iocnsHd or dimtnisbad, whidi is m witf odietun. If the scries of causes and rfiiKta waa infiako a
it ia mtan infiaile now, lor it has
MkUtiaiw. Hero, than, would be
laiaiailjr which ia not yet iainit*. Or, viewing it
dMfanMliy, if the infinite series waa compkte a tlHMsoad yoars ago^ then, in that case, we hsve an infinity
wbiaB ioohrady terminated, which involves an absur-

mmn

ii

dity.

but. leaving the afaaurdities and iapsatiaa of Atboiam, let any laaa oast hie oyes on the riaibU creatiosi,
aad on tho varioua objects of nsture, and without anlas iiig iaio any speculatiotia as to thr uses and ends ot
partinilar porta, let him ask faiaiarif liiis pUin
'• Whenoe aroae this order of things ?"
To
flatnal. woald bo to make thca self-existen't.' taaaati^
bio, indaatnsctibU ; ia other words, it would be tosuppoao that they had a ntceasMy existence, and that the
««fy «miasit,on of thoir destructten waaM iarolvo an
Jwpoati hi lity. Bat how ill do aa^ of these altiibutaa
opplT to any of tho oineol* of the naibic universe? Instcod of bemg innaatablo, we arc them every moment
liable to change ; inatead of bein^ indestructible, we
hovoao difficulty in conceiving their utter annibilaUon
indeed, wo cannot conceive how they should be kept
Irom it, but inr the sustaining influence of Ilim who
cioatod tham, for God himself CHiaot make any thing
indepondcMof himself
\V henoe. diea. had the world iu beginning f It could
not exist without a eaasa ; ior this is the property of a
idf iatisit and nsrasiiry being, which, as haa already
bora seen, the woald ia not, neiUier could it be the cause
of iu «rwD eijalanca, tat, ia that case, it must have acU

w

ed before

it

was, which
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impossible.

It

must owe

its

existence, then, to a being, self-existent, uncreated, eternal : and this being we call God, who created all thin^
by the word of his power, and who has informed us in
the records of inspiration, that a time shall come when
the elemenu shall melt with fcr\ ent heat, and all things
shall be dissolved into their original non-entity, or

moulded into new forms and modes of existence, by th«
Jial of the Almighty.
All the ancient pliilosophers held creation, in the
sense in which it is now generally understood among
Chriatiana, to be impoasible. It was an axiom with them,
that oofAttig can be produced oul ^nothing ; nihil JU ex
mihilo.
On this prmciple all that they allowed to the
agency of the Deity, was the arrangement ofpre-cxistent materials, and the moulding of an eternal material
substance into the furoi which it now exhibits in the
>i>it>ie universe.
This is liable to all the objections
which we have already stated. It gives to matter a neeeasary exiatonoe, and, of course, represents its destruction aa inpoaible.
The doctrine of Spinoza is the legitiawlo o&pring of this axiom of the ancients. He
saw, that to make matter eternal, was to invest it with
the fas> ntisi atthbutca of Deity ; but, instead of beii^
staggered bv thia consequence, he
;

.

<

;

may

nave a ooooMtMO of something which is infinite. But
a cnntBiaiBtinn int«nns,a»ba*alr<ady been shewn.

it is

»

Tbeancknt
phiUwo-

P^'" '^

\^^^^*'
derniL

if tliat

be, there miiU Ik.- definite proportions
among all crested things. But God is infinite, and cannot be coropared with any object which wo have ever
seen, or with any standard which our minds have ever
The only idea that wc form of infiility, is
conceived.
by adding continually till the amount exceeds our
powers of comprehension, and then we fancy that we
diflerence

"^ ~

made

it the foundacan be called theologT whidi is fonndea on the notion of a material
Deitr. He held, that no being can communicate any
thing but its own natnre to another ; taking it, therefore, fbr granted, that the material world exists, he
tfaonght that it followed, of course, that it must have
proceeded from a material origin.
ThoR cannot bo a g roaser mistake than to suppose,
that the Supremo Boms can be compared to any tning
which we obosrve ia me visible universe. Aristotle,
though no great theologiaa, yet avoided sudi an unphiloao^ical notson a* thia. For, whilst he admitted tlut
tho Deity waa the first mover of all thingN, he laid it
down aa aa iacoetrcwertible maxim that he himself wao
unmovod, primeipn tmim nulia est origo. instead of
being tsss-iitial tu his nature to possrss the qualities of
any visiblo sabatniR-c. Iiis essence is to be conceived as
directly oppoaite to every thing that is cogniEable by
our acnses. Every object in nature may be increased
'lite, and mini its of new
or diminiahad, bat (>"
very tiling tliat we aec
thar iacreaae nor dinj
is mutable, but truh Gixi ihtre i* no varitMenett nor
tfiadom of Immiiig ; in short, hia cMcntial attributes cannot he imparted to any created being : the very idea of
a creature exclude* t^ possibility of sudi communioatioa, for, if it ia created, it cannot be self-existent and
•letiuL None of our lacaltica can enable u* t<> form
any thin^ like on nhipialr cance|)tiuii of the nature of
God ; nny, they noctaaarily load us to form wrung conception* of Him. Wecaajudgcof things only by comparison, by numlier, measura, or weight.
But to what
ahall we oomparc Ciod I We may compare tile flame of
a candle to tne light of the sun, or a grain of sand to
the globe of the earth, or to the massea of matter which
compose the heavenly bodies for, however vast the

tion of hia tacoiogical svatem

Metsphy.
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to suppose an infinity constituted
tion of finite parts.

ETAP

by the endless addi-

we may know with certainty, that we

This, however,

and feel the operations 6f an infinite eternal
being, and this is sufficient for our purpose, and for inspiring confidence and hope, though the nature of God
be unsearchable, and his ways past finding out. We
imagine, indeed, tliat we can form some idea of the
manner in which tlie Almighty actuates and pervades
universal nature, by comparing it with the way in which
tlie soul actuates the body, and communicates its influence to its various organs and members. This analogy
or illustration has been employed in almost every counti'y where any discussion has taken place respecting the
Hence
nature and operations of the Supreme Being.
he was called the anima mmidi, by the ancient philosophers; and the poets taking up the same idea, represented all things as full of God. Jovis omnia plena.
duily see

It is perhaps a legitimate illustration to say, that as
the soul actuates the body, so God actuates the frame
of nature. But beyond this we cannot advance a step
with safety; for we shall soon find that the comparison
must utterly fail. Our souls and bodies are only a
part of the general machinery of nature, (if we may
use this expression,) put in motion and upheld by the
hand of the eternal workman. We may, then, infer
•with infallible certainty, that he is wise, and powerful^
and good ; in the same manner as we can judge from
effects, that these qualities may belong to human
agents : but the motives which influence men to the
practice of virtue can afford us no explanation of the
He v/orks in us to will and to do of
counsels of God.
his good pleasure
the motives which impel us to action are exceedingly various, and very often beyond
our control they are often entirely unforeseen ; and
the most important events in the history of our lives
frequently arise out of circumstances unexpected, and
apparently accidental. All this is entirely inapplicaHe acts of himself alone, and never can
ble to God.
be influenced by external motives, since all things are
ordered by him, and are dependent on him.
From what we have already said respecting the nature of God, we think it must follow by necessary consequence, that there can be but nne God. One infinite being excludes the possibility of any other posHence God,
sessed of equal or independent power.
in order to give the Israelites the most impressive idea
of the unity of his nature, made himself known to
:

:

Unity o
God.

•

HySIC

S.

the ancient Medes and Persians ; and the only conse- Metaphy.
sics.
quence of such regulations must have been to obstruct
^
the improvement of the human race in happiness and
knowledge. But nothing can ever occur to induce
God to alter his purposes ; for they were not formed
after the manner of the short-sighted plans of mortals.
They are always founded at first in infinite wisdom,
and with a perfect knowledge of every thing that is to
come to pass, and therefore there can be no reason why
they should ever be changed. When we see a nation
at one time prosperous and successful, and at another
discomfited and depressed, and when we ourselves experience alternate vicissitudes of gladness or sorrow,
we must not suppose that these outward changes of
fortune proceed from any change in the counsels of
God. He has always the same object in view, viz.
the happiness or improvement of men ; and he ad:ipts
his dispensations to their circumstances, according as
they need encouragement, correction, or assistance.
We have already alluded to the argument which Dr. DrClarkeS
Itarguracnt.
Clarke employs to prove the existence of a God.
arose ont of some sublime metaphysical ideas of Sir
Isaac Newton, respecting the nature of the Supreme
Being.
He had said, tton est duratio el spalium, sed
durat et adest, &c.
Dr. Cbirke conceived, that in
space and duration he had got hold of two qualities,
which, as they could not belong to any created substance, must be attributes of the necessary self-existWe give the sum and substance of his
ent being.
" The supposal of the
doctrine in his own words.
existence of any thing whatever, necessarily includes
a pre-supposition of the existence of space. Nothing
can possibly be conceived to exist, without thereby
pre-supposing space ; which therefore I apprehend to
be a property, or mode of the self-existent substance ;
and that, by being evidently necessary itself, it proves,
that the substance of whidi it is a property must be
also necessary."
iMost willingly do justice to the many profound
and enlightened views which occur in Dr. Clarke's
Demonj>tra:ion of the Being and Attributes of God : but
we think his main argument rests on a false founda«
tion.
So far from space being necessary to the existence of every thing, mind, with its affections, has no
relation to it : and, with the exception of the ideas
which arise from touch, we might have had every
other idea, feeling, and affection which can enter the
human mind, without being so much as able to form
an idea of space. Where was space when there was
It was then a non-t
nothing else but the Deity
entity ; and it is still so ; never having had any actual
existence ; but possessing the potentiality of admitting
In short, space
the existence of every created thing.
is a mere privation ; and we might as well assign a
real existence to silence, because it has the potentiality
of admitting sound, or to darkness, which has the pcu
tentiality of receiving light, as ascribe reality to space,
which has merely the capacity of admitting the existence of material substance. It has been said, that we
cannot conceive tlie annihilation of space : annihilate
matter, and we cannot conceive that space can have an
existence.
It exists only in our conceptions ; and is as
foreign to the nature of God, as the passions and feelings of men, which never can be predicated of the di-

We

For when Moname, he commanded him to say to his
countrymen, " / am hath sent me unto you."
As God is infinite, self-existent, and eternal, he is
Every change in any being is a
also unchangeable.
proof of imperfection, even though the change should
be for the better for a being susceptible of improvement cannot be absolutely perfect
But God is the
Immutabi- tame, and changelh not.
No addition can be made to
lity ef God. his knowledge or happiness, he can therefore have no
reason to wish to change
and as there is no power
superior or equal to his own, there can be no necessity
which can compel him to change. None of those circumstances which produce a change in human conduct
can have the slightest influence with God. We are
often compelled to change our purposes, because they
have been planned in ignorance, and circumstances vine essence.
which we could not foresee have rendered them imMr. Locke saya, that though a man were placed at
practicable.
The most pernicious of all absurdities the utmost conceivable verge of creation, yet he would
would be laws and rej^'ulations which could not be al- still be able to thrust out his hand beyond himself:
tered.
Sucb^ we read, was the case with the laws of and hence he argues that space is infinite. It would

them by

his attribute of self-existence.

ses asked his

.'

:
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when we
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sav, that the infante mind
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space has only a re&wnce to our
it as conaiMinK of definite
pnttWM, added tnfrether without end. We can
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they

celebrated dra. MetMiaski.
the 9d of January 1 698 •.
His birth name was Trapassi.
shall immediately
have occxsion to mention the circumsUnce in consequence of which it was changed. His family had once
been opulent, though reduced to poverty by gradual
matist,

was

bom

at

—"V^

Rome on

decHne.
His ^rrandfather, Felician Trapassi, was one
of the thirty inhabitanU of Assisi, to whom the free,
dofti of the city belonged.
The father of the pott, Felici

Trapassi, was however unable to subsist in his naand enlisted for a soldier in the regiment of

tive place,

Corsi.
He soon afterwards marrie<l Franceica Cialasti,
of Bologiu, by whom he had many children. The
poet wa* their second son.
Felice, whilst be was in
garriaon, added something to tlie scanty pay of a soldier towards the maintenance of a family, by becoming
an amanuensis and having fulfilled his miliury service, and by extreme industry and economy saved
a
little money, he entered into partnership with a shopkeeper at Rome, for the sale of goods which l>elong to
what the Romans call I'arte biaiica, consisting of oil,
doer, pastry, and other culinary materials.
Having
piTMpered tolrrahly in this kind of merchandise, he
placed hia two eldest sons. Leopoldo and Fietro at a
gnmmar school. Pietro (our subject^ soon discovered
an extraordinsry quickness for learning, and a disposition for poetry.
He could turn extrmpore verses on
any given subjtrt before he w. » ten years of age. Thia
faculty he used to exercise after school hours at his
father's shop, where crowds would askemble
in the street*
to hear tlie young improvisatori.
During one of those
tuneful fiu. the learned civilian and critic, Gravina,
accidrnullv tui~..,|, ,nd was so struck by the harmony
•^ ''•* t"''
', and the sweetness of his voice, aa
well as In
'Imrss of the thoughts which he threw
out •• «/ impnmi^a." either on persons who -.toixl near
him, or any subject of their suggesting, that be slopt
to admire hiin, and oflerr<l him money.
The polite r».
fu«alof the little bard to accept of his donation iiicreaseti his admirstion of him
he resolved to adopt him,
ami went immediately to soHcit the consent of tii»
pa;

'

natnnd iiwiiiality. They Mmpoe.
to be an ewmmim A«n'the t)^r.
iTan
freo hi* whatanee. and that it would
again be
to

•dAe «ul
•Rent

muT waa cfeainl,
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be jtut at ntjonal to mjt, thrt there are no
Hmiu to non
entity.
God alone is infinite : ami he has provided a
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pose to

Uke him

As

the civilian did not pro-

from Rome, his

fatlier saw no nccessi.
ty for refusing the proffered patronnge,
and the next
roaming Pietro was consigned to Grsvina's care,

who

gave him the (ireek name of Meta»tiisio, as
f,nmn»ti(,
nrfe/M. seemed at once to expreu hit former
name of

•njumwt. of any weight.
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proieMlon by wbicb cawluments and Itonours
oould be
then atUined. At fint. Metaatasio was set
to the perlual of pandecu. deercea, and diets—
he neverthelesa
ried the poet«. by Gravina's permission,
particularly
AnoMo and Homer j and having, at the ajje of f,.urteeti
pro.luce.1 liistragwly of Ciurtino.
an a.u.n.^hinir
work for a boy. though MeUslasio a»terw,.nls
regretted
It. appearanwr smong his riper
work. ; his iwtron not
only tolerated but encouragetl his
poetical bias.
Gravina took him. when he was 1 8, to Naples,
expressly to af.
ford him an opportunity of singing
extempore with the

m«Mt celebrated improvisatori

at that time in Italy
N.ple,, he soon became an unu
Nothing was to be beard of but his
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Metasiuio. beautiful

extemporaneous verses, which his hearers car'"'V'"' ried away in their memory the grace and dignity of
his elocution and the inspired expression of his coun-

—

—

tenance.

With his poetical pursuits, he still continued the study
of the law ; and in order to obtain a passport through
the only other promising road to preferment at Rome,
he took the minor orders of priesthood, by tiie advice
of his affectionate master. At 20 years of age he lost
his patron Graviua, who died, aged 5t, leaving behind
him the clviracter of a moderate poet and orator, but
of great learning and classical knowledge, and considerable acuteness in criticism, though not unblemished by asperity. He rendered his name more celebrated by protecting Metastasio than by all the works
of his own pen.
The benefit of his influence on Metastasio's taste has been doubted, for he was a precisian
in his ideas of classical purity, and it is supposed that
if he had lived, his advice might have cramped his pupil's genius with rules of Greek art, and implicit imitation.

However

this

may

be, Metastasio's expressions

which were strongly conveyed in
poetical effusions, were never suspected of being insincere, though liis mourning for him was that of an heir,
which is sometimes so ludicrously doubtful, for Gravina, faithful to his promise of treating him as his own
child, bequeathed to him 15,000 Roman crowns, an
excellent library, rich fi'rniture, and a small estate in
the kingdom of Naples.
The specie alone, (equal to
between three and four thousand pounds,) was, acof grief for his

loss,

—

cording to the value of money in those days, a sufficient
independence ; but among the lessons which his patron had taught him, he seems to have forgotten those
of worldly wisdom. His legacy was soon spent, not
indeed in vicious courses, but in the munificence of
good cheer which he shewed to the admirers of his
poetry and the frequenters of his table. In two years
only an insignificant landed property remained ; but
though his f;dl was like Timon's, he had nothing of
the misantlirope in his bland and benevolent disposiAt two and twenty, he set himself to renew the
tion.
study of the law as a profession ; and as if he had resolved to secure himself against the seduction of the
muses, he placed himself under an advocate of tlie
name of Paglietti, a man who is described as " all law,"
a bitter enemy to poetry one who hated the sound of
verse, and the very sight of a poet ; and was mercilessly intolerant of the slightest deviation from worldly
prudence. One may figure a whimsical scene in conceiving the shrewd and suspicious lawyer receiving
such a noviciate, a youtli already known and celebrated for poetical genius, but with his fortune spent,
obliged to determine in earnest tliat he would prosecute
The assiduity of Metastasio is said
his legal studies.
to have at first inspired Paglietti himself with confidence, that he was tiioroughly weaned from poetry;

L
*,

—

told, tliat many who had before admired
now regarded the rapidity of his progress in

and we are
his verses,

knpwledge with still greater astonishment ; but
was an effort against nature, and could not
At the end of a year, we find him making
continue.
a sly breach of his contract with the rugged advocate,
by writing an epithalamium of 100 octave stanzas, at
the instigation of the Countess of Althau. Then came
his drama of Endymion, under tlie same sedative influThe viceroy of Naples next prevailed on him to
ence.
write the drama of the Garden of the Hesperides, on a
promise that it should be kept a profound secret from
His next drama was Angelica,
his inexorable lawyer.
legal

this cliartge

'

is taken from Ariosto.
The poems -Metajtario.
-'
i'
which he produced at Naples were universally admired,
particularly the Gardens of llie Hesperides, but none felt
the beauties of that drama so forcibly as Signora Ma-

the plot of which

'

rianna Benti Bulgarini, commonly called the liomanina,
the greatest female singer and actress of her time, who
performed tlie part of Venus in that piece, and was so
enchanted with the poetry that she would not rest till
she was introducetl to the acquaintance of the author.
She felt on seeing him, (siiys his biographer), an uncommon regard for him, and it was believed to be mutual.
Meanwhile his legal friend Paglietti did not regard him by any means with the same pleasant looks as
the actress his admirer, the liomauina.
His poetisal reputation was now blazoned abroad ; and his disgust at
the law, added to tlie severity of the old advocate, soon
became sufficiently strong to make him wish to abandon
the profession.
Meanwhile the Romanina pressed him
to take up his residence under her roof, and her husband joined in the simie request. Metastasio was not
insensible to the apparent indecorum of quitting a grave
profession, as well as of laying himself under obligations to the family of Bulgai-ini ; but after a struggle in
his own mind, he gave way to his love of poetry and
leisure, and possibly also to his partiality for the lady,
and accepted the invitation. To Uiis proceeding, whatever may be thought of his motives, the world was perhaps indebted for the direction of his exquisite genius
into its proper channel.
At the request of the Romanina, he wrote his " Didone Abbandonata," which was perhaps the first perfect
musical drama that ever graced the Italian stage. The
Romanina was a great actress, and a good judge of dramatic poetry, and Metastasio was obliged to her for
suggesting the finest situations in his Didone. She
was thought, with the exception of Mingotti, to be the
only instance ever known of a female singer who had
studied stage effect as well as harmony, sufliciently to
enlighten the author of the words which she sung, as
well as tlie composer of the music. The celebrity of
the Didone occasioned its being set by the best composers of the time, for the other principal theatres of Italy,
and it brought the author a considerable pecuniary reward.
In 1727, the Romanina having fulfilled all her theatrical engagements at Naples, was ready to return to
her native city of Rome, provided her beloved poet
would accompany her. Metastasio hesitated for some
time, but at length consented, on condition that in return for the hospitality which he had received under
her roof at Naples, she and her family would consent
to be liis guests at Rome, where the relatives of Metastasio still resided.
He therefore wrote to his agents
to procure a house for the reception of his two families of the Trapassi and Bulgarini ; and from the time
of his arrival in that city, till his departure for GerThe RoBttany, they all lived under tlie same roof.
manina, as more accustomed to the superintendance of
a family, managed the household ; the rest attended to
tlieir own pursuits ; while Metastasio received his visitors, wrote his verses, and increased his celebrity.
He finished several operas during his residence at
Rome, as the " Calone in Ulica," Egio, Semiramide
Reconnosciuta, Artaserse and Alessandro nelle Indie,
and his reputation continued to increase, not only in
Italy, but spread beyond tlie Alps.
But with all the
praises which he acquired, it does not appear that he
reaped much profit from his labours ; and though he
could not be said to be in necessitous circumstances.

METASTASIO.
with hit generous friend's purf« at hU cammand, he
anil surrounded by b«m>n prospects comwith the claims whkh he had upon the gT«ti>
tnde of his country, as tlie restorer of her poetry, and
He
the greatest living ornament of her language.
had invited the Komanina to be his guest, but was obliged to be indel>ted to her liberality.
She tried to
ajnaole him with the most affectionate appeals to his
fortitude, but his spirit, though naturally ciieerful, began to sink into gloom and despondency. His affairs
were in this unpromising state, when, in 1729, he received an invitation from the Court of N'ienna to come
and reside there as coadjutor to Apostolo Zeno, the imHis pension was to be three thousand
perial laureate.
iarint (L.300) a year. The offer was the more flattering, that it came in conieaacnee of the recommendation of Zenn himself, who
enjoyed the laurel since
His chief empk>3rment ImuI been to
the rear 1718.
fumtah lyrical dranias for the iro])erial tlieatre, and
they were reckoned the best dramas of the kind which
the Italian laqgaac* ooakl boMt of, befbre tboaeof Me*
Zeno^ Mdining in health and years, most
taatasio.
honoorably l euwiuiended • substitute for himself in
this empkiyment, who, be must here clearly foreseen,

M

ud

would

On

own poetical memory.
Rome for the imperial capital,

eclipse his

quitting

sio oonaigned the care of

Metasta-

aUhbefkcts Mid conccmato

his seeloos friend the Romanina, who willingly took
charge of his little places, and of the suma«f money
which he led behind him for the support of his ftther.
He arrivetl in Vienna the 30th of Julr, 1790. The
first r^ular ofiem which he ptodnced for the imperal
theatre was " Adriano in Stna," which waa set to nnOf its snnwss we hare no account
tit by Caldara.
bat we may conjecture that it was well received, from
the &raur tHiidi
riiawn to it by the rest of Europe.
In onv of Iris letters to Marianne Bnlgarini, he
gives a pleaainf aeoxint of the rccefitiaB of " Deme-

wm

the seeond opera which he oompased in Vienna.
applaaae, he says, waa audi as the oldcat people
never Knamband havmg been givan to any tlMatrfcal
piece.
The audience repeated parts of it in conversation as if it had been German.
He had not onl^ been
I, but had conquered the envy attendmg on
and " those," be myt, " who were before his
are now become his apestlea."
His correswith Romaoina oontiiraed to detail to her the
re reeeptian of his pieces, and the other ind.
dents of his liie, till no grnt time before her death,
which took place in 17.H. She aaanifealed her attaditrio,"
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In the course of their corfespondence, it appears as if Metasta^fo.
the Horaanina was at one time anxious to go to Vienna '"^'Y"™^
as a singer, and suspected Metastasio of not spelking
It was thought that he was
o|ienly on the subject.
fearful of the eSect which her nrriTal might have had
on his own reputation, as the Emperor Charles VI.
was a prince of very rigid ideas of decorum. Yet,
after all, it is not easy to p.irt, on very harsh terms,
with the name and memory of tlie womnn who solaced
the heart, and cherished the genius of Metiistnsio.
Something may be allowed for the general manners of
her country, and her vocation. She was no ortliiiary
peraon ; she mode no vulgar choice in her affection ;
and waa neither mercenary nor inconrtant in preserving it. The age at which she died is not precisely
known ; but she was probably older than Metastasio,
having attained to the zenith of her reputation as a
singer in Genoa in 1718. Metastasio spe.iks with deep
Brief for her deatli to those witli whom it was not his
In a letinterest to be ostentatious of such feelings.
ter to his brother, he says
" Poor M.irianna will
never return ; and I l»clieve that the rest of my liffe
will l)e insipid and sorrowful."
It lias Iwen already
noticed, that in early life he took the minor orders of
priesthood.
In one of his Ic^tters to his female firiend,
''iith of a certain abate in Sicily, to
nementif
whose vfli
y he would have wisheil to succeed ;
•
'^v in what (V itpd, or
but i'
- requisite thnt
Id l>e a
whr^
regiMHr cc< ii'siastic.
It appears trom ntlirr letters, that
althoogh he wished for secular ]>referment in the ^
church, he had no intention to be an ecdesiastic " in

—

'

'

•

life, after his removal to Vienna, was
by other events than the successive pro-

His coarse of
little

varied

In 1738, he was, without soliduction of his operas.
citation on his part, complimente<l by the city of Asisi
with a patent of iiobilitv. His appointment of laureate, and the profits of nis compositions, enabled him
to support a respectable appearance in society, and to
live with all the comforts n ece ssary to his retired and
mo<lcrate habits.

It

may

l)e suspecte<l,

howe\-er, that

he was obliged, for many years, to cherish retired and
moderate habits from necessity as much as choice ; nor
does he write to his friends at all times with unqtiali" Charles
ficd satis&ction about his pecuniary affairs.
VI.," he mys in a letter to a friend, " as a reward
ftir my long services, and to make up ftrr ray unpaid
salary, granted me a thousand crowns in Sicily on a
bidiopn dt or benefice in that kingdom ; but all the
msm by hanrathing to him all her |n— asiuiii after the bishops, abbots, and beneficed clergy became from that
dcoease of ner husband, to the araomt of 85,000 time immortal, and the kingdom was lost before I had
crowns ; bat Matastaaio, with nradi nctitade and pro- r ece ived a penny. The trensurrrhip of Cosenza in Capriety, deeUnad the beqaest.
ron, rememberInconsistart as it may labria becoming vacant, my
aan with oar ideas of bw and decoran, the legality* ing my unpaid arrcirs, destim
me. I took poe«
of this will is not q u Mtiuu ad by anv of his Italian session— spent more than 800 ducats of my own movbi^gtaphcrs snd his rHimidation of it is spoken of ney in fees and other expenses ; but before I had b©»by them all as a most disinterested sacrifice. Of the gun to reap the first crop, the Spaniards entered the
of his ronnecthm with the Romanina, it is no kingdom, antl I remaine<l with my patent in my hand,
of charity to judge, that it was not nro- ready for curling my hair, or folding up sugar plums."
qailo pla tnwi c. The circumstance of her nusTne Empress Queen, he farther relates to his corres*
rasi Htna in the ssme house with them, both at
pondent, impoverished by a seven years' war, was obNaplee and Resne, might be thought indications of liged to diminish the salaries of her servants. To con*
oDojui^ fidelity but a chaste actress and opera singer sole him for this diminution, and for his other losses,
is a still more uncommon phenomenon in Italy than in
she assigned him 1500 florins in Milan ; but at th6 end
England. The female Italian opera singers, as Dr. of five years the promise was unfulfilled ; and after fifBiuaty observes, generally fin<l it convenient to have teen years service he found himself in a worse state
anoounal husband, who will fight their battles, and than when he had left his native oaontr^. This was
contend with the imprcssario, or manager of the opera. undoubtedly a faithful picture of bis afiiurs at one pea
.

;

•di

;

•
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MeUitasio. riod of his residence in

Germany.

It is clear,

how-

'""'Y'*^ ever, that he must have ultimately saved money at
1 Vienna in the course of liis long life, from the sums

which he left at his death.
These particulars of liis private history are contained in his correspondence with the celebrated singer
Farinelli.
A friendship subsisted between our poet
and that musician for fifty years, after they were separated and established in the service of different nionarchs in the two most remote capitals of Europe.
The poet and musician were nearly of the same age,
and began their public career in the city of Naples at
the same time. They regarded each other as twins of
public favour, brought to light at the same birth, and
Metastasio never imaunited in one common interest.
gined his poetry injured by Farinelli's too florid style
of singing ; and such was his fraternal affection for his
" caro gemello," that he overlooked or forgot the want
of simplicity, action, and pathos in his singing so entirely, as to censure young performers for these defects

With these friends he spent his time till eight, usually
reading the Greek and Latin classics in chronological
In the intervals of the day he wrote his verses
order.
and

his letters.

W'hen he had finished

his writing,

he

a scrap of paper on the table.
He was in
short such a lover of order in all his ways, that he used
to say jocularly that he feared Hell chiefly because it
was a place of utter disorder, and because he undei<stood that in the infernal regions " nullus ordo sed
sempeternus horror inhabitat."
He was accused of
being finical in his person, from his attachment to odoriferous washes, and delicate soaps and pomatums.
In
his dress he was excessively neat and simple.
He had
a frailty in his advanced years of being averse to declare his age, and was not fond of alluding to his humHaving never had the sraall-pox, he
ble parentage.
coukl not bear to hear the word mentioned ; and when
Lewis XV. died of that distemper, not only that
circumstance, but even every thing concerning the
Court of France, were forbidden topics in his presence.
This weakness was the result of the uncommon dread
in his letters to Farinelli*.
The tenor of his life was vmiform and placid at of death, with which he was so tormented, that when
Vienna, if not remarkably happy ; and whatever dis- any of liis friends were given over, he never inquired
turbance the absence and remembrance of Marianna more about them, nor was willing to hear their names
may have given him, he never seems to have fallen mentioned. These were foibles in a character upon
again in love. " You believe me," he says in one of the whole highly estimable ; for if not possessed of the
strong and active virtues, he was perfectly free from
his letters to a friend, " in danger here from the charms
of some tranquil Teutonic beauty : how mistaken you jealousy, envy, malignity, and tiie selfisli passions. In
Here, love and hatred never disturb the sleep of the April of 1782, having attained his 8Vth year, he
are.
any mortal ; here the body cares very little for the af- was suddenly seized with a fever, which for some time
made him delirious ; but on reco\ering his senses he
fairs of the mind ; at night you may be a favourite,
Eagerness, agitation, received the sacrament with symptoms of devout senand in the morning unknown.
sibility, which drew tears from the surrounding specsolicitude, little quarrels, reconciliations, gratitude,
vengeance, &c. all that gives terror or pleasure in the tators he also had the Apostolic benediction pronouncommerce of delicate souls, is here thought ridiculous, ced upon him in the article of death. This benetUction was sent to him from Pope Pius VI., who was
It is
or fit only for the embellisliments of romances.
He was
incredible to what a pitch of indolence the placid then at Vienna, by the Nuncio Garampi.
nymphs of this place are arrived. I should despair of buried with great funeral-solemnity by his principal
finding one tliat would relinquish a game at piquet for heir, Signor Joseph Martinez, to whom he left his
A rethe loss or death of her dearest lover. There are many house and library, and about 1CX),000 florins.
who would think the turning aside from their sampler mai^jing, though small portion of liis fortune, went to
among the most mysterious excesses of genius." He his sisters.
Metastasio was of middle stature, rather inclined to
divided his apartments with the family of Signor Marbe large, but well proportioned in iiis person, with
tinez, the imperial librarian, whose sister, brought up
from the cradle by the poet, and highly accomplished fine dark cye.s, an aquiline nose, a well-shaped mouth,
and fresh complexion ; and, even at his advanced age,,
in literature as well as in music, devoted herself with
From the period never wore glasses. Dr. Burney' found him, at 72,
filial attachment to his amusement.
of his fixing in this intimacy with the family of Mar- looking like a man of 50, and the handsomest person
for his age he had ever seen.
On his features, he says,
tinez, he acquired a habit of dividing his time so rewas painted all the genius, goodness, and propriety,
gularly, that a single day became something like a miHe was cautious and
niature of his lile ; and he was often in jest, though which characterize his writings.
with great justice, compared to a clock. In tlie morn- modest in his mtercourse, and so polite that he was seling he went always at the same hour to hear mass at dom known to contradict any body in conversation.
Our limits necessarily oblige us to give a general
the church of the Capuchiiis ; from thence he went to
character, and not an analysis, of the works of Mevisit the CoiAitess of Althau, with whom his Italian
biographer says, that he regularly spent his time from tastasio. They contain, besides his poetry, a number
eleven till two, in the morning, and from eight till ten of letters to friends, which were published after his
in tlie evening ; and after her death he spent the same death, and s^ome reflections on the poetics of Aristotle.
allotted hours with liis friend I'erlas, the canon of Gravina had taken care that he should be a good clasWe must suppose that he met at that lady's sical scholar, and he had studied with some depth the
Breslaw.
He has left also some poehouse the circle of friends to whose society he was principles of his own art.
He rose, took his meals, and went tical versions from Horace and Juvenal. He composed
chieHy attached.
At six in the evening eight-and twenty regular operas, without reckoning a
to bed always at a sUited hour.
he received at home the Sardinian minister, and Baron number of short pieces and entertainments, containing
llagen, tlie president of the imperial Aulic council. both airs and recitatives, like his greater operas, and

never

left

;

*
vas

Farinelli (whose voice

was found

to operate

on

tlie

disordered

tetained in the seirke of tUe JSpaniih court with s pension of

mind of Philip V.

£300

like the

harp of David on the evil spirit of Saul,)
was continued under his sue-

a-ycar, which, after X'hilip V. died,

Metastasio-

"^"y"^
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and not of tragedies, we shall find room for almost un- Msisstatls.
qualified admiration
His operas are, on the whole, in _'_'""
taken in<liir«rently
~
so far exquisite dramas, that the story which they tell ~ '
deal not only with antiquity, but, in one instance, with
the middie Uffe*, in tlie romantic and chivalrous piec* is managed with classical and skilful arrangement their
at Rogero. This grand variety of age* and countries. plots are striking, interesting, and well ad5uste<l ; the
Hid Mnner.i, not only give* much scope for theatrical story is irresistibly captivating, fraught with grandeur
daeontion in the repie—Hallow oT his pieoM, but and fire, a* well as temlempss of passion. Love, toy.
the reader's imagination, even witbMt wilacs*- alty, and patriotism, are eloquently expressed and the
J tbtir exhibition, to form rich ami niMMMMS wmk harmony snd diction, both of air and recitative, are
His
supported with exquisite power and simplicity.
Miitluiia a£ aceoery and spectsiJe, ami fumisbes the
langu age is so perspicuous ss to be almost as intelligipoct'a own 6ncy with a weitlth of local imagery. With
ble to foreigners as prose itself.
His nine dramas the
all this wide field of subjects, bowercr, MatuUsio is
most esteemed, are those which he compo»«l during
far from exhibiting a fertile divtraity of Inmmii eharacnor has he even attempt- the ten first years of his residence at Vienna. Issipile,
Cer*. interests, and oosmos
The Olimpiade, Demophoonte, Laclemenza di Tito, Achille
oil to be a great painter of nature and history
•Miae of lhi4 deticiracy may have partly lam in tiie frame in Teiro, Semirami de Riconosciuto Temistorle, Zenoof his gcniu«, and partly in the nature of the opera, to bia, and Regolo.
In our own opinion, the tenderness
wbieb iJm tompcrament of his genius, by long habit, and luxuriance of feeling in Demetrio is equal to any
Mis soal, as a poet, was no doubt thing in his works, and almost unrivalled in the dr.nma.
1 kaetf.
with iiwpaasinnrd feelings, and with high furms The third scene of the third act of Demetrio is pecuat the sublime and beautiful but he liarly touching, where Cleonice, the princess of Egypt,
from nature, a profooad or daring who had been induced, by a false sen«e of honour, to
>of tfaOHght; or, at all events, if bo had it, give up her lover Alcestes, when repentance seizes
His nibject* are
from mytholofry and history and

often animated with theatrical action.

;

;

;

I

;

;

;

I

f

not ourdao it in the soft. voiap OMa, and
He devoted hiaaaif
rtvorioa of tfa* opera.
to the mutical dtaina with an e«yi iaila fMing of »»•
«c; and, whata paatry im inoorpomad wita aMisie.
bowavar ancliantii^t thair mitad aiiNi nm^ be, seoic.
ikhiff of th« indapandcat and awa mwa ngeor of the
la'
eoaaariljr be aaarifaed.
The anehantment
wti
xparianot tram h sasiiig same noble war.
aong. or afiaebnf strain of tender oaaiMa, nowcrfully
•ung, may seen (or a moment to tnraw a atmbt upon
We are apt to feel, in turh instance*, that
tbis truth.
poetry and music are natural, and ought to be inseparable alliaa. And we are right in thua aporaciating the
magic reciprocity which ia bare exchanged between the
two sister arta. whan it a enda na fivther than to a
simple burst of fsiliny. ar the reailafiMn of a short and
Maple story; for ma IM m e« pr siss pessinn, snd powerpwasi on of psasian. But w|»en
fully aid tbe verbal
poetry extends to tJic unfoldiiw of caa^^MaMart situ*.
I

u

her, when she find* herself unable to suport a longer
straggle against alTection, snd overtakes Alcestes on
the sea-shore, in the moment of his embarkation. The
etoonence of love wa» never more rt)mantic and beautiful, than in her speech in that scene which begins—

"

U

^

n

and direraiaed daMnptaoaa ol life,
leaves the cxpiaanve powara of aaaie hahiad it ; and
if it accoinmadalae iiaeif to aiadial iiapriisiun, it aaaat
tioR*. to dialogae,

it

would iirg<nerate to Imil^ ae and aaiaiicry
Tbe opera poet, theretorr,
if it atirnipied to do so
wboae aim is to give hie poeliy that aiaald aieae
which nusioal tipswaian can diaa, aad that baaatj
alone which anMC eaa bt igblan aad adem. thaagb be
may l>nng the pasaitaia into play, and though be mav
be rich, i dea I. aad peraaasive, cannot carry into imitation that boldness and tmth. which make the drama
" hold ap.
mtrt. a aarrar «a malKre."
ners, but

u

M

Mataataaio. the finest geniaa who ever attempted tbe
musical drama, illuslrafr* this theory in hi* wliolethca>
His charartrr* are all ftmeral ami abstracted re.
tre.
They have indivitlual
prcataaations o( human nature.
lUHBta, bat not individusl natures; they l>um with
they are exslled by virtue or debased by vice
aMnelononsly good or bad, without the particular and Minaie trsit* which mske the picture* of hu.
nan beinf* iUasive semhlancea of neality. 1 he hero of
oae age Mtd country is exactly the same with the hero
of another. They are viriu- * and viots personified,
and in the ettreme ; they are defective in pbyaiognomy. Yet, if wc weigh Mctastasto, not by hie graenc

but tpadfie worth la the drama, as a writer of operas.

XU <aa fim »

sAny*

Qm'ttU /mcf go4$», (Aria rtfitliMo
Lmnf tc U iwlifti wit t%r mom giiC

'

Metastasio is eminently the poet of love, and, in ge<
very hmiy ia delineating noble and amiable
sentiments It is astonishing liow much a/iiW, and sim.
pie feeling, and natursl language, he has thrown into
the most artificial department of the drama ; with how
neral,

constraint he moves in lyricitl poetry, and with
what artless, unaiipctcd language, he nnites the richest
ornaments of imagination.
In the opera, he is a poet
without m<idels, and without rivals.
(*)
.MKl'KLIN, anciently M\TCLCNiand LiSBOs, an
little

in the Mediterranean, at the month of the
Gulf of Adramyti, on the sooth.west coast of Asia

island

Minor.
This islaml

is of a triangular figure
its precise di.
not asrertained ; but in so far as we can
oallrct, it seems aUiut 48 iniles in extreme length from
north-wnit to south*eakt, S6 in extreme breadth, and
tbe saprrftdea psabaliljr may lie computed at SOO
square miles. Several rorky flats environing it are
conjec tu red to have been once an integral part of Metelin, and some have soppoaed that an ancient concuston of nature rent the island itself from the neigh,
bouring continent.
The 1nterme<iiate channels between two sides of it snd tbe Asiatic coast are nine or
ten miles wide, with 50 or 60 fathoms of water.
, There are no rivers here, but mountain torrents from
numerous fountains, and mnny hot springs
the r'lins
aH ditfrrent qualities, to which valetudinarians resort
at all seasons, both for drinking snd bathing.
l'h«
southern coast is pcnetrate<l by two canals, each ter.
minating in a •pacious basin, forming two excellent
and >ecure hart>oun, which arc separated by the lofly
Mount Olympus^ Uf these Port Caloni is the Isrger,
but ikK so aiuch frrqiientf<l as the other port Hiero,
or Ulisiere lying towanls the south-east extremity of
the island.
Traders rrpa'r hither duriiii; the whole
year for cargoc* of oil, and foreign navigators take

Bww ions are

;

:
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Metelin.

shelter in

it

when advene winds oppose

E T E L

their access to

the Gulf of Smyrna.
The face of Metelin is mountainous : one chain of
hills traverses the island in a longitudinal direction,
and is intersected by another. Volcanic and calcareous productions abound. Granitic rocks on each side
of the two channels, dividing it from the continent,
arc cemented by a calcareous substance; and among
the petrifactions which occur at Port Sign, the western extremity, are entire trunks of trees. Some parts of
the surface of the earth are covered with a hard shinClimate.

ing stony incrustation.
The climate is very fine ; it rarely freezes during
winter, and the summer heats are tempered by breezes
from the sea. The island nevertheless is exposed to
sudden storms from the Asiatic mountains, and towards the south coast it is insalubrious. Great mortality prevails in certain seasons

;

and whole

villages are

Hippocrates
said to be occupied by leprous persons.
celebrates the beneficial effects of the Lesbian climate
on the body, and Demetrius Phalerius conceives that
invigorates the mind.
The ground is clothed with perpetual verdure, and
almost all the mounthe most luxuriant vegetation
tains are well wooded, and exhibit a great variety of

it

Productions.

:

plants.

Vineyards hang on the

declivities of the hills,

for the soil is friendly to the vine ; and extensive planThe antations of olives afford an abundant produce.
cients celebrated the quality of the Lesbian wine, but
at present it is both rare and inferior, partly from the
unskilfulness of the inhabitants, and partly because the
grapes are converted to raisins, and also employed by

Neither the grain nor
the Greeks for making brandy.
live stock are in sufficient quantity for home consumpHorace speaks of Lesbian flour whiter than
tion.
snow ; and wool was formerly an article of export.
The chief products, natural and artificial, of the present day, are about 50,000 or 60,000 quintals of olive
oil j'early, most of which is carried to Constantinople;
-wood for shipbuilding, and pitch extracted from pines,
Nothing but pine is said to be
for the same purpose.
used in the construction of the vessels, which are very
Pococke mentions
light, and last ten or twelve years.
a manufacture of stuffs made of silk and flax, at a place
called Peribole.
Trade.

Considerable trade was carried on with France formerly: the French had a consul, and the English a
vice-consul but the former seems to have been with:

drawn when it was ascertained that the oil of the
Morea and of Candia could be obtained at a cheaper
rate.
Inhabiunts.

I* '*

computed that Metelin contains about 40,000

inhabitants, consisting of Turks and Greeks in equal
The women
proportions, and a few Jewish families.
are very handsome, with fine large expressive eyes

beautiful complexion, which, however, they disfigure with paint ; and they shave off part of the eyebrow, replacing it by an artificial one, connecting the
remainder with the hair at each temple. The ancient
Lesbian females are said to have had a public competi-

and a

palm of beauty, which was adjudged by
young men in the fane of Juno. But such contests do
not seem to have been favourable to morals, as the

tion for the

people were considered dissolute: and a traveller of
the last century remarks, that " the women have no
better character for their chastity, nor the men for
their sobriety, than in former times,"
In manners the
modern females are rather masculine; they do not
'Bhun the gaze of strangers ; they enjoy an uDcommon

I

N.

portion of liberty, and even assume a paramount autho«
rity in all domestic arrangements.

Metelin.

""nr"^

Until lately, a remarkable deviation from the comcustoms of mankind prevailed regarding the law
of succession here. The eldest daughter inherited the
whole fortune of the family, while all the other children, male and female, were left entirely destitute.
If there were orjly two daughters, the younger obtained no succession ; and when the elder married, the
remained in a state of subservience to her, wearing
a particular habit, and attending her as a domestic.
If the family consisted of more than two, this
became the lot of the immediate younger daughter always, as her immediate elder sister married.
Farther, it appears that the whole family possessions
were transferred to the eldest daughter on her marriage, whereby she and her husband were kept in affluence, and her parents were reduced to an indigent
condition, " and we ourselves," says the Earl of Charlemont, " have frequently been shewn the eldest daughter parading through the town in the greatest splendour, while her mother and sister followed her as servants, and made a melancholy part of the attendant
train."
Something similar may be traced among various ancient countries ; and there are some even now
where the birth of a son deprives the father of his pubIn Metelin, a modification of the usage
lic functions.
alluded to has been recently effected by the intervention of the Patriarch of Constantinople, together with
the bishops and clergy of the island. Certain rights of
primogeniture are preserved, by which the eldest
daughter receives a third of the inheritance, the second
a third of what remains, and the younger successively
a third of the residue. Thus the immediate younger
daughter, whatever be the number of the family, always receives a third of the remainder, after those before her have drawn their proportion.
The principal town, which is called Metelin or Cas- Towns,
tro, is situated on the east coast, where two harbours Metelin.
are formed by a mole of ancient construction.
It is
protected by a castle about three quarters of a mile in
compass, consisting of two divisions of lofty embattled
walls, each having its own governor and garrison, and
these fortifications are defended by five or six hundred
janizaries, most of whom are domesticated there.
The
population of the town amounts to two or three thousand Turks, three or four thousand Greeks, and thirty
It is a Bishop's See.
or forty Jewish families.
Metelin covers pai-t of the ground occupied by the ancient
city.
Molivo stands on the north coast, on the site of Molivo.
the ancient Methymnee, extending up the side of a hill,
crowned by a spacious castle. It is about a mile in circuit, and contains about two or three thousand Turkish
and Greek inhabitants ; the latter have three churches
and a bishop. The natives of this place are said to be
distinguished as of old by a taste for music.
Besides
these, which are the principal places of the island, there
are several villages, such as Petra, Akerona, Eresso,
chiefly of small extent.
Petra, or Porto Petra, on the »,,_,
west coast, is so named, from a high rock in the centre,
which is accessible only from the north, and is surrounded on the top by a wall, whether the most valuable property is deposited by tlie inhabitants when alanned for
the depredations of Corsairs. At Akerona, on the north Akerona.
of Port Caloni, there is a desolate monastery, detlicated
Eresso stands a little to the Rressc
to St. John the Baptist.
south of Cape Sigri in the neighbourhood of Ruins, denoting the situation of the ancient city of the same name.
The houses in Metelin are constructed atler a peculiar

mon
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fubiaa, consisting; of a square tonrcr of hewn stone, nu«
aed so high as to overtop the trees, and command a view
of the sea and the neigiibouring ialoniL The lower
reserved for atures and granaries ; and nt the
top are the apartments for the fiimily, which are gained
bjr a stair, chiefly built on the ontsiae, and surrounding
the tower.
Many celebnted aaen owe tbeir birth to this island,
monf whom, perhaps, Theophtaatus was the most dis<
tiiiguished, from having been a diaeifile of Plato, ftam
Aristotle designiog him for his aacecaor, and also for
Pittacus, esteemifae incredible f^^ti^ of his works.
ed by the Giedca as cne of their sages, was bom
Inmodem timet,
Lesboa, as also Alcaus and Sappha
the two brothers named Barfaai uaaa, the sons of a potter, who successivelv attained the rank of Dey of Algiers aboat the middle of tbe sixteenth oentiuy, owe
their birth to this island.
Lesbos was one of the most faiaoiu islands of anti<iaity, but almost tbe whole l ewiaina of its grandeor
re totally obliterated. Nothing but tiw fiuntost tnwos
can be diacorerad a€ some of the aigiit eilMi whioh
Four or Bve mileB nortfaPUilennr says it contained.
west OS the town of Metelin are tlu- ruins of a fine aqueduct wliiob has oonaisted oriciDaUy of two arcades of
grey matfala ii iiiuyiiml by a liiiid of brick. In other
places are seen die faaodtmrnm of aadeiit cartlea and
«abtacraBeous dstems.
white morble chair, of the
age of Tiberius, which long attiatled the mtice ef ti«TeUers, we have understood, has b«B bMljr Mifihail by
starejr is

BmioMtt

m

AocicBl

A

a Scottish Noblonan

diatingiiiabad

by hia ta«BteGre-

IVl

was

it

called Issa

Aceovdiof to

;

;

turr, mentions that it hod been lately called Mytelene,
The Empeas it was ancietttly denominated LoMoa.
ror John Paleologus ceded it to Gatilusio, a Venetian

Nobleman,, under whose family it remained until besieged by Mahomet, who met with a determined resisBut their Commander
tance ft^oni the inhabitants.
tocacheroualyMpened the gates of tlie town to the enemj in I46S, on • promise of being rewanled'with the
aoreieinty of the Island. However, Mahomet, equally treeaMrena, put him to death when his services pro.
Ted no longer useful. See Diodorns Sictilus, lib. iv.
Dallaway's Conttrndmnpie, Ancient and Modrm,
f Ht.
p. SIS. Pococke's TrwttiM. vol. ii. parti, p. 15. Tran».
aeliout of Ike Royal Iritk Aemdtmf, «m. Hi.
Guy's
FoMW* Li/ttretre, toei. i. p. 898. (c)
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See Jl-ourtha and Rome.
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and after being occnpied
by sewn generations of men, it was submerged by a
flood, separating it from the continent, and destroying
Hnving r^^ined sufficient ferthe whole inhabitants.
tility after subsidence of the waters, it was repeopled
at a' period which some conjecture to have been 1734,
and others 15K) years anterior to the Christian n?ra.
This island was often the theatre of warlike contentions
durinff the subsistence of die Grecian States, and the
Uninfluence of other nations in the Mediterranean.
der the name of Lesbos it became tributary to the Atfaenians, and afterwards formed part of tlie Homan Empire,
h is uncertain when this appellation was changed but Eustatiiius, who flourished in the twelfth cenDiodonis

Mbteoroloov.
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i. HIS tcnn, derifed from tbe Creek MiIm^, is here
preferably adopted, as the ahortest and moat eanv*>

from the air, and whose ocseeot is, generally, pr^
ceded or acconpanied by a fiery meteor.
That stony, and even metalline bodies, have repeaU
Porport of
Ibis srUclc. cdly impinged upon the earth's surface, and from greet
eleinlioas, is • nkyaeil jiositian freo which no cosw
sny longer withhold
fldcnte Md oaMud hgiwan
Am swt The object of the ensuing ftffa, them
§im, ie not so noch to prove the reality of anch e ph»
oooMBoa,
to sappiy our tsadsri withosvimaanr,
hnt continnoue reriew of ile hitory, er, mi eth rr worda,
with a transcript of ita emdifctieos, and of the leait
ing observations and reeseniwgi to which it bee given
thus epproximatirc the TCsoka of vanens and difr
documents, snd rsdnciag ssithin a detinUe
the grouodwork of liitan inqwir and di*.
We may, at the seme time, confidently ventore to indulge the rcoaoBiiile espectetion, that our
ipnoitioo of facts and shaarioliiina will auffice to oenTinee thorn who here not horetofom cusnine<l the natare of the evidence on which it rests, that the phenoiklis

«

—

M

Mcttorie

iron,

tnd

manon

in questton

neither doubtful nor chimerical,
the credibility which can attach to

it

pulvtni-

bat entilied to

oikcraao.

In oar present state of knowledge, we can (eel no
heHtalion in sacribing a anotMrie origin to certain deof native iross, net eierely because tradiwilh oar vgkuaa, but principally because

howcn
C0Ba«cu4
wtih ih«
sutjcct.

all

the circiuBstance of their fall has been, in one instance Meteorite.
at Uasi, duhr aathenticated, and because their chemi- '^'y-m^
cal oeaatitntiaB ia, in aotae important paniculars. analegaas to that of nndoulited meteorites. According to
the diseovcries of I'rouat and Klapreth, for example,
native iron, reputed meteoric, differs fVom that which
occurs in a fossil state, by the presence of nickel. Of
the two pieces of Siberian iron in the Grevillian ooU
icction, one exhibita a cellular and ramified texture,
eneiogoas to that of aome very light and porous volanic slags. An attentive eaaninadon, moreover, revoale impressions or cavitiea of ^raeter or less depth,
and in some of which there remains a transparent stib>
The iron itself is
alance, of a yellowish-green hue.
very malleable, and may be cut with a knife, or flattened under the hammer. The other specimen is more
solid and compact, but so blended and incorporated
with the yeliowiih-green matter, tiiat if the whole of
the latter were subtracted, the remainder would consist
of iron in the metallic state, and would present the
sane cellular ap pear ance ma tbe preceding, I'he >tuny
portions of the composttiao mually aisaMe the form of
small nodules, generally of an irregular outline, but
acmrtimes nearly globular, with a smooth, shining,
and vitreoiia surface, and, both in aspect and proper" I cannot help observe
ties, approaching to olivine.
iog," says the Count de Boumon, " that there appears
to exist a very interesting analogy between these transparent nodules and the globule* I described as making
part of the ttoacs said to have fallen on the eaith."

3
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The native iron from Bohemia,
'^^'v^^ men from Siberia, is compact,
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of calamity ; and, on a fair computation of chances, Meteoiite.
meteors may have frequently exploded over desert -ii~>—i»J
but not so numerous. They are, besides, quite opaque, tracts of land, or the patliless expanse of the waters.
and very much resemble the globules in atmospheric
From the sacred Scriptures of the Old Testament, Sacred
This iron contains nearly 5 percent, of nickel; we are not aware that any passage can be cited in di- scripture
stones.
and between 5 and 6 per cent, of the same metal seems rect proof of the descent of stones from the atmosphere. afi'"rds no
to exist in a piece of native iron, brought from SeneThe ingenious but fanciful A/'. Edward King, indeed, ^"^^' '"''gal.
in his " Remarks concerning stones said to have fallen .T"'!.u".°the phenoIn like manner, we shall offer no apology for includ- from the clouds, both in these days and in ancient
ing in our chronoloijical recital the mention of pulver- times," points to two passages as announcing such an
ulent or coloured showers, since the products of some event.
The first occurs in the 1 3th verse of the 1 8th
of them seem to indicate a similar origin, and since, in Psalm—~T/ie Lord also thundered out of heaven, and the
several instnnces, their fall has even accompanied that
Highest pave his thunder: hail-stoties and coals of
of concrete masses.
The colouring matter of alleged FIRE. This last expression has, no doubt, been conshowers, however, has sometimes been found to be of jectured to denote real hard bodies in a state of ignia vegetable or animal nature, so that cases of this de- tion : and the term a»Cj«jie;, employed by the cautious
scription are to be admitted with caution.
Thus, the Seventy, rather favours such an inteqiretation. The
crimson snow, described by Captain lioss, in his ac- same expression, however, occurs in the verse immecount of his recent voyage to Baffin's Bay, is supposed diately preceduig, without admitting of this significaby Dr. Wollaston to owe its complexion to some vege- tion; and the phrase seems to be only a figurative
table protluction, and Mr. Bauer fancies that he has
mode of painting lightning ; for, even in the sedate
detected in it the existence of a non-descript Uredn,
latitudes of the north, and in plain colloquial discourse,
which he, very appropriately, designates nivalis. With we currently talk of balls of fire, and thanderboUs,
the exception of such instances, however, the black
without any reference to solid matter. The other pasand reddish dusts to which we shall have occasion to sage adduced by Mr. King, is the 11th verse of the
refer, may, perhaps, be regarded as replacing the grey
10th chapter of .loshua.
And it came to pass, as they
and earthy portions of the friable meteoric stones. Nor jied from before Israel, and were in the going down to
is it improbable that the vitreous matter which accomBelh-horon, that the L'nd cast down cnrAT stone.s /roi«
panies the masses of native iron, may be the same porheaven vpon them unto Azekah, and they died: they tvere
tions coinpletely fused, and that the dusts, meteorites,
more irhich died with hail-stones than ihcij whom the
and ferruginous masses may have undergone different childreTi of Isiael sletv with the sword. Here the exdegrees of heat, which would account for their differ- pression great stones is, perhaps, less ambiguous than
ent modifications and appearances. Certain it is, that coals of fire : yet the context hardly permits us to
even sand was mingled in the Siena shower of stones, doubt, that these great stones were really hail-stones,
thus pointing to an intimate connection between silex or rather, perhaps, lumps of ice, formed in the atmoin the loose and in the consolidated state, and thus jussphere, such as occasionally fall in summer, and such
tifying our insertion of the few examples of atmospheas alarmed the whole of Paris and its neighbourhood,
ric sand that have come within our knowledge.
in July, 1788.
At all events, the slaughter of the
't may, moreover, be proper to premise, that alCanaanites is represented as resulting from the special
The regisur of ex
though we have adopted Dr. Chladni's revised cata- interposition of divine power ; and the consideration of
amples fnr logue of meteoric appearances, and an article inserted
miracles is irrelevant to our present purpose.
In the
in the second number of the Edinburgh Philosophical
New Testament, however, we find a passage, which
Itri™!*'^"'^
Journal, as the basis of our historical recapitulation of may, perhaps, be construed as alluding, at least incicurat e''(ir'^
""ecorded cases, we by no means wish it to be underdentally, to the traditionary fall of a meteorite ; for, in
complete,
stood, that we vouch for the truth of them all indiscri- the Acts of the Apostles, the chief magistrate of Kpheminately ; for some of them rest on vi-ry slender or sus is represented as thus addressing the peojjle
Ye
doubtful evidence ; and a few we have purposely dis- men of Ephesvs, what man is there that knoweth not hoiv
carded, because we have been apprised, on unquestion- that the city of the Ephesians is a worshipper of the
able authority, that they were apocryphal.
We may, great goddess Diana, and of' the imaqe which fell
however, pretty fairly presume, that the number of DOWN FROM JupiTEK
Or, morc literally, or that
genuine occurrences of the phenomenon is, at least, WHICH FELL DOWN FROM JuPiTER. According to some
not inferior to that which we purpose to quote ; for it learned commentators, this image was merely a conical
is reasonable to infer, that while the learned continued
or pyramidal stone, which fell from the clouds; and it
incredulous, even true reports might be rejected as appears that various other images of the heathen deifabulous; and several foreign collections of fossils con- ties were nothing else. Thus, Herodian expressly detain specimens of reputed atmospheric origin, and exclares, that the Phenicians had no statue of the sun,
hibiting the features of meteoric physiognomy.
polished by the hand, but only a certain large stone,
It is,
likewi.se, worthy of remark, that many fragments of
circular below, and terminated acutely above, in the
heavenly descent may, at this moment, lie scattered on
figure of a cone, of a black colour, and that they report
the e.'irth, because, if abandoned but for a short time it to have fallen from the heavens. Nor is it at all surto the variations of humidity and temperature, to which prising that rude and superstitious tribes should attach
the surface of our planet is constantly exposed, their ideas of veneration and mystery to a solid and ignited
metallic portions would be as speedily oxidized and
body, precipitated from the sky. But even the comdegraded as a bit of polished steel, and thus render plete silence of the sacred volume with respect to any
them to the eye of casual observation undistinguishable physical appearance, does not imply its non-existence
from morsels of those ferruginous stones which may be during the periods to which that volume refers ; for
met with in almost every region of the globe. Be- scientific statements form no essential part of the plan
sides, many relations of the pheiromenon may have
of revealed religion ; and stony bodies may have occajunk into oblivion from the waste of time, or the stroke sionally descended from the sky, in the peopled or unMeteorite.

like the larger specianil contains
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of the globe,
comeU and aclipie*
mar Bsrr cttrmcted the attention of mortal*, tbouffh not
imuctrd by the inspired peninen.
If firon tacreU we turn to the ear'- 7— -:— )< rf pro.
ic events
of tbc ph» bat history, we «hall find the ann..
oooMiioa
vcnr ctjpiouih' interspersed with ikkhv^ i>i produnea
Inat boancl »trang«; a{)pearances, many of which we may saiely
'1 superstition long mainascribe to the ascend.i'
HMO/.
-0 that it becomes extained over the ham: n
^^emely difficult, after uic laine of nuuiy •>«% and in
the cnUation of record* whicn savour of ua marveU

_

MfUOfUft

'

kms, to separate truth

frui

Thus,

"

in

r^ard

to the topic before u«, wr
y aulborised to discard from our ex-tcrr«strial catoit^ue certain modifiratioiu of solphuret of iron, beiemoites, orthoocratitn,
&c. which the observations of intelliynt iwtMnliitt
have proved to be of mineral or aniwu iigsBMtioti. as
also Ute heads at airows and sharpwud fliats, which
have been fiahioned by tha hand oC mas, though the
vmlgar may, in tha tarlier stage* cf sacialy, have attribtttsd to tliam a oeWstial origin, and naikadthcm
amoi«li«»^-«(o«c(; but, whan
from ueaa, and ooinddiag in any oaa
rith osodam s iw imawa of
by the anciants t* hav« fallan
of theapacha, ami tbc
the
mi^ ooiuiderably aSnt aai
I

tha reputed eridaooa. Hanca. when we
re ughtlj on the anciciit than osi
snt ti'stiiniaiies, wa are Ur froo
the
certainty even of the particular intancm
but.
the indisinminaae aeenticism of the lenroed ie
ly less reprehensible than tha blind crsdnlity of the
barbarian, we reckon it fair to admit their prebebilily,
and the weight which the mmtiim of ihsm aaay be c«a>
dered
adding to that of Mbseqocnl and man dr-

M

u

'

aarrativaa.

Chfcmalagicml Uiitory af

Mlmrrtm,

imltnpertt^ wilk

lis

of a burnt ctdoar, near Egospotamos in Tlirace, and >tcicofUt.
^"""^"""^
affims that it was still cxhibitwl In his time. The
wmgmlmdim vtkit of this author may probably mean, ^^'*'*'
that it was of such dimension*, that it rould be conveyed in a cart ; and rnme commentators read vehibim
lit.
The Greeks pretended that it had fallen from the
sun, and that Anaxagoras had prinlirted the day of iu

Such a prediction, the
would have been mure marvellous
than the stone; and all knowlc<lge. he adds, must be

arrival

on the

earth's surface.

naturalist obaerves,

we admit the sun to be a stone,
from that luminary tu the earth. Yet,
whMew may have l>een the ingenious or the absurd
surmises of those day*, the reputed event became a
subject of such notoriety, that the author of the Athenian Chronicle, a docimient pul>lislie<l by Sclden, along
with the Arundelian njirbles. formally places it umler
the 5Sth epoch, and in the 1 13th year of the Attic or
Cecronian era. I'hat .\naxagoras loretold tlie day of
the fail, may as well be doubted, as that Sir William
Herscbel ahould have lent himMrlf to the occupation
but we learn from a
of Moore the almanack-maker
in the fir<t book of Silenus, preserved by Dio<
laartiiil. that the incident which we are now
ManBg, suggested to the philosopher uf Clazumene
tha hgrpotSeab which he delivered to his diiciples.
the sky was a solid vault, composed of
which its rotatory motion kept at a due
from the centre, to which they would, otherwise, inevitably tend. We nuy aWo remark, that I'liny
broedty asserts the frequent occurrence of the phenoWWiai rfrrWfrs lamat crttuo, hand erit dubiitm. Some
catleaa bo(><'« r.-Uiive to the Thraclan stone bare
ed by Plutarch, in his Life of
Mkaaiaa ber:
remsrks, at Egospotamos. waa
Lyamdar. 1; ;.
of aMroHNis dimensions, and was exhibited a* a public

oonfomided,
or a stooe to

if either

fall

:

i-

spectacle by the people of ih.- C'hersonesus. who held
Mit account of the meteor is
it in great veoeration.
principally borrowed from Damadius or Osimachus,
wbaM Strabo represant* as sddicted to fiction, aud ig»

aotant of geometry.
Cc«M>

A.C. UTS.
MaJcAus.

The thundanteoe

P

'^

s.

Ida.

AM|l8.

Moonr

A mam

—

at
705, or 704,

Ml

AltM.

Ml

awpact a BMM>raHtf 6Mb DwiM the leigB of Tulhia HaatiBua, a shower of alaMa Ml
Mimnt Alba,
and, when the maatm depalad nnwMiMimaii ie Mcartain the (act, they were aamrad tbtf
bad really
fallen, a* thick aa hail impelM by the wiad.
Similar
events, adds the eleqacat Lm/, wcea eaWwaiad bjr a

m

mmm

festival

of nine daya.

At

that pariod, tben, tlw

m

Ml af

wa* solemnly leongniaaii
a Mparnataial ocOTTcnce the wrture ef ibe maaMa, bowavw, i* not
partiealarly described ; awl, a« aubeaqaawt aMaaiaaa,
the same historian haa usually rec
e to tha gaaaml
ileiM*

:

om

ampraiMB Itfidiimt piutrt, without farther eaaaaMOt
or atnla—riim
6H, Aoeording to Dt Gmgaar, the
Chiaa laako mantiaa ef tn atoMs
ftnmlha bcafvaaa. ia the diatrict af Sai^

aart^ hiilnrimi af
Crrtf.

bavwg

MX

6B«

A

stane Ml ha Crete, ia the tiaM wt
CtlmH. *66. Plimy. in the Mtb chapter of the
book af hi* Natural llistory, iiiaaiaMiiBalm the
in lh« day-time, of a atony ouse, aa iaqge aa a cart,
1

roh, XIV. raaT k

•> the fall of the stone, a large fiery

(.r

flame, was observed in the heavens, net fixeu 10 one point, but wandering about with
a broken, i r iegu lar motion. In consequence ol' its vio<
laat Mitabon, several flaming frsgmenta were forced
hmmn, which were impelled in various directions, and
darted with the velocity and fplrndoiir of so many
falling stars.
After this body had alii;htecl in the
''leir
Charaoaasos, and the inhabitanu, rt'<
no
alarm, bad amaaabled to see it, they
inlsmmable matter, nor the slightest trace ut' tire, but
a real stone, which, though Urge, was nothing when
iii|Mriid to the volume of thst fire-ball which they
bad aaea in the sky, but sppearetl only as a piece de>ntinue« Plutarch,
tached fVmn it." " It is ol
'ulgent readers, if
*' that Daaiachus must ha\.
It' it ii a true one, it
thia account of his gains credit
completely refutes those who allege that this stone was
merely a rock, torn by a tempeak fram the top of a

DOOf, like

nu-. I ,ir. < ttroH.
The
Satrr.
"T JmcyU, which fell in the
of
Numa, II ni-ariy the sanie ahape with the mam thai
But. if it really
at Agrain.
of irmm, ami
iMB
Htmdt kai%d», as mantiwwd by MiiaMfk, wa naff wed
(.

wm

Mount

graabtr, "

"too. Stooe*

Otrtwai*-

•«>

" During seventy- five successive days." says the bia>

in Crete.

^

:

^

mountain, and which, after being conveyed for some
time in the air, liy mrani of a whirlwind, settled on
the first spot where the violence of the latter abated.

This phenomenon, which
it dtaparaao,

and

lasted for so

many

days,

a real globe of fire, which, when
became nearly extinct, might induce

was, perfaans, aAer

all,

a cbaage in the

air,

and generate such a wbirU
p
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and

the world, it is not very probable that they would have Meteorile,
been so repeatedly and distinctly registered.
P. C.
stone in the territory of the Vocontii, Vocontii.
Damachus, it is true, may, on this occasion, have
given way to his love of the marvellous ; and we can deposited a little before Pliny saw it.
Mondognetius, territory.
in his Life of Marcus Aurelius, relates, that, in the
readily believe, that the seventy-five continuous days
are either an error of the copyist, or an original exag- reign of the Emperor Valentinian, such a copious
When we reflect, however, that he is not shower of stones fell at Constantinople, that it killed Constant!geration.
the sole reporter of the occurrence, and that some of most of the cattle in the fields, and even some people. nopto.
452. Marcellinus, an ofRcer of the empire, and Count
the circumstances which he specifies are very analogous to those which remain to be stated on less ques- of Illyria, who lived in the reign of Justinian, and contionable authority, we can hardly refuse to acquiesce tinned the chronicle of Jerome, from A. D. 379, to
534, makes mention of three large stones which fell
in the presumption, that a meteorite really fell at the
from the heavens in Thrace ; but he is silent as to par- Tbrace.
period, and on the spot which are here so particularly
ticulars.
Nov. 5, or 6, 472.
specified.
great fall of black
465. The stone denominated the mother of the gods, dust, probably at Constantinople, during which the ConstantJMother of
the gods,
Procop. Marcell. Thcoph. nopte.
alluded to by so many ancient writers, and the source heavens seemed to burn.
of so many learned, and so many foolish conjectures, &c. Sixth century. Stones fell on Mount Lebanon, Mount IjE'
and near Emessa in Syria. Damascius, in an extract bauun, tsM.
is stated by Appian, Herodian, and Marccllinus, to have
Aristodemns, quoted by the Greek of his Life of Isodorus, preserved by Photius, relates,
Jiilkn from heaven.
that the former issued from a globe of fire.
scholiast on Pindar, asserts, that it fell, encircled by
About
It
570, a shower of stones, near Bender, in Arabia. Alco- Bender.
fire, on a hill, and at the feet of the Theban bard.
ran.
648.
fiery stone at Constantinople, according Oonstanrtis said to have been of moderate dimensions, of a black
652.
shower of red dust at nople.
hue, of an irregular angular shape, and of a metallic to several chronicles.
ixspect.
An oracle had predicted, that the Romans the same place. Thcoph. Cedren. Math. Erelz. 811.
would continue to increase in prosperitj', if they were In the third moon, on the day Wou-siu, between the Cliina.
put in possession of this precious deposit: and Publius third and fifth hour after mid-day, the sky being
Scipio Nasica was, accordingly, deputed to Attains, king cloudy, and the weather cold, there appeared a globe
of I'ergamus, to obtain and receive the sacred idol, of fire as large as a hou, (a measure of about ten bushwhose worship was instituted at Rome, 204 years be- els,) which fell between an and Yun.
noise, refore the Christian era.
According to Valerius Maxi- sembling thunder, was heard at the distance of many
Ancona.
Livy even leagues, and the people fled with a violent outcry.
mus, a stone fell in the March of Ancona
says, lupidibvs pluit, which would intimate a shower of Above the place where the globe fell, a reddish vapour
tliem.
SIS. A shower of stones near Rome. Jvl. Obseq. remained, arranged like a serpent, and a tchang
Near
Kome.
211
De Gingnes relates, that a starfell to the ground in (nearly 12^ feet) in length; it remained till the evenChina.
China, and was converted into a stone an event which ing and then disappeared. Ma-louan-Un.
81 7. In the
The inhabitants twelfth year, in the ninth moon, on the day Ki-ka'^
created an extraordinary sensation.
of the district, willing to convey a moral lesson to their about the third or fourth hour after midnight, there
unpopular emperor, caused these words to be engraved appeared a running star towards the middle of the
on the stone Chi-Hoang-Ty draivs near to death, and heavens ; its head was like a bucket, and its tail like
his empire will be divided.
In the plenitude of his in- a bark of 200 hou burthen; it was more than ten
dignation, the emperor ordered all the inhabitants of tchang in length, and made a noise like a number of
the district to be put to death, and the stone to be birds flying ; it produced a light similar to that of the
broken in pieces ; but he died in the course of the fol- torches used in illuminations. It passed beneath the
lowing year ; and, three years after, in the reign of his moon, moving towards the west ; on a sudden, a great
successor Eul-Chi-Hoang-Ty, in consequence of a ge- noise was heard, and at the moment the globe fell to
neral revolt, the empire was partitioned into many the earth, a crash took place thrice as great as that of
shower of pebbles in Saxony.
kingdoms, and the dynasty of the Tsins was extin- a falling house. Id. 823.
Fiery
Mezeray, and Bonaventure de St. Amable.—
guished.
205, or 206'. A shower of fiery stones. Plut. Saxony,
stones.
176". A stone
839. It is recorded in the history of Japan, that, in
stone fell in China. De Guignes.
192.
China.
the sixth year of Nin-mio-teno, the 29th day of the
is reported by Livy, to have fallen into the Lake of
Lake of
eighth moon, there occurred at a place to the west of
Mars, in the Crustumenian territory. 90, or 89.
Mars.
shower of stones like bricks. Plin. 89. Two large the town of Thean-tchhenan, where no fragment of
Swnes liite
stones fell at Yong, in China ; and the noise of the ex- stone previously existed, thunder and rain for ten
hricks.
days.
The weather having become clear, stones simiplosion was heard over forty leagues. De Guignes.
Yong.
shower lar to the points of arrows and to hatchets, were found
66, or 52. Spongy iron in Lucania. Plin.
liUcania.
of stones at Acilla, a town in Africa, mentioned in on the earth, some being white and others red. July,
Acilla.
or August, 852. A stone fell in Tabaristan. De Sacy, Tabaristan.
Cmsar's Commentaries.
38. Six stones fell in the proChina,
vince of Leang in China, De Guignes.
Middle of the ninth century. Red Red duab.
29. Four at and Quatremere.
Po, and two in the territory of Tching-ting-fou. Id.— dust, and matter like coagulated blood, fell from the
22. Eight in China. Id
Three in China. Id.— heavens. Kasmini, Elmazen. December, 856. Five
19.
1 2. One at Ton-Korean. Id.
stones fell in Egypt. De Sacy, Quatremere.
9. Two in China. Id.
885, 886, Egypi.
6. Sixteen in Ning-Tcheou, and two at You. Id.
and 887. Thunderstones fell in Japan. Ma-touan-lin.
Japan*
may believe, on the authority of De Guignes, that such 892 or 897.
stone fell at Ahmedabad. Qnalremere.
Ahoied^
notices are inserted in the records of China ; but we
905. Stones fell at Hoanglie, in Coree, which caused a bad.
are too little conversant in tbe literature of that singu- noise like thunder.
The officers of the place having Cor^e.
lar country, to determine the precise quantity of cresent these stones to the court, the president of the cedence that ought to attach to the notices themselves ; remonies assured the king that the phenomenon of fallyet, hatl no such events ever occurred in that part of en stars had occurred so frequently that it was no longMeteorite,

^~'V~'

wind, as might tear the stone fronr
dash it on the plain."
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METEORITE.
hfi-itotU:

a reguded m > prodigy.

In China,

wrUin

itonei of

a bkck or riolet colour arc called thunJer./ujicIult, scu'
and, al<
sort, hawmert, &c. according to Uuir tbrinc
though they may have been wantonly multinlicil. seme
;

'•
dTthetn are, probably, of meteoric orif^in.
ui
Irw, who registers the occurrences of tailingChina, suppose* that these thunder-stones are identical
with them. <)S9. A fall of red sand, from a red sky, at
Bagdad. Qualremirr. 951. A stone fell near .\u?sburp,
(not in Italy.) AlirHut Sladiut, and others.— Between
956 and 972. Platina, in his Life of Pope John X 1 1 1 eOnmerates, among the prodigies of the times, the descent
of a vt-ry large stone during a furious tempest of wind
and rain.—09^- Cosmas and Spangenbers relate, that
two large stones fell with an explosion like thunder,
ODe of them alighting in the town of Magdeburg, and
the other in the open country near the Elbe..— 1009.
ATtoenaa affirms, that when in Djordjan, (misrepreaent•d Lurmaa and Cordova,) be saw a sulphureous kind of
ftone fiul from the atmoaphere.— Between the £4ih of
July and the Slst of Augoat, 1091, stones fell in M'nCM. Dc .Vacy.— 1056. Red snow fell in .Armenia. Math.
ETeti.—\\\0. A burning body fell into the Lake of
V'an, in Armenia, and made its watcra htood-red, while
the earth was cleft in several plaeca, prabably with
Ills. Stoaea or iron Ml naar Aquikia.
•tooca. Id.
Flafouor.— 1 1S5 or 1IS6. Spang caberg and otam infonn us, that a stone as large as the human head
precipitated from the air at Oldisieben in I'huringia
1l6i. Gcorga Fabridua. in the First Book of the HistOfjr of Mtmia, apprixea us of a shower of iron in that
^ntide.— 1196. Stooca fell near Parif.
flpui
:

—

—

.

AMm.

—

wu

Be>.'

'!y

26, 12*9.

Spangtnbm and

ICi-

raoder again mark iha daacant of atonca in toe ncigbbouritoodof QnrdlinbuT^ BalkiMtaadt, and Blankenatone fell at
burg, in Saxc
tcoith ccntory.
tarxctrj.
Wurtabnrg. '
^>«. Car.— Between 1251 and
\Vuri<1363, Stones felt at Wcliaoi-Ussing, in Kuasia. liilb. An.
t.T.',
—1280. A ktiiiu' fi n it Alix-indria, in Egypt- Dt Sacy.
coottOt of Saxony, and
—Oct.
•evcral ut :...
:s, concur in stating,
Frtodb*^ that many stsnea fell near Fritdland or I'icdclamd, and

A

1

—

il>-.f

iK,.y
/

did great damagt to the fields.
But the
of tliMe authors, who probably copied frooi

not sufficiently particularised, aa therl
small towns and villages of that name. Span*
geobe rg more pointedly mentions Fritdberg, near tha
SaaW.
1305. Duming stoocs fell in the country of the
Vandala. Bunar. dt St. AwmU(.—Jm. 9, 1328. Stone*
fell in Mortahia and Dakhalia. QiialrcHurt.—XH^. be>
"
vcral '
observed to fall from tha clouds in
Yor7rij;.— 1368.
maaa of iroa fell in
the ivucnj- oi Milcnburtf. Sicbran/I. .Vryer.^May Hit
1379* Stones fell at Minden, in llsnover. Ixrbtciiu.
1..^ »,.»Uier, is

we many
CaaoR7

ol

MorUblA.

'

Ac
Torkihlra.

OidMibaif,
Ml:

A

1

—1416. Red

rain in Bohemia. Spamgaiitrg,
1438. According to Pruust, the cnrmirt, atones of a
•pongy texture were obaerved to fall near Iloa, at no
gnat distance from Burgoa, in Spain ; and, in support
of hu aaaertion, he quotes the ensuing extract of a letter firom the Bachelor CibdariaL
" King Don Juan and bis court being engaged in a
hunting party, under the village of Roa, tha aun waa
obscured by white clouds, and they aaw dcacending
(nm the air bodies which resembled grey and blackish
atones, and of aueh considerable dimcnaiotn aa to ex>
dte the greatcat aatooisbment.
" This phenaoHMO continued during an hour, after
which the sun fti apyiared, and the falconers, mounted
on their horses, immediately repaired to the spot, which
waa not half a league distant They reported to the
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n wliifh these ftones lay,

'

5.

t:

_i

•

^

I

was eo

ui tliero, of all sires, as completely

Meieorfic.

'——v^"^

to conceal the soil.

" The king was desirous of visiting the scene, but
his courtiers restrainetl him, by representing, that the
place uliirh hp^ven had selected for the theatre of its

be unsafe, and that it would l>e more
one of his suite. Goroeti Bravo,
Captain of his Guards, volunteered his services, and
brought with him four of these stones to Roa, \*hithcr
the king hail now retiretl.
They were of a ctmsidera^

operu'.

it

advi;t-....

ble size,

.^ .:c'tach

some round, and

as big as a mortar, others

shaped like pillows or half fanega measures: but the
circunutance which created most astonishment, waa
their extreme levity, for the largest did not weigh half
a pound. They were of such a delicate texture, that
they resembled sea-froth condensed more than any
thing else.
You might strike your hand against them,
without any apprehension ot' contusion, pain, or the
least mark."
In respect of apectfic gravity, these stones must have
differed very materially from the heavier specimens of
rcorat date. Frain the fragility of their texture, no
trace of their existence probably now remains
but tlie
narrative, which bears all the n>arks of a genuine do>
cuaent. may be regarded as, in aoroe measure, corru*
borative of the fall of the spongy nuuaea, noticed by
Pliny, and vfthtjUttf abowers of that naturalist.
In
the present instance^ too^ do mention i« mndeoiony luminous appearance or exploaion, ai
even said
that the masse* felt hot when firtt
Soma time, in the same century-, a stone, and a maaa
like coagulated blood, accompanied by a >Wy ilrttgam,
(netcor,) fell near Lucerne. Ci/tat
l480.Sloo«£idlia Luume.
Saxony and Bohemia. Philot. Mng. 1491. A •tonafell Saionjr,
fte.
near Crttna. Simomrlta.
Crtma.
Noveiabar 7, 149S. The far-famed stone of EnaiaEmltbcuil.
baim has exercised the talent* of contemporaneous wri.
ters, both in proae and verse.
Professor Batenschoen.
of the central school of Colmar, first directed the atteittion of naturalists to some of the did chronir!- - • '"-h
record the circumstances of its fall with mi
;

t

i

——

—

city, and in the true spin*
aSGOaipanie<l the stone, ^'

church of
" In tl

!

I......

\

.•!" •:""-

I

'--.

i,,.,^

v,,„y.U

led in the

!»

n

l^.rd

inn

iv.li

iiiu.-.

;

1H>2, on Wedncwlay,
Ttli of Novenil)er, then;

which wa» Si.iriiiiiiia« i-tc, tlie
hanicaad a aingular miracle ; for, between 1 1 oVluck
and iMon, there wat
.d of thunder, and a pro.
lunged coofuaed noiwas heard to a great di»>
•'
tanco, and theri
jurisdiction of
Enaiafaatm, a St'
|>i>uiul.i. and tlie
'

'°

'

oonfiiaed noise was,
Then a child aaw it
per jurisdiction, tov
dittrict

did

it

of Gisgand,
no hanu

•

^

I

I

tlleti tlu-y i-<in\i

were broken Iruiii it, wliicli tlu; Laii>.
They, therefore, caused it to be placed
with the intention of suspending it, aa a uiirade
;

;

aiut

there came here many people to sea this stone.
So
there were remarkable conversationa about this stone,
but the learned aaid that they knew not what it was,
for it waa beyond the ordinary course of nature thnt
such a large stone should sotite tlte earth to the depth
of a man's stature, which every l)o<l)- explained to be
the will of God that it ahould be found, and tlie noiae

of it waa heard at Lucerne, at Villing, and in many (Jiher
placca, so loud, that it was believed houses had Ijccn
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and, as the King Maximilian was here, the
'*""~V'"^ Monday after St. Catherine's day of the same year, his
Royal Excellency ordered the stone which had fallen to
be brought to the castle, and, after having conversed a
long time about it with the noblemen, he said that the
people of Ensisheim should take it, and order it to be
himg up in the church, and not to allow any body to
However, his Excellency took
take any thing from it.
two pieces from it, of which he kept one, and sent the
other to the Duke Sigismond of Austria, and they spoke
a great deal about that stone, which they suspended in
the choir, where it still is ; and a great many people
came to see it." According to Trithemius, it fell with
so much violence that it broke into two pieces, of which
only the most considerable was suspended in tlie church.

Mttcoiitc.

overturned

;

Paul Lang describes its form as corresponding to that
of the Greek Delta, with a triangular point. Both of
these writers lived at the period which they assign to
the descent of this remarkable mass and, although their
names are fast hastening to obscurity, it behoves us to
observe, that Trithemius yielded to few of his contemporaries in labour and learning, and that Lang, though
;

a Benedictine monk, travelled in quest of liistorical monuments, and had the candour and boldness to arraign
the license of the Roman Catholic clergy, while he applauded the independence of Luther and Melancthon.
We may add, that Maximilian, who, shortly after this
period, was elevated to the imperial dignity, in a Rescript, dated Augsburg, November 12, 1503, expressly

having fallen in an
open field before him, when he commanded the army
which he had levied against the French ; and that,
availing himself of the apparently miraculous event, he
refers to the stone in question, as

exhorted the Germans to a
Turks.

new

crusade against the

During the French Revolution, this large meteorite
was found still suspended in the church, but it weighed
only 171 lb. The French removed it to the National
Library at Colmar, and, notwithstanding the many
fragments which have been detached from it, the mass
still weighs 150 lb.
A large specimen is preserved in
the Cabinet of the Parisian Museum, another in the Imperial Cabinet at Vienna, and we have seen another
small fragment in the valuable and interesting collection of Robert Ferguson of Raith, Esq.
The Ensisheim stone is of a schistose texture, of a
slate-grey colour, and composed of small shining particles of granular portions of a whitish-grey, blended with
thin laminx of a slate-gi-ey fissile substance, of grains
or globules of pure iron, and of grey and shining sulphuret of iron and nickel. The cross fracture is very
unequal, and the longitudinal waving, in the direction
of the laminae, and, at the same time, tough and harsh.
Such parts of the outer surface as remain entire are
coated with a blackish vitrified crust.
It gives no argillaceous odour by insufflation ; and, under the blowpipe, the grey portions become black, and are converted
into

frit.

Its specific gravity is 3.23,

and

its

analysis

yielded to Vtfaquelin,
Silica

Lime

56.

105.3
'ft« principfti

Mxae.

peculiarity, therefore,

—

is its scliistose

tex-

Showers of
blood.

Lombardy.

A

ven many stones, which, being collected at Cremasco,
were found to weigh 8 lb. and even 1 1 lb. each. Their
colour was similar to that of burned stones."
Dr. Bossi, in commenting on this statement, endeavours to account for the space of time which appears to have intervened between the meteor and the fall of stones, by
supposing it occupied in conveying the intelligence
from Crema to Milan.
In the year Wan-li, of the dynasty of Ming,
1516.
in the 12th moon, on the 25th day, at Chun-khingfou, in the province of Soe-tchhouan, there was neither wind nor clouds, when the thunder rumbled suddenly, and six globular stones fell, of which one weighed eight pounds, another fifteen, a third twenty-seven,
the smaller not more than a pound, and the smallest
of all only ten ounces.
Ma-touan tin. May, 1520,
stones fell in Arragon.
Diego de Sayas. April 28,

—

China.

Arragon.

1540, a stone fell in the Limousin. Bonav. de St. Limousin.
Amable.
Between 1540 and 1.550. Albinus, in his
Chronicle of Misnia, records the fall of a large ferruginous mass, in a forest near Neuhqf, between Leipsic
and Grimma, in Saxony ; but Johnston and Alberti Saxony.
write Neuhalem, others, Naunhoff-Na, &c. A specimen of this mass is still to- be seen in the imperial ca3

—

2.4
3.5

Munkbergen.

—

—

1.4.

Magnesia
12.
Oxide of iron, 30.
Nickel
Sulphur

January 28, 1496. Marcus Antonius Sabellicus, in
the second volume of the Lyons edition of his works,
(p. 341,) mentions the fall of three stones between Cesena and Bertonosi.
Bonfinius, or rather, we presiuTie, his continuator, reports, that a shower of stones
fell near the village of Munkbergen in the course of
the same year, and that the inhabitants amused their
fancy by tracing on the fallen fragments outlines
of the human countenance and diadems.
1501. According to different chronicles, showers of blood fell
in several places.
1510. In the Commentary of Surius, a Carthusian monk of Cologne, mention is made
of a shower of large stones in Lombardy ; they
are described, probably with some exaggeration, as
harder than flint, smelling of sulphur, &c. But the
same event is more particularly commemorated by Cai'dan, in his Treatise De Rerum Varictatc ; for he informs us, that between Cremasco or Crema, and Milan,
and not far from the river Adda, at five o'clock in the
evening, about twelve hundred stones fell from the air,
one of which weighed 120 lb. and another 60 lb. Many
were presented as curiosities to the French Governor
and his Deputy. At three o'clock in the afternoon,
the sky appeared as if in a general blaze, and the passage, though somewhat ambiguous, would lead us to infer, that the fiery meteor was visible for two hours.
Like many of the learned and unlearned of his day.
Cardan immediately connects the extraordinary appearance with the political transactions of his petty district.
The same incident is noticed by Leonardus in his Mirror of Stones, and by Bondini in his Thealrum Nalurce.
The following passage is extracted from a series of Observations on Natural History, Meteorology, &c. made in
the early part of the 1 6th century, by Andrea da Prato
of Milan, which, though not published, have been repeatedly copied in M.S. It seems to allude to the same
occurrence, although the year quoted is 1511.
" On the fourth of September, at the second hour of
the night, and also at the seventh, there appeared in the
air at Milan, a running fire, with such splendour, that
the day seemed to have returned, and some persons beheld the appearance of a large head, which caused great
wonder and fear in the city. The same thing happened on the following night at the ninth hour.
few
days after, bej'ond the river Adda, there fell from Hea-
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MHMtltc binet in Viwin*. Sometime about the uroe period,
Meraili «nd Scaliger.Sairon fell in Piedmont.
vember 6. Ifl4s. Acroniing to Sjuingenberg mnd Bo>ble, a blackish maw, accompanarenture i*- ^
!ice, like cnaj^ulated blood, and
nied with a
MaufcUi. with a loud noi-e, fell at Mansfeldt in Thuringia.—
May 10, 1 /»"?. From the same jource we learn, that
• (bower of (tones nude great baToo in the environs
SeUcBof Sdilensinfren, also in Thuringia. That thia was not
hail shower is obvious, from the circumstance that
Spangenberg carried several of the stones with him to

— 1359.

the 16th vol. of the
History of Hungary, that fire atones, said to be preserved in the
trcasurr of Vienna, each of the size of a man's bead,
exceedingly heavy, of a msty.iron colour, and emitting a stron? ^mi-'l of iiilDluir. fell from the heavens,
<t concussion of the air,
with expio'
A hinunlide, 1560. Red
a
-i
at Miscoa, ii. .a
Fromtmd, December
rain at EmUien, Ixiuvain, &c.
K fierr meteor, and red rain at IJ^.•^»^nn.•
14, 1560.
VatidU C'o«i<->.— May 17. I56l. A stone fell
Etaleben.

It in reUte<l in

Bretfaw ColUcikm, and

—

in the

EUmbaff.

r...^rr .n,?

Torgan

Stone*

1!

rfj.

— -,.
—July 26,

BoU.

Bamge.

fell n<

."..~_,

^ in the afternoon,
Between one «..•. l-.. -^
weighing 59 lb. of a blue and lirownish co-'• S gave fire with steel, fell Iron the air,
lour, s"
'h an explocion which shook thceaith,
in Th<:
nd •(.-cTnnjuiMini bv the a|>pcarance of • toudl tight,
wUch waa sappoara to be a fir«-b«ll, the heavens be-

C<luia(«a.

1581.

.,

'

It sank into the aoil
ing, in other retpecta, aerene.
to the depth of a yard and a quarter, to**c<l up tba
earth to twice the beigbt ofa man ; aixi waa at
ao
hot that Dabody coala toads it. After toam time had
eUnaed, it waa carried to Drcaden. Binhard'a dro.
micl* of TkMriMgim, demrnu.—Jmnarj 9, I5M. •tooca
C««tfo«U> fell at' Castrovinari.
Catto. Mertati, and IwnrrmtL—
Idea of January, 1583.
Mercati mentioDa, that ioine
of the inhabitanta of Roaa, in Lavadie, who were walking on the Dei|driioarin( beiarlita, in aerene weather,
obaenred a thick blade cloud, which exploded
them with such violence, that they fell annoat
lea* to the ground, and that, on recovering from their
alarm, they immediately repaired to the spot, and
(band a atone of about SO lb., which reaemblcd iron.
Mardi 9, I58S. A stone, of the sixe ofa hand gre1585.
atone fell in luly.
PMiaael. nade, fell in Piedmont.
/amra/i.— Dceeinber 8, 1586. A great quantity of
iui}.
rea and blacfciah aMtier, which bomed aomc plaikt,

mt

—

—

A

and waa acconpanied t^ thondcr and Kgbtninf. fell
Solooioa, Senator ti Brcown.
—Jane 9, 1%1 Angeloa, in the AmmaUi Marckue, and
Ijn:at affirm, that tome large atooaa fell at Kunrndorf.
.\ shower c/ blood at I_i M.ii».!(! iln.nMr
15gi.
at Verden, in Hanover.
.

—

dorr.

U Ma«l*

Orlcana.

»March
,
'

Sometime

Stmr.

!

'.one* fell

.t.

i

1,

..

.

course of the sixteenth cmtury, and
not, aa allege<l, in IGOS, a atone, exhibiting metallic
veina, ia re^Nted to bare deaoended in the province of
•

•*

in the

Tb« amaf KarvoAaa

*f dus r*at. (A.

H.

loao,)

A

I

••

A

"A. H.
lowiqg

-lMmaf,*him^mmA^mmL^\\imm. bM

t

"Tlisisiiii

X " T-i II

I

if

—

" Early on the 30th of Furverdeen, of the present
year*, anid in the the Eaatem quarter (of the heavena,)
there araae in one of tlie villages of the I^lrgunnah of
Jalindhcrf , such a great and treniendnus noi>e, a.<i had
nearly, by it* dreamul nature, deprived the inhabitanta
of the place of their aeDaea. During this noise, a luminooa body ^Iraa obaervcd) to fall from above on the
earth, asggeatuig to the beholders the idea that the firmameiit waa raining fire. In a short time, the noiae
having aobaided, aiM the inhabitants having recovered
Atvo ttieir alarm, a courier waa dispatched (by them)
to Habommcd Svrcd, the Auntil { of the idnresaia
Porgmnnah, to «dverti*e him of tbi* event. The Aumil, instantly mounting (his horae.) proceeded to the
pot ^where the luminoua body had nllen.) Here be
perceived the earth, to the extent of ten or twelve gux{,
length and breadth, to be burnt to aoch a degree,
that not the leaat trace of verdure, or blade of graaa re>

m

mained

nor had th« beat Qarhicfa had been eonunum*.
yet aubiided eottrdy.
" Mahwimiad Syeed herenpon directed the aforesaid
pace of grouiid to be dug up; when, the deeper it
waa dug, the greater was the heat of it found to be.
At length, a lump of irao made ita appearance, the
heat oiwhich waa ao violent, that one might have »uppoaed it to have been taken from a fiimaee. After
aome time it became cold, when the Aumil conveyed
it to hia own habitation, frosn whence he aftcrwarda
di«iMtched it, in a sealed bag, to ooort.
" Hire f fvid (this aubManoe) weighed in my pra*
;

calcd to

it)

aence.

camm

'it

'

waa one hundred and

sixty tolahs|].

with orders to make
of it a aabrr, a knife, and a dagger. The workman
fsoon) reported, that die aobatance waa not malUabU,
i»to pitett mmdtr Ute kmmmtr:
but
" Upon this, I ordered it to be mixed with other
iron.
CVaifurmably to my orders, three parts of the
kgktmingi were mixed with one part of camirtai
moo tfon ; and man the mixture were made two tabrea,
one knife, and ane dagger.
" By the addition of the common iron, the (new)
iubctance acquired a (fine) tenner the blade (falirioated (hm it) proving aa elaatic a* the most genuine
blafle« of UhiiannyJ, and of the South, and liendiiig,
like- tlirin. witlKMit leaving any mark of the Ix-nd.
I
bad tlkeni tried in mj nreaence, and foun«I tliein cut
excellently
aa well (mdeed) aa the beat genuine sabre*.
I

i

'

.i

skilful artisan,

immd

^

;

;

I

villi

Satonlax lh« STih

The puixnsaah

M ^^

Jsnalarifctio
lanart—fdwt.ll.''
f- 1* ri kill iis%iii k ilmliifiil-

lis

1030, or, 16th yrar of the reign.— The folextraordinary occurrences of thi*

among the

ia

period.

AfeaisfalharlasadMiaTwd.'*

'

Mcttorite.

Stjru.
blood, occurretl in Styria.
D» Hammer.— \Gl%.
metallic mass fell in Bohemia. Kronlamd.
Bolwroia.
April 17, 1620, the Kinperor, Jehangire, in his Memoirs written by himself, in the Peraian language, and Jalindttcr.
tranalated by Colonel Kirkpatrick, from an old MS.
thua relatea the fall of a piece of meteoric iron.

issiiiiiiaili

paspssaak is a Mntorisl 4i«Waa, ot ariteary caiwt
i
100 adss %Jt^ *f udbssa.*
**

—

remarks on Aristotle's Meteorology. Au- ^T^'"^^
^%t, 1618. a great fall of stones, with a shower of ^•'*""*bra, in their

in Isthuinfius's

.

Bmbd«n,
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Valencia, in Spain. Ccttiut, and the JtsvUt of Coim-

la aiseo.-

sT Jatiadbw

is

^ BiMi
iiuMed

in

ol

AUritt cwMMMllr.

Uw

ruqjaub, and afaeat
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''""y"^

One of

these sabres I named Kalai, or the cutler; and
tlie other Burk-ierisht, or the lightniiig-nalured.
"
poet* composed and presented to me, on this
occasion, the following tetrastich.
" This eartli has attained order and regularity through

A

.,^:

Devonshire.

Hatloi'd.

Volo.

the Emperor Jehangire:
" In his time fell ratv iron from lightning :
" That iron was, by his world-subduing authority,
" Converted into a dagger, a knife, and two sabres."
But, what is more to our purpose, the late Hon.
Charles Greville, at whose request Colonel Kirkpatrick
translated the foregoing quotation, has remarked, that
the Emperor Jehangire was not a prince on whom his
courtiers would idly venture to impose; and that there
can be little probability that an Aumil of a district
sliould invent such a story, or be able to produce a
substance like iron, but which, on ti-ial, should differ

from manufactured iron.
January 10, l622, a stone

fell

in Devonshire. Rumplt.

—April 9, 1628, stones fell near Hatford, in Berkshire.
Gent. Mag.
December 6, 1631. The following letter

—

from Captain William Badily, is inserted in the first
volume of the Philosophical Transactions. " The 6th
of December, 16.S1, being in the Gulf of Volo, riding
at anchor, about ten of the clock that night, it began
to rain sand or ashes, and continued till two of the
clock next morning. It was about two inches thick on
the deck, so tliat we cast it overboard with shovels, as
did snow the day before the quantity of a bushel
brought home, and presented to several friendsf
especially to tlie Masters of Trinity House.
There
was in our company. Captain John Wilds, Commander
of the Dragon, and Captain Anthony Watts, Commander of the Elizabeth and Dorcas. There was no
wind stirring when these ashes fell ; it did not fall only in the places where we were, but likewise in other

we
we

:

parts, as ships were coming from St. John d'Acre to
o«r port they being at that time a hundred leagues
from us. We coxnpared the ashes together, and found
them both oue^"
October 27, 1634, stones fell in the CharoUois. Morinus
June 21, 1635.
Francesco Carli, a learned,
jmd highly respectable gentleman of Verona, reports
the fall of a lai'ge stone at five o'clock in the evening.
It was preceded by a great mass of flame, which traversed the Lago dl Garda with such velocity, that the
eye could scarcely follow its motions, illuminated all
the country in the path of its passage, shaking the
houses with its loud explosion, and alighting on the
grounds of the Benedictine monks, under the town of
Vago, about six Italian miles from Verona.
Next
morning, there was found on the spot on which it
liad alighted, a stone, invested with a black and channelled crust, which had penetrated about a yard into
the soil, and was broken into several pieces, the largest of which was of a cubical form, of nearly a yard
and a half on every side, of the colour of ashes, giving out an offensive odour of sulphur, and having minute particles of iron disseminated through its sub:

Charuiluis.

Vago.

—

stance.
Calce.

Saturday, July 7, l635. During a violent storm, a
stone, weighing alsout 1 1 oz. fell at Calce, in the Vicentine territory.
Valisnieri
March 6, 1636. Dur-

ing a perfectly serene sky, a large stone fell, with a
loud crash, between Saganand the village of Dubrow,

•

« The

+ Some

It was covered with a crust, had, internalappearance of n metallic slag, and seemed as if
it had been acted on by fire. Lucas, Seschiche's Ckron.
1638. Red rain at Tournay.
NovemCluver. Geosr.
ber 29, 1639, (not 1629, nor 1627, as mis- quoted by
some writers.) In the third Section of the Second
Book of his Piiysics, the celebrated Gassendi, whose
accuracy and veracity will not be readily impeached,
states, that, at ten o'clock in the morning, a stony
mass, regarded as a thunder-stone, was seen by three
creditable witnesses, to fall on Mount V^aision, one of
the Maritime Alps, when the ground was covered
with snow, and the sky perfectly serene. The spot is
indicated as lying between the small towns of Guil»
laumes and Perne, in Provence. Many, for a great
way round, heard the explosion, but only three indU
viduals saw the fire-ball.
The noise wliich preceded
it, they compared to the repeated discharge of artillery ; but two of the concussions were particularly
tremendous ; and the reverberation of the last was immediately followed by a rumbling noise, like the beating of four or five drums, when a flaming circle, of
varied hues, and apparently of four feet in diameter,
passed before the eyes of the spectators, accompanied
with a loud hissing, like that of fire-works, and with
a strong sulphureous odour. So far as could be conjectured, it had rushed on their view when at the distance of only a hundred paces from their persons ; and
they saw^ it strike the ground, like a black-bird with
white spots, and smoke issue from the place where it
fell, which was not beyond thirty paces from their own
station.
The noise which ensued on its striking the
ground, was compared to the firing of musketry. The
inhabitants of both towns flocked to the smoking
scene, and found a hollow of nearly one foot wide,
and three in depth, the snow being melted for five feet
round, and the earth and small stones obviously calcined.
In the bottom of the hollow was found the
stone, about the size of a calf's head, but rounder, and
more approaching, in form, to that of a man. It was
of a dark metallic colour, extremely hard, and weighed 54 Proven5al, or 38 Parisian pounds, its specific
gravity being to that of common marble, as 14 to 11.
Mons. Izarn not only mis-dates the year and day of
this appearance, but asserts thatGassendi himself saw it

in Silesia.

ly, the

—

—

whereasthatpliilosopherexpressly says,z/)ie cum ahessem.
August 4, 1642, a stone, weighing 4 lb. fell between

Woodbridge and Aldborough,
1643, or 1644. Stones

fell

23 or 24, 1645. Red rain

in Suflblk. Gent.

in the sea.
fell at

Mct«oih«.

JT"^'""^

^''^sia-

Tourndy.

Mount
Vaislpn.

Suffolk,

Mag.—

JVurfhain.

—Jan.

Bois-le-Duc— Oct.

6, Boia-le-

Kronland, fVendeliiius.— ^"^
Feb. 18, 1647.
stone fell near Zwick^. Sckmid.^ Brussels.
August, 1647. Stones fell in the bailliage of Stolzenau, z^j-u^u
in Westphalia. Gill). An.
Between 1647 and 1654, a
stone fell into the sea. Willmann, Malle-Brun.—Au- ^^estpha'^'
gust 6, 1650. We find it mentioned in Senguerd's F/ij/.
steal Ej:ercitntions,thiLta. stone fell at Dordrecht.
March ^°'
SO, 1654. Thomas Bartholinus adverts to a shower 0[Oor^r<xbt.
stones, in the island of Funen, in Denmark.
large F^n^"stone fell at Warsaw. Pet. Borellus.
A small stone fell Warsaw.
at Milan, and killed a Franciscan monk. Museum Sep- Milan.
talianum.
great fall of stones
June 19, or 21, 1668.
near Verona. Valisnieri, Montenari, and Carli. From Verona.
a book which was printed at Paris, in 1 672, and which
has now become very scarce, entitled, Conversations
1

646.

Red

rain at Brussels,

A

—

—

A

—

poet is named in tlie original ; but the name is not perfectly lej^ble."
of these ashes were produced by Mr. John Evelyn, before the Koyal Society.
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of MonUnari's Report, in No. eccxli. of the Philotophi' Met«or)IC
cal Trantadioiu.
May 28, 1677. Many stony masses, supposed to hare
contained particles of copper, are said by Balduinus, in
hij Appendix to tlie MUceilanea S'atitrce Curiotf,ntm,
for 1(J77, to have fallen near Ermendorf, in .Saxony.—* Brroendorr.
January 12, l683, a mass of stone or iron fell near Cas-

of two
near Verona, one of which weighed
800 pound*, and the other 200 pound*. Theae rtooea/'
he My*, " fell durinjf the night, when the weather was
They seemed to be all on fire, trovilUri, in Calabria. Mercaii. March ;{, 1()83. A stone Csstrovil.
quite mild and lettled.
came from above, but in a tUnting direction, and fell in Piedmont. Id. 1689. Red dust fell at Venice, I*ri.
Piedmont.
with a treoMixlous noise. This prodigy terribly alarm- See. Viilunitri.—Jua. S, 1697. In Soldani's catalogue, Venif*.
ad three or four hundred eye-witnessca, who were published in the 9th vol. of the Trantaetiont of the Acapuzzled what to think of it. These stones fell with demw of' ScifDcei at Siena, stones resembling those aU
such rapidity, that they formed a ditch, which, af- ready described are said to ha\-e fallen at IVntolina, Pentotiiia.
near Siena.— May 19, 1(398. Scheuier, in his Satvrat
ter the noiM and flam* had ccated. the spactaton renUislory of Stvitzerleml, intbrms us that a black stone
turcd to approach, and eiamine them more nearly.
They then sent them to Verona, where they were de- fell from the atinotphere, with various explosions, near
the village of Waltrine, in thecanton of Bemr, and that WshrrD(.
posited under care of the Academy ; and tliat learned
body tant ftagntcnu of them to diffiarent place*. This it was transmitted, with an account uf the drcumst.-inIt is doubtful,
at'WMiitf iadoced the Society to consider the fragment cas, to the public library at Berne.
however, if thcstone preservetl in that repository is the
in nimtiiiii with particular attention ; and th«y remarit*
June 7. 1706, a stone, weighing
ed that it was of a yellowiah coloor, Tery aasily redod- same which fell
In the 72 lb. is said to have fallen near Larissa, in Macedonia. Urissa.
ble to powder, and that il saaallad eTsvlphar."
It waaobserrad to proceed from the north with a loud
trntrtt nf TTBm'r'-g aMoTlhaM Maaa*, M. l^ngier,
bisaiag, aad anraloped in a small clbud, which cxpIocU
ro fcasnr tijkmmmj it Vmm, datactad in it, by awana
fj
ad witB a Hai ui i ileaa aoia*, diacharging a stone, which
flf tba eaaatie alkaU, tka ptasanca of ehnne.
Fabmarr «7, l«7l. Slonaa fell la Swabia. Gilb. Am. had tha apptataa a* of iron draaa and tba smell of sul107S. Sana tooaa Ml in tha laid* new Ofading, aad phur. Lmmw.— May 5 and 6, 1711. Red rain at Orsio, in Oraio.
awadaa. Act. Littr. Huee. A gelatinous matter fell,
ware Jipoiilad hi liw mascuin of Brackcaholhr. Laaa ar
Lethy, in India. Air. Ltthjr.
the iale
4m de Grmmk, and Afnaarja itdta AaMa sfcailai' ia with a globe
i.tbarefell intotbcAtlanticOcean, Alljll>!IC.
fMrearfiMe..-Octobar l>, lti74.SolM«Mrafi»a iMsdala tkmitzj^'Ky
to tha daaeaat af two Itfg* stoaaa ia the eanUMi of Gla- k> Vfi Lat. N. and SiS* 45' Long, flrom Pari*, a »hower
tA Mad, which laatad from ten o'clock in the evening
I977>
*aa» fell into a
nu ->BaiwMB I97A
ing boat naarCaptesha. ia tiw Orknaya. Wallaoe'a i<i>. ttU ooa a''doeli of tha aAarnooo of next day. It was
'
ODsml rf Orhttf, Gtnl. Mmg. - Tha air and dooda
hf a laninoaa aMtaor. The wind was then
.aaat.
hera," sa^ Dr. WaUaca, " bj tbaoftaratioa of iba aaa,
The captain of a reasel, and all the
oanifiad iha fact to Father Peuillce, who predo oaatnaes asiurt a aavanl things ; a* seaia vaara
oca, aaaaa fuMnaea fishiag half a leagva frasn land, aaatad a apiriaita of tba aand to tha Academy of Sda««r aaainn Cupinaha, in a bir day, taara Ml down aacaau It had the appaaranoa of oonunon, but very fine
froai Uia air a slaaa aboal tba bigaaaa wt a fcat.ball, •and. Jana 5, I7ti atoaaa fdl near Sdwfthu, in Frei. SciKfttu.
whkh Ml ia tha middla oftbe boat, aadapning a leak, aaagML JfadWlhe(<-^nna 82. 17S3. Dr. Rost {Drttto tba g is at danaet of tha Uvea of tba man t&t wera Um CoUitt.) ralalaa, that at two o'dock in the after,
ta it, wnicfa eoald ba ao other thaa aocoa subatanea gc» aoon, tba waathar baiag than calm, there was seen at Pinko* •
Dcntad ia tba elonda. The stone was like condcnsad PIcskowics, aoiaa miles ftvm Rdcbatadt, in Bohemia, a let.
or petrified day, and was a long tin* in the custody of •mall cloud, from which several large xxl •i«iill »tones
Captain Andrew Oidt. at that tima steward of this were projected, under loud rxplo«ioii
ntut any
ooDotry ; and Caolain Dick, wh" i« v«i( alirc, told naa lighttung. Tbcae stones, which were
, „ ..,, the out"
he frire it to tba lata Earl of
Fromtbeaa side, bad iatatnally tha apoesranre of meul, and exhal.>ul)t of the fact,
partaeolars, w* eaa aniertsin i... .
ad a slroBg mlpbaraoat odour. Twrnt,v>five of them
Liw a sei aradb we may b*dispo**d to stuila at the Dr.'* war* collected
one place, u)d saran or ei^ht in anofadliiy of theori iing.
ther.
Tbi* instance is likewise noted by Stepling, dt
MardiSS, O. S. I97& About an hoar and three quar. Phmm Ijtpidra.—Jii\y ««, 17«7. Stone* fell at l.ilas. LilsKblis.
(afs after saa es t, a fir* ball was aren to procrcd,
if dau, in Bobcaua. iiteftmg.^\',M. Fo*«l metal fell at
ftoai I>dMdB, paasiM ohiiqas ly over luly with a hisaLcasay. //a%^— Aogtiat 18, 1738. Slona* fell near Lcsttjr.
iag aoisa,
aKplpi&if to tba soatb aeutb.w«at of Carncntras. Ctutilkm.—OeL S.S 1 7 4a Stones fell at Ras- Onrpcnfrw.
LMbom with a tanibi* report. It* ftagBMBtt ar* said grad. Gitb. Afi.—nw, or 1741. A lai|eston* fell, du- Rilfrad.
ttt hava CdJaa MM0 tba saa, with tba aaiaa aert of aoM*
ring winter, in Greenland, l^^afie.— 174S. Stones fell Gram hind.
aa whan red hot iraa is exiiagniahad in water.
It*
at LiboscfaiU. in Bohemia. S/<)a^.— 1 744. Red rain
t ahitnda in tba aoalb soalh-east at Dologna, waa
at San Pietrod'Arena, near Genoa. fficAan/.—.October cbks.
,8ad ila graaiast, at Siana, ia tba north natth-wast, t2, 1750. M. da Lalande, the celebrated astronomer, CcaoAi
iSr. Oa eoaaidacfthaiiiiaaiij it aaamaJtoba informs uf that a loud notsa was heard in Lower Nornearly vattical, at Biaaad and SavigHaaav aad at Lag. maiidy, and thit a very targa aiaa* of stone fell at Ni. Ntori.
ort, in the vicinity of Coutance*.
May 26, 1751. at SIS o'clock in the evening, a reBMrkable fire-ball waa obaerved near Hraschina, in the
ctbamoafatlaaatlOOaulaahtaaihmt*. lua|m> district of Agram, in Upper Sclavonia. According to Agrom.
Bolagaa awaadrdthat of tba Ml Mr. Stutz, an intelligent nataralist, atladied to the Im.
aaMtar,
waa abora half a* big again perial Cabinet of Vienna, this meteor borst asunder into
tha other. Dr. Udlajr hat ooodanacd tha •dMuiot two parts, exhibiting the appearance of twisted chaina
atone* which
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of fire, accompanied with smoke, rushing down with a
'"'^'""^ dreadful explosion, and with such force as to shake the
earth.
The larger fragment, which weighed 71 lb.
sunk to the depth of three fathoms, and made a breach
of two feet, round which the soil was greenish, and
seemed to be scorched with fire. The other, of only
16 lb. weight, fell in a meadow at 2000 paces from the
The
first, and made an opening of four feel wide.
largest, which consists of native iron, and presents on
its surface the most evident marks of fire, is preserved
in the Imperial Cabinet of Natural Curiosities at Vienna, with an official attestation from the consistory of the
bishopric of Agram, who interrogated several eye-witnesses.
A great many people in that part of thecountry heard the explosion, and likewise saw some fiery
body fall from the sky, though, on account of the disDr.
tance, they could not determine the precise spot.
Chladni and Dr. Noehden mention, that they saw the
larger mass in the Vienna museum ; and the latter remarks, that it is not smooth and even on the outside,
but rough, with depressions and protuberances, and destitute of the vitreous particles observable in the cavities of the Siberian iron.
Klaproth's analysis gave of
native iron 96.5, and of nickel 3.5,
a composition
nearly identical with the specimen of native iron
brought by Humboldt from the province of Durango,
in Mexico.
January 1753. A stone fell at Eichstadt, in Germany,
Eichstadt.
Cavallo.
July 3, 1753. Four stones, one of which
weighed 13 lb. fell at Strkow, near Tabor, at eight
Strfc»w.
o'clock in the evening, when the air was tranquil, and
the sky little shaded with clouds.
Their fall was preceded by three loud and prolonged peals, like the discharge of artillery. The people in the fields fled for
terror to their houses, or climbed up into the trees ;
and a shepherd, who applied his hand to one of the
stones after it had fallen, felt it very sensibly heated.
fragment of one of them was distinctly labelled in
the Bornian collection, with the additional annotation,
Quxfragmaita, Slio JuUi, 1753, inter tonilrua, e coeto
pluisse creduliores quidam asserunt.
The expression of
creduliores quidam, may be alleged to invalidate the
purport of the label, yet it deserves to be remarked,
that, in regard to the present subject of our inquiry,
what was formerly accounted the credulity of the vulgar, may now, on several occasions at least, be construed into probability, if not into matter of fact, that Stepling reported the phenomenon only the year after it is
stated to have taken place ; and that the late Hon.
Charles Greville, who procured the identical specimen
Meteorite,
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—

A

from the Bornian

collection,

coincide in composition
«tones; for its analysis gave,
to

and Mr. Howard, found

it

with other atmospheric
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Magnesia
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Its specific gravity

•'

Another specimen

is deposited in the Imperial Cabinet of Vienna.
September, 1753.
have next to direct our attention to another report of M. de Lalande, inserted in
the Historical Almanack of Bresse, for 1756. About
one o'clock, P. M. when the weather was very hot, and
very serene, without any visible trace of a cloud, a very
loud noise, like the discharge of two or three cannons,
wai heard within the circumference of six leagues, but
is

4.28.

We

This noise was loudest in Meteorite.
the neighbourhood of Pont-de-Vesle ; and, at Liponas, ^"^-v""^
a village three leagues from the last mentioned place, v°",''''V
"'*•*'•
it was even accompanied by a hissing like that of a
cracker.
On the same evening there were found two
blackish masses, of n form nearly circular, but very uneven, which had fallen, the one at Liponas and the
other at Pin, into ploughed ground, and sunk, by their
own weight, to half a foot beneath the surface. One
of them weighed about 20 lb. and a fragment of the
other weighing 1 1 jl lb. was preserved in the cabinet of
M. Varenne de Beost, at Dijon. The basis of these
masses resembled a greyish trap, and was very refractory ; and through the substance of the stone, and especially in its fissures, were disseminated some ferruginous particles in grains, filaments, or minute nodules,
This iron, when subjected to a red heat, became obedient to the magnet.
The black coating on the surface M. de Lalande ascribed to fusion, induced by violent heat.
These circumstances, though slightly noticed, are strictly conformable to the history of more recent cases, which remain to be detailed.
July, 1755.
stone fell at Terra-nuova, in Calabria, Terra-nu-

for a very short duration.

A

which weighed 7

—

oz. Domzn. Ta/fl.
October 20, 1755. ova.
black dust, like lamp-black, fell in Shetland between Shetland,
three and four o'clock in the afternoon, when the sky
was very hazy. This dust smelled strongly of sulphur,
and covered the faces and hands, and blackened the
linen of the people in the fields.
As the wind blew
from the south-west, it is not probable that it was ejected from Hecla, which is situated between 500 and b'OO
miles farther north. Phil. Trans, vol. 1.
Nov. 15,
red sky, and the fall of red rain, in several Red rain,
1755.
countries. Nov. Art. Nat. Cur. t. ii.
Oct. 9, 1763. Red
rain at Cleves, Utrecht, &c. Mercttrio Histor. Polk.
Cleves, &c.
Nov. 14^, 1760. Red iron in Picardy. Richard. End of pij„jy
July, 1766. When the sky was clear at Albereto, in Albereta.
the neighbourhood of Milan, it was dark and cloudy in
the direction of the western hills, and in the valley to
the north, with frequent thunder and lightning. About
five o'clock in the evening, when the peasants were dispersed over the fields, engaged in their rural labours,
there was suddenly heard, not only in Albereto, but in
other places at a considerable distance to the west, and
even at Modena, an unusual noise, like the discharge of
artillery, succeeded by a whizzing in the air, like that
produced by a cannon bullet when powerfully propelled.
The Duke of Modena's gardener even believed
that a cannon ball was descending into the garden.
Others either did not hear the whizzing noise, or had
not paid attention to it. In Albereto, however, it was
not only heard, but a body was moreover seen traversing the air with great velocity, and falling abruptly to
the earth.
To some of the distant bystanders it appeared in a state of ignition; but to two ladies, who were
within a mile of the spot, it seemed opaque and smoking.
They instinctively clung to a branch of a tree, but an
ox, which was near them, fell to the ground from terThe stone, which diffused an odour of sulphur,
ror.
had penetrated the soil to nearly the depth of a fathom.
was still hot when taken up, and had the appearance of
a sandstone of great weight, of an irregular triangular tigure, with its external surface uniformly burnished over
with black, as if from the effect of fire. The person who
took it up broke it into pieces, and the fragments were
distributed among different people in the town. Father
Troili, who relates these circumstances, as they were
communicated to him by eye-witnesses, and particularly by the individual, who, with the assistance of a young
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txtnctcd the stone from the earth, published

coone of the tame year a curious

in the

treatise, entit-

Cadnta di uh &uso daW Aria Ragkmamento,
which be adduce* many excellent argtiments to
Sec
prore not only hit own aaaertion*, but the truth of the
general doctrine of the descent of meteorites on variout
ocOMiona. Out we cannot learn that the reasoning of
the Jesuit produced much impreaaion on the public
mind and certainly it had no weight with men of
ciencc. At the distance of half a century, howerer, the
book bM been eagerly coveted by tlie learned and a
eopy, with the pemaal of which we have been pnlitel y favoured by Thomas Allan, Esq. of this city, belonin to
Vassalli, in his
that gcnUeman's traJuable repository.

led, Delia

m

;

;

rUiiri Mtleenhgkal IjUlert, allude* to the fall of the
AlDcreto atone ; and Beccaria likewise adrerts to it in
the poatscript of his letter to Dr. Franklin, entitled, De
EkKtridtal* Hiuike, havin;; «pp«rrntly procttrcd his
iaftnBation of the fact from Fogti.mi, lii«hop of Modena, a highly reapectabie character, and a aealooa naturaliit
Augnat 15, 1 766. Between six and aerenoTclock
«at«na» P. M. small stone Ml near Korellara, at a little dietaoee Groa a popltf (he* was ainsck at the aaa* tiaa

—

But
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speckled with an infinite number of minute and shining metallic points, visible throuph a msgnifj ing glass.
The thin black outer coating, which seemed to have
been fu«ed, alone gave a few spsrks when struck with
steel.
From the few
Its specific gravity was 3.58.
small fragments of this meteorite which have been
preserved, it seems to be nearly allied to those from
Benares. The committee, very unwilling to allow th*t
it could have descended from the air, conjectured that
it hid previously existed in
the ground, ami had
merely been struck by the electric flash. The singular position in which it was found, however, with one
of its angles inserted in the turf, was mon likely not a
permanent one: ami reslly witlvrespect to a matter of
fact, subject to the cogniiance oT the senses, we may
believe a rustic spectator, in preference to a philoso-

pher who speculates in his closet.
Another otone, of nearly the same composition, aocompanied^by the history of its fall at Aire, in .Artois,
was presented to the academy in the course of the
same year, by M. Ousson de Boyival, honorary lieutaaaa^^tmarai of the bailliage of Aire, to which was
addad, bj the younger Morand, the »pecimen from

whoaMotioaathe&ct. bo
was • fitet tit tho baric of
by lightning,—* anppoaition which

Meitorlie.

^^V""^

Aire,

Conlanceo. According to the academical report, these
daaa Mbbmb, when eompared, presented no difference
of tha aame colotir, and nearly of the
to the r\' ^
the poplar vitriAed
same gr
r>par*ad with metallic and pyntous
•MOM to be scarcely admiaaible.
particles, and coverad with a black and ferruginous
Sept. IS, 1768- The Abb* BmtktUf acqu ii ni a u*.
merustation. Their conwBoa aspect did not convince
that, abont hatf peat four o'doek in tlw aftvaoon,
there appeared near the OMtW of Cboralario, in tho the acadmy that thtr had baca conveyed to the earth,
'
neighbonrhooa of L^oce, a inMul towtt in tiio pwviuco P* tho cohMidMiaa of tha altcated circumstances in
three plaew, dittinctly separated f^om ona anothar,
ai
of
, a Mofwjr ciuml , inm vmcIi peoceeoed a
pwl of tboadar. IiIm tho dioebatgo of a eanaon, which and tho rhanwlni which discriminated them fVvat
waa aMCioaaa bjr a soond ao ataiflar to tho wvi^g of athar aloaae, iadoood tha laaraad body to announce
ealtio, as to inipaM on aeeanl people who bard it. ki
thaw Wilofy, and to meita ita dtacossion.
balf. bnt nateoMpBiiJ
November CO. 1768. A stone fell at Mauerkirchen, Mraerkir>
a dfout of two
SonM raapari. hi tho Bear tha Inn, in Bavaria, at four o'clock, p.m. which cbtn.
with OBJ pcrcoptiMo
Bwiah of Parign*, abont thrat loagasa from Lae». on weighed thirty-eight pound*. It was of a triangular
0BT<Bg the sane noiae. looked np and saw an opaque farm, and eight inches in thickness. Its fall was probodv. wbieb doacribed • cunre, and fell on soA turf on claimed by a hiains noise, and great darkness in the
tho higb road, near which thry were at work. They air, and it ptustialsd two feet and a half into the soil.
II (luickly ran up to It. and losad a aort of ttono, IwJtgf, i« Gi/6. An.
detached fragment is preserved
nearly half of which was bnriad to tfca oartb, and the in tM Imperial Cabinet of Vieniu, another in the Gre*
whole ao hot that it could not bo toached. At Aral viUiaa Cohaction, and another in that of Robert Fsfw
they (led in a panic; hot on rataming to the spot gaaoa oTBaitb. Esq.
lime tftrr, they found tho Maai pwriaaly in the
Noveariwr 17, 1773, the CapUin- general of Sara- Scaa.
sitaation. and luiTicienily coelsd to admit of being goasa diapalcbed the following letter, accompanied
and narrowly examined. It weighad aeeea ariih tha elaaa to which it refers, to Don Manuel de
and a half, and was of a triaagalar focai. pra« Roda-MiaMerofSute.
'* In Noveeeber last, an extraonlinary occurrenciv
_ asit were tfareo roanded bona, aaaof wMeb,
lllw'inenMM of the fall, hadantafadiiilolhagTaimd, Hid to haeo happeaod on the 17th of that mcnth,
a
and was of a grey or ash wilsnr, whilo tha fast wMch plonghad iaid at Sena, a village in the district of Si«
was e^^osed lo tha mr waa eery black. Wbae tha gaaa, waa tho topie of coneeraation in this city,
" The sky being perfectly serene, three reports reAbb* laaaautad tbia stone to the Academy of BcJeacaa,
that body appoiatad Massra. Lavoisier, F uag ai
sembling those of cannon, were heard, and followed by
,
and Cadet, a euanaltlsi, to examine and analyse it, a the fall of a stone, weighing nine potimis and one
taak which ihcr aefffaraied with naore care and aoca- ounce, at a little distAicc from two labouring men.
lacT than M. do LalssMle bad done oa a piacadh
oo^ One of them went up to it ; but the strong small
caaiea ; bat their trial was Uautod to an iat^rral part which it emitted stopt him for a moment.
'•
of the whole, eoeaidered aa a haaBogeaooaa sulMunce,
Recovering (k«m his surprise, he went nearer,
hi plaoa of being applied to each of tha etnaiituent heaved it up with his spade, and waited till it was su^
parts,
Tha raaalt was
fkaently cold for hiai to carry it to the village, where
ha ddiverad it to tha priaat
55.5
Silica
'< Fraai ia^BMai iMda iaHaadfately afterwards on
Iron
36
dM
spot, aad aaong the people in tho neighbourhood,
Salphur 8
it appaata that the noi«e in the air and fall of the stone
were not aooompanied with any storm or with light99 5
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This stone

is still

preserved in the Royal Collection
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Professor Proust, who was allowed to
Madrid.
''•"^r*" analyse it, on condition of leaving the principal portion
untouched for the gratification of the curious, has favoured the public with several particulars relative to
When delivered to him, it
its texture and aspect.
weighed six pounds ten ounces. Along with it was a
piece of three or four ounces, the only one remaining
of those which had been broken from it by the inquisitive.
It was interspersed with spots of rust, both
externally and internally, owing probably to its having
been immersed in water, to try the effect of that fluid
on its composition. Its shape was an irregular oval,
•even or eight inches long, four or five broad, and four

Meteoriif.

at

guished the grains of alloy from the sulphureous parti- Meteorite,
cles with which they were formerly confounded.
"^""Y^"^

in

ed in the Cabinet of Natural History at Cobourg, fell
near Itodach, a village in the principality of that town. Rodach.
Stones fell near Obruteza, Obruteza.
Gilb. All.
1775, or 1776January or February 1776, a great
in Volhynia, Id.
shower of stones fell near Fabbriano, in the territory Fabbriano.
of Santanatoglia, the ancient duchy of Camerino.
Soldani and Amorelli.
1779- Mr. Bingley relates, in
the Gentleman's Magazine, that he has in his possession two pieces of an atmospheric concretion, which
actually descended in a loud peal of thunder on a
meadow at Pettiswood, in the county of Westmeath, Pett'swood.
They weigh three ounces and a half, and are
Ireland.
supposed to have formed two-thirds of the whole mass,
which in shape resembled a twopenny heart-cake.
" At the instant this rude lump descended," says Mr.
Bingley, " our little village was enveloped with the
fumes of sulphur, which continued about six minutes.
To its descent five witnesses are now living, three of
whom reside in London. It lighted upon the wooden
part of a harness, called a stradle, belonging to a filly
drawing manure to a meadow, and broke into three

its

greatest thickness.

One

side

was

flattish,

a

lit-

depressed in the middle, and much rounded on the
edges. It appeared to have had the black vitreous crust,
common to stones of this kind, though from its fragility the greater part had fallen off in passing through
many hands, and receiving occasional blows, so that
none remained except in the hollow of the base, and a
On examining this
little on the faces of the pyramid.
crust, it was judged to be the effect of heat, powerful,
though momentary, because the metallic and sulphureous particles immediately beneath the crust, had not
had time to change colour, or even to lose their lustre.
It had the porousness of an aggregate mass of arenaceous particles, without any cement, so that the breath
would easily pass through a piece held between the
teeth ; nor did it give sparks with steel.
Its colour
was a uniform bluish-grey, like that of a black substance, enlightened by a white one, or like the hue of
fm earthy compound, tinged by the least oxj-dation of
iron.
The rounded oval grains, of which the mass
was composed, were very small, the largest being
scarcely bigger than hempseed, among which were
sprinkled metallic and sulphureous particles, characterized by that light tint of kupfernickel, observable in
most meteorites. The microscope ascertained that the
earthy grains, so far from having been fashioned by
the movement of water, were globiiles, rough with
crystalline, or reflecting points, so that they could not
be confounded with common sand.
piece of about
two inches being exposed to a red heat, in a crucible,
for half a quarter of an hour, was much changed ;
for the sandy globules became of a darker grey, and
the metallic particles, deprived of their lustre, were
sensibly oxidized.
About two ounces were heated for
half an hour, in a forge fire, which converted the stone
into a semi- vitreous mass, blackish, slightly porous, and
interspersed with globules of iron, which had not
time to precipitate, though upwards of 100 grains of
regulus were collected at the bottom. The magnetic
iron was not uniformly mixed in the mass, as some
parts yielded 22, and others only 17 per cent.
This
iron was combined with nickel, in the proportion of
about 3 per cent. ; but no nickel was traceable in any
other part of the stone. After ,this alloy was separated
by the magnet, the remainder was found, by analysis,
to contain of
Iron, sulphureted at a minimum, .
12
Black oxyd of iron,
5
tle

A

Silex,

.

...
...
.

Magnesia
Lime and magnesia
.

.

66
20

in quantities too

September

19, 1775.

—

103

A fragment kept for twelve hours under water, was
taken out^ covered with spots of rust, which distin«

which

is still

preserv-

—

—

At

the same instant the affrighted beast fell
under her load ; as did the two equally
affrighted gassoons (boys,) the drivers, who in good
Irish came crying to me with two pieces of the stone,
declaring that themselves and the filly were all murdered by this Ihtinder-boll ; none of whom, however, have
The two pieces, when I rereceived the least injury.
ceived them after the resurrection of the boys, were
warm as milk just from the cow ; whence it may naturally be concluded that the cake came from a scorching atmosphere, and pretty well accounts for the outside of it in its formation, and during its stay there,
having been tinged to a whitish brown, whereas interApril 11, 1780. Stones
nally it is of a silver white."
Loyd's Evening Post.— Beeston.
fell near Beeston, in England.
April 24, 1781. Count Gwe«i observed in the third
region of Mount Etna, every thing to be wetted with Mount
a cretaceous grey rain, which, after evaporation, left Etna,
every part covered with it, to the height of two or
All iron work touched by it became
three lines.
stone fell
1782.
rusty.
Phi/os. Trans, vol. Ixxii.
near Turin.
Tata and Amorelti. February 19, 1785. Turin.
Baron MoU, in a German publication, has communicated some notices of stones which fell in the princiOne of the masses transmitted to Eicfastaedt.
pality of Eichstaedt.
Baron Hompesch, had the aspect of a grey ash-coloured sandstone, speckled with small grains of both malpieces.

to the earth

—

—

A

—

A

brickmaker saw it fall
and ochreous iron.
the ground was covered with snow, and immediately consequent on what he termed a loud peal of
thunder.
On running to lay hold on it, he felt it so
hot that he was obliged to let it cool in the snow in
leable

when

which

it

was immersed.

This specimen was about

half a foot in diameter, and completely enveloped in a
black vitrified incrustation of native iron, ten lines in
It yield*
thickness, which indicated the action of fire.
ed to Klaproth,
Silex
.
.
.
21.5
Magnesia
.
Iron
.
.
1^.5

.37

Oxyd

small for appreciation.

A stone,

of do.
Nickel
.
Sulphur, a trace.

.
.

19
1.5

96.5
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Mt rix. A pcdmcn miy be »«*n in the Imperi»l Cabinet of and, thank God, they occasioned no hami to the peo^--Y— Vienna. See al»o Piciel and S/hIz October 1 1 787. Cle nor to the trees, but only to some trees which were
rokcn on the houses ; and most of them fell gently,
StofiM fell in the {irovince of Cbarkow, in Rossis.
Charkow.
and others quickly, with a hissing noise and some
CM. A»n.
BarboUa,
July 84. 1790. The shower orstonct which fell ne^ were found which had entered into the earth, but very
Ac
BarboUn and other places in the landn of Botirtlesux, is few. In witness whereof we have written and signed
worthy of particular conunemoration. The fiery me- these presents.
•• Dray, Mayor! DARMiTTt."
tcor from which it procee<!ed, and which was seen at
M. Baudin states, that as Mr. Carris and he were
Agen, and in the nt-ighbouring departments, about nine
o'dock in the evening, after traversing a certain por- walkinj; in the conrt-yard of the castle of Mormes,
tion of the sMKNplMre, and dragging a luminous train, atxnit half- past nine o'clock In the evening, when the
which was risibfe for at Irast 50 aeconds, exploded air was (|uite calm, and the sky cloudless, they fouitd
with an extraordinary noite and scintillation. Of the themselves suddenly turronndcd by a p.ile dear light,
BaoMtWM aceottttts of this phenomenon, some of the which diminished U»at of the nearly full moon. On
BMMt inlamlinfr an addfnaed to M. Darect, the che- looking up. they observed, almost in their xcnith, a fire-

—

'

,

;

miat.
An inhalritBet of St S^t^-re, for example, im>
part* the cnaoing circumftancca.
" Yetterdar our town's people were agitated bj a
About a quarter past nme
very unusuaf alarm.
•CCHck, there anddenly appeared in the air a fire-ball,
(taf a lenf train, wfcwh spread a very rivid light

liw harJMO.

J

hM

fireball

sooa dnappcared,

wmd aacBMd to lall at one bandied paoea man as.
8oa« nllcr we hwrd an explosiaR, nach louder than
Everr body dreaded
that af oMHien or of Ibundcr.
basnf baricd under tba boiisea, wfaidi tbteatenetl to
give way froaa the vioUmtu of the coneoidon. The
aame pbanaoMMn waa otcn, and the report bean) m
the nsi^MwilBg towns, sach as Mont du Marsan,
Tartas, aod f)az.
In other respects the weather waa
ery ealm, witboat a breath of wind or a dood, and
liw laon ahone in all her brigbtneaa.'
M. Dareit'a brother, a clergyman in that part of the
eun aWji MOI Ura a sma'l »tone, which was picked up
en the aoniiag after the rxpUMion, and the biatorj of
which he waa acrupukwaly anxiont to investigate.
'
with respect to all the parrticulara, he
it to Pana, aooompasned with aoaoe curioua
*• When the stones feH,' be dbservce. "they
Mt Ibeir pi w it degree of hardnese. Some of
Mt ou straw, bto or which stock to the stone*,
lacarporated with there.
I hare spcn one in this
present at la Baitidr, but I can.
the owner to part with tt... Those
Ml an the hooace, prodnced a noise not like
that ef atonea, bat rather like that of a subotanec which
d iMfl yet aeqnired eompactneaa,
iMll alao cite the proems iwria/,
*«r
simple but anIt it at

Wa

In the year one dMMuand seven hundred and
and the 30th
of die month of Aurust, we
Jean Daby, Mayor, and Loots Manlton, Pro.
«C the r««"»ni<iri« n»* fhe
unici pality of Iji
Gnage de Juill
miiiie, resident in the
ef k Cirmt,!^ ..^ .;
„,
ccrti^r in troth and verity, that an flaiarday the S4th of July laU, between
Bine and tcti t/elack, there passed a great fire, and after
ll «• head in the air a very kxid and extraordinary
aoiae : and abeat two minutes after there fell stones
fteOi Mwren ; b«t forttinately there fell only a very
ftw ; and tbey fell about ten paces fVom one another in
••

dm

M

,

•aoM

piaeca,

and

in

olhen nearer, and

finally in

some

ether place* farther, and falling, most of them of the
woigbl ef about halfofaquarter of apound each; some
atb wa of tbout half a (lound, like that ftiund in our
p*illi of
Grange ; and on the bordeH of the parisli
Ctmn, they ware fbond of a pound weight, and
frlUag they aeenad not to be inikmed, but vary hard
Vmk, witboat and within, of the colour of steel

m

ad

k

m

ball iA

a larger apparent diameter than that of the

moon, dragging a tail five or six times longer than its
body, and which gradually tapered to a bloo<l red point,
while the rest of the meteor was of a pale white. The
direction of this luminous body, which procee<lcd with
In about
great velodty, was from south to north.
two seconds, it iplit into portions of considerable site,
which fell in diRerent directions, like the fragments of
a bomb that bursts in the air. These fragments became extinguished before tbey reached the ground, and
some of tliem, in falling, assumed that blood red colour
which had been ob^rved at the point of the tail. Two
or three minutes after, they heard a dreadful explosion,
like the simultaneous firing of several pieces of ordnance. The concutaion of the atmosphere pro<liiced
effects similar to those of an earthquake ; fur windows shook in their frames, and kitchen utensils were
thrown down from their shelves ; but M. Baudin and
his friend were not sensible of any motion under their
feet.
From the court of the castle these gentlemen
wrn*. into tbe garden, when the noise still continued, and Itemed to be directed over their heads.
Sometime after ithad cmsetl, thry heard a hollow snimd
rolling in echoes, for fifty miles, along the chain of the
Pyrenees, continuing for four minutes, and gradually
d^ing away in distance, the atmosphere all the time
diffusing a sulphureous odour.
The mten-al which occurred between the bursting
of the meteor and the loud remirt, induced M. Baudin
to conjecture, tliat the fire-ball must liave been at least
eight miirs from the earth's surface, and that it fell
about four miles from Morm6a ; and the latter part of
hit conjecture was confirmed by the fact.
It appears,
indee<l, from the concurring reUtions of intelligent persons worthy of credit, that the meteor really exploded
at a little diatance from Juillor, and that the fallen stones,
of dilTerent sizes, were found lying in an almost ciroulsr
space of netrly two miles in diameter. Though some
of them fell in courts and gardens, no houses were materially injured ; but, in tbe neighbouring woods,
some branches were broken and torn off. According
to some of the accounts, one of the stones, fifteen inches in diameter, broke through the roofof a cottage, and
killed a herdsman and a bullock.
People deserving of
credK, mentioned that one of four pounds had fallen
near a farmer's door ; and another, which weighed between twen^ and twenty-five jxjunds, was csrrietl as a
curiosity to the town of .Mont-du-Msrsan.
Though generally smooth on the outside, thry presented some
longitudinal cracks or fissures, while their internal substance, transversely striated, exhibited indications of
metallic veins, especially of a ferruginous complexion.
When yet red hot, and scattered in various directions,
they formed that magnificent fire- work, that shower of

Mttforiie.
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flame wliich illuminated the horizon over a large track
^""V™^ of country. The meteor is supposed to have been perpendicular to Juillac, since at Dax, situated to the southwest of Messin, it was perceived in the north-east. It
was seen at Bayonne, Auch, Pau, Tarbes, and even at
Bourdeaux and Toulouse, though at the last mentioned
place it excited little attention, on account of its great
distance, and its appearing only a little brighter than a
shooting star.
When all the circumstances of the case are duly considered, we need not be surprised tliat the publication
of them shuuld produce conviction on the minds of
many men of science, who had avowed their disbelief
In fact, when we are prein every thing of the kind.
sented with the joint testimony of the learned and unlearned o( the district in which the phenomenon is
stated to have occured, when we find tlie Professor of
Natural History in the central school of Agen retracting his former scepticism, and the accurate and skilful
Vauquelin revealing the samechemical substances which
he had detected in other atmospheric stones, and nearly in the same proportions, it would be highly unreasonable to withhold our assent, merely because we have
not in person witnessed the particulars. The few apparent discrepancies which may be observed in the different accounts, are all capable of an easy solution, and
ought in no respect to invalidate the testimony in favour of the general fact ; yet, it is not a little singular
that different narratives, published at no great distance
of time subsequent to the event, assign to it erroneous
dates, some placing it in 1789, others in 1791, some in
August, and others in September. Specimens of the
Barbotan stones are not uncommon in the collections of
the curious.
May 17, 1791. Stones fell at Castel Berardenga, in
Castel-BeTuscany. Snldani.— June l6, 179*, the late Earl of
rardenga.
Bristol's account of the Siena meteorite is thus related
Sieai.
by the late Sir William Hamilton, in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1795.
" I must here mention a very extraordinary circumstance indeed, that happened near Siena, in the Tuscan
State, about 18 hours after the commencement of the
late eruption of Vesuvius, on the 1,5th of June, although
that phenomenon may have no relation to the eruption
and which was communicated to me, iii the following
words, by the Ear) of Bristol, Bisliop of Derry, in a
letter, dated from Siena, July 12, 1794. ' In the midst
of a most violent thunder-storm, about a dozen stones
of various weights and dimensions fell at the feet of
different people, men, women, and children ; the stones
are of a quality not found in any pirt of the Sienese
territory ; they fell about 1 8 hours after the enormous
eruption of Vesuvius, which circumstance leaves a
choice of difficulties in the solution of this extraordinary phenomenon ; either these stones have been generated in this igneous mass of clouds, which produced such
unusual thunder ; or, which is equally incredible, they
were thrown from Vesuvius, at a distance of at least
250 miles ; judge then of its parabola. The philosophers here incline to the first -olution.
I wish much,

The outside of every stone that has been as- Mcieorlte.
V""'
certained to have fallen from the cloud near .Siena, is
evidently freshly vitrified, and is black, having every
sign of having passed through an extreme heax'] when
broken, the inside is of a li^^ht grey colour, mixed with
black spots, and some shining partii-les, which the learned here have decided to be pyrites; and therefore it
cannot be a lava, or they would have been decompound.

—

posed

The Abbate Sotdani, Professor of Mathematics in
the University of Sien.-i, has published a more detailed
account of the same phenomenon.
He informs us, that
an alarming cloud was seen in Tuscany, ne-.r Siena and
Radacofani, proceeding from the north, about seven
o'clock in the evening, discharging sparks like rockets,
and throwing out smoke like a furnace, with explo>ions
more resembling the discharge of cannon and musketry
than thunder, and casting down ignited stones to the
ground, while the lightning which issued from it was
remarkably red, and less rapid than an ordinary flash.
To persons in different situations, the cloud appeared
to be of different shapes
and, though it remained suspended for a considerable time, its fire and smoke were
;

visible in

every direction.

Its altitude,

from a combi-

nation of circumstances, was judged to be nmch above
the common region of the clouds.
One of the stones,
which was of an irregular figure, weighed five pounds
and a half, was black on the outside, as if suffused with
smoke, and seems, internally, to be composed of matter
of the coli^ur of ashes, and in which were perceived
small specks of metal, as of gold and silver
Besides
this, about nineteen others were shewn to Soldani and
all of them characterized by a black and glazed outer

by their resistance to acids, and by a degree of
hardness which permitted them not to be scratched
with the point of a penknife,
Signor Monlauli, who observed the cloud as he happened to be travelling, described it as appearing much
above the elevation of ordinary clouds, as wrapt in
smoke and flame, and as gradually becoming white,
without being visibly affected by the sun's rays, which
beamed full on its lower portions. In the heart of it
he could discern, as it were, the basin of a fiery furnace,
with a rotatory motion.
This curious observer likewise gives an account of a stone, which, he was assured, dropped from the cloud, at a farmer's feet, and was
dug out of the ground into which it had penetrated.
It was about five inches long, and four broad, nearly
square, and smooth, black on the surface, as if singed,
but, within, like a sand-stone, with various small particles of iron, and bright metallic stars.
Most of the
others which he examined were of a rudely triangular
shape, and some so small as not to weigh more than an
ounce.
The ladies at Cozsne, about twenty miles from Siena,
saw a number of them come down, with a great noise,
in a neighbouring meadow ; and one of them, which
was soon after taken up by a young woman, burned her
hand ; another burned a peasant's hat ; a th rd struck
off a branch from a mulberry-tree ; and a fourtn very
Sir, to know your sentiments.
My first objection was nearly hit a girl who was tending a flock of sheep. At
to the fact itself; but of this tliere are .so many eyeCozone, however, the stones were of a small size, and acwitnesses, it seems impossible to withstand their evicompanied with the fall of sand ; thus intimating a close
dence, and now I am reduced to perfect scepticism.' connection between meteorites and
showers of sand.
His Lordship was pleased to send me a piece of one of
The specific gravity of the Siena stones was found to
the largest stones, which, when entire, weighed up- be about 3.3, or S.^; and one
of them, treated by Mr.
wards of five pounds ; and I have seen another, which Howard, as particularly detailed in
the 92d VoL of the.
has been sent to Naples entire, and weighs about one Fhilosophicai Transactions,
yielded.
surface,
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earth raise<i by the rtone dashing into the earth, which
it penetrated to th»- depth of twelve inchei, antl seven
afterward* into Oe ctialk rock, making in all a depth
of iiinrteen inchct I'rum the surface.
•' While
the stone was pas-iinK through the air—which
it did in • nort-east diret-tiuii troro the seacoast
numbers of peraonsdiKtinKUimhed a body parsing thruugh

^——
|(i6

pretty entire specimen occur> in Mr. Fergu«on't

collcctioa.

The preceding cm* affords a striking exumple of the
diSrrent manner in which wr regsrd a pheiiomenou by
itself and the eery same phenomenon, when we conn,
d«r It in connection with others.
1'he natur^liats of
BmtM, aware tlut the stones had fallen alter one of the
rialen iMBpcais, and on the da* immediately subto one of lh« moat fomtidatJb eruptiuos of V*•uvius, w«w indntMl to view it a« electrical or volca>
nic ; and SoMwii stood almost single in the opinion,
that the amwiwin wa< inde|M-n<ient of the erutKion.
But (hey woo now conteroplatr the «an>e fact in its re
many other*, who know that tb« Sitm
both the same physical cbfacters, and
rssuha srith alotts which are asc«r>
world,
I diArvot parta of the
Mvsas, or • cla«d intemiiKeti the serenity
atthg wsil hsr . ara dacidtdty eonvmced tii.t it has no
r e fer ««ic« lo any votesnic cnption, or lo any ordinary
storm.
April IS, 1795. Ktona*
io Caylan. Bwk.
'Ina ctreum'>tanc«* MUmUmm tba AJl of tha York,
shire stone urn Uioa deaaiM by Major l^tpUm:
" Tha man, wbo^ by aesaa fcrtukous rimiiMsiants,
Cot.
happaaa to poaNsa any estrjordin«ry curiosito, has a
very tfwililraama coapanion. ..it was my goad fataat
to inmble into this ppsdicaiMitt by a stooa hibrng naar
By h awse in the cawiuy: ami ninagil I baeo basn
oslM apaa. bath p«bliciy and pri als ly, )or a thouy
sand aiwwwH a, and hare anawsrart innmuar able inqui
lias.
.1 was raaohmd to eoosigo the stone in onestioo
to siane pnblie mnaanii, sao to delnrer with it the
aacnraW accantw I was able to take Irom living
wftoaassaati tha anal, as I waa st that time engaged on
bnsinsM in Lanoatt
The staiM. therefore, will no
lenger •* blnali nnaaaa," bnt be sniijcct to be csamitsed by every philiaaphii in the aaited kit>(ilam, who
aay Hioase to risit tbe JfaasMn of Mr. Amvrly
" Having premised tiMMHMcfi, I ihalJ pincard to
itoto whe
nn mns s altondsd liw MImht of the
Mooe n qaesticsi . wMeh waa witn s l id by many pco>
pk whn eonld hare no intewst in fidvitotjng a false
armn , and were far too siaipla to have dona sok
What ia aMst singular ia, that it shenU haer been so
well attested, bi cansi. an the high wohls of Yarhabiie,
thousands of stense might have fsllen. and there might
ant have besn rr>-n a *olitary >hephcrd, or his more
•ohtary doy, to have witnessed the oerarrsnce.
•
It was en Sunday, ahont three ^dock, the ISth
of December, n the year 1795. that the stone in qneatian fell Within two ftelds oi ray house.
The weather
was mai^, antl, at tiara, indiaiqg to lain ; and ihnafh
there waa tome thwMier end HgaMMf
a dislanoab it
waa nn« tdl the fallinit of the stone that the exfilasion
took place, which slsrmed the •urronnding country,
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the clouds, though not able to aBCerlAiii what it was;
and two aooa of the clcf;gynian of Wold Newton (a vilit pass -o distinctly by them, that
laye

ncwe) MW

they ran ui> iminediati-Iy lo

my

house, to

know

if

any

had happened.
'*
In the diiferenl village* over which the stone took
its direction, vdriuu* were the people who heard the
noise of aomethmg passing through the air, accurately
and distinctly, though they could not imsgiiie what
thii<g extraortlinary

was the cauv of it; and in many of the provincial
newspauers, these accounts were publirhed at the time
ftooi different persons.

" In fact, no arcumstance of the kind had ever more
concurrent te*timnnie> and the appearance of the stoiip
itself, while it rrsrmblrs in coiupusitioii thoM which
are suppossd to have t'«llm in vanous utiier parts of the
world, naa no counterpart or resemblance in the natural
Moaas of iha eouniry.
<>
Tha stone in its fall, excavated a pl<icc of the depth
baim wtutt<inad. ami of something m<>re than a vard
in itiswilsr
It bad fixed itaelf m> strongl> in the chalk
rock, that it reqiursd sas«a labour to dig it out.
••
On being brutht bomr, it waa weighed ; and tlia
nacl waifiM. at Um liaw. was 5ti pounds ; which has
baaa dtniniahad in a small decree at preM»>t, by dif.
fmnl picess being taken from it as prrmnits to 'lifferent Utrrmli of tho country.. .All the three wilnosos
who saw it fall, agree ptrtectly in thu account of the
manner of its fall, and that they saw a dark body passinn ihrangh the air, and nitimauly »tnke into the
groand; and though, Irom their situation and ch«racters in life, they could have no po«ible oi>j<-ct in de>
tailing a false account of this tnuisactum, I felt *o desirens of giving thi* matter ever> degree of autlirnticity, that, aa a magistrate, I took their accuunu upon
I
oeth, imaaedistoiy on my return into the counirv.
saw no maaan to doubt any o< their evidence, alter the
most mnwtoinvaaligvtion of it"
Of a hundred and siity-two parts of the oomposition
of the Yorkshire siooe, Mr. Howard found,
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M. de Dr^, we may

found it to correspond ex«
with the irrtroric fVagmcnts from Benares and Villefranche, ui which mentien wdl be made in tiic nquel.
J niury 4, 1796. Stones icll near Belaia Frrkua, in BrUls-FaRussu (jHh. An. Febmarr 19. l7iM). The rn»uin({ re- kua.
whicH r reat t d o distinctly tlie sensation that lation is exuacted from Mr. Southry's Leilert J'rvm
samelhing very singuUr had happened.
Spai* mud PnrlmgaL
** Whaa the rtaae Ml.
" A phenomenon has occurred here within these few
a shepherd of mine, who
retnmii^t Amn hia sheep, was about IM yards from day», which we someiimes find mi-ntioned in hi>inry,
the spat; neeano itomlen, a esrpsnler, wsa passing and slway> disbelieve.
<hall luskr no ti>innicnt on
within 6i) yard* ; and John Shipley, one of my (arm- the account, but give you an authentic ropy of the dewaa so near tha spot where it fell, that position of the witocsw* before the magistrates.
actly, in a«pect

and

a<id,

cliaraiter,

*
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" Elias Antonio, ordinary judge of the term of Evorah
Monte, and inhabitant of the parish of Friexo, in the
Herdade of Gayes, says, that, on the Iflth day of February, (1796,) between one and two o'clock in the
afternoon, he heard two reports, similar to those of the
explosion of mines ; after which he perceived a great
ruml)ling noise, which lasted about two minutes. Looking up to the horizon, it was not obscured, neither was
there any cloud or appearance from which he could
conjecture the sound to have proceeded. He recollects
likewise that the rumbling ran from north to east, the
day being clear and serene.
" Gregorio Calado, labourer in the Herdade of Pazo,
and term of Redondo, says, that he heard the abovementioned sound, and that a little while after, one of
his servants, called Jose Fialho, brought him a stone of
the colour of lead, weighing ten pounds, and irregular in its figure, which stone the said Jose Fialho had
found in a meer of the Herdade called Pasquinha, in
the term of Evorah Monte ; for after the two reports
and the rumbling sound, he heard some heavy body fall
near him, and found this stone sunk in the ground,
still warm, and the ground freshly moved.
Four boys
who were in the same part affirmed the same."
The evidence here adduced is not very circumstan-

; yet, when taken in connection with similar cases,
tends to corroborate the general fact.
March 8, 1796. After the fall of a fire-ball in Lusatia, there was found a viscid substance, having the
consistency, colour, and odour of a brown varnish.
Chladni, who procsred a small portion of it, in a very
dried state, conceived that it was principally composed
of sulphur and carbon.
March 12, 1798. Concerning the stone which is reported to have fallen near Villefranche, in the department of the Rhone, we are presented with a great variety of details; but we shall notice only a few of the
most important. When it was transmitted to M. Sage,
Member of the National Institute, and Professor of the
First School of Mines, he hastily considered it as only
a pyritous and magnetical ore of iron, although it bore
no resemblance to anv known species of ore of that metal, since it contained nickel, silica, magnesia, and native iron, which, when the stone was polished, shone
like steel.
It was of an ash-grey colour, granulated
and speckled with grey shining metallic points. Its
surface was covered on one side, with a dingy black
enamel, about a third of a line in thickness ; and it
acted very powerfully on the magnetic needle. When
the Senator Chassel sent it to M. Sage, it was accompanied with a historical notice of similar import with
that which M. Leliivre of Villefranche, who saw and
described the phenomenon on the spot, had already

tial
it

Lusatia.

ViHe.
franche.

communicated.

At six o'clock in the evening, a round body, which
diffused the most vivid light, was observed in the vicinity of Villefranche, moving westward, and producing
a hissing noise, like that of a bomb which traverses the
This luminous body which was seen at the same
time at Lyons, and on Mont Cenis, marked its passage
by a red track of fire, and exploded when about 200
toises from the earth, producing a loud report, and a
commotion in the neighbourhood. One of the flaming
fragments fell on the vineyard of Pierre Crepier, an inhabitant of Sales, making in the earth an opening of
about twenty inches in depth, and eighteen in width.
The analysis of Messrs. Vauquelin and Howard first
prompted M. Sage to examine this fragment and its
air.

history with more critical accuracy, and, finally, to rehis scepticism with regard to the existence of
meteoric concretions.

nounce

An account of the,same meteor was published in the
Journal dc Physique, for Floreal, year 11, by M. de
Drie, who visited the spot in 1802. From liis minute and deliberate investigation, it appears, that, at
the time above specified, a luminous and extraordinary
globe, in the eastern quarter of the heavens, had scarcely arrested the attention of the inhabitants of Sales,
and the adjacent villages, when its rapid approach, accompanied by a terrible whizzing noise, like that of
an irregular hollow body, traversing the atmosphere
with unusual velocity, inspired the whole commune
with alarm, especially when they observed it passing
over their heads, at an inconsiderable elevation, leaving behind it a long train of light, and emitting, with
an almost unceasing crackling, small bright flames,
like little stars.
ers,

Its fall

was remarked by three labour-

at the distance of only fifty paces.

Montillard,

one of the three, a young man, who happened to be
next the failing body, was struck with terror, and threw
down his coat and bundle of sticks, that he might run
the faster. The other two, Chardon and Lapoces, fled,
with equal precipitation, to Sales, where the alarm had

become general. These three witnesses attest the astonishing rapidity of the meteor's motion, and the hissing which proceeded from the spot where it fell. Cre-

who happened to be at home, was so much terriwith the noise of its fall, witliin twenty yards of
his house, that he locked himself up with his family,
first in his cellar, and then in his private apartment,
whence he ventured not to stir till next morning, when
he was called to join Chardon, Lapoces, M. Blandel,
pier,

fied

and many others, who had repaired to the precise spot
where they had seen the fire-ball enter into the earth ;
and there, at the bottom of a wide aperture, eighteen
inches deep, including the whole thickness of the
mould, they found a large black mass, of an irregularly ovoid form, having some resemblance to a calf's head,
completely incrusted with a black varnish, cracked in
several places, and smelling of gun-powder.
It was
first of all brought to Crepier's liouse, and very closely examined : on breaking it, however, and observing nothing but stone, indifference succeeded to the
curiosity of the observers ; and they coolly attributed its appearance to causes more or less supernatural.

The simplicity of most of the accounts, their perfect
agreement in every important point, and the number
and integrity of the witnesses, removed all doubt and
suspicion from the mind of M. de Driie.
The weight of the Villefranche stone, before it was
broken, was about twenty pounds. Its black, vitrified, and opaque surface, gave fire with steel.
Within,
it was hard, earthy, of the colour of ashes, of a granulated texture, presenting difl'erent substances scattered
through it, viz. iron, in grains, from the smallest visible size to a line, or even more, in diameter, somewhat
malleable, but harder and whiter than forged iron,
white pyrites, both lamellar and granular, and approaching, in colour, to nickel, some grey globules,
which seemed to pret-jnt the characters of trap, and a
very few and minute particles of steatite, inclining to

an olive hue.
position,
tained.

its

On

account of

its

heterogeneous combe easily ascer-

specific gravity could not

One hundred

ing to Vauquelin,

parts of the

mass gave, accord-
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December 10, IT9«. About eight o'clock in the
evening, a very luminout meteor, in the Tonn of a
lurgp globe of fire, and accompanied by a loud thun>
dating naiee, wa* observed in the heavens by the inha>
It was
bilanta of Benares, and the parte adjacent.
aid to have ditcharf;^ a number of stooee near Krakhut, a vill3|;c on the north aide of the river Gooroty,
about fourteen miles from Benarc*. This meteor appeared in the wettem quarter of the hemitphere, and
was vitilile only for a abort time, to several European*,
as well a* natives, in difcrcnt parts of the country.
In the netghboarbood ot Jnanpoor, alx>ut twelve miles
from the saot whan the atoiMa fell, it waa diitincUy
parceived oy variooa Ewvpcan Indies and gaKlenmi.
iHm dtscribed it as a Urge ball of fire, aooooipenied
by a rolUng noise, which uey oomnarcd to b*d plalooa
Mr. Judge DapU obeatvca the light to come
firing.
into the room which be oecnpied, throogb the casement, and ao atniiicly aa to project shadows very distinotlv on a dark-coloured carpet.
When i alliguiBeofthe erent reached Benatea, Mr.
Davie dMnntcbad aJBdicioos peieon to oMke the r*>
The nadves, en being intcnagalcd,
that they had eithce broken to piocea, or
given to the ooUecior and others, all the alonca which
UMy had gatheeed, bnt that others night itill befoond
in the fields, by observing where the earth appeared
to be recentlr turned up. Four were accordingly pro>
enrad, and bnnght to .Mr. I)avu. They had sunk
aboat sis inchei oiwp into fields, which seemed to have
been freshly watcfeo, and aboot the distanca of a bundred yards from one another. The person deputed to
obtain information, wa* likewise told by the inhabitanta of the village, that, about eight o'clock in the
•THiiiig, when they had retired to their dwellings,
they observed a very brilliant light, proceeding as from
the iky, aceomaaiad by a loud peal of thunder, which
was immediateqr MIowed bv the noise of heavy bodies
fidling in the neighboi i rbood. Uncertain whatheri
of their deitiea ndght not be eoocemed in tlus oecmw
raaee^ they did not venture out till nest mondng;
wbantfae first circumslanoe which attracted their attentioii was the broken appearance of the surfsce of
the ground: and farther invcatigation oorrobacated
these particulars.
Mr. M'Lane, a gsntleman who r»
itdod hard by Krak.hut, gave .Mr. Howard part of a
stOBS^ which had been brought to him bjr the watch*
maa who waa on duty at his house. This, he said,
had (aOaB tlmncfa the top of hi* hut, which was close
by, and bxiad nseif several inches in the floor, which
of bmdtmti aartfa. At the time that this meteor
aawJ , tibe sky waa perfectly setcne, and not a
had baHi aesD Mice the 11th of the month, nor
kad tut been obe ad ibr many days mtter.
" Of these atonc^" says Mr. Howard, '• I have scan
eight, nearly perftct, boiidea ports of several others,
which had been brokeB bjr the possessors, to distribuU
SBHaig Ikair friends. Ine form of the more perfect
to be that of an irr^uUr cube, roond-
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ed off at the edges ; but the angles were to be observ. >f eteorite.
ed on roost of them. They were of various sizes, from '^^^•f^^
about three to upwards of four inches in their largest
diameter ; one of them, measuring four inches and a
quarter, weighed two pounds twelve ounces.
In ap.
pearsnce they were exactly similar: externally, they
were covered with a hard black coat, or incrustation,
which, in some parts, had the appearance of varnish,
or bitumen ; and on most of them were fractures,
which, from their being covered with matter similar to
that of the coat, seemed to have been made in the fall,
by the stones striking against each other, and to have
passed through some medium, probably an intense
heat, previous to their reaching the earth.
Internally,
they consiftetl of a number of small spherical bodies,
of a slate colour, embciUled in a whitijih griity substance, interspersed with bright shining spiculic, of a
metallic or pyritical nature.
The spherical bodies
were much harder than the rest of the stone: the
^
white gritty part /eadily crumbled, on being rubbed
with a hard biody; and, on being broken, a quantity
attached itself to the magnet, but more particularly
the ootside coat or crust, which appeared almost whol'

ly attractalile

"

by

it.

known

there are no volcanos on the continent of India; and, as far as I can learn, no stones
have been met with in the earth in that part of the
world, which bear the smallest resemblance to those
above described."
The history of the Benares meteor, then, speaks too
distinctly for itself to stanil in need of commentary.
It is

well

fell at Batonrouge, on the .Mia- BatonUet/asl ChtvmicU of the War.
rouge.
April 5, 1800. At night, a body wholly luminous

April 5, 1799- Stones

sissippi.

waa aesnto move over a portion of America witli pro- America.
digiooa velocity.
Its apparent sise was that of a large
house seventy feet long, and its elevation above the
surface of the earth about iOO yards.
It diffused a
light little inferior to that of the lun ; and those who
saw it perceived a considerable degree of heat, but no
electrical sensation. Immediately at\er it disappeared in
the north-west, with a violent rushing noise, which in a
few seconds was followed by a tremendous cra.>'h,and a
very sensible vibration of the earth. Search being afterwards made in the place where the burning body fell,
every vegetable was found bumt.or greatly scorched. an<l
a considerable portion of the earth's surface broken up.
" We have to Ument," remarks Mr. Howard, " that the
authors of this account did not search deeper than the
surface of the ground.
Such an immense body, though
moving in a horizuntal direction, couUl not but be buShould it have been more
ried to a considerable depth.
than the semblance of a body of a peculiar nature, the
lapse of ages may perhaps effect what has now lieen neglected, and its magnitude and solitary situation beconte the astonishment of future philosophers." Pkilo*.

Mag.
1801.

M. Bory de

of Voyage dan*

let

Si.

Vincnl, the ingenious author

qunlra

princifialet Islet des

Mtrt

dA/nque,

relates, (torn. iii. p. 253,) thai in consequence
of particular instructions Irom M. Hubert, he had,
when on the Isle aux Tonneliers, made diligent search
for the fragments of a stone which had been broken,
and employed in the construction of a wall. Of these
fragments he discovered three one about the size of a
melon, but too fast locked in the pkster to be detached,
and the other two about the sise of an orange each, and
;

which were

easily separated.

They

all

evidently be-

longed to the ssme naas, and, though their fracture had

Itle

aux

TonnelltfSi
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rusty, one side of their external surface exhibi-

Bleieoriie.

become

'~"~v'^*'

ted, like certain lavas, a dark and polished tint, while
their identity with stones reputed atmospheric seemed
In regard to their
to leave no doubt of their origin.

history, M. De^cmnbes informed the author, that some
time before, probably in the year 1801, the ladies of
the district were walking on the quay during a beauti-

Peiio.

L'Aigle.

when

of a sudden they perceived a luminous cloud advancing from the west, and exploding with a very loud noise like the report of a cannon, but much more hollow, disclosing at the same time
a beautiful ball of fire, in appearance perfectly sphencA, and about a foot in diameter. When it broke
from the cloud in which it had been conveyed, it was
supposed to be half a league from the shore, to which
it tended in a uniformly slanting direction, till it seemed to fall on the Isle aux Tonneliers. Several persons
in the island of Bouvbou affirmed, that, on the same day,
and at the same hour, they observed a luminous point
in the air, which, from the path of its motion, could be
no other than this globe of fire.
March 5 and 6, 1 803. A shower of red snow fell at
It was
Pezzo, at the extremity of the Valle Camonica.
preceded by a violent wind on the 5th. Journal de
Physique, ISO*.
April 26, 1803. The history of the extraordinary
shower of stones at L'Aigle, in Normandy, first appear
ed in tUe ensuing artless communication from M. Ma-

ful m.ionlight night,

nil

—

^

1- u:_ i-.: .„,i -^ T)._:„
-: J -_».-_ ..u-.. _.i
rats, resident in that place, to his friend at Paris,

"

An

district.

" At L'Aigle, the I3lh Floreal, year 11.
astonishing miracle has just occurred in our
Here it is without alteration, addition, or di-

It is certain that it is the truth itself.
minution.
" On Friday last, 6th Floreal, between one and two
o'clock in the afternoon, we were roused by a murmuring noise like thunder. On going out, we were surprized to see the sky pretty clear, with the exception of
took it for the noise of a carcome small clouds.
We were then
riage, or of fire in the neighbourhood.
in the meadow, to examine whence the noise proceeded,
when we observed all the inhabitants of Pont de Pierre
at their windows and in gardens inquiring concerning
a cloud, which passed in the direction of from south to
northj and from which the noise issued, although that
cloud presented nothing extraordinary in its appearBut great was our astonishment when we learnance.

We

ed, that

many and

large stones

had

fallen

from

some

it,

of them weighing ten, eleven, and even seventeen
pounds, in the space comprized between the house
of the Buat family (half a league north north-east of
I'Aigle) and Glos, passing by St. Nicholas, St. Pierre,
&c. which struck us at first as a fable, but which was
afterwards found to be true.
" The following is the explanation given of this extraordinary event by all who witnessed it.
" They heard a noise like that of a cannon, then a
double report still loutler than the preceding, followed
by a rumbling noise, which lasted about ten minutes,
the same which we also heard, accompanied with hissings caused by these stones, which were counteracted
in their fall by the different currents of air, which is
very natural in the case of such a sudden expansion.
Nothing more was heard ; but it is remarkable, that
previously to the explosion, the domestic fowls were
alarmed, and the cows bellowed in an unusual manner.
All the country folks were much dismayed, especially
the women, who believed that the end of the world
was at band. A labouring man at La Sapee fell prostrate oQ the ground, exclaiming, ' Good God
is it
!

possible that thou canst make me perish thus
Pardon, Meteorite
'^"^"^
I beseech thee, all the faults that I have committed.'
.'

The most

trifling objects, in fact,

might create alarm

not improbable, that history offers no example
of such a shower of stones as this.
The piece which I
send was detached from a large one weighing eleven

for

it is

pounds, which was found between the house of the
Buats and Le Fertey. It is said, that a collector of
curiosities purchased one of seventeen pounds weight,
that he might send it to Paris.
Every body in this
country is desirous of possessing a whole stone, or a
fragment of one, as an object of curiosity. The largest
were darted with such violence, tliat they entered at
least a foot into the earth.
They are black on the outside, and greyish, as you see, within, seeming to contain some pieces of metal and nitre.
If you are the
first to know of what ingredients they are composed,
you will inform us. One fell near M. Boisdela Ville,
who lives hard by Glos. He was much afraid, and
took shelter under a tree. He has found a great number of them of different sizes in his court- yard, his
wheat fields, &c. without reckoning all those which the
peasants have found elsewhere.
Numberless stories,
more or less absurd, have been circulated among the
people.
You know that our country is fertile in such
tales.
Cousin Moutardier sends one of these stones to
Mademoiselle Hebert ; and he is not less eager than
we are, to know how these substances can becompressed and petrified in the air. Do try to explain the process.

" The person who gave me the largest stone which I
send to you, went to take it at the mement that it fell,
but it was so hot that it burned him. Several of his
neighbours shared the same fate in attempting to lift
it.

" The elder Buat has just arrived, and desires us to
add, that a fire-ball was observed to hover over the
meadow Perhaps it was wild fire."
At the sitting of the Institute on the 9th of May,
Fourcroy read a letter addressed to Vauquelin, from
the town of L'Aigle, containing among other details
the following
On the 26th of April, about one o'clock, P. M. the
sky being almost serene, a rolling noise like that of
thunder was heard. It seemed to proceed from a
single cloud, which was on the horizon, and which
the inhabitants beheld with uneasiness, when, to their
great surprize and terror, explosions like the reports of
cannon, sometimes single and sometimes double, were
heard, along with a violent hissing,
phenomena which
struck terror even into domestic animals ; for the cows
bellowed, and the poultry fled to a place of shelter. This
noise was succeeded by the fall of a great number of
stones of different sizes, weigliing ten, eleven, and even
seventeen pounds. The largest entered the earth to
the depth of a foot.
Several of these fell into the
court-yard of M. Bois-de- la- Ville, and one of them very
Many curious persons collected some of
near him.
them ; and Fourcroy laid before the Institute one of
the fragments, which, when compared with that of the
Villefranche specimen, presented at the meeting by
Pictet, greatly resembled it in every point, exhibiting
the same colour, texture, and black crust ; in a word,
the fragments could not be distinguished from each
other but by the siae.
Lamarck then reported that he had received several
letters, apprizing him of a fire-ball which had been seen
to pass from east to west with great velocity on the
same day, and at the same hour at which the event al«

—
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wai added,

that this meteor
reached the continent.

bad lieen wen at tea before it
But we paM to the sul>stance of M.

Biot's letter, ad^
dreaaed to the minister of the interior, andpubhshed in
tba Jamrnal det Dtbatt. Thia gentleman, who is advantagcooaly known over Europe for hij scientific attaiiuDcnta, was deputed by gnvemment to repair to the
pot, and collect all the authentic facts. The contents
of hit letter hare been since expanded into the form of
a memoir, which manifests tbie caution and judgment

that guided his inouirie*.
M. Biot left Pans on the 25th of June, and, in place
oTprooecdine directly to L'Aigle, went first to Alen^on,
which Uea fiitcen league* to \ht west south* west of it.
On bis waj, he waa informed that a globe of fire bad
been observed moving towarda the north, and that its
appearance was followed hj a violent explosion. From
Alcn<,'on he journeyed through various village* to I.'Ai.
gle, l>eing directed in hit progrea* by the accounts of
tbe inhabitants, who had all beard the explosion osi the
at the hour specifie<l ; and almost all the resident* of twenty hamlets declare«l, that they were eye*.
witBtaae* of a drctMlful shower of stones which was
darted from th« -meteor. Tbe summary of the evi*
dencc wbicfa M. Biot collect wt, may be thus cxpreaa*

day and

•d.

About one o'clock, P. M. the weather being serene,
there wa* obeerved frum C'a«n, Pont-d'Auderoer, and
theeoviraaaaf AJen^on, Falaite and Vrmeuil. a fiery
giolic of unco muo qUendour, and which moved in
t^atoMMpbere with great rapidity. Soom
nta
after, there wa* heard at L'Aigle, and for thirty Icagoet
round in evcr^ direction, a violent explosion, wnich
Three or fuur reports, like
lasted five or six minutes.
thoae of cannon, were followed by a kind of discharge,
which rcaemlilrd tbe firinf; of musketry ; after whit h,
there was beard a dreadful rumbling, like the Ixating
of a drum. The air wa* calm, and the *ky serene,
with the exception of a few clouds, such a* are coaamooly ob*crved at that seaaon. Tbe noise proce eded
from a anaail cloud which bad a rectangular form, the
It
largest side being in a direction from eaat to wcac
appeared moiionleM all th« tiro« that tbe phenonenon
lasted ; but the vapour* of which it was oompoacd were
projected momentarily from different side*, by tbe ef«
feet of the aucoessive exploaions. This cloud wa* about
half a laagne to tbe north north-we«t of the toVn of
L'Aigle, and at a grearelevation in tbe atmoiphcre
for the inhabitant* of two hamlets, a league distant
from each other, saw it at tbe same time above their
beada.
In the whole district over which this cloud
waa *u*pendiid. there wa* heard a hissing noise like
that of a atone discharged firom a sling ; and a great
manv mineral masses, exactly airoilar to thoae diatinguisbed by tbe name of mtUor-MoHU, were teen to

m

mo—

fall.

Tbe portion of counti^ in which these maaac* were
pr ojected, form* an elliptical extant of nearly two leagoea
and a half in length, and nearly one in breadth, the
grcatcet dimiei«m being in a direction from south-east
to nortb-we*t, forming a declination of about i'i At.
This direction, which the meteor must have
crcca.
exactiv that of Uie magnetic meridian,
a remarkable result
The grcateat of tbe
atone* Tell at the soutb-caatem extremity of the large
axis 6t the ellipse, the raiddle-sised in the centre, and
tbe soMdlot at the north-western rxUrmity.
Hence it
appears that the largi«t fell first, at mi;^ht be naturally

followed,

which

is

is

uppoaed.
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of all

liioac

which fell weighed
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I'ilb. and the smallest which was subjected to M. Mfteorit*.
Biot's inspection, ouly a thousandth port ul' that weight, ""^"Y"^^
or two French grot.
As we cannot make room for an analysis of M. Biot's
more extended communication, we khall be contented
to select only two facts.
The vicar of St. Micliel declared, that he ob-erved
one of the ittones fall with a his»ing noise at the tVet of
hU niece, in the court-yard of his parsonage, and that it
rebounded more than a foot from the pavement.- He
instantly requested his niece to fetch it ; but, as ihe
waa too much alarmed, a woman, who happened also
to be on the spot, took it up, and it was found in every
respect to resemble the others.
As one Piche, a wire-m.inufacturer in the village of
Aun^t, was working with his men in the open air, a
stone graxed hi* arm, and fell at his feet ; but it was
*o hot, that, on attempting to take it up, be instantly
let It fall again.

,

He who

compares the various accounts of the L'Aigle meteor with a critical eye, may, no douht, detect
aome apparent contradictions, but which, on reflection,
will be found strictly conformable to truth.
Thus, according to tome, the meteor had a rapid motion, others
believed it to be stationary ; tome taw a very luminous
ball of fire, and others only an ordinary cloud.
Spectators, in fact, viewed it in different positions with re«
card to its direction ; for tbev who happene<l to be in
Um line of ita progrea* would *ee it stationary, for the
same reaaoo that we fancy a ship under full sail to be
motion I* ** when we are placed in its wake, or when we
view it from a liarbour to which it is approaching in a
atraight line
they, on tbe other hand, who had a side
view of it, would reckon ita motion the more rapid a*
their position approached to a right angle with the line
of its passage, while they who saw it from behind, as
the inhabitanta of L'Aigle, would perceive only the
cloud of vapour which it left in its train, and which, in
;

tbe shade, would figure like a biasing tail, in the tame
manner as the tmoke of a volcano appears black during the day and red at night ; lastly, they who were
placed in front of the meteor would reckon it station^
ary, but brilliant and cloudleM.
It dcaerve* to be remarked, that most of the stone*,
for Mime day* after their descent, were verv friable
that dieirgndually acnuire<l hardness ; and that, after
they had lo*t the sulphureous odour on their surface,
tiky still retained it in their substance, a* was discoveml by breaking them. Professor S«ge submitted
them to several onnparative trials with th<me of Ville*
franche ; ai^d, although the L'Aigle specimens presented some gidbules of the sise of a small corianiler teed,
of a darker grey than the roaaa, and not attractable by
tbe magnet, yet, in re«pect of granular texture and general vpatl, the coincidence was so striking as to lead
one to suppose that they were all parts of tbe same
ma**. According to Fourcroy, who wa* also furnished with documents and specimen*, most of the L'Aigle
stones were irregular, piulygonal, often cuboid, tometimes sub-cuneifurin, and exceedingly various in their
diameter and weight. They were all, he oli«crves, coveretl with a black gravelly crust, consisting nf a fused
matter, and fille«l with small agglutinated grains of iron.
The greater part of them were broken at the cumcrt, either by their shock against one another, nr dy falling on
bard bodies. The interior parts reseroMcd thoae of
Howard and
all the meteorite* analysed by Messrs.
Vauquclin, being grey, somewhat varied in their thadiogs, granulated, and a* it were scaly, split in many

a
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Meteorite, parts,

and

filled

with brilliant metallic points, exactly

^""V""^ cf the same aspect as those of other stones of the like
kind.
Of the two specimens which M. Biot presented
to Patrin, one was less compact, and of a lighter grey
than the other, and exhibited, besides., small patches of a
When immersed in water, it gave a hissrust colour.
ing sound like the humming of a fly when held by one
wing. As it began to dry, it was observed to be marked by curvilinear and parallel layers. The more compact specimen, when moistened, presented no such appearances, but assumed the aspect of a grey porphyry,
with a base of trap, mottled with small white spots, and
speckled with metallic points.
Vauquelin's analysis of these stones yielded

53

Silica

Lime

1

Magnesia

9

Oxyd of iron
Nickel
Sulphur

....
—

36
3
2
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addition of four per cent, may be attributed to the
oxidation of the metals produced by the analysis. The-

The

nard reports,

.46

Silica

Magnesia

Oxyd

of iron
Nickel

....

Sulphur

10
45

one of them nearly entire, in Mr. Ferguson's colwhich we have already repeatedly quoted.
Previously to the memorable explosion above recited, no meteorites had been found in the hands of the
inhabitants of this district of country, nor in the mineralogical collections of the department, nor had the
lection,

in the geological

documents of the environs of L,'Aigle. W.e may also
note, that the forges and mines of the district in question produce nothing similar in the form of dross or ore ;
that the soil exhibits no traces of volcanos ; and that
immediately consequent on the appearance of the meteor, a determined space of ground was strewed with
stones of a peculiar character, and accompanied with
circumstances which could not formerly have escaped
observation. Again, nearly all the inhabitarite of 20 hamdispersed over the circumscribed space declare, that
they were eye-witnesses of a terrible fall of stones projected from the meteor. The young, the old, and those in
the prime of life, individuals of both sexes, simple peasants dwelling at a distance from one another, sagacious
lets,

rational workmen, respectable ecclesiastics, young
soldiers devoid of fear, persons, in short, of various man-

and

ners, professions,

and opinions, and united by no com-

concur in attesting a fact, which contributed neither directly nor indirectly to promote their
own interest ; and they all assign the manifestation of
this fact to the same day and the same hour.
They
moreover point to obvious and existing consequences of
the fall of jtony masses ; and they aver, in terms incapable of ambiguity or misconstruction, that they really
«aw these masses roll down on roofs, break branches of
trees, rebound from the pavement, and produce smoke
when they lighted on the soil. "These assertions, and
ties, all

and

to

on cases of infewhich we are induced to advert,

principally for the purpose of completing our chronological catalogue, and deducing the known series of an
occurrence, the solution of wliich is still somewhat
problematical.
July 4-, 1803.
ball of fire struck the White Bull Kast Nor
Inn, at East Norton, by which the chimney was thrown ton.
down, the roof partly torn off, the windows shattered to
atoms, and the dairy, pantry, &c. converted into a heap
of ruins. It appeared like a luminous ball of considerable magnitude, and, on coming in contact with the
house, exploded with a great noise and a very oppressive sulphureous smell.
Some fragments of it were
found near the spot, and were subjected to chemical
analysis by a gentleman in the neighbourhood, who
found them to consist of one-half siliceous clay, thirtyfive parts of oxidated iron, twelve of magnesia, and a
small portion of nickel, with some sulphur.
The surface was dark and varnished, as if in a state of fusion.

A

and bearing numerous globules of a whitish metal, containing sulphur and nickel.
From some indentures on
the surface, it appeared probable that the ball was soft

when

pies,

mon

rior notoriety,

bage was burnt up. The meteor's motion in the air
was very rapid, and apparently parallel to the horizon.

We

«

will preclude the necessity of dilating

2
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them occurred

whose precincts not a single corresponding mass has
been found, nor a single individual who alleges that he
saw a stone fall. Such incontrovertible evidence, then,

5

'M. Laugier moreover detected a small proportion of
chrome. M. Lambotin and others collected specimens
of this extraordinary shower of stones, and distributed
have seen two fine samthem among the curious.

slightest intimation of

their corroborative indications, refer to a portion of ter-' Melcorit
ritory whicii has been accurately defined, and beyond ^"'Y^

it

descended.

Where

tlie

fragments

fell,

the her-

Liter. Journal.

October

5,

1

803. Stones

fell

near Avignon. Bibl. Avignon,

Britan.

December 1 3, 1 803. The inhabitants
St. Nicholas, in Bavaria, were alarmed

of the village of st. Niche

between eleven las.
and twelve o'clock, noon, by a noise which resembled the
report of several cannons.
A peasant, who went out of
his house to see what was the matter, observed the sky
to become dark and gloomy, heard a singular hissing in
the air, and perceived something fall on a barn with a
loud noise. On entering the barn, he found a stone
which had broken the rafters by its fall, -was still warm,
smelled of sulphur, and weighed three pounds and a
quarter.
It was covered by a thin, blackish, and apparertjly bituminous incrustation.
Its substance was of
an ash-grey colour, earthy, and resembling hardened
clay, but without odour.
It was found to contain
small shining particles of native iron, small bright
grains of martial pyrites, which yielded a black powder when pounded, hard, and very bright flattened
masses, of a black and dark-brown hue, some minute
grains of a cubical form, and small yellowish transparent laminae, with glass glance, having the appearYellowish,
ance, but not the hardness of quartz.
white, and metallic points, probably native nickel,
were discovered by the microscope.
The chemical
analysis of 10,000 grains of this specimen, gave,
Iron, in the metallic state,
1800
.
Brown oxyd of do.
2540
.
Regulus of nickel,
.
.
1 350
.

Magnesia
Silex,

....
....

Supposed sulphur,

.

3250
1000
60

.

"

10,000
Voighl's Mag.
Journal de Physique, Gilb. An,
April 5, 1804. Three men at work in a field at Possil, n
Possil, about three miles north from Glasgow, were Glasgow
alarmed by a singular noise, which seemed to proceed
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MMMdtc. from the south-Mtt to the north>we«t, and continued,
'" y
They comas they supposed, for about two minute*.

*

it, at Ant, to four diachargea of cannon, afterward* to the iound of a bell, or rather of a gong, with
a violently whizzinf; noise ; and, lastly, they heard a
soomI, a* if some hard body very forcibly struck the
mrftce of the earth. At the same time, sixteen men
who were at work in the Fossil stone auarry, thirty
feet under the surface of the soil, heara a noise like
the discharge of artillery, and then like the sound of
hard substances hurliuj; downwards, over stones, and
lasting, in the whole, for about the space of a minute.
The overseer of the q«urry, and a man who was on a
tnt, deacribed the noise as if continuing about two
iniittT. apparently beginning in the west, and passing round oy the south, towards the east, at first like
the firing of three or four cannons, at the distance of
nflc and a half to the west of the auarry, and tciv

pared

w

i

MMrt'rtg in a violent rushing, or whiaaing.

Along

with theae penona, there were two bovs, s«ie of ten,
the otaier ti four year* of age, and dog. which,

od
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ed, that both the fragments had a fishy, fetid smell, Metcoritr.
when he first received them. The day on which the "^^"Y"^^
phenomenon took place, was cold ami cloudy and the
noise of the explosion wa* heard a* far aa Falkirk,
which is about twenty-four mile* to the east of Glas;

gow.

A

stone fell near Dordrecht, /en Dordrtsht.
ISCH, or 1807.
Beck-Calioen.
October 6, 1804. A violent explosion was heard. Apt.
near Apt, in the department of Vaucluse, and for fifteen leagues roun<l, accompanied by an extraordinary
hissing, and the fall of a stone of about seven pound*
weight.
It was presented, by the minister of the interior, to the National Institute; and Vauquelin, who
allutles to it in No. liV of the Annalet de Chimie, asserts, that all its physical characters, and the detail* of
the judicial report concerning it, are in perfect unison
with our present state of knowledge on the subject.
It is, however,' worthy of remark, that the detonation
waa preceded by no luminous meteor. Laugier reporta, aa the reaults of the chemical analysis of the

home, leeniinglr in great
waa ooiuideraM^ alarmed
Silica,
S4
Magneaia.
UJS
otion which ho UjaajscU m the at1^ a ariaty c
" Casae down." exdMBod he, to the man
Iron,
38.0S
luuauhefa.
Nickel,
0.3S
oo the tree, " I think there ia aome judgiacnt ooaing
Manganese,
upon us." The man hod auwea ly got on the gnMBo,
0.8S
Solpour,
whaD aoDcthing atnack. with g iaaft Ibree. in a drain, at
9.
thtf dJatanra of aboat aiaetv jmrda, aploahing mud and
The elder boy ubaai soJ
tat twenty iMt raoad.
96.69.
ICaRh iS, 1805. Stones fell near Doroninsk, at no Doreaiatk.
tho apnoranoe at iBoko in the air, and aonietbiiv of
a rodifaah ooloar, OMmng nptdly from the wcat. till it great distance ttam the river Indoga, in the governfell on the groaiid.
A OHMnent befiire the atroke on ment of Irkatscb, in Siberia. GUb. An.
June, 1805.
dM earth was beard, the yonagor bov oiled out
Ha'fr Kougas Ingigian, author of a
"01/ M> a Tttkr (Mcfa a Boke,) aBading to the work entitled, Egkamg~Biuankmn, printed at Venice,
aaslli which he saw near the place where the body in 1807* makes me n tiwi of several atone* having fallen
flliaathecraaad. On running up to thia spot, the in one of the pabKc aqoarcs of Constantinople, called t'omianii'
ovenaor ab i w >ad a hole in the bottoai of the drain, Aaa^rfaajd,
Hair Mesrob Vartabete, an Armenian, nopic.
whieb waa filling with water, aboat six inchea of it wanawaiil ia chemistry, mineralogy, and in the phyremaining (till empty. At the bottooi of this hole h« sical and mathematical sciences in grneral, translated
felt something hard, which he could not nunre with his
the paaaage which gives an account of this event, into
hand. The opetatian of the shovel and mattock re- French, lor the perusal of .M. Tonnclier; and the lat*
rcalcU two ptevaa of atone, which had penetrated a t«r, in the Journal of Mines for February 1808, brieffew inchea into the aoft sandy rock, and eighteen inches ly states, that the de*ccnt of the stone* took place in
below the bottom of the drain, the bole being about broad day, and «rith great violence that the people
fifteen inches in diameter.
He waa not aensible of any believed it to be the work of evil apirits ; that the
particular heat in the water, or in the pieces of stone,
agents of police verified the Gwrt and that a guard of
nor of any aneaaamon smell in the latter, although he Janiaaarii* wa« stationed on the spot, for tliree siacoesnpiicd them to hia ixwtriU. One of the pieces waa aim flays and nights. The smell of sulphur which act two inchea long, the other aboat aix inchea long,
flonpanicd the fall, and the black and scorched crust of
fbar bread, and fbar thick, and Mnntad at the edgce the pieees collectetl, scarcely permit us to doubt ttiat
and end. The ft aitwi aa of the two pieces exactly co- they wen genuine meteorites.
incided ; bat he eoald not say whether their separaMarch 15, 1806. In the Journal dt Physique, tat
tion had been cActed by tfae violence of the fall, or a June 1806, there is a short account of the fall of two
atroke of the nwttnck. Aa he conceived them to be aerolite; (for ao they are termed in the report,) by Dr.
araly piece* of wUBatone, they were, at fint. n^lect- Hages and M. Dhombres-Firmas, both members of the
ed ; bat a canAil aaarch beiag aaade for them, some Academy of Ghent.
The particular* are nearly as
days after, the aaallaBt llr ag
t wa* icon found. The
follow :_
laigeat, however, having Dean a«ed a* a block in the
At half-past five (fdock in the evening, the inba- Alois, lu.
oaarry, and having fallen anMNig mbbish, could not be bitants of Alaii, and the neighbouring pnri-ihes, heard
aiacovered bat a fragment of it was found some daya two load explosions, between which only a few
The two recovered morsels, one of which is ims- saoimds intanrinied, and which were both supposed to
after.
in the Hanlerian museum, in the univcraity of be the discharge of cannon.
The rolling noise which
fomMd the two extremes of the stone, and succeeded, lasted ten or twelve minutes. Some dropa
'
bf the lUHMth black ratcmal coating, of rain had fallen in the morning ; the sky was clear
and the iatafaal otjfWi aapect. The lata Bobert Craw, at mid-day ; but clouds occasionally obscured the sun
fcrd of Poasll, Eaa. and aeveral of the professor* of in the afternoon, when the centigrade thermometer inthe al ta tidty of Glaagow, were at pain.i to aacertain dicated a maximum of 4- 1 2.5. The heavens became
*e preceding circumaHncaa. Mr. Crawfurd remark* more cloudy and dark after the detonations. The

on bearing the
twrcr.
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noise, ran

overseer, too,
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Sieurs Penarier, father and son, who were in the
^"V'"*' fields adjoining to the village of St. Etienne de L'Olm,
about twelve kilometers from Alais, heard the two explosions, which were not preceded by lightning, and
which they at first supposed to be the firing of cannon
at St. Hippolyte-le-fort ; but the rolling sound which
succeeded, and which seemed to them to describe a
curve in the heavens, from west to south, and from
south to east, quickly undeceived them.
As they
looked more attentively at the clouds, an extraordinary
hissing noise succeeded the rolling, and they distinctly perceived a blackish body proceeding from the
clouds, obliquely advancing towards them from the
north, and which, after passing over their heads, fell
in a corn-field below the village, and broke in shivers,
with a considerable noise. Accompanied by several of
the alarmed villagers, they immediately went in quest
of it, and found that it had pierced the soil, and broken into dispersed fragments against a rocky stratum,
only small splinters, which were diluted by the rain
that fell two days after, remaining in the hollow formed by the falling mass. From the respective weights
of the fragments, it w»s supposed that that of the enIts form, so far as
tire stone might be 4000 grammes.
could be inferred from the fragments, was irregular
and angular ; and it was black inlernally as well as on
the surface, which last seemed to have undergone the
action of fire.
There fell, at the same time, at Valence, a village
-near Alais, another stone, of a rudely cubical form, of
the size of a child's head, and about four pounds
weight.
The persons who witnessed its descent, were
Pierre Reboul, and son, Vincent Mazel, and Pierre
Esperaudieu, servant to the mayor of Valence, who
were labouring in the fields when the explosions and
iolling noise mentioned above arrested their attention.
According to their report, these noises were followed
by another, resembling that of an iron pulley, by
means of which a bucket is rapidly let down into a
draw-well. On looking up, they perceived a black
body moving from the north, in an oblique direction,
which fell among them, about fifteen paces from Reboul.
They all ran to the spot, and found it half buried in the earth, still hot, and split into three parts,
which were again divided, as each was desirous of
having a specimen.
The Alais stone, according to Thenard, had such a
strong resemblance to coal, that they who found it attempted to burn it. Its specific gravity was 19iO, consequently very inferior to that of other meteorites whose
Its internal subspecific gravity has been ascertained.
stance exhibited some yellow specks of martial pyrites,
and a great many cubical points, slightly united to
one another, and so friable that the least pressure reduced them to fragments of the size of grains of sand.
It was destitute of savour, and insoluble in water.
When heated in the open air, its black hue passed to
a reddish yellow ; but, when heated in close vessels,
remained unchanged. Before the common blow-pipe,
it was infusible, without addition ; but, when mixed
with borax, it readily melted, and communicated to
that salt a greenish-yellow tinge.
The same ingenious
chemist states its component parts to be.
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2.5,
the remainder being estimated as water.
again reports.

.

1

2.5

Carbon, a trace,

and the virtual import of these analyses was attested
by Monge, Fourcroy, and BerthoUet.
May 17, 1806". As Mr. William Paice, of Basing.
stoke, Hants, was travelling with his cart, a few miles
from liome, he met a person who inquired of him,
whether he had seen a stream of fire descend from the
air, like a falling star, there having been some thunder just l)efore. Mr. Paice had not observed it but,
going on a little farther, he found a large ball, or
stone, which he took up, while yet hot, from the middle of the road, threw it into his cart, and brought it
home.
It had a metallic appearance, and weighed
two pounds and a half. Month. Mag.

Basing,
stoke.

;

March 13, 1807. In the afternoon, the inhabitants Juchnow,
of the Canton of Juchnow, in the government of Smo.
lensko, were alarmed by an uncommonly loud noise,
which they supposed to be thunder ; and two peasants
being out in the fields, perceived, at the distance of
forty paces, a black stone, of considerable magnitude,
falling to the earth, which it penetrated to a consider,
able depth beneath the snow.
When dug up, it was
found to be of an oblong quadrangular figure, of a
blackish colour, resembling cast iron, and to weigh
160 pounds.
fragment of this mass is preserved in
the imperial cabinet of Vienna.
Its specific gravity
was 3.7 ; and Klaproth notes its constituents thus.
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of iron,
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Nickel,

Manganese,!
Sulphur,

a trace.
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December

14, 1807.

About

half-past six o'clock in
the morning, the people to the north of Weston, in Westo*
Connecticut, North America, observed a fire-ball issuing from a very dark cloud. Its apparent diameter
was equal to that of the half, or of two-thirds of the
moon ; its light was vivid and sparkling, like that of

incandescent iron, and it left behind it a pale and wav.
ing luminous train, of a conical form, and ten or twelve
times as long as the diameter of its body, but which
was soon extinguished. This meteor, of which the
apparent motion was less rapid than that of most
others, continued visible for half a minute, during
which it exhibited three successive bounds, with a diminution of its lustre. About thirty or forty seconds
after its extinction, there were heard, during three seconds, three very loud reports, like the firing of a four
pounder at a little distance ; and these were succeeded
by a more prolonged and rolling noise. With the successive explosions, stones were darted in the environs
of Weston, and eren into the town itself.
These
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were fonnd in six tlifferent place*, nearly in the
of the meteor'i path, and from «ix to ten miles
They fell in the presence of
diatant from one another.
many witnesaea, some plunging into soft soil, and
others breaking into fragments against the rocks on
which they h^pened to impinge. The most entire
specimen weighed 35 lb., but a much larger was daahc«l in pieces against a rock of mica-alate; and, from
the amount of fragments collected, it was estimateil to
have weighed 2(Wlb. At the moment of their fall,
these stone* were hot and friable but they ^adually
became hard by exposure to the air. They had the
black external crust of other meteorites, and the usual
grey cinereous aspect within, with whit»>greyish par*
tklci^ of a rounded form, impacted in the masa, and a
general granular texture, in which were observable,
1. Globaica of the same nature with the stone, but
uwimiting a more compact structure, a more aven
mehtrc, and. under a strong light, indications of •
lamellar texture, with the appearance of felspar ; 2.
Grains of rery white metallic iron ; 3. Grains of ozyd
of iron, of mat cokMr; and, 4. Shining yellow saU
pbaiet of iroo, diaMaifaatad ia vary minute (rraiaa.
Tkfir spaciec gravity varied flnm 8.S to 3.6, and their
line

;

at refMTtcd

by Wardan, yMdad,
41
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A specimen of this shower is preservetl in the Vi- Mcieortie.
enna cabinet, a repository rich in the number of sam- ' ""•'" "^
pies of this description of stunes.
May 22, 1808. At six o'clock in the morning, a Stannero.
shower of stones occurred at Stannem, near Iglau, in
Moravia, attended with the usual circurosunces. These
•tones are described as of a whitish cr blueish-grey,

tender,

friable,

not magnetic,

points, containing very

few

speckled with

visible

meuUic

black

particles,

except some prominent grains, not attractable by the
magnet, and probably pyritical. The exterior crust
resembled a black, or brown varnish, very glossy and
vitreous, having tbe surface marked by minute folds
or wrinkles. 1 heir specific gravity was 3. 19 ; and the
result of their analysis by Vauquefin,
Silica,

50

Alumiiu,
Lime.

13

Iron,

«9

9

Nickel, a trace.

Manganese,

1

Sulphur, a trace.
101
Moaer's report includes 2.5 of magnesia.

Saptamber S, 1808. M. Keass, counsellor of mine*,
baa pubiirfiad a MeoMiir on the meteorites which fell,
at half-paat three o'clock, in tlic afternoon, near Litaa, LiMa>
in Bohwnia; and from this document we have selected

SO
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Mangaaaae,
SalpSar,

Foar dajpa aAar tha ataiit, tha majror of the district
oAdal report on the subject, as did ai\er>
wank M. Mcrfcl, eouaaellor of the government, who
raeaivad an

Chnoa,

2.33

•onmunicated the wji ilam * to tha Chancery.

97
li a mere outlioa of tha principal cirrumttan*
aaa nialiTr to the Wcaton phewoinenijn , for the more
ample dctaib af which we mutt refer our readers to an
interesting mcnoir, inaerted in the Medical Itepository
for 1807, the ioint pndoction of Mcaar*. SilUman and
Kingaler, and tA another by Mr. Bowditcb, published
in tSe twd volume of the .\mericau Acadamy of Arts
Sdmces, and repnnted in the SSth voinma of
Nididaca's Journal.
March 5 and 6. 1 808. A ahower of red snow fell,
during three nights, in Camiola, and over the whole
aurface of Carau, Cadore, Belluno, and Feltri, to the
height of five feet ten inches. The earth was pre*
viooaly covered with tnow of a pure white, and the
colooivd variety was again succeeded by tha etMBOMD
soft, the two kinds remaining perfectly iKstinct, even
during liquefaction. Wban a portion of the red was
melted, and tbe water evaporated, a little finely divid*
ed earth, of a rose hue, remained, not attractable by
the magnet, and contiatiag of ailcs, alumina, and oxyd
cf iron. The same phiWiMiuii was obsarvad, at the
aame time, on tbe ii iwnta i iie of the Valteline, Breada,

ad

Ciralsls.

Ac.

and the

I'yroi.

At one o'clock, P.M. stones fell at
Barge San-Domino, near Pieve di Castignano, in the
department of Taro, and in the neighbourhood of
Parma and Placenai. (tui4k>tti, who aiialyxed a spe>
April 19, 1806.

BorgD

S«i>-

Oamiao,

found

it

to consist of,

Silica,

Magnesia,
Oxyd of iron,

.

M
II

39

Nickel.

2.50

Sulphur,

4
I0<i.5O

Liasa is a
tituatod tarn wHaa west north-west from
Prague ; and the district in which the stones fell is a
plain which extends southwards to the banks of the
Elbe.
The soil, in general, is a dry meagn aand, fit
only for the culture of rye, and the rocks which it
oompriaea are of a ferruginous argillaceous sandstone.
The field cm which the meteorites alighted had been
recently ploughed, and had for its basis a very open,
aandy earth, into which, nevertheless, one of the stones
sunk only to the depth of four inches. Another, which

Ball town,

fell on an adjoining field, of a somewhat more compact
and argillaceous texture, penetrated four or five inches.
A third fell in a small pine forest, on a sandy soil, co>
vered here and there with green turf, and left, in like
manner, a mark of four or five inches doep. I'hough
all its angles were more or less fractured, it weighed
I'he most intelfive pounds, nine ounces and a half

ligent people in the neighbourhood, declared that they
heard a violent detonation, like the discharge of many
pieces of ordnance, followed by a noise like platoon
firing, or a prolonf^ed beating ot drums, which lasted

twenty or twenty-five minutes. The sky, which
had been perfectly clear, became covered as with a thin
gauaa, thraogh which the sun's rays easily penetrated;
but nobody perceived lightning, nor any luminous me>
teor, nor felt any of that oppressive uneasiness which
for

frequently indicate* an electnfied atrooaphere.
Of tha
four masses which were collected, the actual descent
of none through the air appears to have been distinctly
witncaaed : but some reapers, who took up one of them,
at the moment that it struck the ground, felt it as cold
as the surrounding stones ; and none of them stained
tha fingers, ur emitted any sulphureous odour.
In
•ther respects, they bore a manifest resemblance to
many of tboee which we have described, being com«
poaed of mixed iogrcdients, of a pale cineroua grey co*
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and granular texture, traversed in every direc^"""Y""^ tion, by small veins, and speckled with minute disseminated globules. Their specific gravity is stated at
3.56, and Klaproth found them to contain,
Silica
43
Alumina, • .
1.25
Lime,
0.50
Magnesia, ... 22
Iron,
29

Meteorite,

black cloud very low, carried by a different current of Meteorite,
air from the mass of clouds, from whence they ima- """^V**
gined this stone to have proceeded ; it flew with the
greatest velocity over their heads, and fell in a field.
about tliree hundred yards from the house they saw
,
it fall.
It was immediately dug up, and taken into
the steward's office, where it remained two hours cooling before it could be handled. This account I have
had from many who were present, and agree in the one
Nickel, ....
story.
0.50
I saw, myself, the hole the stone made in the
Manganese, . . 0.25
ground ; it was not more than a foot in depth," &c.
Sulphur, a trace
This stone was not injured by the fall, and was of a
somewhat cubical shape, with the angles and edges of
two sides rounded the other two opposite sides ex96.50
All the iron contained in the specimen submitted to hibited a very uneven surface, occasioned by deprestrial, appeared to be in the metallic state.
The pecu- sions and prominences, as if a part had been broken
liarities attending this case, are, detonation without
previous to the heat to which it must have been exany luminous meteor, the very moderate impetus of the posed before its fall. It weighed seven pounds and
three quarters ; and the entire surface was covered
falling bodies, and their want of sensible heat.
stone, weighing six ounces, fell with a brownish-black, thin crust, evidently the effect
June 17, 1809.
on board an American vessel, in Lat. 30°, 65'. N. and of fusion, by an intense and rapid heat. On inspection
of its internal texture, there were distinguable, 1. DarkLong. 70", 25'. W. Medic. Repos. Bibliot. Brilan.
January 30, 1810. At two o'clock, P.M. a fall of grey particles of malleable iron, without any regular
meteorites occurred in Caswell county, North Ame- shape, of unequal magnitude, numerously dispersed,
Their descent was visible for a considerable and rendered bright when rubbed with a file ; 2. Some
rica.
distance round ; and two reports were distinctly heard very small bright particles of iron ; 3. Particles of martial pyrites, of various colours, some being reddish-yelat Hillsborough, thirty miles from the spot where the
One of the fragments, weighing a low, some yellowish-white, and a very few of a purfall took place.
very few round globules, about the
pound and three quarters, struck a tree near the place plish tinge ; 4.
where some woodcutters were at work, but who ran size of mustard-seed, of a greyish-brown, readily yieldhome, without ever once looking behind them. En- ing to the file, and seeming to contain no metallic matThese several materials are cemented by a whitcouraged, however, by a woman, whose curiosity was ter.
while minute yellowish
superior to her fears, they returned with her, and found ish-grey earthy substance,
the stone, which was still hot. It is vaguely said to have brown spots, very close to one another, and proceeding
been of a dark-brown colour, and porous. Phil. Mag. from oxyd of iron, are disseminated in the mass. According to Mr. Higgins, its specific gravity is 3670;
vol. xxxvi.
letter from Futty-Ghur, in the East
and its analysis gave, in one instance,
July, 1810.
Indies, dated July 21st, presents us with the following
Silica
48 25
imperfect, but curious account of the phenomenon
Macrn'esia

lour,

:

I

:

A

On

ship-

board.

Caiwell
countj'.

A

A

which we have been considering. " I open this letter
let you know of a very odd circumstance which happened a few days ago, viz. A large ball of fire fell
from the clouds, which has burned five villages, destroyed the crops, and some men and women. This
happened near Shahabad, across the Ganges, about
thirty miles northward from this place.
I have heard
to

Sbsbabad.

'1

p

>

-„

'

'

'

—

nothing further about this but a v^gue report."
August 10, 1810.
In this stage of our historical
record, it will be proper to insert the ensuing letter
from Maurice Crosbie Moore, Esq. to William Higgins,
s,o
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°

r

'

Nick'pl

iTi

'

Sulnhur'

4

'
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.
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.

'

Iron"^^'*'
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'

42

"

'

l'

1

i
'

o
u
Sulphur,

'

i

*
.

—

<;«

^
4

" Sir, I had the honour of receiving a letter, reTnT?^
questing from me the particulars respecting a meteoric
attributable to the absorption of oxyexcess
being
stone
that
fell near my house, in the county of Tippethe
Tippertry.
rary, and which a short time ago I did myself the
gen by the metallic bodies.
pleasure of presenting to the Dublin Society.
November 23, 1810. At half after one o'clock, p. M.
The
particulars are as follow :
Early last August, between three stones fell in the commune of Charsonville, in charsoneleven and twelve o'clock in the morning, I went from the department of tlie Loiret, and neighbourhood of ville.
Moore's Fort to Limerick ; the day was dark and sul- Orleans. Their fall was accompanied by a series of
try.
I returned in a few days, and was immediately
detonations, which lasted some minutes, and which,
informed by my steward and butler, that a most won- along with the reverberations from the echoes, were
derful phenomenon had occurred very soon after my heard as loud at Orleans, Montargis, Salbri, Vierzon,
departure ; they produced the stone, and gave the fol- and Blois, as at the place where the stones fell, excitlowingaccountoftheoccurrence: There had been thun- ing alarm from the apprehension of the blowing up of
der ; some workmen, who were laying lead along the a powder magazine. These stones were precipitated
gutters of my house, were suddenly astonishe<l at hear- perpendicularly, and without the appearance of any
ing a whistling noise in the air ; one said, ' The chimney light or ball of fire. One of them took the ground at
is on fire;' another said, • It proceeds from a swarm of
Montelle, but was never discovered j and, of the other
bees in the air.' On looking up, they observed a small two, one fell at Villenoi, and the other at Moulin-

—

•

—
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Brule,
mil*.

5
1.5

netcontes.

all

;

TIm

second formed a similar hole, three

feet

deep,

weighed forty poands, and lay fourteen hours in the
ground bafore it waa extracted, when it was quite
cool.

Both these stones were shapelesa masaea, irregularly
ronndcd at the projections, contained rather more fertn|niiaiM globules than those of L'Aigle, and presented
a ^fatcr colour, when broken. They were quickly
ooiydated, very heavy, sufficiently hard to scratch glasa,
of difficult frangibility, and characterised by an irreguThe external crust
lar and very fme-grained fra'ture.
waa the fourth part of a line in thickness, and of a
black lah-grqr coloar, while the internal substance waa
traversed by black lines, or veins, in all directions.
The specific gravity of tbeae stones is mentioned, as

Tarring from S.6 to S.7 ; and the specimen analysed
by Vauquelin, afforded to that eminent chemist.
Silica,
38.4

....

Alumine,
Lime,

.

.

S.6
4.S
I S.6
S5.8

.

...
....
...

Magnesia,
Iron,

Nickel,

6
0.6

llaiiRancs«,

Chnme,
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mens were

sent to the prefect of the Upper Garonne, Meteohi*.
that magistrate appointed a committee, composed of ^'"nr'"'
M. D'.Aubuisson, M. Saget, of the Academy of Sciences, Marque-Victor, professor of physics, and Carney,
professor of mathematics, to proceed to the spot, and
collect the det-tils of the phenomenon.
The li^t which spread over the atmosphere, burst
forth all at once.
Although the sun had set an hour
and a half before, and the air was dark, the light was
so brilliant, tluit the Mayor of Grenade said he could
read the smallest characters, and the Mayor of Camville
compared it to the light of the sun, adding, that the
town-clock was as vuible as at noon-day, and that a
pin might have been picked up from the streets. The
exact duration of this light was not remarked, some
persons reckoning it at two minutes ; others at one ; and
others, at still leas : but scarcely had it disappeared in
the place where the meteorites fell, when tnere were
heard in the air three violent detonations, similar
to the report of large pieces of cannon, succeeding
one another, with hardly any interval, and heard at
Caatres, twenty leagues from the spot where the stones
fell.
They were followed by a very loud noise, which
some compsred to that of heavy carriages rolling at
once on the pavement ; others compared it to the sound
of several drunls ; and others to a strong fire of mus«
ketry, from the Spaniards having invadchd the countryThis rolling noite seemed to issue from the N. E. and
to proceed to the S. E. ; and, after it had passed over
the ground situated between the farms of la Bordette
and la Prad^, a sharp hissing noise was heard, which
ended in eonaidarabie abodes, similar to grape-shot
striking th« groaiMl, and produced by the fall of the

whidi placet are within the distxnce of a
One of the stones weighed about twenty poundt,
^"V"*^
and made a hole in the fn'unnd just large enough for its
dmiaaion, in a perpendicular direction, driving up the
earth to the height of eight or tern feet. It wa» taken out
half an hour after, when it wai still so hot that it could
and it had a strong smell
scarcely be held in the hand
of gunpowder, which it retained till it was quite cold.
Mcttoritf.

"

I

now," says M. D'Aubuiason, " give the informswhich were collected,

tion received, as to the Aerolites
or heard to fall.

99.7

The day on which

these stones fell was remarkably
" I. The inhabitants of the little farm called la Borand aerme, the sun shone as bright as in one of
tht iaest dsys of autumn, and not a cloud appeared dette, distinctly heard two aiTolites fall
one to the
northward, in a field adjoining, which they have not
abore the hMison.
Thoalttb.
March IS, 181 1. A meteorite, of the weight of fif. yet found the other was found about fifty paces to the

aba

;

:

I

pounds,

lagh oroa k ,

fell

to the earth, in the village of I'hon-

cicpciitlaiit

on the town of Romea.

gwf iliuent uf Ttchemigufl*, in
pRoedcd by three loud peals like

Russia.

in the

Its fall

was

thunder. When dug
fVon the depth of more than three feet, in a thick Uyer
of ice, it waa still hot. It was remarked, that, at the
third datooation, tbara waa an cxtrsordinary explosion,
OGMDnaniad with a loud hiaaJng noise, and the difTusion of a great quantity of sparks.
Cilb. Am.
July 8, 181 1. Stones, one of which weighed three
BalllBguUla»
ovaccs and a quarter, fell at Ballinguillas, in Spain.

BriioZ T.*B.
April 10. 1818. According to the report of D'Aubuiason, chief engineer of mines, about eight o'clock in
the evening, a Milliant light was seen in the atrnophere at Toulouse, and for several leagues around.
The people at first supposed, tlut the powder magaainc of Toulouse had oeen blown up
and, when it
was discovered that this was unfounded, the light and
noise were ascribed to some extraordinary meteor ; for
the eold slate of the stmosphere, and the force of the
explosion, did not admit the idea of its being a simple
pMl of thuttder. A few days afterwards, it was ascertained that this phenomenon had been accompanied
with a shower uf stones, at two leagues W. N. W. of
Orensde, in the communes of Burgave, Camville, and
Verdun, situated in the departments of the Upper Garonne, and of the Tarn ana Garonne. As MOM speci<
Bibliolk.

rToM-

;

south-east : the fragment w hich we have weighs three
ounces, and the whole stone did not weigh six.
" 2. At the cottage called Paris, (SOO metres above
Pemejan) the inhabitants were at the door, liatening to
the rolling noise over their heads, when they heard
the noite of a body which fell in front of them.
The
master of the house then went back through the house,
to shut the door of a stable, and, when there, he heard
a second large body fall. The interval between the
two roust have been about 75 seconds. This fact is of

importance.

"

At Pemejan,

the inhabitants, equally alarmed
near them, took refuge in the
house, when they heard a second hissing sound, followed by the noise of a body falling on the roof.
Next day they found a tile broken, and a stone, weighing about three ounces, resting on the lath.
Havmg
carefully examined thia spot, I found no contusion, nor
any mark of fire on the wood of the roof. In the vi.
cinity of the farm, two stones were found, which weighed only a few ounces.
" 4. At Richard, after the rolling noise, an explosion
was heard in the air, and next day a stone, weighing
eight ounces, was fmind.
" 5. At Prad^re there fell, about one pace from the
house, with considerable noise, and more than a minute
after the detonations, an aerolite, weighing two pounds.
It was not entirely sunk in the earth, and was not
3.

at a stone

which

fell

|

/
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Meteorite,

^"'V"'

Brxleben.

A

ceived until two clays afterwards.
few seconds afterwards a smaller stone fell, 40 paces in front of the
house."
The quantity of meteorites that fell on this occasion
probably much exceeded the small number collected ;
for the ground was partly in grass, and partly ploughed up ; and the event took place when most of the inhabitants were in beti. Tlie description of these stones
so nearly accords with that of several others already specified, that it would be superfluous to note their aspect

Friday mornina: being very calm and serene, and the
sky being clear, about nine o'clock, a cloud appeared
in the east, from which proceeded eleven distinct reports, somewhat resembling the discharge of heavy artillery.
These were immediately followed by a con-

and

jected with great violence, different masses of matter,
which shaped their course, with great velocity, in a horizontal direction towards the west. One of them, which
was observed to descend, fell to the earth, and sunk
into it more than a foot and a half, on the lands of
Scagh, in the neighbourhood of Pobuck's Well, in the
county of Limerick. Being immediately dug out, it
felt hot, and had a sulphureous smell, with the whole
of its surface uniformly smooth and black, the entire
mass weighing 17 lb. Six or seven more, but smaller
and fractured, alighted at the same time with great
force, in different places between the lands of Scagh
and the village of Adare. Another very large mass
passed with great rapidity, and a considerable noise, at
no great distance from Mr. Maxwell, came to the ground
on the lands of Brasky, and penetrated through a very
hard and dry earth, to the depth of two feet. This last
was not taken up for two days, when it was found to
weigh about 65 lb. and to be fractured in many places.

properties.

April 15, 1812.
fell at

Erxleben

;

sion of Professor
T. 40. and 41.
Chantonajr.

A stone, of the size of achild's head,

and a specimen of it is in the possesHaussmann, of Brunswick. Gilb. An.

August 5, 1812. Several stones, one of which weighed 65lb., fell at Chantonnay, eight leagues north-west
from Fontenay, in the department of La Vendee. Their
structure is nearly analogous to that of the Barbotan
specimens but they contain such a large proportion
;

Gerace.

of iron in the metallic state, that they are susceptible
of a brilliant polish, and of bearing the graving tool.
March 14. 1813. A very remarkable phenomenon
occurred at the town of Gerace, in Calabria, and is
described by Professor Sementini of Naples. The wind
was westerly, and heavy clouds were approaching the
land, over the sea. About two o'clock, P. M. the wind
fell, and the sky became quite dark.
The clouds then
assumed a red and threatening appearance ; thunder
followed ; and there fell red rain and snow, mingled
with red dust. The alarmed inhabitants, conceiving
that the end of the world was at hand, flocked to the
churches. The red dust was very fine, became black
when exposed to a red heat, and effervesced, when
treated with acids.
Its constituents were silica, carbonate of lime, alumine, iron, and chrome. What renders this precipitation the more remarkable is, that its
ingredients are nearly the same with those of one of the
varieties of meteorites ; and hence they probably have a
similar origin. According to Chladni and others, stones
were observed to accompany the dust ; and, if so, the
intimate connection of the two appearances can no longer
be reasonably questioned. Sementini's analysis of the
red powder gave,
Silex,

.

.

Alumine,
Lime,
.

siderable noise, not unlike the beating of a large drum,
which was succeeded by an uproar, resembling the conThe sky above
tinuous discharge of musketry in line.
the place whence this noise seemed to issue, became
dark and agitated, emitted a hissing noise, and pro-

.

Another weighing above 24 lb. and very heavy for its
no symptoms of fracture, fell on

" There was no flash of lightning at the time of, or
immediately before or after the explosion ; the day continued very calxn and serene ; was rather close and sul«
try, and without wind or rain.
It is about three miles
in a direct line from the lands of Brasky, where the
very large stone descended to the place where the small
one fell in Adare, and all the others fell intermediately ;
but they appeared to descend horizontally, and as if
discharged from a bomb, and scattered in the air."
February 3, 1814. Stones fell in Bachmut, in Russia. Bachmut.
Gilb. An. T. 50.
Giese, who onalyscd a specimen, reports,
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Silica,

.

.

.

.

.

Iron,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

Nickel,

Carbon,

.

9

Manganese,

.

Chrome,

tain their identity.

On

the present occasion, the coloured rain and snow
have fallen over a great extent of country ; for
red rain fell in the two Calabrias, and on the opposite
side of Abruzzo, the wind being at east and south-east.
Snow and hail, of a yellow-red colour, fell over all
Tuscany, with a north wind. Red snow fell at Tolmezzo, and in the Carnian Alps, the wind being at
north-east; and, finally, snow of a brownish-yellow,
fell at Bologna, the wind being south-west.
September 10, 1813. Samuel Maxwell, Esq. a gentleman of the highest respectability, and an ocular witness of the scene which he describes, communicates, in
subsUnce, the ensuing particulars to William Higgins,
Esq, of the Dublin Society

seem

to

.

44
3
18
21
2.50
1

Sulphur,

844

.

Alumine,
Magnesia,

Chrome,

Should the defect afterwards be found to consist of
nickel and magnesia, we might then witli safety main-

Limericli.

bulk, but exhibiting
the lands of Faha.

.

.

Iron,

Meteorite,

^"V^^

.

.50
.50

90.50
In the 92d volume of the
jiiinalcsdc Chimie, M.de Saint- A mans relates the following circumstance of what he terms, not improperly,
uranolites, near Agen.
A few minutes before mid-day, the wind being
northerly, and the sky perfectly serene, a violent detonation was heard in the communes of Montpezat, Temple,
Castelmoron, and Montelar, situated in the first, second, and fourth arrondhsemens of the department of
the Lot and Garonne. This unusual detonation was
immediately followed by three or four others, at an interval of half a second, successively; and finally, by a
rolling noise, at first resembling a discharge of musketry, afterwards the rumbling of carriages; and,
These
lastly, that of a large building falling down.

September

5,

1814.

METEORITE.
BoiMS, which proceeded from the centre of the
depwtnicnt, were mure or less audible within a circle
of Mrenl Icajjues. The reiicmblance and volume of
the ctone* which were precipitated to the ground, on
the MiMtion of the explosions, appear to have been
Some were sent to the Prefect, who
coutideimble.
traiMmitted them to the minister of the interior, others
were distributed among the curious, while many were
picked up by the peasants, and venerated as reliqiies.
Two are mentioned aa weighing eighteen pounds each.
It ahould seem that they were not found warm at the
that the heaviest sunk into a
moiDent of their fall
compact soil to the depth of eight or nine inches, and
that one of them rebounded three or four feet from the
ground. It is added, that they fell obliquely, making
an angle of from 63 to 70 degrees with the horizontal
line, and that they diverged in their fall, aifecting various directions in the different communes in which
tbey fell. " All the ipecinieiu of tbcM atones which I
•aw," obeerres the reportar, " praamt no diaracter to
the eye which can make them be diatingvished from
those which I have hitherto had occasion to examine,
or which I have in my eabinai : tfacjr vatnij saaroed
to be more friable ancl mora porous than the latter."
His account of the white cloud, too, which acomnp**
nied the meteor, oorresponcU with those of such as have
tbaa ooce been observed to attend simiUr ap;

137

aronnd it. Having picked up Meteorite,
one of the pieces, he found it as hot as if it had been ""'Y""-'
long expose<l to the ardf-nt rays of the sun. In const;quence of his having brought it into the village, seve«
ral of the inhabitants went out and collected specimens.
sort of stone scattered

Next day. Dr. Pistollet, ph^-sicinn at Langres, visited
Chassigny, and having obtained one of the fragments,
was struck with its resemblance to a meteorite which
had been sent to him from Germany. He was, there*
fore, induced to repair to the spot, and collected about
sixty small pieces, some of which were soft and wet,
and easily crumbled in the hand but all seemed to
have belonged to one mass. In some of them the external crust was of a deep black, and in others of a
glossy chesnut-brown.
On the blackest cru:>ts elevations or swellings were observed, like the produce of
ebullition suddenly arrested.
Internally, these specimens were grey-white, with a light greenish tint, gra*
nular, sufficiently soft to be 8cratche<I with a knife,
composed of small brilliant and raised crystalline laminir, and of a multitude of minute black ferruginous
points, heavy, not magnetic, and interspersed with distant small round pores.
In this instance, Vauquelin's analysis sflTurded,
Sdic*
33 90
Oxidated iron
SI
;
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Chnaw
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great shower of ashes in the river
July S, 1814.
Lawrence. Pkit. Mag.

98.90

St.

November

"A

1814.
singular phenomenon,"
says s native philosopher of the spot, " has occurred in
tha Ooab. I have beard the facu reUted by various
parsons, who all concur in the same aocownL The circumstanoes arc a* follow On the Atb of November, be«
ing Saturday, while half a waicfa of tha dav still remained, (i. e. half past four o'clock P. M.) there was
6fat of all heard a dreadful peal of thunder, and then
atones rained down in sight of the iuhabitanU of the
oonntry, rarh stone being 13 or 13 seer* in weight.
In the first pUce, wberesoerer thev fell a great dust
rote from tlie ground ; and, after the dust sutisided, a
heap of dust was formed, and in that dust were found
the ttonci, a piece of one of which ia sent herewith.
" In the district of Lank seven atones were found
in the district of Bah weri.tlepcndant on Besuni Sumroo,
ibur ; in the district of ( hal, belonging to the pergun.
nah of Shawlif five ; at Kabout, balai4(iiig to the per.
gun lah of Shawlif, five. In all njnatfan stooea ware
found." PJuL Mag. BMUttM. Dritmn.
About the end of September, 1815, the South Sea
waa coireTed to a great extent with dutt, supposed to
have proceeded from the fall of a meteor. PktI. Mag.
Octobers, 1HI5. At half-past eight o'clock,
the
naming the sky being clear and serene, with a gentle
easterly win<l, there wa» heard a rumbling noise like the
discharge of musketrjr and artillery. This noise, which
apparently proceeded from the north. ea«t, and from a
grey cloud of sn iiidetenninate form, which hung over
tha horison, had lasted a few minutes, when a man at
MlgOJ. work in a vineyard, at some distanca from Chassigny,
a village situated about four leagues to the south-east of
Langres, and who had his eye fixed on the cloud, hearing a whistling like that of a cannon ball, saw an opaque
body fall ut a few paces from him, and which emitted a
dense smoke. On unninrr to tlic 'pot, he perceived a
daapbola in the ground, ^ith fragmcnU of a peculiar
5,

:

m

.

The Chassigny

stones, therefore, are remarkable fur
their crystalline texture, fur their want of nickel and

sulphur, and for their more than ordinary proportiotu
of magnesia and chrome.
April 15, 1816. Coloured snow again fell in Italy, luty.
particularly on Tonal and other mountains.
It was of
a brick red, and left an earthy powder very light and
impalpable, unctuous to the touch, of an argillaceous
odour, and sub-add, saline, and astringent taste. Twenty six grains, when analysed, gave the following resulu:
Silex
8
Iiw»
5

Alumine

S

Lime

1

Carbonic add
Sulphur

.25

Empyreumatic
Carbon
Water

PA«T

I.

oil

.

.

.

S

8
2

Loss

2.25

26
1

W)6.

Phil,

A

stone

Mag.
2 and

May

fell

at Glastonbury, in Somersetshire. Ciaiteabuiy.

3, 1817.

There

reason to believe that
masses of stone fell into the Baltic, because after the Baltic
great meteor of Gottenburgh, a stream of fire was observed from Udensee to descend rapidly into the sasi in
the south-east.
ChUtdmi.
November 3, 1817. According to the French news- Psris.
papers, a meteor of considerable sise fell, in the nio.iiing, in the Rue de Richelieu, Paris, descending with
so much force as to displace a part of the pavement, and to sink to some depth in the earth. It
was acooapaaiad by a sulphureous smell, and seemed to
have been recently in a state of ignition or combustion.
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Mstrorlle.

Limoges.

If such an incident really took place, it is to be hoped
that some more distinct raemorinl of the particulars, and
the exhibition of the stone itself will not be withholden
from the public.
In regard to the alleged fall of a frrcnt stone at Liraoftes, on February 15, I81S, and which Chladni probably copied from the public prints, the report seems
See the npw edition of Noitto have been premature.
veau Dictionnaire d'llistoire Naiutelle, t. 26, p. 270, in

the margin.
July 29, O. S. 181 8. A stone of seven pounds weight
Slobodka.
fell at the village of Slobodka, in the province of Smolensko, and penetrated nearly sixteen inches into the
ground. It had a brown crust with metallic spots.
Ediit. Journ. of Science, No. 2.
Before closing our chronological register, it will be
Alleged
cases of the proper shortly to advert to the mention of various real
phenome- or alleged meteoric masses, the dates of whose history
non to
can no longer be ascertained.
which no
That which was preserved in the gymnasium of Adates are
bydos, as quoted by Pliny.
assigned.
That which gave rise to the establishment of a coloAbydos.
/(/.
ny, at Potidaea.
Potidtca.
The black stone, and another deposited in the Caaba
of Mecca.
Mecc4.
The thunderbolt, described in Antar, as black in appearance, like a hard rock, brilliant and sparkling, and
Sword of of which the blacksmith forged the sword of .\ntar.
Antar.
The mass of cellular iron, described by Pallas, ChladKrasnoni, Patrin, &c. and found near Krasnojark, in Siberia.
jark.
The tradition of the Tartars assigns to it an atmospheric origin ; and the analogy of its aspect, texture, and
chemical characters with those of other chemical bodies,
whose descent from the air is no longer questioned,
powerfully tends to confirm the tradition. Although
thte latter ascribes the formation of this extraordinary
mass to a period which is lost in the remoteness of antiquity, its existence was first proclaimed, with the requisite circumstances of authenticity, to the learned of
Europe in 1750, the year immediately subsequent to
the discovery of a rich vein of iron ore, near Abakansk,
by the Cossac Medvedief. As M. M. Mettich, inspector of mines, examined this vein, he remarked that it
was about seventeen inches thick, and that it traversed
a grey and compact hornstone, which apparently composed the whole mountain. About 150 toises to the
west of this mine he discovered a mass of iron, which
he conjectured might weigh upwards of thirty poods.
It was full of small, yellow, ar>d rough stones, of the
size of a kernel of the cedar cone ; and it lay on the
very ridge of the hill, which is covered with firs, without adhering to the rock. Being much puzzled to determine whether it had been formed naturally on the
spot, or conveyed thither, he sought, with eager but
fruitless diligence, for the slightest trace of any ancient
iron forge.
Dr. Pallas was likewise decidedly of opinion, that it could never have been produced in the
rude furnaces or kilns of the Siberian miners, which
were never known to yield more than fifty or si.\ty
pounds of metal at a time ; whereas the present mass,
before any fragments were detached from it, weighed
somewhat more than 1680 pounds. The iron is of a
coarse spongy texture, little contaminated by impurities, perfectly flexible, and capable of being converted
into small tools by a moderate heat.
When exposed,
however, to a high temperature, and especially when
fused, it becomes dry and brittle, resolves into grains,
and refuses to cohere or extend imderthe hammer. In
its

natural stat«,

it

is

incrusted with a sort cf vamishi

which has protected it from rust ; but when this coat«
ing is romoved, or when broken in the state of bar

Meteorite,

iron, the usual process of oxidation very readily takes
The cavities in the mass are filled with a tran-

place.

sparent, amber-coloured substance, in the
roundish grains or drops, presenting one or

form

more

of
flat

'I'he mass has no regular form,
surfaces.
but resembles a large, oblong, and somewhat flattened
block, externally coated like the nodules of some of the
" This coating," says
blackish brown ores of iron.
Pallas, " is also very rich in iron ; and even the transparent fluor yields some pounds of iron in the hundred.
Wlioever will consider the mass itself, or large specimens of it, will not have the least doubt of its having
been wrought by nature, since it has no one character
of scoriaceous mntters melted by artificial fire, or of
those commonly found among volcanos.
No volcanic
ground, indeed, has been remarked nearer the mountains of Yenissei than the extinct craters of Daouria, situated at 1,500 miles to the east.

and glossy

The Siberian mass of native iron was first transported to Krasnojark, where it was found to weigh fifteen
quintals. In 1772, it was conveyed to St. Petersburg!),
and deposited

demy

in the collections of the Imperial Acaof Sciences. M. Patrin, who examined it in

1778, describes it as a large bomb, somewhat flattened,
and partly covered with a rough ochraceous crust. So
hard and compact was it in its natural state, that three
or four forgers employed between ten and twelve hours
in detaching from it a fragment of two pounds weight.
Of a similar description seems to have been the fragment which was found between Eibenstock and Johanngeorgenstadt. Another, probably from Norway,

—

—A

Eibenstock.

preserved in the Imperial Cabinet of Vienna.
small
mass, of some pounds weight, kept at Gotha
.\ mass,
found under the pavement of Aken, near Magdeburg.
Loeber.—A mass of iron from the coast of Honduras.
Scattered masses of black rock, conAnnals of Philtaining native iron, on the right bank of the Senegal.
A mass of iron at the
Compagtion, Forster, Golbern/.
Cape of Good Hope, in which Stromeyer detected the
presence of cobalt. Von Marvin and Dankelman.
In the Philnsopliical Transaclions for 1816, there is
an interesting history aid account of a mass of native
iron, found in the province of Bahia in Brazil, commu- Bahia.
nicated by A. F. Mornay, Esq. to Dr. Wollaston.
It
ie about seven feet long, four feet wide, and two feet in
thickness, its solid contents being rudely estimated on
the spot at twenty cubic feet, and its weight at 1 4,000 lb.
The colour of the top and sides is chesiiut, and the
surface glossy, though not smooth, being slightly indented all over, as if hammered, while the hollow part
underneath is covered with a flaky crust, whose exterHere we should nut overlook,
nal surface is rusty.
tliat the cavities, or indentations on the surface, are
sometimes also observed on well ascertained metenrites.
Thus one of the Siena stones is described by Mr. King,
" as having many rounded cavities on its surface ; as if
the stone had been struck with small balls whilst it wag
forming, and before it was hardened, which left their
impressions. And some appearances of the same kind,"
he adds, " were found on one of the four surfaces of
another stone in the possession of Soldani." The surface of the Yorkshire stone, too. presents similar caviWherever the Brazilian block is
ties or depressions.
struck with a steel, it gives out abundance of sparks,
and, when rubbed with a quartz pebble in the dark,
It is not only magneit becomes beautifully luminous.
Small fragments
tic, but manifests well-defined poles.

—

—
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were deUcfaed from it with much difficultj, and re''^'y^^ vealed an internal crystmllization, not previously uoticed
From the obiervations and esperiin met«oric iron.
MMiU of I>r. Wollaaton on the specimen* transmitted

Mtuorite.

tD turn, k appears that the texture o( this iron is not
only cryttrilwp. bat that it ia dia|MMed to break in the
forms of the M§uUr octohedron and tetrahedron, or in
the rhoaoboMl, a combinatioa of hothtiMit farm*.
<• Thcugfa the fra^pnenU," ohiervea the Ur. " are
not in the least attMeti»ea»m a(jin>« , and have in them•elves DO polarity; they ar« precisely like any other
piacsa ot'the bcstsoft iron, and assume polarity in>tantly, according to the position in which they are iicid with
When a
tcspect to the magnetic axis of the earth.
long fragment is held in a vertical position, iti lower
extremity being then within SCf of the dip of the
north magnetic pole, becomes north, and repels the
north pol« of a magnetic needk tuspended horisontally.
But this power is in>tant]y reversed, by being
suddenly inverted so titat the appannt cantndidicn
bKween the otnervcd poUrity or th« masa, and the
:

seeming want
removed.

ol' it

in the

frsgmenU,

is

thus completely

" Although Mr. Mae«n wmtnnMf entcted, that
woold not difer fraoi th« many otmrs now on
record that have been found ia various parts of the
world, and frnm hi* experimaats was led to infer tt>e
this iroa
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some settlers in the iteighbourhood, if Meteorite,
be should jud^e the working beneficial. Celis depart- '*"V"*^
ed.accordiiigiy, from Iliu Salado, oii the 3d of Februar}-,
I' 83, accutiipitaied by the requisite attendantc
and,
alter perioral :iig a juumry of seventy leagues, tlirough a
fine level country, he reached the s|>ot, which, agreeably
curacy, and to

fix

;

He

to his obtervatitMU, is in HI" liA' of south latitude.
found the ferrugiiiou* mass mostly buried in pure clay,

external suruce was very comp.ict ; but, on brrak'II it, he perceived that its substance
.us if the whole had at one time unhi the course of separating i5 or SO
d«r|{uii« fusion,
bits, the seventy chisei^i with which he had been furnished, were rendered useless.
On removing the surrounding earth, he observed that all the surface which
had been covered by the soil was invested with a layer
of rust, of about mx inches thick, and which he ascribed
to the humidity of the ground.
Having rent it in two
cliiTcrent places by the force of gunpowder, he exninined the deepest chasm, and found it precisely of the
aame nature with tiiat of the surface, and also with the
earth which wasduij at a hundred pacts to the ea«t and
west of thf mass. Ay he could not conceive the latter,
under the circumstances in which he found it, to be
produced hy any natural process, or conveyed by huiii.iii ineins, he presumed that it must have l>een projected by some volcanic explosion. According to its
cubical measure, and allowing a specific gravity somewhat greater than that of iron, this enormous mass
lis

pretence of nickel, it appcurad doairable to ascertain
pomt with more precision than be had been enabled to do, and to doUfainc al»o in what proportian should weigh sbout 300 quintals.
" The largest specimen of these substances which Dursog*.
this peculiar ingredient of meteoric bodias might be
fount) to prevail.'*
Then, after detading tlw ttapa of has ever been docribetl," observes Mr. Southey " has
escsped the notice of all the philosophers who have
Jus proeeas, he thus eondndc*
** From the jm sanca tt nickel in this mass, we canwritten upon the subject.
" Walkennaer, in a note to Aura's Trsvels, upon the
ool but r^ard H as harmg the iaoM maiaoric origin with
the various other spadaMMS that have been found and mass of iron and nickel found in the Chaco, says that
although in the spot whence it had baaa tnt maoved two other such masses have been discovered ; one
Mr. Momay discovere<l a bed of laaltar, Aont which it which Pallas has described, and one which was dug up
Caspar de Villagra, in his
appear*, by analysis, that shailar iraa might be formed at A ken, near Magdeburg.
by art, it seems by far mere probable that.an opposite Uitloria de la Nueva Mexico, mentions a fourth, evichange baa really taken pkce, and that the whole of dently of the same nature as these, and considerably
larger than the lar;|;est of them.
this su p posi d ar» is the result of progressive oxi<iation
The tradition of the
during a series of years, of which we have n" other evi- natives concerning it, supports the most probable theory
dence, and alTards the sole grounti on which a conjec- of its origin.
demon, in the form ot an old woman,
ture coul< I be formed 1^ the very remote period at which appeared to two brothers, who were leading a horde or
this problenwtic body has fallen upon the earth."
swarm of the ancient Mexicans, in search of a new
Since the expalsiae of the Spanisnlt fruni the pn>> eavntry ; she told them to separate, and threw down
vince of the great Cbaeo Oulamba, the coontrr situa- thisblockof iron, which she carried on her head, to be
ted to the south of the nrer Vermeio^ and to the west
the boundary between them.
" Villagra describes it as something like the back of
of the Parana, has been mostly abanaoacd.
A few Indians only inhal)it the district of St. Jago del Estero, to a tortoise in sliape, and in weight about eight hundred
gather the honey and bees-wax which abound in the r'ntal*; he calls it massy iron it was smooth, without
wood*. These Indians dtaeorered, in the middle of a
sKchtCst rust, and there was neither mine near it.
verv extended plam, a considerable mas* of metal, Iter vein of metal, nor any kind ot' stone any way rewhich they reported to be iron. When the viceroy of sembling it.
" The latitude where this ia found is 97 N. I'he his.
Peru was apprised of this discover)', he was struck
with the singularity of the phrnumrnon, because there tory of the expedit'on which Villagra accompanie<l, liirare no hills in that part of the country, and scarcely a
nisnes some clue for seeking the spot, and it might pro.
•tone of any description is to be found witlirn acircumbably be discovered with little expenre of time or lafirrenoe of a hundred leagues.
Some individuals, re- bour, by a party travelling from Mexico to Monterry."
gaidlcas of every dancer, and (timulated by the proIlumboldl's account of the Mexican sky-stone, re.
spect of gain, repaireclto the spot to obtain some porduces the above dimensions something more than a
tions of the metal, and actually conveyed specimens of half; but still it remains greatly larger than any other
h to Lima and Madrid but the only fruit of their that has been yet descovercd. '• In the environ* of
toils, was the assurance that the sulMtance with which
Durango," says this philosophic traveller, " is to be
they had loaded themselves was very fine snd malleable found insulated in the plain,the enormous mass uf malleinn. Aeoording to these adventurers, the vein ex- able iron and nickel, which is of the identical coinposi.
tended several leagues, and promise<l an abundant pro- tion of the aerolithos which fell in 17-^1, at Hraschina,
duce. The viesroy of Rio de la PlaU, therefore, (lis- ne.ir Agram, in Hungary. Specimens were communipalcfaad Ooo Celis to examine the mais with greaUr accated to me by the learned director of the Tribunal de
this

;
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Don Fausto d'Elhuyar, which I deposited in different cabinets in Europe, and of which
Mineria de Mexico,

M. M. Vauquflin and Klaproth published an analysis.
This mass of Duranffo is affirmed to weigh upwards of
IgOO myriagrammes, which is iOO more than the aerolithos discovered at Otumpa by M. Rubin de Celis. M.
Frederick Sonnenschmidt, a distinguished mineralogist,
who travelled over more of Mexico than myself, discovered also, in 1792, in the interior of the town of
Zacatecas, a mass of malleable iron of the weight of 97
myriagrammes, which, in its exterior and physical character, was found by him entirely analogous to the
malleable iron described by the celebrated Pallas."
Elbogen.
In the42d and 4ith vols, of Gilbert's Annals, mention
is made of meteoric iron at Elbogen, in Bohemia, which
fragment detached from
originally weighed 190 lbs.
it, and fashioned into the shape of a coin, has the peculiar property, whtn put into weak nitric acid, of being attacked unequally, and of then exhibiting blackish
particles, and others, of a whitish hue, in relief, whose
mutual arrangements seem to depend on some law of
The Chevalier Schreibers, who first
crystallization.
made this observation, found that it also applied to
specimens of the Krasnojark mass ; and he is inclined
to believe, that it probably extends to all native iron
that has fallen from the atmosphere.
Native iron is also supposed to have fallen near LeLenai-to>
Gilb. Ann. p. 49.
narto in Hungary.
Two masses in Greenland, from which the EsquiGreenland'
maux manufacture a sort of small knives. Ross's AcEdin.
count of an ExpeHkion to the Arctic Regions.
Journ. of Science, No. 1.
few other detached masses of native iron have
been quoted by different writers ; but as they contain
no nickel, and have a different texture from the preceding, their meteoric origin seems to be extremely

2aeateca3.

A

A

doubtful.
From the foregoing historical review of our subject,
we may safely deduce a few general observations, or
corollaries.
Corollaries.

That meteorites do really fall from the upper regions of the air to the earth, can no longer be doubted,
unless we are determined to reject the evidence of human testimony. Tliese bodies have a peculiar aspect,
and peculiar characters, which belong to no native
rocks, or stones with which we are acquainted. Their
fall is usually accompanied by a luminous meteor,
which is seldom visible for more than a few minutes,
and generally disappears with explosions. These bodies appear to have fallen from various points of the
heavens, at all periods, in all seasons of the year, at all
hours, both of the day and the night, also in all countries of the world, on mountains, and in plains, and
without any particular relation to volcano!.
minous meteor which precedes their fall,

Theory.

Academicians of
Paris.

The

lu-

affects

no

constant or invariable direction. They are, for the
most part, hot when they fall, and emit sulphureous
vapours. As their descent usually takes place in calm,
and often cloudless weather, their origin seems to be
owing to some very different cause from that which
produces rain or storm*.
In our second volume, p. 641, to which we beg
leave to refer, we have unfolded our own sentiments
relative to the very problematical source of these occasional visitants of our planet ; and as these views still
appear to us less exceptionable than any others which
have been submitted to our notice, we shall glance at
some of the latter with all suitable brevity.
The opinion of the Parisian Academicians, who, in

the middle of the last century, maintained that the Meteorite,
stones in question merely resulted from a stroke of -"~r"^^
lightning on the spot in which they were found, will
not, in the present day, bear a moment's examination ;
for we have seen, that thunder and lightning do not
necessarily acccjmpany the fall of meteorites ; and that
these last differ from all the solid substances on the
We will not deny, that lightning
face of the globe.
may tear up the soil, and convert it into a solid ma.ss;
but we have no proof of its competency to project
masses, so formed, into an indi finite height in the atmosphere, nor to generate thousands of hard stones in
fine cloudless weather.
The supposition that such concretions have been Volcanic
driven off from some of our volcanos, is scarcely less hypotheses,
tenable ; for the compound lavas of burning mountains
are never found remote from the scene of their formation ; and none of them present the aspect and charac*
ters of the bodies which we have described.
Besides,
most of the stony showers on record are represented as
occurring when no remarkable volcanic eruption was
known to have tr.ken place. The ashes of a violent
eruption have frequently, from their levity, been wafted to a considerable distance ; but we are altogether
unacquainted with any projectile force which can dart
solid and heavy mas.ses hundreds of leagues, through
such a dense medium as the atmosphere. Mr. King,
indeed, is inclined to believe, that an immense cloud
of ashes, pyritical dust, and particles of iron, forcibly
propelled from Vesuvius to a very great height, became condensed in its fall, took fire from its motion in
the air, and its electrical elements, and thus gave birth
to the Siena stones.
But he does not thus account for
the presence of nickel in their composition, nor for the
other obvious discrepancies between volcanic ashes and
meteoric stones. In order to explain the direction of
the cloud which proceeded from the north, he has recourse to the supposition, that it was at first driven, in
its course, to the northward of Siena, and afterwards
urged back by a contrary current of wind. But the
cloud itself, and its destinies, are alike gratuitous: and
it is much more conformable to what we know of parallel cases, to conceive that the Siena phenomenon
would have occurred at the time, and in the manner in
which it did occur, although Vesuvius had remained
in a state of perfect quiescence.
In the boldness of his speculations, M. Bory de
Saint Vincent takes a still wider flight, and sends forth
his meteorites from immense depths, in some earlystage of the earth's existence, when ignivomous mountains, as he pompously denominates them, were endowed with propelling forces adequate to the dispersion of matter into the regions of space, in which they
were constrained, for ages, to obey the compound laws
of impulse and gravitation, until, in the progress of
time, their spiral revolutions terminated on the surface
Before, however, we can tameof their native planet.
ly acquiesce in the terms of such an extravagant hypothesis, we may be permitted to call for the evidence
of the existence of those ancient and wonder working
volcanos, which could communicate planetary motion
to chips of rock, without up-heaving the rocks themselves

The sagacious Troili, too, in his endeavours to account for a fact which he has so triumphantly proved,
labours to convince his readers that the Albereto stone
must have been torn from the bowels of the earth, and
projected to a great height by the powerful agency of
subterraneous conflagration ; and these conflagrations
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On granting to this philosopher his conjectural premises. Meteorite,
Meteorite, he conjnns np at pleasure to suit his purpose.
"' guch a supposition, however, the bursting of stones we have again to repeat, that the fall of meicoriics is """V™^
i
from the surface of the earth, and tlieir ascent into the inde|iendent of thunder, and that the noi.-« of the explosion, which so much resembles thunder as to have
air, should be as frequently seen as their fall to the
ground, and tome of the profound openings and iis- been ol\en confounded with it, is posterior to the con*
occasioned by their violent passage through the solidation of the mass.
In the 75th volume of the Annalet de Chimie, M.
atrata, ought, before now, to have been obser\-ed ; fur
we are not entitled to presume that they were all ef. Marcel de Serres enters into the discussion of the orifected in the receues of foretts, or closed again, ai'ter gin of meteorites : but much of his paper is occupied
the stones bad made their escape. Again, an expin- with a very rapid and imperfect recapitulation of the
aive force conmensurate to the conditions of the hypo, instances of their occurrence, and iniiJrntal notices of
His decided bias, however, ia
thesis, would occasion wide and ruinous disorder, which showers of tand, &c.
could scarcely fail to be observed in every inhabited to the generation of the«e bodies in the atmoKphere,
from the contact of all the matters carried up by eva»
country.
Of ^c many who contend for tlie atmospheric for- porition, and the formation of metallic (larticlea dura
Aiwuipks
roation of meteorites, scarcely any two agree in regard ing the ignition.
Yet, his solution of the prohlem is,
ric bjp*.
to tb« manner in which such formation is effected. on the whole, far from luninout ; nor is he altogither
MnadMBbroedc, in one part of his writings, ascribes insensible to the difficulties with which it is encora^
The total absence of oxygen in the Lissa
the descent of stone* from the air to earthquakes and passed.
Tolcanic eruptions ; an opinion which I iter observa- atone, in |>articular, strikes him very forcibly.
It is,
In other pattage*, however, he besides, extremely difficult to conceive the machinery
tions have disproved.
leans to a modification of the atmospheric hypotheses, by which an immense field of gaseous, or highly atand attributes the origin of shooting stars to the ac- tenuated matter in the air, can be instantaneously recumulation of volatile mattera avipended in the air. duced into the compass and consistency of a solid comWha««ver relation may subsist be t ween shooting star* pact mass, of very moderate dimensions, and su.tpend*
aod tmj meteor*, the foraicr seem to move at a ranch ed in the air, as if by enchantment, until it explodes,
greater distanee ftom the earth than the latter, and oc- and is precipitated to the earth.
Dr. Reynolds' Outline of the Theory of Meteors
oaaioa only a transient luminous appearance, in their
peasage throueh the upper regioo* of the atmosphere. doc* not very materially differ from some of those to
The Dutch pliilosopher, bowcver, adopta the common which we have just alluded ; for it proceeds on the
notion of their falling to the ground, and seems to con- supposition that minute portions of the earthy and mefoun<l their residue with IrcmeUa mottoc
tallic compounds of the surface of the globe.'being exThe late ingeniou*, but fanciful Patrin, who was s<v posed to the sun's influi-nce, will be volatilized by the
licitoaa to extend and illustrate his favourite doctrine abiorpiion of heat, and thereby assuming the state of
•f a ragular circulation of gaseous fluids between the elastic fluids, will aacend, until they arrive at media of
chiatoae strata of the globe and its surrounding atmo- their own detuily, where, congregating into immense
ipbere, very oan6deiitly deduced from this faoocd €U^ and highly concentrated volumes, they will explode,
eolation the occasional ignition and concretion of por- and exhibit all the appearances of meteoric stones and
tiooa at thcae fluids in the higher regions of the air. abowers.
But the elevation of particles of stone and
Bat h it a aaficient confutation of his theory, that it iron, however much attenuated, to the enormous height
rests an aasMBed and very improbable fouwlations.
of a hundre<l miles above the earth's surface, is scarceIn aid of the aeme cause, II. Salrctte had recourse ly conceivable on any principle with which we are acto a very liberal exhibition of hydrogen gas, kindled quainted ; and their combustion and explosion, in such
by electricity during thunder atorm*. But we have a lofky and frigid medium, are alike unsusceptible of
aoown that thunder and metcora are distinct phenoaae- aatisfactory explanation.
na : and this gentleenan'a magasinea of hydrogen r»>
NVc know not that Dr. Murray is more successful,
main to be proved.
when he insinuates, in one passage, that these bodies
His countryraap. M. Isam, haa dragged his reader* spring from the thunder storm, and when he resorts,
into a tediodt and somewhat obscure cxpoaition of hi* in another, to the solvent agency of hydrogen,
and the
own sentiments, founded on the pHndpie* of chemical changes produced on different substances by the influcombination ; but we are not certain that we perfectly ence of the electric fluid. That truly philosophic tracomprehend his meaning and, at any rate, his infer. veller and observer, Humboldt, who otudied the precnce* depend on admissions of gaseous substances, ar- sent subject with touch attention, is decidedly of opi.
ranged in spherical masses in the superior rf>mii. of nion, that meteorites are foreign to the confines of
our
the sir, and occasionally detached frinn their
atmoftphere.
medium, an<l brought into one capable of c~
The romantic notion, that they are the products of Lunar liyg
with them ; a disposition uf things which may, or lunar volcano*, haa derived some
countenance from «»»'»«•'*•
which may not exist, but of which we are entirely ig- the speculations of the celebrated La
Place, Poisson,
Dortnt
Dr. Hution, and others, who have demonHtrated the
M. S'^guin thinks it not improbable that the consti- abstract proposition, that a heavy IhmIv, projected with
tuent principles of meteorites being trsnsported by a velocity of about tiOOO feet in a second,
may be driven
chemical or mechanical means into toe upper portions beyond the sphere of the moon's attraction,
into that
of the atmosphere, where a vacuum, the cause of the of the earth. But the existence of any
such volcanic
noise of thunder, is produced, there remain sutpend- force in the moon is purely
hypothetical
nay, the
ed by solution, or otherwise ; but, although disscmi- existence of volcanos at all in our satellite,
begins to
natcd. being pressed by the external strata which fill be very seriously questioned.
Overlooking these conthe vacuum, they unite, conglomerate, and form a mass, siderations, however, as well
as the combustion of subthe more Cfmsiderable in proportion to the quantity of lunar substance* without the
conUct of nlmosphcrical
materJela which it encounters in this place.
Now, air, the occaaiunal arrival of iragmenu of such laya oa
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MeteoHte. the surface of the earth, would, on a fair computation
" -" tf"^^ of chances, imply such a copious discharfje of volcanic
matters, that the moon, by this time, shouUi consist of

Cosmical
hypothesis,

melted condition, and great quantities of vapour, and Metforit*.
different kinds of gases are thus disengaged, which ^""'V""^
distend the liquid mass, until, by a still further expan<
sion of these elastic fluids, the whole at length ex-.

hardly any thing else.
Further, if we may be allowed
to reason from analogy, we should expect the volcanic plodes.
productions of the moon to exhibit varieties of aspect
Our principal objection to this sort of reasoning is,
and composition, and not a definite and precise num- that the leading idea of portions of cosmical matter
ber of the same ingredients. The resistance which a being allowed to revolve in space, and to terminate
body falling from our satellite, would experience in its their career on the surface of a planetary orb, is stated
transit through our atmosphere, combined with the in terms too vague and gratuitous ; but it assumes
two-fold motion of the earth, may sufficiently obviate somewhat of reason and consistency, when propounded
the ordinary objection derived from the comparative- with the particular developement of which we have
ly moderate impulse with which meteorites usually conceived it to be susceptible.
impinge on the earth's surface, but affords no solution
of the more formidable difficulty, deduced from the
Although we have now allotted to this curious subwant of coincidence, in point of time, between the ject, as much space as our limits will permit, we are
descent of these stones and the moon's position, she still far from having exhausted its details ; and we
being jis ofVen in their nadir as in their zenith.
shall, therefore, conclude by recommending to the pel^r- Chladni, who, for years, has devoted much of rus.ll of our inquisitive i-eaders, Stepling dn Plnvia Lahis attention to the history of meteoric stones, long pidea ; Troili's Essay, already cited ; Izarn Lilholgic ^orks t»
cotibuU^
since intimidated his belief, that they are cosmic«l /L moxp/ii-riqiie ; Bigot de Morogues, Memoires Histvbodies, or fragments of planetary matter.
As earthy, riqites el Physiques, sur let Chutes de Pierres, 2 T. ;
Chladni on the Siberian mass of Iron, and his Catalogue
metallic, and other particles, form the principal component parts of our planet, among which iron is the of Meteors; Gilbert's Physical Annals ; Opuscoli Scelti
prevailing ingredient, other planetary bodies, he afBjorn de Indole el Origine A'erolilhnruin Di,\t]ui\itio
Biot, Relation d'un Voyage fait duns le Department de
firms, may consist of similar, or, perhaps, of the same
component parts, though combined and modified in a I'Orne, &c. Bottiger's Observations on the Accounts given
very different manner. There may also be dense mat- bij ancienl Authors of Stones said to have fatten from the
Clouds; Fulda's Memoirs on Fire-BaUs ; Cavallo's
ters, accumulated in smaller masses, dispersed throughout infinite space, and which, being impelled either Elements of Natwal Philosophy, vol. 4th. Klaproth on
by some projecting power or attraction, continue to Meteoric Stones ; King's Remarks concerning Stones said
move until they approach the earth, or some other to have fallen from the Clouds ; Soldani's Account of the
body, when, being overcome by gravitating force, they Tuscan meteor ; and various recent and scientific comimmediately fall down. By their exceeding great ve- munications, contained in the transactions of learned
locity, and the violent friction in the atmosphere, a
societies, and in periodical journals, foreign and dostrong electricity and heat must necessarily be excited, mestic ; to the most important of which we have occaby which means they are reduced to a flaming and sionally referred in the course of the article, (u. n. a.)
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METEOnOLOGY.
IVIeteorology may be defined that department of
physical science which treats of atmospherical phenomena. This definition is immediately suggested by
Ek6oition.
the original import of the word, as derived from lanu^a,
meteors; and Aoy»f, a discourse. The word meteors,
indeed, has, in our language, been almost exclusively
confined to those luminous bodies, which are seen occa-

Meteorology-

sionally in our atmosphere, and whose appearance and
motion have not hitherto been reduced to any definite

In Greek, however, the word n'-nu^x, (from
high or elevated,) was indiscriminately applied
to all botbes, whether luminous or opsque, that appeared in, or were deposited from the atmosphere and
the term meteorology is still used in the same, or even
a more extended acceptation.
It denotes the investilaw.

fciTfupoi,

;

gation, not only of those atmospherical phenomena that
are of comparatively rare occurrence, and may be more

properly

changes

denominated meteors,
also,

state of the

but of the various
that are observed to take place in the

atmosphere

itself

But

for this

extended

application of the word, the subject would be comparatively uninteresting, and could with little propriety
be dignified with the appellation of a science. Bodies
that appear only at irregular intervals, at a considerable

distance from

tlie

earth,

and perhaps but

for a

few

se.

conds at a time, though unquestionably deserving of Mttcorolo»
being noticed and recorded, are not likely soon to be
gy.
subjected to any thing like accurate investigation, or "•"'Y'"^
ever to be interesting, otherwise than as objects of curiosity or conjecture.
The case, however, is very different with those atmospherical phenomena, which,
from their frequency or vicinity to the earth, immediately affect the comfort and subsistence of its inhabitants.
These must be at all times interesting, and in
the progressive advancement of physical science, they
are becoming every day more so, in consequence of the
invention of various instruments, by which their effects
may be more accurately estimated ; and their causes,
it is to be hoped, in due time unfolded and explained.
It is chiefly to these last, therefore, as constituting the
great principles of meteorological science, that we propose directing the attention of our readers in the present article, and shall purposely avoid dwelling, at any
great length, on the state of meteorology previous to
the invention of those instruments, by which, in modern times, this department of science has been enriched, or on such phenomena as have not yet been
made the subject of any thing like direct experiment.
From the nature of the facts that form the subject of Histor«.
meteorological research, it might be inferred that they

nr
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must, in
Bf(e» of the vrorltl, h«ve attracted the attenThe diversified appearances of the
tion of mankind.
sky, Uie change* in the temperature of the air, and the

that the writings MeteoreJog-*
of Theophrastus noon became the standard w(irk on
meteorology, to which succeeding writers on the sub- ~ """^

other vicissitudes in the slate of the weather, can hardly
to strike even the most careleaa observer ; nor dnes
it require any great intellectual exertion to j>erceive

ject made neither very numerous, nor very important
additions.
It constituted the groundwork uf the Ai*rnnttm, or Frognooticks of Aratus, afterwards translated, Aratus.
together with the phenomena of the same author, into

fail

that tjheae chanj;^ have an immediate and pot erful
influence, not only on the feelin<»s and comfort of sentient beings, but also on the vcijetable proJuctions of
the earth. To men \A a rude state of society, such
phenomena would be peculiarly interestinff. Neccs-

find, accordingly,

-

Latin verse by Cicero.
A fragment of this juvenile
e»say of the itoman orator, is still to be found amonrr
his works, and alFords us no very favourable specimen,
either of the poetical talents of Cicero, or of the mete- Cicero,
ardy led, from their employments and mode of licing, orological knowledge of the ancients.
It is unnece&tary to waste the time of our readers, in
to spend a great propurt'on of their time in the open
attempting to trace the progress of this branch of phiair, they would have frequent opportunities of observ*
ing the various apf>earance« that preceded any material losophy, during the later period of tlie Human history.
change in the state of the atmoaphere, while, from the In the writings of Virgil, and many other classical Virgil,
want of those conveniences which are enjoyed only in authors, we find frequent allusions to the subject ; btit
while popular progivottications were no doubt multistate of comparative civilisation and refinement, their
comfort, at well as their curiosity, would prompt them plying, meteorology, as a science, made little or no advancement. '
great many tacts, indeed, are to be
to recollect every circumstance that seemed to predict
found in I'liny, and Lucretius has attempted to assign Pliny.
find, accortlingly,
the approach of such changes.
that from the earliest times, these phenomena have ex- tltese to their respective causes ; but besides that the '-"cretius.
facts themselves are of a vague and general nature, the
citcfl a general interest in all countries, and in every
•tage of aociety ; nor is there any oCher aubject, per- absurdities and superstitions with which they are blended render them a fitter subject for the study of the
bapii, on which piipular maxims have been to numerous
moralist, than the investigation of the natural philosoor so universally prevalent.
pher.
first attemi>t to collect and reduce to any thing
The
Mt«aonl»
During the ages that succeeded the final overthrow Slate of
the
various
prognostications
of
systematic
form,
like
a
wriN
ginl
the weather, it to be found, we believe, in the writings of the Homan empire, it is not to be supposed, that the mcteorolo*'''"'
MKiMM.
of Aristotle, and his diaciple TheophrutoaL Loog be- science of meteorology made any sensible progress. '"'
proverbially, the ages of darkness, when not 'Ij* g" "^
Egyptian*,
Tbeea
were,
the
and
Mirtirn
time
indeed,
other
their
fore
AtUloti*.
natioaa. had recorded many intereedog beta ttgu^og only were the lights of ancient literature and science ex- ,nipire!°*"
cal phenomena; but thar appear to hava tinguished, but the march of the human intellect seemed
To the irruption of the
tbeae only as a branch of atlrooomy or a*> to be for a time retrograde.
Ariatotle, in his book de Mtttorit, treat* the barbarous nations from the north, has been ascribed the
ruin of all that was most vsluable in the monuments of
rafaiact as a arparata Mianee, and in addition to the
obaerration* of hia predeenaore, recorda also a variety antiquity, while the period of their reign is almost uniof his own, bearing evident mirks of all that accuracy versally regarded as a blot in the history of the huand acumen for which he was so eminently distiiu man race, on which the historian dwells only in the
This is no
giiiehed. In aa far at observation is concerned, few language of lamentation or contempt.
ware batter qoaUied titan he waa to conduct meteoro- doubt, to a certain extent, true ; and the condition of
Europe, for several centuries of the period in question,
ligicai reaearebee, and we have only to exanina his
reiaarka on dnv, to prroeive how nearly he approached did cvrtainly present a striking contrast to the brighter
oneooM aDbJecta, tAtheditooreriea of more enlightened era uf the Roman government, when conquest was uni«
Unacquainted, boweirer, a* ha was, with both formly acconifianied with all the refinements of literatintaa.
With the excrption, however,
the chemical and mechanical eonatitntiea of tha atmO' ture and philosophy.
cphere, his apecuUtions were often nacaaaarilj v^pie, of the fint two or three centuries, while Europe was
fanciful, and mconrluiive; and notwithstanding all hia still in an unsettled state, we are not sure that what are
ingenuity and industry, meteorology, as a science, commonly called the dark ages, have been always fairly
could hardly be said at that period to have had an represented, or that they are in reality worthy of the
eaiatence.
unmeasureil reprobation with which they are generally
Th»ophri»The more proTuund speculattona of Aristotle, were treated. Were we more intimately acquainted with
wcceeded br the treatise of his pupil Thenphraatua, in them, we should perhaps find that not a little of tlie
which ha ooilaetcd, and arranged under ditiinct haada, darkness in whirh they are tapposed to have been inthe commenly raeeived opinions on the subject of me- volved, has arisen from our ignorance of their true chateomlagical ^rfienomena. The work consisted of four racter, and that the origin of many of those sciences
gnanldiviaians, viz
the prognoiticationt of rain, of which constitute the glory of modem times, may be
whid, of atomt, and of fair weather and it may be traced to the very men whom wc have been taught to
infain d from thrtc titles, that if the treatise was le«s regard as little better than barbarians.
But however l.iitle »f.
•aiantific than that of hit master, it was calculated to
this may be, we cannot agree with those who represent '"ird by
be more popular. The darkncrs which at time hung meteorological science as having suffered largely in the ''"« po'''!"'
over e«efy department of physical science, affbrdeii common ruin which the destruction of the Human em- ^""B""''
littJa p
ait, eren to the philosophical inquirer, of his pire brought on the philosophy of the ancients. Mete- "™P*'
being aUa aaeoaasfnlly to investigate the causes of phe- orology, as a science, had, in fact, little to lose, and as
so irregalar in their recurrence, and so various to the popular
p rogneatlcations of atmosplieriral phein thair appearance ; but every man would feel more nomena, which constitatad by far the largest and most
or laa» intercatad, in nuking himself sojuainted with interesting portion of the mibjcot, even among the RoTwtm or aasMM, hnwa ser empirical, which might en- mans, they were just as likely to have been dw-covered
aUa fain Aaajr degna t» predict the approach of Mcb and presanred by the barbarian conquerors aa by their
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more

civilized predecessors.

Few

if

any of these prog-

were the result of philosophical investigation, or
profound research. They were of that nature, that phiCon sisU'd
losophy could give no rational explanation of them, but
chiefly of
particular as matters of fact they were equally level to the capamaxims
city of the illiterate and the learned; and in proof of
regarding;
this we need only observe, that many of the maxims
changes of
which are to be met with in classical authors respecting
the w«a*
the changes of the weather, are still found in this as
tber.
well as other countries, and that too among a class of
men, who cannot be supposed to have derived their information from the writings of Greece and Rome. A
general view of these commonly received opinions will
comprehend all that was valuable in the science, if it
may be called so, previous to the general use of meteorological instruments, or, in other words, up to about
the middle of the last century.
General
Our limits will not permit us to enter into a minute
Yiew of
detail of the maxims alluded to above, nor are they of
these maxso much importance as to require a particular enumeims.
It may be useful, however, to notice some of
ration.
the most popular, and what have been generally considered the most certain prognostications of approaching changes in the state of the weather, as serving at
once to illustrate the history of meteorology, and to
show what are still the most important desiderata on
this branch of physical science.
It would be difficult,
gy-

nostics

indeed, if not impossible, to make snch a classification
of these prognostics, as to include the various and often fanciful opinions, that have prevailed on this sub-

The most commonly received, however, may be
arranged under the two following classes 1st, The appearance of the sky and, 2d, Phenomena that take
place at or near the surface of the earth.
In illustrating
these, we shall have an opportunity of noticing certain
atmospherical phenomena which cannot well be omitted, but which could not with so much propriety be introduced in any other part of this article.
To the first class belong those luminous bodies that
occasionally appear in the atmosphere, and which have
been denominated meteors, or fallmg stars. These bodies appear to be of different magnitudes, and even of
various forms, though this last circumstance may perhaps be the effect of optical deception. In general
they seem to be globular, continuing visible only for a
few seconds, and moving with great velocity. Their
course is on some occasions in a straight line, and on
others curvdineal, rendered more distinct by the tail or
luminous train which they leave behind them ; and before disappearing they are sometimes separated into several smaller bodies, accompanied with an explosion
resembling thunder, more or less loud according to their
magnitude or distance. It was long supposed, and has
now been proved by the most incontrovertible evidence, that these explosions are followed by a shower
of solid bodies of a stony or metallic substance, some of
which have even appeared luminous in their descent
after the explosion, and have been taken up before they
had time to cool (See Meteoritf.. ) This last phenomenon, indeed, is of comparatively rare occurrence.
Thousands of small meteors, as various in magnitude
and brilliancy as the fixed stars, have been seen in all
seasons,and in almostevery variety of weather, unaccompanied either with explosions, or the deposition of solid
substances
nor is it certain that even the larger and
more luminous meteor^ such as that of 1783, described
by Cavallo, or one in 1811, an account of which was
given by Professor Pictet in the Bi/iliothcque Brilanniqueiot May, 1811^ are always followed by a fall of
ject.

:

;

Falling
stars-

:

;

meteoric stones. On tlie other hand, these stones have Meteorolo.
sometimes been observed to fall after a louil detonation,
pywhen no meteor was visitile, though this may perhaps
be accounted for, from its having been oliscured either
by the superior light of the sun, or the intervention of
clouds.
But however this may be, the appearance of
large meteors, and the fall of meteoric stones, or, as
they have very improperly been called, aerolilh.i, are
phenomena that appear to be closely coimected, and this
is almost all that is known upon the subject.
We deem
it quite unnecessary therefore, to enter into a minute
account of the attempts that have been made to classify
these luminous bodies, according to their form, colour,
or magnitude.
Whether they are all of the same origin,
but varying in appearance,in consequence either of their
different distances, or of some peculiar state of the atmosphere, or whether they are essentially different in
their nature, are questions to which, in the present state
of meteorological science, no answer can be given.
As
prognostics of the weather, they have in general been
supposed to predict wind, as appears from various passages in ancient authors; and it is also commonly believed, that the wind which follows will blow from the
point of the compass towards which the meteor is observed to move. One at least of the various hypotheses which have been proposed to account for these phenomena is interesting, inasmuch as it appears to explain,
in certain cases, the connection between the motion of
the meteor and the direction of the wind.
The hypothesis to which we allude, is that which Hypot^e9^^
ascribes meteors to certain vapours arising from the to account
earth, and becoming ignited in the higher regions of for the
the atmosphere.
The origin of this opinion may be phenomenon.
traced to Aristotle ; but from the discoveries in chemistry, of which that author was in a great measure
ignorant, it has assumed, in the hands of the modern
philosopher, a more definite form.
Halley, and after
him De Luc, has endeavoured, on this principle, to
account for some at least of the circumstances attending the appearance of luminous meteors. The latter
supposes that falling stars proceed from a phosphoric
fluid, ascending from some spot of the surface of the
earth, which becomes visible only when, by decomposition in the higher regions, it takes fire, and light is
disengaged.
If such a fluid can be supposed to rise
in a continued column, without mixing with the atmosphere, or being dispersed by wind, there is no difficulty in conceiving how it may produce the appearance of a falling star. When the upper extremity of
the column has reached such a height as to be in a
great measure above the region of the clouds and moisture, it may, from the dryness of the air, take fire spontaneously, as phosphorus is known to do when exposed to the atmosphere in its ordinary state ; and ignition having once commenced, it may be communicated
backward to successive portions of the column, till it
arrives at a portion of the asmosphere sufficiently moist
to extinguish it, or at some point where the column itIn these circumself lias l)een broken and separated
stances, it is obvious that the appearance would be
precisely that of a falling star ; and Mr. Forster has
ingeniously applied the hypothesis to account for the
apparent relation between such phenomena and sucIt ha-* been long known that
ceeding gales of wind.
different, and even opposite currents of wind, may exist at different heights in the atmosphere at the same
time ; and the au'.hor just referred to, has found, from
various experiments and observations that when the
wind near the surface of the eartJi changes, it frequent-
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same point from which the current
He observes, therefore,
above had previously blown
that De Luc's hypothesis, though he is far from emly blows from the

bracing it as satisfactory, will sufficiently account for
the relation above stated, by supposing that flie column
of phosphoric fluid is bent, previous to ignition, in the
direction of the upper current ; so that, when ignition
commences, the luminous body moves towards the
point from which that current then proceeds, and from
which the lower current is ailerwards to blow. It is
m prognostication of wind, then, only in so far as it indicates a change that has already commenced in the
higher regions of the atmosphere, but which has not
" of the earth.
yet taken place near
nl as it may appear, and
The above hypoihi
inadequate as it unquektiuiiably is to account for all the
phenomena of meteors, points to a plausible cxpUnation of another luminous appearance, the cause of
which has not yet been ascertained, and which, though
differing in many respects from the bodies above defcribed. bears a sufficiently cloce resemblance to them,
to be classed under the general head of meteors.
allode to the well-known light called Igni* Fatuus,
Jack mnlh m laatfrn, or If'ill t^lh ihe leisp, so named
from the auperatitious notions which have been attachIt is generally teen in dark
ed to its appearance.
nighta, over ix>ggy and manby ground, tometimet at
rest on the surface, but generally in motion at the
height of five or six feet, skipping from place to place,
ihT frequently changing both in magnitude and form.
On some occasions it is observed to be suddenly extinguished, and aflerwarda to reappear at a distance from
'

We

Those who have endeavoured to
Its former position.
examine it more doscly, or who have been accidentally
led to approach it, generally remark that it moves away
from them, and with a velocity proportional to that
with which they advance, a circumstance which has
had no small innuence on the fears of the ignorant and

A

particular account of the ignis fatuus,
seen on two different occasions, will be found in
Cavallo's EletnenU of Natural Fhilosopby, Vol. III.
p. S«9.
To apply the above hypothesia to the explanation of
Itrpothctii
rvK ft/ding
this phemmieiKm, let us suppose that some such photII.
phone fluid as that mentioned by De Loc, arising from
the decomposition of animal or ve||etable substances,
passes into the atmosphere, and cootinnea to float there
without mixing with the atmosphere itself, or being
We can then conceive that
dissipated by the wind.
this fluid, having become luminous by some sort of ig«
nition, at the place where it is least aflbcted by the intermixture of moisture or other substmees, successive*
ly communicates with other portions of itself, so long
aa the column continues unbroken.
In this way the
himinous bo<ly will move from place to place, follow.
ing the direction which the fluid had previously taken,
and it will appear more or less brilliant, according to
the quantity or purity in which the fluid exists at any
given point. The occasional disappearance of the light
may be owing to an interruption in the column, or to
the quantity of phosphoric matter bemg to small as not
to be vitible till the ignition arrive at another point,
where the inflammable matter is more abundant, and
eonseauently reappeani.
We could anticipate many
difficulties and objections to this explanation, which
we doubt not will readily occur to our readers. Kut
though we are not aware of any which might not admit of a plausible refutation, enough has been said on
a subject that requires numerous and more accurate
superstitious.
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obsenations than any that h.ive yet been made, to furnish the basis of a satisfactory theory.
Besides the meteors alrea<ly described, there are other
Halos.
lumino<is appearances occasionally observe<l in the at- mock-suDt,
mosphere, which belong also to the first class of prog- *c.
Halot, Parhelia, or Moclr Sans, Para~
nostics, viE.
The inselenia, or Mock Moons, and the Rainbow.
ve«tig.ition of these phenomena properly belongs to Optics, and to that article we refer for an account of such
of them as have not already been describe<l in the course
notice them here, only
of this work. (See Halo.)
because they are supposetl to indicate certain approaching changes in the sUte of the weather. The lumi- Prognofti<=•">">»•
nous circle which is sometimes seen around the heasun
or
moon,
and
the
especially
venly bodies, but
which has receivetl the name of Halo, or Corona, has,
from a very early period, been regartled as a certain
prognostication of stormy weather, accompanied with
rain or snow, according to the climate or season of the
year.
It frequently happens, that, in the outer e«lge,
or circumference of this circle, there is a part less distinctly defined than the re«t, apparently owing to the
contact of a denser cloud ; and it has been remarked
by shepherds and others, who have frequent opp0rtu«
nities of observing this phenomenon, that the storm generally comes from that point of the compass, towards
which this indistinct portion of the circle, or ofiening
If there is any foundaas it is called, was directed.

We

it may perhaps be accounted for
on the principle already stated, regarding the change of
wind in the higher and lower regions of the atmosphere. The current that is to bring the approaching
storm msy have set in above, before the halo disappears, and by accumulating the clouds u|>on it from
that quarter, produce the indistinctness alluded to.
This phenomenon, as well as its modifications the Parhelion and Paraselene, is obviously connected with a
change of weather, only in to far as it indicates tome
The same
peculiarity in the ttate of the atmosphere.
remark applies to the rainbow, though this last is rather a concomitant, than a prognostication of rain.
It has been remarked, however, that a rainbow in the
m<ii
"loqucntly followed by showers, while one

tion for this remark,

'

'

-^ forebotles fair weather.
has bcfii a \or>% rstal>lished, and generally receiv- Podtion of
ed opinion, that the phases of the moon have a cer- •*•• moon
tain influence on the weather, and these have accord- •"PPo***' "•
influence
ingly furnished various prognostications, which may
ihc weafirst
clai><.
to
the
It
is
quite
alto l>e referred
conceiv' ther.
able, on philosophical principles, that the atmosphere
may be uiflereiitly aflected, in the luime way as the
water* of the ocean are, by the different positions of
the sun and moon, relatively to the earth ; and that
the result, in certain cases, may be a trsct of settled or
tempestuous weather, according to circumstances. At
the same time, the subject is still involved in great uncertainty ; nor does there appear to be any foundation
for the common opinion, that if the new or full moon
happens about midnight, dry weather will follow ; but
if It takes place about noon, rain may be expected.
The rule does no doubt hold in many instances ; but
on looking over our oliservations for a series of years,
we find that it also frequently fails.
But the most fertile source of prognostics of the first ProgiwMiclass, is to be found in the vsrious and ever changing ciiion*
ajipearance of the clouds.
As the proximate cause of ''™""' ''°'"
rain or snow, they have in all ages been regarded as '*"'
*''f*V'
affording the surest and most direct intimation of ap*J^j^
prosching changes; and there are few perhaps who are

in

<
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Mcteorolo- not conscious of having frequently looked, as it were
gyinstinctively, to the af>pearance of the clouds, in order
,
• *'
to form some opinion or

conjecture respecting the future state of the weather.
At the same time, there
are few subjects perhaps on which there exists so great
a diversity and vagueness of opinion.
Indications
drawn from the appearance of the clouds themselves,
are exceedingly indistinct, unless when accompanied
with other circumstances which render them mure definite, such as the colour of the sky at sun-rise or sunset, the settling of clouds on the summit of hills, the
appearance of mist or fogs at particular periods of the
moon's age, &c. and though there are no doubt certain
Necessarily forms and modifications of clouds, which nine perhaps
vague and out of ten wealher-ivise persons would, without hesitaindefinite.
tion, pronounce indications of rain or snow ; yet, if
they were required to assign a specific reason for tlieir
opinion, scarcely two of them would be found exactly
to .agree.
This uncertainty arises necessarily from the
rapid changes which the clouds undergo, as well as the
endless variety of forms which they assume, circumstances which seem to preclude the possibility of any
thing like classification, or accurate description. An
attempt, however, to supply this desideratum, was
Howard's made a few years ago by Mr. Howard, a philosopher
nomencla- to whose ingenuity and researches the science of meture of the teorology
is not a little indebted ; and though his sysc)ouds>
tem has been pronounced fanciful, which is perhaps to
a certain extent true, it is even in its present state
highly deserving the attention of meteorologists, and
will in ail probability sooner or later become the standard nomenclature of the clouds. As this part of our
subject is designed to be strictly popular, we shall abstain at present from saying any thing on the origin
and formation of clouds, and simply state the characters by which they are distinguished and described in
the system referred to.
General
Mr. Howard defines a cloud, a visible aggregate of
definition.
minute drops of water suspended in the atmosphere,
and includes in this definition every such aggregate,
whatever be its position relatively to the observer. Of
course he comprehends under the term cloud, what
Classes.
are commonly called mists or fogs, because at a greater
distance or elevation they are found to assume all the
appearance, as they possess, according to his definition, all the qualities of clouds.
He then proceeds to
define the various forms and modifications of clouds,
wliich he arranges under the seven following classes.
1. Cirrus.
A cloud resembling a lock of hair, or a
feather.
Parallel flexuous, or diverging fibres, unlimited in the direction of their increase.
Cumalus.
2. Cumulus.
A cloud which increases from above
in dense, convex, or conical heaps.
3. Stratus.
extended, continuous, level sheet
Stratus.
of cloud, increasing from beneath.

—

—

— An

Mr. Howard denominates simple and
immediately appear, the elements of every otlier variety.
The
two ne.\t are of what he calls an intermediate na-

These

three,

distinct modifications, constituting, as will

ture.
Cirro.cu

mulus.
Cirro-

ttrotH^

A

5. Cirro-stratus..—
horizontal, or slightly inclined
sheet, attenuated at its circumference, concave down-

ward, or undulated.
characters.

itratuy.

Groups or patches having these

Lastly, says Mr. Howard, there are two modificawhich exhibit a compound structure, viz.
6. Cumulo-stratus.
cloud in which the structure
of the cumulus is mixed with that of the cirro-stratus^
tions,

Cumulo

—

4. Cirro-cumulus.
A connected system of small
roundish clouds, placed in close order, or contact.

—A

or cirro-cumulus.

overhanging

its

The cumulus

flattened at top,

and

Metcorolo.

base.

gy.

—

Nimbus. A dense cloud, spreading out into a 'T^"^^
'-"'"o-c"crown of cirrus, and passing beneath into a shower.
We have given these definitions in Mr. Howard's ™"°oV"
own language, but our limits will afford room only for nimbus.
a very condensed abridgment of his illustrations, and
7.

we

refer our readers to the treatise itself, published in
Tilloch's riiilosophkal Magazine, or Nicholson's Jour-

nal, vol. XXX. p. 35.

"The Cirrus, he observes, is always the least dense. Indications
and generally the most elevated modification of clouds, of 'he cirsometimes covering the whole face of the sky with a ''"^*
thin transparent veil, and at other times forming itself
into distinct groups of parallel threads, or flexuous fiIts height, according to Mr. Dalton, is from
three to five miles above the earth's surface.
It is generally found to be an indication of wind.
When
formed into horizontal sheets, witii streamers pointing
upwards, it indicates approaching rain ; with depending fringe-like iibres, it is found to precede fair weabres.

ther.

The cumulus is. generally of dense structure, ap- of the
pearing after a clear morning, increasing from above, cumulus,
where its surface is convex, and forming, at its greatest
magnitude, a pile of irregular hemispherical cloud.
This takes place early in the afternoon, about the time
of the greatest heat, and gradually diminishes towards
evening, when it disappears. In this case it is an in*
dication of fine weather.
The stratus is of moderate density, and compre- Of the
hends those creeping mists which rise from valleys and stratus.
lakes in calm evenings.
It frequently disappears in
the morning, and is then an indication of the finest
weather.
The cirro-cumulus appears to be formed by the de- Of the dr.
scent of the cirrus, the oblique denser tufts of the lat- ro-cumuter changing into the spheroidal form, when the cloud '"»•
assumes the appearance of a ball of flax with one end
left unwound or flying out.
The cirro-cumulus sometimes consists of distinct beds, floating at diff'erent altitudes, the clouds appearing smaller and smaller, till
they are lost in the blue expanse. It is most frequent
in summer, and, when permanent, affords one of the
surest indications of increasing temperature, and fine
weather.
The cirro-stratus assumes various appearances, from of the cir.
its being frequently connected with other modifica- ro-siratiis.
tions.
By itself it is always an attenuated sheet, or
patch, of an uniform hazy continuity when viewed
over head, and of great apparent density towards the
horizon.
In this state it gives rise to the phenomena
of halos, mock suns, &c. and indicates depression of
When it alternates witlj
temperature, wind, and rain.
It is frecirro-cumulus, the prognostic is doubtful.
quently seen resting on the summit of high hills, and
in this state has been long regarded as foreboding rainy
weather.
The cumulo-stratus is that fleecy cloud which is some- of the cutimes observed to settle on the summit of a cumulus, mulo-sirawhile the latter is increasing fiom beneath.
It usii.ally tus.
prevails in the completely overcast sky, and apparently without any regard to temperature, as it is found to
precede either a fall of snow or a thunder-storm. Before the latter, it is frequently to be seen in different
points of the horizon, rapidly swelling to a great magnitude.
Its indication is doubtful, and must be determined by the prevalence of the other modifications that
accompany it.
The nimbus generally appears

of the
in the

form of a dense

bus.

nini.
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cone of cloud, the upper part of which spread*

one continaou* sheet of cirrus to a great distance
from where the shower is falling. When the total evaporation of the cloud that remains after the shower takes
place, it is reckoned a prognostic of fair weather. When
the nimbus appears by itself, it generally moves with
the wind, but when formed in the mid;it of cumuli, it
sometimes moves in a contrary direction. This is often the case with thunder showers.
We do not think it necessary to pursue this subject
any farther. The above sketch will be sufficient to en>
able such of our readers as are engaged in meteorologiin

appearance of the clouds according to Mr. Howard's classification ; and those who
wish for farther information upon the subject may con(olt, besides the works already referred to, Forster's
TreaJise on Atmotpheric Phenomena.
come now to enumerate some of the prognostics
Prafnscllc*
tt tbc Mof the second class, viz. those that are derived from
cood d«M. pbenotncna, which are observed on the surface of the
earth, or at least in the lower regions of the atmosphere.
Ceatrae.
These phenomena are of various kinds, such as tne exHoaand
pansion and contraction of flowers— the motions and
erica of certain animal*— painful sensations in the human body, &c. and though many of them are no floubt
fanciful, yet others appear well entitled to the attention
of meteorologist*. Soinie of them indeed, especially such
ai are drawn from the economy of plants, admit of a
philosophical and satisfictory explanation, as everv
Dody must know who is in anjr degree acquainted with
Thus it is state<l, by Sir J. E.
physiological botany.
Mnith, that " tbc ConrolvHlut anentit, Amagallu atveiu
$'u. Calendula plueialit, and many others, are well known
to shut up their flower* against the approach of rain ;
whence the AnagalUs, (or Pimpernel,) ha* been called
the poor mnn's weather glas*.**
It has also been asccr*
tained, that the Partiera hygrometra, a Peruvian plant,
uniformly contracts its leaves at the approach of rainy
weather, which it predicts with the greatest certainty.
See BoTASiv, vol. iv. p. 6(). In these, and many other
instances that might l>e given, the irritability of the
plant is obviously cxcitrd by some change in the state
of the atmosphere, which cnange is either the immediate cao«e, or concomitant of rain.
It is probably owing to some atmocphcrical influence
•t iraimaJ*. of a kimilar kind on me animal system,
that the peculiar eric* or motions oT some beasts, and certain senia>
tioos in the human body, are foumi to indicate changes
in the weather, though it may be difficult, or in the
present state of science, even impossible to explain that
influence.
Thus, it his been long observed, and very
generally belirved, that rain nay be expected when
•wallows are observed frrquentlv dijipinff their wings
in the water over which they are nyin;j
when the crow
or the peacock cries louder ami more fn-quently than
usual
when water-fowl are particularly clamorous and
active
when dogs appear unusually dull and sleepy—
when the croaking of frogs is loud and general or
when worms are seen in great numbers on the surface
of the earth.
It is commonly supposed too, tlut the
noise at tea gulls about the coast, and the approach of
the porpus and dolphin to the shore, are certain indications of a storm at sea, and wind is generally expect,
ed at land when pigs are observed to run altout with
evident signs of uneasiness.
It is equally well known,
that persons subject to rheumatism anci other similar
diseases, or wfio have acri<lenLBlly »ufferc«l injury in
any of their limbs, generally feel more acute pain in
the part affected, bcifore a change of weather, than at
cal pursuits, to record the
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any other time and we know instances in which these MeteoroloP^'
pains arc most severe, before or during a sudden de^
prcssion of the barometer.
This coincidence points to
something like an explanation of the phenomenon ;
but we avoid at present proposing any thing on the
subject.
Neither do we think it necessary to enter at
greater length into a detail of facts with which our
readers in general must be familiar, and of which they
will find an extensive and amusing collection in Forster's treatise on Atmospheric phenomena, formerly re- _
ferretl to.
We would only remark, in conclusion, that prognostic*
these popular prognostics, fanciful as many of them un- too frequestionably are, and connected as they have too fre- quently unquently been with the most absurd and ridiculous su- dcrvalu»d.
perstitions, ought nevertheless to find a place in every
meteorological register, and to overlook them, is to reject the means which nature herself seems to have
;

,

'

,

pointed out, for investigating her operations in a very
interesting cl|ss of phenomena. We are aware, indeed,
that the modem philosopher, who fancies that he can
never depart far enough from the beaten track of vulgar opinions, may be disposed to smile at the idea of
calling in the observations of the illiterate, to aid him
in his scientific pursuits, or of attaching any importance
to the pretended discoveries, as he may think them, of
a class of men, who ore always ready to trace cause and
effect

between any two events, however unconnected

they may in reality be, provided they happen about
the same time, or nearly at the same place.
He ought
to remember, however, that what has been stated as
matter of fact by thousands in every age and country,
a* i* the ca*e with many of the prognostics alluded to
above, is not to be rejected because it may appear to
him fanciful or absurd that instead of endeavouring
to set it aside with a sneer, his own philosophy calls
npon him to investigate the reality of the alleged phenomena in the first instance and that if it be as it is
represented, he is bound by the principles of the same
philosophy to admit it as a fact, whether he can assign
the cause of it or not.
He might be reminded too, of
what is perhaps a very humiliating consideration, but
not on that account the leas true, that the shepherd, who
is totally ignorant of the constitution and properties
of
the atmoapbere, and altogether unacquainted with the
laws which regulate the distribution of its heat and
moisture, can by his own experience and observation,
pretlict the changes of the weather at a greater distance
and with more cerUintv, than the philosopher is able
to do, with the aid of all the discoveries of modern science.
TTiis indeed, is not the only, nor as some may
be dispensed to think, the most interesting object oi' meteorological pursuito ; but while it is in itself of generally acknowledged importance, it serves at the same
time
to demonstrate, that some at least of the popular maxims thst prevail on the subject, are founded on fact, and
are in reality the lessons which are taught in the school
of nature herself.
It is far from our intention, by these remarks, to
un- To b< co>
dervalue the researches of the experimenul philoso- reeled by
pher, or to insinuate that the study of meteorology 'he appii.
should be confined to the callecti> n and arrangement"""""'
of such phenomena aa have been sUted above. On the ""'™"»'<»'""
contrary, we admit, that these phenomcna.ofthemselves,
f,i"'
can afford no accurate information, either aa to the nauILiu."
ture or extent of atmospherical changes.
They may
indicate these changes, but their indications are not
susceptible of being correctly measured or definitely
expre»*ed.
They are the result of certain influences
exerted by the atmosphere in certain circumstances;

—
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Mctcorolo- but, like the expansions
ex-

Pesign of
•he pre-

ceding
iketcb.

meter in

rude

and

conti-actions of the

thermo-

temperatures of meltting snow and boiling water were ascertained to be
fixed points, they are vague and indefinite quantities,
and it reiHains therefore for science to supply this desideratum by the rpplication of instruments, which,
while they detect the operation of the same causes, may
shew likewise the amount of that operation. Still,
however, there is nothing unphilosophical in supposing
that there may be many substances, both in the animal and vegetable kingdom, more readily affected by
atmospherical changes, and consequently acting as meteorological instruments of greater delicacy than any
that philosophy has yet devised, or art constructed ; and
it can never, therefore, be derogatory to the honour of
science to avail itself of the aid of any class of phenomena, even though they may have been long and familiarly known to the vulgar and illiterate.
Meteorology has already been indebted to some of the most
common of these phenomena for the most valuable instruments that it now possesses ; and there is nothing
that forbids us to hope, that a more careful investigation of the above, and other similar facts, may not lead
to the discovery of more delicate and important instruments than have yet been employed.
Though, in the preceding sketch, we have purposely confined ourselves to the popular view of meteorology, we are aware that this branch of our subject is far
from being exhausted ; but to ha\e entered on a more
lengthened detail, however interesting, would have exceeded the limits prescribed to the whole of this article.
Our object, therefore, has simply been, to give our
readers a specimen of what meteorology was in its early
state, and of the progress which may be made in the
investigation of the subject, independent of the instruments by which the researches of modern times have
its

state, before the

assisted, and to which we apprehend the attention
of philosophers has been too. exclusively confined. We
proceed now to consider the nature of these instruments, and the discoveries to which they have led.

been

Of' Meteorological Instruments.
Definition
of the at-

mosphere.

The atmosphere,
work,
on all

is

as defined in another part of our
that invisible fluid which surrounds the earth

sides, and which has been found, by various experiments, to be heavy, compressible, and elastic.
For
an account of tiie chemical and physical properties of

body, we refer to our articles ATMOsrHintE, CheMrsTRY, Pneumatics, &c. our business at present being only to explain the methods which have been employed to ascertain the nature and extent of the changes
which it has been found to undergo. These changes

this

Changes
which it
undergoes.

and elecand the instruments by which they are respec-

chiefly refer to its temperature, iveight, mohlure,
tricity;

tively measured, are the thermometer, barometer, hygro-

and electrometer. The result of these changes
ments for is in some cases wind, and in others rain or snow, which
measuring have also been subjected to measurement ; the intensity
these
of the former by the anemometer, and the quantity of
changes.
the latter by the pliivimeter, or rain-gage.
In describing the nature and application of these instruments, we
shall endeavour to render our account intelligible to the
general reader, from a conviction that a simple and popular view of their principles and use, is still a desideratum in works on meteorology. Many, we know, are
prevented from taking an interest in the subject, from
not understanding the nature or the application of the
instruments to be employed; and if we can therefore
Instru-

meter,

any degree contribute to the more extended use of
instruments, and consequently to the multiplica-

.Metcoroio-

of meteorological observations, we shall consider our labours tis of more service to the science in its
present state, than the most ingenious theory, or the

''""'^''''^

in

tliese

tion

most profound speculations.
TheT/iermomcter is an instrument employed

for

gy-

mea- Ofthether.

suring the heat of bodies in general, and, among others, momcler.
that of the atmosphere.
It is a well-known fact that
all bodies are expanded, or have their bulk increased by
heat, and are contracted or have their bulk diminished
by cold, that is, when heat is abstracted from them.
These variations of bulk are conceived to be proportional to the variations of heat, and it is upon this principle that the thermometer has been constructed.
It
consists of a glass tube AB (Plate CCCLXXIV. Fig. 1.) Plate
of a very small bore, having one extremity A blown in- ccclxxit.
to a bulb.
This bulb and part of the tube or stem is ^^'
fillect with a liquid, generally mercury, which is found,
on various accounts, to be of all others best fitted for
the purpose.
If the instrument in this state be applied
to a body warmer than itself, the mercury will be seen
to ascend in the tube ; because the expansion of the
glass being much less than that of tlie mercury, the
bulb is no longer capable of containing the enlarged
volume of the latter, which consequently rises into the
empty jiait of the tube. In like manner, if the instrument be applied to a body colder than itself, the bulk
of the mercury in the bulb being diminished, that portion of it which is in the tube will descend, to supply
the diminution of volume ; and this will be found to
take place even when the tube is held in a horizontal
position, the cohesion between tlie pai-ticles of mercury
being such, as to admit of no separation of one portion
of the mass from another. Hence it is obvious, that
every change of temperatui-e, that is, every increase or
diminution of heat in the atmosphere, will produce, on
a thermometer exposed to it, a corresponding expansion
or contraction of the mercury ; and it only remains,
therefore, to find out some method of expressing the
amount of these variations in such a way, as that the
indicatitms of one thermometer may be compared with
This is accomplished by means of a
those of another.
graduated scale CD attached to the tube, the divisions
of which are tlius determined. It has been found that
snow or ice in a melting state is alwaj's of the same
temperature, and that the heat of boiling water, under
These fixed points
the same pressure, is also uniform.
being determined, by immersing the instrument first
in melting snow, and afterwards in boiling water, are
transferred to the scale, and the distance between them
is divided into a certain number of equal parts ; the divisions being carried downwards below the melting, or,
as it is improperly called, the freezing point, as far as
is tliought necessary, or as the scale will admit. Hence
it is obvious, that two thermometers having the freezing and boiling points thus determined, and the space
between them divided into the same number of equal
parts or degrees, must in similar circumstances uniformly indicate the same temperatiu-e. The divisions Diflerent
themselves will be larger or smaller according to the thermome-

and stems, but this cir- *'""^'''
*<=*•"•
cumstance does not in any degree affect their indications.
Neither is it necessary that the space between
the freezing and boiling points should be divided into
one number of parts rather tlian another. This is altogether arbitrary, and may consist of 50, 100, J 000,
in comor any other that may be thought convenient,
paring the indications of two themiometers, it is only re.
relative capacities of the bulbs

..

.
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numbcrin each b« known, though it

isccr-

that a uniform scale should be adopted.
Aixordiiig to the division generally used in this
oountiy, the space between the freezing and boiling
-•

pointa oonauts of ISOd^p^es. Fahrenheit, who first
anpiojtd this scale, and whose name it still bears,
imagined that the greatest cold that could be protluced,
is that which results from a mixture of snow and sealak, and he adopted that temperature as tiie commencement of the scale, which he accordingly marked
men, or o. He tlien exposed the instrument to the
bemt of boiling mercury, and having marked the point
to which it rose, he divided the space between that
point and the lower extremity into COO etjual part^.
ri« aAenranb found that the melting point of snow
ooncaponded with the 32d division, and the boiling
point of water with tlie 21?th.
Hence, in what are
called Fahrenlieit's
S2, and the

t!i.

nni.incters, the freezing point is

the difference between

I

them being

1;

originally adopted by
nl>.iTi,T..ii.-.l fi.r that slat
labletui'
...

;.u* »c«!'-

ttie

scale

has been lung ago

;,

I

_

(graduating

<r

.

liiit
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).,
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;

1

i

tin-
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;

irr;t<Iuation
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I'

r.'UJned,

!> ut this ar-

tide are made. 7
r. ]•':. -cnted on tl»e
aide
of the teal
Ccnitgrade.
Among the vari<
t have
-''>w
at different times Ixm {iiii|m>-i'i. tn.ii »
nocrmllv used in France, and kr)uwn by i
'>f
tne centigrade, is perhaps upon the whole tiu- uu>-t eligible.
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divided into 100 equal
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'
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method* by wL
diAnot thenBooMtan may be ooi
>v
\hcraraoMurk, that when any givi
d in dtgftaa of tha oentigT.Mlc, ii may be con*
p
vartad into thoae of Fahranhait, by the following simMultiply the deg ree* of the centigrade by 9,
l>r<Kluct by 5, and add S^i to the quotient.
c oent^rade stand* at 25, Fahrenheit, in
nHancce, will indicate 77. for '2i multipluU by 9, iii>d divided by 5, give* i5, which added to
S9 i« 77. The division* in every ihermoiaeter are
zero downwards, in the aame way as
lar aoeovnt of tbc
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comparing
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by

with a mercurial ont
iduatad, a* alcohol passes into a state oi
g Ijeforc
it arrive* at the heat of boiling waU-r.
Even mcrcurial thermomaters are frequently graduated in this way,
^E
the tube in many of them being too short to admit of
the instrument being expoaed to to elevated a temper*tun.
^Msir rriri*.
In meteorological observations, it ha* been found
^^ptafthcr- very deairable to have tome method of atceruining the
^B**"*"*- greatcat degree of heat and cold, during any given in-

H
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^B

I
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Various con- Mefeorolotcrval, in the absence of the observer.
fJtrivances have accordingly been emploj'ed for accom'
pliihing this, by means of what are called self-regis- p
Those commonly in use are of a ccclxxit.
tering thermometers.
very simple construction.
mercurial thermometer, pig, g.
AB, (Fig. 2.) of a somewhat wider bore than ordinary,
with a small bit of steel wire a over the mercury, so as
to slide easily up and down in the tube, is placed in a
horizontal position.
As the temperature increases, the
mercury pushes forward the bit of steel or index ; but

A

when the mercury again retires, in consequence of a
diminution of temperature, the index remains behind
at the highest point to which the mercury has risen.
A thermometer AB (Fig. 3.) of a similar bore, but filled with spirit of wine, and having a small thread of
glass a, about half an inch in length, immersed in the
As the
fluid, is also placed in a horizontal position.
temperature diminishes, and the spirit sinks in the
tube, it is found that the surface of the liquid does not
pass the glass index, but carries it along with it,
though when an increase of temperature again takes
?>1ace, and the spirit rises in the tube, the index is
ctt behind at the lowest point to which the liquid had
sunk.
To prepare the instruments for a new observation, they are both inclined so as to bring the index
in each to the surface of the liquid, when they are
again placed in a horizontal position.
In referring to
these instruments in the course of this article, we shall
denominate the lirst a maximum, and the last a minimum
thermometer. For a more particular account of the
method of constructing these, and othcn of the same

F'g- S-

kind, see the article TiicnMOMtTKR.
In ascertaining the temperature of the atmosphere, Sourcea of
by raeanf of the thermometer, it is of great importance Tallacy lo
Ruardrd
to attend to tite situation of the indrument.
It ought
to be placed so as to be in the shade, not only at the e*>">t 'n
time of ob«ervation, but during the whole day, and at fH^.V""
tuch a distance from surrounding ol)jects, as not to be meter lo
affected by any changes in their temperature.
We mcicorolohave repeatedly found that the reflection of the sun's gical purray* from an opposite wall, though at the distance of ?<"*••
50 feet, and where there was a free circulation of air,
has raised the thermometer several degrees higher than
the actual temperature of the atmosphere.
have
also found, that of two thermometers, graduated with
the greatest care, and separated only by a thin bar of
wood ; the one on the upper side ol the bar, from be*
ing more expoaed to the sky than the other, has sometime*, during a clear night, stood several degrees
lower.
In meteorologica] observations, therefore, the
thermometer should be screened from the sky, as well
as from the reflection of the sun's rays.
The bulb too
should be exposed naked ; and if it is accidentally
wetted, it ought to be wiped dry before making an observation, otherwise it will indicate a lower temperature than it ought to do, from the influence of evaporation.
In consequence of not attending to these
sources of fallacy, we suspect tliat many of Uie meteorological tables that have been published, cannot be relied on as affording an accurate view of the temper»ture of the atmosphere.
The Jiarumrler, we have already *tated, is an instru- Of iht b*.
ment employed for measuring the changes that take romtier.
place in the weight of the atmosphere.
The princ pie
upon which it is constructed may be explained by a
very familiar example.
If a tube, open at both ends,
with a piston exactly fitted to it, have it* lower extremity to which the piston has been previously pushed
down, immerted iit water> on drawing up the piston.

^
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and continue to do so till it
rises to the height of about 33 feet.
The same thing
will take place if the tube be immersed in mercury,
with this difference, that the mercury will ascend only
to about the height of 30 inches.
The effect in both
cases is produced by the weight of the atmosphere.
By drawing up the piston, the pressure of that weight
is removed from the portion of the fluid immediately
imder it, while it continues to be exerted on the sur-

Mettorolo- the
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water will follow

it,

face of all the rest.
The liquid is therefore forced up
into the tube, till the column be of such a height as to
balance the weight of the atmosphere.
If a glass tube
of convenient length, and open at one end, be filled
with mercury, and then inverted perpendicularly into
a basin of mercury, so that the open end may be
tjnder the surface, the mercury will sink down from
the upper extremity, and stand at the point to which
it would have risen, had a piston been employed as
stated above.
In this form it constitutes a barometer,
and the changes of weight which the atmosphere undergoes, are indicated by the rising and falling of the
mercury in the tube. To measure these variations, a
scale may be placed parallel with the tube, and divided into inches and decimals, beginning at the surface
It is obvious, however,
Inaccuracy of the mercury in the basin.
in the com- that if the scale be fixed, when the mercury sinks in
mon baro- the tube, the surface of that in the basin must rise in
meter.
proportion to the relative width of the basin and the
tube, and consequently stand higher than the commencement of the scale ; and in like manner, when the
mercury rises in the tube, the surface of that in the
basin must sink, and stand lower than the beginning
Methods
In the one case therefore the mercury in
of the scale.
employed
the tube will stand at a higher, and in the other at a
for correct-'

ing

it.

it ought to do.
This inaccuracy is
by making the basin very wide relatively to the tube, but -still more effectually by constructing it in such a manner that the surface of the
mercury in the basin may be raised or depressed to the

lower point than

in part removed,

commencement of the

scale.
In general a portion only of the scale is divided, viz. from the twenty-seventh
to the tiiirty-first inch, reckoning from the surface of
the mercury in the basin, because these are found to be
See
the ordinary limits of the barometrical range.

Bauometeh.
Situation of
It is hardly necessary to observe, that the barometer,
the baroJp order to indicate correctly the weight of the atmo-

meter

to be
«aboi^
into
taken intrt

account in
recording
its

indica-

tions.

sphere, should be placed in a perpendicular position.
I
f
It should also have a thermometer attached to it, to be
observed at the same time with the barometer itself, as
the length of the column of mercury is affected not
only by the pressure, but also, though in a much
smaller degree, by the temperature of the atmosphere.
Thus, if the barometer at the temperature of 32** stands
at 30 inches, it would, under the same pressure at the
temperature of 62°, stand at one-tenth above 30 inches.

Till,

The
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elevation of the place where the barometer is situated, is also necessary to be taken into the account.
When carried upwards, the mercury is found to sink
in the tube at the rate of about one-tenth of an inch
for every 90 feet of ascent, (see Pneumatics) and consequently no comparison can be instituted between observations of the barometer at different places, unless
the heights of these places be accurately ktiown.
Several plans have been proposed, and attempts
Self-registering baro- made, to construct a self- registering barometer, for re.
meter.
cording the greatest elevations and depreAsions of the
mercury, in the absence of the observer. The contrivances are abundantly simple, but they are all liable

same objection, that by increasing the friction, Mcteorolothey diminish the dehcacy of the instrument, thereby
gyrendering it unfit for indicating minute changes in the '^^'V™*'
pressure of the atmosphere.
The simplest, and perhaps the best contrivance of this sort hitherto proposed,
is described in our article Baiiometeb.
For representations of different forms of the barometer, see Plates
LIII. and LIV.
An improved portable barometer, or rather a substi- Adie's
tute for that instrument, has lately been invented by sympieMr. Adie of this place, which we shall shortly describe "ome'er*
in the words of the inventor himself, as stated in the
patent.
The principle of the instrument, which Mr.
Adie has denominated a Si/mplesomcter, consists in
measuring the weight of the atmosphere by the comp
pression of a gaseous column.
It consists of a tube of ^^^,^
glass ABCD, (Fig. 4.) of about 18 inches long, and 0.7 Fig. 4.
of an inch diameter inside, terminated above by a bulb
D, and having the lower extremity bent upward, and
expanding into an oval cistern A, open at top. The
bulb
at the upper extremity being filled with hydrogen gas, and a part of the cistern A and tube BC with
almond oil, coloured with anchusa root, the enclosed
gas, by changing its bulk according to the pressure of
the atmosphere on the oil in the cistern, produces a
corresponding elevation or depression of the oil in the
tube, thereby indicating the variations in the weight
of the atmosphere. The scale for measuring these
changes is determined by placing the instrument
along with an accurate barometer and thermometer^
in an apparatus where the air may be condensed or rarified, so as to make the barometer stand at 27, 28, 29,
The differ30, or any other given number of inches.
ent heights of the oil in the tube of the sympiesometer
corresponding to these points being marked on its scale
EF, and the spaces between being divided into an
hundred parts, these divisions correspond with hundredths of an inch, on the scale of the mercurial barometer.
To correct the error that would arise from the
change produced in the gas by a change of tempera-

to the

D

ture,

the principal scale

EF

is

made

to slide

upon

another GH, so graduated, as to represent that change,
and corresponding to the degrees of a common thermometer IK attached to the instrument. In this state,
the rule for using the instrument is simply to observe
the temperature by the thermometer, and to set the
index a which is upon the sliding scale, opposite to the
degree of temperature upon the fixed scale, then the
height of the oil, as indicated on the sliding scale, will
be the pressure of the air required. The sliding scale
EF is moved by means of the knob L. We shall have
occasion in another part of this article to notice the indications of the sympiesometer, as compared with
See the Edinburgh
those of the common barometer.
Philosophic al Journal, vol.

The Hygrometer

i.

p. 54.

an instrument of great import- Of the hyance in meteorology, as indicating changes in the hu- grometer.
midity of the atmosphere. The idea of this instrument seems to have been first suggested by the expansions and contractions which animal and vegetable
substances are observed to undergo, when exposed to
We find accordingly
different degrees of moisture.
that a great proportion of the hygrometers hitherto employed, have consisted of one or other of these substances, and though some of them are susceptible of
great delicacy, they are all radically defective, inasmuch as the frequent changes to which they are exposed must in time produce a partial derangement in
tlie texture of the substances, and consequently their
is

i
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The only Iiygrometer
indications become inaccurate.
that we think deserving the attention of meteorologists,
is that delicate instrument the thermoscope <it' Count
Rumtorii, or the differential thermometer of Mr. Leslie.
Tni« linsirument has already been described, and its
superiority to every other pointed out, in the article
Hyorometrv,
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not yet so perfect as to be incapable
of farther iraproveraent, and we have therefore to propose a medihcation of it, which we conceive is better
adapted to the purposes of meteorology. In the course
of oar obsenrstions, we had long felt that a self-regis- meu in the absemct of the obtervtr.
To find the greatest degree of moisture, another in- Plat*
ttmg hygrometer was still a desideratum ; and though
iccuxxir.
struroent is to be employed, which i» represented in
it readily occurred to us th.it the differential thermomeThe only tliffcrence between this and the fig. 6.
Fig. fi.
ter might ea-sily be constmcted, so as to mark the greatformer is, tliat the air in the two bulbs is to l>e so adest dryness in the absence of the observer, there appeared to be some difficulty in making it to register the justed, that when they are at the same temperature the
greatest rooistare.
Both these objects are completely liquid may stand near the extremity C, the distance beaccomplished bj the following simple coatnvance, twcen C and. zero being a little more than the length
which, as far as we know, is the first attempt of the of the index a, and the bulb B is to be covered as
kind that has hitherto been made. We have already was in the former. The scale is graduated as before.
When the iaatnnMnt iaa^osted and exposed, evaaub itlil it to the public through the medium of
Bl
wood's Magaxine, (No. ti.) though wc do not poration goes on ttam tfw lurnoe of B, and the liquid
know that it has yet been adojKed in any luo twit agi- of course moves towartts D but when the evaporation
xJiroiniahes, the liquid is again forced back towards C
ai observations.
tobe,
(Fig. 5- ) such as is oommonlr used for till it arrives at the index a, and abeuld the evaporating
tn ictiog a *elf-regtsUring thermometer, u bent up- energy, or dryness of the air, still continue to diniinmh,
C
waids at C and D, and tcraamates in a bulb A. Into the index itself is then carried towards sero till the eraporation be at its minimum.
The liquid then becomes
thia bulb is introduced a portion of sulphuric acid, suficient to fill the tube and a small part of the bulb ; and statkxury; and though it sfaoold afterwards nuiunt
•long with the acid a small bit of glass a, of such a dia- higher, in consequence of an increased evaporation, still
letar as to move eatily in the tube when the imtrument the index remains at the lowest point to which the liis hiTCfted.
To the extremity I) another bulb B is at- quid had sunk, thus marking ilte nunimmm ofdn/nrtt in
tadied ; and tl>e air contained in both bolbs is so ad- Ike aktemct oj the ohtetrer. In both cases, as in the orijostod, that when they are at the same temperature the
ginal ten «>f the hygrometer, the covered bulb it to be
liq«d stands aft a point near the eitrrmity I), and which kept eaotiaaally ntoist with water, conveyed to it by
is marked
on the attached seale EF. If the temper, filaaMMa af fioee silk from an acljoining vessel.
ature of the bulb B be now incnascd, or, which pro- shall afkarwavda have occasion to notice the advantages
duces th« MOW flOoet, if that of A bt diaajaiihsd, iho of tlw t v ten of the hygraoiater.
pa«tianofiir1ailMn|iparfnt of tho balb win eoo.
In onr actaerotqgical obeervations. we have been The indicatiMl, whib tbak cwntainad in B will aspand in tho
far aevml years to employ two delicate «ion» "f ihe
SHM anyHhin,
tiM lii|aid will of course lie forced
instead of a hygrometer, and find tJut h>i!""ne<tr
Crooi
towards C, the difTcrenei of tamperature being Uicy not only answer the same purpose, but have the ?"''1"|^
indicated npon tho scale in digrwa, coch of which, ac- additional advantage of showing tlie ab^olute as well as ^!^"„,
^f
oordi^f to the graduation adopted by Mr. Leslie, is the the relative temperatures of the two bulbs. The iher- iw„ (herthwiawiillh part of the dilTerence between the tempera- mometers are of such a range as to admit reading off muineur*.
tmea of tkmeaing and boiling water. Tlw diiiiioiii of the tenth of a centigrade tlegrce, which corresponds
r.wMegheabeeneriltdrtie iiffhifi if, aaybe with a degree of Leslie's scale. The bulb of one of
I.et the bnlb
be aunwi Dded with them is covered with silk kept constantly moist, and
while the tMtnMWBt it placed in an atthe dilfcrence of temperature lietween the two, expressof any higlier l
ilHii, say 50* of Fah- ed in tenths of s centigrade degree, gives the height of
let the peiM be nvked at which the lithe hygroraieter by the millesimal scale.
enary. TiM distatoe betweai sera
Of the ElettnmHer as a meteorological instrument, it Or ih« «lecthia miat, hi the ease supposed, will be 1 8* of is unneceaeary to say much.
It has never yet been re- trometer.
ev MXT of the millennial (>cale, and that gularly ebsaisad eaoept for a limited period, nor is it
beiag divided into an hundred equal parts, likely to be ao soon. Our readers will find a full acwin giM the gradoatien raouired. The divisions may count of the various electrometers at present knoim
be
beyond lOO" if necessary, but in this clu under the article Electricity, with the results of obaale a
nage will seldom be rer{iiire<l.
servations made by some of the most delicate of these
To prapare the instrument for observation, it only instruments. The difficulty of construction, as well as
reinaiaa to aavar the bulb A with silk, and nidatin it,
the wsnt of a determinate scale by which to measure
taking can that like two bulbs ho as nearly as poaaJMe the intensity of atmospherical electricity, presents an
of the aawe eel a iir . The index, or small bit of glass obstacle tu the general uae of the electrometer, which
m, iathea toba IwBught to the surface of the hquiJ, by
we are aflraid will net soon be surmounted, though the

however, 'hat
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depressing the extremity D, and the instrument to be
exposed in a horizontal position. As the evaporation
from the surface of the bulb A goes on, the air within
contracts, from the depression of temperature produced
by the evaporation ; and the liquid is forced from D towanls C by the elasticity of the air in B, carrying with
Wlien the evaporation has reached its
it the index a.
maximum, the liquid as well as the index becomes stationary ; but should the process of evaporation diminish, the liquid will a^^ain move towards D, while the
index is left behind, thus marking tlie maximum oj dry-
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discovery of such an instrument on simple and accurate
principles, could hardly fail greatly to extend the boundaries of meteorological science.
Tiiat science indeed
must always be in an imperfect state, so lonp; as we
have not the means of measuring the effects of the most
active of all agents in the production of atmospherical

phenomena.
Of the anC'
nometer.

The only other instruments connected with meteorology which we shall at present notice, are the Anemometer, Rain-gage, and Atmomeler. The anemometer, or
instrument for measuring the velocity of the wind, has
already been treated of under that article, where its
various forms have been fully described.
Of these,
Lind's is perhaps the most convenient, though Leslie's
is unquestionably the most philosophical.
The former
measures the force of the wind by the height to which
it raises a column of water in a bent tube, as indicated
by an attached scale.
table shewing the velocity of
the wind, corresponding to various heights in the column, is given at the end of the article Anemometer,
from which it appears, that when the velocity does not
exceed six miles an hour, the elevation of the water is
so small as to render it impossible to ascertain the precise height of the column without the help of a vernier,
a contrivance of which the nature of the instrument
hardly admits.
have found, indeed, from experience, that it is quite impracticable with this instrument
to determine the velocity of the wind with any thing
like accuracy, unless it amounts to about 1 1 miles an
hour, or what Lind calls a fresh breeze.
Leslie's
Leslie's anemometer is founded on the principle, that
anemooie- the cooling power of a stream
of air is proportional to
«er.
its velocity.
It consists simply of a common spirit of
wine thermometer having a pretty large bulb ; and the
force of the wind is deduced by an easy calculation, (see
Anemometer,) from the time which it takes to cool
through half the number of degrees which it had been
previously raised by the heat of the hand.
The result
thus obtained, we have found in a great many instances
to coincide almost exactly with that given by Lind, according to Hutton's calculations ; the coincidence being
always closest when the wind was so high as to admit
of Lind's anemometer being accurately observed. It is
to be regretted that the instrument has hitherto been

A

We

so seldom used.
The Pliwimiter, or rain-gage, for ascertaining the
depth of rain that falls on any given spot, is variously
gage.
fitted up ; but we shall confine ourselves to the description of one which we have used for many years,
and which appears to us as simple, and at the same
Plate
ccclxxiv. time as accurate, as any that we have yet seen. It consists of a copper funnel AB, (Fig. 7,) five inches in diFig. T.
ameter at top, and inserted into a tube
of the same
metal thirty inches in length, and one and a half in diameter, furnished with a stop cock
at the lower end.
It is examined every morning at ten o'clock, and if any
raio has fallen during the preceding 24 hours, it is measured by letting it off through the stop-cock into FG,
a glass tube of .5 of an inch in diameter, with an attached scale of inches and tenths.
By this means the
rain that falls on a circular area of 5 inches in diameter
is collected on an area of .5 of au inch, so that inches
and tenths of water in the tube, correspond to hundredths and thousandths of an inch of rain on the surface of the ground.

Of the rain-

CD

E

Imperfection of the
instru-

ment-

To

prevent waste by evaporation, the communicabetween the funnel and the copper tube is made
very narrow. The upper edge, or rim of the funnel, is
also turned upwards from the inclined direction of the
tion

under

part, so as to stand perpendicular, the better to Meteoroloprevent the rain that falls within the gage from being
gXthrown over after striking against the interior. In ^^"V™*^
some rain-gages, the rim is inclined a little from the
perpendicular inwards. This we conceive to be wrong,
as part of the rain that falls on the outside of the inclined rim may thus be thrown into the gage, which
will consequently indicate a greater quantity than it
ought to do. After all, however, the rain-gage is but
an imperfect instrument. It gives only an approximation to the depth of rain in any case, and of small quantities it gives no indication at all, owing to the loss by
evaporation before passing from the funnel into the
tube.
It is hardly necessary to remark, that the upper
edge of the funnel ought to be parallel to the horizon,
and that the instrument should be placed at a distance
from any object that might screen it from the rain.
The Aimometcr, or as it is sometimes called the evapo- Of the atromeler, for measuring thequantity of water evaporated moroeter.
in any given time, is an instrument which has not till
lately been brought to any great degree of perfection.
circular basin of uniform width from top to bottom, filled with water, is the simplest form of the instrument
and the quantity evaporated may be very accurately ascertained by means of a graduated glass tube, similar
to that described above, for measuring the depth of
rain.
There are several difficulties, however, attending
the use of the instrument, which render it a very uncertain indication of the absolute quantity evaporated.
If it be exposed freely to the sun and wind, the heat
acquired by the vessel itself will rapidly promote evaporation ; and if the basin be kept nearly full, as it
ought to be, the water will be agitated, and thrown
over by the wind. Nor do we conceive, even though
this last accident were guarded against, that the result
would be either satisfactory or important. If the object of the atmometer be to ascertain the dissolving
power of the air, it may be accomplished by placing
the basin in a sheltered situation as well as if it were
freely exposed, and if the quantity evaporated from the
ground be required, the simplest and the most accurate
method is that adopted by Dalton, as explained under
the article Evaeobation.
An atmometer, upon a very simple principle, was Leslie's atsome years ago constructed by Mr. Leslie, It consists of mometer.
a ball of porous earthenware two or three inches in diameter, into which is inserted a glass tube, so graduated that the quantity of water contained between two
divisions of the tube, would cover the outer surface of
the ball to the depth of one thousandth part of an inch.
The ball and tube being filled with water, the top of
the latter is covered with a brass cap, which by means
of a screw and collar of leather is made quite air-tight,
and the instrument is suspended out of doors, freely
exposed to the wind. In this state the humidity exudes
through the surface of the ball just as fast as it evaporates, and the descent of the column in the tube inAs the pressure of
dicates the quantity evaporated.
the atmosphere is, in a great measure, removed by the
tightness of the collar, the water is prevented from passing through the ball so quickly as to drop, while tlie
space which it leaves empty at the top is occupied by
the very minute stream of air which is imbibed by the
moisture on the outside, and may be seen rising through
the water in the tube.
The instrument is very simple, but we have found, Inapplicafrom numerous trials, that it is totally useless for a con- b'e to metinned series of observations. The obvious impossibi- teorological
lity of using it in frosty weather is itself an insuperable P"""?"*""
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objection ; but there i« another which renders it equalThough a
ly unsatisfactory at all seasons of the year.
portion of air, as we have already remarked, is imbibed by the humid surface of the ball, and rises into
the part of the tube from which the water has subsided,
it is in so small a quantity as to exert very little presaure on the surface of the water. The consequence is,
that during a shower, the rain that falls on the surface
of the ball is forced into the interior, so that the water again rise* in the tube ; and though the elasticity
of the air above must at length counteract this process,
it is still sufficient to render the indications of the instrument altogether uncertain. A.-t a proof of this, we
•hall mention one instance among several others that
might be stated. On an evening of a ilry summer day,
the water in the tube of the atmometer stood at 100*.
During the night there was a heavy fall of rain, and
next morning the surface of the liquid was as high as
15°.
This fact, we apprehend, is decisive as to the
meriU of the instrument. Mr. Leslie haa shewn in his
treatise on the relations of air to beat and moisture,
that it may be successfully applied to various important
the arts, and in certain circumstances to
purposes
meteorological researches ; but it is totally unfit for
measuring the quantity of evaporation during an interval of any considerable length.
Since writing the abovr, we have received from the
friend to whose hygrometrical researches we shall frequently have occMion to refer in the course of this article, a description of an Atmometer which he has lately invented, and which is undoubtedly the simplest a«
well as the moat ingenious instrument of the kind
It consists of a bent' glass tube,
hitherto propo^.
ABCDEF, (Fig. 8.) of .ufficient width to adroit of a
liquid moving easily from one part to another, and
swelling out into the bulb* BC and EF.
into this
tube at A IS introduced a quantity of alcohol, which,
after being conveyed into the bulb or wider tube EF,
i« thrown into a state of ebullition, and while the steam
i* issuing from A, the tube is there hcrmrtically sealed,
•o that the air is completely expelled from the space
ABCDE. The bulb BC' is then covere<l with moistened silk or paper, and the instrument freely espoaed.
In consequence of the pressure of the air being remoTed from the surface of the alcohol in the bulb EF,
• portion of that liquid paaaet into vapour, and occupiee the empty part of tlie tube.
Were the whole of
initniment at the same temperature, this process
indeed would quickly be atopt by the prcaaure of the
vanwr itself on the
of me aloonol ; but a* the
bulb BC has its temperature rrtiured by the external
evaporation from the moistened silk or paper, the vapour which rises from EF is there condensed, and runs
down in a liquid state into the tube AO. This distillatioa goes on more or lesa rapidly, according to the
degree of cold induced upon the bti^h BC ; that is, in
proportion to the external e^
and conseauently, the quantity of liquid)
-I in the tube
is a measure of that evaporatmn.
\\ hen the atmosphere is complrc4; saturated with moisture, or when
the evaporation cra*ef, the temperature of
will be
the same as that of any other pert of the tube, and the
distillation therefore, for the reason already stated, will
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evaporating basin, and tljat the quantity evaporated Mcieoroiosyfrom the latter in a given time, as determined either
•
by weight or measurement, is found to be one-tenth of
an inch, while the alcohol distilled by the former in
to the depth of one
the same time, fills the tube
inch ; then the scale being divided into inches and
tenths, will indicate tenths and hundredths of an inch
By increasing the proportion between
of evaporation.
the diameters of EF and AB, the quantity of evaporation may be measured to any degree of minuteness reIn using the instrument, the tube EF is to
quired.
be sheltered from rain by enclosing it in a case or cover, to prevent its temperature being reduced below
that of the atmosphere by subsequent evaporation, and
the bulb BC is to be kept constantly moist by means
of a small cup containing water attached to the tube
immediately below it, the silk or paper being in contact with the water, or from an adjoining vessfl, as in the
case of the hygrometer.
The instrument is placed in a
vertical po»ition, and is prepared for a new observation by inverting it, so that the distilled alcohol may
be conveyed back to the tube EF.
It is to he hoped
that this beautiful and ingenious contrivanc<>, will soon
meet with that reception among meteorologists, to
which its merits so well entitle it. The instrument has
already been constructed, and is lound to possess the
utinoit delicacy.
It is probable that it may, in time,
tu^iersede the use even of the hygrometer.

AB

Application of Mtleonlogkat InttrumenU.

In considering the application of meteorological in- To deter•truments. and the discoveriek to which tliey have led, <«•"' ')<•
we stiall follow the same order that we have ob.ervetl "'"'" "^™"
Fif. e.
in explaining their nature and priiciplet.
The fimt '^"'"" "'
olijectof inquiry, indeed, and one which of all other* ..[j,''^'^"'
has engaged the at-.ention of philowphers, is the roe- important
thoti of determining the average or mean temperature probirm in
of the atmosphere at any given place.
The solution mcieoroloof this problem is oufficiently interesting in itself, but S^*
it has become still more so from the other important
questions which it involves.
It is intimately connecte<l with the determination of the law that regulates the
dmtribution of best over difftrent climstes, and it is
only by accurately ascertaining the mean temperatiire
of a place at different and disUnt periods, that we can
ever hope to solve the question which has been so
much agiU'.ed of late, whether the temperature of this
country, or o( the globe in general, is increasing, sta«
tionary, or diminishing.
shall therefore consider
the subject at as great length as our limits will permit.
The most accurate method of ascerUining the mean Dlfflculiy
temperature of any place, is to note the thermometer or»olving
at the end of every indefinitely chort interval, add all '• »ccuratethe temperatures together, and divide the amount by 'J'
the number of observations. The quotient will give
the average or mean temperature for the day, month,
year, or any other period during which the observations were continuecf, and the shorter the intervals, the
more accurate will he the result This methtxl, however, being for obvious reasons impracticable, various
expedients have been proposed for approximating to the
alio cease.
mean by a less laborious induction of fact*. Indeed,
The measure of evaporation thus found, is expressed the necessity of limiting the number of observations to
ICfadoation
|«(tb<tcaic. in inches and decimal* of an inch, by means of an attwo or three in the course
twenty-four hours, ha*
tached scale GH. the diviaions of which are determin- been almost universally admitted
for however desir;
cd by experiment.
Suppose, for example, that the able it might be to have them uken more frequently,
inttrtiment is exposed in lunikr drcuiiutances with an few arc foutid to possets
either leisure or patience for
VOL. XIV, P.VHT I.
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This remark must be understood as applyso.
ing only to the thertnometers that have hitherto been
employed, for it is possible that a method may yet be
discovered of finding the true mean temperature of any
given interval, with the greatest precision. Such a
method indeed has actually been proposed by Dr.
Brewster, by means of an instrument which he denominates an ATMospnEi'icAL clock, and of which a
It was
short account will be found under that article.
again noticed under the article barometer, to which,
as well as to the hygrometer, the principle is equally

Meteorolo-

Method
proposed
bv Dr.
Brewster
the most
accurate-

doing

characters of different years, at the respective places of
observatior\ ; but unless it can be shown tiiat their resuits approach all equally near to the true mean, tliey
furnish no assistance that can be relied on, towards the
solution of the important meteorological question. What
is the difference between the mean temperatures of
two places on the surface of the globe ?
It might natvirally have been expected, that after the
invention of the self- registering thermometer, these
difl'erences in meteorological registers would have disap)5eared, and that whatever opinions individuals might
entertain, as to the best hours for observing the actual
state of the thermometer, they would at least record

applicable.
From ttie friction that must necessarily
take place in such an instrument, the extremes might not
perhaps be recorded with the same accuracy as by a delicate self-registering thermometer ; but there seems to
be no reason to doubt, that it would give the average
of alt the changes of temperature, pressure and moisture,
As the Atmospherical
with the greatest accuracy.
Clock, however, has not yet been generally used,
•we must still inquire how the problem in question
may be most accurately solved by the instruments
described in the preceding part of this article. The

gy.

^""Y"""^

Importance
of self-re.
gis'ering

ihermome'"'^'

the maximum and minimum temperatures of every
twenty-four hours. This, indeed, has in many cases
been done, and has already contributed not a little to
give a precision and accuracy to the subject which it
did not before possess.
Still, however, the use of
these instruments has been more limited, and the results of their indications less attended to, than could
have been wished. There seems to be a propensity
too, among certain philosophers, to undervalue these
results, arising perhaps from the difficulty which they
find in reconciling them with certain preconceived
notions and favourite theories of their own.
It may
be worth while therefore to inquire, upon what principle the mean of any two observations can be considered as a nearer approximation to the true mean of the
twenty-four hours, than that of the maximum and mi-

only question therefore at present is, at what hours of the
dayandnight ought the observations of the thermometer
to be made, so as to give the nearest possible approximation to the mean temperature of the whole twenty- four
hours.

For a considerable time after the thermometer came
into general use, little attention seems to have been
vations in
paid to the hours of observation, nor are they very rigeneral not
gidly adiiered to, even by meteorologists of the pretn be deIt is no uncommon thing to see in registers
pended on. sent day.
Meteorolo-

gical obser-

i

nimum

of the same period.
indeed pretend to demonstrate, that the Fallacy of
mean temjorature of any two or three given hours does assuming
not coincide with or approach very near to the true ^ «™P<'"
mean of tlie whole day and night ; but it must be ob- g^y „iycn
vious, we think, that their agreement can be known hoiir as the
only when the latter has been otherwise and accurately mean tcmdetermined.
Suppose, for example, that the mean perature of
temperature at any two hours, as eight in the morning ''''
and two in the afternoon, has been found by regular
observations continued for a series of years to be 50**,
what grounds have we to conclude that 50 is the true
mean temperature of that place, unless it was previously known to be so, or without assuming as found, the
very point which the observations themselves are intended to discover ? It is not enough that we can assign plausible reasons of a theoretical nature, for sup.
posing that it must be either exactly or nearly the true
mean. The whole is a matter of experiment; and
though we may have determined with the utmost precision what is the mean temperature of any given hour
or hours, it still remains to be proved Vt-hether that
agrees or disagrees with the true mean temperature of
the day. We are disposed therefore to place very little
faith in many of the opinions tliat are advanced, and
the sweeping conclusions that are drawn, on this in-

We cannot

the state of the thermometer, morning and evening,
without specifying at what hour of cither the observation M'as made ; or when the time is mentioned, to find
Such
it an hour earlier or later one day than another.
registers may serve to gratify the curiosity of the individuals who keep them, but it is obvious they can add
Their
little to our stock of meteorological knowledge.
results may accidentally approach to the mean temperatures of the places where they arc respectively observed, but we have no certainty of their doing so, and
in as far as they have hitherto been employed as data
on which to found any theory whatever, they are
worse than useless.

^^

But the same objections are in part applicable, we
Cannot be
compared suspect, to not a few even of those registers in which
with one the observ.itions have been uniformly made at certain
Hnotber.
In some we find the hours of obhours of the day.
servation six in the morning and noon, in others eight
in the morning and two in the afternoon, in others
nine in the morning and three in the afternoon, according to the convenience or particular opinions of
the observers. In short, we seldom find two registers
kept at the same hours, nor are the number of ohserBy some, one is considered
vations always the same.
as sufficient, provided it be made at the hour when,
according to their theory, the temperature of the day
is about its mean, while others observe two, three, or
even four times during the twenty-four hours. Now,
without pretending to decide on the merits of the various hours of observation, or to determine which of
them are most likely to give the nearest approximation
to the true mean temperature, it must be obvious to
every body, who is in the least degree acquainted with
the fluctuations that are perpetually taking place in
the temperature of the atmosphere, that such registers
can admit of no comparison with one another. They
juay afford a tolerably accura e view of the relative

Afeteoroi

teresting subject.
We have been lately told, for example, on the authority of Humboldt, that tlie mean,
or half the sum of the maximum and minimum observed during the day and night, or through the summer Sunset reand winter, does not represent the true mean tempera- commend,
ture
and that between the parallels of 46° and 48°,
^jy^b^y
the thermometer at sunset indicates nearly the medium ^^ ji,g ||,
temperature of the day. Now, in all this, it is obvious- for asceis
ly taken for granted, that the true mean temperature taining t)l
had been accurately ascertained by means independent true me
both of the maximum and minimum, and of the tcm- tciripera-i

—

'

perature at sunset

;

and the question therefore

how was it determined ?
As we have not had an opportunity

still

re-

curs,
,

of examining

""

j
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this opinion is said to be
solution of the questiMi
the
a<'
but if llie abridgment ol it
;
i„
givcii ia Ihomion's Annals can be depended on, it apis
pears that the principle on which tJiat opinion re»U
a gratuitous assumption. The words of the

Mfteorolo- the orijfinal paper, in
(7-

A gratiutoui «••

umpiioib

"

.

1817.

which

we cannot ^ive
IS own words

45.5
Mean of the 3 annual extremes
45.4
niontlily extremes
Mian of the
Mean of the 30' extremes for each 10 days 45.4
4ti.l
Mean of tbe 363 daily extremes .
.

1'-'

.

.

.

merely

" By comparing a great num»)er
bridgcr are these
of ob*erv»tions made between 4&' and 45>*, N. latitude,
we find that at tlie hour of sunset the temperature is
rery nearly the mean of that at tunriig and I ao hours
The amount therefore of Humbohli's di»aller noon."
oovery is aimply this: Thai tlie temperature at sunset
agrees «'.or« nearly with the mean of sunrise and two
hours after noon, than it does with the mean of the maximum and minimum observed during the day and night;
but it do«« not necessarily follow that it agrees with
the tnie mean temperature of the (l.iv. It «ci mi doubt.
:

These resulU, we think, furnish satisfactory evidence AdTsntathat the mean teropt'rature derived from observing tlie *"j°[''*:
*
daily extremes, cannot be far from coinciding with the ^"[i '"fj^l
that
granting
true mean of the whole year ; but even
,„„,e^
it were otherwise, tliere are still arguments enough to
demonstrate that Uie.se extremes ought to l>e recorded,

any other observations. In determining the law which regulates tbe distribution of heat
over the globe, we must be guided entirely by experiment, ("slctilations of the quantity of heat whicli is
communicated to the earth in a given lime, by the diIrawany rect action of the sun's rays, or of the efict-ts pro<luced
v.lietlicr Humboldtt
fi:
t<^ llie
In the paper
111..- .-^ -.wioo.
by the constant interchange of warmer and colder por:n»e and tions of the atmosphere, between one region and anoreason asdgncd for maktoc obscrva!
- at these
ther, may l>e sufTicicntly amusing ; but we shall look
two ho<irs after noon, is, that the tei
boon are considered as indicating the maximum and in vain to sucli calculations fur the discovery of a law,
minimum. !' ^ "l^o ttated, that if, besides the maxU which, as we have every reason to believe, is affected
3 middle obaepratian bt taken, it
tnum and n
by so many ditturlnng causes, and modified by such a
or live hours ftvtn either of the variety of drcumstanoes. Tbe combined efiects of all
should be mi .....
otbers ; but that, upon the whole, Me Imo oUtrtatiou* these can be diacoveivd only bjr coUecting the resnIu
" "•rtfieralmitM mill give us mart corrtet rtof observations in varioas situ.>.tions, and under differof the ' ''
daily
iiy <extremes thcrrlore that IlumNor is it enough that these observations
tulls.
sot latilinhs
ill, as t!ie standard by which to
bokit UlUl.:
havt been carefully and regulnrly nuule. liefore thev
nprrature of any other hour ap- can be employed as the fuumlation of any theory, it
judge how
-A if he has rccoOBiendproaches to
must be ascertained that they were made under similar
a single observation, it circumMances.
To compare the mean temperatures of
•d miir fixr<
pect, of abridgMg the two different places, which have been deduced from
it rather wim a vnw, »
labour, tl.an of aflurdin;; a more correct result. Sadl observations w.tde at different hours, is to compare
abridgment is certainly desirable, but we an dis* quantities that do not admit of comparison, and which,
pwiarl to daubt whether it is at present attainable in
tor any thing we know, msy bear very different relaTbe idflnoB tions to the true means of these places. Now, Uie
the case of meteonih^cal observations.
is still in a ooodition that raquirea a copious induction
great advantage of recording, in all cases, the maxiof facts ; and there ia reason therefore to apprehend, mum and minimum of the day and niglit, wou'd be,
that in proportion as we diminish the numt>cr of ob. that every meteorological register would siicak the
•trrfltiaaa, we sacrifice accuracy to simplicity, and subsame language, nnd put us in possession of the same
atitnt* tbrary for experiment.
Even if they did not give us the true
physical fact.
Our readers will perceive, tram these remarks, that mean tefn|)eratures of the res{icctive places where they
M(in of
we arc inclined to consider the mean of the dady ex- are kept, (though, as we have already seen, their relh« daily
tremes, a4 approaching nearer than that of any other sults would approxinvtie to these qiwntities,) still the
tiirrmo
apprcMcfam observation*, to the true mean tcmperatore of any
term mean temperature, which at present is u«ed by
I.] iba iriM
fi««n place; and the grounds of this opinion appear every observer to denote the annual average of his obn>«aa laow
Were the ac- servations, at whatever hours they may have been
axoeedingly simple and ol>viou<.
to
pamorsk
toal temperature observed st very short intervals, say made, woultl have a definite and distinct meaning, exevarr half hour during the day and night, through the pressing, in all cases, the middle point of the tliermowhole year. tl»e mean of all the observations would mctrical range during certain periods. Till sonic such
undoabtedlv give a very near approximation to the unifonnity be established among meteorolo;,'ists, the
true annual mean; but it would obviously be still multiplication of regi.oters will serve but little to exnearer, if, instead of tlic-.e. the extremes of every hour tend the Itounilaries of this liranch of science.
tir sum taken as the mean of
were markr<l, a:
For the reasons now stated, we arc not disposed to Mayer's
the hour. The Uliiod, indeed, would be equalplace so much confidence as many have done, in the rorinuia
did the tt-mperature of the atmosphere theorem given by Mayer, for determining the mean "nnot be
ly
'.terruptioii in its progress from one extreme
sii..
temperature of any piven latitude at tiie level of the '""'"'«<* oa
to the other ; but liable as it is to frequent fluctiuitions, sea.
We jIo not inJcetl <juarrel with it because it is J'T!!'*'*
the w^' • r..i.'il)|e method of approximating to a cor- avowadiy empirical, for it is only from experiment
these, is to note the extremes at short
rect e
that 0iy satisfactory rule on the subject can be deduc..«:
interv..9.
sane reasoning will apply, in some ed but we entertain very considerable doubts as to
degree, to intervals of a greater length, though it may tlte accuracy of the observations on which it is foundnaturally be supposed, tlut, in proportion as these are e<l.
We have already seen, that, from the diversity of
extended, the result will be less accurate. We have opinion tliat still exists respecting the best time for obfm:"
— ever, front actud observation, that the dif. serving the temperature of the atmo^jihere, manv of
f<
vecn the means of the extreme tempera' our meteorological registers are comparatively of [ittle
turi'<, t.iM.'n nt shorter aiul longer intervals, is much
and we tiave no reason to suppose, that, previous
use
less than at first sight we shoulclhavc been led to exto the middle of the last century, tney were kept on a
pect, as will appear by the following results, deduced more accurate principle.
The theorem, however, is
from our observations for 1817 and 1818.
valuable, as affording, by a very simple process, a ge-
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view of the diminution of temperature from the
g yEquator towards the Pole ; and though, in its present
^""^ form imperfect, as we shall afterwards show, it may,
by future corrections, become in time more accurate,

Meteorolo- neral
^

more extensively applicable.
formula, as stated by Mr. Playfair in his Outlines of Natural Philosophy, is as follows.
Let L be
the latitude of the place whose temperature / is required,
the mean temperature of the parallel of 45", and
M-f-E the mean temperature of the Equator, then
/=M-}-E cos. 2 L.
According to the observations collected by Mayer,
M=58», M-f-E=85°, and consequently E=27*'. By
substituting these numbers, the formula becomes
;=58-|-27xcos. 2 L.
When the latitude exceeds 4,)'', 2 L is greater than
flO", so that cos. 2 L becomes negative, or / is less than
58°.
The formula may be thus expressed at Itngth.
Multiply the cosine of twice the given latitude by 27,
and add the product to 58 ; the sum will be the mean
temperature of that latitude at the level of the sea.
By this formula we have calculated the following table, showing the mean temperature for every parallel
of latitude from the Equator to the Pole, expressed in
degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer. The table, strictly speaking, belongs to the subject of climate, which
will be considered at greater length luider the article
Physical Geography ; but as it is also intimately connected with the method of ascertaining the mean temperature, and as we shall have occasion hereafter to refer to it, in the course of this article, we have thought
proper to introduce it here.

as well as

The

M

Tabic deduced from
Mayer's

Mean temp.

Mean temp.
Lat.

at the level

I>at.

of the

of the sea.

formula.

at the level

•Mean temp.
Lat.

Mr. Leslie, in his ElemenU of Geometry, has express- Meteorolog.ved the above formula somewhat differently, and the
results which he has deduced from it are also different. .'"TX""^
He assumes the mean temperature of the equator to modiBcabe 29° centigrade, or 84° .2 Fahrenheit, and the mean tioncf the
In all latitudes between formula
of the pole comes out 32".
the equator and the parallel of 45', the mean tempera- still more
tures in Mr. Leslie's Table are rather less than those in inaccurate,
the above, and for higher latitudes somewhat greater.
It appears, however, that the modification of the formula which he has employed, does not agree so well
with the latest observations, as the original expression
of Mayer, except in one case, where Mr. Leslie himnor do we find any satisfactory
self has applied it
;

evidence in support of his opinion, that the law,
as he has modified it, connects most harmoniously
the various results of observations made at distant
points on the surface of the globe.
So far from
this being the case generally, we can find nothing
like harmony between the results of the Table and actual observations, even in that portion of the globe to
which philosophers, previous to Mr. Leslie's extension
of the law, considered the formula as applicable, viz.
bet" een the parallels of Stockholm and the Cape of
Good Hope, and from the meridian of Stockholm westward to the coast of America. In proof of this, we
shall extract

lected

from the meteorological observations

isothermal lines, or lines of equal temperature on the
globe, the mean temperatures of a few places at the
level of the sea, and compare them with the standard
temperature as given by Mayer and Leslie, confining
ourselves to such as were determined with the greatest
precision, and from the greatest number of observations.

at the level

of the sea.

sea.

Temperat.

4

85.0
84.9
84.8
S4.7

5

84 6

6

84.4
84.2
84.0
83.7
83.4
83.0
82.7
82.3
81.8
81.4

1

2
3

7
8

9
10

n

31

70 7

61

4.3.7

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

42.9

71

36.7
36.2

:f2

698

33

6(>0

34
35
36
37

68.1
67.2

38

65.4
64 5

39
40

63 6
62 7

41

61.8
60.8

809

42
43
44
45
46

80 4
79 8

47
48

20

79-3
78.7

49
50

21

78

51

22
23

-7.4

-i4

76.1

25
26
27
28

75 4

12
13

14
15
IG
17
18
19

29
30

1

7ii.8

74.6
73.9
73.'

72 3
71.S

66 3

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
oO

599
58.9
58.0
57.1
56.1

55.2
54 2
.53 3
52.4
61.5

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

40.6
39.9
39.2
3S.6
37-9

373

32 6

50 6

83

49 7

84
85
86
87
88

31.1

89
90

31.0
31.0

47.9
47.0
46.2
45.3
44.5

81

82

.

Umea

.

.

Temperat.

Humboldt.

Mayer.

Leslie.

65."

3'

33.°0

40.''6

4I.°3

.

63.

50

33.2

59.

5f)

59.
59.
55.
54.

51

38. 8
42.
42. 2

41.5
44.5
44.8

42.3
45.0
45.3
45.6
48.6
49.7
53.6
48.3

.

50.
55.

London

.

51.

31

Rome

.

41.

53

.

.

Temperat.

according to according to according to

.

Stockholm
Copenhagen
Kendal
Prague
Edinburgh

1

34.6
34.2
33.7
33.3
33.0

Ulea

Petersburgh
Upsal

3.5.6

35

X.atitude.

Place.

42.1
41.3

32.3
32.0
31 8
31.6
31.4
31.3
31.2

48 8

col-

by Humboldt tor the purpose of determining the

20
41
17
5

57

45 6

46.2
49 4
47. 8
50. 4
60. 4

45.

1

48.2
49.4
53.3
47.9
52.0
60.9

52. 3

60.9

The only instances in the above Table, where there Instances
any thing like a coincidence between the result of of agreeobservation and Mr. Leslie's formula, are those of Edin- """' beburgh and Rome, where the difference is exactly half a '"^'^" 'l"
*
degree; but it would surely be a very unwarranted """"

is

stretch in the adaptation of facts to theory, to set up
two or three instances ot agreement against so many
and such glaring discrepances as the Table exhibits,
The mean tenjperature of Edinburgh is said to be
deduced from six years observations by Mr Play-

as 47-8

We

suspect there is an error in this statement,
the mean of three years observation>, viz.
1797, 1798, and 1799, as given by Mr. Playfair in the
Philosophical Transactions
But however this m;iy be,
we are still disposed to regard the coincidence in this
fair.

is

7

oi)»crva-

tions acci-

dental.
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caw, rather as accidental, than as afibrding any sati«The
factory evidence of the accuracy of the formula.
'"^"^^ obaervations were made by Mr. Playfair three times a
day, viz. at eight in the morning, one or two in the
af^moon, and ten at night. Now, though it is inipoasible, from the well-known character of that eminent philosopher, to doubt the accuracy of Mr. Playfair'* observations, sttill it is an assumption which is yet
to be proved, that the mean temperature of the:ie hours
and even if
is the true mean temperature of the day
this were proved, the error of half a degree is much
too great to admit the application which has been made
of the formula. Accordmg to our own ob.servation*,
the mean temperature tomes out considerably lower
than that given by the rule, so that the ilifFerence seems
in all cases to be on the same side, at least in latitudes
above 41- At Kinfauns Castle, the scat of the Right
Hon. Lord Gray, latitude 56' '2i', tl<e mean of the
daily extreme*, for six rears, from 18 3 to 1818 inclusive, is 46*. 3 ; and raakmg allowance for the elevation
of the place, (ISt) feet) 46 "7- By Mayer's formub, it
The mean temought to be 47. 7, and by Leslie's 48. 1
perature of another place, under the same latitude, l>ut
more elevate<i and less sheltered, deduced from the
daily extremes for five years, from 1814 to 1818, ia
4&".T, and making allowance for the elevation 46''.S,
which differs still more than the former from the recult of the formula
Another method, and perhapa th« moat ooncct of
Tcmpcn*
lurr of
any, of determining the mean tetnperatur* of any
tp* n«< an
given Utitudr, !• by observing copious and well shait•pproiima- ed (priiigs
1'liere can be little doubt that the mean
tlan M lb«
temperature uf the ground must, upon the whole, cointnwn«aii
cide very nearly with that ot the atmosphere, froa the
Innptrs*
Wfll known tendency of heat to diffuse it*elf, so as to
hirt.
catablish an equilibrium in temperature between two
Every fluctuation of heat and cold
eontiguous bodies.
the surface will be communicated to the interior, more
or Icaa quickly according to circumatancea, till the whole
•«|uir«a the same temperatnra, while those flucuut obviously IteoooM laaa aeiisible in proporWe are thus led
tion to the depth below the surface.
to expect, that lieyond a certain depth the temperature
be^o ca stationary at or vrrj- near the mean tempera
tort of the latitude and tlie advantage of observing
the temperature of a copioiia aprinc ia, tlMt at all times
it will give an aprozioMlioo to ttna qoontity.
At the
tame time, howe> rr, w« cannot admit llwl this importtarn element in mctcotvlogy oao ba dctOTmiaed even
b^ the help of the most oopioas aprtng. with all tba faKMloins to ciliiy that haa of lato bacn auppoaod. A single obserI« fre
ration, at any s««san ot the year has been reprrr>ente<i
qiKnOy ol>
sufficient, not only to fix the true mean tempemture,
*"*
strvtd.
-• at
but, by a comparison with the standard tthe level of the sea, given bv the fonn-iln
\t,
U> determine with prt-i
e place ;
^ codcIuan opinion which, besi
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drawn from a single observation. Before we can depend on such an observation, as determining the mean
temperature, we must have previously ascertnined,

»Iet»orote-

^ey•

either that the spring does not sensibly change from
one season to another, or that, at the time of (observation,

mark

it

was

at its

applies

altitudes.

mean annual temperature.

The

re-

more forcibly to the measurement of
well known, and indeed may be infer- One

still

It is

from the very nature of springs tiiat the hii^her
and more extensive the collecting surface of a spring,
or the lower the point at which it is»ucs, the more
rcd,

observation not
["^^J^'^p^^^

J,^j,u"

In proportion, there- ,he

j„''g

steady will b<; its tem|>erature.
eievsfore as the spring is elevated, the more liable will jt be tionorttic
to variations, and the greater the necessity of multiply- pluce.
ing observations to determine its mean temperature.
Nor i> this the only circumstance th it affects the accuThe temi>eratiire of
racy of the result thus obtainetl.
the atmos})' ere, in this climate, is found to diminish in
proportion to the height abov^.- the level of the sea, ot
the rate of one degree of Falirenheit for every ;)0 yards
of ascent ; to that an error of a single degree in taking
the temperature of Uie spring, will produce a dilTer.
ence of 870 feet in the altitude ol the pl.icc. Mr Leslie has iixieed aiven one instance, in which the elevation of two points on the same hill, determined in thia
way, agrees almost exactly with the altitudi- found by
levc'ling ; but it must be obvious, that a sin;.;le coincidence o( this kind, which might lie purely ;iccidontj|,
IS not -ufficieiit to remove the objections now tated.
The Crawley and HIack springs, on the ridge of the
HenlUnd Hills, were examined, and their tem|>erature
found to l)e 4(>'.t2 and 45*. These quantities being subtracted from 4M°.5, tlie sUndard tem|)erature of the latitude at the level of the sea, according to Mr Leslie's
fonnula, and the differences muhiplied by 370, the products are .S()7 and 891, for the respective heights ot the
springs.
The real heights found by levelling were66t
This coincidence i* no doubt very remark,
an ^Si
able ; and there is one point in which it is perfectly satisfactory.
The difference of tcm|>erature between the
two spnngs is I".?, which, multiplied by 870, gives
324 feet fur the elevation of the one above the other,
being only G feet more than the real difference, as found
by levelling. So far it illustrates the law by which a
diminution of temperature takes place according to ele;
vation
and had the temperature of the springs been
compared with that of another equally permanent, at
the level of the sea, we have no dou^t thai the absolute,
as well as the relative altitudes, would have come out
We have already seen, however,
very near the truth.
that the standard temfieratures, as louml by Mr. Leslie's formula, are far too vague and uncertain to l>e employed in a calculation, where a single degree alxive or
lielow the truth pro<luces an error of such mugiiilude
and until these be verified by a mure exin the result
tensive induction uf farts, the nbove coincidence must
be reg-irded as purely accidental
kions in particular ca*«*, ap(>ear* calcul iieti to retard
III April 1 8 Li. we institiUed a aerie.t of observations Rxperithe general prncre^s of meteomlnirical science. Even on the trra|>erature of water raised by an excellent mrni> to
the advocal)
'>d of detern>iniiig
pmnp, from the depth of 85 feet, and continued them 'v^crtaio
:ly one instance of
mean lempei
till Septcinlier l«l().
rile results tif the whole shew 'h««"napring in whxh there is scarcciy Jny sensible increase that, even at this depth, the fluctuations of tempemture '^'t^'^*
'
or diminution of heat throughout the yiar, vis. the are very considerable; but we sh ill confine ourselves ,,,10^
of
fbunUtin of Vaucluse, whose temperature, it is saiil, to the observations of the two entire years, 1814 and thrKround,
doe« not vary otte-lmlfi r.f a degree, though, by some 18 5, that we may have nn opportunity of comparing bjr mrani
Uraage mistake,
.n is elsewhere stated, on i/ie
them with the me<«ns of the daily extremes in the open "Cpump
lama mriliOT'itf.io
.n\»vt two dcgteci. This last air.
..,
For a few months of 1814-, the maximum and mi- "•*•'•
qua itity, we l>elieve, will be found in general to be the Bimum were not dbserved, but the blank has been fillrantc eien of the stra<iie*t spnngs, and no ronfid) ncc ed up from other observ-itiona, which have been found,
therefore can be placed in any condosion that maj[ be ior a aehea of years, to bear a certain relation to the
1
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;
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;
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mean of the

The temperature of the water

extremes.

was taken three times a-month, at equal intervals of
10 days and the following table exhibits the mean of
;

the three observations.

Temp,

of

Water.

]814

January,
February,
April,

44.3
43.8
42.2
42.7

May,

44.1

June,

45.0

March,

Alean of
Extr.
1814.

Temp,

of
^Vater.

1815.

25.1

43 4

35.0
37.0
48.0
48.0
54.6

42.7
42.5
43.1
44.,5

45.4

July,

4r>.7

61.1

46.1

August,

405

58..5

September,
October,

47.2
47.8
47.5
45.3

53.7
46.1
Sq.l
36.1

46.8
47.4
48.1
48.4
46.2

45.2

45.2

45.4

November,
December,

Mean,

Mean

of

Kxtr.
1815.

31.9
S9.6
40.1

44 6
52.4
56,7
58.4
57.8

53 4
47.2
36.1
31.8

'

45.8

It appears from the above table, that the temperature of the ground, at the depth of 25 feet, arrives at
its minimum about the month of March, and at its maximum in October or November, according to circumstances afterwards to be noticed. The difference of the
highest and lowest monthly average in 1814 is S^.G, and
in 1815, 5" 9 ; but if we compare the single observations of these months, we shall find that the range is
considerably greater.
In 1814 it amounted to 6°, and
in 181 5, to 6".4.
On the 20th of March 1816, it stood
at 40''.4, and on the 20th of August in the same year, at
48<'.4, being a variation of 8".
These facts are calculated to throw considerable light
Kxperiments with on the gradual diffusion of heat through the interior of
thermome- the ground.
From experiments lately made with therteri (unk
mometers placed at various depths from one to eight
Bcsults.

into the
earth.

feet, it is found that, during the summer season, a current of heat is passing regularly, but slowly from the
surface downwards, as long as the mean temperature of
the atmosphere is higher than that of the interior ; and
that in winter the current flows upwards towards the
surface, to supply the deficiency produced by the external cold.
In this way an equihbrium is gradually
established in the temperature of the earth at moderate
depths, and is found to take place twice a-year, viz.
about May and October.
From all that we know of the nature and diffusion of
Kesultsnot
fairly esti- heat, it is impossible to doubt the existence of such a
current as is here stated ; or its tendency in all cases to
mated.
move from the warmer towards the colder rej;ion.
In
estimating its progress, however, a very important elemetit seems in general to have been overlooked, we
mean the influence of rain, in conveying heat or cold to
the interior strata of the earth. The current alluded

might perhaps be thought sufficient to account for
the fluctuations of temperature, a few feet below the
surface, but seems altogether inadequate lo explain the
changes which we have seen to take place at the depth
of 25 feet. A thermometer 8 feet deep, does not arrive
at its highest and lowest temperatures till two months
after the extremes of the year ; yet we find water at
the depth of 25 feet reaching its extremes in less than
three months.
This fact, we think, can only be explained, by referring to the commonly received opinion
to

respecting the origin of springs ; which ascribes them
to water deposited from the atmosphere on the higher
ground.s, and passing through tiie earth as a filter, till,
being arrested by an impermeable stratum, it flows
along the surface of that stratum, and bursts out in
springs, or is intercepted by pits dug for the purpose.
The rain and melted snow of winter, being cooled down
on their first entering the ground, far below the mean
temperature of the interior of the globe, successively abstract, from the strata through which they pass, a portion of caloric ; and though the quantity of water is not
such as to cool the whole mass more than a few degrees
below the mean temperature, yet it is obvious that the
diminution must continue till the surface again ap.
proaches the temperature of the interior. This equilibrium will take place tov/ards the middle or end of
March, as the surface of the earth is then generally
within a few degrees of the mean annual temperature.
It is found, accordingly, that the temperature of the interior, as indicated by the pump water, is actually a minimum about the middle of March. From that period,
it gradually increases, and appears to reach its mean
about the middle of June. The rain, and dews, howe\ er, of the succeeding months, being still at a comparatively high temperature, communicate additional heat
to the strata beneath, and must continue to do so till
the surface of the ground again descend towards the
temperature to which the interior has risen. This
point, for the reasons already stated, will be a few degrees above the mean, and of course the equilibrium
ought to take place about the beginning of October, as
the temperature of the atmosphere is then generally
within a few degrees of the mean annual temperature.
It is obvious, however, that the ground, to the depth of
several feet, may, from the accumulation of the sun's
rays, be preserved at a higher temperature than the
mean, even after that of the atmosphere has sunk consiThis will happen to a certain extent
derably lower.
perhaps every year ; but especially in warm and dry
Making an allowance, therefore, for this cir«
seasons.
cumstance, the equilibrium between the surface and the
interior, may be expected to take place about the end
of Octoljer, which agrees exactly with observation, the
From this pepump-water being then a maximum.
riod the temperature decreases, and reaches its medi«
um again towards the end of Derember.
But this view of the subject is stiU farther illustrated
by several circumstances of a more particular nature.
During the whole of the month of August (1815,) when
very little rain fell, the temperature of the water was
In the course of September, and
stationary at 46°. 8.
the first 15 days of October, when the quantity of rain
considerably exceeded the evaporation, the temperature
rose to 47°.8, being 1° in about fifty days; and between
the 15th and 25th of October, during wl.ich time there

fellupwardsoftwo inches ofrain, with little ev.iporation,
it rose to 48''.8, being 1* in about one-fii'th of die pre(See Annals of Phil. May, 1816.)
ceding interval.
During the month of July 18 6, though very wet, the
temperature ranged only between 45" and 45''.7, the interior having then arrived at its mean annual ten^perature ; but, in the course of 1 3 days in August, when a
great deal of rain fell, the water rose from 46" to 48°.4.
It is easy to see from these facts, that the interior of the
earth may reach its extreme temperature sotmer or later
one year than another, according to the quantity of rain,
and the periods at which it falls; and it is equally obvious, that every register of thermometers below the
surface, ought to be accompanied with a corresponding
1

register of the rsiin gage.
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above

But th* most important fact e«tabHshed by the
the
observations, is the remarkable coincidence between
feet,
depth
of
25
the
at
earth
of
the
average temperature
on
the mean of the daily extreme*. Witlioul restmg

>I(an icinand
peralure of
of 1814, when the observations of the maxithe interior the result
and minimum were for a time inlemiptct!. that
coincidn
on the
with th*
of 1 815 i* most satisfactory. Our observations
of the
water, did not extend to the conclusion of the

mum

RMo

pump

daily (x-

Ucmet.

months,
year 18 1(), but inking the averages of the 12
from July 1815 to June 1816, during which time our
attenregister wa» carrie<l on with the most scrupulous
tion to accuracy, the coincidence
The resulu are as follows :

is

.Mcuitan]>.

Yean.

equally tlriking.

Maw temp.

Diflfet-

cnra.

otwutt.
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enablishing this fact we arc doing e$sential service toMeteoroIethe science of meteorology. The great (fesiiieratum in _g^ ' _,
thennometrical ohservatiotis, is uniformity in the method of determining the mean temperature, and until
such uniformity be introduced, this department of the
science will still continue, what it has hitherto l)een,
We admit, however, at the ssme
in a state of infancy.

inrlii«!ve,

Ju'

181 5,
June 1816,
.

.

}

.

J

.

i

45.4

45.8

a4—

4*9

44.4

0.5

+

In the one oue, the average •f the water is four-tentha
of a degree lower, and in the other it ia ii«t>tentb« of a
d«grce hiclier, than that of the ataHMpbera, which
give* a mean diSlrence of only ia{/a UnlA of a dcgra*.
But it appear* that the umpmtttire of the graaad
CoineUcBM
holdt n««r. at any depth, If taken regwliirly at rqusl intcnrala, will
Ijr

at

uij

lUpUb

give a result, difleriog very btile from the mean of the
iitnct the btg/aaing
daily extreme* in the open air.
of 1818, we have ob«enred the tentperatnre of water
iiwim from a pipe, afW pMMiS thnngh a distance of
ataMt 800 yarJs, at the anrif> defNh of S feet below
• bbcm annual tampattu re
th* mntneg, aad r<
that of the daily nwsiaMun
eaiacyaa very ocnt .
and minimum. The water, bcfoiv bei^; enllecled in
the firat or hiirhcat cittern, ia bronght in different di>
r ectki M, and I'rum a ooiuidarable distance, in covered
dUchca, cut for the ireiyo*e of draining a I ine fn-lJ.
an
After isau.n^ from the dttam, it ia conv
.m
earthen pipe upward* of SOO yards before
the atop oock, where the temperature is taken, and at
•vesy obtervatioD, which i* made about the 5th, 15th,
and Uth of each month, it i* allowed to run fire minntaa, dnring which tine the themunnelcr i* found to
beeme ttaiianary. Thia mode of aartml iiig the aiv».
rags heat of the interior, my\>t a to na to be more ao>
corate, than Mnking a ther mometer to the same depth
in any girmt spot, whane the fluctnatiana of temperatere
must be more or lea* rapid and irregular, aeemtling to
the nature of Uif aoil. The following at* the result*
:'.

much, from the mean of the maximum and miniUnfortunately, however, the observations are
not always made at the same hours, nor has the stlfregisterine thermometer, which was accidently destroyed iiiNovember 1810, been since replaced. During the 16 years preceding that, viz. from 179+ to
1809 incluMve, the annual mean temperature at 8 in
the morning, and 2 in the afternoon, was uniformly a
little higher thsn the mean of the daily extremes, but
the average difference for the whole |>erio<l, amounted
only to hjlf a degree. Could confidence be placed in
the accuracy of the observations, the result is a very
important one but strangely at variance with the opinion of a celebrated philosopher, stated in the Philosophical Transactions of Edinburgh, that the mean temperature at 8 in the morning, may be supposed to be
nearly the true amiual mean.
From our own observations we have found, that the M«in ternaverage of 10 o'clock, morning and evening, coincides peraiure at
'^°^''"
very nearly, with that of the daily extremes. Owing
J^
to accidinia! circumsUnces, we cannot give a compa- ,"*„*"
rativc statement of the two for the whole of every coincide*
year, since the commencement of our meteorological nearly
register, but the following appear to be sufficient for with the
Taking the means as far as n«»n of
establishing the fact.
'*"
tenths, or one decimal place, the difference between tl»e *'"
'"""^
average of 10 morning and evening, and that of the
daily maximum and mmimum, ia—
fer

;

i.

water.

Jb.,1.

TV

tr.

47.4

1« monlhsof
8 montlis of
12 months of
1« months of
7 months of

ISI5,
181b",

1817.
1818,
1

.

.

.

.

0.3
0.6
0.3
0.5

819, (to thi* date,)

0.S

71

47.S

o.«

47.7

0.4

.

In both cose*, the mean temperature of the watrr i*
o]>en air, but the average differ*
ci
lof a degree.
Conrloson
1 ro:
eding fact*, we think oiirfrocn \h9
*cWcs
.iig. that the average m' the
hi.'

.

0.0
0,5
0.7
0.0

cue*.

r"l,.

Jk... ,.,,:. ...^.,.

inclusive,

Uausos^i

.

months of 181.1,
7 monllw of 18U,

n

of our obaervation*.

^

momhsof 1812,

For 2

n

Van.

'

>

being little more than three-lenlh* of a degree, on an
In the general averages, ^he
average of 71 months.
mean of the extremes, when there is any difTerence, is
found to l>e always above the mean of 10 and 10 ; but
it is not unil'orraly to, in the monthly average, exceptIways on the
i^ 1HI7 and 1819, when the cxc(
that where
same side It migiit be inferred
the mean
aei£>i«\giatering thermometer
oiirary, by
tamperature may be finind v
.

.

1,'«

]

•kOTt fact*

J^jy

j.^.^^,,

I

self-registering

t^rmomc-

may b
iy depended on, a* giving a
near apprasiniatiun tu de true mean temperature, tlian
obcervationa made at any particular hwurs, and that in

ter,

~

time, that it is a very interesting inquiry, at vrhat hour
of the day the temperature approaches nearest to the
true annual mean, and we shall now state the results
of ceruin observations on this point, assuming the average ef the daily extremes as the standard.
If the register kept by the Royal Society of London
can be depended on, it would appear that the mean of
8 in the morning, and 2 in the afternoon, does not dif-

mum.
January to December,

*

t

i.i

I

.'

I)

'.

I v.:

MK-,

iii.'.i;!

is

1

"
le

.;>

morning singly, and 1
tile morning and 10 at

luau

ul'

8 in
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getating season according to the latitude, would throw Meteoioto-'
S Jmuch light on the interesting subject of climate ; but
^
we must leave this to be more fully discussed under the
»

In a jjaper inserted in the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh for 1800, Mr. Playfair proposed, instead of striking the average temperature once
Observaa month, as is usually done, to divide the whole year
tions on
into decads, or portions of 10 days, and to find the
temperamean of each. Twenty-one of these decacb, viz. from
lure and
vegetation the 20th of Marcli to the 20th of October, he calls the
by Mr.
vegetating season, and supposes that it is on the mean
Plajfalr.
temperature of tliat season, that the quantity of the
He assumes 40° as
crop in a great measure depends.
the lowest temperature at which corn will vegetate,
and considers 56° as the mean temperature of a ^ood
vegetating season, so that the range between the mere
germination of vegetables, and the fuUest maturity to
which they can attain in this climate, is 16 degrees.
Mr. Playfair gives the following as the result of his own
observations for three years.

McteoroIO'

Years.

Mean

temp,

of the year.

48.04
49.28
46.18

1797
1798
1799

article

already found that observations of the
thermometer at 10 morning and evening, give nearly

'Meaa temp,
of veget. seas

53.32
56.17
51.27

There is reason however to
accurately considered.
think that the variations of the crop, at least corn, will
be greater tlian in proportion to the variations of temperature ; for if the mean heat of the vegetating season
were to fall as much below that of 1799, as the mean
of 1799 did below that of 1798, it would be reduced
to 46, a temperature so low as would certainly prevent
the ripening of corn altogether. By doubling the deficiency of the heat therefore, we do a great deal more
than double the deficiency of the crop, so that the latThe limit
ter varies in a higher ratio than the former.
at which corn will not ripen is probably higher than
46, and may perhaps be stated at 48.''
In illustration of Mr. Playfair's theory, we shall state
Confirmed
the mean temperatures of the seasons from 1815 to
by other
1818, with the corresponding prices of meal, according
observa.
tiont.
to the fiars of the comity where the observations were
made. These prices cannot be supposed to be exactly
in the inverse ratio of the quantities of grain, but still
they will afford a general idea of the relative qualities
of the crops.

1815
1816
1817
1818

temp.
of the year.

45.8
41-.4

46.1
47.2

Mean temp. Kxcets
of veg. seas. above +0».
52.9
49.9
50.5
52.4

I'ricD of

meal
j

per boll,

12.9

£0

99

1

14
6

10.5
12.4

1

()

1

3

the barometer and hygrometer, when
these instruments are not constructed so ai to register
the extreme points to which they may rise or fall in
the absence of the observer.
Self-registering barometers are easily constructed, and have sometimes been
used, but as from the increased friction they are not
susceptible of great accuracy, we do not know that
more satisfactory results are to be expected from employing them.
It is difficult indeed to find two barometers of one kind, even by the best makers and on the
most approved principles, that will exactly coincide,
nor is it easy in any case, to avoid errors in adjusting
the instrument for observation.
From this circumstance, as well as from the irregularity formerly complained of in the times of observing, barometrical re- Often inacgisters are perhaps still more imperfect than those curate,
of the thermometer.
Before any comparison can be
instituted between two such registers, it must be previously ascertained that the mercury employed in
both (barometers is of the same specific gravity, that
the mode of adjustment, or contrivance for bringing
the surface of the mercury in the basin to the commencement of the scale, is the same in each, and
that the observations are made precisely at the same
These points being determined, it is still farhours.
ther necessary to make allowance for difference of temperature and elevation, by both of which, especially the
latter, the length of the mercurial column is considerably affected.
Such of our readers as are conversant
with tlie use of the barometer, must be aware of the
difficulty of avoiding all these sources of fallacy, in rehave
gistering the indications of that instrument.
foiuid from repeated experiments, which have been confirmed by those of an eminent artist, that in bringing
the surface of the mercury in the basin to the point

mean height of

temperature of the vegetating season above 40, so that
the crop of 1799 would be to tlie crop of 179* as 2 to
3, or in a greater or less ratio, may deserve to be more

Mean

Barometri.
<^"'°''^"-

the true mean temperature, there is reason to conclude ^"''""s.
that they are as likely as any other hours, to give the

Whether the quantity of the crop, he adds, " may
be expected to be proportional to the excess of the mean

Years.

Physical Geography

As we have

j

4
6

Many of our readers will probably recollect, that a
considerable proportion of the corn crop in this country, in 1 8 1 6, did not arrive at full maturity, and that its
inferiority to that of the preceding year was much
greater than the difference in the temperatures of the
In both these respects therefore,
vegetating seasons.
Mr. Playfair's conjectures are fully verified, and we
have no doubt that a more extensive collection of observations on the principle which he has recommended,
taking care to exteud or shorten the length of the ve-

We

from which the scale commences, the adjustment should
always be made in the same direction, and that it should
not be elevated in one observation, and depressed in
another.
In our observations, whatever may be the
state of the instrument, we uniformly bring the mercury below the true point, so that the final adjustment
is always made by elevating the mercury in tlie cistern.
In order to exclude irregularities arising from dif-

Corrections

ference of temperature, every barometrical observation to be made
might be reduced to what it would be, were the tem- in baromeThis might "'"^' "*''
perature of the mercurial column at 320.
^'^"'''^ '°"^'
be done very simply, and in most cases with sufficient
accuracy, by allowing 3-thousandths of an inch for
every degree that the temperature differs from 32",
and either subtracting that quantity from, or adding it
to the observed heigiit, according as the temperature
is above or below 32".
The rule, strictly speaking, applies only when the observed height is 29-5, but in
the ordinary range of the barometer, the error is not
very considerable.
similar correction might be made, and with great
facility, for the difference of elevation between the poIt has already been resitions of different barometers.
marked, that at moderate heights, the mercurial column sinks one tentli of an inch for every 90 feet of
perpendicular ascent. Every barometrical observation
therefore may be reduced to what it would be at the
level of the sea, by allowing 1-tliousandth of an inch

A
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for erery foot of elevation, and adding that quantity to
Like the former, this correction
the obterved height.
is only an approximation to the truth, but on a subject

whete there are »o many otlver sources of fallacy, extreme
accuracy in one point, is, in the language of an eminent
writer, an utter waste of the powers of calculation. U'e
•hall novr illustrate the applicatiun of these corrections

by an ei;irnp!e.
Suppose the bworaeter is observed to stand at 39 56!i,
the Btt^f+H tbennotnet'Mr being at the same time 55°,
or S3" above 9«*, and the height of the place of observation 150 feet above the level of the sea, required the
altitude of tlie mercurial column, corrected as aboN e.

Observed height
Deduct for tem|ierature, .003 X 23

the mercury were at S2" .
for elevation of the place, .001 X

Altitude

Add

.

if

.

.

IM

Altitude at the level of these*

.

.

.

.

29-565
.069

S9.496
-150

29616

Though

these corrections are simple, and of easy apis not likely that they will be generally
do|Mcd, DOT, if they were, could we expect to find a
ymj dose coinciitence betweeti the resalta of different
iMranatncal observations. The various degrees of deGcacy in tho inatnunents themselves, as well aa of ac>
Cimcy in obaerving tbeni, are saCdent to prevent a
coDsUnt baraxmy between two baiwnetais, even when
placed in tha sama drfiiniUMnws ; and wa hava oAaa
niuDd that in tha caaa at ray sli^t fl nctiiariowa^ aaa
has bean alavatad, while Miidni appaarad to be daprawed. At tha sanM ttntai, the iihamratiwn that have
ahrcady been made, have calablidbad Mana inWreitiny
facta regarding the simultaDaoas Inctuationa in tha
veifht at tha aCmo^ihcra at ditferant, and even very
plication,

it

(n a paper drawn up by Professor Pictet of Cirneva.
on tix *n<l published in the second volume of Thomson's Ah'
«iaiulu.
HaU, we have a comparative view of the state of tbeba>M0u* tM. rometcr at London, Pari*, and Geneva, from 2Sd Sept.

fi^fT^^
tioni

tuafion* of
lh«h<roin«<
Irr

! dif.

r*r«Dl

plscn, by
VittiU

1806 toSSd Sept. 1807. The alaraliora and drprea.
sions of ibe mercurial column are rapresentetl by curve
lines, with the day nf the noonth marked above or below the extreme fluctuations, so as to show at one
lanea both the time and the extent of these fluctuatiooa. Ware the changes in the weight oftha atmosphere
simaltaneous and equal at the different placaa where tha
baraaeter was observed, and were toa uheaitatiuns
adeat the same instant, and with tha satne degree of
aoconey. it is obvious that the airve line* shouM ba
always parallel to one another. But though, in point
of fact, this is found not to be the case, the deviatioiu
from parallelisai are not greater than might be cxpacU
ed from the sources of dificrence and inaccuracy almdy
noticed.
The extreme elevations and depressions appear to take plact- generallv on the same day, and nearly to the same extent
anil it may be inferred, therefore, that changes in the weight of the atmosphere, at
London an<l Cieneva. are almost simultaneous. Pictet
indeed has stated, that the fluctuation, when there is
any difference in point of time, commonly takes place
at London sooner than at Cieneva ; and he therefore
Lays it down as a general principle, that the disturbance
of atmoKthencal equilibrium travels from the north towards tna south. This principle, however, has not
been verified by other ami later observations. In a
paper by I»rd Gray, inserted in the 2(1 volume of the
Mtwiairi of the VVcmerian Society, a comparative view
xvr. raiT i.
;

r

f-oti
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given of the state of the barometer at Gordon Castle, Meteorolo*
latitude 57" 38', Kinfauns Ca<tle 5()" 24-', Greenwich
ej51" 29', and Plymouth 50° 26' for 18U, and at the '"Y""-^
second, and fourth of the above places for 1815,
on the same plan as that adopted by Professor Pictet.
first,

From

this view,

it

ap|>ears that the fluctuations as be-

fore are nearly simultaneous ; but when there is any
difference in point of time, the change commences in
susthe i^outh just as frequently as in the north.
pect, indeed, that this apparent difference is in a great

We

measure owing to inaccuracy in observation. When
the barometer continues either to rise or fall for a considerable tin)e, its m<ition becomes slower as it approachso that l)etween
es its extreme elevation or depression
the evening of one day. and the morning of the next,
it may have risen or fallen only a few thousandths of
;

Unless, therefore, both observers are equally
inch.
accurate, one barometer may have appeared to rise and
the other to fj^ll, and consequently the extreme elevation or depression to have taken place on different
days.
The same uncertainty, arising from the same causes, PcriodiesI
attaches to many other observations that have been Nuciuailont

an

made, and conclusions that have been drawni, respect- °^ "" two""'"''
ing the changet that tjike place in the pressure of the
allude particularly to certain perioImasiihara.
dical flnetaations, which, it is alleged, have been detected in the bsronetrical column, at different times of
the day, and in different positions of the moon.
We do
not qiiestion the existence of certain causes operating
on the atmosphere, snd producing at regular mtervals
a chat^ in its density but we apprehend, that amidst
so many other disturl>ing cause->, and where observations are so liable to error, we can know very little with
Mr. Howard *« <"*'«'«'>«
certainty either ol* their nature or extent.

We

;

has suted, that on an average of ten years, he finds the
{^^'^^n',
barometer is depressed one-tenth of an inch, while the
moon is paasing from the quarters to the full and new ;
and elevated in the same proportion during the return
There can t>c no doubt that the comto the quarter.
bined a'traction of the sun and moon must operate more
powerfully than that of either of them singly, in diminishing the gravity of the atmosphere ; but whether the
quantity of this disturbing force is such as can be estimated apart from others, is still, we think, very doubtful.
A daily periodical fluctuation of the barometer
has also been observed to take place within or near the
tropics ; but it does not appear to depend in any degree on the sute of the moon. From a meteorological At difTcrcni
table kept at Seringapatam for 1816, and which we have hours of the
now bcrore us, we find that the b.irometer almost uni- ''•T*
formly stands higher there in the forenoon than in the
afternoon, at all seasons, and at every period of the
moon's age. From the regularity of this change, there
is no doubt that it depen<ls on some fixed cause ; but
it seems very difhctilt to account for it, and the more 10,
as the temperature is generally highest while the barometer is lowest. The multiplication of accurate registers in the tropical climates, where the range of the
mercury does not exceed half an inch, may perhaps
in time afford the means of solving this, as well as
other interesting questioos on the subject of atmospherical pressure.

In our climate, the fluctuations of the barometer seem The bsro.
to depend, in a great measure, on the direction and force meter chl«r.
In serene and scttlo<l weather, the inprcuaf the wind.
ry generally stands about ?0 inches at the level of the
sea, and before or during storms it sinks below 29. The
range is commonly stated st 3 inches, vix. from 28 to
X

''

«l''««l

^

"'"*'*
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but it appears doubtful whether an accurate barometer on the sea shore will ever reach either of
these extremes.
According to the most accurate observations, the average height seems to be 29.830, and
the range 2..'5 inches.
When the wind blows from the
north-east or east, the mercury generally stands above
the mean height, and below it when the wind is from
the south-west. To this, however, as well as every
other general maxim on the subject of the barometer,
31 inches

;

there are numerous exceptions.
I'lie greatest elevation
of the mercury that we have observed during the last
six years was on the 30th November, 1816", and it took
place with a west wind. On the morning of that day,
a barometer, 185 feet above the level of the sea, stood
at 30.64'0, and in the evening at 30.602, corresponding
respectively to 30.825, and 30.787 on the sea shore.
Sudden or violent gales of wind are generally preceded
or accompanied by a depression of the mercury, which
continues to fall as long as the gale increases, after
which it usually rises with as great rapidity as it fell.
The greatest depression of the barometer that has been
observed in this country for many years, took place on
the .5th of March, IS 18, with a south-west wind. The
weather, for a considerable time before, had been stormy
and unsettled, with hurricanes of snow and rain from
the west. On the evening of the 4th the wind shifted
to the east, the barometer at the same time sinking rapidly.
During the night the wind got round again to
tlie south-west, and at eight on the morning of the 5th
the barometer stood at 27970, corresponding to 28.155
at the level of the sea.
On tlie same night the tide rose
unusually higli in the river Tay, tliough it was only
the first of the spring tides, being two days prior to the
new moon ; and at the time that these phenomena were
observed in latitude 56" 2V, a violent hurricane was experienced at London, and various other places in the
south of England.
It frequently happens indeed, that
tlie barometer sinks during a gale of wind at a distance,
while the atmosphere at the place of observation is calm
and settled. \Ve recollect having on one occasion, during close foggy v.^eather, observed an unusual depression of the l)arometer unaccompanied with wind, but
afterwards found that it was contemporaneous with a
violent and disastrous storm on tlie coast of Norway.
Many other facts might be stated, to show that the
Range of
fluctuations of the barometer are almost always proporthe barometer un- tional to the strength and variableness of the wind. In
der differ- the troj)ical climates, where the latter is gentle and
ent latistead}', the range of the mercury is limited to a few
tudei.
tenths of an inch, but increases rapidly from tlie tropic
towards the pole, where the winds are more violent and
At diffe- irregular. In like manner, the elevations and dep.esrent seasions of the mercury in the middle and higher latitudes,
sons.
are greater and more frequent in winter than in summer.
have found, on an average of three years, that
for the six months beginning with April and ending
with September, the mean monthly range of the barometer, or the mean space between the highest and lowest observation during the month, is to that of the other
six months in the proportion of 5 to 8.
The same proportion will also be found to hold between the two seasons in the mean daily range. In our register for 1818,
we noted in separate columns the differences between
every two consecutive observations, which were made
at ten morning and evening, and extended to a third column the sum of the two daily differences as the range
for the preceding 24 hours.
The following is the re-

We

sult :

Mean range

for

24 hours, from April to

Mean

J

do. for the other six

months,

jy^ Meteorolo-

Sept.")

inclusive,
.

'

^

.273

g-*'
•

~

being nearly in the proportion of 5 to 8.
It appears from the reports of Captain Christian, who indlcationt
carried out one of Adie's sympiesometers to the East of the symIndies in 18lC ; of Captain Ross and Lieutenant Robert- piesometcr.
son, who employed one on board the Isabella discovery
ship ; and of Mr. Stevenson, engineer to the Scots lighthouse board, that this instrument is still more easily affected than the mercurial barometer by approaching
From a register kept by Lord Gray of
gales of wind.
tlie contemporaneous indications of the sympiesometer
and barometer, as well as from observations which we
have had an opportunity of making with the same instrument, the former seems to be at least as delicate as
the latter; but it is not quite apparent that the diflerences
between the two instruments always indicate a greater
degree of delicacy in the sympiesometer. We have now
before us a register of that instrument for one month,
with the corresponding indications of a very accurate
barometer taken twice a- day, the range of the mercury
during the period being from 29.190 to 30.380, and the
temperature from 54° to 64°. Throughout the whole
of these observations, the sympiesometer stood higher
than tlie barometer, which might perhaps be accounted for from some inaccuracy in the construction of the
instrument ; but it is not so easy to explain the fact, that
At
this difference has been gradually on the increase.
the commencement of our observations, it remained for
some days nearly stationary at .030, but during the last
In the
eight days it has varied from .060 to .075.
course of Lord Gray's observations a similar increase
took place, which was afterwards however succeeded
by a diminution. It would be premature, therefore, to
decide on the merits of the instrument from such a limited number of observations, though they naturally
lead to the suspicion that a certain degree of absorption
has taken place between the oil and the gas. But however this may be, there can be no doubt that the sympiesometer is, on some occasions, affected by changes
in the weight of the atmosphere, which are too minute
to make any sensible alteration in the mercurial column,
owing we conceive to the greater friction of the latter
on the internal surface of the tube.
From these, and many other facts that might be produced, there can be no doubt of the relation between
the fluctuations of the barometer and the state of the
weather, particularly with regard to wind.
It does
not follow, however, that the latter can in strict propriety be assigned as the cause of the former.
To say
that such a relation exists, is merely the statement of
two contemporaneous events, and still leaves the true
cause altogether unexplained.
Wind itself is the effect
of some disturbance in the equilibrium of the atmosphere, by which the barometer must necessarily be
affected, and it therefore remains to inquire by what
means that disturbance is produced. We shall resume
this subject, when we come to examine the phenomena
of wind and rain ; but before doing so, it will be necessary to consider tlie results of hygrometrical observations.

We

have already had occasion to notice the imperfec- Hjgrometion of all the various hygrometers that were employed, trical obprevious to the invention of the tliermoscope or differen-

thermometer ; and we have

lament that this
delicate instrument has hitherto been so little used by

tial

meteorologists.

It

is

still

to

also matter of regret, that in the

scr»ation».
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few caiM where it has been used, care has not alwavi
been taken to give either tlie precise time of the otv

The
or the corresponding temperature.
oonaequence is, that we know very little re^rding the
mean height of the instrument under any latitude, and
still leaa o( the true relative or absolute humidity of
the atmosphere, even when its indications have been
noted. 1 o ascertain the true mean height, the selfrqpstering hygnnneter described above ia perhaps in«
dispensably necessary t but if the instrument in its
simplest form has hitherto been so seldom employed,
it is hardly to be expected that a more cemplex one will
toon be brought into general use. In the mean time,
To lod iha however, there is a method by which this desideratum
Une mcui may, in part at least, be supplied. It lias already been
helgiilor
shewn, that the mean temperature at ten morning and
the h7gr> evening does not difler from the mean tem|)eniture of
the whole day, and since the relative humidity of the
inuauhere depends not a little on temperature, it may
be inferred that the mean of the hygrometer at these
hoars, will be an approximation to the mean of the
day. It is upon this principle that we have hitherto
registered the hygrometer, and we shall now state the
height of tM instrument, as well as of the ther, for Mcfa month of the last two years.
•erration,

M

UI7.

1618.

Mcux/lOn.

MiaMh*.

ft

McuoflOm. JklOe

lOc.

ThCT.

"TIP

Tbo.

"rr-

January,
February,
March,

38.5
40.1
S8.5

7-4

97

April,

44.6
45.8
54.4
55.8

21.6

36.6
35.1
37.1
40.3

19.1

498

17J

58.5
59.7
56.4
5S.9
51.4
46.9
38.6

6.7
7.0
10.6
16.0
13.6
26.5

June,
July.

August,
September,
October,

54.1
53.8

NoTembcTt

12.<

16.8
14.9
14.1

41.4
45.0

10.5

S4.1

5.6

71
j

193
21.5
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ahould the temperature increase, tlie hygrometer will Meteorolo.
87also rise, and continue to do so indefinitely, with every
^
~
»
new accession of heat, though the actual quantity of
moisture remains undiminished In the article referred R«sulta of
to, a formula is given, by which the indications of the Anderrons
.

hj'grometer, which are of themselves vague and with- \^^"
out any distinct meaning, may be converted into pre- mtt^.
rise
facts

^

The most important
and definite expressions.'
which may be deduced from that formula, are the

three following.
\tt, The point of deposition.
It is known from the Point of
law which regulates the solution of water in the atrao. deposiiioa,
sphere, that a portion of air holding any given qu.inti- °' """"
*•"•*
ty of moisture
a state of vapour, will, if cooled down, P *.'*
arrive at a temperature where it will l)ecome saturated,
or incapable of dissolving more moisture than it (oT'
merly contained, and consequently if its temi>erature
be farther diminialied, it will begin to deposit a por«
tion of that moi.sture in the form of dew or rain.
The
temperature at which it begins to do so is called the
Point of Deposition.
id. The actual quantity of moisture in a given por- Actual
tion of the a linMSfil iei e.
This quantity is expressetl by <l"">u>r of
the formula in decimals of a grain in one cubic inch"; '"<>'»'""
but as the fraction is small, we have expressed it in '"
'q^'^c.
'
our register, by decimals of a grain
100 cubic ™
inches.
id. The relative humidity of the atmosphere.
It Reistir*
was observed above, that in the hygrometer, iiero is a humidity
(bed point denoting complete saturation, but that the "^ '''1*'"
scale extends upwards indefinitely, or in other words, ""I*'-''*
there is no point in the scale whidi at all temiM>r.ituTe$
denotes absolute dr3mess. Hy the formula alluded to,
thia defrct is completeiy remedied.
Absolute moisture
beiiw denoted bjr 100, and abatdute dr>-ness by 0, it
may be iletermined what intgrmediate degree ot moi«.
ture is indicated by an^ givan stata of the hygrometer.
This is in fact converting an indefinite into' a definite
scale, and by employing 100 to denote extreme moisture, ail other quantities are expressed in hundredths

m

m

of what would produce complete saturation. These
three particulars may be illustrated by the following
example.
Suppose that, at any given hour, the hygrometer Eximplrs
indicates 80, according to the millesimal scale, ami the to iiiu»tr«t«
thermometer in the same circnnirtances .00 requiir^ And.rwn's

15-9

lao
7.7
6.7

;

45 4

Means.

XMB^WrS.

tan

10 ba
taken at

13.0

46.9

furuiuUb

13.4

m

From the above, and other obserratioas made
1814, 1815, and I8|6, it appcHTs that the meui height
of Leilie's hygrometer, situated 185 fert above the level of the sea, SO miles from the coast, and under the
latitude 56" 2*',

is about 15.2.
This fact, however,
conveys no definite idea res pecting the actual humidity
f£ the atmosphere, nor can the indications of the instrument, taken bj themselves, furnish ns with any
correct information on this subject. It has been shewn,

under the article Hyuromctrt, that these indications
arc of no nae, unless the state of the thermometer at
the time of observaticn be also known, because it is
fuunii
mI experiment, that though the absolute
quant.:
-tnrr in the atmosphere should remain
ill riw with an increase,
unchanged, tix'
and fall with a
•in^xTature.
When the
hy^rnmcter Btai
the wet and dry
Uit'rmometers ii>
..jierature, it may be
ioferred, whatever the t<:ui|>eriitiire l>e, that the atmo'

•'•

i

sphcse

is

completely saturated

with

moisture;

but

the point of deposition, the actual qtinntitv of moisture
in loo cubic inches of air, and tlie relative humidity.
By applying the formula, it will be found that the
point of deposition is 40*.3 Fahrenheit, the actual
quantity of moisture in 100 cubic inches of air, 0.178
of a grain, and the reUtive humidity 7'< tliat is, the
atmowihere, in these circumstances, contains 73 hundredths of the whole moisture which it is capable of
holding in solution at the temperature of 50, and which
amounts to .178 of a grain in 100 cubic inches ; and if
the temperature were reduced to 40°.3, the hygrometer would sink nt the same time to 0°, after wtich the
moisture would l>egin to be deposited.
Let us suppose, now, that the hygrometer, as before, indicates 2 >, but that the temix-niture is 60.
In
this case the point of deposition will be found to l>e
53*.l, the actual quantity of moisture in 100 cubic
inches 0.2fi.9, and the relative humidity 80.
Such are Applirs.
the different degrees of moisture which may actually lion oi ih*
exist in the atmosphtre, while the hygrometer stantis formula
>"*7
at the same point.
Ue are aware that the lalwur and difficulty of calcu- ""'t>''*»«'
lating the result of each single observation may bo
;

^

'J

"^tt
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and indeed will probably operate, against the
This objection, however,
general use of the formula.
it is to be hoped, will soon be in a great measure removed, by the labours of the ssme individual to whom
the scientific world is indebted for the original and profound speculations of the. article alluded to. Mr. Anderson proposes to construct a table, in which, from
the indications of the hygrometer, in any given state
of the thermometer an«l barometer, the three facts stated above may be found by inspection. In this table,
we l)elieve, the indications of the hygrometer are to be
expressed in degrees of Fahrenheit instead of the millesimal scale, and the calculations are to be adapted to
In a table whicli
different heights of the barometer.
we liave constructed from the same formula, we have
retained the millesimal division of the hygrometer, and
adapted the whole calculation to one state of the barometer, viz. 29-640, wliich we found to be the mean
height at the place of observation. The results are
perhaps as near the truth as the nature of the subject
requires ; and at all events, the errors arising from tlie
fluctuations of the barometer cannot materially affect
the annual mean. They are so inconsiderable, indeed,
as scarcely to affect the accuracy even of a single observation, as is evident from the followmg example.
Suppose that on two different occasions tlie hygrometer indicated 30° and the thermometer 50°, but that
the barometer in the one case stood at 30 inches and
By the formula, the quantity of
in the other at 29.
moisture in 100 cubic inches of the atmosphere, expressed in decimals of a grain, is .\i6, when the barometer is at 30, and 1 4-4 when it is at 29, being a difference of only .002, corresponding to a fluctuation of
one inch. A table, therefore, calculated for the mean
height of the barometer, will be sufficiently accurate
for all meteorological purposes.
It was infered, from the principles investigated in
Point of
deposition the article HvonoMETiiY, that the mean quantity of
coincides
moisture in the atmosphere on any given day, will corwith the
respond nearly with what would produce complete saininimum
turation at the minimum temperature of that day ; and
temperathis conclusion was verified by a reference to meteoroture ncarly
logical observations for 1815.
From accidental circumstances, it cannot be expected that this coincidence
should take place every day, but it was found to hold
very nearly in the means of the whole year, and is farther confirmed by the following observations for 1818.
The last 3 columns contain the mean results of 10
morning and evening.

Meleorolo- urged,
fry-

.

^

Months.

Mean Mi- Mean Point Grs. of
nimum
of DepoMoist in

Relative

Tempera-

Humidity.

sition.

ture.

January,
February,

March,
April,

May,
June,
July,

32.1
30.8
31.8
34.0

4^.9
50.2
52.1

100 cub.
inclies.

32.0
29-9
29.5
28.9
43.9
48.9

.135
.125
.124
.121

.200
.235
.268

86.0
84.0
77.5
68.4
82.6
73.7
81.0
76.2
80.0

November,
December,

46.5
46.9
42.9
33.8

53.0
48.0
45.9
47.1
43.0
34:3

.228
.213
.222
.194
.145

86.3

Means,

41.2

40.4

.184

80.9

August,
September,
October,

491

87.1

88.2

The

between tlic point of deposition MetcoroloSJminiinum temperature in the above table,
^
scarcely ever amounts to a degree, except in the pvMinnamonths of March and April. In the latter it amounts J^j, „f
to 5° ; but this exception from the general rule may be anomalies
easily accounted for, from particular circumstances, in the
During that month tlic wind blew almost constantly above labl«.
from the north-ea«t, so that a continual influx took
This
place of dry cold air from the northern regions.
air having its temperature increased by approaching a
difference

and the

warmer

climate, acquired also a greater capacity for dissolving moisture, and thus augmented the dryness of
the atmosphere beyond what is natural to this climate ;
while by the continuance of the wind from the same
quarter, a new wave, as it were, flowed in before the preceding one could receive any sensible augmentation of
humidity. A similar depression of the point of deposi-

below the minimum temperature, ;jid arising from
During the
the same cause, took place in April 1817.
present year (I8I9) the greatest depression, amounting
to 3°.ii, happened in the month of May, chiefiy with
east winds.
In general the difference does not amount
to a degree.
have not thought it necessary to detail at length ^^^"1^ '^
our observations with the hygrometer for the four years nKs-ry..
preceding 1818.
In general, the application of Mr. jjong.
Anderson's formula to these observations, gives results
coiTCsponding nearly with those stated in the above
table.
It would appear, therefore, that at the place
where the above experiments were made, the atmosphere, in its mean state, at 10 morning and evening,
contains about 18 grains Troy in ten thousand cubic
inches, being 80 hundredths, or four-fifths of what
would produce com))lete saturation.
series of similar observations inider other latitudes, and at different
elevations, is still, however, a desideratum in meteorology ; and till this be supplied, it would be premature
to pronounce with confidence on any tiling that has
yet been advanced, respecting the law of aqueous solution in the atmosphere.
At the same time, it is not
too nuich, we think, to hope tliat Mr. Anderson's researches on this interesting branch of science, will,
when better known, lead to the discovery of some important facts on the formation of clouds, the production
of rain, and other atmospherical phenomena.
The most satisfactory, and, at present, generally re- Hutton's
ceived theory, on the last mentioned subjects, (the for- theory of
mation of clouds and the production of rain,) is that »'"•
proposed by Dr. James Hutton,and first publislied in tlie
Philosophical Transactions nf Edinburgh in 1784.
In
this theory the author supposes, what has since been
satisfactorily proved, that the dissolving power of air,
or its capacity for holding water in a state of vapour,
increases in a greater ratio than its temperature. From
the experiments of Saussure, and others who have succeeded him in hygromctrical researches, it appears that
while the temperature rises in arithmetical progression,
the dissolving power of the air increases nearly in geometrical progression. This particular relation, nowever,
is not necessary to the truth of the theory in question,
which requires only that the humidity which the air is
able to contain, increase in a greater ratio than the temperature.
This being admitted, it follows tliat when Mixture
two portions of air, of different temperatures, and botli of saturafcontaining as much humidity as they are capable of dis- ed airs at
solving at these temperatures, are mixed together, the '''""'rent
joint quantities of moisture in the two portions will be "^""P*""*'
greater than the air, after intermixture, is able to f^^illl'^"e.
dissolve; and consequently a portion of the humi- position o.
dity must be condersed or precipitated.
This will moisture
tion

We

A
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Mrtcorolo- appear evident from the following geometrical repre»entat!oii.

Let the points A, B. C. D, (Fig. 9.) in the line .AD.
present different temperature*, and the peq)cndirular*
CCCLXXIV.
Aa, BA, Cc, Drf, the quantitiei of humidity which the
Fig. 9.
From
air at these temperatures can hold in solution.
6 and c draw the lines h efand eg parallel to AD. then
C e and /" will he each equal to B b, and fg to re;
also ec anei grf will represent tSe increased dissolving
power of the air correroonding to the increased temperBut acciinling to the theory, the
atures BC and CD.
former increases in a greater ratio than the latter ; and
be equal to BC, gd will be greater
consequently, if
than fc. Suppoce, now, that equal portions of air, at
the temperatures B and D, and both saturated with
moistnre, are mixed together ; then the temperature of
the mixture will bs the mein between B and D, in this
case C, and the portion at D, bv having ita temjierature
raised to C, will be able to dissolve ec more moisture
than it diil before, while th« portion at D, by having its
temperature reiluced to C, will dissolve gd leat than it
But it was shewn that
did at itsorigin.-il temperature.
^ rf is greater than e c ; therefore the quantity of mois.
tare which the two portions of air held in scdution in a
tepamte state, is greater than what they are capable of
dissolving after they are mixed, and consequently a portion of their humiility must be drpoaited by the mixture.
'Fhis portion is obviously equal to the difference
between ec and gd, or=g d—ec
From the relation wh>ch the perpendiculars bear to
Bipreuloa
for ib«
one another, it is evident that the line pa>sing throocb
their extremities must be a curve, convex towards AD,
Mid aMmning what, from experiment, seems to be nearfythe fact, that the disaolving power increaacs in a
geametrical, while the temperattire increases in an
rhfaBMtical pragrcssion, it will be a logarithmic rur\e.
knowledge of this factmables us to assign in certain cases, a precise value to the quantity depoaited, or
g d t c. Far, from the nature of the figure, we have

PtATB

D

CD

Hm
—

gd=Dd—Cc
rc=Cc— B6
and subtracting these equations, gd—* 0=1") d—9 C c+
Bb=zl}d-i-Bi—iCe. But Ce being a mean propor-

B 6 and D ^, C c=^/Bi'xl>d; there.
g d— f c= Drf+ B A— 2 ^lihxHd. In general,

tional

fore

between

M, I", represent the ouantitie* of moisture which
two portions of air, at different temperatures, r^n hold
in solution, when completely saturated, and let these
let

portiona be mixed together in equal quantities, ko tluit
ihe temperature of the mixture may be the mean of the
two temperatures, then the quantity deposited will be
equal to

Thia quantity

,

or

—

g7

r e.

nwy

also

be npresented
till it meet

MuiMtncanr. Thus, join h d, produce C c
• rfin A, and draw A i parallel tor ^ or AD.

Then

the

triangles h e h,hid, are obviously similar ami equal, and
Also g t=r h, nnd omseqiiently g ii=e k-\-h c
e A=i d.

=<r c-f 2 c h.

—ec=«r*.

Therefore the quantity deposited, or ^
place,

even

of air are not both snturnte<l before
intermixture. The quantity deposited will !« less inIboogti tiM deed in proportian to the distance of the air from the
• ir t> not
point of^ saturation ; but stfll a deposition will take
iMursltd.
place so long aa the moisture ri<ntiuned in both portions
thotij^h the poitioos

t

the tamperatorcs

Mettorolo.

the article
SJbe the temperatures of the two portions, and let each be ^-^^^"^^
1° from the point of saturation ; then the actual quantities of moisture contaiiie<l in both will be -OOSSSP-I•9O1235=O0SG24 grs. or OOigi'i grs. in one cubic
inch.
But a cubic inch at 40° (the mean temperature
of the mixture.) can dissolve only -001782 grs; and
consequently -OUOS
will be deposited by each cubic
inch.
See § 9.'! of Uie same article.
It appears, from tlie table now rofcrre<l to, th.it when
the temperature increases in arithmetical progression,
the dissolving power increases somewhat fa.<iter than in
a geometrical progression.
Thus a cubic inch of air at
30°, when saturated, holds in solution .00127758 gr.
and at SO", -00846714 gr. If the solving power, therefore, increased in geometrical progressi<m, a cubic inch
at 40°, when saturated, ought to dissolve only '001775
gr. ; but, by the table, it is found to dissiolve 001788
gt being -000007 gr. master. 1 his small difference,
however, does not at all affect the illustration of the general principle given above.
When diiterent portions of the atmosphere are inter- Pormition
mixetl, so as to produce a deposition of moisture, the °^ «'«"«•••
consequence will be, tlie formation of a cloud. This
cloud, from its increased specific gravity, will have a
tendency to sink downwards ; and, were the lower strata of the atmosphere of the same temperature with the
cloud, and saturated witii moisture, it would continue
to descend till it reached the surface of the earth hi the
fbtm of rain, or what is coniroonlv called mist. In general, however, the cloud in its descent passes through
a warmer region, where the condensed moisture again
passes into vapour, and consequently ascends till it
reach a temperature sufficiently low to recondense it,
when it will l>egin again to sink. This oscillation will
continue till the cloud settles at the point where the
teiu pel autre and humidity are such, as that the condenaad moiatuit begins to be dissipatetl, and which is
found, on an average, to be between two and three
miles above the sur&ce of the earth.
When the condensation of moisture is rapid and co- Of Halo.
_
pioBS, there appears to be no reason to doubt, tliat rain
will be immediately produced.
Some philosophers, indeed, have maintained that such a condensation, however rapid, never can produce any thing but a cloud,
and that the production of rain is the consequence of
certain electrical processes that afterwards take place
among the minute particles of which the cloud is composed.
That electricity is a frequent and a powerful
agent in the formation of rain, is extremely probable,
but that it is in all cases essential to that phenomenon,
appears to us to be a gratuitous assumption, which,
however ingeniously supported, is still dentitute of satisfactory piroof.
The well known fact, that the rain
which accompanies a thunder-storm, is more copious
than in any other circumstances, is evidence sufficient
that it is frequently modified or increased by the influ-iice of electricity ; but this is all that is certainly
known upon the subject, and we deem it unnecessary,
therefore, V> rntrr on any particular examination of the
hypothe?i«.
irticles of moisture in a cloud are
liild at a illIII eich other
by certain electrical
atmosphere* ; nnti that it is only by the removal of
these that the particles unite, nnd form dr^ips of rain.
It is evident that the mixture of tlifferent |)ortions of IVomoled
the atmosphere, to which, in the preceding remarks, we ''JopposMs
have ascnbed the production of rain, must be greatly '"'""'•
promoted by opposite currenu of wind. These cur- " "

m.

•

But a deposition of moisture may take

D(p«iilka
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may also be deduced from the table in
Hyorometry, $ 39. Thus let SO" and ^O"

This conclusion

B

and U,

is

greater than

aCe,

*
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rents are themselves produced, chiefly by the unequal
distribution of heat, which disturbs the equilibrium of

the atmosphere. When a column of air is Iieated above
temjjerature of an adjacent column, it has a ten-

.tlie

dency to rise in consequence of its diminished specific
gravity, while the colder air flows in to supply its place.
Upon this principle, it might be expected, what is
found actually to take place, that the colder air, from
tlie Poles, is continually displacing the warmer and
lighter air of the equatorial regions, thus producing a
.constant current near the surface of the earth from the
To supply the place of the
Cause* of pole towartls the equator.
these curair thus carried away from the poles, an opposite curreau.
rent must flow in the higher regions of the atmosphere,
from the equator towards the pole, where the air has
its temperature reduced, at the same time that the air,
by which it was displaced, has its temperature elevated,
This tenso that the circulation is constantly kept up.
dency to an intercliange of air between the warmer and
colder regions of the globe, combined with the diurnal
revolution of the earth, produces that constant current
in the neighbourhood of the equator, which is called
tlie trade wind, and which will be considered at greater
length under the article Physical Geography.
Their bene'
The wisdom and beneficence which this constitution
ficial efof things displays, appear in the provision which is
fects.
hereby made for moderating the extremes of heat and
cold in different climates, as well as producing the rain
Were
that is necessary for the purposes of vegetation.
•

the surface of the globe uniformly smooth, and every
where equally susceptible of the impressions of heat
and cold, the circulation in the atmosphere would probably suffer no interruption, nor be liable to any irregularities. The variations of the barometer would, in that
case, be very small, as they are found to be in the equatorial regions, where the circulation of the atmospherical currents is most steady ; and rain would, in all probability, fall only at certain periods, and after long
intervals.
As the globe, however, is actually constituted, the inequalities of its surface, the different capacities which different parts of that surface have for absorbing or communicating heat, and otlier disturbing
causes, produce frequent and considerable irregularities
in the direction and force of the great atmospherical
current, and thus give rise to tlie variety of winds
which is found to take place above the 30° parallel of
latitude.
As the upper current, or that which flows
from the equator, is all directed nearly to one point,
viz. the pole, its velocity must be increased as it approaches that point, and consequently the effects of the
disturbing causes must be gi-eater in the higher latitudes than nearer the equator ; an inference which is
The range of the bafully confinned by observation.
rometer, which may be considered as expressing the
amount of the disturbing force, is found to increase
with ,the distance from the equator ; but that the quantities of air transported by the two currents are, upon
the whole, equal, is obvious from the remarkable fact,
•that the mean height of the barometrical column, making allowance for difference of temperature and elevation, is nearly the same in all latitudes, where it nas yet
been observed. It may be supposed, therefore, that
the plane which separates the two currents, will be
nearly at that elevation above the level of the sea,
•where the barometer would stand at half its mean
lieight, and tliat here clouds are most likely to be formed, from the contact of two portions of air of different
This also is confirmed by observation ;
.temperatures.
the height at which the barometer would stand at li

inches, being about 3A miles, or nearly the average Mcleoroloheight of the clouds.
gy.
The influence of different currents of air in produc- rT'^'''"^
ing rain, is demonstrated by a great variety of pheno- „ind%^
mcna. In this climate, dry weather generally prevails rally ac
eitlier when the atmospliere is in a settled state, or companied
when the wind blows steadily from the same jioint. with rain.
On the other hand, a change of wind is almost always
accompanied with rain ; and if these changes be frequent and rapid, heavy showers are the consequence.
In the tropical climates, the rainy seasons may generally be predicted with the greatest precision, as they
are found uniformly to set in with tlie sun's approach
to the zenith, when the winds become variable, or with
the change of the monsoon, at which time the heaviest
rains fall.
In extensive inland plains, where there is
nothing to promote the mixture of different currents of
air, and where evaporation does not furnish moisture
enough to bring the atmosphere to the point of saturation, it seldom rains ; while in mountainous coimtries,
especially in the neighbourhood of the sea, it rains frequently.
Where there are so many irregularities to be taken Relatioo
into the account, it seems impossible to calculate with between
any thing like precision, the quantity of rain that may the annual
be expected to fall at any given place in the course of I"""."'!
a yeai-. That quantity indeed, must obviously bear °'^"'" *"•*
some relation to tlie moisture which, at tlie average *;!„'"""
temperature of the year, can be held in solution in the
atmosphere, compared with the yearly evaporation ;
and, upon this principle, an approximation to the depth
of rain for every 5th parallel of latitude, has been given

under

tlie article

Hygrometry.

The

results in that

however, must be considered iis excluding the
irregularities arising from local circumstances, and cannot, therefore, be expected to give a very near approximation for particular places ; but it may be interesting to inquire, how far it coincides with actual observation in our own climate.
From a very extensive collection of facts, Mr. Dalton Mr. Daifound that the average annual quantity of rain, for 30 '<>"'» esilplaces in England and Wales, amounts to 35.2 inches, ""^'^ "f
the greatest being 67-5 inches, at Keswick in Cumber- 1^^'^}/ '''''"
land ; and the least J 9.5 at Upminster in Essex.
This,",[/^^j
average, however, is, on various accounts, greatly Waloi.
above the truth. Of the SO places where the observations were made, 2 are in Cumberland, 3 in Westmoreland, and 5 in Lancashire ; the counties where, of all
others, the quantity of rain might be expected, and is
actually found to be the greatest.
Mr. Dalton indeexl
has made an allowance for the excess arising from tliis
circumstance, by taking a mean of the different jilaces
in the same county, and then an average for all tlie
counties, which reduces the general mean from 35.2 to
31.3 inches; but we are inclined to think that even
this is too high an average for the whole of England
and Wales. Of the 20 counties where tlie places referred to by Mr. Dalton are situated, 13 are maritime;
yet notwithstanding this great proportion of counties
where the atmosphere is most likely to be humid, tliere
are 1 6 of the whole 30 places, where the quantity of
rain is below 30 inches.
Had the observations been Prob.iblr
made at equal distances over the whole country, it is too higH.
probable that the general mean would be considerably
Taking the mean latitude of
))elow this last quantity.
England and Wales at 52^°, tlie average yearly rain by
the table alluded to above, should be 23.5 inches.
We have found from our own observations, that the
annual (quantity of raiiij in latitude 56^", and in a situ-^
table,

;
:
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ation not likely to be much a^ected by local circumgtances, is, on an average of 6 years, comtnencing with
1813, 23.7 inches ; and leavinp out the years 1817 and
1818, when the quantity of rain was unusually great,
By the table it should be 2 . At
tbe average is 2 1 .o.
another place, under the same latitu<le, but in the immediate vicinity of a hill (5 or 7 hundred feet in height,
1

tbe average depth of rain for tbe tame six years, is
about 25.5 inches.
question baa sometimes been agitated respecting
tbe comparative quantities of rain, that fall at the summit ami base of a hill. It aptiears irom experiment,
that a rain gage, placed near the surface of the earth,
collects m greater quantity of rain than one elevated
above it, and the difierence has been generally ascribed
It has also been supto tbe influence of the wind.
posed, that independent of this cause, the quantity
mast be greater below than above, owing to tbe gradual accumulation, and consequent enlargement of the
drapa in tbeir descent through the atrntlaphere. Now
tbere are only two case* in which it appam that this
can take |dace ; either when tbe atmosphere thrangfa*
out is aaturated with moisture, or wh«i the lemper»>
tore of the rain is lo low, as to reduce the air with
which it comes in contact in its descent, to the point of
deposition. There is reasoo to doubt, however, whemet these cases occur generally or e%-en frequently.
have often observed the hygrometer during a
heavy and even long continued nun, indicate from 5
to 10 degree* oTdryims, *o that instMd of increasing,
there is reason to believe that the dmpa some times diminish on their uppromA to tbe earth. Bat whatever
may be the cwise of the difference between tbe indicatioiH of two rain gages fdaccd at different altitudes
above the seme pluie, there can be little doubt, that
the quantity of rain which fall* mi tlic summit of a
hill, IS greater than what fall* at the base, and that the
difference is caailr accoontcd for from the well-known
CuA, that the nimtNis or rain-dood, as well as fugs and
mists, b often attracted by mountains, and is seen to
rr** '-T
them, while there is little or no rain below.
1
"urse, suppose*, that the hill is of considerable .KTigiii and magnitude, and that the observation in
this CM* holds trae, is fuDy established by the follow,
ing factSL
In the neighbourhood of Kinfaun's Castle, a rainis pUced on the summit of a hill, 600 feet above
of the sea, and another in the garden at the
of tbe hill, aboat SO fttt above the sea. Tbe foU
lowing are the annual itsaha of the two for five years

A

We

—

:

OrMint
qaantlij
fkllion

aevoulaf.

Y«an.

18U
1815
1816
1817
1818

McUM.

UtU G,9^
In.

I>c.

S3
45
52
44
31

.84
.70
.43
.40
.10

41

.49

No part

Uu4aiGi«a.
In. Dec
SO .03
S4 .20
84 95

31

.01

S8

.07

25 .06

of the sbove difference can be ascribed to
of the gsrden gage but its
being lower down. It is fully esposed to the rain
and, a* the best proof of this, it is only necessary to remark, that its average amount for six years is abont two

n^

tiling in the titustion
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inches greater than that of another, situated in an open Meieorolo'
_^-'
country, at the distance of about a mile.
.
_.
When clouds are formed at an elevation, where tlie f^^^^^^^
temperature is below 32=>, the particles of moisture be- of .now
come congealed, and fall down in the fonn of snow or ,„(! balL
hail. If the temperature of the lower regions of the- atmosphere be much above 32", it will sometimes happen that the snow is again dissolved before it reaches
the earth ; but hail, from iu greater solidity, as wtll asmore rapid descent, frequently arrives at the groiintl in
its congealed state even during the summer months.
There can be no doubt that the moisture, of whicli hail
consists, had been collected into large drops of rain
previous to its being congealed ; and Mr. Leslie has
proposed an explanation of the manner in which the
" If we examine," says he,
congelation tal^s place.
" the structure of a haiUstone, we shall perceive a
It has
snowy kernel incased by a hanler crust.
very nearly the appearance of a drop of water suddenly frosen, the particles of air being driven from the
surface towards the centre, where they form a snongjr
texture.
This circumstance suggest* the probable origin of hail, which is perhaps occasioned by rain falling
through a dry and very cold stratum of air." He then
proceed* to jjoint out a method of nutting this theonr
to the test of experiment ; but, in tact, it has been aU
resdy confirmed, by the process of freeaing water un'

dcr the receiver of an air-pump.

From

all that has been stated on the formation of PrognotiN
and the protluction of rain, we are naturally led cailont of
to remark, that however important may be the facts r*'" >»'
which meteorological researches are in time likely to uncertain.
disclose, there is but little probability of our ever being
•Me to patdict, with any tning like certainty in every
case, the raproach of the most common and familiar of

cIoikU,

By the extemkd use of
atmoapbcrical plirnomena.
tbe hygrometer, we may discover a great deal more than
we vet know of the sUte of the atmosphere near the
surUce of the earth ; but we cannot from this infer any
thing with certainty regarding the processes that are
going on in the region of the clouds, or anticipate the
nature and extent of future changes in the weather:
have repeatedly remarked, in the course of cur observations, a heavy and long continue<l fall of rain,
commencing a few hours after the hygrometer had indicated an unusual degree of dryness in the lower atmosphere ; snd, on the contrary, the air passing from a
state of almost complete saturation to great dryness
without any rain at all. The barometer is the only instrument by which distant changes in the atmosphere
can be detected ; but as its fluctuations merely give us
notice of variations in the weight of that fluid, tney do
In fact,
not necessarily injlicate the approach of rain.
tbe only information that this instrument gives us, is
the amount of the disturbance that has taken place in
When the mercu- i{,ij,(jon
the equilibrium of the atmosphere.
rial column, therefore, sinks below its mean height, all iKiween
that we can directly infer is, that some change has hap- the Auetupened, or will soon happen, in the force or direction of iion« of ih«
the wind ; but as this is likely to bring different or op- baron>«i»r
posite currents into contact, it may naturally be expect- "? *'!''"*^*
ed that rain will be the consequence. It is in this way °^^^^^
only that the fall of the barometer is an indication of
It may be observed, too, that the intermixture
rain.
of different portions of the atmosphere, in such circumstances as to produce rain, sometimes takes place, not at
the first disturlMnce, but at the subsequent restoration
of the equilibrium ; and we find accordingly, that, on
all

We

,

;
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gome occasions, the barometer, after being depressed below its mean height, has begun again to rise before the
To illustrate these remarks, we shall
rain commences.
extract from our register the greatest falls of rain that
have taken place since 1815, with the corresponding
state of tliE barometer, and the relative humidity of the
atmosphere, at 10 morning and evening, confining ourselves to those cases in which the quantity of rain

amounted
Table

llluf.

triiiive

of

to

an inch in 48 hours.
Relative

Year.

lUin.

Date.

that rclation.

1815, Oct.

—

19,

20, 1.338

1816, July

7,

1.030

Aug. H,
15,

1817, .May

June

I

—
893
—
—

26,
27, 1.361

9,
10, 1.119
13, 1.34

Aug. 25, 1.120
1818, April 26,
27, 1.070

May

6,

—
—

7,

I.I69

July 26,

—

27, 1.082

1819, April 13,
14-,

15,

—
—

1.070

16, 1.075

20, 1.062

June 20,
21.
1

Remarks

—
—

22,11.120

The mean

Humid.

liaromcter.
10

10

?/i.

1.

Wind-

lOm.llOc

29.22029.025 8f5 100 W. &S.
28.82529 030; 100; 97 E. var.
'>9t^~0 29.660 93; 97 E.
29.690 29.500| 88 100 E
29.470 29.525100; 97 E.
29..^80 29.465 611 92 E.
29.520 29.670 88 89 NT. E.
29.58029.560' 67| 92 S. W.
29.6+029.820 7li 92 W.
29-38029.200 68! 96 S. and E.
29 35028.980 92100 E.
29.51029.555 65 81 N. E.
29.38O29.432 98 98 E.
29.310 29-290 98 97 Nf. E.
29.282 29-372 93 95 N. E.
29.678 29.7151 82 96|W.
29.820 29-985! 90 93 W.
29.340 29-250 80 88 E.
29-240 29-265 92 86 W.
29.245 29.240 94 97 E.
29.222 28-935 97 100 E.
29550 29.525 81 97 E.
30. 105129-970 42 83 W.
29.792 29.840 75 82:e.
29.85029 895 91 84|E.

height of the barometer, from the begin-

on the
ning of 1815 to the middle of I8I9, was 29-650, and
above table*, ^l^g mean relative humidity, at 10 morning and evening, about 80.
The average of the barometer in the
above table is 29.475, and the relative humidity 88.5.
The table, however, presents many anomalies from any
general inference that might be drawn from these facts.
Thus, on the 7th of July, 18 6, the barometer was almost stationary at a point rather above than below the
mean height, not only on that but also on the preceding
1

day, though the quantity of rain amounted to an inch
in 24 hours.
It may be alleged, indeed, that the wind
on that occasion blew from the east ; and as an east
wind, in this country, generally raises the barometer
two or three tenths above its mean height, the altitude
of the mercury on that day was as far below what it
ought to have been, as the average of the preceding table is below the average of the whole period.
There
are cases, however, where this explanation does not apply. On the 9th and 10th of June, 1817, and the 26th
and 27th of July, 1818, upwards of an inch of rain fell
while the barometer, with a west wind, stood in the
one case very little below, and in the other considerably
above, the mean height.
In the former case, indeed,
the mercury had sunk on the 8th to 29.4, but in the
latter it was almost stationary for several days.
But the most remarkable fact in the above table is,
i"he unusual degree of dryness that sometimes existed
in the lower atmosphere immediately before a consider-

of rain. Thus, on the 26th of May, 1817, the Metcoroi
g^'
humidity was 19, and, on the 20th of June,
^.,
'~
•
18 19, it was 38 degrees below the ordinary annual
mean, though a few hours afterwards rain commenced,
and in both cases exceeded an inch. It would thus appear, that the formation of rain sometimes takes place
at a great height above the surface of the earth, and is
altogether independent of the quantity of moisture that
exists in the lower strata of the atmosphere.
But though it may be difficult to assign any satisfac- Anderson'*
tory reason for the particular facts now stated, it seems estimate of

able

fall

relative

"'^ annual
to be sufficiently clear, that in general the quantity of
"
rain that falls at any given place in the coiir.se of a year J!^!*"^'^^
moisture
which
be
the
can
bears a certain relation to
evapora-

held in solution by the atmosphere, at the average tem- tion.
perature of that place ; and that the depth of rain,
therefore, must depend in some degree on the quantity

The relation between these quantities,
deduced from the law of aqueous solution in the atmosphere, may be seen from the table formerly alluded
to in section 99 of the article HyGHoMETnv, containing
of evaporation.
as

the quantity of rain for every 5" parallel of latitude,
comparetl with another table in section 5 1 of the same
article, shewing the daily and yearly evaporation for
have already seen that the
the same parallels.
former of these tables gives an approximation to the
depth of rain as found by actual observation ; and
though it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to measure
with accuracy the quantity of evaporation from the surface of the ground, the most satisfactory experiments
on the subject give results coinciding very nearly with
the quantities given in the table of evaporation.

We

From

observations

pool, for four years,

made by Dr. Dobson at Livercommencing with 1 772, it would

ObserTt''""^ ^f
^''°'

appear that the annual evaporation from the surface of ^''
the water in that latitude, amounts to 36.78 inches.
There can be little doubt, that 'vhere the water in the
evaporating basin is freely exposed to the influence of
the sun and wind, or even of the latter alone, the quantity evaporated in the course of a year may amount to
36 or 37 inches. This, however, is obviously a much rstimatcs
greater quantity than could be dissolved by a column evaporaiioa
of the atmosphere, whose base is equal to the exposed '0° '"'S'^'
surface, because in the case of even a moderate wind,
the original rate of evaporation is kept up by a constant
succession of new columns, whose bases are every instant coming in contact with the surface of the water.
It must be greater also than what is actually evaporated from the earth ; for though the latter is exposed to
the influence of both tlie sun and wind, the surface in
a short time becomes dry, anil the moisture is not drawn
up from below so quickly as to yield a supply equal to
There is reathat afforded from the surface of water.
son, however, to believe, that the actual evaporation
from the ground in ordinary cases, approaches nearer,
than that from an exposed evaporating vessel, to the
true quantity of evaporation at any given place ; meaning by this, the quantity which the atmosphere at that
place would dissolve, were the whole surface of the
globe covered with water. The ground indeed after a
time ceases to supply moisture as quickly as the air is
capable of dissolving it ; but were the surface continually wet, the dissolving power of the air, and consequently tlierate of evaporation, would diminish, and perhaps
as rapidly as the supply of moisture from the earth is
found to do in the present state of things- But the readiest, and perhaps, after all, the most accurate estimate
of evaporation, is found by placing the common evaporating basin, or atmoraeter, iii a situation out of the reach of

6
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the Min'* direct in/1uenc«, aiuidi|)|WBd a3niuchaspo»>
Tilt- rfnlll IWtMiiecl in this way,
sible from tiio wiml.
'ilowing facts to coincide nearly with
ap|i
It* made to Ascertain the actual evaxl\<):yi.
poration truin the earth.
By a vesM;! situated as above described, we found
Kriporafor the last two
lion rrom a the annual cvapomtion in latitude
helmed years, to be a« follows :
•!»«•
1817 . . . 20.991 inches
-

,

^y,

20.056
1818
being a mean of SO.B'2'3. The amount from Septemlier
1818 to AugiMt 1819 inclusive, is 'M.7li3. The annual
evAMcation, tiwrefore, may l>e stated at 20.6 inches.
'-ments histituted by Mr. Dalton in
From f'- ive been detiuled under the article
> 796, an
uHkcc of
ih* ground. Eta poration, 11 was found that the quantity evaporated from the ^ound, on an areraf^e of three years,
.

.

.

,

•

25.1.''>8 inches.
There u reason to believe,
from ceruin circuinstanoea in the mode of

to

MBiinctiiig the ejqterimenia, that this quantity is rath«r albort than bdow the truth ; hut even adinitUng
that tbcfc was no sooMWof fidUcy in the observations,
the iMi^ malubtc allimmwi for diSenacB ot latititde,
which may be wa«t 8*. rniwridw varjr nearly with
Both eoiif those ffiven above.
Both results approotimate to the
~^'"
'
•tdcnorlj
-naa from the law of
dcdoced by
with AnTevnporatioa former <•
lUilation.
Aft mrtw)*^ f^

M

ly'n'

Utitude56^*

'

isli.

the Mtc cake, oud

.(»i

les* in tlw udicr

75 greater in
than what is

found by actual obserratian.
c near
It may perhaps appear at first sis'
of rain
to eqaality between Uit
diatof crapuntica, whidi siaM ot^ tite preceding
to iasply, is inriwiistiwt with the irnivcr*
apaion rtapaeting the origia of qmigB.
KAt^wnfmattaaht m^ttat, or tfte depth of rain as
anidlae has bsan stated, it may be alleged that there is
not a soilkient sopply of water to keep permanent
and rivers continually flowing. It is to be rehowever, that the quantity uf rain that falls
and elevated tracts or country, greatlv
exceeds what is deposited in plains, or what w.niLI Ml
if there weie no mountains ; and that it is
'u
the latter that springs and rivers derive tlu-u „..,.,iiy.
lton*«
Mr. Dalton haa calculated, that the qaaati^ of water
IcuU
,^ aoauaily diachargcd into the sea by aQ the rivers in
Eni^Und and Wales, anMwnts only to aboat 13 inches
of nin over the whole snrfiKe; uid when it is cumdered that the water deposited on aoiuileins vary •|uidb
ly arrives at rocks, which, from their sintified poaition,
convey it with little waste to the point where it is to
issue m a spring, there seems to be little difficultr in
conceiving, that the anpeiabandant moistnre which
fklls there is Aillradetniate to the sopply.
There is no
'
in all audi rahiLtione as those of Mr. Dalton, a
eagttieM ena
and wantef
want ef |»
buestunat
estimate of the
p eciswn ; bat his
qnantity ef water annaaUy disdiarged by all the Irivers in
Eoriand,
is jast as likely to be above ae
niHaiMi,isjast
ae'bilow tb
the truth.
Analher]'
intimatdy
ertwl with the
sobjectnow
sobiectnow ondcr consideration, and wUdi has of late
rdcw.
of the attention of philoao.
phers. is the fbroMtion atdem.
From a very early pe>
riod, it has besn a bsar » Ml that dew is always most eo>
picas during desr and calm nights and an idea seems
also to have longpfevailed, that it is accompanied with
a iHhiiliiU of tampcntare. The late Dr. Wells, how*
'.,

<

w

Mow

cw

I,

;

t!^rtT,

mm

wiinisliiaialily the first person

di <inet and sihfttliy theory upoa
VOL. UT. rAET U

sed a

who

propo-

the subject.
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Tlwt pentleman has shown, bv a great variety of wellcomlucted and accurate expenmcnts, tliat dew is never
formed upon any substance till the temperature of that
substance lias been reduced below tlie tempcr.iture of
the surrounding atmosphere; and has consequently
proved, U»at the cold which accompanies dew, jirccctles

Meteoroio.
g ."-

'~'

~'

*

instead of following the production of that fluid.
This
indeed might have been inferreil from the well-known
fact, that, vapour, in passing from the aeriform to the
fluid state, gives out instead of absorbing c.tloric;
and the formation of dew, dierefore, so tor from increasing must diminish the cold of contiguous bodies, liut
Dr. Wells has also proved, in a manner equally satisfactory, that the surface of the ground, as well as other
bodies, has its tenmerature reduced below that of the
atmosphere, by beuig freely exposed to the clear sky,
and that whatever screens it from this exposure, prevents the reduction of temperature. Thus he found,
that on clear and calm nights a thermometer, in contact
with the grass, frequently stood ftom 7° to I '2°, and on
one occasion ICf lower than another situated 4 feet above
the surface ; and of two thermomete rs which were both
in contact witli the grass, one being fredy exposed, and
the ochar shdtered by a screen ofpastdxMu-d, the former someliBMe indicated a temperature lO" below the
latter.
In dondy weather, aiiii particularly when there
was wind, be seldom observed much ililiercnce between
the temperature of the grass and that of tlic air ; but, in
such weather, a clear interval seldom failed to produce
a great redu^ion of temperature on the surface of the
ground, while a passing cloud over a dear sky generally raised the ttiermometer on the grass several degrees.
Dr. Wells observed farther, that when bodies,
which had been equally eamossd to the air, were examined at the same time, toose which had suffned the
mateat reduction of temperature had also collected
ue grestest quantity of dew ; and that substances
whic£ had been exposed to the sky were uniformly more
dewed than those which had been screened. In proof
of this, wc sliall give the result of one ex]>enmciit
among many that might be produced, and which appears to be perfectly satisfiKtory.
" I lient asheetof nasteboard,"says Dr. Wells, Ettay
on Dtn, p. 15, 1st edition, " into tKe shape of a house
roof, making the angle of flexure 90 degrees, and
leaving both ends open. This was placed one evening
^;.i. ;.. ^,ige uppennost upon
the same grass plat, in
t!
>n of the wind, as well as tltis could be asc<.-iuuiii.-\i.
I then laid 10 graiiw of wool on the middle of that part of the grasa which was sheltered by the
roof, and the same quantity on another part of the grass
plat fully exposed to the sky.
In the morning, the
sheltered wool was found to iiave increased in wdght
only S grains, but that which had been exposed to the
aky 16 grains.
From these experiments, repeated
in a great variety
"'
xhtorr **
of way", Dr. Weils de<luced tli<dured Iv
dew.
On
prwluction of
the
r)r. Wt:i«
well-established fact, that bodies liavu a t«iideiiGv tu rrom hii
throw off caloric by radiation to other bodies, whose *>iper)temperature is lower, he supposes that the earth is con- "•"'*••
tinually radiating its heat to the higli nnd ctddrr regions of the atmosphere ; that,
nets of this mdiatirm are not
counterljal.
"'ic greater influx of lieat from the
" sun ; but that during the night,
direct infill.
wlien the
ng cause is removed, these eflects
become sciproduce the reduction of tcnipor1"

i

'

1

!->

<

,

i

Bturc above stated, oiuesa where

douds interpose, wnich
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Meteoiolo- operate as a screen in arresting the rays of heat.
Dr.
Wells seems to think, that the interposition of clouds

operates not only as a screen in preventing radi.ntion
from the earth, but by actually radiating heat back to
the ground, and thus restoring a portion of what had
been formerly abstracted. This, we apprehend, may
possibly take place when the clouds are low and
dense, to which indeed Dr. Wells's rera.irk chiefly applies ; but, in general, their elevation is such, that their
temperature must be Ic^wer than even the reduced temperature of the ground. But however this may be,
tlie cold produced by radiation to a clear sky is sufficient to account for all the phenomena of dew.
have already seen, that the mean point of deposition in
the atmosphere is about 6" below its mean minimum

We

temperature, and that below this point it is no longer
capable of holding its moisture in a state of solution.
When the ground, therefore, is cooled down from 7" to
12* below the atmosphere, the portion of the latter in
contact with the surface will in general be reduced below the point of deposition, and must consequently part
with a portion of its humidity, the quantity deposited
being proportional to the reduction of temperature, and
the previous state of the air with regard to moisture.
It appears accordingly from Dr. Wells's experiments,
what might be inferred from the theory, that though of
two similar substances examined at the same time, the
coldest was always the most dewed, it did not uniformly happen, that on different nights, or even at different
times of the same night, the quantity of dew was proportional to the reduction of temperature alone. " Thus
during two nights," says Dr. Wells, p. 4,3, " on which
grass was 12° or 14" colder than the air, there was little
dew ; while on the night which afforded the most copious dew ever observed by me, the cold possessed by
the grass beyond that of the air was for the most part
only 3" or 4°." It is deeply to be regretted, that in
none of his experiments did Dr. Wells employ Leslie's
hygrometer, the state of which, at the time of his observations, could not have failed to give them a precision
which they can never otherwise possess.
The opinion which has sometimes been entertained,
The opinion that
tliat dew is entirely produced by vapour emitted from
devr rises
the earth and vegetable substances, has been satisfacfrom the
torily refuted by Dr. Wells, at least in so far as he has
ground redemonstrated, that a great proportion of it is deposited
futed.
from the atmosphere. He has also examined at considerable length, some of the objections that may be
urged against his theory, and has thus been led to discuss various collateral subjects of considerable interest.
But for these we must refer to the treatise itself. We
would only observe, that the principle which he has assumed as the foundation of his theory, affords a satisfactory explanation of all the phenomena accompanying
the production of dew, and that none of the apparent
anomalies hitherto observed are sufficient of themselves
to set that principle aside.
It is in the adoption of
this principle indeed, that the chief merit cf Dr. Wells
consists, as many of the facts which be states had been
previously made known by the experiments of Mr. Six
of Canterbury, and Dr. Wilson of Glasgow.
When the E.i.iai/ on Dew first made its appearance,
Theory of
Dr. Wells it excited considerable interest in the scientific world,
ubjccted to and for some time the accuracy of the theory there adby Mr.
vanced seemed to be generally admitted. Of late, howiiCtlie.
ever, a very formidable attack has been made on the fundamental principle of that theory, and from a quarter
which renders it particulary deserving of notice.
Mr.
Lealie,.after having assigned to Dr. Wells "the merit of be-

rngthefirstwhodistinctly attributed the formation of dew Meteoroleto the previous cold induced on the ground from the asgJpect of the sky," and admitted that " this cooling of ''""'Y""'
substi\nces from exposure is at least one great source of
dew," proceeds to express his wgret, " that the explication of this primary phenomenon should have been
sought for from the very loose, cumbrous, and visionary hypothesis, concerning what is gratuitously called
radiant heat ;" an hypothesis which he considers as " repugnant to all the principles of sound philosophy." and
as " obtaining favour only from the blind admiration
which the multitude are prone to entertain for whatever
lulls the reasoning faculty, and appears cloudy and mysterious."
The principle which Mr. Leslie proposes to
substitute for radiant neat, in explaining the phenomena observed by Dr. Wells, is that of cold pulsations
from the higher regions but to do justice to the hypothesis, it will be necessary to state it in the author's
own words. After explaining the diffusion of heat LcsJie'i
through the atmosphere, in a manner similar to the theory.
prop;igation of sound, he thus proceeds: " But the
same pulsatory system will enable the atmosphere to
transmit likewise the impressions of cold.
The shell of
air adjacent to a frigid surface becoming suddenly chilled, suffers a corresponding contraction, which must excite a concatenated train of pulsations.
This contraction is followed by an immediate expansion, which
withdraws a portion of heat from the next succeeding
shell, itself now in the act of contracting ; and the tide
of apparent cold, or rather of deficient heat, shoots for|
;

wards with

Now
this

diffusive sweep."

must appear obvious, we think, that upon More obprinciple the frigorific pulses which Mr. Leslie sup- j«ctionabia
it

down from the higher regions, never ^^^" ""*'
can communicate to the earth a greater degree of cold
^vgHj'
than they had previously communicated to the atmosphere.
When the last pulsation reaches the surface of
the ground, it will deposit its load of cold, if we may
use such an expression, or abstract from the earth a
quantity of caloric proportional to its reduction of temperature below that of the earth ; but if the latter be
the colder of the two, instead of abstracting, the shell of
air will deposit heat, and tend to bring the ground to
the same temperature with itself.
The moment that
the lowest film, or iiKlefinitely small wave of air, comes
in contact with a colder surface, it is precisely in the
same circumstances with the highest one where the
pulsation commenced ; and should the temperature of
tlie ground, therefore, be reduced by any means below
that of the atmosphere, a concatenated trahi of pulsations ought, upon Mr. Leslie's principles, to commence
at the surface of the earlli, and proceed upwards till
they arrive at a still colder region. Nor will it at all
poses are showered

remove this objection, to say, that the pulsations from
above more than counteract those from below, in consequence of the former being at a lower temperature
than the latter. Admitting that the descending wave
is the colder of the two, and not only arrests tlie progress of the other upwards, but actually propels it back
again towards the earth, it still remains to be explained
how the surface of the ground comes to have its temperature reduced below that of the body by which it is
cooled, as was found to be the case by Dr. Wells and
other observers. According to Mr. Leslie's theory, the
atmosphere is not merely the medium by which the cold
pulsations are conveyed, without having its own temThese pulsations are, in
jjerature affected by them.
fact, the contractions which take place in the atmosphere itself, in consequence of the successive abstrac-

i

.
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tion of caloric from each indefinitely thin film or rtr*tum, so that tlie degree of cold which ultimately reaches

if the jfround, can be nothing more than
the intermediate strata of the atmosphere
!->ly reduced.
If it be said, that these
had be.
t;ich the earth without expending tKeir
cold pi;
cooling energy on the atmosphere, then we are at a loss
to see any thing else in this than the " vulgar and nnphilosophical" principle of riuiiation, or in what respects Mr. Leslie's theory differs from that of Dr. Wells,
except tliat the Utter ascribes the cold induced on tlie
ground to the radiation of heat upwards, while the
former explains it by the radiation of cold downwards.
f:

til

!

In whatever light Mr. Leslie's theory' be viewed, it seems
much stronger objectioiu than the one
on which he has passed so severe a censure, and to
which of the two the epithets of " cloudy and rayaterious" irey be justly applied, it is not very difficult we
think to derioe.
i^ "ii"~(rd, that the reality of
TiM iadics..
p.„ .,
I. .„.
the
llo«> oC
fr:.
y is established by the
Mthriotn<ii<..tii<>M-> «ji iiji iii^ii ui.i*. ML t-iicly constructed by Mr.
mij
•rafw
Leslie, and to which he has given the name of .Ethrio>
kcrxThis instrument is nothing more than the difpialiKd on scope.
III* prinei- ferential thermometer, placed in the hollow of an obfU a( ladl- long uphcroi''
-fbrajis or silver, having the sentloe.
tient ball ill
and the other, which u covered
with silver umi, miged in the cavitv. and nearly in
contact with the side of the cup.
\<'hon the instrument in this state is fVvely evpo«cd t'
the ball
in the focus of the cnp suffers a dim;•••mpermture, the enclosed air is contracted, ana Uic liquid rises
in the tube towards the ball, indicating « difference of
temperature bctwet n the two balls which in some cases
to be liable to

— —

—

'

'

.

mounts

to 50 millesimal degrees.
This effect is ascribed bjr Mr. Le«lic to " an impreioiion of cold shot
downwards from the higlicr regions ;" but the phcnomenon is just as easily accounted for on the principle
adopted by Dr. Wells. The radi»ti«ni of heal to the
sky, from the sentient ball oft!'
cope, is augmented by that hall being pi.;
'c focus of a
laetallic cup, which is itself mdintiitg heat towards the
same qnarter, exactly as in the case of a heated body
placed in the focus of a metallic reflector. Were the
ball of the .£thrioaoope exposed by itself, it would
radiMe heat onlpr frpsB thi
-cted towards the
dcy ; bat by being |rfaced
us of the cup, radiation goes on froin ererr point of its sur&oe.
This
iiiMiunieiil the refw e famish es no additional support to
Mr. Lealie's theory, nor does it at all militate against
the oommotUr f»cei »ed opinion regarding the radution
i
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temperature on the surface of the earth, even when the Mcteorolg
sky is clear, he ascribes not to its diminishing the
quantity of radiation, but to its bringing successive
jKJrtions of warmer air in contact with the ground, so
that no dew can be formed till the whole of the air
thus agitated is cooled down to the point of deposition.
The same cause will account for less dew being depo«
sited on mountains than on plains.
Some philosophers have ascribed tlie cold observed
on tlie surface of the ground to evaporation, and tliere tion not
tuflicicnt lo
can be no doubt tliat, in certai© circumstances, a contccouni for
maj'
in
this
way
retluction
of
temperature
be
siderable
the phenoproduced. We have frequently observed congelation mena listgoing on in moist places during a bri^k wind, while the ed abgTC.
temperature of the atmosphere at the height of a few
feet was as high a.1 40", and have more than once seen
an icicle forming at the bulb of a moistened thermometer, while a contiguous dry one indicated a temperature of 38° or Sy.
It is impossible, however, upon
this principle,' to accmmt for many of the phenomena
If the cold were produced
observed by Dr. Wells.
by evaporation alone, the difference betiTcen the temperature of the ground and tliat of the atmosphere
near it, would dimini.oh as the air became moist, and
wouhl disappear altogether when the latter was completely saturated.
But the cold observed by Dr. Wells
continued long af\er a deposition of moisture iiad
'vhcn not only evaporation must have
taken pi '
ceased,
must h.ive been disengaged or become s«i'<iiiit', iiy the vapour pafoing into a liquid
state.
Besides, evaporation could have nothing to do
with the redaction of temperaturv observed on substmoes exposed in a state or diyneas, and not in con«
tact with the earth.
UTien llic temperature of the groand, aAer the de>. Pormtltew
position of moisture has taken place, is at or below 32?, of boar
the dew is congealed and becomes ktmrfnM. AcconU rroiU
ins to the cxprriroents detailed above, this may happen
when the temperature of tlic atmosphere, a few feet
above the saraoe, is considerablT abeve 40'. We have
often observed a copious hoer-A-ost after a clear and
".imiim temperature, as incalm night, t'
i.g tliermometer, had not
dicated by
been lower thau 41 or -ix-. The theory advanced by
Dr. Wells satiafacturily explains this curious phenomenon, as well as the practical utility of tlie method
frequently adopted by gardeners for preserving tender
plants, by laying or suspending aver them any cover-

'

'

i-

i\

ing,

however

thin, that serves to screen

them from

exposure to a clear sky.
We cannot (c.iuliiil this article without expressing PUnora
of caloric. Sm on aiticie Cold.
'plication of the principles de- DMltoroloour regri
Variotts uiLiuusiances besides those already men- veloped
ncs of Leslie, Anderson, and gkal jour,
OtiMT facu
l«tc<i \rf
tiosied, occurred to Dr. Wells in the course of his exWells, has hitherto so s<'ldom found a place in meteor, oal.
Or. WtlU periments, which tend to confirm his theory of the
ological journals.
To the laborious experiments and
In Mippaft
prodoction of dew. Thus he found that substances, profound investigations of these eminent individoala
a/hia
netals for example, which readily receive heat by the science luu been deeply indebted ; but it still re>
ihtarj.
oondactian, bat which radiate slowly, were, cfteris pa- mains for meteorologists to bring these discoveries to
rHut, leM dewnl than bodies possessing different qiia- the test of daily observation, in order to confirm or
Hliea.
He found also that grass on a dear and still correct the principles on which they are founde<i. In
nigfat was uniformly colder than a gravel walk, eviillustration of thu remark, as well as of some other
dently owing to the rliffcrent nunntities of heat which observations that have been made in the course of this
they receired by conduction fmm the interior of the article, we submit the following plan of a meteorologrtwnd and tnat on the same principle filamentous gical journal, which, though as extensive as any we
and downy subetaDccs become colder than all others. have yet seen, still admits oif some important additions
The influaDce at wind in preventing a reductioo of and improvements.
•
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Tlan of a Meteorological Journal.

Year.

THERMOMETER.

Mon.

Extr.

Mean

10.

g

g

o

5

.S

§

1

Advanta>
ges of the
plan.

Fig. 10.

s

Barometer.

uf

W

§
1?

1
f

Meau.

7

«
S

Day.

s

Night.

s-

a

i

9

f

a

1

1

1
1

In examining meteorological tables, the difficulty of
perceiving at once the extent of the fluctuations that
take place in the temperature and pressure of the atmosphere is a frequent and just subject of complaint ;
and to remove this difficulty, a very simple expedient
has been proposed, and is now frequently adopted.
This oaethod is represented in Fig. 10, vifhere the
horizontal lines denote the degrees of the thermometer, and the spaces between the vertical lines repreThe extreme elevations
sent the days of the month.
and depressions of the instrument, or the points at
which it stands at the hours of observation for every
day, are marked on the diagram, and the line joining
these points exhibits at one view the fluctuations of
similar diagram is employed to retemperature.
present the elevations and depressions of the barome-

A

Plan con-

10 Evan.

10 Mor.

1

ter.

The

measure
column,

necessity of this

method however

is,

in

some

superseded by entering in a separate
as in the above plan, the daily range of both
instruments.
That of the thermometer is found by
at least,

subtracting the maximum from the minimum, and an
approximation to that of the barometer, by taking the
difference between the observations at 10 morning and
evening of the same day, which is entered in the 7th
or 8th column, according as the mercury has risen or
fallen, and also the difference between the observations
at 10 on the evening of the one day and 10 on the
morning of the following day, -which is entered in the
9th or 10th column. The sum of these two differences is then carried to the last column, as the amount
of the barometrical range for the whole twenty.four
hours.
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particulars in the above plan, which, as far as
to be found in any other table yet
made public, are the results of Anderson's formula,
as already explained, viz. the point of deposition, or

The lowest point to which the temperature of
ground sinks during the night, and which might
be found by exposing a minimum thermMueter on the
grass, and recording the result in the morning ; and

the temperature at which the atmosphere would begin
to deposit moisture ; the actual quantity of moisture
contained in 100 cubic inches of air, expi-essed in decimals of a grain ; and the relative humidity, or quantity of moisture expressed in hundredths of what would
produce complete saturation.
In addition to tliese,

2dly, The greatest depression of the hygrometer,
both at the surface of the gi-omid and a few feet above
it, which might be ascertained by the self-registering
Were these instruhygrometer formerly explained.
ments generally employed, every meteorological journal would exhibit a series of experiments, which coiUdhardly fail both to give greater precision to the discoveries that have already been made, and to extend

The

Extensio

.
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know, are not

nowever, it would be desirable,
the following facts.

we

think, to ascertain

\st.

tlie

5

1
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of a science in which, from the want
aof accurate and uniibmi registers, there are still so
^"'•""^ manv desiderata. See ArisL De Meteor.
rat Dios.
De Luc, IfUt* tmr la Mdeorologie. Forstcr On AlmoPhilosophical Transactions, Loud.
tpheric Pknamena.
mmi Etim. Leslie On Heat and Moisture. Play fair's
OmiKm* of Natmral Philosophy. Daltoo's Meteorolgy.
And our articles Atmmphbric&i,
Wella On Dnr.
Clock, Barohxtkh, Cold, EvAPoftanoir, HtoromkTRY, Physical Geography, Phiumatics, TrebuoMBTUI, &C. ApPSNDIX.
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carrying on a series of observations with
the syropiesometer, suspended in the same apartment
It may perwith a very delicate mountain barometer
haps be gratifying to some of our readers to see the resuit of these, at the same time that they will shew on
what grounds we formerly ventured to conjecture, that
there might be something like absorption between the
gas and the oil. Our observations commenced on the
4th of September, and were made generally twice aday, with the most scrupulous attention to accuracy.
shall confine ourselves, however, to the observa*
press,

we were

We

tioD at 10 in the morning.

While the preceding

article

was preparing

for the

Comporittm qfthe Sympiaomtter with the Mounlain Barometer.

Sep..

T»>'per.

JjWDictsr*

59.0
58.S
59.»
60.8

89-585
S9-60S
89-660
29.8SS

62S

29890

61.8
59.4
60.5
61.0
62.6
57.5
55.4
59.0
54JZ
54.4
54.0
55.S

30.018
80.160
30.075
30.085
«9.835
29.760
29-845
29-765
30.380

89-810
29-900
29-880
30.455

3a4S0

3a480

30.383
30.18S

S6S

99815

57.6
55.7
55.4

29.305
89-850
89.190

30-455
30-850
89-890
29-570
89-380
29-850

4
6
7
8
9
10
11

IS
14
15
16
17
IS

20
81

ss
9S
S4
C5
9T
98

DiAer-

89.615
99-688
89.695
89-880
89.940

sao6o
8a8l5
30.185
30.130

S99IO

.030
.035
.035
.048
.050
.048
.055
.050
.045
.055
.050
.055
.055
.075
.060
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54.8
53.5
57.3
60.8
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89-840
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29.730
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13
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15
16
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29-675
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30.800
30.140
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8
3
4
5

48.8
43.4
48.4
45.8
48.5

29.870
29.720
29.273

.150
.145
.170
-150
.130

der all pressures, and at all teaipcratures ; but whether
the error arising from this cause be sufiicient to account
for the differences in the above table, we shall not at
We would only remark, that though,
present inquirein its present state, the sympiesometcr cannot perlvaps
be relied on as an accurate measure of the weight of the
atraospht-re, its utility as a marine barometer is unquestionable. The instrument of this kin<l most valuable to
the navigator, is that which is least atferted by the ship's
motion, and at the same time must seii-siblc in indicating
changes in the pressure of the atmosphere, without any
regard to its afaeehMe weight. With respect to the former, the su pcriawty of the syropiesometer is too obvious to require being pointed out and, with regard to
delicacy, our own observations would lead us to infer,
that it ia also superior to the mercurial barometer.
;
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who are
said to have arisen at Rome in the days of Nero, and
to have lasted 300 years, were called Methodista;, from
the regimen under which they put their patients.
In
the church of Rome, a species of polemical divines are
college of physicians

In England the term Methodist,
applied by way of sarcasm to the
stricter professors of religion, although they may be regular members of the church of England, and never
This use of the
enter the doors of any conventicle.
term is scarcely known in Scotland.
METHODISTS, as the distinctive appellation of a
religious community, is now universally understood as
designating the followers of the famous Mr. Jolin WesWe indeed hear and read of Calvinislic and Arley.
minian Methodists, the fonner being the followers of the
Rev. George Whitefield, and the latter, of Wesley but
for many years the general term Methodist, as marking
a sect of religionists, applies to those only who adopt
the doctrine and discipline introduced by Mr. Wesley
and liis coadjutors. The Calvinistic Methodists or Congregationalists bear a near resemblance to the Puritans
of a former age, being, generally speaking, deeper dicalled Methodists.

and Methodistical,

is

:

my son with you, and your Methodism,
brother Charles ; and when I have such a ternion to ^""""Y""^
prosecute that war wherein I am now " Miles Emeritus,
I shall not be ashamed when they speak with their
enemies in the gate." When I was an under graduate,
I visited those in the Castle there ; and reflect on it
with pleasure to this day. Walk as prudently as you
can, but not fearfully, and my heart and prayers are
with you." Whatever effect obloquy might have upon
some of the members of this select class, Mr. John Wesley, as well as his brother, and several others, remained
adopt Mr. Morgan to be

unshaken. He puzzled his opponents with questions
concerning the reasonableness of his conduct. He did
more ; he confounded them by an uniform regularity
of life, and an astonishing proficiency in his studies.
Mr. Morgan, one of the most active members, was soon
after this removed by death ; occasioned, according to
tl>e representation of enemies, by fasting and excessive
austerities ; a very uncommon cause of dying at Ox-

any where else. His character was drawn by
Mr. Samuel Wesley, jun. in a poetic tribute to his memory, under this t(\t, from the book of wisdom, " We

ford, or

fools

accounted his

life

madness." In the spring of 1 735,

and more systematically correct in their doctri- Mr. John Wesley was called to attend his dying father,
who desired him to present to Queen Caroline, a book he
nal opinions ; for though they have no formula, or creed
professedly, yet the books approved among them, and
had just finished. Soon after his return to Oxford, he
the account which members on admission give of their went to London on this account, where he was strongly solicited by Dr. Burton, one of the trustees for the
faith, plainly mark them as Calvinists at least of the SubBut this article regards the Methodists new colony at Georgia, to go there to preach to the
lapsarian kind.
Indians.
At first he peremptorily refused. He partias a distinct body closely affiliated and known to each
other in every quarter of the globe.
In November, cularly mentioned the grief it would occasion to his
1729, Mr. John Wesley being then a Fellow of Lincoln widowed mother. The case being referred to her, she
" Had I twenty sons,
College, Oxford, Mr. Charles Wesley his brother, Mr.
is said to have made this reply
Morgan, Commoner of Christ Church, and Mr. Kirk- I should rejoice that tliey were all so employed, though
man of Merton College, set apart some evenings for I should never see them more." His way appeared
reading the original Scriptures and prayer. Some time now plain ; and he made aiTangements for tliis enafter they were joined by Mr. Ingham of Queen's Colterprize.
On Tuesd;iy, October 14, 1735, he set off
from London for Gravesend, accompanied by Mr.
lege, M»._Broughton of Exeter, and Mr. James Hervey ;
and in- 1735, by the celebrated Mr. George White- Ingham, Mr. Delamotte, and his brother Charles, to
field.
They soon began to leave occasionally the more embark for Georgia. There were six- and- twenty Gerprivate fellowship meeting to visit the prisoners in the
mans on board, members of the Moravian church ; witli
castle, and the sick poor in the town.
They also insti- whose Christian deportment Mr. Wesley was much
tuted a fund for the relief of the poor, to support which struck, and immediately set himself to learn the Gerthey abridged all superfluities, and even many of the man language, in order to converse with them. The
comforts of life. Their private meetings became more Moravian bishop, and two others of his society, began
and more of a religious character. They observed the to learn English. He now began to preach extempore,
which he afterwards made his constant practice during
fasts of the ancient church every Wednesday and Friday, and communicated once a-week. " We were now," his life, and yet he wrote much.
says Mr. Wesley, " fifteen in number, all of one heart
The piety and devotion which Mr. Wesley and his
and of one mind.'' Their strict deportment soon at- companions manifested during the voyage was highlv
commendable, and indicated a becoming impression of
tracted the attention of the college censors and students, who branded them with many opprobrious epi- the importance of their undertaking: but, owing to
some disagreeable circumstances, Mr. John Wesley rethets, such as Sacramentarians, the Godly Club, and
afterwards Methodists. The sneers of tlie young men turned to England without having made much prothey seem to have regarded little ; but when some of gress in the proposed object, and was succeeded by his
the seniors of the University were offended, Mr. John valued friend Mr. George Whitefield, who arrived at
Wesley wrote to his father, the venerable Rector of Savannah on the 7th May ] 738, and was received by
Epworth, and to other gentlemen of learning and piety Mr. Delamotte, and many of Mr. Wesley's hearers.
for advice.
The following sentences fi'om Iiis fatlier's It may be proper to notice the success which attended
answer will shew his spirit. " And now as to your Mr. Whitefield's labours in this quarter of the globe.
designs and employments, what can I say less of Uiem He laboured with great zeal, and was honoured to be
than valde probo ; and that I have the highest reason useful.
He returned to England in the close of the
to bless God, that he has given me two sons togetlier same year to receive priest's orders.
On his return to
at Oxford, to whom he has given grace and courage to
America, in 17S9, he landed at Philadelphia, and imturn the war against the world and the devil, which mediately began his spiritual labours, which he conia the best way to conquer them ; they have but one
tinued as he passed through the colonies of Virginia,
more enemy to combat with, thejiesh. ' I think I must Maryland, and North and South Carolina, being attend-

vines,

:

—

:

;
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by

eonsi(?erable audiences.

Upon

his arrival at S»-

''^"Y"'^ Tannah, he found the colony almost deserted, which
moved him to carry into rtfect his scheme of building
an orphan-house, which he had the happiness to see
completed through his exertions, and the liberal donations of his friends.
Upon his third vi«it to the western continent, he took a voyage to the Bermudas Islands where his ministry was successfully attende<l,
some contributions made for his orphan-house at
Savannah. Upon his sixth voyage to Georgia, he received the thanks of the governor and principal people,
for the advantage which the colony had derived from
hi* benevolent exertions, a circumstance which tends
greatly to vindicate the character of this singular man,
from the very unjust reproach of avarice which was
frequently tlirown upon him.
In 1 "jGy, he made his
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mentary to tlie accustomed ceremonial. He is, witli- Methndl»i».
out seeming to have intended it, the founder of the ^^"Y"™^
most numerous and remarkable religious sect of which
we have any account in ancient or modem times.
It must be acknowledged, however, that the doctrine Mr. Wesley taught is not strictly according to
the thirty-nine

articles.

They
Slethwlists are professed Armininns.
the doctrines of eledion, and the certainty of the

The
deny

saints' perseverance.

In regard to original sin, and the extent of human
it is not so easy to say what are their predse opinions. They «eein to hold, that the effect of
the mediation of Christ in regard to all men is, that
they may, by the use of the means put in their power,
secure their salvation. They certainly go very far in
7th and last voyage to America ; but, although his la- asserting the attainablcness of prrfeclion in this life.
boors were so extensive, he formed no separate ccn- They ground their doctrine on this subject upon
gicgationa.
In the intervals of his visits to Ameri- fuch texts as these: " Be perfect." " Herein is our
ca, ne frequently made tour* to SctAland and Ireland,
love •"-''• •'"rfect, that we may have boldness in the
where he attracted numerous assemblies, and always day
cnt, because as he is, so are we in this
BHule a powerful impresnon by bis cloauence; but worm
it is proper farther to notice, that while
iMvingditered in doctrinal sentimMtt from idr. Wesley, they deny, as above mentioned, the doctrine of eUclion
and never having formed the idea of a teporate associa- as taught by the Calvinists, they hold that certain pertioa of itineranta and of members, be can acarcely be son* and churdies have been elected, and that greoi
OBOiidered as the head of any party. Mr. Wesl«y it events are fore-ordained. It is affirmed by respectable
tlM firther of the Matbodista, of whose rise, progrcas , autliority, tliat when Mr. Wesley preached in Scotland,
doctrine, and discipline, we shall now give a very he was more cautiou* in expressing his sentiments on
brief account.
this subject, knowing the Calvinistic creed of the Scot*
Upon Mr. Wealey's return to England, he was invit- tiah pet^ple. Whatever may be in this, it is certain
ed to preach in several churches, but the coooourae of that his modem followers have not always been so
people who followed him was so great, that the church- aooommodating. Of late years many of their most
as in general were shut against him.
His convert* eminent prearaers have brought forward their opinnow began to form thanaelvcs into a little society, as ions on these points with much seal, and even in a
be and hi* compaaioaa had fimncrly done at Oxford. oontroveraial form. Certain it is, however, that the
They then agreed that tbajr woald meet together once Methodists never have made much progress in North
a week, " to eonftss their lanltt one to 'another, and Britain, owing to die hold which the doctrine of the
nray one for snother, that the persona aomeatinc should WiaiMimtii Confinsion ha* upon tlic mind* of the
be divided into several ba»d$, or little fcmpanfes, none Scotdi people, and, it i* but fair to add, owing to die
of tbeca of fewer than Jite, at move than ten persons
residence of the clergy, and the decorou* character of
diat ercry one in order should speak as freely, plain- the people in general, which may be supposed to make
ly, and eondaely as he could, the real state of his them less accessible to the impressions of terror, one
btmrt, with hia several ternntatiooa and delivcnmcea of the diief of the mean* bv which tlie Methodists aim
since tbor last metinp ; tiut all the bands should at operating upon the minds of men.
It may also be
have a conferaneo at eight erery Wednesday evening, added, that the minute inspection which the laws of Me*
bugnn and ondod with smging and prayer ,•—.that any thodism authorize, as to the very feelings and private
who deared to be athnittw into this aodetv should be exercises of each individuul, doe* not otcord witli the
asked. What are your rioatis for desiring this? tadtum, prudent, and indqiendcnt genius of our people;
Will yon be cnttrriy open, w<ing no kind of reserve? and pcrhai)* the levy of one shilling quarterly, for the reHave you any objection to any of our order* } That newal of tickets to constitute full membership, may ope*
after two months' trial, tber shoukl be admitted mto rate in part a* an obstruction. Of late, it beoune a matAa socie^ ;—that every taitli flaluwky should be ter of conference whether Scotland should be relinquishobaanred as a day of general iiitamasiun i—
on ed, as bcaringfaeav^ on the fund* of the *odety, or whethe Sunday s^aniigfat ibUowhig, there should be a ther greater exertions should be made. The latter alnncrsl lamjeatt ftuMi seven till ten in the evening ;
ternative was adopted ; and by employing some of their
Mat no member tbonld bo allowed to act in any wing most eloquent preachers, by erecting better places of
•antfary to any order of the sod^y ; and that if any worship in more prominent situations, and their usual
penons, after being thriee admoDiahed, should not attention to the cultivation of vocal music, tliey may
oonlbrm thereto, they should no longer be esteeotad as perhaps gain their object, nnle** similar means are cmninibiiit.
Here we have tHe platform of the system ploye<l by the Presbyterians, and more accommodation
flf Methodiam.
It was still Mr. Wesley'* desire and
]>rovkietl in our large towns for the increasing ponula4atjgB to preach in the catabliahed church, and it ix tion. When we look to England and Wales, and the
icnsrkablc that he always con sidered himself a mem- New World, we see the triumphs of the Methodists.
ber of it His plan seem* to have been to protnote a Their numbers are very great, and every year increasing.
reformation in tne diurdi, in*tesd of separating ft«m By the account of the 76th annual conmence, held at
it.
The rules be observed himsdf and reoonunendcd Bristol in July ISig, it appears that no fewer than 6905
to his followers seam to have been dasignsd as siqiple- have been athled to their society during the past year
in.nbility,
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Great Britain they have SI 8 stations, each em'"""V"' ploying at the least two preachers, and in chief towns
tliree or four ; in France, they have four missionary stations ; in Gibraltar, one; in Brussels, one; in Ceylon and
continental India, upwards of twenty missionaries in
Africa six, and more requested ; in the West Indies, upwards of forty in the British provinces of North America, (where the Cliurch of Scotland has done so little,)
the Methodists have forty-five preachers.
For their zealous exertions in the conversion of the
negroes in the West Indies, in which Dr. Coke, lately
deceased, laboured so indefatigably, the methodists desecve well of the Christian world.
Indeed, had it not
been for them, our countrymen in these islands would
have had scarcely any opportunities of Christian instruction and public worship. As yet they are the chief
labourers in British America.
There have been, from time to time, partial separations from the methodists, concerning the administration of the sacraments, service in church hours, &c.
but the most formidable divisions have been those relative to tlie nature and exercise of religious liberty,
and to the forms of church government. Disputes on
these subjects have produced the Methodist New ItinC'

Methodist), that in

;

;

rancy, and the Society of Revival Methodists. At the
head of the former was Mr. Alexander Kilham, who
published a book, entitled the Progress of Liberty
amoHcr the People called Methodists, in which he exposed tile alleged defects of the " Old Plan," and proposed a form of church government on a broad and liberal basis.
He argued that the whole power of church
government was engrossed by the preachers, and that
the people were not represented in the meetings of conference, in other words, their General Assemhly.
cannot pronounce on the merits of the question. When
the conference assembled, Mr. Kilham was unanimously
expelled the connection. The minutes of the trial were
published, and every preacher signed his name to a
paper, testifying his approbation of the sentence.
declaration of allegiance to the conference (held at
Leeds, July 31, 1797,) was drawn up, which was signed by all the preachers present excepting Messrs. Thom
and Eversfield ; a third, Mr. Cummin, signified his dissent by letter. " They, (says Mr. Myles, in his History of the Methodists,) joined Alexander Kilham, and
made a schism, under the name of the New Itinerancy."
The division thus originating amounted to about five
thousand. In the year 1806 they had nineteen circuits, thirty travelling or circuit preachers, and about
They purchased a large and elesixty local preachers.
gant meeting house, called Gibraltar Chapel, in Church
Street, where there is an extensive burial ground. The
Revival Methodists form a numerous body of the Wesleyan Christians.
They are not, however, all of them
formally separated from tlie old connection, though
they have, in many towns, separate places for religious
worship. In Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Stockport,
Preston, and Macclesfield, they are numerous.
In the
latter place they have lately built a neat chapel, having
been long separated from the old connection. They
have published their rules in a small pamphlet, entitled,
" General Rules of a Society of Christian Revivalists,
at Macclesfield, with a preface, containing a declaration
«f doctrines." They are distinguished chiefly, by their
claiming as a Cliristian privilege a right to indulge

We

A

their feelings as to prayer

—

and

praise at

all

times,

and

on all occasions, for example, while the minister is engaged in preaching. No idea can be formed of their
number, as they are diffused, more or less, among tlie
general body of methodists.
are unwilling to pronounce upon the comparative value of Methodism, and the evils which have
more or less accompanied it. The enemies of the
Methodists say, they have contributed to fill the asy.
lums of lunacy ; whereas, it is beyond question that
they have in a thousand instances been the means of
reclaiming the most vicious and depraved characters.
They have been regarded as the most formidable
enemies of the establishment; but they have done

We

much good among many who might never have sought
more connexion with the church, than to procure baptism, marriage, and burial.
It is certain they are,
generally speaking, good members of society, and
very peaceable subjects. They are in general temperate, both in food and dress.
They avoid all places
of public amusement. They are very kind and sympathizing to their poor and distressed members.
They
vialce a business of religion more than the generality of
Impartiality requires that we
Christian professors.
just hint at the defects and errors prevalent among
them. If we judge from the Monthly Magazine, edited by one of their most respectable members, it is undeniable that too many of their members are guided
in their determinations by feelings and impressions :
that they are too apt to magnify common events as
bordering on the miraculous : that their fixing always
the day, and even the moment of conversion, endangers presumption on the one hand, or distracting fears
on the other ; that their regular detail of each individual's experiences and inward conflicts, seems neither
rational nor scriptural, and leads to many errors ; and
that the practice of lay preaching is apt to expose the
work of the Evangelist to contempt. Moreover, their
system of itinerancy, and circulation of preachers, which
is one of the most striking features of tiieir whole plan,
seems not to accord with the Scriptural descriptions of
the relation between pastor and flock, and encourages
a superficial religion, instead of Christian edification.
But what Mr. Wesley said of himself, may be regarded as applicable to most of the preachers of his con-

—

nexion
" I know, were I myself to preach one whole
year in one place, I should preach both myself and
most of my congregation asleep." " We have found,
by long and constant experience, that a frequent change
of teachers is best."
Upon the whole, Methodism
seems better calculated to rouse the careless, than to
build up believers
to stimulate the zeal of the Christian world, than to form or regulate churches
to excite men to seek spiritual food, rather than regularly
to administer it.
Let Methodists learn from the pious
members of the establishments, more regard to order,
and to sober mindedness ; but let all the churches learn

—

:

—

:

—

tliem more fervour in devotion, more blamelessness of conduct, more brotherly affection, and a conWesley's Life
versation which becomes the Gospel.
by Coke and Moore. Myles' History of the Methodists,
Arminian Magazine,
thrislian Observer, vol. viii.
Quarterly Review. Wesley and Coke's Journals. Fletcher of Madeley's works, entitled. Checks to Antinomianism, ^c.
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MF.URTHE,

the name of one of the departments
in the north-east region of France, and one of the
It is bounded on the north
richest in the kingdom.
by the department of the Moselle, on the west by the
Netherlands, on the south by that of the Vosges, and
on the east by that of the Lower Rhine. It is watered by the Meurthe, (from which it derive* its name,)
which runs into the Moselle below Frouard, and also
by the Seille, the Sarre, and the Vezouze, which flows
into the Meurthe at LunevilJe. Its principal productions
are com, wine*, tobacco, hemp, mad Jer, saffron, wood of
In the ar>
construction, iron mine<, and salt springs.
rondia^eraent of Liineville there are several glass-works,
PhaUbourg. in the
particularly those of St. Quirin.
Mnwiditwnwnt of Sarreboarg, i* celebrated for it* liChateau-Saiins derives its name from the saltqueur*.
Dicuze, in the same
springs which prevad there.
In the middle of a
canton, has likewise salt-springs.
Bursh in the neighbourhood of Nanci, an obelisk marks
In the
the place where Charles the Bold perished.

ware is manufactured. Meurthe.
following are the principal towns, with their po- ^""Y"™^

neifjliboiirhood of Toul, earthen

The

pulation.

Nanci (the

....
....

capital)

Luneville

Toul
Chateau-Salins
Sarrcbourg

.

.

.

.

29,740
9,797
6,949
2,110
1,454

Luneville, situated between the Vezouze and the
Meurthe, is celebrated for the treaty si^^ned at it in
1 80 1, between France and Austria.
It lias an academy and a good library.
The department contains C430 square kilometres, or
325 square leagues. The forests amount to about S27
sectores, or 44^ thousand acres, of which nearly 100
thousand belong to the government, 65 thousand to Uie
The
commune.'!, and the remainder to individuals
Contributions inr the year 1801 amounted to 2,b'yi,.581
francs.

Population 342, 1C7.

MEXICO.
Meilco.

Town

of.

Mliutioa.

IVIeXICO

(town

oT.) the capital city

of

New

Spain,

situated in 19'. S5', 45' of north latitude, and 99°,
5*. 15'' of west longitude, "470 feet above the level of

is

the sea.

name imporu, in the Astec language, the
god of war; but, before the year
wa* more commaalr called Tenochtitlan,

It*

habitation of the

15S0,

it

which Cortea corrupted into Temixtitan. Its situation on an isthmiu, washed by the South Sea and the
Atlantic Ocean, i* peculiarly favourable ior commercial ootnmunicatiank ; but tl>e state of the coast, and
the want of port* on the Atlantic, oppose great oli«t*>
It stands in the midst of a fine
about 70 league* in circumference, and wa*
formerly surrounded by a tall-water lake, and interIt wa* accessible by
sected by navigable canal*.
mean* of three dikes, ur causeways, about 20 feet in
breadth, which were carrirtl through the lake, for the
•pace of more than a league, in different directions.
But the water of the lake, which seems to have begun to decrease long before the arrival of the Spaniard*, is above two mile* distant from tlie city in its
The city was almost completely depresent slate.
atmycd at its conquest by Cortex, by whom it was rebuilt on the same spot, so that the present streets have
for the nost port the same direction as the dd ones,
running nearly from north to »outli, and troa east to
west, farming a great square, of which each side is
In its ancient state, surnearly 9031 feet in extent.
rounded willi water, and founded on island* covered
with venture, the capital of .Mexico must have re*embled Mrme of the cities of China or of Holland.
It is
still one of the finest cities ever budt by Europeans,
and is surpassed by few towns, even on the old continent, for the uniform level of the ground on which it
stands, the regularity and breadth of the streets, and
the extent of the public places. The houses, built of
hewn stone, (which is a porous amygdaloid, or a porphyrr of vitreous fcki-tpatb,) have a great appearance
They are not loaded
of solidity and magnificence.
with ornaments, and have none of those wooden balconies and galkrie* which so much disfigure the European hoosaa in both the Indies. The balustrades and
gates are aU of Biscay-iron, ornamented with bronze

cle* to it* prosperity.
valley,

vol. XIV.

P*»T

I.

and, instead of roof*, there are tcrracM resembling Metic*,
those of Italy and other southern countries.
The ar- Town or.
chitecture in i^eneral is of a very pure style ; and there ""^
are several edifices of a very beautiful structure Those f"^!^
(diAceii
which uaually attract the attention of a stranger, are
the caihfilral, a small part of which is in the Gothic
style, and the principal edifice, which is of recent date,
and fine proportion, has two towers ornamented with
pilaster* and statues
the trtaturif, adjoining to the palace of the viceroys
the convruli, particularly that of
.St. Francis; the hotpilal, which maintains 1400 children and old |)eople ; the acordada, a fine edifice provided with spacious and well-aired prisons, cnpable of
containing mure than 1200 individuals; the tchool
of
mints, a beautiful new building, which contains fine
Collections in physics, mechanics, and mineralogy ; the
bolnnical garden, small, but rich in the more rare and
interesting vegetable productions ; the unifertUy public
library ; the academy of fine arli ; the eaurtlrian statue
of Ctiarles I V. in the Piaza Mayor ; and the tepuUliral
monument to Cortes, in a chapel of the Hospital de los
Nsturales. The town has been much cmbelluhetl since
the year 17f^.
Two great palaces or hotels have been
recently constnicted by Mexican artists from the academy of fine art* in the capital, one of which, in the
interior of the court, exhibit* a very beautiful oval
periayle of coupled columns.
But it is the extent and
uniform regularity of the city, and the breadth and
itraightness of the streets, more than the grandeur or Streets,
number of its monuments, which excite admiration
while the excellence of the police preserves every thing
in proper order and repair.
Most of the streets lisve
veiy broad pavements, and are both clean and well
lighted.
The supply of water is well regulated ; and,
as that which is found by digging is of a brackish
Quality, spring water is conveyed from a considerable
distance by means of two aque<Iucts of modem construction, which are well worthy of notice.
One of »
I""""*"
them, leading from the insulated hill of Chapoltepec,
is carried upon arches for the space of 10,826 feet, and
the other from the Cordillera, which separate* the valley of Mexico from that of Lerma and Toluca, is about
33,464 feet in length, but, on account of the declivity
z
;

;

^

—

;
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lake Teanico, whose baflon, snirounded with \-illage« and
hamlets, brinps to mind the moBt beautiful lakes of the
mountains of Swrncrland. Large avenues of elnw and
poplars lead in every direction to the capital ; and two
aqueducts, constructed over arches of very great elevatkn, cross the plain, and exhibit an appearance equally
creeable and interes ting. The magniticent convent of
Neustra Sonora deGuadalupe appears j«nned to the mountains of Tapeyacac, among ravines, which sbdter a few
dates and young yacca trees. Towards the south, the

whole trade bMween San An^l Tacabaya, and San
Angusta de Us Cuevas, appenrs an immense fnird^ n of
arange, peach, appte, cherry, and other European fniitforms a singular contrast
with the wild appearance of the tiaked mountains, which
enclose the valley, among which the famous volconos
of Puebia Popocatepetl, and Iztaccicihuatl are the most
The fim of these forms an coormaaa
distinguiihed.
cone, of which the crater, continually iniianiMl and
throwing up smoke and ashes, opens in the midat of
."iee Robertson's HiMory of' America,
eternal snow*."
trees. Tliis beautiful cultiva'tiun

om Sew Spain, (n)
Spaim, is one of tiie nine great
|p>vemmenti> into which the Spanish poaaeaaians in
BztcBt.
America are divi<led and is by far the most important
of them all, both on account of its territorial wedth and
its favourable position for conunerxrial communicatioRa.
Its Indian name, Mexico, signiiies in the Aztec Ungaage, the habitation of the god of war ; and the dewnation of New .Spain, 6T«t applied in 1 51 8 to the pro.
vmce of Yucatan, and afterwards to die whole empire
of Montezuma, now includes all the extent of country
over which the viceroy of Mexico exercises his authority, hiiip between the tOth and SSth degrees of north
latitude
but the kingdom or captain-generalship of
Gtiatimala, in considered a distinct government, and is
generally excluded from the proper territories of Mexico.
In this more limitetl view, tiien, the kingdom of New
Spain extends from tiie 1 6th to tlte SBth (Mm* of north
latitude, about 610 leagues in length, and 364 at its
greatest breadth.
One half of its whole surface is situated under the burning sky of the tropica, and the
other under the temperate zone : but, from the singular
devation of the ground above tlie level of the sea, nearly three-fifths of the coantry under the torrid zone eninstead of a sultr\' climate. The whole
Surfscs mdfT * temperate
mterior or the viceroyaltf of Mexico forms one immense
cibaau.
plain, elevated tram 65m> to 8M0 feet above the level
of the neighbouring seas, extending from the 18th to
the 40th degree of north latitude. The descent from
liiis central table land towards Acapnlro, on tlie west
ooaat, is a regular prog aa fttmi a cold to a hot dimate,
by a road which ihav oe made fit for carriages ; while
on the east coast to Vera Crux, the descent is short and
rapid, passable only by mules, but likely to be soon
rendered accessiUe fbr carriages, by the construction of
a superb causeway, whicfa was begun about tlie commeneonent of the preaent century. From Mexico to
New Kscay, the pUia fnamres an equal elevation, and
lies under a climate rather cold than temperate; and
it is only the coaata of this vast kingdom which possess a warm dimate, adapted for the productions of the
West Indie*. The menn temperature of these pUins,
which are situated within the tropics, and not more
than 984 feet above the level of the sea, and which
aK called by the natires Terras Calientes, is about
77* ot Fafarenbcit. On the eastern coast, the great
heata art occasionallT interrupted by straU of cold air
bnogiit by the wiodi from Hudson's Bay, from Octo.

and Humh-
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ber to March, and which frequently cool the atmo- M«iieo.
sphere to such a degree that the thermometer of Fah- "•"'V""^
renheit stands at 60" at Vera Cruz ; but, on die westem coast, in the town and neigliboiirhood of Acapulco, the dimate is tlie hottest and most unhealthy in
the world. On the declivity of the Cordillera, at the
elevation of 8930 to +920 f«^ there prevails perpetually a soft spring temperature, seldom varj'ing more than
aeven or nine dept^es, and where the extremes of heat
and cold are equally unknown. This r^ion i:i called
the Tierras Templadas, in which the mean temperature
of the whole year is from 68" to 70" of Fahrenheit ; but
the clouds, which ascend above the lower plains, usually
settle on this height, and occasion frequent thick fogs.
I'lie tliird zone, called Terras Frias, comprehends tlie
plains which are elevated more than 7S00 feet, and of
which the mean temperature is under 62". In the plains
which are still more elevated, even to the height of
8800 feet, the climate, even within the tropics, is rude
and chill, thelieat during a great part of the day never
rising to mure than 51' or 55".
The winters here are
not indeed extremely boixterous but the sim, even in
summer, has not sutlicient |>ower in the rarified atmospiiere to accelerate v^etation and bring fruits to maturity. In general the equinoctial regions of New Spain
rcaemble the temperate aonea in soil and climate and
TCgetation ; but, in the central table land, the temperature is extremely cold in winter. Tht region of
pi-rpetual snow in tiie IQtli and 30th degrees of latitude,
commcnoe* at about 1 5,000 feet of elevation ; and, in
the month of January, descends to about 12,000 ; but
there ore occasional falls of anow between the |>andlels
of 18 and 84 at the height of 9840 feet, and even the
towns at Masico and A^ladulid, which are more than
200 and SCO feet lower. From the 22° to tlie 30' of
north latitude, the rains fall only in the months of June,
July, August, and September; but, even then, are not
fretiuent in the interior of the country. The declivities
of tne Cordillera are exposed to humid winds and frequent fogs ; and the sea coaata receive immense quantities of rain from the month of June to Se]>teml)er. With
the raception of a few sea-ports and deep v.allies, where
intermittent fevers prevail, tlie climate of New Spain
may be accounted remarkably salubrious.
On each coast, the low grounds are intersected by Mouotaisi.
very inconsiderable hills : but, in the central plain, between the town of Mexico and tiie city of Cordova,
there are groupea of lofty mountains, equal in height
to any in the new continent, particularly those of Popocatepetl, I. e. the smoke mountain, IzUiccihuatl, i.e. the
white woman, Citlaltepetl, i. e. star mountain or tlie Pic
d'Ouzaba, and Nauhcampateptl, t. e. square mountain,
or the Cofre de Perote, which are resi)ectively 17,716,
15,700, 17,371, and 13,414feet above tile level of theaea.
To the north of latitude 1 ff> the Cordillera takes the name
of Sierra Madre, and runs to the north-west Beyond the
;

city

of Guanaxuato,

in latitude 21', it

becomes of an

extraordinary breadth, and divides into three branches.
Of these the most eastern runs in tlie direction of Charcas, and loses itself in the new kingdom of Leon.
The
western branch ; occupymg part oif the inteiidancy of
Cuadalaxan, sinks rapidly after passing Bolanos, and
stretches to the banks of the Rio Gila, but acquires
again a considerable height under the 30th parallel,
near the Gulf of California, when it forms the mountains de la Pimeria Alta, celebrated for the gold washed down from their sides. I'he third branch, which
may be considered as the central chain of the Mexican
Andes, occupies the whole extent of the intendancy of
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Zacatecas, and may be traced to the Sierra de los Mimbres west of the Rio Grande del Norte, thence traversing New Mexico, and joining the Crane mountains and
Sierra Verde.
This central branch is the crest which
divides the waters between the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans ; and it was a continuation of" this branch which
Fidler and Mackenzie examined under the 50° and

55° of north latitude.
There are five burning volcanos

in Mexico, namely,
Ouzaba, Popocatepetl, Tustla, .Torullo. and Colinia;
but earthquakes and eruptions are not frequent. The
former are chiefly experienced on the coast of the Pacific, and in the environs of the capital, but never produce such desolating effects as in the provinces of Guatimala. Cumana, Quito, and Lima.
In New Spain there is a great want of water and of
The great river of the north (Rio
navigable rivers.
Bravo del Norte) and the Rio Colorado, are tlie only
rivers distinguished by the length of their course, and
their volume of water. The first of these runs through
a course of 512 leagues from its source in the mountains of Sierra Verde, east from the lake of Timpanogos,
to its mouth in the province of New Santander in the
Gulf of Mexico ; and the latter flows 250 leagues from
its origin in a hilly tract about IS leagues west from
that of the del Norte, till it falls into tlie Gulf of CaliThis last mentioned river is formed by the
fornia.
imion of the Zaguananes and the Nabajoa ; and itself
forms ;. junction Avith the Gilii about the 32d parallel of

north latitude.
In the southern part of Mexico, the
narrow form of the continent pi-events the collection
of a great mass of water, and the rapid declivity of the
Cordillera abounds in torrents rather than rivers. Those
which are most adapted for navigation are the Guasacualco and the Alvarado to the south-east of Vera Cruz;
the Moctezuma, which carries the waters of lake
Tenochtitlan to the Panuco; the Zacatula, at a small
sea-port of the Pacific Ocean on the frontiers dividing
the intendancies of Mexico and Valladolid ; and the
great river of Santiago, formed by the junction of the
Lerma and Laxas, and falling into the South Sea at the
port of San Bias.
The lakes, with which Mexico abounds, are considered as merely the remains of immense basins of water, which appear to have formerly existed on the high
plains of the Cordillera, and are said to be annualThe most remarkable are the great
ly diminishing.
lake of Chapala in New Gallicia, nearly 160 leagues
square the lakes in the valley of Mexico, which cover
a fourth part of the district ; the lake of Patzcuaro in
the intendancy of Valladolid, which is accounted one
of the most picturesque situations in the world; the
lakes of Mextitlan and Parras in New Biscay , and the
great lake of Nicaragua, about 200 miles in circumference, in the kingdom of Guatimala.
The mineral productions of this country form one of
the principal sources of its wealth, and are found in a
great variety of rocks and forms throughout the range
of the Cordilleras ; but the districts of Guanaxuato,
Zacatecas, and Catorce are the most abundant, and supply more than one half of the whole amount of precious
metals exported from the country.
The former alone
yields one-fourth of the silver of Mexico, and one-sixth
of the produce of all America. The richest mines of
New Spain, arranged according to the quantity of metal
which they yield, are
;

Mineral
productions.

Guanaxuato, in the intendancy of the same name.
Catorce, in the intendancy qS San Louis Potosi.

Zacatecas, in the intendancy of the same name.
Real del Monte, ni the intendancy of ^"exico.
Bolanos, in ihe intendancy of Gu»(lal;ixara.
Guarisamey, in the iiiten'lancy of Oiirango.
Sombrerele, in the intendancy of Zacatecas.
Tasco in the intendancy of Mt-xico.
Batopilas, ni the intendancy of Dnraiigo.
Ziniapan, in the nitendancy of Mexico.
Fremillo, in the intendancy of Zacatecas.
Ramos, in the intendancy of San Luis Potosi; and
Parral, in the intendancy of Durango.

Mexic*.

^"'V*"'

The Mexican mines are considered as forming eight
groups, &c. and are almost all placed either on the ridge
or the western slope of the Cordillera of Anahuac ; and
it is a remarkable circumstance, that the tract which
yields the greatest quantity of silver, between 2]
and 24^ degrees of latitude, corresponds, in distance
from the equator, with the district of greatest metallic
wealth in Peru.
The mean annual produce of the
whole is 2,500,000 marcs of silver, about ten times
more than what is furnished by all the mines of Eu«
rope ; and 700 marcs of gold, about an equal quantity
to what the European mines afford.
Yet the ore is by
no means remarkably rich ; and the mean produce of
the whole vein of Guanaxuato is four ounces of silver
per quintal of minerals.
The mining operations also Mining
are carried on at great expense, and not always in the operations,
most economical manner. In the mine of Valenciana,
one of the richest in Guanaxuato, there is an administrator with a salary of £2500 Sterling; an overseer
under him, with several under-overseers, and nine master miners, with 1800 workmen labouring in the interior of the mine.
The expence of the powder alone
has often amounted to £ 1 6,668, and of the steel for implements to £6250.
new draught pit, 87 feet in
circumference, and which was to reach to the enormous perpendicular depth of 1685 feet, was advanced,
(when seen by M. Humboldt in 1803,) to the depth of
603 feet, and was estimated to cost a million of piastres,
and to require the labour of 12 years before it could be
completed. The American miners have learned little
from those of Europe since the I6th century, except
the blowing with powder; and, though the court of
Madrid has frequently attempted to introduce into the
colonies the use of the more recent improvements in
mechanical and chemical science, yet, as the mines are
considered as the property of individuals, the government has no influence in directing the operations.
In the beginning of the 18th century, the quantity Precious
of gold and silver coined at Mexico, (which generally metals,
coincides with the quantity produced by the mines)
was only from five to six millions annually ; but the
amount has been constantly on the increase for the
space of 113 years, excepting the period from I76O to
1767, so as to have been tripled in 50, and sextupled
in 100 years.
This enormous increase observable in
late years, is attributed by M. Humboldt to a number
of concurring causes, particularly to " the increase of
population on the table land of Mexico, the progress of
knowledge and national industry, the freedom of trade
conceded to America in 1 778, the facility of procuring
at a cheaper rate the iron and steel necessary for the
mines, the fall in the price of mercury, the discovery
of the mines of Catorce and Valentiana, and the establishment of the Tribunal de Mineria." This progress
of the mining operations is exhibited by the following
Table of the gold and silver given into the mint of
Mexico in periods of ten years.

A

;
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in pUstici.

in general to about 13 per cent. The number of persons employed in these subterraneous opera-

throughout the whole of New Spain, does not
which is only about ,4^ of the whole
population.
The labour of a miner is entirely free;
and no Indian or Mestizoe can be compelled to engage
in the working of mines, or to continue in one
place
when he is thus employed. No miners are better paid
than those of Mexico and no where do they enjoy in
greater security the fruit of their labours. Nor is their
occupation oli«erved to lie more destructive of health
than that of the other clashes, althou«;h their exertions
are great, and the trmpemture in which they exist very
high.
In several of the mines the heat is' eleven degrees of Fahrenheit ab<ive the mean temperatures
of
Jamaica an<l Pondicherry and t'le labourers, who carry
the minerals on their bucks, are exposed to a change
of
temperature, in ascending and des^^'endine, of more
than
'
40 degrees. Yet, in these circumstan .es, they will re<
main for six hours under a load of 225 or 350
|)ounds,
ascending eight or ten times successively suirs of
1800
steps.
But this labour is accounted unhealthy, if they
enter the mines above three days in the week.
Those
who blow the rock with powder, are found to suffer
most in their health and hence they seldom continue
more than five or six years at this employment. They
are well paid in every department of the work
and generally g«in from 20 to 24 shillings per
week, while la'" '*"* "P*" '"" **" *""' ""'y *^'"'" *'* shillings
andi'*iL*
three-pence to seven shillings and sixpence in the
•ame space of time. They are, nevertheless, much
addicted to pilfering; and, though almost naked,
contrive a numlier of plans to secret the richer
minerals,
tions,
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The other metals in New Spain have been greatly
neglected, but are lufficiently worthy of attention
cuiiprr ii found in a native tute, and under the form
ot vitreous and oxidulated copper in several mines
and, from the quantity of instruments of that metal
found among the ancient Mexicans, must be plentiful
About I5G.5 quintals of plate copper,
in the country.
and 1^,947 lb*- of wrought copper, amounting altogether to the ralue of 42, 1 3 1 piastres, werecxponed from
Mexico in 1802. 7*1* is found in veins, but is extractcd chiefly from the earth of alluvial lands brought
down the ravines ; and about 58^ quintals were exported in 1803, to the value of 1,483 piastres, /roil, though
little used by the ancient Mexicans, is more abundant
than is generally believed, and particularly in the/ro.

; but is wrought with any degree of
only when a maritime war has interrupted the
importation of steel and iron from Earope. Lead is
very abundant in various parts of New Spain, but the
an not wrought to any extent ; and only 330
qajatab were exported in 1802, liesidea what u reqwnd in the country. Mercury might be procured in
eonaiderable quantitiea from the numerous veins of
Cinnabar which are found in Mexico ; and, instead of
being received, may one day be supplied bv America;
but at present 16,000 quintals are annually imported
for the mining operations of New Spain.
Zinc, anii.
momji, and artenic are found in seveml placca, but coiaUOMM not been discovered among the minerids of the
country ; and
ia Icaa aooixiant than in the
oorreapondin^ Irtitudae of the
ooatincnL
Coai also is very rare, and is roost abundant to the
wcat of Sierra Verde near the lake of Timpanogoa.
TZoci tall it found in the Mme place ; and jorfo is merely
disseminated in the argillaceous lands, which cover the
ridge of the Cordilleras. The moat abundant salt mine
in Mexico is the lake of Penon Blanco, in the intendancy of San Luis Potod, the bottom of which is a bed of
argil, yiekling 12 or 13 per cent, of muriate of soda;
but, as the Indians, who form the great part of the population, continue to season their food witli pimento
instead of salt, the consumption of these articles in
Mexico is chicflv confined to the amalgamation of silver
minerals, for which purpose from SO to 30 fancgoa are
annually imported from Europe,
rrapwty or
All the metallic wealth of New Spain, as well a« in
Um Bios*. |]|c other coloniea, is in the liands of individuals ; and
the government is not even proprietor of the great
lereis.
Individuals receive from tlie king a grant of a
certain number of measures m the direction of a vein
or bed ; and are bound in return to pay very moderate
duties on the minerals extracted from the mines.
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excee<I 30,000,

;

;

;

;

concealing them
their arm-pits,

in their hair, their mouths, under
and sometimes even inserting thorn by

means of cylinders of clay into their anus. They are
of consequence regularly searched upon leaving
the
pit ; and a register kept of the minerals detected
about
their persons, which, in one valuable mine,
has been
known to amount nearly to jC-JOOO per annum.

In this mounuinous and extensive country,
whose Vegetable
geometrical position and geological configuration
con- productribute in producing the greatest diversity of
climate, "<>"••
the variety •>f indigenous productions is immense
;
and
scarcely a plant exisU in the rest of the plobe, which
is
not capable of being cultivated in some p.irt of
.New
Spain. Much has been done by distinguished
botaiiisU,
employetl by the government, to examine the vegeUble
riches of the country ; but still many tracu
remain to
be explored, and new planU are daily discovered
even
in the central table-land, and in the very vicinity
of the
capiul.
The mines are by no means the principal
sources of Mexican wealth ; neither have tliey proved
in general such obstructions, as has been ima^ine<l,
to
the progresa of agriculture, which has been gradually
ameliorating since the end of the 17th century.
On
the contrary, they have contributed powerfully, in
many cases, to promote the cultivation of the soil.' The
subsistence required for the labourers and cattle emCloyed in mining operations, has occasioned the esUlishment of farms in their neighbourhood, and brought
under culture every spot of earth in the adjoining declivities and ravines.
Nor do the natives easily forsake
these settlements af^r the subterraneous operations
have ceased, but continue rather to prefer these retired
situations, and preserve a strong attachment to the residence of their forefathers.

The veiietable proiluctions, which constitute the
chief support of the Mexican people, form the great ob7
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Bantiu.

Among

these the banana

is

one of the most important, corresponding in utility with
the grain of Europe, and the rice of Asia ; and scarcely any other plant is capable of producing so great a
mass of nutritive substance on the same space of ground.
The fruit is ready for being gathered in the tenth or
eleventh month after the suckers are planted ; and the
plantation is perpetuated by fresh shoots, without any
other trouble than merely cutting the stalks on which
the fruit is ripe, and digging slightly around the roots
spot of 1076 square feet, cononce or twice a-year.

A

Manioc.

Malce.

taining from 30 to 40 plants, yields about 4414 lbs.
avoirdupoise of nutritive food, while the same space in
wheat is calculated to yield only 30 lbs. and in potatoes not more than 90 lbs. ; so that the produce of bananas is to the former as 133 to 1, and to the latter as
44 to 1. In fertile regions a legal arpent, (about
54,998 square feet,) planted with the large banana, will
maintain 50 individuals ; while the same extent sown
with wheat would furnish subsistence only to two perThe fruit is prepared in a variety of ways ; besons.
ing dressed like the potatoe, or dried and pounded into
flour, or preserved like figs, by exposure to the sun,
when it acquires the aspect and odour of smoked ham.
In the same region with the banana is cultivated the
juca, which yields the flour of manioc, the bread of
which is known under the name of cassave. This bread
is very nutritive, perhaps on account of the sugar
which it contains ; but, from a deficiency of gluten, it is

very brittle, and inconvenient to be carried. The fecula of manioc, however, when grated, dried, and
smoked, is unalterable, and is neither attacked by inEven the juice of the bitter root,
sects nor worms.
which, in its natural state, is an active poison, may be
converted, by boiling and skimming, into a nutritive
brownish soup. The cultivation of the manioc requires
more care than that of the banana, resembling rather
that of the potatoe, and yielding its crop about seven or
Maize,
eight months after the plantation of the slips.
an indigenous American grain, occupies the same region with the two last mentioned, and is of still greater
importance than either. Excepting a species of rye and
of barley, maize is supposed to have been the only kind
of grain known to the Americans before the arrival of
the Spaniards, and is capable of being cultivated over a
much greater extent of latitude than the cerealia of the
Its fecundity in Mexico is above any
old continent.
thing that Europeans can imagine. When favoured by
heat and humidity, the plant acquires a height of from
feet, and yields at an average, in the equi6'i to 9|
In
noxial region of New Spain, 150 grains for one.
fertile lands, one fanega of maize produces from 300 to
400, and, in the beautiful plains between San Juan del
Rio and Queretaro, sometimes even 800 ; but, under
the temperate zone, it produces in general only from 70
to 80 for 1, though, sometimes, from 180 to 200,
The maize is the principal food of the Mexicans, and
its price modifies that of all other provisions. There is
no grain more unequal in its produce, according to the
changes of moisture or of temperature, varying in the
•ame field in different years from 40 to 300 for 1 ; and
when the harvest is poor, either from want of rain or
from premature frost, the greatest distress is experienced.
Its mean price is 5 livres in the interior ; but as there
are no magazines in the country, to make the superabundance of one year supply the deficiency of another,
it has been known to fall as low as 2^ livres, and to
rise as high as 25. The natives, in these cases, feed on
waripe fruit, berries, and roots, which occasion many

diseases

and great mortality among the children. Some

Mexico,

kinds of maize ripen in six weeks or two months; so '^"-Y"™"
that in warm and moist districts, two or three crops are
This grain is eaten boiled or roastraised in the year.
ed, and its meal employed in gruels or made into
bread.
By partly malting and infusing the grain of
maize, the Indians prepare a great variety of spiritous,
acid, and sugary drinks, generally known by the name
of chich-a, some of which resemble beer, and others cider.
The juice pressed from the stalk, which contains
a considerable quantity of saccharine matter in the tropical region, yields a rough sugar, or may be fermented into a spiritous liquor, called pulque de mahis,
which is an important object of commerce in the valley
of Toluca. This grain will keep, in the temperate climates, for three years ; and, where the mean temperature is below 57« of Fahrenheit, for five or six, provided
the crop is not cut too early. The whole of New Spain
is calculated to produce at an average 17 millions of fanegas of maize, or 1765i millions of lbs. avoirdupoise;
and, in good years, there is more reaped than the country can consume but as it almost never succeeds in
the warmer and in the colder regions, much of the in;

terior commerce consists in the conveyance of this
grain, great quantities of which also are sent to the
Spanish islands in the West Indies.
The cerealia of Europe, viz. wheat, spelt, barley, oats. Common
and rye, are no where cultivated in the equinoxial part grains of
of Mexico, unless in elevations of 2600 or 2900 feet ; Europe,

and on the declivity of the Cordilleras, between Vera
Cruz and Acapulco, these grains are not sown under an
elevation of 3900 or 4200 feet; but it appears that
wheat will ripen in much smaller elevations, even of
1600 or 1900, under latitude 10°. These grains, in
most parts of New Spain, suffer chiefly from the deficiency of rain, and much use is made of irrigation in
their culture.
The wheat is watered when the young
plants begin to spring up in January, and again in the
beginning of March, when the ear is becoming visible ;
sometimes the whole field is inundated before sowing.
In the more fertile parts of the table land, such as between Queretaro and the town of Leon, the wheat returns 40, and even 50 or 60 for 1 ; and the mean produce over Mexico is from 25 to 30 for 1. The whole
produce of wheat in New Spain is estimated at
331,000,000 lbs. avoirdupoise, and its mean price is
from 17s. to 21s. per carga, which weighs 331 lbs. avoirdupoise; but the high price of carriage frequently
it to 373. or 43s.
The Mexican wheat is of the
best quality, large, white, and nutritive ; but is with
difficulty preserved more than two or three years. Rt/e
and barley are cultivated in the highest regions ; and
raises

the latter yields abundant crops in places where the
thermometer is seldom above 57° of Fahrenheit. OaU
are little cultivated, and seldom seen in the country.
The potatoe appears to have been introduced into Mexico along with the European grains, and to have been
brought from Peru or New Grenada. It is cultivated
in the highest and coldest regions of the Cordilleras,
and grows in some places to the size of nearly one foot
in diameter, while the quality is excellent.
It is preserved by the natives for whole years by exposing it to
Other nutritive
the frost, and drying it in the sun.
roots are, the oca, which grows only in the cold and
temperate regions ; the igiiame, a root which, in a fertile soil and warm climate, grows to so enormous a size
as to weigh not less thaii 55 or 60 lbs. ; and the batate,
which also requires a warm country. Among the useful plants of Mexico may also be mentioned the caco«

5

;
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Pruiu and
garden

tulb

mile, a species of tij^idU, the root of which yields a nutritive flour; the loie-apj'lr ; the earth-pistnchto ; and
the different kinds of pimenlo, the fruit of which is as

iadispensible to the natives as salt to the whites.
The Mexicans possess all the fruit trees and* garden

toffs of Europe ; but it is not easy to asceruin which
of these existed amonf; them before the arrival of the
It is certain that they were always acSpaniards.
quainted with onions, haricots, gourds, and several varieties of cicer ; and Cortez expressly mcntionj onions,
leeks, garlic, cresses, borrage, sorrel, and artichokes

but no species of cabbage or tiimip appears to have
been cultivated among them. The central table land
pradnoea in the greatest abundance, cherries, prunes,
peachea, apricots, figs, grapes, melons, apples and pears.

The

ecclesiastics, and particularly the missionaries,
contribute greatly to spread the European fruits and
vegetables from one end of the American continent to
Even the orange and citron trees are now
the other.
cultivated throughout all New Spain, nay on the central table land, and there can be little doubt that the

and mulberry, with hemp and flax, would equaU
New Spain, were not their cultivation
Sr
isconraged by the jealousy of the mother country.
Besides extracting liquors from the maize, manioc,
banana, and the pulp of different kinds of mimosa, the
Mexicans cultivate a species of agaue, called maguey
de pulque, for the express purpose of preparing a spiritous liquor from its juice, which is carefully ooiiccted
olive

flourish in

w

by cutting the central leaves at the period of etfc cence, and of which one plant, about tive feet in height,
will yield, in the course of five months, a quantity
Even in an ordinary
equal to 67.130 cubic incbea.
soil,

may be ptocurad from one maguey
and the value of each day's juice is es-

\50 bottle*

in the season,

sols.
The plant multiplies with
great facility, and retists the cold of the higher regions ; and its cultivation i* found to be a sure mode of
The juice has a very agreeable sour taste, and
gain.
•o very easily ferments, that in three or four days a
It
viscous beverage resembling cider is procured.
baa a fetid odour like putrid me«t ; but, after custom
haa surmounted this obstacle to its use, it is generally
preferred by Europeans to every other linuor, and is
fCooonted stomaonic, strengthening, and nutritive.
There are plantations in the north of Toluca, where
fhe beat is produced, which annu.illy bring in more
<li«i £tSOO Sterling ; and this cultivation is so profitable to the rt\enue, that, in 171^.'', the duties which it
paid in the thrre cities of Mexico, Puebia, and ToluO>
ca, amounted to the sum of L.I7Si8M) Sterling.
very intoxicating brandy is procured tram a different
pcciea of the aamc plant, which is prohibited by the
Kvemnient as prejudicial to the Spanish brandy trade,
t which is manufactured in an illicit manner to a
The leave* of this agaue are al«o manugreat extent.
factured into thread and paper and its prickles were
formerly employed as pins or nails by the Indians ; so
that, next to the maize or potatoe, it may be considered
as the most useful production in the mountainous disThe vine is little cultitrict* of equinoxial America.

timated at 10 or 13

A

;

vated, in consequence of government restrictions ; but
might be raised with great success in all the mountainous and temperate region*.
The cultivation of thMe productions which supply
the raw materials of commerce and manufactures, nas
recently increased in Mexico to a considerable extent.
The profit of raising coIIoh is more than double that
of grain, and that of tugar more than ibxir times ; but
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Mexico,
it is only in the wanner districts that these crops can
In these districts there are already ^'"'Y"""
be cultivated.
plantations cultivated by free Indians, which yield annually about a million and a half pounds of sugar;
and in process of time the continent of America ia
likely to supplant the West India islands in the culti>

vation of sugar, coffee, and cotton.
Cotton was one of the ancient objects of cultivation Colloa.
in Mexico, and some of the finest quality is raised on
the western coast; but as the inhabitants of these places are ktill unacquainted with the use of machine*
for separating the cotton from the seed, the price of
carriage is a great obstacle to this branch of Slexican

Flat and hemp may be advantageously
wherever the climate does not admit the
growth of cotton but their culture has hitherto been
discouraged.
Coffee is little used in Mexico ; and is CoOce.
only beginning to be cultivated in the country. The
cocMi tree was generally cultivated before the arrival
of the Spaniards, by whom it was conveyed to the
Canaries of Philippines, but is now almost totally neglected.
Its seeds were formerly used as money, and
in some places are still applied to that purpose by the
common people, at the rate of six grains for one sol.
t'oHilla, though bearing a high price in Europe, il Vanilla,
little cultivated in Mexico, except in the intendancies
of Vera Crui and Oaxaca. It thrive* wherever there
is heat, shade, and moisture, and is planted so as to
climb along the trunks of trees. It principally abounds
on the eastern slope of the Cordillera of Anaiiuac, between the !(/> or SC of latitude, and in the same latitude is procured the iartaparilla and jalap (or purga
d« Xalapa.) of which last between two and three
thouMmd Quintals are annually exported from Vera
Cm*. 7'u6acco, anciently u«ed by the Mexicans both Tobacen
in smoking and snuff, might become an important
branch of agricidture, if the trade were free; but it i*
entirely prohibited, excqit in a few licensed spots, or
Indigo is '"<"*'•
rather is grown only by die govemmenL
the
plantations
Mexico
and
very little cultivated in
;
along the western coast do not raise what is sufiicient
The
for tae frw manufacture* of home cotton duth.
article is annually imported from Guatiinala, where it
agriculture.
cultivated,

;

is

raised in considerable quantities.

The domestic animals of Mexico were very few

be- Aninuri*.
not acquainted with the Llomt, which was confined to the southem heniiiiphere and they made no use of the wild
sheep of California, or the goat* on the monntaina of
Monterey, or the wild oxen in the viciniti' of Rio del
Norte.
DogB were u*ed in some of the northern
tracta in the carriage of tenta, a« in Siberia ; and tlie
flesh of a mote apedcs of these animals, named the
Techiest, waa employed a* food. A numerous claae
of tlie inhabitanta, named Flamama, were compelled
to labour as beast* of harden, and to paaa tlieir lives
on the highway under loada firom 66 to 88 lbs. weight.
But, since the middle of the I6th century, all the most
UJteful animal* of the old Continent,
oxen, horses,

fore the conqucat.

The Mexicans were

;

sheep, and hogs, have multiplied surprisingly in all
parts of New Spain, and especially in tlie va«>t plains
of the Provincias Interna* ; nor have they at all degenerat«l in the New Continent, accorch'ng to tlie fanNiim»<
cif\il hypothesia and raah a**crtion* of Bujfon.
rous herds of homed ealUe feed in the finest pastures
along tlie eastern coast, particnUrly at the mouths of
the rivers Alvarado, Guatacualco, and Panvco. The
natives make little use of milk, butter, or cheeae, and
it ia only muong the mixed casta that the latter it ia
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Bees.

Cochineal.

Fisheries.

request.
The horset of the northern provinces, and
particularly of New Mexico, are not less celebrated

than those of Chili. These animals wander wild in
the savannahs of the Provincias Intemas, and numbers
are exported to Natchez and New Orleans.
Many
Mexican families are said to possess from thirty to forty
thousand head of horses and oxen. Mules are still
more numerous. More than 5000 are employed as an
object of luxury, or in the carriages of the city of
Mexico ; and the commerce of Vera Cruz alone occupies annually about 70,000 of these animals, nuiltitudes of which perish on the highways from the excessive fatigues of their journeys.
The rearinn- of
sheep has been strangely neglected, although they might
easily be made to change their climate with the seasons, without at all interfering with the agriculture of
the country.
It is remarkable that neither the common hog, nor the poultry, which are found in all the
islands of the South Sea, were known to the ancient
Mexicans.
The former have been introduced both
from Europe and the Philippines, and have multiplied
amazingly on the central table land. Before the arrival of the Spaniards, some of the more civilized tribes
reared a few turkeys, pheasants, ducks, and moor- hens
about their houses ; but now the different varieties of
hens, particularly those of Mosambique, of which the
flesh is black, have become common wherever colonies have settled.
The goose is the only species of
European poultry which is no where to be found in
Spanish America.
I'he rearing of silk-worms was introduced by Cortcz
Boon after the taking of Mexico; and considerable
quantities of silk were produced in different provinces.

But the injudicious restrictions imposed by the government on the native manufactures, and the interest
which the Philippine company had in the sale of Asiatic silks to the Mexicans, have almost annihilated this
branch of colonial industry. There are several indigenous caterpillars in New Spain, from which an inferior si'.k, called Misteca, is procured, which was an object of commerce even in the time of Montezuma, and
of which handkerchiefs are still manufactured in the
intendancv of Oaxaca. Bees are an object of attention in New Spain, chiefly for the sake of their wax,
of which so great a quantity is consumed in the Catholic worship.
One species, peculiar to the New Continent, has no sting, or at least so feeble a weapon as
to produce no sensible injury ; and from this circumstance they are known in the Spanish colonies by the

name of

."^ngelitos, little angels.
The Cochineal insect
has been reared in New Spain from the most remote
period ; but, in consequence of the vexations to which
the natives were exposed in the beginning of the conquest, this branch of Indian industry became almost
entirely neglected, except in the intendancy of Oaxaca.
In the rainy seasons, the Indians make their cochineal
insects travel to drier regions, by carrying them in
baskets covered with palm-leaves.
The principal fisheries on the coasts of New Spain,
are the whale and pearl fisheries.
The western coast
of Mexico, especially that part of the great ocean situated between the gulf of Bayonna, the three Mary
Islands, and Cape St. Lucas, abounds in spermacetiu-hales, or cachalots.
Till
788, the whale fishers frequented the coast of Chili and Peru and seldom above
a dozen of these vessels doubled Cape Horn annually.
But, since the voyage of Colnet to the Gallipagos made
known the abundance of cachalots in the great ocean
to the north of the equator, more than 60 vessels have
1

;

been seen there under the English flag alone. One of
the large cachalots will yield 125 barrels of spermaceti,
eight of which, forming a tun, used to sell in London
from £80 to £lO0 Sterling ; yet the Spanish Mexicans
make no attempt to share in this profitable pursuit.
One cause of this neglect may be, that tapers of bees«
wax only are permitted to be used in the churches, and
spermaceti therefore is not in much request in New
Spain

;

but

JMexice,

"""V^^

also certain, that the sloth of the coin so laborious an
Pearls are procured in greatest abundthe islands of Cubagua and Coche, and

it is

lonists prevents

employment.
ance between

them from engaging

the coast of Cumana, at the mouth of the Rio de la
Hacha, in the gulf of Panama, and on the eastern
coast of California.
The ancient Mexicans were acquainted with the Manufacprocess of weaving cotton ; and, soon after the con- '"res.
quest, the manufacture of cloth from the wool of European sheep was introduced into the country. But
the Spanish government, though never actually prohibiting the establishment of manufactures in their co.
lonies, have always discouraged those which were supposed to interfere with the demands for the same articles from the mother country.
Notwithstanding all
obstacles,

however,

many

settlers

from Spain have

can-ied to the new continent the industry of their native provinces.
The manufacture of coarse stuffs can
easily be carried on at a low rate, where the raw materials are found in abundance
and the prohibition of
;

commerce with

during the late ho:jtilities
throughout Europe, favoured greatly the making of
calicoes, fine cloths, and other articles of luxury.
The Calicoes,
oldest cloth manufactures are those of Tezcuco, established in 1 .592, which, by degress, passed entirely into the hands of the Indians and Mestizoes of Queretaro
and Puebla.
In these establishments there is great
imperfection in many of the technical processes, parneutrals,

ticularly in that of dyeing.
The workmen are treated
in a great measure like slaves, being shut up all the
week as in a prison, and flogged unmercifully for the
smallest trespass.
Though free, they are subjected to

by being kept continually in debt to
employers, who take care to furnish them with
opportunities of spending their gains in drunkenness,
and thus acquire a right to confine them at work, as
the necessary step for procuring payment.
Little silk
is now manufactured in New Spain, and only a few
stuffs of cotton, mixed with silk.
Neither are there
any manufactories of flax, or hemp, or paper. The
manufacture of tobacco, which is a royal right, is very '"o'^'^'^'''
considerable ; and in one great manufactory of segars
at Queretaro, 3000 people are employed.
The manufacture of hard soap is a considerable article of commerce at Puebla, Mexico, and Guadalaxara, and is
greatly facilitated by the quantities of soda found in
most parts of the table land of New Spain. The town
of Puebla was fonnei-ly much celebrated for its manufactories of delf-ware and hats ; but the former article
has been much neglected of late years, in consequence
of the low price of^ the stone-ware imported from Europe.
The manufacture of powder is a royal mono- Powder,
poly ; but immense quantities, (nearly three-fourths of
the whole that is consumed in the country,) are made
and sold in a contraband manner. One of the most
extensive of the Mexican manufactures is that of plate ; Plateand, in the smallest towns there are gold and silversmiths, in whose shops workmen of all casts are employed. The academy of fine arts in the capital has diffused
a taste for beautiful antique forms ; and services of plate
this constraint,

tlieir
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to t!)e Taliie of 200,000 francs, have been manofarturc<l in that city, which might rival, in point of elegance

and workmanship, the finest in Europe. The coining
qf money in the qiint of Mexico is little ehe than a
mAnufacturinf; estaulishmcnt.
It was established in
1355, and was fir<*t cirried on by contract with individiiaU but, since 1733, is entirely placed under the
officers of government
Between 350 and 400 workmen are emplove-l in this business ; and so great is the
number of machines, that, without any extraordinary
exertion, they are able to coin annually thirty millions
of piastres.
It is computed by M. Humbolcft, that all
the silver produced in all the mines of Europe together every year, would not suffice to employ this extensive work above fifteen days ; and that from this
mint, since its establishment, has Lwaed coin to the
value of £108,000,000 .Sterling.
The produce of the
manufacturing industry of New Spain is computed
by the same aothor at 7 or 8 millions of piastres.
(it. VTO.OOO, or £1,^80,000 Ster!"- ^ •r annum.
The interior and coisting trai'
oo is greatly
CommCTct.
impeded bv the want of navigable ii.ti^ and artificial
canals.
The Rio de Santiago, which traverses the moot
populous part of the country, through a coarse of 170
league*, might be rendeTe<l navigable at a moderate
expense ; and canals might be opened through the valley of Mexico ; but the great lines of communication
between the capital and the princi|Ml sea ports can
never be improved by natural or artificial navigations.
The town of Mexico forms the central point of the interior commerce; and the whole surruunding tableland may be travelled by wheel-carriages in all directions ; but, from tiie bod sute of the raods, beasts of
burden are preferred. The communication with the
eoostj is still more difficult ; but means ore said to be
recently employed for facilitating the conveyance of
Mods both from Acapulco and Vera Crux. The obJects of this interior commerce ore the exchange of
goods between the different provinces, particularly betweeo Mexico and the prmineias intcrnas ; several productions from .^oulh .America, conveyed ihroupli the
country for exportation, and the articles which are
exported or imported at the two great ports of AcapuU
CO and Vera Crux. As the
.vmces enjoy, in
ogreat measure, the same
..ml conscjucntly
the same production,, ii i« chiefly the conHi^ion of oomroodities by the mines which creates
the interior commerce ; but, as the ctd|m of maize are
seldom equally productive over so vast an extent of
country, the conveyance of this neceamr article from
place to another constitutes a considerable traffic,
Thousands of mules, from Chihuahua and Durango,
arrive every week at Mexico with bars of silver, bides,
lallow, flour, and some wine, and take back, in return,
woollen cloth of native manufacture, iron, steel, raercury, and goods from Europe ond the Philippines.
In timeof war, when the naviption round Cane Ilom
bccomw mofe hazardous, mnch of the cocoa of Guaya.
rjuil. thecopper of Guasco, and the indigo of GuaU.
moU, pass through the isthmus of Mexico to be ship;
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naturally divid-

ed into tfiat o: .., „..ih Sea, and that of the .\tUnlic
Ocean.
The latter experiences great disadvantages
from thr u.ni of commo.liou8 sea-norts ; and almost
au
"•.'?'>*« '<»' centuries been concentrated
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nchorage than an
'
eastern coast, besides iu sand
subject to violent burriooncs dur-
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in^ the winter half of the rear, and to the formiclable
yellow fever (luring the summer season. On the westem coast are two magnificent ports, San Bias and Acapuleo, the 1/ut of which is counted one of the most
admirable basins in the world. But tremendous hurricanes blow on this coa.st dnring the months of July
and .August and, even in September and October, the
two fine hartiours now mentioned are difficult of access,
The principal articles of exportation at Vera Cruz, (exelusive of cocoa from Guyaquil, and indigo from Gua*
timala,> at an average of several years, are
;

Gold and silver in ingots, com and 7
wrought plate to the value of
j
Cochineal

Sugar
Flour
Mexican indigo

'.

.

.

.

'

....

Salted provisions, and other eatables
Tanned hides
Sarsaparilla
.
.

......
.

VanitU
Jalap

.

.

*

Soap
Caropeachj wood
Pimento of Tabasco

....

» ,,„ ^mn
* 3,570,000
*>

504,000
2T3!o0O
63,000
43!c80
20^000

16800
18'900
1 2^600
IS^eOO
10,500
8^400
6,900

The articles of importation ire
Linen, cotton, woollen cloth, and 1 paa
/vw»
>X 2,310.000
silks to the value of
Paper
Brandy
Cocoa
Mercury
Iron

....'.

.

.

.

.

\

.....!
,...'.'.
•

'.

.

.

.

...'.'.'.

Steel

Wine

Wax

[

The average

value of the whole' ex- 7

portation
•
Ditto, importation

I

•

•

.

.

.

SIOOOO
210*000
210*000
IStt'sOO

126'ioOO

42^000
147 000

63000
'
c^
4,680,000
3 150' 000

Commercial circulation

.
iC7,770 000
the western coast is conf;*ncd to
the Manilla galleon ; the coasting trade with Guatimala
and San Bias; and a few vessels annually dispalchtd
to Guyaquil and Lima.
The oldest and moat important branch of the trade of Acapulco. is the exchange
of the precious meUls of Mexico for the merchandize
of China and the East Indies.
single galleon, from

The commerce of

A

twelve to fifteen hundrcti tons, sails from Manilla
about the end of July with the south-west monsoon
bringing a cargo of muslins, printed calicoes, coarse
cotton shirU, raw silks, and China silk stockines
jewelleries from Canton or ManilU, spices, and afomatics ; and generally accomplishing the voyage in
three or four months.
The value of the carffois li-

by law to half a million of piastres (i.'105 000
Sterling,) but generally amounU to three or lour limes
that sum.
Of this lucraUve merchandize the merroite<l

chants of

Lima have

the greatest, and the ccclesiasti-

cal corporations the

next highest share; and it is gcnc*"")' l>"^e'>"«l ^'th so much avidity, chiefly by a few
great houses in the capital, that sometimes the whole
sales are completed before the arrival of the galleon
has been known at Vera Cruz.
The return cargo
consisU of bars of iron, a little cochineal, cocoa, wine,
oil, Spanish wool, and principally of the precious
metals, to the value of a million of piastres.
A number
of p-iwcngers. particularly monks sent from Spain and
Mexico to the Philippines,
generally *
go with the "
cal"^

„\

'

Metico.

""nr^*

;;
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leon to Manilla, which sails in Febrnary or March,
^""""V^^ and by means of the trade winds accomplishes its long
voyage in 50 or 60 days.
vessel is also dispatched
annually fmm Manilla to Lima, one of the longest
and most difficult of all voyages, as the ship must first
discover the Mexican coast, and then steer southwards.
The trade of Acapulco with the ports of Guayaquil

A

and Lima, is far from being active ; and consists chiefly in the importation of copper, oil, Chili wine, a small
quantity of sugar and quinquina (bark) from Peru, and
cocoa from Guayaquil, sending thither in return a few
wotillens, a little cochineal, and contraband goods from
the East Indies.
The lengih and difficulty of the navigation from Acapulco to Lima, are the great obstaThe
cles lo this trade between Mexico and Peru.
pa<.<age is peculiarly difficult from north to south
and often more time is required to sail the 210
marine leagues from Guayaquil to Callao, than to pass
from Acapulco to Manilla through a course of 2,800
leagues. The chief hazards and delays arise from dead
c.ihns, violent hurricanes, and strong currents among
the Gallipago islands. Notwithstanding the excellence
of the ports on the west coast of Mtxico, the coasting
trade is extremely languid ; and neither the spermaceti whale-fishery, nor ti e beaver fur-trade from Nootka, has been able to arouse the Spanish energies. The
customs are not uniform in the different ports of the
Spanish colonies, and are distinguished into royal and
municipal duties. Free effects, i. e. the produce of
Spanish agriculture and manufactures, pay, on landing,
i)^ per cent. ; cotilribntable effects, i. e. the foreign produce manuf{<ttured in Spain, pay 12^ per cent; foreign
effects pay 7 per cent, having previously paid 15 per
cent, upon entering, and 7 upon leaving the ports of
the mother country.
The contraband trade of New Spain is very exten«ive, and is carried on principally by the ports of Campeachy and Vera Cruz. In time of war, when the communication with Spain is interrupted, and the government obliged to admit occasional commerce with neutrals, this trade is pursued with great facility, and often
amounts to one-third of the whole regular commerce in
time of peace.
Previous to the year 1778, the whole commerce of
Spanish America was monopolized by the cities of Cadiz and Seville ; but, at this period, fourteen other ports
were opened to the productions of the colonies ; and
this arrangement has been attended by a regular increase of the public revenue.
The state of commerce
in New Spain has again been greatly changed since the
year 1794; and the foreign goods required in that
country are those of the greatest value, the finest cloths,
muslins, silks, wines, and other liquors.
The produce
of its own mines has also considerably increased during the same period ; and more specie is ready to pay
Amount of for these higher priced commodities. About the comcoiniuerce. mencement of the nineteenth century, the importation
into Mexico, including the contraband trade of both
coasts, amounted to 20 millions of piastres; and the
exportations of its agriculture and manufacturing produce to 6 millions ; but the mines produce annually
23 millions, of which 8 or 9 millions are exported on
account of the king, leaving 15 millions to liquidate the
excess of the import over the export trade from which
will remain about one million for the increase of specie
in the country. " But, by allowip'; a free course to the
national industry," says M. Humboldt, by encouraging agriculture and manufactures, " the importation
will diminish of itself, and it will then be easy for the
;

;

Mexicans to pay the value of foreign commodities with Mexico,
the productions of their own soil.
The free cultivation "^^-{""^
of the vine and the olive on the table-land of NewSpain ; the free-distillation of spirits from sugar, rice,
and the grape ; the exportation of flour, favoured by
the making of new roads ; the increase of plantations
of sugar-cane, cotton, and tobacco ; the working of the
iron and mercury mines ; and the manufacture of steel,
will perhaps one day become more inexhaustible sources
of wealth, than all the veins of gold and silver united.
Under more favourable external circumstances, the ba«
lance of trade may be favourable to New Spain, without paying the account which has been opened for centuries between the two continents, entirely with Mexican piastres."
The revenue of New Spain, which has increased in Revenue^
an extraordinary degree in the course of the Ibth century, was estimated, about the beginning of the Iflth
century, at twenty millions of piastres, or je4,200,000
Sterling.
Of this sum, five millions and a half arise
from the produce of the gold and siver mines four
millions from the government monopoly of tobacco
three millions from the alcaoalas or customs ; one million and a half from the Indian capitation tax ; and the
remainder, from the duty on the fermented liquor
pidque, from the duty on imports and exports, from
the sale of Papal indulgences, from the post-office profits, from the sale of gunpowder, from clerical benefices, from the sale of cards, from stamp duties, from
the farming of cock-fighting, from duty on the sale of
snow, &:c. About one half of the whole revenue is
consumed by the expenses of the administration ; and
of the other half, about one-third is remitted to other
Spanish colonies; and two-thirds to the mother coun;

try.

Nearly one-fourth of the whole revenue is expended
on the military defence of the country, in which about
30,000 troops are employed. Of these, only 10,000
are regulars ; of which, about 4,000 cavalry, stationed
in the presidios, or military posts, to check the incursions of the Indians, are remarkably active and hardy
soldiers, and incessantly exposed to severe service. The
greater part of the military establishment is composed

Military
establisS.
""=»'•

of provincial militia, raised more for shew than use
and chiefly originating in the love of military titles
and rank, among a few Spanish families and wealthy
The situation and jihysical aspect of the counCreoles.
try, render it easily defensible against the attack of an
external enemy.

The accounts of the population of Mexico, iit the
period of its subjugation to the Spaniards, are founded
on very vague conjectures ; and have been, in some
cases, obviously exaggerated.
Around the capital of
Mexico, and probably in the whole kingdom of Montezuma, (which, however, did not equal in surface the
eighth part of the present kingdom of New Spain,)
there is good reason to conclude, from the extensive
ruins of towns and villages, that the population was
formerly much greater than at present but this great
body of people were concentrated within a very small
space ; and it is now well ascertained, that the whole
of the vast region, denominated New Spain, is much
better inhabited than it was before the arrival of
The augmentation of tithes, of the
the Europeans.
Indian capitation t;ix, and of all the duties on consumption ; the progress of agriculture and civilization,
and the appearance of tlie country covered with newly
constructed liouses, all give evidence of a rapid increase
in every part of th« kingdom. In those districts where
;

PopuIaiioB..

;;

'
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the climate
'

is

hot and humid, there

it

so great mortali-

amonjj the children and J<wng people, by
tertian ferert, (which is greatly aggravatetl by the
practice'among the native tribes of abandoning the infected,) that the population makes no sensible progrcM ; but, in the colder regions, which compose the
greatMt part of the kingdom, the proportion of births
to dntha is as 190, or even aa 200, to 100 ; and the
orer the whole country as 170 to 100. From
«i
variety of data, Humboldt estimates the whole population in Mexico, in 1808, at more than 6,500,000.
The nMMt deatroctiTe checks to the population are the
ewtatt-pat, which used to produce dreadful ravages
—ong the ladiaiu, whose oonstitutian seems to be ill
wfapmd far outaneous diseases ; « kind of plague called
mtmrlmtaimnUj which appears at intervaN of lOO years,
and spreads its ravages overtbe coldest an<l driest regions,
but never aftcts me white inlia hi la nta or their dncendants teardhf qT prom$iam$, sianet mes anproachin^
•o CHBine, wiien any great drought or local cause has
damaged the crop of maise or potatoes, and which is
always aWanderi by epidemical oiseaaaa ; and formerly
the eampmUortf labomn in the minea.
But by tbie
introduction of the cow-pox, the progreaa of agriculture, and the abolibon of the wtUa, or ooaiMlaan of
Bunars, these checks are greatljr abated, and tba
ral popolatian grertly en the increase.
The ad
made to tfaenmbvof inliabitnu in New Spain by the
arrival of new colonials fton Eun>f>o, doe* not exceed,
says M. MumlxiUlt, 8(X) individual* annually.
The Mexican population, like that of the other Spanidi colonies, consist* of four great casta, vis. the
Whites, the Indians, the Nogroas, and the people of
aixed extraction. But the first daas is subdivided
ty, chieSjr

wge

i

;

IoImUttata.

into two races, vis. the indivichials bom in Europe
and the Spanioh Crsoles, or whites of European extrac-

bom in AoMrica. The last is sobdiridod into
three races, vis. the Mestisos, or descendants of whtiss
and Indians; the Mulattoes, or fleseandiata of wUtas
and nsgroes \ and the Zambos, or deogaadbat* of aogroes and Indians. The Indims or indqicnoos Americans, excluding those who have anv nistore of European or Afrioan blood, have oonsidsrably increassd
during the last
years ; and cmistwalr,
about two- fifths of the whole population io New
Spain. In soaie districts, as in the four intendancsea
oc Cuanaxuato, Valladoiid, Oaxaca, and Ijl Puebia,
tboy amount even to thrw fifths. This race are rarely
V"
to be found in the north of Mexico, and hardly ever
met with in the provincias intcmaa. Among these
t tribe* ;
ITaii** Ian* there most origiaaUy have baaa many diis i
as, haaidas aa mimanse aaaibor of malsrts, there are
gu^a.
tion,

M

u

I

w

twenty

dialiact

laagaagm

still

spoksa among them

fourtasn of which nave bean ndaead to grammars and
dictionaries, vis. the Mexican or Aatee, the Otomite,
the Tarasc, the Zapotec, the Miitec, the Maye or
Yoeataa, the Totonac, the Popolouc, the Matlasini;,
the Huastcc, the Mixed, the Caquiquel, the Tanuimar,
the Tepchuan, and the Cora. Of the«e, the first is
most widely diffused, extending through a line of 400
leagues, frsm the 37* of north latitude to the Lake of
Nicsiagna; and the second is nest in point of extent.
These lodisas in general bear a resemblance to those
who inhabit CaiMda, Florida, Peru, and Brsail, in
tlMir swarthy ooppar colour, flat nmouth glossy hair,
beard, long eye, with the cornvr directid up-

asU

wards towsrds the temples; prssaineat cheek-baaas,
thick lips, a squat body, an esprcssioD of geiitlencM in
the mouth, contrasted with a gloomy and Kvere look.
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The Indians of New Spain have even a more swarthy
complexion than the inhabitants of the warmest climates of South America, even though the former are
The Mexi*
clothed, while the latter are quite naked.
cans, particularly those of the Aztec and Otomite
races, have also more beard than the Indians of South
America; and this would seem to be generall}' the case
in proportion as they are removed from the equator.
They are remarkably free from every kind of deformity, (which some writers ascribe to the gre.it simplicity
in which their ancestors had lived for so long a pe«
riod;) and in those districts where the goitre, or tu«
roour in the thyroid gUnd, prevails, the Indians, and
generally their descendants the .Mestizoes, are free from
This freedom from natural deformities
that affection.
is more extraordinary among an agricultural race, than
among the hunting; and warlike tnbes, in whose situation the feeble and de>brme<l are more likdy to perish
or to be exposed in their infancy, and may therefore
be considered as more closely connected with their
peculiar conotitution and mode of life.
They are like«
wise a long-lived rare, particularly those who are un-

der European dominion and would attain a still more
advanced age, if they did not weaken their constitutions bv intoxicating liquor*.
This is particularly the
case with those who inhabit the valley of Mexico, and
the environs of Puebia and TIascala, where the agaue
(of which the pokpia or native wine is made,) is cultivated on a great scale; and likewise in the warm
countries on tne coast, where tlie sugar-cane is grown.
The marks of old a^, however, are rarely observed
among them ; aa their heads never become grey, and
their skin is little subject to wrinkles.
It is not uncommon in Mexico, in the temperate zone of the Cordillera,
to meet with natives, particularly women,
who have reached 100 years of age, and who still f»>
tain their mu<icular strength entire.
In the present
degraded state of Uicse native tribes, it is not possible
to ascertain the genuine cliaracter of the race, which
aMMt unquestionably have sulfered no small deterioration by the extinction of the higher ranks, the destruction &i the ancient sources of knowledge, and the insulated and oppressed condition in which they are helcL
;

The Mexican

Indian, in his present state, discovers no
manner or activity of mind, but is grave,
melancholic, and silent, unless when he is under the
vivacity of

iiiriuence of intoxicating liquors.
Concealment of hu
motives and feelings, even in matters of inditference,
is one of his leading characteristics ; and as the progreu of the passiona is never discerned in his featilres,
be appears (when he is excited) to pass from the utmost stillness of mind to the most violent commotion
nient republicans
of spirit. The descendants
lo degree of enof TIaacala still discover a
ergy and even <>f haughtiness in Uicir character, and
particularly among the pastoral tnbes or Inilios Bravos,
(a* the S|>aniar<l4call those who are not properly reduced
umlrr their dominion,) much more nobleness of mind
but the agriculan<l force of ch aracter are observable
tural Indian, or Mexican peasa n t, is patiently submissive under the veralions of the whites
and opposes
them only by the rcsooroes of cunning, under the appearance o< the most stupid apathy.
In their intellectual character they appear as :f altogelher destitute of
iniaginatiiin
but af^r a little cultivation, discover
grout tacitily of apprehension, a talent fur seizing the
aunutent distinctions, and a power of reasoning with
In the imitative
remarkable coolness and methiKl.
aru, sad purely mechanical operation*, they display a>
'

<

<

;

;

;
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high degree of aptitude and acutencss
but have in
general appeared to succeed in any of the fine arts,
particularly in painting, more from application than
from genius. Their amusements even partuke of the
fiame sedate and sombre character. Their music and
dancing are terrific and melancholy ; and, though the
females would probably introduce a little more vivavacity, yet, in the usual depressed state of savage and
half-civilized life, they are not permitted to join in
these exhibitions, and are merely admitted to supply
the male performers with liquor.
In one particular,
however, these Indians evince a refined and elegant
taste, which would seem to betoken the remains of
higher attainments, viz. in their universal love of flowers, and skilful arrangement of nosegays, herbs, and
With regard to their political condition, they
fruits.
liave derived few means of improvement from their
European rulers. The great body of the people were
indeed found by the Spaniards in a state of the utmost
poverty, and subjection to their despotic princes and
feudal chiefs
but their new mbsters, instead of alleviating, made haste to aggravate their oppressions ;
•dragging them from their homes to work in the mines,
-or to carry the luggage of the armies, and appropriating to themselves, as a right of conquest, all that they
possessed in lands or goods.
Since the commencement, however, of the 18th century, their eituation has
become progressively better, and their interests have
•been taken under the protection of the intendants.
A
few of the great Indian families, or Caciques, who still
remain, are entitled by the Spanish laws to share tbe
privileges of the Caatilian nobility ; and they receive
-all the former homage which used to be paid to them

Mexico.

;

;

by the inferior ranks. But their own privileges are
more illusory than real and, even where they have
some authority as magistrates of the native villages,
they are more oppressive than even the whites towards
;

•

the tributary casts, and not at all superior to the lowest peasantry in point of knowledge or civilization.
The Mexican Indians, when considered in a mass,
-present a picture of extreme misery ; and scarcely any
individuals are to be found among them wiio enjoy
The greater part, banished inmediocrity of fortune.
to the more barren districts, and indolent from natural disposition, as well as discouraged by their pohtical bondage, live in daily poverty ; and even the few
noble families who possess great plsntations and vineyards, (to the value sometimes of iJSO.OOO or £iO,000,)
carefully conceal their wealth, generally gomg barefooted, and clothed in the same coarse garment with
The Indians are exthe lowest of their countrymen.
empted from all direct imposts, but are subjected to a
tribute or capitation tax, which has varied at different
-periods and in different districts, but at present is usuThey pay also to the
ally eleven francs per annum.
clergy 10 francs for baptism, 20 for a certificate of
marriage, lO for interments, and from 25 to 30 in the
form of voluntary offerings for masses. &c. They are
deprived of the most important rights of citizens, by
being counted as minors under the tutory of the whites;
so that every act which they sign, antl every obligation which they incur beyond the value of 15 francs
They are kept in a state of comare declared null.
plete insulation ; prohibited from intermarriage with
the whites; shut up in villages of their own ; subjected
to subaltern magistrates among themselves, who find
their interest in perpetuating the ignorance and barbarism of the people ; rendered incapable of commercial transactions; confined to the situation of common
labourers or artisans; and thus completely excluded

Mexico.
all chance of advancing in civilization of maa" I,el the odious '"""» •'
ners, or acquisition of property.

from

personal impost of the hUmiu he abolislied,'' (says the
enlightened Bibhop of Meclioacan, in a memoir presented in 1799 to the Sjianish mon.wch,) " let the infamy which unjust laws have attempted to stamp on
the people of colour be at an end ;
let them be declared capable of filling every civil employment which
does not require a special title of liobility ;>— let a por^^
tion of the demesnes of the crown, which are generally uncultivated, be granted to the Indians and the
casts
let an Agrarian law be passed for Mexico,
similar to that of the Asturias and Gallicia, by which
the poor cultivator is pennitted to bring in, under
certain conditions, the land which the great proprietors have left so many ages uncultivated, to the detriment of the national industry ;— let full liberty be
granted to the Indians, the casts, and the whites, to
settle in villages, which at present belong only to one
let salaries be appointed for all
of these classes ;
judges and all magistrates of districts; these are the
six principal points on which the felicity of the Mexican people depends."
The white inhabitants consist of whites born in Eu- white inrope, called chaoetones or gacliupines, and those de- habiJauis.
scended of Europeans in the Spanish colonies of
America, or in the Asiatic islands, called Creoles. The
laws allow the same rights to all whites ; but the government, suspicious of the Creoles, has granted (or
rather sold) public offices chiefly to the natives of Old
Spain. Hence a perpetual liatred and jealously exists
between the Chapetones and Creoles ; the meane^t of
the former counting themselves .superior in blood, and
having the chance of becoming superior in rank, to
the most distinjjuished natives of the New Continent;
and the latter, in contempt ot this assumed pre-eminence, as well as in a spirit of alienation from a country which subjects them to such unworthy treatment,
preferring the name of Americans to that of Spaniards.
There are about 1,200,000 whites in New Spain, or a
proportion of 16 to every 100 of the other casts; of
whom not above 70,000 or 80,000 (a 70th part of the
whole population, and only one to fourteen of the
In all Spanish AmeCreoles,) are natives of Europe.
rica, the word European is synonimous with Spaniard ; and no Europeans, except such as are born in
Old Spain, are admitted into the American colonies.
The inhabitants of the more remote provinces, still
conceiving the ancient power of Old Spain as predominant in Europe, regard the peninsula as the centre
of civilization, and consider it as a mark of low extraction to be ignorant of the Sp.-snish language.
But
in the capital of Mexico, the Creoles being better acquainted with the present state of Europe, and instructed in French or English literature, fall into the
contrary extreme; consider theh- own intellectual progress as superior to that of the peninsula; and prefer
strangers from other countries before the Spaniards
themselves.
There is indeed considerable intellectual
activity among the young Creoles, wJio apprehend the
At Mexico
principles of science with great facility.
and Santa Fe, the study of mathematics, chemistry, mineralogy, and botany, is very general, and the former
city surpasses every other in the New Continent, not
excepting those of the United States, in solid scientific
establishments.
The whites are also the exclusive possessors of great wealth, and nothing is more striking
than the inequality of its distribution. TJiere are many

—

;

—

—

individuals,

—

whose annual income, without any

drawn from the mines, amounts

profit

to a million of francs,

m-

;
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Mnun. (L.41.670 Sterling;) and tome of the great minera
~^'~~'
r
"i« of a
diAt source alone an aiinr'
'

u h»Jf of livre*, (or
bill tiic capitali-of tbeac

erling.)

l.

moaopoiizers

oi

money

are

Uy no mean* great in propartioo, partly in consequence
the cxpeMive auning aperadcnt ia which they often
engage, and th« cxtnvagant ttyla in which they

ot'

live.

^ffTOCS*

There are fewer negroea in Kew Spain than in any
of the I" iirnnnaii floionies under the torrid loae ; and
the wiK>Ie liiiigiliiM ia nut supp>i«ed to eontain above
fiOOO ct that race, nor to receive a'tove 1 00 annually
p[ |||0 74,000 Aiiricana who are exported every year
By the law*, thai* caaost pro*
U> America and Ana.
pcrly be any Indian slaves in the Spaniah colonies
but in Mexico, or in i'eru, tka lodiea bravo* taken in
the prtty warfare, which ia eoabnaaily carried on along
the tiraniirr* of the provinciaa intemaa^ arc kept in
diingtooa, and UcaMd a* the moat degraded bond'
•m. Biit all hinda of alavca are aaare under the pr»ftftiam ef Ibe law, aad thoae lawa era intcrpeMad BMre
imtgmat of liber^, in MexioD, linn ia any olliar EaJlpMB colear. A slave may raaipri fau aualer to
IMO or flO0O liwea,
fCmni him Mnrtf apMi
SiariiM^) ntui" ii laajp baaa baaa the
(L.08 or
amount of hi* origin»rpaichaM aHNwy ; «r, if te«Mi
prove that he ha* haaa erae% treated, he aeguiaaa Ma
medcaa bjr law, wiihoot any ccnpenaattaa to his pro*

wiag

Un

prietor.

I
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Don Joacquin Velasques, who was bom in 1732, and M*iict>.
who rendoed the most eaaential services to his country. "^"Y"^
Astronomy ha* long been a favourite sulyect of study
in this coontry, and was successfully cultivated about
the end of the eif^hteenth centiiry by \'elasques above,
mentioned, and by Gama and Alsate. The la^t of tiicse,
a man of ardent genius, had great merit in exciting his
eountrymea to the study of the physical sciences ; and,
for a Inag tiaae, cacaaraged a studious spirit among the
Mexican youth, by the publication of hi!> Gnzftta de Littermlura.
Gama, the friend and fellow-labourer of Velasquea, became, under great disadvantages, a well-informed astronomer, and published several excellent

memoirs on

on Mexican chrunolo!;y, and on
Spain.
The principles of chemistry, which is known in the colonie>i by the name of
new philosophy, are ver}- generally underxtootl among
the Mexicans. In the botanical frarden of Mexico, an«
nual courfca of lecture- arp dolivt-rcd on botany ; and
several natives of N
particularly M. Scmc and
M. Echeveria, hav>
hcil tlicmselves by their
aclipaes,

the climate of

New

acquirements

in Ih

fine arts at

academy of the

Mexico

'

iniplcte collection

of casts than is to be tounil in any part of Germany;
and, in this institution. iii-triicliun is communicated
to the youth at a\
of whom several
are assembietl
.; .ijj, in large and
well-lif^htcd apartments, busily employed in drawing
from the most elegant models. The good effects of
thit establithineiit are very risible in the arohiiecture
of !hc countrj', particularly in the symmetry of the
buildings, the hewing of the stone, and the ornaments
of the capitals and stucco relievos.
I'h—
rtlitices,
not only in the capital bnt also in the
towns,
which would appear to advantage in tin- n -i -trceta
of Europe,and which are constructed at an c'\|>. ...c of" ' "
~ a million and a half of
fr.nu-s, or
•_

.

_.

The casta whiA apring fiom the mixtara of thc*c
three race*, afaeuat aeariy to S.400,000. Aboot aeveneighth* of iheae are Mairiaaa, the dMBaMknu of a
white and an Indian, aad are
hy anarc
while colour, a pet aiia
oTddn, aaMli
hand* and feel, thin heard, and a
abhqaity of
the oyei. Thqp areof aiailder
than the Mu>
who arc
JaUw, deacHided from wbitea and
.f).5 Sterling.
MiaUy diattn^iiahed by the vii
er ihev patnons,
An ecpirstrian .it.itue
and volubility of their Apeach. A Maatiao marrying a VI Km;; I :iari.-. IV. cast by M. Tol«a, professor of
white roan peed acta an e&pring differia g Tcry little sculpture at Mexico, is considered as next in merit,
fltom the European race ; but the childiaa of a Melau of any similar work extant, to that of M. Aurelius at
to and a white nun are caUed cpiarteroa*, aad the Home.
children of a qnattarai female and Ctaote or EuroThe clergy in Mexico amount to the number of Ciergy.
pean father, bear the aetae of qaintarana. But a new 10.0<K) individuals, of whom one.half are refju!«r«. who
aWanotef thi* kat mentiened oaat with a white banish- wear the cowl
t^
all r imai n i of coloar
The deaaaadanu of negroes or servants, n
,iis
aad Indian atooen are called Chinee or Zeaibo«, theiwh namber is m.
r tu uli.ii luu been tienerally
the Utter denamination is uaaallyeoaAned to the child- aappoaed. and,
rtion to the popnUtioo, ie not
tea of a aegm and mulatto, or a Cfataa thamle. All the tenth-part ul° t!
.1
Spain, or in France bethe casta ct Indian or Afncui blood
lliu odour
fore the lievoiutioii
ecclesiastical establishment
B H ar ta the peiapiiaMe oMtier of abaae raws. The in Mexico reeemble* iImI of S|>ain, with iu full train of
dagfce at whitiiiiiii of akin decidee the rank which dignitaries. The inferior clergy arc divided into three
•rery ooa acre
in America ; and a whrtp who ride* clasaes: namely, coras, who are parish-priests in those
on heraebeek, laoagh harcfooud, accounu himself one porta of the country where the Spaniards have settled;
af the nobility of the country. It thus becnroe* a very doctrineros, who have the charge of districtt inhabited
ing point among them to estimate rra'-tlv the by the Indians subject to the .Spaniih government;
of Earapean lApod which beion<.
MC and missioneros. who are employed in teaching and
ami faaailim, aoaprctcd of n
converting the fiercer tribes, who resist the Spiinish
.mt,
ill from the high eo(« « i]ew
yoke, and live in llie more remote regions.
f;rcat
of their whiteness. Thex
ions are
many of them suffer extreme poverty, whdc the revemid to be sometimm precared in caam not vrry obvious nues of some surpass those of many sovereign princes
to the aantm t but, when the coloar of the skin U very in Germany. Thp «rrhhi*hop ol Mexico possesses
an
japaMiant to the judgment dcmandr*!, the i»-ntencc income ol tiSv
,, or i'27,085 Sterling, and se•impTy bears, " that such or mch individuals may con- veral of the li
.1
much le«s ; while •>•- -.n?
dcr th*mat4vu whit(< "
dergj-men of
^agts whose yearly n
•<
Tne inhabitaotB of New Spain hnufmnrf tf:,<Tir-<.iif^|, not exccetl 500 .,. ij,^_. .rancs, from iiJ to t... -litr8ci«ae*sa)l
IMnmn. Uathematim ai
ti»c
ling.
Cortez complained, even in his time, of tiic exaaiwenityof Mexico, bat st
t
;:.. .,.,„^>| of
travagant luxury, and scandalous lives of the canons ;
mines in that city ; and New Spain can boost of having and requested that rcligieux, or regular monks, might be
given birth to a cclehnted Nlf-Uught geometrician, KOt WX io prefereace ; but the advice
was not fol&wed.
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Their labours among the natives have tended rather
^""Y""^ to change their ceremonies than their sentiments and
it has been the policy of the teachers, from the beginning, to tolerate, and even to reconcile with ChristianiMexico.

The fundamental maxim

of Spanish jurisprudence in Jlexic*.
is, to consider all these ^"'"T'"'
acquired dominions as vested solely in the crown, and ^°'."""
iwlicy of
,.
^L
1
a manner the personal property ot the sovereign. gpaXa.
as
This right is retted upon the bull of Alexander VI.
which bestowed, as a free gift, upon Ferdinand and
Isabella, all the regions that had been or should be discovered in America.
From the Spanish monarchs all
grants of land in that continent proceed, and to them
they finally return. The leaders of the various expeditions, the governors of the different colonies, the officers of justice, the ministers of religion, are all appointed by their authority, and removable at their pleasure.

Mexico and the other colonies

;

ty, as

Political
divisions.

much

as possible of the ancient system.

m
•

The

sanguinary spirit of the old rites is, indeed, abolished :
but, otherwise, the Indians know little more of religion
than the exterior forms of worship, in which, according
to the Catholic ritual, they find one of their principal
sources of amusement.
The festivals of that church,
the fireworks with which they are accompanied, the
processions, dances, and fantastical dresses which are
exhibited, interest the lower Indians in the highest degree, and afford an opportunity for displaying all the
peculiarities of the national character.
^^^ Spain was formerly distributed into the followkingdom of Mexico, kingdom of
'"g 'en districts
;

New

colonists are entitled to no privileges independent
of the sovereign ; and even in the largest cities the
rights of the citizens are merely municipal, ana limited

—

to the regulation of their

new kingdom

Province of New Mexico.
Intendancy of New Biscay,
North region.
or Durango.
1
Province of New California.
/ North-west
Province of Old California.
f region.
Intendancy of Sonora.
Intendancy of San Louis Po. 1 North-east
tosi.
^ region.
Intendancy of Zacatecae.
Intendancy of Guadalaxara.
Intendancy of Guanaxuato.
Central reIntendancy of Valladolid.
gion.
Intendancy of Mexico.
Intendancy of Puebla.
Intendancy of Vera Cruz.
Intendancy of Oaxaca. '
f South-west
Intendancy of Merida, or
r region.
Yucatan.

mand, and amenable

above 100 times more inhabi-

even in the most civilized part of the kingdom.

Number

Inhabitants

square
Leagues.

of
Inhabitants

to the

San Luis Potosi
Sonora

27,821

Durango or Biscay

16,873
9,612
5,977
5,927
4,447

Guadalaxara
Merida

Mexico
Oaxaca
Vera Cruz
Valladolid

Puebla
Zacatecas

Guanaxuato

19,

4,

H3

14-

3,447
2,696
2,355
911

331,900
121,400
159,700
630,500
465,700
1,511,800

534,800
156,700
476,400
813,300
153,000
517,300

to his jurisdiction.

—

square League.

12

6
10

66
81

255
120
38
273
301

65
568

commerce and

administration of justice is vested in tribunals
called audiencias, formed upon the model of the Spanish
court of chancery.
One of those, consisting of a number of judges, proportioned to the extent of the district,
is established in every province, and takes cognizance
both of civil and criminal causes. The viceroys are expressly prohibited from interfering in the decisions of
these courts ; and in some cases the audiencias may
bring his political regulations under their review, and
present remonstrances on the subject; or, finalh', lay
the matter before the king and the council of the Indies.
Upon the death of a viceroy, the supreme power
is vested in the audiencia of the capital till a successor
be appointed, and the senior judge, assisted by his
brethren, exercises all the functions of the vacant office.
The sentences of these courts are final in every litigation concerning property of less value than 6000 pesos
but when the subject in dispute exceeds that sum, their
decisions may be carried by appeal to the council of the
Indies
a court which was instituted by Ferdinand in
1511, and brought into a better form by Charles V. in
Its jurisdiction extends to every department of
1524.
government in Spanish America, and all laws and regulations respecting the colonies must be approved by
two-thirds of the members.
All the officers nominated
by the king are conferred in this council ; and to its
inspection every person employed in America, from the
highest to the lowest, is held accountable, in this cour>cil the king is always sup})used to be present, and its
meetings are always held where he resides.
The leading object of the Spanish government has
always been to secure the productions of the colonies tothe parent state, by an absolute prohibition of all intercourse with foreign nations. All that the colonies

The following Table
tants than the larger divisions.
may be useful, as presenting in one view these striking
inequalities of the distribution of Mexican population,

Extent in

internal

The

Some of these intendancies are ten, twenty, and even
thirty times larger than others ; m hile several of the

Intendancies.

own

All political power, every thing relating to
public government, centres in the crown, and in the
officers whom it has nominated.
The viceroy of New
Spain not only represents the person of the sovereign,
but possesses all his regal prerogatives in their utmost
extent, and exercises supreme authority in every department of government, civil, military, and criminal. He
has the sole right of nominating to the principal offices,
and of supplying those which are in the king's gift
till the person whom he appoints shall arrive.
His
court is formed upon the model of that of Madrid,
and displays an equal or even a superior degree of
magnificence and state.
He is aided in his extensive
government by officers and tribunals resembling those
of Spain ; and though some of these are appointed by
the sovereign, they are all subject to the viceroy's compolice.

namely.

least extensive contain

•

The

of Leon, colony of New
Santander, province of Texas, province of Cohahuila,
province of New Biscay, province of Sonora, province
of New Mexico, and the two Californias ; and these
divisions are still frequently used in the country. It is
now divided into 12 intendancies, and three provinces,
Gallicia,

I

.
1

yield

must be conveyed

to
61

Spanish ports, and

all

that

^I
McxicOi

E X

they consume must flow from the mother country. No
foreijjner can enter the colonies without exprew perniii-sion ; no vessel of a foreign nation is admitted into
their harbours ; and no inhabitant is permitte<l to trade
with them upon the pain of death. More liberal nieagurcs have been gradually adopted ; but much still remains to be done, which will probably be delayetl till
the colonies declare themselves inde[>eudent, and con-

own prosperity.
The ancient history and early

•ult for their

HUlor;.

AncicnC
nevrd*.

institutions of

surer foundation than certain hieroglyphical paintini^s,

which admit of the most various interpretations. The
authenticity of these documeotatbeoucivca ia aufficiently qneatioixble ; and it is imposaible to ascertain tluit
they are either original, or faithful copies of originals, and not the fabrications of the Spanish monks,
who are known (upon the usual principle of Human
Catholic missionaries) to have recommended the truths
of Christianity tu their Indian subjccta, by tracing a
resemblance between the new docthnes and the old superttitiona at the natives.
Tb* kaowledfce of eventa
among the ancient Mexicans, waa preaarveU by mean*
tf thoae knots and threads of Tariout coloora, called by
the Peruvians quippm, and said to have been ffniml alM>
ramong the Canadians and Chinese. Tbeae ^
he
fect and unintelligible records were superu'U.
use of writing and hieroglyphics only about A. I). lUS,
from which period alone, therefore, any tangible documents can be dated. These symbolical figures, however, though of a more permanent character than the
knotted threads, are still of little service without the
principles of their interpretati<>" »• '•-'> -— -<'•• iloubt.

But
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style, stiff

and imperfect as

it
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hardest Egyptian

was,

is

more

elegant.
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The

scrawLs of children delineate objects almost as acTheir uncouth forms may be considered, indeed, with M. Humbohit, as equivalent to the bad
hand-writing of our literati i or as necessarily retained,
as established kymbols, in more civiliied periods.
But
the confusion and obscurity of the whole system defy
and leave no other source of informaall explication
tion than those originally uncertain traditions in regard
to the history of the nation.
According to these traditions, the Mexican empire
had not been of long duration previous to the Spanish
invasion.
Their country, as they relate, was originally
possessed by small independent tribes, whose manners
and mode of life reseiubU-d those of the rudeiit savages.
But, at a perio<l nearly corresponding with the beginning of th« 10th century of the Christian era, sevital
trilies arrive<i by successive migrations from utikiiown
regions towards the north and north-west, and being
more civiliied than the original inhabitants of Anahuac (the ancient name of New Spain) began to introduce
the arU of social life.
The Toultecs a)i{>eared first in
the year 648 ; the Chichimecks in 1 170; the N'ahualtecs in 1 178 ; the Acolhuecs and Aatrcs in 1 1<)6. These
mtioos, speaking the same language, and apparently
proceeding from the same quarter, described them>
aelvea aa expelled from a country lying to the northwest of the river Gila, brought with them paintings,
which indicated the cvenU of their migration and
gave the tumea of the cities which they had left to
those wfiirh t!., y first built after their arrival, namely,
curately."

;

Mexico
are involved in almost impenetrable obscurity, and all
that has yet been advanced on the subject, rests on no

A and
the exposition to be undoubti.,,^ cii«>-i.'»,vt^ incre are
only a few fragments in existence upon whid) the in•' * -•
'-'luaiy can be exercised. Tbeae p«intd MS monuments of idolatry detent
were ordered by Zummaraga, the
!.
\ico, to l>c carefully collected, and
lully preserved.

I

tremely ludc and awkward.

supp<'~

;

Huch;.
Tehuiij.

.

Astlan.Tcoculhuacan, .Amnquemacan,

<opalla.
mains an inexplicable

But their
enigma in

real origin

history.

still

They

re- (>„•_;„ »»
are the .McxK

conjectured by M. Humboldt to have procedeil ' from cans.
Tartary or China, and to have been a portion of tho<(e
Iliongnoux, who, according to the Chinese historians,
emigrated itito the northern parts of Siberia, and part of
whom pushul through Asia into Europe under the name
of Huns.
The era of the Toltcc migration .544, about
diiiiu.iu'M i<j till- (lames.
Wiutever knowledge of re- 100 years before their arrival in Annhuac, corresponds
mote events these rude monuments contained na« thus with the period when the ruin of the dynasty of Tsin
Ixren almost entirely lost ; and the whole of our inforoccasioned great commotions among the nations in the
mation mutt be derived from traditions, and tbe few eaK of Aaia. But for all this, there is, in fact, no other
'' rical symbols whicb b«*e eacap- ground than mere conjecture ; and out of 83 American
rem;
ed
tions of tbeae fragmcnU have languages, carefully examined by competent judges,
been (JcjKJti'.cd in iric libraries of the Vatican, Veletri, oo!y 170 words have Ijctn found which could be traced
Vienna, DrcMlen, Iterlin, Pari*, and (as some have to the languages of the old continent, namely to those
conjectured) of Oxford ; but the mo»t
aid va- of the MantChou Tartars, the Monguls, the Celts, the
luable are said to be those which ar.
n Pur- Biscayans, the Copts, and the natives of Congo. From
cba"'
4.
These paintings are duiic on skins, whatever quarter they proceeded, they are said to have
C(rtt
,1
kind of paatebMurd, nr on the bark of brought with them the arts of hieroglyphic painting,
trees.
iJicic manuscripts were neither composed of of casting metals, and cutting the hardest stones.
They
•eparau leaves nor rolls, but generally folded in a lig- introduced the cultivation of maize and cotton,
built
saf manner like fans, with two tableU of lisht wood cities, m.i(le roads, and constructed pyramids. They
pMted at the ends. The manuscripu brought to Eu- liad a solar year more perfect than that of the Greeks
ttgt bear a great resemblance to each other, and are and Homanf ; and had n form of goveroment, which
opafly remarkable for great strength of colouring. The showed that their progenitors had experienced
great vifigures are mostly dwarfish in respect of the body, and cissitudes in their social sUte.
The last mentione<i
remarkably incorrect in point of drawing. The heads tribe, about the beginning of the 13th
century, advanare of an enormous size, the bodica estrcmely short, ced from the city ol' Aztlan to the plains
around the
and the feet so kmg in the toe* as to resemble the daws great lake of Mexico, where, afler several years occuof a bird The heads are always drawn in profile, nation of the spot, they founded the city
of Mexico ;
while the eye is placed as if the figure presented a full but were still unacquainted with regal
government, and
*iew ; and the nosca are of a most disproportiimate were ruled in jieace, or commanded
in war, by such as
" Every figure,'" in short, (in the words of Dr. Were most entitled
siae.
to pre-eminence by their wisdom or
•'
Robertson,)
of men, of quadrupeds, of birds, as well valour. But at length the supreme
authority centere<l
as every represenution of nnammated nature, is ex> in one
person ; and, at the time of the conquest, Mon'

•
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habitants.

independent and hostile state ; Tezcuco (Tcpeaca) and
Mechoacan, two considerable kingdoms, whose frontiers reached within 30 or 20 leagues of Mexico, and
the latter of which was remarkable for its implacable
enmity to the Mexican name. The empire of Montezuma was thus bounded towards the east by the rivers
of Guasacualco and Tuspan ; and towards the west by
the plains of Soconuseo and the port of Zacatula ; comprising only the modern intendancies of Vera Cruz,
Oaxaca, Puebla, Mexico, and Valladolid, an area of
about 15,000 square leagues.
The progress of civilization and state of society in
this empire may be estimated by the following facts.
The right nf private properly was Jully understood ;
1
and both property in land and property in goods might
be transferred by barter, or descend by inheritance.

submissive reverence, while, in the presence of their
sovereign, they durst not lift their eyes from the ground
or look him in the face. The nobles themselves, when
admitted to an audience with the monarch, were obliged to enter bare-footed, in mean garments, and with
forms of homage approaching to adoration. 5. There
appear to have been many established laws and citstoms
circumscribing the power of the crown, previous to the
election of Montezuma, who subverted the original
system of government, and introduced a pure despoThere were thirty nobles of the highest order,
tism.
each of whom had about 100,000 people in his territories ; and subordinate to these there were about SOOO
nobles of a lower class. The jurisdiction of the crown was
extremely limited, as in the times of feudal policy in
Europe; and the nobles guarded their extensive privileges with the utmost jealousy, against the encroachments of the crown. The king could not determine
concerning any point of general importance, such as
making war and disposing of the revenue, without the
approbation of a council composed of the principal nobility.
The right of electing the sovereign seems to
have been originally vested in the whole body of the
nobles; but was afterwards committed to six electors.
Generally the choice fell upon some individual who
was sprung from the royal family ; and to the successive
choice of able and warlike princes may be ascribed the
extraordinary power which the empire attained in so
Under Montezuma, the splenshort a period of time.
dour of the Mexican court resembled the magnificence
C. Condisplayed in the ancient monarchies of Asia.
siderable order and regularity were manifest in the inThe
ternal administration and police of the empire.
crown exercised complete jurisdiction over its imme-

A

empire.

I

tezuraa was the ninth monarch who had swayed the
Mcxit">.n sceptre, not by hereditary right, but by popular election.
This recent orifjin of the Mexican nation
(which is indeed confirmed by their own want of historical traditions) is not easily reconciled with the hifjh
degree of civilization, which the Spanish accounts represent them to have attained at the time of the conquest ; and it is highly probable, that the splendid descriptions of their government and manners are considerably exaggerated.
These accounts also are obviously so contradictory, and apparently so inaccurate,
that no correct estimate can be formed of the state of
society and progress of the arts in the Mexican empire,
when it fell under the power of Spain. The extent
even of the empire was represented by the conquerors
in a very delusive light ; and the dominions of Montezuma were spoken of as stretching over all the provinces of New Spain, from the Northern to the Southern
Ocean. But a great part of the mountainous country
north of the river Santiaga, was possessed by the Otomites and Chichemecs, a race of ferocious and uncivilised hunters, none of whom recognized the supremacy
of the Mexican monarch. These tribes occupied the
plains of Zelaya and Salamanca, now admired for tiieir
fine cultivation ; and frequently extended their ravages
as far as Tula, on the northern bank of the valley of
Tenochtitlan. Even in the interior and level country
there were several cities and provinces which had never
submitted to the Mexican yoke ; and the territory denominated
nahuac, between the lithand Slst degrees
of latitude, contained, besides the Aztec empire of Montezuma, the small republic of Cholollan, (Cholula,)
within less than 20 leagues of the capital, and subjected
to the Mexican crown only a short time before the arrival of the Spaniards; Tlaxcallan, (Tlascala,) another

Land was held by various tenures ; by some it was
possessed by full right, and it descended to tlieir heirs;
but, by others, it was enjoyed along with some office
or dignity with which it was acquired or lost.
These
two modes of occupation were deemed noble, and were
peculiar to the highest class.
The great body of the
people had only a share in the produce of a common
tract of land, which was measured out in every district,
according to the number of families, and was cultivated
by the joint labour of the whole community; its produce deposited in a common storehouse, and divided
among them according to their respective exigencies.
2. The cities were numerous, well inhabited, and, though
doubtless greatly overrated in point of population and
splendour, in the accounts of the conquerors, yet appear to have been of such importance as to indicate a
considerable degree of progress in the arts of social life.
The capital seems at least to have conUiined 60,000 in1

3.

fJie separation

of

the professions

had

Mcxlcn,

taken place to a considerable extent. The function of '^!
the mason, the weaver, the goldsmith, the painter, and
several other trades, were carried on by clifTerent persons, who were rtgularly instructed in their respective
crafts ; and, by means of assiduous application to one
object, they attained a degree of neatness and perfection beyond what could have been expected from the

rudeness of their tools. Their various productions were
brought to markets regularly held in the cities, and exchanged in the orderly intercourse of commerce. 4. The
distinction of ranks was established bj' very wide intervals.
The great body of the people was placed in a
very humiliating state.
considerable number, named Mayeques, were attached to the soil, which they
were bound to cidtivate, and with which they were
conveyed from one proprietor to another. Others were
held in the most rigorous condition of domestic servitude, and their lives were deemed of so little v.qlue,
that the murderer of any of them was not subjected to
any punishment. Even those who were considered aS
freemen, and had their share of a common tract of land
as above mentioned, were treated by the haughty nobles
as beings of an inferior species. The nobles themselves
were divided into various classes, with their peculiar
titles, some of which descended with their lands to

A

and others were annexed to particular
and conferred for life as marks of personal distinction.
The respect due from one rank to another,
was prescribed with the most ceremonious accuracy,
and incorporated itself with the expressions and idioms
of the language, which is said to abound in terms of
courtesy.
The people were not allowed to wear the
same dress, or to dwell in houses of the same form with
those of the nobles, or to accost them without the most
their families,
offices,

MEXICO.
Mnice.
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and so on, layi Clavfgere, as far as 48,000,000. Moiies.
divided by two cross lines, and half coloured, '*^^r™'
denoted 10 ; and if three quarters were coloured it sig«
nificd 1 5.
A flag followed by three doU or points ex-

and judges were appointed for each department, whose decision* are »aid to have been formetl
with a degree of order and equity respmbling the prac7- For the support of
tice of highly civilire<l societies.
government, lajet were laid upon land, upon the acquiaitions of industry, and upon commodities of every
kind; and were levie<l according to equal and esUbti^ed rules but, as the use of money was unknown,
theae taxes were all paid in kind, and the public store.
bouses were filled with every kind of natural productton, manufactured articles or work of art, from which
the emperor supplied his attendants in peace, and his
armies during war, with food, clothing, and ornaments.

8000

People of inferior rank, neither possessed of land, nor
in commerce, instead of taxea, were bound to
render personal service, in cultivating the crown lands,
and carrying on public works. 8. Several regulationr of'
police among them imlicate a considerably improved
tat* of government. The relays of couriers stationed
•t proper intervals to convey intelligence from one part
ot the empire to the other the structure of the capital in a lake with artificial dy kes and long causeways
erecte<I in the water, the plan of their aqueducts, or
conduits for conveying a stream of fresh water into the
the appointment of a
city along on* of the causeways
number of persons to clean the streets, to light them by
fires, and to patrole as watchmen during tlie night, are
9. Their proall marks of high refinement and order.

and was divided into four interval*, by the rising and setting of the sun, and its two passages over
Each month of SO days was divided
the meridian.
Thirteen years
into four weeks of five days each.
formed a cycle, to which they gave a particular name,
and four of these constitutes! a period of 5-^ years,
which they denoted by another term. Two of these
periods of 52 years formed what they called an old
At the end of 52 years, 13 days were interca«
age.
lated to bring their time up to the seasons, which
make* tlieir year agree with the Julian period of 365
days and 6 hours, and discover* a considerable degree
of phikMopbicml accuracy.
A variety of considerations concur, on the other hand,
in proving the civilisation of the Mexicans to have
bent extremely imperfect. Their mode of carr)'ing on Wars,
war was altosether savage, and the^ fou);ht chiefly
to gratify their vengeance, by sheddmg the blood of
They estimated the glory of a victory
their enemies.
by the number of prisoners ; and all the captive*
were invariably butchered and devoured with the most
barbarous excesses. Their funeral rites were caually
bloody ; and, on tlie death of any distinguished person, a certain number of his attendants were put to
death, and buried in the same tomb.
Their agricultural productions were by no means AgrieuU
so abundant as to furnish a plentiful subtiistence to the lure,
nation ; and various precautions were eroploycti to prevent a rapid increase of population. There was little
intercourse between the uifTerent provinces of the empire ; and scarcely any roads to facilitate such communications. They were destitute of money, and of Money,
any universal standard for estimating the value of
eaaoMditie*. All their coromeroe was carried on by
baiter, ezeept that nuu of cocoa ^from which cliocolate, the favourite drink of the nigher ranks, wa*
made.) had begun to be used as a medium of exchaagf.
Tneir architecture waa altogether rude and imper- Architeefeet ; and, even in their larger cities, the houses were lurc.
mere huts of turf and stone, thatched with reeds, and
without windows. Kor do the public buildings and
houaca of the nobility appear to liave been Constructed
of more durable materials.
The religion of the ancient Mexicans was of the Rellgioa.
most gloomy and revolting description. Their divinitie* were represented as delighting in vengeance, and
were exhibited mdev the meat detestable and horrifying forms. Their temples were decorated with the
figures of the mo*t ferocious and destructive animals
with which they were acquainted ; and fear wa* the
only principle instilled into the minds of their votaries.
The roost rigid mortifications and excruciating penances were the mean* employed for appe.nsinjf tlie wrath
of the go<l8 and the worshippers sprinkled the altars,
a* they approached, witli blood, drawn from their own
2 a

diate rMial*

t

;

engaged

;

;

in various arU evinces moat decisively the civili>
tad habits which they had attained. They rejiresented
men, and animals, and other objecta, by auch a dispoai-

gTtm

k

aaid to hm.rt protion of various coloured featbera, aa
duced all the effects of light and shade, and their orna-

menta of gold and

silver

have been also deacribed aa

mmtUy canenn At the same time, it ii to be kept in
Bad, that the apeo'm ens of these ornaments and utendeposited in the cabinet of the king of Spain, are
finne<l to be very coarse and uncouth repreacntations
of the human form and other ol)j«cts, and to be destitute both of grace and propriety.
"^^ earliest and one of the rao<t authentic specimens
of thoae paintings, by means of which the Mexicans
aupplieti their wint of written records, was published,
•a has been noticed, by i'urcfaas in 66 plates, divided
into three parts the first of which (accordiiiK lo explanrtion* obtaiaed from tlie natives ) contains the history
of the Mexican empire under its ten monarch*; tbeae»
cond represents the tribute which each conqoered town
paid into the royal treasury ; and the third is a eode of
their domestic, political, and military inetitatioaa. Btit,
if we may jodjm from the atwdine iia and cxplaaatiana
given by M. Hmaboldt in nia Amcncaa rcacarchea,
nothing can well be conceived more clumsy in execution, more vague in the interpretation, or more uncertain as historical reoovda, than these boasted device*.
The mote simple of theae hieroglyphics repreaent a
town by die rude delineation of a house with certain
emblems, sometimes natMr.i oKirrts, and sometime*
MSB *rtificial figures, to
-h one from another.
Seaeofthem are mere U...
;if^re*.
A monarch,
ior InMwice, who had extended bis empire by force of
arm*, i* represented by a painted target, ornamented
with darts, placed between his figure and the cmblcaaa
of the towns which he bad subduet!.
In designating
mmbcrs, they had reached the farther step of mere
eoavcntioiMl signs, ezpresaing a small number by ao
aila

^aiatiac<.
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:

ear chtlea aa units,

but assigning to large int<»ral
peculiar marks.
A small standard or
iaC^for iaattDee. repmented 80, a feather 400, a tack
VOL. UV. PAKT I.

DWMMn their

A

;

flag,

pressed 23, &C.

Their mode of computing time

is

considered as a Compata-

Their civil *''on of
decisive evidence of their progress.
''"'^
year was a solar year of S65 days, and consisted of 18
months, each containing 20 days. The five intercalary, or rather supcrnurrerary days, were considered

more

as unlucky days, on which no work should be done
or sacred rite j)erformed, and were devoted solely to
amusement. The day was reckonetl to begin at sunrising,

;
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were accounted the most fountains enclosed by walls.
These structures were Mex'eo.
acceptable of all offerings, and every captive taken in frequently used as arsenals and fortifications, and are '^^^i"^
war was devoted as a victim to the deity. The head considered as bearing a striking resemblance to the
and heart were allotted to the idol, and the body car- Babylonian temple of Belus. The most remarkable of
ried off as a feast for the offerer and his friends.
Un- these edifices still existing are those of Teotihuacan,
der the influence of such barbarous superstitions and P.ipantia, and Cholula. The first are situated in the
bloody spectacles, the spirit of the Me.vicans became valley of Mexico, about eight leagues north-east from
unfeeling, and their manners in many respects not less the capital, in a plain called the pal/i of the dead, where
ferocious than those of the most savage tribes, who
there are two large teocallis surrounded by several
were far behind them in point of general civilization. hundreds of smaller ones, forming streets in straight
Without losing the fiercer features of the wandering lines from north to south, and from east to west.
and independent Indians, they had fallen into many of Each side of the base of the largest measures 682 feet,
the evils which attend the formation of political socie- and the perpendicular height 180 feet. The smaller
When the Spaniards pyramids are not above 30 feet in perpendicular height,
ties and large communities.
made the conquest of Mexico, they found the people and are supposed to be the tombs of the chiefs. The
in that state of abject submission and poverty which
pyramid of Papantla, which was discovered only about
usually accompany a despotic government and feudal the year 1780, by some Spanish hunters, is more tainstitutions.
The higher classes alone possessed the pering than any other monument of the kind, being
more fertile lands the governors of provinces in- only about 80 feet broad at the base, and about 65 in
dulged with impunity in the severest exactions and perpendicular height. It is built entirely with hewn
the cultivators of the soil were every where degraded. stones of an extraordinary size, and regular shape;
The highways swarmed with mendicants ; and, from and has three staircases leading to the top. It is
the want of large quadrupeds in the country, thou- covered with hieroglyphical sculptures, and small
sands of the lower orders were employed as beasts of niches to the number of
8 cut in its sides, and arrangburden in conveying the maize, cotton, hides, and ed with great symmetry. But the greatest and most
other commodities sent from the more remote provin- ancient and most celebrated of these pyramidal strucces to the capital, in the payment of tribute.
tures, is the teocalli of Cholula, which, at a distance, has
There are few remains of Mexican antiquities to be the appearance of a natural hill covered with vegetafound in the country. Even the hieroglyphic paint- tion. Its perpendicular height is 164 feet, and each
It is built of unbaked
ings are now so scarce, that the greater part of the side of its base 1440 feet.
v-ell-informed persons who reside there have never bricks, with alternate layers of clay ; and on the platseen any. Cortez, at the conquest, destroyed the tem- form is now erected a Catholic chapel, in place of the
few years ago
ancient temple of the god of the air.
ples, broke the idols, and buried tliree masses of stone,
which were too large to be destroyed, that every thing a road from Puebia to Mexico was carried through the
belonging to the ancient rites might be concealed from first terrace, which laid open a square room in the inthe eyes of the people. Some of these stones have terior, built of bricks, and supported by cypress beams.
beea recently discovered, and particularly one of an The bricks were stepped over each other, the upper
immense size, covered with sculpture, relative to the overreaching the lower, so as to meet in a point, and
calendar.
This was dug up in 1790, in the great form a kind of Gothic arch, a mode of structure not
This apartment had
square of Mexico, among the foundations of the tem- uncommon in Egypt and India.
ple of Mexitli.
Its actual weight is Si tons
and as no outlet, but contained two human skeletons, several
HO mountain within eight or ten leagues of the spot idols in basalt, and a number of curiously varnished
furnishes the same kind of porphyry, it must have and painted vases.
The history of the conquest of Mexico by the Spa- Conquest
been conveyed with immense labour to the foot of the
Another of a cylindrical form, and niards has been already'brought down, in the article of Mexico.
sacred edifice.
covered with figures in relief, was also found upon Cortes, to the capture of Guatimozin, after the fall of
This memorable siege, which
his capital, in 1521.
levelling the great square in Mexico, and is supposed
to be the stone of sacrifices usually placed on the sum- decided the fate of the Mexican empire, continued for
mit of the teocallis; but is conjectured by M. Hum- the space of seventy-five days, with scarcely any inboldt to correspond rather with the account given of terruption to the exertions of the assailants and delarge stones, upon which the braver prisoners were fenders ; and without the aid of the other Indian powcondemned to sustain the combat of gladiators with ers, all the superiority of the Spanish arms and discipa succession of Mexican warriors. Various other sculp, line would not have been able to carry the place over
bodies.

sacrifices

—

—

.'{ )
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lures in relief, colossal statues, small clay vases, wellcast brass bells, &c. have been found in different places ; and it is supposed, that upon due research being
made, many more might be procured. But the principal and most prominent Mexican antiquities are the
remains of the teocallis, or houses of the gods. These
edifices were generally of a pyramidal form, rising, not
by steps, but by a succession of four or five lofty terraces.
On the summit were erected the temples,
also as watch-towers, and in which were
placed the colossal idols of the divinity, to whom the
teocalli was consecrated ; and to this platform a grand
staircase on the outside afforded access.
The burial-places of the kings and nobles were constructed within these pyramids, and aroimd them were
the dwelling-places of the priests, with gardens and

which served

the great abilities of Guatimozin, the number of his
The
troops, and the peculiar situation of his capital.
exultation of the Spaniards in accomplishing this arduous enterprise was quickly damped by the inconsiderable amount of the spoil which they were able to
collect amidst the ruins of the metropolis. Guatimozin,
aware of his approaching fate, had ordered the remaining
treasures in his possession to be thrown into the lake ;
and the Indian auxiliaries, while the Spaniards wene
engaged with the enemy, had carried off the most valuTo appease the discontent of
able part of the booty.
the troops, and in compliance with their suspicions,
Cortes was at length persuaded to subject the unhappy
monarch and his chief favourite to torture, in order to
force from them a discovery of the royal treasures,
The
which they were supposed to have CMicealed.

MEXICO.
Meiica.

— "
y

the cruelty

prince re«i«tc(l with invincible fortitude all
of bi* tormentors, but his fellow-sufferer expired under
the violence of the anj»ui»h ; and Cortes, at lenpth
aabaraed of such barbarous proceedings, rescued the
The
royal victim from the hands of his persecutors.
provinces of Mexico, after the fall of the capital, submitted to the conquerors without farther resistance;

and small detachments of Spaniards marched without
interruption in different directions to the shores of the

Great Southern Ocean.
Even before any legal authority could be transmitted from the Spanish court, Cortes proceeded to exer«ise all the powers of a viceroy ; and endeavouretl, by
various arrangements, to secure and improve the conquest which he had achieved. Having determined to
eatablish the seat of government in its ancient station,
he began to rebuild the ruined capital on a more exten•ive and magnificent plan. He employed skilful persons
to search for mines, and encouraged his principal officers, by large grants of land and other privileges, to
•eule in the remote provinces. I'he natives, at time*
rendered deaperate by their oppreasions, ran to arma
tar the reaw ery of their liberties, but were uniformly

overpowered by European discipline and valour.
These rflbrts to regain tneir independence only served
to aggravate their Mifaiaga ; and afler every insurrec.
tion (which tiie SfMrnarcb afaded to consider as rebellion againat a lawful acveret^,^ the leaders were
pot to dMth by the moat excruciating torments, while
the common people were reduced to the state of perIn the country of Pjnuco, sixty caaooal aervitude.
oiqnaa and 400 nobles were burnt at one time ; and
dM fiMoiHaa and relattvea of the wretched victims were
•ompellcd to be apectatora of their dying agonies. The
•aptive prince Goatimosin, upon a slight stispicion of
having devised a plot for shiU(ing oa the yoke, was
wdered, without even the formality of a trial, toge.
Iher with two of the moat diatingmahed chiefs of the
•mpire, to be publicly hanged ; and three acta of barbarity, coolly committed by Cortca and Sandoral, were
readily imitated by persons of subordinate ranks in the
Mrpetration of still greater exceascs. The miserable
iwnana were every where dragged away to search in
the rivers and torrents for the Btedoua nietala ; but
it doea not appear that their avanciaaa opprtaaori proflni greatly by their labours, and the early historuns
•f America abound with accounts of the hardships and
poverty of its conquerors.
It was not till SO years
aAcr the conquest, that the richer mines of New
Spain were discovered ; and that, under a more or*
derly government, mure gainful researches were praaecnted.

Besides being dragged from their homes to labour in
the miDca, a great nnmbcr of Indians were obliged to
fallow the armies, and to carry burdens above their
s(rraf;th, withoat sufficient nourishment or repose.
In
Mexico particularly, where a powerful and martial
people made a more prolonged resistance to tiie invader, great multitudes fell in the 6eld of battle.
The
introduction also of the small-pox, a disease unknown
in the country, proved extremely fatal to the natives.
By all these causes cnmliinrd, the original inhabitants
were rapidly diminishing in numlicr. Numerous regnlatioaawere enacted by the Spanish government to
protect the native Americans from the oppression of
the European settlers ; but all were ineffectual to reatrain these rapadooa and daring adventurers, when
nmoni to so great a dutance from the seat of auUionty. The Spanish ecclesiastics and missionaries ex-
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Hffxifoerted themselves incessantly for the protection of the
natives, and are still considered by the Indians as '^"^t"^'
their natural guardians, to whom they owe the various
regulations enacted in their favour, and to whom they
have recourse under every hardship to which they are
One of the principal regulations intended
subjected.
for the protection of the Indians, but perverted to the
very opposite purpose, was the system of encomienitas,
by which the remains of the conquered race, instead
of being left to be seized as slaves indiscriminately,
were parcelled out in tribes of several hundreds of
families, as grants to certain individuals as their proThey were tlius attached to
tectors and proprietors.
the soil, and their work became the property of their
masters, whose names they frequently assumed.
But
the evil thus only became worse, and more systematic; and it was not till ^e 1 8th century that the situation of the natives be^lb to be ameliorated.
As the
families of these originaPfkoprictors became extinct,
the encomlendas being considered as fiefs, were not
renewed. The viceroys, and particularly the audencias, watched over the interests of the Indians; and,
in aome provinces, their li>K-rty atid comfort have been

gradually augmenting. Charles III. particularly, became their great benefactor, by annulling the encumicndas, and prohibiting the practices of the Corregidors, who were accustomed to supply the Indians with
vsrious articles at extravagant prices, so as to make
them little better than slaves, by making them their
debtors. But the establishment of intendancies, durinir
the ministry of the Count de Galvex, in the beginning
of tliis century, was the most memorable event in the
hiitury of Indian protperity in New Spain, and under
the active superintendance of the intendants, the native race have begun to enjoy advantages and securities of which they were deprived by the tyranny of
the subaltern Spanish and Indian magistrates.
When the Mexicans had been brought to bear pa- fnturrKticiitly the yoke of their conquerors, and the colonists liuni.
had become tranquil possessors of all the treasures of
the country, the warlike spirit insensibly declined, and
the kingdom of New Spain, with the other settlement.*,
enjoyed a peace of two centuries and a half. The in*
teinal tranquility of Mexico has been rarely disturbed
since the year 1596, when the dominion of the Spaniards was established over all the territories, from the
peninsula of Yucatan and the gulph of Tehuantepcc, te
the sources of the Kio del Norte and the coast of New
California. Disturbances among the Indians took place
in I601, 1609, 16S«, iGfjii ; and. in the last of these
commotions, the palace of the Viceroy, and some other
public buildings, were burned by the insurgents. These
disturbances, however, were occasioned chiefly by a de«
ficiency of provision ; and, as long as the native Creoles
were so few in number as to continue united with the
European -Spaniards, no spirit of independence appeared in the country. The first symptoms of such a spirit
arose about the middle of the seventeenth century, after the commotions in New England ; and, a few years
before the peace of Versailles, the serious insurrection
of Tupac Amaru, in Peru, aUrmed the Court of Madrid
with the apprehension of political commotions amont;
the colonies
but it is only since the la^t ^10 years that
the colonbts, having been brought, by greater freedom
of trade, into contact with the United .'itates, the British, French, and Danes, the political events in Europe, since 1 789, have excited an interest among the
Spanish Creoles, and led them to aspire after tlieir own
;

rights as a people.

The measures employed by

the

;

M
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public authorities to quiet these agitations, particularly
the prohibition of printing presses, even in towns of
40,000 or 50,000 inhabitants, anil the proscribing of
Buch works as those of Robertson, Montesquieu, &c.
the infliction of torture on several persons in New Grenada, suspected of revolutionary plans, and other similar instances of distrustful policy, served only to increase
Nothing was done to
the discontents of the colonists.
forward their just demands, to improve the obvious
defective institutions of the country, and to reform the
most glaring evils of the colonial system ; and in 1796
a great revolutionary commotion broke out in the province of Venezuela, which had nearly annihilated, in
The individual
that quarter, the Spanish authority.
liberty which the colonists naturally enjoy, by their
diffusion over a vast extent of country, and the
mutual hatred of the different casts, especially the
dread entertained of the blacks and Indians by the
•whole body of the whites, have prevented the popular discontents from spreading more generally in the
other provinces.
The events, particularly, which took
place in St. Domingo have contributed greatly to preserve tranquillity in the Spanish colonies on the contiThat tranquillity, however, has at length suffernent.
ed an almost universal interruption, and insurrection
has, for several years, prevailed in every quarter of
Spanish America. The progress of these revolutionary
movements is still involved in too much uncertainty to
afford any materials for a detailed account in this place,
and would indeed far exceed the limits of the present
There is less known, in this respect, of the
article.
events which have taken place in Mexico, than of any
other Spanish settlement.
Its secluded situation, the
nature of its coasts, and its want of sea-ports, prevent
any information from being received from the interior,
except what the Spanish authorities may communicate.
According to their accounts, all disturbances ceased in
1807 ; but various circumstances, particularly an intercepted letter from the Bishop of Valladolid, afford reason to believe that the country is full of insurgents,
and that they are daily becoming better provided
with the means of resistance. See Robertson's Hisiortf of America, and Humboldt's Political Esuai) on
Netv Spain. (</.)
MEZZOTINTO, is a kind of engraving which reInstead of the tedious
sembles drawing in Oiina ink.
and laborious openitions of the graver, in highly finished
plates, it 16 executed by a more simple and expeditious
process in the following manner The plate, with a
piece of flannel under it, is to be laid on the table, and
the grounding tool held perpendicularly in the hand*.
While leaning moderately on it, the hand must be kept
rocking in a right line from end to end, until the plate
Next let the
be wholly covered in one direction.
strokes be crossed from side to side, and afterwards
from corner to corner, working the tool each time over
the whole plate in every direction, soniewhat like the
points of a compass ; at the same time taking ail possible care not to cut in one direction twice in a place.
Thus the surface is covered completely with lines,
and would produce a black impression if printed. Next,
the designed effect is to be given by removing such
parts of the surface as are necessary f'r light or sunshine. After the ground has been laid, the scrapings of
black chalk are to be rubbed over the plate with a rag,
or it may be smoked with candles
The drawing to be
engraved is now to be traced on the plate, after having
rubbed the black with red chalk dust. The lights and
:

* The grounding
wooden handle.

tool is like

a

M
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steel chisel, the
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shades arc to be prwluced by marking the outlines with MezzotU**
a blunt needle, and scraping off the lights in every
""
'
part of the plate as clean and smooth as possible, in
proportion to the strength of the lights in the drawing,
observing to preserve the outlines. Then the extreme
light parts, such as the tip of the nose, the forehead, or
lines, are to be softened or rubbed down with the bur->
nisher.
When an impression from the plate is dry,
it should i)e touched with white chalk, where it ought
to be light, and v/ith black where darker ; and the plate
being retouched, the same course must be followed for
the lights; and employing a small grounding tool for
bringing the shades to a proper consistence.
It is necessary to take successive proofs until the requisite quality be obtained.
By another method, the outlines of the object to be
represented are etched, as also the folds in drapery,
milking the breadth of the shadows by dots, which n;ust
be bit to a proper depth by aquafortis. The ground
used in etching is taken off, and the mezzotinto ground
being laid, the scraping proceeds as before.
Imison,

ElemenU of Science and

A't, vol ii. p. 360.
Instead of following the manual operations of laying
the ground of a meazotinto engraving, Mr. Dossie has
suggested that it may be attained with greater ease and
accuracy by some mechanical means, and recommends
the invention of a machine for that purpo.se.
Vol.
ii.
In his work are copiously di-tailed the
p. 174.
whole process of engraving in mezzotinto, its uses and
efl'ects
It is there remarked, that "the principles on
which the fitness or unfitness of subjects of this kind of
engraving are founded,are of twokinds; the one respecting light i'.nd shade, the other the nature of the design
with regard to the outline. Such pieces as contain large
and clear masses of light do not succeed at all; but where,
on the contrary, there is a large proportion of very
dark parts, as in the representation of night scenes, or
a large proportion of brown shades, as in the pictures
of Rembrandt, Benedette, and Teniers, in some instances the best effect is produced, and with the least labour.
Such pieces likewise as are of a simple composition, and
do not require great force and variety of expression in
passion and character are suitable.
But where great
spirit is required to give merit, this manner of engraving fails, as it does not admit of those sharp and delicate strokes and touches which are the means of that
expression."
It thence appears, that mezzotinto engraving is best adapted to objects of considerable size.
Nevertheless some persons, such as Mr. Gilpin, incline
to bestow greater qualities on it than it seems to deserve.
It appears, indeed, that artists in general are
disposed to elevate engraving to a higher rank than be-,
longs to it.
They wish it to be considered an original,
not an imitative art.
But what more is the most refined painting than mere imitation ?
It is either the description of real, or the representation of imaginary
subjects.
Engraving apparently holds a second place.
Facility of execution has been one jirincipal means
of diffusing mezzotinto engravings, while novelty has
proved their reconimend.ition.
It appears, however,
that what is susceptible of the greatest delicacy must
Mezzotinto has been
be viewed as the most perfect
more successfully cultivated in England than elsewhere,
whence it is called on the continent the black or Eiig'
lish style.

Evelyn ascribes the invention of this manner of engraving to Prince Rupert, Count Palatine of the R'line,
by whom he was acqiiaipted with the method of cxe-
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critic,

c rudiment* of his
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Orphan Houi>e,and wa^chi

in-

atruction in cla'sical literature to h;.^ talhcr, Ctinttian
Beneilict .Michaelis, pmlinsor of theology and the oriHe took
ental liinguagrs in the uiiirersity of Halle.
hJs degree of master in the philosojihical faculty at the
university above mentioned, in the year 1739.
In

made an

excursion through Holland ind England, and formed an acquaintance with thute eminent
During his resiorientalirts, Schultens and Lowth.
drncv in F^glan<i, the Bodleian library at Oxford preeoted a rich ficki for his indefatigable researches. .\r.
tcr ao absence of filWn months he returned to Halle,
where he delivere<l lectures on the historical books of
In 1745, he rrpaire<l to (jottinthe Old Testament.
gen, under the patrtmage of M. de Munchhausen, where
be continued his lecture*, and was first «ppointi-<l an
extraordinary, and, in 1750, an ordinary prufesrar in
the philoaopnical faculty in that university.
Here he
had an opportunity of cultivating his talents, and extradinii; his knowltijge by a«fiduous study, and by a
constant intercourse with Hsiler, Ceaner, Mri«heim,
and ether eminent scholar*. He also obtained the situaiion of secretary to the Itoyal .Society of Gottingen,
of which he became director in I7(>l
and he was toon
afterwards created an aulic (ountellor by the court of
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piven nnder an air of
But what he says
kridiMns. rating It.
^"'V"^ gK»i mystery, and he declines publishing the process,
though expressing himself willing, privately and with
permission of the Prince, to impart it to any " curious
and worthy person." The author was at the same
time furnished with the plate of a head engraved by
the Prince, which is inserted in his work, Sculplura, or
Baron
the Uutory and Art of Clialcogrnphif. Chap. vi.
Heineken, however, refuses nim this credit ; and indeed both be and a later author, Huber, beatuw it on
Ixniis de Siegen, or de Sichem, a lieutenant-colonel in
the service of the Landgrave oi Hesse Cassel, who produced a mezzotinto print of the Princeu AmeHa in foPrince Rupert having learoe<l the melio, in \i>i3.
thod from him, iraparte<l it to Wallerant Vaillant, a
Flemish painter and enirraver. on a promise of secrecy.
But it was soon di'clo>ed by the indi!>crrtiun of one of
the workmen employe*! in preparing the copper. The
enjn^ving by Sirgi-n is some years anterior tii the date
of tvelynV publication. Stc Hrini-ken, Idee Genfrale
Huber,
itun Cntlectiot det E'lamprt, p. 20S. Note.
'
(c.)
^1,
'fs (iravwrt, p. SQ
is

.

..le,

which was un-

dertaken at the su^(;i-tion ufLesMog, is chiefly valuable 00 account of the notes.
Hia Compendium Theo-

C

I

Dogmalirae, which excited

sensation in Ger- JHchstUa
many, was confisciited in Sweden but Count Hi'ipken,
some years afterwards, endeavoured to repair the injury Mickle.
thus done to the learned author, by prevailing u|ion
the king of Sweden to confer upon him the order of
The extensive knowledge which he
the Polar Star.

logite

little
;

had acquired in biblical philology, as well as in every
department of lenning connected with the study of the
Scriptures, enabl' U him to form very accurate notions
on the subject of the original and peculiar ci\ il institutions of the Hebrews, which he published to the world
a work which aflbrda
in his treatise on the Mosaic law
equ il instruction and entertainment to the statesman,
;

the historian, and the antiquary.
During a period of forty-five yflbs, Michaelis continued to discharge his duties as a professor in the
university of Goitingen with distinguished success and
increasing reputation, by delivering lecture; on various
parts of the sacied writings, and communicating instruction in tKe Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac languages.
Toward)) the close of hi* life additional honours were
conferred upon him.
He w«s elevated, in l7Kt>. to the
rank of a privy counsellor of justice by the court of
Hanover; and. in l~,)ii, be w.is unanimously elected
a fellow of the Koyal .Society of London.
His labori-

ous and

us<'fui life

was terminated on the 23d of Au-

gust, 17i<l, in the 75th year of his age.
have already alludrd to neveral of the works of
Michaelis ; and our readers will find a list of his various writings, which bear honouiable testimony to his
great learning and industry, in the Genllnnan't Maga*

We

zue

March 179^.

A' translation int
Knglish of
on the Infiuencr i,f 0/ iuiuMS ott I,aMHUQge was published in tills country in 1778 and his
Inlruductioii to ilie Srip Tflameni was translati d by
Dr. Mar>h. now Bi»liop ot LlandaiT, and publishea
with Notes, &c in 4 vols. 8vo. l^ondon, 160;2.

fur

hi* Disterlallom

;

MK'HiCAN Lake, a large lake in tlie United
Staus of America, is situated beween 4S" and Mi' of
North I.4ititude. It is of an oval form, about Sfk) miles
long from north to south, abou* y45 in circuit, and has
an area of nearly 10.368,00b acres.
It runs into l.ake
Huron, and it is said to be unfathosnable. The banks
of the lake are thinly covered with pine, cedar, and
shrub oak.
It abounds with excellent fisli, and trouta
;re sometimes found which wei^h from 60 to £10 lbs.
It i.« navigable for vessels of 400 tons.
I..ake Michigan
is separated by a barren tongue of land from Lake SuSee Morse's Clcograp/iu, p. 63, and Warden's
|icriur.
Account ol the United State*,

vol. i. p. 71.
.h livs, celebrated as the tran.
slator of the Lusiad of Camoens. wa* burn in 1 734, at
Langholm in Scotland, and was the son of the minister
Alter receiving a good education at the
of the parish.

MICKLE, William

High School of Edinburgh, he went to Ixinilon in I7(i9,
and carried with him his poem " On Providence,"
which gainetl him the friendihip of Lord Lvttelton.
He was thi-n employed as corrector of the Clarendon
press at OxfonI, and in 1767, be published his poem
!"
called " The Concubine
His great work, the translation of the Lusiad, was
printe<l in 1775 and contained an account of the Portu(;ur«i' conquests in India, a life of Camoens, and a
di«-ii'.ition on the Liisind
In 1779, be was appointed
secretary to fiovernor Jo'msi'n, when he received the
command of the Romney and he wni left at L'sbon as go.

vemiiieiit agent for prizes.

ceived with

In that Cip'na\ he was reattention as the translator of their great
admitted a member of the Royal Aca-

much

poet,

and was

demy

of Lisbon.

Here he wrote

his

poem

of " Almn-

MIC
NicVle.

MIC
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da Hill," an epistle from Lisbon. Having acquired some
'property, he returned to England, and settled at
Whitby, near Oxford, where he died in the year 1 769.

His poemi were published in 179*,

in

one Tolumc,

Miokie.

Ho,

I

MICROMETER.
Mi«ro»c"r-

1

HE word Michometeh, from the Greek words ftiK^is,
and fUT^tt, a measure, is the name given to an

small,

instrument for measuring small angular distances in
the heavens, or small rectilineal spaces of any kind.
The micrometer was invented by our countryrnan,
Mieion.eicr
invented by Mr. Gascoigne, about the year 1640-1, at which time
Mr. G«8.
he drew up an account of it in a letter to Mr. Oughtred.
coiene.
jt consisted of two pieces of brass, ground to a very
16401,
|5pg gjgg^ gj^jj ^y^g„ edges were made to approach to,
or recede from, eadi other, by a mechanical contrivance.
Mr. Gascoigne had made use of it for several years
in measuring the diameters of the raoon and planets ;

Chap. l.—On Fixed Mieromelas

rvith

an Invariable

Scale.

The earliest micrometer of this description that ap- on fi«d
pears to have been used by astronomers, was construct- mjcromeed by the celebrated Huygens. In the focus of the ters with
eye-glass of his telescope, he fixed a brass plate with an invari*'^'* "»'*•
a circular aperture a little less than that of the eyeHe measured the angle subtended by the dia- Hujgens's
glass.
meter of this circle, by measuring the time of a star's microme'«'•
passage over it, which he found to be 1 7^ minutes.
He then prepared two or three long and slender brass
plates of various breadths, whose sides were very
In using
in ascertaining distances at land, and in many nice
straight, and converged very gradually.
astronomical observations. According to Mr. R. Town- these plates to measure the diameter of a planet,^ he
ley, into whose hands one of these micrometers fell, a
slid one of them through two slits in the opposite sides
Mr. Gas- of the tube, so that the plane of the long plates touched
foot could be divided into 40,000 parts.
eoigne had prepared a Treatise on optics for the press, the plane of the circular aperture, or field ; and he then
but he was killed during the civil wars, in the service observed in what part of the plate the breadth of it
By taking this breadth
of Charles I. The MS. of this Treatise was never just covered the whole planet.
found.
between the points of a pair of fine compasses, and by
Marquis of comparing it with the diameter of the aperture, he obIt appears from the Ephemerides of the
Sir Isaac
Malvasia, publislied in 1 662, tiiat he employed a net of tained the apparent diameter of the planet.
telescopes,
silver wire in the focus of the eye-glass of his
Newton has remarked, that the diameters of the plafor measuring the diameters of the planets, the disnets are always somewhat bigger, when measured in
This error, however,
tances of the fixed stars, and for taking an accurate this way, than they ought to be.
He had also a contrivance might have been corrected by using long tapering slits
drawing of the lunar spots.
for turning this net in the focus of the telescope, in
in place of plates.
order to cause the star to move along one of his wires,
A fixed micrometer, or reliculum, for determining Cassini'*
and he obtained the angular distance of the wires, by the relative places of stars, was invented and used reticuiura,
counting the number of seconds which a star required by M. Cassini. It consists of four hairs ab, erf, e/, ^"te
^"'•"^'
to pass over one of the intervals of his net.
g h, crossing one another at right angles in the fo- '^' '
In the year 1666, Messrs. Auzout and Picard, with- cus of the eye-glass at the same point i, so that the
out knowing any thing of the micrometer of Gascoigne, two first are inclined 45° to the two last. The tepublished the description of a micrometer, which con- lescope is then directed, so that the preceding star may
sisted of silver wires, or fibres of silk, which were
appear upon the hair o b, and is then turned about its
The time of the first
opened and shut by means of a screw.
axis till the star moves along a b.
The micrometer was soon pretty generally intro- star's arrival at the centre /, is then noted by a cloclr,
duced among the instruments of an observatory, and and likewise the time of the subsequent star's arrival at
underwent great improvements: New forms of it were the perpendicular hair e d. The interval between
successive labours of astronomers
i nvented ; and by the
these times, converted into degrees and minutes, is the
and opticians, it has been brought to a very high de- difference of the right ascensions of the two stars, hi
gree of perfection. These various improvements and order to find the difference of their declinations, the
new forms of the micrometer, will be described under times of the subsequent star's arrival at the points h and
The half of
the following nine chapters.
/ of the oblique hairs ef, gh, is noted.
these times, is the time in which
between
interval
the
scale.
invariable
with
an
I. On fixed micrometers
wires are it describes Im, or m k, which, converted into degrees
II. On Wire-micrometers, in which the
and minutes, gives the angular distance Im; and this
opened and shut mechanically.
being diminished in the ratio of the radius, to the cowires
are
the
which
in
micrometers,
ni. On Wire
sine of the star's declination, gives the value of m i,
opened and shut optically.
difference in declination of the two stars.
JV. On Double image micrometers, in which the the
reticulum was much improved by our eminent Bndlej's
This
mechashut
and
opened
are
mirrors
or
lenses
Dr. Bradley. In order to avoid the incon- iaipro»ed
countryman,
nically.
the telescope about its axis, he ret,oulu™,
turning
of
V. On Double image micrometeis, in which the venience
'''S- ^
placed the ring a be. Fig. 2. of the reticulum, in a
lenses, or mirrors, or prisms, are opened and
groove cut in the fixed ring ABC, and having confined
shut optically.
plates of brass at A, B, C, he
it later.iUy by three small
VI. On Angular or Position micrometers.
gave it a motion round the axis of the tube by the endVII. On Lucid disc micrometers.
arch rfe fixed
less screw DEF, working in a toothed
VIII. On Doubly refracting micrometers.
g
ik eross one
hairs
The
a
be.
ring
Ih
raoTeable
the
to
IX. On Micrometers for microscopes.
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MICROMETER.
I*v«tM>lc another at right angles at f, the centre of the rings
Mtcremc- ,ncl when the telesco|>e is so placed that the image of a
,

"^*"
'

star falls
line./'er ;

upon f, let us suppose it to move in any
then by tuminjf the nut D, and consequent-

ly the Mir /"rf about the fixed point /', till it touches the
at q, it will then coincide with the direction of tiie

aUr

tar's motion, and then all other stars will move parallel to it.
In order to find the difference of declination
of two stars, he observes the times of their arrival at
the edges of two slender brass bars gio.gkp fixed to
the ring a be, and equally inclined to its diameter g h,
at an angle of 26^ 34', when/'A and / 1 will be each one
half ofj'g, and k izzfi.
Hence the difference of liCand / n will be equal to J'm, the difference of their
heights : that is, the difference of the times of the tranaits of the stars over any two bars i
and / n will be
the difference of their declioation, a« already exj|r

plained.

A

very aimple and useful micrometer, invented by
in Fig. 3.
It consists of
mother-of-pearl, finely divided into VOOilth parts of an inch, by lines which
reach from one edge to near the middle of the
acale.
It is about the S4th part of an inch broad,
and its tliickncsa is equal to that of common writing paper.
The simplest wav of fixing it, is to
atick it by strong cement, on tne diaphragm or fieldbar, placed in tne focus of the ere-glass next the eye.
The micrometer which M. Cavallo adapted to a three
feet achromatic telescope, magnifying about 84 times,
had each of its divisions nearly cquaTto a minute, and
as ^th part of a division could be estimated by the
eye, it was capable of measuring angle* within 74 •«
oooda of a degree. M. Cavallo detenniiwa the value
of the diviaione, by obaerving the apace which any
nnmber of divisions aablcnds at a measurable distance,
and computing trigMUKnctrically the angle subtended

M. Cavallo, is repretented
a thin and narrow slip of

by that

space.

It i^ preferable,

however,

in all cases,

to ascertain the angular extent of the field of view,
bj the time of the passage of an equatoreal star, and
to observe the number of divixions of the micrometer
whidt correspond to that angle.
" This simple micrometer," says Dr. Brewster, " is very
eoBTcnient in portable telescopes, where the eye-piece
baa a notion about its axis ; but in telescopes supported upon stands, where the eye-piece is moved by a
rack and pinion, the slip of mother-of-pearl cannot
turn round upon its axis, and, consequently, can only
measure angles in one direction. This ditiiculty, in.
deed, might be surmounted by a mechanical coniriv>
ance for turning the diaphragm about its centre, or
more simply, by giving a motion of rotation to the
tnbe whicn contains the first and second eye-glasses.
As such a change in the eye-piece, however, is otitn

inconvenient and difficult to be made, Mr. Cavallo'a
micrometer has this great disadvantage, that it cannot
be used in reflecting telescopes, or in any achromatic
teleacope where the adjustment of the eye-piece is effected by rack-work, unless the structure of these instruments is altered for the purpose. Another disadvantage of this micrometer arises from the slip of motber-^-pearl passing through the centre of the field.
The picture in the focus of the eve-glass is broken
into two parts, and the view is rendered still more unpleasant by the inequality of the segmenU into which
the field is divided. In addition to these disadvantages
the different divisions of the micrometer are at uncquai
di it t iKti from the .eye-glass which views them, and
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therefore can neither appear equally distinct, nor sub- Ii»varisht«
Micromitend equal angles at tiie eye."
*"
.
In order to remedy these inconveniences, Dr. Brewster was led. in 1805, to contrive the circular mother- ^^ g^^.
of-pearl micrometer, which is free of all these disad- ,ter's me-

y

'

vantages, and has likewise the benefit of a kind of di- ihtr ofscale, increasing in accuracy with the angle to P«»f' "nibe measured. This micrometer, which he has often j,"";''"used, both in determining s.mall anjrlcs in the heavens, ^^*^^^y^

agomu

as are subtended bv terrestrial objects, is reFig. 4. which exhibits
presentetl in Plate
The
Its appearance in the focus of the first eye-glass.
black ring, which forms part of the figure, is the dia-

and such

|,-j

4^

Fig.

£•

CCCLXXV.

phragm, and the remaining part

is

an annular portion

of mother-of-pearl, having its interior circumference
divided into 3<iO equal parts. The mother-of-pearl ring,
which appears connected with the diaphragm, is completely separate from it, and is fixed at the end of a
brass lube, which is made to move between the third
eye-glass and 'the diaphragm, so that the divided circumference may be placed exactly in the fociw of the
»Vhen the micrometer is thus fitglass next the eye.
ted into the telescope, the angle subtended by the whole
field of view, or by the diameter of the innermost circle
of the micrometer, must be determined either by measuring a base, or by the passage of an equatoreal star ;
and the angles subtendea by any number of diviiiions
or degrees will be found by a table constructed in the
following manner.
A. m p n b. Fig. 5.
be the interior circumference of the micrometer acale, and let w n be the
object to be measured.
Uisect the arch m n in ;>,

1^

C

C », C p, C w. The line
p will be at
right angles to
n, and therefore m » will be twice the
tine of luUf the arch mpn.
Consequently,
:>/)»:=
therefore
Itad: Sine of j
R=sin. jmyiM
and draw

m

AB

mnX
_
x AB

mpn;

.

«

.

AB, and mpn

•'"• i "•

=

—

P

jr—!-

X

-

.

;

,

,

a formu^.a by

which the angle subtended by the chord of any number of degrees

may be
sin.

the formula, vi«.

easily found.

m»M
g

The

first

A

is

constant, while

part of

AB va-

with the siae of the micrometer, and with the mag«
nifying power which is apulied.
Dr. B. therefore
computed the following I'aule, containing the value ofthe constant part of the formula fur every degree or division at the scale.
ries

n

Constant

H

1

th«

1

Fonnula.

1

.0087
.017*
.0S6S
.0349
.0436
.0543
.OClO

14
15
16
17
18
19

1

1

2
9

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

IS
13

Mm

.0785
.087*
.0958
.1045
.1132

M
C«Mlaat
put.

1
1

40

31

.2f)72

32
33
34
35

.'27.56

45

46
47

.3'(07

48

.4067
.4147
.4226

38

.2840
.2923
.3007
.3090
.3173
.3256

51

.4.305

39

.!i338

52

.43H4

26

SUoO

24

pait.

?

42
43
44

2.5

2S
23

C«»itaai

29
SO

27
28

21

S

part.

.2334
.2419
.2504
.2588

.1219
.1303
.1392
.1478
.1564
.1650
.1796
.1822
.1906
.1994
.«079
.2164

20

CoBStaot

.36

87

41

49
50

.3490
.3502
.3584
.8665
.3746
.3927
..1987
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For fartlicr information »n fixed micrometers, gee
Cassini, Phil.
Huygen's Systema Saturni, p. 62.

Table—-Conlmued,

Trans. No. 236. Smith's Optica, toI. ii. p. 342. CaTrans. 1791, P- 283. Cavailo's Nnl. Philo.
Phit. Mag. vol. xxix. p. 28. Brewster's
Sophy, vol. iii.
Treatise on New Philosophical Instriimeiils, p. .48. BerWatt, in the
nouWi, Mem. y1 cad. Berl. 1773, p. 193.
vallo, Phil.

Constant
tlic

f

Formula.

53
54
55
56
57

.4540
.4617
.4695

58
59

60
61

62
63
64.

65

66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73

7*
7/5

76
77
78

79
80
81

82
83
84'

Mr. Coventry's

micrumetrical scales-

Mr. Bar
ton's mi
cromeTr'lcal
scales.

.44.62

C

3

part of

1
^

85

86

.4771

87
88
89

.481.8

90

.4924
.5000
.5075
.5150
.5225
.5299
.5373
.5446
.5519
.5592
.5664
.5735
.5807
.5878
.5948
.6018
.6088
.6157
.6225
.6293
.6361
.6428
.6*9*
.6561
.6626
.6691

91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
lul
102

103
104
105
106
107
108

109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116

Constant

Constant

Constant

part.

part.

part.

.6756
.6820
.6S84
.694.7

.7009
.7071
.7133
.7193
.7254
.7314
.7373
.7431
.7490
.7547
.7604
.7660
.7716
.7771
.7826
.7880
.7934
.7986
.8039
.8090
.8141
.8192
.8241
.8290
.8339
.8387
.8434
.8480

i

117
118
119
120
121
122
123

124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132
133

134
135
136
137
138
139

140
141

142
143
144
145
146
147
143

.

P

.8526
.8572
.8616
.8660
.8704
.8746
.8788
.8829
.8870
.8910
.894-9

.8988
.9026
.9063
.9100
.91.35

.9171
.9205

.9239
.9272
.9304
.9336
.9367
.9397
.9426
.9455
.9483
.9511

.9537
.9563
.9588
•90 13

149
150
151
152

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

172
178
174.

.9636
.9659
.9681
.9703
.9724
.9744.

.9763
.9781

.9799
.9816
.9833
.9848
.9863
.9877
.9890
.9903
.9914
.9925
.9936
.9945
.9954
.9962
.996S
.9976
.9981
.9986

175 .99.90
176 .9994
177 .9996
178 .9998
179 1.0000
180 1.0000

A series of micrometers, principally for the purposes
of microscopicarobservations, were constructed by the
late Mr. Coventry of Southwark, with a degree of delicacy and accuracy which was never before equalled.
They consisted of glass, ivory, and silver scales, on
which are drawn parallel lines from the lOtli to the
10,000dth part of an inch.
Mr. Barton of the mint, well known for his mechanical ingenuity, has carried the art of dividing micrometrical scales to the highest degree of perfection.
The engine which he uses was given to him by his late
It was
father-in-law, the celebrated Mr. Harrison.
constructed by Mr. Harrison himself, and its merits depend chiefly on the beauty and excellence of the screw;
the apparatus for cutting which, by an excellent inclined plane, also accompanied the engine. The plate in the
screw is not divided higher than 2000dth parts of an
inch ; but Mr. Barton has drawn divisions on glass, so
minute as the 10,000dth part of an inch. In drawing
lines of £000 in an inch, Mr. Barton often leaves
out one Hue by design ; and one of tlie greatest proofs
of the stability of tho engine is, that after liaving taken
off the brass table with the work upon it, when tlie
omission is distinctly perceived, he can restore it to ils
and introduce the
ablefrom the rest.
place,

line mt/iout its being dislinguith-

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,

vol.

ii.

p. 121.

CHAP. XL
On Wire

Micrometers, in which the Wires or Fibres are
opened and shut Mcchanicalli/,

In the original micrometer of Mr. Gascolgne, two On wire
were made to separate from and ap- microme
proach one another ; and when his instrument was 'fs, in
shown to Dr. Hooke, he immediately suggested the which the
metallic edges

substitution of fine wires in place of the edges of metallic plates, and they have accordingly been retained
in almost all the subsequent forms of the instrument.
The wire micrometer as constructed by Messrs. Auzout and Picard underwent various im))rovements in
the hands of Dr. Bradley and other astronomers, and in

Astronomy,

we have

wires or
fihres are
open°ed'and

shut mechanicaily.

Trough-

given a

ton's mi-

drawing and description of one of the most improved
kind as made by Mr. Troughton.
In all micrometers witli moveable fibres, their separation and approach is effected by means of a screw
with about 100 threads in an inch, and as every revo-

cromeler.

oiu' article

vol.ii. p.

732,

lution of the sci'ew is again divided ujion a circular
plate into lOOdths of an inch, the 10,000dth part of
an inch may be perceived in the number of the wires.
Sometimes the screws are made with 200 or even 300
threads in an inch, with the view of giving additional
delicacy to the scale, butin cases of this kind, the threads
.ire so minute, that they have not the requisite strength
for a micrometer.

The double screw of Mr. Hunter, which we have al- Hunter's
ready described in our article Mechanics, vol. xiii. double
p. 531. furnishes us with the means of obtaining a very screw,
slow motion in the moveable wires by means of two
screws, with different numbers of threads in an inch,
the effect being the same as if a single screw was employed, having the size of its threads equal to the difference of the size of the threads of the two screws.
The very same contrivance, with a slight modifica- Pronj's
tion, has been proposed by M. Prony, under the name nonhis
of the nonius screw, for the purpose of moving the wires screw,
Plate
of micrometers. It is represented in Plate CCCLXXV.
CCCLXXV.
divided
three
where
is
an
axis
into
parts
Fig. 6.
Fig. 6.
The screws upon the parts ah, ef, have the
ab, cd, ef.
same number of threads in an inch, and pass through
two female screws in the fixed supports C, D. The
moves liorizontally, and any part of its axis
axle
a space equal to
describes at eacli turn of the handle
the distance between the threads. The middle screw cd
has a greater or a lesser number of threads in an inch tlian
ah or ef, the difference between the two being as small as
we chuse. It passes through a female screw M, which
is
carries the moveable micrometer wire, and the piece
prevented from turning by a groove in CD, in wliich its
therefore
lower extremity is guided. The screw
will be carried backwards towards H by the screw cd
more or less rapidly tlian it advances forwards along
with the axis AB, according as the number of threads
The
in cd is less or greater than those in ab and ef.
threads in the screws ab, ef, may be of any magnitude,
advances or recedes in virtue of their
as the piece

AB

AB

H

M

M

M

—

:
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diffSeience.

,

Mcxao*-'*
*^""*'

_^

two

.

It ia

found

difficult in practice to

make the

tcrewft ab, ef, to equal that they experience

D

no

re-

but one of the two may be
suppreaaed if supplied by a simple axis, which '\a in
fact reducing it exacdy to Mr. Hunter's screw.
The fibres for micrometers have generally been silver
wires drawn to a great degree of nneness.
uschenbroek informs us, that an artist of Nuremberg drew
gold wire so fine, that 500 inches of it only weighed
one grain ; but he does not state by what means it was
made. In 1775, Felix Fontana recommended the spi.
siatance in the parts C,

;
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Fitica e di rtaria naturale de Firenze, Rom. 1 775. Prony
Wir«
in Lanz and Bettancourt's Ettau sur la Comp. de Ma- Micromt"**"_chine*, p. 15.
Brewster's Trealise on New Phil. Intiru'
mentt, p. 74.
WoUaston, PhiL Trans. 1813, Part I,
Edinburgh PhUosopJticai Journal, vol i. p. 202.
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CHAP.
On Wire

III.

Micrometers, in tehich the scale is varied, or the
Wires opened and shut optically.

The idea of varying the magnitude of the meshes of Onnirtmi.
a net of silver wire, permanently fixed in the focus of cromeierf,
the eye-glass of a telescope, for the purpose of measur- '" "*'''^'>
ing the digits of eclipses, seems to have been first sug- ""*.•"••'•
g*ited by M. de La Hire. The same idea afterwards
"e Wi'ret'
occurred to the Ute celebrated Mr. Watt, (as he himself opened and
answer all the objecU of practical aatronoiny. He has informed
us, ) who constructed a sort of micrometer up- «but optifound, however, that it is only the</re(cAer, orthe long on this
principle ; but he never published any account c*Uy.
line that supports the web. which pnasrssti thMe valu>
of it, and did iibt examine its optical properties. See
able properties. The facility with which fine glaaa ffiita
Edinburgk PhihsopkiaU Journal, vol ii. p. 1S4.
can at aU times be obuined, induced Dr. Brewster to
The idea of opening and shutting one or more pairs of
nooamend than tat nMcroinctncal fibre*, and some of wires optically, inste«dofoicchaniadly,w>s
first applied
thoae which be employed were about
rtk-s "^ •« «nch as a ^eral principle tar micrometers by Dr. Brewster.
in diameter, bisected longitudinally witli a fine trans>
In his treatise on New PUiotopUcaJ Instrumtnls, he has
parent line about the SOOOdth of an inch in diameter.
described various micraoietera of this kind, which
Dr. Brewster somctinM* empkrjrMi tfarcMk of melted
aeem to poiaaaa prapertiea worthy «f the attention of
aealing wax.
Mr. Wallao* hu mar« iccMidy rtcam- practical aatrononer*
;
and, if we are not misinfonned,
mended the fibm at itbmot, which can be obtained one of these
teleaoopical micrometers has been recently
to any degree attmeatm.
fitted up for use in the Ubservatory at Greenwich, at
Dr.WoliMThe formatian of microroetrical fibre* haa, however, the deaireofour
celebrated astronomer royal, Mr. Pond.
roo-. m«.
been brought to a hiffa dcgrw of perfection by I>r.
" The diameter of the sun, or any portion of space. Dr. BrrwiWollaatoo. who haa^htiuWul .
of niking may be oompcchanded between a pair of fixed wires icr'i wir«
muini
«*fc?««
»*>nem. AJotig the axis of a placed in the cye-piece of a telescope, either by a
Pi«in •«
,<f ""y
me- microint'f
wi« lo toj c\iintlncal mould he pUoed a amall platinum wire, and <^^^nic^l or an ojHical contrivance ; in the one case, by '*'
dign* or then filled the mould with melted sflver. The silver varying the
diatance of the wires till they contein exwas now drawn out till it waaabout the SOOdth part of
actly the solar disc ; and, in the other, by expanding
an indi, (or example, in diameter, and it is manifest, that
or contracting the ima^ of the sun till it exactly fills
if the platinum wire was y\th of the diameter of the
the space between a pair of fixed wire*. Thus let S'«',
sihrer wire, beibre the operation of drawing
coanncnoed, Plate CCCLXXV. Fig. 7. be the sun in contact with
Plate
it must be TgV«dth of an inch in
diameter whan the ail. the lower wire CD, the wire
may be moved into ccclxxv.
*«* *,"* *• T^uth.
In this state the silver wire, with the position oA, so as
to touch tiie upper limb S' of the Fiji. T, 8,*
the platinum one inclosed, ia beat nite the form of the
sun ; or if the wires AB. CD, are botli fixcti, we may, 9, 10, II.
letter U, making a hook at eadi of iu end*, and in
this
by increasing the minifying power of the telescope,
•t«e it ia suspended by a gold wire and dipped in hot
expand the mi^je S"/ into S«, till iu north and south
web mm a aubstitute for silver wire, and he is said
(thou^ we aupect an error in the statement) to have
found them so small as the SOOOdth part of a line. The
use of the spider's web was introduced by Mr. Troughton, who found it to be ao fine, opaque, and elastic, as to
tier's

£^

*^

AB

mtnc

acid or a^uafiitti*.

The

silver is

now

dissolved

limb* are in accurate contact with the fixed wires.
In
the first of these methods, which has ahready been ex>
plained in the description of the common wire micrometer, the angle subtended by the sun is measured by
to make the pUttinum wire visible.
By this ingenious the revolutions of the screw, which are necessary to
method he easily obteined platinum wires, or gold
bring the wire AB from a state of coincidence with CD
** jVre •« «n«* «> liiBmater, and with into the position ab
"if** "*
In the second method, which is
ahttfeattemiaa, heCmedthentoaaanaathe .^K^ih
principle on which the new instrument is founded,
PMt ofan mch. The aii^ lens micrometer by which the
the angle ia measured by the change of magnifying
Dr. WoUaston meaanred the diameter of theM> fibns
power which is required to enUrge die solar image, till
wdl be described
Chapter IX.
lU diameter is exactly equal to the distance between the
Micro
metrical
fibre*
may
be
itMdoT
placed in delicate parallel wire*. Though the wires
are in this case absolutely
grooves
figrmed
on the di^thragm of the ftwt cye>glass, fixed,
tf
yet the angle which they subtend at the observ<
aalbi«^ nnd fixed in their places, for temporary purposes, by a
er's eye continually changes with the magnifying power
thin hyer of bee»-wax or a drop of varnish
hut when of the tele*co|ie; for if the sun SV fills half the space
;
they an nqnired to be kept at an invariable distance,
between the wires AB, CD, before the msgnifying
•tMaafcr to pinch them to the diaphragm by a small
power is increased, the angle subtended by these wires
Mflnter the extremity of each wire. In order
must be equal to twice the diameter of the sun, or about
thefibeea mmr be placed exactly in the
anterior
minutes ; and when tlie nolsr image has been exneoa af the cy».cteas, the diaphragm should be made 62
panded to Ss, the wire* AB, CD, ouly subtend an
moveable akMig the axis of the eye.tube.
angle equal to the sun's diameter, or about 31 minutes ;
Sea Townlev, PhU. Traits. No. 25. Hooke, PkU.
so that if this expansion of tlie sun's image has been
Trans. Air. vol. i. p. «17.
Hooke's P<ulhumotu Horkt, produced by a gradual change
in the magnifying power
**
^7', *^' Bevis's><crt)«a« QtGaicoif(n^» Ohitrvatmu of the telescope, the wires must liavc subtended every
•a PhU Tramt. vol. xlviii.
p. 190. Ausoot and. Picard,
Mnt.Acad. Par. See RoMer. Bradley in Smiths Oplitt, possible angle between 31 and 62 minutes.
"The ^adual variation of the magnifying power,
II.
«••
p. S45, 3*6. Fontana, «««»«&/ rtalgabinctto di
which IS thu& essential to the construction of the in!>
*
VOU

br the

aad, except at its extremities, and the
platinum wira nmeina imtmifhwl bf the acid. The
hooka at the and oTdte win racahuM the silver served
nitric

T^

—

m

f^*

y*
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Wire
MicroDie'

ten.

strument,

may be effected by different contrivances,—by

changing the distance between the two parts of the achrolenses
matic eye-piece ; by separating one or more of the
convex,
of the compound object glass or by making a

Making A=20, P=20, F=10,
any distance b.
and 6=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, successively, we obtain from these
two formidae the results in the following table.

Wire

for

"'j'^"™*'

;

axis of the
a concave, or a meniscus lens move along the
principal focus.
telescope, between the object glass and its
The last of these contrivances, which is, for many
is rereasons, preferable to any of the other two,

Plate
CCCLXXV.

Calculated
Different Calculated magangles.
values of nifying powers. Differences.

m

;

be a

power and
position between I and V, the magnifying
value,
the angle of the wires have an intermediate
upon the distance of the lens from the
which depends

Hence it appears, that the scale which
object glass.
measures these variations in the angle of the wires, may
always be equal to the focal length of the object glass ;
and it may be shewn in the following manner, that it
changes upon the angle
is a scale of equal parts, the
being always proportional to the variation in the posimoveable lens.
being that to which the rays incident
The point
upon L always converge, we shall have, by the princition of the

/

equal to
ples of optics, F+L/: F=L/: LF, F being
that
the focal length of the lens L. Now it is obvious,
refracthe magnitude of the image formed at F, after
the magnitudetion through both the lenses, will be to
by
of the image formed at/ by the object glass O, (or
the
both lenses when L is at /',) as LF is to L/; for
image formed at /is the virtual object from which the
image at F is formed, and the magnitude of the image
of the object directly as
is always to the magnitude
the lens. Hence the
from
distances
respective
their
magnifying power of the telescope when the lens L is
to L/, conin these two positions, is in the ratio of LF
which
wues,
the
by
subtended
angle
the
sequently
must always be inversely as the magnifying power, will

beasL/toLF.
By making Lf=b,
F4.6 :F=6 LF.
:

„

,

,

the preceding formula becomes

Hence

LF=IA-.

Then caUing

F+6

A the least angle subtendcil by the

wires, or the angle

which they subtend when the lens L is at I', and « the
or in
angle which they subtend when the lens is at L
is
any other position, we have A:«s=LF:L/, that

A: ,= -Ii.:i,and«=A+^*-=the

angle for any

Calling P the greatest magnifying power,
distance b.
and nr the magnifying power for any distance b, we
•hall

have

P:t=6:;^,

'F+b'

and

^z=^^=the power

F+b

20'

20.00000
18.18182
16.66666
15.38461
14 28571

1

2

O

O

cnces.

6.

O

is the object glass,
presented in Fig. 8. where
L the separate
and
at
is
focus
/,
whose principal
and J.
1 he
lens, which is moveable between
refraction by
parallel rays R, R, converging to/, after
lens L, and
the object glass O, are intercepted by the
form an
made to converge to a point F, where they
toimage of the object from which they proceed. The
been
therefore
has
glass
object
the
cal distance of
consediminished by the interposition of the lens L, and
the
quently the magnifying power of the telescope, and
the eyewires
fixed
pair
of
a
by
subtended
angle
change. When
piece, have suffered a corresponding
the fothe lens is at /, in contact with the object glass,
magnifying
the
about
be
<p
will
rays
parallel
cus of
power will be the least possible, and the angle ot the
is at /',
wires will be a maximum ; and when the lens
focus of
the
to
equal
is
Of,
O
from
distance
so that its
power wi
parallel rays will be at/;— the magnifying
will
be the greatest possible, and the angle of the wires
intermediate
any
has
L
lens
the
When
minimum.

Differ,

3

4

1.81818
1.51515
1.28205
1.09890

22

24
26
28

2
2
2

2

Hence it appears, that when the different values of i
of the wires
are in arithmetical progression, the angle u.
the scale which
varies at the same rate, and therefore
measures these angular variations is a scale of equal

The magnifying power, however, does not vary

parts.

for
with equal differences, and consequently a scale
measuring its variations, if any scale were wanted, is
not a scale of equal parts.
Having thus ascertained the nature of the scjde, we
shall

ing

now

proceed to point out the method of constructof the scale is aris obvious that the length

It

it.

and may be made equal either to the whole foof the object glass, or to any portion of
length
length of the
If the lens L moves along the tv/iole
it
the wii-es can be vaby
subtended
angle
the
axis Of,
the lens moves only
ried to a greater degree tlian if
this advantage may
along a portion of the axis; but as
liereafter to be described,
contrivance
a
by
be obtained
convenient for astronomical purit will be found more
only along a part of
poses to make the lens moveable
towards/.
L
from
as
the axis,
,
, .
object glass
Let us suppose, therefore, that when the
conwill
be
a
inches
10
is 36 inches in focal length,

bitraiy,

O/

cal

,

O

the telescope is
venient length for the scale, and that
freely through
constructed so that the lens L can move
thing to be deterthat space reckoned from j; the next
It is evident
mined is the focal length of the lens L.
will produce a much
that a lens of 6 inches focal length
power, and consegreater diminution of magnifying
the angle ot the
upon
increase
greater
much
a
quently
lens
of greater foa
than
L
to
from/
wires in moving
miof the whole scale
cal length ; so that the value
in the angle occasionincrease
the
or
seconds,
or
nutes
to L, must be med by the motion of the lens from
moveable lens. It
versely as the focal length of the
minutes, for example, and
the angle of the wires is 26
the telescope is diminishof
power
if the magnifying
the lens from^ to
ed from 40 to 30 by the motion of
of the wires
then when the lens is at L, the angle

m

/

L

•

Hence we
34' 40';.
be 34' 40", for 30 40=26'
26—34 40 , or
have a scale of 10 inches to measure
on the scale
8' 40", and therefore every tenth of an inch
5".2.
to
will be equal
1
»
f
length,
focal i„„„ti.
greater
If we employ a lens of much
from 40
only
power
magnifying
the
diminish
to
as
so
the wires is 29 minutes
to 35, and if the angle of
:

will

then

when

the lens

is

:

at L, the angle of the wires will

40=29' 33' 9". And hence
be 33' 9" nearly, for 35
to measure 29— 33 9 ,
inches
10
of
scale
we have a
every tenth of an inch on the
or 4' 9", consequently
From this it will be man,to 3".3.
:

:

scale corresponds

fest

that the accuracy of the scale

is

increased

by m-

the moveable lens.
creasing the focal length of
to a microThe two preceding examples are suited and moon
the sun
of
diameters
the
measuring
meter for

ters.

.
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from the earth ; but, in order whole scale, is to 10 inches, the length of the scale, so
W kroRie to show the resources of the principle on which the in- is 9" to 36 hundredths of an inch, which being set
strument is founded, we shall take another example, from m to 0, will mark out the point o as corresponding to Sy. The space o n being divided into four parts
better adapted to this purpose.
Let us suppose that the pair of fixed wires subtends for minutes, and each minute into as many divisions as
only an angle of 40", for the purpose of measuring the possible, the micrometer will be ready for use. If
distance between double stars, or the diameters of some great accuracy is required, every unit of the scale
of the smaller planets, that the telescope magnifies 300 might be determine<l experimentally, by any of the
times, and that the lens L in its motion from /* to L,
methods mentioned in the preceding note.
The instruineiii ihiis Lxiiistructed, is capable of meathrough a space of 10 inches, diminishes the power of
the instrument to 240 ; then when the lens is at L, suring angles only between 29* and 33' 9", and is
the angle of the wires will be 50", for 240 S00= therefore peculiarly fitted for determining the diame40" 50".
Hence we have a scale of 10 inches to ters of the sun and moon. Its range, however, could
measure 40" 30*, or 10*, so that every inch of the easily have been extende<l, by lengthening the tube
scale corresponds to V, and every 19th of an inch to CD, or by employing a moveable lens, of smaller focal
length ;^-or instead of one pair of wires, we might use
6^.) From this it follows, that the accuracy of the scale
increases as the angle subtended by the fixed wires di- several pairs, as AB, CD, ab, cd, *$, yS, Fig. 10, so Fig. 10.
placed tiiat only one pair should be in the field of view
minishes.
at a time, and that the least angle of the second pair
If it should be found convenient to make each divU
should be n\\UL\ to the greatest angle of the first pair,
sion of the scale correspond to a greater variation in
the angle than in any or the examples which we have and the leau angle of the third pair equal to the greatgiven, it would then be proper to make use of • Ter« est angle of the srtond.
When the micrometer is constructed on these prinoier for subdividing the units of the scale.
In order to show more clearly the method of com* ciples, it is certainly free from almoet all thoee sources
pleting the scale, we have represented a telescope fur- of error with which the wire micrometer is affected.
nished with a micrometer, in Plate CCCLXXV. Fig. The imperfections of the screw, the errors arising from
Lati
cctxtr. 9, where AB is the principal tube, with the object the uncertainty of the sero, from the bad centering of
9.
CD a seconilary tube, at the right hand the lenses, from the want of parallelism in the wires,
glass at B
extremity of which is fixed the lens L, (Fig. 8.) which and from the minuteneu of the scale, are completely
is moved backwards and forwards with the tube, by
removed. Nay, if the scale is formed by direct expethe milled head F ; and E the eye-piece, which is aa- riments, whatever errors may exist in the instrument,
josted to distinct vision by the milled head G. The are actually corrected ; for as the sources from which
small index i projecting from the principal tube below
these errors proceed existed in the instrument during
A, and fumiahea with a vernier scale if necessary, the fonnation of the scale, they cannot possibly afl'cct
|)oints out the divisions on the scale.
Let it now be the result of any observation. The scale is in fact the
required to coiutmct the scale for the 2d Example, record of a series of experimental results, and the obwhere the lens L, by moving fromflo L, changes the servation must be as free from error as the experiments
power of the telescope from 40 to 35. Having moved by which the scale waa formed. It would, therefore,
the tube CD as far out as possible, by the milled head be of great advantage, in microraetrical observations,
F, mark the point of it at n to which the index i points, to make the points B, C, Fig. 1 1, with which the wires Fig. II,
and this will be the beginning or zero of the scale. appear to come in contact, as luminous as the objects
Adjust the eye tube E to distinct vision, and find by to which it is intended to apply the instrument, or raexperiment * the angle subtended by the fixed wires: ther to have a series of results for objects of various
Let this angle be 29 minutes. Move the tube
as
degrees of illumination.
far in as possible by means of the nut F, till the index
In the preceding micrometer, the angle of a pair of Dr. Brew,
i points to m, and mark this as the other extremity of
fixed wirea is increased and diminished, by the motion Mcr'i e;t>
the scale. Let the eye tube E be again adjusted to of a second object-glass along the axis of the telescope ; P>*ca ml.
distinct vision, and the angle subtended by the wires
while, in the present instrument, the variation of the ""'»••«'••
again determined experimentally and let this angle angle is eSected by separating the two parts which
''
1^ now sy 9''. In order to find the point of the scale compose an achromatic eye-piece ; or, when the eyecorres ponding to 39', say. As i* 9^, the value of the piece consists of two or three lenaes, by separating the
•t their varioas distances

:

:

—

;

.

CD

'

;
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may be increased merely by varying the distance be- Wire
tween the eye-piece and the great speculum ; and then Microme**''*•
producing distinct vision by a new adjustment of the

If the
lens next tlie eye from the remaining lenses*.
small tube, which contains the field-glass and the first
eye-glass, be pulled out beyond its natural position,
the magnifying power of the instrument will be increased ; and if the same tube be pushed farther in
than its natural position, the magnifying power will
be diminished. It will be found in general, that if
the tube already mentioned be allowed to move over
the space of four inches, that is, about two inches on
each side of its natural position, the magnifying power
at one extremity of this space will not be very far from
double of what it is at the other extremity.
The eye-piece micrometer is represented in Plate
Plate
•COLXXV. CCCLXXV. Fig. 12. with all the lenses in their natuFig. 12.
ral position. The part AFG, containing the two lenses
A, C, is fixed to the telescope, and a space is left beand the outer tube, in order to pertween the tube
ciently near to the lens C,

tance from

it.

The

and

suffi-

also to a sufficient dis-

other tube

DB,

containing the

D, and the first eye-glass B, is moved out
and in by a rack and pinion E. The scale is engraven
upon the upper surface I n, and the divisions are pointed out by the index of a vernier placed at the extremi-

field-glass

MF

ty m of the outer tube FG. The zero of the scale is
the point marked out by the index of the vernier, when
is pushed in as far as possible ; and the
the tube
divisions may be read off, if necessary, by means of a
convex glass at F, fixed to the tube AFG.
The value of the scale of this micrometer may be
determined by direct experiment, by the methods which
have already been described.
The following method, however, is more simple,
After having found
and perhaps equally accurate.
the greatest angle subtended by a pair of wires, placed
in the focus of the eye-glass, or the angle when the
index is at the zero of the scale, by the method in
p. 203, note, take the eye- piece out of the telescope, and
having pushed the tube which contains the moveable
lens or lenses as far in as possible, direct it as a microscope to a scale minutely dividedt. Mark the position
of the index when the wires comprehend exactly a
certain number of these divisions, say SO, which they
may be made to do, by a very trifling motion of the
moveable tube, and make this point the zero of the
Let the moveable tube be now pulled out till
scale.
the wires successively comprehend 48, 46, 44, 42, &c.
of the divisions, or any other numbers, diminishing in
arithmetical progression, and mark these points upon
the tube. By this means, a scale will be formed, in
which the divisions correspond to equal variations in
If it should be found convenient to divide
the angle.
the scale into equal parts, the value of the divisions
may be found in the same way.
_ ^fg^.
In applying to the reflecting telescopes of Gregory
and Cassegrain the principle which has been already
stei-'s miexplained, we are led to the formation of a micromecromcter
for reflect- ter, remarkable for the simplicity of its construction ;
i»« telem'ay appear paradoxical, rvc
fvc
and what, at first sight, may
"oP"««« convert a Gregorian or a CassLrainian
telescove inin.
Cassegrainian telescope
may
to a very accurate micrometer, almost n/ilhout the aid of
any additional apparatus.
It will be readily seen by those who understand the
theory of these telescopes, that their magnifying power
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AA

AC

mit the moveable part of the eye-piece to get

,

'~
'
Hence a pair of wires fixed in the eyesmall mirror.
piece may be made to subtend different angles, solely
by having that part of the instrument moveable along
a portion of the common axis of the two mirrors.
In order to understand this, let SS, Fig. 13. be Fig. 13.
the great speculum of a Gregorian telescope, having
a round hole in its centre, and placed at the extremity of the tube
be the small spe; and let
culum, whose focus is G, and centre H, attached to
an arm MQ, and moveable along the axis of the instrument by means of a screw and milled head. The
rays RR, proceeding from the lower part of any object,
and failing upon the speculum SS, will be reflected to
R', and will there form an image of that part of the
object.
In like manner, the rays r r will form an
image of the upper part of the object at r'. The rays
diverging from the image R' ?', and intercepted by the
small speculum M, will form another image R" r", at
the distance
; which being viewed by the eye-glass
at E, whose focal distance is FE, will appear distinct
and magnified to the observer.
Let us now suppose that the lens E, or the eye-piece
of the telescope, (which is generally a Huygenian eyepiece, with two glasses,) is movetl by a suitable apparatus into the position E', and that a point F' is taken,
so that F'E' may be equal to FE.
Then it is manifest, that, in order to have a distinct view of the object
in this new position of the eye-piece, the image formed by the small speculum must be brought to F' in the
focus of the lens E'.
But as the place of the first
image R' / is in no respects changed by the change
of position in the eye-piece, the formation of the image
at F can be effected only by bringing the small mirror
into a position M', nearer the image
than it was
before; and as the space MM' through which it has
been moved, in order to converge the rays to F', must
necessarily be less than FF'^EE', the space through
which the eye-glass has moved ; the distance M'F' of
the new image at F' from the small mirror must be
greater than MF, the distance of the other image at F,
in the ratio of M'F' to
F ; and the magnifying power
of the instrument must at the same time be increased,
and the angle subtended by the wires diminished.
In the formation of this micrometer, we may either
construct the scale from calculation, after the two extreme points of it have been fixed experimentally, by
the method already described ; or all the points of the
scale may be determined by direct experiment.
It
would perhaps be more convenient to divide the scale
into equal parts, and to construct a table from experiment, for the purpose of shewing, by inspection, theangle
which correspondsto any number of theseequal divisions,"
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The

first hint of a double image micrometer seems in which
have been communicated, in 1675, by the celebrated 'he lenset,
Danish astronomer M. Roemer. It appears, however, """ofs,
*" P"»«»'^
to have remained so entirely
' unnoticed, that it was not are opeaM
has been described by Mr. Ezekiel Walker, in tlie Phil. Mag Aug. and shut

to

• An instrument of nearly tlic same kind with the following,
1811, Vol. xxxviii. p. 127, as an invention of his own. So early as the end of the year 180i, I sent a drawing and description of the mechanl.
eye-piece micrometer to Mr. Carey, optical instrument maker, JLondon.
In 1806, one of the instruments made for me by Slessrs. Blil- cally.
ler and Adie. Cdinburgh, was examined by Professor Playfair ; and since that time it has been in the possession of a friend in London.
{- Tht beautiful micromstrical Kales formerly constructed by Mr. Coventry, and now by Air. Barton, are admirably adapted for this purpose.
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MICROMETER.
even

known

to

Mr. Servington Savary of

Exeter, in

Royal
the year 1743, when he communicated to the
Society of London an account of a double image micrometer, consisting of two lenses, capable of being separate<l from, and of being brought near to, one another by
mechanical means. When the two images of the sun, or
of any other body, were in conUct, the distance of the
lentes becomes a measure of the angular magnitude of
the sun, the value of the scale having been preTiously
determined by experiment. The account of Savary's
micrometer was extracted from the minutes of the Society by Mr. Short, and published in the Phil. Trans.
In 174«, M. Bouguer proposed a similar
for 1753.
instrument, which he called a heliometer ; and in I75."<,
Mr. Dollond made a farther improvement on this kind
of micrometer, by substituting in place of two object
As a drawing
glasaes a single object glass cut in two.
and deacription of Mr. J. Dollond's divided object glass

mierometer haa already been given in our article Asii. p. 7S4, and in Plate XLVIII. Fig. 4 and
S, it is unnecessary to enlarge the present article by any
descTTption of the more imperfect instruments of Savary
and Bouguer. We shall content r.ur*elvea with ex-
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laining

t

me general

principle of

all

instrument* of this

Let the two aemi>lense* have their centre* at E and
principi* of H, and their principal focus at F, and let P, (j, be
<it*id«l ot>- two distinct objects, or the oppoaitc limits of the same
i«" «'*••
The images of the
object lying in FE, FH prolanged.
two objects P. Q, formea by each semilens, will coincide at F, and ther«fore two images of the circular ob.
CiCLXXT, jcvt FBQD. vis. m r F, ^xF, will b« foond UMiching
one another at F. Hence the angular measure of PQ
Ki(. II.
will be equal to tihc »('* ^1**^ ^H or the distance of
the centre* of the seimleMW form* at F, and, as the
ancle* nuMUi ed are very •nail, the^ will always vary
as EH.
The angle, therefore, which corresponds to
any one distance of the centre* E, H, being known by
the method* already de*cribcd, the angle corrcsponcU
ing to any other distance will be obtained by !iimple
proportion.
Mr. Dollond first adapted his micrometer
but bis son
to the object end of a reflecting telescope
afterwarils applied it to achromatic telescopes.
The divided object glaa* micrometer has a great suC«acral

;

periority over the wire micrometer, in so far as

it

enables

OS to measure any diameter of the sun or moon, whatever
be its inclination to the direction yf their motion
whareM in the wire micrometer, we can only measure
thM dianeter which i* perpendicular to the direction
of tfaemotian.
In otdar to apply the divided object glass micromeApfHa»km
u ih* IBM- tcr to determine diffitrenocs of right ascension snd deaf clinition. Dr. Maskelyne has pointed out the following
;

dtcliullans.

metiiad.

" Let

HC Re, Fig. 15,be the field of view, HRandC c

two wires bisecting the field of view at right angles to one
another, and having a motion in their own plane, turn
the wires till the westernmost star (which is the best,
having further to move) run along
then sepa;
rate the two segments, and turn about the micrometer
till the two image* of the same star lie in the wire C c
;
and then, partly by separating the segments, and partly by raising or depressing the telescope, bring the two
innermost images of the two stars to appear and run
aJang ROH, aa a, b, and the vernier will give the dif.
finance of their declinations because, as the two images of one of the stars coincided with C c, the image
of each star was broaght perpendicularly upon HR, or
to
in their proper meridian.
And, for the same

ROH

rif. \i.

;

HR

CO

mounted on a polar
parallel to

tion

C c,

If

axis.

two other wires KL,

be placed near

H

MN,

a"'! R. the observa-

may be made on two stars, whose difference of meis nearly equal to HR, the diameter of the field

ridians

of view, by bringing the two images of one of the stars
If two stars be
to coincide with one of these wires.
observed, whose difference of declinations is well settled, the scale of the micrometer will be known.
It has hitherto been supposed, that the images of the
two stars can be both brought into the field of view at
but if they cannot, set the
once upon the wipe
;
micrometer to the difference of their declinations as
nearly as you can, and make the image which comes
first run along the wire HOR, by elevating or depressing the telescope ; and when the other star comes in,
if it does not also run along HOR, alter the micrometer
till it does', and half the sum of the numbers shown by
the micrometer at the two si-parate observations of the
will be the difference of
two stars on the wire
their declinations.
That this should be true, it is manifestly n ecessary that the two segments should recede

M

^

HOR

HOR

eoually in opposi te directions

ind.

rlfbi
~
sioo* aiMl
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reason, the difference of their times of p.issing the wire
c will give their difference of right ascensions.
These operations will be facilitated, if the telescope be

Mr. Dollond

in hi*

;

and

this is effected

new improvement of

by

the object

glaa* micrometer.

The difference of right ascension* and declinations
of Vcnu* or Mercury in the sun's di»k and the sun's
limb may be thus found. Turn the wire*, so that the
north limb M, Fig. 1 6, of the sun's image All, or the north
limb of the imago V of the planet, may run along the
wire RH, which therefore will then be parallel to the
equator, and consequently C c a secondary to it ; then
separate the segments, and turn altout tlic micrometer
till the two images V, v, of the planet pass C c at the
same time, and then by separating the segments, bring
the north limb uf the northernmost image V of the
planet to touch HR, at the lime the northcmmost limb
n of the southernmost image AB of tlie sun touches it,
and the micrometer shows the difference of declinations
of the northernmoit limb* of the planet and sun, for
the reason formerly given, we having brought the
northernmost limbs of the two innermost image* V
and AB to HR, these two being manifestly intenor to
V and the northernmost limb N of the image I'Q.
In
the same manner, we take the difference of declinations
of their southernmost limbs ; and half the difference of
the two measures (^taking immediately one after another) ii equal to the difference of the declinations of
their centres, without any regard to the sun's or planet'* diameters, or error of adjustment of the micrometer ; for a< it affects both equally, the difference is the
same as if there were no error ; and the difference of
the time* of the transit* of the eaatern or western limb*
of the sun and planet over Cc gives the difference of

Fig. 10.

their right ascensions.

Instead of the difference of right ascensions, the distance of the planet from the sun's limb, in lines parallel to the equator, may be more accurately observed
thus : .Separate the segments, and turn about tlie wires
and micrometer, ao a* to make both images V, v, Fig. 17, pig.
run along HR, or *o that the two intersections I, T of the
sun's image may pass C c at the same time. Tlien bring
the planet's and sun's limbs into contact, aa at V, and
do the same for the other limb of the sun, and half
the difference gives the distance of the centre of the
planet from the middle of the chord on the sun's disk
parallel to the equator, or the difference of the right

IT,
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ascensions of their centres, allowing for the motion of
Image
the planet in the interval of the observations, without
Microme- any regard to the error of adjustment, for the same reaters.
son as before. For if you take any point in the chord
of a circle, half the difference of the two segments is
manifestly the distance of the point from the middle
of the chord ; and as the planet runs along HR, the
chord is parallel to the equator.
In like manner, the distances of their limbs may be
measured in lines perpendicular to the equator, by
bringing the micrometer into the position already described, and instead of bringing V to HR, separate
the segments till the northernmost limbs coincide as at

V

; and in the same manner make their southernmost
images to coincide, and half the difference of the two
measures, allowing for the planet's motion, gives the
difference of the declinations of their centres.

Hence

the true place of a planet in the sun's disc

any time of its transit be found ; and consequently the nearest approach to the centre and tlie time
of ecliptic conjunction may be deduced, altliough the
middle should not be observed." Fhil. Trans. 1771In using the divided object glass micromt ter, it has
been found in practice to give different measures of the
same angle at different times. This error arises from
an alteration in the focus of the eye of the observer ;

may

at

not suited to see distinctly the intersection of the two pencils PF, QF, Fig 13, at the point
F, the two images will either appear separate or overlap
one another, according as the eye is adapted to a nearer
In order to remedy
or a more distant object than F.
Dr. Maske. this inconvenience. Dr. Maskelyne contrived, in the
lyne's Pris- year 1776, the prismatic micrometer, which we shall
matic Midescribe in his own words.
crometer.
„ ^^^
(Fig.19.) represent the object-glass, and
d the eye-glass of a telescope, and PR a prism placed
to intercept part of the rays coming from an object,
suppose the sun, before they fall on the object-glass.
The rays EE proceeding from the eastern limb of the
sun, and refracted through the object-glass ACB with»ig. 19.
out passing through the prism, will form the corresponding point of the sun's image at e ; and the rays
proceeding in like manner from the western limb
of the sun will be refracted to form the correspondent
But the rays 2E, 2E,
point of the sun's image at tv.
2W, 2W, proceeding in like manner from the eastern
and western limbs of the sun, and falling on the prism
PR, and thence refracted to the object-glass ACB, will,
after refraction through it, form the correspondent
points of the sun's image at 2e, 27V. Let the refraction
of the prism be equal to the sun's apparent diameter
in this case, at whatever distance the prism be placed
beyond the object-glass, the two images of the sun,
tv e, 2w 2e, will touch one another externally at the point
e2n) ; for the rays 2W, 2W, proceeding from the western limb of the sun, being inclined to the rays EE,
proceeding from the eastern limb in the angle of the
sun's apparent diameter, will, after suffering a refraction in passing through the prism equal to the sun's
apparent diameter, emerge from the prism, and fall
upon the object-glass pareUel to the rays EE, and consequently will have their focus 2n) coincident with the
focus e of the rays EE, and therefore the two images
of the sun, n e, 2tv2e, will touch one another external,
ly at the point e2tv, and the instrument will measure
the angle EC2W, and that only.
But if the prism be placed within the telescope, the
angle measured by the instrument will be to the refraction of the prism as tlie distance of the prism from
for if the ej'e

is

^Qg

WW

the focus of the object-glass is to the focal distance of
Double
Image
the object-glass; or if two prisms be used to form the
two images, with their refracting angles placed con- 'I'^fo™*trary ways, as represented in Fig. 20. and 21. the angle ^ ^"'' _
measured will be to the sum of the refractions of the Platb
prisms as the distance of the prisms from the focus of ccclxxv.
the object-glass is to the focal distance of the object- F'g- 20 and
glass.
For let ACB (Fig. 20. ) represent the object- ^^•
glass, and d the eye-glass of a telescope, and PR, RS,
two prisms interposed between them, with their refracting angles turned contrary ways, and the common
sections of their refracting planes touching one another
at R.
The rays proceeding from an object, suppose
the sun, will be disposed, by the refraction of the object-glass, to form an image of the sun at the focus';
but part of them falling on one prism, and part on the
other, will be thereby refracted contrary ways, so as
to form two equal images id e, 2tv2e, which, if the refractions of the prisms be of proper quantities, will
touch one another externally at the point €2w. Let
be the axis of the pencil of rays EE proceeding
the axis of the
from the sun's eastern limb ; and
pencil of rays
proceeding from the sun's western
limb ; and the point
the place where the image of
the sun's eastern limb would be formed, and the point
where tliat of the western limb would be formed,
were not the rays diverted from their course by the reBut, by this means, part of
fractions of the prisms.
the rays EE, which were proceeding to N, falling on
the prism PR, will be refracted to form an image of
the sun's eastern limb at e, while others of the rays
EE, which fall on the prism RS, will be refracted to
form an image of the sun's eastern limb at 2e. In like
which were proceeding
manner, pait of the rays
to form an image of the sun's western limb at O, falling on the prism RS, will be refracted to form an
image of the sun's western limb at 2w coincident with
e, the point of the image correspondent to the sun's
which
eastern limb : while others of the rays
fall on the prism PR, will be refracted to form the

ECN

WCO

WW.

N

O

WW,

WW,

image of the sun's western limb at u'. The two images
ive, 2rv2e, are supposed to touch one another externally
The ray EFR, which belongs to
at the point e2«i.
the axis ECN, and is refracted by the prism PR to <r,
undergoes the refraction NR e, which (because small
angles are proportional to their sines, and the sine of
NR e is equal to the sine of its supplement NRC) is to
NCR as NC or C c is to NR or R e. In like manner,
the ray WGR, wliich belongs to the axis WCO, and is
refracted by the prism RS to 2«; or e, undergoes the
refraction ORe, which is to OC e as OC or C e is to
RO or Re: therefore, by composition, ORN the sum

OCN

the sum of
of the refractions ORe, NRe, is to
the angles OC c, NC e, or the sun's apparent diameter,
as C e to R e ; that is, as the focal distance of the object-glass to the distance of the prisms from the focus
of the object-glass.
Or let the prisms PR, RS, be placed with their refracting angles P, S, turned from one another as in Fig. Fig.
21.: the refraction of the prism PR will transfer the
to w e, and the refrartion of
image of the sun from
to 2»t2e, the
the prism RS will transfer the image
two images ZrvZe, rv e, touching one another externally
Let ECN, WCO, be the axes of the
at the point 2e rv.
pencils of rays proceeding from the two extreme limbs
of the sun, and N, O, the points where the images of
the sun's eastern and western limbs would be formed
by the object-glass, were it not for the refraction of the
prisms ; the ray EFR, which belongs to the axis ECN,

ON

ON

21.

M
DoaM*

and

it

refracted

refraction

the axis

I

CR

by the prism RS to 2e, undercoe* the
and the ray WGR, which belongs to
and is refracted by the prism PR to w,

NR Se;

WCO,

undergoes the refraction OR tp. Now NC ie, part of
the angle measured, is to NR ie, the refVaction of the
prism RS, as R to to C w ; and OC to, the other part of
the angle measured, is to OR m, the refVaction of the
pnsm PR, in the same ratio of Rir to C n> therefore
OCX, the whole angle measured, is to ORN, the sura
of the refractions of the two prisms, as R w to C ir ;
that is, as the distance of the prisms from the focus of
the ob^ect-glasi to the focal distance of the object glass.
When the prisms are placed in the manner represented in Fig. 20. the point e of the image it e is illuminated only by the rays which fall on the objectgljMi between A and F, and the point Sfp only by the
rays which fall on the object-glass between B and G.
Now the angle* CRF, CR(J, equal to the refractions
of the priams, beinff constant, the spaces FC, CG, will
:

Fi(.«0.

increaae in proporboa as the distances RF, RG, in.
oease, and the spaces AF, GB, diminish as much
and therefore, the images at the point of mutual contact, e 2 Mr, will be nd) illuminated by half the ray*
which fall on the object-gUsi when the prisms are
nlaced doae to the object-rlasa ; but will be enlightened
and leaa the nearer the prism* are brought to the
fscns of the object-glass.
But when the prisms are placed in the manner shewn
in Fig. 21. the images at die point uf cuntact, as the
prism* are removed from the object-glas* towards the
cje-gUa*, will be enlightened with more than half the
rays that fall on the wject-glass, and will be most enlightened when the pnsms are brought to the focus
itself
fnr the point 2f of the image SivSe will be enlightened by all the ray* EK that fall on the objectguaa between B and F, and the point tc of the image
which fal.
me will be enlightened by all the rays
on the obiect-fflaM between
and G. But the differnice of the ifluminations i* not very considerable in
achromatic telescopes, on account of the great aperture
is to the
of the object glaa* ; a* the greatest ipace
focal distance of tbe object-glas*. as the sum of the
tine* of the refhtftion* of the prism* is to the radius.
There i* a third way, and pertkapa the best, of placing tba prisma, so a* to toucn one another along their
whicfa are at right angle* to the common sections
of their refracting plane*. In this disposition of the
prisma, the im^c* wiU bec«)ually enlightened, namely,
each with half the ray* which ull on the object glass,
wherever the prisms be placed between the object-glass

MM

Fis.

>L

;

WW

A

FG

MM
and

eye-glaas.

From what has been shewn it appears, that this initraaMnt, which may be properly called the prismatic
icnraeter, will measure any angle that does not ex«
eead the sum of the refhKtions of the prisms, exceptinp only very small angle*, which cannot be taken
With it on account of the vanishing of the pencils of
lays at the juncture of the two prisms near the fbcu*
ortbe objcct-glaa* ; that it will aftnrd a very large scale,
Maly, the whde focal length of the object-glass for
the gr t i
angle meaanred by it and that it will ne«ar b* oat of adjnstment as the point of the scale
wfaora tbo meatoreroent begins (or the point of O) antwtn to tha fiieiu of the ohject-glas», which is a fued
point for nlMiul objects, and a point very easily found
iir tmcslrial objecu.
All that will be nccessanr to be
4oQe, in order to find the value of the scale of this mioonMar, will be to measure accurately the distance of
•*>• ?•*• frtwi th« focus when the instrument is set

tm

;

;
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to measure the apparent diameter of any object sub
Image
tending a known angle at the centre of the object,
Micromeglass, which may be easily found by experiment, as by
ters.
measuring a base, and the diameter of the object observetl placetl at the end of it, in the manner practised
with other micrometers for the angle subtended by
this object will be to the angle subtended by a celes«
tial object, or very remote land object, when the distance of the prisms from the princiiMil focus is the same
as it was found from the actual focus in the terrestrial
experiment, as the principal focal distance of the objectglass is to the actual focal distance in the said experi:

ment
It will, I apprehend, be the best way in practice, in«
stead of one prism to use two prisms, refracting contrary ways, and so divide the refmction between them
Acliromatic
(as represe nted in Fig. 20. and 21.)
prisms, each composed of two prisms of flint and crownglass, placed witli their refracting angles contrary ways,
will undotibtedly be necessary for measuring angles
witli great prccit'ion by this instrument.
Two or more sets of prisms may be adapted to the
same telescope, to be used each in their turn, for the
more commodious measuremcmt of different ancles.
Thus it mny be verj' convenient to u.se one set of prisms
for measuring angles not exceetling 3G', and consequently fit for measuring the diameters of the sun and
moon, and the lucid parts and distances of the cusps
in their eclipses ; and another set of |>risms to measure
angles not much exceeding one minute, and consequently fit for measuring the diameters of all the other
planets:
This latter set of priams will be the more
convenient for measuring small angles, on account of a
small imperfection attending the use of this micrometer, as before mentioned ; namely, that angles cannot
be measured with it when the priams approach very
near the focus of the object glass, the pencils of rays
being there Io«t at tlie point where the prisms touch
one another."

This micrometer has not been found to answer in
In addition to the ordinary uncorrected colours of the object gloss, it it injured by the uncorrected colours of tne acliromatic prism, which most parti*
cularly affect the touching limbs.
catoptric double image micrometer analogous to
that of Dr. Maskelyne, but much more simple in it*
construction, in consequence of no additional prisms,
lenses, or mirrors, bcitig used, has lately been proposed
by Dr. Brewster. It is applied to the Newtonian telescope, and ha* the advant.ige of not being affected by
any change in the focal length of the eye. An account of
this micrometer will be found in the Edinburgh Philolophical Journal for 1 820.
In the year 1 779, the late in^^ious Mr. Ramsden
communicated to the Royal Soaety an account of two
micrometers ; a catoptric one, which formed two images by means of two semi-mirrors ; and a dioptric one,
wnich formed a double image by means of two semilenses placed in the eye-piece of the telescope.
The first of these instrument* is represented in Plate Rimtden'*
CCCLXXV. Fig. 22, and has been thus described by its caiopiric
" Beside the advantage it derives from the "nicromcinventor.
principle of reflection, of not being disturbed by the hete- p"^'
rogcneity of light, it avoids every defect of other mig^c*Jj^,_
crometers, anucan have no aberration, nor any defect Fif.SS.
arising from the imperfection of materials or of execution ; as the extreme simplicity of it* construction repractice.

A

ouires no additional mirrors or glasses to those required
for the telescope ; and the separation of the images be-
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ing eifected by the inclination of the two specula, and
not depending on the focus of any lens or mirror, any
Mici'omealteration in the eye of an observer cannot affect the
angle measured. It has also the advantages of an adjustment, to make the images coincide in a direction
perpendicular to that of their motion ; and also of measuring the diameter of a planet on both sides of the zero, which will app^r no inconsiderable advantage to
observers who know how much easier it is to ascertain
the contact of the external edges of two images than
their perfect coincidence. In this micrometer, the small
speculum A is divided into two equal parts; one of
which is fixed on the end of the arm B ; the other end
of the arm is fixed on a steel axis X, which crosses the
end of the telescope C. The other half of the mirror
is fixed on the arm D, which arm at the other end
terminates in a socket^, that turns on the axis
; both
arms are prevented from bending by the braces a a.
represents a double screw, having one part e cut into
double the number of threads in an inch to tiiat of the
partg; the part e having 100 threads in one inch, and
the part g 50 only. The screw e works in a nut F in
the side of the telescope, while the part g turns in a
nut H, which is attached to the arm B ; the ends of the
arms B and D, to which the mirrors are fixed, are separated from each other by the point of the double
screw pressing against the stud h, fixed to the arm D,
and turning in the nut
on the arm B. The two arms
B and are pressed against the direction of the double
screw eg, by a spiral spring within the part ?(, by which
means all shake or play in the nut H, on which the
measure depends, is entirely prevented.
From the difference of the threads on the screw at
e and g, it is evident that the progressive motion of the
screw through the nut will be half the distance of the
centres of the two halves of the mirror; and consequently the half mirrors will be moved equally in contrary directions from the axis of the telescope C.
The wheel V fixed on the end of the double screw has
its circumference divided into 100 equal parts, and the
index I shows the motion of the screw with the wheel
round its axis, while the number of revolutions of the
screw is shown by the divisions on the same index.
The steel screw at R may be turned by the key S, and
serves to incline the small mirror at right angles to the
direction of its motion.
The telescope itself has a motion round its axis for the conveniency of measuring the
diameter of a planet in any direction ; and the inclination of the diameter measured with the horizon is
shown by a level and vernier on a graduated circle, at
the breech of the telescope.
This micrometer will require a table for correcting a
small error which arises from the eccentric motion of
the half mirrors.
By this motion their centres of curvature will approach a little towards the large mirror.
The equation for this purpose in small angles is insensible ; but when angles to be measured exceed ten minutes, it must not be neglected.
Or, the angle measured may be corrected by diminishing it in the proportion the versed sine of the angle measured, supposing the eccentricity radius, bears to the focal length of
the small mirror.
As the aberration is less in the Cassegrainian telescope than either in those of the Gregorian or Newtonian form, Mr. Ramsden preferred it for the application
Ramsden's of this micrometer, the aberrations being nearly as 3
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X

G

H

D

dioptric

to 5.

^^icromeFigs. 83,

ii.

'

^^

Ramsden's dioptric micrometer, represented in

^'*S- 24', is

telescope,

applied to the erect eye-tube of a refracting
is placed between the third and fourth

and

In order to understand its application. Double
eye-glasses.
Image
let xt/. Fig. 23, be the principal pencil of rays from
Mierome;
1 1 and u u, the axis of two oblique
the object-glass
'_pencils ; a, the first eye-glass ; m, its conjugate focus,

O

_

or the place of the micrometer; 6 the second eye-glass ;
c the third, and d the fourth, or that which is nearest
the eye.
Let p be the diameter of the object-glass,
the diameter of
e the diameter of a pencil at m, and
the pencil at the eye ; it is evident, that the axes of
the pencils from every part of the image will cross
each other at the point m ; and e, the width of the micrometer-glass, is to p, the diameter of the object-glass,
as
a is to ^ o, which is the proportion of the magnifying power at the point ?n ; and the error caused by
an imperfection in the micrometer-glass placed at
will be to the error, had the micrometer been at O, as
is to p.
l^'g- **•
The micrometer itself is shewn in Fig. 2i, where
is a convex or concave lens, bisected by a plane across
its centre ; one of these semi-lenses is fixed in a frame
which two frames
B, and the other in the frame
;
slide on a plate H, and are pressed against it by thin
plates a a : the frames B and E are moved in contrary
is a scale of
directions by turning the button
:
equal parts on the frame B ; it is numbered from each
end towards the middle. There are two verniers on
the frame E, one at
and the other at N, for the convenience of measuring the diameter of a planet, &c.
on both sides the zero. The first division on both
these verniers coincides at the same time with the two
zeros on the scale,
and if the frame is moved to;
wards the right, the relative motion of the two frames
is shown on the scale by the vernier
;
but if the
frame B be moved towards the left, the relative motion
This micrometer has a
is shown by the vernier N.
motion round the axis of vision, for the convenience of
measuring the diameter of a planet, &c. in any direction, by turning an endless screw F, and the inclination of the diameter, which is measured to the horiSee
zon, is shown in the circle ^ by a vernier image.
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Savary, Phil, Trans. 1753, p. l65. Bouguer, Mem. Acad.
Far. 1748, p. 1 1, and Hist. p. 87. DoUond, Pkil. Trans.
Maskelyne's Phil.
1753, p. 178, and 1754, p. 551.
Trans. 1771, p. 536, and 1777, p. 799, and Ramsden,
Phik Trans. 1779, p. 419.

CHAP.

V.

On Double Image Micrometers,

in which the Lenses or
Mirrors are opened and shut optically.

The method of varying the angular distance of a ^'^- Brew,
pair of fixed wires has been successfully applied by "*' ' '""
Dr. Brewster to the construction of a divided object- ' ,. i°*'s'
glass micrometer, which possesses peculiar advanta- micromeges.
It is represented in Plate CCCLXXVI. Fig. 1. tcr, Pl*t«
where
is an achromatic object-glass, having two ccci.xxvi.

LL

achromatic semilenses. A, B, represented in Fig. 2,

moveable between

principal focus y.
These
semilenses are completely fixed, so that their centres
are invariably at the same distance ; but the angle
it

and

its

subtended by the two images which they form,
ried by giving them a motion along the axis

is

va-

Of of

the lens LL.
When the semilenses are close to LL,
the two images are much separated, and form a great
angle ; but, as the lenses are moved towards f, the
centres of the images gradually approach each other,
and the angle which they form is constantly increasing.
By ascertaining, therefore, experimentally, the
angle formed by the centres of the images, when the
semilenses are placed close to LL^, and also the angle

P'g- 1> 2.

i

MICROMETER.
Doubl* which they subtend when the *emileni«8 are at /', the
luufc Ml. other extremity of the scale, we have an instrumenl
trcmaxun.
^j„(^ ^jjj measure, with the utmost accuracy, all in'
termediate angles.
In constructing this micrometer for astronomical
purposes, the semilenses may be made to move only
alonj; a portion of the axb OJ", particularly if the instrument is intended to measure the diameters of the
stm and moon, or any series of angles within given
limits.
By increasing the focal length of the semilenses, or by diminishing the distance between their
centres, the angles may be made to vary with any degree of slowness, and of course each unit of the scale
will correspond to a very small portion of the whole
angle.
The accuracy and magnitude of the scale, in*
deed, may be increased without limit ; but it is completely unnecessary to carry this any dmUhat than till
the error of the scale is less than the pralMibie etrar of

magnitude of the angle subtended by the two points
M, N.
From the equality of the vertical angles A F' B,
and the parallelism of the lines AB, a* ai', we
fi' F' m',

shaUhave n'm':

their centres at

and consequently
ing

AB=2,

distance, be interposed between the object-glass and
principal focus, in such a manner, that their cenNow, it is obtres are equidistant from the axis Of.
viooa, that the size of the image
m is propaftaonal to
the siae of the object
; and, a* the angle wMtff^

m

ed by MN' depends upon

its siae, the magmtnS» vt
the itatgt m m may, in the esse of aisll aogln, be assinaad as a measure of the maifie sabtcoded by MN.
As the rays which proceed (rom the point M, are all
eoaveniad to ai by means of the lens LL alone, the
ray b A, which passes through the centre of the semi,
kna A, moat oi conne have the direction 6 m ; and,
as it suffers no refraction in passing through the centre of A, it will proceed in the same diwetioB bAm,
after emerging from the aamilaoa, and will croas tha
For the sanaa aaasowk Ae ray c B, proaxis at F.
oeodiog from N, and passing thiMgh the centre or B,
will aoas the axis at F, as it adraneaa to n.
If the
distanor of F from
and B happens to lie equal to
tha focal length of the lenses A an<l B, when coml>ined with LL, distinct images of
and .V will be farmad at F, and they will appear to touch one another;
and the hoe ma baiagthe liaeaf the inaoa that would
Iwwhasa (farmed hf the leM
akme, wtt be a
maaaure of the angle subtended by the points M,*N.
if the point F, where the lines A m, B a cross the
axis, shoald not hu>pen to coincide with the foou of
the lenses A, B, when combined with LL, then let
this focus be at F', nearer A and B than F.
Draw
the lines AF'w, BF'n, then it is obvious, that if the
Mgto sobtended by
ware enlarged, so
to be
fiym wls J by «'«'. instead afa nr, or ao that the lane
alaoe would fimn an inaae of it equal to ' m', the
noiot of intersection F woflla coincide with the focus
F; aa that, in every pontion of the lenses A, B, with
l«ipaet to LL, the poinu M, N may always be made
li l
iil such an
ta
angle, that when they are placed
beftra tha tcleaoope, the poinu F, F' will coincide,
a»d canaaqucntly the images of the poinU M,
will

A

M

LL

MN

m

LL

t w

N

ha

dirtinctlv

formed at

Wknavcr this happaa,

F',

and

tha apaee

nn «r tha angle ihaa aohlendad

will

be in contact.

m' will

beamca-

by MN.

Henoe H

aT

we

have

a'

calling

being the focal
«'

AB V

n'ai'

:

s AB -f —^—

FsslO, and 6=1,

/F'=6,

A B= A

A
.

F6

•

p—

:

Now,

-;»

caU-

2, 3, succeasiTely,

we

shall obtain

»'w'=2

+

m^w^ssaa'-.'

2X

1

-=2.2

10
«

X2 =2.4
10

= 8^.i-J^=2.6

an invariable

its

MN

Fb
GF'=p-—r. F

length of the semilenses,

Let ui now examine the theory of this micrometer,
•ad •odMVour to ascertain the nature of the scale for
iiHMiiiiiiM the variations of the angle.
For this purfuiXT
eccLxxn. peee, let LL, Fig. I, be the object^giaes, which forme
If- !•
an inverted image, « a, of the object MS, and let the

AU, having

AB=/F': GF^Jand

and considering that

obaarvation.

semilenses
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pass through the centres of the semilenses, will cross Double
the axis at some point F, corresponding with the focus In>»g« Miof rays diverging from M, N, and will mark out the "^°'"'^;.
'
siae of the image n' m', and consequently the relative "*

foUows, that whatever be the poahion of the semU
Icnsca A, B, on the axis O/, the rayi 6 A, c B, which
roL. xxr. rxax u

it appear*, that when b is in arithmetical
progression, the angle a'ai" varies at the same rate,
and oonacquently the scale which measures the varia-

fron which

of the angle, anbtended by the centres of the two
a scale «f equal parts.
nia inalnHMiit nndar^oaa a very singular change,

tiona

inisaiis. Is

when

eonstraeted a* in Fig. 8, ao that the semilenses Fig.
are outermost and immoveable, while another lens,
LL, is made to move along the axis GJ'. In this case,
a double image is formed ss before, but the angle subtended by the centres of the images never suffirrs any
change during the motiea of die lens LL along the
If the two images are in conaxis of the ul tacope
is close to the semilenses, they
tact when the lens
will continue in contact in every other position of LL;
but the magnitude of the image* is constantly increasing during the motion of LL towards^^ the principal
The reason of this remarkfocua of the semilenses.
able property will be waderslood from Fig. 3, where
M, N, are two objects plaeed at such an angle, that
the rays passing through the centres A, B, of the semilenses, eroaa nie axis at F, the focus o( the combined
leoaaa ftr lafa divergent from
and N. In this case,
and N will be formed at F, and
distted iB^aa of
If the lens LL is re>
will esoasauently be in contact.
moirad to ne position L' L', the rays
m, N n, which
a*« incident upon it at the points m and n, having the
aamedegrecof convergency as before, will be refracted to F', the focus of the combinr<l lenses for rays diverging from MN. Two distinct images of the object will therefore be formed at F', and these images
will still be in contact.
In like manner, it may be
slwwn, that whatever be the position of the lens LL
between G and /", the rays My", N /i will cross the axis
at a point coincident with the focus of the combined
lenses, and will there form two images always in conHence it follows, that though the magnifying
tact.
power of the instrument is constantly changing with
the position of the lens LL, yet the angle subtended
by the centres of the two images never suffers the
,

LL

M

M

M

least variation.

The application of the divided object-glass micrometer to a telescope for measuring distances, and to a
coming-lip glass rar ascertaining whether a ship is sp«
2 D

X
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Double proachinjT to, or receding from, the observer, will be
ImiiRe Mi- found in Dr. Brewster's Trealise on New Philosophical
croraeiers.
I„st,.„maiU, Book III. Chap. II.
~
'
The principle upon which this instrument is founded, may also be ap])1ied to Rumsden's dioptric micrometer, and to the reflecting micrometer which we have

described in Chap. III. as applied to a Cassegrainian
o.r

Gregorian telescope.

CHAP.
On Angular

VI.

or Position Micromelers,

SirWilliam
The first micrometer of this kind, that we are acHerschiTa quainted with, was invented and used by Sir William
I'ositiun
Hcrschel, for the purpose of measuring the angle which
Microni«a line joining the two stars that compose a double star,
ten.
forms with the direction of their apparent motion. The
PtAT«
,

CCCI.XXVI. object which this celebrated astronomer had in view, was
to verify a conjecture that the smaller of the two stars
Vig. 4, 5,
e, 7.
revolved round the greater, or rather round their common centre of gravity; and he actually found, by

means of this instrument, that in the double star of
Castor, this revolution was performed in 3i2 years.
'' The position micrometer, is shown in Fig. •t, inclosed
in a turned case of wood, as it is put together, ready to
is a little box which holds
be used with the telescope.
the eye-glass. B is the piece which covers the inside
work, and the box
is screwed into it.
C is the body
of the micrometer containing the brass work, showing
the index plate a projecting at one side, where the case
is a piece, having a screw
is cut away to receive it.
b at the bottom, by means of which the micrometer is
fastened to the telescope.
To the piece C is given a
circidar motion, in the manner the horizontal motion
is generally given to Gregorian reflectoi-s, by the lower
part going through the piece D, where it is held by the
togescrew E, which keeps the two pieces C and
ther, but leaves them at liberty to turn on each other.
Fig. 5, is a section of the case containing the brass
work, where may be observed the piece B hollowed
out to receive the box A, which consists of two parts inThis figure also shows how the
closing the eye lens.
piece C passes through D, and is held by the ring E :
the brass work, consisting of a hollow cylinder, a wheel
and pinion, and index plate, is there represented in its
place.
F is the body of the brass work, being a hollow cylinder with a broad rim C at the upper end ;
this rim is partly turned away to make a bed for the
wheel d. The pinion e turns the wheel d, and carries
One of its pivots moves in the arm
the index plate a.
Jl screwed on the upper part of c, which arm serves
also to confine the wheel d to its place on c. The other
pivot is held by the arm g fastened to F.
The wheel d,
Fig. 6, is a plan of the brass work.
which is in the form of a ring, is laid on the upper part

A

A

D

D

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

F or C, and held by two small arms /"and
down to e with the screws i,

of

h,

screwed

'

i.

Fig.

7.

a plan of the brass work ; d, d ia the wheel
placed on the bed or socket of the rim of the cylinder
c, c, and is held down by the two pieces f, h, whicli
are screwed on c, c. The piecey projects over the centre of the index plate to receive the upper pivot of the
pinion m, n, the fixed wire fastened to c, c.
o, p, the
moveable wire fastened to the annular wheel d, d. The
index plate a is divided into 60 parts, each sub-divided
When the finger is
into two, and milled on the edge.
draxm over the milled edge of the index plate fi:om q
Fig. 7

is

7

towards r, the angle mso, will open, and if drawn from On Ang\.-.
The case c, c, must |?''°1,^*|"
r towards q, it will shut again.
have a sharp comer t, which serves as a hand to point
out the divisions on the index plate." Phil. Tram. 1781,
p. 509.
In this

instrument the two wires always cross each Dr. Brewother at the centre of the field, and consequently their s'ci'»^o«'""
angidar separation is produced uniformly by the mo- "°"
This very circumstance, however,
tion of the pinion.
which, though it renders it easy for the observer to read
off the angle from the scale, is one of the greatest imperfections of the instrument.
The observations must
obviously be all made on one side of the centre of the
field, as appears from Fig. 8, and the use of the in- Fig. 8.
strument is limited to those cases in which S .s is less
than the radius SC. The greatest disadvantage of the
instrument, however, is the shortness of the radius SC,
for the error of observation must always diminish as
This disadvantage
the length of this radius increases.
does not exist in measuring the angle of position of two
stars S, s, for the distance S s remains the same whatever be the length of SC ; but in determining all other
angles contained by lines, whose apparent length is
greater than SC, this imperfection is inseparable from
the instrument.
Nay, there are some cases in which
the instrument completely fails ; as, for instance, when
we wish to measure the angle formed by two lines
which do not meet in a point, but only tend to a remote vertex. If the distance of the nearest extremities of these lines is greater than the chord of the angle
which they form, measured upon the radius SC, then
it is impossible to measure that angle, for the lines can«
not be brought to coincide with the two lines by which
it is contained.
Nay, when the chord of the angle
does exceed the distance between the nearest extremities, the portion of the wires that can be brought into
coincidence with the lines is so small, as to lead to very
serious errors in the result.
The new angular micrometer, which we venture to
propose as a substitute for this instrument, is completely free from the defects which we have just noticed,
and is founded on a very beautiful property of the circle.
If any two chords AB, CD, Fig. 9. intersect each Fig. 9.
other in the point
within the circle, the angle which
they form at
will be equal to half the sum of the
arches AC,
but if these chords do not intersect
;
each other within the circle, but tend to any point O
without the circle, as in Fig. 10, then the angle which Fig. 10.
they form is equal to half the difference of the arches
AC,
j that is, calling ip the angle, we have in the

O

O
BD

BD

first

case

<p

AC— BD

=

BD
AC-f
J

Hence

2

if

,
,

AB,

.

,

and in the second case p =:

CD be two wires,

placed in

the focus of the first eye-glass of a telescope, the moveable one
may be made to form every possible angle with the fixed one CD, and that angle may be readily found from the arches AB, CD.
The apparatus by which these arches are measured
is represented in Fig. 11, where the graduated circular pjg.
head may be dividra only into 1 80°, in order to save
the trouble of halving the sum, or the difference of the
arches AC,
but as it would still be necessary to
;
measure Iwo arches before the angle could be ascertained, we have adopted another method, remarkable for
its simplicity, and giving no more trouble than if the
wires always intersected each other in the centre of the

AB

BD

field.

ij,

;
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Aagtltr,
rj^Mllioa

A B,

be the fixed wire, and
the moveable one, and let it be required to And, at
one observation, the angle AOC or f. Let the index
of the vernier be at rero, when the point D coincides
with B and aa it is obvious that the extremity C will
be at c when U is at B, the arch c A will be a constant
quantity, which we sLjM call b.
Making AC=m and

Let

tor exani|ile, Fis- 9,

CD

;

BD=n, we
C

will

•pace
m
i

=

tion,

hare,

m-\-u

=

p

but since the extremity

move over the space C c while D
DB, these archer must be equal,

^n
we

;

hence adding

obtain b

-{-

si

2n=iN

consequently 9=\ 4 -fequal to half the arch

n.

describes the

consequently
n to each side of the equa*
m-l-n
-{-

or

n,

i4

+ n=-T-,

Hence the angle

A c added

to the arch

AOC is
DB or
;

A

since
c is invariable, the half of it is a constant
quantity, and the an^^le required is equal to the sum
of this constant quantity and the arch L>K.
When the wire* do not intersect each other,
in

u

Fig. 10,

we

have, p

= —-— and,

b=.m

+

n

we have

labtracting i n froin each side of the equation,

&— 8 ii=:ni— «,

and dividing
2
_ by
.

=

—

when

D and B

^-

b—n=:

hence

;

—

-,

con*

._j

AOB
A

scquently P
a.
That is, the angle
is
i 6
c and
equal to the diHerenoe between half the arch
the arch DB, or to • oooaUnt quantity, diminished by
the arch DB.
In finding the angle AOB, therefore, we hare mere*
ly to observe the |Mbo« of the index when the wires
are in their proper poaitioa ; and as the scale commen*
ces at B, or

ooiDCtde,

and

is

numbered

both ways from B, tlie dcme pointed out on the circular head, when increaaeu or dimini«he«l by the conttant quantity, will give the angle of the wires which
is sought.
The semicircle on each side of a diameter
drawn through B, is divided into 180', the IttOth degree being at the opposite end of that diameter.
The method of reading off the angle AOB, may be
still farther simplified, to as to save the trouble even
of recollecting the constant quantity, and of adding
and subtracting it from the arch pointed out by tlie
uxkx of the vernier. This effect is produce<l by making the index of th* remicr point to the constant quantity upon the part of the scale below B, Fig. 9, when
the points D, B, coincide, or when the wire
is in
the poaition c B ; for it is obvious that if : is the sero
of the scale, and B z equal to the constant quantity,
the arch
:, wliich is pointed out by the index of the
vernier, will be euual to ^6
11, or the angle AOB.
In like manner in Fig. 10, where the wires do not craaa
each other within the field, and where B : is the con.
stant quantity, the arch
z marked out by the index
of the vernier, is obviously equal to ^ b n, or the an.
gU AOB, which the wires tend to form at O. By
OMans of this adjustment, therefore, we are enabled to
read off the angle
with tltc same facility as if the
wires intersected each other in the very centre of the
field, when the arches are accurate measures of the an.
glea at the centre.
It is not necessary that the two wires should be placed in the focus of the first eye-glass.
Dr. BrewsUr
has constructed an instrument o{ this kind, in which
the fixed wire
is placed in the focus of the whole
nre.piece, or, what is the same thing, in the focus of
the objert glass, while the moveable wire
revolv.
ed in the fociu of the first eye-glass.
In this case the
wire AB is more magnified than the other ; but if thi«

CD

D

+

D

—

AOB

AB

CD

Sll

should be reg-irded as an inconvenience, it might easi- Angular,
orPo»iiion
ly be removed by using a more delicate fibre.
The end of the eye-tube is represented in Fig. 11, *"^^*"_/
where CD is the circular head, divided into 360', and
subdivided by the vernier V ; L is the level, and AB
the part of the eye piece which contains the diaphragm
with the fixetl and moveable wires. The head CD,
and the level L, are firmly fixed to the eye tube T, and
from the head CD tliere rises an annular shoulder concentric with the tube, and containing the diaphragm
across which the fixed wire is stretched.
This diaphragm, which is represented in Fig. 12, with the wire Fig. 1?.
extendetl across, projects through the circle of brass
EF. All these parts remain immoveable, while the
outer tube AB, and the other half EF of the circular
head which contains the vernier V, have a rotatory mo.
tion upon the shoulder which rises from CD.
The
tube
is merely an outer case to protect a little tube
within it, igrhich contains the eye-glass, and the moveable diaphragm with its fibre extended across it.
The
inclosed tube is screwed mto the ring EF, and the
outer tube is also screwed upon the same ring ; so that
by moving AB, a motion of rotation is communicated
to the vernier V, and to the diaphragm an<l wire belonging to tlie inner tube, while the rest of the eye«
piece, containing the other diaphragm with its wire,
remains stationary.
By this moans the moveable wire
is made to form every possible angle with the fixed
wire, and the angle is determined by the method which
we have already explained. The fixed wire is placed
a little out of the centre of the diaphragm to which it
belongs, and the diaphragm itself is placed in a cell,
in which it can be turned round, so as to adjust the
wire to a horixontal line, when the level is set. The
moveable wire is likewise placed at a little distance
from the centre of its diaphragm, as represented in Pig. 13.
Fig. 1 3 ; but by means of screws whidi pans through
the inner tube into the edge of this diaphragm, it can
be moved in a plane at right .ingles to the axis of the
eye-piece, so that the moveable wire may be pUoed either in the centre of the field, or at different distance*
from it See Trealiu on Xem Phil. Itut. p. J 12.
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CHAP.
On Lucid

Disc,

VII.

and Lnminoitt Image Micromelers.

In measuring the distance of close double stars. Sir SirWillism
William Herschel found it difhcult to apply the common Hcnchel's
wire micrometer, from the various sources of imperfeo. '•"*?• '"'
tion to which it is liable, but particularly from the necetf
sity of illuminating the wires. He therefore set himself
ter.
to construct a micrometer for this particular purpose, Plats
and in this way he contrived the lamp micrometer.
cccLxxrr.
This instrument is represented in Plate CCCLXXVI. •''« I*-'*
Fig. 14, " where ABGCFE is a tUrul nine feet hiffh, on
which a semicircular board qhogp ia moveable upward or downward, in the manner of some fire- screen.',
as occasion may require, and is held in its situation by
a peg /) put into any one of tlic holes of the upright
This board is a segment of a circle of 14
piece AB.
inches radius, and is about three inches broader than a
•emicircle, to give room for the handles r D, e P, to
work. The use of this board is to carry an arm L, 30
inches long, made to move on a pivot at the centre of
the circle, by means of a string, which passes in a
groove on the e<lge of the semicircle pgokq; the
string is fastened to a hook 0, (not expresMd in the figure being at the back of tlie arm L,) and, passing
along the groove from o A to 7, is turned over a pulley
at q, and goes down to a iroall barrel e, within th*
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plane of the circular board, where a double-jointed
handle e P commands its motion. By this contrivance
I>uminoiM
we see the arm L may be lifted up to any altitude from
linage Mithe horizontal position to the perpendicular, or be sufcrotneten.
fered to descend by its own weight below the horizontal to the reverse perpendicular situation.
The weight
of the handle P is sufficient to keep the arm in any
given position ; but if the motion should be too easy,
a friction spring applied to the barrel will moderate it
Lucid,
Diic. and

at pleasure.

In front of the arm L a small slider, about three
inches long, is moveable in a rabbet from the end L to-

wards the centre, backward and forward.

A

string

is

fastened to the left side of the little slider, and goes towards L, where it passes round a pulley at m, and returns under the arm from m n, towards the centre,
where it is led in a groove on the edge of the arm,
which is of a circular form, upward to a barrel (raised
above the plane of the circular board) at r, to which
is fastened.
second string is fastenthe handle r
ed to the slider, at the right side, and goes towards the
centre, where it passes over a pulley n, and the weight
w, which is suspended by the end of the string, returns
the slider towards the centre, when a contrary turn of
the handle permits it to act.
Two small lamps, 2 inches high, \\'m breadth, by 1 ^
The sides, back, and
in depth, are shewn at a and b.
top, are made so as to permit no light to be seen, and the
The flame
front consists of a thin brass sliding door.
in the lamp a is placed -^ths of an inch from the left
side. Tilths from the front, and half an inch from the
bottom. In the lamp b it is placed at the same height
The
and distance measuring from the right side.
wick of the flame consists only of a single very thin
lamp-cotton thread ; for the smallest flame being sufficient, it is easier to keep it burning In so confined a
place.
In the top of each lamp must be a little slit,
lengthways, and also a small opening in one side near
the upper part, to permit air enough to circulate to
feed the flame. To prevent every reflection of light,
the side opening of the lamp a should be to the right,
and that of the lamp b to the left. In the sliding door
of each lamp is made a small hole with the point of a
very fine needle, just opposite the place where the
wicks are burning, so that when the sliders are shut
down, and every thing dark, nothing shall be seen
but two fine lucid points of the size of two stars of the
The lamp a is placed so,
third or fourth magnitude.
that its lucid point may be in the centre of the circular
board where it remains fixed. The lamp b is hung to
the little slider which moves in the rabbet of the arm,
so that its lucid point, in a horizontal position of the
arm, may be on a level with the lucid point in the
centre.
The moveable lamp is suspended on a piece
of brass fastened to the slider by a pin exactly behind
the flame on which it moves as a pivot. The lamp is
balanced at the bottom by a leaden weight, so as always to remain upright, when the arm is either lifted
above, or depressed below the horizontal position. The
double-jointed handles r D, e P, consist of light deal
rods, 10 feet long, and the lowest of them may have
divisions, marked on it near the end P, expressing exactly the distance from the central lucid point, in feet,
inches, and tenths.
From this construction we see, that a person at a
distance of 10 feet may govern the two lucid points, so
as to bring them into any required position south or
north, preceding or following, from 0" to 90', by using
the handle P, and also to any distance from ^ths of
aa inch to £ «r 6 and 20 inches, by means of the

D

A

handle D. If any reflection or appearance of light
Lucid,
should be left from the top or sides of the lamps, a Disc, and
temporary screen, consisting of a long piece of paste- Luminous
Image Miboard, or a wire frame covered with black cloth, of the
crometers.
length of the whole arm, and of any required breadth, _
*
with a slit of half an inch broad in the middle, may be
affixed to the arm by four bent wires, projecting an
inch or two before the lamps, situated so that the
moveable lucid point may pass along the opening left

_

for that purpose.
Fig. 15. represents part of the arm L, of a larger size; Fig. 15.
the pulley, over which the cord xtyzii
s the slider ;

m

returned towards the centre ; v the other chord going
to the pulley « of Fig. 14; R the brass piece moveable
on the pin c, to keep the lamp upright. At R is a
wire rivetted to the brass piece, on which is held the
lamp by a nut and screw. Fig. 16, 17. represent the Fig.
lamps a, b, with the sliding doors open, to shew the situation of the wicks.
iv is the leaden weight, with a
hole d in it, through which the wire R of Fig. 15. is to be
passed, when the lamp is to be fastened to the slider *.
Fig. 18. represents the lamp a with the sliding door Fig.
shut ; / the lucid point ; i k the openings at the top, and
S at the sides for the admission of air.
The ingenious artist will soon perceive that the
motions of this micrometer are capable of great improvement by the application of wheels and pinions,
and other well known mechanical resources ; but, as
the principal object is only to be able to adjust the two
lucid points to the required position and distance, and
to keep them there for a few minutes, while the observer goes to measure their distance, it will not be necessary to say more on the subject.
Sir William Herschel next proceeds to show the apIt is well known to opplication of this instrument.
ticians, and others, who have been in the habit of using
optical instruments, that we can with one eye look into
a microscoj)e or telescope, and see an object much magnified, while the naked eye may see a scale on which
In this manner Sir
the magnified picture is thrown.
W. Herschel generally determined the power of his telescopes ; and any one who has acquired a facility of
taking such observations will very seldom mistake so
much as one in fifty in determining the power of an
instrument, and that degree of exactness is fully sufficient for the purpose.
The Newtonian form is admirably adapted to the
use of this micrometer ; for the observer stands always
erect, and looks in a horizontal direction, though the
telescope should be elevated to the zenith.
Besides,
his face being turned away from the object to which
his telescope is directed, this micrometer may be placed
very conveniently, without causing the least obstruction to the view : therefore, in using this instrument, it
is put at 10 feet distance from the left eye, in a line
perpendicular to the tube of the telescope, and the
moveable board raised to such a height, that the lucid
point of the central lamp may be on a level with the
The handles, lifted up, are passed through two
eye.
loops fastened to the tube, just by the observer, so as
to be ready for his use. It should be observed, that the
end of the tube is cut away, so as to leave the left eye
entirely free to see the whole micrometer.
Having now directed the telescope to a double star,
it is viewed with the right ej-e, and at the same time
with the left see it projected on the micrometer ; then,
by the handle P, which commands the position of the
arm, it is raised or depressed so as to bring the two lucid points to a similar situation with the two stars;
and, by the handle D, the moveable lucid point is ap«

16, IT.

18.
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proached or remoTed to the sMne dii>«iw> of the two
stars,
that the two lucid points majr be exactiy co<
vered by.or coincide with the attn. A httle practice in
thi* buaineM toon makes it easy, especially to one who
has already been used to look with both eyes open.
What remains to be done is very simple. VN'ith a
proper rule, div-ided into inches and 40th parts, the di»>
tanoe of the lucid points is taken, which may be done
to the greatest nicety, because, as observed before, the
little holes are made with the point of a very fine needle.
The mwanm thus obtained is the tangent of the magnified angle under which Uie stars are seen, to a radius
of 1 feet ; therefore, the angle being found, and di«
Tided by tbe power of the taleaoop^ givea the real angular distance of the centres of a doable star. For ia«
alance, Sept. 25, 1781. Sir William Hcncfael BMMwed
• Herculis with this instrument. Having ouued the
two ludd points to coincide exactly with the ilaia oantre
on centre, be found the radius, or distance of the nntral

M

^15 inchea; theUogcntor
50£ fortieth |Mita of aa
magmfmA aagtm SS, and dividing

lamp from tbe eye, 10

feet

Hrr*—^' of the two lucid points
inch

:

this gives the

by the power 460, whiob he «Md. he obtMoed 4*

34'^'

of the centres of the two star*. The
scale of the nticraaaeler at this verr oonvcnient dis>
tance, with the power of 460 ( which nia teleeoope bears
so well on the nsed start that for near a twelvaaanth
past he hanUy used any other) is above a quarter of an
inch to a second ; and by putting on his power of 998,
which in very fiBecrmoigi ia mttcmely diatiact, he o(>>
taiaed a scale of Mere then half aa inch to a second,
vithavt ineraning tbe dinire ef tiie micrometer;
wheraas the moat |)erfect of hia iinner micrometers,
with the same t imiumanW bed • scale of lew dien the
SOOOlh part of aa inch to a seoend.
Ilie anastirri of this mioMaeler are not confticd to
doable atars ooly, but may be appUcd to any other objects that require the utmost accuracy, such aa the di^
neters of the pLrnels i>r th<':r ^Ui'llite*, the mountains
of the moon, the
d stars, &c. For
llerscfael measured
instance, Oct. 2%,
the apparent diameter of » Lynr ; and judging it of tiie
greatest importance til iMcn.i-L' h:~ '•nlc aamuchasoontcnicn^ he placed
!ie greatest caavft>
,r wnt of lun er
nicnt diatanrr nn.:
g
for the distance

<

t'.

handles, whi'
of this star L>
distance as just

he mcasarMi

<liaineter
.... -.o

.

U

neter.

w

such a

When

be 22 feet 6
faiGfaea.
The di
two lucid points waa
about three inchc*
"''-?>- coula net be obtained in this obaervsti
of the %mj great
power he used, which wa> o-t^nj. i rum these oeasores
we have the magnified angle S8' 10" : this divided by
the power gives VJiSS tat the apparent diameter of •
Lyrz. Tbe scale of tbe miarometer, on this occasion,
was no less than 8.443 inchea to a seoood, aa will be
found by multiplying the natural tangent of a second
with the power and radius in inches, la Nov. 1781, he
measurea the diameter of the new star ; but the air
was not very favourable, for this liiMidar star was not
so distina with 2S7 that evening aa it gnerally is with
460 : therefore, without laying much Hrew «a the exactness of the ofaaervation, he only reporto it, to exepiify tbe use of his micrometer. His radios was
feet 1 1 inches.
The dieaoater of tbe star, by tbe
distance of tbe lucid poiaU, was S.4 inches, aad tbe
power he used 8S7 bnice the aiagnified angle ia found
19', and tbe veal diameter of Um star i".Oii.
The
ac^ of this mcasore ia .474 """"-ir'irslt ef an inch, or
;half an inch toa
bis

.„.,..

r
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A

l-uchit
lucid diac microroeter was also used by M. Schroeter of Lilienthal, in lus observations on the new pla- P'*^_'"f
nets, but we are not acquainted with the principles of
f* """"J?
^^
its conttruction.
luminous image miorameter, in which the angle,
subtended by two lucid ]Hitnts, is measured by expand-

A

ing there into drcuUr discs, and marking the instant
of contact, has been described by Dr. Brewster in his
Treatise on Ncm PhUaitpHitml Imttrutnenls, p. 40.

CHAP.
Oh

DoMy

VIII.

Refracting Micrometers.

The first person who proposed to employ the sepa- Doubly rt.
ration of two images, forme<l by double refraction, frs'tlng ">'•
'""""*"•
as the principle of a micrometer, was the late ingeAbbe Rochon. On the .^th .March 1777, Messrs.
Leroi, Lemonnier, and Condorcet, gave a favourable
report of this new invention, which was brought to a
coaaiderable degree of perfection by successive improvements wiu which M. Rochon was constantly
occupied till the time of bis death, which took place
in 1817.
If we suppose ABC, Plate CCCLXXVI. Fig. 19. P^ate
a prism of rock crystal, so cut out of the bexaedral ccclxxvi.
pntm in which this substance is generally formed, '''' *^'
that
is the axis of the prism, and
another
nious

AC

BCD

prias, ao cut out of the same crystal, that BC is the
nia of the prism, then a ray of light HR incident perpendieu larly at ii, will go on to R' without being divided into two pMoh, aa the doubly refracting toroe
vanishes in the diwction of the axis; but when it
reaohca R' it will be divided into two pencils R' R",
R' *, one of which, R R", the ordinary pencil will go
on
the directicm R' E without any deviation, aa it is
in no way affected with the doubly rrfrnctiiiL' force of
.1
tbe second prism BCD, while the extraord^
:. e
R' f will dstviate from the line R' R, in viii..^
doubly rcfinaeting force of the second prism BCD.
An eye piaord at E will obviously not receive the two
rays R'E and R' i, but if we draw E r', r" r", r' r respectively parallel to i (, # R', r* R' R, a ray r r incident
perpendiodarly at r, wiU give an extraordinary ray
r^ E, which will reach tbe eye E at tbe same time
with the ordixMU7 ray R' E, and the observer will see
two distinct images of the object from which these
rays proceed.
In order to apply this compound prism to the pniposes of a micrometer, M. Rochon mtroduccs it between the object-glass snd tbe eye-glass of an astrono.
mical telescope, as shewn in Fig. 20. ; and by moving Pi(.
it along the axis of tbe teleeoope, the angular srpanu
tion ofue two imagea of the otiject »s is made to vary
in a manner similar to what has been already described in the prismstic micrometer of Dr. Maekelyne.
In the year 1812, M. Rochon propoaad another form
of his micrometer, from which he eipealfd great adHe took a parallelepiped of rock ctyata),
vantages.
formed of two prisms, cut witn anglea of about M",
and so as to maJie the images of the sun overlap one
When joined together
another about five minutes.

m

mastic, it was ground into a convex lens, and was
united with a concave lens of glass, so as to form an

by

This object>>glass, which had
achromatic nhjirt riasi
a focal length of sMot three decimetres, separated the
centres of the images of the sun about 28 minutes.
He then adapted to this object-glass a common mi^
crometer, wmcb meeeiired angles of 10 minutes, and
he had thus three deuaae t res er 10 minutes to complete the measure of the diameters of the sun or moon.

io.
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Ingenious as these micrometers arc, we conceive them
Mefractiog jq be liable to an objection of a very serious nature.
Microme- j)j,_ Urg^jter has shewn, from numerous experiments,
Urs
that rock crystal is very imperfectly crystallized in the
direction of its axis, and that it exhibits great deviations from a homogeneous texture, both in its action
upon common and polarised light. Distinct images
therefore cannot be formed through prisms or lenses
whose refracting surfaces are perpendicular, or nearly
If astronomy
so to the axis of the hexaedral prism.
therefore is to derive any advantage from doubly refracting micrometers, we must have recourse to the
double refraction of other substances than rock crysDoubly

tal.

The external appearance of the whole instrument is On Micro,
that of a common telescope consisting of three tubes. «ncter» for
The scale occupies the place of the object-glass, and '"'"'othe little lens is situated at the smaller end, with a ._^°P''^^^
pair of plain glasses sliding before it, between which
This
the subject of examination is to be included.
part of the apparatus is shewn separately in Fig. 23.
It has a projection, with a perforation, through which
a pin is inserted to connect it with a screw represented at b. Fig. 22. This screw gives lateral motion to

Fig. 23.

Fig. 28.

the object, so as to make it correspond with any partiThe lens has also a small mocular part of the scale.
tion of adjustment, by means of the cap c, Fig. 22.
which renders the view of the magnified object distinct.

CHAP.
On Micrometers Jbr
On

micrometers for
microscopes.

Microscopes.

Microscopical micrometers are

generally employed

for measuring very minute spaces, such as the subdivisions of astronomical instruments, or the diameters
All
j,f objects magnified in the field of a microscope.
the micrometers described in chapter first, may be

considered as micrometers of this kind, when placed
in the anterior focus of the eye-glass of a microscope.

of the simplest micrometers for microscopes,
an index, fixed in the focus of
the eye-glass. The point of the screw is made to move
across the space to be measured; and as the index registers the number of revolutions necessary for this
purpose, the diameter of the object will be found by
ascertaining the number of threads in one inch.
Dr. Jurin measured the magnitudes of minute objects by comparing them with small pieces of silver or
brass wire placed beside them ; the diameter of which
had been previously ascertained by coiling it round a
cylinder, and observing how many breadths of the
wire were contained in a given number of inches.
Dr.WolIasOne of the best microscopical micrometers is the
ton's single single lens micrometer, invented by Dr. Wollaston.
lens micro- ji^jg instrument, says Dr. Wollaston, is furnished with
'"*""'•
a single lens of about -rVth of an inch focal length.
The aperture of such a lens is necessarily small, so
that when it is mounted on a plate of brass, a small
perforation can be made by the side of it in the brass,
as near to its centre as ^yth of an inch.
When a lens thus mounted is placed before the eye
for the purpose of examining any small object, the
pupil is of sufficient magnitude for seeing distant objects at the same time through the adjacent perforation, so that the apparent dimensions of the magnified
inaage might be compared with a scale of inches,
feet, and yards, according to the distance at which it
might be convenient to place it.
scale of smaller dimensions attached to the instrument will, however, be found preferable on account of the steadiness with which the comparison
may be made ; and it may be seen with sufficient distinctness by the naked eye, without any effort of nice
adaptation, by reason of the smallness of the hole
through which it is viewed.
The construction that I have chosen for the scale is
I'tATE
tccLxxvi. represented in Plate CCCLXXVI. Fig. 21. It is comFig. 21.
posed of small wires about y\jth of an inch in diameter, placed side by side, so as to form a scale of equal
parts, which may be with ease counted by means of a
certain regular variation of the lengths of the wires.

One

consists of a screw with

A

Before the instrument is completed, it is necessary
with precision the indications of the
scale, which must be different according to the disIn my instrutance to which the tube is drawn out.
ment, one division of the scale corresponds to Tois^s*'*
of an inch, when it is at the distance of 1 6.6 inches
from the lens; and since the apparent magnitude in
small angles varies in the simple inverse ratio of this
distance, each division of the same scale will correspond to -^.^i^j^th, at the distance of 8^^^ inches, and theintermediate fractions ^55, tsV?. ^<^- """c found by
intervals of 1.66 inch, marked on the outside of the
tube.
The basis on which these indications were
founded in this instrument, was a wire, carefully ascertained to be Tt^g^ of an inch in diameter, the magnified image of which occupied fifty divisions of the scale,
when it was at the distance of 16.6 inches ; and hence
to determine

IX.

one division

= 55^= j^^-

Since any error in

the original estimate of this wire must pervade all subsequent measures derived from it, the substance employed was pure gold, drawn till fifty two inches in
length weighed exactly five grains. If we assume the
specific gravity of gold to be 19.36, a cylindrical inch
will weigh 3837 grains ; and we may thence infer the
diameter of such a wire to be ^^^ of an inch, more
nearly than can be ascertained by any other method.
For the sake of rendering the scale more accurate,
a similar method was in fact pursued with several gold
wires of 'different sizes, weighed with equal care; and
the subdivisions of the exterior scale were made to correspond with the average of their indications.
In making use of this micrometer for taking the
measure of any object, it would be sufficient, at any
one accidental position of the tube, to note the number on the outside as denominator, and to observe the
number of divisions and decimal parts which the subject of examination occupies on the interior scale as
numerator of a fraction, expressing its dimensions in
proportional parts of an inch ; but it is preferable to
obtain an integer as numerator by sliding the tube inward or outward, till the image of the wire is seen
to correspond with some exact number of divisions,
not only for the sake of greater simplicity in the arithmetical computations, but because we can by the eye
judge more correctly of actual coincidence than of the
The
comparative magnitudes of adjacent intervals.
smallest quantity which the graduations of this instrument profess to measure, is less than the eye can really
If,
appreciate in sliding the tube inward or outward.

measured be really 7^5, it may
appear t^J^s, or ^r^, in which case the doubt amounts
But the difference
to /,, part of the whole quantity.
is here exceedingly small in comparison to the extreme
division of other instruments where the nominal extent

for instance, the object

—

;

;
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Ob Micro. of iu power U the same
A micrometer with divided
eye*gUM, may profess to measure as far aa nsvav o^
Alicro>
or j-^^
an inch; but the next division is ..".
•cope J.
.^sh that
and though the eye nuy be able t<
usiatance
the truth lies between the two, itrect

luctcn for

I'hil. Tratu.
within 4 part of the larger meaaure."
1813, p. 119.
In this ingenious instrument, where the variation
of the scale is produced by placing the stale of wires
at different distances from the observer, it is necessary
that the scale be viewed by the naked eye, which
by its adapting power can command distinct vision of
We conceive, however, that
it at different distances.
it would l>e of advHntage to have the scale at a per*
maiient distance, and to view both the scale and the
object to be measured with the nid of a lens, which
may be easily done by placing a lens upon the small
perforation.
In this ctae it would be necessary to obtain a variation of the scale by means entirely different
trora thoM adopted by Dr. \\ ollaston.
MknaMA microtneter founded upon these principles has
Irital
been propoied by Dr. Brewster, and may be easily oon>
parcr.
structed by a alight addition to a (Noa koleidascope.
ruT«
Let ABC be the aperture of the lentcton, and let a A,
CCCLZSTI.
d€ be the portion of a wire t's''* "^ *** 'i**^ '^ diameter, that it seen directly through the aperture.
When
IK', its image
the wire is perpendicular to thr
md form an
be, e/will coincdde widi the «
exact continuation of it.
if wc hum turn round the
cap till the wire comes into the position a' b, d' t', its re>
fleeted image 6'c', ^/' will be inclined to the wire, and
the thicknes* &'<', or the oblique section of the wire,
will be to its thickneaa i e or ^ii\ of an inch at the
•ecant of the arch (A) through which the wire haa
pMwd in going from the poaitian ab, de into the poei-

an

i

'

.

tiaa^ir, <f c. is to I. that is b' e'=bextec. Assj^X
MC A. In this way the thickness of any wire may be
aade to vary and form a »calc by which any other ob>
ject may be mea-iured by projection against it, if it be
Toy minute, and by juxta position if it is nearly of the
aiae.
The unit ot toe scale, at abdt, may be
Mlher a wire as already mentiancd, or a luminous aper>
ture, or the interval bietwecn two wires, and in order

pe

that the arch .^ mar Im" .'iiW.ivs small, in whicJi cose
the oecmts «
units or standanls may
be ixed upoi
iitrument, which it di>
Tided into degree* tor the purpose of measuring the
arch A.
^'
object is very minute, it mutt be placed
t
ofa magnifying lens, while the eye loiDlu.at
the scale either thrwgh a perforation in that lent, if^
_

n

iW

has a con.iiderable focal length, or at its side, if it has On MU'ru..
a small focal length. If llie object ii* not microscopical, meters for
Mictcas ABCD, it may be measured by introducing it at the
scopcs.
having
raised
instrument,
and
the
of
tlie
object end
d till its oblique section m n i.s exstandard scale
actly equal to the diameter of the object ABCD. It is
unnecessary to enter into any farther details respecting
this instrument, as our only object at present is to ex-

amn

plain the principle on which it is founded.
similar inHrumcnt may be made by means of a
doubly refracting plate placed at the upper end of a

A

A rectangular aperture is placed before this
of such a magnitude Uiat its two images are exactly in contact when they are parallel to each other.
By giving a rotatory motion of yO" to the rectangular
aperture, the two apertures coincide in the direction of
their length, and we have an arch of 90' to measure
the variation.
The breadth of the com]>ound aperture
will always be A-f- A sin. ^, A beingtlie breadth of the
rectangular a|yrture and ^ the arch described by the
aperture reckoned from the longitudinal coincidence of
the two imtgaa
r ilouble refraction may be advanta- MicTOscoThe pi!
the construction ofu micrometer for pical migeously ri
meetttring diri
ingnitudes of objects of extreme crometer
double
minutenest. 1
i|uiretl, fur example, to measure by
tube.

plate,

1

>

'lioaeduuDiUTiarebetweenthej^ethandf^^th
Take a plate of rock cryttal AB. CD about
'i inches long, whose thickness AB at one
end is ten
times greater than iu tliicknesa CD at the other, and
let the plate be cut out of the crystal, to that the two
images of a wire xi<s^ "^ *» ii^ '^^ diameter will be in
accurate contact, then at the other end CD, the two
imegea ofa wire ri^^^th of an inch in diameter will be
in accurate contact, and wires, or obiecta of all intermediate magnitudf^t, will be meosurcU by obter%-ing the
part of the scale between A and C where their two
images are in contact. This scale being two inches
'

I.

long, may ooaaiat of a plate of mother- of. pearl attached
to the rock cryttal, and divided into 400 parts, to that
each division will correspond to the 'y^^ or a little more
^''"^ rii^x^th narts of an inch.
prism of crown
glass is cementea to the priam of rock cr}-»tal, in order
to correct the dispersion, and a lens of high magnifying
power is made to slide along it, in order to observe the
coincidence of the images. The principle explained in
the preceding pongiapb may also be employe<I alone
in plates of rock crysbd, the object to be measured be.
ing tubetituted in place of the rectangular aperture.
Or both these prinaplet may be combined in one in-

A

MICROSCOPE.
i^icioKopK, from ftm^n, tmaU, and n*wui, to tee, it
the name of a well known optical instrument, for teeing
or magirviliL'' ininutr oliim-t^.
The
r<>.*cope, like tliit of the teletco^ie,
^.i for more than one indiviPeter Borellus, in his work De I'ero Tclucopii
dual •.
invcnUtrr, published at the Hague in 16^.5, has adduced a good deal ef evidence connected with the inven-

He

tion of the telescope and the in"'-^""--^
brings forward fivedifferent tettimonie>
'tr from U'illium
<<'•.
»"
Boreel, envoy f'
,,. ii,,,,,iKl, which tlirow
considerable
ct.
Boreel wos intimately
acquainted wiUi ^him.umi-i j'ansen, and had freciuently
1

,

1

He had often heard that the
JonM^ns were the inventors of the microscope anil having been in England in I6I9, he saw in the hands of his
l»een in his father's shop.

;

\

• IttMMBlabenlM entria that iha sMkMi ««rt aequsintad with the im* of tb* riagb BdcitMeape, at least in one of its fomu, utp.
r*» ^i" 1^ (•""nig paai^p ia Staaea, tMtn, pmrntuU w lute tt ttrnmn, fir vllrmm pUam mw fit
fitmmm, umfttrn cltrioretjue rtr.
I

-Mfar.
ctp^ 7.

•'Ltti«a,thoa|k

rerraction.

•

aimeaiidttaDN^inaiilHBBnddwwikimiihaitalwbUtfflkdwi
1 wWt.waMb"

tfl. 9tM(.

lib.

i.
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friend Cornelius Drebell, the very same microscope
which Zacharias Jansen and liis father liad presented

to Prince Maurice, and Albert, archduke of Austria.
This instrument was six feet long, consisting of a tube
of gilt copper, an inch in diameter, supported by thin
brass pillars in the shape of dolphins, on a base of ebony,
for the purpose of holding the objects to be examined.
There is reason to think, that this was nothing more
than a telescope converted into a compound microscope. Cornehus Drebell, therefore, who has commonly been considered as the inventor of the microscope,
appears to have derived this honour from the accidental circumstance of his having exhibited the microscope made by Jansen ; and as he was a favourite at
the court of James VI. where he lived some time, this
opinion may have proceeded, not only from his own
arrogance, but from the influence of royal favour.

Viviani expressly informs us, in his life of Galileo,
that this great man was led to the construction of the
microscope from that of the telescope ; and that, in the
year 1612, he actually sent a microscope to Sigismund,
King of Poland. Dissatisfied with the performance of
this instrument, he appears, fi-om his letters, to have
been much occupied about 1624 in bringing it to perfection, but we have no information respecting the result

of his labours.

As there is no reason to believe that the microscopes
invented by Jansen consisted of two convex lenses,
like those new in use, the honour of this improvement
seems to be due to M. Fontana, a Neapolitan, who first
described it in his work entitled Noxxb Terrestrium el CeFontana distinctly
leslium Observationes, Neap. 1646.
assumes the merit of this improvement, and as no other
person has laid claim^to it, we agree with Montucla in
allowing him the possession of this honour *.
In pursuing this subject, we shall confine ourselves
solely to the description of microscopes, supposing that
the reader is acquainted with the principles of their construction, which fall to be explained under the article
Optics. We shall treat, 1st, On Single Microscopes;
2dly, On Compound Microscopes ; Sdly, On the Solar
Microscope ; 4thly, On the Lucerual Microscope ; and,
5thly, On Microscopic Objects.

V

CHAP.
Oh
On

single

microseop«s.

Single mi.

croscope

with lenses
ef glass.

I.

Single Microsomes.

A Single Microscope, is an instrument in which only
a single lens or mirror is employed for the purpose of
magnifying objects. If the instrument is furnished
with mirrors or lenses for illuminating the object, or
with any other apparatus, however complicated, it still
comes under the denomination of a single microscope.
One of the simplest of all single microscopes, is a
plano-convex, or a double convex lens of glass, fitted
The obinto a rim of brass furnished with a handle.
jggt ig tijgu held in the anterior focus of this lens, and
appears magnified in proportion to the smallness of its
focal length,

r.eewenfaoek's mi•rstcopee.

Microscopes of this kind were first successfully applied to the examination of nstural objects by the celebrated Anthony Van Leewenhoek. They consisted of
a small double convex lens, carefully ground and polished, and inserted between two thin plates of metal,
pierced with a hole smaller than the diameter of the
lens,

and afterwards

• Dr.

PriestJey has

the ioTentioQ of

rivetted.

The

object

was placed

silver point or needle, which, by the agency of
screws, could be turned in all directions, and placed at
any requisite distance from the lens. To this needle
the objects were fixed with glue when they were solid ;
and when they were fluid, he put them on a thin film
of mica, or blown glass, which was afterwards attached
In all Leewenhoek's microto the needle by glue.
scopes the lenses had not a very high magnifying power;
and there is reason to believe, that most of his discoveries were made more from the distinctness arising from
the accurate figure and good pohsh of his lenses, than
from tlie greatness of their power. Of the 26" microscopes which he presented to the Royal Society, only
one had a focal length so small as t's-th of an inch, and
all the rest were below lialf an inch in focal length.
Dr. Hooke appears to have been the first who substituted glass globules in place of convex lenses.
In
the preface to his Micrographia, published in 1665, be
small rod
describes the method of making them.
or strip of thin and good window glass is drawn out
into fine threads, either by holding it in the fiame
of a candle, or a lamp with spirit of wine or good
The end of one of these threads is then held in
oil.
the flame till it runs into a small drop or globule of the
required size. When the globule has cooled, it is fixed
upon a thin plate of brass or silver, so that the centre
of it is directly over the centre of a very small hole in
the metallic plate. In this way, none of the rays of light
that issue from an object placed in its focus, pass thi-ough
the part of the globule where it is joined to the glass
thread. Dr. Hooke also fixed the globules with sealing
wax to the end of a stick, so that the threads stood upwards, and he ground off the ends of the threads, and
polished them.
The art of making microscopic globules of glass, was

upon a

Hooke'i
microscopic
globules.

A

brought to great perfection by Father di Torre of Napies.
Having formed glass globules by the method
already described, he separated the ball of glass from
the thread by the sharp edge of a piece of flint. When
a great number of globules were made in this manner,
he next proceeded to give them a complete spherical
form, by melting them a second time. For this purpose, he made use of a piece of tripoli about four or
Afler
five inches long, and three or four inches thick.
it had been calcined, by surrounding it with charcoal
nearly red liot, and allowed to grow quite cold, several
small hemispherical cavities of different diameters are
made on the flat side of it, and are nicely polished and
neatly rounded at the edge. The small glass globules,
after being carefully cleaned, are placed in the cavities
The exof the tripoli by a pair of delicate nippers.
tremity of the flame of a blow-pipe is then directed towards the globules, which assume a perfectly spherical
form when brought to a fluid state, and never adhere
When the globule is cold, it is cleaned
to the tripoli.
by rubbing it between two pieces of paper, and is then
set in a brass cap for the purpose of trying its figure,
It sometimes hapobject through it.
pened, that in damp weather ox\\yfour ox five globules
In the year 1761, four of
out of forty were fit for use.
Father di Torre's microscopes were sent in a present to
the Royal Society. One of them had a diameter of
^'jth of an inch, two of them a diameter of -^^'Ct\ part of
an inch, and the fourth a diameter of only the x\-^^ of
an inch. Mr. Baker, who examined these globules
with great care, could not make use of the smallest of

by viewing an

them, and considered them as more curious

tlian useful.

completdy misanderstood Montuda's observations on this subject, when he represents hlni as ascribing to Fontana
microscopes.
See Montucls's Hist, do Math, torn. u. p. 239 J and Priestley On VUion, vol. i. p. 78.

compound

Single MIcroscopes.

Method of
making
them.

Di Torre's
microscopes.

MICROSCOPE.
Another metho<l of making glass globules, wasdecriMcope*. cribed by Mr. Butterficld in the P/iil. Trans, for l67S.
^•^/"^^ He used the flame of spirit of wine, well rectifietl, and
burned in a lamp but instead of cotton he employed
*"'f'"
sil^'f ''ire, doubled up and down like a skatn of
ihod oC*** •»""
thread, which being wet with the spirit of wine, and
makioc
5ingi«Mi-

;

mtde to bum in the lamp, gives a very ardent flame.
Having pounde<l some glasf:, and washetl it very clean,
take some of it up on the jjoint of a silver needle filed

globulrs.
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then keeping the wire erect, I applied it to my eye, Single Miand standing at a proper distance from the light, I saw croscoprsthem, and some other irregular particles, most enor- '*^V'"^
mously magnified for whereas they are scarcely discernible by the glass microscopes, or the first aqueous
one, within the globule they ap{)eared not much ilifierent both in their form, nor less in magnitude than ordinary peas. They cannot well be seen by day-light,
except the room be darkened, after the manner of the
famous dioptrical experiment, but most distinctly by
they may l>e \ery well seen by the full
candle-liftht
moon-lighL The pin sometimes takes up the water
;

and wetted. It must then be held in the flame
be quite round, and no longer ; and if the side of
the glass next the needle is not melted, it m<iy be pat
round enough to shew its objects distinct." This mioff", and taken up with the wetted needle on the round
croscope is shewn fitted up in Fig. 3.
side, presenting the roii;;h side to the flame till it be
Fig. 3.
In order to explain the magnifying effect of the
everywhere very round and smooth. When wiped
with a piece of soft leather, they are ready for being globe of water upon the animalcules, or other objects
placed in the inside of it, he supposes " the cirde in
placed between two plates of metal for use.
The ingenious Mr. Stephen Gray proposed to con- rig. 2, to represent a sphere of water ; A an object I'lg- *•
Grab's ml.
croKope* struct single microscopes with drops of water, in the placed in its focus, sending forth a cone of rays, two
with drop* following mnnner
" I take a thin piece of brass," of which are AH, AB, which, coming into the water
••*" aays he, " filing it into the form AH, Fig. I, making a at B and B, will be refracted from their direct course,
?f
which serves for an aperture; then and become BD. At 1) they will, at their ]>assing into
rcctiKti. ••'"" *io'* •* A,
holding it by the other end B, I pour a few drops of the air, be again refracted into DE, DE, and so run
Fif. I.
water on the table, takin;; up a small globule thereof parallel to each other, and to the axis of the sphere
with a pin, which I lay on the hole A
then removing A ECG. Now, as the angle of reflection is equal to the
the pin. the water will remain on the aperture, in form anj{le of incidence, let the rays BD. P,l), be imagined to
But if I have come from some point of
d within a
Sere, or a plano-convex lens.
)i
inake a double convex of water, I thrust the sphere of water, by bting
the interior
CBD is the angle of repin, which must be less than the hole, through the surface of the sphere at BB
flection, to which makui;; CBF eoual, so will F be Uie
hole, till the water lit- riitereil therein ; then, by drawirly to the plane of the aper.
place where an object, fending forth a cone of rays,
ing the pin po,
there in fonn of an aqueous two of which are Vb, FB, which are reflected into the
ture. the water
douMc convex lens. Then, whatever I have a mind rays BD, BD, and then coming to tlie other side of
and D, they are refracted into DE,
'•cord- the sphere at
to view I take upon a pin, or a piece of "' «•
. naUE, as before, and conbcqucntlv be as fit tor distinct,
ing to the nature of the object ; and tak
vision, whether tJie obji-cl l»c placed at F within, or in
tural microscope by the '•" ' n T mo^t ,.,^ ....j.ctto
liich means I can
,\ without, the sphere of its interior surface be consiand fro, till it be in its f"
'
dered ns a concave reflecting speculum." PhiL Traits.
"'rle leas dis;
^••An by glass microssec o'by candle, which I find much better U)36, No. 221, p. 280.
copev
This microscope is evidently one whicli operates both
than by n ivjrght.
" But I observed, that those irregular particles which by reflection ancf refraction. The anterior part is a con•re inherent in the globules of glass, were seen dis- cave mirror, by which all objects placed between its
surface and its focus are magnified
and, as Dr. Smith
tinctly, and prodigiously magnified, as wa* easy to imaSinc, b<jth from their nearness to the eye, and becaoac has shewn, it magnifies objects S^ times more than if
they were presented to it in the usual manner. See
ley did not hinder the globules, either by day or candle tight, from appearing tliroughoot transparent, be- .Smith's OpHc$, Vol. 1 1, p. 3;)5.
Mr. Grav aaggeated also a single reflecting micros- Gny't tining so minute as not to be discernible, except held
cope, founded on a similar principle.
Let A, Fig. 4, s'* rrHrctclose to the eye, as in time of observation, and not
then neither, if too near the light, but at a competent represent a small flat ring of brass, whose mean dia- insnoicroinoter does not exceed V^ths of an inch, and which is ^'*'
distance, thev appeared as above.
I knew not well
bow at that time to account for this strange phenome- about .j',th of an inch tliick. Take a small globule of „^*"^,,
non, that an object should be placed so far within the quicksilver, and dissolve it in a few drops ofanuafor- Fig. 4.
focus of a vphericle, as to be within the glass, and yet tis, to which add 10 part* of common water; clip the
'-i the eye so near it ; but since, by mat•een d:
end of a stick in this liquor, and rub with it the inner
mil it was so, I made this inference, circle of the ring A, so as tn give it a mercurial tincter of
and concluded, that if I conveyed a small globule of ture. After it is wiped dry, and laid upon the table,
Water to my eye, and that there were any opaceotu, or pour a drop of quicksilver within it, which being pressleas transparent particles than the water therein, I
ed gently with the ball of the finger, will adhere to the
might tee them distinctly.
ring ; and when it is cleansed with a hare's foot, it will
" Having by me a small bottle of water, which I knew form a convex speculum. Take up the ring and speculum, carrying it horizontal, and lay it on the brims
U> have in it lome of those minute insects which Mr.
Lcewenhock discovered by the help of excellent mi- of the hollow cylinder B, and the mercury will now
C foecwpe s ; having seen them with the common glass become a concave reflecting speculum, which may be
microacopes, and with the first aqueous, aa above men- used as a reflecting microscope.
PhU. Tram. 1607,
tioned, I poured a few drops of this water on the table,
No. 288, p. 539and taking a small portion of it on a pin, I laid it on
Single microscopes, of a very simple kind, were con- nr. Br«wthe end of a small piece of brass-wire.
I continued to
structed by Dr. Brewster, by taking up drops of very net's ml.
lay on two or three portions of water, till there wa* pure turpentine varnish, and allowing them to fall on croKopetof
ftrmed soMiewhat more than a hemisphcricle of water; • plate of Uiin and parallel glass. In this way he v>raUli.
%'ery small,

till it

;

:

;

'
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:
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Single
^

I

Mi- formed plano-convex
lenses of any focal length ; and,
_ oy uroppinfj the varnish on both sides, he formed double convex lenses, with their convexities in any required ratio.
The focal length of these lenses increase a

they are formed, on the upper side of tiro
but diminish if they are formed on the lower
side of it and if they are preserved from dust, they will
last a lonjr time.
Dr. Brewster employed these fluid
lenses as the object glasses of compound microscopes.
A very ingenious method of forming single microMr. Sivright's
scopes of glass has been recently proposed and executed
method of by Mr. Sivright of Meggetland.
Take a piece of plaforming
tinum leaf, about the thickness of tinfoil, and make
lenses oi
^^^ °'' t'i''ee circular holes in it, from one-twentieth to
clus.
one-tenth of an inch in diameter, and at the distance of
about half an inch from each other.
In the holes put
pieces of glass, which will stick in them without falling through, and which are thick enough to fill the
apertures.
When the glass is melted at the flame of
a candle with the blow-pipe, it forms a lens which adheres strongly to the metal, and the lens is therefore
formed and set at the same time. The pieces of glass
used for this purpose should have no mark of a diamond or file upon them, as the mark always remains,
however strongly they are hea'ed with the blow-pipe.
The lenses which were made larger than one-tenth of
an inch were not so good as the rest, and the best were
even of a smaller size than one-tenth. As the lenses
thus formed sometimes contain air- bubbles, the best
little after

glass,

;

way

is

to

make

several,

and

select those

which are

from imperfections. An eye or loop, made by
bending the extremity of a platinum wire, may be used
instead of the platinum leaf The reason of using platinum is, that the glass is more easily and more perfectly melted in this than in other metals, which may
perhaps arise from its being a bad conductor of heat,
and from its preserving its brightness. As platinum
does not oxidate, the glass adheres better to the edges
of the holes, and it may be used very thin, as it does
not melt with the heat necessary for the complete fu-

freest

sion of the glass.

Mr. Sivright has likewise succeeded in forming
plano-convex lenses by means of fusion. Having laid
a fragment of glass upon a flat and perfectly polished
natural surface of topaz, which is easily obtained by
cleavage, he exposes the whole to an intense heat.
The upper surface of the glass assumes a spherical
figure, in virtue of the mutual attraction of its parts,
and the lower surface becomes perfectly flat, and highly
polished, from its contact with the polished plate of
topaz.
See Edinburgh Philosnph. Journal, vol. I. p. 81.
A new kind of single microscopes, which possess
Dr. Brewster's new
particular properties, have been lately constructed by
single mi- Dr. Brewster.
They consist of plano-convex or doucroscope.
ble-convex lenses of a hemispherical or spherical form,
which may be converted into single microscopes, having a much greater magnifying power than when they
Let ABC, for example,
Bxe used in the ordinary way.
Pi-ATE
cccLxxTii. be a hemispherical plano-convex lens, which may be
Fig. 6.
used as a single microscope, either by presenting the

D

to the. object.
But if we place
side A or the side
the object at mn, and looking in at F, examine it after
reflexion from the surface BC, we shall have an effect
d,
the same as if we had placed the two lenses A a
together, or
Aacd, with their plane sides AB,
rather of a liouble-convex lens similar to the two unitat an angle of
As the light is incident on
ed.
45°, it will sufil-r total reflexion, and not a ray of it
The spherical aberration of the lens
will be lost.
used in this way, is to its spherical aberration used in
l'>

AC

BDC

as 97 to 117.
A hemispherical lens Sirgic Mi.
manner, and having the line BC in- cioscopc?.
clined 45' to the axis of telescope, will form the best '~'V^~'
possilile diagonal eye-piece.
When the segment ABC

the

common way,

employed

in this

or greater than a hemisphere, the same efl^ects
With a double-convex lens, as
be produced.
shewn in Fig. 6. a very high degree of magnifying
power is obtamed by looking in at E, and we have the
effect of a compound microscope, consisting of an object-lens AC, a concave mirror CBD, and an eye-glass
AC. The perfection of the image will, in this case,
increase, as the incident or reflected rays approach to
is less

will

Fig. 6.

DA. In these, as well as in all other microscopes, the
object should be illuminated from one point, such as a
single candle or luminous aperture.
Seethe Edinburgli
Philosophical Journal, No. V.
very great improvement on the microscope has Dr. Wolbeen lately suggested by Dr. Wollaston, under the li«ton's periscopic miname of the Periscopic Microscope,
" The great desideratum," says he, " in employing "'""^'P^'
high magnifiers, is sufficiency of light ; and it is ac- KCLXXVII.
cordingly expedient to make the aperture of the little Fig. 7.
lens as large as is consi.<tent with distinct vision.
But
if the object to be viewed is of such magnitude as to
appear under an angle of several degrees on each side
of the centre, the requisite distinctness cannot be given
to the whole surface by a common lens, in consequence
of the confusion occasioned by oblique incidence of
the lateral rays, excepting by means of a very small
aperture, and proportionable diminution of light.
In
order to remedy this inconvenience, I conceived that the
perforated metal which limits the aperture of the lens
might be placed with advantage in its centre, and ac^

A

cordingly I procured two plano-convex lenses, ground
to the same radius, and applying their plane surface on
opposite sides of the same aperture, in a thin piece of
metal (as is represented by a section. Fig. 7.)
I produced the desired effect ; having virtually a doubleconvex lens so contrived, that the passage of oblique
pencils was at right angles with its surface, as well as
the central pencil.
With a lens so constructed, the
perforation that appeared to give the most perfect distinctness was about one-fifth part of the focal length in
diameter ; and when such an aperture is well centered,
the visible field is at least as much as 20 degrees in
diameter.
It is true that a portion of light is lost by
doubling the number of surfaces; but this is more than
compensated by the greater aperture which, under
these circumstances, is compatible with distinct vi«
sion."
Phil. Trans. 1812, p. 375.
It is obvious, from the last paragraph of this quota- ^^'\ B''e»s
tion, that the idea had not occurred to Dr. Wollaston of "^' ' '"'"
filling up the central aperture with a fluid of the same
^l^^^'"^"*'
refractive power as the glass of which the two lenses liscopic '

This improvement, which was pracby Dr. Brewster, as shewn in Fig. 8. removes entirely the loss of light arising from doubling the surfaces.
The same thing may be done in a still more
perfect manner, as in Fig. 9. as proposed by the same
author, where a groove is cut round the globule or
spherical lens, by the wheel of a seal-engraver.
By
this means, the doubling of the surfaces is avoided, and
the most perfect centering obtained.
As it is much
more lasy to grind two double convex lenses, than two
piano convex ones, as shewn in Fig. 7- we might avail
are composed.

microscope

tised

Fig. 8.

ourselves of this circumstance in the construction, to
adopt the form shewn in Fig. 10. and render the microscope achromatic, by introducing a concave fluid
lens of a different refractive and dispersive power, as
shewn in Fig. 10. which, independent of the correction

F'g- ^•

^'S' ^^'

:

MICROSCOPE.
Slngte MI- of colour, Is

CTixcopn.

a simpVr

construction than that

in

Followine out the principles which we have here expl«>nt''. O""- Brewnter has proposed a miscro-cope, c- nni«ri/»inT*

^T'^^^'T^

micriv stnicteil as in Fig.

gk

1

1.

where AB, CD, are two doutile

Kope, wiih convex lense*, so constructed that the concave lenticular
in included space ABDC. would, when filled with a (laid ot'differrrflerior.
^^t disi)er»ive and retractive power, correct the alx-r*•
ration of relrangibility. A convex speculum of steel or
polikhed silver, prrforated with an aperture e/, has its anhighly poli.-hed, and e'ther attached
terior surface
by a transparent cement or not to the lens A B. The
ceaperture ^ybeing filled with the proper fluid, and
mented to the posterior part of the steel, the lens is
ready for use. The curvature of the reflector PcQ, is
such »i to reflect pirallel rays inndent on AB, up«in
the object to be cxiimined, being converted into a eoncave speculum by tiie lens placed before it.

CD

By this means, we ot>tjin a lent ponessing very
unusual properties, and capable of affording the most
perfect view of microscopic objects *.
Having thus de.icribetl the various kinds cf single
microscope* which have been used, we shall now give an
kccojnt of the improvrmenis which have been made in
darting; them to the exsmination of minute ol»j^cts.

The

first

and

ror.

hun't im- -was maile about

int of these

'

improvements

by Dr

Liel>erkhun.
protriwnl He pUcfi
liiis on the centre of a convex
'
on he
!rer.anJ highly polished, and having
to the focal length of thelen«,
roKop*.
f.r of the »ky could be thrown
When
» he obaenrer.
iiji.in t.'te »ii!c ot"
length, the light is
the single lrn« i«
kept from falling u|kj;i llic uljtct, not only by its proxi.
mity to thr len<i, but by the bo<ly of the obaerver, »o
o impossible to examine microscopic obtrly oi)a(|ae ones, with any satisfaction.
'i>r. Ltrbcrkliun adapted a microscope to every object
At the eye end of a short
of any particular n>tere<it.
tube, he pltced the concave specidum, carrying
the i\v,z\e !orn in its centre.
The object was placed in
contrivance for adthe object end of the
. I'l' re was a piano•!» for concentrating
« liich fell upon
.ive speculum.
Jjome
"vcopcs are aaid to be deposited in the
VJ,

t'

L-

I

,

'

••

t

I

•

.

;

•

--•:..

-.

:

proceed to describe some of the best
liiiiToscupct as fitted up for use.
The most im-

.Tn.-Ip

I

these are

cosnmon flower and insect microacope.
The saall microscope, with apparatua for opaque
.

..c

S.
objects.

Withering's botanical microscope.
packet btXanical and umveiwd microtoope.
5. I>>onet's anatomical micnMco|<c.
6. Wil«on's p<ieket miorosoope.
7. Ellis's aquatic microscope.
5.

4.

The

8

Barrel roicroa<roi>e.

I.

DtMc/iption n/ the

I'tti*

ini"

o(
the

is a little more complicated IVscripiion
than the preceding, is represented in Fig 1 3. The "^ "•* ""ivory handle P is fixed in the arm .\, throujih which "'"""P*
lor uouque
-*
/.
,
passes a screw li, having its otiier end fastened to tile object-.
moveable arm C. By turning the nut D u|>on the ... .,
head of the screw B, the arms A and C may be either
separated c>r brought together, being kept asunder
by a steel spring E. The piece Gil, consisting of
a pointed steel wire Cj, and of a pair of pliers H,
passes through a spring socket moving on a rivet.
The object may be either fixed on the point G, or
taken up by the pliers, and may be turned round
,

.

,

1

in any direction, by the joint at F, or by sliding
the piece
through the sprinj; socket. A ring of
brass I with a female screw is fixed on an upright piece
of brass turning on a pivot, in or<ler that it may be set
at a proper distance when the smallest magnifiers are
employed. A concave speculum K, of polished silver,
has a lens placed in its centre, according to the method
of Dr. Lieberkliun, already dcscril>ed ; and there are
generally four of theie of different concavities, with four
!;Uiac« of different magnifying powers.
A round ubect-plate a* shewn at M, has one side white and the
other black, all dark objecta being placed upon the
white side, and all light objects upon the black side, in
order to render them more visible by contrast.
steel
spring N, moving round the centre, can be turned
down on each side, for the piirpo-^e of pressing the ob.
ject to the black or white ground.
A hollow pipe proceeds from the object-plate, in order to screw it on the
point of the needle G.
A small box of bras*, with
a glass on each side, for the purpose of enclosing any
living object for examination, has likewise a pipe for
the purpose of screwing it upon the enti of the needle
pair of pliers fur taking up any object is shewn

GH
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O

In*ect

MU

at

Fig. VS.

is

'

fixed the

Q. and

a sot\ hair brush at K.

In using this microscope, the speculum KL, with its
accompanying magnilirr, must be screwe<l into the ring
The object is then to be placed according to its n.iI.
ture on the needle G, in the pliers H, or on the black
or white side of the object.plate M, or between the glass
plates of thr box
and having taken the instrument
by the handle P, the rye looks through the magnifying lens screwetf on at I, and by means of the nut D,
and the motion of the needle, the objrct may be turned about, raised or depressed, or made to appru-ich to,
or recede from the lens, till it is pliiced in the true anterior focus of the lens, where the light will be reflected upon It by the concave speculum.
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The

Uierotcope.

Wither-

botanical micro»co()e used by Dr. Withering, is '"«]^
^'J"'
shewn in Fig. I*, where A. B, C, are three parallel brass "r^^JL'
plate-'.
Two wires D and E are ri vetted into the up- „. .^_
I«cr and lower plate*
and C, and the middle plate B
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•
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tuuiiiit:

Detcriplion of the Microtcopfjbr Opaque Oltftcl*.

This microscope, which

ue of the mo«t simple, and the
peculiarly fitted for bcrng put
()t
)oiiiiK jxT-on*, who are not Capaljle
^ a norc coiiipiiuaied apparatus.
Alwve

7

iifiiaf moKig. 1(.

Commom Flowtr and
crotcope.
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We shall now

artbctuu,OHM tumit
Wl IMMCt

alone, single Miwanted, or in coiijunction with croicopea.

a small power is
another lens a, which screws on the ring at L, when a
higher |»ower is neeiled. A horizontal grooved arm
MN, also fixed to the handle, carries the pincers or forceps, OP which hold the olijfct O, and this object can
be placed at different distances from the lens I., so as to
obtain distini-t virion by sliding the f<irce|>s along the
groove in MN, and fixing it at the proper position by
means of the button or nut B.
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which may be either used

carries a lens at L,

when

pijj, 7.

Ibrasa

t

shewn

arm LM, which
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Single Mi- is moveable along these wires by two little sockets fixcroscopes. g,j
jQ j{_
-pi^g t„.Q upper plates contain each a magni-

"""^ "~
fying
in

one of which keeps
their places the sharp point F, the small knife K, and
lens ofdifterent focal lengths,

the pliers P.
Before using this microscope, we must unscrew the
upper lens and take out the point, the knife, and the
pliers ; and having replaced the lens by screwing it on
again, the object is placed on the stage, and moved up
or down till it is seen distinctly.

IV. Pocket Botanical and Universal Microscope.

This instrument, which is superior to Dr. WitherPocket botanical and ing's, is represented in Fig. 15.
small arm
caruniversal
jjes three lenses, two of which are fixed to the upper
microscope,
p^^j ^j b, and the other to the lower part at C ; and as

A

'*'

AB

these three lenses may be either used separately or
combined, they afford us seven different magnifying
powers. A square pillar AK supports the arm AB. The
lower end of this pillar fits into the socket E of the base
and a sharp
EG. The stage DL, carrying the pliers
point N, constructed as formerly described, is made to
A reflecting mirror
slide up and down the pillar IK.
H, moving round a horizontal and vertical axis, is fixed
into the base FG, and reflects light through the object.
In using this microscope, the objects are placed on the
or, if they are put into ivory sliders, these
stage L
The light is then
sliders pass under the stage L.
thrown upon the object by the mirror H, and distinct
vision obtainetl by the motion of the stage. Other object^ may be fixed in the pliers M, N, and used as already described.

M

;

The

apparatus accompanying this instrument, consists of three ivory sliders, a pair of nippers, a flat glass,
and a concave lens, all of which are fitted to the stage
L. By taking out the pin E, the pillar IK may be turned half round, and the base FG used as a handle. The
stage DL, instead of being moved by the hand, is frequently raised end depressed by an adjusting screw.

V. Lyonel's Anntomical Microscope.

The microscope represented in Fig. 16, was employLyonei's
anatomical ed by M. Lyonet in his microscopical dissection of the
microIt consists of an anatomicaterpillar of the goat moth.
??''''*,.
cal table AB, supported by a pillar ON, screwed into
'^'

'

hands resting against the board AB, to give it greater
See Lyonet's Trailc Analomique de la Che-

steadiness.
nille,

&c.

Single Microscopes.

'~
''

VI.

Wilsoli's Pocket Microscope.

The microscope invented by Mr. Wilson has been Wilson'a
The body of it is represented by AB, pocket
long in use.
Fig. 17. and is made either of brass, silver, or ivory. '""""•^P^Another tube, with a long fine-threaded small screw
upon its circumference, screws unto the body AB. A
convex lens D is screwed into the end of the tui)e CC,
and its area may be increased or diminished by placing
upon it one or other of the two concave apertures of
thin brass, which are necessary when the highest magTwo thin plates of brass are
nifiers are employed.
shewn at E, within the body of the microscope ; and
one of them is bent into an arched or semicylindrical
cavity, shewn in the figure, for the purpose of receiving
of the microscope
At the eye- end
a tube of glass.
is a female screw for receiving the different magnifiers.

G

A

spiral steel spring H, abutting with one extremity
and with the other against the plate
against the end
of brass E, serves to keep the plates in a proper position,
and to act against the long screw C. The microscope is
Seve7i different magniheld by the ivory handle I.
fying glasses, six of which are set in cells, as shewn at
K, are numbered from 1 to 6, the least numbers being
The seventh, cr least magnithe highest magnifiers.
fier, is set in a small tube, in order that it may be held
The objects
in the hand for viewing any large object.
Six sliders like this of
are held in an ivory slider M.
ivory, and one of brass, generally accompanying the
brass slider, not represented in the fiinstrument.
gure, is sometimes added, for the purpose of confining
any small object, in order that it may be examined
pair of forceps and a hairwithout being crushed.
brush are used, as shewn at 11 and Q, Fig. 13. A glass

G

A

A

tube, for holding living objects, such as frogs, fishes,

&c. is shewn at P.
In order to use this microscope, the slider containing
the object is thrust between the two flat brass plates
EF, care being taken to put the face of the slider where
The magnithe brass rings are farthest from the eye.
fying glass intended for use must then be screwed on
at G ; and while the eye looks through it against the
sky, or the light employed, the long screw CC is turned

In the table AB, which is till the objects in the slider are brought into the antethe mahogany bo.x DC.
prevented from turning round by two steady pins, is rior focus of the lens, when a distinct view of them
an aperture G exactly over the mirror EF, for reflect- will be obtained. By moving the sliders between
flat or concave glass is plathe plates at E, different parts of the same object may
ing light on the object.
ced on the aperture G, for receiving the objects to be be brought into view, or different objects in the slider
An arm RXZ, composed of several balls but at every motion of the slider, vision should be made
dissected.
and sockets, by which it has an universal motion, is fix- distinct by a new adjustment with the screw.
This instrument is sometimes placed upon a stand. Application
ed to the table AB by means of the screw H. The last
arm IZ carries a female scr€w for receiving a magnify- with a reflecting mirror, as shewn in Fig. 15. In or- of it to
obing lens, as shewn at Z. The lens is generally adjust- der to see opaque objects with it in this case, an arm pP'^lu^
^^"^ ''
ed to distinct vision of the object by the hand, though QR, Fig. 17. is screwed into the body of the microscope
a small motion may be given to it by the screw at H. at G. The proper magnifier is next screwed into the hole
Another chain of balls and sockets is sometimes used at 11, and putting the concave speculum S on the outside
The mirror EF can of the ring R, the object is held upon the forceps, or
for holding an illuminating lens.
also be taken from its place at K, and fixed by a clamp point of T, whose wire slips into a small hole, shewn
The arm R is
to any part of the table AB.
at 21, in the body of the microscrope.
In using the dissecting table, the instrument should then turned till the magnifier is brought over the obstand upon a firm table, the left side of the observer ject, and distinct vision is obtained by turning the screw
being near a light window, and the side DL towards C as formerly.
The observations should be made with the
his breast.
VII. Ellis's Aquatic Microscope,
aquatic
left eye ; and in dissecting, the two elbows should be
supported on the table which holds the microscope, the
This microscope differs from the one shewn in Fig, microjcope.

A

i

M
'<-

MICROSCOPE.
In15 so lilUe, that it u unnecessary to enjcrave it.
containing
moving, the arm
stead of the stage
The raagnifierj
the magnifiers slide? up and down.
are each set in the centre of a concave silver speculum.

DL

'

AB

This miscroscope was employed by Ellis in his observa*
on Corallmesand the Zoophytes. See Ellis's Ef.
tai/ OH the Salural History qf CoruUiiies, and his A'olural History of many curious and uncommon Zoophytes.
tioiis

VIII. Barrel Microscopes,
Single microscopes for opaque ol^ects are sometimes
conveniently fitted up with a barrel or cylinder, on the
circumference of which are placed the objects to be examined. By turning the barrel round its axis, the different objects are brought under the magnifiers, and
by a lateral motion of the barrel, other objects may be
brought into view.
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Microscopes.
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have no means of ascertaining, from the (lr>cri[)- Oa comtions of Jansen's microscope, the particular conibinaliun pound miof lenses which he employed. It seems more than croscopea.
Crobable, that the microscopes used by him and GaliM> consisted of a convex object lens, and a concave
eye-glass, and were nothing more than a short telescope
converted into a microscope by lengthening its tube.
In 1G46, Fontana tried two convex lenses; and in all
the miaroacopes which were subsequently used, three
or more convex lenses were employed, as in the finest
i'
ire now in use.
Dr. Hooke, in the Or.
-irraphia, gives an account of the Hooks'*
mit7o*copt: which he employed.
It was about tevcn mkroacopc
inches long, and three inches in diameter, and consisted of four draming tubes, by which it could be
lengthened or shorU-netl at pleasure.
It liad three
'.-<>, a middle glass, and nn
glasses, vis. a small
tu have a large field, or to
eye-glass.
When In
see a great part of the object at once, he lued all the
three lenses— the middle lense converging upon the
eye-glass pencils, which, by their divergency, couldnot
have fallen upon it. But when he wished to examine
any individual part with the greatest distinctness, he
removed the middle glass, and used only the other two
1

giaases.

A description of the microscope
.voo
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Compound

tlie
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1

focal length

telescope.

Ihe

sroallaeM of their focal length, and may be
({''''-- the distance at which the
emiily found, by
eyeaees objects d
y the focal length of the
1 tui <ii>uitcc varies in dinerent pertent or globule.
HMU, and has generally been asaumcd at 7 or 8 inches.
It is obvious, however, that very minute microscopic
objecta, when examined with an eye of the ordinary focal
tength, are always viewed at a fcaa distance than 7 or
8 inches, in order to obtain the bait potsible view of
tliem ; and, therefore, it is Uiis diatanre that should be
divided by the focal length, in order to obtain the niag>
nifying power of the instrument, or the real measure
of the help which we derive iirom it. This distance
i«cAf<
>>'>n this
will be found not to exceed
Table,
suppoailion we have computed the
tCToacopea
shewing the magnifying power of single

with
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column of the Table shews the

The seof the lens, or globule, in lOOdths of an inch.
cond column shews the number of times that it is magThe third
nified in diameter, or in one dimension.
column shews the number of times that the .-.urface is
magnifie<l ; and the fourth, the number of times tliat
the cube of an object is magnified.
As microMopic objects, however, are never mathematical lines, and as their solidity, or their magnitude
in three dimensions, cannot be rendered visible by a
microscope, we consider the lecond column as containing the real magnifying potter of the microscope, although opticians have Litliertu adopted the numbers in
the first column, from an erroneous analogy with the

Magiufymg poirer of Single Microscopes.
The nrugnifVing power of single microapes increMca
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laid before the

Royal Society

of Eustachio DivinJ,

oitini's

in 16^8.

microKope.

It consist-

cd of an object glass, a middle-glass, and two eye- (jlassrs,
which are plano-convex, and placed so as to touch one
another in the middle of the convex surfaces. Tlic purpoae of his construction was to shew the objects flat and
not crooked, and to take v- • Nr;;e field at the same
time, that it had a high mi..
,")wer. Itwoiiabout
16^ inches high, and adjuoUw ^i iuur different lengths.
In the first, which is the best, it shews lines 41 times
larger than they appear to the naked eye ; in the iccond, 90 times ; in the third, 1 1 times and in the
fourth. 143 times.
The diameter of the field, or the
subtense of the visual angle, measured upon the object plate, in the Jlrtl length, was 8 inches 7 lines; in
the If conk, 12 inches 4 lines ; in the third, 13 inches
and in the fourth, a little more than G inches. The
tube was as large as a man's leg, and the eye-glas!ie«
like the palm of the hand.
See Phil. Trans. 1608, No,
1

;

;

I

42, p. 8 J2.
Philip Bonnani, in a work entitled Observaliones cir- Ronnsni's
CO yivailia, iiuce in rrhus non vivenlibus rej,eriuntur, ^v. microscope.

1691, publisocd an account of two

compound micro.

^O^'*
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Compound scopes which he used. One of these was composed of
Microan eye-glass, a middle-glass, and an object-glass,
"^"P"'
mounted in a cylindrical tube placed horizontally.
,
*
Beliind the stage was a small tube, with a convex lens
at each end, and a lamp beyond it whose liglit was

o placed in the slider mn, will be reflected from Compound
upon the concave CC, and Microthe concave speculum
"=• pes.
will have a distinct and magnified image of it formed
«"
before the convex eye-glass E, by which it will be
magnified still more. This instrument, in short, is noconcentrated by the lenses in the tube, and thrown thing more 'than the Cassegrainian telescope convf rted
upon the object to be examined. The instrument pos- into a microscope, with this diflTtrence only, that, in
sessed various adjustments, and was regulated by a the telescope, distinct vision is obtained by moving the
rack and pinion.
convex mirror, whereas, in the microscope, it is obtanied
Sir Isaac Newton seems to have been the first person
by a motion of the eye-glass. Dr. Smith co.istructed
Sir Isaac
He one of these microscopes, which he found to perform
Newion'a who suggested the use of a reflecting microscope.
placed the objects before a concave speculum, so that an " nearly as well, in all respects, as the very best rereflecting
microenlarged image of them was formed at a greater dis- fracting microscopes ;" and the writer of this article
scope,
tance.
This image being viewed with a convex eye- has one of them now before him, which performs won1672.
derfully well, though both the specula have their polish
glass, was again m.ignified, and appeared very distinct.
The great defect of this instrument arose from its being considerably injured. The following are the dimeninapplicable to opaque objects, in consequence of the sions, &c. of Dr. Smith's reflecting microscope as given
objects being placed between the object speculumand the by himself:
eye-glass.
See the Phil. Trant. 16'72, No. 80, p. 3075,
Focal length of both specula
1 .0000
and the Appendix to Gregory's Elements of Optics.
Distance of the centres of both specula 1.6558
form
Another
of the reflecting microscope was sugBarT>
Distance of the image from the centre
gested by Dr. Robert Barker, in the year 1736.
It was
Iftr's reof the concave speculum
.
1.1337
fleeting mi- nothing more than the Gregorian telescope converted
Foca! length of the eye-glass
.
0.1407
croscope.
a
microscope,
merely
and
into
by lengthing the tube,
Distance of the eye behind the eyetherefore requires no particular description.
There
glass
0.1479
can be no doubt that it would give very distinct images,
Diameter of the eye-hole
.
.
O.OigO
and has the advantage of allowing the light to fall freely
Distance of the object from the centre
upon the object, which is placed at a distance of from
of the convex speculum
.
.
0.0626
9 to 24 inches beyond the tube. See Phit. Trans. 1736,
15" +7
Length of the concave speculum
.
Vol. 3y. No. 442, p. 259.
4° 50' 4iP"
Arch of the convex speculum
.
The next compound microscope was invented by Distance of the stop from the object
Dr. Robert
s
0.4545
Smiili's re- Dr. Robert Smith, Professor of Experimental Philosophy
Diameter of the stop i
.
.
0.038
fleeting iTii- at Cambridge.
Having had occasion to examine the
Diameter of the hole in the concave
croscope,
principles of Sir Isaac Newton's reflecting micro'^cope,
speculum
0.143
>-'*'^^he constructed one of them, in which the foca' distance
Diameter of the hole in the convex
of the speculum was 2\ inches. He " found that the cospeculum
0.049
" lours of objects appeared much more beautiful and
Magnifying power, the focal length,
" natural than in doubly refracting microscopes of the
&c. of tlie eye being 8 inches
.
300 times.
" best sort, their proper colours being free from the
" mixtttre of other colours arising in refracting microThe stop s is placed behind the convex speculum,
'• scopes, fromthedifferentrefrangibility
of rays." Smith's in order to prevent the direct rays from the object,
Optics, Vol 1. p. 279.
He found also that objects ap- which would pass unreflected through the openings in
peared sufficiently bright, and very distinct, when the both specula, and fall upon the eye-glass, from mixing
reflecting microscope had the following dimensions
with the rays regularly reflected by the specula, and
forming the magnified image upon the retina. See
Focal length of the speculum
inches.
9,\
Smith's Optics, Vol. ii. Remarks, p. gi.
Diameter of the speculum
The next microscopes which excited any notice, were Ddcbarre*!
Focal length of the plano-convex eyethose of iM. Delebarre of the Hague, who began to con- fit™glass
Montucia saw them when he ""l"^^^'
struct them in 1771.
Ratio of the distance of the object from the
travelled in Holland in 1773, and induced Delebarre
focus of the speculum, to the focal disto go to Paris, where he was well received, and where he
tance of the speculum
1 to 14
sold many of his instruments, each of which cost about
Having found that, in order to produce a high mag- £\.5 *. M. M. Monti^ny, Leroi, and Brisson, submitted
nifying power with this reflecting microscope, it was to the Academy, on the 21st of June. 1777, a most flatnecessary to have the speculum very concave, and there- tering report of their performance, and Montucia has
fore very small, he set about contriving a microscope given a very full account of them in his History of Mahave read these eulogiums and dewith two reflecting spherical surfaces of any size, so thematics.
proportioned to each other that the aberration of the scriptions with great attention, and are obliged to acrays, caused by the first reflection, should be perfectly
knowledge, that we cannot find in the microscope of
corrected by the second, and consequently that the Delebarre any improvement of the least importance
last image of the object from which the rays diverge
which had not been known and adopted by the Lonupon the eye-glass, shall be perfectly free from aber- don opticians. The only point of difurence that we
ration.
can observe is, that of changing the rye-glasses, and
One of Dr. Smith's microscopes is shewn in Fig. of combining six' lenses at once, which Montucia seems
18. where A A is a concave spherical speculum, and
to lay considerable stress upon, because Euler in liis
*'£• 1°'
CC a convex spherical speculum, having its polished paper /)e Smo Micro^conioriim ^rnere, published in
Convex surface inwards.
The rays from an object the memoirs of St. Petersburgh for 1766 and 1767, had
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We

• Delebarre described his microscope in a memoir which was read
C Usage du Mkroscofe UnivcrsiU

titled Desirijition et

at the

Academy

of Sciences in 1777, and ia a separate pamphlet en-
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nut certain theoretical advantages which iie
^
would be found in microscopes with six
Such a conibinaiiun of lenses, howeverj has
lensc*.
been cxplcciL'tl, and we do not scruple to say, that there
optician in Europe who would construct
is ii
in such a manner, unless the lenses were
a HK
arranged, as in tome modem eye-pieces, so as to correct
the chromatic aberration.
M. iHpinus of St. I'etersburgh proposed, in the year
178t. I'A'-v .Id. Pelrop. 1784,) to construct microscopes
wit!
iTtures of considerable length, tiilh Achrv
maiu ., - „!iuus. The great object of this construction was to permit light to be easily thrown upon the
object ; and in order to put his idea to the test of experiment, he constructed u microscope, in which the
•.,„.ri,,r^ ,,»• I).- /.i.ject lens w <- nl...iit I inch; the dis'
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C O P E.
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T

A'"-roIt is placed upon the
fining small living insects.
scnpti.
hole n.
'"'^
is a flat glass to lay objects upon, and u a concave
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same
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by

itself

given
1 long
who, in
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Benjauiiu .'<:.ii.nr.
nf a pnlydynamic niicrosoope.
his
has Mievtii II. .11 III.' aL'hroinatic perspective may be
easily applied for this purpose.
Various improvement* were ma<le upon the micro•eope by .Mr. Cuff, .Mr. Benjamin Martin, Mr. Adams,
and other opticians
but as they relate principally
to tile method of fitting them up, and of rendering
them more commo<lioui and universal in their application, we cannot enter into any detailed account ot their
reapMtit'
will be better aeen in
'

:

theaooo.

.

;cmselvc«i,

Hnvint; liiui givea a short aoooontof llMlriatarjr of
the com|>ound mtcroicope, w« iImII now tl aacriba some
oT the mo»t intercating forma in which it haa ben fittad up.
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X

for fluids.

is a pair of pliers and a sharp point ; and Z a
brubh, as formerly described.
is a round ivory box, for holding circular pieces
of mica, and rings for the sliders.
is a small ivory cylinder, which goes upon the
pointed cml of the steel w'ire O.
a fist)-pan for holding small fishes, in order to view
The tail is spread
the circulation of the blood.
across tlie oblong hole at the f mall end k, and tied
The knob / is to
firmly by a ribbon fixed to it
be put through the slit m made in the stage, and
the tail may be brought below the end C of the
microscope.
is a wire, by which the glass tubes are cleaned.

In using this microscope, screw the proper magnifier
end C, place the tube V in tlie hole m, and slip
one of the ivory sliders between the plates h and i.
r r-':.'e of the bar
Make the i;
coincide with the
^ainu number with the magnifier
division,
used, and ii\ it nnnly by the nut O.
Light being
thrown upon the object by the mirror O, apply the eye
to the upper end of the microscope, and obtain distinct
vi»ion by me.ins of the adjusting screw eg.
When the objects arc o|)aque, remove tne tube P, and
having placed the object on a flat glass m under C, or
upon one end of the jointed pliers op, screw the con«
cave silver speculum to the end of the cylinder L, and
slide this cylinder on the lower part EC of the tube,
so that the up|)er edge of L may coincide with the same
numlier sk the number of the magnifier employed. Reflect the light crnployeil from the mirror t! u|vin the
tpcculum
will lie ag.
-d from the spec of the o|
culum u|>i
ct next the eye.
to the
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This instrumcot

represented in Fig. 19, where
ABC IS the bo«ly of the microscope, having an cyeg|M« at A, an amphf)'ing lens at B, and a magnifier
acrcwcd on at C, and sheara aepwately at Q. Thelwdy oT the mioraacop* b sapported by the arm I) E, fixed on tb* sliding bar F. I'he principal pillar a 6 is
fixed on tb« box b e, and the brs'M foot A \* screwed to
the mahogany pedestal XV, having
drawer to contain .nil tlie ann^ritut.
The bar F i* tightened by a
•nil
-w (), when the adjualing screw e
a u,'Ct« are laid upon the stage pij, wita
a hole m in lU centre, and the light thrown upon them
by the concave mirri»r O.
The following are the diSerent parts of the apparato*
which accompany the micToscope :
a convex lens for concentrating the rays of the sun

upon

••?• •I'W'cta.

tube open at each side, and having
f-tiitim screwed to the lower end A.
P the tube
'x the lens K. with an inner tube,
which iwards with a spiral spring. The
sliders »r
etwcrn the pUiea A and i. The
lower eiui m r i;i*« into the hole n in the stage.
The hollow part at k is intended to receivea slass
*
tub* N.
i«
a
R
brass cone, which is occasionally put in the
bottom of the cylinder P to intercept the light.
a

c.\

colli

., >

UniterMalComtpommdMicrotcope.
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a box, with a concave and a

S

'
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One of the mo«t complete nnd commodious compound Cnivenal
mtrrospopes is represented in Fig. 20, where Al! is thcconipounil
iKxly, the eye-gl.ivscs being contained in an inner sliding""'"**
tulH", by which their distance from the glass at B can be^*'''V,
increased or diminished, nnd the magnifying power of *'
The liody A B it attached by
the instrument altered.
a screw to the arm CD, which may be inovecl through
a square socket over the object. The stage NIS moves
up and down the square bar EF by means of the rack
and this bar, with all its accoinpfinying
and pinion
;
apparatus, moves round a joint at the top of tne great
pillar V, supported upon the three feet G, G, H.
By
the aid of this joint, the microscope may be put into a
horizontal, a vertical, or an oblique direction.
At the
stage NIS is a sliding braaa apring N, for confining
slips of glass, or large sliders, when the microscope ia
to be used out of the horizontal position.
The lent
U is intended to concentrate or moiiify the light reflected from the mirror G, nnd it may be adjusted
to a proper distance by means of two small screws,
one of which is seen at u. In candle light thu lena
is of great use, and it may
be turned aside on a
Six magnifying lenses
joint when it is not required.
are set in a braaa wheel, screwe<l in a circular box P.
The wheel may be moved round its centre by the action of the finger on ita miUed-rim, and it stops by a
.

M

.
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Compound click the instant that any of the magnifiers comes into
.Micro.

^°P^''^
*

exact position in the axis of the other lenses.
The
lenses are numbered from one to six, and the proper
number appears in a small opening made in the upper
side of the box P.
This box screws into the arm CD,
and may be taken off when required. If we unscrew
tile body AU, the instrument becomes a single microscope by looking directly through any of the lenses in
the wheel.
The mirror
may be moved up or down
In adthe bar EF, by pushing against the screw at r.

ijg

~

Fig. 20.

O

dition to the apparatus already described, as belonging
to single microscopes and to Cuff's compound micro-

A moveable
scope, the following may be enumerated.
stage W, which is applied to the hole S of the stage by
the pin a, and has thus a horizontal motion under the
field of view.
very deep concave lens r is fitted to

A

the large hole of this stage, and also the concave and
plane glasses s and o, while to the small holes .r, x a
black and white piece of ivory ai is fitted for opaque objects, and a concave and plane glass similar to o and s.
The arm
is sometimes furnished with rack work,
to turn the pinion above, so as to move the magnifiers
in the most accurate manner over the objects ; and the
stage NIS is sometimes jointed, in order to turn by a
In using
screw and teeth in a horizontal direction.
this microscope, the slider holder K, containing a slider
of objects, is placed in the stage NIS, and the arm
is moved in its socket, till a mark on the side is brought
to the ed^c of the socket.
The arm is then turned, till
the magnifier is directly over the object, the eye being
then placed at the upper end of the tube AB, and the
light reflected strongly up into it from the mirror O.
is then turned to the right or left till
The pinion
When
the object is seen in the most distinct m,inner.
is removed,
the objects are opaque, the slider-holder
and either the concave glass, or the jointed pliers, are
placed on the stage.
The concave silver speculum e is
then screwed into the arm a, which is placed on the stage,
with the cylindrical part passing through the hole I ;
and the light being reflected upon the speculum from

CD

CD

M

K

the mirror O,

it

will be strongly

thrown upon the opaque
Improvement on

compound mithe

croscope.

condensed by

it,

and

object.

If we consider the construction of the different compound microscopes which have been described, it will
be obvious, that a great deal must depend on the accuyacy with which the axes of the small magnifying
jenses coincide with the axis of the instrument, or that
of the eye-glasses. The difficulty of effecting such a
coincidence is very great, and we believe is in a great
conceive, therefore, that the
measure overlooked.
tube which holds the magnifying lenses should have
an universal motion, so that, by means of screws, the
axis of the lenses could be brought into perfect coin-

We

dencc with the axis of the eye-glasses.

^®

have already seen that the reflecting microscope
remi- of Dr. Barker was nothing more than the Gregorian
telescope, with its tube lengthened so as to permit it
cioscojie.

fleeting

to act as a microscope ; and that the reflecting microscope of Dr. Smith was the Cassegrainian telescope
The new reflecting mifitted up in a similar manner.
croscope constructed by Professor Amici of Modena, and
with which he has made several important discoveries,
is in like manner the Newtonian telescope converted
into a microscope.

» Thi»

la

"

AF

A

AB

ABCD

A

IV. Dr. Brewster's Reflecting Microscope.

This instrument, which will be understood from Br. BrewFig. 22, possesses several advantages, and in particu- ster's lelar that of being applicable to tlie stand and apparatus of fleeting miany compound microscope. Though it is drawn in a ""^''"P*"
='
horizontal position, it is intended to be placed vertically.
It consists of a concave speculum AB, whose sur.
face is a portion of an ellipsoid, having F and^'for its
foci.
It is perforated at O, like the speculum of a Gregorian telescope ; and between this aperture and F is
placed a small convex speculum s, whose surface is
part of an ellipsoid, having F and ip for its foci; s (p being equal to MN, the distance of the object.
The
back of the speculum is ground into a concave form a b,
for the purpose of condensing the light upon the obThe rays diverging from
ject MN.
are made to
diverge still more by reflection from the small mirror
s, so that F is their virtual focus ; and these reflected
rays, falling upon the speculum AB, as if they had diverged from one of its foci F, will be reflected to /";
and there form a magnified image, which will be again
magnified by the eye-glass placed at LL. The convex
mirror s is carried by the arm * r, which is moved by
means of the screw r T, so that V is one of its foci.
will therefore be seen very
An object placed at
distinctly by a microscope of this kind ; and it has
such a distance from the mirror AB, as to be capable
of receiving any degree of artificial illumination.
If
this microscope is placed vertically in the arm
of
the compound microscope shown in Fig. 19, made

MN

MN

III. Amici's Reflecting Microscope.

Amici'a

It consists of a horizontal brass tube ABCD, 12 Compound
inches long, and lyj of an inch in diameter.
A con- Microscopes.
cave metallic speculum AB, having its reflecting surface
~ •
—
a portion of an ellipsoid, whose foci are F and /j is
placed at one end of the tube; the distance
being
2,"3^ inches, and A/ 12 inches.
small arm r.? within Fig. 81.
the tube, carries a plane speculum of an oval form,
placed at the distance of l/,j inches from AB, supported by an oblique section of an metallic cylinder, .^^ of
an inch in diameter, and inclined 45° to the axis F/'.
The object is placed below the tube at MN, and as far
before the mirror s as the focus F of
is behind it ;
and it is supported by a moveable object-bearer attached
to the pillar below it.
The diameter of the tube
is about IVo inches, and the thickness of its metal Vo'h.
The object is always placed at the distance of half an
inch from the edge of the tube, and may therefore
be illuminated by a convex lens, attached in the usual
way to the stage or object- bearer.
large concave
illuminating mirror below for throwing light upon
transparent objects, has a diameter of about 3 inches,
and a focal length of about 2^'^^. M. Amici has been
able to apply to this instrument, a power of one million*, calculating the number oftimes that the superficies
is magnified, whereas the best microscopes of Adams,
Dollond, Delebarre, do not magnify more than 225,000,
or about 475 times in diameter.
See The Edinburgh
Philosophical Journal, Vol. i. p. 135, where a more
detailed account of this instrument will be found.

ED

large enough to receive it, it may be used along with
all the apparatus adapted to that or to any other compound microscope. If a change of magnifying power
is required, we have only to use a deeper eye-glass
; and as the place of the object is not altered by
this change, the concave illuminating speculum a 6
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1000 times reckoned

id-

the usanl way.

i
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win

condense upon the object MN, the
from the great mirror G, Fig. 19.

still

flected

light re-

•copes.
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Waddctt Compound Microtcope.

A

very ingenious and useful compound microscope,
com- ivpreaen'ted in Fig. 23. has been constructed by Alexpaund mi- der Waddel, En\. Leith, which poMetae* many advancnwcope.
tages. It is founded on the properties ofthe astronomical
Vi(. 23.
^Mcope which, as it inverts the objects, has a rightI. t.
affixed to the outer end of
angled triangular prism
objectit, at a certain point in the anterior focus of the
vUmcs ; and by placing the instrument in a vertical, but
aomewhat inclined position, as in No. 1, and the eye at
the dioptric ej-e-piecc E, a picture will be seen within it
of the external objects, erect but reverted. If this instru-

Mr. Wad-

dcl't

»»

;

A

in a horizontal position, as in No. 2, and
imrrf|»r right-angled triangular prism affixed to the
outside of the eye-piece at E, in a position perpendicular to the other prism, and the instrument so placed

moit b« placed

come intoit from the observer's left
then by placing the eye at the last mentioned
prism, and adjusting the sliding tubea to the sight, a
picture of the rxtaraal ohjecU will he seen distinctly
formed within the inatmment exactly as it is in nature, neither being inverted nor reversed ; and if this
last prism have an opening in the lower side of ita
cover, as in the camera lucida, by a similar adjiutment
of the eye, the picture within the instrument will appear to be painted on a table under the prism, and
may be copied by drawing with a pencil tne outline,
on a paper placed for that purpoae, a* is done in the
tb»t external objects

hand

side,

cnnera

lucida.

The way in which Mr. Waddell has commonly
made use of this inatnuncnt as a compound microteopc,

u

on a stand in a vertical but iomcwaat
indued position, as at first mentioned, with one of its
priaoM aaxed to the obiect-end of it and when the
whole of the tube* arc Jrawn fully out, the length of
the instrument from the extremity of the prism at one
end to the outside of the eye-piece at the other, is from
9 to 10 jnrhaa t which length has been found by the
aid of two object-glasses of a compound focus, of about
one and a half inch, and a Huygenian eye-piece, with a
double eye-glaaa, of a compound focu* of about threefourth* of an inch, to produce a magnifying power, in
surface, of about lOtO time*, and by appfymg to the
outside of the aaid object prism an additional magni-

by pladng

it

;

6er, a

much

The

greater

power

is

obtained.

largest tube of this instrument is less than

two

inches in diameter ; and when the other three sliding
tube* are pushed into it, w ith the prism attached to
the object eixl of it, the whole length very little exceed* 5 inches. From it* particular construction, it
produces, a* an astronomical telescope, a magni^ing
power of about two and a half times, and the 6ad of
view subtend* an angle of about 30 degrees. It will
be seen from this description of the instrument, that it
not only combines the properties of a compound microscope, but of a camera obscura, camera lucida, and
and that in the first and last of the
diagonal mirror
three foregoing positions, it also beooaes an excellent
drawing instrument by the aid of a micrometer placed
within It near the field-bar of the eye-piece.
An instrument of this oonatructioo ha* been found
very useful in botanical tad mineralogical pursuit*, a*
;

•
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Compound
objects may be viewed by it under different circumM icrostances with the object-prism, by drawing out or pushing
scojics.
in the sliding tubes, which increases or diminishes the
magnifying power at pleasure, without the application
of any atklitional magnifier.
As objects viewed by this instrument are reversetl
when only one prism is employed, and as certain imperfections arise from the increase of refraction and reflection, when two prisms are usetl, to render the objects
occurred to Mr. W.-idresult from uniting
the two prisms in one, as in Fig. 23. No. 3. ; which he e\g. ts.
effected by forming two right-angled triangular prisms No. 3.
out of one piece of glass, in such a way that the two reflecting surface* were at right angles to each other.
When a prism of this construction is applied to the object end ofthe instrument, with onehalf of it placed in
the axis, and the other half without, and the instrument
held in a vertical position, so as to admit external objects
from the observer's left hand, then, by looking into it
with the dioptric eye-piece, a picture will be formed as
in nature, neither inverted nor reversed, which may be
correctly copied by the aid of the micrometer before
mentione<l ; and when at the other end becomes a camera lucida. Transparent objects may also be viewed
by this instrument in the ordinary way, either with or
without the prism affixed to the object end of it.
neither inverted nor reversed,

dell, that

it

some advantages might

VI. Description <^ a New Compotmd Microscope Jor
examining object* of Natural Hitlory *.

" The construction both of single and compound microscopes has, within the last fifty years, been brought
and for all the purpoto a great degree of perfection
ses cif amusement and general observation, these instrument* may be considered as sufficiently perfect But
when we employ the microscope as an mstrument of
discovery, to examine those phenomena of the natural
world which are beyond the reach of unassisted vision,
and when we use it in ascertaining the anatomical and
phTsioiogical structure of plants, insects, and animal.
cube, we soon find, that a limit, apparently insuperable,
is *et to the pr og ress of discovery, and that it is only
some of the ruder and more palpable functions of the«c
evanescent animal* that we are able to bring under observation. Naturalist*, indeed, are less acquainted with
the organization of the microscopic world, and the
being* by which it is peopled, than astronomers are
with those remote systems of the universe which appear in the form of nebulas and double stars. It was
the improvement ofthe telescope alone which enabled
Dr. Herschel to fix the views of astronomers upon those
regiooa of space, to which, at a former period, their
imagination* could tcarcely extend ; an<l when the microacope shall have received a similar improvement, we
tnmy look for discoverie* equally interesting, though
lea* *tupendous, even in those portions of space which
are daily trampled under the foot of man.
" It is both important and interesting to inquire into
the cause of this limitation of microscopical discovery.
The construction of maf^ lenses for the simplest form
of the instrument, has been brought to great perfection.
I have in my pos »e* si oa glasses executMl by Mr. Shut«
tleworth, of tne focal kn|:th of .jV> xV> ""^ ;'v of an
inch, which are ground with great accuracy ; and the
performance of single lenses lus been recenUy impro-

Dr. Brcviter'i Trettit on Jftm FhO.
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ved by Dr. Wollaston, as described in p. 218. We cannot, therefore, expect any essential improvement in the
single microscope, unless from the discovery of some
transparent substance, which, like the diamond, combines a high refractive power, with a low power of

may

dispersion.
" In the combination of single lenses to form the compound microscope, opticians have likewise arrived at a
great degree of perfection.
The aberration of refrangibility can now be completely removed by a suitable
arrangement of the individual lenses ; and every artifice has been exhausted in suiting the apparatus to the
various tastes of purchasers, and to every purpose of
popular observation.

glass, for the

coincide to the utmost exactness with the axis of Compounds
the tubes which contain the other glasses.
" Several small glass vessels must then be provided,
having different depths, from one inch to three inches,

and having

bottom composed of a piece of flat
purpose of admitting freely the reflected
light which is intended to illuminate the object.
The
fluid in which the object has been preserved, or prepared, is next put into the vessel ; and the object itself,
placed upon a glass stage, or if necessary fixed to it, is
their

immersed in the fluid. The glass vessel is now laid
upon the arm of the microscope, which usually holds
the object, and tlie lens is brought into contact with
the fluid in the vessel. The rays which diverge from
" No attempt, however, appears to have been made by the object emerge directly from the fluid into the obopticians to fit up the microscope as an instrument of ject glass, and therefore suffer a less refraction than if
discovery, to second the labours of the naturalist in it had been made from air but the focal length of the
preparing the subjects of his research, and to accom- lens is very little increased, on account of the great ramodate the instrument to that particular kind of prepara- dius of its anterior surface. The object may now be
tion which is indispensibly necessary for the preservation
observed with perfect distinctness, unaffected by any
and inspection cf minute objects.
agitation of the fluid ;
its parts will be seen in their
;

—

In perusing the writings of those naturalists who
have applied the microscope to the examination of minute objects, we find, that the most difficult and perplexing part of their labour consisted in preserving and
preparing the different insects and substances which
they wished to inspect. Small insects instantly shrivel
up and lose their natural form as soon as they are killed, and the minute pnrts of plants suffer a similar
change from exposure to the air. Hence Swammerdam
*'

and Lyonet killed the insects which they meant to examine, by suffocating them either in water, spirit of

The softness
tui-pentine, or diluted spirits of wine.
and transparency of their parts were thus preserved during the process of dissection, and wlien they were completely developed, the insect was allowed to dry before
Its parts were
it was presented to the microscope.
consequently contracted, and lost not only their proper
shape, but that plumpness, and that freshness of colour
which they possessed when alive.
" In the preparation, indeed, of almost every object of
natural history that is composed of minute and delicate
parts, it must be preserved by immersion in a fluid
the dissection must often be performed in the same
medium ; it must be freed from ail adhesive and extraneous substances, by maceration and ablution in water ; and when it has undergone these operations, it is
Every subin a state of perfection for the microscope.
sequent change which it undergoes is highly injurious
it shrivels and collapses by being dried ; its natural
polish and brilliancy are impaired ; the minute parts,
:

such as the hairs and down, adhere to one another, and
the general form of the object, as well as the disposition of its individual parts, can no longer be distinctly
s«en.

"

a matter of considerable importance
to be able to examine the object when wet, and before
it has suffered any of these changes; and by fitting up
the microscope in the following manner, this may be
effected without even exposing the object to the
It is therefore

finest state

of preservation

;

—

delicate muscular fibres,

and down upon insects, will be kept separate by the buoyancy of the fluid ; and if the object
when alive, or in its most perfect state, had a smooth
surface, its natural polish will not only be preserved
but heightened by contact with the fluid. Aquatic
plants and animals will thus be seen with unusual distinctness, and shells and unpolished minerals will have
a brilliancy communicated to their surfaces which tliey
could never have received from the hands of the lapidar}'.
If the specific gravity of the substance under
examination should happen to be less than that of the
fluid, and if it cannot easily be fixed to the glass stage,
it may be kept from rising to the top by a piece of thin
parallel glass, or by a small grating of silver wire
and the

hairs

stretched across the vessel.
" The method of fitting up and using the compound
microscope, which has now been described, enables us,
in a very simple manner, to render the object-glass
perfectly achromatic, without the assistance of any adThe rays which proceed from the obditional lens.
ject immersed in the fluid, will form an image of
it nearly at the same distance behind the lens, as if the
object had been placed in air, and the rays transmitted
through a plain concave lens of the fluid combined
with the object-glass. If we, therefore, employ a fluid
whose dispersive powerexceeds that of the object-glass,
and accommodate the radius of the anterior surface ol'
that lens to the difference of their dispersive powers,
the image will be formed perfectly free from any of the
primary colouvs of the spectrum. The fluids most pro-

per for this purpose are,
Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil

of cassia.
of anise seeds.
of cummin.
of cloves.

Oil of sassafras.
Oil of sweet fennel seeds.
Oil of spearmint.
Oil of pimento.

" These oils are arranged in the order of their disperpowers ; and when those at the top of the list are
used, the anterior surface of the object-glass will require a greater radius of curvature than when those at
Thus, in order to
the bottom of the list are employed.
render the object-glass achromatic, when it is made of
sive

air.

" The object glass of the compound microscope should
have the radius of the immersed surface about nine
times the focal distance of the lens, and the side next
This
the eve, about three-fifths of the same distance.
lens should be fixed into its tube with a cement which
and
will resist the action of water or spirits of wine
the tube, or the part of it which holds the lens, should
have an universal motion, so that the axis of the lens
;

glass, and when the fluid is oil of cassia, the radius of the anterior or immersed surface, should be to
that of the surface next the eye as 2.5 to 1. Lest these
proportions should not exactly correct the chromatic

crown

1

ar

MICROSCOPE.
C>i >>pu<ip<i abemtion, it would b* preferable to m»kc the radii as
2.2 to 1, and then re»luce the dispersive power of the
oil of OMsia by oil of olives, or any other less disperIf the
oil, till the correction of colour is coitiplete.
of sweet fennel seeds is use<l, the radius of the anterior should be to that of the posterior surface, as 0.8

sive

oil

foot ; the distance of the image behind it 20 feet. Compound
the focal Icnpth of the eye-glass 1 inch, and the dis^JJ^^
tance at which the eye sees microscopic objects 6 inches. -J j\iHence the magnifying power of this microscope, com-

puted on the old principle,
that

is,

the object

is

-—

x

-j-

=

120 times;

appear t 120 times larger than ijit had

placed at the ditlance of' 6 inches from the eye.
But the object is actually placed at the distance of S
feet from the eye, and the image is not only magnified
20 times by the objcct-glsss, bat it is brought to such a
distance tliat the eye can see this magnified image at the
Hence the real magnifying effect
distance of 6 indies.
20 feet
21 feet
840 ;
by the object-glass alone, u
x
heeii

VII. On the Mognififir>g Potter of Compound Microtcopet.
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When

the microscope consists of two lenses, or
one lens, the object is magniJlrtl, from the enlargement
;
of the image produced by the object-lens or specu\am, which is always equal to the quotient, arising
from dividing the distance of the image from the object-lens or speculum, by the distance of the object
from the same and, trcondlu, from the effect produced
•'
'-. which is afways equal to the quotient,
h'
iding the distance at which the eye
a
'"•'^
'nss.
The
eejpistinctiv iiy the fool '- -'
'e be the
two
ou'
tliese
of
ftmtt

>'"» of one speculum and
"'
Bed from two causes

^^J^"*"*
"

(MMb

;

oMVhHying power of

fme focal
witk iwo

the oVj

t—**'

imagt

Icnjfth

re-

we

itiall

III

iiic

Have Uic niagniiviiig power or

the following formula,

If a third, or amplifying glaia

i«

added, as in the

comfnor compound microscope, for the purpose of enUrging the field, the roagniiying power of the invtruipent is diminished, and may be found by multiplying
its magnifying power without the amplifying-gUas, as
giTen by th« «bo^•e fbnnula, by the fraction

iag tlw focal

L

=

5
I

iMigth

— 9 —i —J,

of

the

and when we look

at this

glass, it is again niugnified

image with an inch eyetimes, and the total mag.
= 5040 times, in place of

li

nifying power is ^iO X (>
I to, according to the old principle.
.Mthough this is obviously a correct measure of the
benefit which tlie eye derives from the microscope, and
of the effect of the instrument, yet it will be said that
thoii|;h the ol>j«;ct is placed at the distance of SI feet
eye, the eye can advance to it and examine it at
ince of 6 inches, so that 1 20 times is the measure
of llie assistance which the rye receives when it has
placed itself in the best position for examinmg the object.
This is undeniable, but we might as welt say that a
telescope directed to a table of logarithms, at the distance of 1000 feet, did not magnify i.>0 times (provide<l
that was its magnifying power) because the observer
could advance to the book, and see the figures under
a larger angle with his naked rye.
object is placed
If we suppose that the i.
-, then if the obin a cavity, whose depth iserver does advance to it, he cannot see it at a less disinches ; so that even on the old principle
tance than
If the object is
the magnifying power is 2'(0 times.
placed in a position where the eye cannot advance to
It at all ; then, on every principle, the real power is
5040.
I'

of the eye-el»s»ee« ob-

M, by

,

—"

mirrusc

'

jects di'.tiiicUy,

wlib ibrc*
(IsMt*.

tlie

—— — — =

.

—

;

f ht-

aoiplifying leiu

J being the distance

«nd

of the

first and second glasses, and </ the distance of the first
Hence we obtain the following
and third glasses.
Divide the difference between the disgeneral rtile.
t«n« of the two <ir<<t lenses, or those next the object, and
the ftjcal distance of the second or amplifying-gtass, by
the focal distance of the sf cond gl>i«, and the quotient
Snnrc the distanre between
will be aA'"' nvm^rr.
it by the difference bethe two fir'
<^1 distance of the setween that

>.

'

M

VIII.

The

On

the

Method of titming and Illuminating
Microscopic Oltjectt.

art of illuminating microsropic objects

is not of O.t the methan that of prcparinj; them f(»r obser- ihod of
vation. No general rules can be given for adjusting the *'**''«
""''"
intensity of the illumination to the nature and character of the object which is to be examined ; and it is "!!!„
only by a little practice that this art can be acquired, pij. objects.
From tii
Iitnict the excess of
In general, however, it will be found that very transcotxl gla««.
••trd gl.i's aJmc c thiparent objects require a less degree of light than those
the distance between
which are less so ; and that objects which reflect white
focal length of the third gla^s, and divii'
light, or which throw it off from
number of lucid
derby the focal distance of the thinl gla»n than those
the eye, and a teeand number will he obtained.
Mul- points, require a less degree of \whose surfaces have a feeble reflii
c
tiply together the first and secon<l numbers, and the
Most opticians have remarked, that microscopic obmagnifying power of the obioct-glaw as found from
the rule in p. 221. col. 1, anil the product will be the jects arecommonly seen better in candle light than in day
light, sfactwhich is particularly apparent, when very high
magnifying power of the compound microscope.
The precnling rules for calculating the miiirtiirvlnrr magnifying powers are employed ; and we have often
Ntwoioda
otnfnpowers of micros copes, are founded on the
found, that very minute objects, which could scarcely
•miisc the «hich have been adopted by all optical autJi;
be seen at all in daylight, appeared with tolerable dis;
*'" •??*••• "« '"*"• *^'"" » ""y '•8''* eonaidera- tinctness in candle light. So far as we know, the cause
"**"''''jr* ''
****"
lion of the subject, that the magnifying power thus of this has not been investigated ; an<l as it leads to
found, is not the real measure of the assistance afforded general views respecting the illumination of microscoby the microscope. I^ us take the Case of a compound pic objects, we shall consider it with some attention.
micmsoope, with two lenses, and let us suppose that
Let LL, Fig. S4, be a single microscope, placed be- Fi(. tt.
be a mioraaeopic object,
tba itifflMirr of the object from the object-Ieits is one fore the eye at £, and let
<

less im)iortance

•

t

.i

i

[

/

4

.
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Fig. 2*.

placed in its anterior focus, and illuminated by two
candles at
and B. As the rays \fa, and B/'6 cross
at /) the focus of parallel rays, and as the two shadows
of the microscopic object will be formed at a and b, as
it were by rays diverging fromy, the images of these
two shadows formed upon the retina will coincide, and
make only one image, so that the object _/, will apIf the object, however, is
pear perfectly distinct.
placed either within or without the focusy) its shadows
being formed as it were by rays diverging from a point
either within or without, the principal focus/, will not
coincide on the retina, but appear to form two images,
either overlapping each other, or completely separated.
If instead of two candles A,B, we have 4, 5,or 6, we shall
have 4, 5, or 6 overlapping or separated images. Now,
as it is impossible to place the different parts of a microscopic object exactly in the focus /, and as every
lens has different foci for the differently coloured rays,
and even for homogeneous light, in consequence of its

A

7. In all cases, and particularly when very high
powers are requisite, the natural diameter of the light
employed should be diminished, and its intensity increased by optical contrivances.
8. When a strong light can be obtained, and indeed
in almost every case, homogeneous light should be thrown
upon the object. This may be done either by decomposing the light with a prism, or by transmitting it
through a coloured glass, which has the property of
admitting only homogeneous rays.

CHAP.
On

Solar Microjcop««.

^"""V"""*

III.

Solar Microscopes.

The

solar microscope is an instrument for represent- Solar miupon the wall of a dark room, magnified repre- croscope
spherical aberration, it necessarily follows, that when sentations of minute objects, illuminated by the con- 'i*?""^.
'*"
microscopic objects are illuminated by light proceed- densed light of the sun. It was invented, in the year
^ ^ J'
ing from several points, the image of it upon the retina 1738, by Dr. Lieberkhun, who, in the winter of 1739, 1739.
must consist of a number of images not accurately co- when he was in London, showed one constructed by
incident ; and hence it becomes of the greatest import- himself, to several members of the Royal Society, and
ance that it be illuminated only from one point, and several opticians, particularly Mr. Cuff and Mr. Adams.
not from a large surface of light, such as the sky, Lieberkhun's solar microscope had no mirror for rewhich is equivalent to an infinite number of radiating flecting the sun's rays into the tube ; but Mr. Cuff soon
saw its imperfections, and constructed one in a very impoints*.
The following rules may therefore be laid down re- proved form.
Mr. CufFs solar microscope was composed of a tube,
specting the illumination of microscopic objects, and
tfie method of viewing them.
a looking-glass, a convex lens, and a Wilson's micro1
The eye should be protected from all extraneous scope. The sun's rays were directed by the lookingglass through the tube upon the object, placed a little
light, and should not receive any of the light which

ing,

before the anterior focus of the convex glass.
The
image of the object was thrown upon a screen of white
paper, and its magnitude was proportional to the disfrom the object.
tance of the screen from the convex lens+.
M. Lie2. Delicate microscopical observations should not be
made when the fluid which lubricates the cornea of the berkhun afterwards adapted the solar microscope to
observer's eye happens to be in a viscid state, which is the representation of opaque objects ; but he did not
frequently the case. See Brande's Journal, vol. ii. p. 127. leave behind him any account of the method which he
followed.
3. The figure of the cornea will be least injured by
M. jEpinus was the first person who described an
the lubricating fluid, either by collecting over any part
of the cornea, or moving over it, when the observer is apparatus for illuminating opaque objects in the solar
If we suppose ej] Fig. 25, to be the ob- Fig. 25lying on his back, or standing vertically. When he is microscope.
looking downwards, as into the compound vertical mi- ject placed before the convex lens K, he attached to the
croscope, the fluid has a tendency to flow towards the tube MNOP, two parallel brass plates AB, AC, one of
which, AB, moved round a joint at A, and could be
pupil, and injure the distinctness of the vision.
placed at any angle with AC by means of the screw C«
4. If the microscopic object is longitudi;ial, like a
and below K, he
and spring *. On the lower end of
fine hair, or consists of longitudinal stripes, the direcfixed a mirror b d, which received the rays ac from the
tion of the lines or stripes should be towards the obilluminating glass NP, and threw them upon the front
server's body, in order that their form may be least injured by the descent of the lubricating fluid over the of the object ef. By turning the screw C n, these rays
could be reflected at pleasure upon any part of the obcornea.
ject.
See Nov. Comm. Pelrop. vol. ix. p. 326.
5. The field of view should be contracted so as to
exclude every part of the object excepting that which
The solar microscope received great improvements Martin's
from Mr. Benjamin Martin, who has given an account solar microis under immediate examination.
of them in;his Description and use of an Opaque Solar scope.
6. The light which is employed for the purpose of
illuminating the object should have as small a diameter Microscope, 8vo. 1774. Tliis instrument is represented in
In the daytime it should be a single hole Fig. 26 33. with all the parts which are used both for pig. 26—
as possible.
transparent and opaque objects. In Fig. 26. it is shewn 33.
in the window-shutter of a darkened room, and at
night it should be an aperture placed before an Argand as fitted up for opaque objects. In Fig. 27. is represented that part of it, called the single tooth and pinion
lamp.

proceeds from the illuminating centre, excepting that
portion of it which is transmitted through, or reflected

AB

—

B

* These observations suggest a new method of finding the principal focal length of a lens LL. Having placed two candles A,
at a
The point /, where the two
great distance from one another, move a small object backwards and forwards, till it appears to be single.
shadows thus coincide, will be the focal point required. The diagram suggests also the construction of a very simple microscopic micrometer, the distance of the body to be measured from/, aifording a measure of its diameter.
The length of the scale will increase, as

AB,

the distance of the lights or luminous aperture, diminishes.
See Phil. Trans. 1740, vol xli. p. 503. It appears that the apparatus for viewing the circulation of the blood in frogs and mice
was invented by a Dr. Alexander Stuart.
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wuBKKme, which

used for shewing transparent ob«
JMIi. The cylindrical tube Y slides in the tube EF,
order to use it aa a single mioraacope,
Fiff. 26, and
a handle c screws into a female screw at g, and the
tube V is removed. The slider shewn in Fig. 28, and
is

m

le- oxitaining
Fig. 27-

and

six magnifiers,

The slider

fits

into a dovetail circle P,

at Fig. -29. slides in at k. Fig. 27.

uaed to condense the sun's rays strongly on the

is

Three of them marked I, 2, 3, are used, cor*
responding to the numbers in Fig. 28.
The body of the solar microacojpe if shewn at
ABCOEF, the port ABCD being conical, and the part
CDEF cylindrical. This la«t part receives the tube
id the opaque object bos. A large concave lens is
placed at AB for receiving ttie rays from the mirror
ONP, and converging them into the box HILX.
braaa frame NOP is fixed to the moveable circular
plate ab c, and carries a plane mirror fur reflecting the
son's light upon the ooovex glass at AB; and by means
of rackwork moved by the nuts
and R, this mirror
csn be turned into such a position with req)ect to the
incident ray, that the reflected ray passes along the
axis of the tubes.
The microaoope u fivUned to a
window-shutter by two screws d, e. The box HILX
for opaooe objects is shewn open.
It contains a plane
mirror
for reflectii^ the light firam the lens
upon the object, and thu mirror is adjusted through tne
door i i to the proper angle bv a screw S. Two tubes
of brass are sh^m at V and K, one sliding within the
aliject.

G

A

Q

M

Ao

and the cater cmm V sliding into the box. These
tabes carry two magniiying lenses. The interior tube is
sometimes taken oat, and the «st«iar one (which is
aacn within the lx>x ) is then naad eka*.
brass plate
has iu back part fixed to a tube h
by means of a spiral wire withm the tube, which always ncases the plate against the side
of the box.
The sliders, with the opatnM ohjacts shewn in Fig. 40.
pMS between this plate and the aide of the box, whidi
m done by drawing out the plate
by means of the
nntg. TbefbOawiagaratheathcrpartt of the opaque
solar microscope.
Fig. 42. is a braes quadrangular slider case, to hold
sny animal or opaooe object, which if to be placed at
H, like the other sliders.
Fig. S3, is a four glass slider in a braas frame, for aniitlcBlr , &C. which is to be placed between the plates
odiar,

A

H

H

Fi(.30.

H

.

at

as.

Fig. 27.

Before usiiw the solar micraacope, a circle a little
larger than air, must be nude in the shatter of a
window opposite to the sun. The mirror
is then
pat throogn this hole, and the square plate applied to
the shutter. The places corresponding to the t
of the screws d, e, are then marked on the shu
a pencil, and htjcs made large enough to admit the
screws, which, paasiiu; through the shutter, are screwed
into their respective boles in the square plate, so as to
hold the microscope firmly in its position.
In order to use the nucroeoope for opaqoe objects,
the mirror
is turned by the screws Q, R, one of
which gives it a circular motion, and the other raises or
depresses it. till it reflects the sun's rays throogfa the
tube
upon a white paper screen or clou from
i to 8 feet square, placed at a distance of from 5 to
8 feet from the wmduw. The tube G of the box
HILX is then put into the tnbe £F, and the mirror
is a^justad unaagh the door k i till the objects are
stnw^ly jH umina ted. The door i; i being shut, a distinct
toMge of the object will be obtained upon the screen, by
adjastiDgthe tubes V and
with the magnifiers, whitm

NOP

NOP

tot

•tjccw.

ABEF

M

K
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done by moving them backwards and forwards. As Solar .Mithe sun is always in motion, it is necessary to shift the croscopn.
f)kce of tlie mirror NOP, so as to keep the reflected '""Y"'^
ight coincident with the axis of the tube.
This efTect
may be produced in a superior manner by adapting the
is

microscope to a Heliostate (see that article in
X. p. 705.) or piece of clockwork, which drives
the mirror continually so as to make it always reflect
the sun's light in one direction.
In order to use the microscope for transparent ob- .Alethod of
jects, take away the ocMuiue box HILX, and insert the using it Tor
tube Y of Fig. 27. in EF. Place the slider. Fig. 28. in transpaita pUce at m, a condenser, Fig. 29. into the opening at 1^*°^ o***
A, and the slider. Fig. 32. with the objects between the J****"
plates at as: then having adjusted the mirror NOP as
before, a magnificent picture of the object will be seen
on the white screen.
The solar micraacope now described, though possessing all the advantages that can arise from mechanical
oonstruction, ij still a very imperfect instrument, being
liable to all the bad effects arising from the difl'erent refrangibilitv of light.
The oofv method of remedying this defect, is to correct the colour either by using a combination of lenses
tat the purpose of forming the image, or to use a lens
coanosed of diflerentlv dispersing and refracting media.
We have already snewii in the article Achromatic iuiiisd«u'i
solar

vol.

Tblucopi,

^fA. i. p. 109. tlut achromatic eye-pieces ejipicc*,
constructed with two, three, or four lenses, and rtcom*
thoefbre we bare only to substitute one of these eye- mradnl by
nieces in pJace of the lenses of V and K, Fig. 27.
Dr. ^'- ^°^*Robison tried the eye-piece of Ramsden, describetl in
*°^\^,r
the above article, p. 109, IxHtom of column 2. (where,
miCTt)»eopf.
by the w«r, one of the focal lengths is stated at 7.025
in place of 1.025) as the magnifier of a solar microscope, and found it to surpass every thing that he had
iMn, " The picture fanned by a solar microscope,"
s^s be, " is goierally so indistinct, that it is fit only for
maains ladie*, but with this magnifier it seemed perfectly sharp. We therefore recommend this to the artisto
as a valuable article of their trade."
Another mode of improving the solar microscope has
been described bv Dr. Brewster, in his Treaiitt on
A'rrr rhUosop'tical Inttruments, and is founded on the
principle already explained, (see p. 226.) as applicable
to the compound microscopes.
The method of fitting up the solar microscope, to Improvertnder it susceptible of this improvement, is repre- m»ot on
seated in Fig. 34. where
is the
illuminating the tolar
lens which receives the psrallel rays of the sun, and mitrajfope.
Fig. 3*.
throws them upon the object. The object lens
is
firmly cemented into one end of a tube m
n, which
has a tubular opening at E ; and at the other end of
the tube is cemented a circular piece o( parallel glass
mn. The tube
is then fille<l with water, or
sny other fluid ; and the object, when fixetl upon a
slider, or held with a pair of forceps, is introduced into
the fluid at the opening E. The slider, or the forceps,
may be easily rendered moveable, so that the object
may be placed at a proper distance from B ; or the adjustment may be effected by a motion of the screen on
which the image is projected. The plate of glass m n
might be removed, and the whole of tne space between
AB and CD filled with fluid but if the fluid had any
tinge of colour, the transmitted light would, in this
case, partake of it, and injure the distinctness of the
image.
It the microscope is fitted up for the examination of
transparent bodies, it is obvious, that the image will be

may be

AB

CD

CD

mCDn

;
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much more perfect than if it had been formed
common way. The opacity which arises from

in the
a coh-

thus completely removed, and an
additional transparency is communicated by the fluid,
which could not have been obtained in any other way.
Substances, indeed, which with the common solar microscope appear opaque, will, in the present form of
the instrument, exhibit a very great degree of transpaThe advantages arising from immersion in a
rency.
fluid, which have been very fully stated in Chapter
II. p. 226., apply with peculiar force when the objects are used in the solar microscope.
This microscope may be rendered perfectly achromatic, by using the same fluids, and by giving the lens
nearly the same radii of curvature, which have been
already mentioned.
traclion of parts

is

the transparent stage fit into the under part r s. Th«
sliders are confined at 7, and the lenses for condensinT
the light are placed in the brass tubes 9, 10, which
may be drawn out or pushed in by the pin 11. The
magnifiers are screwed into the hole 18, and are adjusted by the nut 13, working hi a rack 1, ^.
At the end AB of the wooden body, there is a slider
represented as partly drawn out at A. When it is
taken completely out, three grooves will be seen, one
of which contains a board forming the end of the box,
the next a frame with a ground glass, .nnd the third,
that farthest from AB, ) two large convex
( or

LxScefn'ef

Microscope.

lenses.

When

the instrument is fitted up as shewn in the
is ready for adjustment.
The lamp being
placed before the glass hemisphere ji, the mirror o must
be inclined till it receives the light from the hemisphere, and reflects it upon the objects.
The woodefi
slide A being taken out, and the cover and the ground
CHAP. IV.
glass removed from their respective grooves, the piece
is pulled out or pushed in, and raised or depressed
On the Lucemal Microscope,
till the eye at L sees the large lens placed at the end
of the wooden body, filled by a uniform field of
The lucemal microscope is an instrument for exhiOn the lucernal miThe eye still looking through the aperture at
biting to one or more persons magnified representations light.
croicope.
of microscopic objects when illuminated by an Argand L, the lenses are adjusted to their focal distance by
Plate
lamp. It was invented by Mr. Adams, and has the turning the pinion A, and the ground glass is placed
cccLxxix. property of enabling the observer, who has no know- before the large lenses.
The image of the objects will
ledge of drawing, to make an exact delineation of the now be seen beautifully depicted upon the ground
glass, and may be accurately delineated upon it with
object he is examining.
The objects when magnified,
In Fig. the point of a pencil.
It is represented in Fig. 35, 36, 37, and 38.
Fig. S5, 36, 35, it is fitted up for viewing opaque objects, and conare seen to the greatest advantage by a single observer,
37, 38.
when his eye is applied to the aperture L, but if two or
sists of a large pyramidal box of mahogany ABCDE,
about 14 inches long, and six inches square at its large three persons wish to see the objects at the same time,
must be removed. The large lens must
This box is supported on a brass pillar FG, by the guide
end.
be taken out of the groove, and the image received on
means of the socket H, and the curved piece IK. At
the rough glass.
is a dove-tailed piece of brass for receiving the doveSome slight improvements have been made on the
contail at the end of the piece LMN.
The part
Lucemal microscope by opticians, and by the Rev. Dr.
sists of two brass tubes, one sliding within the other,
and the inner one carries the flat piece of brass LM, at Prince and Mr. Hill, an account of which will be found
the top of which is a hole L for the eye. This piece may in Adam's Essays on the Microscope, 2d Ed. p. 8*, &c.
be raised or depressed, and fixed in any position by a
milled screw at M, and it may be made to approach to Account of a New Method of Itlnminating Objects in
the Solar and the Lucemal Microscopes.
or recede from the box, by pulling out or pushing in
the tube
to which it is attached. At the other end of
the box is fixed a tube P, which receives another tube
The great defects which still attach to the solar and Account oT
lucemal microscopes, arise from the imperfect metiiod a new meO, at the end of which the magnifiers are fixed.
long square bar RS, which passes through the sockets of illuminating the objects. The method suggested by thod of illuminating
YZ, carries the stagey^ h a that holds*the objects. This ^pinus, and employed almost universally by opticians, objects in
for
the
of
reflecting
the
light
concentrated
purby a lens upon the tlie solar
bar may be moved backwards or forwards,
pose of adjusting the stage, by means of a pinion at a objects by means of a plane-mirror, is good enough so and tlie lu.
working in a rack ; and this pinion is moved either by far as it goes ; but in consequence of the light arriving cernal mia handle b c furnished with an universal joint, or by the from one direction only, the surface of the illuminated croscope.
screw-nut shewn separately in Fig. 36. The body of object is covered with deep shadows ; and the intensity
Fig. 36.
the microscope is kept steady by the brass bar de, which of illumination is by no means sufficient when the power
sustains the curved piece KI.
of the instrument is considerable.
propose, therefore, that in the solar microscope
The objects are placed in the front side of the stage
fg h i, between four small brass plates, the edges of two the sun's light should be reflected by a very large mirdf which are seen at k and I, The two upper pieces of ror through four apertures, A, B, C, D, each of which
is furnished with an illuminating lens, such as NP, Fig. 39.
brass which are moveable, are fixed to a plate which
Fig. 25, or n, Fig. 35.
The four cones, if condensed,
is acted on by a spiral spring, that presses them down
and confines the slider. This plate, and the two up- are then received before they reach their focus, by an
per pieces of brass, are lifted up by the small nut m.
inclined mirror, such as ab, Fig. 25, or o. Fig. 35,
Fig. 37.
The Argand lamp, shewn in Fig. 37. throws its which reflects them upon the object ef; the distance
liglit upon a glass hemisphere s, which conveys it to
ab -|- i/" being always less than the focal length of the
the concave mirror o, from which it is reflected upon illuminating lens NP.
In the lucemal microscope, it
the objects.
would be advisable to place an argand lamp opposite
When the stage for transparent objects, shewn in each of the apertures A, B, C, D. By these means the
Fig. 38.
Fig. 38. is to be used, the upper part fg rs, of the light would fall upon the surface of the object in four
opaque stage is taken out, and the two legs 5 and 6 of different directions ; a high degree of illumination
figure,

it
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Micmee. wonid be obtained for very dark objects, or for high
pic object* powen ; and by ihutting up one or more of the four
**'Y'™' lenses, or |>arts of them, we should be enable<l to find
the particular direction of the light which is l)est suited
for developing the structure, which it is the object of
,

the observer (o diacovcr.
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Chrytomela,' CurcHlio, Gryllus, Cicaia, Cimcx, Aphis,

saA

Microses-

water-scorpion, the mole-cricket, the
glow-worm, the earwig.
The Lehidoptbrous insects of the genera Papilio,
Sphinx, and Phalcena, are interesting from their wings,
scales, feathers, proboscis, head, eyes, antemiie, chrysalides, eggs, legs, &C.
The Nkuropteroos insects of the genera LibelliJa,
Ephemera, Phryganea, Sec from their head, wings,
eyes and antennte.

P'c o bjecu.

The

Chermes.

Objects.

III. Parts

On

micfoKopie ObJ****-

Almost every object

nature raay be considered as
an object fit for the microscope, either as a whole, if it
is small, or in its parts, if it has considerable magnitude.
The name of microscopic objects however, is
generally given to those minute animaN which cannot
be seen without the microscope, or to particular stnictUM* in the animal, vegeuble, and mineral kingdom,
which are remarkable for their beauty when eiaminetl
by the microaoope.
In our artiol* ANiMALcutt, vol. II. p. 1S4, we have
already entered into great deuil respecting the most intamting iqpBak which have been discovered by the
0ucnmo|w, and hare represented «ome of the most important in PUtes XXIlf and XXIV. We shall ihereMBflaeoor-wlves at present to a brief enumeration
of microscopic objects which possess a particdlar inin

M

terest.

other animal
HiiicN.

Da

in fetid

-water,

>

in

in intusions of pepper, coriander seeds,

Do.

in

and

and in the juice of the beet root, Ac.
an infusion of the toncAMt aririuit.
in water where duckweed grows.
in yellow ochrj- slime that covers pooh of

Da
Da

standing water.

Do.

ParUofPlanU.

The rhind.
The Mcda of plants. The blea.
The stamina.
The pistil. The leaves and their fibres.
I'he receptacle.
The pericarpium.

ill

English oak.

Evergreen,

Norway

Ash.

oak.

da

Cedar. Cork.
Savin.
Fir.
Cranothos. Hasel.

Elm.

root.

da

Mulberry,

Grape-root.
Lime, do.
Beech.
Birch.
Plmn. Ivv.

Spanish elder.

American climber.
Virgin's Injwer.
Magnolia grandiflora. Golden rota.

Cisaampelos.

Tulip

tree.

Spaiiish chesnut.

\ iiw- 'ir.

Iter.

wheat.
The animalcules are generally found in the film or
pellicle which covers the surface of infused liqnors.
It
Is sometimes necessary to dilute the infusions,
whidi
should always be done with distilled water, and the
water should be previously examine<l in the microscope.
The animalcules are commonly seen bnt when the water is a little evaporated.
..„..u^!

Platanut orientalis.
Viburnum lantana.
Oak-root.
Ash- root.

Asp. root.

II. Intedt,

The ccnunon spider, the ilea, the bug, mitca of a
(^Mae. the gnat, tb« comoaoo louse, the crab-louse,
tae pigeon-louse, tho cattle-louse, the aheep-louse or
f Linnoms. The podura viri:,
the leaves of pUni«
Th-

raac-chafier, the He*.beetle, the water-rtea, th.
or lady-bird, various species of the genera (

Walnut, do.

Grape vine. Inilian turpeth.
China root. Jasmine.
Dog-rose.
Barberry.

Raspberry.
Briar.

Elder-root.

Ditto, branch.

Willow-root.

Mulberry.
Sycamore.

tmb The deaf
^«iul aqualicu.

,

^»«iif

V. Sections of Plants.

Altkasa frutex.

in paste.

Da
Do.

feathers cut transversely.

Section at the trunk and roots.

Elm

water.

'

Do.

fmmd

IV.

Lime.

of gnus and hay.

in

cassia,

Eels

°^^^

list of the vegetable sections which
were made by Mr. Custance, by means of a machine
which has been described in the Phil. Mag. vol. iii.
p. S02, by Dr. Thornton.

polypi, fmtnr? in «tajrn;»nt water.
seed.

Da

Da
Da

^^*^

Auimalcuk*.

T.

Hydrw, or

sidna*"}

The following is a

Lift of the moil interuting Microscopic OtjKtt.

Animalcul

of Animals.

Wings, and l^s, and eyes, of flies and other animals.
Antennx of moths and butterflies.
Scales of fishes.
The hair and bristles of animals.
Globules and circulation of the blood.

Ditto, branch.

Maple.

American dogwood.
Ligneous night-shade.

Ptclea trifoliata.

Sumach.

Apricot.
Medlar.
Bay. Laurel.
Sea- weed.
Longitudinal cutting ol' plane tree.
Ditto of Spanish elder.
Ditto of briar.
Common cane. Ditto with curious centre.

Bamboo

cane.

Sarsaparilla.

Longitudinal cuttings of sugar-cane.

Elder.

^"""Y^^

:
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Microtcopic objects

~

Rose-tree.

Longitudinal slices of elder.
"""^ Ditto grape vine. Transverse,
Dogwood. Plane tree.
Beech. Grape vine.
Spanish chesnut. Walnut.
Fig.
Ditto longitudinal.
Asparagus. Artichoke.
Fennel.
Thistle.
Ditto root.
Parsley.
Sun-flower. Ditto root.
.

ditto.

elm

Aloe-flower stalk.
Tulip.
Calamus aromaticus. Buckbean.
seal.

Pine apple.
Asparagus.

Flower de
White lily.

luce.

Ragwort.

Sugar-cane.
Water-flag.
Stems of leaves of hog's fennel.
Chesnut. Wild turnip.
Stems of the leaves of red dock.

Cabbage. Carrots.
Roots of Phytolacca.
Fennel.
Carrot.

Hemlock.

Fig. 6. Represents a scale from the sole fish.
Fig. 7. Is a section of a weed called the fat hen, which
grows among rubbish.
Fig. 8. Is the section of a reed from Portugal.
Fig. Q. Is a section of the bamboo.
Fig. 10. Is a section of the hazel.
Fig. 11.7 Shew the eggs of moths and butterflies, particularly tlie Phalcena Neuslria.
Fig. 12. j

For farther information on microscopes, the reader
referred to the following works
Fontana, iViw^p Terrestrium

Teasel.

VI. Worms,

is Reference

Horse-radish,

Stinging-nettle roots curiously variegated.
Roots of parsley and wormwood variegated.
Stalks of fern with variations.
Charcoal.— See Phil. Mag. vol. iii. Plate VIII. Fig. 5.
S^c.

The common
aquaticus and lacustris.
and the sea-leach. The ascaris
vermicularis and lumbricoides. The earth-worm, the
Black, red, and grey
sea-worm, the gravel worm.
The sea lemon. The sea mouse. The nereis
snails.
The asterias.
noctiluca. The sea-nettle and sea limp.
Zoophytes,
Corals, madrepores, millepores, cellepores.
such as sponges, &c.

The Gordius

leach, the horse-leach,

VII. Saline Solutions.

All the alkaline, earthy, and metallic salts, form very
interesting microscopic objects when dissolved in water, and allowed to crystallize on a plate of glass by
evaporation.
In order to see in perfection, however, the mode in
which these bodies crystallize, it is necessary to illuminate them with polarized light, which is best done
by substituting in place of the mirror four or five plates
of glass laid above each other, so as to reflect the light

up the tube at an angle of about 56°, and to apply to
the eye-glass a thin plate of agate or tourmaline for the
purpose of analysing the transmitted light. The crystallizations will then appear of the most beautiful colours, the tints always varying with the thickness of
the crystals.

tree.

plants.

Field-mustard.

Melon.

in plants.

run to seed.
Fig. 5. Is the Meloe Monoceros found on umbelliferous

Burdoch.

imperial.

the lobster insect, which is found on the legs Piate
fly, and also occurs in books and paper, ccclxjcx.

Fig. 4. Represents the Chrysomela Asparagi, which is
found in June on the asparagus, after it has

Chrysanthemum.

Crown

1. Is

and

Helianthus. Wormwood.
Bulrush. Portugal reed.

Gourd.

"""V"™^

Fig, 2. Is an insect denominated the Thrips Physapus,
which is found on the Dandelion and other
plants and flowers.
The body is black, and
the wings white.
Fig. S. Represents the Cimex Striatus, a beautiful insect, with its colours very bright, and elegantly arranged.
It is found in June on the

Centaurea.
Indian corn.
Amaranthus, Bromelia pinguin.
Campanula. Monk's hood.
Lavatera. Solidago.

Solomon's

Adams.

Microwo-

of a

Potato-stalk.
Indian reed.

Mugwort.

P'c objects.

Fig.

Eryngo.

Agrimony.

Description of Microscopic Objects represented in
Plale CCCLXXX. and copied from those given by Mr.

et

to works
on the mi-

Celestium Observationes, """^P^-

Neap. 1646. Borelli, De «ero Telescopii inventore. Hag.
1655. BoreUi Centuria Obscrvat. Microscop. Hag. 1656.
Hooke's Micrographia, Lond. 1665. Hartsoecker's Essay de Diopt. Par. 1694. Huyghens Mejn. Acad. Par.
1666. Tom. X. p. 427. Huyghens Collect. Acad. Tom. I.
Leuenhoek's
p. 281. Hugenii Opera, Tom. II. p. 764.
Arcana Naturae, 2 vol. L. Bat. I696. Id. Phil. Trans.
1673. VIII. 6037, 1740, p 503.
Gray, Phil. Trans.
1696, 280, 353, 539. Wilson, Ph. Trans. 1782, 1241.
Butterfield, Ph. Trans. I678. Divini, Ph. Trans. 1668,
Bonnani Observationes Circa viventia qva' in
p. 842.
rebus non viventibus reperiuntur, SfC. I69I.
Baker's
Baker's Employment
Microscope made Easy, 1744.
for the Microscope, 1753. Baker's Catopt. Mic. Philosophical Transactions, 1736, p. 442. Lieberkhun, McOT.
Acad. Berl. 1745, p. 18. and Collect. Academ. Tom. etp.
Benj. Martin's Micrographia Nova ; Reading,
39.
1742. Martin's Optical Essays. Euler, Nov. Com.
Pelrop.lU. and XII. 195,224, p. 363. Euler, Mon.
Acad. Berl. 1757. p- 283, 323, 1761, p. I9I, 281.
1769. p. 105 and 117. .SJpinus Nov. Comm. Petrop.
IX. 316. jEpinus Nov. Act. Petrop. II. 1784. Hist
Zeiher, Nov. Comm. Petrop. X. p. 299.
Di
p. 41.
Torre, Phil- Trans. 1765, p. 246. Smith's Optics, 2
Hill's Construction of Timber eX'
vols. Camb. 1738.
plained by the Microscope, Lond. 1 770. Delebarre's
Gleichen vom Sonnen
Memoire anr le Microscope.
Microscope, Nuremb. 1781. Custance's Machinefor ma*
king Vegetable Sections, in Phil. Mag. vol. III. p. 302.
Adams on the Microscope, 4to. Lond. 1798. Ferguson's
Edinburgh Phil. Journ.
Lectures, vol. II. p. 462, 483.
vol. I. p. 81 ; vol. II. p. 135; and vol. III. No. I.
WoUaston, Phil. Trans. 1812. p. 375. Brewster's
Treatise on New Philosophical Instruments, Edin. 1813.
p. 401, 410, 413, 416. (;3.)
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MIDDLEMOST K«v« in music.

The key-notes, thiu

H

denominated by Dr. Robert Smith, (p. 164, Sd edit, ot'
MIddJcMZ
hie Harmonics,) are D ami A ; vrhich keys have, on
the ooounan or I2-Dote instnitaents, onfv one false
oonaonance in each, both of thcin ditcords, viz. the
Ath of D, (for want of Ab). and the 4th of A (for want
of OlK) if one key be addMl oo each side, downwards
and upwards, in the order of modulation (by Vthii),
theae four middlentoat keys, vis. G, D, A, and E, (which
are the open •kriap of the violin,) have all their coocord* true, or according to the syatem of temperament
mdtmtnA in the tuning tk tlte inttrument but in G, the
Snd and the 5th are fabe, and in E, the IVtli and the
VI Ith ore false, for want of note* for At), D\f. At, and
In raodulating, either upward* through the keys
B, F«, C«, &C, or downwards lfaro«gli the keys C, F,
B., iic. the number of ialae rnwanmnpfs are in either
OL-e S, i, a, &C. respectively, iiiciiMiiiH. in arithmetical
prugresaiun.
It appears from th« iavcstigationa of
noMMir Fisher, which have been icifcmd to in oar
article Mean Tome Systui, that the freqaeney of the
lue of the middkmoat keys, D and A, in organ music,
M in each case more than double of the use of the key
:

;

D

''i

.

of C, as to frequency.

MIDDLESEX,

an inland oonnty in the touthi^aat
bounded on the tenth by Surry, and a
Ball part of Kaat ; on the north by Hertfordshire
the aaat by Vmn ; and on the west by Bucking.
ItsbovndaneaaoaU Mdes, eacept the north,

EtWIlt IDd
bouadvic*. of England,

is

«

the

Thaaea

dividing

it

man

Surry,

Embx ; and the Coin mam Bndiingharalorm ppwarhes omewhat to that of a quad-

the Lea from
shire.

Its

; but on it* southern aide,
it is rendered very
Irwmilsr by the winding of the Thame* ; and on the
Boru>em, a portion of a pr ujerta into HaitfordahinL
It is inferior
siae to aU the Eqgliih flBontiea axoapt
id Haatingdniiahire; the
length
MnilaiL and the aMdina htaadth 14 ailes:
Ita giMie*! kafth, fiwm east to west, bMmileB; and
ili giMl aH fanadth, 17 mile^
Its area is variaaaty

fangalar

m

edi—

Mr. lliddlcton say* it oootaina MO •qwat
According to the raturaa to
ftrliaoMnt of the poor rales, drawn up under the inipecliaii of Mr. Base, it contains 190,080 acres; while
other *tate ent* extend iu area to 217,600 aoes.
It
i* divided iiilo 6 Hundred*, ria. Kdmontoo, Oiil*>i.ai,
Elthomc, Gore, I*lewa*th. Soehfaonie ; and into 2 Liberties, via. Finsburjr and Wcnhnbara t tbehandred
of Ossalston is sabdiridcd into B parts ; in thb hondred
London iaaituatad. Bendfe the matropoB* of the Briti*h empire^ and its cantignous Tillage*, the eamUdf of
Middlr«nt contain*, as town* of *iae or nannnnsnca

aaopoted

:

Bule*, or 179,200 acretk

I

w

Difl

BtaBCfcrd. Usbridgc. Enfield. Honn^w,
being
flaoe* of T*ry inftrior aiaa and popoktioa.
Bewles
Vbm patiArs which conalitnta London in iu most ei«
sense, there are ia Middleacz &i.
This oooaiy
ntunu 8 membcm ta parltamcnt ; ria. 4 for the dty
af London, 2 for the city of Westminster, and 8 for the
floOBt^.
It is in tlie province of Canterbury, and in
the diaoese of London and Westmiatter.
Near the banks of the Thame*, MiddfaMxiaaxtmaly
iat; but a* we approach it* northern eoofiae*, iu aurbaa becBMH* more varied, though in no part can it be
caOcd high.
The principal hill* are at Highwood,

he

tnaM

SsKmc
•od

(otl.

MID
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a sufficiency of wood, and the fields are rich and ver- Mlddl*.
"*dant, the ajipearance is beautiful as well as picturesque.
The soil of Middlesex is not naturally very fertile : the ^""Y""^
low parU of the county are either of a gravelly or
sandy nature ; and their fertility is almost entirely
owing to manure: gravel and sand are Ukewise found
on tome of the highest hills. The best soil lies on tha
sides of the larger hilk, and on the banks of tlie rivers ;
these soil* are either a strong loam, or a deep, rich,
In socne parts, as near Pinner and £dgfriable loam.
ware, the soil i* a loamy clny. The subsoil, through xlw
whole county, is a gravel strongly tingctl with oxid of
Indeed the only difference over the whole of
iron.
lower Middlesex, arises from the greater or less depth
of this gravel. Wlierever the soil is strong, the gravel
lies at a considerable depth ; and this is also tlie case
on the alluvial lands, near the Thames and other rirer* ; but wherever the upper soil is light, there the
gravel is comparatively near the surface. All the hoU
Mws, bowla, and chinks, are filled with gravel ; anil
the sammits of most of the highest hills consist of sand
This subsoil is also found below the
and gravel.

,

heathy land, between Rickmansworth and Staines,
The Isle of Dogs, Uie flat land on the borders of the
Lea and the Coin, and some of the land on the Brent,
i« marsh soiL
The climate of Middlesex is mild, ea<
pecially on it* southern side, near the Thames.
Even
at the short disUnce, however, of Highgate and Ilampttead, partly owing to the greater elevation, and partly
to the soil being stranger and more retentive, the air is
eoasiderably sharper. The prevalent winds are from Climaw.
the west and toutn-west, and from the east and northeast ; the last prevail in the spring months often for several weeks, and accompanied with a considerable degree of cold. The quantity of rain that falls it lets than
UMSt other counties of England, the average not exceeding t4 inches.
July i* generally a wet month ;
per hape tha wettest in the year ; if not wet, it is often
the het tett. The cold in winter is seldom very great ;
aor doe* much snow fall, or continue long on the
ground. The principal riven are the Thamca, the Riven aod
Lea, the Coin, and the Brent. The Thames first touchea ositatf.
the borders of the county near Staine*, where it is joined by one of the branches of the Coin ; near Brentford,
where it inclines to the north, it is joine<l by the Brent,
and, a* it leaves the county, it is joined by the Lea.
This last river is navigable from the Thames to near
Tottenham, about eight miles, where a canal is cut,
which runs parallel to the river, forming a watereoorte along the whole eastern border of Middlesex.
The New B^ver, as it it called, rises in Hertfordshire,
19 Bules from London, though, by iu serpentine course,

m

length i* nearly 36 mile*.
It ha* 4.3 sluices, and
over it arc SI 5 bridge*. Middletex is intersected by
two canals for the purpoae* of navigation, the Crrand
Junction and I'addington ; the former joins tbf Thame*
at Hrentford, running by Hanwell, Uxbridgr, Mareit admits barge* of 70 tons ; the rise of wafield, he.
ter from iu union with the Thamct to the 14th lock, i*
114 feet S inchea. The Paddington canal branches dS
from the former near Cranford ; it it intended to carry
it from the Paddington to the Thames near the London dock*. There are no minerals in .Middlesex, though
•oma enrion* geological specimens have been found in
iti

;

difierent parts, especially

m

Highgate Hill, when the-

Howden, BatM^ Uanow, HighgaC^ and HaamMead

archway was formed.

the last, which
taid to be the h^tfaest ground in the
oenuty. is not mora than 400 feet above the Thames.
The most pictarssqua part of the co<inty lie* to the
north-wart ot Hempstead, and in the vicinity of Howdan ; the aaafrcB hate ia undulating, and at there is

The vidnity of the metropolii hat broken down
any large esUtcs that might have formerly existed

OL.

Xir.

PART

I.

in this county, as well as given a particular direction
tiie mode of farming, and the general employment
of the ground. Farms in general are imail ; and tha

to

So
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m.Mifwx. greater part of the county is in meadow, pasture, or thrashed with the flail, there being very few thrashing- MUdleiex.
^""Y"^ garden and nursery-grounds. Corn is an article that mills in the county. There are not many potatoes '*"'~y~'
can easily be conveyed from any distance, whereas grown in Middlesex ; in the north of the county the
hay, and particularly milk, must be procuretl for a soil is too strong, and in other parts the crops raised,
large town from its immediate vicinity.
From the for Covent Garden market are more profitable than pooperation of these causes, as well as from the soil in
tatoes would be. Besides, from the quantity of manure
-the greater part of Middlesex being better adapted for
put on the ground, and the slovenly and imperfect
pasture than com, it cannot be regarded as an arable manner in which they are cultivated, the quality of
priciiicounty. The land in tillage being calculated only at the potatoes grown near London is very indifferent.
^^\K
lure, &c.
about one-fiftli of the whole, and what is under the The culture of tares is extending fast, principally as
plough is not well managed ; indeed it cannot be other- green food, and as a preparation on stony land, for a
wise in a district where the common-field system is so crop of wheat. Much of the soil of the county is not
extensive
the common fields containing even yet near- fitted for turnips, and even where it is, they are not
ly 20,000 acres ; and the commons being much more cultivated so extensively, nor in such perfection as they
numerous and extensive than might have been sup- ought to be. Many are grown for Covent Garden marposed so near the metropolis. The smallness of the ket, and not a few are sold to the cow-keepers. In
enclosures too, (when the arable land is enclosed,) and 1817, owing to the scarcity of turnips, there were inthe great number of trees in the hedge-rows, are much stances of cow-keepers giving fifteen guineas an acre
against good and profitable tillage husbandry
but for turnips, at the distance of sixteen miles, and beperhaps the chief cause of the inferiority of Middlesex ing at the expence of pulling them and sending for
in this respect, must be sought after in the greater them.
Nothing strikes a stranger more than the improfit derived from dairy land, and garden -and nursery mense waggon loads of turnips drawn by six stout
horses going to Covent Garden market.
grounds.
The meadow and jKisture husbandry of Middlesex, Meadow*
Wheat, &c.
So long ago as the reign of Elizabeth, the soil in the
north of the county, especially between Heston and Har- though better than its arable, is yet very imperfect, and i'»»row, was famous for vfie fine quality of its wheat ; but at Some of the meadows are very rich, especially those on '"'«'
cattle are put upon them from
present the wheat of Middlesex is l)y no means equal to the banks of the Lea
August to April, after which they are shut up for hay.
tl)at of Essex, Herts, or Kent ; and, according to Mr.
M iddleton, there are not above7000 acres cultivated with The fertility of these meadows arises partly from the
natural fertility of the soil, and partly from their being
tliis grain.
It is sown after beans, pease, tares, clover, or
potatoes in October, November, or December, and is flooded in winter, and artificially watered in summer.
reaped early in August, with a large toothless hook, in There are also excellent meadows on the banks of the
Thames, especially between Chelsea and Fulham, and
tlie manner called bagging, by which means the straw,
which brings a very high price in London, is cut very on the banks of the Coin, from Staines to Harefield.
close to the ground. The average produce of the coun- The whole extent of all these meadows is about 2500
Rye is sel- acres. The richest grass, however, in the county, is in
ty does not reach three quarters the acre.
dom cultivated, except for the purpose of being cut as the marsh land of the Isle of Dogs in it there are about
g^een food in the spring. There is not much barley 1000 acres, which lie so low that they would be overgrown in Middlesex ; indeed the soil in many parts is flowed by every tide, were it not for embankments.
too strong for this species of corn the number of acres The ground is divided by ditches, by means of which
the water is carried off at low tide into the Thames,
it is usually sown after
is calculated at about 4000
wheat or turnips ; in the fonner case, as might be ex- and thus the pasture is kept dry. It is calculated that
pected, the produce and quality are indifferent ; in the there are nearly 1 8,000 acres of upland meadows and
pastures in Middlesex, great part of wliich bears the
latter case, on the sandy loams, they are both good.
There are also few oats grown, though on the strong marks of having been formerly arable. The soil valoams their cultivation might be introduced with ad- ries from a poor loam, lying near the gravel, to a rich
vantage and ]M'ofit. The Tartarian oat is usually sown ; loam of considerable depth. Great quantities of maboth oats and barley are mown, except where they are nure are annually put on these grounds, especially in
very short, when they are cut with a sickle. Beans are the immediate vicinity of London, and yet the produce
grown on the strong soils in the north and north-west in respect to quantity, is very inconsiderable they arc
of the county, to the extent perhaps of 3000 acres ; in pastured till November, or later, if the weather is open
many pai*ts they are dibbled in others sown broad- and dry, and afterwards shut up for hay. All the meacast ; in the former case, they are kept very clear by dow land near Islington, Paddington, &c. is in the ochand-hoeing, and the produce is good, as well as the cupation of the cow-keepers, who mow it frequently
land left in excellent condition ; in the latter case, the two or three times a-year, as their object is to have hay
produce is light, and the land left foul. They are sel- of very fine quality. There is very little land entirely
dom ripe till the beginning of September, when they used as pasture. Middlesex has long been famous for Flay-tnaking.
*''^
White
^^SS^*^ ^^^ ^^ wheat. Pease are grown extciisive- its mode of making hay, and certainly the hay is got
Pcue, Ac. ly, especially on the rich light loams, in the low part of in with more of its sap in it, and with less labour, tlian
the county ; white pease are sown for podding, while in any other part of England. It is all mown by the
They are always acre each man mowing from 1* to 2 acres a-day five
green, for Covent Garden market.
hay-makers, men and women, are provided for each
drilled, and being kept clean, are a very profitable crop.
These pease are often sold by the acre, and in all cases, mower every part of the operation is carried on with
about 40 women and children are employed to pod 10 forks, except clearing the ground, which is done with
rakes.
acres, who are paid either by the day or by the acre,
The whole time employed seldom exceeds four
or the quantity gathered they are gathered into a sack days the first day it is spread, turned twice, and raked
of four heaped bushels. They are delivered to tlie sales, into rows, and put into small cocks ; the second day it
men in the market from three to five in the morning. T he is again spread, and shaken into plats of five or six
ground is usually picked twice over. The grey pease are yards diameter, which are turned, and then formed inOn the third day,
suffered to stand till ripe, when they are cut with hooks to larger cocks than the first day.
and rolled into wads. Nearly all the kinds of grain are the hay is put into a state to be carried, and sometimes.
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MMdlaKX. indeed, i« carried on this day on the fourth day, unlets
"~'^<'""~'
the weather is verj' unfavourable, it i« always carried.
The hay (tacks in Middlesex are very neatly made, and
well secured.
In some parts it is put into bams capable of holding from 50 to 100 loads. No cattle are
fattened in this county, but a very large number for
supplying London with milk. The cow-keepers in
senenl live at Islington, Hackney, Paddington, &c.
Cow.fanna. They breed very few cattle, generally buying them
when three or four years old, and in calf. They are
the abort homed Holdcmesse breed. They are confined in Btalls during the night
about three in the
morning, grains are given them ; from four to half past
•is they are milked by the milk-dealers, who contract
with the cow-keepers for the miking of a certain number of cows they are afterwards fed with tumip« and
bay at eight o'clock put into the row yard at twelve
confined to their stalls, and grain* given them
and at
half-past one they are again milked.
In the county of
Midrlleiex there are upwanN of 7500 cows kept for supplying London with milk. The auantity given by
each cow, on an average, ta supposeci lo be nine quarts
a day, or 3285 yearly.
The cow-keeper finds the men
who attend to the cows ; the cow-dealer the persooa
who milk them. F.very cow-house is provided with •
milk room, where the milk is measured, and openly
mixed with water frnm nnmp.
;

;

;

;

;
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Tbe

ear4«fis

narkct-gnrd.
are of tiir^

Idlesex are of great ex-

They

mmimantrj ttOL

the fruit, kitchen, and
are principally situated beiNceii lCen«iiiutii" nml the western "•vtr..,,,?!! ..t' the
Opunty, an.
pariahM <>t
!;tm,
Brentford. 1...
; I'wickenlu...
: ...
.,..; jfardnw have two crops growing at the same time on the
ground, ria. apples, ])ears, cherriea, &fc which
fiinn an upper crop
and raii]>berrie*, currants, herb*,
lie which form an under crop. The management of
tixtt gardens is, in general, excellent ; a wonderful d*>
gree of labour and skill are hc«tnwe I -v— •••^— :ind

tenerTBardens.

;

The first

wme

;

their produce ia
latcd to arcrage

proportionally lucr.:
upwarda of £ r>"
upwarda of 3000 acres under tlr

k-u.

-

in-

I

.v

dunng winter, tori-i[iiiri- me jiervjns per
acre, and in summer 10 persona.
In tanuner a great
many Welsh women come up to labour in them. By
are supposed,

tkr the richest kitchen-garden trniutid in Middlesex,

and perhapa in the wh.
pari^ of Chelsea, an.l
ater near the Thames, rdiim
'

is

me

.situated in tlie

part of Weabninneat-nonaca. Theaoil

a rich black loam, evidently fomcd by depaaiu (roan
the river, which is here indeed kept on the gramd by
anbankroent.
In dry weather theae nrdena can be
watered from the Thames by means <? sluices ; aad
tbeir fertility is further aacured and increased by at
ler! - '
it loads of dung laid on each acre annuony.
f Tcgetablca are grown here, but chiefly
tbwr wnich, early
the acaaan. bear a high price.
The total annual produce is calculated at tiSO an acre.
Tbe brmiiig gardenrn, aa they are called, from work^gthcir land with the plough, are aitoated at a much
gTHtcr diatance from London ; the cropa they cultivate
arc prindpaUy peaae for foddering, and tumipa, cab.
D^geai cmola. &i
vt-nt Oarden market.
The
OMiat wtenaive a:
ed nursery-grounds are ei«
ther in the wcI'D. at Chabsa, Brentford,
Keniingtoi), Fui
Haaanenmith, or to the
Dortb-east at Hackney and Dalston ; there are also
Bow and Mile-end. Ac. So sight more rich and
**" ^'" *"* *"'**'*"' ^f""" •*»« collection of
'^Sfli&l
j|pr%P<^cra which are to be aecn in many of tlieae gar«aM, -and the hot-houses attached to them ; and evety
ia
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imnroveroent that ingenuity and science can produce, Middlesex.
ana capttid execute, is to be met with, to bring tha """V""*
plants to the highest state of perfection.
Every kind
and variety of fruit-tree, al-so, that can be cultivated in
thi? country, is to be found in these nursery-grounds.
The hedge-row-tiniber in tliis county has also been
mentioned as abundant ; but the natural woods are very
trifling,

and are constantly decreasing, and scarcely any

timber is planted. On the banks of the Thames, and
the small islands in tliat river, between Staines and FuU
ham, a very considerable profit is made by the cultivation of osiers for the basket makers.
In describing the cow-farms, the breed of cattle kept Cattle, *e.
on them h.-i3 been mi-ntioned
there are few others
kept, except on the pleasure grounds of gentlemen.
Indeed the quantity of live stock in Middlesex is prt^
habl V less than in any other county, in proportion to tha
'f acres.
Few sheep are kept, and those prio<'<r breeding house and grass lamb.
The tjuinhtirxs are of a large siae, of the Leicestershire breed.
At the lime when there were more distilleries in the
coimty tlian there are at present, ni.my liofjs were kept
and fattened at them ; but now tlicre are comparative*
ly few in Mkldicsex.
There are few numufactorcs except in London and Bricb-mik.
its imme<liate vicinity ; and theae have been noticed in iog.
our account of tlic metro|H>lis. In tliis article, however, it may be proper to notice ijiore particularly the
tnanufscture of bricks. These are m.ide in all direotions round London, bat chiefly from the Strong loam
near Nlington, Kingsland, and Hackney.
Upwards of
2000 acres have been dug to the depth of from 4 to
10 feet for brick earth ; and each acre is calculated to
Ikavc paid, on an average, £4000.
The sum usually
paid to the owner of the soil for an acre ia jt! 100. Tha
brick earth is mixed with coal-ashes and sand ; and th*
bricks are burnt partly by the ashes they conuhi, and
{lartly by ashes strewed among the layers of bricks in
the kiln. Gravel is another very profiuble article derived from tlie ground, it l>cing the material exclusiveIv cnipluyed in making and rejiairing tlie roads; hence BouU.
they are very dusty in nunimer, and very deep and
heavy in w inter ; and were it not that the county is
so flat, they would l>e very inconvenient for carriages
and waggons. Middlesex is inu-rsected by the three
most frequented tunipike roads in tlie kingdom, namely, the great western road, tlie great northern road,
and the road into Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk. The
following are the results of the last return to Parliament
on this subject, for the year 1814.
;

'

MiW.
Length of paved rtieeti aod tunipike nwds,
LtagtbiifalltMbcrUghvaysoa wipcfacanisgngo,

Toul,

....

•

A

m

I

wmsM

304
6«7

nloa^ dw labow empioTsd in
CampoMto mooer
F^imalsa

Maoi^ czp(B4cd

in Uw.«iiils,

Ac.

these rowls,

.

Total,

~~9n
£3f)^r,

.

I1713
.446

£98098

or at the rate of about £lOO a-raile.
Besides the London markets, the principal markets
in Middlesex are at Uxbridge, Barnet, Hounslow, &c.
That at Uxbridge is one of the greatest corn-markett
in the kingdom ; and that at Huunslow generally presents a coniiderable numlx'r of fat cattle.
The following are the resulu of the last returns to PoorParliament, respecting the poor rates and other paro«
chial rates of this county, for the year 1815.
Annual falucafRalpTaptrty
Poor

ud atlMr pandiial nUci

A'eng*

rale ia ibc

pouad

in

1815

£3,595,i36

O

67i,l(i7

,

i

t

5

—

:

M
MiddlMM.
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D

Itloney expended in the maintenance of the poor
JMoney expen(lc<l in suits of law, removals, &c.
Money expended for militia purposes

IMoney expended

Number
liumber
>J umber

ii,099
10,859
1S3,S96

Ac•

,£693,354

.

18,241
16,026

.

.

£505,601

.

lor church-rates, county-rates,

Total money expended

of poor supported out of workhouses
of poor supported in workhouses
occasionally in and out of workhouses

83,988

£1187255

Total

Members

of friendly [societies

£67,186
£6,251

.

.

Amouut of charitable donations for parish Schools
Amoimt of charitable donations for other purposes.
Total

.

.

.

17,i47

£23,098

.

On an average of thre years, viz. 1813, ISli, and
1815, it appears that out of 207 parishes or places,
177 maintained the greater part of their poor in workhouses; that 12 in every 100 of the population were
relieved; that the rate amounted to ISs. lid. per
head; and tliat the average expence of keeping each
pauper amounted to £4, 93. 5d. annually ; that lyt'i
of the money raised is expended in rents of land
^yd for the militia; the total, independent of the poor,
between \d and ^th ; and that yd in every hundred
were members of friendly societies, The following
comparative details are also important
Expcndwl

PaTochial Rates.

In 1776,
Average of 1783-4-5,

for Poor.

£89,108

£79,090
89,383
102,874
In 1803,
.
.
349,200
.
490,144
Aven-ige of 1813-14-15,
.
663,103
517,300
The members of friendly societies in 1803, were
more numerous than in 1815; in the former year
there having been 72,741, whereas in the latter there
were only 67,186.
The following are the results of the last returns reI'opulation .
specting the population.
In the year 1700, there were
624,200; in 1750, there were 641,500; in the year
1801, 845,400; and in the year 1811, 953,276, or
3380 persons in a square mile. There is one baptism
to 40 persons ; one burial to 36 ; and one marriage to
94'.
The following table exhibits the baptisms, burials,
and marriages, from 1801 to 1810 inclusive.

Males
Females

.

.

Total

.

Baptisms.

Burials.

115,237
114,174

105,195
101,609

229,411
in 1811

206,80*

Houses inhabited

Marriages.

100774

,

Families occupying them

•

Houses building
Houses uninhabited

t

•

•

Families employed in agriculture
Families in trade

All others
Males
Females

•

.
i
,

,

a

•

Total
•

.

.

100,774
130,613
222,010
2811

4326
9038
135,398
77,524
434,633
618,643
953,276
845,400

,

In I80I
Increase

M
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.

107,876

See Middleton's Survey of Middlesex; Lyson's Entdrons of London, (w. s.)
MIDDLETON, Conyers, an eminent English divine, was born at York, in the year 1683.
His father,
the Rev. William Middleton, rector of Hinderwell, near
Whitby, gave him a liberal etlucation, and at the age
of seventeen, he was atlmitted a pensioner of Trinity
College, Cambriclge, and two years after he was chosen
a, scholar on the foundation.
He took his degree of
A. B. in 1702, and officiated ns curate of Trumpington, near Cambridge.
In 1706, he was elected a fellow of his college, and next year he became A. M.
About two years afterwards, he married Mrs. Drake,
a widow of ample fortijne; and, after his marriage, he
took a small rectory in the Isle of Ely, which he re«

I

D

signed, however, in little more than a year, on aC- Middlesex,
Middleton,
count of its unhealthy situation.
When George I. visited the university of Cambridge, ^^°"y'"^^
'
in the month of October 1717, Middleton, along with
several others, was created a doctor of divinity by mandate ; and he took an active part in the famous proceeding against Dr. Bentley, which for some time occupied much attention. In that conti-oversy, in the
course of the year 1719, he published the following
full and impartial Account of the late
four pieces: 1. "
Proceedings in the University of Cambridge against
Second Part of the full and
Dr. Bentley," &c. 2. "
impartial Account," &c.
3, Some Remarks upon a
Pamphlet, entitled, the Case of Dr. Bentley farther
stated and vindicated," &c.
4. "
trtie Account of
the present State of Trinity College, in Cambridge,
under the oppressive government of their master, Richard Bentley, D. D."
When, in 1720, Dr. Bentley published his " Proposals for a new Edition of the Greek Testament, and
Latin version," Middleton, the following year, published " Remarks, paragraph by paragraph, upon the Proposals," &c.
Bentley defended his Proposals against
these Remarks, which, however, he did not ascribe to
Middleton, but to Dr. Colbatch, a learned fellow
of his college, and casuistical professor of divinity in
the university, for the double purpose, it is supposed,
of giving him an opportunity of abusing Colbatch,

A

A

A

and of shewing his contempt of Middleton.
At a
meeting in February 1721, the vice-chancellor and
heads of the university pronounced Bentley's book to
be a most scandalous and malicious libel ; and they
resolved to inflict a proper censure upon the author, as
soon as he should be discovered. Middleton then published, with his name, an answer to Bentley's defence,
entitled, " Some farther Remarks, paragraph by paragraph," &c. These ttvo pieces against Bentley are written with great acuteness and learning.

Upon the great enlargement of the public library at
Cambridge, the office of principal librarian was conferred
upon Dr. Middleton, who, to shew himself worthy of
it, published, in 1723, a small piece with the title. Bib'
liolhecae Canlabrigiensis ordinandi qucedam, quam domine procancellario senatuique acade?mco considerandam
In the
perficiendam, officii et pieiatis ergo proponil.
dedication of this tract to the vice-chancellor, in which
he alluded to the contest between the University and
Dr. Bentley, he made use of some incautious expressions
against the jurisdiction of the Court of King's Bench,
for which he was prosecuted, but dismissed with an
et

easy

fine.

he had the misfortune to
and having fallen himself into bad health,
he undertook a journey through France and Italy, along
with Lord Coleraine, and arrived at Rome early in 1 724.
He was at Paris towards the end of the year 1725, and
Shortly after,
arrived at Cambridge before Christmas.
he published a tract, entitled, De medicorum apud ve-

Soon

after this publication,

lose his wife,

teres

Romanos

degenliuvi condittone disscrlatio; qua con-

Jacobum Sponium et Jlickardum
Meadium, servilem atqite ignobilem eamfuisse osleitdilur];
which drew upon him the displeasure of the whole meMiddleton dedical faculty, particularly of Dr. Mead.
tra viros celeberrimos

fended his dissertation against various attacks in a new
publication, entitled, Dissertalionis, ^-c. contra anonymos quosdam nolarmn brevium, responsionis, atqne animadtiersionis audores, defensio. Pars prima, 1727. Mead
and Middleton afterwards became very good friends. A
parssecunda, however, was actually written, and printed
for private circulation, after Middleton's death, by Dr,
*
Hcberden, in 1761, 4to,

M DDLET

N.

I

In I72<>, MMcllcton publUhed " A letter from Rome,
•hewini; «n e^iact conformity between Popery and Paganism ; or, the relii^ion of the present Romans derived
(nm that of their Heathen ancestors." In this letter,

IwMfe offence

to some of the English divines, by attaninff the Popish miracles with that general spirit of

which seemed to condemn all
In a teoond edition, he endeavoured to ob-

mtfia&fin and

indM.

levity,

tfaia objection, by an express declaration in favour
of the Jewish and Christian miracles. To the fourth
edition, which came out in 1741, 8vo. were added,
I. '* A prefatory discourse, containing an answer to
the writer of a Popish book, entitled, " The Catholic
Chriadan instructed, "&c. and 2. " A Postscript, in which
Mr. Warburton's opinion concerning the Paganism of

viatt

Bome is
Upon

paticularly considered."
the publication of Tindal's famous book, called
" Christianity as old as the Creation," many writers entered into controversy with its author; and, among
others, Waterland, who wrote "
Vindication of Scrip-

A

Middleton being <litplMi>iH with Waterland's manner of vindicatinj; Scripture, addresaed " A
Letter" to him, in 1731, containing some rvmarks oa it,
tontber with the sketch or plan of another answer to
He did not, however, put his name to
Tindsl's book.
nor was it known for some time, who was
the tract
the author of it. Waterland having continued to publish more parts of " Scripture vindicated,'' &c. Pearce,
bishop of Kocbester, took up the contest in his behalf;
which drew from .Middleton " A Defence of the Letter
to Dr. Waterland against the false and frivolous cavils
of the author of the Ucplr," 1731. Pearce replied to
thia defence, and treated Middletoa, aa be had done be(an, aa aa inAdd, or enemy to Christianity in disguise.
MfaWWtaw, who waa now known to be the author of the
Letter, was, in oooaequence, very near being stripped
of his degreea, and deprived of all his connection* with
ture," Sec

;

But this was deferred, upon a promiae that he would make all reasonable satisfaction,
aad explain bimaeU', if poasible, in such a manner a* to
ranora every objectian. This be, accordingly, attempted to do, in '< Some Bemarlu on Dr. Prarce's Reply ;"
Healao pabliabed, in 1733, •' Some Remarks," &c. on
the Univeraity.

an anonymous pamphlet, entitled, " Observations addnaaad to the author of the I^ter to Dr. Waterland,"
which was written by Dr. William*.
During thi* controversy, Middletoa wa* appointed,
in Decem ber 1731, Wood ward ian pnteaor, being the
flnt a pointed by Woodward'* tnmea*.
In Julv 732,
p
he poUiahed his iaaagnndMi poach, with thi* title,
Orilio dt Moeo pktuUugim expUetmJm muntrt, ex ctU'
1

benimi

Wmdmm rii tulamtmlojiulilulo lubita:

C^ntabru
This situation, however, he reaigoed in 1734, when he was made principal librarian.
In 1735, he published " A Dissertation concerning
the origin of I'rinting in England," &c in which he
endeavoured to prove that thi* art bad been introduced

gim

in icholii

jmh&at.
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byCaxton. In the Tear 1741, appeared Middleton'* Middl«ion,
great work, " The History o( the Life of M. TuUius Op"r«^^
"
•
Cicero," in 2 vols. 4to.
The profits of this work enabled him to portion two nieces, and to purchase a small
estate at Hildersham, about six miles from Cambridge;
In 1743, he published " The Epistles of M. T. Cicero to
M. Brutus, and of Brutus to Cicero," &c. in which he vindicated the authority of these epistles against the objections of the Rev. Mr. Tunstall.
In 1745, he published
Germana qiuedam anticfuilalit erudittr monumenta, quibiu
rilut varii, lam xaai quam prqfani^
lum GraxorutH alque yJigyptiorum nomnulii, illuslnmtiif,
and in 1747, "
Treatise on the Roman
kc. 4to.

Romanorum velcrum

A

;

Senate," in two parts.
In the last mentioned year also, a publication appear'
ed, which laid the foundation of another controversy
with the clergy. This was his " Introductory Discourse
to a larger book, designed here.-it\er to be published;
concerning the.miraculous powers which are supposed
to have *ob*iite<i in the Christian church from the
earliest ages, through several luccessive centuries, &a
Thi* inlro<hictory (litcourae was immediately attacked
by two celebrated controversial writers. Dr. Stebbing
and Dr. Chapman ; and Middleton replied by " Some
Remarks" on both their perlbrninnces. In December of the same year, he poblislicd his larger work,
with thi* title, "
Free Inquiry into the miraculous powers which are supposed to have subsisted in the
Christian Church," &c.
Innumerable antagonist* now
appeared against l>im,anioag whom Doil well and Church
distinguished themselves so much, that tliey were i-oraplimented by the University with the dej;rtf of D.D.
Meanwhile, Middleton surprised the public with
" An Examination of the Lord Bishop of London's
Discourse* concerning the use and intent of Prophecy,"
tie. which was refuted by Dr. ItutluTforth, divinity pro'

A

feasor at Cambridge. While inedit.iting an answer to all
the objections made against the " Free Inquiry," he was

seised with a slow hectic fever anil disonler in his liver,
which terminated his life, at Hildersham, on the 28th
of July, 1750, in the sixty.seventh year of bis age.
left no children by any of his wives.
In 1753, were published the miscellaneous works of
Middleton, containing all those above mentioned, with
the exception of the Life of Cicero, and several tracts

He

which had not been published during

bis

edition of these miscellaneous work*
pnbtiahed in five volumes octavo.

life.

A

second

wa* afterwards

Middleton wa* undoubtedly a man of great talenU,
and industry and in controversy he was a
Tery fbrmidable anUgonist. But neither the principles
he proposed, nor the style and tone of his polemical
tract* do much credit to hi* judgment and temper.
None of hi* work* are now much read, except his Lifeof Cicero, which is certainly a very valuable production, although written too much in the language of
laarning,

panegyric,

;

(i)

MIDWIFERY.
MidwirtTj.
>•-, IV'

31iDWir«RT strictly signifies the art of delivering women but it is now universallv understood to include
^

also the physiology and pathology of the pregnant and
puerperal atatcs, and a knowletbe of the management
of infants and children both in health and disease.
The term, in the English language, is derived from
tlif two Saxon words signifying mead and wj/e, the
midwife being the woman who got a present or gift

for

for

accomplishing the delivery. The old .Scotch term Midwirery.
midwife is hawdie, supposed to be derived from the ""V^"'

Saxon word signifying childbirth.
The French name their midwives, from their reptit.
ed skill, sagtM femmet i whilst the art itself is styled,.
from the confinement of the patient, L'arl det accouche^
mem. In all ages, and in every country, the practice
bat been generally in the band* of females ; and both

MIDWIFERY.
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HUtory. in ancient and

'

I

modem

lan^iage the appellation of the
-' practitioner is always feminine, with the exception of
the French term accoucheur.

By

Roman

the

law, midwives

distinct class in society,
nities

and advantages

m

were recognised as a
and partook of certain immu-

common with

medical practi-

At the present time, in several continental
countries, no one can practice midwifery without a li-

tioners.

cense ; but in Britain it is otherwise, as every one who
chooses to run the risk incurred by common law for
the fruits of ignorance, may practice as a midwife.
With regard to accoucheurs, they stand in this peculiar state, that they sometimes are considered as belonging to medicine, and sometimes to surgery. With the
exception of a temporary measure adopted by the College of Physicians in London, no public body has issued
In some Gerdistinct licenses to male practitioners.
man universities, it is explicitly attached to the united
degree of doctor of medicine and surgery. In others,
it seems indifferently to belong to the doctor of mediIn the university of Glascine or master of surgery.
gow, the only one in Britain which confers surgical degrees, the right to practice midwifery is included in
the degree of magister chirurgise.

obstacle were considerable, the infant always perished. History,
and, in many cases, the body wasactually torn away from '— «
the head. This accident in aftertimes gave rise to different contrivances for extricating the head which thus remained in the uterus. Other practitioners, at a very early
date, endeavoured to deliver the child by fixing a fillet or
band around the head, thereby becoming able to puU
In a greater number of instances, however
it down.
they accomplished delivery by opening the head, or
fixing a hook or crotchet into it, or squeezing it in forceps furnished with teeth.
From the seventh down to the sixteenth century, various writers are to be met with, but little improvement
is to be found in the art.
The most popular work in
the sixteenth century, was published originally in Ger'

^

man by

Eucharius Roesslin, commonly called Rhodion.
This, which was entitled the Garden of Lying-in Women and Midmves, was translated into Latin and all
the modern languages, and became the code of instruction for midwives.
It was not possible for rapid improvement to be made, the women could not go beyond their teachers, and their teachers had few means
of instructing themselves by actual practice. Dr. Veit,
in 1522, was publicly branded in Hamburgh, for having been present at a delivery under the. disguise of a

midwife.
In the sixteenth century, when little originality was
Ambroie
to be met with, Ambrose Pare formed an exception to Paie.
I* would be quite impossible, in a work of this kind,
History of
the general character of the age ; and it is this circummidwifery, to trace the history of midwifery minutely through
every individual who has written on the subject, from stance which has made him stand iiigher in public estiHippocrates downwards. Even to a medical reader, mation than his real merits deserve. Yet it is far from
the intention of the writer of this article to detract froia
this would bs more a matter of curiosity than utility.
his claim ; for surely the man, who, in an age of darkIt appears from the early writers whose works we posness and servitude, can to any degree desert the beaten
sess, that in natural labour the patient was placed on a
particular kind of seat or stool, and the process of deli- path for a better way, is entitled to more praise than tba
very conducted altogether by the midwife, who, we author of a brilliant system in a period enlightened by
may presume, from little being said of her duty, had no science and philosophy. Pare was the best surgeon of
very difficult office to perform. It was only in cases of his day, and his book, in many respects, bears the same
protracted labour, or in those where the child could relation to medical details that Froissart's chronicle does
His obstetrical directions are to be
not be born, either on account of its position, or size to a dry history.
compared with the pelvis, that the male practitioner found in his general work, but came again before the
was called and at this place it may be observed, that public in a separate form by his pupil Guillimeau. This gujuj.
Paulus jEgineta, in the 7th century, seems to be the contained a view of all that was known at the time ; nieau.
Paulus
first who was styled a man midwife.
iEgineta.
The practice but its chief merit, and the ground of Part's obstetric
adopted in such cases, no doubt varied a little at difl'er- reputation, is the rule, which he rendered nearly absoent times, and in different hands ; but the general lute, in all preternatural labours to turn the child, and
deliver by the feet. This work was succeeded, in 1 668,
principles of conduct were not much diversified, and
may be learned by consulting the works of vEtius, Al- by a system of F. Mauriceau, who not only had much Mauiiceau.
In tedious labour, the effect of private experience, but opportunity of improvement in
bucasis, and Avicenna.
concussion was sometimes tried to promote delivery ; the Hotel Dieu, part of which by this time had been
but it was more common to employ means for produ- appropriated to lying-in women, and is to be considercing relaxation, such as emollient applications, and even ed the first establishment of the kind in Europe.
His
Blood-letting, so useful in many cases book is not only worthy of notice from its merit, conthe warm bath.
of tedious labour, was strongly recommended by Hip- sidering the time when it appeared, but also from the
English translation by Dr. Chamberlain, containing an Chamberpocrates ; and it is much to be regretted, that his auintimation in the preface that his father, himself, and lain,
thority in this respect has been so long slighted by
the moderns.
Those, on the other hand, who seemed his brother, possessed a mean of delivering women in
to be too much enfeebled, were ordered to be sprinkled
difficult labour in a way compatible with tlie safety of
with vinegar, or to sit over vapoury supposed to have the child. How long his father or the family Iiad possessed the secret is not known, but the first public ina strengthening quality.
In preternatural positions, the presentation was either timation is given in the preface alluded to, which appushed back, and the head made to come forward ; or peared in 1672. Before this he had gone over to Paris
the protruding member was twisted off, and the child with the intention of selling his secret, but imprudentpulled away piecemeal.
When the head was large, or ly boasted that he could deliver safely a woman whom
the pelvis small, various modes were adopted. The Mauriceau had declared could not be saved otherwise
head, by some, was pushed back, if not impacted, and than by the Cesarean operation.
The result of his
the child turned, so as to allow the practitioner to de- trial, in this case, was such as might have been expectliver by the feet.
This continued lonjr to be the re- ed, and, instead of selling his secret, he, by promising
source in all cases where it was practicable, as there too much, lost his reputation, and with empty pockets
was thus a possibility of saving the child. But if the returned to England. Next he went to Holland, where
Historical Sketch of the Progress of Midtvifery.
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of his secret to Roger
passed to Ruisch and others

communicated

at least part

Uoonhuywn, from whom it
nostrum nor was it revealed

till 1763, when De
;
Vischer and \'an de Poll purchased it, anil made it
It wa^ long ailerwards in repute under the
public.
name of the Lever; but has now deservedly lost
tfround.
It would appear that Chamberlain nsed both
Die lever and the forceps ; but whether he only revealed the former to Rooobuysen, or had not then employed the forceps, is uncertain, and unimportant in the
annals of quarkerr. Of late, a discovery has been made
'-uments, in an old building in Essex,
of the or.
where, i;,
..r of a closet, a door was perceived
with hinges. This being op<^ned not by Mrs. Rad*
there was'
diffe, but by a sober matter-of-fact-man
found neither blood-stained armour nor mysterious
parchment, but some rusty instruments of three diflierent descriptions, a lever and two pair of forceps, one a
Soon after this
little more improvetl than the other.
time, other practitioner*, both in Britain and on the
continent, employed similar instruments ; but it was not
for many years afterwards that a description of thera
was made public. Dr. Denman, in a very desultory
historic sketch which he prefixed to his work, and
wliic!) U altii'jelliiT unlike that work, says, that Dr.
the forceps in the Edimburgk
•; but he cannot have read tbne
:.
i-?<?A_v«, lor it i» Mr. Butler who there gives a plate of
the instrument he had seen in Paris, whilst in the end
of the volume Chapman is criticised for not depicting
This he afterwards did. He is reported
his forceps.
to have been the second person who taught midwifery
Maubray, about ten years before,
in this kingdom.
had starte<l for the first time as a lecturer ; but is chiefly known fur his opposition to the use of instruments.
Soon aftrr Chapman taught. Dr. Smellie came for*
war<i '<'' " ''ned desersed reputation both as a practition
ichrr.
He published, \75i, a system,
1;.. '"
""•"virtant now, was long the elewhu.
mentary wurV
by all students, and to this he
afterwards ad.liM \.-^', volumes of cases, and one of
plates.
lie gave distinct rules for using the forceps,
which he improved in their construction. He did not,
however, carry their utility far enough for he is found
' n the head is
still advising the old mo<leof turni-not fixed.
In hitclass he made i
n«eofma-'
ind, if we may credit hit
Douglass,
oured to condense his
n, so as to
mi'.t .^:i jiiirses as well as all capacities ; tur he is said to
have hung out a paper lantern with thcae words, " Mid'•'
wif
fve shillings."
A
Levret, in Paris, acquired high
Teputati
V -cription and improvement
of the fi
eneral knowledge of midkill l)l)Hrv,^^•oIl^ oil uterine hemorrhage, conwifery,
sidering the state of virnce at the time, are admirable
anil important.
Accoucheurs have made a distinction
of floodinirs into those arising from detachment of the
or part of the placenta which is properly
'.hose pro<Iuced by the placenta being att.iLi'.e(i in a greater or less degree to the OS uteri.
In the
former case, Puxoa advised the membranes to be ruptured, in on!> r
.n traction of the womD.
In the latter.
that nothing but delivery
could be useful.
Uy lilciuimg these two works, Rigby
afterwards compiled a treatise on the subject ; but the
opinion now of every judicious practitioner is, that in
all cases of flooding rec|uiring manual interference, that
ought to consist in delivering as soon as it can safely
b« accuDplisbcd. This is a subject of very pcculiv im-
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History.^
portanc«, and it is necessary that the practitioner
—
make himself well acquainted with the principles of '- '
conduct, and act with promptitude and deciision.
Ur. Hunter appeared also on the field about th« Hunur.
sometime; for he came to London in 1741. His ta«
lents, his general learning, his professional knowledge,
his zeal and industry, together with a good manner,
His obstetri*
introduced him into extensive practice.
cal works consist of the anatomy of the gravid uterus,
illustrated with very splendid plates, and a descrip.
He added to
tion of the retroversion of the womb.
his anatomical lectures a few on midwifery, which it
is much to be feared have done essential injury to the
Piitience was his ad«
profession and the community.

vice in most cases, and an almost unbounded reliance
on the power of nature formed the basis of his practice.
That much good sprung from his admonitions
to avoid irritation and the use of stimulants in natural

unquestionable.
But it is equally true, that,
is necessary, patience becomes another name for negligent procrastination.
It is not to
be credited how many women and children are lost by
too great reliance on the posrcr of nature, and a re«
prehensible dclav in having rtcgurse to the assistance
of art ; and with the highest respect for the memory
of Dr. Hunter, the writer of this article remains convinced that his authority contributed greatly to introduce and support that passive conduct which is too
often pursue«l in protracted labour.
The dircictions of
the late Dr. Osbom on this subject, which sprung from Osborn.
the school of patience, cannot be read without astonishment, and the deepest regret ; and tlie consequence
of this system of delay is, and must be, that in many
instances, although the child be at last expelled, it is
bom dead, and the mother soon follows; or instru^
rarnts are at last used, when they are less likely to
save both parties than if they had been employed earlier, whiNt, in all, the patient suffers more pain by this
supine conduct than she would have done by more
vigorous practice.
It unfortunately h.ipnens, tfiat in some instances the
pelvis is so contracteu or deformed, that by no me«
tho<I can a living child be brought through it.
In
iuch cases four different methods have been proposed:
1*/, To open the head, and fix a hook or crotcnet on
it, and then draw down the child.
2d, To make an
incision through the skin and muscles into the womb,
and thus extract the child alive. This is called the
Ca;sarean operation.
Sd, To divide the joining of the
banc* of the pelvis in front, and thus endeavour to
enlarge the cavity through which the child must pass.
Uk, To induce premature labour. It is not necessaiy
to enter here into any critical examination of the comparative merits of these diflercnt methods.
It may
only be observe<l, that the chief point of controversy
is, whether the crotchet or the Cirsarean operation
should be preferred.
In this country the former is
always resorted to when possible, and the latter i*
only performed in extreme cases.
These, it may .
therefore be expected, can seldom prove successful ;
and, as if the condition of the patient were not a suffi>
cient source of danger, it is seldom performed till she
labour,

when

is

assistance

has been some time in labour, and perhaps consider^
This has arisen from the same cause
ably exhausted.
which has been already so strongly reprehended. It
surely may be early ascertained in such extreme cases,
that the pelvis is too small to permit of delivery by
any means through it ; and delay, after this is known,
is adding to the hazard of an operation which rccjuires
no additional risk to render it loroiidable. This delay
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has greatly arisen from, the arguments and statements
of the late Dr. Osbom, who maintained that no case of
deformity so great could occur as would prevent the
In proof of
•xtraction of the child by the crotchet.
this, he published a case where the operation proved
The fallacy of his
successful in extreme contraction.
reasoning was very ably shewn by the late Dr. Hamilton, whilst Dr. Johnston experimentally proved that
it was impossible to bring a mutilated child through
an aperture cut in a piece of wood exactly of the di«
mension of the pelvis described by Dr. Osbom, who
consequently must have been deceived. It is of great
importance to humanity to have this point ascertained;
for, although every British practitioner prefers the crotchet to the Cffisarean operation, yet, if it be conceded
that in some cases the former cannot be employed, it
follows that in such cases the sooner we resort to the

Part
CHAP.
Of
Of the

gra-

uterus,

TuE

the

I.

Gravid Uterus.

visible

within that cavity. The cervix uteri is filled
with inorganic jelly, whilst the fundus and body are
lined with a coating consisting partly of lymph, and
This has been called the membrana
partly of vessels.
clecidua, and is formed before the ovum can be deWhilst a receptacle is thus pretected in the uterus.
paring for the child, changes are going on in the ovaThis becomes
rium, where the ovum first appears.
more vascular, and at one part a small vesicle becomes
prominent.
The exterior covering of the ovarium
seems at this part to be absorbed, whilst the fimbriated extremity of the tube adheres firmly over it, and
receives the vesicle or ovum, as it is extricated from
the ovarian surface, conveying it down into the uteThat part of
rus itself, where it is to be developed.
the ovarium whence the embryo has issued, undergoes
certain changes in appearance, forming a distinct substance, known under the name of corpus luteum, the
presence of which is considered as an indication of
conception having at one period or other taken place.
At a very early stage, several vesicles may be discovered under the covering of the ovarium, at least the
•writer has observed this in two or three instances, but
whether these be ova which fade, is not determined.
The ovum, from the earliest time when it can be examined, consists of two vesicles, one within the other.
The innermost is much smaller than the outermost,
but is connected with it at one spot. The internal
contains a little transparent fluid, and the minute emThe space between the two vesicles is filled
bryo.
with clear jelly, like the vitreous humour of the eye,
and the outer surface of the external vesicle is covered
with small vessels, which in a short time increase so
much, that they form a distinct vascular covering,
known under the name of the spongy chorion, whilst
the vesicle they cover is called the membranous chorion the vesicle within both is called the amnion, and
the fluid it contains, and which is in immediate conFor
tact with the embryo, is named the liquor amnii.
a considerable time after the ovum enters the uterus,
the chorion and amnion, except at one point, are far
ilistant from each other, but presently the amnion ention

:

To

carry this sketch of the progress of midwifery
it to the diseases of women and children, would exceed the limits proper to a work of this
kind.
To notice all the eminent writers and teachers
of the present day would be impossible, and to make
a selection where so many are to be found, would be

farther, or extend

both

difficult

and

I—OF THE PREGNANT

change produced on the uterus and
Simulpyaria by conception, is increased vascularity.
taneous with this is an augmentation of the bulk of
the womb, or enlargement of its cavity, and a secrefirst

operation, the more likely it is to be successfuL
It
Of th*
has almost uniformly been fatal in this country, but Pregnant
State.
often successful on the Continent.
This must arise
^
""
' '
either from it being performed earlier there, or on
more favourable subjects. If in this country we perform it only on the most deformed and unhealthy, it
is our duty to these sufferers not to increase their danger by delay, in the senseless expectation of being able
to accomplish a physical impossibility.

invidious.

STATE.

larges more rapidly, so as to fill the space enclosed by
the chorion, and the intervening jelly is absorbed in
the same proportion. In common language, the embryo is said to be within these membranes, but anatomists know well that it is exterior, as the bowels lie
without the peritoneum. For it is next to be noticed,
that at one part, namely, where the embryo is situated, a small prolongation of both membranes is turned inward, so as to form a short tube, along which
vessels run from the spongy chorion to the embryo,
and from the embryo to the chorion. This prolongation is afterwards called the umbilical cord, and the
passing vessels the umbilical vessels. When the ovum
enters the uterus, it does not pass down unconnected
through the tube, nor fall loosely into the uterine cavity, but, arrived at the end of the tube, and entering

womb, it meets with the decidua vera, as it has
been called, and an intermixture of vessels takes place
between the chorion and decidua, and in proportion as
the ovum expands and fills the cavity, the decidua expands or grows with it ; affording a covering, until it
grows so large as to fill the cavity. This expansion of
the decidua has received the name of decidua reflexa,
and it becomes thinner and more gelatinous as pregnancy advances. It has been already stated, that the
the

embryo sends vessels which ramify over the chorion,
and part of which there unite to the decidua reflexa
but at that part where they pass out from the embryo,
they are more numerous than elsewhere, and unite
with the decidua vera, and form a thick vascular cake

which consists thus of two portions,
one formed by the womb, and one by the foetus, and
it serves as the intermedium between them, and the
source whence nourishment is derived, and a substitute for the lungs in the fcetal circulation.
To be
more minute on this subject is not consistent with the
plan of this work.
It is uncertain at what time 'the ovum enters the
uterus.
Dr. Haighton could not detect it in the uterus of the rabbit earlier than from the fourth to the
called placenta,

less is

Now, in that animal the period of uteroonly 30 days ; from analogy, which doubtnot to be held as proof, one would not expect to

find

early in

sixth day.

gestation
it

is

women, who go

so

much

longer.

Some

microscopic observers have supposed that they saw the
embryo eight days afler conception ; but, be this as it
may, it cannot be detected with the naked eye for
much longer. It is not probable that the ovum can
be seen in the uterus until nearly (hree weeks after

MIDWIFERY.
In «n instance where tlie conception
conception.
could not lie \esa than five wecka, the membranci were
of the utt of « smill chesnut, and the t'crtus K-arcely
In the sixth week it is rurvetl,
so larf^ a» an ant.
farming a bulk hke a split pea. In the seventh as
In the cightli, about the eize of an or<
large as a bee.
At first the embryo consists merely of
dinary bean.
two oval bodies joined together, which are the riuiiments of the bead and trunk ; then the cxtreinitiea
sprout out like buds, and the diH'erent organs become
gndnaUj developed. At tht: full time a mnle child

iMMmea

about 20 inches, and the average weight is
leren pounds.
At first, from the increased weight, the uterus sub>
•idea in tlie pelvis, at the same time thni the os uteri
becomes more circular, instead of transverse, as forIn course of time, howe%-er, it becomes so
merly.
large that it can no longer remain sunk in this situaThe time
tiofi, bat rises above the brim of the pelvis.
at which this happens most depend to a certain degree
on the capacity oi the pelvis, and the enlargement of
It usually happens in the end of the
the uterus.
fimrth month, that is, aAer 16 wecka ftmn conctptioo,

bat it msy be earlier, and ia afbtn iOBrtewhat later.
This elevation take* place in general rather suddenly,
and in many cases the sensation occasioned by the na<
iag of the uterus is very well marked, and •ooietinies
accompanied with fainting, or hysterical synptoma.
This is confounded by many with the motion of the
child itself, which ii fell about this time, and the per•an is said now to quicken. It is quite abenrd to rappoae, that before this the child is not alive, and doea
not move. The motions are now felt, becauae tha
child ia atranger and larger, oooparad to the qiuatity
ti liqoor amnii, and the utema ia in a man aawibie
Lawyers, however, who are in general bad
Its, have decided that it is murder to proabortion after the time of quickening, but a miar alimca to do so earlier. If any doubts have exiaied wapacting the existence of pregnancy, they are
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II.

Sign* of Pregnancy.

AtTnocoii some women very

eavly begin to have Of the
»''

complaints, or to experience certain sensations which "8"»
apprize them of concepticm luiving taken place, yet Pf'^K"*"''.''in general the first indication of pregnancy is the
It has been a
interruption of the menstrual action.
que-ition for discussion amongst medical men, whether
the menses have ever continued to appear regularly
during pregnancr, and notwithstanding the diHierent
instances which have been brought forward to the author, he is still convinced that the two conditions are
so incompatible with each other, that regular menstruation is inconsistent with pregnancy.
It is placed beyond all doubt, that many women have had periodical
discharge* during part or the whole of pregnancy ; but
these, from the attendant circumstances, are rather to
be viewed as hemorrhages than as a continuation of
the natural secretion.
Yet Baudeloque, Chambon,
and other respectable men, have told us of instances
where women did not menstrtute except during gestation.

The

breasts very early sympathise with the uterus.
not unusual for them at first to became a little
smaller, but by the third month there is an evident
enlargement, and the nipple presently becomes surroondad with a brown areoU. The augmentation of
is slower of taking place in thoae who are delicate,
or who have sanguinaooa evacnatians from the uterus
during the early months of pregnancy. A serous or
milky fluid aliM is secreted, and either flows from the
nipple* or can be pressed out.
It is not unusual for the abdomen, soon after conception, to became flatter than formerly, and continue
so for a month or two, after which it enlarges.
In
other instances it very early increases in size, chiefly
attUa period daarad op; ibr the patient herself is from a distended state of the bowels. In pregnancy
naibia of tha aatiaa, and tha aeoonchanr, by exami- the tiimoar is moat manifest below the umbilicus, which
ti on per
Miaaai , fbab tha otema to be heavy, and generally becomea prominent towards the sixth month,
whaApfWMOi ap with tha finger, there i$ perceived if not sooner.
tha asowWKiil Jt taUotemn t
and by gently striking
It is poaaible, but not usual, for all these symptoms
tha oader part «i tha oterus once or twice, the foetus to appear in the virgin state, in consequence ot uteis perceirea distinctly to move or flutter within.
rine irritation ; but much more frequently they arise,
It re<piire« nine months to bring the human fcetus
if not flrom true pregnancy, at least from a blighted
to perfection, and experience teaches many women, ortmi, or what has been called a false conception.
from particular feelings, how to jvdfe pretty accurate- Many women, who have had a large family, when they
ly with regard to the time when th^ are to be conadvance in life, are liable to inHittion of the abdofined.
When there is no particular circumstance to men, and irregularity oi' the menstrual discharge, ocguide them, the general way is to calculate forty- casionally accompanied with slight changes in the aptwo weeka from the latt period of manstmatson, forty pearance of the breasts. They are willing to believe
wedca being the term of gcatatien. Thia determinea themaelves not past the age of childbearing, and fancy
within a fortnight, and farther aaMtaaca ia derived they feel the motion of the child ; but it is only wind
from attending to the time of quickening. Many paasing along the bowels, and is known to be so by
bring forth before the full time, but it is rare to go shifting its place, and generally being perceived higher
beyond the ordinary term ; but it is certainly poaaible than the uterus.
ladoaow
These signs, with the existence of what have been
Children bom in and after the seventh month may called the disorders of pregnant women, do, in the
litre, but the nearer they approach to perfection,
the married «ute, justly warrant the belief of the existence
mcee likely are they to thrive. If they h»ve no hair of pregnancy ; but we cannot arrive at certainty until
nor nails, and the skin be not red altotit the palm* of the time oj" nuickening, or by examination jycr vagi,
the hands, breaat, and scrotum, and if they can neither nam, .iIkjuI that period.
Earlier, even this mode cancry nor sock, thcta ia no chance of their living.
not (Knitively decide the question, for the womb may
InstaoM, however, have occurred, where chiklren in bo enlarged by other causes. Still it affords
in the
the aixth month have been kept alive by being fed and third month strong presumptive
evidence.
It is
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III.

Disorders incident to the Pregnant Slate.

It is riot to be expected that the uterus can undergo
the disorders inrl- the great and active changes which it experiences after
dent to the conception, without affecting to a greater or less deOf

pregnant
state.

from regular, but moderate exercise, taken daily
to such extent as does not occasion fatigue.
It is partly from the opportunity of taking such exercise with
facility, and partly from the salutary influence of pure
air on the whole frame, that many patients experience

rivet!

CHAP.

The
gree the whole frame, and particular organs.
general sympathy which exists amongst the different
parts of the body, as well as the particular influence
•which individual systems and viscera exert on one another, render it impossible for one part to have its
action materially altered, increased, or diminished,
without producing more extensive effects.
The effects produced by the gravid uterus may be
l.v/. Those which
classed under the following heads :
arise from the sympathy of particular parts with the
uterus, some of which have their activity increased,
Examples of these we have in the
others diminished.
changes produced on the breasts and stomach. 2(/,
Those which proceed from more general sympathy, as
we see exemplified in the nervous and vascular systems. 3f/, Those which are occasioned chiefly by a
mechanical cause, as oedema of tlie feet, and swelling
of the veins. Few, if any, of these effects, however,
can be said to arise purely and entirely from one class
of causes. They may be individually referable to one
or other class chiefly, but the causes themselves are so
interwoven and mixed up with one another, and there
are so many reactions, that the classification must be
taken with circumspection, and a latitude allowed.
From the brisk and increased action which goes on
in the uterus, so long as gestation continues, and the
ovum thrives, we find that a change takes place in the
It does not assume an inflammastate of the blood.
tory appearance, but it becomes sizy, an effect not peculiar to pregnancy, but produced by many other local

The arterial system is likewise exerted,
so that the pulse becomes sharper, sometimes stronger,
and generally, in the commencement of pregnancy,
variable. The functions dependent on the blood-vessels
are also influenced ; animal heat is often increased, the
deposition of fat, and perhaps of other constituent parts
of the frame, is either actually lessened, or the process
of absorption is increased, or both of these take place
Yet there
for in general the female becomes thinner.
is rather a redundancy than a deficiency of blood, for
In many
plethora is apt to exist during pregnancy.
cases these efftcts -appear only in a moderate degree ;
in other cases, however, the patient is actually feverish,
sleeps almost none, and becomes extremely emaciated.
As this condition, like the other disorders of pregnancy, arises from the state of the uterus, it is evident that,
so long as the latter exists, the former must continue ;
and all we can do is, to mitigate what we cannot cure.
This is best done by strict attention to the state of the
bowels, taking occasionally the saline jalap, avoiding
much animal food, every thing of an irritating or heating nature, and even abstaining from all unnecessary
(quantity of the blandest liquids, sleeping on a firm matress, with no more bed-clothes than are requisite, procuring a free ventilation of air, and detracting blood
from the veins, if the symptoms do not yield to this re
With regard to exercise, tliere has been some
jjimen.
diversity of opinion; but all must agree, that where
there is a tendency to abortion, this must be abstained
from altogether, or taken in great moderation till the
Where there is no cause,
period of danger be past.
liowever, to forbid it, advantage is very evidently deirritations.

great benefit from spending the period of pregnancy in
the country, although inconveniences of a different nature may result from this practice.
The stomach and
bowels very early are affected by pregnancy, producing
sickness, vomiting, heartburn, fastidious appetite, costiveness, or an opposite condition of tlie bowels, and a
train of secondary symptoms ensuing therefrom. When
these disorders are in a moderate degree, little requires
to be done ; and indeed some men of judgment have
reasoned themselves into a belief, that, as they arise naturally from pregnancy, we ought not to be very solicitous in removing them.
This principle, if followed
up, would lead to most absurd as well as dangerous
practices in medecine, and, in the present case, would,
particularly with regard to costiveness, make us overlook, and indeed encourage a very decided cause of
both distressing and formidable disease. Partly fron*
the effects produced by the uterus itself on the nervous,
system, but still more decidedly by the state of the
bowels during pregnancy, many hysterical and anomalous affections are produced, and irregular and painful
actions excited in distant parts ; and, from the same
cause, the brain itself is acted on, and a determination
of blood made to the head, which produces severe headare yet igaches, convulsions, or apoplexy itself.
norant of much which relates to the mutual re-action of
the nervous and sanguiferous systems, and perhaps overlook too much the agency of the spinal marrow in
many of those severe disorders of the two systems,
which have their origin in the state of the abdominal
Nothing tends more to prevent those harassviscera.
ing, and often dangerous symptoms, styled nervous,
But experience antl
than rigid attention to the bowels.
observation have taught the writer, that when these
have actually taken place, particularly if attended with
a sense of fulness in the head, much giddiness, or headach of an oppressive kind, or any degree of stupor, that

We

Fashions
the lancet is the mean chicfljf to be trusted.
are not confined to Bond Street, but prevail as much
amongst physicians as milliners; and perhaps the present
system is to trust too much to the efficacy of purgatives,
and too little to the effect of blood-letting.
It is not meant to say that the common hysterical
fits which may attack women about the early period
of pregnancy, or at quickening, require the lancet, or
that these fits, at any period, demand it, unless accom-

much plethora. They may be overcome
by purgatives, light diet, and antispasmodics, aided
sometimes by tonics. But there is no fallacy more
dangerous than the doctrine, that venesection is impropanied with

merely because the complaint assumes the appearance of hysteria. There are few disorders in the
pregnant state, which, when severe, are not relieved bybleeding, unless they evidently are dependent on a
The very sickiitss and vomiting of
state of debility.
per,

pregnant women are best relieved by this remedy,
whici) subdues the excessive irritation of the stomach ;
of leeches to the epigastric
region is almost certainly beneficial ; whilst a general
plan is followed for the relief of a systematic condition, particular remedies must be employed for obviating special symptoms: tl'u> heartburn must be removed by antacids, such as chalk or magnesia, comor, if it fail, the application

bined with ammonia or soda; flatulent pains, by laxa«
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lives and canninatives,
sickness, with bitter taste,

antispasmodics; continued

by very gentle doses of calo-

convulsions, by instantaneous venesection ; fainting fits, by cool air, application of cold wafer, and the
anasarca tlepending on pregnancy, by
use of volatiles
To enthe lancet, and aperients, with mild diuretics
ter more into the detail of the different diseases of
nngnancy, would swell this article beyond reasonable
teands ; nor is it necessary, as the genera] principles
of treatment have been freely and without reserve laid
down. It will not, however, be proper to conclude
this part, without adverting to a mechanical disease,
which sometimes takes place between the third and
fourth month of pregnancy, and which is known under
It may at
the name of retroversion of the womb.
this period be pro<luced by improper retention of the
urine, by which the bladder is distended, the lower
part of the uterus raised and brought forward, whilst
the upper part is turned back and thrown down between the vagina and rectum. But it is quite a mistake to suppose that retention of urine is the sole cause,
or, in maoy instances, more than a secondary one, incnaaing that, diaplaeenient which had begun to exist.
and sympFran a careful esamination of the f
toms of this disorder, the writer is oonTinoed that frequently it arises from an un<lue degree af prolapsus.
The OS uteri is brought lower and more forward Itian it
ought to be, and the fundus lies back in the hollow of
the SMCrum. I'he uterus enlarges in this situation, and
the fundus sinks lower, whilst the os uteri projects
The bladder
more forward and obstructs the urine
becoiDca distended, an<l the retroversion is completed,
or incKMad thereby, if it bad already taken place, by
inbiidence of the fundus and ctjnsequent ele.
the
ratioB at tbe ofiposile end, the uterus turning to a
grceter or leoa extent, like a beam of a balance on ita
moderate degree of malposition produces i»>
ask.
ram the pressure it occasions on
caoTcnience
iJer, by which the urine cannot
tbe ori£ce oi
be evacuated. Thu not only occaaions the usual painful sensations which accompany retention of urine, but
very soosi excites severe bearing-down pains, Uke those
of labour. Partly from the t-ffect produced on tbe lower
pert of tbe uterus by the disteoded bladder, but chiefly
D^ the preeaore of the suniriDcimbeat viscera, occaaened bjr the cositraction of the ahdiwninal moacka, the
fundus ia prened lower, end the retroversion rendircd
nore cootplete, and the bladder ia atill more dosed up.
The two proiainent symptons then of this complaint,
are. rcienticn of urine, anil bearing-<lown pains. These
pains are more dcixiulcnt on the state oi the bladder
than on the po>it
uterus, for they are always
worst when tlie i _
n fullest, or most irritated.
Last of all, if the complaint be neglected, and the
bladder continues unrelieved, inflammation tjdces place,
and generally prove* fatal. (Jur firtt and great object,
therefore, ought to be immediately to relieve the bladder, by introducing the catheter; and a regular recourse
to this, keeping the bowels open, and allaying irritation, if neceseary, by opiatea, sddoni fail* in curing
the petient. The best catheter to be employed is the
jnim one, and advantage may sometimes be derived
allowii^ it to remain in the bladder, so as to
keep it oonstantly empty fur some time
have
been urged to replace the uterus by pressure, but this
often is not to be aocomplished without much force,
and in some cases ia almost impracticable. No mitance has occurred to the writer where bed conae'
followed from nq[lecting this attempt, and
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inclined to advise the more lenient,
therefore he
though slower nio<le of trusting to the use of the catheter, ratlier than using force in endeavouring to reAt the same time, he has no objecplace the womb.
tion, after the arine is drawn off, to make gentle
pressure upwards on the fundus uterus, with tlic hand
is still

Ofihe
Pregnant
Siiiie.
'

mtroduced into the vagina ; but no strong efforts to
elevate are advisable, nor, in any case, ought the attempt to be made, till the bladder be completely
emptied.

CHAP.

IV.

Of Abortion and Hrmorrhnge.

When

the child

is

expelled so prematurely as to be Ofabortiou

mother is said to suffer an abor- 'nd bcrooralways accompanied with separation of rhage.

unfit for living, the
tion.

This

is

The
the ovum, and contraction of the womb itself.
first is proilucyon nf discharge of blood, the secrmil of
Sometimes the sepains analogous to those of Isbour.
paration, and. in other cases, the contraction, is the first
mdicatiim of abortion. If this event arise from any
exertion, fright, or any other cause operating on the
vessels, and occasioning detachment, tlie symptoms
come on unexpectedly, and in general the first is heIf, however, it proceed from more latent
causes, influencing the vitality of the ftrtus itself, we
usually observe certain precursory signs, which shew

morrhage

the embrj'o or chdd is no longer alive. The
ceases, the breasts become flatter or
fall off in sise, the abdomen feels slack, and a sensation of heaviness is perceived in the lower part of it.
If the patient be past the time of quickening, she now
Any one of these signs is not
feels motion no more.
to be coneidered as evidence that abortion is inevitable,
but when they are conjoined, there can be no doubt.
If the ovum be very inconsiderable in size, the symptoms attendant on abortion are chiefly those of uterine
irritation, accompanied with hemorrhage, and differ
little from those of painful menorrhagia.
Nothing but
coagula can be detected.
if the ovum be diatinct, as in the second month, we
have an attempt to contract, pains more or less regular,
and greater disturbance of tlie abdosninal viscera, ancl
not unfrequently a tendency to syncope.
When the organisation is mure complete, and Uie
ovum larger, as in the third month, we have still more
distinct and regular pains, accompanied with hemorrhage and sympathetic tymptoms. Sometimes the water is first discharged, then the foetus, and last of all
the secundines ; in other cases, the membranous bag
comes swsy entire, enclosing the fuetus, and bringing
along with it the fu-tal posture of the placenta, and part
of the decidua ; the rest is afterwards thrown off.
When farther advanced, the process resembles still
more nesrly labour, except in being accompanied with
tiiat

morning sickness

greater discharge.

When

ttie fcetus

is

expelled in abortion,

it is

for the discharge to mitigate or stop for a time,

returns,

and sometimes with redoubled

usual

then

it

violence, pre-

vious to the expulsion of the secundines.
These arc
off, at different periods, from an hour to some
days, but tlie general time is within I i hours.
The duration of the whole process, as well as the
nature and extent of the accompanying and sympa-

thrown

thetic effects, vary much in different cases, and in some
a portion, or the whole of the secundines, is so long
retained as to become putrid, and produce bad con-

sequences.

In general, abortion

is

not attended with
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or

the

danger,

if

the cofiEtitutlon be not previously ruined.

Pregnant or the patient mucli sunk
but repeated miscarriages
State.
^ ultimately impair the health, and predispose to other
diseases.
Nor is the process itself altogether void of
danger.
Very lately, the author was consulted respect;

ing a lady who had suffered a miscarriage in the second
month, and who, when he saw her, was just expiring
from hemorriiage, although she had been carefully and
zealously attended by two intelligent gentlemen from
the

first.

A

predisposition may be given to abortion by that
imperfection which takes place in the uterus in advanced life. Repealed miscarriages also not only occasion a debility in the womb, but also, by the power
of habit, give a tendency to injurious changes and acGetions about the same time in future pregnancies.
neral or local debility, producetl in any way, has also a
predisposing effect, and this is particularly the case when
there is a relative plethora, or greater quantity of blood
circulating in the vessels than their debilitated condiAn absolute plethora is another fretion can sustain.
quent predisposing cause, and is generally combined
with an hemorrhagic disposition. Excessive irritability
of the uterine system, or of the bod)' altogether, renders abortion very apt to occur, and the same holds
true of undue sympathy between the uterus and other
Some conditions of the ovum itself, too oborgans.
scure to be detected, or which, either from the minuteness of the part, or destruction of organization which
takes place, cannot be observed, must also be included.
Delicacy of the membranes, excessive quantity of
liquor amnii, diseased cord, or placenta, are amongst
the number of causes. The exciting causes are numerous, and vary in different individuals. One of the most
certain is the death of the child, arising from affections or changes peculiar to itself, or from disorders
and affections of the mother, such as sudden and severe cramp in the stomach or bowels. Passions of the
mind have much influence on the uterus, disordering
the circulation, and causing rupture of the connecting
vessels, or exciting the muscular action of the womb.
Violent sensations, as sudden immersion in cold water,
or a large draught of cold drink, may cause abortion.
Acrid medicine, or strong purgatives, or the irritation
of piles, 6iC. are likewise exciting causes. Violent or
sudden exertion, or any effort beyond the safe degree,
will cause abortion ; and in those who are predisposed
to it, the most trifling exciting causes are sufficient.
Our object, in order to prevent abortion in those
•who are not yet threatened with it, is to counteract, as
far as we can, the supposed predisposing causes, and
Asa very
avoid with care those which are existing.
frequent cause is plethora, with or without delicacy of
the vessels of the ovum, a prominent part of attenWe lessen plethora
tion is the sanguiferous system.
by light diet, restriction in the quantity of liquids, laxatives, blood-letting, and moderate gentle exercise, if
that be practicable on account of the local condition.
Diminution of the quantity of sleep, and avoiding
heated rooms, and too warm beds, are also proper.
When there is a strong predisposition, every thing
vrhich can excite the action of the uterus, or the actiHence, in some
vity of the vessels, must be shunned.
cases, it may be necessary to confine the patient for
some weeks, or even months, to a recumbent posture.
It is needless to add, that all stimulants must be abWhen the cold bath agrees
stained from in such cases.
with the patient, it is useful, by rendering all the functions more perfect, and lessening the risk of plethora.

In debilitated habits,

if the cold

bath do not proit is of great utility.
The diet ought to be neither so sparing as to
continue, far less increase, weakness ; nor, on the other
hand, so full as to produce relative plethora.

duce

chilliness or disagreeable effects,

Extreme

irritability is lessened

shower bath, and,

if

combined with

by laxatives, the
debility, by the use

of light infusion of bark.
If connected with plethora,
as it often is, venesection is the best remedy.
The repeated application of leeches to the neighbourhood of
the vagiuM is a favourite remedy with some continental
practitioners.
In very nervous habits, when there is
uneasiness in the uterine region, supposed to indicate
the existence of spasm, the tepid bath, with antispasmodics, has been sometimes of service, and is certainly
by no means dangerous.
When abortion is threatened, if we be not assured
that the child is dead, we ought instantly to use means
for stopping it. Blood-letting is a very general remedy,
and a useful one, but it must not be carried too far and
the practitioner ought to regulate his conduct by sci;

entific principles.
There are chiefly two objects in
employing the lancet; to lessen the activity of the circulation, and thereby diminish or check hemorrhage,
and stop the farther separation of the ovum ; and to

abate irritability.

Spare diet, strict rest, cool air, tranquillity of mind,
and the other means of lessening predisposition must
be rigidly enforced. The application of cold water to
the back and perineum, by means of cloths, is often
highly useful ; and if the discharge be considerable, it
ought to be commanded by stuffing the vagina. If
there be any pain or general uneasiness, an opiate is
useful
and, indeed, if there be no idiosyncrasy forbidding it, we ought in general to prescribe it. When
there is a continued but moderate discharge, or repeat,•

ed discharges, the use of a styptic injection is proper.
When we cannot prevent abortion from taking place,
our next object is to conduct the process to a safe termination.
The principal danger arises from the loss of
blood, and therefore our chief attention ought to be
paid to the prevention of this by stuffing, and the judicious use of cold.
Faintness, feeling of sinking, or
actual syncope, are removed by cool -air, smelling harts,
horn, opiates, and gentle cordials. The placenta ought
in general to be left to come awa}' by the uterine efforts ; but, in the mean time, we must guard against
hemorrhage by stuffing, or if the discharge be considerable, and the secundines can be brought away by the
finger without irritation, thatouglit to be done.
When a portion of the placenta remains and putrifies, a febrile or hectic state is excited, the patient becomes sick, and the strength is much reduced both by
fever and repeated hemorrhages, during the intervals
of which foetid matter is discharged from the vagina.
The lower part of the belly is tumid, perhaps tender,
and languor alternates with hysterical symptoms. If we
can feel the portion, and easily extract it, this ought to
bedone; but we must not irritate. Injections of solutions
of sulphate of aluniine are proper, or of strong decocThe bowels are to be kept regular,
tion of oak bark.
the diet should be light and nourishing ; and the free
use of fruit or vegetable acid, with the occasional exIn prolonged cases, a
hibition of opiates, are proper.
gentle emetic may be of service in procuring the removal of the putrid mass.
It will be proper, in this place, to notice those hemorrhages which occur in the latter months of pregnancy, and which are attended with the greatest dan-

Ofthe
Pregnant
State.
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ger both te the mother and
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These have been

cliild.

Pr«Kn*nt divided into two classes those arising from the imState.
plantation of the placcnU over the os uteri, and those
This diin which the placenU is attached higher up.
vision is hijjtdy proper in one respect, but is neither
afe nor useful if it is to give rise to a rule of practice
The only safe rule is a general
peculiar to each kmd.
;

one, that no patient, in flooding, can be with impunity
allowed to remain undelivered, after the state of the

M uteri will permit of deliver)':
The

atuck

first

oJ

hemorrhage

is

in general

sudden

severe, but it soon u susj>ended, or at least modwated. It ot\en ukes place during the night, and is
aMuUy unattended with pain. The effects -produced

and

attack will de|>end on the strength and haand the severity of the hemorrhage.
By • recurrence of the discharge, the strength however
in every instance is greatly reduced, the patient be-

by the

first

bit of the patient,
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comes pale, and the pulse feeble. At the same time,
The os uteri
slight but inefficient pains are excited.
becomes soft and dilatable, perhaps partially dilated,
and hopes are enterUined that labour shall come on and
safely relieve the patient. Such hopes are never entertained by any man who understands the nature of the
case, for although one or two patients may thus escape

Of

tfie

Fregiumt
State.

many hundreds,

the rest die undelivered.
obvious practice to be followed is, to
restrain the discharge by stuffing the vagina until the
OS uteri becomes dilatable, and then deliver the patient
by turning the child. We thus do not interfere so early
as to pnwucc injurious irritation by harshly opening
the OS uteri, nor do we, on the other hand, permit the
The constrength to be sunk to a hzizanlous degree.
comitant treatment must proceed on general prinout of

The plain and

ciples.

OF PARTURITION.

II.

I.

of Labours.

Order 2. Where it is dependant prindpally on some Of Partari"°"' ^
mechanical impediment,
•
Class V. Laborious or instrumental labour labour
which cannot be completed without the use of extracting instruments, or altering the proportion betwixt the
sixe of the child and the cajuicity of the pelvis.
This comprehends two orders.
Order 1. The case admitting the use of such instruments as do not necessarily destroy the child
Order 2. The obstacle to delivery being so great, at
to require that the life of the child shoulu be sacrificed
for the safety of the mother.
Class Vf. Impracticable labour; labour in which
the child, even when reduced in size, cannot pass
through the pelvis.
This comprehends only one order.
Class VII. Complicatetl labour; labour attended
with some dangerous or troublesome accident or disease, connected in particular instances with the process
of parturition.
This comprehends six orders.
Order I. Labour complicated with uterine hemor;

Of Fartnrl.

Labotir may be defined to be the expulsive efforts
"«
Bade by the uterus tor the birih of tlie ctiild, after it
as to give it a
Qf^^^. b«a acqiiired auch a degree of maturity
fiCmiioD of chance ot living independently of iu uterine appen*
<laget.
Ubeon.
Labours may be divided into seven classes.
Class I. Natural Labour; which nuy be defined to
be Uboiw taking place at the end of the ninth month
of pregnancy ; Uie child pre«enting the central portion
of t>ie sagittal suture, and the foi«head being ciirectcd
at first toward the sacro-iliac symphysis ; a due propsrtiao existing between the sice of the head and the
capacity of iIm pelvis ; the paina being regular and effective ; tiM prooesa not oootinning Iwvond S4 hour<,
aeldofn above 12, and very often not for six no morbid aflectioo supervening capable of preventing deliVtrj, at endangering the life of the woman.
Thia comprehends only one order.
Class i I. Premature labour or labour taking place
Moaiderably before the completion of the uaual period
of utero-geatation, but yet not fo early as necessarily to
pie »e iil wa child from surviving.
This comprehends only one order.
Class III. Fretemstursl labours; or tboae in which
tlw prtaentation or posttian of the child, is diffrrent
froaa tbat whidi occurs in natural labour, or in which
the utcTua mntaina a plurality of children, or nooatan.
This comprriMRKU seven orders.
Order I. Pmentation of the breech.
Order 'J. Frescntation of the inferior extreroitiea.
Order 8. Krcseatation of the superior extremities.
Order 4. Frcacntation of the back, belly, or sides of
the child.
Order £ Mai- position of the head.
Order b. Presentation of the funis.
Order 7. Plurality of diildren, or monsters.
CuAsa IV. I'edioiu labour, or UlNiur protracted l)ejond liia usual duration the delay not caused liy the
of the child, and the process capable of
1 safely, without the use of extracting in-

^

;

;

;
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1.
I

Where

two onlers.
the dri.iy proceeds from

or irrrgolarity ot

miflif action.

some im-

rhage.

Order

2.

Labour complicated with hemorrhage from

other organs.
'

3. Labour complicated with syncope.
Orrler4. Labour complicated with convulsioni.
Order 5. Labour complicated with rupture of (Be

Order

uterus.

Order

6.

Labour complicated with suppression of

urine, or rupture of the bladder,

CHAP.

II.

Qf Natural Labour.

The intention of lubour is to expel the child an<1 se- Ofnaturat
For this purpose, the first thing to lie done '"l"*)"!.
cundines.
by the process, is to dilate, to a sufficient degree, the o»
uteri, so that the child may pii'<« through it.
Tlie next
point to l>e g8tne<l ii the
of the child itself,
aiid last of all the I'cetal r|I{'
htc to be thrown
off.
Theprocess may therefore l>e tlividrd into three
Trie first stage is generally the nioKt tedious.
stages.
It IS attended with frequent but usually short pains,
which are described n* l>eing sharp, and (onietimes so
severe a* to Ik* called cutting or (grinding.
Tliey Cummoolj begin in the back, and extend toward the pubis
'

i

;;
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of the child is expellctl, which completes the second Of
The expulsion of the body is genestage of labour.
rally accomplished very easily and quickly ; but sometimes tlie woman suffers several strong and forcing
pains before the shoulders are expelled. The birth of
the child is succeeded, after a short calm, by a very
slight degree of pain, which is consequent to that contraction which is necessary for the expulsion of the plaThis expulsion is accompanied and preceded
centa.
by a slight discharge of blood, which is continued, but
in decreasing quantity, for a few days, under the
name of the red lochia.
The existence and progress of labour, and the manner in which tlie child is placed, are ascertained by examination per vaginam.
Before labour liegins, the os uteri is generally closed,
and directed backwards towards the sacrum. When
we examine, in the commencement of labour, the os
uteri is to be sought for near the sacrum, at the back
part of the pelvis, whilst between that spot and the
pubis we can pass the finger along the fore part of the
cervex uteri. On this the presenting part of the child
rests, so that in natural labour it assumes somewhat the
shape of the head ; and, for the sake of distinction, we

or top of the thighs ; but there is in this respect a great
diversity with different women, or the same woman at
Sometimes the pain is felt chiefly or
different times.

''

abdomen, the back being not at all affected during this stage and it is generally observed,
that such pains are not so effective as those which afOr the pain protluced by the contracfect the back.
entirely in the

;

womb may

be felt in the uterine region;
goes off, may be succeeded by a distressing
In other cases, the pain is confinaching in the back.
ed to the small of the back and upper part of the sacrum, and is either of a dull aching kind, or sharp and
acute, and, in some instances, is attended with a considerable degree of sickness, or tendency to syncope.
The most regular -manner of attack, is for pains to be
at first confined to the back, descending lower by degrees, and extending round to the belly, pubis, or top
and fore part of the thighs, and gradually stretching
down the back part of the thighs, the fore part becoming easy occasionally one thigh alone is affected. At
this time also, one of the legs is sometimes affected with
cramp. The duration of each pain is variable. At
first it is very short, not lasting above half a minute,
perhaps not so long ; but by degrees it remains longer,
and becomes more severe. The aggravation, however,
is not imiform ; for sometimes, in the middle of the
stage, the pains are shorter and more trifling than in
During the intermission of the
the former part of it.
pains the woman is sometimes very drowsy, but at
The
other times is particularly irritable and watchful.
pains are early attended with a desire to grasp or hold
by the nearest object, and at the same time the cheeks
become flushed, and the colour increases with the seveThe os uteri being considerably dilarity of the pain.
The pains become diffeted, the second stage begins.
rent, they are felt lower down, they are more protracted, and attended with a sense of bearing down, or an
involuntary desire to expel or strain with the muscles
and tliis desire is very often accompanied with a strong
inclination to go to stool.
A perspiration breaks out,
and the pulse which, during the first stage, beat rather
more frequently than usual, becomes still quicker, the
woman complains of being hot, and generally the mouth
Soon after the commencement of this
is parched.
stage, it is usual for the liquor amnii to be discharged.
This is often followed by a short respite from pain
but presently the efforts are redoubled. Sometimes
there is no cessation, but the pains immediately become
tion of the

and when

it

:

more

severe,

and sensibly

effective.

shall call

it

In some,

the uterine tumour.
it is so firmly applied to the head, and so

tense, that a superficial observer would take it for the
head itself. In this case the labour often is lingering.
This tumour, or portion of the uterus, is broad in the
beginning of labour, but becomes narrower as the os
uteri dilates, until at last it is completely effaced, the
head either naked, or covered by the membranes oc-

The breadth of this portion of
the uterus, therefore, as well as the examination of the
OS uteri, will serve to ascertain the state of the labour.
The protrusion of the membranes, and discharge of
the liquor amnii, ought to bear a certain relation to
the advancement of labour.
Whilst the os uteri is
beginning to dilate, the membranes have little tension;
they scarcely protrude through the os uteri, until it
be considerably opened. But in proportion as the dilatation advances, and the pains become of the pressing kind, the membranes are rendered more tense,
protruding during a pain, and becoming slack and receding when it goes off. In the first stage of labour,
the head will be found placed obliquely along the
upper part of the pelvis, with the vertex directed toward one of the acetabula. The finger can easily ascertain the sagittal, and afterwards the lamboidal suture ; the central portion of the sagittal suture is the
point from which we set out, and, if the finger be
readily led to the angle formed by the posterior edges
of the parietal bones, we may be sure that the presentation is favourable.
If, on the other hand, we can
feel the anterior fontanelle, the vertex is generally directed to the sacro-iliac articulation.
When the pelvis is well formed, and the cranium of due size, the
head may commonly be felt in every stage of labour ; but there are cases in which, even although the
pelvis be ample, it is not easily touched for some
time.
When the vertex comes to present at the orifice of
the vagina, or passes a line drawn from the under edge
of the symphysis pubis back to the sacrum, the peri«
neum and skin near the tuberosities of the ischia become full, as if swelled, but not tense. This at first
proceeds from relaxation of the muscles, and some degree of descent of the vagina and rectum. Whenever
this is felt, we may be sure that the head is descend-

cupying the vagina.

The perineum

now

begins to be pressed outward, and the labia are
put upon the stretch. The protrusion of the perineum
gradually increases, but it is not constant ; for when
the pain goes off, the head generally recedes a little,
and the perineum is relaxed. Presently the head descends so low, that the parts are kept permanently on
the stretch, and the anus is carried forward. Then the
vertex pressing forward, the labia are elongated, and
The perineum is
the orifice of the vagina dilated.
very thin, much stretched, and spread over the head of
As the head passes out^ the perineum
the child.
goes back over the forehead, becoming narrower, but
If the perineum did
still more distended laterally.
not move backward as the head moved forward, it
would run a greater risk of being torn ; and indeed,
even in the most regularly conducted labour, a part of
Delivery of the head is accomplished
it is often rent.
with very severe suffering ; but immediately afterwards
^e woman feels easy, and free from pain. In a very
little time, however, the uterus again acts, and the rest

\
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Of P«turi. tag ; but «lthough a few paiiu raay distend the perition.
ncura, it may yet be some hours before this takes
*'"^<'"™^
place, the pains for all that time appearing to produce
very little effect, although the pelvis be well fomietl.
Should the perineum become stretchetl, and the anus
be carried forward a little during the pain, we may
If the patient have
expect that delivery is at hand.
Already bom children, tlie child is sometimet delivered
within a few minutes after the perineum is first felt
to

become

full.

immaterial in what posture the patient place
herself during the first stage of labour ; but in the second stage, when delivery is approaching, it is proper that she be placed on her side, and it is usual for
ner to lie on the left side, as this enables the practiThe knees are a little
tioner to use his right hand.
drawn up, and generally at this time kept separate by
means of a smallpillow placed between them. Many
women wish to have their feet supported, or pressed
against by an assistant, and it is customary to give her
• towel to grasp in her hand. This is either neld by
must
the nurse, or fastened to the bed-post.
however be careful tlut these contrivances do not encourage the woman to make too strong efforts to bear
down. When the patient is i n bed, it is proper to
have • soft warm cloth applied to the extenial part*,
in order to absorb any mucus or water that may be
discharged—and this is to be removed when it is wet.
Attempts to dilate the os uteri or the vagina in natural labour, and the application of unrtttom mbatsnoea
to lubricate the parts, are now very pwy ly abaKlooed by well-instructed practitioners. Tne membmiM
ought generally to be allowed to burst by the eflbrta
of the uterus alone, for this is the regular course of
nature, and a premature evacuation of the water either
dinrders the process and retards the labour, or, if it
aaoricrate the labour, it renders it more painful.
We
emnat, however, go the length of some, who say,
tlHt the artiiicial evacuation of the water is always
bartful
for there are circumstances in which it may
be allowable and beneficial.
Examination ought, in the first stage of labour, to
be practised seldom ; but, in the second stage, we must
have recourse to it more frequently
and when the
pains are becoming stronger, and the head advancing,
we must not leave the bed*idc.
As the farces are generally passed at this tiaoe in.
volunurily, a soft doth is tu be laid on the perineum ;
and when the second stage of labour is drawing to a
Mndasion, the hand i« to be placad on this, in order
to prevent the rapid delivery of the bead, and the consequent laceratioo of the perineum. This is a point
of very great impoitancc, and which requires to be
carefullT considered by the practitioner.
The last advice to be given respecting this stage of
Uboar is, that as we retard rather than encourage the
enmlsion of the head, so we are not to aooelmte the
delivery of the body.
The child being iiom, a ligature is to be applied
on the card very near the navel, and another about
twii inches nearer the placenU. It is tlien to be divitled
brtwixt them, and the child removed. The hand is
next to be placed on the belly, to asccruin that there
be not a seoood child, and the fini^r may, for the same
puTfto^, he slid gently along the cor.l to the os uteri.
The hand of an aMtstaiit should le applied on the abdomen, and gently pre»ar<l on the uterus, which may
exrtle it to action, and prrvrnt torpor.
It the phicrntt be not expelled soon, the uUrim. region may be
It

is

We

g

;

;

7
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rubbed with the hand, to excite the contraction of the Of
womb. Immediately after the expulsion of the child,
there is ot\en a copious evacuation of water, which is
sometimes mistaken by the woman for a discharge of
blood.
But hemorrhage never takes place so instantaneously, in such quantity.
It is generally a minute or

Parturi.
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,

^
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two, sunu'timr^ much longer, before floo<ling come on.
Against the occurrence of this, we are to be on our
guard.
Soon after the birth of the child, tlie placenta is ex-

and

pelled,

this process

charge of blood, and a

is

accompanied by trifling disHowever, it somepain.
retainetl, and the retention

little

times happens that it is
If
or may not be complicated with flooding.
it be, all are agreed on the propriety of introducing
the hand first to excite the uterus, and then to extract
the placenta.
But if there be no flooding, many, from
a fanciful conceit of the powers of nature, are for doing nothing. . It is warrantable and proper to extract
it entirely at the end of an hour, if it be still re-

may

tained.

In every instance, but more particularly of tedious labour, and in those caaea where there has been
the smallest indication of irregular or spaamodic action of the womb, it is indispensable that we repeatedand
ly ascertain that no hemorrhage has taken place
tius ought not to be neglected, even after the placenta
has bem naturally expelled. Whether the placenu be
retained or thrown off, the treatment is the same,
iMmely, to excite the regular contraction of the uterine fibres. This is without loss of time to be done, by
introducing the hand into the uterus, when, in almost
every instance, it will be found that a circular or
spasmodic contraction has taken place. This is to be
gently dilateil with the band, which is to be moved
;

constantly or pressed lightly against the interior surface, so as to excite universal action ; nor is it to be
withdrawn till tttat be accomplished. If tlie placenta
be still retained, it is to be carefully brought down
through the contraction into the inferior part of the
womb, when it may be left so long as the spasm remains.
Pressing on the abdomen, particularly over
the uterus, and gentle grasping of the womb, though
the alxlominal position tends to excite action, M-hilst
the exhibition of a full dose of laudanum contributes
The strength is in the mean time
to allay tlie spasm.
to be supported by stimulants; ami when the attack
has been severe, by the iicdulous use of light nourishment.
must nut, however, carry the cordial plan
too far, as there is in such coses a propeiuity to inflammation of the womb al\erward8.

We

CHAP.

III.

Of Premature Labour.

When
much

labour

in the

is

establislied,

it

is

to

l)e

same way with parturition

conducted of premi.
at the full ture Istiouf

but the following ob<tervations will not be imThe patient must avoi'l much motion, It-Nt
hemorrhage be excited.
Frrquent exnmmation and
every irritation are hurtful, by retarding the process,
and tending to protluce spasmodic co'itroction.
If
thii contraction take place, marked by paroxysms of
pain, referred tu tlie belly or pubis, hale or no effect
l>ein(; prwiuced on the os utt-ri, a full dose of tincture
of opium should be given, after ttie administration of
Severe pains, with premature efforts to l>ear
a clyster.
down, and a rigid state of the us uteri, re<iuire venesection, and afterwards an opiate.
The clclivery oC

time

;

proper.
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sentation can only be confounded with thnt of the
breech.
But, in the former case, the shape of the scapula, the ribs, the sharpness of the shoulder-joint, and
the direction of the humerus, together with our often
feeling in our examination either the hand or neck,
will be distinguishing marks. In the lattor, the rounder shape and greater firmness of the ischium, the size
of the thigh, its direction upwards, and its lying in
contact with the soft belly, the spine of the ilium, the
parts of generation, the size of the tuberosity of the
ischium, and the general shape of the back parts of
the pelvis, contribute with certainty to aiceruiin the
nature of the case.
In most cases where the superior extremities present, the feet of the child are found in the fore part of
the uterus, toward the navel of the mother.
But their
situation may be known by examining the presenta-

ticed.

tion.

We

CHAP.
Of

prefer-

The

IV.

PreiernaUiral Labour.

Order
Of

The round tumour, formed by the head in natural la- Of Parluri''onbour, is absent, whilst we can ascertain the shape and
connection of the arm and shoulder. A shoulder pre-

the child is to be retarded rather tlian accelerated in
the last stage, that the uterus may contract on the plaThis is farther assisted by rubbing gently the
centa.
uterine region after delivery.
If the placenta be long
retained, or hemorrhage come on, the hand is to be
gently introduced into the uterus, and pressed on the
placenta, to excite the fibres to throw it off.
should not rashly attempt to remove it, for we are apt
to tear it ; neither are we to pull the cord, for it is
easily broken.
In those cases where premature labour is connected with redundance of liquor amnii,
it is useful to introduce the hand immediately on the
delivery of the child, for the placenta is apt to be retained by irregular contraction.
We do not instantly
extract the placenta, but it is desirable to get the
hand in contact with it before the circular fibres contract
Great attention is to be paid to the patient for
some days after delivery, as she is liable to a febrile
affection, which may be either of the inflammatory
type, or of the nature of weed, to be afterwards no-

First.

distinguished by its size and fleshy
the ischia, the shape of the
the thighs, the parts of generation, and by the discharge of meconium, which
very often takes place in the progress of labour. After the breech has descended some way into the pelvis, the integuments may become tense or swelled, so
as to make it resemble the head.
Before the membranes burst, the presentation is usually very mobile,
and bounds up readily from the finger, but in some
instances it is from the first firmly pressed down in
the pelvis, and felt through the uterus very much re•«embling the head.
Many have advised, that wheti the breech presented, the feet should be brought down first ; but the es.
tablished practice now is, when the pelvis is well
formed, and other circumstances require speedy delivery, to allow the breech to be expelled without any
interference, until it has passed the external parts.

breech

is

natural la- feel, by the tuberosity of
bour.
ilium, the sulcus between

Order Second.
Presentation of the feet is known, by there being no
rounded tumour formed by the lower part of the uteThe membranes also protrude in a more elonrus.
gated form than when the head or breech present.
The presenting part, when touched during the remission of the pain, is found to be small, and affords no

When the membranes break,
discover the shape of the toes and heel, and
the articulation at the ankle. Sometimes both the feet
and the breech present. Two circumstances contribute to an easy delivery ; Jirst, That the toes be turned to the sacro-iliac junction of the mother ; and secondly, That both feet come down together.
The
best practice is, to avoid rupturing the membranes till
the OS uteri be sufficiently dilated ; then we grasp both
feet, and bring them into the vagina ; or, if both present together at the os uteri, we may allow them to
resistance to the finger.

we may

come down

unassisted.

Order Third.

When the shoulder or arm presents, the case has
the general character of preternatural presentations.

We should be careful not to rupture the membranes
prematurely ; and more effectually to preserve them
entire, we must prevent exertion, or much motion on
the part of the mother.
As soon as the os uteri is
soft, and easily dilatable, the hand should be introduced slowly into the vagina, the os uteri gently dilated, and the membranes ruptured. The hand is then
immediately to be carried into the uterus, and upwards
till the feet are found.
Both feet are to be grasped
betwixt our fingers, and brought down into the vagina,
taking care that the toes are turned to the back of the
mother. The remaining steps have been already described.

But
fibres

if the water have been long evacuated, then the
of the uterus contract strongly on the child, the

is forced firmly down, and the whole body
compressed so much, that the circulation in the cord
is frequently impeded, and, if the labour be protracted,
the child may be killed. This is a very troublesome
case, and requires great caution.
If the pains be frequent, and the contraction strong, then all attempts to
introduce the hand, and turn the child, must not only
produce great agony, but, if obstinately persisted in,
may tear the uterus from the vagina, or lacerate its cerCopious blood-letting certainly has a
vix or body.
power in many cases of rendering turning easy, but it

presentation
is

impairs the strength, and often retards the recovery.
If the patient be restless and feverish, or the part rigid,
it is to a certain extent necessary and proper, and ought
to precede an opiate, but if these states do not exist, we
shall generally succeed, by at once giving a powerful
dose of tincture of opium, not less than sixty or eighty
drops.
Previous to this, the bladder is to be emptied,
lest it should be ruptured during the operation ; and,
if necessary, a clyster is to be administered.
The paSometimes
tient is then to be left if possible at rest.
in half an hour, but almost always within two hours
after the anodyne has been taken, the pains become so
far suspended, as to render the operation safe, and per-

haps easy.
In some instances, when no attempt was made to
turn the child, the uterus has burst, and the patient
died, whilst, in others, nature has at length tff'ecteu the
expulsion with safety to the mother.
knowledge of the fact that the child may be thus
evolved does not exonerate us from making attempts
to turn ; for although a considerable number of cases
are recorded where it has taken place, yet these are

A

4

—
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few in proportion to the number of presentations of the
thoulilrr ; and in a large city, containing above 100,000
inbabitanta, the author has only learned of one instance

who* diis hM

taken pUce.

Order Fourth.

The

may, though

hipa, back, belly, breast or sides,

Tery rarely, present, the child lying more or leas
The hip is sometimes taken for the
tnuwTersely.
b««d, but is to be distinguished by the shape and rel»In all the other cases, the presentions of the ilium.
tation remains long high ; but when the finger can
nacfa it, the precise part may be ascertained, by one
who M accustomed to feel the body of a child. In these
preamtations the hand should be introduced, to find the
This rule
feet, by which the child is to be delivered.
ia abaolute with regard to all tho<e presentations except
that of the hip, which only renders labour tediou;, and
in this the practice must be determined by concomitant circumstances.

Order

The

child

may

present the head, and yet it may be
rise to painful and tedi-

labour.

may be turnIn this case, the presentation is felt in the Ant itagc high up, smooth and flatter
In a little longer, wadiacorcr the anterior
than usual.
fontanelle, and the situation of the sotarea. BTdegicea,
the head enters the cavity of the pelvis, the vertex
being turned into the hollow of the sacrum, and by a
continoanee of the pains, the fonktad either turns up
within the pubis, and the vertex peiaaa out over the
anil the chin
yillCM m, or the face gTadttallj
taming up withthe arch of the pubis, the'
in the perineum towartis the sacram, till the lace ia
bom. The first is the u«u.il process in this presentation ; all the step* of the labour are tedious, and often,
fat a considerable period, the pains seem to produce no
In the laat stage, the perineum is
effect whatever.
considerably distended, and it requires care and patience to prevent laceration. If it be discovered early,
it is certainly proper to rupture the membranes, and
turn the vertex round ; a proceeding which is easily
acoomplishcd, and which prevents much pain and fretfnlnaaa.
If this opportunity be lost, we may still give
The late Dr. Clurke says, that in thirteen
nrrl—
OBtoffoaftecn cases, he succeeded in turning round the
vertex, by introducing cither one or two fingcra between
the side of the head near the coronal aotnre and the
aynpbysis of the pubis, and prcaatng tteadify, during a
pain, ff**o*t the parietal bone.
The writer afthia article fully concurs in the opinion given by that exeeL*
lent practitioner. The fontanelle, or crown of the head,
may also present, although the face be turned to the
aero iUac junction. In Utis case it is felt early, and,
by tracing the coronal suture, we may ascertuin whether the frontal bones lie before or behind.
It is a
much more uncrimmon presentation than that noticed
above. The latKiur is, at first, a little slower than in a
oatanlMtaenUtion, but, by d^gma, the baad beeomea
aoiv oMiqw, the vertex diinaim ; and thianuqr be
awi
d, bf aupperting the fotcfaead with the finger
1 jf,

The

It is

assisted.

4/A, The (ace may present, with thechin to one of the
acetabula, or to the sacro-iliac junction, or to the pubis
or sacmm. The first two are the best, the third is
more troublesome, and the last is worst of all.
If the presentation be discovered early, there can be
little doubt aa to the propriety of rectifying the posi-

be advanced, this is difficult ; and
then it only remains that we should endeavour, if the
labour l>e severe and tedious, to make the face descend
obliquely, by cautiously, but firmly supporting with
a finger, during the pains, the chin or end which is
highest, in order to favour the descent of the lower end.
When the chin has advanced ho far as to come near the
arch of the pubis, we may follow a difi'erent method,
and gently depress it, which assists the delivery, for
generally the ciun is first evolved.
tion, but, if the labour

Fifth.

improperly situated, and give

OW
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very rare, and Las even been deemed to Of Psrtari'""'•
In some instances the child has been
be impossible.
turned, but it is most common to rectify the position of ^""Y*"^
the head, by introducing the hand.
3<y, The occiput may present, the triangular part of
It is known by its
the bene being felt at the os uteri.
shape, by the lamboidal suture, and its vicinity to the
neoc. The forehead rests on »ome part of one of the
psoff-muscles, and from this oblique position of the head,
the kbour is tedious. It has been proposed, in this
case, to turn ; but it is better, if we do any thing, to
Narectify the position of the head with the hand.
ture b, however, adequate to the delivery, even if not
the case.

forehead, inattad oTthe vertex,

cd towards the aiiialnihlir

I,

dbm

m

during a pain.
%i. The tide of the bead may present.
In this case
the preaent at iun ia long of bein^ felt, but it is reoognisea by the ear.
If, however, it has been long preaacd in the pelvis, it ia extremely difficult to determine
VOL. XIV. raxT u

Order

Sixth.

Sometimes the cord descends before, or along with
the presenting part of the child. This has no influence
on the prooesa of delivery, but it may have a fatal efAs soon as the os uteri will admit
fect on the child.
the introduction of the hand, the child should be turned, if it can be easily done.
But if the presentation be
advanced before we are called, and turning be difficult,
then we most endeavour to keep the cord slack, or remove it to that part of the pelvis where it is least liable
to be compressed
or it will be still better to endeavour, with two fingers, to push the cord slowly past the
head, and prevent it, for two or three pains, from coming down again.
Should this not be practicable, and the pulsation suffer, or the circulation be endangered, we must accele<
rate labour by the fiorcepa.
;

Order Seventh.

The

signa b^ which the existence of a plurality of
children are said to be indicated, are so completely fallacious, that no reliance can be placed upon them, nor
can we geBetaUv determine the existence of twins, unTlicn, by placing the hand
til the fHUcfeild be bom.
on the abdomen, the uterus is felt large, if it contain
another diild, and by examination per vaginam, the second set of membranes, or some part of^ the child, is
found to prese nt . Thia mode of uiquiry is proper of*
ter e^cry deliverv.
If the first child present the head, the second generally presents the breech or feet, and vice versa ; but
aometmies the first prear.its the ami, and, in tliat case,
when we turn, we must be cnrrf'iil tliat the feet of the
aame child be brought down. This first being delivered,
the hand is to be again introduced, to search fur the feet
of the second child, which are to be brought into the
vagina, but the delivery is not to be hurried.
It tometimes happena that, after the first child ia

2i
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born, the pains

*"'°'

not

»

~

bom

become suspended, and the second

Now

for several hours.

state both for the patient

and

this

is

is

an unpleasant

practitioner.

She must

discover that there is something unusual about her ; he
must be conscious that heraorrhagCj or some other dangerous symptom, may supervene. The first rule to be
observed is, that the accoucheur is on no account to
The second releave his patient till she be delivered.
gards the time for delivering. Some have advised that
5ie case be entirely left to the efforts of nature, whilst
The safest pracothers recommend a speedy delivery.
tice, if the head present, lies between the two opinions.
If effective pains do not come on in an hour, the child
ought to be delivered by turning.
It remains to be observed, that we ought to be peculiarly careful in conducting the expulsion of the placentae of twins. Owing to the distention of the uterus, and
its continued action in expelling two children, there is
a greater than usual risk of uterine hemorrhage taking
place.
The patient must be kept very quiet and cool ;
gentle pressure should be made with the hand externally on the womb, and nd forcible attempts are to be
permitted for the extraction of the placentae, by pulling the cords. If hemorrhage come ii:i, then the hand
is to be introduced to excite the uterine action, and tlie
two placentae are to be extracted together. The application of the bandage, and other subsequent arrangements, must be conducted with caution, lest hemor-

rhage be excited,

CHAP.
Of Tedious
Order
Of Tedious
labour.

Tedious labour
cumstances

may

V.
Labour.

First.

occur under three different

cir-

:

First, The pains may be from the beginning weak or
few, and the labour may be long of becoming brisk.
Second, The pains during the first stage may be
sharp and frequent, but not effective ; in consequence
of which the power of the uterus is worn out before
the head of the child have fully entered into the pelvis,

come into a situation to be expelled.
Third, The pains during the whole course may be
strong and brisk, but, from some mechanical obstacle,
delivery may be long prevented, and it may even be
necessary to have recourse to artificial force.

or

Different causes may produce tedious labour, which
cannot be minutely enumerated in this place. Amongst
these we may mention a slight disproportion between
the capacity of the pelvis and the size of the head of
the child, rigidity of the soft parts, unnatural strength
of the membranes, &c. One of the most frequent is, inefficient action of the uterus, during which the pains,
though productive perhaps of considerable sensation,
have little efficacy, or they may be deficient both in
point of sensation and effect. Various causes may produce this as for instance, premature evacuation of the
liquor amnii, undue distension of the womb, torpor of
the uterine fibres, passions of the mind, &c. and it is a
:

the same exciting causes may, in different cases,
produce very difl'erent, and even opposite effects, in
consequence of concomitant circumstances. In gene-

fact, that

ral, it is not necessary to interfere artificiall)', unless the
labour be unusually tedious, or complicated with some
urgent symptoms. Stimulants are neither safe nor allowable, if we except the exhibition of a clyster, to exAn oppt-ite plan is
cite the uterus sympathetically.
more useful, namely, instead of endeavouring to increase

the force, to diminish the resistance, which is most readily done by venesection.
Hippocrates was well acquainted with the good effect of detracting bloodin facilitating labour.
He advised it to be taken from the
foot, but the modus operandi is the same, whatever vein
be opened, and it is deeply to be regretted, that the opinion of this great man was so long neglected. Bloodletting is safe in every case, where a debilitated constitution, or exhausted system, or previous fatigue, do not
forbid it.
In many cases, more particularly when the
OS uteri is rigid, or the soft parts do not relax, it is productive of most speedy improvement.
The diminution
of resistance, and augmentation of expulsive force, do
not bear an exadt proportion to each other, but the latter is in a high ratio to the former, and when the expulsive action is once much excited, it goes on increasing.
This principle is illustrated by the fact, that parturition
is great!}' accelerated by rupturing the membranes, and
thereby allowing the water to run out, and the uterus to contract ; a practice which ought not to be adopted unnecessarily, but which, in tedious labour, is often
attended with most marked benefit. A change of posture also is useful, so as to make the power of gravity
correspond with the uterine efforts. Hence standing
or kneeling is often of benefit ; an erect position is also
of sei-yice, by the stimulus given to the sensible os uteWalking
ri by the greater pressure of the presentation.
Another
gives an additional excitement to the action.
advice to be given is highly important, namely, that
when the pains are regular, but not efiective, and the
labour proves to be tedious, the os uteri should be gently dilated, so as to be completely opened within from
ten to fourteen hours from the establishment of labour.
The exact time cannot be laid down to suit any case,
as a little latitude within these periods must be allowed, according to the state of the pains and the condition
of the patient, and the effect already produced on the
It is not meant to say that the rule is absoos uteri.
lute ; for pains may, after continuing a few hours, go
off for a day, and the os uteri may scarcely be affected.
In such cases interference is improper. But if the
pains have regularly continued, and the os uteri have
yielded slowly, and to .in imperfect extent, and the presentation is felt resting on it, a delay beyond 12 hours
will generally be productive of future exhaustion of the
This is a principle which has most ably been
uterus.
explained by Dr. Hamilton, who has insisted on the
great danger of allowing the first stage of labour to be
unduly protracted. By pressing steadily but gently on
the anterior margin of the os uteri during a pain, with
two fingers resting on the head, it is safely and easily
dilated to its full extent, by persisting for several pains
in succession, or repeating ourgcntle endeavour at longer
intervals. This, especially if preceded by blood-letting,
never fails to dilate completely the os uteri ; and those
naturi'.l efforts of the womb, •v*hich would have otherwise been requisite to open the mouth of the womb, are
spared, and the strength and force directed to the exThe pains generally become
pulsion of the child.
stronger and bearing down, not so much from the gentie stimulus applied to the os uteri, as on the princiAll resistance is taken away
ple already laid down.
from the lower part of the uterine cavity, and the musicular action has only to force the head through the pelvis.
Even when the necessity of instrumental aid is

ought to be adopted ; and inabove all others, is important. When
the OS uteri is rigid or tumid, blood-letting ought never to be omitted, unless the patient be debilitated, and
anticipated, this practice

deed in such

cases,

MIDWIFERY.
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state of the moulh of the womb, if its aperture be equal
'""^/'^^
to half-»-crown, the membranes may l>e ruptured with
advantage iflhey have not already given way ; and the
principle on which this advice is given h*s been explained above.
On the other hand, when the cs uteri
M rigid, the membranes ought to be prcstrved entire unOpeninf; them is also imtil relaxation take place.
The writer
OToper, if the o« uteri be very irritable.
M well aware that these directions may be misrepresented, and, perhaps, by some ignorant people misun.1.., '.j-j^,
derstood, and supposed to f"
tation, and improper inteit'
ur.

livery.
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is little

accusitomed to
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Order
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^

useful lilimd-i.
if
or tumid, which
.
_ _ie,
irially if the water* tiavi- l-.cen prematurely ili^chargnr have not been proper, as for
It° these meart* f.il

oftheliri

the OS

.tre

uti

.

^-id

i

.

T^i'

'

an undue backwardness to inplaced in the
lut, in many of
powers of nature.
tbaM cases, the child may be at last expelled without
artificial aid ; but in no small proportion of instances
there ia good ground to fear that it shall be still bom,
and that tlie mother shall sink from hemorrhage or exhaustion, or have fatal inflainmation excited.
The danger in protracted labour ia greater to tlic child than
the mother ; that is, the one perishes sooner than the
other.
From the tables of Dr. fireen, exhibiting the
result of tlie practice in the Dublin lying-in hospital, it
app(.ir. ili'it, nut of I1H> women who h.id tedious labour
st child, but were delivered by the efforts o; ....;...., 59 bore dead children; that is, threeul, that, iu both tliere

-

I

caaes, the advice already given, not to allow the os uteri
to remain toolooa undilated, ought to be acted on. After a time the child is expelled, but spa«mn<lic cnntractson and hemorrhage are apt to follow.
When labour
ie rendered tedious by the accession of fever, or local
inflammation, the lancet ami cool air, wiili a laxative
dystcr, are the matt aseful mean* of relief, whilst
timely rcooufao abould be had to the foroepe if necea*

«•

sary.

Order Second.

When

there exists a disproportion between the aisa
of the child and tho capaaty of the pelvis, labour must

be more or
I

leaa ted ioue and «everp.
in such cases, our
ought to be di'
the regulatiati of tb«

eracuation of i
the preservation of
.
rtrenfth, particularly by avoitling all unnecessary ex•ftion, the procuring of sleep, and a respite from saffering, if that can be safely done by an opiate, and.

is

and an over

terfere,

tentiis of the children

)>revioaa debility,

„,.,>asiiory, is

'oo*'-

•

an anoof benefit. If
this Btau should exist, without evacuation of the water,
it is naeful, if the oa uteri be soft, thin, and contidciw
ably dilated, to mpture the membnines.
In all these
inetanee in conso<)
dyne clyster, or o|;

Orinciru™eni»i la-

be solely overcome by the most severe efforts which are
ultimately excited. It is, however, a great error to suppose, that this is the only case re<]uiring the aid of instruments ; for the resistance afforded by the soft parts,
auaes influencing the action of the
and varioi:
uterus, ari
:i; tedious lal>our, may render them
.>:
i|uire the fflrceps for the
iieceasary.
" afterwards arc naturally
delivery of the:
delivered both wil!i lauiilj and celerity.
These two
cases have been noticed by practical writers under the
distinction of impaction and arrest, the first being iiu}>.
posed, and justly, to require more prompt interference
than the second. It is however much to be fear-

>

A

the head of the child, and the cavity of the
do not bear a just proportion to each other, the

resistance to the passage o( the head may be so great as
The increasto prevent the safe delivery of the child.
ed obstacle either for a time checks the full expulsive
action of the womb, and ultimately unfits it for accomplishing its purpose, or affords such resistance a^t not to

ihewi'htoscreen recponsib.:

m

Labour.

First.

When
pelvis,

nom

atthete
uk- m
opinions are o( fpretl import.-iiicc
of
tedious labour, he deems it a duty to
id
recommend them. When the pains are deiu urn irom
debility, excited by previous fatigue, it is generally proper to procure a suspension by an opiate, more especially if the water have been discharged,
in a state of fati|^e, when we wish to procure rt-it.
the o«
atari remains rigid, and, in a det>illtAt
where
we dare not use the lancet « ith k.v
.'ht
to be given, and it it nio«t safely
; »On the other haiid, wlii-n our uljcci n to tAcite
tcr.
the pains rather than to snspend them, a imall dose, 80
-"ance, may be given, and ollcn has
or 85 dr.
ring the action brisker.
the effri'It is useful
pvcvioosly to liurn, if we can, how the medicine agrees
with the patient. The strength is to be supporte<l by
light anii mild nourishmetit, and Mmetiaica a littls
wine.
Wngtiat action of the uterine fibre* u anotlwr esaw
of ttdioM Ubour,and which,anMnnt other watoea, very
often arista from the ipoataoMMM abcfaai|^ of ifao liowir
amnii before, or in the oomnwneenent of labour. The
jMkM produoe Kttle effect, and, when the^ go of, leara
Mhind them a disticasing uneasiness in the back.
saline clyster, and pressing up the hrail
ntly durini? a ntin. to procure the more ]•
in
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above all, to the prevention of dangerous exhaustion. Of Psrturiby not ptrraitting the first stage of labour, or the com- ^ ''°"'
pleie dilatation of the o« uteri to be too long protracted, ^""V"™^
and afterwards having timely recourse to artificial de-

culars,

we

find, that

were

lost.

If

we come

to parti-

when

the labour lasted from 'M to
than one>fif\h of the children

40 hours, rather more
was lost, and 1 woman in 34 died. When it lasted
from 40 to 60 hours, three-tenths of the children
'

"'

I

-••'

— woman
woman

When

in IS.

I

in

1 1

it

continued

and not quite
bom. It is imposdied,

ul iiic ciiiidren were still
form a comparison of these resulta with those
where instruments were employed, because they were
always delayed long, or, when employed early, were retorted to under dangerous circumstances. In little more
than halfacentury,7Hl),001 women were delivered in the
Dublin hospital, and at an average 1 child in 1 8 was
The death among women was as 1 to 92.
still bom.
(iiu'-i.iirti

sible to

It is impossible to draw all the important conclusioiu
here which might be done from these documents but
tile following facts cannot fail to strike the reader.
In
women who were between 30 and \Q hours in labour
of their first child, and delivered without aid, 1 woman
in 34, instead of 9S, the average of the whole, died ; and
1 child in 5, instead of 18.
If the woman have previously bom children, protracted labour becomes mora
dangerous, a* it must generally have ariKn fiom the
,-

«

:
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OfParturl- state of the pelvis; for in the same period 1 woman in
tion.
but the loss of children was rather less,
1 1 died ;
^"^"Y"^^ namely, I in 6. In the raiifje of the next 10 hours, that
to say, if more than ^O, and under 50, were allowed to
elapse, 1 woman in 13, and 3 children out of 10, were
lost.
The conclusion is against delay. It is quite a

sloughing of the soft parts, particularly of the Of ParturiContinued pressure produces swelU
urinary organs.
tion.
ing of the soft parts in the pelvis, whicli impedes delivery.
It is preceded by heat and dryness of the vagina, which indicate inflammation coming on, and, if
delivery be not resorted to, the case is likely to prove

is

liable to

^

mistake to suppose, that the application of the forceps

fatal.

by a careful practitioner is necessarily more painful or
more dangerous than tiie efforts made by nature for the

Cth, Whenever we find that the head is remaining
stationary for several hours, and the uterine efforts do-

expulsion of the child in such cases.
On the contrary,
the sufferings of the mother are both shortened and diminished, and her subsequent safety ensured, whilst the
life of the child is preserved, which otherwise would be
Doubtless the unnecessary and wanton use of
lost.
instruments is strongly to be reprehended ; but much
and pretty long experience has convinced the writer of
this article, that of the two extremes of premature and
dilatory recourse to the forceps, the latter is by far the
most dangerous, and the most to be dreaded. He is
particularly happy to embrace tiie present opportimity
of expressing his concurrence in the sentiments maintained on tiiis subject by Dr. Hamilton, the justly celebrated professor who fills the obstetric chair in Edinburgh, and to whom the profession is indebted for
many advantages, and for none more than his powerful
recommendation of early recourse to instrumental aid.
To deliver precise rules for the time and manner of
applying the forceps, which ought decidedly to be preferred to the lever, would require a more minute detail
than is compatible with this work, nor is it perhaps necessary, as these are fully laid down in those elementary books which are in the hands of every practitioner.
The following observations, however, may be useful
1st, In every instance where there is reason to apprehend a tedious or difficult labour, it is of importance to
prevent the first stage from being unnecessarily proWhen the pains are regular, but productive
tracted.
of little effect, the means already pointed out for procuring dilatation of the os uteri within a limited period,
generally twelve hours, ought to be employed.
2d, If the delivery can be accomplished by the forceps, it is possible to apply the instnmient whenever
the OS uteri is completely dilated, but not sooner.
3d, Although the last assertion be true, yet it is generally found that the more the head has advanced in
the pelvis, the easier is the application of the instrument, with the exception of those cases where the head
In such cases it has
is firmly wedged in the pelvis.
been necessary to raise it up a little. When the ear of
the child can be felt behind the pubis, when a considerable part of the cranium corresponds to the hollow
of the sacrum, and the perineum is touched, or a little
pressed by the head, the case may be managed with the
forceps without much difficulty.
4th,
rule has been laid down, that before we apply
the instrument we should allow the head to rest on the
perineum for six hours ; that is, that we shall delay to
act for six hours after action has become easy.
There
is no rule more absurd, and less to be depended on,
for we may sometimes delay much longer ; and in other
cases, be required to deliver much sooner,
5th, We never ought to allow the head to remain
long impacted, that is, much pressure to continue for a
length of time on the soft parts, nor ought we to permit the uterine action to become exhausted, far less the
general strength to be much impaired. If we do, uterine hemorrhage succeeds delivery, or inflammation
comes on after it, or the uterus is ruptured ; and, in the
case of impaction^ if the patient escape this risk, she is

ing no good, although frequent and painful, and when
the ordinary means advised in tedious labour prove of
no avail, we are warranted to interfere.
prolongation of suffering would only endanger both mother and

A

A

no reasonable objection to this, tiiat we
continue in severe labour for some days,
and yet not only bear the child without aid, but recover well.
The fact is undoubted ; but, on the other
hand, it is no less certain that a great many such cases
end fatally. It is quite impossible to say where the
limits of safety end, or to lay down a general rule with
respect to time.
Itegard must be paid to the strength
and constitution of the patient, her age, to the circumstance of her being in labour for the first time, the fatigue endured, the effect of the pains, and the inefficacy of other means. Let us ascertain what the powers
of nature can do so long as we safely may wait, and
neither interfere rashly, nor delay dangerously.
The
combination of other evils or accidents adds to the urgency of the case.
7th, When it is quite ascertained that the pelvis is
considerably contracted, we ought to deliver as soou as
the head comes into a favourable place. The patient,
in all probability, shall have had labour sufficiently
severe before the head have entered so far into the
pelvis, and permitting labour to continue longer is only adding unprofitably to her sufferings.
8th, If the pelvis be contracted, and especially if this
state be combined with spasmodic action of the uterus,
the head may be very long of entering the pelvis, or
may never descend so low as is supposed in the third
remark. In such a case, it becomes necessary to determine whether the forceps can be applied, or the child
must be destroyed, by opening the head, and using the
hook or extracting pincers. In the middle of the last
century, long forceps was used by Dr. Smellie and
others, when the head was high.
On the Continent,
the late excellent practitioner, Baudeloque, was, and the
present energetic Dr. Osiander is, successful in this
mode of using the forceps, which also has been advised
by Dr. Hamilton, who, like Smellie, uses both a long
and a short pair. In doubtful cases, an attempt certainly
ought to be made to save the child ; but repeated and
irritating efforts are to be discouraged ; nor, in any case,
are they admissible, when the conjugate diameter is determined to be only three inches. The writer has seen
persevering efforts made with the best intention, but
ending at last in the use of the crotchet, and in the
accession of inflammation even before the delivery of
the child.
9th, The blades of the forceps are to be successively
introduced along the opposite sides of the head, sliding gently, and with the utmost tenderness. They are
to be accurately and cautiously joined, and having ascertained that the application has been properly effected, and the fixture is secure, extraction during a pain,
or at intervals, if the pains have gone off, is to be made
in the direction of the axis of that part of the pelvis
through which the head is passing. In doing this, time
child.

find

is

to

It is

women

be considered as better than

force.

I
I

.
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The necessity for mutilating er destroying the child,
can only arise from a mechanical caose, and almost
uniformly from great contraction of the pelvis. When
this is occasioned by tumours, these may frequently be
extirpated ; but when it proceeds from an alteration ia'
the fipjre of the bones, the perforator ought to be em«
ployed as soon as it is ascertained that a living child
cannot pass, and afterwards, if necessary, the crotchet is
Where great deformity is known to exto be applied.
ist sufficiently early, the practice of inducing premaA livture labour ought in preference to be adopted.
ing child, at the full time, cannot pass, if the conjugate
diameter of the pelvis be only tliree Inches.

CHAP.

VII.

Of ImpraciicabU
or

hoprae*

Labour.

Some hare

raahly •uerted, that in erery caae deli.
verr might be aooompliahed by breaking down the
child, bat it ia mere aober minded to nUoB very little
MUaao*«iathia opinion. There can aalV be two modes
flfefbctiag the <Mi very of a child, the firM tfaraugfa the
pelria, the Moood, bv making an incision into the ut»>
me, in those case* where the first mode ia impracdcsThis, which is known under the name oi the Ce<
bl*.
•arean operation, is one of much mnplidtj, and very
easily performed, but osie of the utmoat dai^ar, not to
arise* from
the child, but to the motlirr. This
two sources, exiiaustion produced by imtation or inju17, conaaqnent to the exposure of the abdominal cavity ;
peritoneal inflammarion, which is the most frequent

dan^

mA

ofthetwo.

TImk is at pMsaM only onainstanee where
swived in Britain, but many socce ss

the mother has

have occurred on the Continent, in conae»
there performed earlier,

fnl eases

mora frvoofable arcumstanoes.

In the

If the p.aroxysm be repeated or severe, we must deand employ cordials. It is also indispensible that
tfie abdomen be projierly compressed after the expulsion of the child.

Order Fourth.

The most

frequent kind of puerperal convulsions is
if »e retain the nosological definition of
Cullen, who includes under epilepsia the eclampsia or
acute clonic spasm of Sauvages, one species of wnich is
tJic eclamptia fMrluricntium.
They are generally preceded by headach and other symptoms of detcrmuiatioii to the head, and are usually very severe and frequently repeated.
Indeed, in nianj' cases, they reair
with the regularity of labour pains. Sometimes there
is only one paroxysm, and the patient, without any intatfSerence whatever, goes on safely, but this result can
never be depended on, and it is to be feared that the
more probable termiiution would be fatal apoplexy, or
a deatntction of the vital principle during the eevent
convulsions which are excited.
Two causes (x>ntribute materially to the production of this disease ; the
first ia an undue detenumaliun of blou<l to the head, either by predisposition or by a peculiar state of the nervous system, excited by the condition of the uterus.
The seoood is a costive and loaded state of the bowels,
which opeiatca powerfully on the brain. From thk
view it is easy to see, not only in what Uie prophylaxis,
but also the tnatment should consist. The lancet is to
be powerfully and freely employed, the bowels are to
be opened bv a smart clyster, and if these means, particularly the fimner, earned as far as pnidence dictates,
do not put a stop to the disease, delivery must be orti*
fidally accomplished.
the epileptic,

Order

!*•

FifUi.

whidi is published. Dr. Locker, at Zurich, saved both mother and child. In Britain, t)ie delivery
of the woman would have been performed with the

Rupture of the uterus, during labour, may undoubt*
edly take place suddenly and unexpectedly, but in most
insta nces it is owing to mismanagement, particularly to

crotchet, aa the life of the child is never put in competi*
tioD with that of the mother, which is so greatly h*>
by the Cesanaa opcntion.

delaying too lon^ the use of the forceps, or allowing
the child to remain in on unfavourable position witliout
rectifying it, or to violent and injudicious attempts to
turn the child when the uterus is acting strongly. The
child usually escapes through the laceration into the cavity of the belly, the labour pains cease, great restlessness and sickness, vomiting, with rapid diminution of
strength succeed, and generally witliin a few hours the
sufferer is carried off.
Peritoneal infiommation often
comes on most rapidly, but it is possible for dealli to be
caused by mere exhaustion and sinking from abdomi-

wdcd
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First.

When

labour is eomplicated with uterine hemorrhage, no time ought to be lost in delivering the
child, if the discharge be considetablc.
This is to be
aiacted, either by turning or by vmag the ffanceps,
aeeovding to the stage
No reliance can be placed
bt any aariona caae ca the pnctice of rupturing the

nal irritation.

The best practice, generally speaking, is to introduce
the hand thruugh tiie laceration, and bring away the
child by the uatuial passage.
Order Sixth.

Order Secmd.

When

hemorrhage takes place from the vessels of the

mach or bowels,

but paiticnlarly of the lungs, it is
vrideot diat a proiongatMO of labour cannot tjul to be
a. iMlivery ought to be aoodcrated, and inseldaB be trusted to the natural efforts. The
and other ordinary means of cure must also be
sto

)

:

Ito.

The danger

arising from suppression of urine is too
obvious to require any reasoning to enforce tJie necessity o( attention to this point in every case of tedious la-

When the catheter cannot be introduced, or rebour.
obtained by cautiously raising up the head of tlie
child, this complication calls for tlie cautious application of the forceps, at a period earlier perhaps than we
would otherwise be led from the state of the pains and
other circumstances to recommend.
lief

.
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Of Ike Management
When the after-birth

ma-

'.'
'

*^"

livery.

nt

<le-

OF THE PUERPERAL STATE.

r.

immediately after Delivery.
is

practice with many to sit
immediate- have the clothes shifted.

nagem

III.

expelled, it is too much the
in bed immediately, and
Most alarming floodings, and

up

other baS consequences, may result from this. The first
thing to be done is, very slowly to remove the wet sheet
from below the patient,' she next turns slowly on her
back, and has a bandage applied so firmly round the
The
belly as to give the feeling of a pleasant support.
bandage often consists of a broad towel folded double,
but it is better to have one made of stout cotton cloth,
with tapes to tie, or buttons, with two rows of holes.
Tt is prevented from slipping upwards and wrinkling
by a thigh piece, and in some cases it may be necessary
Many, Avith advantage,
also to have a shoulder strap.
.apply under this a compress, made of a napkin or quilted pad. Tlie bandage being applied, a flannel petticoat, open in the middle, is next put on, and wrapt
round the limbs, and a soft napkin is to be applied to
If the patient be fatigued, no
absorb the discharge.
more is to be done, but if she be not, an aired shift and
bedgown can be put on, and she is laid to rest ; biit
if a half shift be used during labour, there is seldom great occasion to change it, for several hours at
Although we are thus cautious resj^ecting speedy
least
shifting en account of the effect often produced by slight
exertion, especially after a lingering kbour, or in delicdte women, yet the necessity of changing the clothes,
as soon as prudence will permit, ought to be inculcated, and atlerwards shifting every day, and having the

discharge washed away, morning and evening, with a
sponge and lukewarm v/ater. The number of bed-clothes
must be regulated by the season, but they never should
be so many as to promote sweating, which weakens the
patient, and gives a tendency to catch cold. It is usual
to give some cordial after delivery, such as brandy or
cinnamon-water. Unless the strength be exha\isted,
there is seldom occasion for this, and it often does harm.
little wine and water m.ay be given if fatigued, or a
little panado with wine ; or if the labour have been lingering, and there is much languor, a little Madeira wine,

A

without water, is very proper.
stool should be procured within thirty-six hours
aft«r delivery, by means of a suitable doze of magnesia,
If the patient is not to nurse, the
or a little castor oil.
laxatives should be rather brisker.
The urine should always be passed within twelve
hours, at farthest, after delivery, and if there be any diffiAfter a
culty in voiding it, fomentations will'be useful.
severe labour, it is necessary to be very attentive to the
yoiding of the vn-ine and the state of the soft parts.
The diet ouglitto be light, and should consist, for the
first two days, of tea and cold toast for breakfast, beef
or chicken soup for dinner, and panado for supper.
Afterwards a bit of chicken may be taken for dinner,
and, as recovery goes on, the usual diet may be returned to. In these directions, however, regard must be
had to the previous habits and pr^ent state of the patient. The drink at first should be toast water, and malt
Hiiuor is, for some days, to be avoided ; wine, or wine
And water, may then be allowed, if no fever be present,

A

and the weakness or former habits of the patient require
In a good recovery, the patient may have the bed
it.
made on the third day, but, during the time, she should
In a day or two longer she may be
recline on a sofa.
allowed to be dressed and sit a little, but ought not to
walk about or leave the room for some time ; and, even
in summer, should not go out for an airing in less than
three weeks. Many, before this time, do rise, and even
attend to domestic cares earlier, but they often suffer
very much, either from a weakening discharge or a falling down of the womb.

CHAP.

II.

Of Tremor and Fainting
It is

not unusual for

Fits.

women, very soon

after deli- Of Trener

very, to be seized with a violent shaking or shivering, ^'^^ faintsometimes in consequence of rash and sudden exposure '"^ ''"
to cold, after being heated with the exertion of labour,
but often from no evident cause. Nothing, in general,
gives so speedy relief as a pretty large dose of laudanum, forty drops, for instance, in peppermint water,
At the same time, the
or in a little brandy and water.
patient is kept in perfect rest, and when she is inclined
to shake, she must be held gently by an assistant, so jts
If she
to prevent her from doing so in a great degree.
feel cold, and the teeth chatter, the application of a
This is
v.'arm cloth to the stomach and feet is useful.
not a dangerous, and seldom an obstinate affection. If
it, however, should be prolonged, camphor is of service.

Fainting

is

always an alarming symptom, and when

occurs, the first thing to be ascertained is, whether
there be a great discharge or flooding, in which case the
it

is extreme, and the treatment of tliis has been
It may also attend inversion of
already pointed out.
But some women are, after a tedious and
the womb.
severe labour, and others even after very little suffering, liable to a short and temporary exhaustion, approaching .to a fainting fit, or very often to that kind of
insensibility or lowness, which occurs in a hysteric attack, and like it, this is frequently preceded by an involuntary crying or sobbing immediately after the birth
of the child. I'liis hysterical lowness is not dangerous ; indeed, there is never great ground for aJai-m,
whilst the pulse continues, and there is no disclu-jrge,
for in this case the patient may rather be said to be in
a state of Stillness and quietness than fainting. In those
cases where this state occurs after delivery, a few drops
of oil of cinnamon on sugar are useful, or we give thirty
drops of laudanum in a little brandy, or hartshorn and
water, whilst a free circulation of air is to be preserved.
Volatile tincture of valerian is recommended by Dr.
Hamilton to be given, as soon as the chilil is born, to
those who are subject to fainting fits, and certainly is a

danger

useful remedy.

Actual syncope is much more alarming, even when
does not proceed from hemorrhage, great fatigue, or
any other evident cause. There have been instances of
sudden death following an easy labour, and in which
no sufficient cause could be ascertained by dissection.
The ordinary means of exciting the nervous and vascu.
lar system must be resorted to, and persevered in.

it

I
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Paint.

After pains •re sometimes extremely troublesome
during the 6r»t three days after delivery, and may even
be more distressing than those of labour. They proceed from different causes, but the most frequent is the
contraction of the womb to actjuire its original size,
and expel clots. This often occasions irregular grinding pains in the lower part of the belly, and sometimes
They are usually «cin the back, like those of labour.
ootnpanted with tiie di<charj;e of clots of blood, and
frequently are renewed for a day or two, whenever the
They are most efll'ctualchild \i applied to the breast
ly relieved by a full dose of laudanum, and warm foGentle laxatives, and uniform presiure
mentations.
Another kind is acexternally, contribute to relief.
oonpanied with wind in the boweU. The p.iin is not
merely felt in the bottom of the belly, but in different
parta, and oomea on often like );ripes or chulic pains,
•ocnctiaic* accompanied with a little fulness of the belThis is relieved by a
ly, and pain on pressing hard.
dyiter to open the bowels, afterwards a duse of lauda>
num in peppermint water, and fomentations. An inSomejection, containing laudanum, is alto useful.
Severe pains between
tiraea worms cau»e this pain.
the ribs and haunch bone may attack in paroxysms,
eontinuing for more than half an hour, and then going
"'-'i
off completely.
These may be accompariquickness of pulse, and the urine is high
!

They

by opiates, fometitstions, s.i. .^i -m-,
and sometimes a pretty firm lundage
gives tem[x;rary relirf.
Constant pain, accompanied
with shivering, vomiting, swellin;;, and tenderness of
the l>elly, fever, and suppresaion of the desnsingtt indicate inHammation, and require the earliest atteutioo.

and

are relieved

laxative*

;

treme degree fortunately seldom happens at first. The Of the Puerperal
patient for a length of time compKiins of weakness,
Slate.
and pain in the back, a sense of dragging about the
the
thighs
aching
about
and
loins, weariness and
lower part of the belly, and unpleasant sensations

when

Of rUtpUamtHti

IV.

a complaint which generally proceeds from
from some exertion before the womb haa
returned to its usual size, or from its remaining for a
length of time larger than usual. This naturally suggests a caution agamst rising too soon, or making any
early exertion ; and it is pecidiarly incumbent on those
who are delicate in constitution, or enfeebled by previous disease, to be on their guard in this respect.
Ahliough, doubtless, rath management on the part of
the midwife may occasion this complaint, yet it is
much oftcncr the fault of the patient herself. It must
also be iiapreised on the mind, that it may succeed a
miscarriage, or may even occur in unmarried women,
from excessive discharge, fluor albus, or violent exerRest in a recumbent postion, when out of order.
The
ture is of the greatest service in the early stage.
'
tate, by daily
bowel* are to be kept in a very r
t, in order to
dotes of Chcltenhnm salt, or sal
ulatir,; riuui j and for the
lessen the quanti
it
to be avoided, that the
same purpose li<,
uterus may speedily ii'inuunh in size and weight. The
diet should be such as tends to increase the strength,

This

Pain in the back and lower part of the belly, with a
n*M« of
strong bearing down, weaknes*. f rble pulse, and dislh« utniu.
charge of blooJ, require examination, lest the womb
be inverted. If much time be lo*t, the inversion nay
either prove quickly fatal, or remain during the whole
of life.
If the uterus be inverted, examination detects a fleshy
tumour filling the vagina, whereat, if the womb be properly sitoated, the vagina is free, and the oa uteri is
I'cit open and empty.
When the inversion is complete,
the uterui is protruded altogether, and forms a Uesliy
mass, which project* externally. In either case, it mutt
be immediately reduced by moderate pressure, and in
NVhen it Inii Ixi ii
gcmeral this is easily accomplished.
neglected and becomes chronic, extirpation
ffTi-ni iii'.t.inces been practised, on account
...^j.
I pro<Iuced
r:
by the repeated hcmorrliage*,
..;rcharj;es, and continued irr;tr.;i.,ii 'ttt-ndant
II
I

1

on this state. Some of these have <
and in one the author saw the pati....;

1

ily
...

;

,,v..^^: health

years after the operation.

must next be observed,
weakneaa aod relaxation, or of
It

is

relaxation, or

i-

^

'

"

ime
1

piirp'
i

Ixrlly,

o

rising

in consf"--"'- -f

and

v>..

•oon, the womb, being yet heavy and Urge, i:^.:> M:ik
too much in the vagina, or may even come to protrude
cxtemaliy. This, in the first degree, is called a bearing
flown of the womb, and where it proceeds so far a* to
appear outwardly, a procidentia uteri; but this ex6

with a

at\eT delivery,

no particular sympof a proper bandage
moderate degree of firm.

if

great relief to the uneasy feelings ;
of a compress over the uterine reand III.
gion, so OS tu excite to absorption, may be useful.
Astringent injrrtions tenti to contract the vnjina, and
ness,

.

.

are

.

soj,

'.il,

we mu>i

then

which
three months of
.

'•'

is apt to be incrcjj-cd il.iri.i^ llie first
subsequent pregnancy, but af\er the third month

it

disori pears.

another affection which may be confoanded
mcly. a relaxation and protrusion of the
This forms a soft swelling or promiv;i^
nence at the orifice of the vagina, which sometime*
corauletelycncircles the opening, but oftener is more
on tne one side than on the other, or is greatest beIt gives no particular inconvenience, unless it
hind.
exist in a great degree, anfl it usually disappears on
going to bed. It requires the use of astringent decoctions, or alum water, externall/, or employed as injections, and the frequei'
•'••ion of cold water, by
means of a sponge.
:ringent«, such as tinc•'
ture of kim'
useful.
If the patient
be weak, sii
:cs are proper, such a*
bark, steel, lou lum u.uu, ^\c-.
In this, as well as in
the former complaint, it is of great lervice to support
the perineum permanently ; the best mode of doing
whicii, is by an elastic steel truss similar to that used
for prolapsus ani.
Tiiltc

»

is

:

I

lliat

month

:

may be
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tom rutl/;U It.
round tlie whole

oflkt Ulenu.

;

er.

till

Ofdwplicc-

many

she attempts to walk, particularly a bearing down

and by and bye, when the womb descends lower, she
cannot make water easily, and in the whole progress of
the complaint the stomach and bowels are'apt to be disordered both in their functions and sensations. These
affections of the bowels and stomach are very often prominent symptoms, leading off the attention of the patient from the true cause, which sometimes can only be
discovered by tlie examination of a skilful practition-
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Of Irregularities

Of

iireguUrities of
the lochial

discharge.

An

increased,

after delivery,

V.

oflhe Lochial Discharge.

and sometimes a continued discharge,

often the consequence of getting up
early exertion. It is usually
attended with pain in the back, and always produces

too soon, or

is

making some

weakness. It is to be removed by avoiding exertion,
taking some strengthening medicine, such as bark and
wine, and using, if it continue, the shower-bath. The
aching pain in the back is often removed by the appli.
cation of an adhesive or warm plaster.
The lochial discharge is in some women very trifling, and may even stop very soon without any bad
effect.
But when it is suddenly checked by exposure
to cold, or other causes, most painful consequences
may follow, such as swelling of the belly, great pain,

and

fever.
These symptoms are dangerous
but are still more to be dreaded, as they
often attend inflammation, and indeed the two cases
can only be distinguished by minute attention.
A
purgative clyster should be instantly administered, a
cloth, soaked in oil of turpentine, or hot fomentations
applied to the belly, and a perspiration encouraged by
a saline jalap, containing antimonial wine, together
with tepid drinks. An anodyne clyster is also useful,
and if the pain continue, the lancet must be used. In
this disease, the suppression of the discharge is an effect
rather than a cause, and indeed does not uniformly take
place, for the symptoms arise from spasm of the uterine fibres.
This differs from inflammation in coming
on most suddenly ; the pain from the first is severe, but
it remits, or sometimes for a few seconds goes entirely
off.
But it must not be supposed that this state can
continue long without exciting inflammation.
lU-smelled discharge proceeds from clots of blood
lodging about the womb, and requires strict attention
to cleanliness ; it may even be necessary to wash the
discharge from the passage, by means of a syringe.
If, however, this discharge be attended with sickness
or nausea, quick pulse, hot skin, parched hands and
feet, thirst and want of appetite, or repeated discharges
of blood, and pain in the lower part of the belly and
back, then there is reason to conclude, that part of the
after-birth remains in the womb, and great attention
is necessary to preserve the patient.
This affection
often passes at first for a weed.
The patient is worn out by nocturnal perspiration,
fever, and want of nourishment, until at length a putrid mass is discharged from the womb, perhaps about
the ninth or tenth day, or even after some weeks of
suffering, and then the patient generally recovers.
The bowels are to be regulated, either by laxatives
or opiate injections, according to their state.
The diet
must be light, such as chicken broth, beef tea, calf'sfeet jelly, arrow-root, &c.
The elixir of vitriol is useful for promoting appetite and checking perspiration.
Camphorated mixture is of service for allaying nervous
affections.
Great attention must be paid to cleanliness and ventilation.
Astringent injections, by way
of tanning the retained mass, have been employed, and
sometimes with advantage.

sickness,

at all times,

CHAP.
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After delivery,

VI.

Swelled Leg.

one of the legs is sometimes affected
with a painful swelling, which is often, though not always

correctly, attributed to some violence in the labour, or Of the Pusome imprudence afterwards. It makes its appearance erperal

about ten days after delivery, sometimes sooner or ^""''even later. It begins with fever, and pain in the back, ^~nr—
or lower part of the belly, particularly about the groin,

where there

is considerable stiffness felt.
The pain
gradually extend dawn the limb, but more frequently it is, after these symptoms, suddenly felt in
the calf of the leg or knee, and presently the whole
limb, which formerly perhaps was cold, becomes hot
and swelled. The acute pain slowly abates, but the
limb continues tender, and can scarcely be moved.
The pulse becomes much quicker, the face pale, the
strength is greatly impaired, and frequently very copious perspiration adds to the weakness.
The duration of this disease is variable, but in gene-

may

and occasionally after one thigh
becomes better, the other becomes affected with similar symptoms. In one case, which lately was attended
by the author, the inferior and both superior extremities were successively attacked.
The complaint in the
upper parts was preceded by pain and stiffness in the
side of the chest.
There is always great debility attendant on this disease, and even a tendency to synral it is considerable,

cope.

The treatment consists in the immediate application
of leeches, or of hot solution of acetite of lead to the
groin, at the same time that a purgative is administered.
If the symptoms go on, and the limb becomes affected and swelled, relief is sometimes obtained by
rubbing with camphorated oil, or tincture of soap and
opium ; but fomentations with hot water are more
generally useful. At the same time the bowels are to
be kept regular with cream of tartar, and sleep procured by anodynes.
When the acute symptoms are
over, and the limb only remains weak, friction with
the flesh-brush is proper, and a roller should be applied with moderate firmness from the toes to the
groin. The cold bath is useful to re-establish the health.
The diet ought, after the inflammatory symptoms have
abated, to be nourishing, and the re- establishment of
the health is promoted by removing to the country.
Tonic medicines at this period are also useful.

CHAP.

VII.

Of Ephemeral and Remiilenl Fevers.
Women, who are disturbed much in their repose,
who have suffered greatly during labour, who have
very sore nipples, who are inattentive to their diet,
distressed in their mind, or exposed to cold, are liable
to an attack of fever, called in this country a weed.

The fit begins with chillness, cold feet, and violent
trembling; pain in the back, headach, and in some
instances, inclination to vomit.
Presently flushes of
heat are felt, which at last become steady, and the patient feels extremely hot and restless.
In some time
afterwards, perspiration breaks out, continues for a
considerable time, and at last abates, leaving the patient free from fever, but very languid.
During both
the cold and hot stage the pulse is frequent, and there
is thirst ; but in the sweating stage both these symptoms decline. The whole fit is usually finished within twenty-four hours, frequently in a much shorter
period.
There may be only one attack, but it is not
uncommon for the fits to come on every day for more
than a week, nearly about the same time, or an hour
sooner or later each day ; and in that case they are preceded by coldness in tne back, accompanied wiUi ach-

Ofepheme•'' *"<* '«-

'"'"^'"

*^"'

•«
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In this state the stomach becomes 6\\ed
Of lh«
inf; pain.
Po»rpcr»l with wind, the bowels are bound, and the patient is
Siacc.
timid or hysterical. In some instances there is a state
^""^
of complete apyrexia, in others only a remission of the
Short attacks of this fever are not in geneqrinptaais
ral aangcrons ; but if they be repeated and prolonged,
it ia probable that they depend on, or are kept up,
br aome local diseaae. There may be incipient an<l
obacnre disease in some of the great cavities of the
body, or the mamnue may be partially aiTectcd. In
•11 such cases it is therefore necessary to examine
minutely into the symptoms and sensations, for it has
boipeiicd that some patients have been suddenly cut
•ff, who were supposed to be in little danger.
When the cold fit comes on, our object is to hasten
the hot one, whicJi is done, not by putting many bedckitbea on the patient, for these are hurtful, but by
S'ving frequently a small quantity of some warm
ink, such as gruel or lemonade, and applying a bottle, filled with wana water, to tlie feet and pit of the
Mnacb, or to the iiack, if it feel cold. When the bat
fit is e«tabli»hed, thcae applications are to be removed,
and the tepid drinks continued till the sweat come*
out.
Means are not to be emplored for poshing this
far, but by taking a very little drink, and lying quiet
tot aome hours, it is to be encooraged to continue in a
moderate degree, till all the uneasy feehngs and feverish symptoms are removccL
Then, warm dry linen
ia to be put on, and cold avoided with care.
It requires much prudence to tay when the pecapirstian
ought to be checked, but it is a good genml rule, to
continue it till the fever ia removed. After the sweat*
ing is over, a litlle panado with wine is proper.
repetition of the fever is to be prevented, by avoiding
thoae caoses which first brought it on, keeping the
bowels open, taking some strengthening medicines,
such as bark, and procuring rest by opiates. When
there is a tendency to return, and no local disease can
be detected, the fit is sometimes checked by taking
twenty-five drops of lauilanum an hour l>efore the expected time of attack, and applying warm flannel to
the back.
During the intervals, infusion of bark, or
the cautious use of arsenic, will be useful.
If palpitation occur frequently, either along with
this fever or without it, the best remedy is a large
dose of laudanum, in a glass of peppermint water, and
during the interval, the vuLitilc tincture of valerian,
with Uxativrs, or the camphorated mixture, will be

A

propvr.
If the atUck* of fever be repeated, or if it become
continued, it will be necessary to give up nursing;

and indeed in many cases the secretion of milk becomes so much diminished at to render it impossible
for the child to bt nouriith.-d by the parent.
When
lociti pam, or vyniptomi indicating the existence of infUromatuiy arlJon in any organ appear, no Cure can
be expected till that organ be relieved.

CHAP.

VIII,

O/MUkFn^.
or milk
f*»tr.

Theseerction of the milk is often accompanied with
g coniudtrable degree of fever, calle<l the milk fever.
This is partly owing to that disturbance which is al-

ways
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mences about the second or third day af^er delivery,
and consists of a cold, a hot, and a sweating stage, during each of which, the symptoms are so much the same
with those described under the name of weed, or ephemeral fever, that it is needless to repeat them. It must

or the
Puerperal
^

^"

'«-

^""^"^

however, be supposed, thst the fever takes place
more than that every child has a
teething fever
and even in those cases where the fever is considerable, there is very little danger. There
can be no difficulty in distinguishing this disease, for
the breasts are full, hard, and painful, circum!tances
which at once point out the nature of the complaint.
By way of preventing this fever, it has been recommended, thst the child be applied to the breast as soon
afler delivery as the strength of the patient will permit, and this is extremely proper if the trial be made in
It is also useful to
such a way as not to fatigue her.
procure a stool early, and it is even proper, where
the patient is stout, of a full habit, and does not propoae
to nurse, to give laxatives more freely, in order to diminish the quantity of milk, and prevent swelling and
irritation of the breasts.
When milk fever does take place, the treatment is
very simple, consisting in giving warm drink, such as
gruel, or lemonade, in small quantity, during the cold
stage.and applying warm flannel to the tcct and stomach.
In the hot stage, the curtains are to be thrown open,
the coverlet taiken off, and tepid drink given to excite
perspiration.
In the sweating stsge the perspiration,
which is generally sour-sroelled, is to be gently encouraged, till it be universal, and the patient feel relieved,
then it is to be lessened, and the management is the
tame as in weed. These means are to be employed to
an extent, and with a degree of attention, proportioned
entirely to the severity of the symptoms.
not,

in every instance,
:

CHAP.
0/ Inflammalum
When,

in

IX.

of the Breatts,

consequence of exposure to cold, or of the

Orinfljui.

pain and tension, occasioned by the retention of the matioa of
milk, in those who do not, or cannot suckle, inflamma- •''• •>'««•«••
tion of the breast is excited, there is the greatest reason
to apprehend that suppuration will take place.
This
disease is easily known by the p.tin, hardness, and swelling which accompany it.
In some cases, the whole
breast seems to be affected, in others, only one half, and
in many the affection is more circumscribed, or small
and superficial. This complaint is generally accompanied by fever, and that ia sometimes smart when
the mammary aflection ia so obscure, as to escape observation for several hours, or even for a day or two.
When the breast inflames, it is evident that the retention of the milk must, for a time at least, increase the
pain.
The first and earliest object therefore, must be
to have the breast gently drawn, either by the child or
by other means, provided these attempts do not give
pain, for if they do so, and the milk do not come readily,
more hurt than good will be done. The breast should
be gently fomented with a s|)onge dipped in tepid
water, and then covered witli a (loultice of bread and
milk, so aa to continue the soothing effects of the fomentation.
The patient should keep in l>ed, and have
the breast properly supported. .<<naredry diet and laxatives are proper. l( the pain and hardness do not very
soon go off, but, on the contrary, the former become
more severe and throbbing, suppuration must take
place, and it is to lie enrouregrd by bread and milk
pvulticesy applied hotter tliuii formerly,
if the abscess
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Pu- be small and superficial, the spot soon becomes red, and
iTpfral
„j )gjj breaks, occasioninar, comparatively speaking, little
'""'_ distress, and scarcely giving any interruption to nuriiic

J
~

-

*

But if it be deeper, or more extensive, and the
glandular part of the breist be affected, all the sym|>toms are more severe, the progress is tedious, and the
strength is apt to be reduced by fever, perspiration, and
want of appetite. In these cases, if the abscess do not
point and break soon, no good can be gained by delay,
an opening should be made so as to evacuate the matter
This not only gives immediate relief, but prefreely.
vents a farther extension of the mischief, and the founIn every instance, a free
dation of future disease.
opening should be procured for the pus, and if sinuses
form, these must be opened completely and at once.
In unhealthy inflammation of the breast, different glands
both breasts, and slow
may successively be affected
abscesses form, which produce troublesome sinuses when
In all such cases, it is necessary daily to
they burst.
examine the breast, for the constitution is apt to be undermined by repeated attacks of shivering and fits of
The stomach is impaired, anorexia and reachfever.
ing take place, and a fatal cahectic state is produced.
These shiverings are removed by opening the abscess,
or evacuating the confined matter, and the general
health is restored, by laying open any sinuses which
may form. Light nourishment, with a liberal proportion of wine, varied tonics, and the use of opiates and
Inlaxatives, according to circumstances, are proper.
durations or local affections from torpidity are benefited
by a gentle course of mercury. When the patient can
take nourishment, there is seldom any great danger
but if she have a perpetual and intractable loathing at
food, with diarrhoea, and especially if she be of a strumous habit, there is much ground to fear ultimately a
In some instances the mesenteric glands,
fatal issue.
in others the uterus itself, are afTecled in the course
of the disease, which may be protracted for some
months.
sing.

m
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X.

Uterine Inflammalion.

Inflammation of the womb usually begins between
the second and fifth day after delivery, but it may take
It is pointed out by a pain in
place at a later period.
the lower part of the belly, which gradually increases
in violence, and continues without intermission, though

The uterine
subject to occasional aggravations.
region is very painful when it is pressed, and it is a litThere is, however, no general swelling
tle swelled.
of the abdomen with tension, unless the peritoneum
have become affected. But the parietes are rather slack,
»nd we can feel the uterus distinctly through them to
be harder than usual, and it is very sensible. There is
also pain felt in the back, which shoots to the groins ;
and there is usually a difficulty in voiding the urine, or
B complete suppression, or distressing degree of strangury. The situation of the pain will vary according to
the part of the uterus first and principally affected.
The internal parts become also frequently of a deep
red colour, and the vagina and uterus have their temperature increased. The lochial discharge is very early suppressed, and the secretion of milk diminished or deNearly about the same time that the local
stroyed.
symptoms appear, or perhaps a little earlier, the system
becomes affected. The pulse very early becomes frequent, and somewhat hard. The patient is chilly, or
bos a shivering fit succeeded by increased temperature

it is

of the skin, and it is not unusual for her to be sick, or Of tie PaThe tongue is white and dry, erper«f
to vomit bilious fluid.
^'•""'
and the urine high-coloured and turbid. I'iie vomiting
.
~
'
in some cases continues, and the bowels are at first
bound, but afterwards the stools are passed more freIf the peritoneum come to partake extenquently.
sively of the disease, then v/e have early swelling and
tenderness of the abdomen, and the danger is greativ
increased.
This disease calls for the early and free use of the
lancet, which is the principal remedy ; and the number
of times that we repeat the evacuation, must depend
upon the constitution of the patient, the efl'ects produced, and the period of the disease.
If three or four
days have passed over, the pulse may be full and frequent ; but this is an indication that suppuration is
going on, which will be ascertained by throbbing pain,
In this case the lancet is hurtful.
Mild laxatives
&c.
are also highly proper.
Fomentations are very useful, and external irritations are likewise of benefit after
The
the acute stage has been subdued by the lancet.
application of oil of turpentine is perhaps as useful as
any other that can be made. Diaphoretics ought to
be administered, such as the saline jalap, with the addition of antimonial wine and laudanum.
This is the
Emollient clysbest internal remedy we can employ.
ters, or sometimes anodyne clysters, give relief.
In
the suppurative stage we must keep the bowels regular, give light nourishment, apply fomentations, and

with anodynes. When the matter is discharged, a removal to the country will be useful, and
tonic medicines should be given.
allay pain

CHAP.
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The

xr.

Peritoneal Injlammalion.

abdomen, or the cover- of perifo.
inflamed alone ; or this neal inflam
be combined with inflammation of the mation.

peritoneal lining of the

ing of the intestines,
disease

may

may be

uterus.
Peritoneal inflammation

may be caused by violence
during delivery, or the application of cold, or the in-

judicious use of stimulants.
It may not come on for
three weeks after delivery, but it usually commences on
the second day, and earlier than inflammation of the
womb ; and it may often be observed, that the pulse
continues frequent from the time of delivery.
It is
preceded or attended by a shivering and sickness, or
vomiting, and it is marked by pain in the belly, which
sometimes is very universal, though, in other cases, it is
at first confined to one spot.
The abdomen very soon
becomes swelled and tense, and this state rapidly increases.
The pulse is frequent, small, and sharp, the
skin hot, the tongue either clean, or white and dry ;
the patient thirsty, she vomits frequently, the milk is
not secreted, and lochia are frequently obstructed.
These symptoms often come on very acutely, but it
ought to be deeply impressed on the mind of the read-

they may also approach insidiously. Wandering pain is felt in the belly, neither acute nor altogether constant.
It passes for after-pains, but it is attended with frequency of pulse, and some fulness of
But whether the
the belly, and a little sickness.
early symptoms come on rapidly or slowly, they soon
increase, the belly becomes as large as before delivery,
and is often so tender, that the weight of the bedclothes can scarcely be endured ; the patient also feels
much pain when she turns. The respiration becomes
very difficult, and sometimes a cough comes on which
er, that

,
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Mggnvatea the distress, or it exists from the first, attended with pain in the side as a prominent symptom.
Sometimes the patient has constant belchinjf and brings
up mouthfuJs of fluid, which always gives pain. The
bowels are either costive, or she purges bilious or dark
These symptoms are more or less
coloured fasres.
acute, accordin;; to the extent to which the peritoneum
They are at first milder and more prois affected.
tracte<l in those cases where the inflammation begins in

the

Puerperal
State.

,

the uterus; and in such tlie pain is often not very
If the disease
great nor very extensive for some time.
IS to prove fatal, the swelling and tension of the belly
increase, so that the abdomen liecomes round and prumioent, the vomiting continues, the pul«c becomes exoeatively frequent and irregular, the fauces are apthous,
death is marked in the countenance, the extremities
oold, and the pain ustially ceases rather Muldcnly. I'he
patient has unrefreahing slumber, and sometimes delirium mite, iHit she may also remain sensible to the
lasC
The ditesff usually proves fatal within five days,
but may be protracted for eight or ten days, or even
longer.

The

practice in this disease is very limited, but very
It consists in an instant recourse to the
lancet, which is to be used at first with freedom, but in
more advanced stages with circumspection. If it is to
prove useful, it will do so soon ; and a frequent repetition toward the Utter end can only hasten death.
V^liilst, therefore, the writer place* his diief reliance on

important.

remedy, he cautions against its abuse.
Fomentattona are soothing and useful, and all the
pained part of the abdomen ought to be covered with
« doth wet with oil of turjientine.
The bowels are to be opened by laxative medicine,
and stimulants of any kinu are to be avoided. Fruits
and grateful drinks are to be prcecribc«L
this

CHAP. XM.
Of Puerperal Fever.
Of

Puerperal fever bqrins sometimes in an insidioas
without that uurering which usually gives in1 n other
tunation of the approach of a serious malady.
rairi. the shivering is perceived, and varies considenUy in degree, betn^ either slight ur pretty aerere.
fint symptoms, independant of the ahivering, are,
fteqncncy of pulse, oppreasion, nausea, or vomitinf
pain in the bead, partimlarly above the eyebrows.
I'he night is naaiHl will) little sleep, much coofusioa,
and orraaionaUy soeae delirium ; but this is not oonunan

I

Mnoer,

raJ r«T«r.

Tm

.

It must not, however, be forgotten, that in many instances there is no headach in any stage of the disease,
nor any sickness nor vomiting in the l>eginning. In
aome, the temper (ram the first is uncommonly irritable,
in others there is much timidity, or listles«iies«, or
apathy. Hysterical symptoms nut unfrequently supervene.
From the beginning, or venr soon afterwards, pain
in the belly
at first slight, but it soon increases,
ia
and ia aame instances the aUlomen becomes so tender,
that even the weight of the bed clothes is productive of
distress.
general fuhiesa. without tenstun of the
bdly, aeoanpaiiies this from the first, and it usually ir.
creases pretty rapidly, and may proceed so far as to make
the patient nearly aa large as slie was before delivery. In
suilu' i'-> 'he abdomen brcaRiestcn*e,and the breathing
{ireased ; indeed in every instance the resi^
more or less aiiected ; the free action of the
^. : .1.
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abdominal muscles, which are concerned in that funcbeing productive of p;iin. The degree of pain, its
seat, and period of accession, vary in diflerent cases. In

f>'" the
l'u"pef»*

evidently begins in the uterus, and coming in
paroxysms, resembles severe after-pains, but never goes

^

tion,

some

it

entirely off, and is accompanied w^ith bearing-down.
The uterine region is painful, particularly toward one
side.
The us uteri, if examined, is not much more sen-

than usual. There is generally pain in the back.
In other cases the pain is first felt about the lower part
of the ribs on one side, and is accoinj>anie<l with coiigh.
The belly is tumid, and tender when pressetl, but except then, or in turning, the patient complains little of it.
Sometimes severe pain, like spasm, attacks the iliac region, and extends down to the thigh, and toward tlie
pubis and bladder.
The face is sometimes flushed at first, or n patch of
deep red araears on the cheeks, but the counteitancc
in general is altogether pale, or at least not suffused, the
eyes are withmit animation, and the lips and angles of
the eyes are white. The whole features indicate anxieWhen vomiting occurs at the
ty and great debility.
very commencement, it is generally bilious. In the
course of the disease, it becomes so frequent that nothing will stay in the stomach ; and, towards the contusion of the fever, tlie fluid thrown up is dark-cohmred Uke coffee, and frequently foetid. This is a
symptom which always, if it do not proceed from a
morbid structure, indicates, in whatever disease it occurs, an entire loss o( tone of that organ, and in this
fever is a fatal symptom.
But, to proceed with the
history.
There is, in many instances, great dejection
of mind, snd always languor, witli general debility of
the muscular fibres, and the patient lies chiefly on her
back, or there is so much listlessness, tliat she sometimea make." little CfmiplaiiiL. The skin is not very
hot, but is rather claiiiiiiy .ind relaxed. There are cases,
however, where the patient complains of universal and
oppressive heat, until toward tlic end, when the extremities become cold. In other insbinces, the tcmneraturc
varies, the patient being alternately hotter oiiu cooler.
The tongue is pale or white at first, but presently liecomes brown, and uniformly aplithz appear in the
throat, and extend down the anonli.-igus and over all
From the irritability «f the
the inside of the mouth.
;>i-ol)uljIc that these orStomach and bowels, it
sible

'.f, and tin- upiier ]>art
ffu»» participate in tlir
of the larynx seems to be uilecteU Ixotu tJie cougli which
;

is exciteti.

It has already been mentioned, tliat the nuW, frutii
the first, is very frequent, and at tliat |)eriod it is fuller
than in simpler peritoneal inflaiiiination, but it noon becomes feeble. The thirst is not always great, at least
the {latient is oileii careless about drink. The bowels
are oflen at first bound ; but afterwards, especially
about the iliird day, they usually become luo6e, and
This
the stools are dark, iieetid, and often frothy.
evacuation seems to give relief The urine is dark-coloured, has a brown sediment, niid is |>.'i.ssed frequently, and witli pain.
The l<K°liial di'icliiirge continues for a time, but presently is diiiiinislied, lias a bwl
smell, ur is changed in ap|warance, or gradually cease* ;.
an<l it is observable, that tlie re-apjiearancc of the loThe
chia, if they had been suppressed, is not critit^L
secretion of milk stops, and the imtient inqiH^ very
seldom about the child. In bad cases, the s«mling of
the belly increases rafiidly, but the pain dues not always keep pace with the swelling, being sonietiiues
least when the sweUiog is greatest and ui the end it
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generally goes entirely off. The breathing become* laThe
borious in proportion as the belly enlarges.
strength sinks, the pulse, always frequent, becomes
weak and tremulous, the throat and mouth appear
sloughy ; perliaps the stools are passed involuntai-ily,
and the patient usually dies about the fifth day of the
disease, but in some cases not until the fourteenth, in
In some instances
others, so early as the second day.
death is preceded by low delirium, or stupor ; in others
the mind continues unimpaired till within a few minutes of dissolution, and the patient is carried off after
a fit of a convulsive kind.
This fever attacks generally on the second and sometimes the third day after delivery ; but it has also occurred so late as after a week. The earlier it attacks,
the greater is the danger ; and few women recover who
have the belly much swelled.
On dissection there is found in the abdomen a considerable quantity of fluid, similar to that met with in
peritonitis.
The omentum and peritoneum are inflamed, but perhaps very si ightly, and gangrene is unusual.
The swelling is neither proportioned to the inflammation nor effusion, nor in every instance dependent on
these, but on that inflation of the bowels which results
from the relaxation of the muscular fibres of the bowels,
which is so common in the puerperal state, particularly
The uterus is not more afi'ected
in puerperal disease.
than the intestines. In some cases the thoracic viscera
are inflamed. There is tiie most satifactory evidence that
this disease is infectious, and also that it is epidemic
over a greater or less extent of country in particular
years.
it has been confounded by many with peritonitis,
not to be wondered at if very opposite modes of
treatment should be proposed. This attempt to identify puerperal, or, as it has been called, low child-bed
fever,with simple inflammation, is practically of the most
mischievous nature, and ought to be resisted by all attentive observers of disease.
Early and copious venesection has been strongly advised, as the most effectual remedy ; and in a disease
which proves so fatal under any treatment, the author
has felt it to be his duty, even under many doubts, to
make a full and faithful trial of the plan. The result
has completely convinced him, that copious and repeated bleeding is a most useless and a most dangerous
practice ; and if he can prevent his younger brethren
from being led away by the plausible arguments which
have been adduced in favour of the lancet, he shall have
performed an important service to those who are attackHe is not inclined to forbid aled with the disease.
together the detraction of blood, but he wishes to limit
that practice to those cases where the symptoms of inflammation are the most decided, and particularly to those
where the pain is fixed, as, for instance in the side, or
in the uterus ; the lancet in such instances should be
early employed, but ought not to be repeated, and where
the symptoms are not decided, it should be altogether
None have recovered who have been largely
omitted.
and repeatedly bled, although the blood was such as is
met with in inflammation, and all the recoveries he has
met with, have been amongst those who either were not
bled at all, or only once, and sparingly.
Laxatives, bark, and light nourishment, to support
the sl^gth, are the most useful internal remedies. In
the more advanced stages, wine, to act as a cordial, and
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opiates, to allay irritation, will be useful. Blisters have
been advised, but they are more injurious than beneficial.

The

application of turpentine

is

certainly of

advantage, and in general gives more relief than foOf ihc
Puerperal
mentations.
^'ateIf the patient recover, the bowels remain long in an
'""nc"*'
irritable state, and require much attention.

CHAP.
Of Chronic

XIII.

Swelling of the Abdomen,

It is not unusual, if the patient

after delivery, or

be exposed to cold Of Chronic
have any puerperal disease of an in- Swelling of

flammatory nature, for the belly to become swollen and """ ^^^'
prominent, with some degree of tension. This tunie- "*''
faction arises from inflation of the bowels, and is dependent on some disease of the uterine appendages,
generally of one or both of the ovaria. The connection

between the

intestines and the uterus and ovaria, is well
seen, both in the early weeks of gestation, antl at the
menstrual period, many females about that time having the bowels much distended with air ; and this very

under consideration, may be produced by exposure to cold during menstruation.
It is a complaint of some importance, not only on
account of appearance, but also as it indicates the existence of a local disease, or change of structure, which,
at some future period, may prove fomiidable.
It is
sometimes succeeded by ascites, but much more frequently by that disease improperly called dropsy of
the ovarium.
In some instances, however, it seems
to be entirely dependent on the state of the bowels, at
{lisease

'

least

no other disease manifests

itself in future life.
not symptomatic of organic affection of the
uterine system, it may be sometimes removed by strict
attention to the action of the bowels, which is kept up
by aperient medicines, administered so as to invigorate,
and not weaken the muscular fibres of the intestines.
These medicines must be varied according to their effect, and may be combined with tonics, and uniform
but moderate compression of the abdomen, or long continued friction every morning and evening.
When it is dependent on ovarian disease, the attention must be directed to the removal of that, which
is a matter of great difficulty.
The present excellent
and zealous Professor of Midwifery in the University
of Edinburgh, Dr. Hamilton, has informed the author,
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that he has, in some cases, been successful by employing patting or friction externally, and prescribing the
solution of muriate of lime.
This chronic swelling is not to be confounded with
a tumefaction of a more acute nature, which sometimes
occurs in the puerperal state, without pain, or indication of inflammation.
The same experienced practitioner compares this swelling to a pillow of down, for,
by pressing with the hand, a similar soft sensation is
perceived : the hand sinks, but the swelling immediately rises on removing the pressure.
It is considered as a fatal symptom.

CHAP. XIV.
Of the

Signs that a Woman, has been

rectnllif delivered.

sometimes an object of great importance in Of the
medieal jurisprudence, to determine whether a woman signs that a
have lately been delivered of a child.
Thig can be woman has
done by examination of the breasts, the external ap- been recently depearance of the abdomen, and the condition of the utelivered.
rus and vagina. We find the labia and vagina relaxed, somewhat tumid, and of a deeper red than usual.
The perineum is generally injured, or the fourchette
There is a sanguineous discharge.
at least is torn.
It

is

<

MIDWIFERY.
or

tb*

Purrpcfil
s<at»-

^^"y^"^

to be enlarged, and has neither the
shape of the gravid nor of the unirnpregnated womb.
The os uteri
It generally lies obliqaely to one side.
is nearly circular, is soft, somewhat rugged, and will
admit the point of one or more fingers, according to
The belly
the time which hss elapsed since delivery.
JM prominent, and the integuments lax, wrinkled, and

The ut«nu

ii felt

The
eovcTcd with ligiit-coloured broken streaks.
tomiti are enlarged, and contain milk, and have a very
Many writers on me<iical
'^Krtinct and dark areola.
jurisprudence, however, consider these signs as fallacious. This, however, is one of the questions, it would
appear, which can be more accurately determined by a
man of plain sense than by a speculative philosopher.
There have been instances where milk has been di«covered in the breasts in the virgin state, at least so
we are told by authors but it would certainly be considered as no great proof of virginity, were a female to
be found with abundance of milk suckling a child.
One thing is certain, that the whole of the signs or
appearance* enumerated cannot exist without a preA question naturally ari»es here.
vious pregnancy.
May they not be met with when the female has expelled a mass of hydatids, or a mole, as it baa been
called ? This may be decidedly answered in tb* negaMost of such substances are produced by co«ttive.
ception, but after a time the ovum becomes blif;lited,
and changed into hydatid, or a more solid disorganiced mas*.
A* pregnancy therefore has existed, it is
evident that the secretion of milk and distention of the
bnMti may take place, and the uterus will be found
But it is very rare for tlicse masses to arenlarged.
uire such a size as shaU enlarge the nterus, or distend
belly, so as to prodooe socb anpcaranoeeai
as follow
And as they are soft, we do
the delivery of a child.
not find the same injury sustained by the perineum,
or estamal part*.
Cettain easca at aamfcasion of the menae* are accompanied with swelling of the belly, and sometimes
accretion of a milky or serous fluid in the breasts. But
the abdominal tumour arises from inflation of the bowels, and when removed, leaves no mark on the skin,
and cannot have any effect on the state of the vagina,
labia, or uterus.
Ignorfnt people nppoee that in such
caaea of sappresaion the menace are really retained and
aocomalated in the uterus, and therefore may enlarge
it.
Thia can only happen when the vagina is closed,
;

r
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relief must be obtained by an operaperformer of whicli can bear testimony to th*

and in that case
tion, the

State.

nature of the case.
If in any one instance it could be established that a
female had l>een large, as in pregnancy, and all the
signs above enumerated were met with, and particularly when combined with laceration of the perineum,
Granting that hydatids and
there cannot be a doubt.
blighted ova, or moles, could produce the other sympIf such subtoms, they could not tear the perineum.
stances rmlly were expelled, they would be shewn by
the patient, or described by her, so as to satisfy a meFar less can mechanical obstrucdical ]>ractitioner.
tion of the menses occasion deception, for this cainiot
possibly injure the perineum, and indeetl can only be
removed by a surgical operation. Last of all, the absunl account often given by the jMtient herself must
convince every intelligent practitioner of her guilt.
In cases where the mother is dead, and it is necessary to ascertain whether or not she has been delivered
of a child, we liave, in addition to those marks already
described, an opportunity of examining the uterus and
its appendages by dissection.
The womb is found riilarge<l, its substance thickened, its cavity filled with
coagulateil blood, or, if empty, the internal surface is
covered with a bhwrk coating of blood. The vessels
are large, and as they are largest where the placenta
was attached, marks corresponding to this attachment
may for a time be obser\-ed. The extremities of the
tubes, but particularly the ovaria, are highly vascular, and theae latter contain, on different parts of their
surface, veaidea filled with bloody fluid.
Can it be
determined by dissection, whether a female has had a
premature labour, or have discharged a false concepThis isi chiefly to he done
tion, as it has been called ?
by the state of the surface of the uterine cavity, and
thesixeofthe vessels. After abortion, or premature
lattoiir, there is usually some portion of decidua left,
and the uterine vessels are large in proportion as the
period has lieen advanced.
In blighted ova, or false
conception, on the other hand, there can he no portion
left or healthy decidua ; but, particularly, there cannot be expccteil the same enlargement of uterine vessels to support a fading or imperfectly organized mass,
which wouUl be requisite for a perfect and vigorous

ovum.

(j. a.)
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small marble, or granite pebbles, IVom the bed of the

neighbouring rivers and torrents.

\ >
a city of Italy, and the capital of that portion
which was lately formed into the kingdom of Iximbardy
by the French, but which formerly constituted the
Duchy of Milan. It is situated in a plain, between
the rivers Adda and Ticino, from which it is watered
hy canab drawn from each. One of these canals was
eanmenced in the year 1 1 7f>. and rendered navigable
in 1971
and the navigation is now advancing towards
Pavia by a third. This city is about eight miles in
circuit.
Some of the streets are spacious, and built in
straight lines
but many art- narrow, crooked, and ineoDvenicnt.
For the most part they are paved with
.">

i

1

1

.
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Public buildings are numerous in Milan.
The cathedral, standing nearly in its centre, for size and

:

;

•
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AacanscTvas, VoU

beauty

considered the finest in lUly, next to St.
It is an edifice in the genuine gothic
style, of the largest dimensions, and consists entirely
of pure white marble. It extends HK) feet in length,
9!)8 in breadth, it is divided into five naves by ."i?
enormous marble gothic columns, and is lighted by five
cupolas.
The height within undir the principal dome
is S.'iS fret; the arches, corresponding to wj^^, are
48 feet wide, supported by columns 8 feet iWiiameter.
The pillars supporting the roof are above 90 f«iet
is

Peter's at

VL

p.

Rome.*

653, and Pi.*ti

CLXV.
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high
and the loof iUelf is covered with blocks of
""Y"*^ marble, so closely cemented together by a hard and
durable substance, as to appear one entire piece. The
principal tower, crowned by a balcony, and ascended by
468 steps, is 400 feet high, affording a magnificent
prospect of the city below, surrounded by a fertile
country and picturesque mountains.
Although this
church was begun in the year 1386, the fa9ade,
presenting a great variety of ornaments, was never com:

pleted until Bonaparte, having resolved that it should
be finished in an elegant manner,employed a great many
workmen on it. About 4000 statues adorn the exterior and interior of the cathedral, some not exceeding
a foot in height. One by the sculptor Agrati, represents St. Bartholomew, who was flayed alive, holding
tip his own skin as a drapery.
It is of white marble,
inscribed, Non me Praxiteles sed Marcus finxit Agrnti,
and is esteemed a chef d'ceuvre of sculpture by the
Milanese.
But it would certainly be more suitable
for an anatomical theatie, than to ornament the interior of a place of public worship.
Two large pulpits
occupy the sides of the chancel, and near them is a
fine organ.
Among the other more remarkable objects, is a subterraneous chapel, the place of sepulture
of Cardinal Borromeo, Archbishop of Milan, who died
in 1584.
Seven bass reliefs of silver, forming seven
sides of the chapel, represent the principal incidents
of his life, executed in a masterly manner and his
body reposes in a shrine, formed of large pieces of
glass, with edges of silver gilt.
It is arrayed in his
pontifical habit ; the face exposed, and exhibiting a
mortifying spectacle amidst so much grandeur. His
hands, in silk gloves, hold a cross, ornamented with
diamonds, and a brilliant crown is suspended over his
head. The quantity of precious substances buried
here exceeds belief.
The treasury of the cathedral
besides, contains immense riches in precious stones,
gold, and statues of massy silver.
But a large proportion of the revenues having been withdrawn by the
Trench for more useful purposes than sustaining ecclesiastical pomp, the former splendour of this cathedral
is diminished.
In its environs is the church of Santa Maria de Morti, a
small oratory, which is entirely ornamented with pictures
framed of human bones. Tlie church of St. Ambrose,
who was Bishop of Milan in the fourth century, and
author of very voluminous works, is said to be reared on
foundations coeval with himself. But the present structure belongs to the ninth century, and if its doors of
bronze be of the same date, they must be different
from those which that celebrated father closed against
the emperor Theodosius.
The pavement is of fine
mixed marbles. The vault of the choir is of Mosaic
and the great altar under which the body of St. Ambrose rests, is supported by four beautiful columns of
porphyry, enriched with precious stones. The other
churches of San Vittore, Santa Maria della Grazie,
San Lorenao, San Celso, are remarkal)le for size, antiquity, architecture, or paintings.
That of San Francesco Maggiore is the largest of the modern churches of
Milan.
A considerable number of years ago, this city coi>tained 50 monasteries and 62 nunneries.
The people
are very devout, for it is common to see a madonna in
diffenji^ shops with a lamp burning before the image
:

until^^ning.
There are many charitable establishments here, including hospitals, school^, and colleges.
The Great

Hospital, which receives patients of both sexes, is a
spacious building, with a court of above 300 feet
square, lined with a double portico, supported above

and below by columns of different orders. The whole
can accommodate 1500 patients, or even 2000 on exGreat operations are performet.
during summer, under a portico open to the street,
where the groans of the sufferer are audible to the
passengers, and his person would be exposed to their
view were it not concealed by the surrounding crowd
of students. A smaller hospital, containing only 40
beds, is better managed and there is likewise a miliThe Lazaretto, environed by a ditch ot
tary hospital.
canal, is a vast quadrangular edifice, 1250 feet in
length, and 1200 in breadth, all of brick, containing
304 rooms, with fire-places. A chapel is so contrived
in the centre of its court, that divine service may be
seen by the sick from tiieir beds.
The college of Brera, once belonging to the .Tesuits,
was more lately denominated the Palace of the Sciences
by the French, because physic, sculpture, architecture,
This edipainting, and engraving, are taught in it.
fice has a square court, exhibiting two stories, the one
supported by Doric, the other by Ionic columns, which
Here are a good
are connected by a grand staircase.
collection of machines, for illustrating the physical department, an observatory, a library, together with a cabinet of ] 2,000 medals, and a botanic garden.
There are several libraries in Milan, of which the
chief is that of the college of Brera, and the next,
the Ambrosian, founded by a cardinal of the Borromean family, a nephew of the archbishop above
its contents exceed 40,000 printmentioned, in I609.
ed volumes, and 15,000 manuscripts, the former arranged in a spacious gallerj', the latter in a separate
Though open daily, and considered a
apartment.
public establishment, this library is always under the
direction of the head of the family as its property.
Many valuable writings were preserved in it, such as
a translation of the works of .iosephus, executed 1200
years ago on the bark of a tree ; Virgil's Works, with
Notes by Petrarch ; those of Gregory of Nazianzen
twelve volumes of mathematical, mechanical, and arBut the
chitectural drawings, by Leonardi de Vinci
most valuable portion was carried to Paris along with
the rest of the plunder of Italy, and it is yet unexA library belonging
plained what has been restored.
to the monastery of St. Ambrose is very rich in Latin
traordinary occasions.

:

:

manuscripts, besides a protligious collection of charters

and diplomas, some of which ascend to the eighth century, the whole being in excellent arrangement.
Literature has been successfully cultivated in Milan
besides Alciati, Beccaria, Carli, Verri, and other authors
in history and political economj', this city has been embellished by the names of Pini, Landriani, Frisi, and
Donna Maria Gaetana Agnesi, in the sciences. ( See AgMany valuable works also have issued from the
NEsi.)
press of Milan, among which may be named the Historians of Italy, in 25 folio volumes by Muratori, published in the earlier part of last century, and the Classical Italian authors on Political Economy, in 48 octavo
volumes, published in the earlier years of the present
century.
The theatre della Scala, which is one of the largest
in Italy, was built partly by subscription in lllG,
A great vestibule leads to
on a magnificent plan.
the pit, aiid two fine staircases ascend to the boxe;s,
of which there are five rows, besides a sixth, or gal-

Milan,
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are very spacious, and
.-—» clcpir.tly fitted up.
It in said in a smaU work, pubJishetl at .Milan in 1817. that gometimes 40 horses
n'ld ()00 persons are brought on the stage ; and the
theatre U so skilfully constructed, that the performance
13 quite audible in parts psoct distant from the perThe hour of night is denoted from a transformers.
parency on the arch of tlie proscenium. Besides this,
there are several other theatrejt, one erected after the
same model, but smaller, and le!>s decorated, for a

Miiin.

lery for attendants.

The box«a

|)eHbmiance of
amateurs. Some of the best operas extant have been
connxMcd for the theatre of Milan ; arid some eminent
performers are generally engaged in gratifying the

Fn-nch company ; and another

fur the

public taste for music.
place of amusement, called the Arena, was lately
"
:rtcd on the ixittkirts erf' the city, for tlie exhibj.Teat spectacles, and iji capable of accommodating .t>>,iXX) persons
It consists of an oval amphitheaTne lower
tre, partly of grassy bankst. partly of stooe.
part of this Arena, which is 400 fathoms long, and 200
broad, may be entirely inundated by means of a small

A

canal trarernng it, and there nautiol exhibitiaiis, like
the andent naumachia, may be ahn«n ; as was done to
entertain Bonaparte.
Milan contains many fine houses ; some distinguished by their architecture, others by their spadous apartments and elegant funiiturc. For the most part, they
are decorated externally with lofty granite columns,
supporting large projecting cornices. That of the family of Litta has a facade with S2 pillars, besides four
in

we

portico.

Mucn

activity prevails in Milan, which is a place of
Workniaiisliip in
considerable trade and matmfacture.
uwtals, embraidcry in gold and silver, are executed
There are extensive manufactures
in a soperior stvle.
its different branches ; of wool and guots' hair,
ofsiUt
Mosaic work, and that in pietra
class and porcehun.
ditra, is pr osecu ted on a larger scale, and in greater vaLately a
riety, than in any other part of Europe.
piece of Mosaic, representing the last supper, with figures as krge as life, man executed in colours afler n*.
ture, on «ix pannels, extending SO feet in length and
It was commissioned by Bonapiute, at
7 in height.
the price of £S000, but the overthrow of his government interrupted the work, which has been completed
very rftcntly for antjther sovereign. The fertihty of
the onchbourinc trmtrrr',-, in fruit, grain, and pastur'ics, botli for the consitnip«^, aftrds
^..rt.
tion of theriij
Milan consists of til panshes, containing 120,000 or
] 50,000 souls.
By some, the population is rated nearly
ooe-fourth higher ; and it is w<l to have been so in the
coarse of the preceding century. In 1766, by actual enu«
nsntion, the inhabitants amounted tol 1 1,450, exclusive
of those occupying the religious houses, and a certain
The state of sodetjr is considered
part of the suburbs.
very apccable. Frankness and hospitality distinguish
the cituens among strangers, and urbanity among t£emThey art devout and bigoted, it is said ; but
selvea.
the aasteritiss of monastic life, always calculated to de»
grade the more amiable sensibilities of mankind, are
greatly M>f\ened here.
A love of show prevails among
the higher ranks to a much greater extent than oooa

m

with their fortune, and luxury seems to be makinc the same inroads as in the other cities of Europe.
Milan, in respect to nxe, is the fourth city of Italy;
sistent
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history ascends to a verj- ancient date ; and none Slilbome
has been more exiK>»cd to the coiiijjetition of contendB
ing powers ; it is supposed to ha\ e been founded by '^''l'"" ''''"~ *
the Gauls two centuries later than the building of
Konie, whose early history, however, reits on the most
uncertain data.
In modem times, it has belonged to
Spain, Austria, and France ; but, although taken and
re-taken several times since the French revolution, it
was always witllout bloodshed. When the kingdom of

its

~

Lombardr was formed by Bonaparte, he was crowned
here with the iron crown of the ancient kings of
Lombardy ; and thenceforth Milan was considered the
real capital of Italy.
By his order, the fortifiattions
were dismantled, and he built a triumphal arch of
white marble, to reconl his own exploits. Longitude
of the Observatory, 9' U' 45' east, and Latitude 45'»
HH' i" north.
11.
E,PoRT, is a borough- town of England, in
the county of Somerset.
It is situated at the foot of a
steep hill, on the river Ive, principally on both sides of
the high-road from Yeovil to Shaftesbury. The church
is a neat edifice, built in the form of a cross ; but the
houses, which are disposed in four streets, are, in go*
neral, irregularly built, and detached from one another.
The guild-fiall is an ancient building, with a door-case,
partly of Saxon, and partly of Norman architecture.
It has considerable manufactures of dowlas, ticking,
linsey, stockings, and shoes, which employ a number of
hands. The population of the borough and parish, in
1811, was 824 inhabited houfis, \M families, and 1000
inhabitants.
See Collinson's Htttory and AntiifuiticM of
Somertetihirt, vol. ii. ; and The Bcauliet of England
and Wale*, vol. xiii. p. bt\.
MILE. See Measubcs, Vol. XIII. p. 496.
MILDEW. See Aoricvltvrk, Vol. I. p. 2p«.
MII.FUI{D,orMtLroBi>-HAVEN,is (he name of a sea<
port town of ."^outh Wales, in the county of Pembroke,
beautifully situated on a small promoi.tory, the sides of
which descend gently to the sea. The principal bar.
hour extends to the south, snd resembles a large lake.
It has sixteen creeks, five bays, and 13 road».
It is
regarded as the safest and most commodious in the
world, and is capable of holding a thousand sail in perThe town consists of three streets, exfect sccuri^.
tending from east to west. I'he church, which is a hand..
some building, consisting of a nave, chancel, and two
side Msls% stands at the end of the lower row of houses.
Tbs old chapsi of St. Catharine sunds at a short dis.
tanosto the east, and has been converte<l into a powder
Bagasiae. The market-house and custom-hou^e are
neat buildings. Two batteries, each mounting seven
guns, have also been erected for the defence of the
town.
The principal trade of Milford consists in its South*
Sea whale-fishery, which has been successfully prosecuted by a colony of Quakers, fVora the island of Nnn.
There is likewise some trade in wood and na*
tucket.
A dock-yard was formed at the suggestion
val stores.
of lx>rd Spencer, and several large ships of war were
Longitude of Milford.
built in it, and others repaired.
steeple 5" SC 13' west, and Utitude 51" 42' 43" north.
See Corbet's Geographical Dictionary of H'alct ; Fen«
ton's lliitorical Tour through Pembrokethire ; ai^^e
Btautiet of England and Wale*.
Vol. xviii, p. IK,
MILIARY Fevkb. See Medicine, vol. xiii. p.
732.
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MILITARY TACTICS.
History.
X HB art of war may be considered as coeval with the sword and buckler, required a great deal more room in Histcry.
*"''V**' history of the world. The evil passions inherent in hu- all directions than either the Macedonian or modern
man nature, hatred, envy, covetousness, ambition, and European soldier. Such were the arms and discipline
revenge, first gave birth to this destructive art, which, of the Romans, which, seconded by their courage and
however rude in its commencement, has, in the course skill, enabled them to triumph over the Grecian phaof time, gradually advanced to the importance and dig- lanx, and to maintain for ages the sovereignty of the
wqrld.
nity of a science.
During the decline of the Roman empire, the science Decline of
Early proAt first, the art was probably limited to the display of
gress or the individual strength, courage, and address, in wrestling,
of military tactics was almost entirely neglected, and Military
art or war.
boxing, and the employment of the most simple oflensive the empire itself gradually became a prey to those nu- Tactics.
arms. But as civilization advanced, and societies became merous swarms of barbarians whom the hopes of plunmore extensive, larger bodies of men were employed in der invited to its conquest. For along period, the miwarlike enterprizes ; the advantages of a certain degree of litary history of Europe only presents to our view arorder and combination soon became obvious ; and ex- mies with little discipline and less science ; battles gainperience gradually suggested the use of various instru- ed by numbers, by valour, or by chance ; and conquests
ments, to render more efficient the natural force and ac- equally rapid and destructive. Even the invention of
gunpowder, although it necessarily occasioned consitivity of the limbs in close conflict, or to annoy the enemy from a distance. Tlie art of war now attained to derable changes in the mode' of figliting, does not apthat state nearly, in which it is still found among the pear to have immediately led to any very important
improvements in tactics.
Asiatic tribes, consisting of a mass of rude principles,
Maurice, Prince of Orange-Nassau, and Gustavus Their rewhich could scarcely yet be honoured with the name of
Meanwhile, there arose men of great talents Adolphus of Sweden, are justly considered as the fa- vival by
science.
and ambition, who, being occupied during the greater thers of modern military science. Both were men of Maurice of
part of their lives in warlike enterprizes, brought the learning and research, as well as of genius ; and both Orangecarefully studied the art of war in the writings of the Nassau,
art to a greater state of perfection, and made use of it
aggrandisement.
Greeks and Romans. Their admiration of the ancients, and Gustaof
their
glory
and
instrument
as the
vus AdotGuibert distinguishes five or six great epochs, in indeed, was perhaps carried to excess, and led them to phus.
Persians.
the servile adoption of principles, which were no longer
Epyplians, which important changes were effected in the principles
Greeks, and of military tactics.
suited to the times, or to the arms then in use.
It was among the Asiatic nations,
But
Maceduni* and particularly among the Persians, that the art apthere is no doubt, that we are cliiefly indebted to them
ans.
The lor the revival of military tactics and discipline. They
pears to have first assumed a systematic form.
Egyptians, attached to the peaceful sciences, made lit- kept up the prejudice in favour of the dense order of
battle, and the use of the pike ; but, on the other hand,
tle progress in the military art ; and excepting under
they shewed the advantages of the oblique order, and
Sesostris, they never were a conquering people. Afler
the death of Cyrus, the military art passed to the invented the present grand basis of military operations,
Greeks ; and this brave and ingenious people reduced a triangle resting on a chain of magazines ; besides introducing many other minor improvements in the disit to systematic principles, and brought it to a great decipline and disposition of the troops.
Alexander extended it still farther
gree of perfection.
After the death of Gustavus, Bernhard, Duke o{ Disciples cf
and, in his time, the Macedonian phalanx was esteemed the most perfect order of battle which had ever Weimar, Horn, Banner, Torstensohn, Turenne, Monte- Gustavus.
cuculi, and others, fought with success according to the
been invented by military science.
The principal weapon of the Greeks was the spear principles of their master ; and the art of war continued
The Phain certain respects to improve.
!«'»•
This, as (juibert ob«r pike, which they used v/ith great skill and dexterity.
When in order of battle, the Greeks and Macedonians :serves, was the age of great generals, commanding
were frequently drawn up on a depth of sixteen, and small armies, .ind doing great tilings. Some circumeven thirty-two men, placed in files, one behin<l ano- stances, however, still concurred to retard the progress
This deep and dens© order, while it could be of military science: among which may bereokoned the
ther.
servile adherence to the ancient tactics, tlie prejudice in
perfectly preserved, enabled them not only to resist the
most vigorous attacks of their enemies, but to penet»-ate favour of the dense order, and the continued use of the
pike, which even the celebrated Montecuculi used to
and lay open whatever opposed them.
call the queen of arms.
f he Romans adopted other arms, and a different mode
The RoTowards the end of the seventeenth, and' the begin- Further I
Their favourite weapon was a short cutof fighting.
mans.
and-thrust sword, easily manageable in the hand, and ning of the eighteenth century, great improvements progress of
admirably adapted to give effect to the courage and \vere made in certain branches of'miiitary science, while tlie niiliiaThey reject- others were almost entirely neglected, Coehom and ry art in
activity of their soldiers in close conflict.
mndern
ed the dense order of the Greeks, as incompatible with Vauban brought the art of attacking fortified places to liuiesc
the use of that weapon, and drew up in long full lines a state of perfection wliolly unknown to tlie ancients.
ef three men in depth, much the same as in our pre- The art of defence, however, was far from making equal
In the 'mean time armies becamemuch more
sent European armies ; with this difference, that tlie progress.
men were arranged not in files one behind another, as Numerous ; and the quantity of artillery was prodigiLouis XIV. gave the example, which
o\isly increased.
is now done, but each man in the succeeding rank was
placed diagonally, so as to cover the interval between •was soon imitated by the rest of Europe. Armies so
Besides, the numerous, and with such immense trains, were less
the two men in the rank before tliem.
jRoman soldier, in order to have the full play of his short easily supplied and put in motion ; and the duties of
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were more complicated and more difficult
Conde, Luxembourg, Marlborough, Eugene, and a few
other generals of transcendent talent*, were able to
move these masses ; but men of inferior genius sunk
under the weight.
Sufficient justice, we think, has never been done to
a general

the talents of Marlborough, unquestionably the

first

The

consxmimate skill which
he di^ilnvcd in the conduct of large armies the corhia eonp-itceil in chusing positions, and disri
his quickness
f weak pointt of the enemy
ci,
in detecting the faults of his antagonists, and the rapidity with which he took advantage of them above all,
the uniform and brilliant success which attended all his
«t»terpriies, attest the pre-eminence of his militin- genius.
But neither Marlborough, nor any of
in.
};enerals of hia time, can be considered
r less
They may have made
tile art of war.
•kilful use of the pnnciples already est;i!i; ImI; but
none of them appear to liave introduced any thing new,
cither in the organization of armies, or in railitaiy tac-

commander of

his age.

;

;

;

m
an;

tics.

At this period a gre"» acM-rn
tuons of military mer
renary to be

...

o

.

whether tli*
jected, aae\

'

e troopa too

T*""tive effects oi ...m.. r_v ?
in various writings, witho

The Chwalier

viction.
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in short,

was
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n'.
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ng any

destruc-

<Iiscussed

settled con-
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....n

aa the fundamental and almost
--'-Cuitry ; and hia opir- -

vmy,
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All Europe waa divided on the question,
.i-^"..- -.-der of the anci*""'- ""'''• to he re-

arms.

fire

introdui...,

Jn the opichanges neof the use of

T.r»>vnil<><l

columns,
irr for in-

"

jKim/.ans.

The

i

in.niiv

t

of resuming the pike,

and forming the phalanx,
inewarofthe Succession,
and that of 1733, were conducted upon these unsettled
principles ; the iMttaliona forming on a depth of from
tbar to six, and the officen of the old scImmI demanding
the r eaum pticn of the pike, which V'auban had brought

XII.

We now

approach that period, however, when the
science of mihtary tactics assumed a more decided and
dentific form,
(jnder Charles XII. the Swedish soldiers were still animated by the same spirit which they
had nanifestcd under Gostavus. His infantry, hardy
tni indefatigable, in a state of discipline aa perfect as

Roman l^ona in their beat time*, and coaunanded
eicellent generals, who poaauMtJ a oooaiderable
knnwlf^lgc of modem mamruvrca, pa^brmed actiona
which a.tt«iiithed Europe. But Chiolea was too limited
in respect of his means ; and his career, however brilliant, WHS tnn short, to enable us to form a perfect eati*

the

by

'

)ieen capal>le of acoom*
stances ; and he has even

>i

I'

.

Mi

u« in duubt regsn^ling the extent of his knowledge,

id the powers of
rra4«nok

lii.t

genius.

Meanwhile, a new kingdom was farmed on the Ixinks
of tbe Oder and the .'<pree, whose sorerrigns having neitiier omnnerce nor maritime power, devoted themselves
to the creation of a formidable mililiiry force, wliicli
Aaald enable them to aaaiune an im|)o<iing

Bong the FiirotN*nn minrr^.

Fretlerick II.

<.

the plan »
d out by his
*c*He
..ic numljer of h;
I
j,..,
Imt impro
me, and invented a system of
tactics aim.
;.,.»-.
He was perfectly well acqaamted with the sUte of the miliury art among the
ancients, and employed his genius in discovering and
bringing to perrectioo tnch manoeuvres as were beat
VOL. XIV. PAKT. I.
'

.

|

I

adapted to modem warfare. His efforts were amply HUiofvi^
rewarded by his first successes in the field. But even ^""-V*"^
during peace these efforts were not relaxed. He fonnexercised
etl camps at Sjiandau and at Magdeburgh
;

most scientific and effect
tive movements ; rectified whatever experience shewed
to be defective ; and introduced an incredible degree
of decision and celerity in the execution of all the nehis troops continually in the

cessary manffiuvres.
During the seven years' war, the efficacy of discipline and tactics, under the conduct of genius, was fully
evinceil.
In the war of nianceuvrcs, as may easily bis
conceived, the king of Prussia was eminently successful.
He was frequently dcfoate<l in pitched battles
but he seemed to rise, liVe Atrtpus from the earth, with

and renewed courage ; and it was remarkwas more formidable than when hia
enemies believed him to have been effectually crushed.
Such was th^ state of discipline to which he brought
fresh vigour

that he never

e<l,

the Prussian troops, that they frequentlv made forced
marches, lost a battle, left lieliind tiietn tlie greater part
of their cannon, and took up a position at tlie distance
of a couple of leagues from the field where they had

been defeated.
But tlie merit of the Vini» »r Prussia does not rest entirely on the improvetl
of his troops his genius was equally occu|);t,. ...... the scientific principlea
of military movements ; and the Prussian tactics have
accordingly been considered as forming an a>ra in military history. Frederic shewetl that tlie movements of an
army of 100,000 men may be reduced to rules as simple
as those of an army of 10,000 ; and that having once discovered the spring which regulates the movements of a
single battalion, it is only necessary to combine a number
of these springs, and to handle tliem with skill. He has
been considered as the real inventor of light, or flying
artillcrj- ; but his inventive genius chiefly distinguished
Itself by his improvement of tlie oblique or angular order of battle, the principles of whicn he studied pro;

foundly, and carefully explaine<l

into dianw.

Cksrln

.

.
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its

niechaiiisin to his

generals.

From the time of Frederick, it does not appear to ns
that any very important improvements have been made
in military tactics.
During the late wars, indeed, tlie
French adapted a node of fighting in some respects
new ; but tnis was a necessary consequence of the character of their troops, and their imperfect s'
ip-

Insteadof lines, tliat ciiuld with diffii
..reerred in the face of an enemy superior in di.^cipliiie to
themselves, they formed cloae columns. Their battle*
also were reduced to attacks on certain |>oints, and
aonetiniea on one only.
By brigades constantly succeeding each other, and frei>h troops supplying the
place of those who had been driven back, tlicy generally succeeded ultimately in forcing the point attiicked.
In their movements, whatever was lost in regularity
line.

was amply compenaated by increased vethe rapidity, indeed, with which their
movements were executed, they were indebted for much
of their success. They also derive<l great advnntage
from the employment of numerous iMxlies of light
iri>n|is of various descriptions, and the improved and
um: of flying artillery.
In their battles, too,
:..,
_ aerally kept a large body of reserve, composed
of the best troops, and commanded by an able general,
which, on more than one occasion, was the means of
recovering a battle which was considered aa loat.
The French likewise introduced considerable changaa
in tlie subordinate arrangements of the army during a
and

precision,

To

locity.

1

,

;
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see
Hii tofy.

Their wants were supplied by requiaitian ;
'^^"Y^^ and when they entered a country, they had little or no
baggage.
By abandoning the old system of forming
depots and magazines, they certainly exposed their
troops to famine, want, and disorder; but with all
these inconveniences, they appear to have reaped very
important advantages from this mode of supplying their
armies. Their movements could not be anticipated
from the magazines they had formed, and the jMsition
of their depots ; and their route was not liable to be retarded by the attention which it would have been neThe inroads of the
cessary to pay to these objects.
French armies, therefore, were unexpected, and their
progress rapid.
They calculated only upon success
and they generally obtained it by the celerity of their
movements, and the boldness and enterprise of their
plans.
At the same time it must be observed, that as
they generally put every thing to hazard, and neglected

campaign.

or despised those precautions which frequently mitigate
the consequences of bad success, their defeats were almost always attended with the most disastrous results.
Excepting under Moreau, and one or two other generals, who were attached to the principles of the old
school, we seldom find a French army making a skilful

and

scientific retreat.

The

apparent want of discipline

among

the French

troops, their frequent abandonment of the ordinary
principles of tactics, and their extraordinary successes,
have induced many superficial writers to talk lightly
tactical rules and regulations,
which science has suggested, and experience improved.
We suspect, however, that they have not paid due at-

of the whole system of

The
tention to the real state of the circumstances.
truth is, that, excepting at the earliest period of the revolutionary war, the French troops never wanted discipline, but, on the contrary, they possessed that requiThey had also the advansite in a very high degree.
tage of a great number of skilful officers, educated in
the very best school, that of actual service.

In the

Part
Of

Sect.

the

comiiositicn of an

Army.

I.

Of the

I.

Composition of an Army.

A

N army consists of »n indefinite number of armed
men, assembled together and placed under a certain
state of discipline, for the purpose of carrying on war.
It

may

be divided into Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery,
infantry consists of regular infantry of the line,

and light- infantry. The infantry of the line was formerly divided into grenadiers, fusiliers, and musqueThis division was founded upon certain differtiers.
ences in their arms and modes of fighting, and is now
no longer in use. The grenadiers, however, are still
retained in

all

services

;

they are selected for their size

and strength, and are principally employed in enterprises requiring great force and courage.
The arms of the infantry consist of the musket and
bayonet ; formerly they had also side-arms, but these
were found to be more ornamental than useful. The
proper length and construction of the musket have not
hitherto, perhaps, been precisely ascertained ; the practice of different nations varies in this respect ; but the
perfection of this weapon consists in the largeness of its
its durability, its projectile force,
rectness with which it carries the bullet.

calibre,

The German system of tactics, as established by
Frederick of Prussia, although undoubtedly, in some
particulars, susceptible of modification according to circumstances, will still be found to exhibit the fundamental principles of military science. In this article,
therefore, we shall endeavour to present our readers
with a compendious view of those principles, following
chiefly the order adopted by Mauvillon, in the third part
of his Introduction to the Military Sciences. At the end
of the article we shall also subjoin a list of writers,
whose works we have occasionally consulted, and t*
whom we would refer such of our readers as are desirous of acquiring more minute information on the sub'v
ject.

Writers on military tactics have generally divided
the subject into two parts. The first, or Tactics strictly
so called, relates to the composition and discipline of an
army, and to those dispositions which are requisite for
its security and regular supply, and to render it efficient
for service, without an immediate reference to the actual presence of an enemy.
Under this head are also
comprehended practical tactics, or the rules to be observed in the conduct of detachments, and also castrametation, or the art of encamping on the field.
The
second explains the general principles upon which the
operations of an army are conducted against an enemy
in the field ; or what is technically called Strategics,
This division of the subject has been objected to by
some ; but for the sake of method, we have resolved
to adhere to it, although we are willing to admit that
the limits of each division have not been very precisely
defined.

Tactics.
Of the
of the musket, as a warlike weapon, has been greatly
increased by the addition of the bayonet, which enables composiThe use ''"f" *"
troops thus armed to come to close combat.
of the bayonet was first introduced by the French, ._,/"'^
about the end of the 17th century, and it has since be-

come

general.
enable the soldiers to use their arms, and at the
same time, to render the enemy's artillery less destructive, the infantry is placed three deep, so that they can
Each man occufire at once and behind each other.
pies a space of about two feet in rank and file, a sufficient interval being left between the files to admit of
the freedom of individual motion.
As in the case of individuals, all kinds of troops can
Every
attack and defend themselves only in front.
number and description of troops, therefore, must be

To

and Engineers.

The

dressing of their troops, as well as in the execution of Historr*
various manoeuvres, they tlirew aside every thing that ^""Y""^
wag useless or unimportant, and retained only that which
was essential, frequently simplifying the principles, and
accommodating them to the genius of the nation, and
the character of the troops.

and the

The

cor-

utility

placed so as to attack in front, and to be liable to be
attacked in front only.
Their arms afford the infantry a twofold mode of
fighting.
They either endeavour to throw the enemy
into confusion by their fire, or they march rapidly upon
him, charging with the bayonet, in order to break his
line.
As the firing generally carries off so many of the
troops, that a part of the line is either entirely broken,
or much weakened, before the armies approach near

;

MILITARY TACTICS.
enotH^h to each other ; a charpe, or at least an actual
coidIhU with the bayonet seUloin takes place, except in
eatraordinary or accidental circunnEtances. The French
boasted much of their success with the bayonet in their
late battles ; but the way, it is (telieved, was always
pretty well cleared by their numerous artillery previous to the charge. In the hands of British soldiers,
the bayonet has always proved a most efficient and decisive weapon, as they have always, indeed, been distinguished tor their courage and firmness in personal
conflict.

In order to facilitate the government and movements
it is divided into small bodies of men, caU
led battalions, consisting of from five to seven hundred
men. Elach battalion is provided with two 6eld-piece$ ;
and when several battalions are placed together, they
preserve as much distance between them as is necessary
for the management of the field-pieces, and to enable
MfaOB* to ride throu(;h conveniently. With cannon
«tt»ehed, the interval between battalions is twelve
paces ; without cannoo, it may be six paces. A greatIn
er interval ia always a consequence of neceasit^.
large armies, several battalions are formed into brigades,
several brigades into divisiona, andtbcae divisiona into
larger bodies, called corps dmrm^, tacb placed under
the immediate conunand of offioers of a certain rank.
Infitntry are capable of acting upon every species of
ground, and are therefore the moat essential constituent
It is thougnt dangerous, however, to exof an army.
poae infantry to the attacks of cavalry upon a plain,
where the Utter are always moat eScirnt, and the- former are liatile to bt- broken, MpecttUy if they should attempt to put themselves in i»uyuii. Bat reeent results
seem to have dciaofiatnt«l, that a well diaciplined infantry, properly dwpoMd, are, in such a case, not only
capable of opponing a succe»»ful resistance to cavalry,
In
but even of beconiing the assailants in their turn.

•fan army,

Ihtiulrj.

•11

broken and uneven ground, such as bills, wood*,
behind hedge* and fcneea of every dcacription,

villages,

li»lii,llliwiMfs,aiMl all kind* of entrenchments, infantry
can be Boat eftctually employed, buth for attack and

defence.
The following are general rulea for the disposition
of infantry upon different kinds of groancL
1. Uti hills, infantry must be posted io as to command the whole declivity ; and therefore they must not
always be placed on the very highest ndge, or summit,
much leM behind it, if the object be to oppoae the accent of the enemy.
2. When a wimd is to be occupied by infantry, they
»ho<ild he placed on the edge of it, so aa to be concealed by the trees, while, at the same time, they are enabled to fire upon an approaching enemy.
A combat
with infantry of the line can seldom take place within
wood, unless where an attack is made upon a detad>>
ment posted there to obstruct an enemy's pasaage, or
in light

open

places.

In villages, the infantry, when numerout, occupy
tbe hetlges and fences of the gardens, or orchard*, outidc, so as to command the field* beyond them. When
attacked in this situation, they retire gradually from
hedge to hedge, and occupy the gardens themselves,
with the houses and streets within their line. The
same rule nppiies to farms and fields that are subdivid.
ed by hedges or other fences. As tlie regular infantry
always fight in a body, and io line, care must alwaya
be taken, in occupying hedgea, villages, Ac. to preserve a commiiniratiun in every direction, in order that
3.

«w p«ft tmtf MippOTt

tfa*

oUicr,

and that tbe whole

S67

may

Of the
always form one connected line, impenetrable to
composithe attacks of the enemy.
tion o' an
4. Infantry are posted behind rivers, morasses, raArmv.

vines, &c. in order to prevent, by their fire, the passage
of the enemy.
For this purpose, it is by no means
necessary to occupy the whole length of the bank, but
only to be poated so as to keep all those places where
the enemy can effect a passage, at the tlistance of a
short gun-shot, under their fire, and that fire, if possible, a cross one.
The regular infantry, lie in the field under tents,
which are carried on baggage-waggons, or on horseback.
Every battalion carries along with it two fieldpieces, and the necessary ammunition. As in the course
of an active campaign, they are not quartcre<l in towns
and villages, they must also carry along with tbem several other necessary articles, which swell their baggage to euch a considerable bulk, as frequently proves

an impediment on service.

Of light infantry there are a great many different Light ii
kinds, with an almost endless variety of tiesignations ; faotrjr.
such as riflemen, sharp shooters, or tiralleurs, chasseurs,
voltigeurs, Sic.
In some services, the troops of certain
nations are especially destined to the duties of light infantry.
Light infantry differ from regular infantry,
principally in their arms, equipments, and mode of
fighting.
In their arms there is less difference now
than formerly, only that those destined to act as riflemen are armed with rifles, instead of common fire-locks.
I'heir baggage is less bulky than that of the regular infantrr, and they have no field-pieces attached to their
Their mode of fi|(hting is less regular than
batttnolw.
tkatsf tbe infantry of tlie line, and requires more individual skill and intelligence.
In what is calle<l the
pflile gturre, especially in mountainous countries, this
description of troops is most eminently useful.
In the
late war, the French appear to have brought the light
infiuitrjr aervice (for which the character of the people
waOM peculiarly adapted,) to great perfection. It frequently happened that their light troops were enabled,
by the vivacity of their movements, to harrass, exhaust,
and ultimately subdue more numerous txxlies of regular
infantry.

I'he cavalry are compo«e<l of heavy and light horse. Caralry.
former may he ilivided into cuirassiers and dragoons. The cuirassiers only have defensive armour,
vis. a cuirass or iron mail, which protects the breast and
back.
In tbe British, and aoaw olker services, there
are no cuirassiers.
Indee<l, it haa been found, that the
cuirasa is of little use, and, on the contrary, proves a
great impediment to the free motion of the rider. The
dragoons are armed with a sword, a carabine, and a
pair of pistol?.
The cavalry are placed in two ranks,
although the first only can act immediately against the
enemy. The second line, however, tends to give more
firmness to the whole body, and can supply the places
of those who fall in front. Their manner of fighting
consists in endeavouring to throw the enemy into disortler by the iot/Wks of their attack, and then to cut them
down with their swords. Every thing therefore depends upon their preserving order with the greatest
possible celerity of motion.
The cavalry, as well as
the infantry, are placed in small bodies, called squadrons, at certain small intervals from each other.
squadron generally contains from 120 to 1 60 horse.
Cavalry, and especially heavy horse, can only beenCloyt'd in a champaign country, and on firm ground
ut there they are capable of acting not only against
cavalry, but also aganut infantry, and even in the aW
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tack of ba^teri^s.

The

celerity with

whicli they are
enabled to perform their manoeuvres, renders them
peculiarly well calculated for all decisive movements,
such as cutting off or turning the enemy, falling unexpectedly on his flanks or rear, &c.
Dragoons were originally a mounted infantry, who
were employed in all enterprises requiring speed. They
sat on horse-back, but frequently fought on foot. Even
to this day, they are still armed and exercised with a
view to being employed as infantry in a case of necessity ; but they are idmost never used as such, and are
therefore to be considered solely as cavalry. In default

of light horse, their duties must often be performed by
the heavy dragoons.
The cavalry carry their tents on horse-back along
with them. The horses stand in the field, in the open
air, and are picketed in lines before the tents in which
As the cavalry have no cannon, and
the riders lie.
carry almost every thing they want upon their horses;
in which care must be taken not to overload them ;
they are, on this account, not liable to have their motions impeded by their baggage.
They are more frequently, however, embarrassed by the care of providing for the maintenance of their horses.
They must
provide forage for themselves, taking it either from the
fields in summer, or from the magazines or villages in
spring and autumn. The former is called green, the
latter dry forage.
The light cavalry have smaller horses, lighter arms and
accoutrements, and less baggage than the heavy horse.
In foreign services, particularly the German, the light
horse are generally called hussars, and are clothed in
a manner corresponding to the name.
In the British
service also, there are several regiments of hussars.
The mode of fighting peculiar to the light cavalry, consists generally in constant skirmishing, cither advancing
or retreating. But when well disciplined and efficient,
they should be able, when necessary, to charge in close
order, and to execute all the manoeuvres of the heavy
cavalry.

The following are some general rules for the service
of light troops, whether infantry or cavalry.
1. They should keep as near the enemy as possible,
in order to ascertain the intention of all his movements ;
and, 2. They should follow him in all his movements.
'i. They should constantly engage in enterprises against
him, by carrying and occupying posts, intercepting convoys, tiestroying magazines, harassing the enemy on
i: They
all sides, and carrying off stragglers, &c.
should pursue the enemy when beaten, and hinder his
5. They should bring conpursuit when victorious.
tributions and supplies from a distance ; and, 6. They
should endeavour to conceal the movements of their
own army. For this purpose, they form a chain of
posts in front, and on the flanks of the army, which
must support each other, and be able to retire upon
their main body.
The different species of troops, in
these operations, must be placed so as to enable them
The cavalry in plains, and
to act most advantageously
accessible places; the infantry on irregular ground, in
tenable places, and behind entrenchments.
The artillery consists of cannoneers, bombardiers,
ArtilUiy,
The cannoneers and
sappers, miners, and pontooners.
bombardiers serve the cannon, and a certain number of
them are attached to every piece. As they do not fight
like other troops, they are, in general, only provided
with side arms ; sometimes, however, they carry other
weapons, to be used on occasions. Sappers and miners
are employed only in sieges, and are armed with pis«
:

and daggers, which the latter use xlnder ground. Of the
sappers are seldom required to use arms of any «ompo»i.
kind, which with them, therefore, are more ornamental ''"" "'
than useful. Their duties consist more in exposing ,^""^themselves than in giving personal annoyance to
others.
The same applies to the pontooners, whose du-

tols

The

»
.

to attend the pontoons, (a kind of small copper
which are carried in waggons beliind the army,
in order to throw bridges over rivers, and they must

ty

it is

boats,

)

therefore possess

all

the skill requisite for this employ.!

ment.

The

horse-artillery, or flying artillery, are of recent

and were first employed, with great efFrencJi, in the late war.
They had no
field-pieces attached to their battalions, but this deficiency was amply compensated by their numerous
horse-artillery.
The best and most skilful men are selected for this service, and being mounted, they are enintroduction,
fect,

by the

abled to act with great expedition, and to move rapidly to any part of the field.
The horse-artillery are divided into troops, as the field-artillery are into companies.
The men are armed with large sabres and a pair

of pistols ; some of them also with rifles.
The engineers are particularly useful in conducting Engineer!,
all the scientific operations of war.
They are generally
divided into fortress-engineers and field-engineers. The
former are employed in the construction of fortifications, and
conducting the attack and defence of fortified places.
The duties of the latter consist in surve3'ing, reconnoitring, or drawing plans of positions,
directing the movements of an army during a march,
choosing proper ground for encampments, constructing field fortifications and entrenchments, and pointing out the proper mode of attacking the fortified positions of an enemy.
See Fortification.
Besides the various descriptions of troops already Guides and
enumerated, almost every army is attended by a num- Pioneers,
ber of guides and pioneers. 'i"he business of the former is to point out the best roads for an army on march ;
that of the latter to render the roads passable, by removing obstructions, &c. The sappers and miners are
employed in digging out ditches, and constructing other
works, in order to facilitate the approach to a fortress,
and in excavating the earth, and undermining tha
ground, for the purpose of blowing up some part by
the explosion of gunpowder.
The staff of an ai-my consists of all those officers, to Staff,
whom is confided the care of commanding, directing,
and providing for the troops ; such as the general commanding, the quartermaster-general, adjutant-general,
commissary-general, provost marshal, physician and
chaplain to the forces, &c. with their respective aidesde-camp, deputies, assistants, &c.
The fatigues and dangers of war render it necessary Hospiiali.
to establish lazarettos and hospitals, with a requisite
number of physicians Jind surgeons, for the care of tha
Such of the sick as are dangersick and wounded.
ously ill, and require a tedious cure, are placed in tlie
lazarettos, which are generally situated in towns and
villages at some distance from the army. Others, whose
cases are more slight, are placed in the flying hospitals,
which follow the army, and require an hospital-train.
Spies ai-e also necessai-ily employed by an army; that Spies,
is, persons who, for money, endeavour to ascertain and
communicate the circumstances and intentions of tha
enemy. These may be people belonging to the country occupied by the enemy ; persons who go in disguise
to procure information; or persons from among the
enemy themselves, who are bribed to discover all that

m

i

;
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muit always be well paid, especialmentioned case, and their information
^"'^"^ uiould be received with great caution, and compared
with that obuined from other quarters. Spies giving
faUe information roust be severely punished, unless,
perhaps, we may be able to turn this circumstance to
our own advantage.

mc»»njiMxieB.

they know.

Spiei

ly in the last

SccT.

II.

Of Castrametalion.

The art of castrametation, or the choice of ground for
Of CMtrs>
mtUthm.
a camp, and the disposition of the various descriptions
of troops in it, was formerly a matter of infinite conse*
qucnoe in war. Of late, however, it has become of
nmdi leM importance, as troops, at present, seldom carry tCBta along with them, but are placed in cantonmestfs when intended to be kept in readioeai for the
fidd, at when obliged to lie in uie field for a short peBut although
riod, they have recourse to the bivfmac *.
regular encampmenta ax* now much less frequent than
fonncfiy, it is iHCfwry that we should explain the principles
CMtnBMlatian, becmae tfaeae are applicable,
not onlj to tfas choice o^atastaotM fcr camps, but also
Car poaitiana In general, utd wiU be found of eqiecial nae in determining the order of battle tat an annjr
acting chiefly on the dcAoaiTe.
fimdamental rules forthe
There are two gHwnl
In the first place, the situation of
dioice of a camp.
the ground should be such that an attacking army can
dative DO benefit from it ; and, leooodly, such dispoaito secure the OHop from being
tiens nak be auMle
sufpnaed.
In order thet the enemy may derire no advantage,
SiMsUon
of a caai|i. but the levcrse, ftwn an ettack en the army encamped,
1.
the fitUowing ipedal mlas aMMt be attended ta
far tke
most neither be too large nor
Tke
toe analL % The enemy mmt net heve it in his power
to approach eitharon the flanks or the rear. S. He must
not nave the power of nuking a sudden attack on the
firont Withoet mreting with immediate rcaiManoe.
4.
The appnech to the n-ont must be dificek, and on his
adranoe, the envy most, at every point, be oomtantly kept under a Wronger fire of artillerr than he can
oppose. The more difficult the approecfa, the stroojjei
it the camp ; and when difficult of aoceaa at erery point,
it may be mid to be una ttadc a b le. 5. Every part of the
arm enfamprd most be sble to oooie to tiie aasistanos
of tne rest. 6. The outlets from the camp, on every

M

md

'

m

gmnd

amp

nmat be cesy.
With respect to the

Mtie,

%tt-

sise of the camp, the following
obssrrations may Miftce.
1. lu lengtti must be equal
to the space oecupied by a battalion and a squadron
under nma. In '•f^mtining tlie length of the camp,

however,

method, provision must be
formerly mentioned, which, if
necessary, when the whole number of troops are not
there that the space would rwjuirc, murt be reckoned
larger ; but, at the same time, never larger than the
fVent of a battalion and squadron, which is called the
half line. 2. An army is never encamped in a single
lioe^ but in two, at the least, with some picked troops
e behind the second line. S. In order to dc>
immediately in what situation of the line eadi
mid be placed, an order of battle for the
aemy is fimned at the commencement of every
'
The regiments sre thus placed according

made

ac'

for the

this

...., ...^.•.
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; the first on the right, the second on the left wing of the first line, the third on the
right, the fourth on the left wing of the second line,
&c. V\'hen a battalion or squadron is detached from the
It is al>
line, the others close, and occupy its place.
ways easy, therefore, to determine the necessary length
of the camp, according to the number of battalions

to their

rank or number

^n«i»i^

Csstrt.

~'

*

and squadrons in tlie first line. 4. To determine the_
depth, it must be observed, tluit each line requires three
hundred paces for the depth of its encampment, which
is also the distance assignetl to them when drawn up in
order of battle, that the second line may not suffer from
the fire on the first
The second nde we have laid down requires that the Covering o(
The flanks are said to be co- ih* flanki.
flanks should be covered.
^-ered, when the enemy can neither attack them directly, nor march round that which covers them, without
leaving

full

intentions.

time for taking measures to frustrate his

Hfnce we must determine tlie fitness of
upon which the wings rest. The wings may

the objects
rest on the sea.
In this case we must ascertain the
depth of the water, and, if necessary, protect tlie wing
by a staccado, or some such means, as far as the water
is so shallow as to allow a person to wade through it.
Regard must also be had to the changes produce<l by
the ebb and flood tiilm; and care must be taken to
prevent the army fixNn being annoyed bv the ships or
txiats of the enemy.
S. On rivers, which afford an excellent support to the flanks of an army, when there
are few or no natural or artificial means of passage
and the few are sufficiently protected from tlic enemy.
Tlie extent of the circuit which
8. On lakes or ponds.
the enemy must make to get round must determine the
4.
fitnma or these objects for covering the flanks.
Swamps or moneaes alao afford a good covering, provi.<
ded we are certain that they are impassable. 5. The
same may be said of mountains and ravines, when very
precipitous ; but when easily ascendc<l, tliey ought to
be fcwtified. Itavines form a good covering when the
banks towards the enemy are lower tlion those occuEied by the army encamped. They should, however,
t fortified and occupied, in order to prevent n surprise.
G. Woods afford no good covering, even when
ambuscades are placed in them, because tlic enemy may
approach unseen, and easily overpower the ambuscade.
7. V'illages, when well situated and tenable, are a good
covering for the flanks ; but they mu><t be well fortified,
and oocapied by a sufficient number of troops to prevent an attack on the part of tlie enemy, because the
safety of tlie army depends on their being maintained.
In following out tlie tliird rule, it is necessary, that, Front.
to the distance of a cannon shut in front, there shouhl
be no wood, village, hill, he*!-.— '••• '-'hpr object, to obstruct our view of the enemy
nts
no ravine,
uTi-Jcen near to
or hollow way, which could
our front Every tiling inu.st !" c|:,
n- liefbrc the
front, and the enemy must be cxikimhI to uur lire, while
all his movements are so well seen that we may always
be prepared against any enterprise on his part .Such
objects, therefore, as above described, when they do
exist, must either be destroyed, or occupied and forti-

1.

;

—

.

•

,

,,

fied.

The fourth rule has much in common witli the first,
because whatever covers the flank also protects the front,
the flank being always secure<l against every attack ;
while, when an attack is expected in front, it is siifli-

ar ngulsr

tmi^Dg liom

lbs vesibcr.

As troopt now csny

no teou,

thii

/
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cient that

it

be rendered

difficult.

An army is never en-

camped with the

front to the sea, unless to prevent a
landing ; and in that case we must endeavour to concentrate the fire upon those points, where the nature of
the coast is favourable for a tlescent.
Ponds, lakes, and
inundations, so far as they cover the front, present such
obstructions as render it unattackable.
river is also
a great obstruction, the greater in proportion to its
breadth and depth, the paucity of fords or bridges, and
the more those situations at which the enemy can cross
are exposed to our fire.
perfect morass renders the
front unattackable, and it also affords a gootl covering

A

A

when

Woods in
it cannot be passed without difficulty.
front are of no use, but rather a disadvantage, because
they conceal the motions of the enemy. Glens, ravines,
hollow-ways, &c. are a great proteation to the front,
when they rim

parallel to

it

;

but when they run at

angles into the camp, they must be occupied along their
length.
Villages, when tenable, and lying near the
front, may be of gi-eat service ; but the directions formerly given with respect to those objects, must be attended to. Single houses, castles, and other buildings, lying before the front, must be occupied so as to enable
us to maintain a fire upon all that comes within a gunshot of the troops.
The fourth rule requires that no river, morass, ravine, or considerable hollow-way, or impassable wood,
should run through the army, much less between the

Coitiniunications.

lines.
When such objects occur, sufficient and
permanent communications must be made over them,

two

according to circumstances.

The
ject

sixth rule requires that regard be had to the obin view.
The rule is, that as soon as an
enters the camp, roads must be made on all sides,

we have

army

to enable the troops to march out conveniently.
in all circumstances this rule cannot be observed.

But
For

a strong camp, affording at the same time facilities for
marching out, will not easily be met witli. If the object, therefore, be to have the facility of marching forwards on the enemy, less attention is paid to the
strength of the camp.
If, on the other hand, it be our
intention to await the attack of the enemy, less regard
is paid to the facility of marching out in front, provided only that the march towards both sides, and especially towards the rear, be open and convenient.
Finally, it is obvious, that if there be heights in the
neighbourhood of the ground where we wish to encamp,
the camp should be placed on them, and not in the low
grounds.
In order to secure a camp from surprise, it is neces«

Pofts !Uid

,

field-

guards.

,
'

.

sary to establish posts and field-guards.
These posts
nuist be placed in such manner, and at such distance,
that the army, in whatsoever order it may happen to be,
may be enabled to prepare for defence before the enemy can make their attack. They must therefore form
a chain round the army, each supporting the other, so
that nothing can pass tin-ough unobserved.
They coneist of infantry or cavalry, with light-troops, or troops
of the line. On plains, and where objects can be seen
at a considerable distance, cavalry are posted ; but in
broken gji-ound, infantry are required. A post of lighthorse must be supported by one of heavy cavalry behind ; which last is also supported by light or regular
inlimtry.
In woods, behind hedges, &c. light infantry
are commonly placed ; the regular infantry in villages,
Jiouses, and, last of all, behind entrenchments.
Every
large post places a smaller one at some distance, but in
guch a manner as not to be liable to be cut off. The
sentries of all these posts, two of which always stand
7

must be able to see and hear each other. The Of eastnt"
cavalry posts are frequently placed at greater distances meiation.
during the day, and drawn closer at night. The field- ^^""i"""^^
guards of the cavalry are placed, not for fighting, but
for watching ; as soon, therefore, as a superior enemy
approaches them, they must retire. The infantry posts,
on the other hand, are almost always placed so as to
be able to maintain their ground, and therefore they
ought generally to defend themselves as long as they
can, in order to give more time to the army to prepare
for defence.
As soon as any danger approaches a post,
or is observed, notice must not only be conununicated
to the proper quarter, but when forced to retire, the
circumstance must be made known to the next post.
Every cimp should have a facility of obtaining supplies of water and wood, and the army should also be
provided with the necessary forage for the first few
days at least. Care must be taken, therefore, that the

togetlier,

wells, ponds, springs, &c. I)e not wantonly spoiled, nor
the forage in and around the camp.
The camp is generally marked out before the arrival
of the army.
For this purpose, the regimental quarter-masters, with the pioneers of the regiments, and
some detached troops, march inadvanre under the conduct of the quarter-master-general. The latter having
chosen the situation for the camp, and determined, according to its length, how many paces should be allowed to each battalion or squadron, including the intervals ; the aides-de-camp then assign to each regiment, according to the number of its battalions and
squadrons, its proper place in the first, second, or
tliird line ; after which the regimental quarter-masters set off the ground for each, according to a scheme
established in the war-order of every nation, by marking
out the space of each tent, those of officers as well as
When the army enters the
privates, with stakes.
ground, every battalion marches to the front of its
encampment in order of battle ; the tents are erected,

and the camp is complete.
The main principle in encampments is, that the army be placed in the same order as for battle ; so that
nothing more is necessary than to march out ready for
fight.
But as this principle is not always without exception, such measures must be taken as shall enable

jj^ineipie

of encam|i|.
rnents.

the army to make the necessary alterations in its order
of battle, before an actual attack is made by the enemy. In order to be enabled to form more rapidly, and
also to encamp in places where there is otherwise a
want of depth, the King of Prussia, to whom the art of
war is so much indebted in modern times, invented
what has been called the method of encamping in order of battle ; in which there are no passages for the
companies, and the tents are placed close together in
three rows for the three lines.

Sect. III.

0/ Foraging,

By foraging is meant bringing in food for the horses,
when it is done by the cavalry themselves. Forage,
as we have already observed, is either green or dry.
The first thing to be done in foraging is to ascertain,
whether there be forage sufficient for the number of
In dry foraging, therefore, the magazines are
inspected ; in green foraging, an experienced officer is
This officer ensent out to reconnoitre the quantity.
deavours to ascertain how much corn and hay are con-

horses.

tained within a certain space, which he measures by
He then prepares the
the square steps of his horse.
field, and determines the number who can forage upon

^^ p^^^_"
^j^^^

;
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deducting one-third of the whole space, for the
it,
Practice renders
spots upon which nothing grows.
tnis tiisk very easy, and will enable one to determine
the

(|u:tnfity,

as well

as the extent,

tolerably

well,

merely by ihe eye.
An onlcr is then itsued to the army, or to that part
of it which is intended to forage, to have their fomgers
ready rit a certain time and place, in order to forage
VVhcn there is to be a general forafor *o many day*.
ging of the whole army, it must first be ascertained
that nothing is to be apprehended from the enemy,
while the people are out Otherwise the army forages
by flanks, in order that they may be prepared to resist
the attack of the enemy in the camp.

When foraging is carried on utuier cover of the army, nothing more is necMsarr than to see tliat order,
temperance, and proper discipline areprcaerved, which,
however, reouires great attention, llie foraging itself
following manner: When the
conducted in
fijrage is green, a particular spot i« assigned to every
raiment, when their foragers diamount, and set to
work by four*, while one holds the horses. The fornar reap the com, bind it up, and place it on the bones.
The rider then mounts, ana when they are aO ready,
the^ march off by regiments ; first the artiUery, and other
tnuna, then the infaiitnr, and last of all tne cavalry.
In dry foraging, the villages are assigned to the regiments, from which they are to forage ; and it is best
when till* peasants are made to bring together outside
of the village what thcr are required to provide, which
is then divided ; by which means all excesses are more
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always afford assistance to each otiier. But when he
hears or perceives that an attack is mnde in any quarter, he ought not to hasten thither immediately with
his whole corps, but must only engage so far as is necessary to oppose the force employed by the enemy ;
because the attack may be merely a feint. So long as
the enemy does not appear in superior force, the commander must always endeavour to complete his foraging but when the enemy is too strong, the foragers
must be immetliatcly sent to the rear without their
forage the chain must be cIraMn together, anil the
whole covering force make its retreat in the liest possible order.
In dry foraging, the dis|>ositionsare much
the same, only that it is inuiecessarj* to form any proper chain, as the forage is brought to one spot, an<l the
men, therefore, are kept l)«tter together and, indeed,
the whole business is much less complicated.
;

;

;

w

U

caailr prevented.

If an attack upon the foraging party is apprehended,
they must be covered by a force proportionod to that
of me enemy ; the extent of the foraging ground, and
the msans of defence which it aflords.
It should consist of heavy and light horse, with infantry.
The relative proportion of these troop* roust be regulated according to the nature of the ground.
The covering force should nurch on the previous
evening, and occupy the ground which is to be foraged.
The chain is afterwards formed in the morning, while

the foragers leave the camp.
When the ruverng force
marches at the same time, and at the head of the foragers, no man should be allowed to diomount and com-

mence

reaping, until the chain is fnnned, and the order ia given by tlic commaiuling offiorr.
As aoon as the light troop", prere<ling the party, ar_
rive upon the furaeing ground, they carefully reconnoitre the nei^"
I, to ascertain
whether there be
any places
memy might lie concealed, such
aa wooib, viiing«-«. ravines, ttc.
Bridges, and other
approadies must be occupied by a strong party. Cavalry and infantry {wsU ars then placed, who must
form a chain uf sentries, who allow none to pass the
limits for the puqMwe of foraging, and give ir
notice of every Uiing that approaches.
These
re e*tablishe<l on the same principles as those roiind a
: and this is called the chain,
which, however, is
only funnrtl in thi» manner, in green foraging. When
the light troo|)s and po^ts give notice that the enemy
is nowhere to be seen, the commander orders the fomgcrs to dismount.
He place* himself with hiH corps
cither at the most important station, or if more than one
attack is apprehended, in fiuch a 'ituation, as will enable him conveniently to i>jip<«c the nnprcMching enemy at every ptMnt. Wlien the grmmd is of considerable extent, be divides his corps into divisions, which lie
•

amp

piaoas at the laost

daagmius

points,

so that tliey cai>

•Sect. IV.

As
to

it is

march

0/ Marches.

difficult even for a single battalion
g^ j^f^^.,
any distance straight forward in order of
(|,ei.
may be considered as impossible in the case

extremely

to

battle, this

a whole army. It is necessary, therefore, to break
the order of battle when setting out on a march, and
to proceed in many files behind each other, with as
small a front as convenience, or the nature of the road
may require. This is called marching in columns. If
nothing were apprehended from the enemy, this might
be performed without any great nicety. But as it is
necessary to be prepared against every poaaible attsck,
and the enemy can be resisted successfiilly only when
received in oraer of battle, there are certain rules which
must be observed in marching. In the first place, the
march must be so arranged, that the troops may be at
any time placed in order of battle, in the most rapid
manner possible. Secondly, all precautions must be
taken, according to the description and number of tlie
troops, snd the nature of the ground, that the enemy
may not be able to attack us before we are prepared to
receive him in order of battle.
According to these
principles, the diniositian to all mardiea, whether of
large or small bodies of men, miut be regulated.
The ultimate principle of these movements will be
found in the evolutions of a single battalion, or what is
called petty tactics.
Petty tactics are nixing else than
the art of placing a battalion or squadron, aa rapidly as
possible, ill order of battle, oat of every given position
and in that order which the nature of the ground, and
the puAition of the enemy requires.
A short review of
these rules is a neoessaiy preparation for the itcience of
«if

In most services, the battalion is divided into four diand eight platoons; and this divistion is the
foundatioo of aU movements. When under arms, esch
man occupies s space of about two feet in rank and file,
and the whole are placed in three ranks. But u)i(m a
march, it is impossible to proceed in such condi-iued
order.
Each man then requires tha )<|>ace of three feet
on all sides. All step out with the same foot, and
march regularly. The length of every step, ftoni heel
to heel, IS generally tiiirty inches ; and, in ordiiiarv
time, seventy-five of these steps are to be taken in one
minute,
in quick time, one hundre<l and eight sucU
paces ore taken in the minute ; and in double quick
VVheii the word is
time, one hundred and twenty.
given to step out, the length of the step is about thirtythree inches. Experience proves that a quick march
visions,

Pettj tietier.
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incompatible with the preservation of order even for
a short space. The quick marches, tlierefore, are only
used in sight of tlie enemy, or when the troops are exercised to it on parade.
In ordinary marching, the
soldier is not required to keep exact time and cadence.
Change of
All changes of the order of battle of a battalion on
•
front.
the spot, consist in forming front to the rear, or to either
side.
The changes on a march are to place the troops
in column, and to march forward, backwards, to either
side, in an oblique direction ; and in all these varieties
of marching, to place them in order of battle towards
IS

any
Of forming
front to the
rear.

side at pleasure.
form front to the rear,

To

is

most

easily effected

by

facing to the right about.
The third rank then becomes
the first, and the whole position of the battalion is reversed.
It is easy for the officers to change their places
according to this alteration of position. If it is intended that the entire order of the battalion should remain
unchanged, it would be necessary to bring round the
front by a counter-march of the whole ; a movement
which, with a whole battalion, would require considerable time.even wereit performed at thedouble quick step.
(See Plate CCCLXXXI.Fig.l.) If it be wished that the
order of the rank only should be preserved, each platoon

might be made to counter-march in itself; by which,
however, the platoons would be thrown round, which

To make a whole
inconveniences. (Fig. 2.)
is a movement much easier conceived than executed ; besides, that it would then ocIf performed
cupy a different position. (Fig. S.)
round the centre, then one half of the battalion would
be obliged to wheel backwards ; while, on the other
hand, it would be better that one half, before the
wheeling, should face to the right about. (Fig. 4.)
Of forming
Many methods may be imagined of forming front
'runt to the towards the flank.
The battalion faces to the right
1
flank.
or left, and either form entirely by marching up, (Fig.
5.) or by deploying. (Fig. 6.) 2. By a single quarter
wneel. (Fig. 7.)
3. By each company making one
eighth wheel, with the exception of the flank company
forming the centre, which makes an entire wheel ; towards whicii the others then march straight up to the
flank of their next platoon, and take their proper
This is the only
place in the new front. (Fig. 8.)
method at present practised. In all these methods
the troops might be made to wheel equally well round
the centre.
(Fig. 9-)
There are two methods of placing the troops in coOf forming
lumn. 1 By forming in column ; and, 2. by wheeling
column.
with any parts of the battalion at pleasure. In forming
in column, the whole battalion, with the exception of
the head division or section, faces to the right or left.
All marcli off" at once, in order to place themselves, according to their order, behind each other, and all behind tlie head or leading division. (Fig. 10, 11.) The
reverse of this is deploying, in which a battalion in column places itself again in order of battle by a contrary
movement. A battalion may also be formed on the
has

its

battalion wheel about,

.

.

and the deploying likewise be performed from
the one half of the battalion facing to the
right, and the other to the left. (Fig. 12.)
In this
movement, it will be observed, 1. That the intervals
between the divisions are almost entirely done away ;
and, therefore, that the wheeling cannot take place separately, nor, in case of a bend in the road, without
making a halt ; first Ijehind, and then again before, in
order that the rear sections may have time to advance.
centre,

the centre

;

Farther, a troop, standing tlms in column, cannot,
without a tedious movement, form front to the flank.

is impossible, according to thi« method, to Of Marcb•*•
column upon a very small front ; and jf this
were to be done by several battalions, it would not "^""y^
only cause the last battalion to go a considerable way
to no purpose, but would often be attended with difficulties.
The forming into column by wheeling is performed by each section of a battalion making a wheel
of one quarter by itself; so that they all stand behind

Finally,
form in

it

each other at intervals, corresponding to their front.
When, after wheeling, the battalion marches, so that
the first platoon forms the head, it is called to the right ;
but if the wheeling has been to the left, and the eight
platoon has the head, they are said to march off to th«
left. (Fig. 13, 14.)
In this manner, the march may
take place, not only to the flank, but to tlie front, or
the rear.
In marcliing to the flank, all the sections
wheel to the right or left, and march off" at once. In
marching forwards, all the sections wheel, except tlie
one which forms the head, which marches straight for-»
ward ; and as soon as it has passed the seccmd section,
the latter wheels again towards the opposite side, in
the true line of march, and follows the first ; the others,
in the same manner, follow the second, wheeling a»
above, upon the same spot. (Fig. 15.) In marching
to the rear, the head section makes a half, the others a
quarter wheel.
All the sections then march straight
forward ; and when the second is exactly on the spot
where the first has just made its half wheel, the latter
wheels again into the new line of march ; and the lik«
is done by the others as they arrive at the same spot.
(Fig. 16.)
In the same manner a perfect countermarch may be executed ; the head section making invmediately a three-quarter's wheel ; and the others, a»
they arrive at the same spot, making a half wheel. (Fig.
^^•>

From

.

...

method of forming

in column, the following advantages are derived. I When the road becomes
more narrow, so that it is necessary to break off, this,
as well as the march forwards again, can take place
without halting. (Fig. 18.) 2. The column can instantly form front to the flank, merely by wheeling inwards, which is of great advantage, when any thing is
this

.

apprehended from the enemy in that quarter. 3. The
march proceeds immediately without farther preparation ; and the columns may be formed on as large or as

The only disadvantage
small a front as we please.
attending this method is, that it requires a tedious ipovement to place tlie troops in order of battle to the front
of the column, whether this is performed by filing,
which besides can only take place on the ground with
a long column in a large plain ; or by marching up,
especially if the head section arrives first on the ground
where it is intended to remain. In order to unite all
possible advantages, it is usual to make the troops commence the march, while the columns are formed by
wheeling. On approaching more to the enemy in front,
divisions are formed at half distance, which at length
advance altogether, in order to place themselves thereby deploying in double qaick
of marching towards
every side, and in all directions, is the flank march with
When moving under arms,
facing to the right or left.
in the neighbourhood of the enemy, and at short distances, this method is extremely useful and the troops
ought to be particularly well exercised in it. Btit it is
not adapted for marches in general, because the columns would require to be immensely extended, in order to enable the soldier to march in this manner without constraint For thig reason the method has been inafter in order of battle,

time.

The most simple mode

;

1

.

!

,

-
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vented of facing to th« right with 6ve or six, which is a
Marches, tnotle of forming columns by whevling with quarter
"*'"""''""^
platoons, very convenient on narrow roads, and which
leaves room enough for the soldier to march unconstrained. The obli.jue m-irch can be performed on very
small distances l)y steppin;; out to the right or left and
the oblique step. U-i lartrer distances, it is usual to
keep the two small sides of th.> ri^ht angled triangle,
although it might be possible to wheel by sections into
the direction of the large side, and pre>erving the respective ilistance and situation of the sections among
themsvlve*, to march into the new front, and then to
wheel inwards again. (Fig. ItJ.) lu proper marches,
the lections wheel into the line of march, and afterwanls step into the road precisely behind the (irat.
In order to place troops standing in columns, in order
To place
enltimi" in of battle towards any side, the fnlluwing rule mu<>t be
of
observed: When tnnips are placed in column without
batUc lo
intervals, the forming front f:irwards is executed by deaojr aide.
ploying to the right when all the divisions, except the
>'
tiik time
last, face to the right, and march in
or

;

to the flank of their next ilivisioM to

mand

given
1
vision only mart.
is

de;

le

t'

march, dicM

'

:

.

The

'.

com-

last di-

fjrw<rd. (Fig. 20.)
In
the first division re<|vrt, and the others perform the above
'-e»L
In '
frora the middle,
.nt of ihf
.e face to the right,
j*\t

the

'•>

in.

th.

t'urtvards,

ki'i

;

.

and lhu>c ill tJie rear of it to lii« leA.
which remained in its place marches fur»

-ion

'

die

•

mlifDcment of the mo>t a^lvancril; the others furin trout,
advance into Uie alii{nement, ami dress. (Fig. '.^1.)

XMM

nMrcii off to tlte left, and the last dithe head, all the above movements are
then reversed. (Fig. 2*2.) In fonuing front lo the rear,
FtATC
cccLaxxn. all th.>t is necessary previous to deploying, is that each
\\

VI >.

,'

cotinter-iiiirch in itself.

Hmk.

the

(

To

Fig. 83.)

fonn

when

an oblique direction,

the
a manoeuvre
.
ri'it
I'rto.-mL-l wltliout creiung disorder.
The
he
would b« obliged to wheel into the pro.lint and ihi- fiih^r» then fuce to the right
p.
or
it, and then deploy in
tllc
--) \V1."> •'-' batulion
^.
has been forrne<i into cu!iiinnt by wl
may be
pl»r.->l in "rtler of battle to the (ront, i^. .x.iv'iing up;
(F
It this mu..<t always be a tetfioua movement,
>ri]eT to prr*erve the distances, it must aihet.
wajrs be perf(>rue<l in ordinary time ; and it roust be
••
• •'
•tin more it-!
»^ive inarched off to
the right,
It is usual,
^7.)
I

Cuh:

^

pl.iii

,iri-

in

i>r

wi'. ,,)iit

I

inicrvals,

i<

I

-

v

-

'

however, to

1.....1

.<.

1

deploy. (Fiu. 28.)
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the rear of tne m.iri-fi
troops had mari.'.
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Of
the usual order of
the battalion is to be completely preserved, with the Msrchw.
first platoon upon the rinht flank, the whole must counjI'^^P^"^
ter- inarch, "while the first section wheeU to the right^^*Jjjjjjj„^
about, and ail the rest after it, as they arrive at the
Now, when the first platoon anives at the place
spot.
ot" the Ust, and the last upon that of the first, they wheel
But if it be intended, when the
inwards. (Fig. 34.)
battalion stands thus in column, to take an oblique position, it is only necessary that the sections should advance or retire by the right or left round the point
about which the column is to turn, taking care always
to preserve their proper distance, and then to wheel
inwards as soon as they arrive with their flanks in the
new alignement. (Fig. 35, 36.) In the flank-march, a
battalion can instantly form the proper or rcver»e<l front,
It is a more tetlious operato the flank of the march.
tion to form front to the front or rear of the march ;

wards that

side.

(Fig. 33.)

But

if

but this may be very easily performetl, either by coming
round, if the Iwttalion is to be placed towards that sitle
where the third lire stands ; or, if it is to be placed towards the other side, by a double marching up, the
one in the diagonal line, if the grountl be clear l>ehind ;
the other, by ni.iking each soldier go along the two
small sides of tiie right-angled triangle formed by his
position in murch anil that which he takes up in the
order of battle. This last is very useful in marching up
close to a defile ; and it i.s aUo the basis of what is called the bridge-mana-uvrc. ( Fig. .ST.)
As It is necesf.ary, however, tiiat a battalion, as soon
as it arrives in the neighbourhood of the enemy, »hould
be placed in order of battle, and so advance, frequently
through difficult ground, it must not be permitted to
break Its onier at c /ery obstacle, but when any such
presents itself, the part of the batulion which comes
before it, shoidd face to the right or left, and hang on
the rear of the m.irch, and afterwards immediately
march up into the line, when the obstacle is passed.

—

(Fig. 38.)
quit this branch of the subject, we must or running
a very celebrated mode of placing troops, ihs xjuatc.
which has been frequently adopted, but of wliich the
utility in actual service has been much doubted, viz.
There are various merr, or square.
the baiallr
thods ol
the square ; one or other of which
may be pn i. i.t" c upon particular occasions, according
to the facility of its execution, the nature of the ground,
'-••ictl, &c.
the attack
In Viiiller's Elememlt
'<- reader will lind eight difitrrent
vf Ike Sc
methods 'ir.s^rjofd (^« <>1. II. pp. .54, &c.) In the neighbourhood ol° Uie enemy, the sides proceed by the fl.iiikmarch ; but when unmolested they may prosecute their
march broken into quarter sections.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that the movements we have described abeve are not executed, upon
a long march, with the same precision as upon parade.
The principli-s, however, are the ssme; and the officers
must not ouly march in their prop<^ |>ln(cs, but miut
iKit suffer the different sections to get into cuni'iision, or
extend too iar in length so that on the first .signal, all
may take up their respective positions, and proceed in
now proceed lo the mure general
proper onler.
arrangements wliich ar£ necessary fur an army on a

Before

we

briefly notice

—

•

'

;

We

march.
If an army were to form a single column, and to Censralarniarch to the right or left, to the front or rear, it would ran^mcnts
occu|>y, especially with baggage and artillery, far too "> * ""rch.
long a line, and would require too much time to form
in order of battle.
Hence it must form more tlum one
2 M
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column. The number must depend upon the nature of
the ground, and its relative situation with respect to
the enemy. The folloving rules, however, are to be
observed.
1, In marching forwards tow-irils the enemy, or rear-wards from him, it is of advantage to form
as many columns as the ground will admit of, because
the troops can be placed more speedily in order of
battle, according as the columns are more numerous,
and consequently shorter. The ground will admit of
«s many columns as there are good roads. But the desire of having many columns must not induce us to
assign to any one too difficult a road, because whatever
detains one column is a hindrance to the whole army.
2. When only a few columns can be formed, all our
precautions must be doubled, in order to prevent an attack from the enemy, or, at least, to have suflicient time
to receive it in good order.
3. When on a march our
flank is exposed to the enemy, it is necessary to march
by lines in order that each line may be able to form
immediately by wheeling.
This measure, however,
must dejjend very much upon the degree of probability
of a sudden attack from the enemy. For if it be known
that he cannot make a sudden attack, it is more convenient for the army to march in several columns.
As to the arrangement of the columns, it must depend,
in a great measure, upon the nature of the ground.

The general rule is : To encamp as we would fight, and
to march as we would encamp.
But to this rule there
are exceptions.
In marching through woods and hilly
ground, the cavalry must not form the outward cohmins, but should march under cover of the infantry.
The artillery and baggage should always have the most
secure road.
In marching forwards or backwards, the
columns are always composed of portions of both lines.
In marching forwards, the regiments of the first line
generally form the head ; and in marching to the rear,
they follow those of the second.
Security of
For the security of the march, the following precauthe march, tions are taken.
1. In marching forwards, a strong adAdvinced vanced guard precedes the army, which, according to
the nature of the ground, consists either of many caguard.
valry and few infantry, or vice versa, and of light troops.
The latter explore the country through which the army
is to march, on all sides, and to as great a distance as
possible, in order to give timely notice of the approach
of the enemy, &c. The other troops not only support
the light troops, but also cover the army in its march,
against the enemy's detachments, drive back such of
the enemy as come in their way, and keep him in

It ear

guard

BaggBge.

check by their manoeuvres, when he advances with
his whole force, until the army has time to place itself
in order ; for which reason they frequently carry cannon along with Ihem. In marching backwards, or retiring, a rear-guard is appointed, in the same manner,
and for a like reason. Its nature, strength, and distance from the main body of the army, must depend
upon the nature of the ground, and other circumstances.
Both must be able, by their movements, and by the
position of their detached posts, to cover all the colums of the army against every hostile attack. In the
flank-march, troops must be placed on that side where
the army has any thing to apprehend from the enemy,
in order to cover it ; and light troops must carefully reconnoitre at a distance towards the enemy. 2. The
baggage in a march must always be covered- by the
army ; in marching forwards, it should be placed behind, and in marching backwards, before ; in the flankmarch, it should be placed on that side on which no
hostile attack is to be dreaded. When no attack what-

^^
ever is apprehended, it may be placed close behind or
before the columns ; or even, when in perfect security, M"''*^'-^
*
between the regiments. 2. At other times, however, it
is frequently sent forwards to a distance, or left entirely
behind. 3. When marching in full expectation of an Artillery,
attack, the artillery is distributed by brigades among
the columns of the troops, in order that it may deploy
at the same time with them.
At other times, the park
has its peculiar column. 4'. The columns must never
cross each other on a march, nor approach too close,
nor remove too far from each other; the engineers who
direct the route, must attend to the former,
the commanders of the columns to the latter. 5. A defile is
every road, or part of a road, where it is not only necessary to break off, but where it is impossible to form
in order of battle.
In breaking off, upon these occasions, a stoppage is always occasioned : Hence the other
columns must regulate themselves by that which has
to pass such defiles.
But if the whole army must pass
them, no part must be allowed to proceed, until we are
certain that nothing is to be apprehended from the enemy, so long as we are occupied with the passage.
For the convenience of the march, it is requisite, Conveni.
1. To prepare as many good roads as can be got ready ence of ih»
for the army, and to avoid defiles as much as possible, "lareh.
The artillery, indeed, must have the firn^eet and most
convenient road ; but the cavalry also must avoid morasses, woods, steep hills, ravines, and such like, and
With infantry, on the
rather take a circuitous route.
other hand, regard is principally had to the shortness
of a road, and to the facility with which the soldiers
can march upon it. 2. Care must be taken in passing
defiles, that the troops pass speedily, and in regular
order ; and the head, when out of the defile, should
not be allowed to run on, but shoidd shorten their
pace.
For nothing fatigues troops more than the constant change from halting to ruiming, which is unavoidable in the irregular passage ev«n of the most
trifling defile.
3. The marches ought not to be too
long, nor too rapid ; and all unnecessary circuits should
be avoided. 4. All the columns, so far as is possible,
should march out of the old encampment, and into the
new one, at once ; and no part of the army should
have a perceptibly longer or shorter route than the
rest.
5. For the convenience of the army, the fourriers and sharp-shooters are sent on with tlie advanced
guard, in order to mark out the camp, that the troops
may march into it without delay.
On every march, an order is issued, containing an
exact description of the number of the columns, and
the troops of which they consist ; of the strength and
composition of the advanced or rear- guard, or the flank
covering parties and patroles ; of the precise route of
each column, and all else that is to be observed during
the march.

—

Sect. V,

Of Convoys,

An

army does not always carry all the necessary OfConvoyi.
supplies along with it; nor is it always in a situation
to receive these supplies from a distance, without the
apprehension of their being cut off by the enemy.
When supplies, therefore, are to be brought by a road
to which the enemy has access, the convoy must be
covered by a party of troops. This is one of the most
difficult operations in war ; because even a small convoy—suppose one hundred waggons^will occupy a
be easily covered by a small
strength of the covering party.

line too considerable to

body of

troops.

The

•
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however, must be Wfrnlated chiefly by the probable
It anisists generally of c»operatiuas of the eneiny.
de;>cription
valr3', in&ntry. and li^tit troops ; but the
ut° the
(if tnx^ must depend much upon the nature
ground.

Mode

of

eeadoniag
Contoy.

An advanced guard precede* the convoy, which bears
a certain proportion to the whole covering party. The
iufintrr occuvy all the villages, bridges, woMis, Stc
tfaroogja whicn either the convoy is to pass, or an at
tack is to be apprehended from the eneiny. The light
troops scour the country in front, as far as they can
witli aafirty, and examine every place in whicli the
enemy might cooceal thcmadvea. In a flat open ooun«
try, the cavalry of tlie advanced guard spread out, to
cover the convoy in front, and to support the advanced
pwtie* of ImaMws ; but always in such a manner that
tliqr oan auily draw together, and unite to oppose the
-'-" party marches ut small
of tlie reiMmy.
'ler on both sides, if
rMtioti* beside the c>
bedi are exposed to an niium nom the eneiny, or, as
While the
is gancnlly the case, only on osw side
ctnvoT is passing along, all the ap proac hes are kept
ooespsed, and tlw light troops continue to examine toe

A pm

itwuliy around.
also have a rear guwd, which felits light troops be>
lows at a proper distance, and
hiod. The iniantry relieves all the posts of the ad*
vanced guard and the Bank-covering party, and ooco-

Th* oonvoy must

hu

On pUins, the
piea thai as long as is ne cessa ry.
cavalry coven me nar of the convoy by its a*neenvrea.
kiye eonvoy occ upiea so nracfa gnMnd, that it
only poMible to cover it againaC an Bltwii iB|

A

b

|

WMB

the hMar ayprwichea by a way which m known
in soikie nt time to admit of their pssasge being op>
posed.
Otherwise, it is newasary to make the convoy
drive up, in order that it may oocapr leas
1f^** '"
this CMe, the difcmt poata and datadied partiaa
be at aach a liislariiia Iran the oonvoy as to give
cicntly early JntelVffce of the approach of the
niy ; and they nuHt also do every thing in their power,
by deCmaive operationa and Mnonvrea, to detain
him. In passing a defile, the eaany
t drive up
entaring it.
JHwarigHion Bnat then be
as fir aa mahle, to aacertain whether any at.
iwBlafn bjr tho toemy, and if none is »pfK»the paaaage o—mencas, after a proper pr»>
of the oovcring party has been advantageooaly
the other side of the defile. Tho wamone,
•ffect their paaaege, drive op again, tnm !•
of the luswiiig' party then passu, and the

a

An

whole pr oc—J in

their march.

In

all sitnataoas

where

intended to rtat, the waggons must be driven up,
and form a barricado ; dw Maes plated within, and
all the necessary d iepoeitions previonsly made for the
protection of the convoy.
When an attack is to be made by the enemy, the
StftaM of
Cmtij.
should be formed into a barricado, in an ad>
position , as, for example, with one or two
of ttsadaslcaningonavilla^, en a liirge strong build,
iiw, a river, a wood, a ravine, he. or upon a height,
which the enemy must climb before he can make an
attack.
In order to form this barricado, the carriages
am drirea ap doae to each other, and the troope nlaos
thsBMslvM behind, and fire. Tlie cavalry are advan.
t^goonshf placad in the vicinity, in order to molest the
aMDy onring the attack. Shonld the enemv, how.
•ear, attack with cannon, more esperially with howitsers, the defence of the convoy, in this manner, could
it is
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hardly prove successfiil. The best plan, in such circumstancei^ wouUl be, to advance towards the enemy,
to take an advantageous position between him and the
convoy, in which he would be compcUetl to attack us,
and tliere to fight him. But even ujxni this plan the
convoy must be driven up for to cover it on a march
by such a manoEu%Te, could only be practicable in extremely favourable and rare circumstances, in respect
to the situation of the ground, when the enemy had
only one approach to tlK convoy, and that one capable
of being occupied and defended.

Of Con"'T*'
'

~

^

;

Sect. VI.

Of DetachmenU.

Bt a detadiment is meant a body of men sent to
act sepai atdy from the main army on some particular
service.
It may consist of infantry or cavalry, or of
both ; sometimes it is composed of light troops only ;
but in general some of these are combined with the
others.
The nunber of men comprehended under the
nsme of • detachment cannot be accurately determin.
ed ; but when several battalions and squadrons are
comUnei^ thay an called a detached corps.
Tho object tor which a detachment ia sent out must
deteraaiae the descr i ption of trome to be employed, as
well at the conduct which the leeder has to pursue,
'

Of Dctuch-

menu.

Objecti of

a Ociachmciit.

The

rasaons fi>r sending out detaahments may be redneed to the following : 1. To carry a reinforcement
to aosM paiticnlar quarter. 2. To occupy a poet which
is ntiPBSssry for the security of the army, or to keep up
the eomnmnieation.
S. To execute some enterprise
tho enemy.
4. To procure information by
of prisoners, or otherwise, and to reconnoitre.
The dceeriptioa of troops to be employed on a de- Troops to
tached service must be determined by the nature of b« cmiiiujr.
the gramd, and by the object to be accomplished.
If t*'a post, aneh as a village, a bridge, an entrenchment,
&e. is to be attacked or <»
the detechsssnt
ly be the chief
shonld consist of infintry.
requisite, it should consist of cavalry.
When the situation and the object aeem to require a diSerent kind of
troops, dragoons, who can serve on borsebsck or on
foot, may be employed with advantage.
I

The geanal nilas for ererr detachment are
I. To General
obtain correct inftmntinn roative to the views of the ruief.
enemy, in order to provide for oar own safety. S. To
form an advanced guard, in propor tion to the strength
of the detodimfnt, for the purpose of reconnoitring in
front
For this service, as well as that of flank pa.
troles, light troops arc especially useful.
The nature
of the ground must determine to what distance this
ad v anced guard should proceed, but at all events it
mnat not run the risk of being cut off. 3. Such ubjectt as woods, villages, ravines, keighu, growing
:

coma, Ac. must net bo pawed , without being certain,
ftom a strict enninalkia, that no party of the enemy
is eoneeslsd among them.
4. On entering a defile,
the whole troon must be drawn together, and not ven.
ture in, until all the neighbourhood has been searched,
and we are sore of baag able to pass and form, before
the enemy can attack ns.
5. In retiring through such
a defile, the detachment should leave a party behind to
occupy it, which is afterwards drawn off. The duties
of such a post are to investigate and give notice of
every thii^ that can interest me detaclmient, and to
eppoee every attack as long as possible.
1. With regard to the object in view, the special Detachdirections for a detadiment which is sent somewhere '"•"' •*"'
u » reliias a reinforcement, are, 1. To march secretly, if ne-

rorccment.
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Of Detach- cessary, which requires a very accurate knowledge of
incni*.
jjjy country, in order that the troops may proceed un* ~ der cover of woods, or other objects.
'I'he patroles too
should be instructed to observe the enemy without
being themselves seen. 2. Should the detachment fall
in with the enemy, it should, whether stronger or
weaker, employ all kinds of skilful manoeuvres, and
even artifices and stratagems, in order to avoid fight3. If it be impossible to avoid fighting, the deing.
tachment must endeavour, by a skilful, prompt, and
determined attack, to beat even a superior enemy. 4.
The following reasons only can justify a commander
An order to do
in retiring or abandoning his object :
so, on the occurrence of certain circumstances ; the obvious impossibility of a successful result, in consequence of the superioritj' of the enemy ; or if the object could no longer be accomplished, even after a suc5. Should the attack
cessful attack on the enemy.
succeed, and the enemy be put to flight, the detachment should not think of a keen pursuit, but should
immediately proceed to the accomplishment of its object.

Detachinent for
the securi»y o' the

II. A detachment intended for the security of the
army, or to occupy a post with the view of keeping
,,p j|^g communication, must observe the rules above
gjygf, „n jjs march, and also the following, when it
1. It must secure ithas arrived at its destination.
self by entrenchments, according to circumstances,
2. It must place its out-posts
against every attack.
so as that none of the enemy may pass unperceived
along any part of the district which it is intended to
3. When the oiit-poits are insufficient, this
cover.
4. The
object must be effected by means of patroles.
small detachments of the enemy wiiich would interrupt the communication must be dispersed ; the larger
ones must, if possible, be opposed ; and the advance of
a much superior eneimy should immediately be notified
at the proper quarter, the retreat made on orders received, or the post defended until reinforcements ar-

by means of

must approach the enemy Of Detach
and when they meet any of '"'"'^his parties, if not too strong for them, they should ira- ~ ^f"^
mediately attack and beat them, and make prisoners
but beware of a blind pursuit, lest they fall into an
ambuscade. Should they encounter a party superior
in strength to their own, they should keep up a skirmish, without being drawn into an engagement, and,
if tnecessary, in retiring; and by every sort of artifice,
they should endeavour to make prisoners, with the
view of accomplishing their object.
All detachments, on returning from the execution Return of
of their object, should secure their retreat by march- 'he detaching in close and regular order, and keeping their men "«"•
together by appointing a rear-guard, to cover their
Should the rear-guard announce the
rear and Hanks.
approach of the enemy, the detachment must imme,
diatcly endeavour to gain a ))lace of safety, by some
skilful manoeuvre, such as a retreat en eokuiuier, if the
troops are of the same description, or forming into
empty or solid square, when infantry have to retire
before cavalry ; or they must take advantage of the
ground to continue their retreat ; or, finally, endeavour
to get rid of the enemy by a sudden and resolute ator

prisoners,

directly, but cautious! j';

;

;

tack.

Sect. VII.

Of

Ihe Attack
t'Oj/.y,

of Foraging Parlies,

CotI'

atid Dctackrncnts.

In all such attacks, it is necessary that we should be Of the Alweil informed of the dispositions of the enemy, that tack of Fowe may take our measures accordingly. 'I'wo general ™g'"g Parrules are particularly to be observed. In the first place, ''*'•
^""J
we should make the attack with a superior force ; and, n/,ach!"
secondly, we should make it unexpectedly, which is ments.
best accomplished by laying an ambuscade.
An ambuscade is a concealed body of troops, who Ambuswait the approach of the enemy, and fall upon him by cade,
The choice of a place for an ambuscade, as
surprise.
well as the number of troops to be employed, must
rive.
depend upon circuinstancrs. Buildings, woods, heights,
III. A detachment may be sent either directly against
Detachtnent sent the enemy, or may accidentally encounter him, in atravines, corn fields, are fit places for laying an ambusogainst the tempting to accomplish its proper object.
In the lat- cade ; but care must always be had that the troops
enemy.
may be able to sally out upon the enemy without de^^^ case, all the rules above-mentioned must be obThe place must be approachable by a concealserved. In the former case, the detachment must care- filing.
ed way, or occupied during the night. Every thing
fully avoid all the enemy's pjuliies excepting that
Great caution must be must be avoided that can tend to betray the ambusagainst which it is directed.
used in marching during the night, in order that the cade ; such as the glancing of arms, neighing of horses,
enemy may not be unexpectedly encountered, so as to &c. and sentinels must be placed in such situations as
If an enemy's party is met, enable them to see to a distance round them ; but they
frustrate the whole plan.
and cannot be avoided, all means must be used to sur- must lie upon their bellies, without hats or caps, or
When the time for at- other covering for their heads. The ambuscade must
prise it, without firing a shot.
Uick has arrived, it must be made with promptitude be surrounded at all the approaches by outposts, to
and resolution, in order to bring the affair immediately guard them carefully, and stop every thing that comes
Not a shot, however, must be fired ; and
If any obstacle occurs, a determi- near them.
to a decisive issue.
nation must quickly be formed, whether it be of such the posts must be regularly visited, but without noise.
a nature as to frustrate the whole plan, and render a Should the ambuscade be tliscovered, it must be transretreat necessary, or whether the plan may still be ac- ferred, if possible, to some other place ; but if that is
complished, and in that case tlie attack should be made not possible, and an attack is in any degree practicaOtherwise,
without loss of time. The object of the detachment ble, it should be made without delay.
should be steadily kept in view, and tlie commander the enemy must be allowed to approach as near as posshould suffer nothing to divert his attention from it, sible, and should not be attacked until he is entirely
even should an opportunity offer of striking a blow in the hands of the ambuscade. In all cases, the atunconnected with that object ; for in this one may of- tack must be made as rapidly as possible, but in perten be dreadfully deceived ; and the best praise of an fect order ; and with this view the troops should be
Detachpreviously taught how and where they are to sally out.
officer is to execute well and faithfully what he has
ment sent jjce,, commanded to do.
The cavalry must attack with their swords at a galto CO ect
jy^ Detachments sent for the purpose of collecting lop ; and the infantry with the bayonet, without firasm.

information respecting the enemy, by reconnoitring.

,

ing.

6

)
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In fon*equence of the multitude of light troops empluyed in modem warfare, it is not bo easy to lay an
ambuscade now as formerly. For this reason, such
attacks are aften made without attemptins; an ambusThe following are the special rules to be ob<
cade.
MTved in the^e different kinds of attack.
The nnirber and description of troops to be employed in the atuck of a fonfpng party, must be deh
termined by the time and place, and by tlv- ••—
h
of the enemy's coverinjj party; its (jreen
generally performed in plains; a numerous ia»,iiiy
will here be most useful; but infantry must also be
employed to support them, and likewise for the attack
of posts. Whether an ambuscade has been laid or not,
mn attack is generally made first at one place, in order
to induce the enemy to weaken hii chain at other
If the
points, whert a second al'ack is then made.
enemy lie cautious, more than one attack must be made
simultaneously, in order to distract his attention, and
enable us to penetrate some parts of the chain, which
I'he attacks must thereis always the main object.
fore be made in a very lively and vigorous manner.
Having succee<led in penetrating the enemy'* chain,
the li^ht troops ahoutd endeavour to take a* many
priaoner* aa poasible, and particularly horses.
If the
tnemf, however, hat made kooU dispositions, and placed the foraging party in safety, they must be poniMd
to far in their retreat aa to render it impoMlMe for
them to return and complete their for.iging.
The attack of a dry foraginp purtv require* farther
•

b

diapodtion*, and a stronger
The principal
Afiaftntry.

>ops, especially

I

is

•

to attack the

which tlir enemy i« foraging, ami which
are all occupied by infantry. To do thia aaooeaafully,
it ia nec e sa ary to attack them all at once.
A great object hat heen gained, if we prevent the enemy from coraring and this much may be accomplish1
It attack
For it will probably happen,
villiget in

P

;

!

:

enemy

send his foragers back to
apprehension ; or they will escape of
I
SN'hen this has been accomplished, and
i).T!tv i!o not retire, they roust be kept in
l:
tcill«'
: foraging can no longer proceil
uken not to engage so deeply
as to nin the risk of being beaten, especially if the
enemy has, in the mean time, received reinforccmenta.
Shotifd the covering party retire, they must be panueil Ao fir n* TKi^.tlilp. in onlpr that tlmv msyiriv^un
I

<:

shall

1

of car-

rta
f

t;tt

-^

".

,

-

"-.

.-,

••-

the fonge, which the

own
AttarkoTa

-

w.

enemy bad

r to carry

.;.

collected,

to oar

quarters.

In attacking
cade, the "•- 1-

convoy, without laying an ambiis--' •• made, if possible, liefore the
enemy is
If he be on the march, an
attack i« Ii'le advanced or rear guard, in
order (• -li-.w ''' troops towards that quarter.
.Sever-' -"
ji,' altcrwards made at different points, pariich as the enemy has weakened, in order to
'

!

.

'

t,,,j,.,-,

,,,'-•

pared at
'^"'i

-•••>rk.

.'*'hoii'

'•cveral at'

n

•' -

vng

o!

'

'

t

r,
I

|>e

l>«

pic

made,

lii-i •MHiiiiDii, and in order
have an opportunity, in the
pcnctraii!ig the convoy, and inflicting as

V

nr.crviiis,

'

much
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These attacks

injury as possible.

more easily hazarded,
no chance of farther

maybe

the Of the Ai-

l>ecause, if unsuccessful, there is
loss

;

lor the

enemy's attention

being occupied by the protection of the convoy, there
no difficulty in getting away from him.
If the convoy be encamped, the first thing to be
done is to get rid of the supporting cavalry ; and then,
by means of a superior fire, or a vigorous attack upon
is

'*<=!'

"f

^"SinB

''o-

•"•'-

^

'^ ,^j
Detachmrnts.

•>—

"V""^

a'weak part, to penetrate the barricado, as in the case
of an entrenchment. But if the covering party have
taken up a |K>«.ition in front of the convoy, and there
await the attack, we should examine whether it be
possible to get round behind them, in order that,

we make

a feigned atUck, a part of the troops
get among the convoy, and destroy it.
ishonid this be impossible, the covering party must be
attacked like any other post.
In attacking a detachment, it may be proper, in the Attack oTs
fir*t place, to make use of an ambuscade, becaHse the "ttachleailers do not always take the necessary precautions, ment.
'i'he enemy should then be enticed into the ambuscade
by means of a body of troops, who first advance and
then retire, or even betake themselves to flight.
If
the enemy have to paas a defile, we should endeavour,
by occupying it, to cut off his retreat, and then, under cover of a ravine, height, wood, Sec to get on his
flank* or rear, in order to attack him suddenly in front
and rear, or in the flanks. This must never be neglected, when the enemy, by the slightest degree of
carelcasness, gives us an opportunity fur executing the
•tratwem. !:>uch are the measures to be taken by «
dctaeoment which has been sent out for the purpose of
attacking another. The commander, however, although
his march may have been ever so well concealed, must
not neglect any of the necessary precautions for hia
own safety.
If two detachments, however, which
have l>een sent out for different purposes, should hap.
pen to encounter each other, a prudent commander
will endeavour, notwithstanding, to secure all the advantage* above described, and will also employ every
meana of obtaining early and correct information re*peMing the views of his antagonist ; in which the attachment of the people of the country will be of the

while

may

in this

way

But when two hostile detachments
suddenly encounter each other in front, without either
having taken the necessary precautions, the numbers,
valour, and discipline of the troops, mast decide the
victory, which wdl generally be in favour of the party
that makes the roo*t determined attack.
Should a
weaker, however, encounter a stronger detachment,
the former must put on a good face, and endeavour,
by taking every advantage of the ground, and executing skilful manoeuvres, either to hold out until reinforcements arrive, or to make a good retreat. But
when a stronger detachment encounters a weaker, the
former, indeed, should circumstances permit, ought to
endeavour to Ijeat the latter, but at the same time to
beware of too much keenness, for fear of falling into
an ambuscade.
When prisoners and bootv are made, in such enterprises, thiey shoukJ be tent forwsrd for security, and
the troops should follow, in order to protect them
against a poasible pursuit, but without engaging far*
thcr with the enemy, unleu in a case of nccMMty.
greatest service.
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Strategics.

Strategic*.

Part
Sect.

L

Of

the

II.

STRATEGICS.

Knowledge of Ike CouiUry.

Of the
As no military enterprize can well succeed without
Knowledge ^ knowledge of the country in which tlie operations
^'^ '° ^^ carried on, it is necessary that we should say
Counu-r
something respecting the best means of obtaining this
information.
The knowledge of a country embraces
three things, viz. its political, economical, and military circumstances. All the three are in some measure
useful to the soldier ; the last may be considered as indispensable.
This information may be obtained by means of printed, manuscript, or verbal descriptions ; maps, charts,
or drawings ; or by personal enquiries. There are few
printed descriptions of countries, indeed, so minute
and accurate in their military details as is requisite for
warlike operations ; but in other respects they are often extremely useful ; and should be studied on account of the other material points of useful information
which they contain. Historical works, especially such
as are written with a view chiefly to military operations,
and also the lives of celebrated generals, are of much
use, and should be studied with great attention.
No opportunity should be neglected of collecting
written and oral accounts of lands, whether in time of war
or peace.
It must be observed, however, that, during
war, the sources of oral accounts are frequently suspicious, and little to be depended upon, either from ignorance or design in the individuals from whom the information is obtained. To expiscate the truth, therefore,
requires much care, skill, and knowledge of human
nature.
Maps and charts, plans and sketches, are of singuMaps,
charts, &c. lar use in a military point of veiw.
Their value must
depend much on the greatness of the scale upon which
they are constructed, and the acciu'acy and minuteness
with which the objects are laid down. Maps afford a
view of entire countries, their limits, the position and
distance of the principal towns, the course of the rivers,
&c. and are indispensably necessary towards obtaining a
general knowledgeof the relative situation of all the parts.
Plans and sketches are more limited; and when accurately constructed, they should give a faithful portrait of the
objects.
good military sketch should represent every
object in its real position and proportion ; it should distinguish the nature of the ground, the position and form
of the heights, the size of the plateau, the woods, rivers, with their windings, bridges, fords, &c. Also the
roads, defiles, towns, villages, churches, and even single
buildings, &c.
The name of each individual object
should likewise be marked. The more minutely the
nature of the several objects is described, the more use-

A

be; because an apparently trivial
circumstance is frequently of importance in a military
point of view.
Individual investigation may consist in the preparation of a sketch or description of the district, or merely
in making a.reconnoissance.
In both cases, a practised
eye, and a knowledge of the military application of obful will the sketch

jects, are essentially necessary.

would be lost at every step in deliberating upon what
was to be done next. The perfection of a plan of operations, depends almost entirely upon an accurate knowledge of the country in which the war is to be carried
on.

War may be conducted
The former plan

either offensively or defen-

generally adopted by the
stronger power, the latter by the weaker.
The strength and composition of the army to be em- Strength
ployed, must be determined according to the strength and compoof the enemy, the nature of the undertaking, and also sition of
the nature of the country.
If it be intended to act of- the Army.
fensively, the force employed must be stronger than
the more so the better.
But even
that of the enemy
in a defensive war, the force employed ought never to
be so small as to be incapable of contending with the
enemy. In an open champaign country, it is necessary
to have a considerable force of cavalry, especially to
enable us to carry on defensive operations with success.
In mountainous districts, on the contrary, a numerous
and effective infantry are required ; and light infantry
In general, acwill be found particularly serviceable.
cording to circumstances, the cavalry form from an eighth
The quantity of
to a fourth part of the whole army.
artillery must depend upon the nature of the undertaking.
If there are many fortresses, a large battering
train will be required ; and in a country possessing
many tenable posts, it is necessary to have a numerous
sively.

is

—

which must be drawn by good horses, in order not to detain the army in its movements. An army should always have a large body of light troops ;
and although the nature of the ground may make some
difference necessary in the proportion of these to the
troops of the line, yet it is not easy to determine the
proportion according to any precise general rules, because light infantry are useful on many occasions, and
light horse may be extremely serviceable even on broken ground.
In conducting offensive operations, two cases are to Oftersive
be distinguished. In the first place, the object may be War.
to surprise the enemy, either at the commencement of
Secondly,
the war, or on the opening of a campaign.
it may be intended to make an attack upon an enemy
who is prepared to receive us. The first case is evidently the most advantageous but, in order to insure
field train,

;

necessary to keep the enterprize secret,
and to execute it with the greatest possible celerity.
When it is proposed to surprise the enemy at the Surprise at
commencement of a war, it is necessary not only to the commencement
have a considerable number of troops constantly on
of a War.
foot, but that these troops should be in a state fit for
immediate service. Baggage and artillery horses must
be in readiness ; a large store of war ammunition must
be prepared in the neighbourhood of that quarter where
success,

it

is

be commenced ; and magazines must be
maintenance of the troops. All these
preparations, too, must be made with such care that
the enemy may not be able to discover the object.
When all the necessary preparations have been made,
it must then be determined what are the most decisive
measures that can be accomplished by a surprise how
far we can get the start of the enemy ; and whether we
shall have sufficient time to execute the most decisive
measure, or must be content, from want of time, with
something less decisive. These questions must be dethe war

formed

is

to

for the

;

Sect.
OS

the plan
of Opera-

II.

Ofthe Flan,

of Operations.

Before an army takes the field, it is necessary to draw
yp ^ general plan of operations, otherwise much time

1

'

:
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tanD!n«(i •''enrding to the circumsLince* of eadi ca^.
by a sumrisc,
jects to be ace
^n,,,
Operations,
iii«
To seize l... .. ;:iy"8 capital; to
^g t:., ;'
take posae:<sion oCone ot'hia most important provinces
to separate his artny, so as to prevent it from being
drawn tii^'ether ; to attack one of his princi|Mil allies,

If we

0( th*

PUnof

'.

:

~

;

«nJ force him to make peace. Wiw.
noat important olijects can be ace
ert-lcivour to obtain paaaestton of

i

war with advantage, by c

tin^' tJie

noi...

'

,,r i)if„p

r*

tlie

wliich lead into the enemy's couiiUt, >» .tiaking ourselves masters of a river whicli opens into it; or by
canying a fortreM which afiurdt the key to it, &c.

In all such enterprises, however, we must keep in view
the means of defence whicli the enemy can oppose to us.
These, in general, arc : I. Fortresses ; 2. Rivers ; 8. Defikf ; and 4. The army itMilf. In the first case, the whole
andertaking will conunence witli a >uege of the most important fortress. The importaaoe of a Cartrass depoMls
upon the advantages whicli the posaenion of it will afford at, or the diwdranfges to which the loaa of it will
subject the tumj.
Sieges, tbenfore, must nercr be
fonned, unless, 1. When the fortresses arc placed on
the panel which lead into tlie enemy's country, and
in tiirh a manner that you cannot penetrate till you
S. When they are on your comare masters of them.
<
munication, and the CO
not furnish the ne'

1

3.
..cy are necessary, in
oeasary subsistence.
order to cover the magazines you form in the country
itself, to facilitate your operations.
4. When tho^
contain considerable ougaxnea of the enemy
h
as are essentially necessary to him.
5.
o

BWHM< at tham ia aaoMtarUv fiiUowcd by Uml of
now conaideraUe diatrict, which enabtat you to s«pa»
Mia your armies

into winter-quarters in the anemy's
All fortresses which are of no imimfial use
in our fiulher advance, or to our safety in omo of a
retreat, should be demotiahad a* sooo aa they are

cown try

.

Uken.
Rivers and defilca may b« paiaad witfaoot difficulty
ia Iha oaaa of a Mnpriaa ; bat thay should be passed at
audi places aa laadmoat safely ana directly to the great
cbject, where poeta may be eatablished to enable u* to
advance, or, it nroesssr>-. t<i secure a retreat. If the
nature of the country b>
it can be covered by
the army alone, that is,
.- on open country, we
must immediately push forwarda towards that oc^act,
which, if atuined, will prove dedaive of the war^-^s,
fur example, tlie capital
or, if that be impoasible, we
must begin by occupying soma tenable nboe, for the
purpuaa of establishing mi^faaiaaa^ of anaUiog us to advance, or to maintain the cooqucred country, or to secure a retreat.
In thacaaeof aiorpriaeattheopaningafacHnpaign,
we never can expect to find tha enemy ao unprepaml
aa at the commanocmant of a war. It is naceasary,
•r^Ca»> <barcfare, that such an andertaking should be pravionaft^
ly well ccnsiderad; tar aa traopa are called upoa, in
auch a case, to act at a season when they are exptaad
to great hardahina in tha field, wa oaght to '^Viila ti'
whether tha probable aneocaa wiU oenpenHta the car.
tain ea pence of men and maoeT.
There are oceaaiaas,
'
t the aflvantace of a few days over the en'

.

;

t

aonrma
may ba deeiaive

and these sbouM
weeks arc r.
A
ba fimnd modi baMar in moat cases to let tha Immm
rest, and wait far tha tioM when the war nqr bapioa*cuted without any ludi evident waste of our reaonrcaa.
loakad.

But iriMn

;

aavaral
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cannot attack the

enemy otherwise than

we must endeavour

in a

Of

the

penetrate^'*""'
into the country in spite of hia army. For this piiqx>se, ^""'""V
it will be necessary for as to force his army at that attack or
point which will lead us most safely and immediately an enemy
towards tlie object we have in view. This may be ef- prepared.
r>><-ti'(1, 1. By a diversion, that is, by causing an attack to
le in some other (]uarter, so as to make him draw
<... ...J troops, or weaken his army at that
point where
state of preparation,

to

we

wish to penetrate. This methotl is generally adoptwhen the eueniv has taken up a strong position
which covers the whole country ; or when we wish to
undertake a siege, but are prevented by the strength
and advantageous position of the army opposed to us.
', however, it is
In order to render this method c"'
superiority of
neccssarj- tliat we should have
force, and that our diversion sliuuiu tmiiiten great danger to the cneiny. t. By intercepting and cutting off
"This may be done, by establishing posts
his supplies.
go the rivers or passes, by which he receives his proviaioiu ; or bjr constant attacks on his convoys and foraging parties, which re«|uire8 a great 8U{>eriority in light
ed,

.i

troops, aapedally cavalry.
S. By
which ia a spade* of diversion.

means ofdetachtnenta,
4. Bv manauvring,

is, by marching and countermarching in such a
manner a» to threaten the enemy in some other qiuirter, and while he make* corresponti
inents in
order to oppose us, to seise the occaweaken-

that

ing the point at which we wish to fune iiiin.
5. By
bringing tlie enemy to a battle, which is the most simple of all methods.
But as a battle is, in in:uiy respects,
more liable to chance than any otlter military enterprise, and the enemy will naturally always endeavour
to take up a strong poaitiun ; a prudent jrrneral will
rather try every olner meana if po»s
s he perceives the probabUity of obtaining cm
:ry advantages from 6ghting.
To lay down a plan of operations for a defensive ncfentivs
war, and to carry it into execution, arc matters of much ^^'••''
more ditriciiity. A skilful general, therefore, will always endeavour to seise some opportunity of converting
a defensive into an offensive war, by striking such a
blow as will give him the superiority over the enemy.
As in a ilirimivf war the ditficulty consists in our being c'
to regulate our movements ac<
"•""IV >.r «•(.;. i, we cannot alcordiii.
I

••

ways

It IS necessary,
defensive war,
'ible undertakings of the enemy,
•' country, and to lake proaccording t
per measur
in.
If, for example, the
L>iuiii.iy iii-|>i-ii(is upon fortresses, these
defence of
must be previously supplied with all necessaries, and
the positions must be determined from v
v are
to receive succour, wlien threatened, li'
upon the defence of a river, or other defile, iiic positions
nacaas ary Ibr its dcicnce, as well as the means of dolending it, must be p
v taken.
When the defence rests upon tii
self, poits and tenable
places must be prepared tor it and much prudence
will be required in selecting such as are most advanta«
geoiu ; otherwise the covering army must be made
sufficiently strong as to enable it, under a skilful com«
mander, to assuma an offensive attitude. In a defensive
war, the following general rules arc also to be observed 1 We must be in a situation to take the field in
auch good time as to oppose any enterprise on the part
of the enemy. 8. Every precaution must be taken, in
<

in layii.^ -.
to anticip.-!:

I"

.•.;..•...,

il,. .4

''

'

;

:

.

'

'

'

;
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or the

order that the army may find supplies at every point
Plan of to
which they may be called by the enemy's moveOperations.
ments, whieti is often a matter of great difficulty. I.a.stly. We have already observeil, that a prudent commander must avail himself of every good opportunity to
convert a defensive into an offensive war ; the various
possibilities of such an event, therefore, must be anticipated, and all measures taken to make the most of such
an opportunity when it occurs.

Sect.
Of

An army

Collect

ing,-

at

or

drawing

For an Of.

War.

Armv

together.

drawn together, either for the first time,
the commencement of a war, or during a war, at the
is

opening of a campaign, with the view of acting either
offensively or defensively.

the Army
together.
fensive

OfCoUccling, or Dratving the

III.

But

be intended to surprise the enemy, at the commencement of an offensive w.ir the troops are marched
rapidly out of their quarters towards the appointed
place of rendezvous.
This place may be either on our
own frontier, in order to penetrate, with our combined
force, into the enemy's country ; or in the enemy's territoryitself. in which case the troops march into it at once
in columns, or in divisions following each other.
The
first plan is generally adopted, when the enemy is not
strong enough to oppose our combined force, but might
annoy particular portions of the army. In other cases^
the latter plan is generally preferred.
If, at the commencement of an ofTensive war, a surIf

it

the defence depends upon a river, or other de- Of Collect,
is g.°nf rally chosen and occupied,
'"g
from which the passage may always be opposed ; or, if drawing
there be no sucli post, the movements oif the enemy the Army
together.
must be accurately observed and followed, from the
first approach of the quarters, until the entire junction
of the army ; or separate corps are drawn together in
front of the defile, which must always bo able to unite
sooner thsn the enemy, or at least to maintain their
ground until they receive assistance ; and which must
be occasionally reinforced in proportion to the means
employed by the enemy.
The same rule may l)e applied to the drawing together of an army at the opening of a new canpaign. ft
must be observed, that the attacking party is generally
the first to collect his army while the party acting on
the defensive must altnost always wait to ste the enemy's object before he can do any thing. On some occasions, however, the latter party may be the first to
file,

.

:

collect his

IS

separate corps, which can be united at any time ; or ki
considerable extent is given them in their quarters in
order to unite them on any part of the line at pleasure.
In these measures, we must be jiuided very much by a
skilful calculation of the distance of places, the nature
of the roads between them, and the capability of the
troops in performing marches.

In drawing an

army together for a defensive war,
the means we possess for con-

fensive

we must be guided by

War.

ducting

it,

cause

to be occupied

and by other peculiar circumstances. 1. If
the post to be defended has been determined upon, we
may then advance towards it, strengthen it, if necessary, by the labour of the troops, or of peasants, and
it

by a detached corps

;

or

it

may

be occupied by the whole army, whether the enemy's

army be united or not. 2. The choice of the post depends upon the measures of the enemy. In that case
we must follow his movements, and keep our quarters
as much extended as is consistent with the possibility
of concentrating whenever the enemy's motions render
it necessary, and with the safety of the army.
If the
defence of the country depends upon fortres.ses, the army may be drawn together in the following manner
1
A post is chosen from which the investment of
each fortress may be prevented, or from whence, at
least, it may be succoured.
In this case, however, it is
necessary that the army be in a condition to cope with
that of the enemy.
2. The army may be divided into
several corps, occupying strong camps under the can:

.

non of the fortresses, in order to prevent the enemy
from besieging them. In such a case, the cavalry is frequently formed into a separate corps, and endeavour,
by constant enterprises, to put every kind of obstacle
ia the

;

jf,

for example, he wishes to

consume

or when he is going to perform some
work necessary for his defence, which must be covered
by the army. In drawing an army toijether, attention
must be paid to the season of tfie year, and also to the

have in view

;

comfoft of the troops, who ought not to be exposed to
great hardships, until they have become habituated to
active service.

impossible, the troops are

plete our measures for the campaign.
It is often necessary, too, to conceal the real point of attack ; and
for this purpose the army is drawn together in several

For a De-

army

the provisions in a district, before the enemy comes into the field, in order to frustrate the enterprize he may

drawn together gradually, for their convenience, to accustom them by degrees to the hardships of war, and to enable us to comprise

if

a central post

way

of the enemy.

Sect. IV.

Of Lines of Operations.

Modern writers on the art of war have denominated Of Linss- of
the chain of magazines established at the commence- Operations,
ment of a campaign, the Basis (f mililari/ operations ;
and the roads by which an army receives its supplies
from the magazines, are called Lines of' operation. The
situation of the principal magazine, and the length
and direction of the lines of operation, are considered
of the highest importance.
Single lines of operation are preferable to double Single and
ones, especially when the latter have an eccentric di- double, exa'^d
rection, which exposes the diiTerent parts of an array }""'^
be attacked and beaten in detail. It is always ofj,,,,
finc'sof opeadvantage, therefore, to give to our own operations an ration,
interior direction, and, if possible, to induce the enemy
If it be necesto adopt exterior lines of operation.
Gary to form two interior lines, in order to oppose two
lines of operation of the enemy, we ought not to separate them too far ; because the army acting upon that
which is weakest, might be attacked and beaten, with
such effect as no advantage obtained on the other line
could compensate. For a similar reason, a double line
ought not to be presented against a single line, nor an
extended line against one that is concentrated. In
forming lines of operation, the chief object to be attended to is, the facility of conjunction and simultaneous co-operation. Lines of operation ought to be
direct,— consequently such as will enable our troops
to march with greater rapidity towards any point that
is in danger, than those of the enemy, and thus to present a mass to isolated parts.
twofold line of operations may be considered
good, when the enemy shall likewise have formed a
double line; provided the parts of his line have an exterior direction, while yours have an interior one
and his divisions being at greater distances than your
own, cannot unite without being previously attacked
by yours in mass. An army possessing lines of opeto

A

;
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er Line* of ration more contracted than those of the enemy, can
Opcniiont. by strategical morenients overpower the enemy's di''"'

i

'"' visions successively,

by alternately collecting the mass

of its fdrces, and attacking them one after another, f n
order to insure the success of these movements, it will
be necessary to leave a small division to oppose that of
the enemy, which it is intended to keep in check
with orders not to engage, but to use every art to arrett or suspend its advance, by defending the defiles,
heights, and rivers ; and lastly, to fall back towards
Hence it follows, that a twofold line of
the army *.
operations, embracing the extremities of a more contracted line, will ineviubly be ruined, if the army,
acting on the shorter space, know how to profit by the
advantage of its situation, and the rapidity with which
A twofoUi line of opeit can act within its own line.
rations, opposed to a single one, will be exposed to
still greater danger, if its parts are several days' march
asunder, because the difficulty will then be much
creater of uniting to resist any concentrated effort of
VM enemy. All interior and single lines of operations,
They offer no adtherefore, will be the moat secure.
vantage to the enemy, but, on the contrary, should he
have the imprudence to adopt a cootraiy systrai, are
calcuIateU to bring their whole mass into action against
his isolated dirisiona.

Two interior lines of operation,

Csatrti

pos*e*sing the means
of reciprocally sustaining each otiier, and destined to
fJKC, at a certain distance, two exterior lines of an enemy, must avoid being encompassed by him within a
•pao* so contracted as to enable his divisioos to act
•unultaneously ; and they must equally avoid the oppoctte extreme.^that of pushing their operations too
because the enemy would have time to
far aannder,
crush that division wliich hax been weakened to reinforce the other, and might then make mich progress
and conqn«sti as might become irresistible.
Let OS supuuse an army, equal in iaroa to its opponent, but actmg in two ur tJiree isolatMl corps, upon
lines of operation having an exterior direction, while
the enemy operates in a body upon a single line ; the
army so divided will never gain any real advantage,
unlets the several corps can attack simultaneously;
because the enemy will always have it in his power to
oppose double or triple the number of troops to each
of their separate onrpa. Hence, two interior lines are
advantageoas, hffiitf they can concentrate their forces
at will, and with greater rapidity than the enemy, and
consequently double their numerical strength. For
the same reason, single lines, such as have their parta
united, and can mutually sustain each other, are to
be preferred +.
From these obeenrations we may deduce the gene-

principle,

ral principle

—

upon which

to be constructed.

all combinations in war ought
This principle consists in congre-
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gating upon the most important point of a line of ope- Of Lines of
rations, or of a field of battle, a number of forces supe- Operations,
To effect this on lines of """V™^
rior to that of the enemy.

marches and strategical movements must
be employed; and on fields of battle, we must adopt
prgper manoeuvres, or select judicious modes of stuck.
As the principles we have just laid down respecting
lines of operation are also applicable to the manccuvres
on a field of battle, we shall have occasion to illustrate them still farther in a subsequent section. Meanoperation,

while,

we

shall only

observe that lines of operations
fields of battle ; upon these

have their keys as well as

lines, there are decisive strategical points

which com*

mand

the remainder, and have the same influence on
operations, as certain points of ground have on battles.

SiCT. V.

Of Position*.

We

have alceady liad occasion to lay down some gene- Of Podon the subject of positions, while treating of ilont.
the principles of castraroetation. A camp, however, may
be in itself exceedingly strong, and yet totally useless
with respect to the object in vit-w. The science of positions, on the other hand, exhibits the principles apral rules

plicable to the choice of a camp the brat adapted, according to circumstances, to the proposed obji-ct.
In the case of an offensive war, combined with a sur- In an
prise, there is

no great

difficulty in chiisiiig

positions.

An

attack in these circumstances nre-sup|)oses superi- ""'' *''*'
and all the art, therefore, which is necessary, con- •"•?''»*'
"'•
sists in the ordinary precautions for the safety and supply of the troops, which are detennine<l by the (lispositions of the enemy ; and with respect to positions, there
is almost nothing farther requireu, than the art of selecting the beat routes.
But the art of positions becomes much more difficult agaimt an
and important, when we have tcwact offensively against rnemy preority,

an enemy who is fully prepare<l. It is then necessary
to determine the best means by which we may be enabled to break into his parallel.
I. If this is to be effected by a battle, the art of positions is of less impor; because, in that case, we must attack him in the
position which he has chosen ; or, if it be too strong,
we must endeavour to force him out of it by skilful
nianoravres.
3. If it is to be done by cutting off his
forage and supplies, we must establish ourselves in a
strong position, near the enemy
if possible, quite on
his flank, but, at all events, somewhat obliquely, in or.
der that our light troops may get into his rear, and intercept his convoys.
No pains should be spared in procuring intelligence respecting his foraging parties,
which must be constantly annoye<l by all possible means.
At the same time, we must beware of exposing our

tance

—

own

parallel,

which should always be secured by

M
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Or we should endeavour to out-flank him in his position, by occupying
tenHble places, or positions for separate corps on his

tresses, or posts, or

flanks,

detached corps.

to enable us to get into his rear,

and attack

all

his convoys

and foraging parties. 3. If our purpose is
to be executed by means of detachments, we must
previously observe upon what grounds the effect of a
detachment rests. So long as our main army remains
on the spot, it is presumed that the enemy cannot
move; for otherwise the position must have been ill
chosen.
A corps is then detached from the army, as
strong as is required and can be spared, in order to
This
execute some enterprise injurious to the enemy.
enterprise may consist either in a particular blow, such
as the attack of a post, the cutting off a convoy, the
destruction of a magazine, &c. ; or in preparation for
some blow, which is to be executed afterwards by the
whole army ; such as the investment of a fortress, throwing bridges over a river wini-h the army is to pass, occupying the entrance and dehotiche of a defile, &c. It
is not always necessary that the corps should actually
execute the enterprise, but only that it should be so
placed as to be able to execute it, if the enemy takes

no measures

to oppose

it.

T\\t following general rules are to be observed, with
respect to the position of the main army and its detulps.
tached corps.
1. The main army must never weaken
itself so much by detachments, as to be under any apprehensions for its own safety. 2. No corps must be
detached in such a way as to be exposed to danger.
3. In sending out detachments, we must always provide for the junction of the whole army on the necessary point to secure its safety, or to execute the proposed enterprise, or any other that may offer. Besides, the position of every detached corps must be
chosen, so as to enable it to execute an enterprise djingerous to the enemy, and at the same time, if opposed,
to have the means of executing some other.
If ^ defensive war, the art of positions is of the
Positions
position m;iy be chosen
1.
jnadefeii- greatest consequence.
vve war.
which covers the whole parallel. Such a position must
be strong in itself; the enemy must not be able to get
round it at ;ill, or only with his whole army, and that
not without exposing his own parallel or communications.
2. The position may cover the greater part of
Such a position, besides being strong,
the parallel.
must have obstacles on both sides, which, although
they do not reach to the end of the parallel, force the
enemy to make a large circuit to get round, while he
can be opposed by a much shorter movement. 3. The
position may be such that the parallel can be covered
only by manoeuvres. This may be done in three ways.
In the first place, a central position is chosen for the
whole army, from which the object of every movement
made by the enemy may be frustratetl by a shorter
movement. In the second place, we may follow the
enemy in all his movements, always choosing positions
of proper strength, and so near to him, that, from fear
of being himself attacked, he can undertake nothing,
unless with his combined force.
In these circumstances, we must endeavour to beat or at least annoy all
his convoys, foraging parties, and detachments. Thirdly, we may extend our line in proportion as he extends
When he makes a movement in his parallel, we
his.
make a corresponding one in ours ; when he detaches
a corps, we do the same, always calculating the time
it will require to join the main body, in order that we
may always be in a situation to unite more rapidly than
the enemy. Should he expose a detachment, a com*
General

A

munication, or magazine, we must endeavour to take
advantage of the opportunity, and to change the relamust beware, however,
tive situation of the war.
of committing any such fault ourselves, and that is a
matter of great difficulty; for as the enemy begins all
movements, and we must regulate all ours by his, it is
scarcely possible to avoid some dangerous exposure.
Hence, this method is the most hazardous of all.
An army with both flanks secure against the possibility of being turned, is in a most advantageous post
but where defensive measures are to be literally followed, such positions will seldom occur.
If it is more
easy to gain a flank in an open country, it is more decisive where there are mountains ; because, in mountainous ground, the enemy may be hemmed in, and
These are, indeed, macut off from his magazines.
noeuvres of a delicate nature, which require to be conducted by a general possessed of more than ordinary
abilities, and commanding an excellent army,
^\'ith
these advantages, the assailant certainly has the best
chances of success, provided he is sufficiently cautious
in abusing positions which do not expose his own communications to a coimter operation on his flank or rear
by which the enemy might force him to fight on disadvantageous terms. No corps whatever must be posted
in a valley, unless we are masters of the mountains
which form it ; and if we cannot occupy both sides,
we must at least occupy one ; for though, at first sight,
mountains, rocks, and woods, may appear inpassabie,
yet, upon a diligent inquiry, the contrary will be always found ; for in every country that is well peopled,

We

there are, and

must

be,

communications between the

villages, at least for infantry.

We

ought, therefore, to

occupy the mountains and woods with our infantry,
and the valley beneath with our cavalry, which will
hinder any enemy from passing through it.
The conduct of a defensive war is always a matter
In defending a province, it is nein every direction along
its frontiers may be made with facility ; or, that a position he selected, which the enemy cannot attack with
the prospect of success, nor turn without being exposed
to be cut oft' from his own magazines and line of ope-

of great

difficulty.

cessary that our

movements

from which he cannot force
Posts of this description, however, are
rarely to be found; for if the enemy be active, resolute, fertile in resources, and possessed of an army
well versed in manreuvres, he will constantly find
means to penetrate, at least with infantry, and turn

rations

;

in short, a position

us to retreat.

our flanks. The attempt to cover every town and vilThe perfeclage will always be found impracticable.
tion of defensive war consists in preventing an enemy
from obtaining any advantages, which may enable him
When, therefore, the
to accomplish his main object.
precautions are so carefully taken, that at the end of
the campaign he finds himself no n&trer the attainment of this object than he was at the beginning, then
a defensive war has been properly conducted, notwithstanding any other advantages or acquisitions of territory he may have obtained.
There is in every camp some one essential point, or Key of a
hinge, which may be called the key of it ; and on position,
which the strength of it most immediately depends ;
while you keep this, the enemy has nothing, and when
you lose it, all is lost. The same holds good as to positions.
The choice of this point, with regard to positions, depends entirely on, and must be regulated by,
the object which the general has in view ; by the situation of his magazines, and by the number and species

I
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of his troop*, that he may not only have a goo<l position, but likewise a good field of battle, in case ne is
On the talent of discovering these points,
attacked.
depends the science of camps and positions, and the
method of attacking and defending them*.
We may conclude this branch of the subject with
General ol>>
wmtion the general observation, that no position, however
Kipe^iing (trong, can secure an army remaining immoveable
poiiilons.
^itjjjn jt from being overwhelmed, or turned at one
or other of its extremities ; and that the only certain
method to prevent such a misfortune is by manoeu«
vring in the same senxe as the 'enemy, that is oifen•irely, and by threatening his own line.

Sect. VI.

We may cover the march by
through which the enemy could
jects under the fire of which
oblige<l to pass, should he wish

occupying the passes or Mo^e.
'"'"**•
reach us, or such ob^
the enemy would be
•
to attack the army in
march ; or we may place cavalry in such a situation aa
would enable them to fall upon the flank of the enemy on his approach. For the convenience of the
march, it is necessary that we have good roads, and
make no circuits, nor eapose the troops to any unrtf.
cessary fatigues.
shall aAerwards have occasion to treat of the March i*
march forwards, for the purpose of giving battle, as the rear, e»
well as of the movements in passing and defending a'oid a b«idefiles.
In marching to the rear, in order to avoitl a

We

battle,

O/Mooements.
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we must pay

particular attention

to our

own

and circumstances, and to the probable enIf he be quite close to us,
terprizes of the enemy.
anu can immediately attack us, we must take every
possible precaution to conceal our march, and to perform it in safety, especially if we have a discouraged
army. All the heavy artillery and baggage must be
the march must be persent to a distance before us
formed rapidly, but without di&onler; and we must
situation

An army ought never to make a movement without liaving some object in view, and measures should
always be taken to aecure that object with as much
A movement may
safety and convenience as possible.
be made forwards, or towards the enemy ; to the rear,
;
or from the enemy ; aside, in our own, or, at the
same time, into the enemy's parallel and the o(>ject
to endeavour, before the enemy can attack us, to gain
of all the«e movement* may be, to give battle
If he be
avoid a battle ; to change our camp, for the better some defiles into which he cannot follow us.
maintensnce of the troops ; to prevent such a design at such a distance from us, that he cannot follow us
with his whole army, but only harass us with a corps
in the enemy ; to entice him into some other quarter,
of cavalry and dragcxms in that case we m<iy, accord*
for
or prevent him from establishing himself there
the purpose of passing a rive* or defile, or of prevent- ing to arcumitances, diminish the hardship and fa«
ing the enemy from pasaing it ; to invest a fortress, tigue which the troops would otherwise have to unor prevent the enemy from investing one ; with the d«igo.
The other kinds of movements are such as are made MoTcmeot*
view of making a i'<-i>;ncd march, in order to deceive
bim, and then to attain our object by another movement. with a view to the attainment of some particular ob- Tor « p«rti.
iTwo r»<|ol- In every movement, two things are especially requi- ject, or to prevent the enemy from executing some de- ^ul«r obin
In marching with a view to attain some p.irti- J****
site to enable u* to attain our object.
In the Ant sign.
place, celerity ; and, secondly, good arrangcnMDta. cular object, we must take especial care that our own
Celerity is of two kind» ; it contists either in the rapi- parallel remain* covered, and for this purpose three
1. That our communicadity of the roovrroent it«elf, or in iu continuance. thing* must be observed.
Both are calletl furccd marches. Cavalry perform a tions be not cut off. This rule, however, may l>e
forced march in the one way, and infantry in the overlooked, as long as the army carries a sufficient
But as both are destructive to men and horses, supply of neoeaoarie* along with it, or finds those neother.
they ought never to be undertaken without urgent ce*sarie* at the place of its destination. 2. That the
necessity; and a tkiliul grncral will not often be enemy do not carry any place, or destroy any of our
obligc<l to have recourse to them.
The arr<ingements magazine*. 3. That the enemy be not in a situation
consist, fir^t, in lightening the army, by removing all
to )irevent u* from returning, if necessary, into our
heavy carriages that can be di>pense<i with ; secondly, own parallel, a thing which might easily happen, if
in preparing the roads
and, thirdly, in the occupy- he were to take up a strong position between the army
ing ok posts, and sending out detachments, in order and our own territory.
When sufficient precautions have been taken, with
to facilitate or secure the march.
A movement is rendered secure, I. By caooealing it respect to the point* above mentioned, movements of
Seoirity of
from the enemy ; which may be done by braakillg ap this kind may be made in a threefold manner I With
racnt.
sudilrnly, by marching at night, by avoiding every the whole army.
2. With divisions at the same time,
thing liiat can betray the march, such as drawing in which i* called a combined movement, and is often
the posts, extinguishing the fires, striking tlie tents, employed in marching towards the enemy, with the
&c. or by deceiving; the enemy with illuwry appear- view of giving battle, or to force a defile, or inveat m
ances, such as smoke, dust, tec.
i.
By providing town. 3. With divisions following each other. In
tfftMM every accident. For this purpose, the ordi- every movement, two thing* are to be apprehended,^
nary dispositions for a march, which we formerly no- an attack while on the march, and an anticipation on
tice<l, are to be oi>»erve<l ; anfl we may calculate in
We have already apoken of
the part of the enemy.
what points of the march we can take up positions, the disposition* which ought to be adopted, with a
and how much time will be required to place the view to prevent our being attacked while on the
troops in order of battle in every point; pofU and march, or to rendar such an attack harmless; and
detachments may be sent out, in oriler to obtain early we shall have occaiiBn to revert to the *amc subject in
intelligence of the enemy '« motions, that we may have a *ub*equent part of thi* article.
To prevent the enetime to form in order of battle in every such pooitioo. my from anticipating us, it i* nccef*ary that we should
•f Movemenu.

:

;

;

;

;

:

• The«e imnrt paiala an aeiiher ai
•ksBsa aas ofdM cmaakiss is arcrMwdU-M
t

wMAtM—t wwmiweiifiir(smmI talis fflht

.

Ob a scauai ti liac «• moat Isok for than in (he ocMic fmn
AaMtriha. On a euti Ugiisua line, tbey air oa ths escrcoaty of that
•tXxutbcii, CawigliaBf, Ulm, aod Wagnun,
1

;
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keep our design concealed i tliat our movement should
and that previous arrangebe made with celerity
ments should be made for removing all obstacles which
might obstruct or detain the army, as well as for
enabling it to accomplish the march, and attain its ob;

Secrecy, indeed, is not always conject with safety.
sistent with these previous arrangements; and it will

require

much

combine both

skill

and knowledge of the country to

Favourable circumstances, too, are requisite to enable
us to secure the means of success by previous arrangements ; but it may sometimes be done by occupying
some place or post with a detachment, or some defile
which the enemy must pass, in order to prevent the
In this case, it is necessary
object of our movement.
that the place or post which we have occupied, or the
defile, be so situated as to prevent the enemy from occupying the position which he means to take up ; and
then all the rules which we formerly laid down, with
respect to detachments, must be observed.
combined movement is one, in which the diviCombined
moTement, sions of the army march without being able to form
one contiguous order of battle. It is often employed,
because it enables us to execute the movement with
greater rapidity ; it has the effect of diverting the attention of the enemy ; and it gives us an opportunity
to make an attack in more places than one, either upon
tlie whole of the enemy's army, or on some large
corps, or to hem in some of his troops.
In such operations, it is necessary that all the divisions of the army
should be secure during the march ; and this may be
the case, 1 When we are certain that the enemy is ignorant of our movement, either because it has been
kept completely concealed, or because all the passes
have been secured, so that we can obtain immediate
intelligence of all his motions on any of the marching
divisions.
2. When every division has a route which
secures its retreat, in case of the enemy's approach.
S. When each division is always certain of finding positions on its march, which will enable it to maintain
in

as great a degree as possible.

A

.

others come to its assistance,
i. When
the enemy, in attacking one of our divisions, would be
certain of being himself attacked by another on his
flank, before he could beat the first.
The march by divisions following each other is
adopted, when great defiles prevent the march of the
whole army ; when one part of the army, which can
move with greater rapidity, is previously dispatched
in order to secure the means of performing the march
with the whole army ; or, when we have not wholly
determined upon performing the movement, but wish
In the first case, there must be no
to have a start.
chance of the divisions being exposed to an attack,
either in the defile itself, or in the debouchc from it.
In the second case, the division in advance must either
be able to maintain its ground until the army comes to
its assistance, or to make its retreat without any disadvantage to itself or the rest of the army. To which
we may add, with regard to the third case, that the
dispatching the division in advance must not interfere with, far less render impossible any other movement of the army, which may be afterwards found ne-

itself until

March by
dirisjons

following
.each other.

cessary.

In order to prevent the enemy from attaining his
by any movement, we may remain obstinately
movemmts i„ qu^ position, if it be such as gives us an opportuniof tbeenejy ^^ inflicting such injury upon him, as must necesmy.
sarily detain him ; or we may move ourselves to the
place of his destination, or to an opposite quarter.

How

to

preTent the object

with the whole or a part of the army. We Of Nfovements.
should march with the whole army towards the place
of the enemy's destination, when we know for certain ^""Y""*
that he will, or that he must move to that point; or
that we should risk a great deal by suffering him to
accomplish his object, but would be in no danger
should he afterwards relinquish it, and even make
some other movement. In this case, the army must
be prepared for battle, if it should not be thought
preferable merely to encamp opposite to that of the
enemy, with a defile between.
We should march
with a part of the army towards the enemy's point of
destination, either when the enemy himself employs
only a part of his force, or when a part of the army is
sufficient to frustrate the enemy's design ; for example,
when the object is to prevent the passage of a defile,
which a part of the army can defend against the whole
forceof the enemy or, in case of the investment of a fortress, where the mere reinforcement of the garrison
with one or two thousand men is frequently sufficient
to frustrate the whole enterprize.
We may move with the whole army in an opposite
direction, 1. When we are certain of being able to inflict upon the enemy a blow, which will be of more
consequence than any advantage which he could derive from his movement.
2. When we are equally
certain that the apprehension of the blow which we
either

;

may

compel him to abandon his design.
employ only a part of the army in such a
movement, if a part be sufficient to inflict the intended
blow ; if it be necessary that we should be prepared,
strike will

We may

after executing the

blow,

to

move

in the direction

which the enemy has taken ; if we be uncertain whether the enemy may not abandon his design, from apprehension of the blow which we threaten; or, if by
withdrawing the whole army from the position which
it

occupies,

we

should expose ourselves to danger.

Feigned marches are such as are made, not

for the Feigned

purpose of accomplishing our real design, but in order marches,
to induce the enemy to make some movements, which
shall enable us more effectually to attain our object.
These may also be performed, either witli the whole
The design with wiiich we
or a part of the army.
blind the enemy, must be a probable one, and such
The more
as he may easily take for our true object.
probable the better ; and best of all when it may be
converted into the true one. When such a movement
is made with the whole army, we must take care that
it do not lead us too far from our real object, much
less give the enemy an opportunity of rendering it entirely abortive.

For

this reason, the

movement

is

fre-

quently performed slowly, the army is extended, and
the advanced guard, especially the light troops, spread
The movement is generally performfar out in front.
ed by dispatching a division of the army towards that
side on which the feint is made, with a number of
And should
light troops to conceal its real strength.
the enemy follow this division, we may then move
with the rest of the army, or a part of it, towards the
In this case, it will be of advantage if it
true object.
be not necessary for the detached corps to form a junction with us before we commence our movement
but that we begin at once, and at the same time, send
an order for its return. Meanwhile, false reports with
respect to our designs may be circulated, but in such a
way as may induce the enemy to believe them to be
true.
The corps which is detached for the purpose of
executing the feigned movement, must, of course, be
under no apprehensions for its own safety.

n

»
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An army, weak in numbers, cannot make detach*
ments while near a superior enemy because they may
be cut off, and beaten in detaiL With a small army, it
should be a maxim to act constantly in a body ; for it
omnot attempt to form any entcrprizes but by the obtervance of this rule. The jystem of covering every
point most be abandoned, and our endeavours solely
confined to the preservation of that object which eventually must determine the success of the campaign. If, for
example, the enemy should detach a corps to operate a
diversion, capture a magazine, or undertake a siege,
opportunities m.iy arise of attacking him with a force
Should he be defeated, his deotherwise far inferior.
tachment must likewise retreat, and his whole project
is rendered abortive.
A small army is alto sometimes
enabled to fall upon these detachments before they can
retire, or be sustained by the main army*.
;
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that they may Iiave a cross fire at tlie place where the
bridges are constructed. The heights, therefore, on
the side from vthich we are to cross, must be more
elevated than tliDse on the op|K)site side ; at the place
w^here the bridges are formed, the river should have
a bend inwards ; niul the river itself should not be too
broad.
3. That there be no new defiles on the other
side of the river, but a good free space where the troops
can easily form under their fire, and then proceed to
attack the enemy.
The following dispositions are then made for the
passage.
1.
The artillery and troops are stationed
at those points where they can act with most effect
upon the opposite side, and, if possible, they should be
placed behind breast-works. 2. Troops are sent over,
partly for the purpose of constructing the bridge, and
partly in order to throw up entrenchments before it,
which must be the more strongly constructed and oc-

or tb« Passage of
llivers,

snd

oiher Dtfiles,

and

the meant
or Derending them.

"^'V^*'

we can depend upon the effect of the
from our own side for protecting the entrenchment, the bridge, and the deploying of the troops on
the oppotite tide.
Thete troopt must get over by
means of fords; boats, or raf^. In fording, the cavalry generally cross over, carrying the infantry behind
them. The cavalry remain on the opposite tide, if
thev have nothing to apprehend from the cnemy't fire,
and under the fire of their own people, keep themselves
ready to attack all that approach the entrenchment or
the bridge itself.
As soon ss the bridge, and the
works on the opposite side are completed, the troops
commence the paasage, in such order as circumstances
reauirv, rapidly, but without too much haste.
The
order depends npon the nature of the ground.
If the
country lie level, and favourable for cavalry manccu.
cupied, the less

Paitage of Riitrs and other Dtfiles,
and the Meant of Defending ihein.
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Every place where it is necewary to march with •
very small front, including, of course, bridges, is called • d«61*. it is necessary to diitiiyttsh the entrance,
Now,
the defile its^, and the ootUt. or dt6cmeJU.
trtwoa, to long
they are in the defile, are in a
defcnoeteM state ; and if ooe part be on one tide, and
the rait
the other, neither oaa oome apecdily to the
iilMice of the other ; the pewage of a defile is diffiEKefilea, therefivr, have aU
cnlt, and easily oppoaed.
waya been of great importance in war.
There are two dcauiptieoa of caeca in which the
pan^e of a defile ia aWewlfd with diScuity. 1. When
the enemy ia ported on the adbtr ad^ and we wiah to
nardi towanu him. i. When we an oo the aame
with the enemy, and our abject ia to nlaoe the
defk between him and oonelTes. In the nrtt caee,
the enciay may either be aware of the jMint at which
we wish to paaa, and be prepared to dispute the paa>
sage ; or he may be in doubt with respect to the point,
and we endeavoor to pass nnperceived. It roust be
obaenred, that a defile cannot be said to be pasted, until
the whole tmops are through it, or, at least, until so
many are placad, and in aach ordv, on the opposite
side, that tae enemy cuaot prerent the paasage of the

M

m

de

tcbole.

In the caae of most defiles, the roads are aheady
prapared. But nrera have generally thia pecnliarity,
that the paasage must first be prepared by throwing a
bridge oyer then, which is commonly a bridge of
boats or pontoons. But, in order to enable us to tLrow
over thoee bridges, and to defend them, il is nsri—
rj
to have a body of troops on the other tide. And as,
III almost all cases, the fire of our
artiUsry, and sometimes even of our small arms, can rcadi the opposite
tide, and thus cover the oonstruction of the bridge, the
paatage, and the depkiyins of the traons, a river may
often be passe d, but any otner dsAle aeldatn, by force.
In order to effect the paaawe of a river by force, it
orikcpM.
Hfaot a it nartamiy, l. That we abonld have a convenient

rhn

rorcc

by

tH

ation for constrocting more than one bridge ; and
hcaoe the bank •boukl neitlier be too high nor too low.
i. That we thoold have an adranu^jeoua position for the
artillery, and alse^ if possible, tar the mmU arms, to
^'***'

fire

vras, the hocse must pass first, in order to cover the
passage of the infanbry. If it be necessary to occupy
an advantageous position with artillery, a corps of in>
fimtry, with a brigade of the park, takes the lead. The
situation may be so fiivourable for the passage, that the
troops, as toon as they arrive on the other side, can
deploy and march forwards; it freouently happens,
however, that they mutt first place themselves
the
entrenchment, and gradually vlvance and deploy as
they receive reinforcements. 4. When the enemy perceives that the paasage ia certain, Jie generally retires.
If he does not, as soon as the Ttquisite number of
troops arrive, he most be attacked according to the nature of the ground and of his position ; and he must
be beaten, otherwise we should be in a most perilous
situation ; and therefiore such a paassge must never be
attempted without a moral certainty of being able to
accomplish it
In order to effect the passage of a river by strata- or the pa*
gem, it is neoettary, 1. To choose a position from ta«c or
whence we can speedily reach several places where a '<"' >T
passage may be accomplished and in such a manner •('•(K*'"that when the enemy plaees himself so as to oppose us
at some of these points, he will be obliged to mske a
circuit before be can reach the others.
3. To make all
kinds of feigned ditpotitiont, and feigned movement*,
with the whole or a part of the army, in order to mialead him.
3. Should he expose any part, we must endeavour to send over a corps of cavalry and infantry,
with the articles necessary for forming an entrenchment, at such pUces where they can best effect a pos-

m

;
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Of the Pas- sage.
4. These must construct bridges, and entrench
sage of
themselves as rapidly as possible, and, at the same
Rivers, and
time, occupy, as far as their force will permit, those
other Deplaces from which the debouche can be covered.
5.
files, and
the means If these measures succeed, the army prepares for the
t>f De/end- passage, and the support of the corps.
6. When the
in" them. dispositions have been so far completed, the army
passes, after having previously occupied all those points,
wiiich can cover and secure the passage and the debouche.
As the troops arrive, they must be so
7.
placed as to protect the passage of the rest, and to secure all the further advantages. 8. Should the enemy,
notwithstanding, still attempt to dispute the passage,
our movements must depend upon circumstances. If
we are too weak to drive him back, we must stop and
observe his motions, and make our dispositions accordingly, either to continue the passage, should he neglect the proper opportunity, or to secure a safe retreat
In the latter case,
for those who have already passed.
the enterprise has failed, and we must attempt it in
some other manner. But if we are strong enough to
bid defiance to the enemy, we must either prepare to
receive his attack, if our position be a strong one which
covers the passage ; or, if the passage cannot be completed without driving back the enemy, we must attack
him without hesitation, with the troops which have got
over, before he is aware.
In tiie case of other defiles, the dispositions are much
Of the paS'
eage of
the same, only that, in general, we have no occasion to
other debe detained in preparing roads. Almost every thing,
'
files.
therefore, must depend upon our having secured the
debouche ; which must be done by throwing forward
B corps to take possession of some tenable place, or
good position, at the outlet of the defile. If this has
been effected, we have gained every thing. But the
longer the defile, and the more difficult the roads
through it, the less easy will it be to effect this object.
Hence, the passage of this description of defiles,
IS considered as much more difficult than that of rivers ;
especially if the enemy has fortified the passes, because these must first be forced, and then the debouche
secured.

In opposing the passage of a river,

er defending the
passage of

a river.
-

•

it is

presupposed

that the enemy can find no points at which he can
effect the passage by force, or, at least, that he has not
the superiority necessary to enable him to accomplish
The following are the general dispositions
that object.
must
1.
for preventing the passage of a river.
break down all the bridges in the neighbourhood, and
destroy all the fords, and secure all the boats and vesShould
sels above and below, as far as we can reach.

We

any bridge be left standing, it must be sufficiently se'Cured by a strong entrenchment, or tele-de-pont. 2.
We must occupy all those posts from whence we can
obtain intelligence of the enemy's movements, and at
3. If we have
the same time obstruct his passage.
sufficient time and means, we should throw up entrenchments at all important points which command
the pa£sage, in order to occupy them as soon as we

enemy intends to pass at that place.
These entrenchments must be so situated, that if the
enemy had suddenly occupied them, we should still be
able to drive him out. After these preparatory dispoIn the first
sitions, we may adopt one of two plans.
place, we may take a position on the river, opposite to
the enemy, and follow all his motions with the whole
learn that the

or a part of the army, in order to oppose his passage
Or, secondly, we may take a position
at every point.

with the whole army, not quite close to the river, but Of the Pa».
page of
at a distance to be determined by its course, which will
enable us to arrive at any point where the enemy Ilivers, and
01 her De.
might attempt to pass, before he can acconijilish his file^, and
object.
The country on and about the river, must be the means
strongly occupied with posts, in order to obtain early of Defendintelligence of every one of the enemy's motions.
As ing them.
soon as we are assured that the enemy is seriously attempting the passage at any particular point, we must
march thither and attack all that have already crossed,
or destroy the bridges, or at least prevent him from
persevering in the enterprise, if we can do nothing
more. We must beware, however, of allowing ourselves to be drawn too rapidly to any one point, as the
enemy might then really effect the passage at some
other place.
So long as we are in a state of uncertainty, we should merely hold ourselves in readiness to
march, or send a corps in advance, for the purpose of
obstructing the operations of the enemy.
The adv.intage of this method of defending a river consists in
this, that the army is not separated in consequence of
the passage of the enem)*, nor receives any serious
blow, nor is forced to expose a great part of its parallel,
in order to unite at a great distance behind.
There
is still a third method of defending the passage of a
river, but which can only be employed by an army
which is nearly equal to that of the enem)', when the
course of the river does not admit of our adopting the
second method, in consequence of the river presenting
a convex bend to the defending party. This method
is, to pass the river ourselves, to take up a strong position close to the enemy, and then hold ourselves in
readiness to beat him while he is engaged in the pas-

Bold as this method may appear, there is no
doubt that it may be attended with singular success
under proper precautions. In all enterprises of this
nature, indeed, especially where troops can only be
brought successively into action, much will always desage.

pend upon activity, boldness, and decision ; and the
fortunate issue will generally be determined by the
first attack.
When the leading columns have crossed
a bridge, or penetrated through a defile, and have
maintained their ground until the army is come up and
enabled to support them, the success of the event is
determined.
Hence, it is always of essential importance to prevent the deployment of the leading columns ; not a moment must be lost in charging them ;
tlie

least hesitation

may produce

irretrievable

ruin.

attack being resolved upon, it must be made with
impetuosity, because, should it be repulsed, there
can be little hope of making a second nwjre success-

The

ful.

The defence of all other defiles may also be conducted Defence of
according to all the three methods above described ; and other dethe two

But

first al

way sdepend upon jireventing the t/cftoi/e/ic.
another method

files.

in the case of these other defiles,

still remains ; which is, to establish ourselves within
them, by means of fortresses or redoubts. If such
posts cannot be turned, or when placed on hills, if they
are not commanded by higher eminences, they render
In establishing
the passage of the defile impossible.
such posts, therefore, we must have these circumstances particularly in view, and also to keep the road
itself completely under their fire.
The passage of a river or other defile, with the view or tlie reof placing it between us and the enemy, is, on this ac- treat
count, a matter of difficulty, because there is a period through
defiles.
at which the army is divided, and the enemy can at-
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MILITARY TACTICS.
0< tb« fa»i*« of
Bivert, and
oih,rr

Dc-

fhVro" ni
ot'neftni.
ing them.

In »uch a
udi it
caiw, we may cither conceal our iiitcution, or we wust
The following are
dTect it in the face of the enemy.
1
All the
jjjg general rules apjilicable to both cases.
•>•«?•«*• ^^^y artillerj-, and all the carriages that can
bedispensed witli, should be sent far before us, to
strong position should be
iecure place. 2.
taken, close to the river; and the more close, if we can
eonceal the time only, and not the place where the
but, at all events, in such a
passage is to be effected
manner that we may be able to march upon several
poinU of it. 3. Behind this position, bridges should
be thrown, shortly before the mardi, and secretly, if
we wish to conceal tlie place; but otherwise, at the
at the

gmttst

possible ad vantage

.

A
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conlingly, and carry it into execution before he has
time to effect his object ; for which purpose we must
drive him as close to tlie river as (wssible, in order that
he may not be able to conceal from us the jioiut where
he means to pass. 3. TImt we should make such dispositions as will enable us to make an attack every
moment, especially during the night, by keeping the
troops, cavalry, infantry, and artillery, constantly in
readmess.

or

the Pjj.

"e»o(
'*'*'"••'>*

^j^" ^*'
,he means
of Defrud-

ing ihcm.

'•-'v"^

;

points, and witiiout any attempt to
conceal our intentions. 4. If there be positions on the
M>poaite l>ank of the river which can cover the paicage,
they should be occupied with uoopa and artillery, and
trengthened. if naceaaary, by rctloubts. 5. The pasMige should be made in a continued and orderly manner, but without hurry, until all linve passed, except
tlie detachment which is destined to break down the
bridge*, and which must afterwards pass over in boats,
6. In caae of being attacked by the enemy, we must
make a proper dm of all the means of defence which
we have prepared, without engaging with liim fartlier
than is neceasary to secure the paaaage. Besides, we
must endeavour, in the first case, to seixe the first fisvouraUe moment to effect the paaaage, and, if poasible,
to deceive the enemy by fallacious movements, with
When this cannot be dune;
reapect to the real point.
we should endeavour to conceal the time, bv breaking
up during the night, or in the midst of a thick fog. a
•tonn, &c. and employing all kinda of warlike stratagena. Notwithstanding all these precautions, we must
not neglect to take every meaanre for securing the passage agminst accidents. The rear-guard must occupy
all the posts that can cover and protect it, and all must
be prepwcd to assist it in caae of necessity.
When it is no< poasible to conceal fraro the enemy
either the place or the time of the passage, and he has
it in his power to attack u* at any time, it will be necesaaij to adopt the additional precaution of entrenching ourselves
several lines, so that when the army
has been weakened by the passaf^ of a pert, the rest
may not have too r Ime of defence. Nothing abould be ne.
t can tend to
conceal the
retreat.
mticr defiles besides rivers,
In the cumthere is tittle difference in the dispoaitiona, except that
the precautions euplojed to cover the passage at the
oppoaite aide are unncceMary, and all our attention,
therefore, must be turned to the rear-gtwrd, which can
only be slowly succoured.
It ia unneoeaaary for us to say any thing of the
mean* of passing a defile, when the enemy is master of
both sides, and the army, in attempting the passage,
cot its way through ; because this is quite a desperate situation, out of which it is almost impossible to
extricate ourselves, and into which no general can fall
vrthoot gross errors and incapacity.
In such a case,
we shoold have to contend witn the twofold difficulties
«faretreirt, and the fiorable paaaage of a defile
Suecesa in such a case moat be atcri^ to good fortune,
and not to good conduct.
In order to prevent the retreat through a defile, it
0f pmsni.
tnf ii»€ rt- i* neceaaary, 1. That we should be vigilant, to prevent
•«•'
the enemy from effectmg the paaaage secreOy.
'2. That
through a we hare an
accurate knowledge of the enemy's !«itua••wo* that we anay reguhitr our project of attack ao>

moat convenient

m

-
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Sect. VIII.

A
tie

;

OfBtUtles.

comlwt between two entire armies is called a bat- Of
when a part only of the one army is engaged

Bsttlei.

It is
with a part of the otlier, it is called an action.
not nece-Ksary for us, however, to make any such distinction here, as the disiiusition and nrrangoments for
both are the same, and the number of the combatants
makes the whole difference. We shall only observe,
that one is more easily induced to ri>k an action than a
battle, because the former is not so decisive.
In this section, we propose to consider the reasons
which should induce us to give or refuse battle the
arrangements for battle, including the order of march
and dispohition of the troops the different modes of
attack and defence, and the consequences of victory
and defeat
It is a general rule, that we should never give bat- Reasons Tor
tie, unless when we liave no otlier means of attaining KKtag batour object ; or when we have much to gain, and little ''••
The following are some of the principal
to lose by it.
reason* which should induce us to give battle.
I. To
relieve some important place.
2. I'o enable us to besiege aomc important place belonging to the enemy.
9. J'o cover a siege which has been already commenced.
4. To drive the enemy out of a countrj-, or, 5. To defend a country against him. 6. I'o deprive the enemy
of an ally, or, 7. To induce an alliance with others.
t*. When the army is on the point of getting into an
awkward situation, from which it can only
saved
by a succcastui battle
9. I f we foresee, tliat if we do
not give battle now, a perio<l will come, in which we
shall lie cumjielled to it under much more unfavourable circumstances.
10. When we jierceive, from the
situation »f the enemy, or from some errors which he
has comihitted, that we have it in our power to beat
him.
To avoid a battle is to place ourselves in such a si- Retsons Tor
tuation as to make K impossible, or at least very dan- *«oidiog
gerou* for the tneniy to attack us. We act
this '""'«•
manner. I. When it is more probable that we shall lose
than that we shall gain the battle.
For instance, if
our troop* are not in a good state of discipline; if we
are posted on grnund which is not adapted to the kind
of troops of which our nrmy consists; if we are weaker
tlian the enemy, or if the enemy hns taken a very
strong position. 9. If we forei>ee a' future opportunity
of giving battle in more favourable cireum-tances
as,
for example, when we expect a reinforcement ourselves, or that the enemy's force v ill be diminished;
or that the enemy will be obliged to take up a bad
position.
S. If, in uetieral. we can expect less advantage frorp pnining tne Imttie, tli.in we should suffer injury b^
n». when the enemy's fortresses are
in a bi
..f defence tlian our own
when every
step whicit he nakrs in advance is laborious and expensive, while a successful battle would lay every
thing open to him
when his retreat is easy, while
ours is dangerous ; or w hen, by a defeat, wc shouM
;

;

m

m

;

•
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Of B attles, be deprived of our resources, -while the enemy would
"^"'"Y""^ still retain his.
4. In all cases where we can attain
our object without a battle.
When we have resolved upon a battle, we must endeavour to give it under the most favourable circumstances.
For example, when the enemy are inferior to
us ; when his troops are discouraged, and in bad order ; when his generals are not agreed, or when we
have an understanding with one of them ; when the
enemy is placed in a bad position, or when he is ill
encamped or entrenched in a position which is otherwise good; when he is ill provided against an unexpected attack, whether in his camp, or on the march
or, when his retreat is difficult, and ours easj'.
When an army is desirous of giving battle, it advances towards the other in order to attack it ; but if
it wishes to avoid a battle, it selects a position, which
must be the stronger, the more reason it has to avoid
an engagement, and there awaits the attack of the enemy. It is possible, however, that both parties may be
equally desirous of giving battle, and therefore advance, and attack each other wherever thej' meet ; or,
the army that wishes a battle may await the attack.
In the latter case, the army takes a strong position,
from which the enemy must expel it, without being
able to do so without a battle.
In a battle there are three things to be considered,
each of them in a double relation, viz. to the attacking
and defending party. These are, the arrangements for
battle, the battle itself, and the pursuit and retreat.
Among the arrangements for a battle, some are comArrange.
ments for a mon to both parties ; some are peculiar to the attackbattle,
ing, and some to the defending party.
The following
are those which are common to both parties.
1
Every
disposition must be made to render a victory as profitable as possible, and to diminish, as much as we can,
the evil consequences of a defeat. 2. The arms must
be accurately inspected. S.
must have a sufficient supply of ammunition, and take care that it be
not wanting at any place where it may be necessarj'.
5. We must
4. We must get rid of all the baggage.
endeavour by all means to inspire the troops with
courage and confidence. 6. The troops must be previously allowed to take sufficient rest and food.
7must have a sufficient supply of medicines, ban.
dages, and surgeons.
The aiTangements to be made by the attacking party, must be regulated, in a great degree, according to
the measures adopted by the defending army; we
1 .. A good field
shall therefore speak of the latter first.
of battle must be chosen, where we are to await the
enemy's attack. The field must be adapted to the
rumber and description of our troops ; besides presenting obstacles to the assailants, it should afford us
.

We

We

the means of following up a victory; it should admit Of Battles;
—'
of such manoeuvres, as, in case of our being compelled '
>
to retire, will prevent a total and ruinous defeat ; and,
at all events, it should afford us tlie means of a safe
retreat.
For this reason, positions with strong projecting angles, or with defiles, especially a river, in the
rear, must be carefully avoided, because the loss of a
battle in such situations must be absolutely ruinous.
2. Having chosen our field of battle, we must endeavour to make the best use of the advantages which it
affords; our cavalry and infantry must be postetl in
such situations where they can best act, and mutually
support each other ; the artillery, in particular, must
be placed so as to produce the most decisive effect.
3. All the posts in fronts which are calculated to obstruct or break the attack of the enemy, or cover a
flank, should he attempt to turn our position, (such as
houses, villages, heights, &c.) must be rendered a*
strong as possible, and occupied by the proper descrip.
tion of troops, in order to produce the expected advantage, and to present a powerf\d resistance to the enemy's attack.
The possession of villages, in front,
provided they are at a proper distance to be sustained,
is one of the most advantageous circumstances that
can occur in a field of battle ; but all the advantages
are lost, and turn against you, if you do not sustain
them. Villages, when situated as above described, and
properly occupied and sustained, are so very advantageous, that a genera] will seldom chuse to attack them,
but will rather mask them, and set them on fire with
howitzers, and chuse some other point of attack,
which, though in appearance less proper, M-ill, generally speaking, succeed better *.
4. All the generals
must be well instructed with regard to the nature of
the position, especially that part of it, the defence of
which is committed to them, and also with regard to
their conduct in every event that can be anticipated,
and how they are to give and receive assistance.
These, again, must give similar instructions to tlie offi'

under their command.
attacking army endeavours to obtain, by all
means, the most accurate knowledge of the disposiIf his position be found very adtions of the enemy.
vantiigeous, we must endeavour to entice him from it,
cers

The

or cause him to weaken himself by detachments. For
the art of a general, when he is desirous of giving battle, consists in enticing the enemy to ground where he
can fight with advantage ; but, at the same time, he
must take care not to lose in manoeu\Ting, the proper
moment of attack. If the ground be determined upon,
the army marches to it in several columns ; the general being commonly with the advanced guard, for the
pui-pose of reconnoitring the position and arrangements of the enemy. This position may be of a four-

We have a fine example of this given by the celebrated Marlborough, at the famous battle of Hochstedt, or Blenheim. His
Lordship had attacked several limes the village of Oberklaw, but was each time repulsed with great loss. He afterwards, very judiciously, having left a body of infantry to mask the villages, advanced, and broke the enemy's line, and thus gained the battle.
The French had garnished all the villages before their front, particularly Oberklaw and Blenheim, with a prodigious quantity of infantry, expecting that the generals of the allies would attack them, and by no means presume to advance and leave them behind ;
but they were disappointed, and beaten, with the loss of all their infantry posted in the villages.
Hence Jomini lays down the followmg rules respecting positions of this description. 1. That an army, posted behind villages,
must protect its front by occupying them. 2. That for this purpose, some battalions of infantry, furnished with artillery, must be
employed. 3. That the army must be drawn up at a convenient distance in rear, so as to sustain and be sustained by them; and
preserve the means of withdrawing the troops, in case the enemy should threaten to cut them off, by successful movements in
another point. 4. That from the danger of being turned in such posts, and the nature of their defence, only a moderate quantity of
iafantry is required ; and that too much iinportance ought not to be attached to their preservation.
These ideas are justified by the event of several battles, and in particular by that above named. Had the French generals withdrawn the greater part of their infantry from Blenheim and Oberklaw, when they perceived that their line was threatened upon
another point, they might have brought them to act upon the flank of the assailants, and probably have gained the victory. Admitting they had still been defeated, they would not have lost twenty battalions prisoners in these villages.

MILITARY TACTICS.
•f BtMtn. fold nature. 1 The front of the position may present no
'""^{"•^ advantages to any part, and may be attacked along it3
whole extent. This 'm the case in large plains, and such
ground, therefore, is sought by two anniea, wlioare de2. There niuy be
sirous of coming to a decisive action.
an obstacle In-fiiru tin- iVmit, which must first be surmounted, i. The p(>>ition niiy be such that we can
only attack certain parts of the front.
4. I'he enanj'
may be placed behind entrenchments.
In a case where it is in our power to attack the whole
Different
of the enemy's front, those who are skilled in military
Diodc< or

At
is

;

If

;

batteries well placed, we may not be able to silence his
Our <lisposiuons must Ik>
fire on the points of attack.

made accordingly, and we must

whether
surmount
it
Such obstacles may be of two kinds; J. Such as
from their nature obstruct the approach.
3. Such as
are occupied with troops, and, by the fire from them,
prevent the atuck, because we should be compelled to
present a flink to them
such as villages, hcighu. Sec
If the obsUcles are of the first kind, we must endeavour,
1. To force the enemy to leave his position, by a
rapid
movement towards his flank or rear, by which means
wr may be enabled to avoid or surmount the obstacle
;
2. If thstbe impossible, we should endeavour to discover some place, which, either from the nature
of the
ground, or the want of prudence on the part of
the
enemy, is not n posed to his fire S. We should examine
whether, from some point, we may not be able to bring
a superior tire to hear upon biro, and thus silence his
;

;

uiio ihc

*^

;

rapidly

cine*, if there are wolf- holes*, or marshy places to be
passed, or ditches to be filled up, and axes, when pallisades, &c. are to be attackea
3
must determine the signals, and the time of the several atticks.
With regard to the latter, we may observe, that night NiKht
ta^
attacks have the following advantages
can the
more easily surprise and alarm the enemy ; while we
conceal our own dispoaitions, and have little or nothing to apprehend from his fire until we come up
to the entrenchment.
But this m<ide of attack has likewise great disadvantages the columns may easily lose
their way, and miss tlie time and place ofattacJt ; we
must dread the moat dangerous kind of defence, by the

abntt 1*0 fat ia diameter si the lop, oac

-
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consists

r.

iletennine the nuiuljer

of attacks, and the time at which each is to be nuule ;
the number of trtmps to t>e employed, with tlic order in
which tliey are to attack, as well as the position of the
troops which are to sustahi each attack ; as also, what
is to be done aAer a successful or unsuccessful attack,
and how a false attack, which has made good progress,
nwy be nistainefl.
'i'he follfiwing dispositions are necessary in tlie at- Attack of
tack of an entrenched camp.
In the fir>>t place, we an m*
trenched
must examine the whole entrenchment, in order to find
camp.
out its weak parts. These may have been occasioned
by the fault of the enemy ; as, for example, when the
flanks are not secured ; when, at some pomts, the works
are not complete, of a weak profile, or are to construct*
ed, that we can approach them without being exposed
to their fire ; or the weakness may be occasioned by
the nature of the ground.
It is also necessary to as«
certain tlie means which the enemy poaaesaes within
his entrenchments, to renew the contest, or to make a
In the second place, having sufficiently
good retreat
mvestigated these matters, we proceed to make our
dispositions for the attack.
Theae consist, I. In determining tlie number of attacks, false and real, with
the time at which they are to be made ; the number of
the troops, their order, &c. as above. 2. The troops
must be auppUed with all things necessary for the ac«
complishnent of their purpoae, such as hurdles or faa-

I

how we can

can only get at the enemy at certain points, Attack OR

;

m

or

we

where we are sure tliat he has conc9ntrate<l his whole ccriaia
force, we must endeavour to a'^certain the luiniber, p<iints of
whether .some the entsictuoion. and nature of these jioints
mjf's Una
of them mnv not have been neglected, and which of
tliem liave the weakest fire
whether we may not be
able to draw off his attention from some of them, by
£dse attacks or otherwite ; or whether, by means of

i

it,

;

;

science notice several modes of attack, or orders of
an (iKoij't battle.
1. To attack the whole of the enemy's front
with the whole of our own. 2. To throw forward one
of our winxs, with the view of alticking tiie opposite
wing of the enemy. 3. To throw forwanl Ixjtli winns,
in order to attack both of the enemy's win:;s and keep
back the centre. 4. To advance the centre, and keep
back tlie wings. The (a*\. is very rarely employed with
our large armies in modem times, and can only take
It is never advisable, unless
place with small corp*.
we cbiue to place every thing at hazard. The second
is universally acknowlnlged to be the beat nod* of attack, because it enable* us to cooccntrate oar force upon the pmut of attack ; and, by employing it, we risk
less in case of a retreat, because the array can casdy be
covert d by the refutetl wing.
The third dkkU ia onljr
employed when we wish to outflank iIm camjr ; or,
when our wings consist of cavalry, who commence the
attack by overwhelming every thing oppoaed to them,
in order to fall upon the flanks of the enemy.
The
fourth mode is ba<l, t>ecause every projecting angle in a
position is a weak point, and in this mode there would be
two suck angles. It can only be emplnrerl, therefore,
when we have to attack the eiMm*
fitMini
in which we arc apprehensive or l><
liankad, if
the wings should leave their leaning points ; for example, if on passing a river, we were obliged to drive
off the enemy, without permitting the wings to leave
the appmi of the river.
.Ml atUcks, in which parts of
the army advance, and others remain behind, thus
forming an oblique line, are beat made, on the part of
the infantry,
ic/ieloa ; the cavalry, on the other hand,
rush out of the line, and make a separate attack, supported by the infantry.
Uut we shall have occasion,
by and bye, to explain more particularly the various
orders of attack.
If it be necessary, before proceeding to the attack, to
ffooi.
make ourselves mssters of some obsucle in front, we

cannot get round

all

deed more than one road should be prepared, and the
breaking off and deploying ought to be pertormed in
good order, and with rapidity.
In the case of obstacles of the second kind, we should, I. Endeavour, by
an oblique attack on the flank or rear of the enemy, to
relieve ourselves from the necessity of attacking the
obstide itself; 2. If that be not practicable, we must
en<leavour to pave a way fr»r ourselves by artillery in
which case, howitsers, use<l agiinst villages and en3. We must
trenchments, will be of great service
nuike an attack upon them, accunling to the nature of
the circumstances, supported by the whole army.

•tiackin;;

we

those points where our passage is obstructed. Of Baldrs.
event*, our troops must be supplied with .ill that
necessury for formiiisj a road over the obstacle in-

fire at

.

must examine wherein the obstacle
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n.iitics.
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enemy mounting the

breast-v.ork, and preventing us
Tlie troops cannot be kept togetlicr

from climbing up.
at niglit
many remain beliind
der spread as easily among the
;

;

and terror and

disor-

among

the
defenders.
In a night attack we lose the advantage
wliich might be expected from a previous cannonade on
the enemy's works ; and even if we should succeed in
penetrating the works, it is probable tiiat we may not
be able to follow up our advantage, and to render it decisive.
On account of tliese disadvantages, most attiicks on entrenchments are made by day.
In general,
we would recommend the following rules as the safest
with respect to the time of attack. A night attack
should be made only when we exjiect to take the enemy by surprise ; or when he has bad, discouraged, or
ill-disposed troops.
It is always advisable, however,
to march, and make our dispositions during the night,
in order to commence the attack by day-light, unless we
have reason to dread confusion and disorder. At all
events, we should attack as soon after dawn as possible,
in order that we may have time to follow op a victory.
Hitherto we have taken it for granted that the deFrrpr'icnmjiiiitcd liy
fending party had made good dispositions. It is postlie enttnj-. sible. however,
that he may have committed errors,
which must also be taken into the accomit. The troops
may be ill posted or disposed upon tlie field of battle
the troops, or tlie different kinds of arms, may not be
able to sustiiin each other ; the reserves may be ill-placedj or at too great a distance ; a part of the line may
IVirm a projecting angle, perhaps not very well covered ; we may be able, by a rapid movement, to conjpel
or, he may be
the enemy to change his order of battle
as it were, nailed to his position, from the fear of losing
some essential advanUiges by attempting to advance.
When in tliis way all the necessary dispositions for
CcncrM
the attack have been made, the following general rules
ruks.
1. The army, which had previousare to be observed
ly been marching in columns, is placed in order of
This manoeuvre must
battle, generally by deploying.
not be performed at too great a distance, in order that
the anny may not have occasion to break off again,
while marching to the attack ; nor too near, lest it
should be performed under a dangerous fire.
2. The
artillery is moved up to those points required by the
plan of attack. 3. At the proper time, the command
or signal for the attack is given, and the troops immediately march upon the enemy.
In case we are to attack the whole of the enemy's
Bulcs for
front, we proceed in tlie following manner : 1. The
an attack
anny is commonly drawn up in two lines, with the neon the
wholefront. cessary reserves, and in complete order of battle, if tlie
ground admit of it, otherwise the intervals are extended, but never l>eyond the half order, which must not be
assailants as

;

:

exceeded. 2. The army then move forw.irds, according
-to the pre-determined motle of attack, either under the
fire of the artillery, or after the latter has done the expected execution, taking care not to break the line. S.
The nature of the ground, and other circumstances,
must determine whether the attack is to be made first
with cavalry or infantry, or with both at once ; and
whether troops of one kind are to be opposed to troops
of the same or a different description. But whatever
4. If we have
is to be dune must be done resolutely.
thrown the troops op])08ed to us into disorder, we must
immediately form and prepare to receive or to attack
the second line or reserve. .5. If tliere be no second
line or reserve, or if these also have been beaten, the
victors should not give themselves entirely up to the

pursuit, i)ut Bend a tletachment for that pui-pose, suffi-

cient to prevent the enemy from forming again ; while OtButk-s.
the rest endeavour to improve the advantages obtained, '-"'Y'^^
by falling on the enemy's flank, or tjiking such a position as will cut off his retreat.
6. 'i'he artillery must
fire upon those batteries which most annoy the troops
in their advance, or upon the points chosen for tlie
commencement of the attack.
If there be some obstacle in front which must be pre- Rules for
viously surmounted, tlie cannon must play upon it, surmoimiwhile the troops destined to attack it, march upon it in '"? "" ""^

column

where they are

"*'''•

exposed to
endeavour
partly to interrupt the communication between the enemy's army and the posts, and partly to secure the debouche, and to silence the batteries which would prevent it. The whole strength of a position frequently
consists in such a post in front, and the enemy retire as
soon as it is forced ; but if they do not, the wliole line
must be formed, as rapidly as possible for the attack,
as soon as we have got possession of the po-t, in order
to profit by the disorder which the flight of the troops
which have been driven out of it may have occasioned
in the enemy's army.
If we can attack the enemy only at certain points, we Rules for
must ascertain tlie best method of making tlie attack, 'l"^ attack
wliether by the fire or the bayonets of the infantry, or <>' c'"''ain
''"'" ^'
If by means of fire, we should endeaW'ith cavalry.
vour to unite as much fire as possible, both from great
and small arms, on the points of attack and the troops
and cannon should be so placed as to have a cross fire.
But if the attack is to be made with the bayonet, our
troops in column must approach the enemy cautiously,
in order that they may not suffer much from the enemy's artillery, and then attack with vigour. The cavalry must attack with that fury in which the force of
When our fire, which, if possitheir charge consists.
ble, should always take place during tlie advance of the
troops, has made an impression upon the enemy, the
troops nearest them, or those who receive orders, must
immediately push forwards, and avail tliemselves of his
confusion, to make a rapid charge, with tlie view of penetrating his line.
Those who have succeeded must
ff)llow up their success, and overthrow all that advances
The troops that follow
to sustain the broken line.
those who made the attack must fall on the flank of that
part of the enemy which has not given way, and form
front in order to oppose any attempt that maj" be made
by the second line, or the reserve, to restore the combat.
If we have completely succeeded in establishing ourselves on those points of the enemy's line, he retires
from the field. Our more advanced troops then endeavour to occupy positions for the purpose of cutting off
the retreat the others who were engaged in the attacks,
endeavour to unite as rapidly as possible, to form in
line, and to support the troops engaged in the pursuit.
In tfie attack of an entrenched camp, the troops must Rules for
be made acquainted with the obstacles wliich they have the attack
to encounter in eac.'i attack, and be supplied with the "fan enAs many of tiiese ob- "'"'^''S''
means of surmounting them
"*"?•
stacles as possible should be previously removed by the
artillery.
The troops which are de.'^tined to form the
attacks then march in open columns to the points of attack, and endeavour to avail themselves of all the advantages of the ground, to avoid the enemy's fire. The
troops destined to support the attacks follow at a modeThe columns should not be too
r.ite distance in front
strong, nor consist of more than two battalions. It were
better to make several attacks than to form too deep
columns. To arrive in front of the entrenchment— to

tlie

at those points

enemy's

fire.

The

le;ist

rest of the artillery

;

;
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ttpring into the ditches anQ climb up, must be the work
»» of m moment. While the tbremost are thus engaged,
thoM following thero must, if necessary, keep the
brcMt-work clear by means of their fire. As soon as a

Battte*.

'*

y

part have surmounted the breast-work, the rest must
immediately follow, place themselves on the top of the
breast-work, drive off every thing with their fire, and
eren turn the enemy's cannon against himself. Under
cover of this fire, the workmen clear the entrances in
the neighbourhood, or make new ones, if necessary, to
admit the troops. If cavalry are employecl, (which is
always the case when the ground will admit of it.) they
charge aach of the enemy as attempt to make a stand,
If infantry,
aa aoon aa a few sqiiacfrons are formed.
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mechanism of the different orders of battle; a perfect Of BaiiKs.
""^""^
knowledj^e of which is of the very first importance in
military science.
All the seven orders of battle which tactical writers. Of the dif'"since the days of Vegetius, have described, may fi""'
06-'''^™''^'*''
parnllct
two
the
and
these
the
reduced
to
be

—

lie.

order is s.iid to be parallel, when our
front is developed in a direction parallel to that of the
enemy, and can engage along its whole extent. This
is the most simple and natural disposition, and must
have been generally adopted in the infancy of military
As knowledge increased, armies superior in
science.
numbers would endeavour to avail themselves of their
superiority by turning the enemy's flanks ; hence the
disposition in form of a crescent, which is still practised
they always endeavour to ^ain more and more ground,
and to drive off the enemy with their fire, until he in the Turkish and .Asiatic armies. On the other hand,
skilful generals, at the head of inferior armies, would
leaves the entrcndiment entirely, when the different atIn all attacks, it is of endeavour to discover the means of compensating the
tacks can unite and form line.
advantage to conceal from the enemy the tnie pointa at disadvantage of inferior numbers by a more perfect syswhich they are to be made ; and for this puqKne all pos- tem of tactio*. They would perceive that, by presenting a front parallel to a superior enemy, they exposed
sible feints an<l utratagems should be enipl<>ye<l that are
themselves to be surrounded and beaten ; and they
consistent with the attainnunt nfour main object.
must first take care would consequently Ite led to adopt some other disposiThe party acting on thr
Ocfcocc of
-"' Ktr.mij and well
tion, some science of movements, by means of which
that his flanks be secure, _...
r the point
they could bring a part of tlieir forces to bear upon
covered. He ahoold then endeavour
...ri-cted;and
some point of the enemy's line, while the rest were kept
or points agaiiiat which the enemy'sau
when he peroeivea that a reinforced attack is intended, he back out of the reach of the enemy. Hence the oblique
such a manner as the naorder of battle ; the advantages of which were at length
must strengthen that point
found to be so great, that it was generally adopted by
ture of the ground, and of the troop* employed by the
enemy, require. All the artillery that can be brought all armies, whetner superior or interior in numbers, to
the utter exclusion of the narallel formation.
The adto bear upon them must play upon the enemy's columns,
and particularly endeavour to harrass them while de- vantages of the oblique oraer are, that since its introduction war has become a science of judicious combinaIf the enemy make the attack with infantry,
ploying.
be must be opposed by a strong fire along the whole tions, instead of a game of chance ; and that, as it does
not admit of a general engagement along the whole
'way to the attack, which, when properly execute<l,
line, the result of battles depends upon the ability of the
•hould compel him to turn to the right about. If with
commanders more than upon the (|uantity of blood that
cavalry, they must either be diar^ed by our own horse,
or opiKMed by infantry and, in the latter case, we
is shed.
This order of battle was well known, and very
shoula endeavour to nunagr tnatters so, that the cavalcelebrated among the ancients ; but the King of Prussia
ry, while in full charge, iball present the flank to a coipe
was the first commander, in modem times, who executed
if infantry posted near them, whose fire may easily
it upon scientific principles, and adapted it to modem
Otherwise, infantry most tactics.
bring them into disorder.
await such an attack without firing, until tlie enemy
In the oblique order of battle, it is not necessary that Or the ob>
come within twenty paces, when a well-timed general the front should precisely describe an oblique line, with 'iqueordcr.
charge will certainly drive back the cavalry. Our own
respect to the enemy's front ; for it tcldnin happens that
sustaining cavalry mu«t then break through the interthe nature of the ground, and other circiimst^inces, will
vals, and convert the disorder occasioned by the fire of
admit of such a perfectly regular formation.
Lvery
the infantry into a complete iight If the enemy, while
dii>position, then, may l>e called oblique in which we
inarchin)^ to the attack, aboald give us an opportunity
bring a |iart of our forces to act against the enemy,
of attacking him in flank, it should by no means be newhile the rest of the troops are kept out of his reach ;
glected ; for in this way an atuck can fVeqaently be
every disposition, in short, in which we attack, with
effectually and decisively repulsed.
But, in such a
superior numbers, one or more points of the enemy's
caM, we must take good care not to expose our own flank. line, while the reit of our troops are placed beyond the
When we have beaten back a pnrt nf the assailant*, reach of being attacked by him. The advantage of
we must not pursue them too keenly, but only endea- this order of battle consists in this, that, by attacking
vour to prevent the beaten troop* from fanning again,
tome part of the enemy's line with superior numbers,
which may l>e done by means ot light horse, or detached we are enabled to penetrate and overwhelm it, to fall
troops.
If the enemy, on the otht-r hand, has penetratupon his flank and rear, and tbiu force him to retire
ed any part of our line, the troopt .ipp<iintfd tu sustain from the field.
it moM immediately come up, uid endeavour to profit
I"rt;m the nature of the obi que order, the attack must
by the confnsion which is occaaioned even by a success- be directc<l against one of the enemy's wings. The
ful attack.
The beaten troops must haxtcn to form main object to be attained by its means is tu mnke an
again, and atUck the enemy.
If we can fall upon his
impres-ion on the point assailed, to continue to oulHunk
flank*, we «hall the mor- ocrtainly force him to retire.
it, and to turn its rear.
To render these results practiIt is very ea«y to apply ttiese general rul< » lo the particable, it IS necessary to reinforce the attacking wing, so
•lar cases.
Aa* to give it a decided ^ojieriority over the enemy ; and
Before leaving this subject, it may be proper to exto prevent him from reinforcing the point about to be
plna more minutely than we have hiilwrto done, the attacked, the assailant must have recourse to every
de<
'-

;

'

m

;
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0/BattTe9. lusive art to

mask

his real design, until the onset

Then

"""nr"*^ tually commenced.

the attack

is

ac-

must proceed vith

vijiour and rapidity
no time must be suflered to elapse
which might allow the enemy an opportunity to recoU
lect himself.
The onset must he as furious as it is unexpected, and he must be overthrown, even before he
has had leisure to fire a shot.
In operating thus with a concentrated effort upon one
of the extremities of the enemy's line, measures, as we
have alre.idy hinted, must be taken to make this attack
practicable, by masking the prejiaratory movements
for, without this precaution, it would be in the power
;

;

of the hostile army to move in a corresponding direction
with the columns intending to turn its flank, and to continue to present a front to them, or even to tarn their
own flanks. Hence it is necessary to conceal the march
of the columns by the obscurity of the night, the conformation of the ground, or by a false attack upon the

enemy's

front.

The two

last

ferred, especially if they can

methods are to be prebe employed both toge-

ther, because movements by night are more liable to
uncertainty and irregularity than those made by daj'.
In order to alarm a greater extent of front, it may be
preferable to act with a corps of light troops, distributed
in platoons, rather than witli a continued line in the
shape of an advanced guard.
This skirmishing force
inight, according to circumstances, be augmented to six
or eight battalions; and a point should be indicated to
them upon which they are finally to close, and where
they will be sustained by cavalry and light artillery.
This method has the twofold advantage of perplexing
the enemy, in regard to the real importance of the false
attacks, and the number of troops employed in them ;
and also of attracting the attention, and keeping in
check the greater part of his front, while the columns
are marching to their destination.
The oblique order may be executed either in line, or
Tormation
in lire, or en echelon.
When formed in line, the disposition preea echelon, sents an oblique front in a half quarter of conversion,

CCCLXXXI

When formed by ec/,eII. Fig. 39.
( Plate
cccLxxxni. Ions, each battalion and squadron is out-flanked on the

Plate
If ig.

39.

where the attack

made by

the battalion or squadron next it, to the extent of a certain number of paces
more or less considerable, according to the number of
troops of which each column is composed, and the degree of obliquity required in our disposition. All that
part of the army, liowever, which is destined for the
attack, forms a sort of hammer in front, placed in the
sJ^le

is

common

order, (Fig 40. ) This disposition by echelons,
instead of being formed by battalion and squadron,
may be taken by regiment or brigade, and even by
more considerable corps ; these corps being placed by
echelons at some distance from each other, so as to be
able to support each other mutually wlien necessary,
and to occupy the positions which can best prevent
their being exposed to an attack, and enable them to
Of these two modes of forming
deceive the enemy.
the oblique order, in line, or by echelons, the first is
merely elementary and methotlical.
It may be well
it in camps of instruction, in order to make
the officers acquainted with the nature and object of
The second mode, wliich is derived
the oblique order.
from the first, is more sin)ple, easier in its deployment,
more applicable to a 1 sorts of ground, and more susceptible of manoeuvre and action when the disposition
is formed.
There are various ways of forming these

to practise

*

It

is

not meant as a.moTe(DCDt

or left in front.

made

in

files,

oblique dispositions, which the reader will find de- Or
scribed by Guibert and other tactical writers.
Meanwhile, we shall notice another species of the oblique
order, in which the army, although not drawn up
obliquely in front of the enemy, places itself, either
from the nature of the ground, or the skilfulness of its
movements, in sucli a situation as enables it to make
an attack upon one or more )>oints, while it is itself
out of reach of the enemy upon those parts of its line
which it is desirous of refusing. This is the order
which is most generally adopted in actual warfare, because it seldom happens that battles are fought on
plains absolutely smooth and open, where, consequently,
the dispositions may be made without regard to the
nature of the ground, and in the regular obliquity
established by principles.
We are almost always compelled to abandon this regularity, in order to avail
ourselves of the advantageous positions which are presented by the nnture of the country, either to favour
the illusion which we wish to practise upon the enemy,
or to secure the weak parts of our line.
Thus, the order of battle at Lissa, or Leuthcn, may be called an
oblique disposition, although certainly the army of the
King of Prussia was not drawn up obliquely to the
front of the Auslrians ; but he attacked with a strong
body their left wing, took it in flank and overwhelmed
it, while, at the same time, he availed himself of a chain
of heights, opposite to their right and centre, in order
to deceive them, to keep them in check, and to place
in an excellent defensive position, the rest of his army,
which was weakened by the reinforcements he drew

Battloa.

to his right.

The methods

of marching and fighting invented and
by the great Frederick, form an
admirable study for all who would acquire a perfect
t)n examinmg
knowledge of military dispositions
the Prussian orders of march, at the battles of Kollin, Rossbach. and Leuthen, (Plates CCCLXXXIV.
carried into execution

CCCLXXXV. CCCLXXXVI.

and

CCCLXXXVl I.)

will be seen that the armies moved in columns b}' a
flank,* each line forming a column ; and that this order of march was obtained by simply breaking the lines
It will be equally
into open columns of companies.
it

easy to perceive with what facility these columns again
The
in order of battle, by wheeling into line.
following are the advantages which this method off^rs
1. By
for all kinds of marches and orders of battle.
means of this order of march, the army can make all
its movements without being disunited ; and, consequently, it is not liable to have its right or left columns
successively overpowered, since the whole is formefl in
two only, with no more distance between them than is
2 The eneusual between the first and second lines.
my cannot penetrate between these colunms, or cut
them oft", a. By taking the direction which t!',e line
of battle is to occupy, the army, on arriving upon the
ground, can be formed in a few minutes that is, in
the time required for all the divisions to whet-l into the
allignement.
It is only necessary to cover this march
with an advanced guard, which will answer the double
purpose of protecting the army, and of keeping the
enemy in suspense respecting the real point of attack.
4. The army having no other distances to observe, to
form into two lines, than the two hundred or three
hundred paces between the two columns, and that be-

formed

;

tween platoons, there can be no

but a march by platoons,

divisions, or

companies, in

difficulty in

odumn

executing

of the whole anu;, right

Orders of

march and
uf battle

executed
by the
King of
Vriisftia.

I'lATES
CCCLXX\1V«
CL'CL&XXV.

CCCLXXXVICCCIXXXVII.
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tlie

manoeuiTC with precimon.

5.

When

the

army

in-

tending; to oot-flank the eneiny has reacbed the proper point, by a concealed muvement, and is in tlie neOBMary direction for tliat purpose, by suddenly fomtf^Hita line, the enemy will neither nave time to form

• jMfturr. nor to change front entirely ; and, con'
taqoently, he will be overpowtred on one of his extrenitirg by a mass of forces which it will be impossible
This w.ts more clearly proved at
for him to resist.
6. if it be not adLeuthen than in any other batde
Tiaable to form the army into two columns, of the same
length as the line of battle, they may be converted (if
the ground will permit) into four, by doubling the
hnei), or by marchinrr by wings, without, on that ReWhen
count enibarrisiing the formation of the line.
the four columns, moving in the onler of duublc-d lines,
have arrived witliin a short distance from the point
where they are to form, the even columns (second and
fourth) will halt, and protect the further movement of
when the
the others, until their Heads are disengaged
first platoons will immetliately fall in at a proper distance froin the last of the leading columns; ^nd thus they
will be in position to wheel up, and form a contiguous
line,(PUteCCCLXXXlll. Fig. 41.) i f thej- are formcectixxiii ed by wings, to draw up in two lines is executed by a
simple change of direction, simultaneously nude by
Fit- 41.
the Dead and rear of encli column. The order of nurco
at the battle of Leuthen explains this at first sight.
To the method above described, we may attribute
the facility which Frederick displayed, in roaiianivring
upon the flanks of his enc^iy and the mcaiu of keeping his army in columns until the moment of attaot,
watn thev lormed line in an instant. Tlie ystan of
keeping hu army constantly united, of aaponng a nwsa
to iaoLrtcd paiu, a whole fine to a single extremity of
• line, could only be put in execution oy means of the
order above deaoribeu, which united promptitude of
formation, with connection and simplicity.
have already observed, that in making an ol>an roemj*! lique attack upon one of the extremities of the enemy's
Mtuk.
line, measures must be taken to make this attack practicable, by masking the preparatory movements ; otherwise it will be in the power of the hostile army to
move in a corresponding direction with the columns
intending to turn its flank, anil to continue to present
a front to them, or even to turn their own flanks. As,
for example, when two armies march in the directions
CD, and AB, they will form an angle in the point £.

f93

For, having timely information,

AB

his antagonist, because the distance

cannot anticipateOf

from

D
CD

to

E

is

than that from B to E ; consequently
has the
advantage, and AB may be considered as defeated,
provided proper care is taken to profit by the circumstance, and the attack is mad* boldly.
To be convinced of this, we need only examitie How AR can oppose it. As soon as the cavalry CD has passed the
point E, the army AB has no other resource than to
less

;

;

We

form an angle or polence BF. This movement being
executed in haste, will not be very orderly: while the
cavalry in E having already formed in line, will advance, and gain still more on the flank by continuing
to

incline to the

Hence they

left,

the enemy's horse in BF cari l>e ready.
Another inconvenience arises from the formation tn polencf. The
anny, liaving previously marched with proper distances
between tlie coluniiu or lines, is tlius suddenly thrown
t(>gvther by the lines forming to the rear, which may
produce such confusion, that both the first and second
line may be routed together before they can be disen-

W

CD

hile the cavalry
is making the attack, the infantry will have time to reach the point E ; and should
they be only a few battalions, they must nevertheless
sdvsnce, without waiting until others are come up.

Nothing would be so injurious a* to

lose time by irreevident that they can march forward without standing in need of being supported by
the army ; for, supposing
to have marched by divisions to the left, and the csvslry by su]>erior speed
to have gained, during the movement, six or eight Hundred |Mces in advance, the infantry will arrive at E,
about tlie time that the cavalry, alter having made the
shock, will be engaged in forming anew, and will
thus be in readines> to protect it while busiid in that
o|)eration
after which they can march on both together against the enemy, who, finding his cavalry overthrown in the first charge, will be found endeavouring
to form his right wing of infantry en polence, or with
but as in this manceuvre his
an angle thrown back
disordered cavalry will obstruct him, he will order
them to move nff to the right
If at this moment
the infantry
advance, they will find the cnem^'
still in the act of forming, and defeat him with ease.
Admitting that these battalions have preceded the
others by some hundred paces, they will soon be followed by the succeeding, who having in their turn
reached the point, will advance in a kind of echelon of
battalions, and thus come gradually, and in proper
lime, into action ; and if the whole take the precaution to incline towards the left, while advancing, the
enemy, in a short time, will be so completely taken in

solution, because

it is

CD

;

E

;

CD

t^^^ence it follows, that whichever first reaches the
point K, will have gained the flank of the other,

and will cniacqucntly turn it. Let AB be the ermv
narcbing by diviaions, or otherwise, with « strong
corpa of cavalry at iu beail, to attack ami gain the
all pomible speed
if tD be vigibe no difficulty in frurtratmg the manmirre, by reaching the point E before the euemy.

flimk of (.!> with
lant, there will

;

while moving to the attack.
and make the onset l)efore

will outflank,

Baltics,

"^"y^^

^
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Of .Batiles. flank and rear, as to make it impossible for him to take
^"V"' any effectual measures of resistance *. Besides, the
angle at B offers an excellent mark for the artillery to
enfilade and beat in reverse.
In this manner a great
army may be so compressed by an inferior force, as to
seem totally surrounded.
Attack of
The principles of the oblique attack on an enemy's
an enemy, flank may be farther illustrated, by considering the
effects of an attack directed against an army while
rcareh
marching. To attack an army on the march, indeed,
is advantageous, for the same reason that it is desira.
ble to engage an extremity of an enemy's line ; because the army attacked on the heads of its columns is
placed, relatively to its opponent, in the same situation with that assailed in flank.
This is demonstrated
by the following figure.

lions succfcbsively into action, while the attacking force. Of Battles.
pressing forward with vigour, is enabletl to overthrow ^*—y-—
them one after another. In order to seaire this re-

not enough to attack an army on march, but
must, besides, move in a corrc»poi'.ditig direction; that is, by prolonging the march horizontally,
if the advance of the hostile columns be perpendicular,
and prolonging the perpendicular mavemtnt, if that of
the enemy be horizontal. The object of these dir actions must be, to present a whole line to the head of a
column, and, consequently, to a single extreniitv of
the enemy's line.
It is obvious, tjiat if the hiads of
sult, it is

the corps

A

two hostile columns were to meet in similar directions,
and began reciprocally to deploy, the co' sequence
would produce a parallel order of battle, and a shock
between two equal fronts, toUlly devoid of combinations.

A

C

c
"6

B
Supposing both armies in line ; B will be found to
be attacked by a perpendicular line, with one of its
extremities outflanked, in the same manner as the
heads of its columns would be, if the army were on
march.
Both manoeuvres produce similar advantages which
are, that the army attacked can only bring its batta*
;

The army A, miirehing in two columns, is met by
B, moving in a similar direction, (both perpendicularly) the first will immediately deploy, for fear of being attacked ; and if the second do not instantly perform the same evolution, it will be defeated, as appears
consequently will form the
from the former figure.

A

" Jomini allows that these views, originally suggested by TempelholT, are sufficiently just; but adds that he is grossly mistaken
asserts, thai two columns being brought close together, i>y a change in their direction, will be enfeebled, and on that ac*
count more easily defeated. Besides, it is not absolutely necessary to make this change of direction, in the case above supposed.
Two brigades might be made to change front, and thus the two lines would not crowd upon each other.
Jomini and Tempelhoff are not quite agreed with regard to the effect of an angle or polcnce, in resisting a flank attack. The latter observes, that to protect a flank by apotenee, against an active and manoeuvring enemy, is to employ a remedy more dangerous
than the inconvenience intended to be avoided; and that it should never be adopted, unless the flank can be securely posted upon a
point which the enemy cannot turn.
Another disadvantage, he adds, attends projecting angles; namely, that the troops forming
the point cannot make a retrograde movement, without crowding and causing confusion ; nor can they advance, but by leaving such
an opening in the position, as the troops posted to the right and left can with diflficulty close; and this they can only perform by
movements, which producing a fluctuation in the whole line, are apt to cause general disorder, if attempted in the presence of
the enemy. To conclude, an angle is the object upon which an eiperienccd enemy will endeavour to accumulate a raking fire of
artillery.
Jomini, on the other hand, admits, that an army manoeuvring with ability, will he able to turn the flank of an angle,
as well as of a straight line; but he observes, that it will be necessary to make a more considerable movement; that this movement will require time, and give the enemy an opportunity to change front, and present his whole line on the point where his
flank only was expected.
The one, in short, will march on the arch of a circle, while the other moves on the chord; and, thereThus,
fore, the army acting on the straight line will have completed its movement, before the other which descrities the curve.
while checked in front by th« angle, the flank and rear will be turned by the line, and the enemy will be compelled to lose
ground.
is the army attempting to turn the
Hence are deduced the following maxims.
left flunk of B, which forms the angle C;
1. Between armies equally well versed in
manoeuvres, an angle may be used with
are immediately proand the columns
success, against attacks directed upon a
longed in the direction £, by which means
3. In order to make this movement
flank.
they turn the right flank of A.
If it be
withe ul detriment, the angle or poiaice must
objected that the eni'my will not allow the
be used only as a momentary resource; the
manoeuvre to be executed, it is answered,
army must follow it up by changing front,
that to prevent it, he must either fallback
in the same direction, in order to tie prepaied
or charge front- This latter movement
to repulse the enemy with us whole line. 3.
will not he eaiiy, in the presence of the

when he

A

D

angle, and under the
tion of the

momentary expecta-

columns wheeling into

line.

E

If the

army

attacketi he sufficiently strong

to act ofl"ensivcly, after

forming an angle

to
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reproduction of
B
'""^i"^ p.irallel fronts, of battalion opptj^ed to battniion, un:')ly retults from incapacity on the part of the
ci
n.
The armies, thus drawn up, may destroy eacn other, withont either jrainiiig a decisive advantage ; and whichever gains Uie victory, it will not
be owin^ to the skill of the general.
»ftfotnee.
All army, therefore, which is attacked on the march,
will imme«liately endeavour to form an anjrle; or, in
other words, the leading brifjade of the olumns will
instantly deploy ; and this deployment being either to
the right or left of the columns, will constitute an angle or polence, as may be aeen by the following figure.

OfBittio. line CC,

tlie

line

But

tliis
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The platoons nearest the enemy will prolong their
file movement considerably more than at a greater dis-

r

vigour and uni!>on. The manoeuvre is both more simand more rapid in the execution. It offers the sin«
gular advantage of placing the whole army upon an exwhile the change of front,
tremity of the enemy's line
if permitted to be |>erl'urmed, only restores the parallel
order of battle.
It' this manoeuvre, of an
open column
moving by files to a flank, appear complicated, others
may be substituted in its stead, provided they are conducted on the principle of throwing the mass of the
forces on the, flank of the enemy.
To conclude Uie subject of flank attacks.
1. An army (H) may be placed out of the reach of ^''?"*
the enemy's artillery, and consequently be ranged in a '""''*«»
Une parallel, and having one wmg greatly reinforced
Ji,^"i^k
without being oblique.
attack.
ple

A forms the advanced gnard,

or the head of the cobe attacked by the enemy, it will de; to either hand, according to the direction of the
„.:;!;, and occupy the dotted lines, which form an
angle or polenc* with respect to the columns. This
manoravreis necessary to oppose the first efforts of the
enemy C. Rut being secure from immediate danger,
does it follow that the army must imitate the moveBMnt of the leading brigade, ami restore the parallel
order I At first sight, the manoeuvre appears natural,
and it is most commonly the refuge of generals possessed of inferior talents ; yet it is not, on that scIf it be proved that an atcount. the most advisable.
tack upon a fljnk is most appnitiriate, why should
not an army, of which the vanguard, or the brigade on
tlie fliiik happens to be engaged with the enemy in
front, endeavour in its turn tu gain the flank of the
assailant, and exchange defensive for oflensive mea-

lumn! B

if it

;

•.

sures

—a

prob.il>le

l

iifsl fat aliBoat certain victory

'.

Nothing can prevent a coaintandcr, when attacked In
this manner, fromonlering the brigade in action tod*>
fend its post inch by inch, and to retire gradually
upon another intermediate brigade, placed echelonwi.e in it* rear ; and while the»e are engnged, he can
cbange the direction of his culnmns. by facing the plaloons to the ngbt or \e\\, and move by Uieir flanks,
until he has in hi* turn outflariked the enemy's line.
(See
ftATC
•ccimui.

Plate

CCCLXXXili.

9. The line ( D) may be greatly inclined, with its head
towarcU the attack, and consequently be positively dispgonal, without being reinforced.

C

S. It may be perpendictilar (F), with a wing reinforced upon the flank of the enemy, without being diagoiiil.
Such was tlie disposition of the Prussians at

Kunersdorf.

Fig. 4.J.)

Fig. ti.

cbcek lh« (iMvtj
tioii. ji»il

snd e«»tT lh« mcnsod lank,
ruiumn lo 4 fliok,
« to luro ihe

• front,

ti will, intUad of changing rroal with the re«« of ih« line, alter the dirterxirrniiiy of the «Drin)'> l»n« in iu turn.
angle, niih the txlrcmily
4.
front, doet not cover ihc II ,nli of the ermy to elTccluill;,
when turned Xo the resr ; for the enemy, io the former
re*Jil> turn the ciiremitj «r the ingle, <nd throw it upon the line, merely
by prolunging the dirKtlon of his leading

march

profcctlng to

in

w

MM^wouM
AvMMSi while,

An

•

iti«

la ortfss Is sttaio

ao angk

to tbt rear,

BaitiiM;

^""^T""*^

tance behind, tlie latter gradu.illy taking less ground ;
so that the last forms the pivot, or has only to continue
its original perpendicular march.
From this disposition an oblique formation will result, which outflanks
tlie enemy, and prevents bis pressing forward upon the
retrc.iting brigade, because, in consequence of tne new
order of bittle, he is in danger of being himself attacked to great disadvantage, if the enemy operates with

;

J.

Of

be would b* obliged to make

ifac

eireuitous inarch above uplaioed.
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.It may

be horizontal (G) upon the heads of the
""""V"^ enemy's columns, witliout being oblique.

0rBattl«9.

G

'I'here are several modifications of these different orThe flank may be
ders ; as, for instance, of the third.
reinforced by an angle, or potence, perpendicular to the
front, such as the Austrians adopted at Prague and

KoUin.

D

oblique position straight forward.
The divisions not Of B.itilei,
destined to form the first attack, cannot, from their dis- "—^r"—
tance, be engaged with asupiriorenemy.
Tliey incur
no such risk, and yet they are in a situation to render
successively their support to the wing which is engaged.
Having thus attempted to expUiiii the arrangements Measures
for battle, and the different modes of attack, we shall now to be taprocecd to consider what measures ought to be taken ^''" ^y
after the termination of the battle, by the victorious, '""'' '"""
and by the defeated army. The army which has at- tics alter a
battle.
tacked and beaten its opponent should observe the following rules: 1. The light and other detached troops,
must instantly pursue the enemy, with the view of increasing his disorder; the whole army follows more
leisurely, and in good order.
2. As soon as we can
perceive the direction of tlie enemy's retreat, we must
determine what is to be done to incre.nse his loss ; as,
to cut off the retreat of a part of his force, or to place
artillery in such a m<anner as to obstruct the retreat, and
render it more confused and bloody, and prevent the
enemy from rallying. 3. All the posts which have been
placed for the purpose of covering the retreat, must be
instantly and vigorously attacked, in order to avail ourselves of the panic among the troops.
4.
must pursue the enemy as long as day-light and the strength of
the troops will permit, in order to push our victory to
the utmost.
For the maxim, that we ought ti> make a
golden bridge for a flying enemy, is only to bt- put in
practice when we can do no better.
5. As every battle is fought on account of some ulterior ohjtct, we
should immediately proceed to the accomplishment of
that object, as soon as we have made the necessary arrangements for the care of the wounded, &c. For every
thing ought to be previously in readiness for the maintenance of the troops in their fiarther advance; and we
must be prepared to take advantage of all the errors
which the enemy may commit in his retreat.
If the victory has been gained by the army acting on
the defensive, the same rules, upon the whole, are to be
observed, but with more caution. For the same reasons which forced it to select a position, and there await
the attack of the enemy, generally prevent it from pursuing him, and following up the victory farther. They
must beware, indeed, of leaving their position too
soon, and pursuing too keenly, because the enemy
might otherwise turn round and attack the troops which
had given up their advantages, beat and pursue them,
and enter the position along with them.
If the attacking party have been beaten, the following
rules are to be observed: 1. So long as there is any
chance of victory, the repulsed troops must be formed
again, and led on anew to the attack ; or their plaee
supplied by fresh troops ; and the moment must be
accurately determined, beyond which the retreat can«
not be delayed without danger. 2. As soon as this moment arrives, the dispositions previously determined up-

We

The

potence A, being perpendicular to the enemy's
wing of the line B, without

line C, reinforces the right

being oblique. The same observation
an angle towards the rear.

is

applicable to

It is probable, that the ancients, in general, preferred
the parallel order, reinforced on a wing, to the oblique
order. Among the moderns, Turenne employed the
former at the battle of Ensheim, and the latter at Sinsheim ; but these manoeuvres being executed by one
division only, without celerity, and in sight of the enemy, they had time to form a parallel line, and to reinThe king of Prussia seems
force the point attacked.
justly entitled to the honour of having first appreciated
the advantages of such an order of battle as he displayed at Leuthen, because, until that moment, it had never been applied in a similar manner.
Of a paralparallel line, strongly reinforced on the most imlel line reportant point of attack, is unquestionably good, and coinrorced on
jncides with the principle which we consider as the
a wing.
It may therefore conduce to
jjagis of all operations.
victory, but is nevertheless subjected to several inconThe weak part of the line being so near
veniences.
the enemy, may be drawn into action against the intentions of the commander, and be defeated, and thus frustrate the advantages which might have been gained on
The reinforced part of the line
the opposite flank.
may defeat its opponent ; but it cannot, on that account, take the enemy's line in flank and rear, without
making an extensive movement, which would cause a
separation from the other divisions if they happened to
be engaged. But if those divisions were not engaged,
and therefore enabled to follow the movements of the
reinforced part of the line, still, as this manoeuvre would
be circular, the enemy, by marching on the chord of the
arch, would oppose to it a direct and more rapid counter-movement, which would place the offensive on his
side, and bring his mass of forces first on the principal
But the disposition of the king of
point of attack.
Prussia at Leuthen has quite a different effect ; not only is the extremity of the attacked wing overpowered
by a whole line, but the flank of that wing is turned,
and its rear taken in reverse ; and all this is performed
without manoeuvre, or prolonging the diagonal direction, by simply marching the whole front from its

A

on must be made.

These consist

in

occupying with

troops and artillery all tenable places, such as villages,
houses, woods, heights, &c. lying at the distance of a
short gun-shot from the roads along which the army is
to pass, in order that the troops may securely retire under their fire. These places must be so much the
stronger, if the retreating troops have a defile to pass.
And, if possible, the retreat of the troops which have
been thrown into them must not be allowed to be cut
off, after they have accomplished their object.
3. When
these dispositions have been made, the cannon are to be
marched off the field of battle, in order to save our artillery.
But should there be decisive batteries, which

;;
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cover the retreat ; we sbouKl rather gacrilice them than
'""H'""^ expose oorselvea to the \o*i ot'a great nuiiil>er of troops :
but we should aUo consider how the enemy can use
them when he hai got them. For if he cannot irame-

•f

Daiii«*.

tliateiy

turn

them

ajjaiiist

the retreating

less necessary to hetitate to sacrifice a

troop'<, it is

the

few pieces of can-

noa to the siifety of the army. 4. The troops follow
the artillery ; and in broken ground the cavalry march
off lir«t ; on plain ground, ttie battalions which have
been enga^d

in fightini; fall

back and march

off,

and

the cavalry, in the meantime, take up a positinn, from
which they can fall upon the fl.xnk of the pursuing enemy. When the infantry have thus marched off, under
cover of the cavalry, the latter also retire in the best
poasible order.
5. A rear-guard, as in every march,
must be formed of those troops which have suffered
lea^t
but much stronger than upo.i ordinary occasions
•nd they mutt proceed with much more caution. The
infaKtry of the rear-guard occupies all that can cover
the retreat ; and calls in all its posts as it proceeds.
The cavalry always marches in such a manner, that it
can easily form in order of battle it retires, therefore,
e» tcheauirr, or in such other order as the nature of th«
ground will permit ; so
to combine rapidity with or*
der
When an obstacle occurs in a retreat, the rear*
guard forma in order of battle, and take* up the best
position for covering the army, by which it roust be ti<p>
portetl should it be too violently attacked
Nearly tlie same rules must be observed by an army
which am been attackeil and beaten ; only that it must
curomrncc by again formini^ in line, before proceeding
in the retreat, at least if it u to be conducted witli order.
For the line of an army acting on the defenaive,
and beaten, is always broken ; although tkia does not
hold in the ca<c of an army acting on th« aCnaiTc. In
nch a retrograde muvenient. the points wImic thcanny
is to fonn, and upon which it tt to lean it* flanks, must
have l)een previously detcnained. If from this positiun
it be puMible to deprive the anemy of hia advantage by
a fRieral attack, a spirited commander will not hniuu
to attempt it.
Otherwise the enemy roust be kept in
che<-k, ill the new position, until all our dispcMitioas are
made for the retreat.
Both parties, after the loss of a battle, must immediately endeavour to take up and maintain a strong position, to repair tlte losa they hare suffered, and then pro>
cecd again to the execution of their deaign. The &r.
tber we retreat, we not only lose a greater tract orooai>>
try, but the army becomes more diacoon^cd. a circum.
stance which is alwavs of muck greater consequence
than the losa of a l>attle.
General Lloyd, the celebrated oammentator on the
military occurrences of the seven
war, ha:« lai<] it
;

;

u

ytm

down

as a rule, that an army retrealing ought to lie ili.
vided into as many strong corpa as the nature of the
country will admit of; because, in this case, theenemy
can do you no verjr eaaential damage. If be separate*
his army likewise into many corps, none of them will be
i(?h to undertake any thing of consequence
kcrp too close, they may receive some oon>
Aniithcr advantage arising from tliis
ng is, tliat the enemy cannot intercept
any of vour corps ; because he can neither push be.
twcen them, nor g» so far about as to come before them,
witJiout exposing hia own troops to be hemmed in lie.
tween your diflcrant carp*. If be follows you with his
whole army, onediviaiaa only can be in danger which
may be easily avoided by forming a strong rear-guard,
who will get time for the nauunder to march «ff in
VOt. XJT, PABT I.
;

safety

more

;

and

tlie

more

lightly than

so, as

an army.

«97
a small corps marches much Of BattUiCare mu.'st be taken not to """V"™^

engage the whole corps ; because, if the enemy is near,
and acts with vigour, it will be entirely lost.
These ideas of Lloyd, which are contrary to the principles upon which most of his own maxims are established, have been wrought up into a system by Uulow,
under the title of rjccenlric retreats, in opposition to
A contrary system, however, is
concentric movemeiilt.
with greater propriety, we think, maintained by JoW'e have already observed, that an army inferior
lo its antagonist, ought always to endeavour to act in a bo^ly because it is only by so doing
that it can hope to obtain any advantage over the enemy. It cannot be disputed, that an army compelled to
retreat, is already sufficiently weak, without being beAll the divisions, indeed, cannot be
sides divided.
but one or two will cerruined when thus separated
tainly meet with such a fate ; and the most disastrous
concentric retreat cannot produce any thing more calamitous.
When we ahall have compared the system of
LIciyd and Bulow with events, and, in particular, with
the result of the concentric retreat of the Archduke
Charles of Austria, in 1 lyly, we have no doubt but the

mini.
in

numbers

;

;

propriety <A drawing opiiosite conclusions to their's will
be universally admitted. Lloyd, indeed, is already in
contradiction with himself ; for he allows thst the dividing of the pursuing force* exposes them to defeat.
How then can he advise the pursued to commit the
fault.'

SacT. IX.

Of CantonmenU and

fVinltr Quarlert.

Wiicw the weather become* so bad that the body or cantoncannot withstand it, the troops ought not to be exposed mmtf snd
to it in the open field, but should be placeil in quar- wimrr
ters, where they may lind shelter and protection. And, quarter*,
aa active service in the field is extremely fatiguing,
they ought to be placed at the end of a campaign in extensive quarter*, where tbey may find subsistence and
comfort, in order to refresh themselves.
Hence ariaea
a t woibid mode of placing troops in quarter*
1
When
the only object is to shelter the troops from the weatlier.
2. When they are distributetl in extensive quarters, with a view to their subuatence and comfort. The
former are called cantonments, the latter winter quar:

.

ters.

As

the army is incapable of withstanding the enemy
quarters, the general principle, whence all the
rules fur the distribution of the troops in quarters is derivetl, is this: That in case of an attack from the enemy,
in

its

we should always have it in our power to draw the
army together in order of battle, upon an advantageous
field, before the enemy can attack us.
and nightly cold force us first to place the caon account of the horses, in the villages. Their
quarters must be so disponed, that the camp of the intisntry completely covers them, and the enemy cannot
fait upon them from behind
and that either the distance of the out-{K}st9, or the obstacles which the ground,
Ilain

valry,

;

or the resistance of the infantry present* to the enemy,
*hould leave time for the cavalry to unite and assist in
beating off the attack. The aaroe principles must be
followed, when we are compelled to place the infantry
in quarters.

We place our trtiops in winter-quarters when we pre*
I. That we ourselves can no longer undertake
any enterprixe of importance and 2. When the enemy

ceive,

;

cannot attack our troops in their quarters.
2 p

The

first

;
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Of Canton- may occur, when the capture of a

fortress

would be

""''

necessary to enable us to advance farther into the ene'"^'^ country, but the badness of the weather prevents
Quar'urs.
_' us from undertaking the siege ; when no post or pass
"
is to be carried, which would be of use in opening the
following campaign, or in securing our quarters ; when
there are no provisions any where to be consumed,
which the enemy might want or when no blow is to
be executed against his magazines. Sec. The second
case occurs, when our fortresses are sufficiently provided
with all necessaries ; or when our quarters are so disposed, that the enemy either cannot penetrate into them
at all, or only with the greatest danger, or when an attack would be of no use to him, but only ruin his own
army. Excepting these cases, we must wait until the enemy places his troops in quarters, and then the campaign
sometimes continues during a great part of the winter.
For the security of the quarters, of whatever kind
they may be, it is required, 1. In general ; that the
whole of the enemy's army may not be able to make
an attack upon our whole quarters, without finding
them prepared. 2. In particular; that the enemy's
troops may not be able to attack and carry one or other
of the quarters.
The general security of the quarters depends, 1 On
the nature of the country between the enemy and the
quarters ; as when they are covered by a river, a chain
of mountains, or other objects forming defiles. In such
cases, we have the additional advantage, that the natural obstacles are generally still more effectual at that
season of the year. 2. On the nature of the ground in
the quarters, and on their situation. There must be no
defiles within the quarters which can interrupt their
connection ; and in case the quarters should be attacked at one or more points, the troops must have the
means of retiring and uniting with the army, without
the risk of being cut off; which might happen, if any
one part were to form a projection, not covered by tunable posts, or otherwise.
3. On the measures taken
to protect them.
All the approaches through the defile which covers the quarters, must be destroyed or
fortified.
The quarters must not be too far distant
from each other ; and a common rendezvous must be
chosen, where they can all arrive with rapidity and
safety, and find an advantageous position.
The proper distribution depends upon the time in which the
enemy can approximate his quarters, and make an attack upon ours ; for otherwise, the more they are extended, the more comfortable will it be for the troops.
The rapid junction of the army on approximating the
quarters, should be facilitated by improving the roads
and communications, removing the obstacles, establishing signal posts, &c. The light troops in front, should
constantly send out small patroles, in order to obtain
notice of all that is going on among the enemy ; and
for the same purpose, the array should be provided

'"w?

;

.

with good

spies.

The
1.

On

the

security of the individual quarters depends,
posts being well placed on all the roads by which

enemy might approach.

of patroles towards

all

2,

On

points from

On

the judicious use

whence

tiie

enemy

the good disposition of the
quarters for defence against every surprise and open at4. On the discipline of the troops under each
tack.
commander, and the regular performance of their duty.
The troops, in quarters, however, should never be unnecessarily subjected to fatigue.
There is scarcely any operation in war more delicate
gnd difficult, than the distribution of the troops into

might approach.

3.

winter-quarters ; it requires a perfect knowledge of Of Canton
the country, and must be regulated by a protligious m^n" am
q^'"^"
variety of circumstances.
1. Regard must be had to
the enemy's disposition ; 2. to his general plan of war, ^^T^i^
~
"
and to the particular object he has in view f^r the ensuing campaign ; and, 3. to the object you have yourself in view for the following campaijrn.
If you propose to be on the defensive, the distribution of the
troops must be made in such c manner, as to be able to
unite in different points, without leaving even a possibility of their being intercepted in their march to ttie
place of rendezvous ; that these points be chosen as
near the frontiers as possible, in order to cover the
country ; and that they be so well chosen, that the
enemy can neither force you in them, nor leave you behind. If you propose being on the offensive, the troops
must be so distributed, that in one march or two, they
may form several great corps on the enemy's frontiers,
and pass them, so as to separate his quarters, and run
no risk of being intercepted before they join, and form
one body in the enemy's country. Above all things,
care must be taken that they are not exposed to be inquieted during the winter, which the troops must enjoy in peace and safety, as well to refresh themselveSj
as to form the recruits, &c.
The following is the manner in which t«ie army is
generally distributed in quarters
1. The troops of the
right wing are placed in the villages lying to the right,
those of the left wing in the villages to the left, in the
same order in which they encamp. 2. The troops of
the first line are placed in the more advanced villages,
those of the second in the villages lying behind, in proportion to the extent of ground occupied by the army.
3. The whole of the infantrj', however, is placed in the
first and second line, and the cavalry in the third ; for
the latter has no security, in villages. 4. The light
troops are placed in front and on the flanks of the ar-

~

:

but, if possible, so as to be in some degree covered
against the enterprizes of the enemy, in order that they
may not be obliged to provide for their security by
hard service, otherwise the chief object of the winter
quarters, viz. the refreshment of the troops, of which
they have so much need, would be rendered nugatory.
They are, therefore, placed in front, but on this side
of the defile which covers the army ; from whence they
may watch over the security of the army by constant
patroles, consisting of only a small number of troops.
This is called the corrfon of the quarters. 5. The light
infantry, or detachments of the army, occupy the entrenchments on the bridges, or other passes ; but there,
likewise, all proper measures must be taken for the
maintenance and comfort of the troops.
The petty war which the troops carry on against
each other along the cordon, is of little consequence ;
for although they endeavour to attack every individual quarter, as soon as they find that the commandi'r has neglected any of the measures of security

my,

yet such an attack, even if successful, would have little
influence, if the quarters were otherwise well disposed ;
and several attacks could only succeed against useless
The following, therefore, are the only things
troops.
worthy of attention. 1. Attacks upon a principal post
in the qunrters; and, 2. A general attack on the whole
Both enterprizes may have a strong influquarters.
ence on the attacking army, and therefore should not
be wantonly undertaken. In the first case, we must
inquire, 1. Whether the object be worth the trouble.
For example: Can we compel the enemy to raise his
whole quitfters, and transfer them i or can we main*

;
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md

Fundamaster of any combination, because his movcraents are
'"''"»'
subordinate to those of bis adversary, and becau-e he
has no longer the iiower of arresting them when they
„ I'J'
The general who takes the lead, eombmaare in full execution.
knows what he is going to do ; he conceals his march, tiuns.
surprises and overwhelms an extremity, a wciik [lait. ^•^-^'^^
He who waits, is beaten on one of those parts, even before he has been informed of the attack.
II. The second rule is to direct our movements on
that weak part which can be most advantageously attacked.
The choice of this part depends upon the enemy's position. The most important point is always
that of which the occupation would procure the most
Such, for
favourable chances, and the greatest results.
example, would be the positions which should enable
us to gain the communications of the enemy, with the
basis of his operations, and to throw him hack upon an
insurmountable obstacle, such as a lake, a large river
without a bridge, or a great neutral power.
In double and scattere<l lines of operations, our attacks will be finost appropriately directed on tlie central
points.
In csrrying the mass of our forces to that
quarter, we overwhelm the isolated divisions which
guard them ; the scattered corps to the ri(;ht and left
can no longer operate in concert, and are forced to
make those ruinous eccentric retreats, hom which the
armies of Wurraser, of Mack, and of the Duke of Brunswick experienced such terrible efiVcts. In simple lines
of operations, and in contiguous lines of battle, the
weak points, on the contrary, are the extremities of the
line.
Indeed, the centre is more within resch oi l>eing
sustained, at the same moment, by the right and the
left ; while an extremity attacked would be overwhelmed before tlie arrival of sufficient means from the
other wings to sustain it, for these means would be
much more remote, and could only be. employed one
after the other.
A deep column, attacked on its head, is in the same
situation with a line attacked on its extremity ; the
one and the other will be engaged and beaten Kuccessively, as has been demonstrated by the defeats of Rossbach and Auerstadt. At the same time, it is easier to
make new dispositions with a column in depth, than
with a line of battle attacked on an extremity.
In executing a general strategical movement on the
X.
Fuuiamenlnl
SiCT.
PrincijJe in Mililary
extremity of an enemy's line of operations, we not only
Combtnatiomt,
bring a mass into action againi>t a weak part, but from
In this concluding section, we propose to lay before this extremity we may easily gain the rear and the
FoiKla.
m«ni*i
our readers a summary of the essentisi principles of mi- communications, either with Uie basis, or with the seprincipla
Jitary eombinatioos, extracted from Jomini's excellent
condary lines. Thus, Bonaparte, when, in 1805, he
'^""'"^ "" Mililarv OfKralioit.
gained Oonauwerth and the line of the I^ech, had estal^btoT-''
The fundamental principle which ought to regulate blished the mass of his force on the communications of
all military combinations, consists in f/Kraling, nilh
Mack with Vienna, which was the basis of this general
the grtnt man of ourforcrt, a cmliined rjfort on ikr dein respect of Bohemia, and rendered it impossible for
\^e may easily conceive, that a skilful ge- him to unite with the Russian army, which was his
ciiive point.
neral may, with 60,000 men, beat an army of 100.000.
roost imperUnt secondary line.
The same operation
if he can but contrive to bring 50,000 men into action
took place in 1 80(i, on the extreme left of the Prus.sians
upon one part of the enemy's line. The numerical su- by Ssalfeld and Gera. It was repeated in I8i2, by
periority of the troops not engaged, in such a case, is
the Russian army in its movements on Kalugs and
more hurtfi.l than advantageous, because it only tends Kra-snoi; and again in 1813, by Bohemia on Dresden
to increase the disorder, as was proved at the battle of and Leipsic against the right of Bonaparte.
Lcuthen. The rules for applying the principle above
III. The result of the prece<liiig truths proves, that
laid down are by no means numerous, and we shall enif we ought to prefer an attack on the extremity of a
deavour to point them out.
line, we should also beware of atucking the two extreI. The first rule is, tn originate, or take the lead in
mities at once, unless indeed our forces are greatly suall movements.
The general who succeeds in placing perior. An army of 60,000 men, which forms two
this advantape on hi« side. ha< it in his power to emcorps of about .90,000 each, for the pur|)ose of atucking
ploy his force» wherevj-r he thinks it most advisable
the two extremities of an army equal in numbers, deon the other hand, he who waits for the enemy cannot be prives itself of the means of suiking a
decisive blow.

does it open to us the wsy to fur(V Canton, tain the place,
Dwntt ind ther mterprizes ? or finally, are we so certain of «ucWin!er
^^^^ jj„( j],g hope of making prisoners is sutficient to
Qairui*.
jnjup, u, to underuke it > 2. Is it probable that we
~ ihall succeed ? This probability must result from the
•
bad disposition of the quarters, which enables us to
approach them undiscovered ; from the neglect of proper measures on the part of the commander to prevent
• surprise. The situation and circumstances must be
such, as to alTord us the means of a safe retreat. When
the attack has been determined upon, the same rules
arc to be observed as in the case of ull other detachinenta ; and we may also observe, that it is almost necessary to success, that we should f^et into the rear of
the quarters, either with the whole or a (Mrt of the
detadunent ; partly because the attack from thence will
be Bton unexpected by the enemy, and therefore have
a greater choice of success ; and partly, because we
may thus attack htm on more than one side, raise his
whole quarters, and cut off his retreat.
general attack upon the whole quarters of an army is, in all points, similar to an attack on an enemy's
country, in order to surprise it. The following reasons
bad dismay induce us to make sucli sn attack. 1.
gwiiit"" of the enamy 's quarters. 2. Nf easures ill taken
ndBV bis troops for the performance of their duty. S.
well foundea hope, that we shall be able to drive the
enemy out of the country in his possession, either immediately, or upon the opening ot the campaign. This
may be the case, if the enemy have neglected some tenaUc places, and left it in oar power to make ourselves
of them or if he has enclosed some ef our forwithin his qaarters, which the lateness of the
prevented him from taking, and which will serve
vamfmUs^mffm in our advance ; or, lastly, if his
whole qoaitcrs consist of an open country, from which
we can drive him behind defilce, which he will afterwards in vain endeavour to pass. 4. The success of
such an enterprixe will be greatly promoted by a skillfttl disposition of our own quarters, by good and bccret
arraagenenta within them, by which we shall be enabled to draw them rapidly together, ami move into
those of the enemy.

A

A

A

I

I

;

.

„

;
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number of the means of
which the enemy can oppose to its two detachments. Such an extended and disunited moveCombina- ment may even expose it to the enemy, who may collect the mass of his force upon one point, and annihitions.
late his adversary by the terrible effect of his superioriAttacks multiplied in a greater number of coty.
lumns are still more dangerous, and more contrary to
Fundamental

by

multiplying uselessly the

resistance

Principle
ia Military

the great principles of the art

;

especially

when

these

columns cannot be brought into action at the same inAs a consequence of
stant, and at the same point.
this maxim, it is proper, on the contrary, to make an
attack upon both extremities, when we have masses
greatly superior to those of the enemy ; we may thus
bring more troops into action upon each of his wings,
while by keeping very superior forces accumulated

upon a single point, our adversary might perhaps be
able to deploy and bring into action an equal number.
must take care, in this case, to throw the great body
of our force upon that wing, where the attack promises
the most decisive success.
IV. In order to operate a combined effort with a
great mass upon a single point, it is necessary, in strategical movements, to keep our forces collected upon a
space nearly square, in order that they may be more
Large fronts are as contrary to good
disposable*.
principles, as scattered lines, large detachments, and

We

isolated divisions.

V. One of the most efficacious means of applying
the general principle above laid down, is to make the
enemy commit faults contrary to that principle.
may threaten him with some small corps of light troops
on several important points of his communications
and it is probable, that not knowing the force of these

We

corps, he may oppose them with numerous divisions,
and scatter his forces. These light troops, at the same
time, serve the essential purpose of collecting intelli-

gence for the army.

V

[.
It is of great importance, when we originate any
decisive movement, to neglect no means of informing
ourselves respecting the enemy's positions, and the move-

ments which he may make. The system of espionnage
is very useful, and no pains should be spared to bring
but it is still more essential to procure
it to perfection
A general
accurate intelligence by means of partisans.
ought to scatter small parties in all directions, and to
multiply their number with as much care as he would
For this puravoid such a system in great operations.
pose, some divisions of light cavalry are organised,
which are not admitted into the line of battle. To
operate without these precautions is to march in the
;

dark, and to expose oursel ves to all the disastrous chances
Pundawhich a secret movement of the enemy might produce, mental
have already observed, that these partisans would I''i"<:'P'<:
''''.""'3
contribute, at the same time, to alarm the enemy upon '«
some important points, and thus mduce him to di,i„ns.
vide his forces. These means are too much neglected ; >j- -^i
the system of etpionnage is not sufficiently organised
before hand ; and the officers of the light troops have
not always the experience requisite to enable them to

We

'

conduct their detachmentst.
VII. In conducting the operations of war, it is not
enough to carry our masses skilfully on the most important points ; we must also know how to bring them
into action.
When we have established ourselves upon
these points, if we remain inactive, we have lost sight
of the principle entirely. The enemy may make counter-manoeuvres, and to deprive him of the means of
doing so, we must immediately engage him, as soon as
we have gained his communications or one of his extremities.

It

is

at that

moment

especially that

we

ought to combine a simultaneous effort of our forces.
Battles are not decided by the masses present, but by
the masses engaged.
The former decide the preparatory strategical movements
the latter determine the
success of an action.
In order to obtain this result, a
skilful general ought to seize the momefft when it is
necessary to carry the decisive position of the field of
battle, and he should combine the attack in such a
manner as to engage all his forces at the same time,
with the sole exception of the troops destined to form
the reserve.
If an effort founded upon such principles
shall not be successful, we cannot hope to obtain the victory from any combination, and we shall have no other
resource but that of making another attempt with this
reserve, in concert with the troops already engaged.
VIII. All the combinations of a battle may be reduced to three systems.
The first, which is purely defensive, consists in awaiting the enemy's attack in a strong position, without any other object than that of maintaining ourselves
in it.
Such were the dispositions of Daun at Torgau,
and of Marsin at the lines of Turin. These two events
serve to demonstrate how vicious all such dispositions
;

are.

The second

system, on the contrary, is entirely ofattacking the enemy wherever
we can find him ; as Frederic did at Leuthen and Torgau, Bonaparte at Jena and Ratisbon, and the allies at
fensive.

It consists in

Leipsic.
The third system is in some degree a middle term
between the two others. It consists in choosing a field

• By this is not meant a full square column, but that the kattslions be disposed in such a manner as to be able to arrive, with
same promptitude, from all paints, towards that which may be attacked.
-|- The immense advantages whieh the Husfian armies derived from the services of the
Cossacks, afford sufficient proef of the truth
ef the above observations.
The«e light troops, insignificant in the shock of a great battle, are terrible in a pursuit. They are the
most formidable enemy for all the combinations of a general, because he can never be certain of the safe arrival and execution of his
orders, and his convoys are always in danger and his operations uncertain.
So long as an army had only a few regiments of these
partisans, the whole of their value was not known ; but when their number was increased to 15 or JO thousand, an idea could be
formed of their importance, especially in a country, the population of which was not unfavourable to them.
For one convoy which they intercept, we must cause them all to be escorted ; and the escort must be numerous, in order to insure
safety.
We are never certain of performing a march unmolested, because we know not where the enemy are. These incidental
duties require an immense force; and the regular cavalry are soon rendered totally unlit for service, in consequence of the fatigues
to which they are exposed.
The Turkish militia produces nearly the same effect on the Russians, as the Cossacks on the other Kuropean armies ; the convoys are not more secure in Bulgaria, than they were in Spain and in Poland. In other armies, perhaps,
«ome thousands of volunteer hussars or lancers, levied at the commencement of a war, and directed by enterprising leaders, on well
chosen strategical points, would accomplish nearly the same object ; but we should always have to look upon them as detached and
independent troops, for if they wore to receive their orders from head-quarters, they would no longer be partisans. It is true, they
would not possess precisely the same qualities ; and in the long run, thejr couid not contend with good Cossacks ; but, to an unavoidthe

able evil,

wc must

apply

all

the remedies in our power.
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Puaaamen. of battle, determined According to its sdaptation to
til Pfinstrat^ical purposes, and the nature of the ground, in
dple in order to await the enemy's attack, and to «eize, during
the battle itself, the proper moment for assuming an
ofenahre attitude, and to fall u|>on our adversary with
e»ery chunce of success. The combinations of Bona>
mrte at Rivuli and Austeriitz, those of Wellington at
Waterloo, and in the greater part of his defensive batIIm in Spain, may be classed under this head.
It would be difficult to lay down precise rules for
the employment of these twu last systems, which are
We
the only ones that can be successfnly adopted.
must always hare a view to the moral disposition of
tbe traopa of each partf to the peculiarities of the national character, and to the nature of the ground ; and
tiMW circumstances alone may direct the genius of a
Commander. We shall con6ne our remarks, therefore,
1
With
to the three following general observations.
experienced troops, and on open ground, the absolute
flWnaive, the ini/toimr of attack, is always tbe best ays>
taa. 9. In ground ofdifficult access, whether by naIn* or from other cauaes, and with well-disciplined
taaofM, it is perhapa better to allow the enemy to arrive
io a poaition whi«^ we have previously reconnoitred,
in order to take tbe lead of him when his troops shall
have been eshantted by tbeir (irat efforts.
3. Nevertbeleaa, tbe strategical situation of lioth par>
ties, may sometimes require, that we should make a
lively attack upan the poattions of our adversary, withont roKard to local fiifiiMtaTri ; for example, if it
were «f CMMcqoence to prevent the junction of two
hoatile armies,
to fall upon a detached part of an army, or upon a corps isoUted on the other aide of a
,

.

—

river,

&c.

IX.

The

order* of battle, or the moat proper ditpasi-

tions for conducting troop* into action, ought to have
for their object to give them, at once, activity and solifor they ought neither to be too extended nor too
;
crowded. A spare order is weak ; troops crowded into
too dense an order, arc in a great degree paralited, beoaaae it is only the head that can be brought into acttoo, they are easily thrown into disorder ; and artillery
make* dreadful ravages amongst them. It appear* to

dity

oa, that in order to

both con<litions, troops re-

fulfil

maining on the defeiuive may be partly deployed, and
partly m colonitu by battalions, like the Russian army
but the corp* drawn up for the
at the battle of £ylau
attack of a decimve point, ought to o* composed of two
liaaa at battalioaa, each, instead of deplajriitf, being
tmmai in wIubmm bjr dirinaaa, in the toUowiog man*
ner:*
;

A

6th.

5th.

801
3d.

41b.

ntm

Mililarjr

ISih.

llth.

lOth.

9th.

8th.

Combina-

Tib.

tion*.

This order presents infinitely more solidity than a de"
ployed line, whose fluctuations prevent the impulse ne"
cessary fur such an attack, and put it out of the power
of the officers to carry on their troops. At the same
time, with a view to facilitate the march, to avoid the
too great depth of the mass, and, on the other hand, to
incrt;ase the front, without at all injuring its consistent
cy, it woidd perhaps be more proper to place the infantry in two ranks.
The battalions would thus be
rendered more moveable for the march of the second
rank, pressed between the first and third, is always fatiguing, fluctuating, and, consequently less lirm and
lively.
Betides, they Mill have all the retjuisite force,
a« the three divisions •>' ill present six ranks in depth,
which is more than sufficient. Finally ; the front enlarged to the extent of a third, will present more fire,
if it should come to firing
and at t)ic same time that
it appeared more fonnidable to the enemy, by shewing
him more men, it would be less exposed to tlie fire of
;

;

artillery.

X. In ground ofdifficult access, such as vineyards,
enclosures, gardens, and walled heights, the tlcfensive
order of battle ought to be composed of liattalions deployed, and covered by ntmierous platoe«* of sharp-

But the attacking troop, as well as the reabooter*.
icrve, could not be better drawn up than in colunuis
of attack by the centre, as in the preceding observation ; for the reaer\'e must be ready to fall upon the
enemy at the decisive moment, ancf attack with force

and

vivacity, that i* to say, in columns, t
Neverthereserve may be lell partly deployed until tlie

less, this

moment of charging, in order thut the
front may appear the more formidable to

extent of its
enenty.

tlie

XI. In a defensive battle on open ground, we may
substitute, for these columns, Miuares Of battalions, by
doubling the lines of the two ranKS, so as to form than

on a depth of four

battalion would thus prewould have only a front of

Each

sent a sufficient ma^s, as
from forty to fit\y files.

it

This order seem* advantageous, when we have to
grand atucks of cavalry ; for it gives, at once, ae*
curity to the infantry, and shelter to the cannoneer*
fear

and to the

train of artillery.

At
,

the

same time, a*

it

will liavc thttc diriooiu.

that tfa* ides could be canljr

lb* daak aainpaiuct ab-

gmad

would hm admit of the depth of thew cahiaiM, Ihcy might be made oaly of iwo gnad divisiiaia ia rear of each other.
b«B aid that tb* Uoka af WsBiagMi alvn* ttaAt with bia Uvopi deployed. TUa nqr be tnw to so <br as iclatca lo the
tnafi wha vtn to lanaia oa lb* daOariv*, bat isr Us afcriv* Hid nMnmrriog vh^i. «« lUak b* aioal bare Ibnnod oofamma.
OthanriM, ibea*
Oibanriw,
lbs** aan bat*
bv ioah
snten {i IbraOcban baea
bata giaailj
naadr to biaaw who aBovad
aqaal too**, by
sash a syiteto
allBvad tibcaMdvas
heaosltto to be beaten, witfi aqoal
oial caaU dsrfw aadriag baitct than to hsv* an linrntf who Asold ahrays mtfhf it.
Or.

t

if

th*

It has

oM

It

aiiM as* b»ih*ij|^, koverer,

ba ImpiesiMi.

mdJUmtm

'

that ia MiMniliia an oidar tt baltb aa ibe most advanlagsw, ws DMia to assert that a viciofy would
Local imimaaaiai. g*iiiial eaaacs. •uperior toaaben, iha OMcal diqioaitioo ot ibe treep*
faU ii wea .
adao* whieb moM all* b*
iMe lb* aoGstau { and ia i**innim bom a gomal maxiiD, v* matt
r

i

Hkm

frin-

ciplc in

•
diviBoa eaorfMs at t*e fi oo
«r sis p
dns di* battaUaii
which, in bet, wOI caoK il Id fcrm
thn* Vam.
bat
U
TVk icmadc howcvar,
sad
RKimnilst
lo th« Kraodi g iBsli l ul ioa *C bottaKoes
a* la tflij la our own, bj rocmiag siu ba
of four grand diruion*
to half dbaoeas, sad
wboi* W|iils, a* a
islbmiad ia ibe abort onlcr. Thia t

M

Fundanen.
tal

hwetis

m nn

IstBn-

td.

;
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Fundamcn- affords

and

impulse than llmt of cotal Princilumns of attack, the latter appears preferable, because
pie in
with troops well exercised, it is easy to form the square
Military
Combina- in each battalion, by a simple conversion to the riglit
and left of the centre division. The general's plan of
tions.
battle, the nature of the ground, the description of
troops, roust determine the preference to be given to
less activity

less

these two orders.
XII. If the art of war consists in concerting a superior effort by a mass against weak parts, it is incontrovertibly necessary to push a beaten army vigorously.

The force of an array consists in its organization, in
the whole resulting from the connection of all the parts
with the central point which sets them in motion.
After a defeat, this whole no longer exists ; the harmony between the head which combines, and the body
which ought to execute, is destroyed; their relations
are suspended, and almost always dissolved.
The
whole army is then a weak part ; to attack it is to
march to a certain victory. Abundant proofs of these
truths will be found in the march on Roveredo, and the
defiles of the Brenta, to complete the ruin of Wurmser ; in the march from Ulm to Vienna,
from Jena to

—

—

Wittemberg, Custrin, and Stettin, from Waterloo to
Paris.
This maxim is often neglected by generals of
inferior talents.
It would appear that the whole effort
of their genius, and the scope of their ambition, were
limited to gaining the field of battle.
Such a vietory is a mere displacing of troops, without any real
utility.

XIII. In order to render the superior shock of a
mass decisive, the general must spare no pains in forming the moral disposition of his army. To what purpose should

we

place 50,000

men

in order of battle

against 20,000, if they wanted that impulse which is
necessary to carry them forward, and to overwhelm
the enemy }
do not allude merely to the soldier,
but still more particularly to those whose business it
is to lead.
All troops are brave, when the chiefs shew
the example of a noble emulation and perfect devotion.
The soldier must not remain exposed to fire from the
mere dread of a rigorous discipline ; he must rush into
it by the desire of not being outdone by his officers in
honour and bravery, and above all by the confidence
with which he has been inspired in the wisdom of his
leaders and the courage of his companions in arms.
In all his calculations, a general must be able to reckon upon the zeal of his lieutenants ; he must be assured that a vigorous attack will take place wherever
he orders it to be made. In order to attain this end,
he must render himself at once beloved, esteemed, and
feared ; and he ought to have the choice and the fate
of his lieutenants in his own hands. If they have arrived at this rank by the right of seniority alone, we
may conclude beforehand that they will scarcely ever

We

possess the qualities necessary to enable them to fulThis circumstance
their important functions.
alone may cause the failure of the best-planned enter-

We

do not well understand, indeed, what is Fundamenterm ; for it is impossible to lay down a '^' Pf"""general plan for a whole campaign, the first movement y^j^nj,"
of whici) may overthrow the whole scaffolding, and in Combinawliich it may be impossible to foresee beyond the setions.
^^.^-y^^
cond movement.

paign.

meant by

this

The second branch is the art of conducting our
masses in the most rapid manner possible tc the decisive point of the primitive or accidental line of operations. This is wh.it we commonly understand by strategy ; which is nothing else than the means of execut*
ing this second combination.
The third branch is the art of combining the simuU
taneous employment of our greatest mass on the most
important point of a field of battle or the art of bat«
ties, which some authors have called the order of battle, while others have treated it under the name of
;

Tactics.

See the works of Xenophon

be seen from this rapid sketch, that the
science of war is composed of three general combinations, each of which presents but a small number of
The only perfect operations will be
subdivisions.
those in which these three combinations shall be pro-

;

Polybius

London,

Billow, Geist des neuern Kriegs St/stems, Hamburgh, 1 802. Guibert, Essai general de Tactique, Paris,
MuUcr's Elements of the Scien ce of War, London,
1 803.
1811. Thomson's Military Memoirs. Caractere Militaire
des Armies EuTopeenne'<,'&i.c. London, 1802. Rogniat,

1788.

Considerations sur

I'

Art de la Guerre, and the Gentian

translation by Major Decker, under the title : Ansich.
ten liber die Kriegfiihrung im Geislc der Zeit, Berlin,
Jomini, 'Traite des Crandes Operations Mili1817.
laires, and Histoire Critique el Militaire des Campagnes

de

la

Revolution,

{z)

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
PLATE CCCLXXXI.
Fig. 1.

Fig

2.

Represents a Battalion forming Front t»
the Rear, by a Counter-march of the
whols.
Forming Front to the Rear by a Counter-

march of

Fig. 4.

Platoons.
Battalion forming Front to the Rear by
wheeling about.
One half faced to the Right-about, pre-

Fig. 5.

Forming Front

Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.

The same, by Deploying.
The same, by a single quarter Wheel.

It will

perly executed.
The first of these combinations is the art of embracing lines of operations in the most advantageous manner, or what is commonly called the plan of' a cam-

Arrian

Dundas, Principles of Military Movements.

fil

prises.

;

Caesar; Vegetius ; Folard ; Montecuculi's Menioires,
avcc les commentaires du Comte Tnrpin de Cressi ; Turpin, Essai sur FArl de la Guerre ; Puysegur, Art de
la Guerre, par principex el par regies ; Marechal de
Saxe, Leitres et Menioires, &c. Paris, 1794. The works
of the King of Prussia. Lloyd's Hislory of the Seven
GuiYears' War, with Tempelhoff's continuation.
chard, Memoires Mililaires sur les Grecs el les Romains.
Wamery, Reviarques sur le Militaire dfs Turcs et des
Ejusd. Commentaires sur les
Russes, Breslaw, 1771.
Commentaires du Comte de Turpin sur Montecuculi, &c.
Ejusd. Remarques sur la Cavalrie,
St. Marino, 17771781. lyjnsd. Melanges de Remarques, sur tout sur Casar,
Ejusd. Campagnes de Frederic J I. Sir David
1782.

Fig. 3.

A

vious to Wheeling.
to the Flank,

by facing to
the Right or Left, and marching up.

;

MILITARY TACTICS.
Military

Tattkfc

^"V^^

same, by an eighth Wheel, by Compaiiiei, the Flank Company only nukiij^ an entire Wheel.
The same, by wlieeling round the Centre.
Fijf. 9Fig. 10 & II. Forming from Line into Col.'imna.
Fi«r. ItJ. Forminff, or Deploying, from the Centre.
Fig. 8.

The

Figi. 13, 14.

A

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

Battalion in Column marching off
and to the Lei\.

Fig. 15. Marching forwards in Columns.
Fig. l6. Mardiing to the Rear in Columns.

Tactioi.

An Army, in

41.

PLATE CCCLXXXn.
Fig. 18.

Mi!ita>7

four Columns of March, form*
ing Line.
Fig. 43. An Army attacked on its Flank, changing
the direction of its Columns, and gaining
the Flank of the Enemy.

to the Right

Fig. 17.

303

37. Columns deploying close to a Defile.
38. Passing Obstacles, and forming Line.
39. The Oblique Order in Line.
40. The Oblique Order by Echelons.

PLATE CCCLXXXIV.

A

Counter-march by Columns.
Columns breaking off on a narrow road, ot

Order of Battle

without halting.
Fig. 19- The Oblique March by Columns.
Fig. 20. Clo«e Columns forming Front
Fig. 21. Deploying from the Centre.

at KoUin.

defile,

PLATE CCCLXXXV.
Order of Battle

Fig S^. The Movements reversed, the last Division
forming the Head.
Fig. 23. Forming Front to the Rear by counter*
marching an<l deploying.
Fica. 34, 25 Ciote Columns forming Front to the

PLATE CCCLXXXVI.
Order of Battle

FUnk
Figa. 86. 27, 28. Columns formed by wheeling placed
in order of Battl* to the Front.

33, 34. 35. 36.

Lines of March,
At Leuthen.

Columns form-

ing Front to the Rear.

M
MiHtia
I

MMttr.
JebD.

MILITI-A.

I

Leuthen.

1.

At

Kollin; 8.

At BoMbadi;

S.

MIL

L

See BaiTAiM. VoL IV.

p.

6C9; Emo.

L.\H». Vol. IX. p. 22.

MILK.
MILL.

See Daikv. Vol VIII. p. 547.
See BAaLBV Mill, Dai'o Mill, and HyDIU>DYNAMICS.
MILLAK, John, Professor of law in the university
of Glasgow, wat bom on the 22d of June, 1735, in
the panab of Sbotts, of which hia father, .Mr. James
Millar, wa« then minister. His mother was a daughter of
Mr. Hamilton of Wrstbum, a gentieman of considerable estate in Lanarkahire.
He received the rudiments
of his education at the grammar-school of Hamilton ;
and, in 17^. he rrpaire<l to the college of Glasgow,
where he formed an acquamlance with the celebrated
Mr. Watt, afterwards oi Bii-mingham, Dr. Adam Smith,
an>l other eniment characters.
Mr. Millar was originally destined for the church,
but he af\erwards resolved to devote himxclf to the
profcMioa of the law. About the time he had finiahcd hi* studies at Gla«gow, he received an invitation
from Lord Kamts to reside in his family, and supcrintend the e«lucation of his son.
In this situation he
continued about two years; during which period he
had an opportunity of cultivating the acquaintance of
Mr. Hume, the hutoriat., and was cntrtisted with the
education of hit nephew, the present very eminent
Cr»tesM>r of Scotch law in the university of Edinurgh.
Ill 1760, Mr. Millar was calle<l to the bar; and he
waa soon looked upon as a very ri«ing young lawyer.
CircumsUnce*. Itnwever, soon atterwards induied him
to abandon his prospecU at the bar, and to solicit the

acint appomtiueat of

at

PLATE CCCLXXXVIL

PLATE CCCLXXXIIL
Figs. 29, SO, 31, 32

at Rossbach.

professor of law in the univer*
1

of Glasgow, which he obtained in 17GI. Abont
the same time, he married iliss Craig, a lady nearly
of his own age, to whom he had formed a strong attachment.
In the discharge of his duties as a professor, Mr. Millar deliveretl several courses of lectures
in the university, on the Roman law,—on the general
sity

of jurisprudence,.—on government,~on
to which, a few years before his death,
he added a course of lectures on the law of England.
He never wrote his lectures, but was accustomed to
speak from notes, containing merely hin arrangement,
hit chief topics, and home of his principal t'act~ and ilprinciples

.Scotch law

;

lustrations.
For tiie transitions from one part ol his
subject to another, the occasional allusions, tht minor
embellishments, and the whole of the expression, he
trusted to that extemporaneous eloquence, which hcU
dom falls a speaker who is well inloniied and deeply
The ability he displ.iytil a»
interested in his subject.
a public teacher soon attracted a numerous concourse
of students to his lectures, and coiitriliuted to raise
the character of the university, of which be was a

member,

On

to a

high degree of celebrity.

to Ghugow. Professor Millar became
of the Litrraru Society, consisting chiiHy of
proleii>ors, together with eome clergymen of the city

a

his

coming

member

and neighbourhood, which ha<i been instituted in 17^2;
and he iinmediately proved him<>elf a very active and
its views.
He continued to ..tmeetings with a punctuality of which there
are few examples, during a period of forty years
reading discourses in his turn, and taking a lively in-

scaloua promoter of

tend

terest

its

in

self, for

all

some

ita

discussions.

Having employed

years, prindpally ia coUectiog

him.,

materiaU

Millar,

John.

;
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Millar,

for his various lectures,

John.
^

he afterwards found, that not-

withstanding his public duties, it was in his power to
do justice to such young men as might be entrusted to
his care as dome^^tic pupils; and to their instruction he
accordingly dedicated a very considerable part of his
time.

Such were his regular and stated occupations during the winter.
For some years after he was settled
at Glasgow, he was in the habit of spending a great
part of the summer with his father, at Hamilton ;
but as his family increased, this plan became more inconvenient; and his uncle, Mr. Millar of Milheugh,
ever attentive to the comfort of his nephew, gave him
the small farm of Whitemoss, near the village of Kilbride, about seven miles from Glasgow, where he
amused himself with agricultural improvements.
In the year 1785, Mr. Millar lost both his uncle and
his father, who uied within a few days of each other,
and in consequence, he succeeded to the property of
Milheugh, wliere he liad an opportunity of gratifying
and rural embellishDuring his residence in the country, however,
employed a great part of his leisure in perusing

his taste for agricultural pursuits

ment.

he also
such books as his other avocations in winter prevented
him from reading, and in preparing his own works for

the press.
In 1771, he published his treatise On the
Origin of tlv Distinction of Ranks, which was very
favourably received, both in this country and on the
Continent and in 1787, he gave to the world his Historical View of the English Government, from the Settlement of the Saxons in Britain to the Accession of the
House of Stewart. These two are the only works to
which Mr. Millar prefixed his name ; nor does it appear that he published any other tracts, except one
or two anonymous pamphlets on political subjects, and
a few articles in the Analytical Review.
Amidst his other avocations, Mr. Millar found time
for some limited practice as a lawyer, giving opinions, as a counsel, previous to the commencement of
He
law-suits, and acting occasionally as an arbiter.
was also in the habit, for many years, of acting as counsel for criminals at the circuit courts of justiciary,
where he exhibited uncommon skill and acuteness in
the examination of witnesses, and a powerful and
manly eloquence in his addresses to the jury.
Mr. Millar paid two visits to London, one in 1774',
and another in 1792 ; at which latter period he arrived
in sufficient time to be present at several very important debates in both houses of parliament ; and he also
enjoyed the satisfaction of becoming acquainted with
Mr. Fox, and the other leaders of Opposition, to whose
The chief part
principles he was warmly attached.
of his time, however, was spent in the society of his
;

connected with the contest between this country and
revolutionary France, which, with many other individuals, he regarded as injurious to the cause of liber*
ty-

In 1791) he lost his second daughter, who was carried off ()y consumption ; and in 1795, his wife died
after a long and painful illness.
In the spring of the
last mentioned year, his son, who had passed advocate,
and got into business at the bar, emigrated to America
but soon after his arrival, he was struck with acnp-deof which he almost instantly expired.
This suc«
cession of melancholy events in his family, could not
fail to produce a deep impression on the sensible mind
of Mr. Millar ; but after the first shock, he seemed to
have recovered his self possession. About the end of the
year 1799, he was himself seized with a very dangersoleil,

ous inflammatory complaint, from which, however, after a few weeks of severe indisposition, he appeared
perfectly recovered.
In the month of May, 1801, he
was again taken ill, after having exposed himself for
several hours to a hot sun ; and his complaint soon assumed the appearance of the most dangerous pleurisy,
which terminated his life on the SOth of that month,
in the 66th year his age.
In his person. Professor Millar was about the middle
stature ; of a strong, active, and athletic, rather than
an elegant form ; and his countenance was uncommonly animated and expressive.
He was very temperate
in his mode of living, and regular in his habits of exercise.
His manner, upon first entering a room, was
not altogether free from formality and constraint ; but
this was only of momentary continuance.
He possessed a wide range of information ; and his conversation,
whether upon subjects of a lighter or a graver kind,
was lively, animated, and improving. He was completely conversant with literature and the belles lelires,
took great delight in the Classics, and was familiarly
acquainted with English, French, and Italian poetry.
He was fond of argument, and exhibited great skill and
dexterity in debate.
On political subjects he always
argued with zeal ; and, towards the latter end of his
life, with a considerable degree of keenness.
In his
political professions he was sincere, consistent, and disinterested ; and the open and decided expression of his
sentiments excited no feeling of personal hostility, even
in the breasts of those who differed most widely from

him in
The

their opinions.

from what
might have been expected by those who had felt the vivacity of his conversation, and the copious diction of
his extemporary eloquence.
His language, as has been
well observed by one of his friends, is the expression,
rather than the ornament of his thoughts. Clear, acformer pupils. Lord Lauderdale and Mr. Adam, now curate, and precise, it never fails to convey his ideas
Lord Chief Commissioner of the Jury Court in Scot- with a distinctness which precludes all misapprehension ; but it frequently conveys them in a manner neiland, and in the family of his old and much esteemed
ther the most striking, nor the most alluring to the
friend. Dr. Moore, author of Zeluco and Edward.
Mr. Millar had been uniformly zealous in his attach- reader. Simple correctness and accuracy seem to be
ment to the party of the Whigs ; and the French Revo- the only qualities he aimed at, and attained even
when he rises from plain narration to warmth and enlution, at its commencement, rivetted his attention, and
style of his writings is very different

;

early progress excited his fondest hopes.
When
spirit seemed to be called into action in this
country, by the force of example, Mr. Millar became a
member of the association known by the name of the
Society of the Friends of the People, and he took a warm
interest in all the political discussions of the times. Of
course, he was decidedly hostile to all the measures of

ergy, the force is almost always in the principal idea,
seldom in the accessaries. It is owing to this cause,
perhaps, that his works are less popular than they
would otherwise have been, had the style of the author
been a little more attractive.
See Mr. Craig's account of the life of Professor Millar, prefixed to the edition of his treatise On the Origin

Mr.

of the Distinction of Ranks, published in

in

its

a similar

Pitt'a administration,

and in

particular to those

6

1

806.

(z)

Ztliliar,

John.

;

MIL
un*.

MILO, anciently Mklos, an island of the Greek
Archipelago, about 60 miles in circuit, of a round figure, awl penetrated on the north by a spacious bay,
vhere the largest squadron may lie in deep water.
The mountain St. Helias, which is the highest ptart,
lisea to a considerable altitude above the level of the
ea ; and another mountain, Calamo, which is supposed
to have been a volcano of great antiquity, still emits
ietid sulphureous smoke from several spiracles on its
Kocksoflava, sulphureous hot springs, me•uramit.
many other circumstanoeSt
plittic exhalations, and
denote the frequent influence of subterraneous fires.
The springs are impregnated with various substancta
and since the days ot Hippocrates, they have been
thought efficacious in the cure of diseases. Public hatha
a grotto where the vapour rises aa
are tormcd ot one
Porphyry, iron, gypsum, and the
in a natural stove.
finest aluro,obtained from a subterraneous frallery, where
the thermometer stands at I OS', are among the producThere are salt marshes, or reaertiona of this island.
voira. on the ahore, filled by the aca-water in winter,
which evaporates during the hcata of soBUiier.
TIm lower grounda of the ialaiid are exttMMljr Ar>
tik and well cuUivafted. both in fielda and gantetia.
Grapea, figa, laei nw, and olives, are abundant ; also,

m

vhMt,

barley, leguminoua plants, and cotton.
The
are said to Ije the beat in the Archi|>eIago,
and the wine and honey are eateemed excellenL Be*
aidea nolea, black cattle, abeep, goats, and swine,
the dofneaticated animals, gane ia very plentiful.
Notwithstanding theae advantages, the insalubrity of
the riimatf ia ao great aa to threaten the island with
fruits

dMrylalirin.
Little mote than a century ago,
the faihabstawta were computed at 30,000 ; now they
hare dwindled down to
;
and were it not fVom
the raaort of familica from the Morea, allured by the
fertility of the soil, it ia believed that the human race
total

MO

would become quite

extinct.

The

inhabitants follow agriculture, or pastoral purvast caverns throughout the island affording
auila;
the latter convenient shelter for the flocks. Some are
flabernien and pilots.
The women are occupied in fabricating coarse atuffs and cotton stockings for home
eonaumpt, or for Europeans.
Formerly, the hsndmilla of Milo were celebrated from the quality of the
•tone ; and were exported to the Turkish continent,
the Ionian islands, luly, and Egypt. But trade ia
almost annihilated, fran the deeraaae f>f the population,
and the French privaleen atianilanine the LefHit.
Tbiaialand oontaina two towns, llilo the cspital,
aad CaMro, or SHbars. The inhabitants of the former,
who, in the beginning of last century, amounted to
8000, are now reduced to about iOO, compared, by
their visitora, to so many walking corpeea.
It is con•idered dangerous to sleep three nighu here, and the
town is in ruins. Castro occupies the lofty peak of a
Btountain, and is approached by a rock overhung by

Dootb basaltic rocks, which are almost insurmountable.
The itraeta communicate by suirs. The slightei>t breeac
resembles a hurricane; and the inhabitants attain very
advanced age in thii elevated situation.
In the year
1700, Toumefort found 18 churches in Milo, 13 monaatcrics, besides many chapels, two binhops, and the
real cfan eoelesiastical establishment, corresponding to a

nmneraua population. .Some of the monasteries stdl »ul)ist, where later travellers meet an hoapitable reception.

The site of the ancient capiul ia ascribed to an aa•cabla^ of ruina between the harbour and Castro,
eoasisting o»' fragment* of walls, some fine columns of
granite, vaiilteJ excavations, lined with cement, and

the remain* of bricki and pottenr.
rOL. XIV. PABT 1.
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the oppoaite

deep ravine, there is a hill penetrated by an
nunilier of catacombs, which are gained by a
subterraneous flight of steps.
In general, seven sarcoside of a

Mil*

immense

occupy each chamber, which
are ornamented by sculptures, and exhibit the traces
of painting on the cement with which they were lined as also inscriptions now illegible. Several families have establiahed their cottages above these catacombs, and convert the sarcophagi to cisterns for the
wmter's rain, which is employed in watering the fields
phagi cut out of the

ro<-k

:

The

position of the ruins, their extent, the
and the nature of the fragments,
together with the great number of catacombs, are supposed to indicate the previous existence of a flourish*
ing city, with temples, or other sumptuous edifices.
Melua is frequently mentione<l in the history of the

below.

solidity of the walls,

Grecian States from which it passed under the dominion of the Romans, and on the decay of their empire
was subjugated by the Turks, in whose possession it
still continues, scarcely capable of paying an inconsi*
derable tribute.
(«)
MILTJADRS, See Athens, Vol. III. p. 6a and
Gbkccc, Vol. X. p. *6i.
ILTON, Jou V. 'this ornament of English poetry,
and champion of English principles, was bom in Bread
Few
Street, I^ndon, on the yth of December, 1C08.
particulars are known respecting his family, except
:

M

that it was respectable and ancient, that it had been
long reaident in Oxfordshire, and had once possessed
cooaiderable property, which was forfeited during the
wara of the Roses. John Milton, the poet's grandfather, who was undcr-ranger of the Forest of Shotover,

had disinherited the poet's father, whose name also was
John, for becoming a Protestant. The young convert,
who was then at Oxford, left the University in consequence of this misfortune, and applied himself to the
profession of a scrivener in London, which, at that
time, united the two businesses of law and money
agency. It appears from several circumstances that
he was no ordinary man at least he was so considerable a proficient in music sa to hold a considerable rank
among the composers of the age. 7'he poet's mother
was, according to the testimony of her son, an exemplary woman, and highly esteemed in the neighbourHer name waa Caxton.
hootl for her acts of charity.
Her family waa originally from Wales. Our Milton
waa her eldest son. His younger brother, a lawyer
an<l a royalist, waa saved, duriog the republican go*
vemment, by the intereat of the poet, and after the
Restoration was knighted, and made a Baron of the Ex*
chequer, and a Judge of the Cumniun PKas, by Jame*
the .Second.
A sister, whose name waa Anne, married
Edward Phillips, a aeoondary in the Crown Oflfice in
From this marriage sprung J<ihn and EdChancery.
ward Phillips. Both of them were the pupils of Milton, and one of them was hia biographer.
The early genius of our immortal poet was fostered
with such marks of judicioua partiality as denoted hia
father's pride in the posaeaaion of so extraordinary a
Aubrey relates, that the portrait of the youUiful
son.
genius waa taken by Cornelius Jansen in 1 618, when
be was only ten yeara of age, and that he was then
a poet; and Dr. Symmons, in his Life of Milton, notices this portrait being at present in possession of the
family of Mr. Hullis.
We presume that Dr. Symmons
ia accurate with regard to the date of the picture,
though we have never heard of any print of Milton
representing him earlier than apparently nbout hia
icfth year, and wonder that so curious a portrait sliould
not have beeti ma<le more known by engraving.
Sene part of Mdtoa's early educatioQ waa coiamit<

—
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ted to the care of Thomas Young, a puritan clergy'"'Y'"^ man, who was compelled, by the persecution raised
against the sectaries, to retire to the Continent, and
was for some time chaplain to the British merchants at
Hamburgh. It is not known at what particular time
Young was the domestic tutor of Milton, but it is certain, that before his going to the University, our poet
passed an interval of study at St. Paul's school, under
the direction of Alexander Gill. The son and assistant of this schoolmaster was the intimate friend of
Milton, as we find by three of the poet's familiar letters.
He succeeded his father as master of St. Paul's
school, but, what is disagreeable to relate of one honoured by such a friendship, was removed from his
situation for excessive severity to the boys.
In his I6th year Milton was entered a pensioner at
Christ's College, Cambridge, (Feb. 12, 1624,) and was
committed to the tuition of the Rev. William Chapel,
the reputed author of the Whole Duty of Man, and afterwards Bishop of Cork and Ross. Milton had at this time
exercised himself in the composition both of Latin
and in English verses. At 15, he translated and paraplirased two psalms, which he thought in maturer life
worthy of the public eye. Dr. Symmons conceives,
that in the highly poetical epithets of these boyish
compositions, we may discover the first shootings of
the infant oak which in later times was to overshadow
We arc rather inclined to think, with Dr.
the forest.
Johnson, that these productions excite no expectations—the boy Milton seems at that period not much
greater than other boys, when he indites such a couplet as the following
Milton,

" The high
Amongst

huge-bellied mountains skip like rams
their

The

cwc»— tJie

little hills like

lambs."

treatment and conduct of Milton at the University has been a fruitful subject of controversy.
Dr.
Johnson good-naturedly fears that he was one of the
last students in either University who suffered the
public indignity of corporal punishment.
The barbarous custom of public corporal corrections was no
doubt retained at English Universities till about as
late as the time of Milton, and from the savageness of
the custom, and the utter ignorance of the science of
education which it betray*, may easily be conceived to
have been often dispensed by brutal tempers for acts
of mere juvenile indiscretion. " C'est la crime fait la
So that, supposing
honte, et non pas I'echaufaud."
Milton had been punished, unless the turpitude of his
offence were proved, the anecdote needed not to have
stirred up the pious concern of either his friendly or
inimical biographers.
It would only excite the disgust of a reflecting mind to think that the barbarism
of the monkish ages carae so far down into the system
of modern education ; and if Milton was flagellated at
college, and if the guardian spirits of humai\ improvement have any thing to do with schools and colleges,
they assuredly looked with an evil eye on Cambridge,
in that hour when the spirit and pride of genius were
exposed to the danger of extinction by a treatment so
degrading both to the teacher and the taught. But
Cambridge and Milton may both be easily acquitted of
the suspicion of this occurrence. The story is a mere
exhalation from the calumnies which were heaped
upon his name by those who dreaded and felt liis political eloiquence
such as the son of Bishop Hall, and
the Du Moulins and Moruses of his own day. His
contemporaries believed not a word of the younger
Hall's assertion, when he accused Milton of having
been vomited forth from his university for disgraceful
crimes; for Milton had unanswerable documents to

—

produce at the moment, to shew that he had been an
object of regard and partiality among his superiors at
Cambridge. But Aubrey, nevertheless, had heard of
a rumour of Milton's having been punished at college
a rumour, however, which even Wood, ill-diaposed as he was to the poet's memory, rejected as

—

—

scandal
a rumour distinctly falsified by Milton's ap.
peal in the face of the world to the members of his
university, against the charge of ill-behaviour at college
and'one which he could not have made without
instantaneous detection, if he had ever been the object

—

of ignominious punishment.
But Thomas Warton
would not let Aubrey's rumour drop, and Dr. Johnson, taking it up, and translating out of Milton's verses
to Deodati, the Latin word el cetera, (meaning something else by " somewhat more," which it does not
mean,) endeavoured to torture out of those verses the
evidence of a fact which they will not yield. On
Aubrey's rumour, and on Dr. Johnson's false translation, the story rests, and let it there rest in peace.
Early in the period of his college residence, we di»-'
cover his progress as a writer both of English and'
Latin poetry. Perhaps the first of his English poems
which can be fixed upon as an important date in the
history of his genius, is his ode on the death of a fair
(his

infant,

sister's child,)

written at 17.

He

thers

manages with facility and effect a stanza similar to the
Spenserian, though shorter, and evidently formed on
Spenser's style. The thoughts rise to tenderness and
sublimity, though sometimes blemished by conceit.
His Ode on the Nativity, written at 22, discloses still
greater beauties, and perhaps still deeper defects.
The " Verses at a Solemn Musick" have something
peculiarly Miltouic ; and his vacation exercise, on the
subject of his native language, js pregnant with the
of Paradise Lost, where he speaks of
a subject of poetry.
first stirring-spirit

' Such, wheie the deep-transpoTted mind may soar
Above the wheeling poles, and at Heaven's door
Look in and see each blissful deity," &c. &c

Many

of his Latin elegies were written as early as

Ovid was his model in elegy. It has
been regretted that he had not a model of gj-eater
strength, but to find power united with tenderness in
classical elegy is not an easy task.
Among his Latin
verses it is interesting to meet with his description o5
a tender passion which he cherislied at the age of 19.
The object of it was a lady whom he saw in a public
walk near the metropolis. She suddenly disappeared
from him among the crowd, and he could never afterwards obtain any intelligence respecting her.
He took the degree of A.M. in 1632, and being
now 24 years of age, left Cambridge to reside at Horton in BuckinghamsJiire, where his father lived after
retiring from business.
The five subsequent years
which he passed under his father's roof may justly be
regarded as the happiest of his life. To this favoured
period we are indebted for some of the most exquisite
productions of his genius.
Comus and Lycidas were
certainly written here, the former in 1634', the lattec
Allegro,
in 1637
and most probably the Arcades,
and // Penseroso. The composition of the Arcades
The piece was
probably preceded that of Comus.
written for the Countess Dowager of Derby, who reSlie was
sided at Harefield, in the vicinity of Horton.
of the same family with Spenser the poet, and had
been his patroness and his theme of praise before she
was celebrated by Milton.
The Arcades is evidently nothing more than the
poetical part of an entertainment, the bulk of whick
his 18th year.

—

U
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formed of proae dialogue

;

»id the

attraction of

which, to its ipectators, probably depended much upon the fpectiunilar show produced by machinery. But
the poefn, which was Milton's part of the entertainBcnt, diacoTOTS a kindred, thou^^h inferior lustre of fan-

The Mask of Comus wa* acted before
e Earl of Bridjyewater, Uie President of Wales in
lC3t, at Ludlow Castle, and the character of the la<ly
and the brothers were played by the Lady Alice Egerton and her two brothers, the sons of the Earl of Bridge-

2' to CooMt.

water. The story of the piece is said to have been
(uggested by the aOcident of llie Lady Alice having
Dr.
isie night lort herself in the Forest of Haywood.
iohnion ascribes the origin of Comus to Homer's story
<£ Circe ; Hayley, however, has made it appear probable that it was derived frotn the Comus of Erycius
Patcanus, which was republished at Oxford in the

very year in which Milton's Camus was written. The
dfigj Lycida* was written in 1637, on the death of
Edwaid King, on* of the fellows of Cambridge, and
die aon ot Sir John King, secretary for Ireland, in the
i«igna of Elisabeth, James, and Charles. The vessel
in which he sailed from Chester for Ireland was lost in
calm sea, and not far from land. His memory was
so highly esteemed by his university, that almost all
the versi6ers of Cambridge |>aid him a tribute. This
was the last of Milton's works written whilst he redded at Morton with his father. L' Allegro and Jl
Penseroso were probably written but a short time earNotwitttttanding their luban titles, they afford
lier.
genuine English landMapca. They seem the works of
• mind happy in every senae of the word. They are
little worlu ef imagination, exhibiting, as it were, in
iairy and eoooeatntcd miniature, the whole boriaon
of our pleasing or pensire atsociatiunt. They have the
truly angelic inspiratian of a feeling of happiness,
which they brcwie and communicate both with and
without gaiety. For Milton's melancholy man is as
enviable a being as his cheerful one.
In his SOth year, with the coocurrence of his father,
hcreaolTcd upon an excurstoa to the Continent, chiefly
with a view to the classic region of Italy. On the intimation uf his design, he received a letter from the
criebrated Sir Harry Wotton, who had resided at \''emem amhessednr from James the First, and was now
Provoet of Eton. The oonpliment which Sir Harry
Milton, which he had
Eiys to some of the poetry of
tely received from him, and to which he confesses
that in its kind he had seen nothinff panliel in our
language, is remarkable, as perhaps tCe earliest t«kcn
flf superlative admiration which can be founil to have
been paid to his poetical genius. Certainly, at the
time of his leaving EnglancC we have no proofs of his
general celebrity at home being in any degree equal
It is in Italy that wa begin to perceive
to his senius.

m

m

He left England 1698,
fatm a^quately appreciated.
Acndea by a single servsnt. At Paris we only leam
that he saw Grotius, but have no means of ascertaining with what mutual sentiments they impressed each
other.
He proceeded from Paris to Nice, and embarking from thence to Genoa, proceeded through

Leghorn and Pi«a to Florence, at which place be remained for two months. He had studied tne language
and literature of Italy with the de«>est attention, and
thus accomplished, he soon obtained admission into the
literaiy academies of the Florentines ; became the object of their admiration, and tlie subject of their encomiums, which he says the Italian is not forward to be*
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men this side the Alps. Carlo Dati, Antonio
Francini, Gaddi, Frescobaldo, and several other mei\,
very respectable in Italian literature, were among his
eulogists and almost worshippers.
work entitled " La Tina," by Antonio Malatesti,
was dedicated to him whilst at Florence ; and the dedication of a work of even moderate merit to a stranger passing hastily through the place, and distinguished by neither wealth nor political importance,
argues Milton to have then acquired no ordinary celeThe Italians thought so hiji^hly of his knowbrity.
ledge of their own language, that tlie academy Delia
Crusca consulted him on the verbal niceties of Italian.
During his visit to Florence, he saw and conversed
with Galileo, at that time a victim of ignorance and
cruelty, having been imprisoned for his philosophical views by the Inquisition, and greatly reduced
by sickness and mental distress.
From Florence
Milton passed through Siena to Rome, where he
spent othe^two months.
Here the kindness of Holstensius opened to him the curiosities of the Vatican,
and introduced him to Cardinal Barberini, who at that
time po s sessed the whole delegated authority of Rome,
under his uncle Pope Urban the Seventh. At a great

stow on

A

musical entertainment which this opulent churchman
gave, Barberini looked for our traveller among the
crowd at the door, and brought him, as Milton says,
almost by the hand into the assembly *. At Rome he
waa praised in I^atin epigrams by Salsilli and Silvaggi.
He continued his route from thence to Naples, and
falling into company with a hermit upon the road, waa
by him, from whom such a service could be least expected, introduced to the celebratetl Manso, the piitron
and biographer of Tasso, who received him with flattering kindness and attention.
The freedom with
which Milton expressed himself on religious subjects
was the only circumstance which deprived him ot an
unlimitedly free and intimate communication with this
venerable nobleman, a circumstance which M.inso
himself commemorated in a well-known epigram.
Undoubtedly tlie complimentary offerings of the Italians to Milton are not distinguished by merit as compositions, but we must regard them as the lusty though
sincere effusions of men seeking to express their immediate feelings of enthusiasm, and not attending to
what tlicy wrote with the anxiety of authors writing
for reputation.
From a |>assage in Milton's address
to Manso, we discover, what he also mentions in one
of his Subsequent political writings t, that he already
cherished the project of some great poetical work,
" whicM he should leave to written to after-times, that

theysktmU

not wtUingly Ut U die."
plan of his intended travels extended to Sicily
and Greece ; but as he was preparing to depart for
Sicily, he received letten acquainting him with the
near prospect of a civil war in England. He esteemed
it dishonourable to be abroad whiUt his fellow-citiaens

The

were contending for liberty at hume. He revisited
Rome, however, and staid also at Naples for two months,
excepting a few days which he passed at Lucca, the
native place of the Deodati, the family of his beloved
school-fvllow of thst name.
From Florence he crossed the .\ppennines, and travelled through Bologna and
Fcrrarato Venice, where he staid a month, viewing the
curiosities of the renowned city.
Having provided
for the safety of the books which he had collected in
Italy, by procuring a place for them in a vessel bound
to England, he pursued his retuming'course by Verona

pane inirti ptcbeiMum,

iatro
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and Milan to Geneva.
From thence he returned
^^"V"*^ through France to his native country, after an absence of a year and three months. This was at the

time of the King's return from his second expedition
against Scotland, when his forces had been obliged to

The crisis was a striking one.
Private griefs, however, must have been at this time
mixed with Milton's sensations of interest in the publie, as the first news which he heard on coming home
was the death of his friend Carlo Deodati. He dedicated
From a passage
to his name his Epitaphium Dainonis.
in this poem, it appears that he still frequently thought
of some great epic composition, and that Arthur and
the heroes of British fable, were at that time his
retreat before Leslie.

meditated subjects.

Coming to London, he hired lodgings in St. Bride's
church-yard, and received, as pupils, his two nephews,
John and Edward Phillips. It has been asked, whewe
ther he took pupils gratuitously, or for reward
may go a step farther back, and ask what is the use of
such a question f The business of teaching is still honourable, though it should reward the teacher with
It is of more importance to inquire how
subsistence.
far his plan of teaching corresponded with the superiIt was formed, says one of his
ority of his intellect.
most admiring biographers. Dr. Symmons, on an erroneous principle " It respected things more than words.''
This description certainly opens not un prepossessingHe placeil in the hands of boys from ten to fifteen
ly.
years of age, such writers as though not remarkable for
beauty of language, gave information on some of the
departments of science, as, the agricultural works of
Cato, Columella, and Varro ; the Medical Treatise of
Cornelius Celsus ; Pliny's Natural History; Vitruvius's Architecture, and the philosophical Poems of LuWe perceive in this plan the
cretius and Manilius.
teacher's laudable ambition to imbue the minils of
those entrusted to him with an early love of science as
veil as the recollection of words and phrases, and cannot agree with Dr. Symmons that it is founded on false
principles.
Sir William .(ones followed the plan of education traced out by Milton ; and if we may judge of a
system by its disciple, he could not have pursued a better.
From St. Bride's Church-yard he soon removed to a
house in Aldersgate Street, which admitted his scholars
into his family, and the situation, secluded by a court
from the street, and opening behind into a garden, supplied the retirement favourable to literary occupation.
Here he gave his pupils the example of close applicaHe indulged only in tempetion and abstinent diet.
rate festivity once in the course of a month or three
weeks. " His companions," Phillips says, " were the
beaux of the times, but they never were so iniemperate as those of the succeeding generation."
The state of politics brought his pen into exertion.
The long parliament now represented a nation irritated
by the flagrant abuse both of civil and ecclesiastical
power. The king's treatment of members of parliament, one of whom. Sir John Elliot, had died from the
severity of imprisonment ; his arbitrary exertions, and
the severe sentences of his courts and councils, had
made the public ripe for resistance and innovation ; and
the despotism of the church had walked side by side
with that of the state. -But Charles's embarrassments
after his defeat from the Scottish army compelled him
to have recourse in earnest to a parliament ; and this
legislature released the press from its horrid silence.
"Milton, on his return from the Continent, found the
clamour loud and general agiinst the b;»iiops. He was,
on this occasion, to all appearance, the leader of the at«

—

—

'

^fiIton.
tack on the church, as far as the hostility of the press
In his two treatises of reformation ''^^i'"*"
was concerned
touching church government, he contended that the reformation of the church had not proceeded sufficiently
far ; and inveighed against the practical evils which re«
ligion and liberty had suffered under the prelatical go.
vernment.
To this and other attacks from puritan
pens, the virtuous and learned Bi«hop Hall thought it
proper to reply, in "
Humble Remonstrance to the
High Court of Parliament ;" and about the same time
Archbishop Usher published a work to maintain the
apastoiieal institution of t'lpiscopacy.
In reply to these pamphlets, Milton published two
pieces, the first of which bore the title of" Prdaiical
Episcopacy," and the second, " 21ie Reason of Church

A

Governmoit urged against Prelacy." The point at issue
between these polemics was the divine or the human
origin of episcopacy.
These opponents of our author.
Hall and Usher, were men whose characters reflected
honour upon their cause, and who,
their conduct,
were not persecutors. This circumstance, however, is

m

not decisive of the truth of tiie ecclesiastical doctrines
which they supported. Milton's productions were the
most learned anil able on the puritan side, of the controversy.
But the piece which seems to have cliieflj
attracted the public attention at this time, was one
written by five of the presbyterian divines, under the
title of " Sincclymnuiis" a word made up of the initial
names of the authors. To this book Bishop Hall replied in a " Defence of the Remonstrance," and Milton's formidable pen produced " Animadvrsions on the
These five pieces of Milton's
Remonsli ant's Defence.
were written in one year, 16+1, when their author was
thirty -three years of age, and whilst he was daily occu«
pied with the fatigues ot tuition.
In the beginning of the next year, his " Animadversions," which unquestionably were rude and personal,
excited a deeply vindictive reply (as was supposed,)
from the son of Bishop Hall. The anonymous publication heaped enormous falsehoods on Milton's head.
Our author's " Apology for Smectijmnuus," was drawn
forth by this accumulated provocation.
The most objectii enable part of this work is the critical attack which

he makes on Bishop Hall's literary character, and on
his satires
its most splendid and eloquent passage
is his eulogy on the first proceedings of the Long Parliament.
This publication seems to have closed the
controversy ; weapons more effectual than pens were
:

now drawn

against the church.

About Whitsuntide,

in l6l-3, Milton took a journey
into the country, apparently for the mere object of recreation ; and without having communicated his de-

sign of marriage to any of his friends, returned, rather
to their surprise, at the end of a month, with his wife,
Mary Powell, the daughter of a country gentleman, at
Forest Hill, near Shotover, in Oxfordshire. His matrimonial choice seemed to be hasty, and was not fortunate.
His spouse, strongly attached, like all her familj', to the royalist party, and accustomed to the affluent hospitality of her father's house, was soon tired of
a studious, recluse, and republican husband,
.'\fter a
month's experience of her new life, she sighed for tlie
gaieties she hjid left behind, and ')y the earnest request
of her relations, obtained permission to pay a short
visit to Forest Hill.
But when the period returned,
(Michaelmas,) when she should have arrived, she
shewed no disposition to keep her word ; but, on the
contrary, treated his letters with silence, and sent ^);.ck
his messenger with disdain.
The king at this ptr;od
was defeating the parliamentary forces, and the Powells
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On

the other hand, Milton <leterniine<i to repndiate a wife who left him nothing of
To justify the intended
inalriinony but the cha'n.
m^are, he published in P'°44, an easay on the DocThi» treatise, which
trine and Ditcipiine f D'corcf.
wa» inscril)ed to the parliament, was KKm folioweti by
«« The jiidj[nient of Martin Buccr concemiii<{ divorce."
and by Tetrachardan and Cotatlrrion. The two last of
these tracts were written in 1645 the latter of them
aa a reply to an anonymous antagonist, the former as an
exposition of the four pas»a|^s in scripture, which are
supposed to relate more immediately to the permaBy these writings,
nence of the marriage obligation
the fury of the presbyterisn clergy wiis initantly exthey endcavouretl to infu.te their passion into
cited
the legislature, and occasioned Milton to be cited heBut he was speedily and
fore the House of Lords.
honourablr dismissed from thii tribunal, and the PresbyteriMM lost an able friend, and excited a formidable
enemy. Milton was serious in hi< opinions, and prepared to act upon them. Conceivinj; himself relea*ed
tn conscience from the marriage bond, he paid his ad'

—

;

ihmtcs to an accomplithed and lieautiful young lady,
The bdy, it has been
the daughter of a Dr. Davis.
intimated, was rather averse from the proposal, bat
her objections (and her friends seem not to have itated
any,) were apparently flight, when the match wat
prevented by the return of his delinauent spouse.
Public affairs were now chaafed. The tide of fortune
was agsinst the royaliati. and the Pbwdla, foreseeing,
what the event proved, that Miltun might protect and
assi'it them, hastened to prorntiate his resentment.

They

concerteil with .\|i1ton's friends to introduce his
wife unexpectedly into his presence at a friend's house,
and the supplicated for her pardon upon her kncca so
cflcctuallv aa to obtain

He

it.

admitted, alo^g widi

who were
danger and distress, and saved the bulk of their
property by his intrrest with the victorious party.
Whatever gratitude the Powells felt, they never did
him the justice to pay hit wife's fortune out of their
rescued estate.
But, It is possible, that in such times,
the recovery of property might be more nominally than
Rally com|)lete. They remained under bis roof for
many years, which, unless their spirit was extremely
abject, would ar^e tliat they were late in regaining
their estate, and in the interval it must have suffered

her, to hit house, the family of the Powells,

now

in

much

deduction.
In the mean time, to accommodate
his enlarged family, oar author hired a house in Barbican.
In the year 164K whilst immersed in his controversy about divorce, he published his i«leas on the
ulijcct of education, and not long af\er sent forth his

work Areopagitua, in which he defended the freedom
of the press with a degree of intelligence and spirit
which has never been surpassed.
The Pres!>yterians, on their arriving at power, forgot
the principles which they had profesMd in their ri^ng
to it, and placed the press under the same contrual of
winch they had of late so indignantly complained.
Milton came forward as the champion of free discussiiin, and made his weapons of reason and fancy as effec-ive by tlieir weight and e«lge, as they were daxzlinj{

l-y

their brightness.

Though the

prcsbyterians

could practically resist the .iilnt'lon of his principles,
they could n.t prevent
tits being heard and
ftlt.
Ihe .ffice of liceu.. ... ;:.c press was indeed
coniinue«i throughout the whole duration of their
power, but at a substquetit period, (in IGiy,) we find
I

.

• Tbawbalserbisi

,

hs'erer,

wnt

not ioduded ia ibis
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the consdentions Gilbert

ous
his

Mabot

resi;Tnfng this invidi-

Milton,

grounds and motives of """"Y"^
conduct, repeating the arguments for a free press
office,

and

in stating the

contaiiie<l in Milton's .Areopagitua.

in I(i4o. .Milton once more ciiurted the Muses whom
he had so long deserted. From the period of his return to England to this year, his pastoral on D'Oilali,
and M>me occasional sonnets, were the only poetical
fruits of hi't genius.
He now prepared an edition of all
his English, Italian, and Latin poems.
I'he smnll volume which they forme<l was published with his name,
and with a preface, by their publisher, Humphrey
Mosely. The sonnets were the most important noveU
ties of the coHection. •

In 1046, his wife brought him their first child, a
daughter, named Anne, who was Ijme^ either from her
birth, or in consequence of some accident in her early
infancy.
In lf>47, his venerable father die<l under hia
Kxif, h.<vingconie to live with him since the year I(i43,
when at the.capture of Reading, he left his residence
with his younger son in that city. The Powells left
him not long after, and his house, (says Ptiillips,)
luoke<l once more like a house of the muses.
In this
same habitation, in the Barbican, his second daughter
M^ry was bom. In tlie spring of \fiil, he removed
to a smaller one in High Holbom, the back pan of
which liwked into Lincoln's Inn Fields.
Phillip* relates, thnt in the course of the civil wart
there waa a proposal for Milton embracing the military
life i and says, that if he was not much mistaken, there
was a design of making him an adjutant-general in Sir
William Waller's army
Dr. Johnson ri icules this

v^ue
asK,

alltuion to an unfulfilled intention.
Vet we may
is ridiculous either in the rumour, or

what there

taking notice of it.
If Milton was nut employed in the field, it was because he could fill the post
of intellectual warfare with more advantage.
His laurels at that poft were more honourable than the field of
battle could afford him ; and in that field there was no
Combatant but himself who was capable of earning them.
.Khit the wurki already mentioned, he is not known
to fiave pultlished any thing earlier than his treatise,
which appearetl early in 1649, entitle<l, T^ie Tenurr of
KiH;:t and Magtsiraiti, ffC- maintaining the right of the
people to <lepose and put to death a tyrannical king.
The unfortunate Charles I. had suffered on the scatl'old.
Milton's work, therefore, came forth not to accelerate
Charles's fate, Imt, as he expressly declares, to tranquilliie men's minds in the agitation which his tiate pru<lu«
ced. Tfte pity which King Charles'ji tragic story excites,
—a pity, however, by no meaiu irreconcileable in humane mmds, with the conviction of his conduct having
been deeply culpable, should not lead us hastily to regard the attempt at tranquillizing men's minds after
his death as unprincipled.
On the contrary, Charles
had no socner died, than compassion for him was made
the pretext for men avowing slavish principles of the
most abandoned nature. It was proclaimed as a fundamental m,ixini of government, that kings were from
in Phillips's

God, and nut responsible to man and this maxim too
was avowed in some instances by men, who, at an earlier stage of the civil wars, had paved the way for the
;

very tlethronemenl and death which they now hypocrilamented.
Without denying that Mihon. in the stemnets of his
republican opinions—and, let it be allowed, even in tba
infectious taint of overheated party seal
may have regarded Charles with less humane allowance than the
candid eye of an impartial posterity regards him ; yet
tically

—

cdkctkk

Some

of iboB wtr« vrittcn at a sobsc^uent period.

*
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that this work professed
not to discuss the question personally respecting Charles,
but respecting the abstract principle of human rights
and regal responsibility, at the root of which the antiWhatever treatment it
regicides were now striking.
still it

must be renierabered,

might have been true and huiuane policy to have imposed on the fallen monarch, it was not to be tolerated
that his fate should be called in question, on the ati'odous principle that kings are not responsible. So that
Milton, as far as abstract principle was concerned, is
not to be viewed in the light of one contributing to
shed Charles's blood, but to be justified for slaying the
monstrous opinions that rose out of it.
Kis next work was a pamphlet on tjhe articles of
peace, which the Earl of Ormond concluded at Kilkenny in the king's name with the Irish insurgents.
Without imputing to Charles any participation in the
horrible massacre of the Irish protestants, it is clear that
the treaty with tiie Catholics, concluded under the
authority by Ormond, was sufficient to
confirm the public prepossession on the subject, and to
give an appearance of the tone of truth to republican
and puritan invective. Milton, therefore, found it not
difficult to be severe on the articles of a peace, which,
by abandoning the English and Protestant cause in
Ireland, permitted their enemies to indulge in sanguiking's

name and

W^hen he had concluded this attack, he
returned to the more quiet occupations of literature, and
These
finished four books of his history of England.
come down no farther than the union of the heptarchy
under Edgar. Two other books, written at a subsequent period, namely, after his controversy with Morus,
bring the narrative as fai- as the battle of Hastings. It
is a history unfortunately terminating at the period
where our annals begin to be mteresting ; but the materials are copious and curious, and the style energetic,
nary revenge.

though occasionally harsh. The first book is abandoned without reserve to the fables of Geoffrey of Monmouth, and was intended, as the author intimated, rather to suggest subjects to the poet, than maxims to the
statesman or sage.
On the death of Charles I. the executive power cf the
commonwealth was lodged in a council of 38 members
of the legislative assembly, who made England for a
time command the respect and terror of Europe. Resolving to adopt the old Roman language in their intercourse witli foreign powers, they appointed a Latin
secretary ; and the learning, talents, and republicanism
of Milton, pointed him out as the person best fitted to

The younger Vane and Bradshaw, who
fill this office.
have both been the subject of his panegyric, are supposed to have first suggested his appointment. His continuance in this office was prolonged to the Restoration ;
and the state papers in liis department were models in
Those letters in
the class of diplomatic compositions.
particular which he wrote in the Protector's name, to
mediate for the oppressed Protestants of Piedmont, reflect a lustre on the reign of Cromwell, and on the history of England.
Milton had scarcely entered on the proper functions
of his office, when he was summoned by the new government to the discharge of another and peculiar duty.

One of the contrivances of the royalists after the death
of Charles, to stimulate public enthusiasm in their cause,
was to publish the Eikon Basilike, or portrait of his sacred majesty in his solitude and sufferings. The book
was given out to be a collection of the feelings and reflections which Charles I. had at various times during
"

When

the civil wars committed to writing. It represents him
in the constant intercourse of prayer with his Maker,
asserting the integrity of his motives before the Searcher of hearts, and appealing to his justice from the injusThere are few men, whose conduct
tice of man.
through life would sanction them in writing such a diary, to make conscientiously such constant appeals to
the Deity in favour of the purity of their motives, and
Charles was neither so pure as to be able to make them
with a safe conscience, nor so hardened as to have made
them with cool hypocrisy. It has been ascertained, by
roofs which no reasonable man can reject, that this
E
ook, representing him as a saint and a martyr, was
written for the political ends of the royalists by Dr,
Gauden ; and it is remarkably curious, that the most
decided confession of the spuriousness of the Eikon was
made by Charles's own sons Charles II. and the Duke
of York *. The work, however, was considered as ge-

nuine when Milton wrote his remarks on

although

to argument, and book to book.
Milton, at their desire, wrote the Iconoclastes, or imagebreaker, in which he disclaims the intention of insulting the memory of Charles, but confronts the monarch's
actions with the piety ascribed to him, and has even
hinted at the work having been manufactured for him
by liis household rhetorician, a suspicion which time
has verified.
Milton's memory has been charged with three several
In the
offences in the Iconoclastes, or Image Breaker.
first place, with having too rudely blamed the king for
making use of a prayer which he borrowed from a romance, namely, Sir Philip Sydney^s Arcadia ; in the
next place, with having interpolated the Eikon Basilike
with that prayer, iri order that he might estabhsh a
ground of censure ; and, in the third place, with having uncharitably insulted Charles's memory, on account
of his intimacy with the plays of Shakespeare. The
first accusation is true, the two others are absurd.
He did, with unnecessary harshness, animadvert on
Charles's having borrowed a prayer from a romance,
but he did not interpolate the Eikon ; for in the first
edition of the Eikon, printed by Royston a royalist, the
prayer in question is to be found. His animadversion
on the king's fondness for Shakespeare is perfectly unblameable the gust of all that he says, is merely to
convey the remark, that pious and clement sentiments
have often been put into the mouths of tyrants, and by
no poet more than by Shakespeare, with whom Charles
I. was so well acquainted
On being appointed to the office of Latin secretary,
Milton removed first to a lodging at Charing Cross, and
In this
afterwards to apartments in Scotland Yard.
last residence his wife had her third child, a son, who
died in his infancy, on the l6th of March, 1650. la
1652, he changed his abode to Petty France, where he
occupied, till the Restoration, a handsome house opening into St. James's Park.
He had no sooner finished his Iconocla les, than he
entered into his controversy with Salmasius. This
learned Frenchman, (Saumaise, or Salmasius,) an honorary professor of Leyden, was employed by Charles
II. to write the Defensio Regia, or an appeal to the
world in behalf of the cause of royalty, prelacy, and the

by opposing argument

—

:

a copy of the Eikon was sold among tlie books of the first Earl of Anglesea, a memorandum was fotmd in
Charles II. and the Duke of Yotk had di»vowed the £Veo» as the work of theii father.

luttid writing, attesting that

it,

there were internal symptoms against its authenticity
which his sagacity could not overlook. The council of
state saw the dangerous impression which the Eikon
Basilike was calculated to make. They might have suppresied it by force ; but they preferred waging war,

it

iu that nobleman's

Milton.

a
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house of Stuart Milton \f»a employed to answer it,
and he performed his task in 16*1, by his celebrated
He was present when
Defnisio pro Pnpulo Anglicano.
Milton,
the council of England enjoined him the task.
vhen he undertook it, was weak of body and dim of
light, and his physicians predicte<l that it would cost
hun the loss of his eyes ; but he persevered, and finished a work, the eloquence and intellectual power of which
is only slightly disfigured by some sportive sallies of
The work was apwit, and some harsh personalities.
Foreigners of the highest taf>lauded by all Europe.
ent and erudition, and the ambassadors of crowned
heads, waited upon him, or wrote to him to express
The council of state made him
their congratulations.

a pecuniary reward of a thousand pounds.
On the 2d of May, 1652, his family was increased b\the birth of another daughter, Deborah, of whom his
wife died in child-bed. Meanwhile his sight was impaired by incessant study, so as to leave him probably
as early as this 'same year nearly blind, at least one of
his adversaries about that time charitably upbraids him
with the calamity as a panishmcnt frcm ncaren, and
denominatet him as a " momtnan h or rendu m cm himen
adtwptwm.'' Hia fSwtitude under the event is admirably
hia sonnet to Cyriac Skinner.
enrcwed
The precise date of hia second mairiage, is not much
better ascertained than that of hia confirmed blindnesa,
though probably both events took place about 1654.
His second matrimonial choice was Catharine, the
daughter of a Captain Woodcock of Hackney. She
was the object of his fondest affection ; but died with>
in a year af^er their marriage, like her predecessor, in
child-birth, and the daughter whom she bore to him
•oon followed her to the tomb.
His sonnet to her
Miaor^ mast be in every one's fcnMabrmoe. During this period his powers were
employed in
«ontroveny De Moolin's " Cry of tht Roi/al Blood
to Hearen," published in 165:2, poured forth the most
violent abuse against the Enelish as a nation, and Milton as an individual. De Moulin, the son of an obscure French satirist at Sedan, was the real author of
this work ; but Alexander More, a man of Svotch parentage, and a preacher of considerable celebrity, settled
in France, and Principal of the Protestant College of
Castres, wrote a dedication of the Clamor Ilegii Sangminit to Charles II. end committed it to the Press ;
on him, theretore, Milton retaliated with a vengeance
which sufficiently expo«cd the imporhihlf pert of
Morsrs character. WiUi his Second Dffinut of the
PtopU of England, Milton closed for the preaent his
controTcrtial labours; ami probably endeevo<u«il among
his studies to retire from the roortificettoa and diaa|»pointment which be felt frooi the exbibhioa of dc^Mtic

m

—

principles and conduct in the IVotactor. There m
reason to believe that he felt this mortification.
Like
^ake and Sir Matthew Hale, he might plead the employment of his oountry as lawful even under a tvrant,
«nu he might think a temporary usurpation on the
whole, preferable to the return of the unprincipled
royal exiles.
But it would have been agreeable to
have had a more distinct declaration of his motives
from his own pen. He was engaged in 1G56 in amtinuing the History of KngUnd, and a I^tin dictionary, and had begun to frame his icmortal epic poem.
Toe historical work, which is only a great fragment,
appeared in l(>70, mutilated by the licenser of some of
iU finest paaaeges. The materials of his Latin Tliesanros were left imperfectly digested, but are said to
Aeve been usrCiiIiy eaiploye<l by the compilers of the
Cambridge Dictionary, to whom they were probably
givea by his nephew'Pbillips. In the same year he

2
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published a MS. of Sir Walter Raleigh's, consisting of Mili»«.
aphorisms on the art of government, and composed in """>""
a strain of peculiar elegance the manifesto issued by
the Protector in justification of his war with Spain.
In the following year Cromwell finished his splendid
but criminal career, and lus son Richard descended
with maguaiiisious innocence to the safe level of a private Eiatijn.
When tJie flactuations of government
threatened general anarchy, Milton was induced to
give his advice on dvil and ecclesiastical topics, in
some short publications ; one of which was a ready
and easy way to establish a free commonwealth ; the
excellencies diereof compared with the inconveniences
and dangers of re-ailmitting monarchy. This appeared
but a short time before the restoration, so zealous and
sanguine was be to the very last with respect to his
political system.
It was in vain, however, to contend
with pamphlets against the national inclination. The
king returnetl in triumph; and Milton, discharged from
office, left his house in Petty France, and was secreted

under

ti-~ r..W"..r a

near to
exoeptio....

his Mfety

friend in St.

T •iri'-.nlomcw's

close,
vion, in the

!ilield, till ilio

.....chhewas not

...

and

reinstated

him

,

ascertained

in society.

AH

iMUtics have agreed in paying this compliment
to Chkrlea 11. tliat it was owing to no weakness or
oversiffbt

of

his. if

Milton escaped.

It is

supposed

Andrew

Marvell, the member for Hull,
made some interest £br him in the House of Commons;
and we arc told tliat Sit Thomas Clayes. and Secretary
Jdoerie, made exertions for Iiis preservation.
But tlie
most eemeet and grateful interposition seenis to hare
been that of Sir WiUiam Davcuant, who had been
saved on a former occasion by the mediation of Milton.
But though his person was spared, his Icomoclatlet, and
that hi* frieod

Defend tf the Ptopk of England, were condemned
bumt by the hands of the hangman. Milton
might well smile at this vindictive shew of triumph.
No sentence, no hangman, no flames could destroy
the tuae a£ ihe D^ence of the people of England, lie
might also console himself by reflecting, that those
who sentenced hia book to be bumt, were the same
who dag up the body of Blake to be hung on a gibbet, ana who brought back the punislunent of envthe

to he

'

bowelling on the scaffold, ere they were yet dead, the
expiring victims for treason; a relic of barbarism
which iuid been abolished during the rejiubiic MiLton was for some time in the custody of die Seijeantat-Amu, but was discharged, and attention was evea
paid to hi^i cumplaint of ue demand of excessive fees,
riiis attention, Itowever, was paid to him by the parliament, and not the crown.
Being now in reduced circumstances, and under the
di«cottiitenancc of power, he rnr.oved to
private llnr^

bilation in

itc

tit

lorn condition,
out fur a third wii
lative of his own, I.
in Cheshire,

and

tlie

He

his for-

Het to look
reoomraended a re-

.Minshiill,

union took place

of

:i

i/o<><l

family
•

fifty-

About tlie U:
.1.1 marthird or fifty-fourtli year.
it,
he piibiiiJicd a
riage, or probably a li:
short treatise, entitled A^
.....
Cummencrd Grammar,
intended to facilitate the first weak stepof die juvenile
student, and remorkoUle only for its <"«Iiih;!u>n ol'
on to
mighty mir.d stooping in digniiied f
utility.
In 1625, be gave to the puL^.^ .......i^r MS.
jot Sir Walter Raleigh's, containing aphorisms of State,
with the dtle of the " Cabinet Cuuncd." That he was
offered from the court, and refused the post which he
had held under the furiner .goverument, has been asserted, but with little prob.-ibility, since his manners

;
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'were

bf no means accommodated

to the

new

reian,

"""V"""^ mid he had offended too deeply to l)e more than I'orHe had now to resume the character of a
given.
poet, which for many years had Iteon sunk in tliat of a

and

composiliis few
though exquisitely
beautiful, were not sufficiently attended to, to add to
When he first formed the rehis poeticid reputation.
solution of writing an epic poem, lie thought of some

politician

controversialist,

for

tions in verse during this jwriod,

li-elisubject in the heroic times of English history,
gion and the study of the Hebrew Scriptures decided
him in favour of a religious subject. His mind, now

concentrated and undisturbed, fulfilled the great conThe
ceptions which he had designed of Paradise />• si.
exact time employed in the composition of this poem
is not ascertained, but it probably occupied his thoughts
vith no considerable interruptions of any other literary subject for eleven years, from l6.')l' to 1665, at
which period Elwood the quaker says it was finished
a time when Milton, to avoid the contagion of the

plague in London, made a retreat to Ch.ilfont in Buckinghamshire.
Paradise Lost was first printed in 1667,
in small quarto, and divided into ten books ; and his
biographers have been very minute in recording the
trifling sum which he received for the copy-right of it.
Much discussion has also taken place respecting the
origmal conception of this grand performance. Voltaire first suggested, that the hint had been given by
the Atlamo, a poor drama, full of allegory, conceit, and
bombast, written by one Andfeini, a strolling player
of Italy. Dr. Johnson rejected the hypothesis with
contempt, but from the circumstance distinctly proved, of Milton's poem being first projected by him in a
dramatic shape, and from the similarity of the allegorical beings first sketched by Milton with those of Andreini, it seems by no means improbable, that the
supposition suggested by Voltaire, and illustrated by
Mr. Hayley, is correct.
In the second edition of the Paradise Lost, which
was published in 1674', the author divided the seventh
and tenth books, for the purpose of breaking the
length of their narrative, each into two, and thus
changed the original distribution of his work, from
ten to twelve books.
On this new arrangement the
addition of a few lines became necessary to form a
regular opening to the eighth and the eleventh books
•and these nine verses, with six others, inserted partly
;

in the fifth and partly in the eleventh, constituted all
the alterations for this mighty production, on which

own and the epic fame of his country was to rest.
Paradise Regained, written upon a suggestion of
Elwood's, and apparently regarded by the author as
the theological completion of his plan, followed in I670.
He is said to have viewed this production with the
partial fondness of a parent for his latest offsprmg.
He could not bear the disparaging comparison of it
with his great work, which was generally made. The
general opinion of this poem certainly places it at an
humble distance from Paradise Lost. The extreme
narrowness of its plan, the small proportion of it
which is assigned to action, and the larger portion
which is given to disputations and didactic dialogue,
its paucity of characters and poetical imagery, and its
general deficiency in the charm of numbers, exclude
It from a wide range of popularity.
It is embellished,
however, with several exquisite passages, which discover the still existing au'lior of the Paradise Lust.
Sampson Agonisles was published at the same time, a
manly, noble, and pathetic drama; though it cannot
be asserted that its action is undefcctive, or that all its

his

scenes tend harrooniou.sly to the developemeiH of the
Tlie unlimited and capricious wanderings of
the choral measures are also such as would be likely
to offend us if we were not prejudiced by tlie consciousness of reading Milton.
The poet, in tin's respect, imitated the Greek drama,
which unites in its choruses verses of all descriptions,
without any rule which modern scholarship can aster',
tain.
But the vocal structure of the Greek language
might admit of harmony with great irregui:«i:y of
measures ;ind Athenian ears might learn by habit to
fable.

;

such anomalous h»rmony (if it was anomamore obdurate tongue requires the
precincts of verse to be distinct and definite ; and we

delijiht in

lous,) whilst our

are habituated to ilelight chiefly in tiie flow of measure which the ear competently understands, and which

some degree anticipates.
With this piece the history of Milton's poetry doses;
but writing was become so much a habit with him,
that he was continually making additions to his works
it in

in prose.
ter the

In

1

67'.^,

he published a system of

method of Ramus, and

logic, af-

in the folhiwing year

he again ventured into the field of polemics with a
Of True Religion, Heresy, Schism, and Toleration, and the best means lo Prevent lUe Growth of Popert). So imperfectly was toleration then understood, that
Milton persuaded himself he was consistent in denying
it to Papists, although he declares that he would not
even towards them exercise any personal severity.
In 1674 he published his familiar letters, and some
of his university exercises ; the former with the title
of Epislolarum Familiarum Liber ttnus, and the latter
with that of Prolusioncs quaedam Oratoriae iti Collegia
It has beea commonly affirmed that
Chrisli habitae.
he translated into English the declaration of the Poles
on their elevating the heroic John Sobiesko lo Iheir eleC'
live throne; but Dr. Symmons throws some doubt
upon the fact, as the Latin document could have arrived in England only a very short time before his
death and as the translation bears no resemblance to
treatise

;

It is more certain that
his character of composition.
in some part of the same year, the last of his life, he
wrote a brief history of Muscovy, which was published about eight years posterior to his death.
With this work terminated his literary labours;
the gout, which had for several years afflicted him,

of his extreme temperance, seems to have
brought on rather premature senility and exhausted
In his sixty-sixth year, and on the
his vital powers.
8th of November 1764, he expired so quietly that those
who waited in his chamber were not conscious of his
His funeral was attended by many great and
death.
learned individiials, and not without a friendly concourse of the vulgar ; his remains were deposited by
the side of his father's, in the upper part of the chancel of St. Giles's, Cripplegate.
In consequence of an
in spite

made in that part of the church, the stone
originally inscribed with his name was removed at
the end of a few years, and was never replaced.
But this unintended injury was in later days compensated by the erection of his bust, (the work of
alteration

Bacon ) at the expence of the elder Mr. Whitbread.
Mr. Benson, one of the auditors of the impost, had, in
1737, introduced a similar memorial of Milton into
Westminster Abbey. By his will he left nearly £2000,
besides £lOOO, his first wife's portion, which remained
in the hands of the Powells, and which ought to have
been paid, if it was not, to his daughters. He had lost
iJaOfK), the emoluments of his office, which he had
placed on government security.
1
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music, though not a composer. His learning embraced
the liebrew, Greek, Latin, and Spanish, and if not
idMolutely versed in the H;iences, he had penetrated
more than their surface. Though fra«n parts of his
controversial writings, we might presume his temper
to have been harsh, he indulged in no enmities except
on public grounds, and in private he was mild and
courteous. This we have on the authority of F. Junius,
the author of De Pictura Veterum, and H. Heinsius
mentions the general report of the amenity of his nian>
" Vimm esse miti comique ingenio aiunt."
ners
His prose compositions varj- in merit. The earliest

—

of them poMCsa • more crude and unwieldy ciiaracter
of strength. As he continued to write prose, there is
• vinble, thou^ not equally progreaRTe improvement.
In ageneral view of them, there is a strength aiMl spU

of genius rising often to grandeur, but a daCcMncy
of t«te to purify, and harmonise, and peH«ct, the
powers of exprcsMon. The pictureM]ue is often rcdundmt Hid oat of k««ning, and the structure of his sentenon laboriously ctwlttic.
The homage paid to his poetical genius is so univernl, that we shall not distend our article with a critical
diaaeiiatian on them. Addiaan made his own gener»>
tioa aenaibly alive to the bcaatiea of Paradiae Loat,
tfiough there is reaaon to briier*, tiiat even before the
time of Addiaan, die great Epic was not ao much neSectcd aa ha* been omn alleged. Since llw mkldlcot
e last century, the public attention baa been amv
and more drawn to his minor poems, till it may be
to be now rivctted on them with almost unqualiBed extacy. Of Paradiae Loot it has been justly remailced, that, in farming our estimate of tbe power*
of mind poaiMsed by dHTerent race* of men, it roisea
our opinion of the ati etii^th and magni6cence of the
English iniagiiutinn. It u a subNine work that adorns
our country more than " dood-oapt tower* or gorgeona
palace*."
Even its imperfections teem to be unavoidable, and to have arisen out of its theoiagical suligect
in a way in which, with few cuceptiana, it is difficult
to conceive how the author could have well avoided
them. Kut taking the suliject all in all, (we quote
Mr. Campheffs Esaay on English Poetry,) his powers
could no where e1*e have enioved the aune scope.
It
fit

id

wa» only

frrmi the height of'^this great

argnment that

back upon rtemity past, and forward
u|>(.'i <t<rnitv to come, that he couid survey the aby**
'
(larkness, open viaions of Paradise, ascend
" and breathe empyreal air,"
t
On the style
of Milton, and on the mmx sublime trait of rxcellency
in his poem, namely, his delineation of tlie celestial and
infem.'il angrls, we f»eg to conclude with a quotation
ftwn the rriticnl work already mentioned. " If we call
diction the garb of thooght. Milton in his stvle may b*
Mid to wc«r the costume of sovereignty. iThe idioms
of (Xlier langui<ges contributed to adorn it.
He waa
the most Icmed of poets, yet his learning interfere*
lie

could

M

S13

distinpiishetl in his routh for personal
Milton
beauty, and continue*! to be a well-looking man to the
was a skilful swordsman, vigorous and aclast.*
tive in his exerciaes, manly and erect in his deportment. He was also like his father, accomplished in

liM>k

I

N

not with his substantial English purity. In delineating
the blessetl spirits, he has exhausted all the conceivable
variety that could be given to pictures of unshaded
sanctity ; so that his excellence above every thing, ancient
Tasso had indeed pouror moilem, is conspicuous.
trayed an infernal council, and liad given the hint to
our poet of ascribii^; the origin of Pagan worship to
But how poor and squalid in
those reprobate spirits.
comparison of the Ni ittonic paudemouium are the Scyllas, the CydopM*, and the obiMeraa of the infernal
Taaso's conclave of fiends is
council of the Jerusalem.

a den of ugly inooagmaua monaters

"

O ame Hnm

o omn* orriUle/orme," j;c. 4cIaA GxavsALEMiu:, Canto ir.

The powers of Milton's hell are godlike shapes and
Their appeararice dwarfs every poetical conforms.
ception, when we turn our dilated eyes from contemplating them.
It is not their external attributes alone
which expand the imagination, but their souls which
are a* colosAl as their stiture— their thoughts that
wander through eternity the pride that burns amidst
the ruins of their divine natures—and their genius
which ft-els with the ardour, and debates with the eloquence of heaven.
The sutiject of " Paradise Lost " was the origin of
evil
an era in existence— an event inure than all
an isthmus in
others dividing past firotn future time
the ocean of eternity— the theme was in its nature connected with every thing iin)>ortant in the circumstances
of human existence, ami amidst these circumstances,
Milton saw that the fables uf Paganism were too imAs a Christian be
portant and poetical to be omitted.
waa entitled wholly to neglect them, but as a poet he
chose to treat them not as the dreams of the human

—

—

—

mind, but as the delusions of infernal existences. Thus
anticipattng a beautiful propriety for all classical allunan*, thus connecting and reconciling the co-existence
and of truth, and thus identifying the fallen
of

tMe

ansel* with the deities of " gay religions full of pomp
ana gold," he yoke<l the heathen mythology in triumph
to his subject, and clothed himself in the spoils of superstition."

(s)

MINDANA.

See Macinoanao.
MINDE.N", or Mundkn, a city in the kingdom of
Hanover, and principality of Calenburg, is situated ou
tfie Weser, which is crossed by a bndge (iOO feet long.
It is alnnit two miles in circuit, ana encircled with
The principal public buildings
walls and rampart*.
are the Hotel tie Ville, the cathedral, which is a fine
edifice, the church of St. John, the Gymnasium, and
the Orphan's House, where there is a manufactory of
It has three Lutheran, one Calvinist, and
stockings.
two Catholic churches. The principal manufactures in
this place are those of wax candles, hats, leather, and
There are also refineries of sugar and bleachsoap.
The white beer of Minden has been long celefields.

An account of the battle of Minden, fought
our Article Britai!«,
here in 1759, will be found
vol. iv. p. 633. Population, 7000. Ea»t long. &" 53' a6'.
"
North Ut. 52° 17' 47

brated.

m

* The csocaM* Ifon of Milioa is docribcd bf RicfasriioB m he was tiuiac (acEonling to oiitari) tidbrc liU door, in a great root of
ckxh io vsrm vcathcr to
Uw frah sir, uxl ihui rcotivuig tbiu of pcnons aiiiiKnl for ulcnu or ronndermiiun. llktuudtao
ncerdi to t*j, " Vwy tsuly I bail the good fortune to have aooihcr picture of him from an andcnt clergjnr.in in UunetiUR, /)t.
wM^(. Itc fiMind hfaa in • .nal (mow, he thinlu bui one i««n eo Ikior i in that, up one pair of tuirt, which wu hung wHh rasljr
ho fiiund Jaka Xlno sM*ig ia aa elbow chur, bUek iImIm*. andnataHN^i |ialo, but not cadaverous ; bis buds aod angers
soikne

a^

y—

P*Mnl a*fc skdk Msaaik Aiag Mjm Jiswune,
Ins

Bad a i M would be lolttabb.
VOL. Xir. PART >.

b« saiirwrf hiiBwtf

w this jgias*,

thai *rs> ho fias fwu» Ut«
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MINE,
History.

An exctvation

"^"•''V""^ the earth

made

either in the rock strata, or in

which generally covers the rock, of which

there are three distinct kinds, viz.
mine employed in the art of war, particular,
1 st,

A

ly in sieges.
mine made for the working of veins containid,
ing the ores of metals ; which veins are generally in a

A

position nearly vertical.
mine for the working of such minerals as ge3rf,
nerally lie in beds, having a moderate angle of inclination with the horizon, such as a coal-mine, an ironstonemine, or limestone mine.

From this period the working of coal gradually in- Hisiory.
creased, though on a very limited scale, until the be- ^»i-Y-«^
ginning of the last century, when the steam-engine
was brought forward by Newcomen in the year 1 705,
and was applied to collieries in the vicinity of Newcastle about the year 1715.

new
as

A

Ce'al

it

This maphine produced a

era in the mining concerns of Great Britain, and,
were in an instant, put every coal-field within the

Collieries were opened in every
grasp of its owner.
quarter; and the coal trade rapidly extended to an
This extension of the trade was
astonishing scale.
greatly aided by the genius of the late James Watt,
The first kind of mine will be found described in Esq. of Glasgow, whose philosophic mind made the
the article Fortification, vol. ix. p. 51 1, 512, 516".
most brilliant discoveries, and so very much improved
The second kind will be described under the article tlie principles and power of the steam-engine, as to
Vbin.
render it one of the most complete and most useful
The third kind, in particular the narking of coal- pieces of mechanism. To Newcomen and Watt the
mines, will be now described.
mining interest of Great Britain is highly indebted ; to
Mines.
Although mineral coal is found abundantly in va- the latter, the empire owes its great rise and improverious quarters of the globe, as noticed under the arti- ment as a manufacturing country.
cle Coal, it is admitted that the most valuable fields of
The collieries of Great Britain are now upon the
most extensive scale, and are of the first importance to
it are found in Great Britain, and have been wrought
to a much greater extent there than in any other part the kingdom, both as regarding its political and comof the world.
mercial interests ; so much so, that it is evident, withAs nothing but pit-coal is Used as fuel for domestic out cheap coal, the manufactories of Great Britain could
purposes in Great Britain, excepting in a few of the not be brought forward in competition with those of
inland districts, where a small quantity of wood and the other nations of the world, where manual labour is
turf are substituted ; and as all the numerous and ex- comparatively very low ; in short, the coal-mines of
tensive iron- works, with the innumerable steam-en- Great Britain form a physical and prominent point in
gines and manufactories, depend entirely upon a regu- the political state of the empire. The capitals emlar supply of cojj, at a moderate price, the working of ployed in the collieries, and in the shipping connected
the coal-fields, in a systematic and economical manner, with them, are immense, amounting to many millions.
has been much studied, and brought to greater pervery considerable proportion of the population of
fection in Britain than in any other country.
the kingdom is employed in the mines and coal trade,
Coal, as an inflammable substance, appears to have while the ships which carry coals coastwise, are a nurbeen known to the ancients, and to the Britons, before sery for thousands of the most intrepid seamen which
the Romans visited this island, it being found so fre- are to be found in the world.
quently in ravines and beds of rivers, of a colour and
It cannot easily be estimated what is the total protexture so decidedly different from the strata which in duce of coals in Britain, but it must extend to many
general accompany it ; but as, at that period, and for mUlions of tons ; for it is known that the output of
centuries afterwards, the country was covered with im- coal upon the rivers Tyne and Wear, in the counties
mense forests, which supplied abundance of fuel for of Northumberland and Durham, amounts to three
every purpose of life, there was no necessity for using millions of tons annually, of which only a small quancoal as fuel.
tity is used in the district, the greater part being shipThe working of coal, therefore, only became an ob- ped coastwise. In these two districts alone, it is estiject of attention as population and civilization advancmated that 70,000 people are employed in the coal
ed, when agriculture began to be studied, the woods trade, and that the capital invested in the collieries
cleared away, and the arts of civil life cultivated ; ac- and shipping is above two millions and a half of mocordingly we find, that the working of coal in Britain, ney.
as an article of commerce, is comparatively of modern
With regard to the formation of coal, many theories
date, and appears to have commenced about the end have been brought forward ; but although these disof the 12th century. The first charter giving liberty to play no common share of genius and patient investithe town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne to dig coal, was gation, they have hitherto led to nothing conclusive or
granted by Henry III. anno 1239 ; it was then deno- satisfactory on the subject. The object in this treatise
minated Sea-coal, on account of its being shipped for is, to give a distinct view of the geological situation of
places at a distance.
In the year 1281, the Newcastle coal fields, their absolute forms, the dislocations and
coal-trade had become so extensive and important that troubles which occur in them, and the method of worklaws were enacted for its regulation.
ing coal mines.
In Scotland, coals began to be wrought much about
The great coal-field of Britain, which is composed of Extent of
the same time ; and a charter was granted in the year numerous subordinate coal-fields, crosses the island in the Bdtii>h
1291, in favour of the Abbot and convent of Dunferm- a diagonal direction, the south boundary line extending coal-field,
line in the county of Fife, giving the right of digging
from near the mouth of the river Humber, upon the
«oali in the lands of Pitteocricff, adjoining the convent. east coast of England, to the south part of the Bristol

A

;

MINE.
HiMorj.

channel on the west coast ; and the north boundary
line extending from the south side of the river Tay in
Scotland, westward by the south side of the O'chil
mountains, to near Dumbarton, upon the river Clyde;
within these boundary lines North and South Wales
arc included. Thia area is about 2()0 miles in len^,
and, on an average, about 150 miles in breadth. Within these bounds ul the chief coal- fields are found upon
which collieries have been established in Britain ; and
no coal field of any consequence has been found, either
to the north or south of the lines above mentioned, excepting some small patches of thin coals of inferior
quality, and the coal beld of Brora in Sutherlandshire,
Scotland, which

is far

When we

take a cursory view of this globe of earth,
coinpoaed of high, wild, and rocky mountains, its numerous valleys, rivers, and undulated surface, together
with the vast expanse of ocean, we are apt to consider
the mountains and rocks as forming a kind of chaoa,
without regularity or order; but the Uborioiu and patient investigationa of mineralogists have shown, that
there is in the arrangement of the varioas rocks, an
order and regularity beyond what was, or ia, oooiman*
It imagined,
a regularity, perfectly oooaiatent with
tliat InKnite wiidom and Almighty power which farmed the vast, the unbounded system of the universe. It
is tliis regularity in the succession and arrangement of
the various rocks, from the Alpine heights to the valleys and level of the sea, which guides U)c mineralogist
in his investigations, when searching for thoae minerals which are so beneficial to man in his state of civi-

—

liaed society.

Mineralogists have divided the rocks which com*
pose the globe into four rlisafi, vis.

focka and
1.

vltworib*

Primitive Rocks.

S. Secondary, or Transition Rocks.

Urala.

or Newer Secondary Rodcs.
Newest Floetz Trap Rocka.

S. Floetz,

4.

Formation.

The strata
as follows

or rocks which accompany coal are chiefly Strsis
*'>'«'"

:

Sandstone of various hardness and colour,
shades of white, grey, and light red.
1.

viz.

3.

4.

Bituminous shale.
Indurated argillaceous earth or

fire-clay.

Argillaceous ironstone.
6. Greenstone.
5.

Although the independent coaU formation occupies a
great area of Britain, as before mentioned, its continuity is frequently interrupted by mountain ranges and
rock-foniiations of very considerable extent, where no
coal is to be found ; and even in those districts where
there are valuable fields of coal found, the beds of coal
do not in general extend over a great district of country,
without being interrupted by wliat is commonly termed troubles, or more properly dikes and slips hence
the difiiculties which occur in working coals, and the
caution requisite in searching a district for them.
The beds which oompoae the first and second claaa
of rocks generally lie
a situation forming a great
angle with the horizon, being in many cases nearly
vertical, whereas the strata composing tlie coal-formation are commonly found forming a small angle of elevation with the horizon, although there are instances
of their being absolutely vertical.
In some coal-fields there is only found one bed of
coal, and in others a very great number, varying in
it must, howthickness from an inch to many feet
ever, be remarked, tliat those beds of cool which are
very thicJi, have generally thin beds of stone running
throogh them in a horizontal position, forming a num«
her of subonlinate beds of coal, lying very close to one
another, having however the appearance of one thick
;

m

;

and upon which all the other rocks rest.
worthy of particular remark, that tlie four

It is

of rocks before mentioiMd, lie in regular sucthe primitive rocks being the lower aarie*, and
the newest floeu trap rocks being the last in iifoccaaion ;
and although the rocks, compoaing each of the four
dasaes, may alternate variously with each other, yet the
order of the four classes has never been found inverted
that is, the primitive and secondary rocks have never
been found overlying the otiier two classes of what

In order to exhibit in a clear and distinct view, the
various strata connected with beds of coal, the thickness of the coals, and alternations of the strata betwixt
them, the following sections are examples, taken from
tlie diief coal-ficltu in England and Scotland.

I

I,

are termed newer ilocta rocks.
Beds of coal have not hitherto been found in the
Class sT
rock* which primitive or transition class of rocks, but they are
*""
found in great abundance in the third class, terme<l the
floetz or newer secondary rocks. Coals are also found in
the newest floetz trap formation ; but the coal-fields are
not extensive, though they are sometimes of uncomOrgapic re-

StCTioN of the Coel Strata

in the Ficinity

Nana sTIlM StnU.

No.

Vafdfc

1.

AUurial eotsr

10

14

i.

Urown mnHmont

3.

Coal

4.

SUtccUy

5.
6.

White iklcy

ndnooe

CaU
Htid

11. Ilaid

IS,

14, Sbl*)r

IX

1

•
white tUlcy

aiidMaM

amiftoiM

«
9

abound with innumerable impressions and forms, botli
of animals and vegetables
'rhe whole arrangement of
the StraU of the coal-fields cxhibiu a structure and<

i1. Caai

Soft fitc^by

aodslsas

Coal

10.

Dark iblcday

Hard

8

•

1

I&

18.

I

1*
10

It. Cornl

discriminating mark in these rodu
that in the primitive class not a vestige of organic
remains is to be found, and very few in the secondary
rocks, whereas the straU which compose the coal-fidiis

la.

8

».

10.

5
4

C<W

&

7.

rmt.

•

Grey mbtooc
8oAilMc.<U7

mon thickncae.
One striking and

.

.

3

t

T

<

T

1

s

.

.

8

.

white nndstooc

3

:

2

of New-

castle.

Carry forward

104

"•

'""•*"'''

2. Slate-clay.

bed of coal.
In the primitive class of rocks, granite, which generally forms the highest parts of mountain range*, is
reckoned by minerdogists to be the lowest seriei of
rocks,

Htitory.
n -y— m.

^

disjoined from any other cool

field.

ClaMltcaIlea of

315

form most distinctly difTering from the other classes of
rocks, and therefore has been with much propriety
termed by the celebrated Werner, T/ie Independent Coal

.
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SI 6
Mines of

Names

No.

Brouglit forward,

Coal.

Ni^^-yv^

Y»nU.

of the Strata.

Grey

19.

aandstone

F«et

104
3

2

8

1

3. Coal

1

grey sandstone .
Grey slatey sandstone
•
Dark slate^lay
Coal
Grey sandstone
Hard white sandstone
Dark ilatey sandstone
Coal
.
.
Grey sandstone
.
Slatey sandstone

33.

24
25.
26.
27.

4

•

I

29.
30.
31. Slate-clay
32. Slatey sandstone

S3. Slate day
34. Sandstone

35

•

11. Slate-cl»y

1

1

16. Slate-clay

2

1

6

7

4
6

3

24. Coal

1

8

4
4

7

35 Coal

3

2

1

6
2
2

7

1

5
3

1

6

1

2

2

2
2

1

3

1

1

6

1

1

2

1
1

1

9

.

Indurated clay

.

.

Grey sandstone
Slatey sandstone
White sandstone

Coal

Bituminous stone
Coal

Bituminous stone
Fire clay
Coal

.

.

•

Slate clay, with ironstone
Indurated clay
Slate clay, with ironstone

.

.

Slate clay

O
107

6
6

1

1

:

.

Indurated clay, with Ironstone
43. Indurated clay
44. Coal
.
.
45. Bituminous stone
46 Coal
47. Indurated clay, or fire-clay

6
10

4

.
.
64. Slate-clay
.
65. White sandstone
66. Grey sandstone
67. Grey slatey sandstone
68. Coal

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

2

4
8

.

.

Fire-clay

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

2
5

.

22. Slate-clay, witli iroustone
23. Black indurated clay
24. Slate-clay, with ironstone

6

4
2

.

7

2

1

1

.

.

(oal
19. Sandstone
20. Hard sandstone
21. Slate-clay

6

Slate clay

36. Slate-clay, with bands of hard sandstone
37. Hard white sandstone
38. Brown sandstone
39. Slate-clay, with bands of grey sandstone
40. Coal
•
•
41. Slau-clay
42. MTiite sandstone
43. Coal
.
44. Hard slatey sandstone
45. Hard white sandstone
46. Slate-clay
47. Slatey sandstone
4$. Slate-clay, with bands of sandstone
49. Coal
60. Slate-clay .
SI. While sandstone
£2. Hard white sandstone
*3. White sandstone
54. Slate-clay, with thin bands of coal
55. Grey slatey sandstone
56. Hard white sandstone
57. Coal
58. Dark grey sandstone
:
59. Grey slatey sandstone
.
•
60. White sandstone
61. Coal
•
•
62. Slate-day
63. Coal

.

18.

1

•

.

.

17. Sandstone

10

•
.

•

.

13. Fire-clay, with iionstone
14. Coal
.
.
15. Fire-clay
.
.

I

.

.

Bituminous shale

1 2.

2

'

.

10. Fire-clay

12
6
2
9

.

...

28.

2

4
.

,

Coal
6. Uituniinous stone
7. Con!
8. Bituniinoas stone
9. Coal, with thin bands of atone

5.

1
•

nituminous stont

4.

8

Hard

23.

Brought forward,

4

20. Coal
21.

N'tniM of the Strata.

No.

In.

2
2

9

2

6

170

The preceding section contains sixteen beds of coal,
of various thickness, amounting to thirty feet two
inches, many of which are unworkable. The quality is
the rich caking kind, such as the Newcastle coals in
of

general are ; they are soft in their texture, break into
very small pieces, and abound much with inflammable
air.

In the sections which have been formerly made of
the Newcastle coal-field, the term Whin is applied to
many of the strata ; these strata, so named, are however not Whin, but are sandstones of the hardest kind.
This misapplication of the name Whin, (or Greenstone)
has led mineralogists to wrong conclusions as to the
coal formation of that district

The preceding Section contains 13 beds of coal, of
various thickness, amounting to 69 feet 3 inches. The
first four coals constitute a thickness of 33 feet ; these
are wrought as one bed, under the name of the 10 yard
coal ; they are of open burning quality, break into
large quadrangular pieces, abound with inflammable
air, and are very liable to spontaneous ignition.
Indurated and fire-clay predominate in the stratification ; but the precise systematic names are not easily
applied from the descriptions received. The names given to the coal-strata in Staffordshire are very uncommon, and altogether local. These provincial terms are
so various that they present a great difficulty in comparing the strata of one district with another.

Section of

the Coal Strata in the County

Nanus of the Strata;

No.

Section of the Coal Strata in the Great CoaUfield of
Staffordshire,

1.

Soa

2. lied sandstone

3. Slate clay

Names of the

No.
1. Alluvial cover
2.

Sandstone

•'

.
.

Strata.

•

C«ny

•

Yards.

Feet.

In.

.12
..410

forward,

1

16

2

2

8

of Cl.\ck-

MANNAN.

4. Argillaceous ironstone
5. Slate clay, with grey slatey sandstone
6.

Yards.

Feet

1

1

23

2

1

I

4
9

3
2

CoaUcuikal
Carry foivaid,

In.

29

2

2

1

6

MINE.
efUK^tnu.

Minctef

VarJr.

FcM.

89

CoiI.

&

ktaiiid*«i
FiM^iy. wiik
Baid wtiiw

9.

6it7 naditooe

7.

10. Sbtc-day
II- Coaf'Ckbical
it. Firr
IS.
14.

1

1
1

i

5

8

Grey riMar

AMH

5
4

3

15. Ctmt-ewiieat
16. Fireclay
white Mndstonc
17.
18. Grej sUtcy andsuoe
19l 81stB.cu^. with tfonCOM
ID. Hiri giqr aadrtoM
SI. Ciwt rMJiiat
n. Vmdtf, with imuMBe
ts.

Hud

u.
ts.
*6.

5
3
2
t

3
U
3
1

4
4
8

8
6

Pin.«la]r

3
Givy SSffy
~

M IM1WWK

4

n. Hadi

9

».

(
2

30. FiiMfaiy

3

SL aUu-dMj

I

w

U

tfi«y

1

ss. Grey
36. White
37. ShWicky

4

9
9

41. Fire.<by
4S. (•fry

with

40.

Grey

4ft.

Red

•

4& Grey

10

s

4».
50. Fifc^cUy
Al. Whiu uiuUloDe

Fite.day

8

Sla tcday, with Cool
Shle-clay

1

6
7

3
1

10

^TnnB wMcj HBdildiM
Gfcy datey taodstone

5

Slate.day
Coat-fiMcal

S
9

8
8

.

Gfcy tlatey
While

3
4
3

7

I

1

8

10

o

7
11

9

6

8
5
10
10

188.
18:1
184.

Whkt

9
9

Gmjr

188.

189. 8latr.day

UL Had

1

MiL 8kMe<lay
133. Hard white

Fmcfey

57.

>\'1iitei

5a
M.

Slate cUy, with inaMteoe
DitniidDODi riiab, witfa hwutam

CVMfnaM
Fii»4ky

•

64. CaatoiMM;
65. Fiie-day
66. Rid datc-rlsy
6T. Coal, mixed with
•a Fiieiclay
a*. Wkilai

Hatd

4

1

whit*
white

M ad itnae

9

linwiii
11
tandttwie

10

1

o

1

1

s
1

I

I

8

I

—

5
s

II

—

5

Mooc
1

838

1

II

In the preceding aection thei« are 84 beds of co«l,

i

of %'anoiis thickness, amounting to 59 feet 4 inches,
but many of them are unworkable ; all of them are of
open btiming quality, and break into large quadrangular piece*. They contain no inflaininable air, but the
carbonic acid gaa is very abimclaiit. It will l>c seen
from inspecting the section, that sandstane abounds in
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the stratification, and that there are several considerable
beds of red sandstone. It is necesawy to remark, that '*•<' ""dthe red sandstone of the coal-fields is altogether different '^i* °/,'^'
coal-fields.
'^" ' *
red taitdtUme, in which no
from what is termed the
coals are sappoacd to exist The red sandstone of the
coal-fields is of a bluish colour, whereas the other aand<
stone is of a deep red, and much closer in the grain.
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continuation of the metalliferous beds which form mouit'
tains towards the county of Cumberland.
No coal-fields of any extent are found to be absoluteAngle or
ly flat, although small portions of them may be so ; they
dip of the
No.
Namet of the Sam.
Vards. Feet. Inch.
generally lie with an angle of inclination to the horizon strata with
1. Greenstone
.
3G
they are, however, found at every *arious angle of in- the horizon.
2. Sandstone and common indurated clay, alterclination ; viz. from the horizontal to the perpendicular
nating in thin bands
8
line ; but the most common range of inclination is be3. Fire-clay, with coarse ironstone
4
. Coal
twixt 3 and 11^ degrees ; that is, from a rise of one foot
1
3
5. Indurated clay
.
per|)endicular in twenty feet horizontal, to one foot
I
.
(i.
Coal
3
1
perpendicular in five feet horizontal.
In coal mining
7. Indurated clay
.
.
2
.
3 the angle of inclination is seldom mentioned, the com8. Coal
.
3
mon term for the inclination, or dip, being stated as
9. Indurated clay
.
.
1
one in five, one in ten, or one in twenty, according to
10. Coal
.
9
11. Indurated day
coal is reckoned very
.
the circumstances of the case.
.
1
12. Co<tl
3
1
flat which lies at an inclination of about one in twenty ;
13. Indurated clay
.
.
.
2
3 and a coal is reckoned to have rather a great inclina11. Coal
.
.
3
tion, or what is termed a quick dip, when it lies at an
1 5. Indurated clay
,
1
Coals having an ininclination of about one in four.
16. Coal
5
i
clination of from one in three, to one in one, are termed
half edge coals ; and those which have a greater inclina81
tion than one in one, are denominated edge coals.
The above is a very interesting .section of a coalAs coals with tlieir concomitant strata lie in a confield, which, according to Werner, belongs to the Newforming situation, and parallel to each other, similar to
est Floetz trap formation.
The striking peculiarities the leaves of a book, and at an inclination with the hoare,
rizon, having a cover of earthy alluvial matter in ge1st, The great body of greenstone of the common
neral over them of considerable thickness, each of the
crystallized texture, known in Scotland by tlie name strata meets the alluvial cover in the manner as reprePuiTE
of blue whinstone, found at the surface, and lying above tented, Plate CCCLXXXVIII. Fig. 1. where
is the
CCCLXXXTIII.
the common coal strata, which are comparatively soft, surface line, B the under part of the alluvial cover C,
Fig. 1.
and have little coherence.
and a, a, a, coals with their accompanying strata. This
2d, The vast body of coal lying together, consisting alluvial cover is found to be of various thickness, from
of 10 beds. There are only 7 beds in the section, but a few inches to many fathoms ; and it is this covering
the fourth coal is commonly reckoned three beds, and which creates the greatest difficulty in searching for
the lower coal two beds, there being a difference in the coal and other minerals. It is in mineralogy to the strata
quality, with thin divisions in some places betwixt which are underneath, what the flesh is to the bones in
them. The whole thickness is 90 feet 2 inches. Some anatomy, when the covering is removed, the absolute
of the coal is of the open burning kind, but the great structure is at once seen.
part is of the close burning quality, similar to NewIn describing, the absolute forms or shapes of coal- Forms or
castle coal, and breaks into small pieces.
The coal fields, it is necessary that the cover of earth above the shapes of
abounds with inflammable air, and is liable to sponta- strata be considered as removed, that every point may coal-fieldf.
neous ignition. In a great part of this coal-field the be more easily comprehended ; and, to render the subcoals amount to only one-half of the thickness repre- ject less intricate at first, we shall consider the coal
sented in the section ; but in the place where the sec- fields as being of a regular shape, and without dislocation is taken, the coals lie as if they had been cut tions.
through, and one- half slid over the top of tlie otlier.
In general, coal-fields have either the form of n cirThis singular coal-field is very limited in point of ex- cular or long elliptical bason, or are segments of these
tent.
figures ; so that no extensive field of coal lies as to itself
From an inspection of the four preceding sections, in the same plane, though a small portion of it may apit will be seen, that, altliough the alternations of the
pear to be so. There are but few instances of the entire
strata are various, they may be referred to two kinds
bason form, but this form we shall first explain, in orviz. sandstone and clai/ variously modified ; the only
der to lead on to tlie more intricate varieties which ocexception is the greenstone. There is no bed of lime- cur. Plate CCCLXXXVIII, Fig. 2. represents the ho- Fig. ?.
stone in any of them ; this is however one of the strata rizontal section of an elliptical coal-field, with the coals
found in coal-fields, and sometimes forms the roof of a
and B rising to the surface in every direction, with
coal. Beds of limestone are generally found in the lowtheir accompanying strata, and dipping to the centre
est series of the coal .strata of a district.
of the bason C. Fig. 3. is a section of tlie bason in the line Fig. 3.
With regard to coals termed workable or unwork- DE. It is evident from an inspection of the figures that
able, this does not depend upon the tliickness of a bed the strata in die lineFG,(Fig.2.)have a greater dip than
of coal, but upon the price obtained for it; so that a coal tlie strata in the line DE, because they reach the cenwhich is unworkable in one district, on account of tre of the bason in a shorter horizontal distance ; hence,
its thinness, would be workable to
advantage in if the bason were forty times longer than it is broad,
another.
to C, and from E to C,
tlie dip of the strata from
The greatest depth to which coal strata have been would be very flat when compared witli the dip from
ascertained is 500 fathoms.
to C, whicli would be comparativeThis has been done in F to C, and from
the Newcastle district, but it is not supposed that they ly great. Here we conceive the bason to be of a regugo down to an indefinite depth, from the bason shape of lar elliptic form, but we find in general that the transcoal-fields. It is with reason supposed, that the rocks
does not divide the bason equally, but
verse line
upon which the Nortliumberland coal-field rests are a unequally, as represented in Fig. 4. where it is evident Fig. *.
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that the dip of the straU from H to C is much greater
than the dip from I to C, so that while the coals from
C to I are flat, having a moderate rise, the coals from
C to have a great rise, and are frequently of the cUm
of edge coals. A right und^tanding of these plans and
•ectkms will make the other figures of a coal-field and
tegmenta of the bason more easily comprehended.
The next form or shape of a coal-field is that which
is semi-elliptical, as represented by the horizontal secPUTI
tion, Fig. 5. where A and B are coals with their actaotniyiii. companying strata, having their line of bearing in the
Fi(. f.
direction C, D, and the line of dip from E to F, these
coals are cut off in the line of dip by a natural fissure
in the strata C, D ; hence, in prosecuting the working
of the coals to the dip they are lost, and in place of
coal, nothing but stone, or the strata accompanying cool,
are to be found : the nature of this fissure or obstruction will be explained afterwards.
These forms of coal-fields now described, or modifiotions of these fomu, are what we find the most common. There are, bowerer, inatanoee of the inverted
bason form, and of inverted segmenU of it but these
Fig. 6. is
are very rare in comparison with the other.
Fig. 6the vertical section of this form. A, B, C, represent the
coals dipping in every direction to F and G.
Cercrt of
The cover of earth which lies above the strata is of
arthabcnc two distinct kinds, both of which arc alluvial, the one
UMtoeki. older than the other, viz.

H

;

The recent alluvial cover.
2. The old alluvial cover.
The recent alluvial cover is found by
1

the sides of

and arms of the sea, in general verv little elevated above the surfiMe of the waters wbioi evidently
fanned them.
rivers

The old alluvial cover tncceedsthe recent alluvial cover,
general more elevated, and extends to the tops of
the mountains ; there, however, it is found very thin.
It is in the intermediate moderately rising groand
where it is found of the greatest depth.
lal.
The recent alluvial cover we have found to be in some
instances nearly 100 feet, and the old alluvial 180 feet
in depth, above the rock.
The recent alluvial cover is generally composed of soil,
clay, wet sandy loam, sludge, and sometimes beds of
peat earth, also bed* of gravel ; and in digging through
It, trunks of large trees and brushwood are frequency
found, with betu of sand containing great varieties of
ea shells adjoining the arms of the sea, the remains of
marine animals from the largest to the aoallcat sise are
also occaxionally found.
In the alluvial cover, by the
ides of quick running rivers in coal districts, pieces
of coal and of the accompanying strata abouna, but
adjoining slow running rivers and arms of the sea,
these fragments are seldom to be found, excepting when
brought there accidentally.
ilHTial
The old alluvial cover is commonly composed of cisy
intimately mixed with sand, small rounded stones, and
frequently with boulder stones, from a few pounds to
several tons in weight ; it is quite impervious to water,
and is termed till by agriculturist*. In examining this
cover when broken up, it is found to contain fragments
of almost all the strata of the adjoining coal-field, such
as sandstones, slate-clay, ironstones, and coal, the
largest only a few inches in size, the angles sharp,
which shew they had not suffered by attrition. It is remarkable that no remains of trees or planU are to be
found in this earth, nor any remains of marine animals
or shells, though immediately adjoining the recent al>
luvial soil where they are so abundant This cover hat
is in

rtr.

;

OM

SI9

sometimes beds of sand in it, and at the foot of moun- Mines of
^°*''
tains is mixed with many fragments of the mountain
^
.

rocks.

•

"

As

to the general situation of coal-fields with their Situation
ofcoalaccompanying strata, they are found,
1.

"''''*•

Under the level of the sea.
Above the level of the sea, moderately

elevated.
2.
S. Considerably elevated above the level of the sea.
Having considered the shape or form of coal-fields as
uniform and entire, we have now to describe the dislocations and ruptures of the strata, for it is found in

/

bason
form is broken, dislocated, and deranged, forming segments of every various form, the dislocations, extending from a quarter of an inch to upwards of COO feet,
practice, that in place of a regular figure, the

in a perpendicular or sloping direction, or separated
horizonully from the breadth of an inch to upwards
of 100 feet: It is these dislocations which render the
searching for coal, and the operations connected with
the working of it, so difficult and intricate, while at the
same time they are frequently of the greatest benefit.
The dislocations and obstructions which are found Di«ioc«iion
"^ **"
in coal-fields, are known by the names of
1.

•^'^

Dikes.

S. Slipa.
S. Hitchea.
4. Troubles.

The three first relate to the dislocation of the strata,
the fourth, or what is termed troubles, relates to the
changes which take pisce in the bed of coal.
A dike is like a wall of extraneous matter, which Dikti.
divides all the beds of coal found in a coal-field.
It
varies from a few inches to many fathoms in thickness,
and penetrates through the strata to the greatest depth
the miners' operations have yet reached ; they are composed of,
1. Sandstone.
2. Greenstone.
3.

Basalt.

4.

Porpbyritic clay mixed with

white

calcareous

spar,
5.

Heterogeneous mixture of the coal

6.

Water

7

Quicksand.

8.

Old

9.

Recent alluvial clay.

strata.

gravel.

alluvial clay.

The first five in the order may more properly be
named <likes.
The four last are more commonly
known by the name of gaws, gashes, or chasms.

A slip is a fissure in the strata, from the tenth of an Slips.
which fissure is
inch to two or three feet in width
filled with rubbish and fragments of all the strata found
in the coal-field.
The strata, on one side, arc slipped
past those on the other side of the fissure, and this dislocation receives the n.-mie of a slip, where the coal has
slipped off its parallelism fully its own height.
These
slips are found from the extent of a few feet, to upwards of 600 feet perpendicular.
A hitch is a smaller kind of slip, where the disloca- Hitches,
tion is from an inch to the extent of the Uiickness of
In some mining districts, slips and hitches
the coaL
are known In* the vcrj' appropriate name of steps.
Troubles affect the stratum, or bed of coal, not only Troublssi
as rendering it very difficult to work, but very inferior
in quality, and frequently altogether useless as an article of commerce.
These troubles are not found in
the chief extent of a coal-field, they only affect it partial I v,
and may be classed under the following
;

heads:

.
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Coal.

TrouUes.

1

Stone in irregular beds.

2.

Nips.

S.

Shaken

4.

Foul

coal.

coal.

5.

Pyritaceous, or brassy coal.

6.

Sparry coal.
Stoney coal.
Black coal.
Sooty coal.

7.
8.

9-

10.

Dike

coal

named,

;

a,

Burnt

b,

Dander

c,

Humphed

coal.
coal.

coal.

11. Glazed backs.
12. Troubles in the roof and pavement.
The position and effect of these dislocations
troubles have now to be described.
Dikes.

Plat«
ccclixxviii.
r»g. 7.

and

Dikes, as to their longitudinal direction, are found
not only stretching in the line of bearing through the
coal-field, but in every direction, sometimes for many
miles nearly in the same straight line, while other
dikes have irregular deflections, but without sharp anIt seldom occurs that great dikes are
gular turns.
numerous in a coal district, but the contrary is frequently the case with dikes of a small size ; they can
only be seen in the beds of rivers, or on tlie sea-shore,
but those of greenstone and basalt, from their superior
hardness, frequently rise above all the other strata, like
a crest or projecting ridge.
Dikes of greenstone, of a few feet to three or four
fathoms in thickness, are found sometimes very numerous, even in a very limited extent of coal-field, not
exceeding the area of 200 acres, lying in various
directions,

and crossing one another.

CCCLXXXVIM.

Fig. 7- Plate
represents the horizontal section of a

CD

rizontal section of a coal-lield, with

two

slips,

;

it

throws

represents a slip

in otlier coals,

marked

1, 2, 3,

CD

compartment No. 1.
having the same effect, but not to the
in the

but contrary to tlie former in its position ; tlie
effect of tliis is, tliat tlie coals a, b, c, are thrown up, as
represented in the compartment No. 4. Sometimes this
slip brings into view coals situated under these marked
a, b, c, such as the C(5als 4r,5,6; and when it happens,
as we have frequently seen, tlwit a coal marked 4 is di-

AB

CD, in the line of bearing, which throw the
down to the crop this is the simplest form of
ig. 9.

instance,

which were not found

same

AB

Fig. 8.

tliis

EF

GH

Slips.

accompanying strata. A B is a slip which intersects '''P^S- Hthe strata, and throws all the coals of the first compartment very much lower, as represented in the compartment No. 2. ; and, from the magnitude of the slip in

their

AB

with greenstone dikes.
and
and
are two dikes lying parallel to each other,
are cross or oblique dikes, which not only divide
the coal strata, but divide and separate the dikes
and CD. In looking at a horizontal section of a coalfield, the dikes, which intersect it, appear to affect the
strata no more than the dividing and separating of
them, excepting when greenstone dikes occur, in which
case, a change of the coal adjoining them is very evident, as will be noticed afterwards, when the effects of
dikes upon the strata in the vertical section are treateil
But before entering on this subject, the longituof.
dinal direction of slips will be considered.
Slips run in a longitudinal direction through the
strata of a coal-field, and in every obliquity to one anoFig. 8. Plate CCCLXXXVIII. represents a hother.
coal-field, intersected

than in the horizontal section, where they only appear Mines of
Coal.
like walls, veins, and lines of simple separation.
Fig.
10. is a vertical section of a coal-field from dip to rise, *—•'V"^
with three strata or beds of coal, a, b, c. AB is a dike f'-*fK
at right angles to the phne>of the coal strata.
This p"''^"'"
rectangular dike has only the effect of dividing and se- Kifects
pro
parating the coals, and all the accompanying strata, ciuced by
but produces no alteration in the line of rise; but fur- dikes,
ther to the rise, the oblique dike CD interrupts the
coals a, b, c, and not only divides and separates them,
but throws them and all their accompanying strata
greatly lower down ; but though thrown down, as represented in the figure, the coals and strata still keep
the same parallelism and direction of rise.
Still further to the rise, the oblique dike EF interrupts the
coals a, b, c, and not only divides and separates them,
but throws them, and all their accompanying strata,
greatly up, and produces a much quicker dip and rise,
as represented in the figure.
Sometimes the coals in
the division H, betwixt the dikes C and E, are found
nearly horizontal, and the effect of the dike EF is
sometimes such as to throw out the coals altogether, so
that no vestige of them can be found in the division K.
Such are the most prominent changes in the strata, as
to their line of direction produced by dikes ; but of
these changes there are various modifications.
The effect of slips on the strata is represented in the Effects pio
vertical section. Fig. 11, where a, b, c, are coals with <luced by

and

strata
slips.

Fig. y. represents part of a coal-field intersected with
slips somewhat similar to a broken sheet of ice.
In
is a dike ; all the other lines and rathis Figure,
mifications in the figure, are slips of every variety and
kind, producing dislocations from the least measurable
distance to many fathoms ; the slips at the points
marked a, a, a, disappear ; the lines at C represent
four slips of a small size, known by the name of

AB

hitches.

There does not appear any general law as to the line
of direction of these slips, only the ramifications are
generally more in a dip and. rise direction, than in the
Ene of bearing of the coal-fields.
The effects of dikes and of slips upon the coal strata,
when viewed in a vertical section, are more evident

EF

extent.

represents a slip intersecting the

strata,

known coal, as e in tlie copartthe case is difficult and bewildering to the
miner.
Besides these varieties, we find a number of
slips or hitches often very near to one anotlier, as in the
copartment No. 5, where the dislocation of each slip is
not great, but the amount of the whole forms a consi.
derable slip as to the coals in the compartment No. 6.
These are the general effects of dikes and slips in a
vertical section of the strata from the dip to the
rise ; whether these dislocations lie in the line of
bearing, or with a moderate angle of obliquity to it,
tliat is under 45 degrees. Tlie effects of dikes and slips
in pursuing a dead level course direction, are exemplified in Fig. 12. Plate CCCLXXXVIII. Where the coals pig. jg.
and accompanying strata are of course horizontal, and
the dikes and slips, lying at a greater angle than 4-.'i° to
the line of bearing, they are termed dip and rise dikes,
or slips, as AB, CD, EF.
P'rom what has been stated regarding the effects of Generallaw
dikes and slips, as to tlie dislocation of the strata, inde- ''fgiidiiig
'"''
pendently of any changes produced in the coal and ^j'.'l"
strata adjoining, to be noticed afterwards, those w"ho
are employed in conducting the operations ot collieries,
consider that these dislocations follow a general law,
which is this Let Fig. 1, Plate CCCLXXXIX. repre- Ti-ate
rectly opposite a well

ment No.

3,

:

sent a stratum, or bed of coal, with the accompanying
strata ; A, the pavement of the coal, and B tlie roof-; it',

ccclixxijc.
'^'

M N
I

u

at C, •dike, D, is met with.
Minciof in prosecuting the mine,
Coal
which forms with the pavement a right angle, vie. of
-^V^' 90", it is concluded that the dike only has divided and
Dike* aod aeparated the strata its own thickness, so that when a
""""
mine is driven through it, the coal is found directly opFUTI
posite ; but, in the further prosecuting of the mine, if
•CCLKXXU.
diTke, F, is met with as at E, which forms an obtuse
a
Fig. 1.
angle with the |>avement, tliat is an angle greater than
go*, it is concluded that the dike has not only divided
and separated the strata ita own thickness, but has
thrown up the coal and accompanying strata, which, on
running a mine through the dike, is found to be the
case as at G. Lastly, if a dike His met with at I, forming
an acute angle with the pavement, as in the figure, that
is, an angle less than 90 degrees, it is concluded tliat
the dike lias not only divided and separated the strata
its own thickness, but has thrown down the coal and
accompanying strata, which, on running a mine though
the dike, is found to be the case as at K.
The same very useful and important law holds as to
slips, with this diflierence, that, when the slipforms anangle of fW" with the pavement, there is a great uncertainty whether the strata on the other side are thrown up or
down ; and this can only be proved by mining and l>oring ; only it roust be remarked, that if, in perforating
the slip, the coal is found neither thrown up or ilown,
the occurrence is not a slip, but simply a fiMure of the
strata.

Dike* and slips are denominated upthrow or downthrow, according to the position in which they are
met in working the mine. Thus, in Fig 10. Plate
Pl,4TB
CCCLXX.XVIM. if the miner is advancing to the rise,
ceuixSTiii.
CI) is a
the dike AR neither throws up nor down.
Fig. la
down-throw dike to the rise of a certain number of fathoms, and EF is an upthrow dike also to the rise. On
the contrary, if the dikes are met with in working from
the rise to the dip, the names of the dikes, as to being

upthrow and downthrow, are exactly reversed ; Tts.
what was an upthrow in the first instance, is a downthrow in the second and, in mntting the dikes or slips
this reverse way, the same law of course holds as to the
angle formed by the pavement, and the intersecting
;

line of the dike or slip.

In the Mme manner, dikes and slips, which run from
the dip to the rite direction, are denominated upthrows
or downthrows, to the east, to the west, to the south, or
to the north, according to the line of bearing o( the
coal-field, and tiu? direction in which the dikes or slips
are met with in the mine ; so that a dike or slip which
is an upthrow tn the east, when pursuing the coal mine
eastwBril, is a downthrow dike or slip, when pursuing
the coal mine westward.
Hitches are slips of the atrata of a small sixe, and
Iliichcs.
are so denominated when the slip or dislocation does
not exceed the height of the coal ; they are frt-quentlv
very small, even the least part of an inch, yet though
of the fciMJlrat siae, their effects are distinctly visible
•liKting tlM coal. Hitches are ftequently denominate
ed, very appropriately, tlrpt by the miner.
(Plate
Plats
Fig. 2. shews the effect of hitdies
cectt tux. CCCLXX.XIX
upon the straU, where the hitches A, B. C, D, E, F, G, H,
Fig.t.
dislocate the coal and accompanying strata.
At A
the hitch is the hoight of tlie coal, at B it is lialf the
height up, at C and I) the effect is less, at E it is nearly the height of the coal, at F the effect is scarcely vi.
sibic, at
it it down, and at
the coal is again
thrown up to the extent of its height. Hitchrs do not
extend gci.eraUy very far, either in a longitudinal gr in
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a perpendicular direction; for though they may be Mines of
C"*'found in one or two coals in a coal-field, they may not
"•"-'"
lie seen in the upper or under coals, so that their effects in the coal-Held are ojmmonly very limited when
compared with the effects of dikes or of slips.
Troubles.
These affect the stratum or bed of coal,
and are of various kinds, as before mentioned, viz.
1st, Stone in irregular bedx.—-'YY\\s trouble sometimes Troubles io
begins as a horizontal division in the coal scarcely visi- "'* ^^ of
ble, gradually increasing in thickness, and that fre-'"*^
ouently to such a degree as to render the coal altoge>
tner unworkable ; in a thick bed of coal, a stone of this
kind sometimes increases from a line even to several
fathoms in thickness, in which case one or other of the
l>ortion.i of the coal thus divided, is either abandoned
as unworkable, or each of the two divisions is wrought

—

as a separate and distinct coal.
It is to be remarked,
that the two portions of coal are together generally
equal in thickness to the bed of coal before iJie stone

made

its

appearance

;

if

however bands of stone or of

argillaceous day are found lying regularly through
coals in a coal-field, these are not reckoned troubles.
2<l,

Nipt.

— This

is

a very remarkable trouble in

and is not very common
it is produced by the
roof and pavement of the coal gradually approaching
each other, until not a vealige of coal is to be seen.
The extent of this trouble is mrni an area of a few feet
to tlut of many acres. Tlie horizontal form of a nip is
ver^ irregular, and when found, no idea can lie funned
coal,

;

of Its extent ; it is frequently the case, that if the coal
has an argillaceous roof and pavement, these disappear
with the coal, and the upper and under harder sviata
of sandstone are in contact, divided only by a very Purs
thin sooty line.

senu the

vertical,

Plate CCCLXXXIX. Fig..'), reprc- cccixxxix.
and Fig. 4. the horiaontid section of '''*- ^

^

*•

a nip.
Sd, SAaktn Coal.— By this trouble the texture of th«
coal is not only destroyed entirely, but tlie whole of
the coal from roof to pavement is of no use whatever;

the roof and |iavement generally keep their common
parallelism, and no convulsion is to he obiier\'ed in the
a<ljoiniiig strata.
The shaken coal has the appearance
of the rubbish of an old coal waste, being a heterogeneous mass of dusty coal, mixed with small cubical
pieces of good coal. This shaken coal is so soft, that
frequently it can be dug with a spade.
4. Foul Coa/.— I'liis denomination of trouble is applied to no specific kind of coal, every coal which is
deteriorated in quality, or ao mixed witH heterogeneous
matter as to be useless, or the greater part so, is dea

nominated foul

coal.

Coal, or the BroMty Coal of the miners.
trouble arises from the coal being so mixed and
entwisted with pyrites as to be of no use as coal. It
may be remarket!, however, that the term pyritaceous
coal is not applicable to thoae coals which have pyrites
in them o( ii lenticular form, and which can with ease
be separated from the coals, for these do nut deteriorate
the quality of the coal, as they are picked out.
I'his trouble arisea from the coal
6. •V/Nirry C'ooi.
having an increased number of fiaaures together, and
filled with a hard white sparry subttance, Uie sulphate
of lime, so that the coal u rendered iisdess and very
5. Pi/rilaceouM

—This

—

difficult to

work.

—

Slonry Coal.
This trouble
becoming very much mixed with
iiuinner. These stones do not lit
they are
intimately joined or
7.

m

2

s

from the coal
stone in an irregular
in regular lieds; and
connected with the
arises

;
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they cannot be taken out without destroying
and breaking to small pieces a great proportion ot the
coal to which they are attached ; on which account
such Etoney coals have freijuently to be sent to market
with the stone in them, which is greatly against their
Coals having regular bands of stone in them,
sale.
and which are easily separated, do not come under the
denomination of stoney coals.
8. Black Coal.
This is a trouble which rather affects the appearance than the absolute quality of the
coal ; it generally occurs suddenly, that is, while in
one part of a coal-field the coals have the common
bright fracture, a slip or hitch of very trifling magnitude will produce on the other side coals termed black
Tlie appearance is dull, without the least lustre.
coal.
it is equally compact in texture as the other coals of
This trouble, however,
^he field, and burns well.
greatly reduces the value of the coal at market, its appearance being so very much against it.
This trouble renders the coal of
9. Sooty Coal.
a dead, sooty, friable appearance, and of no use,
is never of great extent, nor does it appear to have
arisen from any convulsion of the immeduitely adjoining strata, as the roof and pavement where it
occurs keep their parallelism with each other. This
(rouble is, however, generally found when approaching some considerable dislocation of the strata, such as
a slip or dike.
coal, that

~

—

—

also Burnt Conl, Dander Coal,
Coal, are all names applied to the same
kind of trouble in the bed of coal. The particular
names above mentioned are applied by tlie common workmen and miners, the name dander signifying scoria. The appellation humphed is a provincial
term, and only used amongst miners, signifying the

10.

or

Dike Coal, named

Humphed

same thing as burnt or dander coal. This kind of
trouble is in general found to exist on both sides of
dikes composed of greenstone, basalt, or porphyretic
clay ; the trouble beginning at a distance from the
dike on both sides, the coal at first by degrees losing
its bright fracture and becoming black coal, then burnt
or dander coal, which next the dike appears run into
a tortuous mass, with irregular cellul tr cavities, and is
ujore of the nature of a dull, black, stoney matter, than
any thing connected with coal. Coal found in this
kind of trouble has none of the qualities of glance coal,
the blind coal of Scotland, or the stone coal of Wales;
for although placed in a heap they will not kindle
.though fire is applied, they will grow red hot, but instantly cool as stones would do when .heated and the
fire withdrawn.
Some pieces are found occasionally
.of the purest kind of glance coal, with a very bright

•

metallic lustre, and so hard as to be with difficulty
scratched with a knife ; such coal is divided by nu.merous small veins of a white sparry substance. This
kind of trouble, besides being found adjoining dikes of
the above description, is found occupying considerable
districts of a coal-field ; and though no change is observed in either the roof or pavement, the coal is completely useless, and will not burn though fire is applied
to it.
It is, however, in general different in appearance from the coal found adjoining dikes as before
mentioned, in as much as more of the stratified texture remains, and is not run into a tortuous mass with
irregular cavities. It has been asserted by some miners,
that this change is occasioned by greenstone or basalt
being near the coal, eitlier above or below it. This we
presume remains to be proved.

The term burnt

is not known amongst minerMines 01
CoiU.
not admitted ; the name is applied
by the unlettered miner, from the simple ideas rising ^""V-^
in his own mind, being altogether a stranger to those
theories which so warmly interest and so much divide
the philosophic world.
It must be particularly remarked here, that when a coal-field is working of the
common coal, it is sometimes gradually changed into
a species of glance-coal, which burns of itself when
ignited, and is used for economical purposes, has no
smoke, and only a blue flame, with intense heat.
This is not reckoned one of the species, of the burnt
coal of the miner, but is simply one of those changes
in quality incident to coal.
11. Glazed Backs, Lips, or Leips.
This is a trouble
in the coal more generally found in an oblique direction as to roof and pavement, seldom perpendicular;
they are also more frequently found lying in the line
of bearing, than in a crop and dip direction, and are
distinctly different from the natural divisions found in
coal.
Although there can scarcely be perceived any
slip in the roof, it is evidently a slip of the very least
degree which occasions this trouble. Both sides of
the fissure are smooth and glossy, and the coals thus
divided have no tenacity, which renders this trouble
dangerous to the miner by the coal falling suddenly
forward without warning.
single fissure of this kind
can scarcely be called a trouble, but when many of
tliese are near to one another, the coal is injured, and
the roof rendered very dangerous.
12. Troubles in the roof and pavement of the Coal.— Troubles
i
These troubles are more generally found when ap- the roof an
proaching a dislocation of the strata, tliough they are pavement,
occasionally found in other parts of the coal-field.
They affect the roof with narrow pendent ridges of
stone, or protuberances, at times very close together,
in other instances like long inverted waves.
The
troubles in the pavement are generally sudden wavelike swellings'.
These troubles frequently affect the
coal very much, rendering it sometimes not only firmer
in the texture, but uncommonly hard ; at other times
the coal adjoining them is soft, and so deteriorated as
to be altogether useless.
Besides these troubles, there is frequently another
kind found in the roof, of a very singular form, known
by the ntaae oi a pot boUo7n, or cauldron bottom; they
are from the size of a few inches to five feet in diameter. One of these is represented in Plate CCCLXXXIX. Piate
Fig. 5.
In working the coal, the miner generally ccclxxxii.
knows that he is approaching one of these by the ^'S- ^•
coal becoming harder and more twisted in its texture,
and this continues till the trouble in the roof is passed.
The general form is similar to that represented in Fig.
5. a is the bed of coal, b the pot bottom, having an irregular and rough inverted mouth of stone, d is coal
generally from half an inch to an inch thick, altogether different in texture and appearance from the bed
of coal with which it is connected, being of a bright
pitchy lustre, and breaks into very small pieces
sometimes it is of the nature of glance-coal. The
stone b v.hich fills the inverted pot is frequently of the
same kind of stone which composes the roof, but more
frequently is an argillaceous stone, of the nature of
good fire-clay. The sides of the pot-bottom at d are generally as smooth as glass, and furrowed in the vertical direction, so that there is no tenacity where the
sides of the pot-bottom join the roof; this circumstance renders these troubles very dangerous, particu-

alogists, or rather

coal

is

—

A

'

1^1

I

The peealiar singularity
Minti of Urly when of a large size.
CoaJ.
attending this trouble, is the uniform twidted texture
and alteration which arc found in the coal immediately
under it, without any mixture of the stone which compow* the pot-bottom.
The Roofs of coal are formed of all varieties of the
Roof* sf
cul.
coal strata, as may be seen from the examples of stratification in the preceding part of this treatise. As roofs
they are of various quality, from good to very bad ; a
roof is reckoned good which keeps entire, not only
while the coal is working, but for a considerable time
.Sometimes a stratum of roof-stone next the coal
after.
comes down along with the coal while working, named
% following, leaving a firm roof- stone above; at other
times a stratum or two of the roof-stone have to be
this is
taken down shortly after the coal is wrought
also termed a JolioniKg; and while the miner works
nnder it, he supports it by prop-wood for his own
•afety ; but these are not reckoned dangerous roofs.
Inid roof is that, which, having little tenacity in
itself, cannot be kept up either in boards, rooms, or in
narrow mines, even by the aid of prop-wood ; it has
the refore to fall in the waste, care being taken to keep
it np along the wall-face* ; and the iron rail-roads are
in tome bad roofs laid upon the top of the fallen strata.
The roof* which are most dangerous to the workman
re those where the roof-stratum is thick, with many
open cutters in it, or where there are irregular beds,
thick in the micldle and wedge-s.haped towards the
edges. These roofs give no warning before they fall,
by which the danger is much increaied. The ordinary
way in which a miner trie* the nx^f to be safe or not,
i* to strike it gently with the side of hi« pick ; if the
•ound produced is sharp and clear, he concliide< that
the roof is good, but if the sound is obtose and hollow,
he is certain that the roof i* bad and dangerous. He
may, however, be deceived in trying a toM composed
of a thick stratum, as it will produce a clear sound
though ready to fall, owing to the cutters with which
it is mtertected.
Having stated the effecU of dikes, tlip
he*,
as to the dislocation of the strata, the cli
liuced by them upon the coals and strata atljuiniiig have
now to be noticed.
'A'hen coils .ipproach dikes composed of •and-<itone,
Coals idheterog(?ncous mixture of rtone*, water, gravel, quickjoining
sand, or cl.iy, we seldom find any great change in the
composition of the coal, excepting ih.it it is either nnjdered a little softer or harder, with tSe natural fissures
occasionally very open, and filled with sulphate of
lime and pyrites, or with sand or clay when cloae to
dikes of this composition. The strati adjoining are io
aome auea rendmd flatter than in the general coal
field ; in odier case* the dip and rise are greatly increased, and the line of level frequently altered.
W'c
have, however, to notice a very remarkable and il.. ;,?.
ed change in the stratum or bed of coal, as it
e* dikes composed of greenstone, b.nsalt, or par, ... ...,^
clay, dikes of greenstone or of basaltic rock, (the common blue whinstoiic of Scotland,) are much more common in the coal-firUl of Scotland than the porphyry
dikes J and their effects are well known, as they are freouentW met with in several of the mining districts.
I'he first indication perceived in approaching one of
d»e*e dikes, is, that the coal begins to lo*c it* common
brightness in the fracture, and m-nmcj a dull black appearance, but still retains it-i ('.rTiinon qualities of good
:

A

.:

baming

coal,

with very

little

difTcrence

;

but every foot

ofadvance towards the dike, the coal becomei worse.

N
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loses every appearance of common coal and all its qua- Mines of
£°"'lities ; the texture of the coal is lost, and the whole
"~ ^
stratum of it becomes a mass of black stoney matter, as
before described, when treating of troubles appertaining the btd of coal, under head No. 10. Dike- Coal. .\djoining to the dike, the cavities of this coal are sometimes
filled with a soft yellowish chy, having an unctuous feel;
this clay is also sometimes found in the fi«sure betwixt
the coal and the face of the dike, when the dike is cut
through. The coal on the other side is found exactly
changed as in the approach to the dike before mcntione<l, viz. hard stoney, and cellular next the dike, and
these qualities gradually disappearing till the coil assumes its common lustre, with all the qualities of good
coal, as found before the deteriorating symptoms appeared on approaching the dike.
When coals appror.ch slipn, a variety of changes arefoil* «d«
found, and they are very seldom met without symptomsJ"'"'"*
ap})€arin!; of their approach, particularly if they are of*"P*'
eon'-iderable magnitude. The most common symptoms
of their approach are, numerous hitches, swellings in
the roof, sudden risings or wavings of the pavement,

the coal

much

and more

stronger in

difficult

tr>

work

;

its

common,
much softer

texture th;in

at other times

than usual, and this f oftnets at times increases to (ucha
degree as to lo«c r.il firmness of texture. In this slate it
is sometimes like coid dust mixed with small cubical
pieces of i^ood coal ; at other times it is found uncommonly friable, somewhat like soot The occurrence of
iron pyrites it very common, in some in«tiinres filling
fissures and cavitie.', h.iving a be
lu.«tre,
and crystallized, some of the ir
; rube*
of more than lulf an inch in size, and fiiul^ Iniiiinated ;
in other instances, tl.c pyrites arc so run into and en«
twi*ted with the cn^tl as to form a very heavy mass of
singular texture. We also find the sulphate of lime very
abundant near to slips, filling up the numerous fissures
of the coal, and entwisted wiih it coals of the soft
and of the sooty q<iality above mentioned ; where the
pyrites and sulphate of lime abound, the coals are of no
u»e as fuel. An increase of water from the fissures, as
a dike or slip is appro.ichecl, is also common ; and when
the slip is found, very great feeders of water sometime*
occur.
If the coal i < dry, inflammable air (if found generally in the conl-field) comes ofr in great quantity;
and there are instances of inflammable air btii.g found
at a dike or sh'p though never seen before in the district

Sand-dike«, or gashes containing quick sand, are 'and
dangerous from the quantity of water they contain,
which is found in some instances so great as to drown
and destroy the colliery, if not prevented by powerful
means.
We have now to describe the general effect produced upon tlie coals and accompanying »trata by dikes
and slips, in order to shew how coals wave, or are
spread over a great district of country ; and this is c«sentially necessary before attempting to deacribc the
modes which have been adqvted
searching and bor-

dikes.

m

ing for coal.

Although, as before mentioned, there are instances eiTccIi of
r h.ison form, and more com- dikes «nd
of coal-fields of a f -moiily of a long t
upe, ^et there arc few in- »iip» on «
stances, corapmis entire form, either in the co*'-**'**right or invei
m ; yet we Kckoii that the entire bason form is me true and complete form of « coaU
field, and that the general form of coal-fields are portions of this bason shape, produced by the natural effecU of dikes and alips, of which the followinjf detail.
i

i
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Fig. 6. represents a horizontal section
or plan of a coal-field, as found immediately under the alluvial cover. Only twobeds of coal are represented in this
y,-ill

elucidate.

an up-throw, the crops of the coals and accompanying Mines of
diminished in breadth by coming sooner in
Coal.
contact with the alluvial cover.
K c, is a slip down to ,^"'^1'"^^
'"^
the east, forming the coal-field M.
K <i is a slip down
to the west, forming the coal-field N.
K e is a slip up

is

strata are

e.xarnple, that the subject may be rendered as little com^^g^e!^'^
plex as possible, and, therefore, whatever changes in to the west, which cuts off the coal-field N in that direction.
upthrow
position, and whatever dislocations take place in the
is
an
slip
K _/
to the east, which has
the effect of throwing back the crops of the strata.
coals, take place also in all the accompanj'ing strata, at
K ^ is a down-throw slip to the west, which has the efleast this may be admitted in a general point of view.
The area in the figure is supposed to contain a epace of fect of throwing forward the crops of the coals and stra64- square miles, viz. a square of 8 miles on the side.
ta.
K h and K i being down-throw slips to the west,
The coal district is bounded by transition rocks on the have the same effect as in the last instance. K k being
North, more elevated than the coal district. A, is an an up-throw slip to the west, has the effect of throwing
elliptical bason-shaped coal-field, where the coals a, b,
back the coals and accompanying strata. In this mandip inwardly as represented by the points of the ar- ner coal fields are extended over a district of country
rows, but they dip much quicker next the transition in the line of bearing, in every variety of change, acrocks, as they then conform with the dip of these; and
cording to the line of obliquity in which the slips octhough the coals are the same distance from each other cur with regard to the line of bearing, and the extent
in every part of the bason, when measured at right of the dislocation, as to the magnitude of the slip. These
angles to the pavement, they appear in the horizontal of course frequently change the direction of the line of
section much closer upon the north than on the south
level at times to the extent of 90°, as must be obvious
side of the bason. This apparent difference depends enfrom inspecting the Figures; because, generally, the
tirely upon the angle of inclination which the coals
line of level is a line parallel to the crop, that is parallel
make in particular positions with the horizon, as will to the line of the coals where they intersect the plane
be shewn distinctly in the vertical section. Upon the of the alluvial cover, which will be more particularly
south of the coal-field A, the slip B is found dislocat- exemplified when the working of coal is treated of.
ing the strata, throwing the coals down from the surThe next point for consideration is the vertical secface 140 yards to the south, and forming the coal-field tion of the coal-fields before exemplified.
Such sections
C, where the same coals of the coal-field
are found
are generally made in the line of dip and rise, on which
again, having the same parallelism of dip.
account the section. Fig. 7- is in the direction of the dot- Kig. T.
The slip
is found upon the south of the coal-field C, dislocating
ted line OP, Fig. 6". and the coal-fields, beds of coal,
the strata, and throwing the coals down from the sur- slips, counter dips, and crops, are marked with the
face 100 yards to the south, and forming the coal-field same letters as in the horizontal section, which exemE, where the coals of the coal-field C are also found. plifies the positions noticed in the horizontal section.
The slip F is found dislocating the strata, and throws These sections are to be considered only as diagrams,
the coals down 210 yards, and forms the coal-field G in shewing within a very limited space the phenomena
the same manner as the former coal-fields, as repre- connected with coal-fields, it being impossible to shew
sented by the coals a, b. The coal-field G, in place of a the several parts in equal proportions to one another,
slip to the south of it, takes, as it is termed, a counter
as the sections represent miles in extent, whereas coals
dip, occasioned by a ridge in the strata of a saddle are only a few f<et in thickness, and the distance beshape, beyond which ridge the same coals form with a tween them a few fathoms. In order, however, to shew
contrary dip, as represented by the arrows, and form the effect of a great slip upon a scale of proportion.
the coal-field H.
In this manner coal-fields are found Fig 8. represents three coals a, b, c, rising southward 1 Fig. 8.
stretching over a district of country in a crop and dip in 5 ; the coal 6 is 1 5 fathoms distant from the coal c,
direction, somewhat similar to what is represented in
and the coal a is 10 fathoms distant from the coal b;
the Figure, but with many varieties arising from the the coals a and b crop out at the line of junction with
obliquity of the slips to each other. This spreading out the alluvial cover, but the coal c is cut off by the slip
of the coal-fields in the crop and dip direction is pro- AB down to the south, forming the south coal. field,
duced by slips generally lying, not parallel, but some- where the coals a, b, c, are found dislocated ar.d slipped
what in the direction of the line of bearing, and by down. The magnitude of this dislocation is measured
by taking the distance betwixt the pavements of any of
ridges and counter dips lying in the same direction.
the coals in the north and south fields, measured along,
Besides the coals a, b, inserted in the Figure, as an example, all the coals, above and below these, with their the face of the slip, which in this instance is 50 fathoms.
accompanying strata, suffer the same alteration as be- It will also be observed, from this figure, that though
the distance betwixt the coals a and b is only ten fafore mentioned.
While these slips and dislocations lying nearly in the thoms perpendicular, yet their distance, when they
crop out, is 50 fathoms in a horizontal line ; and the
line of the bearing of the coal have the effect of throwing the coals over a district of country in the line of dip distance betwixt the coals b and c being 1 5 fathoms,
and rise, the dikes, slips, and dislocations which lie in their distance, when they crop out, is 75 fathoms. It
an oblique direction to the former, such as the slips follows, of course, that those coals which have a great
marked K in the Figure, have the effect of stretching dip, or make a great angle with the horizon, have the
less difference betwixt their perpendicular distance from
or extenc'ing the coal-field over the country in the line
of bearing. The lines marked L, are dikes which only each other, and their distance from the one crop to the
separate the strata the thickness of the dike, without other where they meet the alluvial cover, whereas
throwing the coals and the accompanying strata either those coals which lie comparatively very flat, or at a
•p or down. It will be seen from the Figure that the small angle with the horizon, have a very great tiiffeoblique dislocations, when tljey throw the strata down, rence betwixt their perpendicular distance from each
and the same parallelism of dip remains unaltered, that other, and their distance where they crop out or meet
the crops extend to a greater distance before they meet the alluvial cover, as may be seen by inspecting the fithe alluvial cover ; and, on the contrary, when the slip gure. The proportion betwixt these is found by multi-
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plying th« pefp«wUcular distance by what

i»

termed

the ri^e: thu.i, if the distance betwixt two coals is ten
fathoms, and the dip 1 ir. 5, then 10x5 gives 50 fathorns fur the distance in the horizontal section at the
crop, or if the horisontal distance and dip are known,
then the hur^/ontal distance divided by the dip gives
the perpendicular distance betwixt the two coals, viz.
50 divided by 5 gives ten fathoms perpendicular distance as above.
Having thus endeavoured to shew, that when coalfields are not viewed upon a limited, but an extended
cale, that they form either circular, or more generally,
long elliptical basons, or portions of this figure, though

sometimes in an inverte<l position, it must (rom this circumstance appear evident, tlut every coal and its accompanying strata will crop out and meet the alluvial
cover, excepting when they are cut off and prevented
from doing so by slips, or where they form portions of
an inverted b <8on, or take a counter dip, as may be
•een by inspecting the preceding figures relative to the
•hape of coal-fields. In the foregoing examples, the
coals and accompanying strata are considere<l as keeping nearly the same distance from one another in each
coil- field, and that they keep nearly the same parallelism a* to the angle of dip and rise, with the
quality of the coal unaltered in the several coal-fields

rluced

by the

and

sli|i9

dislocations

of the

strata,

many instances we find this to be the case but
nany changes are found to be produced, such as
;

alteration* in the angle of dip

and

of the strata
a general
change in the angle of dip and rise in the coal-field
farmed beyond them, •omc of the ooal* varying in thickncM in the difTerent coal-field* separated by these
lips, and lonetime* the thickness of the strata betwixt
two beds of ooal is doahled ( at other times the distance
betwixt them is rendered so little in some instances, a*
to be no longer visible
by which means, two seams of
ooal which were wrought asdistinct beds of coal, are joined together, form one bed of coal, and wrought as such.
Instances are also found of bed* of coal campoainc a
coal-field on one side of a slip disappearing on the other
tide ; but this doe* not take place with the chief or
main beds of coal. Differences, in point of quality, are
occoionally found in the coals divided by slips and disloealioiu, though it is clearly evident tliat it is the same
formation of coal-field on each side.
Although coal-fields are of the form as before described, it munt be remembered that the extent of a single
coal-field, in the line of bearing, is found to be aevml
miles in length, suppose six miles
that is, they are
aoroetimc* found of this extent, without any great dis.
location* a* to have the effect of forming new coaU
fields ; and they are found in the line of dip and rise to
extend above two miles. Other coal-fields are very
mall, not extending to half a mile in the line of bearing ; vet, from the extent of the coal-basons, we must
remark, that, in considering the shape of a small portion of a coal-field, and the operation* connected with
the working of it, the idea of the bason-shape is abandoned, an<l the coal-field and beds of coal are considered
as a regular lying incline<l plane.
This, upon a limiud
scale, is not far from the truth, considering the great extent of the baaons ; but this idea will evidently be found
very erroneous the insUnt a coal-field is viewed upon
an extended scale, and extensive operations pursued in
before

coming

to

slips

or

rise,

dislocations,

;
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The next point to be described, is the method* comnionly psrsued by miner.logists and miner* in searching
for ooal*, premiaing, however, thai a clear idea
hat
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been formed of the
natural

phenomena

facts before stated, as to the general
connected with coal-fields. In mak-

ing a survey in search of coals, there are two distinct
points of survey to be attended to.
Itl, The searching for coal in a district of country

where no

coals are

known

to exist.

The

searching for coal in a district of country
where the coal formation is known to be, or where coals
are working at no great disUnce from it.
In searching for coaU in a dUtrict of country where Srarehing
no coal* are known tot-xist, the first point for considera- Tor coals in
district
tion is the general aspect and outline of the country unwhere no
der survey. Although, from Uking this general view, "j^j^ ^^^
we cannot determine whether it contains coal-fields or |i„o,„ ,o
not. yet, if the country is composed of hills or moun- exist
2rf,

with steep acclivities, precipitous rocks, and sharp,
and rugged summits, with narrow valleys betwixt the
mountains, we have no reason to expect that strata will
be found there containing coal and excepting this very
obvious and plain feature, as to aspect, we do not know
any other upon which we can conclude, with any degree of certainty, whether coals will be found in a dis-

tains,

;

of country or not.
mu<t, however, be remarked, that, in the second
coal formation of Werner, as noticed in the geological
view of the situation of coal-fields, that though the great
beds or masses of greenstone overlying a coal-field do not
rise into what may be denominated mountains, they form,
in thi.t singular variety of the coal-field, hilb several hundred feet above the level of the sea, with rugged precipices, nulely columnar, in some instances nearly SOOfeet
nigh, under which coal is not only found occasionally,
but in amaxing thickness, though not of great extent.
This is therefore a rugged aspect, formed by a peculiar
kind of rock, under which coal is occasionally found.
This, we apprehend, i* all that can be said regarding
the general aspect of a country, as to whether it conUins the coal formation or not for when it is known
that coals are found not only at ^eat depths under the
sea, but at very considerable heights above it, even oo
high as to form with their concomitant strata considerble hills, we may, from these circumstances, infer, that
coal* are found under every variation of surface, suchaa
the ocean's sandy shores, the recent and old alliivi<il covers, and also under-every kind of varied hill and dale.

trict

It

;

But we must observe, that there are also vast districts
all these varieties of surface, and exactly similar in aspect, under which no coal* are to be
found.
Thi* ihews how limited our conclusions are
from the aspect of a country, whether it contains the
of country with

coal formation or not.
It thus appears that no conclusions can be drawn,with any degree of certainty, from the aspect of the
country, as to whether coal* are to be found in it or not.
But mineralogists, who have surveyed many countries,
and who have had an opportunity of examining the peculiar character, outline, and forms of mountains and
hills, arising from the nature or kind of rocks constituting their mass, conclude, from the aspect in general,
very correctly, of what rorka they are formed ; but this

discrimination is not applicable to coal-fields, a* the
rock* which compose the various beds, alternating with
the coal, are, in general, much softer than the mounWhere the
tain rocks, and form few or no precipice*.
Coal formation forms a group ot hills, they have the appearance of some of the transition class, with the exception of being nufter in their contour and outlines;
but this dues not afford a distinction of character sufficiently precipe, as the long running ridges of hills of

moderate elevation, forming the
1

hill

and dale country
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which contain^

coals, prtsent, like other ridges, a line of

with few or no indentations, and
no abrupt precipices, excepting when greenstone or basalt occurs, either overlying the strata, or forming a
dike in the coal-field, and rising above the other softer
This situation of the greenstone is altogether
strata.
different from that of the greenstone in the second coal
formation of Werner. The long ridges containing coal,
and forming what is termed a tame horizon, are very
It is to be resimilar to the hills composed of chalk.
marked, that the line of bearing of the hills and dales
liorizon nearly level,

Searching
for eoali.

somewhat in the direction of the large rivers or main
trunks of rivers, which drain the district of water.
Since so very little can be depended upon, as to the
conclusions to be drawn from the aspect of a country
regarding coals being found in it, the next step is to examine the surface, or alluvial cover, which, in most cases,
hides the strata underneath from view. Were it not for
this cover, the searching for coals and other minerals
would be a very plain and simple process ; and, as this
cover is frequently many fathoms in thickness, and
sometimes of very heterogeneous composition, the pitting or boring through it is often attended with consi-

is

derable difficulty.
If the district under survey for coal is composed of
the bleak and sandy shores upon the margin of the
ocean, or of the recent alluvial land at the mouth, and
along the course of large rivers, whose waters move
with a slow current, it very seldom happens that any
symptoms of the kind of strata underneath can be discovered, even although these covers be examined to a
considerable depth, as it is not common to find any
fragments of the adjoining rocks mixed with them.
have seen these covers passed through to the depth of
ninety feet, without finding even the smallest fragments
of stone, nothing being found larger than grains of sand.
As these sandy and earthy deposites, which cover the
rocks upon the margin of the ocean, and by the sides of
slow running rivers, are very flat, and rise inland with
an imperceptible angle of elevation, it seldom happens
that any discovery of the rocks can be made, either in
the beds or sides of the rivers and brooks which flow
through them; therefore, in all such cases, recourse
must be had to pitting and boring, in order to ascertain
the kind of rocks underneath, and whetlier they belong
The plans commonly
to the coal formation or not.
adopted fov passing through the alluvial covers will be
afterwards described, when treating of boring.
As we proceed inland, the recent alluvial cover becomes thinner, and disappears at its line of junction with
the old alluvial cover, which line is, in most cases, vei'y
This kind of cover forms frequently a hill
distinct.
and dale country, considerably elevated above the level
of the sea. The rivers and brooks which intersect it
often expose the rocks to view, so that it can be determined, from inspection, to what class they belong.
Therefore, in such a country, the first step to be taken
in the survey in search of coal, is to investigate the
beds and sides of every river and brook, noting the
kinds of rock which appear, and also their dip and line
of bearing. Every piece of broken ground and quarry
must be examined in the same manner.
Springs of water require also to be examined ; and
although those which have an ochrey deposit, are not to
be supposed as affording unequivocal symptoms of coal,
yet they are sometimes indicative of coal, or of ironstone
accompanying coal. At the same time, it must be remarked, that these ochrey deposites are found in waters
which drain through common clay; and often very
Jibundant from peat earth.

We

If, after heavy rains, which cause springs to flow copiously, small bits and grains of coal are found thrown
out by the water, we have reason to conclude that coal
is to be found at no great distance ; and the searching
for it must be proceeded in accordingly.
If, in the sides of rivers, brooks, or broken ground, a
black sooty appearance is seen, this is frequently found
to be the crop or outburst of a coal, and ought to be
followed in the line of dip, by throwing an open trench.
If it is the crop of a coal, the sooty appearance will become more compact as the operation proceeds to the dip.
Small shining angular pieces of coal will be found mix-

Mines of
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ed with it; and at last coal, apparently solid, but still
very friable, will succeed, resting upon the pavement
of the coal. The trial must proceed, until the roof is
found firm, regular, and parallel with the pavement.
It frequently happens that all the natural cracks and
fissures of the coal near the crop are filled with clay,
which gives the coal a very unpromising appearance ;
yet this disappears after proceeding a few fathoms more
When a coal is found regular as a stratum
to the dip.
betwixt the pavement and roof, we conclude that the
full thickness of that particular bed of coal is found,
providing we see no appearance of any of the dislocations or troubles before described, which must be kept
in view when drawing conclusions from the appearance
of coals, when thus found. After a bed of coal is found
regularly formed, as before described, if its absolute
situation and thickness farther a dipping is required to
be known; or, if the strata lying either above or below
it are to be investigated in search of other beds of coal,
these points must be ascertained by pitting and boring.
In the face of steep banks of earth, even when the
ground is not broken, the crops of coals are frequently
observed by a black colour given to the soil ; which
appearance is also observed in lands which have been
reoently ploughed. When this appearance is seen in
the face of a steep bank, the search for a bed of a coal
should proceed to the rise, or a little higher up the bank
But when this
than where the black colour appears.
appearance is found in flat ground, a trench must be
cut at right angles across it, so as to ascertain the line
of dip; and, when this is found, the investigation will
go forward in the line of dip, as before directec'..
If, by the sides of rivers or brooks, pieces of coal are
found much rounded in the angles, it is to be inferred
that the bed of coal from which the fragments have
been detached is at a considerable distance from the spot
where they are found ; but if the angles are sharp, it
may be concluded that the bed of coal from which they

come

is at no great distance.
In digging through the old alluvial cover which rests
upon a coal-field, numerous fragments of coal, and of
all the accompanying coal strata are found, as well aa
small rounded gravel of the mountain rocks, and large
boulder stones. It is remarkable that the fragments of
coal, and of the coal strata, are, in general, not worn
by attrition, but are sharp and angular ; which show,
that the formation of this old alluvial cover was by
water in a very different state from that by which the
recent alluvial cover has been formed, and is daily forming.
Yet though these appearances give evidence that
the district contains the coal formation, they do not
point out in what direction the crops of the coals from
which they have been detached are to be found. It is
proper to remark, in this place, that though unequivocal
symptoms of coal are found, and that it may be inferred
that we arc within a coal formation district, yet we can
conclude nothing satisfactory, as to the thickness of the
beds of coal, until proper trials are made.

'
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Lime ttone, which abounds with organic remains,
particularly if it is of some considerable thickness, is,
in many cases, an index to a coil-field ; as it is much
harder than the common strata of a coal-field, it crops
frequently out to day, that is, it is distinctly seen at
We find also, that these thick beds of
the surface.
limestone are commonly found in the lower series of
the strata of the coal formation, for which reason, wherecver a bed of this kind of limestone is found, the dip
should be first ascertained, and then the coals searched
for in the line of dip ; for although coals, and their accompanying strata, exlit to a great depth under these
beds of limestones, it seldom happens that any coals
of eood quality, or workable thickness, are found there.
ff • district of country is to be surveyed, in which
are mountains, or elevated ground abounding with
rocks, these require in the fiirst place to be surveyed.
In nwst instances there is no great difficulty in determining to what class of rocks the mountain formation
belongs, as some part of them is laid open by the
streams of water with which they generally abound.
If it is found they are composed of primitive or secondary rocks as before enumerated, it is certain that no
coals will be found under them ; tberefote the nest
point to be ascertained is, the dip of these rocks, because in searching for a coal-field, it will be necessary
to follow the primitive rocks in the line of dip, as the
overlying saccession. If the coal formaothers follow
tion exists in that district, it will be found by tracing
forward in tliat direction, and if found at the foot of primitive or secondary mountains, the strata of the coalwill be found lying in a conforming situation with
the (ace of the mountains, and forming a very great
angle with the borixon.
If the coal formation exists
at the foot of such mountains, it will be in most cases
easily discovered in the ravines and hollows formed by
the moiintain streams; and in many instances the coal
and aocaapMijriag strata are seen so clear and distinct,
that the opcnMion of nininc and working the coal may
be immcdiatelv foninmieed without farther investigation ; but as the edge cotls are more di.licult and expensive to work than the flat coals, it msy be desirable
to trace the coal-field farther onward.
It has been
Ibond from experience, that when edge coals are thus
fband resting upon primitive or secondary rocks, that
they form part of a great bason, and that after dipping
to a considerable depth, they begin to deflect from their

m

§M

and form a hollow, or, what is termed by
miners, a trough or bason, upon the opposite side of
which the edge coals are found forming flat coals, risin™ " -" opposite direction, as reprcsenlMl in Plate
(l-X- Fig. 7. where I is tne tnoMtion rocks,
au^. >., „ iiic ooals in the coal-field,
forming a trough
or bason.
vertical line

PtlTI
(•euszis.
I-*.

T.

-

A

There

are also instances of coal-fields where the edge
have been wrought to a considerable depth without any symptom of their deflecting, and adjoining
them flat coals are found cropping or rising towaras
the edge coals, as represented Fig. 0. We are inclined
to tbink that, in this instance, the edge coals, a, b, c,
wnder the flat coals, d, e,f, st a great depth, and
wfltLling from the vertical line form the flat coals of
tbe bason, a, 6, c, on the opposite side and that the
grest bason, formed by the edge coals thus deflecting,
IS filled up by a distinct set of flat coals
and their
accompanying strata, d, e,
We are of opinion
f.
that the very intereiting coal-field, south from Edinbwrgh, is of this kind of formation. All these varieties
anm and formerly describad, require to be kept in
coals
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together with the various dislocations and
In prosecuting the search
troubles incident to coals.
for coals beyond the edge coals, it generally happens
that a short distance from the mountain fcot or rising
ground, the alluvinl cover prevents the rocks or strata
being any more seen ; in this case, the whole district

view,

under survey must be minutely investigated, in partiall broken ground, beds of rivers, quarries, and
new.forme<! ditches, where it is probable, if the alluvial

cular

not very thick, some vestiges of the strata will
if no vestiges of the strata can be discovered, the next step is to proceed with pitting and bocover

is

be seen, but

ring.

The
ed
is

in

foregoing niles are .such as are at present adoptsurveying a district of country in which no coal

known to exist.
The next case is

the searching for coal in a district Searching
of country where the coal formation is known to exist, for coal in
or where coals are working at no great distance from
i(_

<>

dittrirt

n here the
for™*-

If it is only Jtnown that the coal formation exisU in ^'^
the district, without any particular account of the beds ^ncwn t*
of co;d, the dip, line of bearing, or form of the coal. tx,*t.
field ; the survey and investigations must be proceeded
in according to the rules laid down, connected with
the particular circumstances of the surface of the country under survey ; and if coal cannot be discovered by
minute inve«ti);ation, the search must proceed by means
of pitting and boring.
If coals have been wrought, or are working in the
district of country under survey, particular inquiry
mutt, in the first pUice, be made, as to the quality and
thickness of the coals, their general dip, line of bearing, and shape of the coal-field, also if any dikes or
slips are known to exist, and if ihcy do, to learn their
line of btaring, and extent of the dislocations of the
The form of the coal-field is iminirstr«ta produced.
tant, as without a knowledge of this, much difficulty
and great mistakes msy be the consequence. When numerous collieries are opened in a district of country,
the subterranean geography of tiic strata is well
known, the series or rystero of beds of coal composing the coal-field are ascertained, with their accompanying str.ita; and to an experienced miner they are as
well known as the leaves of a book, excepting in cases
where great derangement and dislocation of the strata
have taken place. It is also of importance to know if
the coals are liable to such troubles as alter their quality, render them thinner, or if they are separated occasionally by bands of stone, which in some instances
separate the upper and lower parts of the bed of coal
to such an extent as to form two coals.
The same general survey and investigation of the
district must be followed according to me rules formerly laid down ; and if no distinct view of the coals
or strata can be seen, so as to draw accurate conclusions, the farther investigation must proceed by boring, care being taken not to overstep the coal-field or
beas of coals which ore known to exut. This mistake
will take place with the most cautious, if the form of
the coal-field is not known and attended to.
The art of boring for coal is one of the chief points Baring Tor
in mining, in order to ascertain the strata and beds of coil,
coal, before any great operation is commenced in winning or establishing a colliery, in which a great capital
is frequently invested.
The rods commonly used are made of the best Swedish iron, about an inch and a quarter square; each ro*l
is three feet in length, having a mole screw at the ore

;

;

.
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Mines of end and a female screw at the other ; these are what are
Coal,
named the common rods. The chissels for boring are
" eighteen inches in length, and are from two inches and
'
_
""^
ahalf to three inches and a quarter in breadth at the cutcoal'."*
ting edge, faced with the best steel; with these one short
rod is connected, called the double box-rod, to which the
It is also eighteen inches long, so
chissel is screwed.
that the chissel and box rod together, form a three feet
length equal to the common rods. There are also three
short rods, named cut rods of a foot, eighteen inches,
and two feet in lengtli, which are attached to the
brace head, to render the height above the mouth of
the bore suitable for the men to work the rods with
effect ; by this arrangement, the whole set of rods divides easily and accurately into yards and fathoms, for
the more correctly keeping a journal of the strata
What is termed the brace-head rod is
passed through.
eighteen inches long, having two large eyes at the top,
set at right angles to each other, through which arms
of wood are put, by which the men lift and turn the
There are besides a number of other
rods in boring,
instruments connected with the boring rods, viz.
Wimbles, of various kinds.
Sludgers.
.

•

Rounders.

These are occasionally attached to the rods, as after
described.
There are aho keys of different kinds for
supporting the rods, and unscrewing them when drawing them up, or letting them down into the bore hole
and when triangles are used so as only to unscrew
four or five fathoms of rods at a time, topits or toppieces are used for each length of rods so cut, and an
instrument, named the runner, is used for taking hold
Besides these, there are several instruof the topits.
ments named beches, with contrivances for catching
hold of the rods when they break down in the bore,
which is not an unfrequent occurrence. When bores
are only to be a few fathoms in depth, the whole operation is performed by manual strength; but when a
deep bore of any consequence is to be made, a set of
lofty triangles of wood is placed over the bore-liole,
with a pulley at top, through which a rope is passed
one end is connected with a crane or windlas at the
surface, to the other end, an oval iron ring, named a
runner, is attached ; by these means the rods are drawn
up and lowered down with great facility.
In England, particularly in the Newcastle district,
there are professional master-borers, who undertake to
put down bores for coal, and give a precise journal of
the strata passed through. The average price of boring in England and Scotland, where no uncommon
difficulties occur, is six shillings for the first five fathoms, and an increase of six shillings each fathom for
every additional five fathoms, viz.
1st

5 fathoms

2d 5
3d 5

6s.

£1 10

do.

12s.

3

do.
4th 5 do.

18s.

4 10
6

20 Fathoms.

24s.

£15

In this manner the price increases regularly with
; and in all common cases the master-borer
finds and upholds the boring, rods, but there are instances where the price is considerably higher than
the above race.
In Scotland, boring for coal is scarcely known as a
profession, but there are master sinkers who occasionthe depth

and who perform the operation with accu-

ally bore,
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The boring
Fig.

1.

No.

tools are represented in Plate
in progressive numbers, viz.

^"^"^''T^'

coa""^

The brace head.
Common rod.

Plate

2.
3.

Double box-rod.

*''8' *•

4.

Common

5.

7.

Indented chissel.
Do.
Cross-moutbed chissel.

8.

Wimble.

y.

Sludger.

1.

6.

^

Key

1

cccxc.

chissel.

Rounder.
for supporting the rods

10.
1

CCCXC.

at the

mouth of

the bore.
12.

Key

for

screwing together and unscrewing

the rods.
13. Topit.
14. Beche.
15.

Runner.

16.

Tongued

chissel.

Right-handed worm-screw,
1 8. Left handed do.
19. Finger grip.

17.

The mode of conducting a series of bores in explor*
ing the strata for coal, is next to be explained.
Fig. 2. represents a district of country, in which, Plate
after a regular survey, coal strata, and the appearances cccxc^
of coal, have been found, having an evident dip to the ^'^' *'
south, as represented in the Figure. In this case, a convenient spot should be chosen upon the north part of
the district to be explored, in order that the different
bores may be carried southwards in the line of dip
the first bore is therefore put down at No. 1. suppose
to the depth of sixty yards. In this depth it is probable
many varieties and alternations of the strata will be
passed through, as exemplified in the sections of the
strata; but, for the sake of pers})icuity, only a few
shewn in the figure, which strata are disinserted in a journal as to their quality and
thickness, and specimens of each carefully kept. The
bore No. 1. passes through the strata d,c, h, a, without
finding any coal. And as in proving a district with a regular series of bores, it is more economical to do so by
means of bores of a moderate depth, than with very
deep ones, which are attended with great expence,
provided there be no particular difficulty in passing
through the alluvial cover, which might render a number of bores very expensive. Suppose that, in the
first instance, bores of sixty yards deep are resolved
upon, as at No. 1. before mentioned, and that tiie dip
of the strata is 1 in ID, the consideration then is, at
what distance from No. 1. bore southward, will a second bore at the same depth strike the first stratum d
found at No. 1. ? The rule is, multiply the depth of
the bore by the dip, viz. 60 by 10 gives 600 yards,
which is the distance required. In this manner the
bores No. 2, 3, 4, and 5, are successively placed, with
this particular exception, however, that the point of
surface where the first bore is put down must be considered as the point of level to which the top of all
If therefore the top of No. 2.
the other bores relate.
bore is 10 yards higher than the top of No. 1, that additional depth must be added to the bore ere it can be
expected to reach the stratum d. On the other hand,
if the top of any succeeding bore is under the level of
the top of No. 1. bore, suppose 20 yards, that bore
strata are
tinctly

',

;
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will reach the upper stratum of the former bore at a
depth less, by 20 yards, than the depth calculated
from a horizontal line from the top of No. 1. bore.
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anomalies found in the practice of mining, but it would Mines of
CoiL
be endless to elucidate them by figures. In the exam~ * ~
pie given of a progressive set of bores, it is evident
that the first coal likely to be found to the southward ^^'"^
of No. 5. bore, and in the new coal-field formed by the
upthrow slip, will be that found in the bottom of No.
2. bore ; and if so, there is reason to conclude that all
the other superincumbent coals will be found in succession southward, excepting some great dislocation or
off cut of the strata takes place to interrupt their regularity.
Caution must also be observed, in approaching
primitive or secondary rocks, it being foun(i, as before
mentioned, that coals and their accompanying strata
flatten in the line of dip towards these rocks, form a
trough or bason, from which tliey rise suddenly, and
form edge or half-edge strata upon the face of those

^^
.

Ravinea frequently cut the strata in various directions,
as at A, so as to lay the strata open to view ; and if
these are very deep, an advantage may be gained by
boring there, and proving the strata to a considerable
extent by a bore of moderate depth. In all instances
where a series of bores are carried on, a correct and
distinct profile of the surface ought to be made in the
In No 2. a coal is found near the
line of the bores.
surface, and another at the bottom of the bore, which
last rests upon the first stratum d, found in the bore
No. 1. The bore No. 2. is continued a few feet farther,
until it is decidedly ascertained that it has reached the
These two bores have thus proved the
stratum d.
No. 3. bore having rock<.
strata to the depth of 120 yards.
If a line of bores is to be conducted from the dip
been placed according to the rule before given, it
puses through two coals near the surface, and after of the strata towards the rise or direction of the crop,
Deing pat down nearly to its proposed depth, it strikes the same rules hold as to the placing the bores at the
proper distances from each other, according to the dip
the stratum A, which is the upper stratum found in
No. 2. bore; but as a coal was found in No. 2. under or the angle of inclination made by the strata with the
horizon ; with tin's correction, that the bores are placed
the stratum A, the proof is rendered more complete bv
some yards nearer each other than the distance resultcontinuing the bore through that coal. This Iwre, with
ing by multiplying the dip by the depth of the bore,
the two former, proves the strata to the depth of I iO
No. 4. bore having been placed in the same in order not to overstep the last strata passed through
yards.
manner as the former, a coal is found after passing in the preceding bore ; fur if any of the strata are
through a few yards of the stratn, and the bore is con- overstepped, several of them will not appear in the
tinued downwards until the two coals found near the journal, and a valuable coal may be in these strat.i
which have escaped being bored through. The general
•nrface in .So. 3. hav*been passed through. This, with
rule in this case is, to place each successive bore so
the three former bores, ascertains the strata under examination to the depth of S40 yards, so that to reach that the first of the strata passed through shall be the
last which were passed in the bore immediately prethe lower stratum a of No. 1. the bore No. . would receding. The bores No. 4, S, and 2, elucidate tliis prinquire to be put down to the said depth of 240 yards.
boring from tlie dip to the crop ; but suppose
The bore No. 5. being placed in the same manner as ciple
that the bore No. 8. had only gone to tiie depth of tiie
the former, a coal is found within a few yards of the
stratum /*, and that the bore No. 1. was put down in
surface; but after reaching the depth at which the
the position as marked in the Fif^ure, in this case the
coal at the top of No. 4. b«re should have been found,
stratum e, with the coal immediately l>elow it, would
strata altogetner diflerent occur. In this case it is
usual to go on with the bore ten or twenty yards farbe ovcr»trpped, none of the bores would pa^^s through
them ; of course they would not appear in the journal*
ther than the intended depth of the bore, to ascertain
the alternations of the strata. In some cases no coals and the existence of that coal would be unknown.
Having described the mode presently practised in
of any value will be found, as in the present example,
the cause of which is, thnt a slip or dislocation B of the boring in the crop and dip-line of direction, where the
dip is known before the boring is commenced, the
strata has occurred, throwing up all the coals passed
through in the former bores, and that of such a mag- next operation to be described is the proof bores in the
nitiide that the strata b, a, of the l>ore No. I are found
line of bearing, which are necessary in proving a coalimmedi.itely after perforating the slip ; and within a
field in a district where coals were not known to exist
few y.vds of the surface, in place of being found at before. The line of bearing being at right angles to
the -Irpth of 300 yards, as would have be«i the case
the line of dip and crop, let it be supposed that these
1;
ita continued at the regular dip of 1 in 10,
bores are to be put down at right angles to the bore
ni
i'lcation luid taken place.
Since dikes, slips,
Na 4. at the distance of four to six hundred yards ; Ptirt
hitches, and troubles of every kind and degree, as forthe one on the west, the other on the east nide.
After ""c.
merly mentioned, occur in cnal-fieMs, example* of making the requisite allowance for the difference of *''•*•
which are given in the prece<ling part of this treatise, level betwixt the top of theae bores and No. 4. bore,
it will easily be seen, by an inspection of these figures,
the two coals found in the bottom of No. 4. ought to
what difficulties may occur in boring a coal-field which be found at the same depth in each of the bores put
Some coal-fields are down in the line of bearing if the strata are lying reis much dinlocated and troubled.
so intersected with these as to bewilder the ideas even
gular and free from dislocations ; having however this
of the oldest and most experienced miners ; for in- correction in view, that as all coal-fields are basonstance, since slips are of every magnitude, as regsrding
shaped, and of very various magnitudes, the absolute
the extent or distance the particular strata are separatline of level along any bed of strata deflects either inetl in a vertical direction, it not unfrenuently happens
wards or outwards from the line of bearing, which is
thnt a lower coal is thrown upon one side of a slip, diat right angles to the line of dip and crop ; and, thererectly opposite to an upper coal situated upon the
fore, referring to the shape of coal-fields formerly di».
other side of it ; so that if the two coals are of the same
cuued, it will be seen that bores put down in a proper
thickness, erroneooa conclusions are most inadvertently
bason-formed field, in the line of bearing, will strike
.onned, and mistakes with the most cautious will take the coals sought after sooner than calculated upon
place.
Very many instances might be given of these and, in the case of the form being an inverted bason,
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the coals will be deeper thaii calculated ; in large basons this difference in the line of bearing will not be
much when at a moderate distance from the dip-bore,
but in a small bason the difference will be found considerable, for this very evident cause, that if tlie bason
is not broken by dislocations of the strata, all the coals
Having
crop or come to day, in the line of bearins;.
these corrections in view, if the coals are found at a
depth corresponding to the calculations made trom
practical data, it may be concluded that the coals are
lying in that field, so far as proved, fair and regular ;
but if these bores require to be put down to a much
greater depth than was calculated upon before striking
the coals fimnd in the bottom of No. 4. ; or if these
coals are found much sooner than was expected, it
may be then concluded that a slip or dislocation of the
strata exists betwixt the two bores, throwing down the
strata in the first instance, or throwing them up in the
second. Under such circumstances a few additional
bores will be required, to ascertain the coal field still
farther, and the line or direction of the slip, particularly if the dislocation is of considerable magnitude.
The position of such bores can only be determined on
by weighing every circuniNtance which may occur
while the operation of boring is carrying forward.
If in proceeding with a series of bores where the
line of dip is not known, nor conesquently the Inie of
bearing, it is an ioiportant and primary point to ascertain this, not only as regarding the situation of the
coal-field, but how it ranges within an estate or partiThe mode practised is by putting
cular property.
down three bores in the following position. Suppose
a bore No. 1. (Fig. 3. Plate CCCXC.) put down.Jwhich
reaches a coal at the depth of 50 yards, at the distance of 300 yards a place is marked for No. 2. bore
at B, and a place for No. 3. bore at C, equidistant
from No. 1. and No. 2., so that the bores are placed
at the angles of an equilateral triangle ; then suppose
the bores No. 2. and 3. to be put down, and that the
coal is found in No. 2. at the depth of 30 yards, and in
No. 3. at the depth of 44 yards, from this it is evident
that neither of the lines AB, BC, or CA, are in the
line of level, which in short distances, as before mentioned, approximates to the line of bearing, particularly
As No. 1.
in coals which have a very moderate dip.
Is the deepest of the three bores, and No. 3. the next
in depth, this shews that the line AC is nearer the line
or BC. The question
of level, than either the lines
therefore is, at what distance upon the protracted line
BC, is the point at which, if a bore were put down, it
would reach the coal at the same depth as at No. 1
It is thus resolved: as 14 yards the
viz. at 50 yards.
difference of depth betwixt the bores No. 2. and No. S.
is to :»)0 yards the distance betwixt them, so is 20 the
difference of depth betwixt No. 1. and No. 2. to the
proportion resulting, which is 428 yards, 1 foot, 8
inches ; this disfcmce, measured from No 2. reaches
on the protracted line BC, at which
to the point
point D, the coal will be found at 50 yards deep, as at
;
hence the line
D is the true level line of the
coal or strata. A line drawn at right angles to AD,
such as BF, is tlie true dip-line of the coal. In this
example, the dip, in the miner's language, is I in 14^,
that is, in each distance of 14^ yards, measured along
the line from B to F, the coal is found one yard
deeper.
Hence a calculation is easily made at what
depth the coal would be found at any point of distance from B, along the protracted line BG, viz. by
If the distance
dividing the given length by the dip.

AB

D

A

A

G

in the line of dip is 455 yards, this, di- Mines of
B to
vided by 14^ the dip, gives 30 yards, which, added to
*^oa'30 yard.s, the depth of No. 1. gives .60 yards for the
Boring for
A
depth at which the coal would be found at G. As
any
line drawn at right angles to the line of level AD, is
the line of dip, s-o nny line drawn parallel to
is a
level line. Hence, if from No. 3. bore, a line C E is drawn
parallel to AD, the coal at the point E will be found
upon a level with the coal at C, viz. at 44 yards.
The point E may, however, be found on a level with
No. 3. by a rule of proportion, similar to the former,
viz. as 20 yards the difference of depth betwixt No. 1.
and No. 2. so is 300 yards the distance betwixt them,
to 1 4 yards the difference of tlepth betwixt No. 2. and
No. 3, the proportion resulting is 210 yards; which
distance, measured from B, is found to be at E.
Had
this proportion been first tried, then
drawn parallel
to EC would have given the point D, upon the protracted line BC, where the coal would be found on a
level with the coal at the point A.
In this example,
the surface is supposed to be level ; but as this is seldom the case, the relative situation of the bores at the
surface with each other must be accurately ascertained.
If No. 1. is situated higher than either No. 2. or No.
3. the difference of altitude must be added to each
bore, so as they may be equal to No. 1, which correction brings them to the same horizontal plane, and
then the projection and calculations are made as before exemplified.
It is by this theorem for finding the
line of dip and of level, that the most eligible spot in a
coal-field or coal property can be selected ; where, by
sinking a pit, the coal, under all circumstances, can be
wrought to the greatest advantage, particularly as. to
the drainage of the coal-field.
The process of boring, as before described, is the New mode
same which has been long practised, and which is in of boring
common use at present. A new mode was invented I^J ^f- lljand brought forward under letters patent, some years ^"*

from

AD

AD

The princiago, by Mr. James Kyan, from Ireland.
ple is very ingenious, and it is this.
The common
boring-rods are the same as before described ; but, in
place of chissels, a forked cutting-tool is used, in the
same way as formerly described in the process of boring ; but, in place of the strata passed through being
comminuted or ground to powder, a core or cylinder
of the strata is formed ; and as soon as the boring-bit
has advanced as deep as the shoulder of the fork, the
rods are drawn up, and a pair of nippers substituted ;
these seize the core, break it off, and bring it up. In
this manner the boring proceeds tlnrough the strata to
the required dejith, and each piece of core brought up,
is laid in a horizontal tlirection, each piece regularly
joining the preceding one at the line of Irac'ure; by
this means, a true section of the strata bored tlirough,
with the coals found, is as distinctly seen as if a jiit.
had been >unk through them. Besides wliich, the dip
It is said
or declivity of the strata is also ascertained.
that the true line of dip can also be found during the
process of putting down a single bore, but it is apprehended that the accuracy of the result cannot be depended on.
Mr. Ryan made every proper exertion to bring his
ingenious mode of boring into practice ; a mode, the
result of which was so satisfactory, leaving no ambiguity as to the strata passed through, and particularly
as to the thickness and quality of coals, in ascertaining

which so great mistakes have unfortunately taken
by the new plan the strata and coals in
their natural compact state axe laid upon the surface of
place, because

,
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the f»roond. But highly satisfactory as this is, the plan
has not succeeded, and is not ret known in common
Several eminent coal proprietors patroniied
practice.
Mr. Ryan, and gave his process a fair trial ; the bores
were not deep, btit, so far as executed, thev were saThe impression which the public has at
tiafaetory.
present re^jardinpf this mode of boring is, that it is
very expensive, and not practicable in deep liorca.
It is, however, but too well known, how much mankind areattachetl to old plans, strongly prejudiced against
new ones, and that it is no easy matter to change i>articular habits ; this may have operated against Mr,
Ryan's invention, and have prevented success attending it. The lx>re-holes formed by the Ijoring bits «re
U^er than those in common use, in order that the
core may be about S or 4 inches diameter, and Mr.
Ryan propose<l by this plan to bore holes of more than
one foot in diameter, to ventilate coal-mines, l>ut it is
appoaed this did not succeed, or that the expence
miaered it no saving. It is understood, liowever,
that by this procesa, with boring-bits and wimbles of
large size, alluvial cover mixed with gravel and boiddor-stoncs has been iiassetl through, where the old
plui* iM t i,r succeed; and this kmd of cover is tlie
bore thrmigh of anyI'tm] it always earned on in a line perA'
me of the horizon, and as coals and
r
till.
strata, lie at every various angle of
incli:
'.'Uie, from nearly horizontal to the
It results tliat the thickness of the
perp«.
•traiu, or of anv coal bored through, if lying at a
great angle with the horizon, will measure considerably more than what they absolutely are, because
the true t!-- •-•
"f any stratam or coal is only ob<•
t.iiiud \n
meMUKncnt at right angles to
'•'*• stratum
the ptaiiL- :]">i)
or coal rexts ; for
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are the edge coaU, h the pit, c, c, the mines which in- Mines of
Coal.
tersect the strata.
With regard to searching for coal in what is tenned _ ' '.'"'
by Werner the second coal formation, composed of the So"^^fn
newest flcctz trap rocks, it is attended with more diffi- the second
culties than are found in any other of the coal-fields, coal rorma'
In this formation the coals are found of uncommon tio".
thickness, in some instances 100 feet, the prevailing
strata above the coals, are various alternating beds of
soft slate clay having very little tenacity, with sometimes a few beds of sandstone; and over these, next
the surface, thick beds of greenstone ; which, where
dislocations of the strata have taken place, form high
precipitous cliffV, such as greenstone precipices always
assume. The coals found in these fields do not extend over a great district of country ; in some instances
they do not extend to a mile in length, the coals lie
irreijularly, and in a short distance vtry from lying
mc<leratefy flat to very steep.
Coal-fieldb of this singular kind have been found
more by accident than from regular surveys and minute searching, for this reason, that the masses of

greenstone present such an unfavourable appearance,
and so forbidding, that trials by boring woulct scarcely
be recommended by a mineral surveyor, particularly
as limestone is more frequently found under very thick
beds of greenstone than coal, with this difl'erence, however, that the strata accompanying limestone in such
cases, are stronger and more compact.
If, in such
instances, no vestiges of coal can be found, where the
alluvial cover can be cut through near the crop of the
coal, the next step is to bore beyond the edge of the
greenstone, and also to search fur the softer strata lying under any of the greenstone cliffs, which, when
found, a bore may be put down to any requisite depth
to ascertain the strata ; and if coals are found there, it
example, in boring'
the flat-lying coal. Fig. is probable they will be found under the greenstone in
. the difference beivmi tm- line iMt^sing through it, the flat part of ihecountry, which also must be ascertainperpendicular to the horizon, and that which i^ at right ed by l>oring. If coal is found in one place, its dip, line
angles to tlie plane on which it rests, is so trifling as of bearing, and extent, require to l>e found according to
neetl not be noticed
but this difference betwixt the the process before described. These uncommon beds
two perpendictdars, increases witJl the enlargement of of coal are of various quality, some parts of them being
the angle formed with the horizon, so that in Fig. 5. hard, others soft, of a rich caking quality ; but by far
the thickne«s of the coal, as ascertained by boring, is the greatest part is of an inferior kind, having sulthe distance a, b, whereas the absohite thickncsa of the phur combined with it, and yields, when burnt, ashes
efa\ is the di>.tance h. r, that is, a line nerpenilicular to of a dark reddish brown colour, which is one of the pe.
the plane on which the cojiI rests. In tnis example, the culiar characters of all sulphurous coals. Such coala
measurpjnent of the ronl by boring, is 16 feet, where- are very liable to spontaneous ignition, afler being
as its absolute thickness. A, r, i« exactly six feet, pro* opened up and wrought for some time.
during an error of 10 feet. From these circunutaiiors,
Glance coal, which is the Wind coal of Scotland, and Starching
it it not the practice to ascertain a coal-field, com oae
p J the stone coal of Wales, is sometimes found alternating Tor glance
of edge coals, by boring, because l>eing nearly vertical, with the other kinds of coal ; at other times, the com- ">•'•
very few of the strata would be passed through, even mon coals pass into this kind ; it is, however, more
with a deep bore : therefore, when edge ct^ls are not commonly found in Scotland,
where greenstone
laid open to view in a ravine where the alluvinl cover abound* in the strata, and is very abundant
in Ireis removcrl, it is the practice, if the cover is
land.
to ctit a trench through it nl right angles to
No rules can be laid down for searching a district
bearing of the strata, and as c<lge coals lie gcnt-raliy at for this cool, beds of it have generally been found by
a short distance from each other, a trench of two hun- accident.
dred yard* in length will discover nearly that thick.
For p.irticular information regarding the different
ntm of the strata ; but if the cover is too thick for ciit- kinds of coal. (.See the Article Coal.)
ting
the rock head, the plan is to sink a pit
Hovey coal, being wood, or great collections of trees Searching
a few
into the rock, from tne bottom of Mliicii
found
the alluvial cover, semi-minenlized, and ly- for bovey
two mint, are carried in a level direction, at right angles ing nearly horizontal, it cannot, in stria
mineralogi- '**^
to the line of bearing, the one to the rise, the otlier to
cai language, be named coal, though some of it is so
the «lip of the strata. By this plan, the thickness and like coal, as to bt
termed brown coal. The only conquality of the coals will be accurately ascertained.
Fig. siderable extent of this kind of coal which has been
0. shews the plan of proceeding with edge coals, a, a.
found, and continues to be wrought in Great Britain
I
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for lime-

•tonc.

Searching
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near Exeter in Devonshii^. As its existence
in any district of country cannot be traced by analogy,
as coals can be, from a regular series of rocks, no rules
can be given as to searching for it ; ahd it is apprehended that this kind of ligneous dieposit is but sparingly scattered over the globe.
It is found in Europe,
in the districts of Germany, Denmark, Prussia, Italy,
Greenland, and the Faroe Islands; and probably exists
in other quarters of the globe.
The drift-wood which
has greatly accumulated, and continues to accumulate,
along the sides of some of the great rivers of America,
will, it is very probable, at no very distant period, be
covered with alluvial soil, and be converted into bovey
coal.
From this view of its geographical position, it is
more likely to be found in the recent than in the old alluvial cover ; and more probably not very distant from
the line of junction betwixt them, where the rising
grounds point out to the eye great districts of country,
which very evidently were occupied by water previous
to the extensive districts of rich alluvial lands being
formed by deposits from the rivers.
In surveying a district for coal, both lime and ironstones may be discovered.
In some instances, limestone forms the roof of coal, but in the extensive coal
districts, the thick and valuable beds of limestone are
found in the lower series of the strata, under all the
main beds of coal. Limestone being very hard, and
not easily decomposed, frequently crops or bassets out
to day, hence more lime rocks have been discovered
by surveying the surface than by any expensive process of boring.
In searching for ironstone, it is frequently found exposed to view in the broken ground ; but if this is not
the case, numerous small pits must be sunk along the
district under survey, and a series of bores put down if
necessary.
Few fields of ironstone have been fitted to
The
a great depth, and drained with machinery.
greater part of the ironstone mines in Great Britain
are either wrought level free, or are drained and
wrought in connection with coal mines in the same
KS fuel,

is

stratification.

Having thus described the
logical point of view,

position of coal in a geoto the
the upper part of the globe ; and
particiilarlv its relation

other strata composing
having also stated the kinds of alluvial cover which rest
upon it, the dislocations incident to the strata, the
changes in the beds of coal termed troubles, the mode
of surveying a country for coal, the process of boring
for it, and ascertaining the different strata, the nest
department of mining to be described, is, the manner
pursued to render a coal workable ; termed the fitting
or winning of a coal.
If a coaJ, or a number of coals, are found to exist in
Fitting or
winning a a coal-field, the first obstacle which prevents a pit's becoal-field.
ing sunk to any considerable depth is water, which is
generally found in great quantity, particularly in the
first opening of a coal-field, (if the pit is sunk near the
crop,) which water, whether found in pits of very moderate or very great depths, proceeds from the surface
of the earth, though a contrary opinion was once held ;
it being evident and certain, that the source of all water found in mines is rain, which percolates through
the alluvial cover, excepting in those cases when coals
are wrought under the waters of the ocean j for, it was
shewn in the vertical section of the strata, that every
stratum, however deep it may be from the surface in
any one place of a coal-field, always rises till it meets
the alluvial cover, comes to day, or crops out, as it is
termed, excepting it is met by a slip or dislocation of

E.

If the crops of the strata are covered with
alluvial matter containing water, such as gravel, quick

the strata.

MIne» of
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sand, or any kind of soil pervious to water, this water V^w-y-fc*"
will percolate through the pores, fissures, and beds of Winning a
the strata, and force its way into that place of the pit coal-field,
or mine where the lateral resistance is taken away.
If
the strata crop out into beds of rivers, this circumstance
produces, in general, an uncommon growth of water in
the coal and adjoining strata.
From the circumstance of the water being so abundant in coal-fields, and presenting such an obstacle to
the operations of the muier, coal-fields ai*e divided
into two kinds, viz.
1.

Level free

coal.

Coal not level free.
The level of the surface of the ocean being the lowest point for drainage upon the surface of the globe,
all coals and strata situated at a higher level than tliis
2.

surface are physically level free ; and all coals and strata situated under that line are physically not level free.
Therefore, in a general point of view, the surface of
the ocean is strictly the line which divides these portions of coal-fields which are level free, from those
which are not level free.
Though this definition is true in a philosophical point Coaii level
of view, many coal-fields, though level-free, are situated ^"^
at such a distance from the shores of the ocean, or arms
of the sea, that the expence of bringing up a level or
mine would be so great as to render such an operation
out of the question ; and therefore, in the practice of
mining, if a coal-field, or portion of it, is so situated
above the surface of the ocean, that a level can be carried either from that point, or from any hollow ground
inland, till it intersects the coal, such field of coal, situated above the point of intersection, is termed a level free
coal ; whereas if a coal-field, though situated above the
level of the ocean, cannot, on account of the expence, be
drained by a level or mine, but by machinery, such
coal-field, or portion of a coal-field, so drained, is, in
the miner's language, termed not level free, though it is
physically so.
From these principles, it is obvious that all coals and Coal« not
""'
minerals situated under the level of the ocean must of '*^*'
necessity be drained by machinery ; and that all coals
situated above that level may be either wrought level
free, or by machinery, as may be thought most expedient. This expediency is a matter of calculation ; viz.
whether, in draining a given area of coal-field, the estimated expence of driving the level, and upholding the
same in repair, is less than the estimated expence of,
erecting an engine with all its appendages, taking into
calculation the annual expence of working and upholding the same ; to which must also be added, a sum for
contingencies.
It must also be considered, that the level is constantly eifectual in its operation, and is not affected by additional feeders of water ; whereas each additional feeder of water to an engine always produces an
additional expence ; besides, the engine wears out, and
must be renewed, or, if sold at any time, does not in geIn these calculaneral bring one-third of the first cost.
tions must be considered the time required for completing the winning in both ways ; and if the time required for executing the level greatly exceeds that for erecting the engine, this circumstance alone may, in some
cases, produce a determination to erect an engine in
preference to making a level, though the latter was found
in calculation to be absolutely less. There are instances,
however, where, in order to save time, it may be expedient to make a partial winning, of little depth, either

MINE.
day -level, or by tnaohinery ; and while the coal
dry by this winning is working, a deep day-level is
T * "'' progressively bringing forward, which, as soon as it in**''»•**• '*'• '^'"''' ""^ communicates with the engine
r^ai*s"fd*
' ' *
'vles the use of the engine.
lev''*« levels which drain coal-fields of water,
1
ORtake
kitb.
and riii-kr them workable, there are other levels of more
limited operation, used in mining. These are named offtake levels, or drifts. The object of these is, that when
a cool is to be won by an engine, the mouth of the engine pit ia ao situated aa to the ground adjoining, that,
at a moderate expence, a level can be brought up to intersect the engine pit a number of yards under the surface, so that the water of the mine, in place of being delivered at the sur&ce, is discharged into the off-take
drift
The lower down this kind of level, or ofT-take
drift can be procured with ease, the greater will be the
advantage in laMenin:; the column of^ater to be lifted
From 20 to 30 fathoms
in the pumps by t!
<>l>ject, aa that depth tavea
off-take is a oonsi'
what ia tenned a lift of pumps ; even 10 fatnoms off*
take ia of consequence to have. I'hese levels are not
only of uae in leaaening the load of water on the engine,
but if coals are interaected by them, they will interoqit
all the crop water to the depth of the point of inter•ection, and prevent it from going down upon the dip
part of the coal, where it would be a heavy load on an
engine, if after intersecting the engine pit, the level is
cvried forward till it intersect the ooals, through which
the pit is tank, all the crop water of these upper coals
will alao be intercepted.
Such levels are not only of
use in the winning described, but if a new derp winning
is made to the dip, the crop water is not only prevented
Iran descending to the pit bottosn, but the a«lvantage
of diachafginir me water railed by the engine into tne
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level is alao obtained.
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Uftlt.

The moat prominent advantages being thus stated,
regarding day levels, we have now to state the manner
in which they are executed.
As, before the discovery of the steam engine, the coalfields which could be drained by hydraulic machinery
were comparatively very limited in number, and as the
draining of water by men or horses was not only very
expensive, but very limited as to the depth at which
water could be raised, the driving of day levels wai a
primary obiect with the early nuners and we are a»toniahcd woen we surver the works of this kind executed by them both as to depth and extent, and that be>
f(«e the application of gunpowder to the blasting of
rocks.
Without this powerful auxiliary of the miner,
it is not easy to comprehend the extreme labour,
and
patient perseverance required to pass through the very
hard rocks which were met with. This seems to be
the cause of the levels executed in tlie early periods of
mining being of so small a aise that a man has just
rornn to creep through them.
Many of tne leveU of the present day are only three
feet in width, and four and a half in height.
Although
these dimensions are in general sufficient to carry off
the water which may be found in the colliery, they
are too small wlicn the mine is to be repaired, or when
sediment and obstructions gather in them. They ought
not to be leas than four feet wide, by five feet six inSes
or six feet high this is abundantly large for carrying
-^"^ ^^^' "* *'^' day-levels which not
uT"*"'
may
are driven for carrying off the water, but as a
pas<
sage at the same time for bringing out the coals from
the mmo.
In this case, the width would require to be
at least four feet six inches, or five feet,
to aa to admit
;

;
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of an iron rail- way to be laid in it; besides which, tliere
require to be, at proper distances, wider places formed
in the side of the mine, to allow the loaded and empty
These by-pass roads are
carriages to pass each other.
regulated as to the distance from each other, according
to the quantity of work to be performed.
When a daylevel thus serves a double purpose, the water is either
conducted in a covered drain, cut deeper than the sole
on which the rail-way is hiid, or it is conducted along
the side of the rail- way.
In other instances, a day-level is not only made to
cany off the water from the coUierj', but is constructed
of such size as to form a canal, by which boats can be
carried into the coal mine, and loaded for the market.
These levels are of various dimensions, according to the
extent of traffic calculated upon. The smaller kind is
nine feet wide, by nine feet nigh, having from three to
three feet and a half of water in depth.
The larger dimensions in practice are nine feet wide, twelve feet
high, with five feet depth of water.
In driving a common day-level, for the sole purpose
of draining the coal, the point having been fixed for
oammendng it, if the ground is flat, part of it at first
will be executed as an open cast or ditch, securely laid
with flag stones in the bottom, and built in the sides
with sufficient stone walls. The sole to be conducted
in a line as nearly level as poasible. If the alluvial cover
continues, and l>tcome9 too deep for open cast, the mine
or level must be arched, and the work conducted under
cover.
If the alluvial cover is soft, it will require to be
secured in the sides and roof with timber, which can
be drawn out, and used again, if the nature of the
case admits of this being done ; but if this is not the
case, the timber mutt be so placed as to admit the
tide walls and arch to be built within it.
In tliis way
the level is carried forward until it has proceeded some
yards under cover of the rocks, or strata of the coalfield, when, if the strata are strong, no more masonwork is required. The next point is the proper line of
direction, so as to reach the coal to be urained in the
shortest distance. This line is that of the true dip and
rise of the strata ; and that the mine is going correctly
in this line is known when the divisions of the strata
seen in the forehead of the mine, are parallel to the
sole of it, which ought always to l>e level.
If the strata
form »n angle with the sole of llie mine, the direction
is going oblique to the line of dip; and the greater this
obliquity, the greater will be tlic protracted distance,
before the coal can be intersected.
In all cases where
the strata are not soft and friable, the roof of the mine
is cut in an arched form, which adds considerably to its
strength ; and wherever the strata are soft and friable,
or where the level posses tlirough slips and dislocations, the sides are built up, and the roof arched with
stone or bricks.
The latter are generally preferred,
on account of their occupying less room, are easily carried into the mine, and the work more expeditiously
executed ; it being a rule that the mine shall, in all
such cases, be made of such a size as to admit the building, without narrowing tiie fixed dimensions of it carried through the rock.
As a day-level proceeds for.
ward, the air begins to fail, from the breath of the
workmen, the use of gunpowder, and the issue of
carbonic acid and hydrogen gas, which are sometimes
found in great abundance ; to remedy this, deal boxes
or pipes, from eight inches to a foot square, are carried
in from the moutii of the mine to the forehead, and
lengthened as the mine proceetls. This generally produces a sufficient circulation of air, until it is found ne-

;
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cessary to sink an air pit upon the level, by which a
strong circulation of air is not only produced, but the

mine stuff is more easily drawn up than taken out to
the mouth of the mine.
Formerly these air pits were
sunk directly upon the level, but that mode is now
given up for this reason, that if any part of the sides
of the pit gave way, the rubbish instantly choked up
the level, and frequently occasioned much trouble and
;

to get it cleared again. The practice now is, to
sink these pits about eight or ten yards from the side of
the level, and connect them by a side mine.
In this
manner, day-levels are carried forward for miles, and
may be carried to any distance. If, in the progress of
the level, workable coals are intersected before reach,
ing the coal which is the main object of the mining
adventure, an air pit may be sunk of such dimen-

cxpence

by which coals may
do not exceed seven feet
and they ought always to be of the form

sion as to be suitable for a coal-pit,

be drawn.
Platr
cccxc.
Fig. 7.

Quicksands in

da;

levels;

•FiS- 8.

diameter ;
of a circle.

Air

pits generally

CCCXC.

Fig. 7, represents a coala day-level ; a is the
mouth of the level at the surface of the sea, b, c, d, c, are
coals intersected, and drained by the level.
All the
coals lower than the level can only be drained by machinery.
A, is a coal-pit sunk upon the coal c ; if the
level is carried forward, the coals /', g, and any other
coals which lie in that direction will also be drained,
and may be wrought by means of the pit A. The effect of the level would be the same if the coals and strata had dipped in an opposite direction to that represented in the figure.
The chief difficulty or obstacle which has occurred in
executing day levels, is thick beds of quicksand which
Instances have been
are f()und in the alluvial cover.
found in practice where ingenuity, determination, and
resolute perseverance, could not command success ; for
although thick teds of quicksand can now be passed
through in a perpendicular direction, by adopting
approved of plans, the difficulty of passing through
them in a horizontal line has not yet been surmountIf such a sand-bed is found to obstruct the drived.
ing of a day-level; and if it is an object to carry forward the level from that particular point, the mode of
proceeding is as follows. Fig. 8. represents the strata
of a coal-field A, with the alluvial cover a, b, containing
the bed of quick-sand b. B is the lower part from which
the level is required to be carried in the direction B, d.
But the quick-sand renders this mode of operation impracticable.
The pit B C is sunk through the quicksand by means of tubbing, as will be described when
treating of pit-sinking ; and when the pit has been sunk
a few yards into the rock, the level mine or drift is caris put
ried forward to the point D, when the pit
down, it having been previously ascertained, by boring
through the alluvial cover, that the rock-head at F is
Dura few yards higher than the mouth of the pit B.
ing this operation all the water and mine stuff" are drawn
communicates
at the pit B ; but the instant the pit
with the mine, the water is allowed to fill the mine CD,
and grow up both pits until it finds an issue at the mouth
of the pit B. From the surface of the water at G, in
the pit ED, a mine is begun of the common dimensions,
and carried forward until the coal in search of ig interfield,

Plate

where the

fitting is

made by

ED

ED

sected.

By this plan no level
named a drowned level,

is

lost.

This kind of

a blind level, and also
an inverted syphon. When a coal, or any number of
coals, are intersected by a day-level, the operation of
working the coal proceeds in the usual manner, as will be
described when treating of the manner of working coal.
level

is

In can-ying forward levels into a coal-field of such M!ne> of
Coal.
dimensions, as to be used as a canal, the same general
rules are observed as in driving a common-level, the
Winning i
only difference being in the dimensions ; but, from the
coal-field.
width being great, a greater proportion of the sides and
roof requires to be built and arched for securit}', which
greatly adds to the expence of the operation.
When
such under-ground canals or levels extend to a great Day level
used as a
distance, they can be easily ventilated without aircanal.
pits, on account of their width ; or, if ventilation is
necessary, it is accomplished either by air-pipes, or l)y
wide bore-holes put down from the surface ; so that if
air-pits ai'e found necessary, they are placed at a great
distance from each other, and as the stuff protluced
in driving the mine is in great quantity, it is brought to
the mouth of the mine by canal-boats ; but rail-roads
must be used at the forehead. I'his part of the operation
is not commenced until the level has advanced about
half-a-mile under cover.
This mode of proceeding is
represented Fig. 8. Plate CCCXC IV. where A is the Plate
enters under cover at B, the stuff" from
taken out by means of rail-roads as far as the
point C ; at tliis place a step is left a few inches higher
than the depth of the water, and the canal is filled.
From the level of this step the mine is carried forward
to the forehead D, and all the stuff produced is brought
in carriages along a rail-road, and emptied into the boats
at C.
When this operation has advanced to a conveni-

canal which

which

CCCXCIV.
Fig. 8.

is

ent distance, the rail-roads are lifted, and the step at C
is formed with a platform C, a, having an inclinetl plane
fonned of the rock a, b, which reaches to the bottom of
the mine.
The sole is then can-ied forward in a true
water level line in the direction b, c, until it is as far advanced as the forehead D. The stuff produced by this
last part of the operation is carried along rail-roads
and the loaded carriages are drawn up the inclined,
plane a, b, by means of a jack-roll, or windlass, placed
The
at a, where they are emptied into the boats at C.
next operation is to remove or cut out the step or bench
of rock lefl at C. For which purpose, a temporary
dam- head, made of deals, is placed across the canal at C,
as high as the water, having clay at die back to pre\ent
leakage ; the step a, C, is then cut out as low as the bottom of the canal, and upon removing the temporary
dam, the water fills the canal to the forehead D, to which
point the boats navigate ; and the same operation goes

on successively to any required distance, viz. until all
the coals or other minerals of the district, proposed to
be laid dry, and wrought by the mine or level, are intersected.

When

a coal-field

level free, the

if

so situated as not to be rendered Winning t
coal-field
to be made by means of maby machi-

winning has

chinery.
nery.
In the early periods of mining, the drawing of water
from the mines was most laborious, when either men or
horses had to be employed ; and when this was the case,
the mining operations were vCry limited both as to depth
The cham and bucket
and extent below ground.
engine was the most powerful of the machinery then
employed, and when wrought with a water wheel, raised a great quantity of water ; but the greatest depth to

which it was applied, was from 40 to 50 f"athoms. The
machines or engines presently in use for the drainage
of coal-mines are,
The hydraulic engine, or water wheel, with
lil,
cranks and vibrating beams.
Qd, The common atmospheric steam-engine, invented by Newcomen, known by the name of Newcoraen's
engine.

I
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Winning a
(oal-tcld.

The

steam-enfrine invented

by the

justly cele-

Watt of Glatgow.

Hh, The high-pressure steam-engine, invented by
Travethic
As the principles of hydraulic and steam-engines,
with their general application, are treated of under tJie
articles HvnRAULics and Steam-Enoinc, these heads
are referred to for minute information ; and therefore
we shall only give a very short account of the engines
used in the draining of coal mines, making such practical remarks as have arisen from seeing them applied

to work.

SS5

cending or descending, so that an arrangement altoge- Mines of
(;oal.
ther different is required for working the pumps, be
cause one- half of the pumps in the pit is worked by
Winning a
the descending, and the other half by the ascending of coal'-'fie'ld
the piston in the steam cylinder.
Bi>th the single and double engine of Watt have
been applied in a different manner from that before
stated ; it had occurred to colliery engineers, that it
would be a great improvement in the pumping steam*
engine, to throw aside the great and massive lever
beam, which in some instances exceeded ten tons in
This plan was accomplished by placing the
weiirht.
cylinder in a perpendicular direction, directly over the
pumpa above the pit mouth ; but this plan has not succeeded.
It appears that nothing has been gained by
laying aside the great lever lieam, weighty as it is,
bciausc, when weli-constructed, very little power is re-

The hydraulic engine now in use, seems to have been
introduced into the mining operations of England
about the year 1680, and into Scotland about the year
1712; it was an ImproTement upon the ciiam and
bucket engine, moved by a water-wheel. Several of
the present hydraulic engines have wheeU SO feet dia- quired to move it
meter, and four feet wide in the water-buckets
Trevethick'i engine is of unlimited power, with re- Trevethe
cranks are generally from two feet and a half to three gard to the pressure upon each square inch of the pis- thick's
feet and a half in length, and are fixed upon eirh end
ton
A* it operates by means of &teain raise<l to a great """i-en
of the axle or journal ; there are two beams of wood elaktic power, it is employed either as a single or dou- '""'
placed upon a pillar-hcad or frame of wood ; each beam l>le engine, in the same manner as the engines of Watt.
u about forty teet in length, three feet thick, and two Thty were 6rst applied to collieries in a very simple
feet broad at the centre, tapering toward* the end, and
form, by allowing the steam, which had acted by its
firmly bound together with iron ^elands, and, u> prrvi-nt
pressure on one side of the piston, to escape into the
tbem bending, they have each a kitiL' |>o<t and martin- air, while the elasuc steam acted on the opposite side
gale atays
one of the beam* is Hltached U> the crank of the pi-itun, and so alternately. Mr. Woolf has ap- Woolfa
oo one aide of the axle by a connecting rod, and the plie«l t!ie highly eiesticsteam principle of Trevethick to ti(ain.ca.
other beam is connected in the name manner to the the principles of Watt's engine, and these engines of I*"*crank on the other side of the axle, to the otiier ends cooibiiicJ principles are now much used in draining the
of the bcmnu which project ovtr the pit mouth tha VM-y deep and heavily-watered mines in Cornwall.
pcan or pump-roda are attached, which wurk in the Sa«ne of these engines work with a pressure of mure
pump*. If the pit is from iO to 30 fttbonis in depth, than four atmospheres on the square inch of tiie piston,
then two piles or sets of pumps reach frum the bottom tlut is, mure than 60 pounds u|K>n the snuare inch
to the mouth of the pit, where they both deliver thetr
but they are not in general use, as a considerable dewater ; if the pit is from SO to 60 fathom* in depth, gree of danger attends them.
then tlie depth is divided. One set of pump« reachea
With respect to the general range of the power of
from the bottom to half-way up the pit, wherr the water the different kind of engines before described, mining
is delivered into a ci*tern, from which cistern the up•ngine< ra are in the practice uf calculating their powers
per set or pile of pumps reaches to the top of the pit, accurdinif to ttie weight of the column of water raised
where thej- deliver the water. This machine is of very fr'im the bottom to the top of the pit, independently
simple construction ; the working parts are few, and of friction, ami the vU iuertiar which has to be over*
requires no attendance
it places a coal-field drained by
come at each incoming and returning stroke, at which
it nearly upon aa moderate a footing in point of expoints the whole power and movement of the pumping
p«Me as a coal-field which is Untt-lrtt, and in some in- engine must be brought to rest, and the direction of
stances even upon a superior footing. MaoT attempts the power altered.
have been m«Je to improve this eajum, ami to ttaott
The winnings or fittings of collieries are of various Drpihof
ita powers more efficient, but without suecon.
depths, from a few to two hundred fathoms, which winnings.
Newcomen's atmospheric steam-engine being of very is the deepest winning in Great Rriuin, that is. the
^
simple conitruction, is still generally used as a pump- deepest at which coal* are wrou>'ht hut the deeping cti(;ine in collieries, when the jiind of coal used in est coal-pit is only one hundred and htty fathoms. Tfie
working thcra is of little or no value, ami when the depth ot any winning or fitting is maile to correspond
depth dods not exceed 120 yards ; for a k^Teater depth, with the cspitnl to be employ ej, and the vend or i^ale
and where pumps arc used above ten inches diameter, of coals which may be calculated upon, accnrding to the
the improved engine of Watt is preferred.
state of tnc demand for coal ; it being very evident, thst
The steam-engine invented by Watt, known by the a ver} limitefl vend will not, at the ordinRry rare at
name of W«tt and iioulton's engine, applied in draining which Coals are sold, admit of a great capital being
collieries, is of two kinds, named single and doable
invested in mHkuig a winning, either by a Jay level or
;

;

—

-

;

power engine*.

In the single power engine, the cylimler i« close at
the top, and baa the steam operating against the piston, as it descends, by means of the vacuum formed

below It. This engine, like Newcomen's, only draws
water by the descendi n g stroke of the piston; but
with much greater power, that is, a much saMllcr cy.
Under it required to produce the sanie effect
In the double-power pHOMisng engine of Watt and
BoultoD, the piston acU wilh equal fotce, wbether
a*.

by

it.arhinery.

The

«tepth of the winning having been determined
upon, the manner in which « winning is made by a day
leTii has been detcribed
We have now to state the
manner in which a winning is made by machinery.
The depth at which the coal n to he won regulates
the power of the engitic to be applied, having in view
the probable quantity of water m hicli may be fbUMl,
which Last regulates the width of the working barrel of
tile pumps,
in a district of country where ooali ••

6

-
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Mines of working by means of numerous winnings, the quantity
^'°»'of water wliich is likely to be found in a new winning
~.
"T"^ may be estimated from what is found in the other
works adjoining ; and it has been found from experi«ool-fi'cld.'
ence, that even in opening up colleries in new districts
of coal fields, the water found in sinking is generally
such as can be drawn by pumps of from ten to fifteen
inches diameter, excepting in cases where the strata are
connected with rivers, sand-beds full of water, or

marshy ground.
In cases where feeders of water proceed from

rivers

or sand-beds, they can be prevented from descending
the pit, and therefore the growth arising from these
sources needs not be taken into the calculation of the
water to be drawn ; and it is found in sinking pits,

which cannot by any means
be prevented from descending into the mine, may be
very great, and even so great as to exceed the power of
the engine for some time, yet as the extra flow of water
frequently proceeds from the drainage of fissures, these
gradually abate to a moderate quantity. An engine
having eight or ten hours' work drawing water each S*
hours, is reckoned moderate and comfortable for a new
colliery.
In the course of years, as the workings advance, many fissures are cut, and as the coal is excavated towards the crop, and approaches the alluvial
that although the growth

cover, a constant increase of water is found, so that a
colliery which has been long at work frequently becomes very heavily loaded with water, and the machinery is required to go night and day. When a colliery
is thus loaded with the ordinary daily growth of water,
its situation is

rendered dangerous and uncomfortable,

to obviate which, the power of the engine is either inIn practice,
creased, or additional engines erected.
working barrels are seldom used of greater diameter
than 18 inches, and in place of having pumps so large,
many of the mining engineers prefer having two en-

gines with less powers, and moderate-sized working
barrels, on account of the unwieldy nature of such
heavy machinery, and the great extra tear and wear attending them.
The extent of the winning to be made, as to depth,
and the power of machinery to be employed, having
been determined upon, the mode of sinking engine pits

has next to be described.
First, When the depth is moderate, and the process
comparatively very simple.
Second, When the depth is great, and the process
Shupe of
engine

pits,

laborious and intricate.
In any winning, the figure of the engine pit is a primary consideration. In winnings of a moderate depth
many forms are used, as circular, oval, square, octagonal, oblong rectangular, and long-elliptical.
In pits of inconsiderable depth, and where the alluvial cover is of a firm and dry consistency, any shape
thought the most convenient may be used ; but in all
deep pits, no shape but the circular ought to be used.
Indeed, when water requires to be stopped by tubbing or cribbing, no other shape will do, the circular shape being the only one which presents a uniform
resistance in all points to the uniform and great pressure of water even the elliptical shape, where there
is but little difference between the two diameters, .is
not suitable ; it has been tried, and has always given
way when exposed to pressure of any considerable
Besides, the circular shape renders the pit
degree.
stronger in the shaft walls, and is likely to be less
injured than any other shape, in the event of the shaft

—

being shaken by a

sit

or crush arising from the failure

of the pillars left in working the coal. As to the sizef
of engine pits, the smallest should be ten feet diameter.
to admit the pumps to be placed in the lesser segment,
and the coals to be drawn at the larger one, as in
Plate CCCXC. Fig. 9, which is termed a double pit;
but if much work is to be done in drawing coals, and
particularly if the coals are large, it would be an economy to have the pit wider than ten feet. When a pit
is to be divided into three divisions, one for the engine

pumps, and two for drawing coals, as in Fig. 10, which
termed a triple pit, it would require to be twelve feet
diameter. If it is to be divided into four divisions, and
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Pig- 10.

is

made

a quadrant pit, as in Fig. 11. with one division ?•€ Hpumps, and three divisions for ventilation and
coals drawing, it would require to be fifteen feet diaThese sizes of pits are regulated by local cirmeter.
cumstances, and by the output of coals proposed to b«

for the

raised.

In sinking engine pits, the first point is the mode Sbiking
of passing through the alluvial cover. If it is of a firm "iroujh
*"*""
and dry consistency, the process is easy, whether the
depth be great or not. As all engine-pits require to b«
particularly well executed, and every part of the work
done in a substantial manner, the shaft which passec
through the alluvial cover ought to be secured with
masonry of jointed ashler, with the joints accurately
bevelled to the centre of the circle which forms the area
of the pit. The stones used are from a foot to sixteen
inches in thickness, about a foot in depth, and of any
convenient length. The pit is therefore begun, and
sunk of a circular form, through the alluvial cover, of
such an extra width as to admit the thickness of the
masonry or stone cradling, as it is termed. When the
depth is about 12 or 15 feet, the bottom is made
level, and a ring or crib of oak or elm, about four and
a half inches thick, and ten inches broad, laid in the
bottom. Upon this the ashlar is built upwards to the
mouth, and all the void betwixt the ashler and the earth
walls firmly beat up with clay.
The next operation
is to sink again, keeping the sides about three inches
This
inside of the perpendicular of the ashler walls.
sinking is carried down from three to nine feet, according to the consistency of the cover, and when the
distance is fixed upon for another crib, the pit is widened out at the bottom, so as to admit the second crib to
be laid exactly in a perpendicular direction below th«
other; and when this crib is laid in its place, about
three or four feet in breadth is taken out from one of
the sides, and in this a pillar of ashler is built resting
upon the lower crib, and supporting the upper one.
The same thing is done on the side immediately opposite, and then at the other quarters of the circumference, after which the intermediate spaces are widened
and built up. In this manner the pit is sunk until the
rock head is found,when it is made level, and the lower
part of the ashler rests upon it.
When stones cannot be easily procured, hard bricks are substituted, ten
inches or a foot in length, with a bevel to suit the radius of the pit.
When ashler is built in stages, as before described, the under building may be sometimes
done with three pillars, and then filled up around;
but when no cribs are used, as is sometimes the case,
very narrow pillars are built up, to secure the masonry above.
When the cover is not very firm, the stages sunk at
a time, and built up with masonry, will not admit of
being more than from two to three feet, and when the
cover is of such a kind as not to admit of this mode of
operation, a different plan must be adoptetl.

MINE.
If the cover is of clay, with sand backs and oozings
of water, to that it will not stand firm for even a foot
or two, it may be sunk through, and secured by the
Wioninj t
following process.
•oal-felii.

For circular pits, circular fellies of wood, named
and for square or octagon pit!, square balks of
wood, named bars, are prepared, and used as a tempoiwy cradling until the mason work is built. The width
of this carjientry depends upon, whether the timber is
to be drawn out as the building advances upwards, or
if it is to be allowed to remain, and the mason-work
The shape of the pit, where the timbuilt within it.
ber is used, » either a circle, a square, or an octagon.
The temporary cribs are formed of oak, ash, or elm,
about seven inches in the bed, and five inches deep.
The balks are of fir, and from six inches to a foot
square, according to circumstances. The joints of the
circular cribs are plain, and bevelled to the radius of
the circle. The joints of the balks for a square or octagon pit are half checked.
If the timber is to be left in the pit, and the masonry
built within it, the quality of the wood need not be
much attended to but if it is to be drawn and used
cribs,

;

again, it requires to be good, in order to bear the fatigue it is exposed to, without being rendered useless.
With circular cribs of wood, backing dealt are used
of about 1 ^ inches thick ; the pit is then sunk a* far as
the cover will admit with safety ; a strong crib is placed at the top or pit mouth, in a level position ; the

backing deau are placed all around, and reach to the
bottom of the apace sunk ; cribs are then placed about
two feet apart, and the lower crib of the set is fixed
the half of its depth lower than the ends of the backing deals ; the cribs are secured at the joints by thin
para of wood overlapping them, and they arc kept in
their horixontal position, either by brackets placea under them, and nailed to the backing deals, or by a few
deals placed inside of the cribs, and nailed to each. Particular care is requisite, in sinking through the cover,
to have it no wider than necessary, in order that the
backing deals may bear against it, and if there are any
acuities, these must be filled up with rubbish well
packed. When the first or upper space is thus secured, another space is sunk, of such a depth as the cover
will admit of; then backing deals and cribs are plac«
ed in the same manner as above describe<l, the end
of the second set of deals having a hold of half of the
lower crib of the first set
In thin manner is the cover
sunk through and secured, until the rock head is found,
when the masonry is begun, and earned upwards to
the top
if the cover is &[ such a kind as to admit the
cribs and backing deals to be drawn, these are taken
out in such lengths at a time as are judged safe, and
the space betwixt the masonry and cover filled up with
any kind of rubbish, firmly beat in. If there is any
;

risk of the cover slipping, then the carpentry, or the
greater part of it, must be allowed to remain in the
•idea of the pit.
In sinking square pits through a firm cover, the same
kind of process is adopted as that with the circular
crihs, the only difference being in the joints, which are
half checked.
In sinking through a firm cover with a pit of an octagon form, the bars or balks are half checked in the
foinu, and put in dose to one another ; this is termed
bein^ placed skin for skin. If the cover is of a very firm
oonaiatence, their scantling or dimensions are small ; if
h ia leas firm, they are made proportionallr strong.
The proceaa carried on in sinking to the rock bnd u
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the same as before described, the depth of cover passed Mines
Co«l.
through and secured, each stage being regulated according to the tenacity of the cover. The masonry is ^JT'T"^
*
carried upwards from the rock bead in the same man- „'I"i'"i5
ner as before describe<).
It is a common practice to place two strong logs of
wood at the top of the pit, p,irallel to each other, and
at a di&tance, equal to the diameter of the pit, resting
on cross sills, laid upon the surface of the ground :
these are termed the hanging sets.
From them the
cribs or bars are suspende<l, and prevented from slipping downwards, by a few planks placed in a perpendicular direction along the face of the bars, and to these
planks each bar is nailed.
When the cover is of soft mud, which is a common
circumstance in many coal districts, it is passe<l through
either by bars laid close to each other, or, if this mode
is not founil practicable, the operation of tubbing ia resorted to.
When bars are used, each set requires to be put into
its place as sogn as the pit is sunk the depth of a bar.
In this manner the sinking proccetls till the rock head
is found, when the masonry is begun, and completed
as before mentioned.
It is necessary to remark, that
there is great attention required in this operation ; for
if the pit is sunk below tne last placed bars, and not
immediately secured by additional bars, the mud will

swell out into the area of the pit, and, when this begins,
it is almost impossible to stop it.
The consequence of
which generally is, that a void is formed at the back of
one part of the bars, the resistance is then lessened, and
the pressure operating powerfully on the opposite side,
the bars give way, and the pit is frequently lost.
It
is ilto found necessary, sometimes, before a bar can be
placed into one side, to drive a row of thin sheeting
piles, from three to four feet lon^, into the mud upon
the other sides in face of the bars, which prevent the
mud coming into the pit while the other bar is fixing ;
and when this bar is pUced, one side of the sheeting
piles is removed and driven at the face of the Inst placed bar, till the adjoining bar is fixed. In this manner the bars are placed progressively.
When the mud is found to be so very soft thnt the
operation of tubbing must be resorted to, a circular tub
is formed of the requisite diameter. It is made of plank,
from two to three inches thick, with the joints lievellcd
to the ra<lius, inside of which are criljs of hard wood,
placed at from two to four feet asunder, according as
the circumstances of the case may require.
The cribs
are made of the best heart of oak, sawn out of the natural curve of the wood ; suitable to the radius, in segments of from four to six feet in length, from eight to
ten inches in the bed, and five or six inches in thickness.
The reed of the wood require to be clean, without any twist or cross grain, for the greater strength
and security of the work. The length of the tub is
made from nine to twelve feet long, if the mud is of
that thickness ; but if the mud is very thick, a succestion of tubs is placed one above another.
The tub
first to be used baa the lower entl of the deals made
thin all around, and shod with sharp iron in the face.
If the pit is previously secure<l to a certain depth, tiien
the tub is constructed to pass within the cradling, and
lowered down with tackles till it rests among the
soft mud, it is then joaded with iron at the top, so tliat
it may sink as the mud is excavated.
If the first tub
does not reach to the rock, then a second tub of similar construction is placed upon the top of it, and the
iron weights removed also to the top.
In this man-
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sunk, till the cover is passed through
^cill
"
^- and secured. If the mud is uncommonly soft, and
^
Winning a puraps are used to draw the water, they must be hung
with tackles, and not allowed to sink clown so low as
coal-field,
the bottom of the tub, as they would not only be liable
to choke, but they would have a tendency to draw the
mud from the back of the tubbing. It is therefore the
practice to keep the bottom of the tub several feet in
advance of where the workmen stand, and to keep
about a foot of water upon the top of the mud. In this
way the workmen stand upon pieces of board, to prevent themselves from sinking; and the mud is lifted with
scoops or shovels under the water.
If the mud is of
great depth, the tubs must be strengthened with additional cribs to resist the pressure.
Quick
The most difficult operation in sinking, is when the
sands.
cover has a bed or beds of quicksand in it, or has a great
bed of quicksand from the surface to the rock head.
This circumstance is, in all cases, productive of great
additional labour and expence.
In the early times of
mining, a quicksand cover formed an insurmountable
obstacle to the miner ; and it is only within the period
of a few years past, that the operation could be gone into with the hope of ultimate success.
As this is one of
the most important points in coal mining, and as very
large sums have been lost by unsuccessful attempts to
sink through the sand, the different proccsfes which have
been adopted, and most approved of, will be now described, so that a distinct idea may be formed of them.
In sinking a pit through any cover, the nature of
which is not known, the first thing to be done is to
prove it by boring ; when that is done the plan of operation most suitable can then be detennined on.
Beds of quicksand are frequently foimd covering
coal-fields upon the margin of the ocean, or by the
One of the oldest plans for passing
sides of rivers.
through them, is by what is termed casting out ; this
If the sand lies close to
is still practised successfully.
the surface, and does not exceed sixteen feet in depth
to the underlying bed of clay or the rock head, the
pian ot casting out is adopted ; if it is deeper than this,
another process is required. When the depth is about
sixteen feet, the first opei'ation is to bring up a surface
drain, as low as the situation will admit of, which, in
most cases, from the flatness of the surface, is very little ; then from the point where the centre of the pit is
to be, a circular area is marked off, of such a width,
that if the pit is to be twelve feet diameter inside
when finished, the sand may be excavated in the form
of the frustrum of a cone, having the sides sloping
at im angle of 45 degrees, which slope is set off at such
width as to uncover the impervious clay or rockhead
to the width of twenty feet. In this case the mouth of
It is
the excavation would be about 52 feet in width.
of great consequence to carry on this operation very
expeditiously ; in some instances from fifty to a hundred workmen are employed, and as much of the sand
as possible is taken ovit by horses, carts, and barrows,
and lai J at a distance. As soon as the water begins
to gathei sloping pumps are used, and the water never
allowed to accumulate. When the slope renders the
using of carts and barrows no longer convenient, then
the sand is thrown out by various means, such as by
men from one stage to another, bj' trams and tramrods laid along the slope, or by common jack-rolls or
windlasses, with ropes and buckets erected upon i'mmHorse-gins are also used,
ing, supported by tresses.
placed at a distance from the pit ; and when the water
the
is vefy heavy, a small steam-engine is employed ;
1
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framing over the excavation being either supported by
tresses and stays, or by masts, from which the framing
is suspended by tackles.
No foundation can be got .^..
for the main pumping engine till the pit is built up
juaJ'.fig'ij
and the cover made quite secure. If towards the bottom of the slope the water is likely to pro<luce a running of the sand, the slope is carefully covered with
compact turf, cut from a green sward, which, though
a very simple remedy, is frequently quite effectual if
applied in time for it has been found from experience,
that if once the bottom of the slope begins to run, it
cannot be stopped in its progress, so that in a short
time the whole labour of weeks may be lost. Plate
CCCXC. Fig. 12. represents a bed of quicksand Pl»t«
resting upon a bed of impervious clay, which clay cccxc.
is the immediate cover of the rock.
When in this *"'S- 12.
case the clay is found, the first course of ashler stones,
;

jointed to the radius of the pit, is laid in a true circular position in the centre of the area, and about a
foot into the clay ; or in some cases where the clay is
not very strong, a circular crib of wood is laid down
upon this the ashler is built, and as each course of
stones is laid, about a foot or fifteen inches of wellwrought clay is regularly beat all around the back of
the building, and whatever water comes from the
sand, flows up at the back, and is allowed to run over
the building into the area of the pit, in order to be
pumped up. As the ashler and moating are progressively carried up, the space at the back is filled up
with sand and rubbish, until the pit is completed at
the top, and the surface made suitable for the operations of the colliery.
By this plan none of the water
found in the sand goes down the pit, but is kept back
by the clay moating till it finds a natural issue at the
surface.
is the pit, a a the quicksand, b b the excavation afterwards filled up, c c the asliler building, d d
When this is done, the imperthe moating of clay.
vious clay is sunk through to the rock head, and secured with ashler in the manner mentioned for sinking
through compact cover. If the sand rests upon the
rock head, and the rock be of a kind which is impervious to water, then the ashler is laid upon it as soon
as a level foundation is made ; but if it is a porous or
jointed stone, it must be sunk through, until a stratum
impervious to water is found, from which place the
building and moating commence.
If the quicksand is deeper than sixteen feet, it is
thrown out in the first place to that depth, in the
manner before described, and the additional thickness of sand is passed through by means of strong
frames of wood, at the back of which, sheeting-piles
are driven down progressively as the sand is taken out
but this mode of passing through sand is uncertain of
success, and is not in general practice.
The manner of passing tlirough mud with tubbing
having been before described, the same kind of opera-

A

is applicable to passing through quicksand ; and
the bed of sand is thick, it is passed through by
what is tenned a drop- tub, that is, after a number of
tubs have been sunk by great weights, and begin to
get body fast, so that they will not sink any farther,

tion
if

another set of tubs is let down through these, and
continued till they reach the rock. 'I'hese tubs are
constructed of such strength, as to resist the pressure
and be water-tight. If the tubbing is judged to be
too weak at the bottom for the pressure, an additional
number of oak cribs are inserted. During the operation, the bottom of the tub which is sinking is kept
always a few feet lower than the spot where the men

'

MINE.
are lifting the sand, in order to prevent the und
flowing in from tile back of the tubs; and it is necenary to keep about a foot of water upon the top of
the taad, and to hang the pumps in such a manner at
When these tubs are
only to be a few inches into it
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and next the pit the irregular join- Minct of
C°"'ing is caulked with oakum, and hllets of wood fixed all
the wav down on each side of the brattice; this forms .^T""^''^"'
tight as possib e,

a <louble

pit.

When a

form three

pit is divided, so as to

coJ.fldd.'
pits, it is

completely secured and wedged tight at their junction
with the rock head, and where tliey join each other,
the whole internal face of the cribs is covered over
with cloae jointetl deals, an inch und quarter thick,
which gtvei the pit an appearance of a smooth wooden

Ctit'iroa

tnbMngk

a more difficult process to form the brattice, as none of
the buntons stretch across the pit, the three which
form the divisions meet, forming angles with each
other near the centre of the j>it ; and in order to give
them stability and stppngth in their position, they do
not lie acmas in a horizontal line, but have a rise from
cylinder.
The most efliectual method for passing through beds the aidea to the centre of about nine inches where
of quicksand is by means of iron cylinders, termed they meet, and a three-tongued iron strap binds them
together by means of a bolt at each tongue.
If the pit is of small diameter,
cast-iron tubtting.
Fillets of
these are ma<lc aljout four feet in length, with strong wood are carried down the whole depth, not only at
the joinings of the brattice with the sides of the pit,
f!an;res, and bolt-holes inside of the cylinder, with a
counterfort ring at the neck of the flniigc, with brack* but also at the meetings of the brattice at the centre of
the pit ; and, for farther security, a prop of wood
ets; the end of the lowest c^'linder has no flange, but
rcachea from the centre of one set of buntons to the
is rounded to render its sinking through the sand
tnore easy.
If the pit is of a larg<e diameter, then the centre of tho^ immediately above ; by this means a
c^-linders are cast in segments of two, three, or more
wry stroai^ piece of carpentry is formetl, having its
pieces, joined together with in>ide flunges, having a strength depending upon the principles of the coujue of
jointing of white lead and oaknm.
a roof. These buntons are clad on all sides with deals
If the sand-bed is
from top to brttrnr
thick, suppose eighty feet for example, the practice
rtml the ends of all the deals
How is, to divitle that space into three sets of cylin- meet each otlv
leaf a bnnton.
ders, thirty feet each in length, antl so constructed
Ut quadrant
..n« cross each other in the
to pMt through each other like the tut-es of a tele- centre of the pit at right angles, and are generally only let
te»pe. Theae cylinders are joined together piece after in about an inch into each other, in place of being half
piece, and pressed down by great weights, using the
cheeked. Plate CCCXC. Fig. p. is a double pit,
Pi.*"
Mune precautions in keeping the lower part always the engine pit, B jiit for drawing cools ; Fig. 10. is «cxc.
Avthrr down than the top of tiie aand wliere the men a triple pit,
the engine pit, B and C pit.i for drawing j«* '•
f« at work, and where the bottom of the pumps is co.-ils Fig. 1 1, is a quadrant pit,
the engine pit, B
When the first tnirty feet pit for the ventilating furnace, C and D pits for drawfor drawing the water.
of cylinders is put down, the lower |Mrt of the ing coals.
nest set of cylirKlers is passe«l through the first net,
These methods now described, being snch as are
and the sinking carried on until the add'tional thirty used in the ])ractice of mining when sinking through
feet of cylinders are sunk, after which the third set
the cover, s«-mring the sides of ilie pit, and dividing
>'
cj'Iinders is passed down through the two former
the pita by brattices, it must be n
',
that sevesets, until the lower part readies the rock-head or imral of tbeae processes are attei^
such iinpervious stratum ; the joinings of the three sets of menae expence, that it is only in .i.Hr:n.s where great
cylinders are made tight by wedding with wood.
returns ot profit are made, that they can be attemptIt
is proper to remark here, that this mode of dividing
ed.
It is at Newcastle and Whitehaven where by
the deep sand to be passed through into spaces, is an far the greatest capitals are eroplc^ed, and where the
improvement but lately adopted at Newcastle.
very expensive methods of sinking through quickBc>fore this improrement, almost every attempt to paaa
•aud are adopted and prosecuted with vigour and
through very thick beds of qnicksand was rendered •ucceas. As engine-pits are now sunk in winnings of
abortive.
collieriea made from tlie depth of 20 to 1 50 fathoms,
The engine-pit being thus secured by one of the that is, with pits having one set of ptimps, to tliose
tereral ways before-mentioned, the process of sinking
having five sets, the operation, though in most of the
tbnmgfa the rock is now ready to be begun; but, before circumstances the Mine, is very different as to labour,
ooamiencing, the divisioM of the pit formed of carpen. clifficultiea. npenoet, and skill required. In winninga
try, named brattices, are made ; this is done in seveof a moderate depth, if tlie water found in the cover
ral ways.
is kept from descending the pit, the feeders found in
In common practice, and where great tightness of the rock are allowed to flow down.
In deep winnings,
jointing is not required for ventilation, on account of the most minute attention is paid to prevent anj'
water
inflammsble air, bars of wood, named buntons, of from descending, by methods to be
-vards.
about six inches thick and nine inches in <lenth, arc
As 73 fathoms is reckoned ratli.
averfixed in a horizontal position across the pit ; they
age depth of winnings or of engine-pita in Great Hriate placed at different distances according to circum- tain, and as in practice it embraces
three sets of
tanccs, sometimes at the length of a pump from c.ich pumps, by describing this operation, we describe
also
odier, and at otlier times there are two or three in that
the more simple winnings of one and two sets.
space. Thcae buntons are all placed in tlie same perAs soon as the pit is sunk to such a depth that the .<!inling
pendicular line, and upon these, deals of an inch and engine must be applied to pump
the water, the first wii!i
half thick are nailed, having their joints close; and set of pumps is let down
the pit ; theae are termed i"'n'P«each U-ngth of tbeae deals takes in the h.ilf of the op- tlic sinking set, they are jointed with
stron-' fi n r.
per and under bnnton to which it is nailnl.
In (k*p and lx)Its, having a jointing of lead of abo'
pits, when the ventilation is to be cnrriwl on by the
inch thick, covered with tarred flannel.
.... ....In-attice, the side of the buntons next the pumps
is co.
veral methods for suspending them during the process
vered with deals in the tame way, tlie joints nude aa of linking,
at they must rest on the bottom of the pit,
;
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and be bwered gradually as the rock is blown up and
^ wrought away. The common practice in pits with
Winning ^ one or two sets of pumps, and where the sets are of
no great size or weight, is to have two shroud-iaid
coal-fleld.
ropes or cables, named ground ropes, of abundant extra
strength to meet casualties and heavy strains., These
ropes are made fast below the clack-seat door, and are
passed up each side of the pumpc, having a piece of
service or lapping put round them, opposite to each
flange, to prevent their being chafed or cut ; and a
strong lashing of pliable hand line acts as a collar at
each pump, which connects the whole pile firmly together. The ropes are sometimes passed over two large
pulleys at each side of the pit mouth, and several turns
are taken round a strong circular post of wood, fixed
deep and firmly in the ground. As the pumps sink
down, the ground ropes are slacked off or eased away,
care however being taken to keep a considerable bearing upon them, so as to have at least a fourth or a
third of the weight suspended ; this is a very rude
and a very old plan, though still in practice. This
method is greatly improved by having strong five-fold
tackles attached to the top of the ground-ropes, and
the fold of the tickles passed round the post as above
described ; by this plan the lowering is not only performed more correctly and easily, but the pumps can be
lifted up immediately by applying the tacklefolds to
f

TliTT
eecxci.
I'ig. 1.

crabs or capstans.
In this process a caution is necessary while the pumps are lowering, that their flanges
do not catch any of the timber-work in the pit, as the
weight would not only break them, but endanger the
lives of the men at the bottom.
But the most complete and correct plan for lowering
the pumps in sinking, is the following, which was practised and brought into use by the Newcastle engineers.
There are attached to tlie wind-bore, or suction-piece,
two very strong ears, (see Plate CCCXCI. Fig. 1.) having counterfort brackets upon the upper side ; in
each of tliese is a square hole, three and a half inches
diameter, through which rods of iron are put and secured by a strong cotter at the under side of the ear.
To these rods,
plates are attached ; these plates are
fixed to wooden spears, six or seven inches square, according to circumstances, and are connected together
with side plates, in the same manner as pump spears.
These spears are carried up the sides of the pumps,
and close to the flanges, until they are as high as the
top of the sinking set of pumps, or a few fathoms
higher. Under each flange of the pumps, a lashing of
pliable rope is passed round both the spears and the
pumps ; this keeps the whole very firm and in a perpendicular direction.
To the top of the spears,
plates are fixed, having a large strong eye at top, to
each of these eyes, a five-fold tackle is hooked, and the
upper blocks or pulleys are suspended from strong
wooden beams at the top of the pit. The tackle-folds
pass upwards from the lower pulleys, over single
pulleys at each side, and are hove upon capstans
till ther« is an equal bearing on both tackles.
To the
arms of the capstans, sledges are attached with ropes
or chains ; these sledges are loaded with weights in
proportion to the weight of the column of pumps, and
as additional pumps are added, more weight is put inBy this very correct and mechanical
to the sledges.
arrangement, the sinking set of pumps, in the most
gradual manner, and of their own accord, sink as the
Before this
pit is sunk, and draw round the capstans.
method was adopted, the trouble, loss of time, and danger attending the lowering of sinking sets weare un-

U

U

great.
As the sinking set is constantly going down, and the point for the delivery of the water always varying, a pipe of the same diameter, as the pumps, Winning
a
but much lighter, is used, about eleven feet long, hav- coal- field.
ing a short pipe cast near the top, to which a hose or
hoggar of leather is attached, of sufficient length to
reacli the cistern where the water is delivered.
Tills
is called the hoggar-pipe ; and in the course of sinking, as soon as the top of the hoggar is upon a level
with the top of the cistern, the hoggar-pipe is removed, a common pipe put in its place, and upon the
top of this pipe the hoggar-pipe is again fixed.
In this
manner the operation of sinking goes on until the column of pumps has reached either the bottom of the
pit, or tlie place fixed upon for having another set of
pumps. A, is the sinking set of pumps, a, a, the ears
through which tlie iron rods pass connected with the
spears ; b, b, the spears ; c, c, the lashings ; d the hoggar-pump; e the hoggar; y,/^ the tackles; g,g, the
single pulleys ; h, h, the tackle-fold leading to tlie cap.
stans ; i the pump spears.
In a sinking set of pumps, the wind-bore or suctionpiece, is not open at the bottom as in the other sets,
which are fixed, but it is rounded and of a long form
it is perforated with holes of from one to two inches
diameter, where, besides the small holes, there is a
large hole for admitting a man's hand, in order that the
cavity may be at any time cleared of rubbish which
may gather within it. When the workmen are sinking,
the large hole is filled with a plug, having a projection
of such length as renders it easily drawn at any time,
the workmen have a number of plugs for the small
holes, and when tlie operation of sinking begins, the
upper tiers of holes are plugged up, and the ingress of
the water confined to the lower holes.
By this plan,
as the bottom of the suction-piece is kept in the bottom of the sump, or lowest part of the pit, the other
part of the pit bottom is kept dry for the operations of
the workmen. If the growth of water abates^ more

commonly

holes are plugged up ; if it increases, an additional numWhen the operation of sinkber of them are opened.
ing is suspended for any time, all the plugs are withdrawn in order to give full water way to the regular
working of the engine; and as much depends upon keeping the suction-piece safe, where it is exposed to violent strokes from the blowing up of the harder rocks,
it is necessary either to wrap it round with old ropes,
or to case it with staves of soft wood, which will not
easily split.
It is further to be observed, that as in
sinking, a vast quantity of air enters with the water
every stroke of the engine, the pumps are filled with
air and water together.
On this account, the engine
is wrought upon air as it is termed ; and it is the object
of the engine-keeper not only to make the lifting stroke
very slow, but so to regulate the movement, that when
the stroke is completed, the engine may stop several seconds before it makes the returning stroke, to allow all
the air to ascend. If the engine is working as a doublepower engine, the same kind of halt must be made at
This mode of working the entlie returning stroke.
gine is now regulated either by water cataracts, or by
air vessels attached to the gear of the engine ; or in
small engines, the working is regulated by a man upon
the hands of the engine, when the improved regulator!
As the working barrels are generally
are wanting.
nine or ten feet long, and the full stroke of tlie engine
from seven to eight feet, when at regular work, it is
the practice to lessen the length of stroke in sinking ta
about six feet, because as the pumps are constantly

MINE.
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going down, the bucket in the working bartel progresMvdy has its working space higher up. If the
working barrel is ten feet long, and the restricted
"'^''^ •»*" ^^ engine six feet, and if the bucket is at the
bottom of the barrel when the engine is ready to make
it* stroke, then the pumps can be lowered ^>out four
feet, ere the bucket be working at the top of the barreL To this descent of the pumps particular atten<
tion has to be paid ; and therefore, as soon as the putnps
have sunk four feet, the spears'anJ bucket are let four
feet lower into the barrel, and this b done at the top
of the pit when the spears overlap, and are fixed Ute<
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with strong bolts, for the special purpose of their being Mines »f
*-'"''•
connected in one firm column, so that if the water
should grow up the pit, or any leak happen in them vi~pW'a
below water, the whole may be drawn up from the coal-lUitl.
bottom, if necessary, and repaired ; which operation
could not be effected with the other kind of joints, as
In the case where
they would not hang together.
there is only one lift of pumps, the flange-joints are for

the same reason used. The spigot and faucet joints
render the drawing of pumps one by one, and placing
and jointing them, a much quicker operation than when
In general, the Operation
the other joints are used.
may be performed in less than a tenth of the time rerally by screwed glanda.
rolamu of
The common depth for a set or column of pump* quired for the other kind ; and it may be frecjuently of
»""I"being from 25 to SO fathoms, when this depth is at- great service to have the upper half of the lower set with
tained by the first set, preparation must be made for spigot and faucet joints, if there is no risk of the water
rising very quickly up the shaft, of which there is gefixing the upper pit cistern, into which the upper set
of pumps is to be placed, and into which the water of nerally little danger after the colliery is opened up,
the second set is to be thrown. If a strong bed of sand- and a sufficient reservoir formed for the water.
With regari> to the mode of collaring the pumps in
stone is found, a scwcement is left of tne rock prothe pit, keeping them steady, and in a true perpendijecting about three feet into the pit, and is formed, in
the course of sinking, into a chin or strong bracket, to cular line, the old practice is to have two buntons of
support that part ot the cistern upon which the upper about nine inches Jeep, and six inches in breadth, to
paM close to the side of each pipe under the flange
set of pumps is to rest; and a few feet under it,
the pit u formed into its regular width. A recess is or joint The ends of these are fixed into the shaft wul,
cut mto the side of the pit iMckwards from the brack- and the other ends reit on brackets fixed to the brattice wall ; the other sides of the pipe are collared by
et, for holding the cistern into which the upper set of
pump* is to be placed. For the greater security of pieces of wood, named rackings, and in some cases
the pUoe where the pumps rest, the recess is formed stretch only the breadth of the buntons ; or, if the pit
admit* of it, one or both of them are fixed into the side
dove-tailed, about eleven feet back from the &ce of the
The improved plan, in orih'r to give
bracket, from three to four feet in breadlJi, and about of the ahaft wall.
Into this, a pit dstem bun- as much room as possible for the operations which are
thirty inches in depth.
ton is laid and firmly wedged, composed either of so frequently carried on in the engine pit where the
oak or of best foreign redwood pine, having the thick pump* are, is to fix a strong bunton under the joint of
end laid into the back part of the recess, to prevent its each pipe : to which buntons tlie pipes are firmly atcoming forward into the pit, by the ooocoadons and tached by a collar of iron, with screws and nuts, as
vibrations of the pumps, and in case of any failure of represented I'late CCCXC. Fig. 13.
By thia plan Pt«T«
CCCIC.
the bracket under the pumps. The inner end of this there is much more room in the pit
Though this mode of fixing the pump* i* very *uit- Fig. 13.
bunton is farther secured by blocks or chokes of wood
placed betwixt the upper side of the bunton and roof able for all the upper sets of pumps, it is not so for
of the recess ; similar chokes are placed upon the in- lower sets, where, from accidents -to which they are
ner end of the cistern. When the rock is of such a liable, the pumps are sometimes to draw up bodiquality as not to be fit for forming a bracket, then a
ly.
The mode of fixing with buntons and rackings i*
cross bunton of wood is substituted, from one to three
tiicrefore preferred in the lowest set, and the fixtures
feet in breadth, and from two to four feet in depth,
are so made, that if there is nut time to remove the
according to the weight of the column of pumps to be buntons and rackings, the whole may be hove up.
In
supported. This bunton is fixed into the sides of the
cases where the buntons hold fast, they must be cut
pit, and has a hold at each end from two to four feet,
•way under water by chisseU fixed upon loaded
according to the strength of the rock ; upon this the spears.
ciitcm is placed, having a recess as before described ;
With regard to the water which is found in sinking Binginf •<
ometimes logs eight inches thick are placed into the through the several strata, in ordinary casei it is con- pi»recess, at right ansles to the cross bunton, firmly se<!ucted down the walls of the shaft
If the strata are
cured together, and upon these the cistern is placed.
of a firm consistency, a hollow ring is cut into the
Although from SO to SO fathoms is the common sides of the pit in a spiral line down the shaft, and
length of a lifb or set of pumps, it sometimes is neces- when the ring can hold no more water, the water is
sary to make it much longer, when no 'place can either conducted down in a square spout to the nearbe found in the shaft for fixing a cistern, on account of est pit cistern, or a groove is made in a perpendicular
the tubbiiif; ; from Uiis cauie a lift of pumps h.is been direction in the shaft wall, and a square box either inmade of 70 fathoms in length ; but ttiis requires un- serted into it, flush with the sides of the pit, or it is cocommon itrenuth of every material, and such a length vered with deal fitted lightly to the cavity. Simihuis only made from Ml>so]ute necessity.
ipiral rings are formed in succession downwards, and
It is the prscticc to use the sinkmgset ofpampsfor
the water conducted always into the nearest pit cis_
sinking the whole depth, so that as soon as the first tern. The improved plan is, to insert rings of wood
cistern is ready, a set of pumps, named a fixed set, is
or cast iron, flush with the sides of the pit, and the wasubstituted for the sinking set.
In common practice,
ter is conducted from one ring to another, by means of
fxed sets of pumps are joined together by flanges and perpendicular pipes, until the under ring can hold nobolu, but in the improved practice, all the fixed sets
more water. When the water from that ring is carhave spigot and faucet joinU and the joints are made ried in pipes to the nearest dstem, then a new set of
water-light by lappings of Urred flannel.
But the rings is inserted under these, and the water conducted
lower set of pumps of every engine has flange joints. in the same manner all the way down. As keeping
;
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a pit dry \t an important point, great attention is paid
Wiien it happens in an engineto the doing of it well.
pit that there are a great many beds of coal found in
Winning a
the shaft, a mine a few yards long is driven into each
ciMl-lield,
coal, and a bore put down from one coal to another,
the water is gathered into each coal, and descends
through tlie bores to the pit cisterns.
The practice of keeping the shafts dry, as now described, is very generally adopted in Great Britain,
when the pits are of a moderate depth, and when all
the water found in sinking can be drawn by an engine
of a moderate power. But in very deep pits, such as
those in the counties of Northumberland, Durham, and
Cumberland, where they are from 80 to 150 fathoms
in depth, the preventing of the water found in sinking,
from being a burden upon the engines, is most carefully attended to, and is one of the chief points in the
science of mining.
In this operation, much skill and
resolute determination are displayed.
The mode of
passing through tile cover, and the various modes for
preventing the water from that source descending into
the pit, have already been described. The next thing
is to point out the plans which have been successfully
adopted for preventing the water found in sinking fromflowing into the pit, and becoming a burden upon the
engine.
Those strata which generally produce the
greatest feeders of water, are the sand-stones, particularly those of an open porous texture, or those which
have very open cutters. Sometimes both these qualities are combined, and then the growth of water is uncommonly great. Several of the sand-stones are, however, impervious to water, and almost all the beds of
light-coloured argillaceous schistus or fire-cla}'s, are parBut
ticularly so, being very close in their texture.
some of the sand-stones, though impervious to water in
their texture, have wide and open cutters which produce much water. Feeders of water are also frequently found at the beds or partings betwixt two of the
strata.
Those strata which are impervious to water are
said to be capable of turning water.
Feeders of
While the sinking of one of these deep pits is going
water in
forward, a regular journal is kept of every part of the
the pil
operation, and each feeder of water is measured, not
ihaft.
only after it is found, but dailj', to find if its growth
increases, abates, or is regular.
The mode of measuring is by receiving the water into a vessel of 30 or 60
gallons content, and finding, by a seconds watch, the
time required to fill it. Three experiments of this kind
are made at each trial, and the average time of the three
entered in the journal. When the feeders of water in
one or more of the strata sunk through, are producing
such a quantity of water, as to render the stopping of it
back absolutely necessary, the first thing to consider is,
whether any of the strata passed through under the
feeders, are impervious, or capable of turning water;
and if there are none, the pit must be sunk till a stratum
of that kind is found ; then the strata are to be examined upward, until a similar stratum is fixed upon. There
are three methods of keeping back the feeders ; viz. by
plank tubbing, iron tubbing, or by oak cribs. As the
pressure to be resisted is the next consideration, it becomes necessary to explain its extent or limits. To illustrate which. Fig. 1 4 represents a pit sinking through
ytAxr
cccxc.
the various strata, having a cover of sand with much
Fig. 14.
water resting on the rock h^ad. It is evident, from
what was explained when treating of the forms of coalfields, that each stratum sunk through in any pit, whether near the surface, or at the greatest depth, rises in
one direction until it meets the alluvial cover ; for

which reason, the pressure of water at the bottom of Mines of
^""ithe tubbing which rests on the rock-head, is as the
depth of the water found in the cover and if a stratum ""y^^
a is found to yield a great quantity of water, and that ^^'r-fild "
"^ *
the stratum b above, and the stratum c beneath it, are
'
;

'

impervious to water,

if

the porous stratum a

is

twelve

and no water found in the strata ]>assed
through from the rock head, until that depth which is
supposed to be fifty fathoms from the surface of the wafeet tliick,

the tubbing or cribbing
has not to resist the pressure of water of twelve feet
only, but it must be made of strength sufiicient to resist
a column of water equal to a perpendicular altitude of
fifty fathoms ; because the stratum a meets the alluvial
cover at d, the fountain-head from which all t!ie water
found in sinking proceeds. Upon this principle, though
no feeder of water was found of any magnitude until
the pit had been sunk 100 fathoms, if this water required to be tubbed off in a stratum only three feet in
thickness, the tubbing would require a strength equal
to the resisting of 100 fathoms of pressure ; for although
the water may only come tlirough the open pores of
the stone, yet, when the water is resisted, these innumerable tubes act upon the tubbing wilh the full effect
of the whole hydroftatic column ; for it is found from
experience, that whatever water occurs in pits, or in
the working of mines, proceeds from the surface.
clear understanding of this principle is an essential
Upon this principle also, if the cover
point in mining.
which rests upon the rock-head is of impervious clay,
very little water will be found in the strata ; but if
sand beds rest upon it, or rivers tun along it, the water
will be very abundant.
From this view of the great pressure of water found
in sinking, the tubbing it off is an operation of the first
consequence, and requires much skill, attention, and
practice.
If several fathoms of the strata are to be
tubbed, in order to resist the flow of water, the pit has
to be widened regularly to admit the kind of tubbing
The greatest width being
proposed to be j)ut in.
required for plank tubbing, and the least width for
Fig. 15. represents a pit widened out PiiTR
iron tubbing.
for plank tubbing, where a, a, a, a, aie the impervious cccxc.
strata, b, b, the porous strata yielding the water, the bot- Fifc'- 15tom of the recess c, c, is made level, and as smooth as
The same points are
possible, by means of mason irons
attended to in working off the upper part of the recess
In this operation, wedging cribs, spiking cribs,
d, d.
and main cribs are used ; besides the plank which forms
the tub, a quantity of fine dry clean reeded deal is prepared for forming the joints, which is known by the
name of sheeting deal. This sheeting deal is always
applied in pieces laid end- ways ; that is, with the endreed of the wood towards the area of the pit. As much
of the security depends upon the tub being water-tight
at its jointing with the rock, several plans have been
adopted for this purnose, the most approved of is represented. Fig. 2, Plate CCCXCI.
In order to give room for the lower wedging crib, the I'ms
recess is cut a few inches wider, as at c, from b to c is cccxci.
2laid wilh sheeting deals all around the circle, or with a ^'SUpon this the wedgthin uniform stratum of oakum.
ing crib d is laid, and neatly jointed to the radius of the
At
pit, each segment trained exactly to the circle.
each joint of the segment sheeting deal is inserted.
This wedging crib is about ten inches in the bed, and
The space e, at the back of the crib,
six inches deep.
about two and a half inches wide, is filled with pieces
of clean reeded dry deal, inserted end- ways ; and thi»
ter in the cover, in this case,

A
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regular}/ wedged with one *et of wedges all around
then with a aerond and third set in the saaoe regular
manner, the oUjeCt being to keep the crib in a po«i.
tion truly circular, the wedges used in this operation
are made ol' dry clean fir very thin at the head in
comparisun with their length, openings are made for
entering the pointa of these wedges by a steel wedging
diissel and tne wedging is continued regularly around,
until the steel wedging chiasel cannot nMke an opening
By this operation no water can paas
in the wood.
downwards by the back of the crib. The next opera>
tion is to fix a spiking crib,^; to the rock, about 10 or
12 feet from the lower crib, according to the length of
This spiking crib
the plank* to be u^ed for the tubs.
is about five inches 5qaare, and is only used for spiking
the deals of the tub t>> it. They must, however, be set
ia

Winning a
cnU-acld.
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true to the sweep of the pit, as upon them the true cir.
This spiking crib being
cnlar figtue of it dependa.
These are
placed, the tubbing dealt, *, are to be fixed.
made of deals three inches thick, g.nd about six inches
bfoad, planed on all sides, and the joints wrought to
tbe true bevi-I of the circle of the pit Sbceting de«k
are laid under tiie deal ends, and the tub deal* an finely set together, one by one, in a perpendicular direetMo, these upper end* reacbiag to tlie middle of the
Formerly these plank* were fixed to
spiking; crib /.
tne jpiking crib* with ieon nail* or spikea, b«t aa these
aoon destroyed by corrosion, particularly when
tiMre was any salt in tbe water, treenails are now used,
and found to be mock better. When the planks ase
act around, and within less than three breadths of a
plank
baaif ckMed, a plank is placed on each
aide of tlw opwitiy, having a square joint nait «ach
otker in place otbmvg bewdled, waich losvea a rectangular or nraUel spaaa far insming the dcaer or cloaiwg
plank. This plaok i» propared so as just to enter by
rarce, it is then rubbed on the edge* with soft soap,
and is, by masn force, and haavjr allatst driven fiuah
with the other plank. The sheeting deals under the
ends of the plank, and in the joinIsM the wedging crib
ere then wedged tight, in theaanner befare mentiaoed.
The main cribegg, arc then to be placed as counterforts, for the security and strengthening of the tubbing.
These cribs are made in the manner before mentioned ; they are alxnit eight or nine inches in the bed,
seven inches thick, and are placed at distances from
each other, proportioned to the column of water to
be resisted. At great depths they arc laid close together, and the distance from each other increases as the
nt ias e lut riniis. ovc bsing uken to have always a
deekied excess of strength, and made to bear equally against the tub deals, by means of wedging at the
joints.
The first main cnb is laid close to the foot of
the tub deals, and resting on the wedging crib.
During this operation, the growth of water at the back of
tlie tubbing is allowed to flow freely through a plug
hole at the foot of the tubbing, until the whole epcmtien ia completed.
The upper ends of tbe first set of
tnb planks are then cut square, and level all around.
The second spiking crib /, is then fixed, and another
set of tubbing dcoJi put around as the former, having
sheeting deal inserted betwixt the ends of the two sets
at/. When this is wedged, the cribs A, h, are placed
the
before uescribed. . According to this
plan, tubbing
be carried upwards to any height,
until the water rising at the back of it would discharge
itself into the natural reservoir above the rock bead,
as
ia frequently done ; bat if a tubbing of a few fathoms
is to be formed in a reccse at a considerable
depth from
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the rock head, then a we<1ging crib must be placed at Mi«M of
Co«l.
the top of the recess, and firmly back-wedged, as at the
lower wedging crib d. When this kind of tubbing is •^TT''^''^'""^
completed, the plug hole is filled up, and the water
coaufiell*
quickly rises and produces its full pressure. Although,
from the nature of the operation described, it might be
supposed that nothing could shrink even in the least
dwree, yet, as the pressure accumulates, the wood
and the joints are heard very distinctly creaking by the
excessive pressure.
From this it is evident that no
form but ttut of a circle could resist such a weight.
Af\erthe full pressure is obtained, it frequently happens
that veins of water, not thicker than a fine hair, will be
found springing from the sides 'of the tubbing ; these
generally take up in a few days by the swelling of the
wood. \\'hen all is secured, sheathing deals, inch and
quarter thick, are nailed to the cribs all around the pit,
not only to preserve the cribs from injury, but to make
a smooth wall for the ascending and descending baskets
with coals. These sheathing deals are put on in regular
perpendicuUr courses, and tbe but-ends meet flush on
one of the cribs.
The solid cribbing, executed with oak cribs only, and Solid crib-

no tubbing

deals, is a

more complete piece of work

bing.

than the former.

If the pressure ia great, they are
formed three to four feet long, ten inches in the bed,
and seven or eight inches deep, of the best oak, as before described.
The first crib ia Uid down, and back

wedged, in the same manner as the wedging crib in the
plank tubbing, with this diflerence, that it has been
found that when the wedging was made in lines parallel to the sweep of the cribs, the immense pressure had
a tendency to press forward tlie lower part of the crib
and it has been found from espcrienue, that, if the
wedging is done in a diagona l manner, it is much superior, and auite efTectual.
AfUr the back wedging is
completed, the next tier of cribs is laid down in precise
having sheeting deal along the bed, and at
each end joint, the perpendicular joints are overlapped
in each set by the position of the next segments alternately, so that the face of the cribs, with the jointings
of sheeting deals, has the appearance of ashler work.
wedging crib is fixed in the upper tier, if next the
top of the recess, and tbe back wedging completed, as
before directed.
Each crib is set true to the radius of
the pit, and the back of it filled up with pieces of wood
betwixt and the rock.
When the whole space proposed
to be cribbed is filled up, then the wedging of the joints
commences while tlie water flows by a plug hole at the
bottom. All the horiaontal and perpendicular joints
are gone over completely with one set of wedges ; and,
in the same way, a second and a third set of wedging is
done, till wedges can be no longer driven. The face of
the wedgings is then made smooth, the plug hole filled
up, and the full pressure suataioe<L
In this kind of
work, innumerable fine veins or filaments of water issue
from the wedging*, the water being forced through
the pores of the wood. If these do not uke up, additional wedging must be attempted, till not a particle of water can be seen issuing.
In this piece of work, much
ingenuity is displayed, and it refiecU much credit upoa
the inventor.
The third mode of tubbing is by means of iron cy- iron ejUnder* cast into segments.
These are different from llndn*.
the drop or sinking cylinders, because they are placed
piece after piece in the circular recess of the pit cut out
for them.
The flange for the wedging joint is sometimes toward the centre of the pit, but the iraprovetl
method is to turn the flange inwards. In the latest
position,
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improvements of this plan, executed by Mr. Buddie,
where there was a pressure of several hundred feet, the
segments were six feet long, and two feet deep, an inch
thick, counterforted with raised work on the Ijack ; the
lip of the flange was strong, and supported by brackets.
These iron segments of a cylinder are set true to the radius of the pit and every horizontal and perpendicular
joint has sh«4&ting deal in it.
wedging crib is fixed
at the bottom, and the segments are carried regularly
up, having the joints like ashler work. This kind of
tubbing can be carried to any height, 'Until the water
finds an outlet at the surface, or strata containing water can be tubbed off, as by the other kinds of tubbing
before described.
A pit completed in this manner presents a smooth shaft wall of iron, the flanges being towards the outside of the cylinders. In this work no
screwed bolts are used for joining the segments together.
In a pit in the Newcastle district, 70 fathoms
have been executed in this manner, under Mr. Buddie's
;

A

directions.

Wedging of
cuttersT

When

a thin bed or parting betwixt two of the strawhich are impervious to water, produces much water, or when the cutters or fissures in the strata do so,
this water can be completely prevented from flowing
into the pit by wedging, for which there is a partita

cular method.
In place of attempting directly to wedge
the fissures, as was the former unsuccessful practice,
the fissure is cut open with chissels, and made about
two inches wide and seven inches deep, as represented
Fig. 16. Plate CCCXC; the lips are rounded off about
Plate
cccxc.
an inch and half; pieces of clean deal are then driven
Fig. 16.
in, the face of which comes no farther than, the contour of the lips; the whole is then firmly wedged, till
all the water is stopped back. By placing the wedging
back from the face, the rock is prevented from burstjng during the operation, which always happened in
the former process.
In sinking engine pits, besides contending with the
Ventilation
when sink- water, ventilation has to be attended to, on account of
ing pits.
the pernicious airs or gases found in the strata, and
which at times come oft' in great quantities. These
gases are carbonic acid or fixed air, and carburetted
hydrogen or inflammable air. The first of these gases
being heavier than the atmospheric air, sinks to the
bottom of the pit, and filling it up like water, displaces
the common air, until it flows over the mouth of the
pit.
This air instantly extinguishes flame, and deThe other gas, being lighter than
stroys animal life.
air, instantly ascends the pit, mixed with common air.
If this gas is much diluted with the common air, the
'

workmen

suffer

no inconveniency from

it

;

but

if

pure

destroys animal life, or if mixed with
certain proportions of common air, it suddenly explodes
and burns the workmen. These gases will be particularly noticed when the ventilation of mines is treat-

and unmixed,

ed

it

of.

In ordinary cases,
tice walls produce a
upon one side and
tloes not take place,

while pits are sinking, the bratcirculation, by the air descending
ascending by the other.
If this
the circulation must be produced

by

air.

fire

rarifying the

The most approved method

is to cover the enginewith deals, having apertures for
the pump spears and tackling to pass through, with
hatch-doors for the men going up and down; near the
top of the pit, and immediately under this scaffolding
a tube of brick, at least three feet square, is carried in
a horizontal direction, and connected with a furnace
having a high chimney with double doors, where the

pit area of the shaft

2

person enters to throw coals on the fire, as represented
Fig. 3. Plate CCCXCI. where a a are the double
doors, b the mouth of the horizontal tube from the pit,
Wlnning a
c the furnace, d the ash pit, c the furnace building 8
coal-Geld.
feet high, arched with brick,
the chimney, which Plate
is from 50 to 100 feet high, according to the draught cccxcr.
required, from 8 to 10 feet square at bottom, and ta- Fig. 3.
pering upwards to three or four feet, inside measure.
The chimney- wall needs not exceed nine inches in tliickness, if built of brick, after passing the extreme heat
of the furnace, which is about 12 feet high, where there
is a lining of fire brick; furnaces of smaller dimensions
may be sufficient, in cases where they are only to bs
used while the pit is sinking ; but those of large dimensions are suitable, not only for ventilating the pit,
but the workings of the colliery afterwards. In some
cases the horizontal tube is connected with the chimney of the engine furnace, with good effect, for the operation of sinking.
Another process is, that in place of covering the engine-pit area where the pumps are, as before described,
to connect with the horizontal tube, deal boxes, having
an internal area of from two to four feet. These are
carried down the pit to within a few yards of the bottom, and produce a circulation of air, by being connected with a furnace at top; for as the air ascends
through these pipes by entering at the lower part, the
fresh air descends to supply its place.
temporary
expedient is used in pits of a very moderate depth, by
means of air boxes carried from the bottom of the pit
to 12 feet above the surface, upon the top of which a
hopper-shaped funnel is placed in a horizontal direction, which being turned with its aperture to the wind,
sends a supply of fresh air down the pit. This plan
is of no use in deep pits, or where the gases are very
abundant. If a great quantity of gas issues from one
place in the pit, it is found expedient sometimes to confine it in a tube, and conduct it to the top of the pit,
where it dissipates into the air.
In those pits where it is proposed to draw a great Widening
quantity of coals, and with very considerable velocity, of pits at
tlie meetit is the practice to widen them at the place where the
ings.
ascending and descending baskets of coal pass one anIf there are two
other, which is termed the meetings.
or three beds of coal in the pit, there will of course be
different places for the meetings, as they are placed at
half-way betwixt the mouth of the pit and the coal
which is working. The common practice is to make
the pit 32 inches wider in the middle, that is, 16 inches
wider on each side. It is evident that these cannot be
made when there is tubbing in the way ; and if there
are many beds of coal to work in the same pit, it is
better to make the pit of sufficient width from top to
bottom.
The stones and i-ubbish produced in sinking are
drawn up with horse-gins, when the pit is not deep;
but in all pits of any considerable depth, the rotatory
steam-engine is used, and the workmen have now
more confidence (as to their personal safety,) in these
machines, than in the horse-gins.
The great collieries of Newcastle are frequently Kewcattle
wrought by one shaft, divided in the manner before •ystem.
mentioned, which serves as an engine-pit and coal-pits,
and by these the whole ventilation is carried on to an
extent altogether astonishing. This system is followed,
on account of the immense expense which requires to
be laid out upon a pit of this kind, an expense amounting in some cases from L.40,000 to L.80,000, including the machinery. In general, however, the coUie-
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wrought by means of an engine-pit, and a serin of pits, »unk at regular di*tance«,
The expente of
lU'table to the aystem of the colliery.

ties of Great Britain are

**•••'* coBiparatively very little, they are of
I^.&e'll' "*'•" P***
When circular
various shapeii, as before menti'med.
or o':t:ii;on, tht-y -are about eight feft in diameter ; when
rerta.igutar, they are eleven fet-t lonjf by live feet
broid
I'be long elliptic^ pita are eleven feet long by
levpn feet wide.
Cntninon pits are in general easily sunk after the rock
Cnimon
pit*^
hea<t is found, and the cover secured, particularly
when the growth of water is such that no tubbing is
The process followed is to drive a mine to
ftquirrd.
the place where the pit is intended to be, and having
fixeu tbe spot above irround from a survey made, the
inalant the pit is sunk to the rock head, a bore it put
down to tbe mine, by which all the water dcscenda,
which aids the trentiUtion of the pit. In all r«ct«n«mlar pita* a amall counterfort or bracket of rock is left
«t Mch eoraer, temed a pane, which strengthens the
of the pit, and render* the sinking or walling of
th* pits aaaier. When the alluvial cover is secured by
Maonry of rubl« work in sqaare pits, it is the unetim
to throw archaa of aahkr atone in a vertical dSmtiiMi
at srary three or four (athomadiatance. Thcac tnofth'
ia th* aides against tbe lateral pre sau rs.
SseuriBg
In the coorae of ainking, if a«y vcnr toft ttmU ar*
the •baft
|ound, which have not conaittency to rona a firm shaft
'""^
wall, a recast ia cut o«k bst w iat tb« inn atrata upon
lbs lower and npper tide atlhm toft ilnta, and walb of
tabstitBtsd, aitbe* of brick or of ttono ; and if
bids of grsHUlaBe oeear, or any yery hard rock which
vill not wall smooth, bat which, in blowing with gunpowder, Icavo
angular pruj.ctions, such strata require to be walled down an extra width,
order to
•dmit of masonry to form tmooth tides.
In all caaes
great attantioa ia necessary to have the shaft walls as
Booth as possible, that ia, free tram all projactions and
hollows, in order that when coal* are drawn up with
velocity, the basket or hatch may pass in a line as trubr perpendicular as passible, otMrways, if they touch,
Uiojr are throw ii first to the one tide an<l then to the
other, and continne a destructive oscillation, both in
tile aaccnt and descent, and do much injury to the
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pit. Where hutches are nsed made of
the injury thua produced is aacsnimonly great
When the workmen ridelheshaft in foing and rrtuming to thtfir work, the greatest attention muat be paid,
in order to have the shalt walls noc only very smooth,
but all the friable ttraU secured, bcraoae in deep shaft*
a very small bit of stone falling from a great height
upon Uie head oi a man provea fataL In some shafts,
when the strata are chiedy of the varioos kindaof clay
and argillaceous tchislas, they are cased from top to
bouom with deals neatly jointed and nailed to cribs or
buntoos fixed to the shaft walls ; for the same caoee
aoine pits are built with brick or ashler fltMn the bottom to the top.
Ihe various praoetace pursued in working coal, and
bnoging it to market, have now to be detailed.
Working of
Coal,
one of the various straU of a coal field,
CO*'lies in a conforming situation with the other strata,
like the leaves of a book; the stratum which rests hmnett' a t al
y on it is named the roof, and the ttratinn upon
•*hii the coal resu is named tlie pavement, and in

coals,

baskeu, and

dc«l,

u

ome districts, the thill. The terms

roof and pavement
are very appropriate, as the one is the roof or ceiling
tB the miner imoiidiauly above his head, and the
other u that on which he walks.
It U very lemarka.
VOt. XIT. MO. I.
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ble in the natural history of coal, that the stratum up- Mines of
Coal.
on which coals generally rest, is an argil or fire clay
of vnrious hardness, from the tenth of an inch to many „,
,
Working of
.11-1
1..,
o
1
rest diroctly on any j^^i^
feet in thicknes!i.
When coals
other pavement, some trouble or dislocation of the strata is generally the cause.
stratum, be<l, or seam of coal is not in its texture
one uniform soli<l roas«, nor is it always of a homogeneous quality. Like the other accompanying strata, it
is divided and intersected by what are named partings,
There are two chief
backs, cutters, rfcds, or ends.
partings in a coal, the one at the pavement, the other
at the roof; these partings are the lines of separation
'.

1

A

betwixt any stratum and the adjoining one ; soincKimes
it is only a fine line running horizontally, and scarcely
visible, in other case* it is very distinct, and coinfKised
of either a diy powdery matter, or of clay, of about a
Betwelfth or an eighth of an inch in thickness.
sides these chief pai tings at the roof and pavemrnt,
there are subordinate partings found in the bed of coal
parallel to these, and sometimes very numerous
these vary in thickness from a line scarcely vi»ib|p, to
• parting of even more than hslf an inch. These part>
mgt in coal are generally comfxised of a glimmering
fibrous substance, named mineral carlwn, which is soft,
and when touched blackens the hsnds very much. It
is to be remarked, that this substance, though soft, is
never found in the backs or cutters of the coal. These

.

partings, backs, or cutter?, are delineated in Fig.
Plate Pi.ATa
CtCXCI. where A, B, C, D: E, F, G, I> represent «•««".
•.iltelogram .\ BDC the
a portion of a bed of co
.c {uirting nt the pavepnrting at the roof, am.
ment ab,bc,de, and e/ (he suliordinute or intermediate
partings g A, i k, I m, the backs o p, p q.r x, 1 1, ti r,
;

;

and » m the

;

cutters

;

fttNn this

it is

evident that a bed

of coal, according to the number of these natural divitiont, it divided and sulHlividp<l into various sized tolid
figures, of a cubic or rhomboidnl shape, nrrorilinj; to
to
the rectangular or oblique direction of th>
rme another ; the partings arc always pnr
'le
roof and pavement, exce{>ting where there are tMubles
in the strata, and the backs cross the partings at right
angles to their planes.
But thoU!;h cutti-rs are fouiul
tometimet running at right angles to the line of the
backs, they n.ore trcqiicntly cro»s tht-m obliquely ; so
that in the one case the figures formed are rectangular
solids, in the other eate they are tolidi of a rhomboidal
form.
Besides these common divisions in the cnni, there
are occasionally found accidental divisions in various
directions, but generally in a line somewhat in the direction of the backs, and passing like them from roof
to |Mvement ; the«c are tenned leips or glazed backs,
on account of their glossy surfaces, which have no tenacity aa to each other, and are the occasion of misfortune*, some of them fiital to the workmen.
When
the btckfi, cutter*, and partings are good, as the
miners term them, they greatly sid their labour in
working thick beds of coal, particularly whore the
coal it strong and works large ; they ire of less im«
portance in the soft caking coals, such as are found in
the north of England.
In strong coals, where the divistcms are good, they are termrcl back and end coals,
and they break out into pieces of quadranguUr form,
with smooth planes, and produce comparatively little
waste coal, culm, or drots, in the oprn burning coals;
but where the partings, backii, and cutters are bad,
the coal is greatly injured in the working, and much
culm is pnxluced, which is of little or no value. When
'.

«x

'''«•

•
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the partings are bad, the coal is said by the miner to
Coal.
have neither roof nor pavement ; and when the cutters
.^r"'?r~'.are irregular, the coal breaks in that direction very
'"^ °
much serrated, or teethy in the miner's language.
,n°\.
coal.
Besides these chief and regular divisions, there are
innumerable cracks and fissures crossing one another,
so that when the coals are broken with force, tiie fragments are of a cubic form, particularly in open burning bright coal, named on that account cubical coal, in
On
place of rough coal or cheary coal, as formerly.
the other hand, the coals named splint coals (slate
coals) have few of these cracks, but have a slatey fracture parallel to the roof and pavement of the coal.
Tons of
With regard to the tons of coal of 20 cwt. eacli, concoal in an
tained in an English or Scotch acre, the weight of a
acre.
cubic foot of coal varies from 75 to 80 pounds avoirdupois, which gives a range in the cubic yard from 18
In practice it is common to
cwt. to very near a ton.
reckon the cubic yard 18 cwt. which is exactly half a
hundred weight for each inch in height of the square
yard ; upon this principle a coal three feet four inches
in thickness contains a ton in every square yard of the
area, hence an English and Scotch acre of this thickness contain the following weight of coals :
Mines of

Tons,

An

A

48 to

English acre
Scotch acre

6084-

From the above quantities, there falls to be deducted the proportion of coal to be left in pillars, besides
an allowance for waste, before the exact produce per
acre can be ascertained from the above data, the quantity of coal of any thickness contained in an acre, may
be very easily calculated, but the calculations must be
corrected according to the kind of coal and peculiarities connected with it.
When the engine-pit is sunk, and the lodgment
formed, the next thing to be done in collieries of a
moderate depth, and where a number of pits are to
be sunk for drawing the coals, is to run a mine in the
coal to the rise of the strata, or a cropping from the
engine-pit to the second pit. Where inflammable air
abounds, the primary point of attention is the ventilation for the safety of the workmen; but as this is
an intricate and important point in the mining operations, the opening up of a colliery will be described,
where only carbonic acid or fixed air is found where
there is little danger, and where the means of ventilaIn many mining distion are of the simplest kind.
tricts, the second pit sunk to the rise of the engine;

;

pit, is

named

the bye-pit, that

is,

the pit farther up.
to the

The mine which is carried from the engine-pit
second pit, may be 6' or 8 feet in width, and is

Plati
CCCXCI<

Fig. S.

U'D-head
levels,

either

carried in a line directly to the pit-bottom, or it is
carried at right angles to the backs or web of the coal,
until it is on a line with the pit where a mine is set off,
upon one side to the pit bottom. This mine is carried
parallel to the backs, or as nearly so as possible, till
the pit is gained.
Fig. 5. Plate CCCXCI. represents this operation ;
the engine-pit, B the bye-pit
the mine run at right angles to the
or second pit,
backs, CB the mine set off to the left hand parallel to
Mines which are carried in this direction
the backs.
at right angles to the backs, or parallel to them, are
the best, because the pillars which are formed next
them are in equal areas, stronger than pillars formed by the sides of mines, which are driven oblique
to the backs and cutters, particularly if they are of an
The next operation is to drive the dipPP^** kind.

A

AC

head or main-levels from the engine- pit bottom, or

N

E.

from the dip hand of the backset immediately adjoining Mines of
f^oal.
the engine-pit bottom ; for this work the best colliers
are always chosen, as the object is to drive the mine '""X'™'
in a true level direction, and that independently of Wofkingof
all sinkings or ri.sings of the pavement.
This mine is "*
generally not more than six feet wide in coals of ordinary thickness ; the rule is, to have upon the dip.
'

side of the mine, a small quantity of water, like that of
a gutter, so that it shall always be about four or six
inches deep at the forehead upon the dip- wall.
In
coals which have a great dip, the water may be eight
inches deep ; and in very flat coals from two to three
inches will be suflicient; for this reason, that if the dip

then the water which

is 8 inches deep will be
24 inches, whereas in a coal dipping 1 in
the water 3 inches deep will be in breadth 3

is I in 3,

in breadth
12,

When

driven correctly with the spe«
said to have dead water at
the forehead ; the miner, therefore, in this operation,
pays no regard to the backs or cutters of the coal,
but is guided in his line of direction, entirely by the
water, which he must alone attend to, and that without regard to slips or dislocations of the strata which
may throw the coal up or down. In Fig. 5. the coal- Plate
field is a portion of a bason, from which it is evident cccici.
from what was before stated, that if the shape is uni- P'S- *•
form and unbroken, and if any point is assumed a dipping from the crop as D, the level lines from tliat point
will be parallel to the line of crop as DE, DF, and the
levels from any point whatever a dipping, will be also
parallel to these ; therefore, if the coal-field is an entire
elliptical bason, the dip-head levels carried from any
point would be elliptical, and parallel to the crop
If,
however, and which is more commonly the case, the
coal-field is only a portion of a bason formed by a great
dislocation or slip of the strata, as represented in Fig.
a slip of great mag6, where aa a'ls the crop, and
nitude, forming another coal-field on the side C, then
the crop not only meets the cover, but is cut off by the
If, therefore, any point is assumed,
slip at A and at B.
as D, for an engine-pit, the levels from it will proceed
in a line parallel to the crop, as
rf, D c, and the level
on both sides of the engine pit will be cut oft" also by
the slip AB.
In this Figure, the shaded part is the
breadth or breast of coal-field won bj' the engine-pit
:
what is not shaded is termed the under-dip coal,
and can only be wrought by one or more new winnings
Had the
towards the dip, according to circumstances
engine-pit been placed at the point E, close to the slip
AB, it would have drained or won the whole of that
coal-field, and no level mines could be driven, but a
common mine run from E to B, and from E to
;
which mines, in place of being level, would have a moderate rise from E to B and from E to A, where they
would terminate with the coal where the crop meets
the cover.
In such a case, these mines are not carried
close to the slip, but a few yards to the rise of it, in order to leave a barrier or cham wall of coal to siijtport
the superincumbent strata, which are ready to give
way at the fissure of the slip where all tlie strata are
feet.

cified

the level

depth of water,

is

it is

AB

D

D

A

disjoined and dislocated.
The third general case as to dip-head levels, is when
the coal-field is a portion of an inverted bason, as Fig vig.
7, where a a a is the crop of a coal, and B any point
assumed for an engine pit to make a winning. In tliis
case, the dip-head levels will proceed from B to c and
from B to b, parallel to the crop, till they are cut off
either by a slip AC, or reach a trough, where the coal
rises in different directions.

which are

In extensive

coal-field.s,

in general lying fair, if a conical swelling of

7.

MINE.
pavement is fonnd of some considerable extent in
the line of the dip-head level, the level will then, in
^T^/T"^, keeping a true level line, assume the form of a horse^^kiog of
^1^ passing the swell, will proceed in its re^^^
gular course as before.
Having thus stated the general principles upon which
diphead levels are carried in the regular system of
ooal mining, it will be proper to exemplify the ejects
of moderate swelU and liollowa of the pavement, a'l the
levels proceed onward from the engine pit bottom, as
in Fig 5.
When a hollow occurs, the level is thrown
Puts
•ecsei.
to the rise, and, as the hollow decreases, the level
ttgr k
grreeps again to the dip ; whereas, when a swell occurs,
the Uvel is thrown a dipping, and, a" the swell dimiIn
nishcs, the level gradually again turns to the rise.
these cases, a sudden turn, or a sharp angle, i« ne\'er
made in tHe mine walls, but the course is pursuetl by
inflections a* moderate as tiie case will admit of. From
what has been stated it is evitlent that if the miner
holds to the dip hand more than Uie true level course
will allow, he will make what is termed a drowned level ; and if he keeps too much to the rise, he will produce what is termed l'«t le>el ; and, if , the lost level is
not recuvered. tlie breadth of the brmst of cual-6eid
won will be made narr>iwer, which is a loss, as the
expence of recovering lost level u often verr great.
Fig 8 represents a portion of a dip-head level, where
!(. 8.
these errors have been committed,
is the dip-head
level in its true course, carrying dead water at tlie forehead B, from the engine-pit A. a is the fure-head of a
piece of drowned level, which must be abandoned, and
.Itft to fill witii water, the proper level is regained bv
lesiuning the work at b, where the error commenced,
CIS the tore-head of a piece of lost level commencing at
d.
By this error, the triangle of coal ^d,dc, c B, is
lost in the winning ; and to correct this error, the true
level must be begun at the point d, and carried dead leDrowned levels can never be
vel to the fore.hnd B.
of great extent, as the water very soon incommodes the
Mines or

tlie

Co»l.

^^

AB

workman, and forces him to return. But lost levels
ometimes go forward progressively for years, when at
the breast of oosJ-field becotiiing evidently much
narrower, the true level must often of nece«sity be regained, which requires ^eara of Uboor, and very great
expence, all of wh ch might have been saved by correct
mming. This therefore shews, that the driving of dip.
head ferels correctly, particulsrly in deep winnings, is
a point of the very firrt importance.
Tliey ought lobe
kept clear of all stones, rubbish, and sediment, as these
tend to cause loss of level, by damming the water, and
throwing; a greater depth of it at the fore-bead than
would be if the level was clrar and patent. Wherever
the roof is bad, it ought to l>o firmly secured either by
carpentry, or by mascmry, which is better
These being the modes of driving dip-head levels in the different kinds of fnir lying coaUfields, the plans to be pursued when dikes, slips, and dislocations occur, have next
to be pointed out
Fig. 9 represenU a coal-field won
by the engine- pit A. oa is the crop, and the double
lines proceeding east and west from the engine- pit are
the dip-head levels.
B and C are two dikes traversing
the coal-field in a crop and dip direction, but which do
not throw the coal either op or down. W hen, therefore,
the dip-head level is obstructed bv the dike B, and
found to be of that kind which neither throws the strata up or down, then the level is carried throiii h, as represented in the Figure, when the coal wiil be found
the other side at d.
Upon the level proceeding to
t aoolber dike is found, throwing down the coal ; but
last

Vif, t.

«

6
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as the extent of this downthrow is not known, a mine
is carrini level course, not only through the dike, but
teveral fathoms farther forward, as to_/, where a bore is
^o,|ti„„^
put down, and the downcast proved to be ten fathoms. ^^^

8x10

ii the coal dips 1 in 8, then
SO, which shews that if a level mine is run in the
strata in a direction parallel to the dike, or nearly so a
cropping as g h. the coal will be found at h, and the

Thi' being the case, and

is

distance will be 80 fathoms as above calculated, provide
ed the roal keeps the same dip and rise as formerly.
The dip-head level then proceeds from h eastward in
manner as before directed. It must, however, be observed, that though the btone m:iie and effect of the
downcast have tlirown the dip-head level SO fathoms a
croppini;, the breast uf cosL from the dip-head to the
crop is not narrowe<l. as the coal upon the east side of
the dike will hv found to go kouthward, at least as much
farther than the crop upon the west side of the dike,

as repretentetl in the Figure.
In proceeding; with the dip-head level westward from
the engine-pit A, the slip k is found throwing down the
A mine is carried forward to /,
coal and other strata.
and a l)ore put down where the slip is ascertained to
have tlirown down the coal 5 fathoms, hence 5x8
I'herefore if a mine is carried dead level a
gives 40.
cropping from m. the coal will be found at a, the distance from m to a being 40 fathoms, providing the dip
of the strata continues the same ; and, in this case, the
crop of the coal extends 40 fathoms farther a cropping,
The coal having lieen
as represented in the Figure.
found at n. the dip-head level procee<ls from n too,
where an upthrow slip is fouixl, but the extent of
Sometimes the coal is searchthe upthrow unknown.
ed for, by mining upwards fur a few yards ; but the
common practice is to run forward a mine a few yards,
and bore upwards, as at p, where tlie coal is found to
be 10 fathom* up then 10x8 g'ves 80. If, therefore,
a stone mine is c.rried deud level tlirough the strata a
dipping, the coal will be found at r, at the distance of
80 fathoms from q, nuppoting the dip to be the same ai
formerly.
But although the dip-head level is carried a
dipping 80 fathoms, no additional brt-adth is gained to
the breast of coal, as the crop is thrown an equal
From r the dip-head
extent back, as in the Fixture.
level proceeds to t, where a downthrow slip is tound to
mine is therefore »et
be 4 fsthoms ; 4 X 8 gives 38.
ofl^ a cropping fum /, but in place of running 32 fathoms ere the coal is intentected, it is found at llie distance of 2') fathoms at m, which shews that the coal ia
dipping I in 5, in pUce of I in 8 as formerly. This
sfip runs out, or comes to nothing, as it is termed, in
the crop, consequently narrows the breast of coal SO
Ha<l the dip been rendered less, suppo^e 1
fathoms.
in 20, then it would have required a mine of 80 fathoms in pisce of 20 fathoms to inter^ect the coal, and
it is probable that the breast of coal would have been
broader, but this dtpcnds upon the situation of the
slip toward* the crop. XVhen the dip-bead level, as at v,
meets with a slip tJirowing down the roal; and if upon
cutting forward, the coal is troubled, the mine mukt be
continued still forward, till the strata are louiid lying
regular.
In the example given, there are H slips or
dislocations very near one another, throwing tht strata
atone time up, and at another down, but only a tew
feet in rxtf-nt.
If upon reaching the point sr, the losl
is not louiid by a iHire either up or down, and if
no clear view can lie tormtd of ^)ie coal-field in that
direction, it may bene('es^8^v to explore tlie field by a.
cries of bores put down tropi the surface.
In the Fim
;

A

;
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Mines of gure referred to, examples are given of the effects pro<lucetl upon the line of direction of the dip- head level
^^^«'v"*^ l)y dikes and slips, and the modes practised in passing
orklng of
jl^gi^
[)|,t as these slips and dislocations lie in every
direction as to the dip and rise of the coal, there are of
course very various modifications of the examples given,
to enumerate wiiich would be of little use, although
the example given appears to be a coal-field much
troubled, as it is termed.
have seen in practice
.

We

even
the other hand,

coal-fields
lar to a

witli

we

more numerous

dislocations.

find coal-fields lying fair

On

and regu-

very great extent.

working the coal from dip to rise, slips or dislocations of the strata occur, they are passed over in
several ways, according to the size of the slip.
If,

in

When the slip is only a few feet down to the rise,
the coal is regained at the face of the slip by an open
cutting like a trench, named a hassan ; but when it is
several yards down, and not exceeding the depth of
25 feet, an inclined road or mine is made down the
face of the slip, or at such an angle as may be most
suitable for bringing up the coals ; and in order to take
away the water, a syphon is sometimes used in place of
a pump, as the column of water to be raised is less
than the pressure oFthe atmosphere; for although water will rise over a height of more than 25 feet by a syphon, it runs feebly, and will not discharge much
water.
The long end of the syphon is carried down
the slope of the coal towards the engine-pit, where
the discharging orifice is immersed in a trough of water, each end is furnished with a stop-cock, and at
the neck or highest part of the syphon, an upright pipe
is attached, upon the top of which is a funnel, and a
stop-cock below it.
These syphons were formerly
made of lead ; but the mode of joining cast-metal pipes
air-tight being so effectual, syphons are now made of
that metal.
When a slip is of considerable magnitude, it can be
levelled out by a cross-cut mine, begun sufficiently to
the dip.
These cross-cut mines are made of a size
sufficient to allow the coals being brought down
through them to the pit bottom. When the coals are
very flat, and the running of cross-cut mines may not
be judged expedient, the coal is regained, either by
cutting a sloping mine, or by sinking a pit clear of the
rise or slope of the slip, to the coal.
Sometimes the
water is drawn up in pumps connected with machinery at the top of the pit, or is drawn by machinery
wrought by men, horses, or steam, by which means
Of these plans there are
the coals are also drawn.
various modifications, according to the magnitude of
the slip, and its particular direction as to the dip and
When the slip is of great magnitude,
rise of the coal.
it is frequently judged expedient not to attempt to
connect it with the established fitting, but to make a
new fitting for the coals on the other side of the slip,
the slip serving as a complete barrier betwixt the two
coal-fields, which in many instances is an important
matter to attend to, on account of the water.
When
the slip is up to the rise, which is not a common occurrence, the operation of coimecting the coals on the
other side of it with the main workings is very simple,
as there is nothing to do but updrift a mine to the
coal, and then open it out to a proper width for a pit.
By this pit the water descends, and the coals are lowered down by a machine, with a rope-barrel regulated
by a brake, by which the descending loaded corve
draws up the empty one alternately. This mode of

N
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lowering coals to a lower le^el

many cases.
As soon as

very applicable in

the crop or rise mine is run to the second
a colliery, and the dip-head levels ex- Working

winning
tended from 30
pit, in

is

to

80 fathoms on

eacli side of the enready for working, or
for producing an output of coal ; but, before proceeding,
an important point has to be settled, viz. the manner in
which the mines are to be conducted, so as to insure,
as far as possible, 1st, I'ke safety of the tvorkmen
2dly, Tlie prosperity of the work ; and Sdly, That a
given area of the coal-field be made to yield, the greatest

gine-pit bottom, the colliery

possible proportion

of the

of coal.

is

coals contained in

it.

In the mining practice of Great Britain, there are
four different systems of working coal mines, viz.
1st, Working with pillars and rooms termeil post Different
and stall, where the pillars are left of such proportion systems of
to the coal excavated, as is just sufficient to support coal working.
the superincumbent strata.
Working
with
2d,
post and stall, where the pillars
are left of an extra size, and stronger than is judged
to be requisite for supporting the strata, with the view
of taking away a considerable proportion of each pillar, as soon as the regular working of post and stall is
completed in the colliery.
Sd, Working with post and stall, or with rooms ot
boards comparatively narrow, and very large pillars or
rather walls of coal, whereby an uncommonly large
proportion of coal is left, having in view, that as soon
as the colliery is wrought to the extent of the coalfield in this manner, to work back towards the pits,
taking away, if possible, every pillar completely, and
allowing the whole superincumbent strata to crush,
and follow the miners as they retreat.
4ih, Working the long way, or the Shropshire method, which is to leave no pillars, but to take out all
the coal progressively, as the work goes forward.
In
this method the superincumbent strata crush down,
and creep ver}' close to, and even over the heads of th6

workmen.
In practice the post and stall system is applied in
The Shropthe working of coals of every thickness.
shire method, or long way, is more generally applied
When the thickness exin the working of thin coals.
ceeds six or seven feet, this mode of working has not
yet been found practicable.
When a colliery is won in the manner as before described, the next important matter to be considered, is.
By what plan of working the coal will that coal in
particular, and the coal-field in general, produce the
greatest quantity of vendable coals from a given area,
having in view all local circumstances, and also the
future as well as the immediate interest of the coal
field

?

The

local circumstances may be ranged under the Local circumstanfollowing heads:
ces.
Ist, That the lowest coal of the winning be wrought
in such a manner as not to injure the working, or the
value of the upper coals wiiich may be in the coal
field; but if this evidently cannot be accomplished, the

upper

coals

The

must be wrought

first.

texture of the coal, as to hardness or softness, and whether the backs and cutters are numerous
or not, open or close.
3d, The kind of pavement upon which the coal
rests, whether it is soft or hard ; and, if soft, whether
it is only a few inches or several feet in thickness.
4:th,
The kind of roof, whether it is good or bad ;
2d,

MINE.
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MinMsf
Fig. Ii.
to the p-ivemcnt, and pro<!ucinp k creep.
'^°*'"
represents Urge pillars, and a room, with the roof
_7' /"^^
stratum bending down before it falls at a.
With regard to the proportions of coal wrought, to ^f jo^j"*
nature, or cnmposed of quicksands and much water the area left in pillars for support of the superincumbent strata, where all the coal intended to be wrought
upon the rock head.
from a given area is taken at the first working, it va6/A, The situation of rivers or collections of water
connected with the coal field, particularly if these are ries from four-fifths to two-thirds ; and in a general
view these are about the proportions in the present Proportisn
near the crop c( the coala.
practice pursued under the system, when the depth of coal
7/A, The »itu.ition of towns, villaj^es, and mansion,
wrought,
houses upon the coal field, w hether they are likely to does not exceed 70 fathoms ; but as the losing of a
of
proportion,
area
coal
is
great
third
of
the
whole
a
coal
mode
in
which
the
is
proposed
be injuretl by any
the superior mode of working, as stated in the 3d sys.
to be wrought,— having in view the thickness of the
tern, ought to be adopted.
strata betwixt the surface and the coals to be wrought,
The rule for calculating the proportion of coal
also the tfaidtness oi the bed or beds of coal.
It
When cnd-fields have been wronght in a district of wrought to the area left in pillars, is as follows
couutry for a eoosiderable period of time, the expe> is termed calculating the proportion wrought of a win.
ninp.
Fig. 1 2. represents a small portion of the pil- PiiTt
rienoe gained by the miners directs them how to proceed in similar circumstances, and therefore, in mmes lars, rooms, an<l thirlings, formed in a coal-field, a a cccici.
opened op in new districta, it i* difficult to lay down are two rooms, J> the pillars, c the thirlings. Sup- f't- •'•
pose the rooms IS feet in width, ttie thirlings the
qwcific rule* for the very various circumotances connected with a eoal-field ; und although general rules same width, and the piI1«rs 12 feet on each side. Add
be Uid down, it may require tears of experience, the face of the pillar to the width of the room, =21-,
and the trial of many modca, are the beat system can add also the end of the pillar to the width uf the thir.
ling,
576— tlicii the ar«a of the
24, then i\ X 2+
be determined upon.
The following general rules are u<efnl in determin- pillar, lixI2=l**. And as 576, divided by U4-,
civr'< 4. the re^ult is, that a fourth of the coal is left
ing the mode of working coal.
in pillar*, and three-fourths wrought out.
d, e,f, g,
l$t, If the coal, pavement, and roof are of orilinnn,'
is one winning, and g, e, k, h another.
From an in.
hanhteat, the pilltra and rooms mny be prp}K>rtione(l
spection ot the figure, the workings of a cual-field, if
to each other, corresponding to the <l< pth of the suparrncDnbent strata, proviiling all the coal propesetl regular, resolve themselves into quadrangular areas,
having the pillar situated in one of the angles.
to be wmoght is taken away by the first working, as
As the (i.ick!! in the coal do not generally lie at right
in the (btt system ; bat if the pillars are to be wing*
ed afWwards. they must be left of an extra strength, angles to the dip and rise of the coal, but rather oblique to thst line, the rooms or boanls arc begun or
as in the Sd system.
9d, If the pavement is soft, and the coal and roof broken off at the dip.he.id level, so that the backs of
the coal cross the sides o\' the boards at right angles.
alroBg, pillars of an extra rise mu«t be left, to prevent
the pillars sinking into the pavement, and producing a 1 his by some is termed working right upon the plane
of the coal, others term it right upon the web ; but if
CfWp.
Srf, If the coal is very soft, or has nnmerons open
cutters are more distinct an<l ojien than the backs,
backs and cutters, the pillars must l>e left of an extra then tlint direction is termed the plane, and the boards
ne, otherwiir the prea^ure of the superincumbent sre said to be wrought upon the end plane, or simply
alrata will make the pillars fly or break off at the backs
on the end, or in a level course direction.
and cutten. the result of which would be a total d^
In forming the pillars, and carrying forward the Formatiaa
Btruction of the pillars, tnmed a crush or sit, in which
boards with regularity, particularly where tlic backs of pillars.
the roof sinks to the pavement, and closes up the and cutters are very distinct and numerous, it is of imwork.
portance to work the rooms at right angles to the
4IA, If the roof is very bad, ami of a sofl texture,
oacks, and the thirlings in the direction of the cutters,
sUan of an extra siae are required, and the rooms or however obhque these may be to the backs, as by this
Boards comparatively very narrow.
plan the rooms are conducted with the greatest rcgu.
II n^ in view all the
In sh *
iarity with regard to each other, kept equidistant,
circum«t'<nces before m'
mny be suted generally, That when and the pillars of a given area arc the strongest when
the coai, p.iv<mtnt, and roof are good, any of the sys- formed by this mode of working.
tems before mentione<l may be pursued in the workAt the same time, it must be understood, that it sel.
ing; but if they are soft, the plan is to work with dom happens that a back or a cutter is found exactly
rooint of a moderate width, and with pillars of great at the place where a pillar is formed ; but that is of
extra strength, by which the greater part of the coal no consequence, as the shearin;j or cutting made by
may be got out, nt the last of the work, when the mi- the miner ought to be in a line parallel to the bacl^
ners retreat to the pit bottom, and there finish the and cutters.
This precise system is partirulnrly ne.
workings of a pit.
c"siary, where pillars sre formed upon the calculation
When pillars arc left harin(» too small a base, though of just supporting tl
'icuml)ent strata, or when
abundantly •trong in themselves, but resting on a soft they are made a li;
_,'er, to be winged aOcr.
pavement, the nire con«e(jifence is, their ."inking into wards. This precisencss is dispcnsctl with where im.
the pavement by the wcinht of the supirincumbent raensc pillars or walls of coal are left in the first workstrata, which nroducr
over all the workings, ing, with the view of taking out the whole afterwards.
and has the effect of p the roa<l», destroying At the same time, even in this system, the working of
the air course*, and firranging the whole economy of the r<»ms with their sides parallel to the cutters, is the
t*>e colliery operations below ground.
Fig. 10. Plate best method of keeping ail the rooms at equal distan& CCGXCI. represents the effects of pilUrs sinking in. ces from each other, so that betwixt each there may be
fifm and rtrone, »r rery weak,
also the kind of superincum;
and
boni strata, whether gtron^ or tender.
5tk, The kind of alluvial cover, whether of a dry
that
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Minei of a regular and uniform thickness of pillar.
If the pilCoal.
lars are formed without attending to the above plan,
their sides will intersect through the backs and cutWorking
ters obliquely ; and when the weight begins to bear
ef CO*!.
up -n them, and are winded by the air passing
through the waste, large wedge-shaped pieces of coal
fallcff.
It

frequently happens that the dip-head level, in its
inter.sec'.s the cutters at a very oblique angle.

course,

In this case, when rooms and pillars are set off, the
and width of the room, must be measured off an extra breadth in proportion to the obliquity, as ill Fig. 15. Plate CCCXCl.
Without attention to this, n-uch confusion and irregular work is
produced on which account, the pillars are always
formed much larger than in the common workings ;
face of the pillar,

Pl*tb
CCCXCI.
fig. iS.

;

besides,

it is

a general rule to

next the dip-head

level,

make the

first set

even where there

is

of pillars

no obliqui-

ty, much stronger, in order to preserve the dip-head
level from being injured by any accidental crush of the
strata.

Having thus described the manner of an-anging the

la

rooms and pillars the various systems of working coal
have now to be explained.
Fig. 1 .i. shews one of the simplest modes of working

A

the engine pit, B the bye-pit, or No. 2. pit,
head levels, always carried in advance of the
rooms, K is the rise or crop mine, also carried in advance.
'I hese
mine^ not only open out the work for
the miners in the bed of coal, but, by being in advance,
give plenty of time for any operation which mjiy be required, if these mines are obstructed by dikes or hitches.
In t'lis example the rooms or boards are wrought from
the dip to the croj) ; the leading rooms, or those most
in advance, are those on each side of the crop mine E
coal.

is

CD the dip

:

the other room folios in succession, as represented
in the figure consequently as the rooms advance to the
crop, additional rooms are begun at the dip head level,
all

;

towards C and 1). If the coal is found to work better in
a level conrsedirf ction, then the leading rooms are next
the dip-head level, and the other rooms follow in succession.
In this manner, the rooms are carried a cropping in the one ca.-e, till the coal is cropped out, or is
po longer workable and, in the other case, they are
extended as far as the extremity of the dip head level,
which is cut off either by a dike or slip, or by the boundary of the coal-field. As to additional pits, these are
placed at such distances from each other, as will best
suit the economy pursued in working.
When the
winning is under 60 fathoms in depth, and the sinking
of pits is of little expence, they ai-e numerous ; but when
they are deep, and attended with very great expence,
one sliaft divided into two or more pits can be made to
work out a very extensive coal-field.
In very deep winnings of from 80 to 200 fathoms in
depth, the first workings are carried forward with
rooms, pillars, and thirlings, but under a very different
arrangement, both on account of the great depth of tlie
superincumbent strata, the enormous expence laid out
;

System
pursued in
deep winaing!.

in sinking a pit, and the order, regularity, and strictness of discipline indispensibly requisite for ventilating
the mines, preserving the lives of the workmen, and
prosperity of the whole establishment.
In these deep
winnings, the same general system is followed, as stated

regarding dip- head levels, and crop mines, excepting
those peculiarities connected with the ventilation, which
•will be treated of separately.
In the early practice of
working deep collieries, the system was to work with
pillars considerably stronger than was conc«ived neces^

eary for supporting the strata, in order that •when the Mfnet of
worliings were carried on to the full extent proposed,
Coa).
the workmen might begin with the pillars at the greatest
disUnce from the pit bottom, and e:tlier work a cer- Working
of coal.
tain proportion from each, securing thenL^elves from the
falls in the roof by prop wood, or they sometimes
wrought the heart out of a pillar either in tlie one direction or the other, antl sometimes in both directions.
Though the size of the pillars and general arrangement of the work, were laid out with the view of taking out a great proportion of the pillars ultimately, yet
it frequently happened, that, before the workings were
extended to half the proposed extent, some part of the
work gave way, and produced a crush ; but the most
common misfortune was the pillars sinking into the
pavement, and deranging the whole economy of the
work. When either a crush or creep commences under
such a depth of strata, it is almost impossible to stop its
progress ; the pillars thus sunk into the paveiuent are
lost.
But if a crush or creep did not take place during
the working of the colliery, and the working of the pillars commenced, a crush or creep is e.xpected very soon
to come upon the weakened pillars.
In this case it
frequently has happened that the pillars, in their entire
state, had not strength to keep back the crush, and
therefore it overran the pillars, making the workmen
abandon the work, and escape for their lives. In this
manner, also, much coal was lost. If the crusii or creep
was not so violent as this, it frequently was resisted for
sometime by the strength of the pillars, but it was impracticable to resume the work cLse to the creep ; and
therefore a great breadth and stretch of pillars had to
be left as a barrier betwixt the crush and the next set
of pillars which was to be wrought. In this manner
were collieries carried on, and an immense proportion
of the coal lost for ever. This loss amounted in many
cases to no less than a third, and, in some instances,
even to a half of the whole area of the coal-field. This
great loss of coal was not only making an uncommon
sacrifice of mineral property to the mine-owner, and
to all concerned in the working of it, but the loss was
great in a national point of view, as the coal thus left
under-ground was lost to all generations. An improvement, therefore, in the system of working deep
mines became a great desideratum, and many plans
were brought forward by mining engineers of the
greatest experience.
Besides the loss of coal by the system before mentioned, there was another great evil which required
also to be corrected.
In carrying on the workings of
an extensive colliery or coal-field of one or more hundred acres, the whole area or extent of the coal-field
was one continued range of rooms and pillars, communicating with each other without any divisions or
barriers of coal left across the workings, excepting
when formed to counteract a crush or creep already
begun, or to strengthen the waste adjoining a slip or
dislocation of the strata ; the consequence of this system was, that if a crush or creep began when the
workings were much extended, they over-ran very
frequently the whole of the pillars, and were only resisted by the whole coal at the wall faces, so that the
ventilation was entirely deranged, the roads leading
from the wall faces to the pit bottom shut up and rendered useless, and the recovery of the colliery by
means of new air courses, new roads, and opening up
of the wall faces or rooms, attended with uncommon
Even when the pillars stood
expense and danger.
•well, this system had otlier very great incouveniences
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Mines or
BC is the dip-head level,
Mine* of attending it; for if water broke out in any pnrticular spot fying the air is placed.
Coal.
Coal.
of the colliery, it was al'ogether impossible to prevent the rise or crop mine, K the pannel walls, FG are two
pannel:j completed as to the first work ; D is a pannel,
it from proceedinjr to the engine pit, and if the ventiWorking
Working
is
with the rooms, a a in regular progress to the rise ;
lation was obstructed, no idea could be formed where
•t' coal*.
the
coal
wrought
w
all
is
nearly
fully
out,
here
pannel
a
being
instanlikely
to
found,
there
was
be
the cau<e
CM of no less than thirty mile^ of air courses in one got, the loss lieing in general not more than a tenth in
By
place of a third, or a half under the old system.
colliery ; and if from such an obstruction an explosion
of the gas took place while many workmen were em- this improved plan, the pillars of a pannel may be
ployed along the extended wall faces, it was altoge- wrought at any time, as may best suit the economy of
In this system, the pillars are made very
ther iniposiiible to form any judgment where the mis- the work.
the pillars befortune had taken place, and consequently the viewers large, and the rooms or boards narrow
or managers, with their assistants, could not direct ing in general I^ yards broad, and i\ yards long;
the boanls four yards wide, and the walls or thirling*
their steps to that point where they were most likely
to relieve the workmen who had survived the shock of cut through the pillars from one board to another, only
In the figure, the
five feet wide for' the ventilation.
the desolating explosion.
Viewcrf.
To the milling engineers of the northern counties of rooms are carried from the dip to the crop, and the panEngland, known in that quarter by the name of /'iVir- nel walls act as barriers thrown round the area of the
]iannel, which prevents the crush of the superincumert
the world is indebted for many great improvements which have been made in the most difficult and bent strata from overrunning the a<ljoining pannels.
dangerous points of coal mining. They are a class of When the pillar* of a pannel are to be wrought, a range Working
men who, to a knowledge of physical science, add p»> of pillars, as at I, is first begun upon ; and as the tbe goalT.
workmen cut away the farthest pillars, prop-wood is
tient perseverance, resolute determination, contempt
nor are these set up betwixt the pavement and the roof, in a perof danger, and unwearied application
pendicular direction, within a few feet from one anoqualities called only occasioiially into action, they are
required every day of their lives, while they direct the ther, as represented by the dots, until an area of above
1000 square yards is cleared of pillars, having a thickoperations of extensive and deep mines, « here inflamness of strata, perhaps more than 130 fathoms, hanging
mable air abounds.
New tytAll the expedients proposed having failed to correct clear and unsupported, excepting at the line of the surtnn of pao' the eviU attending the working of deep and extensive rounding pillsrs : this is termed working the goaff. It
IKl work
nines where inflammable air abounded, and aa one of must however be remarked, regarding the prop- wood
by Mr.
the great objects was to raise as much coal as possible which is here used, and in many other places of the
from a given area, in place of losing a third or a half as pit-workings, that it can have no effect in supporting
betore-meotioned. a system altogether new ha> been the weight of the whole superincumbent strata, which
invented and brought forward, by Mr John Ruddle, of is uncommonly great. The only use of prop-wood is
Wallsend Colliery, Newcastle. This syatrm; the result to prevent the bed or stratum which forms thereof imof the greatest experience, and of much stiuly, has, mediately over the workmen's heads, from falling down
under his immediate direction, been put in practice and killing them ; experience having shewn, that bewith a success equal to his most -anguine hopes, and is fore proceeding to take away another set of pillars, it
now adop'Jng by the mining engineers in the north of is necessary to allow the last made goiiffto fall. The
England.
workmen then proceed to draw the props, which is •
This system of Mr. Buddie's is nameil pannel work- most hazardous employment ; they begin at the far*
ing, because in place of the colliery, or winning of a thest propa, and knock them down one after another,
coal-field, being carried on in one extended area of retreating always amongst the remaining props.
Durrooms and pillars, it is divided into quadmngular pan- ing this operation, the roof-stratum begins to break by
nela, each pannel containing an area of from eight lo
the sides of the pillars, and falls down in immense
twelve acres ; and around each paimel is left a solid pieces. This does not intimidate the workmen, for
wall of coal o( from 10 to 50 yards in thickness
they persevere drawing and retreating, until every prop
through the pannel walis, roads and air courses are cut is taken down ; and if any props are so firmly fixed by
order to work the coal contained within the walls. the pressure of the roof that they will not drive down
In this way, all the pannels are connected together as with the force of heavy mauls, they are cut through
to roads and ventilation with the shafts or pit
and with axes, the workmen deeming it cowardly to leave
for the more immediately diktingiiikhing any particua single prop in the goaff. When every prop is drawn,
lar part of the colliery, each district or pannel is namthe workmen retreat betwixt the pillars for safety ; the
ed after places or countries, such as l.ondon, Edin- roof then falls in large tabular masses, and each supeburgh, Dublin, &c. ; Mj that any circumstance regard- rior stratum, in succession, l>ends down towards the
ing the operation of the colliery, accidenu as lo falls middle of the goaff, and then breaks. The workmen
and cnisbes, ventilation, and, above all, the safety of then proceed to cut away the pillars next the sides of
the workmen, can be rcfenetl to a precipe spot, under the goaff, setting prop-woo<I, drawing it, and retiring
dsBned hmiu, viz. within the walls of any particu- in the manner before described, until every pillar of
lar pannel.
Fig. 1. Piste CCCXCII. represenu a
the pannel is removed, excepting small parts of pillart
CCCXCfl.
part of a colliery, laid off with four pannels, according
which require to be left under dangerous stones, to se#JI. 1.
to the improved method ; and in order to render it as
cure the retreat of the workmen.
While this operation
distinct as possible, the line of the boards is at right
is going forward, and the goaff extending, the superinangles with the dip-head level, or level course of the cuml>ent strata having an enlarged area without supcoal.
A, is the engine pit, divided into three pits, via. port, break progressively farther up ; and when strong
an engine pit and two coul pits ; one of the coal pits beds of sandstone are breaking, the noise of the rendia tile downca«t, by which the atmospheric air
descends ing of the mass of rock is very loud, and the sound
to ventilate the works, and the other coal pit is the upvery different from any thing the ear has been accuscut abaft, at the bottom of which the furnace for rari- tomed to ; at times it is loud and shjup, at other
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many

them a

ding.

the operation is be- T"^^""*'
gun by working in the Shropshire plan, the dip-head ^'''1"*
„f
levels are driven in the usual manner as before described, and very large pit-bottom pillars formed as
represented Fig. 2. Plate CCCXCII. Along the rise Plate
side of the dip-head level, chains of wall or long cccxcii.
•''S-^pillars are also formed, from eight to ten yards
breadth, and only rained through occasionally for the
sake of ventilation, or the forming of new roads. In
other instances no pillars are left upou the rise-.'-iiie of
the level ; but in place of these, buildings of stone are
formed four feet broad in the base, and nine or ten
feet from the dip-side of the level ; and although the
rosds are formed nine feet wide at first, they are reduced to half that width after the full pressure of the
When these points are secured,
strata is upon them.
the operation of cutting away the whole of the coal
commences. The place where the coal is taken aw.iy
is named the gob, or waste ; and gobbin, or gob stuff,
is stones and rubbish taken from the coal, pavement,
or roof, to fill up the excavation as much as possible,
so as to prevent the crush of the superincumbent strata
from making heavy falls, or following too hard upon
the workmen. Coals which are wrought in this manner
work easiest, according to the way in which the widest backs and cutters are, as explained in the post and
stall system ; and, therefore, in the Shropshire method,
the walls are sometimes in one direction and sometimes in another, the mine always timiing out the best
coals when the open backs or cutters face the workmen. In many cases, when an immediate and great
output of coals are wanted, the walls are carried forward to the rise and also level course on each side of
As roads must be kept through the crushed
the pit.
strata, the miners in the first place cut away about 15
feet of coal around the pit-bottom pillars, and along
the upper sides of the dip-head chain- walls; and at
the distance of nine or ten feet carry regular buildings of stone three feet broad, with props set flush
with the face of these, if necessary. As the workmen
proceed forward, they set small pillars of roof or pavement-stone in regular lines with the wall face, and
sometimes with props intermediate.
In other instances, two, and sometimes three rows of props are
carried regularly parallel with the wall-face, the front
row being at the distance of four feet from it ; as the
workmen proceed forward, all the back row of props
are drawn, the space adjoining them having been preThese props are
viously filled up with gobbing.
placed again next the wall face, so that the process of
drawing and setting the props goes alternately forward
every day. When the roof is strong, fewer props and
stone pillars are placed ; but when it is bad they are
The intention of the props is for the
set very thick.
security of the workmen to keep up the roofstone;
they have no effect in resisting the crush of the superincumbent strata. When the gobbing is scarce, and
the roof strong, it has been found a good plan to form
the gobbing into wastes, which is, that in place of
leaving the gobbing at a distance from the roof, to
form it into long heaps at right angles to the wall-faces,
as represented Fig. 5. where a is the roof, 6 the pave- Fig. 5.
raent, c the gobbing, and d the wastes. As the pressure
comes on, the gobbing spreads out, and the wastes
are made narrower; yet they frequently remain so
open, as not only to form air courses in case of neces*

the opinion of the most eminent of the Newwho have had the greatest experience,
that when goaves are wrought under very deep cover,
the rupture of the strata does not in general continue up to the surface, but that the upper part only
bends down a lift'e. As the pillars of the pannels are
taken away, the pannel-walls are also wrought progressively backward to the pit-bottom, so that by this
operation, only a very small proportion of the coal is
This is, as far as can be jud<;edj the very best
lost.
method of working such coals as those at Newcastle,
taking into consideration their great depth from the
surface, their comparative softness, and the great abundance of inflammable air. It is evident, that the larger
the pillars and pannel walls are in the fir.-t working,
the greater will be the security of the workmen, and
the certainty of taking out in the second working
the greatest proportion of coal. This system is applicable in many instances through the collieries in
Great Britain ; by it the saving of coal is uncommonly
great, compared with any of the post and stall plans.
Though we may view this wonderful operation as one
which shews in a strong light the bold and determined
spirit of man, even in the mechanical part of the operation, where the massive rocks are reft and torn to
pieces over the head of the miner, a more difficult and
delicate operation has to be attended to during the
process, that is, in conducting atmospheric air to the
workmen to counteract and carry off the excessive
flow of hydrogen gas, whidi issues from every quarter
ready to destroy them, as will be noticed wlien ti-eating of ventilation ; so that man may be considered in
this case as contending with the elements of nature,
which are every moment ready to overwhelm him.
The consideration of these circumstances shews the
importance and nature of that charge, which devolves
upon a mining engineer in these deep and very danIt is

gerous

collieries.

Under the fourth system of coal-mining, is that
named the Shropshire method, long way, or long wall.
This system was first pursued in Shropshire, but
the name of the person who had the merit of inventing
it is not known
the plan must r.t first have been uncommonly hazardous, though now it is reckoned as
safe, if not safer for the workmen, than the other system with rooms and pillars.
The object of the .Shropshire system is to begin next
;

the pit-bottom pillars, and at once to cut out every inch
of coal progressively forward, and allow the whole superincumbent strata to crush behind and over the
heads of the workmen. This system is confined chiefly
to coals which are thin, and very seldom practised
when the coals are seven feet thick ; from four to five
feet is reckoned the most favourable thickness for going on comfortably, when attended with ordinary circumstances, as to "the kind of roof, pavement, &c.
When a pit is sunk to a coal where this method is to
be adopted, the first consideration is, the situation of
the coals which lie above the lowest one sunk to; if
they are near to one another, it will be most expedient
to work the upper coal first, and the others in succession downwards ; but if they are about eight fathoms
or more apart, with strata of strong composition betwixt them, the working of the lower coals first will do
no injury to the upper coals, excepting the breaking of

little

usual.

upper coals are rendered by
coal

castle engineers,

Shropshire
system.

more than

very loud, but bollow and obtuse ; this last kind of
sound the workmen very emphatically term thud-

much

easier wrouglit.

In

instances.

this operatitin in a

lower
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but they can be crept through to a great distjnce.
There are two principal mudeji ut' carrving on the
ititv,

•"-'' Shropahire system.
Th* first, or what
Woiicineaf

Plate
cccxcii.

^(-

^-

is property the original system,
lo open out the wall in the manner before ile•cribed around the pit-bottom ; and as tlie wall^ce extended in width, to set off main-roads and
branches, very much in the form of the branches of
• tree ; these roads were ao arranged, that betwixt the
ends of any two branches there should be a distance of
from !)0 to 40 yards, according as might be most
Each space of coal
tuitable, as represented in Fig. 2.
betwixt the roads is named a wail; an<l one half of
the coals produced from each wall is carried to the one
road, and the other half to the other road ; this is a
great conveuiency when the roof is bod, so that in
nany instances the distance of 20 yards betwixt the
is the pit, UB the
iomUm preferred. In the figure,
watt-ftee, • the dip-head level, 6 the roads at from 20
to 40 yards asuader, • the gobb or waste, with
bttildingi tlaaglbm ikks of the ros<U, and d the piU

A

PukTE
cccxci.

f*

ii-

lam
TIm

other Shraptfaire method it represented in Fig.
14, Plate CCCXCI. where A represenU the pit with
the bottom pillara ; b the dip-head levels ; c the ofT>
farcak from the level, where no pillars are left ; d the
off-break, where pillars ara left to secure the level. AU
roads are secured in the sides by buildings of stone,
if soch can be had, laid off 9 feet wide.
After the
crash siMlas, the roads are generally parraanently good,
and cao ftcaaantly be travelled throogb as easily fifty
yeafs aAsr toey have been made, aa at the first. When
•lonn eannat be had in abundance, coalx ha%-e to be
sed, and are built about 20 inches in the base. If
schist is used, it rc(|uires to'be from 2 to 3 feet square.
In this method, the roads ara also fttim SO to 40 yards
apart, bat in place of branchiof they are set ofl* in a dirsctioD parallel to each other.
The workmen secvre
the watte by gobbing and three rows of props sre
carried forward next the wall faces a, with pillars of
•tone or coal built betwixt them.
This mode is more
regular than the former, though not in such general
:

practice.

The

when wrought in
workmen

the Shropshire method,
very differently from the
post and stall system, where each man has his own
room, and performs all the labour. The Shropshire
method is carried on by the division of labour performed by different stts of workmen, generally divided into
three companies.
The first set, curves or pools the
coal along the whole line of w i"
sj in or pool*
ing always at least 3 feet, and
45 inches, or
five quarters, s« they term it.
1 n< .r work is nmasuml
at to len^tth and depth by the ovenman, the depth bring
gauged by an iron instniment, named a jack, 40 indies
HOf, the knee of which must reach the wall face, if
the curving it full ; if short, the workman must comis

coal,

carried on by the

'

:

it.
These men sre named Holers. As the crush
constantly following ihem, and working over their
head», which frequently has the cfTect of making the

plete
IS

fall sbove them, for their security, props
of wood
are set at regular disunces in an oblique direction between the iMvement and wall face. Besides these, for
firthpr •KKTiirity, staples of coal, about 10 inches square,
are left at evvry 6 or 8 yirds disUncp, until the line

coal

of

bo!in,{ or

curving

completed.

The

walls are then
divided into -paces of from (j to 8 yards in length and
;
at each of tlic«e «p.tce4 a shearing nr (wrpendicuiar
cut
made as deep as tlie holing, and when this ii done, the
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completed. The next set of men who suc- Mine" of
COA
ceeds the holers are the getters. These begin at the
~"
~
divisions of wall at the centre, and drive out the gibbs
,
'""
and staples. They then set wedges along the roof, and ^^°'
bring down each division of coal progressivt-Iy ; or, if
the roof is very bound, the coal is blown down with
gunpowder. It frequently happens, when the roof has a
goo<l parting, the coals fall down the instant the gibbs
sre struck, which renders the work very ea«y.
The
getters are relieved by a third let of men, named buttymen, who break out the coals into pieces of a proper
tise for sending up the pit, and have the charge of turning out the coal from the wall face to the ends of the
roads.
When this is done, they build the stone pillars,
fill up the gob, set the trees, clear the wall faces of all
obstructions, set the gibbs, and have every thing clear
and patent for the holers recommencnig their work.
If the roads are to heighten, by taking down the roof,
or lifting the pavement, these butty-men perform this
work also, buil4 forward the sides of tlie raids, and secure them with props when necessary. When both
pavementand roof are hard, and the coal above 4 feet
thick, a greater proportion of coal is lost by securing
the waste, than when the pavement is moderately hard,
or the roof easily taken down, at these afford plenty
of nfatmig. Frequently nothing but the large pieces of
coal are taken out for the market, all the smaller parts
of the coal and culm being required for the gub, besides
a proportion of the great coal for the small pillars.
hen a coal hat a following or roof stone, which comes
regularly away with the coal, this renders the work
and when it happens that
easy, and save* much coal
a soft bed of fire clay is found a foot or two under the
sole of the coal, the holing is mode in it, and the stone
betwixt the holing and tlie coal benched down, which
serves for pillars and gobbing.
By this plan all the
vendable coal is saved.
The chief caution required in the management or
conducting the Shropshire method, it the off- break
from the pit bottom and levels, to produce the first
break of the ttrata ; the more the waste is filled with
gobbing, the less is the risk of any misfortune to the
Works or the miners. When the superincumbent strata
are strong, with thick beds of sandstone near the coal,
the waste will sometimes advance many yards before
the break takes place ; and when it commences, which
is known by the great noise heard over head, the
greatest care is required, to prevent the crush making
a break, or nipping along the face of the whole wall,
which sometimes hap|>ens. This is termed llic wall
eoming in ; that it, the strata come down along the
whole line of the wall faces, and shut up every open*
The oammiiKnce of which is, that the facet have
ing.
all to be opened oat again along the line of the break,
and to the rise of the broken rock face, .f, <luring ttie
course of the ortlinary working, when the crush comet
regularly and progressively forward, care it not taken
to keep the gob well and regularly filled up, in the manner already mentione<l, the commg in of the wall is almost the certain con.sequcnce.
At to the tetting of props, and the buililing of pillars
in thit work, if the rouf and pavement are Imth very
ttrong, tlie pillart of stone are built as usual, but not
made very firm by any kind of wedging ; and in place
of tetting the props firm betwixt the roof and pavement,
it is uf advantage to pl.ice under ench a bit of stone, ur
small piece of waste wood, the object here not t>ei()g to
resist the absolute pressure of the strata, but to keep up
the roof stone for the safety of the men, until the strata
2 V
holer's

W

;
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press down and rest upon the gob ; for if, in this case,
^°"^small pillars of coal were left in the working in place of
'^"''' pillars, or the props set very firm, the consequence
rk'
of
would be, that the instant the least pressure came forcoal.
ward, the coal pillars would fly to pieces, every prop
would be instantly broken, the roof come down, and
the workmen be killed ; whereas, by the pillars and
props j'ielding gradually, until the gobbing receives
the pressure, all points are kept right, and the props
are- saved for farther service.
In Shropshire, some
collieries use a great proportion of cast-iron props.
This plan is a saving, when an iron work is connected with the colliery, that when a prop breaks it is recast
at little expence, but in ordinary cases the expence will
be found too great. When props will not drive out by
applying the force of heavy mauls, a long chain with a
hook is provided, the hook is fixed to the bottom or
top of the prop, and the other end, having a small hook,
is doubled up to form an eye or loop, which is passed
aver a strong lever of iron or wood, the point of which
resting against a firm prop, gives the workmen great
power in wrenching the other prop from its place.
Another modification of tlie Shropshire method, is
for each workman to have from 6 to 12 feet of coal before him, with a leading hand man, and where every
workman follows in succession like the steps of a stair.
If the coal has open backs and cutters, this work goes
Pt/kTE
on very regularly, as represented in Fig. 3, Plate
cccxcii.
CCCXCII. where the leading hand is at a, next the
J'lg. 3.
crop, and i, b, &c. are the wall faces of each workman,
the pit, B the dip-head level. In this case the
roads are either carried progressively through the gob,
or tiie gob is altogether shut up, and the wholi; of the
coals are brought down the wall-faces, either to the
dip-head level or to the road c c. This method m:iy be
varied by making the w«lls of a breadth to hold two,
three, or four men ; by this plan each set of men performs the whole work of holing, getting, breaking
This mode can be
out, and carrying away the coals.
also equally wellj adopted by working the coals levelcourse with the leading hand next the dip-head.
It may be estimated, that from an eighth to a twelfth
part only of the coal is left under ground by the Shropshire system, and in favourable instances every inch of
coal can be taken out, the principle being to leave no
solid pillars, or any coal below, excepting what may
be indispensibly requisite to secure tlie gob. This
system might be applied to coals of almost any thickness, providing stuff could be got to fill up the gob.
It is the want of it which limits this system to coals
^^arious modifications of the sysof a certain height,
tems now described are in use, but it would be endless
to describe them ; the general principles are the same ;
The object ami inlcnliim bei/ig always to produce as mnch
coal as possible from a given area, as may be consistent with the safely of the 7v-yrk))ien, having all other circumstances 2S before mentioned in view.
Such being the general modes practised in Great
Britain, of working coals of ordinary thickness and of
moderate dip and rise, a general description will now
be given of the methods pursued in working coals of
tlie following description :
1.- Very thin coals.
2. Very thick coals.
3. Coals having a great dip and rise, or what are

5Imc« of
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coals.

termed edge coals.
Beds of coal in Great Britain are wrought as thin as
18 inches as a coal mine; if wrought thinner the
working of fire-clay or iron-stoue immediately ad-

joining

is

connected with them.

There

are,

however,

Minw

of

<^°*'instances of caking coals, of a fine quality for smiths,
"
being wrought alone, only 12 inches in tliickness. "j" '

When

the bed

is

18 inches in thickness,

it

can be

wrought by men of the ordinary size, but young men
and boys are more suitable. Coal of this thickness can
be wrought without lifting the pavement, or taking
down the roof in the rooms ; but for taking out the
coals, roads are cut either in the pavement or roof.
All coals under two feet three inches in thickness are
wrought with the intention of taking out all the coal,

^^

either in the Shropshire system, or with pillar-walls
and rooms ; with this difference, that from the thio.

ness of the bed the rooms are wrought as wide as the
roof will carry up, or if a following or fall of the rooC
stone can be brought on, it is an advantage, as it not
only gives height, but, by filling up the waste, renders
the roads easily kept for the working of the pillarsWhere there is no following, small temporary pillars
are left, about eight feet square, along the chain-wall
side.
The walls are from four to sixtetn yards in
thickness, according to circumstances, and only holed
through occasionally for air. The rooms 20 feet in
breadth, witli the small pillars set six or eight feet
from the pillar side or chain- wall, and eight feet apart
from each other. When the workings are carried to
the required extent, the chains of wall and small pillars are begun to be wrought at the most distant point,
and finished off at the pit-bottom. Of this method
there are also various modifications, depending upon
the texture of the coal, the kind of roof, pavement,
and superincumbent strata. The common post and
stall work is not suitable for such thin coals, particu>
larly as a given area yields so small a quantity of
coals.

Coals which are from five to eight feet in thickness,
are the most suitable in every point of view for the
full effective exertion of the miner, and for the general
economy of under-ground operations.
When they
much exceed this height, they require very excellent
roofs and pavements, to render the work safe and comfortable, or to enable those who direct the mining
operations to take out a fair proportion of co;il from a
given area. In these thick coals the Shropshire method is impracticable for want of gobbing, and the
length of the props would present but a feeble resistance to the pressure of heavy roof stones.
When coals do not exceed 20 feet in thickness, and Thick
have good roofs, they are sometimes wrought as one ooals.
bed of coal ; but if the coal is tender or free, it is
wrought as two beds. In jjeneral, however, nearly a
half of the coal is lost in pillars, and very seldom can
less than a third be left.
In working such a coal as
one bed, two modes are adopted.
The first is, to work the roof-coal to the thickness of
from four to six feet, the length of a pillar and thirling,
and four feet more; then the ground coal is wrouglit
as a bench under foot by the partings, as an open cast
quarry a!)ove ground ; but before the ground-coal is
taken down opposite the thirlin;f, the thirling is set in
four feet in the roof-coal, and then the whole of the
ground-coal is wrought away ; this leaves a bench or
seat of four feet broad in the forehead of the room,
and in the mouth of the thirling, for the collier to
stand on when he commences to work the roof-coal
Without leaving this
eitlier in the room or thirling.
bench, a scaffolding of timber would require to be
erected for commencing his operations again.
The otlier method is to work a portion of the

"*°
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ground-coal first, of from'three to five feet thick, the
length of the pillar and thirling, and then returning to
the face, work the upper part of the coal overhead.
When the coal is free, and ready to crumble by the
pressure and effect of the air, the upper portion of the
ooal is first wrought, then a scaffolding of coal is left,
from two to three feet thick, according to the texture
and quality of the coal ; and the lower part of the
OOftl is then wrought as renresented in Fig. 4. Plate
CCCXCII. When tlie worlcings are completed to the
proposed extent, the scafToUlings of ooal are wrought
way, with the part of the pillars that can be removed

with

safety.

As

the using of propwood in coal of so great a height
not found practicable, and as falls in the roof would
be io excenlingly fatal to the workmen, if the roof is
in the leasv degree tender, it is the practice in such
cues to leave a roof of coal from two to three feet in
tfaickneat. This of iti>elf not only makes an excellent
roof, but when it is breaking, gives warning by the
noise it make*, to very different from the noiae of rooftonea when tliey are giving way.
SlaAvdOne of the thickest coals in Great Britain which is
aMrttbkk vroasht as one bed from roof to pavement, is the very
remanLable coal in Slaffurdahire, dose to the town of
Dudle}-, known by the name irf* the ten-yard coal, a
taction of which, with the acoompan^ing strata, is given
in the preceding part of this treatise : this wonderful
bed of coal is in extent about seven miles long, and
four broad. No coal niinilar to it lias been found in the
island, and the mode of working it is altogether singular.
It is wrought in a kind of paiinel work, but altngctiier different firom the improved Newcastle syston.
Kiuneroas pits are used in working a coal-field even
of moderate extent at Dudley : and in place of one pit
with one corve ascending and another descending altcmatcW, as in oUier collieries, two pits are always
sunk, from ten to thirty feet apart, and from six to
seven feet diameter, of a round form ; for these two
pits, one coal-drawing engine is employed, having a
ro^ into each pit, the object being to draw the coisls
with a very slow motion, but a great weight of coals
each time. A ^lannel or compartment formed in working the coal, u named a side of work ; and in CMch
idie of work sometimes only two pillars are formed.
In other cases there are four, six, nine, or twelve, but
the last number is very seldom adopted ; two or four
pillars in a side of work left for the support of the
roof is the common practice, and what is most approved of. As the whole operation of working this
coal is performed in one of the compartincnu, named a
side of work, it will be proper to explain the mode of
working out the coal from one of these, before describing the whole extent of the workings of a pit.
Fig. 1. Plate CCCXCllF. represenUa side of work;
A. the ribs or walls of coal lef\ around, and form,
(ccmetii.
ing the side of work ; a the pillars, 8 yards fquare ; c the
ir*,. 1.
stalls, 1 1 yards in width ; d the cross o|«nings or
through puu, also 1 1 yards wide; e the boluhole cut
through the rib from the main road, by which bolthole the side of work is opened up, and all the coab
carried ouU
There are two, three, or four boluholes
opening into a side of work, according to iu extent
they are nbout eight feet wide, and nine feet high.
As the coal is divided into subordinate beds by common coal partings, or by bands of stone termed batt,
of from an inch to above a foot in thicknoss, though in
is

•ome instances bands are many

feet thick, the

work-

ing

is

.
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in a great degree regulated

by

Minos

these divisions.
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Although the coal is 30 feet thick, the lower band, _^°«'-_
which is 2 feet 3 inches thick, is wrought first, ^^le ^^^^^.^^ ^^f

workmen choosing

to confine themselves within this

j^j,_

narrow opening, in order to gain the greater advantage
afterwards in working the coal immediately above
as soon as the workmen cut through the bolt-hole, they
open up the work by cutting a mine forward, four feet
Attlie
in width, as represented by the dotted lines.
sides of this mine, next the bolt-hole, each workman
in succession breaks off a breast of coal,

two

yar<ls

broad, as at f f, by means of which the sides of the
rib- walls A, are formed, and the area of the pillars. In
this manner each collier follows another, as in one
of the systems of the Shropshire method before deWhen the side of work is opened out along
scribed.
the ril>-walls, and the faces and sides of the pillars
formed off, the upper coals are then begun to be
wrought next the rib-wall, which is done by shearing
up to a bed jiext the bolt-hole, and on each side,
tlien the head coals arc brought regularly down in
large tabular masses, of such thickness as suits best
with the free partings or subordinate divisions of the
coals and bands, the shearings are made very wide
when they require to be put up five or six feet, as in
this case they must admit the head and shoulders of
For the security of the workmen, props of
the miner.
wood are used to support tlie first of the upper cuals^
and temporary pillars of btone are also built at convenient distances ; these are termed cogs.
Besides these
safeguards, if the mass of coal to be brought down ia
fjent, square spurs or spurns of ca-il are left, about 10
inches thick at the lower part of the shearing, and at
various distances, until the shearing is complete<l
the props and cogs are then witlidrawn, the b.ick
spurns are cut away in succession, until tlie front
ones are alto cut away, then the cogs and props at
the lip of the hanging coal are driven out, ^vhen the
coal falls in a body, breaking off by the ends of the
shearing.
Besides the main ])illars represented in the
figure, temporary and intermediate pillars are formed,
of from two to three yards square; these ore termed
w«i q/'nor. In the fir»t workings of the 10 yard coal,
these ttmporary pillars were formed when carrying
forward the work in the coal next the pavement,' but
tills was found not only a hindrance in carrying forward the work in the first opening, but as the sides
of work were extended, a certain degree of pressure
came upon the work, « hen the!<e pillars, or men of war
instantly gave way and were of no use.
Fxperience
has taught the miners a remedy for this, which is, to
form none of these pillars until the first of the upper
coals begins to be wrought, when square basements of
stone are formed on the pavement at the places where
the men of war are to be, of an area some inches or a
foot larger than the intended size of the pillar ; and
when the building ia within ttiree or four inches of
the coal, that space is filled up with nieces of wood,
mode moderately firm ; the effect of this is, that when
the pressure of the superincumbent strata begins to
bear upon the whole of the pillars, the pieces of wood
sn<l under-building yiilj by degrees, and prevent the
pillar of co.il above from giving way.
This principle
IS found ctfcctual, and could only have been discovered in the course of much previous practice ; it is a
prinaple whidi is applicable in many instances to
mining operations, when a degree of yielding to the
pressure is more efficient as to ultimate re^iftance,
than a rigid resistance at once applied. In this man-
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ner, about half the thickness of the coal, or rather more,
's brousht down in tabular masses of various thick-

Worklnn-of "^^^i I'avinjj the
eoal.

°

men of war

pillars left for

the

last

of

work, which is taking down the coals next the
roof; these are brought down in immense falls, of
from 100 to 200 tons at a time, and in some instances
even SOO tons. When the various sides of work in a
pit- workings are in a prepared state, that is, prepared
for taking down the upper coals, sometimes there are
it's

in this way ready to fall.
In the course of working and breaking out the coals
for going up the pit, all the culm-coal, and a great
proportion of excellent small coals, are left in the
waste, upon which the colliers stand when working
the upper coals, and when the height becomes great,
ladders and various kinds of scaffolding are used. The
last of the upper coals, in place of being wrought from
the bolt rib wall forward, are wrought from the opposite rib wall towards the bolt rib for the safety of the
workmen. This operation is attended with great danger to the workmen, and therefore they are required
to be very expert miners from practice in that kind of
work, with much boldness and resolute determination.
The first operation is to shear along the face of the
back rib wall, and along the side ribs, leaving spurs at
regular distances ; the scaffolds are then withdrawn,
the men of war cut away as the miners retreat; and

6000 tons

operation is cutting away the spurs. As the
danger is very great working under so large a mass of
coal, no miner can approach to cut these away with
a common pick ; they are therefore provided with an
instrument or tool named a pike, very like a boarding
pike, 18 feet long, the shaft of woo<l, having a steeled
iron sharp pike, with a hook at the one side, similar
to a boot-hook.
With this, the miners standing with
their backs to the bolt rib wall, cut away with the
point of the pike in the advance stroke, and with the
hook in the back stroke, the side spurs noxt the back
rib wall.
In this manner the spurs are cut away in
succession, the miners retreating towards the safe
part of the mine, until all of them are cut.
Sometimes the coal falls before 9II the spurs are cut, and
before the last of the men of war are cut down ; in
many instances the upper coals do not only fall the
height of the shearing, but up to the roof, by which
masses of coal, from 10 to 14 feet thick, fall at once,
and not only so, but immense pieces of the strong roof
stone fall at the same time, of such a thickness, that
before the coal can be broken out, the miners have
to blast it with gun- powder, and remove many tons of
From this description of working the ten-yard
it.
coal of Staffordshire, the very dangerous nature of such
work may be conceived ; but no correct idea can be
formed of the operations, or of the immense excavations and caverns formed by the working of the coal,
and particularly by the fallen roof. The accidents
which take place in this coal are consequently very
many ; severe contusions and broken limbs are of frequent occurrence, and not a few workmen are snatched from life to death in an instant by the coals and
roof falling when they least expect them ; but besides
the danger arising from these falls, they have also inflammable air to contend with, by which also many
tlie last

-

have been

killed.

mode of working a side
of work in this coal are practised, as best suits the nature of the coal, the superincumbent strata, the various
local circumstances, and views of the manager of the
Various modifications of the

colliery.

When the crop of this sinpular t?oal was first wrought, Minei of
Coal.
the miners only extended tneir operations to 20 j-ards
distance all around the pit bottom, and then began a
new pit ; but as the pits became deeper and more ex- Working of
coal.
pensive, the distance of the workings was extendtd,
and the method of mining improved. The extent of
a pit's workings is now in general 100 yards on all
sides, that is, the area wrought is 200 yards upon the
side, and in a number of cases ,S00 yards, or 150 yards
of extent on each quarter of the pit. The greatest
distance ever attempted wns 450 yards from the pit
bottom, but this distance does not appear to be suitable.
number of the sides of work, as of the side
of work represented in the figure, constitute the workings of a pit.
The roads leading from the pit bottom
are from 3 to 4 yards wi<le, and the rib walls are of
various thickness; the main ribs being 12 y:;rd», the
others about .5 yards in thickness.
This coal, in the course of working, is, like many,
liable to take fire by spontaneous igni'ion. which is not
only exceedingly dangerous and troublesome, but requires the greatest attention to jirevent its formation.
It is here temied the breeding-fire, and will be treated
of when stating the accidents to which coal-mines are
liable.
It is this which requires the workings to be laid
off in sides of work, as represented in the figure, with

A

one opening or bolt-hole, which

is

air-tight as soon as the side of

out.

When

a pit

is

wrought

circumstances admit of

it,

it

up and
wrought

securely built

made

work

is

extent, then, if

to

its full

is

wrought

in the pillars

beginning at the most distant corners, and as
much of the pillars and ribs are brought away as can
be done, consistent with the safety of the workmen. If
there are openings through the ribs to any other pit
workings, they are carefully built up with double walls of
stone, a few feet asunder, and the space is filled up with

and

ribs,

mine dust, (the refuse of calcined ironstone;) which
mine dust is found the most effisctual remedy for keeping the passage air-tight, in the event of a crush rending the walls, as the mine dust yields to the pressure
without admitting the air to pass.
From this description of working the ten-yard coal,
it is evident that a very great proportion of the coal is
left under ground, not only in pillars and rib walls, but
there is an uncommon quantity of small coal produced
in the operation of bringing down, and breaking out
the coal, so that in general from four-tenths to a half of
the whole is for ever lost ; and it is also evident, that
from the long habit of the workmen, it would be almost
impossible to introduce any new method, though, to all
appearance, it would be decidedly preferable to the present system. One plan has been suggested, which was
to work the upper part of the coal first, leaving a few
feet of coal for a roof, and then work all the lower coals
in benches, as described in the Avorking of coals 20 feet
It
in thickness, the roof to be supported with props.
is however questionable, how far this would be found
in the end better, or whether less small coal would be
produced.
The next method of working coals of uncommon Johnstone
thickness is by stages or scaffbldmgs of coal, as practis- tUick coal.
ed in that coal of astonishing thickness found at .Johnstone, near Paisley in .Scotland, and represented in the
sections in the first part of this treatise, being from 50
to 60 feet thick in one quarter of the field, and in one
There are. no doubt,
part no less than 91 feet thick.
several thin bands of stone in it, but there are only two
The roof of this coal is to bad,
of 27 inches thick each.
and the height so great, that it was found quite imprac-
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ticable to irork
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M one ieira, as in

method

Staffordshire

;

and

to leave aboat three fret of the
^r^?r"', upper coal for a roof, then to work a band of the coal
"'^*''
from MX to seven feet thick, as best suitetl the partings
of the coal, or thin bands of stone, which band of coal
is wrought in the post and stall system, with square piU
lars of extra strength, which are cut through afterwards.
scaffold or stage of about three feet thick of coal, or

therefore the

is

A

of coal and band stone,

is left

rooms and

PlATB
CCCZCUI.
Plf. t.

and under this,
and wrought in another

at the sole

;

pillars are set off
portion of the coal, from five to seven feet thick, great
care being taken to ))lace pillar under pillar, and room
under room, to prevent a crush. In this way. when the
coal is thickest. lObands of coal are wrought, in the manner represented in Fig. 2. Plate CCCXCIII, when any
band of the coal is foul, or of a quality not suitable
for the market, it is given up, and allowed to remain
along with the next scaffolding a great proportion of
the coal is consequently lost, as in the Staffordshire
The working of this coal requires very asthick coal.
siduous attention to keen the pillars and rooms in a perpendicular direction ; tiie mmers' compass has to be
nsed daily, and bore- holes have occasionally to be put
down thrcnigh the scaffoldings of coal, that the pillars
xxx»y he placed correctly under each other.
Having thus described the general modes or systems
which have been adopted in working coak of Tarious
thickness, the system adopted in working cools which
:

named half-^ge coals, and edge coals, shall next
be described.
Half edge coals are wrought either post and stall, or
in the Shropshire system, as before dcMTibed, with this
difference, Uiat the rooms are always, if pouible. carare

Hair-cdg*

ried in a level course diraction, for the safety of the
workmen, and the more eaaOy taking the coal to the
pit bottom.
Sdft-caal*.

TtATS
CCCXCIII,

yif.3.

The working of edge coals, which are nearly perpendicular, are wrought in a peculiar manner, and different from any of the coals before described, as the
collier, while working, stands upon the coal, having the
roof upon his one hand, and the pavement upon the
The engine-pit is sunk
otlier, like two walls of stone.
in the strongett of the rtrata, and, in some instances,
they are so directly vertirnl, that the same stratum is
sunk through the whole dt-pth. After the pit has reached the requirp<l depth, mines are carried acroM the strata
from the pit bottom, until the coals are intersected, as
represented in Fig. X Plate CX'CXCIII. where a, a, are
the edge coals A the rngine-pit 6, 0, the cross-cut
mines from the
; c,c, upper crosa-cnt mines
for the greater i
All
y of working the coals.
the rooms are wrought in a level course dirrction, with
openings made from one to another, for air and access
The chief ertgr-coal works in Brito the pit bi>ttoOT.
tain are in the vicinity of Edinburgh, where hitherto
all the coaN in such works are carried upon the lucks
of women from the wall face to the pit bottom
and,
in general all the pits of a colliery, excepting the engine pit, are only »urk one half the depth of the breant
of coal to be wrought, in order that one half of the
rooms may have their coals carrie<l up to the pit bottom, and the other half carried down. This is effectetl
by wooden traps or stairs, placed from one room to
another.
It is singular that no improvement has been
yet made of this very rude plan particularly as the
edge coals are wrought at a great expencc, and with
great inconvrniency.
Although various modes and ojstemsofcnal working
have been described, tliere are »ery many modifications ill all of them, which are regulaUd by the consider;

;

i

'

•

t

;

;
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tion of local circiimstances joined to yenrs

of experience.

Mines of

''•«'•
These alone can determine the mining engineer as to his
~'~ -'
ailopting the system best suited for working the coals '-

in a coal-field.

With regard to the manner in which coals are Bringing
brought from the wall face to the pit bottom, this is «1. coals lo th«
P" '~'"""*
most as various as the systems pursued in working.

The

oldest

mode, and that which

it is

presumed was

nsed when coals were first wrought by ingoing eyes, or
mines at the crop, was by women carrying the coals in
This method, rude and severe
baskets on their backs.
as it is, was carried on very generally in Scotland till
within these forty years and it is to be regretted that a
system so slavish and severe is even in this age (which
boasts of being enlightened) adopted and carried on.
It is admitted that it is a matter of free-will, and those
women who carry coals may give it up if they choo»e.
To young women the severity of the labour is less to be
considered, in one point of view, but to the mothers of
fkmilies the svsteni is oppressive, deprives them of many
comforts, and p'recludes them from advancing in their
own scale of society. This system is, however, declining eTery year; and, on this account, no description is
given of the arrangement of the workings of a colliery
which are peculiar to this method.
The women who carry coals are name<l bearers ; the
weight each carries is from I cwt. 1 qr. to 2 cwt. i in
some instances they have carried 3 cwt In the worst
kinds of this system, they not only carry the coals from
the wall face to the pit bottom, but ascend a stair to
In the other
the top of the pit, and bank the coals.
case they carry from the wall face, and lay them down
in bins at the pit bottom, in oriler to be filled into the
In some collieries 60,000 tons annually have
baskets.
been carried in this way, and an extent of lO'O yards
from each quarter of a pit has been wrought by this
plan, which is an area of 102,400 yards.
The next mo<le is to use hutches or baskets, with slipe
or cradle feet shod with iron, containing from i to 3
cwt. of coals. These are drawn along the pavement
either by ropes and soams, or by harness of leather
over the shoulders of the workmen. The collier eitlur
performs this work as part of his daily labour, or persons are appointed for this work alone, and are thus
drawn from the wall face to the pit bottom. This system is used in many tniall collieries, but it is among
the worst plans for in no inst-incc can the strength of
a man be applied with less eflect than in this way ; the
exertion required is very great and unceasing, nor dooi
any extra exertion of muscular force aid him the least
it is from beginning to
in the next step of his labour
end one continued dead pull, without the least springer
elasticity; and if he slackens hi» exertion one instant,
the weight he is dragging that instant stops.
It is
painful to see men thus employe<l, and tht ir strength
so evidently misapplied. This system must daily decline.
The third method, as an improvement of the laj.t, is
to substitute hutches, or ba^kets, capable of containing
from 4 to (} cwt. of coals, and of the sume form as those
;

;

;

aliove described, but, in plnce of

men, horses arc em-

ployed to draw them from the wall tace to the pit hot*
torn.
This is also a very bad system the same objections are applicable to it as to the former, and the
strength of a horse is applied with the very worst effect.
The next improvement upon the system «herc
men draw the coals, was, either to set the corve on a
small four-wheele<i csrri«ge, named a tram, or to have
wheels attached to the corve.
Hy means of this, more
Work was peilbrmrd, provided the pavement was huni,
but it was not applicable when the pavnoent
soft;
;

wm
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in -which case, an irregular kind of

was

wooden

rail-roads

laid.

When

Dringing

the distance from the pit bottom became conand well laid wooden rail-ways were
a point near the wall faces, named the way-end.
To this point the coals were brought down in the corves,
either by men who draw the trams, named trammers,
or by horsts upon slipes.
Upon the rail-way there
were strong four-wheeled frames, or carriages capable
€>f holding two corves.
At the way-end a small crane,
with a wheel, pinion, and chain was erected.
With
this the corves were lifted from the trams, and placed
on the carriage ; two or more of them were then hooked together, and one horse drew to the pit bottom from
four to six corves at a time.
The wliole system of bringing coals from the wall
face to the pit bottom, was greatly improved by the
introduction of cast-iron rail-roads, named tram roads,
in place of wooden roads. For this great improvement,
we are indebted to Mr.! John Curr of Sheffield, in Yorkshire, wiio first brought it forward.
This system is
universally a<lopted in all collieries of any considerable
extent, and is equally applicable to the smallest mining
concerns.
The rails are named tram-rails, or platerails, it being a plate from three to four inches broad,
with an edge at right angles to it, about two and a half
inches high, and are from three to four feet in length.
They are fixed either to cross pieces of iron named
sleepers, or more generally to wooden sleepers
the
strength of the rails being proportioned to the weight
carried, For particulars regarding the construction and
weight of these roads, see the article Rail- Way.
By this system, in some collieries, the colliers, after
having wrought the coals, draw them along the tramroads to the pit bottom,
In other works, persons are
employed to draw the coals, named trammers, when
one in front of the corve draws with harness, and one
pushes the corve behind, who is known by the name of
a putter. The perfection of this system is to be seen
in llie Newcastle collieries, and in the collieries of
siderable, regular

coiJs to Itit
laid to
pit buttoni'

:

Wliitehaven and Workington in Cumberland.

main roads or rolley-ways,

named

The

mother-gales,
are laid from the pit bottom to a convenient central
point near the wall faces or rooms where the colliers
work. Tiiere a crane is erected.
From this point
tram roads are laid into each room. In bringing the
coals from the wall face to the crane, a stout lad and a
young boy are employed at each corve. The lad, who is
in float, and draws, is named a headsman, and the boy is
named a foal. As many of these are employed in a set
or sheth ofrooms as will keep the crane and roUey-way in
constant work ; the instant each corve arrives from the
wall face at the crane, it is lifted from the tram, and placed on a roUey, each rolley holding generally two corves:
Single corve rolleys are sometimes used, and as soon as
three or four double rolleys are loaded, they are hooked
together, when a roUey-driver, with his liorse, takes
them to the pit bottom, while the loaded rolleys are going to the pit. Rolleys with empty corves are returning, and these pass the loaded ones at given regular distances, where the raii-way is double, named an offset, or pass-bye road.
The rolley horses, to prevent
the carriages overrunning them, have a peculiar kind
of shafts, named limbers, either made of wood or iron,
PiATE
but commonly of iron, as represented in Fig. 4. Plate
CCCZCIIti.
CCCXCIII.; the hole ate passing over an iron stud in
Fig. 4.
front of the rolley, and are quickly attached or detached.
In this manner the work is carried on with astonishing
regularity and expedition.
The power of the engine
for drawing the coals is constructed in proportion to the
also

depth of the pit and quantity to be raised, takiiig two Mines of
*^oal.
corves at a lift, and going at a velocity in the pit of 12
feet per second, on an average ; and so very regular ^-^'^v-^^
and systematic is the arrangement of this operation, Bringing
that the corves are brought forward from the wall faces '^'"'' "^ ""^
^""»""to the pit bottom, and sent up the pit as fast as the on- '"'
setters at the pit bottom, and the banksmen at top can
hook and dishook the loaded and empty corves to and
from the engine ropes, so that 100 corves of coals every
hour has been drawn up a pit 100 fathoms deep, which
is equal to (27 tons per hour, or 384' tons in a day or
shift of 12 hours. In short, any requisite quantity may
be drawn up a pit by this highly improved system. It
must, however, be remarked, that this system is more
applicable to coals simiL-ir to those of Newcastle, which
work small, than to coals which work in large masses,
and which must be kept large, to stiit the market, on
account of their open burning quality.
When coals have so great a rise from the pit bottom
to the crop, tliat horses cannot be applied on the rolley ways, the corves descend along the roads by means
of inclined plane machines, which machines are either
vertical rope-barrels, or horizontal rope-sheaves.

The

descending motion is guided by a brake, and while six
or eight loaded corves are descending, as many empty
corves are ascending. These inclined planes are either
of great length, or divided into stages of from 200 to
300 yards long. At the end of each stage is an inclined plane machine, so that the coals are lowered in succession from one machine to another.
The corves are
brought from the wall faces to the planes cither by
men or horses. The whole of the system of bringing
coals from the wall faces to the pit bottom, can be
modified to suit the extent of any colliery. Inclined
planes are much used at Newcastle, when the dip of
the coal admits of it.
The wheels of tlie trams and rolleys, are from eiglit
to sixteen inches in diameter, according to the thickness
of the coal.
In some, the axles not only turn round on
their journals, but the wheels also turn round upon the
axis ; in others, the axles are fixed, and the wheels
only turn round ; and there are some wjiich have the
wheel fixed upon the one end of the axle, and the opposite wheel made to run round it ; and the other axle
has the fixed and loose wheels upon the reverse sides,
the intention being to make the carriages go easily

round the turns of the road.
With regard to the drawing of coals up the pits, va- Drawinsf
rious kinds of machines have been applied.
coalsup ihe
In shallow pits, where there is very little output of pits,
coals, the common windlass, or jack roll, with two
men, is still used. In deeper pits, the common gin is
these, however, are
used, or the wheel and pinion gin
only applied at collieries of small extent, and every
other machine for drawing coals has been superseded
by the rotatory steam-engine with fly-wheel, fly-wheel
These engines are of every
shaft, and rope barrels.
variety of construction, and of Newcomen's, Watt's,
and Trevethick's principles. They are applied from the
power of three horses to that of forty. VVhen they are
:

of small power, they are generally constructed with a
fly-wheel, and short fly-wheel shaft, upon which is a
small pinion working into the teeth of a large wheel,
fixed upon the rope-barrel, by which means the engine
goes with great rapidit)', while a slow and equal motion is produced in the ascending corves in the pit.
But when the engines are of great power, and much
execution of work required, then the engine is connected directly with the rope- barrel ; and some of these
for deep pits are of such a size, that each revolution of

MINE.
MiBMof the barrel produces an ascent of 1 3 yards. In short,
C*»lthere seems almost no limitation to the execution of
1^
work by these engines. For all great outputs of coal,
er»wing
The moWatt's engine is in the most general use.
•Ml* up the „,^t„n, ^f the^ machines is so great, and the fly.
pit*.
wheels are so heavy, and go at so great a velocity, that
the mere suspending of tlie moving principles of the
engine woula not stop the movements at the instant
wanted, on which account a very powerful brake is ap.
plied to the periphery of the fly-wheel, or rope-barrel,
that the brakeman, by applying his foot to the re.
gulating lever of the brake, while, with his hands, he
huts the valves of the engine, can pitch the corve and
Mfpend its rapid motion within a few inches of the required height at every delivery.
Many attempts have been made to apply the steamengine to an endless chain or chains suspended from
the top to the bottom of the pit. .Several are in use, but
it is questionable how far they are applicable to very
deep pits ; as they have hitherto been only applied in
The liest principle we have
pita of moderate dejith.
•een, is that invented by Mr. Hu<h Baird, civil engineer, and applied in practice at the Shotls Iron Work,
which, though on a small scale, shews the effect most
Tfo ei«'.le«s chains havinij long stave
correctly.
links, are juipended from two barrels placed over the
mouth of the pit. The diameter of the barrel* is more
than double the depth of the hutch ; and to keep the
chains regidar. they pat* under other barrels beneath
the scafTuTd of the pit bottom ; studs of iron project
from the inside of each chain, at regular distances, according to the power of the engine, and the hutches
have ear* of iron, by which they are suspcndetl on the
Upon the end of the chain-barrel
itads of the chain.
is a toothed wheel, into which a pinion works, placed
oo the fly-shaft of the engine. The chains have guide*
to prevent them going oS the barrels, and there are
Etudi on the barrels which enter into the links, and
prevent the chains slipping round, *o as to keep the
•tuds upon the sides of the chain, exactly opposite and
parallel.
When the engine is set in motion, the chains
ascend on one side and descend on the other. The
loaded hutches, as they come to the pit bottom, are
•et forward, till the cntls of them, having the iron ears,
•re in a line with the perpendicular of the ascending
chain, the studs of which catch the ears and carry the
hutch up the pit, which passes over the axle of the
ctMin-barrd, and is set down on the strike-bcNUtls at
the side of the pit.
The empty hutches are attached
in the same mmner at the ascendini; side of the chains
at the pit-mouth, go over the barrel, and descend to
the bottom. For attaching the empty hutches and de.
taching the loaded ones, there are moveable strike»
boards, which are wrought by a mechanism attached
to the machinery.
The execution of this machine ii
ery considerable with an engine of moderate powers,
aa the engine never stops from the beginning to the
end of the cUy's work.
Plate CCCXCIV. Fig. 11.
PlATC
•Bcxctr.
shew* the hutch passing over the axle at the pit top.
ttg. li.
I'he other kinds of machines are those where water
is the moving power.
The oldest and most simple is
watei'-wheel, or rather two water-wheel* joined together by the sides, the buckets set reverse to each, so
that when water ia applied on one aide of the wheel,
the whfcl turn* forward, and when applied on the
Otbar side it turns backward. To the axle of the wheel
a rope-barrel is attached, or a second power may be
produced, by a pinion and wheel as in th« ateam en*

»-*
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other kind of water engines for drawing coals, Mines of
Coal.
is strictly applicable only in pits level free, where the
~ * ~
ascent of the loaded corve is produced by a descending
cassoon filled with water. When the ascent and descent co™"up ,he
of both are equal spaces, then the rope-barrel for the puj.
cassoon and for the corves are of the same diameter ; but
when the pits from where the coals are drawn, are
deeper than the point of discharge for the water into
the dry-level, then the cassoon is made large, and its
rope-barrel much smaller than the barrel forthecorverope, so that by the time the ca&soon reaches the half
depth, for example, the corve may have ascended
double the depth. The cassoon is filled by a valve at
the pit top, and upon its reaching the place for di»<
charging the water, a self-acting valve lets it off. The
loaded corve is taken off at the pit head, and the de>
scending rope and empty corve, pull up the cassooa

The

^^

being suspended from a
All the motions of this
machine, which would be very variable and destruc*
tive, if left to itself, are regulated by a very powerful
brake at the pit top.
As much coal and many corves are destroyed by the
corves striking at the meetings, where the ascending
and descending velocity together ia equal in some
cases from 30 to 30 feet per second, various plans have
been devised to obviate this loss. One of the simplest
plans is to divide the pit from top to bottom, so that
each corve has a distinct pit for itself.
A second mode was invented by Mr. John Curr,
Sheflield, which was to have guides of wood attached
these are long pieces,
from top to bottom of the pit
or spe.nrs of fir wood, about four inches sauare, attached per|)endicularly to the sides of the shaft, and
Betwixt theae
to buntons in the middle of the pit.
guides, sliders with fnction-roUers are placed, attached to the gin-ropes, and to these sliders the corves are
suspended. By this plan the corves or hutches can be
drawn with great velocity ; but there is a considerable
hinderance in striking, or banking the corve at the
pit top, as shutters or sliding boards have to be used.
Thi* plan is not applied in the Newcastle practice,
but is highly beneficial where large roaU have to be
raised.
A third mode, of a simple form, is to suspend
four chains from the pit-head frame, or round rods of
iron screwed together in pieces of 1 2 or 15 feet each ;
these are fastened to a strong beam or cill at the pit
bottom, and are kept tight by a regulating screw at
The slider useu for the chains or iron rods,
the top.

with ease, on account of
iuurel

much

its

leas in diameter.

;

_

Though these are in
is a tlouble-eyed bolt or rtxi.
practice in pits of moderate depth, they are never applied in pit* of a great depth.
In drawing coals, both ropes and chains are employed.
The round ropes are shrowd laid ; and the best are Doft*.
tboae made upon tlie correct mechanical principlrs,
invented by Mr. Chapman and Mr. Iluddart, nil the
yams being laid equally, so aa to have uniform tension
when the strain is applietl.
The other kind of rope is known by the name of the
flat rope, which is without doubt the l>est of any yet
invented for drawing coals, and has proved an immense «aving compared with round ropes. They are
made of four rope* laid honxonlally together, and are
alternately right and left laid ropes.
By this very in*
genious plan, the ropa* counteract each other in the
twi*t, and hang like a ribbon down the pit ; they arc
connected or *ewe<l together by a small rope, which
operation requires very powerful machinery to pierce
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the cordage. They have this great advantage also,
that they are not only very pliable, which saves the
heart of the ropes from being broken, but as thev
J lap
t^
•
,
^,
•»
/
l
"pon themselves, a very simple sheave
suits for a ropebarrel.
But the greatest advantage is, that by lapping
upon themselves, they act as a compensation or balance
against the weight of the descending corve and rope,
superseding in many instances counterpoise chains,
which are used to regulate the descent in deep pits.
For this invention the mining interest of Great Britain is indebted to Mr. Curr of Sheffield, before mentioned, whose inventions and improvements in the
mining system are highly important, as must be evident
from those already rtientioned.
The kinds of chains which have been tried are very
various ; some are of long links, termed two and three,
or three and four, according to the mode of coupling
the links together by a bolt.
Many very ingenious
plans have been devised to make the long links of
correct and equal length from centre to centre of the
bolt hole ; and though these are applied at many collieries, yet the short pudding link chains are those
most generally used. They are proved as to strength,
and warranted ; have given great satisfaction, and
are an immense saving to collieries.
These chains are
now in general use, and for other purposes besides
mining concerns. We have, however, to remark, that
the colliers have hitherto declined riding by them in
the pits, for this reason, that the fault in a rope is easily seen, but a great fault may exist in a link which cannot be observed.
Upon the corves being landed or banked at the pittop, they are either drawn to the bin or pit-heap by
horses upon slipes, or by trammers on a tram road,
which is now the common practice. When the coals
are small, as at Newcastle, the pit head is raised eight
or nine feet higher than the common level of the
ground, and the heap proceeds from this height outwards from the pit mouth and if the bins increase,
the tram roads are laid upon the bin or heap as it advances outward.
When coals are wrought large, termed great coal,
the pit mouth has only a gentle rise from the common
level of the coal-hill adjoining, and the coals are built
up in walls, piece by piece, the small coal is either
thrown into the heart of the walls or bins, or laid apart
by themselves, as may best suit the sale of the coals.
Having thus attempted to describe the various plans
•

i

;

which have been adopted for working coal-mines, a
most important point in mining remains to be treated
of, which is ventilation, or the means which have been

Ventilation.

adopted for supplying the workmen with atmospheric
air, sufficiently pure for the support of animal life, and
the flame of the candle or lamp which gives light in
the mines.
The coal-mines of Great Britain were, as before
mentioned, wrought on a very limited scale, and with
comparatively little system, till after the beginning of
the eighteenth century. It was not till the introduction of the steam-engine, for drawing water in the first
place, and coals afterwards, that the coal mines began
to be wrought on an extensive scale ; even to this period the ventilation of mines was conducted in a very
rude, uncertain, and irregular manner, and for many
years afterwards.
The air courses were confined to
the dip-head levels, and wall-faces, or rooms where the
miners wrought ; the consequence was, that the wastes
were frequently full of inflammable air, and became
the cause of constant calamities. The only test the

miner bad, as to the state of air through the works, Minct of
Coal.
was by the appearance produced at the top of the
flame of his candle, which appearance will be afterwards noticed.
When inflammable air accumulated in the foreheads,
the common practice was to fire it regularly this was
done in many collieries every morning. VVhen this
air was in small quantity, the person appointed for the
service approached each forehead or room, as near as
he judged the air safe ; then taking a long pole, he
fixed his candle in an oblique position to the end of
it, with a bit of clay, and laying himself flat upon his
breast along the pavement of the coal, he gradually
advanced the candle towards the wall-face and roof of
the mine, until the gas fired, and the blast passed over
him. When the quantity of gas was very inconsiderable, it burnt slowly, witli a b»ight blue lambent flame;
when the quantity was more abundant it blazed, the
greater part of the flame being blue, but fringed with
;

yellowish white flame. The gas, in this case, burnt off
with very little noise ; but when the quantity was
considerable, it ignited with an explosive sound, and
then passed quickly off without extending its influence to any considerable distance. When the person
who performed this service found the gas abundant,
he put on wet jackets, to prevent the fire scorching
him. This singular operation had, in many instances,
to be gone through in the numerous foreheads of the
same colliery every morning, previous to the workmen
entering the pit.
In other collieries, where this gas
was so abundant that it not only accumulated in the
forehead of every room during the time the miners
were absent, but gathered in a connected body, filling
a considerable space, greater caution had to be adoptIn this case, the fireman went amongst the ined.
flammable air in the dark, leaving his candle at a considerable distance ; then fixing a prop betwixt the
roof and pavement, he passed the end of a long line,
through a ring attached to the top of the prop, he retreated to his candle, with the two ends of the line
with him, and having prepared a piece of deal, about
fifteen inches long, and eight inches broad, shaped
like a weaver's shuttle, he fi.xed his candle in a hole of
the board, or by a bit of clay in an oblique direction;
then tying one end of the line to the board, he lay
down at the end of a pillar, oft' the line of the air
course, and by drawing the other end of tlie line gently to him, the candle advanced to the foot of the prop,
and if the gas was not so lov/ as the pavement, the
candle was drawn up towards the roof, when the whole
of the gas instantly igiiited with an explosion, and
passed along the air course within a few feet of the
In
fireman, and directly towards the upcast shaft.
Staff"ordshire, where the coal is thirty feet thick, and
the excavations immense, this method was, till lately,
In place of a prop, a kind of
in general practice.
mast was erected, fixed at the pavement, as the top of
it did not reach the roof; and in place of a line, line
flexile copper wire was employed, which was not deIn these numerous and
stroyed by the explosion.
very extensive mines, and where the coal was taken
down far above the air courses, the collections of inflammable air were great, and when ignited the explosion was frequently violent, and passed the fireman in
his retreat with a thundering noise, and with griat
velocity.
This very rude and very dangerous mode
of clearing the mines of inflammable air, is yet to be
found in practice, and is known by the name of the
fire,

or firing

line.

;
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Every bed of coal abounds less or more with delete>
rious air, which is of two kinds ; the one is specifically
heavier, the other lighter than common air; the natu'^' conse<]>'ence of which is, that the one rests in the
deepest or lowest places, the other, from its levity,
asomds to the highest places of the inin;. The first
is known by the common provincial names of choak
damp, black damp, styth, or bad air ; the other is
known by tiie name of foul air, fire-damp, or inflammable air. The one is the carbonic acid, the other
the carburetted hydrogen gas of the chemist.
The precise qualities of the carbonic acid of coal
mines, have been comparatively little attended to, as
its destroying power^i have not operated extensive-

The nature and composition of the carburetted hydrogen have closely engaged the attention of philosophers for the last ten years.
Accunling to the best authorities these gaaes are of
the following specific gravity and weight

W«ght
Carbonic add
Carburetted hydrogen
Hydrogti)

SfK-Oni.
1 518

of 100

Cubic IndMS.

4&Si9

0.555
0.074

16.99

2.8S0

The common

air being reckoned unity, the temperature at 60°, and barometer at 30 inches.
According to Dr Thomson, the component parts of
carburetted hydrogen are.

Carbon

7«
88

Hydrogen

100
iptodlaf
yolBl of

In which there is always a mixture of carbonic add.
It has be^n found that this gas has its greatest explosive power when it is mixe«l in the propoition of one
part of gas to eight parts atmo»pheric air ; and when
It is in the proportion of one part to fifteen of atmospheric air, a candle bums in it without explosion, hut
tne flame is greatly elongated ; it therefore ou(;ht
to be diluted with common air considerably beyond
that proportion, to insure the safety of the work-

men.
Variooa tbeoriea have been brought forward regsrdformation of these gases, but more particularly
ofthe carbOreted hydrogen both of them flow or exude from the cutters, fissures, and minute pores of the
coal; and when in small quantity in the forehead of a
mine in solid cual, they make a hissing noise.
The carbonic acid seldom comes otT very suddenly
From its weight it is not liable to
in large quantities.
a sudden change of place, and though it is invisible,
ita line of division from the commun atmospheric air
is nMwt distinctly found by approaching it with a lighted candle or lamp for though the candle burns with
its ordinary brightness at the distance of tlirre inches
from the carbonic acid, the instant it is placed within
this air. it u suddenly extinguished ; it produces the
same instant eSect u|>on the strongest flame of coals
sometioMa the upper part of the mine next the roof
baa the air perfectly good, while the pavement has a
•trattim ofcxrtiunic acid, of a foot or two in thickness,
iMing upon it. If a coal his a considerable dip and
rise, this gas will be found occupying the lower parts
of the mine, of a wedge form, as represented Fig. 5
•'
NCI II. where a ia the carbonic acid aiid b
till
,1 air.
When this gas is agitaled by a ciUa
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rent of common air, or by falls from the roof, it Biiues of
Coal.
mixes with the mass of common air, and affects the
when
candle by gradually diminishing the flame; and
Veniils-^
a stronger portion of the mixture is entered into, the Uon.
candle is extinguished, but not in the very sudden
manner as before mentioned.
When a mine or forehead is driving in advance of
the other workings, and a discliarge of this air takes
plai-e, it very soon fills the whole mine, if the direction ofthe mine is in the line of level, and the mine is
rendered unworkable until a supply of fresh air is
brought to di'tplace it.
As the Aaine of a candle is a correct index of the
presence of this air, the miners have instant warning,
and stop their advancing any farther, till means are
used to drive it away. Comparatively few lives have
been lost by this gas. Tho<>e who have perished from
its effects, had generally gone amongst it without a
candle, and of course were insensilile of its presence,
till they dropped down from its deleterious effects on

the constitution^ When men are rendered senseless by
inhaling this air, they can be recovered if brought
quickly into good air, but if they remain any time in
it, all attempts to recover
them are ineffectual. It
must be remarked, however, that as the air of these
coal mines which abound with carbonic acid, has always a very considerable mixture of it through the
whole of the works, the air in this state is reckoned very salubrious, though mixeil with a great proportion of moisture.
The workmen who breathe it every
day are generally healthy, and it is reckoned a specific
in M>me coaaplaints, it being a commun practice to send
down children afected with the hooping cough to
breathe in it
The carburetted hydrogen is not found in all coal Carburet.
mines, and is seldom seen where the carbonic acid «< hydroabounds.
It has hitherto lieen fouml in the greatest B*"quantity in the coal-mines situated in the counties of
Northumberland, Uuriiam, Cumlierland, Staffordshire,
and Shropshire. And from inve»tigation we lind. that
it IS generally much mure abundant in coals which are
of a fine caking quality, and which have a bright
steel grained fracture, than in cubic coals of an open
burning kind, and the cubic open burning coats
yield s)>ontaneously in general more of this gas than
the splint coals.
To tiiese genersi cases there are,
hoitever, exceptions, some o( them very remarkable;
a few of which we shall now noti' c.
In the coal-fields of England and Wales, there are England
district* where this gas nbounds, and other districts an4 Wat**,
where it i* never seen not only so, but in some extended coal-fields it will be found very abundant upon
one range of the line of bearing, whereas upon the
other range none of it is to be seen, but abundance of
carbonic acid.
In Scotland the same genaral remarks are apptica- ScoUsnd.
ble, there being extensive distiwta where tiic inflammable air was never seen, and others where it is very
abundant.
In the numerous collieries situatetl upon
the north banks ofthe river Forth, it is only found in
one very limited district, and in only two districts
upon the south bankt of (he Forth. !n the very extensive coal-fields in the I^othians, Mnith from the city
whereas in the coalof Kdinburgh, it is uiikn jwn
fields around the city of Glasgow, and along the coast
of Ayr, it is found very abundant ; at the same time
there are coal-fiehls in that very extensive range,
but where it is not seen, the
where it never was seen
carbonic add abounds as before pientioaed.
;
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It

I

by some,

has been stated

that this gas has only
been found in mines which are wrought under the
level of the sea; it is admitted that it has been found
most abundant in such cases, but it abounds also in
districts much elevated above that level.
This air is either formed with the coal, or generated
afterwards, according to the opinions of different philosophers.
One thing is certain, that as soon as a
coal containing this air is wrought, the air exudes from
, every pore with a hissing sound ; if the coal is of close
texture, and when a cutter or open fissure is struck, it
comes off not only quickly, but with immense force,
and with a noise similar to the issuing of steam from
the safety valve of an engine boiler.
This violent issue of gas is named a blower ; and if by accident it is
ignited, its force is such, that it will act like an immense blow pipe, and set on fire the coal upon the
opposite side of the mine, and also at the mouth of
the blower. And there have been instances,' where, in
working a bed of coal under another coal, with seven
feet of argillaceous strata betwixt them, and when
the upper coal abounded with inflammable air, this
gas, from its elasticity, forced down the stratum seven
feet thick, although the mine was only four feet in
width. These facts clearly prove that this gas abounds
in coal, in a state highly compressed, and consequently

very

elastic.

From

this cause it

is

generally found

that the coals abounding with this gas are the easiest
to work.
It frequently happens that cutters and fissures in the
sand-stone, and other accompanying strata of coal,
yield this gas in great quantity ; but it is never once
doubted but that all this gas flows directly from beds
of coal. It has likewise been found uniformly in the
practice of mining, that in most cases this gas abounds
uncommon quantity when the miners approach a
great dislocation or slip of the strata, and the fissure of
the dislocation yields not only the gas in great quantity, but the issue will continue for years, and sometimes

m

during the whole working of the colliery. This circumstance is easily accounted for, because these dislocations extend from the surface of the rock, to depths
Hence a dislocation with an
hitherto impenetrable.
open fissure connects together every bed of coal to the
greatest depth, and gives vent to the inflammable air
of each, like a train connecting a number of magazines of inflammable matter together ; whereas in the
common fair lying coal-field, each body of coal is insulated from the other coals by strata which are frequently impervious both to air and to water. There
are instances of coal-fields, where in working the
coals in various beds, a particle of this gas was never
seen ; yet upon striking a slip or dislocation, it immediately issued, though seldom in such instances in any
great quantity.
It is farther to be remarked, that this gas is not only found formed, and pent up in the cavities and fissures
of the coal from which it flows freely, when these ca-

and

opened, but it appears to exist
also in the minute and invisible pores of the compact
body of the coal, especially in the caking coals, which
have a bright steel grained fracture ; besides which, it
is chemically combined with the substance of the coal,
which circumstances account, in some degree, for its
constant formation in particular cases. In proof of whicli,
we have to state, that after coals of the above description liave been exposed above ground to the action of
the atmospheric air, if a quantity of them are pounded
under water, gas will escape in considerable quantity ;
vities

fissures are

N

E.

is the carburetted hydrogen.
A singular Mines
^''^
circumstance has also occurred within these few years ;
when loading vessels with tliese coals, newly wrought, -^^"T^
and allowing them to fall into the vessels from a contiJ"'"'""
siderable height, gas has been produced in such quantity, tliat after the hatches were secured, and the ships
ready to proceed to sea, the gas has ignited at a caudle,
scorching the seamen, blowing up the decks, and greatly injuring the vessels.
When pillars of coal are forming below ground, for
the support of the superincumbent strata, much gas
flows from the fore-heads of the boards or rooms ; but
as soon as the pillars are formed, or the mass of coal
insulated from the main body of the whole wall, the
issue of gas from the pillars almost instantly ceases;
but when by misfortune, a creep or crush comes upon
the pillars by the enormous pressure of the strata, a
great flow of gas is produced from the pillars into the
waste, an effect which may be compared to the squeezing of water from a sponge.
The gas which exists in the coal in chemical combination, can only be driven off by actual burning in a
common fire, or by distillation, to which a high degree
of heat is applied, as in the manufacture of gas light.
All caking and open burning coals contain this gas
in very great quantity, yet there are very sing-ular anomalies regarding its combination with them.
From
what is before stated, the fine caking coals yield this
gas in greatest quantity in the course of mining ; but
when exposed to the air it retains the gas in larger proportion than the other kinds of coal, yet on distillation,
it yields less gas from a given weight of coal.
On the
other hand, the open burning coals, which generally
yield much less gas in mining, when exposed to the air
lose a great proportion of it, so much so, that afler a
twelvemonth's exposure they burn in a common fireplace with a dull flame, termed dead burning ; and in
place of forming a good coke or cinder, produce a
great quantity of ashes ; yet these open burning coals,
if kindled when wet from the mine, burn with a bright
vigorous flame, an intense heat, and form a good coke
The pitch coal, known by the names of
or cinder.
bottle, parrot, or cannel coal, yields little, if any, of this
gas in mining, whereas in distillation it gives a much
greater produce than any other of the coals, and is, on
this account, greatly preferred in the manufacture of
This gas being lighter than common air,
gas light.
always ascends to the roof or to the rise parts of the
collieiy, and where the dip is considerable, occupies the
forehead of the mine in a wedge form, as representWhere a is the in- Pt»T«
ed Fig. 16. Plate CCCXCIII.
flammable air, and b the common air, in this case a cccxcm.
candle will burn without danger, near the point c, next F'g- 16.
the roof, whereas, if it is advanced a few feet farther,
an explosion will insfmtly take place, it being well
known, that at the line where the two airs are in contact, they mix and form a fringe of air highly explode-

which gas

able.

When this gas abounds in the mines, and is mixed
in great proportion with the common air, the workmen
breathe it without suffering any inconvenience at the
time, and although they work amongst it for a succession of years, their health does not appear to be affected by it but if a miner enters amongst pure carburetted hydrogen, the instsuit he takes one inhalation he
drops down as if shot, and the whole living principles
;

and inst-.ntly suspended; those who
such an accident take place, were greatly
astonished at its instantaneous operation on the animal
are completely

have

s<-en
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effects are recovered, if carried

from these deleterious
immediately into good
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minerscut throughupon thesecondprt.whentheairpipes Mlnesol"
^''"''
are no longer of any use ; for it is a fact well known,
,
~
that the instant such communication is made, as repre- ~
sented in Plate CCCXC ill. Fig. 6, the air spontaneous- ^^^
ly descends the engine pit A, and passing through the
pig. e.
mine a, ascends in a constant current up the second pit
is of the temperature of
B.
The air in descentiing
the atmosphere, and in winter will freeze water from
the top to the bottom of the pit ; but its temperature
is incrciised in passing through the mine, and ascend»
When
the shaft B at a temperature greatly increased.
pits are of unequal depths, as represented in the Figure,
the current of air is very uniform, and in one direction.
If the second pit was of the same depth, and the bottom and mouth of each in the same level plane, the air
would nat remain stagnant as in an inverted syphon
filled with WDter, but would of its own accord circulate
down one pit and up another, not regularly in one direction, but would sometimes circulate the one way and
sometimes the otlier, according to the changes of temperature at the surface, modified by calms and strong
winds. There is in coal mines an internal heat, which. Tempers'
from the experiments we have made, varies from the lurc of coal
common average temperature of air, and springs of "'xs*
water at the surface oif the earth, to a temperature of
77** of Fahrenheit.
There are csues, where pits are
sunk, and communications made, without a circulation
being produced either by pipes or ventilation tubes {
and if at any time Uie air became dull at the forehead,,
it was invigorated by pouring a few puncheons uf waIf this was Air rag>
ter from the pit mouth down the pit.
not successful, there is a simple plan of carrying air glin.
from the pit bottom to the forehead of the mine, by
cutting a ragglin or trumpeting, as it is termed, in the _
side of the mine, •» represented in Fi^. 7, where A is „^"„_
the mine in the coal, and B the ragglin, which is from p^g, 7.
15 to 18 inches square. The coal serves as three sides
of an air pipe. The fourth side next the mine, is covered with thin deals made air tight, and nailed to
small props of wood fixed betwixt the top and liottom
of the lips of the ragglin. This is a mode very generally practised in running mines of communication, and
dip-head level mines, where carbonic acid abounds, or
when air is liable to become stagnant, and dilficult fur
the support of the light by which the mir^r works.
When a circulation is not effected by the ragglin or Veniils.
air pipes, which proceed from the volume of freih air i>nK lanat the bottom of the pit, the air is sometimes im. "<'*•
pellcd through them, by means of ventilating fanners, the tut^ from which is placed at the pit bottom, and the vanes or leaves of the fanners are impelled
with great velocity by means of a wheel and pinion
wrought by the band. In other cases, large bellows, si- BtUows.
milar to those used by smiths, with a very wide nozzle, are applied in the same manner as the Csnners.
These methods are only used aa a temporary resource,
when the mines have not to be carriatl to any gr *t
distance.
The circulation thus produced by proiielling, in place of educting the air, is very faint, and the
Trials have been made with the belpulses feeble.
lows, by inverting their common mode uf action ; that
By
is, by attaching the air pi|ie to their under valve.
this plan the air is educted, ami blown nut or dischargconceive this plan would lie very
ed nt the nozzle.
suitable fur sinking shallow pits or wells, where there
was no greit accumulation of carl>onic acid. The applicatio'iof the ventilating funners ill the snme mnnner, we
presume, in many cases would bean improvement, from
the great obstacles presented against the propelling of
'.

*"""'"

As

to the fonnation of these gases in coal,

many theo-

rie« have been liroiicht forward, but none of the condiuions are quite satisfactorj'.
It is the opinion oFmany, that the iron pyrites, which
abounds so much in many coals, is the cause of the
formation of carbiiretted hydrogen. The objection to
this opinion is, that atmocpheric air is not found issuing
from the coal, and when tne coal is opened up by mining, the pyrittfs !< found in its natural state without any
marks ot decomposition.
That the hydrofjen abounds already formed in the
it frequently happens,
coal, is proved by this fact
whni searching for coal by boriAg, that the instant the
boring-iron perforated the coal, the gas came off in
great quantity', and continued to do so for a long period. These issues of gas from a bore-hole, have been
ignited, and kept burning for months.
The proiluction of these gases, renders the system of
ol'coal mines, a chief point in the systhe
particularly where the inflammable air
tem
rfuwifu**, by which the lives of the workmen and the
pnwperity of the mining concern may be instantly de;

1

'.

'

..:.

»tro)-ed.

a long dissertation, and the most migive a clear view of the almost infinite
variety of cases connected with the accumulation of inflammable air in the mines of a colliery, and of the
plans and methcxls which have to be employed and varied for the ventilation, corresponding to each particular situation of the mines, the workings of which may
be cither u(>on a very extended, or very limited scale ;
nothint; short of a long tried experience is equal to the
task. The safety of the workmen depends in a great degree
upon the skill of the minin(^ engineer who conducts the
work. A high responsibility is attached to tlic charge ;
and there cannot be greater presumption than for any
roan, however intelligent and active regarding mining
concerns, where tliere is no iiiflsmmable air, to undertake the management of a colliery infested with it ; unless be has been regularly trained to the business, and
has, in the course of that practical education, seen
" the service" in all its intricate varieties. We shall endeavour to explain, in a manner as concise as pouible, a
few of the general plans of ventilation, beginning with
the most simple, and going on progressively to the most
It

nute

would require
detail, to

intricate.

The least dangerous

gas, and the most simple to mathe carlxinic add.
In many instances, the ventilation of such mines,
psirticularlj where the depth is not great, is conducted
with very little trouble, the practice being to work
them with a number of pits sunk in succession.
When an engine pit is sunk to the coal in the manner
before described, the only difficulty is to convey air to
the second pit from the liottom of the engine pit, which
is effected in several ways.
If an air pipe has been carried down the engine pit
for ventilation while sinking, additional pipes are conected with the upright pipe, and laid along the pavemrnt. or are attached to one of the comers of the mine
next the roof These pipes are lengthened as the mine
proceeds by which means the air at the forehead is
drawn up the pip«-«. nnd \U place is supplied by stmospheric air, w
.nilii the shaft in a constant equal
current, w li:i
.led by the draught of the furnace
at the pit mouth.
This operation is continued until the

nage by
C«boDie

"*^

Air pipes.

ventilation,

;

'

is

A

'

We
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air

through pipes, although a very strong force

is

ap-

plied.

Another of the simple tnethods pursued in ventilating mines which are level free, and where this pas
abounds, is to allow a small quantity of water at the
pit head, to fall freely down a pipe of a foot or eighteen
Water fall, inches diameter. This WMter carries down an astonishing quantity of air with it, and the water and air falling into a cistern at the bottom of the pit, the air separates from the water, and is by its accumulation and
elasticity propelle<l along the pipes below ground to the
forehead, or is allowed to diffuse itself freely along the
mines, and through the workings of the pit.
Air funnel.
Ventilntion u aUo produced in collieries upon a small
scale, by ph'cmg a horizontal funnel at the top of air
pipes elevated a considerable height above the pit
mnuth. The funnel turns round upon a pivot, by means
of a tail-piece moved by the wind, so as to present the
mouth of tile funnel always to receive the wind ; or a
circulation is produced by having fires of coal in iron
grates either at the bottom of an upcast pit, or suspended by a chain some fathoms down ; and we have seen,
on an emergency, when there was a breeze of wind, a
ventilation produced by placing an awning of canvas
in a perpendiciilar direction, and in a semicircular form
.
around the lee-side of the pit mouth ; the canvas being
suspended on temporary uprights of wood.
These are the ordinary methods generally practised
in collieries of a moilerate depth, where carbonic acid
abounds, or where there is an absolute want of air. In
such cases, the circulation of air through the wastes, and
along the wall faces is very easily managed, and with
very little expence, the air descending the enginepit, and ascending one to the rise.
In all coal-mines the circulation of air is regulated as
Staring
doors.
to its line of direction, by double doors, named maindoors or bearing doors. They act as air-valves, and cut
off a current of air, going in one direction, from joining
or mixing with a current of air proceeding in another.
These doors are placed upon the main roads and passages in the mine, and are of great importance in ventilation. Their mode of operation is represented in Fig.
PtATE
8. where
is the downcast, B the upcast pit, sunk tocccxciii.
Fig. 8.
wards the rise of the coal, and C the dip-head level. If
in this case the mines were wrought without any attention being paid to the circulation of the air, it would
descend the pit A, and proceed in a direct line up the
rise-mine to the pit B, where it would ascend, the consequence would be, that all the mines and boards to the
dip of the pit A, and lying on each side of the pits,
would have no circulation of air, or would be laid dead,
as it is termed. To obviate this, double doors are placed
in three of the mines adjoining the pit, viz. at a and b,
c and it, e andj; all of which open inwards to the pit
A. By this arrangement, the air being prevented from
passing directly from the pit
to the pit B, by the
c!»:ors a and A, it would have taken the next and nearest
direction by c, d, and e,J'; but the doors in these mines
prevt-nt this, it therefore must proceed downwards to
the dip-head level, where it will spread or divide, one
portion taking a course to the right, the other to the
left.
Upon arriving at the boards^ and h, it would naturally have ascended by them ; but this is prevented
by a building, or stopping, placed at ^ and /(.
By
means of these stoppings placed in the boards next the
dip-head level, the air can be carried to the right or left
hand for miles, if necessary, providing there is a train
or circle of communication of air from the pit A to B.
Suppose the boards i and k are open, the air will ascend

A

A

them, as shewn by the arrows; and, after being diflus- Mines sf
Coal.
ed through the workings, will again meet I'n a body at
a, and ascend the mine to the pit B, having combin- .^^"^y"^
'"'"**
ed with it the deleterious air which it found in its pas- ,•
sage.
Without double doors on each main passage, the
regular cii culation of the air would be constantlv interrupted and deranged ; for example, suppose the door c
removed, and only d remaining in the left-hand mine,
all the other doors remaining as they are, it is evident
that the instant the door d is opened, the air finding a
more direct passage in that direction, would ascend by
the nearest course /, to the pit B, and lay dead all the
other parts of the work, there being no longer any circulation.

Asthe passages upon which the doors are plac-

ed are the chief roads by which the workmen pass and

work ; and as the corves are also constantfrom morning to night, a single door, such
as d, would be so often shut and opened, that the ventilation would be rendered very languid.
The double
doors completely correct this fault ; for when men, or

re-pass to their
ly passing

horses with loaded corves, are proceeding to the pit
bottom A, the door d is opened, and as soon as they
pass, it is shut, so that they are in quiet or still air, contained betwixt the doors d and c, as c prevented the
air from changing its course while d was open ; when
d is thus shut, the door c is opened, when the men and
horses pass on to the pit-bottom at A, the door d preventing any change in th<- circulation ; while the door
c is open the men and horses, in returning from the pit,
observe the same rule, first opening the door next them,
then shutting it before they open and pass the other.
By understanding tliis mode of separating and disjoining air courses from each other, the continuance of this
separation in a working of any extent, will be easily
comprehended. When carbonic acid abounds, or when Stoppinfs.
the carburetted hydrogen is in very small quantity, the
air is conducted from the pit to the dip-head level, and,
by placing stoppings in the off-break of each room next
the level, it is carried to any distance along the diphead levels ; and the farthest room on each side being
left open, the air is allowed to diffuse itself through the
wastes, along the wall faces, and to ascend the upcast
pit, as represented in Fig. 13. Plate CCCXCI.; but il' Piate
it should happen that the air becomes stagnant along p"**;';
'^'
the wall faces, stoppings are put up through the workings in such a manner as to direct the main body of fresh
air to pass along the wall faces for the workmen, while
a partial portion of the air is allowed to pass through
tlie stoppings to prevent any accumulation of bad air in
the wastes.
In such cases as have been mentioned, the
stoppings are made in a very superficial manner, with
stones and rubbish, and frequently with rubbish alone,
there being no danger from an explosion taking place.
The mode of ventilation thus described is very simple,
and the consequences of any inattention or mistake, are
generally not of a very alarming nature, nor fatal to the
workmen, or very injurious to the interest of the concern.
But where the inflammable air abounds, as in
many of the districts in England, particularly in the
counties of Northumberland, Durham, and Cumberland, a very different field of action is presented to the
mining engineer. There a host of difficulties attend him
at every step, from the moment he breaks the ground for
the fitting, or winning of a colliery, to the day in which
Water, mud,
the last corve of coals ascends the pit.
and quick-sands oppose his progress in passing through
the alluvial cover ; and in the rock strata, beds of stone,
yielding vast quantities of water, have to be stopped by
cribbing or tubbing, and frequently much inflammable
;
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air iMues from the cutters of the rock aiid beds of coal,
which baa to be attended to and carried oS°for the safety

and no sooner is the coal-gained at the
which is the great object of all his labour?,
than an immediate and most carehil attention is requirof the workmen

VcatiU>

;

pit-bottoRi,

Uoa.

ed, to secure a circulation of air, there being instances
where the workmen dare not advance even six feet into

the whole wall, or solid coal, without having the circulation of fresh air brought within three feet of the forehead where he works. When this is considered, and
wfaen it is known that, in practice, the air is carried for
many milea in regular labyrinths through the wastes,
and along the distant and widely-extended wall-faces,
where every room requires its ventilation to l>e attended
to ; and as upon the correct ventilation, the lives of the
workmen, an'l prosperity of the mining concern depend,
aome faint idea may be formed of tlie important and
arduous duty of the mining engineers in theae districts,
and of tlie severe application at mind, and laborious
toil tliey incresaantly undergo, and patiently endure.
The chief and general plan practised by these enginwiScd
tit.
eers, in those very deep unI extensive collieries, to produce circitlatiun, is by means of rarifying the air at the
upcast ahat^ by a very large furnace pland either at the
t^arb<.ttain ofthatahaft. The Utter ia the bmt, and
generally preferred.
Another method is by exhauation, effected by an im*
Air pomp, jomat air pump, wrought by machinery
and, in ex;
treine cases, tne cascade, or water-fall, is reaorted to.
'^^ ''*" *''* furnace ia placed at the lop of a pit, it is
tanmem.
constructed according to what is represented in rUr "J
When it i* placecf u|xiii a v
Plate CCCXCI.
eenci.
or upon one of the divisions of a pit, the y.:
Wlf.3.
ia thus to be the upcaat ia made air-tight at top, by
placing strong btmtnns. or beams across it, at any convenient distance from the mouth upon which liuntuns
a close scaffolding of plank is laid, and, fur farther se'

;

curing

its

wrought

being air tight,
plastic clay.

moated over with welU
distance below the

it is

At a

little

•caffiMd, a paasage is previously cut, either in a sloping
direction, to connect tne current of air with the furnace,

or it is run horizontally, and communicates with the
ftimace by a perpendicular opening.
If there be any
obatacl e to the placing of the scaffold down in the pit,
the pit can be made air-tight at top, and an air tube of
brick carried along the surface to the furnace.
Theae
furnaces are made of a size corresponding to the extent
of ventilation to be carried on, and the chimneys are
'
ORistri
'rr round or «<juare, from
to 100 feet
in hei
n an inaide diameter of from f to 9 feet
at bottom,
•linchesortoSfeetdia'n**''" at thi
the height and diameter
at bottom. 1 Ucsc cJuiuntys, luving so great a taper, require only to be 9 inches thick, or one brick in length,
excepting a lining at the bottom of fire brick, where the
beat of the furnace acts with force.
Although the^e furnaces placed at the surface are »u11
used, vet ihry »re in n great degree luperseded by the
•nope <
ring a furnace .it the l>ottom
of th«more effectual than the forH»n, tliat the shaft through which the
"J*'.
••' ••<
if furnace at the top of the pit, is always
at the ordinary temperature ; from which cause, the in•tarit the furnace is not attended to. and allowed
to
grow languid, the circulation of air through the mines
grows languid in a concaponding degree, and conse.
qncntlT dangeroua, whercau, when the furnace is placed it the bottom of the pit, the shaft is heated through
*** '*!?'* length ; the CMtaeqnence of which is, that although the fnmacc ahould be n^lectcd, and grow lan-
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be quite extinguished Minss of
Caal.
for a considerable time, the circulation will continue to
be good, as the air in the upcast nit is rarified by the ventili-^
When furnaces ,;£,„_
heat remaining in the shatt walls.
were firn placed at the bottom of the pits, or at a little
distance under the roof of the coal, the smoke which
proceeded from them, and the air highly heated, rendered it impossible for the onsetters to work there,
'i'he consequence of which was, the pit in this aise was
of no use for drawing coals. Of late, this fault has
been obviated, by adopting an improved plan, as represented. Fig. 9. Plate tCCXCIIl. where a is the P'*f"
lower part of the upcast .«haft ; h the furnace built of "" g""
'^'
brick, arched at top, and the sides insulated or built
Betwixt
clear of the solid coal in which it is placed.
giiiil,

and although the

fire in it

the sides of the furnace wall and the coal, a small current of air constantly passes to the shaft, to prevent the
coal taking fire.
The furnace is wide, and open in
front, that the air may have a free passage over the
burning coals ; and the coals burn upon furnace bars,
having an ash pit below them similar to the construcThe furnace
tion of furnaces used for engine boilers.
is placed at any convenient distance from the pit botFrom the end of the farnoce
tom, such as forty yanls.
a mine is cut in a rising direction at c, and communicates with the shaft at d, at the distance of from 6
By this exto 10 fathoms from the bottom of the pit.
cellent arrangement, the furnace and furnace- keeper
The pit botare completely di5Joincd from the pit.
tom is not only free from all incumbrances, but is cool
and temperate ; and the shaft is at the same time as serviceable as any other for the drawing of coals.
As the
heated and vitiated air, with the smoke, are not only
very unpleasant and troublesome to the banksmen,
who work cloae to the pit mouth ; but as much machinery is so frequently employeil at a Newcastle pit having three or four divisions, with frequently one or two
large water drawing engines, with two coal-drawing
engine*, these clo«ely grouped together around a narrow pit mouth, nf>t only greatly obstruct the ascending and di-scending currents of air, but the force of
high winds has often had the effect of beating down
the ascending airrcnt of air, snd throwing the whole
circulation below ground into a languid, dead, and danKrous state. To obviate this, the following plans
ve bern succesafiilly adopted, as shewn in Fig. 10, Hig. la
which represents the top of a Newcastle coal pit. a Air tulws.
the upoatt shaft, with tne furnace at bottom ; b the
downcast shaft, by which the fresh atmospheric air descends ; d the brattice carried above the pit-mouth.
At a little distance lielnw the settle boards, a mine
e is carried to communicate with the surface from the
downcast shaft, over which a brick tube or chimney ia
built from 60 to 80 fert hiuh, trom <> to » feet diameter
at bottom, and friisn .5 to 5 feet diameter at top. Upon
the top of this rhimney a funnel, made of dej, is placed in a horizontal direction, which turns easily round,
being hung upon a pivot. The vane f, m.ide also of
deal, keeps the mouth always opposite to the direction
of the win<l. An arrangement, exactly similar in every
respect, is made at the upcast shaft a. with this difference, that the funnel is constructed to turn its mouth
in the direction of the wind.
From nn inspection of
the Figure, the effect of this arrangement will be seen,
so that a high wind rather aid* than injures the ventilation.

The principle of ventilation being thus obtained, the Double
next plan in opening up a colliery, and in driving all t>»sd.wijrs
advance mine* whatever, is the double mine, or double **""••
headivayt cturte, upon the simple yet very ingenioiu
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principles of which, the circulation of air and ventilation depend at the opening of a colliery.
The double headways course is represented in Plate
CCCXCIII.Fig.il. where a is tlie one heading, or
mine, and b the other. The heading a is immediately connected with the upcast side of the pit c, and tlie
heading b is connected with the downcast side of tiie
The pit is rendered completely air-tight by the
pit d.
division made of deals from top to bottom, named a
brattice wall, so that no air can pass tlirough the brattice from d to c, and the communication betwixt the two
currents of air is completely cut ofTby a stopping betwixt
the pit-bottom and the end of the first pillar; the pillar
or walls of coal, marked e, are named stenting walls
and the openings betwixt them are named walls, or
thirlings, the arrows show the direction of the air.
The headings a and b, are generally made about 9 feet
in width, the stenting walls 6 or 8 yards in thickness, and holed or thirled at such a distance as is
found most suitable for the state in which the air is.
The width of the thirlings is 5 feet. When the headings are set off from the pit- bottom, an opening is left
in the brattice at the end of the pillar next the pit,
through which the circulation betwixt the upcast and
downcast pits is carried on but as soon as the workmen cut through the first thirling, No. 1, the opening
in the brattice at the pit-bottom is shut, by wliich
means the air is instantly drawn by the power of t)ie
upcast shaft through that thirling, as represented by
the dotted arrow this evidently brings a direct stream
of fresh air close to the forehead where the workmen are. They then proceed with the two headings
a and b ; and as soon as they cut through the thirling
No. 2, a wall of brick and lime, four and a half inches
thick, is built across the thirling No. ], whicli building
is named a stopping ; tiiis being air-tight, forces the
whole circulation through the thirling No. 2. In this
manner the air is carried forward, and circulated always by the last made thirling nearest the forehead,
care being taken the instant a new thirling is made,
that the last thirling through which the air was circuIn the
lating be secured with an air-tight stopping.
figure, the stoppings are placed in the thirlings No. 1,
2, 3, 4, .), 6, and consequently the whole circulation
passes through tlie thirling No. 7, which is the nearest
From an into the foreheads of the headings u, b.
spection of this figure it is evident, that by this very
simple plan, a circulation of air may be carried to any
distance, and in any direction however various ; for instance, if, while the double headways course a 6 is gogoing forward, other double headways courses are required to be carried on at the same time on both sides
of the first headway, the same general principles Iiave
only to be attended to as shewn in Fig. 12, where
« is the upcast, and b the downcast pit. The air proceeds along the heading c, but is prevented from proceeding fartiier in that direction than the pillar d,
where it is obstructed by the double doors at e, it therefore proceeds in tlie direction of the arrows to the foreheads aif, and passing through the last t!iirling made
there, returns to the opposite side of the double doors,
then ascends the heading g to tlie foreheads at h, passes
through the last made thirling there, and descends the
heading i, until it is interrupted by the double doors
at h, the air then passes along the heading / to the foreheads at m, returns by the last made thirling there,
along the heading n, and lastly descends the heading
o, and ascends the upcast pit a, mixed with all the
impurities which it met with during its circulation
tliis figure or diagram is an epitome of the mode by
;
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the circulation of air is conducted
by means of a pit divided by a brattice wall only a few
inches tliick, die air which is descending the downcast
on one side of the brattice, at six o'clock in the morning has to circulate through a course of perhaps 35
mdes, and at six o'clock at night is only ascending by
the other side of the brattice, a division only about
seven inches in thickness. From this description of
the system of ventilation of coal mines it is evident
that the furnaces whicli are the immediate cause of the
circulation, require to be most particularly attended to,
and kept in constant regular action night and daj-, and
from year to year, during the existence of the colliery ;
any inattention to this duty, stagnates the circulation,
and places in extreme liazard the lives of the workmen
and the welfare of the colliery.
Upon considering the
principles explained in these figures, it is evident, that if
any number of boards are set off from any side of these
mines, either in a level, dip, or rise direction, the circulation may be extended to each forehead, upon the
principle of an ingoing current to each, and a returning
current from the same.
It requires particularly to be noticed, that although Pute
tlie circulation of iVesh air is thus carried forward to cccxci
Fig. 12.
tlie last made thirling next the foreheads
f, h, and m,
Fig. 12. and circulates through the thirling which is Brattices.
nearest to the face of every board and room, the discharge of inflammable air is frequently so great from
the solid coal, that tlie miners dare not proceed onwards above a few feet from the current of fresh air,
without the danger of being burnt from the gas igniting at their candles.
To secure against this accident,
temporary shifting brattices are used. They are made
of deal about three quarters of an inch thick, from three
to four feet broad, and about ten feet long, with cross
bars for binding the deals together, and a few finger
loops cut through them for the more expeditiously
Every collifting and placing them in exact position.
liery where inflammable air abounds, has a number of
those brattices ready for service, and a great store of
brattice deals for emergencies, when an explosion unfortunately takes place.
The manner of applying the temporary brattices is
represented in fig. 1 3, where the air circulates freely Fig. 13,
through the thirling a before the brattices are placed.
b and c are two lieadings, boards, or rooms, which are
Props
so full of inflammable air as to be unwoikable.
are placed near the upper end of the pillar e, betwixt
the roof and pavement, and about two feet clear of the
sides of the next pillar, so that the miner can pass along
betwixt the pillar side and the brattice.
The brattices are then fixed with nails to the props, and while
the lower edge of the one brattice rests on the pavement, the upper edge of the upper brattice is in contact with the roof, by which means any variation of
the height in the bed of coal is compensated by the
overlap of the brattices ; and as the boards advancCj
shifting brattices are laid close to and along side of the
The miner sets additional props in vhe same
first set.
parallel line with the former, and slides the brattices
forivard, in order that the air may circulate close to tlie
forehead where he is at work, the distance betwixt the
brattice and the foreliead being regulated by the issue
of inflammable gas and the velocity of the circulation
By
of the air rf (/ are the pro;, s, and / the brattices.
this arrangement tlie air is prevented from passing directly through the thiriiiig u, and is forced along the
riglit-hand side of the brattice, and sweeping the wall-
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face, or foi^ead, returns by the back of the brattice,
then passes through the thirling a; but is preverite<l
from returning in its former direction by the brattice
pUced in the forehead c, by which it ascends, and makes
In thi« manner
the return close to that forehead.
headways and boards are ventilated until another tl)ir>
ling is made at the upper part oi' the pillar, when the
thirling a is dosed by a brick stopping, and the brattice* ranored and carried forward for a similar operation.

P«»

If a blind pit or stapple has to be sunk from one coal
to another, or to regain a coal upon the otlier side of
a slip, the ingoing current of air must be carried to the
side of the pit, and conducted down one side of a brat-

which is lengthened progressively as the pit grows
deeper, and tlie circulation or return air passes up the
other side of the pit, by which the rubbish is drawn
up, the brattice is carried down dfise to the pavement,
after which the coal is opened up with double headways
courses in the manner as before described.
tice,

FiU mifwd
opward*.

BIowu»

have to be mined upwards, in which
case the inflainniable air, from its spedfic lightness,
kecpa always about the heads of the workmen. The
dicnlatioa is produced in this case by a brattice carried
ap the shaft to produce a current of ingoing and returning air, exactly the inverse of the above.
When blowers occur in the roof, and force down the
•trau, to aa to produce a Urge vaulted cavity, it is ne-

Sometimes

pits

oesaonr to sweep away the accu mul ated gaa, which
would not only lodge in the cavity, but would descend in an undilutcti state under the common roof
of the coal. The mode of doing this is represented.
Fig. 14. where a is the bed of coal, b the blower, c the
PtATK
CCCXCIII. cavity formed by the falling of the roof strata, </ is a
passing door, and e the brattice ; by thia plan the curFif. 14.
rent of air is carried close to the raof, anid constantly
sweep* away and dilutes the inflamaable air of the
blower as Cut a* it isaue*. The arrows shew the direction of the current ; were it not for this direction of the
ventilation, the accumulated gas would mis with the
current of common air, and produce an explodeable
mixture. The gas issuing from blowers is aometiroes
conducted in pipe* into other air courses, where the air
i» retaming to the upcast shaft, which prevents it troubling the miners, by contaminating the ingoing air,
Crouing
lliere is another plan in the syalam or ventilation,
lit coutMs.
which is, the craasing of air counet. tiwt ia, when in
dto
of ventilating a colliery, one air-course is
Jma^jbt forward at right angle* to another, and has to
paaa it, in order to produce ventilation in works upon
the odier side. This is effected in the manner represented in Fig. \5. where a is a main rood with
rig. IS.
an air-course, t>\er whidi the other air course 6 is to
The sides of the air-course is built with bricks,
pea*.
arched over and made air-tit'li' '>>><1 a mine is driven
in the roof strata, as represci
Figure. In some
case*, the roof of the air-coui
-ui over with plank
made air-tight : by this method, air-courses can be
made to cross and recross each other with great fadlity.
It has been found, from the practice of the moat
emiuent fii?:><«"r« that the*e air-course* thus contracted ihau;
neral six feet or at IcHt five feet on
the side, ;;...: ... iJiearea to be S6, or at least 25 square
feet, and that the general vclodty of the current oif air
through the works should be from tliree to four feet
per second, or about S^ milc-s per hour.
Air nrificd
Another method has also been brmight forward for
ri^ring the air in the opcast shaft, by means of steam
Pliroduced from a large boiler, such as is used for

pwgw
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Steam engines. The steam from the boiler is conducted in deal tubes, in jircference to iron pipes, on account
of deal being a very slow conductor of heat ; tliese pijies
are carried at least halfway down the pit, and the intention is, that the steam be made to issue from the
lower end of the tube as hot as possible. The steam,
immediately on coming in contact with the air, is con-

Mines or
ClMll

Vcniilatiun.

densed.
I'he caloric or latent heat is disengaged, heats
the air in the shaft, and produces a constant ascending
current, while the condensed steam falls in a shower to
the pit bottom.
This mo<le of producing an ascending
current of air has not the energy of the common furnace ; and although it allows tlie upcast shaft to be
used as a pit for drawing coals, the dropping of the
condensed steam keeps the shaft walls wet, which is
not only uncomfortable, but in some degree counteracts the power of tlie rarifying process.
It has frequently been suggestetl by men of sci- Air

and by mining engineers, that ventilation might
be produced, both (trong and eGTective, by propelling
a current of air down a shaft by means of large iron
cylinder bellows wrought by powerful machinery.
From every experiment yet made, this apjiears to be the
ence,

propti-

led incffcc.
tual.

least effective of all the plans

of ventilation.
the least advance is Exhaustion
made towards forming a vacuum, the remaining part or >ir cflccof the air instantly aciting by its great elasticity, produ- tuaL
cea an equilibrium through the mas* of air. \t is this
principle, brought into constant action by means of
neat applied to the ascending current of air, that the
before- mentioned systems of ventilation act.
An exhausting machine, which may be termed a Taylor's
Hydraulic Air Pump, lias been applied to the ventila- hydraulic
tion of mines, of a moderate extent, and where there sir pump.
was no dangerous quantity of inflammable air. It i)
the invention of Mr. John Taylor of Tavistock, in the
county of Devon, and has l>cen applied with complete
suoeea*.
The construction ia very simple, has very little fHction, and shews the ingenuity of the inventor.
It

is

well

known,

tliat

when

represented, in Fig. 1. Plate CCCXCIV. where PlATB
a large dstem, nearly filled with water, made of cccxciv.
wooden staves, hooi>ed with iron, circular, and from Fig. I.
six to eight feet in depth.
Through the bottom of this
veasd a pipe b passes from the mine to be ventilated,
and passing up through the water, is carried aliout a
foot above it.
I'pon the top of this pipe is an air-tight
valve, opening upwards.
Over this pipe, and within
the sides of the cistern, a cylinder of plate iron is placed, open at the bottom, but close at tne top, in which
top an air-tight valve is placed, also opening upwards.
This iron cylinder is made to move in a vertical direction, by guides or sliders, and its upper end is attached
to a lever, which is moved, either by a water-wheel or
a steam engine.
When the cylinder descends, the
valve c at tlie top of the pipe shuts, and the air contained in the cylinder opens the valve d in the cylinder
top, and escapes, but the instant the cylinder ascends
the valve d shuts, and the valve c opens, liy wliicli
means a ouantity of air, equal to the contents of the
cylinder alwve the surface of the water, is drawn from
the mine through the pipe b This rr|)ented exhauxtion
causes a regular nrculation of air throiit,'li the mine, to
supply the drculating current prcxluccnl by the working of the machine.
An exhausting machine of this
construction may be made from the smallest size to be
wrought by the hand, to any requisite sixe to be moved by machinery.
These are the general plans which have been put in
practice for the ventilatiua of collieries with h
It is

a

is

•
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Spedding'j
invention

and great
improve'
ment.

Distribution of tlie
air.

The

ventilation of coal-mines,

where inflammable

air

abounded, was conducted on the old principle of" ventilating only the fore-heads and wall- faces, where the
men were at work until the year 176O. The consequence of which was, that the process being irregular
and uncertain in its operation, the accidents from explosions were frequent and fatal.
To obviate these
misfortunes, the ingenious Mr. Charles Spedding, a
native of Cumberland, contrived and brought into
practice the present system of ventilation, that is, he
converted each room, board, or mine, as soon as it was
formed, into an air course ; by which means, he not
only ventilatetl the wall-faces where the miners wrought,
but also the whole extent of the old wastes. This was
a very great and important improvement, and the
mining interests of Great Britain have been highly benefited bj' it.
To the memory of Mr. Spedding every
tribute of respect is due.

The

general system, as to the distribution of the air,
down the downcast shaft, is to give the
first of it to the stables where the horses are kept, then
to the workmen in the foreheads, when the air, loaded with what mixtures it may have received, traverses
the old wastes ; and, lastly, passing over the furnace
with all the inflammable air found in its course, ascends
tlie upcast shaft, and is dissipated in the common

after passing

versing in the, direction of the arrows, would go direct- Mines of
'-o*'from the downcast pit a, to the upcast pit h, along
the mine q.
The consequence of which would be,
every mine antl room of the workings would be laid
dead, as it is termed, and be instantly filled with inflammable air, which, if not guarded against, would
either fire at the miner's candles, or at the furnace next
the upcast pit b.
In the same manner, a pai-tial stagnation in a district of the colliery, would be produced
by any of the common stoppings being removed or destroyed by accident, as the air will in that case always
take the nearest course to the upcast pit.
Main stoppings are made very secure, by strong additional buildings of stone, and they are made at different places, to
keep the main air courses entire, in the event of an explosion,
by means of these many lives have been
saved.
This system may be extended almost to any
distance from the pit-bottoms, provideil the quantity
ly

—

of fresh air which is circulating can sufficiently dilute
the inflammable air which issues from the mines, and
keep it under the firing point. In this manner, the air
ventilates first one pannel of work, and then others in
succession, the air passing from one pannel to another
tijrough the barrier or pannel walls, by means of mines,
as in Fig.

1.

Plate

CCCXCII. and may

either

be

single,

Plate

double, or triple coursing, according to the quantity cccxcil.
'^'
of gas in the mine.
Ventilating
If several coals are wrought in the same shaft, the
"

air.

Mr. Spedding's system is termed, " coursing the air ;"
and according to the abundance of the inflammable air
in the mines, the coursing is either conducted up one
room, and returned by the next alternately, through
the whole extent of the works ; or two or three rooms
are connected, so that the air passes up two or three
rooms, and returns by the same number alternately as
above mentioned.
This most ingenious system has been greatly improved by the mining engineers of the Newcastle and

'

Wliitehaven districts collectively ; and, in particular,
by Mr. Buddie before mentioned, who, in his report
upon the ventilation of coal-mines, has shewn in a very
clear and explicit manner, the result of an extensive
practice, the manner of applying the system effectually,
and of guarding those points when the greatest danger
is likely to arise.
Several of the following remarks
and examples are taken from that report.
The improved system of ventilation upon an extended scale, by which the current of air sweeps every corner of the workings, is represented. Fig. 2. Plate
Plate
CCCXCIV. where a is the downcast, and b the upcccxciv. cast shaft.
By following the course of the arrows, it
Fig. 2.
will be seen, that the air passes first along the two
tloursing
rooms c, d, liaving free access to each through the
the air.
walls, but is prevented from entering into the adjoining rooms bj' the stoppings whicli form the air courses
it sweeps the wall faces of the rooms c, d, and
makes a return down the rooms e, f, but is prevented
from proceeding farther in that direction, by tlie stoppings g, h it proceeds to the foreheads i, k, and single
courses all the rooms to tl»e foreheads /, m ; at this point
it would go directly to the upcast pit b, if it were not
prevented by the stopping «, this throws it again into
double coursing the rooms, until it arrives at o, when
it goes direct to the furnace, and ascends the shaft 6.
The lines across each other, represent the passing doors
and these may be substituted in any place for a passage where there is a stopping.
The stopping p, near
the bottom of the downcast shaft, is termed a main
•topping, because, if it was removed, the whole circulation would instantly cease, and the air, in place of tra.
:

;

ventilation is first completed in one coal, and from
thence is carried by means of stapples or blind pits
from one coal to another, it always bi-ing the study of
the mining engineer to give the first of the air to the
working fore- heads, and that it latterly traverses the
When, however, the flow of inflammable
old wastes.
air is too great, separate ventilations are made for each

'"'"^*

^"

coal.

In ventilating the very thick coal in Staffordshire, Stafford'*"*
is much inflammable air, less care and at- ^^^^^
tention are required than in the north of England collieries, the workings being very roomy, and the air

though there

The air is concourses of comparatively small extent.
ducted down one pit, carried along the main roads,
and distributed into the sides of work, as represented
narrow mine, named the air Fig.
in Plate CCCXCIII.
head, is carried in the upper part of the coal in the rib
In this instance
walls along one or more of the sides.
it is carried all around, and the air enters at the bolt hole
Lateral openings, named spouts, are made from the
e.

A

1.

air-head mine into the side of work, and the circulating current mixed with the gas in the workings enters
by the spouts, as represented by the arrows, and returns by the air head at g to the upcast pit.
When blowers are met with in the first of the air. Blowers,
by which all the gas which issues from a blower is
carried along the wall faces where the men are working,
so as to render their situation very dangerous, it is
necessary to reverse the course of the air, in order
that the issue of gas from the blower shall be diluted by the last of the air, and carried directly to the
upcast shaft. This is effected by applying the general
principles before laid down, and by removing the stoppings in one place of the air course, placing others in a
counteracting direction, and causing the one current of
air to cross the other by an arch, as before mentioned.

Sometimes these operations have to be performed at
When this
places at a great distance from each other.
is the case, and the engineer has, from the plan of the
colliery, laid

down with
men

to be pursued, the

precision the line of operation
are divided into parties, each

MINE.
having a petson of skill at their head. Their watches
are set to one time, and at an appointed minute one set
of stoppings is quickly driven down, ami new ones
built up, which have the effect of reversing the current of air without laying any part of the works
dead.
Diluting
Uicair.

When at any time the gas comes off suddenly, and
the air becomes foul at the foreheads, ready to explode,
if no immediate remedy is found to be effectual, the
working of the coal is suspended, and a flow of air it
allowed to pass directly from the fresh in-going current so as to mix with, and dilute the air highly charged withsas, before it comes in contact with the furnace. Tnia ia termed ikaUimg the air, otherwise the gas
would ignite at the furnace, and go back like a train
of gunpowder through the whole extent of the workings,
carrying destruction and devastation in every point
of its progr£5s. By skailing the air, time it given for
going forwsrd with water, and drowning the furnace,
as to insure safety, until plans are adopted for renWhen the furnace is exdering the ventilation safe.
tinguished, and the inflammable air continues to fill the
works, the only effectual remedy is the cascade, which
b produced by working the steam-engine, which draws
the water frooi the mine*, and allowing the whole of
the water to fall down the pit, which has such power in
« «le*cmt of 600 feet in carrying air with it, that it
Ibroea a sufficient current through every part of the
work. By these means the ventilation is corrected,
and again put into its usual train.
In collieriea which have lieen wrought for a conaiderable tin>e,particularly where there are Koavea, creepa,
or cmabed waate*. the inflammable air u much influenced by the atat* of th« atmoaphcre. In the above
CMe, when the baMOKtar ia lew, or about 29°. the ga«
iaaoe* from every crevice of the old works, and incommodes and endangers the miners ver^ much. For this
reason, the state of the banxncter u examined erery
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aptly applied to it, as " The pestilence which walketh in ttinct oT
'''"'•
darkness, and destruction which wasteth at noon^
day."
VenlilaTo describe the catastrophe attending an explosion tioo.
of an extensive coal-mine, would require the pen of an
able writer, guided by one who has been present at
such a scene ; but some faint idea may be formed from
shall suppose a mine
the following description
of great depth, perhap'i from 100 to l;iO fithoms, Cataslropbe
with the workings extended to a great distance, the attending
machinery complete in all ita parts, the mining opera- "." 'M''o'""''
tions under a regular and rigid discipline, with raiU
stoppings,
parsing
ways in every direction ; the
doors,
brattices, and the whole economy of the mine so arranged, that every part of the work is performed like a wellregulated machine. To see a mine of this extent at full
work is a scene of spirited animation, and of wonderful
industry ; the " sound of the hammer" is heard in every
quarter, and the numerous carriages, loaded and unloaded, passing to and from the wall-faces to the pit
bottom, are seen driving and thundering along in every
direction.
At each door a little boy, named a trapper,
is placed to open and shut it.
Erery one is at his po^t;
added to which, there is a degree of cheerfulness pervadinf the whole scene, which could scarcely be ex>
pected in a place of so aombre an aspect. While the
work is thus going forward, it lias but too frequently
happened, that, fVom some unforeseen cause, part of the
ventilation has become stagnant, or laid dead, as it ia
termed, by which a great body of inflammable air ia
gathered into one place, or the sudden opening of a
blower has produced the same effect, the certain
conaequcnce of which is, that the unsuspecting miner
enters it with his candle ; ignition takes place ; " sud,

— We

den

as the spark from smitten steel,'' the whole extent
of the mine in that direction becomes one blaze of
light and flame from roof to pavement, in which the
miners are enveloped. It hangs for a few seconds;
morning.
then from the evolution of immense volumes of gases,
with much heat, this pestilence begins to move with
It would require volumes to describe the infinite variety of circumsunces connected with the system of the violence of a tornado, and with the noise of thunWhere inflammable air abounds, they der, directing its course always in the nearest direction
ventilation
vary with the state of the atmoapbere, the abundance of to the upcast shaft. Its power is awful and irresistible.
the gas, and, in a great degree with the length which Whatever obstructs its course ia swept onward like
the air traversea. All that can be stated here are ge- amoke before the wind. The stoppings are burst, the
nera] principles.
doors are shivered to a thousand pieces ; while the
In the manner now described, the ventilation of col- unfortunate miners and boys who are within its range,
lieries has been carried on progressively to an astoniafawith the horses, carriages, cor%'es, and coalii, are swept
tag extent, from the year 1760 (when Mr. Spedding'a along with inconceivable velocity ; and when a pillar
important improvement in ventilattoo was brought obstructs the direct course of the current, they are dasivfi-rward. ) to the year 1 8 1
betwixt thcat periods, not- ed against it, and there lie mingled in one common
withstandini; the well ordered regularity and complete mass of ruin, desolation, and death, as if they had been
8uu of Titem which had lieen introduced in coal mining, by blown from an immense mortar against a wall Others
vrntnaiiofi the mining engineers of Northumberland, Durham,
are carried direct to the shaft, and are citlier buried
hum 1760 and Cumberland, and also notwithstanding their very there amidst the wreck, or are blown up and over the
lolSli.
active and unwearied attention, living out of the pit mouth
.So powerful is the blast, that even in the
world, and devoted to the hazardous dutiex of their sta- shaft it frequently tears the brattice walls to pieces,
tion, yet. in(!rpendently of these circumsUnces, exploblows the corves, which are hanging in the shaft,
rions fr(i|uently, nsy almost daily, took place, and csas hi/h into the air .is the ropes will allow them ; and
tastrophr', the mrwt melancholy which have occurred
not unfrequently the ponderous pulley wheels are
in civil life, were the consequences.
Year after year blown off the pit- head frame, and carried to a consU
p assed a««r, and every year a<lded greatly to the derable distance in the midst of a thick cloud of coala
list of ncttma carried away by this faUl pestilence.
and coal-dust brought from the mine by the volcanic
Being in ita nature sulrtle and invisible, and when at the eruption, which absolutely shakes the solid mass of
point of ignition still capable of supporting animal earth that confines it.
Tbe diut rises to a great
life, ami flame, it lurks like an asaassin, and
height, and sometimes obscures the light of the sun in
strikes
ile.irfly when least suspected.
The elegant and figu- the vicinity of the pit. No sooner is this part of the
rative lanfniage of the Sacred .Scriptures may be most
catastrophe over, and an awful silence produced, than
.".
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iack draught commences, by the descent of air
the shaft to replace the air of the mine as it cools.
Every part of the mine is filled with the most deleterious airs, particularly azote and carbonic acid, the result of combustion. Those miners, who were in the direct line of the explosion, have their fate quickly sealed.
Others who are not in the direct current are dreadfully
But though the greater number of the miners
burnt.
are at a distance from either of these calamities, yet
their fate is perhaps the most severe. They hear the explosion they know well the certain consequences of it
every one thinks of his personal safety ; and the great
All the lights are
object is to reach the pit bottom.
generally extinguished, and they have to pursue their
a darkness rendered terdreary path in awful darkness,
rible by the combination of uncommon circumstances.
Some of them have been known to make most providential escapes, after clambering over fallen roofs, and the
wreck where their fellow workmen lay entombed
but others, deviating from the direct course in the confusion of the scene, wander anxiously onward, dreading every moment to meet the returning pestilential
At last they feel its power, and knowing the cerair.
tainty of their fate, they cease to struggle with what is
irresistible ; they resign their hopes ; fall down in a
reclining posture ; nature is soon exhausted, and they
sink in death as if asleep Such is the fate of the hardy
and industrious miners, who venture their lives every
day for the comfort of others ; and such, frequently, is
the misfortune, which. In a moment, comes like a whirlwind upon the best arranged mining concerns, after the
and the most unremitting
, most laborious exertions,
anxious concern of the mining engineers. The labours
and plans of years are in an instant destroyed.
Sad and melancholy as the scene described is, perhaps it is the least part of the melancholy picture. From
the general arrangements of collieries, it is found a matter of economy and conveniency to have the workmen's
houses, where their families reside, near to the pits.
The consequence of this is, that the instant an explosion takes place, the alarm is general, and the wives and
reliitions of those who are in the mine rush to the pitmouth in a state of distraction, where a heart-rending
scene takes place,
a scene which may be imagined,
but cannot be described. All the violent effects of sudden grief are the consequence. They look to the horrible pit where those who are most dear to them are
entombed, and who but a few hours ago had left
them in health and vigour, with the hope of returning happy to their homes.
In such a case the mining engineers have a severe
and an imperious duty to perform. The pit, where
they must descend, is either rendered dangerous by the
wreck of loose timber torn away by the erruption, or
the air is in a pestilential state ; and, what is still more
alarming, part of the coal may have taken fire from the
explosion, or a blower may be ignited ; either of which
would produce repeated and violent explosions the instant the gas accumulated to that point so as to come in
contact with the fire. Such a case is not unfrequent,
and against this no human skill can guard. This fearful case, with the others before mentioned, is probably
combined. All these have to be encountered by the
engineer and his assistants. The hope of saving some
of the workmen from death, and the ardent entreaties
of the agonized relations, place tlie consideration of
personal safety out of the question.
On descending to the bottom of the pit, it is perhaps
tlie
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difficulty the mine can be entered, owing to -Alines of
Co "'the wreck ; if the descending current of air is good,
part of the wreck is cleared away.
The engineer then •^"TX""'
considers what are the best immediate plans to pur,ig^_
sue, arising from his experience, and an accurate knowledge, not only of the general situation of the workings, but of the direct lines of the air courses, so that
he may in the shortest time restore the ventilation, and,
if possible, relieve the miners who may yet be alive.

with great

Having formed his plans, he states them to his assistants, and hears any improvements they may suggest
a great quantity of prop-wood and brattice deals are
sent down, and they enter the mine as far as the air
will allow them ; care being taken to have :t with
them every step as they proceed, and in particular before leaving the shaft, "they see that the brattice of it is
air-tight ; for if any openings are in it, the air would
pass directly through it and ascend to the bank.
As the violence of the explosion destroys many of the
stoppings, and almost every door upon the air-courses,
the whole circulation is laid dead, and the fresh air will
of course take the most direct course through the first
opening to the upcast shaft. All these must be re«
placed as they proceed forward with the air ; and tliis
work being in general executed with astonishing quickness, many lives are frequently saved.
As soon as the ventilation is restored by these tem«
porary brattices, the stoppings and doors are replaced
in a substantial manner, and the workings are resumed with all their former vigour and activity, as if

no misfortune had ever happened. From what is stated, and from an inspection of Fig. 2. Plate CCCXCI \'. Plate
it is evident, that the stability of the main stopping p, cccxciv.
'^'
is an important point, on which account it is counterforted by strong walls of stone ; and if stones are easily procured in the mine,

it is of great service to counof the stoppings as can conveniently be
done, so as to resist the explosive force of the fire, and
give a greater facility in recovering the ventilation in
the promptest manner.
The oversmen and deputies
who are employed in this service shew a wonderful
Ihey will
dexterity in placing temporary brattices.
work in the dark, with the wreck of one destruction
around them, and threatened every, moment to be
overwhelmed in another, in which the hope of saving
a fellow- workman from ileath gives tlie most lively energy to their actions ; and if they think that a
bold effort will save life, they will rush without fear
into the midst of pestilential air, and grapple with
'I'he mining engineers are alwa3s at the head
death.
of this service, and as they, with their assistants, frequently push forward in the dark, they are exposed to
the deleterious effects of the gases, and it is no uncommon thing for those who take the lead, to drop down
lifeless, while those who are in the rear seize tliem by
the feet and draw them back into better air, yet no
sooner are they re- animated, than the same generous
impulse acts in its full force, and they make the same
attempt again and again, till nature is exhausted.
need scarcely add, that many fall 3 sacrifice to the
ardour of their generous exertions.
When it is ascertained that fire exists in the wastes, Co.il on fire
either by the burning of the small dusty coal which and mode
lies along the roads, or tliat the solid coal is on fire, of .^''f '"-.
from the ignition of a blower, the descent into the mine gn's'^ng 'tis rendered tenfold more hazardous, as a moment's safety cannot be depended on, for if the discharge of gas
is great, it rapidly accumulates, and the instant it

terfort as
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reaches the place where the fire is, an explosion^ again
takes place, and that repeatedly as long as the causes
There have been instances of this kind where
exist.
the moat violent explosions have taken place, regularly
within the space of an hour, and continuing to do so
for thirty-six hours, each eruption vomiting out
of the pit mouth like a volcano. In' such cases, no
toon dare attempt to go down, as his destruction would
As the case i^ desperate, desperate
be inevitable.
TCmedies must be applied, which are either, to moat up
all the pits and exclude the air, or if this is not practicalile, the colliery must be laid in and drowned, by al-

lowing

water below ground to accumulate

tlie

;

and to

aid the common growth, the tubbing in ttie shaft is
tapped, and all the body of water from that quarter
when the lire is extingui»hcd, the culliery
tent down
is refitted in the usual manner.
When fire exists in the waste, with less apparent haxard of life, the mining engineers, with their assistants,
desceiul with portable fire-extinguisliing engines. These
are placed as near the burning matter as possible, and
by playing upon it, the fire is speedily extinguishecL
It frequently happens, howerer, that altliuiigh they see
the fire before them, the state otxhe air prevents them
from approaching near enough to allow the engines to
play with effect. To remedy this, Mr. Buddie, with
that ingenuity for whirh he is so conspicuous, conceiir which is produced by
ved, tlwt the coiicu.t be eficctive in extinthe discharge of art!!'
guishing fire, wl
!iut be approached with the
CBcinea.
He ;.>
v had •mail cainions nuide,
ana by charging l]i<:m with powder only, and approachiog aa near the fire aa poMfltle. he has «iircceded in
\.
blowing out flame by repeatedly I'
This
nrinciple baa been prrTposed lately
juisliing
:

.

nouses which ar<'
Such is an ou;

misfortunea incident to coalengineers and workincn employed
where inflammable air abounds.
Aatleijf to
In the manner before deactibcd, and v
PJ^^ *»• fortunes of a leaacr or (frealer degree, wtr.
of Great Britain carried on, every one struggling against
the direful mvngps of the inflanunable air ; but it baffled the skill of the most experienced engineers, and all
the precautions of their moat nnwearicu diligmce and
ansMMU attention.
The general qnestion and anxioua inquffica were, Can no remedy be devised to
avert these awful adamitirs, to deliver an industrioas daaa of society ttora such desolating catastrophes i Many plans were pn^toaed, but tli«y were
Dr. Trot- altogether inapplicable.
The first person who steppc<I
l«c'f plan.
forward, a number of years ago, and wrote upon the
subject, was Dr. Tri.ttcr of Newcastle. He published a
pamphlet,
>lproposed to neutralise the carburetted li}'.i; ^-..
soon as it appeared in the mine,
by chemical agents. Every praise is due to him, for his
' to revery humane intentions, and earnest eiid""
medy an evil so great But although tli
-.he
brought forward were consonant with b<<....i. .....luaophy, and were practicable upon a small scale, they
were totally inaj^licable to the extended workings of a
coal-mine, where there were excavations of many hund»«d acres, and where the issue nC gas was not only
moaaaant, but in great abundance ; hence the principle
was not only ina^ilicable in a general point of view,
but the expenee of the neutralixing substances must
bave been so great, even had the prindple been applic».
anioea,

and to
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render tlie plan aUogether out of tlie question.
After Dr. Trotter's pamphlet, nothing p.irticular appeared for years upon this important subject, the inin- ^^J[^
ing engineers therefore applied their whole skill and jjon.
energies in producing a circulation by the means before mentioned, particularly upon the principles of rarefaction and exhaustion by fire.
In some cases, fish, which, in the incipient stage of Expedient!
*"
putrefaction, give a strong pliosphoric light, had been 'f'' ''*.*"
""ners.
' *
miner
in
vtry
to
the
dangerous
tried to give light
cases ; and the light produced by the collision of
flint and steel was uiiivers-illy emplo}-e<l when candles
could not be used without producing an explosion.
The machine for producing this light is nametl a steel
mill, which will be particularly noticed afterwards.
Philosophers proposed the various kinds of pliosphorus, but th<>se were altogether insufficient for the
purpose. When tried in the mines tliey only produced
a most melancholy light, and ratlier tended to render the " darkness visible :" In the meun time tlic mines
were extended, and the melancholy catastrophes constantly increased. At last an explosion and catastrophe Dreidrul
took place at Fellingcolliery , near Gateshead, in tlie coun- explosion
ty of Durham, about a mile and n half distant from New. • Felling
castle, more dreadful and meLuidiolv in their conse- ''"'""Tquence* than any which had ever taken place in the
This colliery was working
collieries of Great Britain.
with great vigour, and under a most regular system,
Ixitli as to the mining operations and ventilation ; the
latter was effected by a furnace and air-tube placed upon
a rise pit on elevated ground soutli from the turnpike road leading to Sunderland. l°l:c depth of the
winning was above J 00 fatliunis ; twenty- fi\ e acres of
cool
excavated, and such wus the execution
ofv.
!rom one pit they were dr-iwingat the
rate of IJOO tons of coal weekly.
Upon the 25tli
Mav, 1812, the night-shift was rclievctl by the day.
shift of miners at eleven o'clock forenoon, one hundred
and twenty-one persons were in the mine, nnd had
taken their sevenl jilacos, when, at half-j
:i
i^
o'clock, the gas fired, and produced a most x:
explosion, which alarmed all the neighbouring viiij^cs.
" The subterraneous fire broke forth with two heavy
discharset fi-om the dip-pit, and these were iiisLintly
followed by one fhiro the rise-pit. A slight trembling,
as from an eartliquake, was felt for about half ii mile
around the cullier}-, and the noise of the explosion,
though dull, was heutl at from tlu-ee to four miles disImmense quantities of dust and small coal actance.
companied these blasts, and rorc high into tlie air, in
The heaviest part of the
tiie form of an invcrtetl cone.
ejected matter, such as corves, wood, and small coal,
fell near the pits, but the dust, bom away by a strong
west wind, fell in a continued shower to the distance uf
a mile and a half from the pit.
In the adjoining viU
lage of Hewortli it cause<l a darkness like tJiat ofeorlv
twilight, and coveretl tlie roads so thickly, that the ('outsteps of passengers were imprinted in it.
The heads of
both slian-frames were blown off, their sides set on fire,
and their pulleys shattered in pieces. The coal-dust
ejected from the rise-pit into the horizontal jwirt of the
ventilating tube was aliout three inches thick, and soon
burnt to a cinder ; pieces of burning coal driven off
the solid stratum of the mine were alao blown np tltis
ble, as to

'

:

sliafl."

Such were the fearful and volcanic effects in the mine
and atmo^liere ; but we have yet to state the result of
4
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the melancholy catastrophe as regarding the unfortunate miners.
Of the 121 persons in the mine, at the
time of the explosion, only 32 were drawn up the pit
alive ; and of these, three die<l within a few hours after
tlie accident.
Thus were no less than 92 persons killed
in an instant by this desolating pestilence.
The scene
at the pit-mouth cannot be described.
The viewer, with his assistants, instantly descended,
in the face oK the most imminent danger, eager to save,
if possible, any of the workmen ; but the mine was
found to be on fire, and they durst not proceed.
In
consequence of this fire, another explosion took place,
and no alternative was left but to shut up the pits, and
extinguish the fire, which was accordingly done.
The
pits we;-e, after a considerable time, again opened, but
it was the 19th day of September before the complete
ventilation was restored, and the last of the bodies of
those who had perished was found ; a period of 117 days
from the day on which the accident took place. A minute account of this accident was published by the Rev.
John Hodgson, the worthy pastor of He worth ; who,
upon this melancholy occasion, attended most assiduously, and performed the most painful duties amongst
his suffering people.
From his account of the misfortune, the particulars above stated are taken.
This fatal misfortune at Felling roused the minds of
every one connected with coal-mines, in order to find,
if possible, a remedy for preventing such catastrophes.
It appears that Dr. William Reid Clanny, of SunIlr, Clannj's safety derland, who, from his medical profession, had frequentlamps.
ly to attend at the neighbouring collieries, wlien the
workmen were hurt by the explosions of the gas, had, in
the year 1813, turned liis attention to the construction
of a lamp which would burn amongst inflammable air,
and, though an explosion might take place in the lamp,
would not communicate flame to the external suiTounding air. This he accomplished bj' means of an airtight lamp with a glass front, the flame of which was
supported by blowing air from a pair of small bellows
througli a stratum of water in the bottom of the lamp,
while tlie heated air passed through water by a recurved tube at top. By this process, the air within the
lamp was completely insulated from the external air;
and it appears that this was the first lamp that ever was
taken into a body of inflammable air in a coal-mine at
the exploding point, without producing an explosion
Dr. Clanny made another
of the surrounding gas.
lamp upon an improved plan, by introducing into it the
steam of water produced from a small vessel at the top
of the lamp, heated by the flame. For these inventions
the Doctor twice received the thanks of " The Society
for preventing accidents in Coal-Mines ;" and he also received the silver, and afterwards the gold medal from
the Society of Arts in London.
Although these lamps,
invented by Dr. Clanny, were upon philosophical principles, displayed much ingenuity, and were absolutely
safety-lamps for mines, yet their construction prevented
them from being generally used. Nevertheless Dr. Clanny deserves every piaise for his labours and very zealous
Safetyexertions in the cause of humanity.
It appears that
lamps of
Sir H. Da- nothing farther was attempted in this important matter,
vy, Mr.
until the accident at Felling colliery, as before noticed,
Stevenson
when Sir Humphry Davy, Mr. James Stevenson, enand Dr.
gineer, Killingworth colliery, Newcastle, and 'Dr. John
JMurray.
Murray of Ednil)urgli, brought forward safety-lamps,
in the year 1816', each constructed upon different prin«

E.

Sir Humphry Davy's lamp was made of fine Mines ef
Conl.
iron wire gauze, without any glass ; that of Mr. Ste^"""/-"'^
venson's was made of a strong glass cylinder, havmg a
metal plate at top, and another at bottom, perforated
with very small holes to permit the air to pass to and

of
Coal.

ciples.

and that of Dr. Murray was a glass
lamp, or rather lanthorn, to which good atmospheric air
was brought by means of a long leather pipe from the
Of these. Dr. Murray's lamp was not apair-course.
plicable but in a very few cases ; the lamps of Sir Humphry Davy and Mr. Stevenson were both complete safety-lamps in their principle, and are applied in practice
from the lamp

,

'

;

Humphry Davy is decidedly the best,
generally used in Great Britain. Having no glass,
it is not easily injured, and
suffic.ent light for the
miner passes through the wire gauze. To each of
these gentlemen the world is highly indebted, and in
particular the mining interest of great Britain, for their
individual exertions.
The safety-lamp of Sir Humphry Davy was instant,
ly tried, and approved of by Mr Buddie, and the principal mining engineers at Newcastle.
No one was
more zealous to prove its safety, and introduce it into
the mines, than the Rev. John Hodgson, of Heworth,
He descended the mines, enterbefore mentioned.
ed amongst the inflammable air, and fully satisfied
himself of its absolute safety, in order that he might
induce the miners of his parish to use it, half of whom
he had seen so lately swept away by the dreadful explosion before narratetl.
The invention of this lamp has produced a new era Xen- era
The steel mills in mining,
in the coal-mining of Great Britain.
were very expensive, and in certain cases produced explosions, whereas the safety-lamp can be carried without danger amongst inflammable gas ready to explode;
and although the wire becomes red-hot, an explosion
of the gas will take place inside of the lamp, without
communicating inflammation to the external gas. While
we very much admire the great ingenuity of the highly celebrated inventor, we are not less astonished at
For
the uncommon simplicity of the construction.
farther particulars regarding this important discovery,
but that of Sir

and

is

see the article

Safety Lamp.

air in coal-mines, from Test of the
the earliest time of mining, until the discovery of the "'r ''7 i''^
°^ *
safety-lamp, were judged of by the appearance presented
J*"""^
candie.
by the flame of a candle, and this test must, in many cirWhen there is only a want
cumstances, be still used.
of air, or the air is partially vitiated by a small quantity
of carbonic acid, or by the perspiration and breath of the
workmen, the candle bums with a very dull flame, the
tallow ceases to be melted in the cup formed around
In
the wick, and the flame is gradually extinguished.
this case the candle may be kept burning, by inclining
it less or more towards a horizontal direction, which
has the effect of melting the tallow witli the edge of the
By this method the candle is kept burning, but
flame.
tlie waste is great, as sometimes more than the half of

The

state

and purity of the

'

the tallow drops to the ground unconsumed ; an oil
is therefore preferable in such a case, as it will keep
burning where a candle would be extinguished. When
the carbonic acid abounds, no management will make
either the candle or lamp burn. In such a case the mine
is unworkable, and must remain so, till a circulation of
good air is brought forward. The candles used by colliers in the mines are generally small, with a -.•cry
small wick, as these are found to produce a more dis-
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tinct flatus th.in cnndlM of a lar^ size, with a thick
The size generally used is at the rate of 20 in
wick.
the j>ound weight; but when inflamm.ilileair abound*,

produce ignition ;
ment of the hands or body
the experienced miner, in this case, slowly and cautiously lowers his candle to the pavement, and then, turning

thuy are uut thicker than a common black lead pencil,
there being from 40 to (iO of them in tlie pound.
In trviiig the quality of the air by the flame of a
candle, the candle ia trimmed by taking off the coal or
tnuS* from the vrick, so as to produce a clear, distinct,
•nd steady burning flame. It a candle is thus prepared
and looke<l at in common air, a distinct well defined
cone of flame is seen, of a fine sky-blue at the bottom
next the wick, and of a bright yellow from thence to
the apex of the cone ; which cone of flame is vesicular,
and not a full body of burning matter as it appears to
the eye.
Besides this appearance, there is another
surrounding the cone, whicn the brightness of the flame
This may be seen
Ere\'ent< the eye from discerning.
y placing one of the hand.« expanded as a screen betwixt the eyes and the candle, and at the distance of
about an inch, so that the least point of the apex of the
ydlow flame be seen and no more. By this .irrangement a top. as the miners term it, will be distinctly
otMenred close to the apex of Uie yellow flame, from an
This top i*
eif^th to a quarter of an inch in length.
of a yelluwish brown colour, and like a misty haxe.
This liaze is not only seen fm the tnp, but it extends
downwards and surrounds the flame fully half way,
ab«mt a twentieth of an inch in thickness ; here it asMBIM a violet colour, which passes into • beautiful blue
the bottom next the wick.
I'he test of the state of
the air in mine*, or " trying the candle," as practised
by miners, depends entirely upon the appearance this
vapour or base assumes as to siiape and colour at the
top of the flame. The top hat distinct and <liflerent
appearances when burning in atmoapheric air. carbonic acid, asote, or carburetted hydrogen, with many
variations and modiflcations, according to the abundance of any of these gases or their mixtures.
U'ben asote, or caroonic acid gas abounds, the top
is freqnently an inch or two in length, of a decided
brown colour, ami the flame shortens and bums dimly.
If thcae gases abound, the flame goea out, and the
minera retire.
No sudden catastrophe arises from
Uieae gases in the ordinary ooorae of worinng mines ; it
ia the carinirettcd hydrogen which require* the utmost
attention and circumspection.
When inflammable air isnuppoaed totxitt in considerable quantity, the miner trana hi* candle and p roceed*
with cautious step, holdiil^ the ondle with the left hand
and screening the flame with the other ; as this gaa floata
in the upper part of the mine next the roof, he hoMt
the candle as low a« he can, and, keeping his eye fixed
Ml the lop, advances. If the gas is in very small quantity, he reaches the forehead withmit observing any
material change upon the top.
But if ufioii advancing
beAte mentioned, the top begins to elongate and a*Miao abhiiah-gtey colour, the miner is instantly on hia
guard, advances with additional caution ; and, if the top
begins to spire, he kneels on one knee, and, holding
the candle near the pavement, gradnallv raises it up,
and observes the change which takes piaoe on the top
as itamueches the roof.
If the gas is abundant, the
flame amigMea into a sharp spire, and also the top.
It is in general reckoned dangerous when the top
changes from the blni-h grey to a fine blue colour, accompanied '
inous points, which pa«s rapidly upwai.
flame and top.
When tlie
•ymptoros are very evidently dangerous, a sudden niove>

round, makes his retreat slowly, or slips up his hand and
extinguishes theflaine.
if the miner ventures too far,
and approaches the bo<l}- of gas at the exploding mixture, the tup rapidly elongates, and the flame of the
candle rises in a sharp spire several inches in length,
when in an instant the whole surrounding gas is in a
blaze, an explosion ensues, and the extent of the de«
stnictive ravage* depends upon the quantity of the

t

M

1

is liable to

This " trying the candle" requires caution, and great
experience, particularly in not advancing too far with
strong igniting symptoms upon the flame, where the
lives of so many men, and the prosperity of the colliery,
are at (take. No precise rule can be laid down which may
be universally depended ujion ; all that can be stated
here are genwal facts. Almost every colliery. al\er having been wrought for some time, gives a peculiar top
to the candle ; so that while in one coUierv ai> explosion
will take place with a top less than an incli long, in another colliery th< top will be two inches long, and the
air considerably under the igniting point.
These diflerence* depend upon wtcral circumstances.
If the gas
ha* not run through a long course of ventilation, and is
free from mixtures of air, it will ignite with a very short
top ; while, on the other hand, the gas which has run
through a ventilation of 20 or SO miles, will bear a long
top without the least danger.
From this it is evident, that a wall- tried experience, and thorough
practical knowledge, can be the only guide* in thoe

Formerly, when the air in a colliery was at the exploding point, and no thorough ventilation could be
produced, it became necessary to carry forward the colliery by means of other light than that of a lamp or
candle.
This was effected by the collision of flint and
•teel. produced by an inatrument named a steel mill.
It is composed of a small (Vame of iron with a wheel
and pinion, which produce a quick motion of a disk of
steel placed vertically, against the periphery of which
a piece of flint is held.
i his machine pn)duccd siiflicieiit light to guide the miner in \\u o)KTHti<>ns ; but it
was very expensive, ns every workni.nn required a perThis light was
son named a miller, to give him light
safe in comparison with that of the candle, when the
air wa* dangerous
yet, in particular cases, explosion*
have taken place (rom it ; and although the kteel mill
is now happily *u]>er»etled by the safety lamp, the trial
of the candle miixt in many case* be resorted to, particularly in sudden emergencies, arising from the inflammable air coming suddenly off while a collieiy is
working with cnndles, and judged perfectly safe. It
is for thi.H reason the detailed account is given, such
test being le** or more resorted to in many cuHieries
every day, though it ought never to be trie<l in dangerou* caaes on any account whatever, except from absolute
necessity, a* safety lamps can be used with great exPrevipedition, and w*th the most complete security.
ous to the invention nf the lamp, the whole mines of
extensive colli'
l)cen carrie<l on with no other
light but that
by steel ini!!<. n* no candle
^cing an ex*
could be taken into the mines wit
>t'a* attendplosion.
I'his mode of working tl
ed with nn uncommon cxpence, great inconveniency,
niul imminent danger.
I'his shews also the high value of the safety lamp in an economical point of view.
;
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Working
under dipcoals.

I

Having stated, in the preceding part of this treatise, the manner of woriiing coals to the rise of the

we have now

plans
which have been adopted for working coals a dipping of, and deeper than the engine-pit bottom. This
has become an important point in colliery operations,
and has been greatly improved within these last twenty years.
In the early periods of coal-mining, and when the
running of day levels and sinking of pits were attended with great loss of time, and uncommon expence, the
working of coals under dip of the day-level and engine
The first plan
pit bottom was a common operation.
resorted to, was running a downset mine in the coal,
and carrying the water either out in pails by men, or
by placing dams across the mine of about a foot or fifteen inches deep at regular distances, so that the water was laved with scoops from the dip-head, and from
dam to dam, until it reached the pit bottom, or day-

engine-pit shaft,

to

state

the

level.

The next improvement was to raise the water by
means of sloping hand-pumps from one dam to another,
which slope-pumps had long wind-bores corresponding
to the dip of the coal and range of the atmospheric preswith several valves to retain the water in the windbores in case of leakage when the pumps were not going, or pumps were placed in small pits, and the water
carried in spouts from the top of one pump to the bottom of the next, until it reached the engine-pit, or daylevel.
This last plan was improved, by laying a working barrel with a long wind-bore at the bottom of the
downset mine, having a smooth rod working through a
collar, at the top of the working barrel.
At one side
of which, near the top, a kneed pipe is attached, and
from it pipes are carried to the point of deliver)', either at the engine-pit bottom, or day-level, as represented in Plate CCCXCIV. Fig. 3.
The spears are
wrought sometimes by rods connected with the machinery at the surface, in which case, if the spears
are of great length, they are either suspended from
swing or pendulum rods, or move on friction rollers.
But as the action of the spears, running with great velocity the full length of the engine stroke, very soon
tore every thing to pieces, the motion of the spears below ground is reduced from 6 or 8 feet, the stroke of
the engine to about 15 inches
and the speed in the
pump is produced by the centering of a beam, and
the attachment of the spears to it, as represented in
Plate CCCXCIV. Fig. 4, where a is the working barrel, b the beam centered at c, having an arc head and
martingale sinking-chain. The spears d are attached
by a strong bolt, which passes through the beam ; and
there are several holes, by means of which the stroke
in the pumps can be made longer or shorter as necessity may require.
strong iron quadrant, or wheel, at
the pit-bottom, regulates the movement of tlie spears.
In level free coals, these pumps can be wrought by a
water wheel placed near the bottom of the pit ; which
wheel is moved by water descending the shaft, and is
discharged by the day-level.
have also seen a water-wheel used in the same manner, where the engine
had great command of the water ; and the wheel was
moved either by water descending from the sides of the
pit, or by water first pumped up by the engine, and allowed to discharge from the side of the pumps upon
the wheel. The coals were brought up also by the
aame means. When water is very inconsiderable in
these under- dip works^ it is raised sometimes by a comsure,

Platb
CCCXCIV.
Fig. 3.

;

Fig. 4.
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forcing engine, such as is used fcjr extinguishing
but of a small size ; or by forcing pumps, wrought
one or two men with a fly wheel and pinion, the

fires,

by
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shaft having two cranks which work two small reciun^cr'jfpprocating iron beams connected witli two pump barrels, coals.

These machines have a spherical

air vessel attached, in

order to keep the water in constant flow, which is a
great relief to the workmen, as they have not the »*
inertia: to overcome every stroke or revolution of the
fly-wheel.
But the greatest

improvement for working under-dip Improved
has been brought forward by the Newcastle en- P'""gineers.
Their plan is to run a mine a dipping of the
engine-pit in such direction of the dip as may be most
suitable ; and both water and coals are brought up the
rise of the coal by means of high pressure engines,
which work with a power of from 30 to 50 pounds
upon the square inch. These machines are quite under
coal,

as much power is produced in little
space, they are the most applicable for under -ground

command, and

work. An excavation is made for them in the strata
above the coal, and the air used for the furnace under the
the returned air after ventilating the mines,
is conducted in a room or board to the rise,
until it is discharged into the upcast shaft, where it
quickly rises to the pit top. In the dip mine a double
tram road is laid, so that while a number of loaded
corves are ascending, an equal number of empty ones
are descending ; and although this improvement has
only been brought forward within these few years, under-dip workings have been already executed very nearly an English mile under-dip of the engine-pit bottom,
by means of three of these high pressure engines placed
Hence we
at equal distances in the under-dip mine.
conclude, that there is no limitation to this mode of
working ; and in place of contemplating tiie sinking of
pits of excessive depth upon the dip of the coal, at
an almost overwhelming expence, ws are of opinion
that much of the uuder-dip coal will now be wrought
by means of the present engine pits. These great im-^
provements in coal-mining are to be seen in full action
in the Newcastle district, where coals are not only
wrought under dip, and under the river Tyne, but
where in an engine-pit of 115 fathoms in depth coals
are now working under dip of the engine pit bottom
above 1600 yards, and fuUy 80 fathoms of perpendicuThere are
lar depth more than the bottom of the pit.
instances, where coals may be thus wrought fi'om the
dead crop and a dipping, by means of machinery placed at the crop, without cross cutting the strata by a
pit, which in many situations would be a great saving,
where the water and sand beds render it very difficult
to pass through, and where the expence is great,
see no physiamounting to above £100 per fathom.
cal objection to the carrying on of this system of under-dip working almost to any extent, provided the
air can be circulated in abundance ; and we think this
can be accomplished equally well in this system as by
boiler,

the

is

smoke

We

the other.
Besides these plans of working under-dip coals, there
are several others in common practice.
If an engine pit is sunk to a particular coal, found
at any given depth, all the other coals of the coal-field
both above and below the coal sunk to, can be drained
and wrought to the same depth, by driving a level
cross-cut mine, both to the dip and rise, until all the
coals are intersected, as represented in Plate CCCXCIV. Piatk
is the engine-pit bottom reaching the S,?*^**^^'
Fig. 5, where

A
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;

and

b,c, d, e,f, coal* lyiirg

above the coal a

;

the coals which lie below it g, h,i ; k is tlie fareheiKl
of the cTO*s-cut mine intersecting all the lower coals;
and / tiie other forehead of the mine intersecting all tlie

(lip-

upper

coal*.

coals.

An

additional breast of coals, as in the above case,
obiaiuetl, by sinking the engine-pit deeper, and
running level cross-cut mines, as above mentioned. But

may be
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is placed from the sump ai F to
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and the pump-spears
the height of the trough at
;
are connected with the coal-drawing engine at the
Working
mouth of the pit. Hence all the growth of water in under dfpthe pit is conducted into the trough upon the top of coalt,
the pipes, and into it aL>o the water from the pumps is
delivered.
The water by its own gravity ascends the
pipes from F to the engine-pit bottom at C, where it
u drawn to the surface by the main engine.
The foregoing plans for working under dip coals,
Of these plans
are such as are in general practice.
there are many modincations and combinations, to suit
the particular situation of a colliery.
In prosecuting the workings of under-dip coals, it
requires caution not to carry the rooms or boards
through upon tlie level or dip-head mine of the first
winning, as in this case all the water of that winning

growth of the water,

G

accomplished, if the water is heathe plan is to connect the
wind-bore of the lower set of pumps with a kneed
pipe, and make a lodgment fur the water in the coal
to the dip of the engine- pit bottom ; to the dip hand
of which tail pipes are laid from the kneed pipe, as .•«presented in Plate CCCXC IV. Fig. 6, where the knee
of the pipes re»ts on a strong bunton. By this plnn no
water deacends the shaft while sinking. The additionwould descend to the under-dip works and drown
al depth is represented by the dotted lines ; and the
This caution is particularly necessary when
double horisoDUl dotte<l hne* represent the cross-cut them.
approaching the dip-head levels of a level free coal,
mines for the coals a dipping.
Another plan of working a coal under dip of the en- for, if not attended to, the water of the level free coal,
gine-pit bottom, is by means of what is termed an in- in place of going out by the day level, would go down
verted s}7)hon, known also by the name of a drowned upon the engine a dipping and overpower it ; in all
or blind level, as reprewnted in Fig. 7, where A is an such cases strong bamers of coal ought to be lef\ upon
engine pit sunk to Um coal B, and C is a coal 10 fa- the dip-side of the dip-head levels, not only to keep
thmns deeper, and dipping; 1 in 12. The pit is sunk the water up, but to resist any crush or sit in the coal,
which would have the eOect of letting down the water
to the coal C, and a mine is run in that coal a dipping
Thu also.
to the distance of I SO fathoms to the point D.
In the working of cual mines, serious interruptions laicrrup.
distance is found by multiplying the distance betwixt
the two coaU by the dip, viz. lOx 12=120.
Wbilcthe oocaaionally take place, even with every precaution in tiont in
is driving, a similar m:nr !4 driven in the cool
the management.
These interruptions are, chief- mining.
mine
tioii of the mine
B immediately above, and in
'y.
id D.
CDtothepomt E, above t
From E
I St, Creepa.
to 1) a blind pit is tunk, or one or more bore* are put
Sd, Crusoe*, thrusts, or sits.
down, by which all the water found in the coal from B
Sd, The coal taking fire.
to E descends, so that when the water r.K% to the top
4(h, Water in extra i|uintity.
of the blind pit at E, it discharges into the engine-pit
creep is occasioned from the pavement being very Occpu
sump at C. By this operation, a new breast of coal is soft, and the pillars of small area, co that they sink
laid dry, of 1 20 fathoms in breatlth, and the whole
into the pavement and produce a movement in all the
lengtli of tlie coal-field.
The same eSect would have superincumbent strata. If once the creep begins, it is
been obtained, by running a stone mine, or cross cut in almost impossible to prevent it uverruning nil the
the direction of the dotted line CE ; but the first opera- workings.
If the sofl pavement is thin, it will only
tion being in coal, the expence is almost notiiing in comheave up a little, and no great injury will arise to the
parison with what tlie crots cut mine would cost ; and
works ; but if the pillars are very weak, they are liait' a greater breast of cool was necessarv, undcr-dip opeble to give way and produce a crush.
When the
ratioos wou'd commence at E, and tile water toereof •oft pavement is of con^iderable thickness, the pillars
»-. .I-Kvpred into the blind piL This second portion of
sink very much, until the upheaved n.ivemetit meets
coal wotdd req'ure to have pump* from E a
the roof, and shuts up the workings altogether. This
I*
and tfaeae could be wrought by any of the misfortune is generally rectified by driving mines
fore mentioned.
through the creep to the whole coal wall, and then
.\j.oibcr method of gaining under-dip coal, where
opening up the works anew. From the improved syspits are not deep or very expensive, is to run a mine
tem of mining introduced at Newcastle, the pillars in
in the coal to any distance n-dipping, as from C to F;
the creep are frequently wrought by taking away the
then to begin a pit H upon the surface, so as to be upheaved pavement. This operation has been greatly
directly above the forehead F.
As soon as the pit is facilitated since the introduction of tlie safety lamps.
secured to the rock-head through the alluvial cover, a The only effectual plan for preventing creeps, is to
bore is put down to the mine at F ; by this means all
work the mines widi narrow boards, and very large
the water found in the pit descends through the bore,
pillars, which is no loss, as all the pillar* can be got
and ascends the mine to the bottom of the enfine-pit out afterwards.
at C ; by this method the pit is sunk to the depth G
A crush is produced in gener.il by the pillars being Criuhct.
without being troubled with water.
being on a left too small to resist the weight of the superincumlevel witli C, the water or growth of the pit must then
bent strata; or it i* produced sometimes where the
either be drawn up the pit
or the pit A, until the pillars are abundantly strong, but where the strata in
pit
is sunk to the coal at F.
.\ set of pipes is then
the roof are very soft, and composed of argillaceous
laid along the pavement of the coal from C to F, and
earth or fire-clay ; this kind of roof breaks along the
carried up from the pit-bottom a few feet higher than
side of the pillars, and falls down, after which the
O; there a trough is placed on the top of them. (ire-clay above the heads of the pillars crumbles, from
A Mt of pampi, of a diameter corresponding to the the pressure and exposure to the air, and a crush *ii>
.

this plan is not easily
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in the pit.
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Crushes are prevented by keepinpr the pillars
large ; and where the roofs are bad, the boards must
be very narrow. When a crush commences, it is almost impossible to prevent it overrunning all the work,
except it is resisted by a barrier of coal, or by stronger
pillars in another district of the work.
In wastes of
very great extent, the progress of a crush is sometimes stopped by cutting out a line of pillars betwixt
the crush and the wall-faces, so that when the crush
comes to the void, the superincumbent strata break
down from the waste to the surface. When a crush
overruns the whole work, the superincumbent strata
break over at the wall-faces.
When this happens,
the works have to be opened up anew, by cutting
roads and making air-courses through the crushed
•waste.
When creeps and crushes are extensive, they
derange the whole economy of the work, by destroying all the roads and air-courses ; and the re-establishment of the works is attended with uncommon hazard, labour, and expense.
The improved plan of
working the mines in pannel-work, as brought into
practice by Mr. Buddie, is highly beneficial in preventing creeps or crushes, and if they do take place in
one pannel of work, the pannel-walls act as complete barriers against their extending to the other pansues.

nels.

When the pillars of a colliery are to be wrought by
taking a part of every pillar, it sometimes happens
that the remaining portions of the pillars resist the
weight of the superincumbent strata for a considerable
In this case there have been instances 'of the
time.
weak pillars giving way in a moment, without warning, and forcing the air of the waste up the shafts with
inconceivable force ; a case attended with imminent
danger to the workmen.
Fire in the

mines.

Coal-mines take fire either from explosions of inflammable air or spontaneous ignition, occasioned by
the decomposition of pyrites amongst the rubbish of
The method adopted for extinguishing
the mine.
such fire, when occasioned by inflammable air, has
been already mentioned when treating of ventilation.
In coals liable to spontaneous ignition, the effectual
plan of prevention is, to allow none of the small coal
and rubbish to remain in the wastes but if this cannot be done, the old wastes should be insulated from
the new works, by buildings betwixt the surrounding
pillars, to prevent the access of air to the rubbish.
When wastes containing this kind of rubbish take fire
to any considerable extent, the application of water
for though it may in some dehas very little effect
gree extinguish the fire at that particular spot, it greatly promotes ignition amongst the adjoining rubbish,
by bringing on a more rapid decomposition of the py;

;

The remedy

common

practice is to build off
the burning waste with air-tight walls, and prevent
all access of air.
Though these remedies generally
rites.

in

prevent the fire from spreading farther, a very slow
combusiion frequently goes on for many years in the
ignited wastes. There have been instances of this kind
of fire continuing for near a century. When coals
which are free of pyrites take fire by accident, if they
cannot be extinguished by any of the methods before
mentioned, the last resort is to allow the wastes to fill
with water until the fire is extinguished. This method cannot be applied in coals liable to spontaneous
ignition, for as soon as the water is drawn from the
wastes, this ignition would take place through the
whole extent of the works.

In prosecuting the workings of a colliery, the ordi- Mines ol
Coal,
nary growth of water which is pumped up by the enginc is sometimes suddenly increased from fissures in ""^ ""^
the str-ita communicating with great bodies of water. ,(„'*""'''
Such additional feeder.-, are measured as to quantity „,inipg b.
every day, in order to find if they abate or not. If water,
they do not abate, and the engine is unable to draw
this additional quantity, more machinery must be put
on to keep the mine dry but if this cannot be effected, and the growth of water b" so great as to threaten
the ruin of the colliery, this extra growth is frequently kept back by placing strong dams of wood in the Dams,
mines leaJing to the district from whence the water
issues.
This may be done where there is a strong
barrier wall, and a few narrow mines through it
but
it is altogether impracticable along an extended line of
pillars.
These dams are made of very dry fir logs,
about six feet in length, each log being dressed smooth
and square with a plane.
seat is cut in the mine,
where the dam will lie most secure, the inner head
next the water being wider than the other end. In
order the more effectually to resist the pressure, each
log is dressed to this bevel, and the sole of the dam is
laid with a bed of o.^kum before the logs are laid down,
;

;

A

a strong cast iron pipe of size sufficient to let a man
pass through, is placed in the dam, whicii pipe is of a
conical shape, the wide end being towards the inside,
the whole space is then filled up with logs.
The outer
and inner heads of the dam are then wedged in a regular manner, in lines parallel to the joints of the logs,
with very thin dry fir wedges, and that until no more
"wedges can be driven.
The men for wedging the inner head, pass and repass through the iron pipe ; and
the last of these, when the wedging is completed, draws
after him a wooden plug, which shuts up the iron pipe,
I'his
and prevents the water from passing through.
plug is longer than the dam, so that a piece of it projects beyond the lower end, by which it is drawn tight
into the pipe, and then made perfectly tight b3' wedgIf more dams than one have to be put in, the
ing.
iron pipe is only necessary for the dam which is to be
Dams of this kind will resist almost any
last wedged.
pressure of water; but if the roof or pavement is bad,
particularly the latter, there have been instances of the
water, from its excessive pressure, passing through the
strata under the dam, and blowing up the pavement at
the lower end of it, by which the colliery has been instantly ruined, and the lives of the men put in imminent hazard ; the same accident is liahle to happen by
the water passing under the barrier walls, or bursting
it where thin.
It is not found expedient, where there is
great pressure, to form these dams in the boards or
rooms, the width being too great mines of about six feet
wide are preferred. Water has by this plan been kept
back under a pressure of 130 fathoms. Plate CCCXC IV. Plate
Fig. 9. represents the plan of a dam in a narrow%mine, cccxctv.
Fig. 10. represents a I'ig».9>l
for resisting a great pressure.
plan of a dam placed in a room or board, where the
:

pressure is much less.
In cases where the communication from an extra
feeder of water to the engine pit-bottom is through a
staple or blind pit. such water is prevented from descending to the workings, either by a very strong water-tight scaffolding, made of timber, supported by diagonal stays from the sides of the pit below, or a stone
arch may be thrown in the pit, and covered with a
thick moating of clay ; these are generally placed at a
bed of the strata which is impervious to water.

:
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In coUicrie* where water is thns kept back with
'"*'
so heavy a pressure, the (greatest caution is required
"'^^t"'^ in conducting the adjoining workings, in not apof

proaching

t<fo

near, the danger being so imminently

Working of
The workinff of mines of limestone and ironstone is
nmattut. conducted on the same principles as those of coal. The
greater P'Vt of the limestones of Great Britain are
«i«Ni|Hit open cast, similar to a freestone quarry When
thnr «(e wrought under cover, it is always with post
and stall ; and, if the roof is good, the pillars are very
small, and themines very wide. The general system of
working is the same as that of coal on tne simplest form,
little attention being required for ventilation.
Working of
Ironstone is sometimes wrought open-cast ; and in
in>n*toac.
hill districts where it abounds, as in Wales, the plan of
:

damming and husshing is employed, that is, collections
of water are made above the open-casts, and the water
from above is allowed to pass through them, which
carries down both the ironstone ana the argOIaceous
clay in which it is embedded ; when the water ceases to
run, the ironstone is gathered at the bottom of the
slope. When ironstone is found in the strata immediately above a coal, the practice is to work the coal first,
ifin the post and stall system afWwards to take down
the roofs of the rooms and thirlings, and pick out the
ironstone. In this way none of the ironstone above the
pillars of coal can be got ; but if the common roofstone comes down in great quantity-, the wastes can be
so built up as to allow both the pillars of coal and the
ironstone above them to be taken away.
Ironstones in
the roof of coals sometimes render the coal easily
wrought in the Shropshire style, both the coal and ironstone being wraoght at once, while the roof-ktones fill
•pthe waste, andserTe as gobbing, so that none of the
coal is required for that purpose.
Much ironstone is
wrought in the solids, that is, simply a/ an ironstone
mine, and as the ironsttme is in bands and balls of a
few inches thick, much of the argillaceous schistus in
which it is embedded has to be wrought, in order
to give the men room. In this case the Shropshire ityle
is universally adopted ; but as the ironstone taken out,
bears so small a proportion to the waste which is formed,
a great part of the waste stuff has to be brought out of
the mine to the surface, there not being stowage for it
below ; this stuff covers !>o much ground, that it forms
a great objection to the working of ironstone under
raluable land. When it happens that a coal is working
in the post and stall system, a few fathoms either above
or below the ironstone mine, a cross-cut mine is sometimes run from the ironstone workings to those of the
coal through this fTo«».cut the waste stuff is carried,
rosi pillars, by which means
and stowed up Ik
rs can easily be wrought out,
the greater part I'
which is a great advaiit^c.
The mo»t extensive collieries in Great Britain are
;

*

:

'

rarrying

•mU

to

arkci.

wrought for sea sale, and are frequently situated at the
distaatx of several miles from the place of shipping,
to which the coals are conducted in waggons upon castWaggons of various dimensi«<ns have
iron railways.
been adopted, containing from 10 cwt to 3 tens. When
the waggons contain a great weight, the rails require
to be very strong, and are of course expensive. From
15 to 30 cwt. is pcrhsn^ the most suitable for colliery
rail-ways in gen
:i the declination
from tJue
collierv to the il.
,
„ ^ ace is moderate, one horse
can take down 8 waggons at a time, each waggon containing a t4>n weight of ooals^, and return with the nop*
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Where

Mints of
great declivities occur, inclined plane
machines are used, by which the full waggons, in descending, pull up the empty ones; if steep ascents occur ^"Y""'
betwixt the colliery and the shipping place, the waggons
are taken up by means of a steam-engine placed at the
top of the bank. This is attended with considerable extra
expence, and it is only at collieries where a great quantity of coal is to be vended that this expence can be
repaid.
Upoa some rail-ways, high pressure travelling Tr«»eiling
engines have been adopted for taking down the coals, engines.
and with very great effect, particularly by Mr. James

Killingworth colliery. New.
at Leeds.
The former
has made great improvements, both in the construction
of the engines and rail- ways.
By Mr. Blenkensop's
plan, teeth arc cast on the side of the rail, by which
means, with a toothed wheel, the engine can draw the
waggons up a declivity of considerable steepness. One
of Wese engines can draw from .30 to 50 tons at a time.
For the particular construction of rail- ways -and travelling engines, see tJie article Rail-w.vy.
The dividing of great coal into separate kinds, term- nivijioa of
ed great coal, chews, and small coal, is a ver\- bad coiIj arier
system : the best mode for the mine ninatcr .nncf con- they .ire
sumer is to have only two kinds, vii. household coal "fo"**".
and oilm ; the houaebold coals being composed of Isu^e
cools, and of a siae downwards to about an inch, separated from the culm by a harp, or by a riddle, which is
preferable. This correct practice is to be seen in all the
collieries of the Glasgow district in Scotland ; by it the
greatest economy is produced, not only in respect of the
coal, in a given* rea, protlucing the greatest quantity of
marketable cools ; but the open burning coals, when free
fVom culm, are the best fitted fur every general purpose ;
whereas tlv r"'— ran be afforded at a very cheap rate
for steani'
iime-bnming, salt, and brick-making, it bt'ii.^ <.i M known that when culm is mixed with
the round coal, it retards the burning in an uncommon
degree. I'he great cool system, where tlirec sizes are
made, is attended with much loss of coal, and greatly
enhances the price of what is termed great coals, these
l>eiiig gencraliy 30 per cent, dearer than the chews,
wliile, at the same time, they must be broken down to
the size of chews by the consumer, before they can be
put into the fire. Tnis shews how very detrimental this
Stevenson, engineer at

castle,

and by Mr. Dlenkensop

'

kyhtctn

is.

At Newcastle, where

the coals arc of a rich caking Ruinous

and where every particle of them is of equd
a very bad system has been introduced, of 8e|ui-

quality,

syncin of
dividing
value,
rating the smaller part of the coal from the other, "" !***"
"*'•
by nK-ans oTskreens or harps. The small coal forms'**
excellent smithy coal, very nt for glass-making, and in-

deed far almost any purpose. This se|).inition of the
small coal arose from the violent competition of the
coal owners in the London market, in order to give tlie
coals a better appearance. The system was very easily
introduced, but it has now extended to such a degree,
that it seems to carry ruin with it as to the economy
of the coal-fieldK in the north of EngUiid, for the fine
cools thus separ itrrl rnnnfit he- sold ; the consequence is,
that at every c
y .iccumulate to such n degree,
that they are (•:
« eil to take fire by spontaneous
ignition, or are actually set on fire in order to clear the
ground of them. It i$the burning of this kindof coul
which .astonishes all strangers who ap|)r<>acli Newcastle
at niflit. rroiii the innumerable bright blazes seen in
c\er\
The waste and destruction of coal by
this 5; ...... ...Il extended now to such on uncommon

3b

M
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estimated that, upon the collieries of
^^Co»\.
jjjg j^o rivers Tyne and Wear, not less than 500,000
^^^'"^'^
tons, or rather more than half a million of tons, are
thus destroyed every year. This is a lamentable waste
of our coal-mines, and the cause of deep regret,
not only to those concerned in the mines, but to every
one who views the evil in its proper light; particularly
when it is considered, that the mines at Newcastle have
now reached the depth of 200 fathoms, and that the
capital required for one colliery establishment amounts
from £ 50,000 to £ 100,000. The coal-fields of Great
Britain are, no doubt, of great extent, and tlie quantity
of coal remaining to be wrought almost beyond calcuAllation ; but they have a limit, and are exhaustible.
though the coal-fields are indeed of great extent, the
increased depth of the Newcastle pits, and the immense
capitals now required for colliery establishments, demonstrate in the clearest manner, that, as to that district, its very wonderful magazine of the finest coal in
the world is quickly exhausting, and cannot now be
wrought but at greatly increased expences. Tlie proportion of coal thus wilfully destroyed by fire each
year, is estimated to be from a sixth to a seventh of
the whole annual output of coals in that district.
This destruction of coals is a direct, irretrievable naConclusion.
tional loss ; for it must be allowed, by any one who contemplates the energies and physical powers of Great
Britain, compared with those of the other empires and
kingdoms of the world, that it is the abundance and
cheapness of its coals, with its innumerable steam-engines, which constitute one prominent point of its energies and powers, and, as a manufacturing country, give
its comparatively limited population,an effective strength
Without coals
far beyond any nation in the world.
there could be no steam-engines ; and the steam-engines in Great Britain do the work of many millions
of people. If, in idea, we abstract the cheap coals
and steam-engines from our manufacturing establish*
of

degree, that

it is

N

E.

ments, our superiority as a manufacturing country
would cease ; and if we lose this superiority, it is but
tooevident to any person of observation, that we would
sink instantly from the very liigh point of the political
scale to which we have attained amongst the nations of
From this view, the high importance of
the world.
the coal-mines of Great Britain may be estimated both
in a civil and political point of view ; and, therefore,
whatever system tends to waste so valuable a commodity is greatly to be regretted.
Those who, by their
industry and attention, bring forward plans by which
any given area of coal produces the highest proportion of marketable coals, do the community a vety
great service, and they deserve well of their country.
It is by the moderate price of coals and the steam-engines, that Great Britain, as a manufacturing country, can produce its manufactures at a more moderate
rate than any other nation, although tlie wages paid
for manual labour at the manufactories, are at least
three times more than what is paid for labour in other
parts of the world.
In short, the prosperity of Great
Britain has, in a very great degree, been maintained by
the abundance and cheapness of its coals
and its future prosperity, to all human view, must depend upon
this point of economy.
Whatever tends to enhance
the price of coals, tends to injure Great Britain in it»
;

vital principles.

The government

has, at various times,

proposed, an excise upon coals at the pit mouth, a proposition which has always been vigorously and effectually opposed.
It must be very evident to any one
who considers the subject, that a more impolitic tax
could scarcely be devised, particularly when we compare the situation of Great Britain, as a manufacturing
country, with the other nations of the world : The
effects of such a tax would be immediate ruin to the
whole manufacturing interest, and consequently to the

empire

*.

Brratum

iji

p. 317. col. 3. line 2.

from bottom, totiluiah read bhsh.

MINERAL WATERS.
V ATERS

are divided into different classes, according
from which they are derived, as. Rain,
Snow, and Hail water, Spring and River water, Well
water, and the water of Lakes and Ponds.
The first of
these is the purest, particularly if it be collected at a
distance from town, and seme time after a shower has
continued. It contains air and carbonic acid, carbonate
and muriate of lime; but the quantity of these is so
small, that rain and snow water may be used for many
of the purposes for which distilled water is employ.
»

to the source

ed.

The

other waters contain some of the soluble substances over which they pass.
The quantity of foreign
matter in these is in general not great ; hence they are
sufficiently pure for domestic purposes.
The water of some springs, however, often contains
a considerable quantity of foreign ingredients, which
impart to it particular properties. Waters of this kind
are called minernl waters.
Besides these, there are
some waters called also mineral, which have very little
foreign matter, such as the waters of Matlock and Mal-

The

vern.
These, however, strictly speaking, are not mineral waters.
Mineral waters occur in different parts of the globe,
differing in the ingredients which they contain, according to the channel over which they have flowed ; besides

they also differ in their temperature.
Most of
them are of the same temperature with the surrounding
medium ; occasionally, however, they are warmer, and,
in some rare instances, they are at a boiling heat.
Though the attention of man was early directed to
this,

these waters, particularly from their medicinal effects,
it was not till about the end of the 17th century, that
any chemical investigation of them was undertaken.

Boyle,
employed

in l6"63,

seems to have been

tlie

first

who

substances contained in mineral waters.
To these there were various additions
made by Duclos, by Hieune, and again by Boyle in
In 1707, Geoffhoy pointed out the method of
1678.
procuring the solid ingredients by evaporation ; and in
I72G, BouLDUC employed alcohol as the means of separating the saline substances from their solution in the

Editor bat been indebted for (he preceding valuable Article on

tests to detect the
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MINERAL WATERS.
Water. At thU time carbonic acid, an ingredient to
coninion in mineral waters, and which is the agent by
which many of the other substances are rendered soluAfter the discovery of this gaseble, was not known.
ous fluid by Dr. Black, the labours of chemists were di*
reeled to mineral waters, more particularly after the

Since
publication of the essay of Beroman in 1778.
then, numerous mineral waters have been subjected to

by Black, Klaproth, Wk*trl'mb, FourCROY, and others; the result of whose labours, and the
different methods of analysis used by th*m, were published in tiie works of Kirwax and Sal'ndeks, in 1800.
Of late. Dr. Murkay has brought forward a new view
of the composition of the»e fluids, which threatens too vertum the results of the experiments of former chemists,
and which has induced him to propose a method of
analysis, more simple than those generally follow.
analysis,

ed.

The examination of mineral waters, is perfaapa one of
the most difficult pursuits of the chemist.
It requires
an intimate knowletlge of the action of bodies on each
Other, and the utmost nicety in the manipulation
the
quantity of matter on which he has to operate being so
mionte. In the analysis of these flaias, the vanout
prooeaaea recoounended, should be tried and compared,
and, if neoHiarjr, repeated till they agree in their re*
nihs.
The examination of a mineral water may be divided
into two parts ; 1st, The investigation of the physical
qualities of the water, with an account of the surroundiag objecta ; Sd, The chemical analysis of the fluid, so
•a to ascertain its component parts.
;

0/lAe Pkytical
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Nitrogen gas was detected in the Bath waters by MiaersI
Dr. Priestley, in Buxton waters by Dr. Pearson, in Waiert.
those of Harrowgate by Dr. Garnet, and in thoje of
Lemington Priors, by Dr. Lambe.
4. Carbonic acid is a very common ingredient in mineral waters ; it was first discovered by Dr. Brownrigg
in those of Pyrmont.
Its quantity varies considerably,
though in general it seldom exceeds that of the waAccording to Higgin.s, however, 100 cubic inchter.
es of Pyrroont water contain KiO, and, according to
Westrumb, no less than 187 cubic inches of carbonic
3.

acid.

Boracic acid has been found in some of the lakes
though in the waters in which it has been observed, it in general exists in a state of combination.
6. Sulphureous acid lias been detected in some of tlw
waters of Italy near volcanoes.
7. Sulphur ell td hydrogen is a very common ingredient in mineral waters. It was first discovered in thhn
5.

of

Italy,

by

Scheele.

Soda is the only alkali which has been found, in
free state, 'in mineral waters.
According to Dr.

8.
its

Black

it

exists in the

watera of Geyser and

Rykum,

in

Iceland.
9-

Lime

also in its

pure

state, is said

by some chew

mists to exist in mineral waters.
10. Silica exists in the waters of Geyser and in manjr
otliers.
It was generally supposed that the cartlj was
held in solution by soda ; this however does not seem
to be the case, as the quantity of alkali in tlic waters
containing silica is so trifling.
Nitric, carbotuc, sulphuric, and muriatic acids, and
sulphuretted hydrogen, are frequently found in mine..
ral waters in imion with potassa and soda, with lime
and magnesia, and with the oxide of iron. Baryta, alumina, and the oxide of copjwr, have also been found in
Combination with some of the above-mentioned acids,
though leas frequently than the other bases. Subborate of soda has likewise been detected in tiic lake*
of Thibet and Persia ; these waters, however, ilo not be>
long to those properly called mineral waters.
The niiratetwte rarely found in mineral waters.
1 1
Nitrate r^' potaisa has been detected in some of
thoee iu Hungary and in the salt springs in Germany.
12. Nitrate of lime was first discovered to exist in

Before proceeding to the chemical investigation of a
»«!
mineral water, it is necessary to ascertain the source from
i;t« u the
which it is derived, the nature of the substances over
%MtT, *c. which it has passed, and of the soil where it has its exit.
We roust likewise attend to any matter which may be
deposited from it Its taate, odour, colour, and temperature, must be obaenred, and the qiiintity of it discharged in a given tiioe, and the rapidity with which it
flows must likewise be noticed. This examination of
the water ought to be performed at diflVrent times of
the day, and in different seasons, both before and after
rain, as the quantity of the fluid discharged, and of water by Dr. Home.
It is found also in some springs
eoarae its properties, vary according to the staU of in the
of Arabia.
The eaibt.nate* are perhaps the moot frequent of the
the weather.
By the knowledge thus acquired, toine
informatica may be gained with iwpect to the nature compound salts contained in mineral waters.
of the water, and of the subetanoea which are contained
13. Carbonate of potaua has sometimes, though rarein it; thoa the odour and the taste point out whether ly, been found.
When present it is in small qu<mtiit be sulphurMOS or contain iron, and iu sparkling indicates the presence of an aerial fluid.
14. Carhonale ofioda is a much more abundant proHaving made these observations, the next step is to duction, being contained in a great many waters.
proceed to tbe chemical investigation of the fluid.
15. Carbonate of ammonia is seldom detected.
16. Carbonate of Ume, in union with an excess of carOf the SmbiUuKet foiaid in Mineral tt'atert.
bonic, is perhaps the most common ingredient in mineral
The subsUDoes found in mineral waters may be di. waters, lew waters existing without it. 1000
<M ih« tubparts of
Msua
Tided into the gaeeous fluids, tbe adda, the alkalies, the water by weight, when llicy
contain 2 of carbonic acid,
r«utKi )n
earths, and the compound salts.
can dissolve 2 of carbonate of lime. As the quantity of
* ^^""V^*"' "ir i» contained in almost all mineral water increases, the carbonic acid necessary to hc'.A the
watera, the quantity however is not great, as it seldom carbonate
of lime in solution, becomes smaller.
uwnd» the ,'ith of the volume of the watei\ It waa ever be the quantity of carbonic acid in water,Whatit is
fint pointed out in those fluids by Mr. Boyle.
able to hold the carbonate of lime in solution, provided
2. Oiifgrn gat was found in mineral waters by Scheele.
the carbonic add exceed the weight of the lime.
It exists in small quantity, and is never conuined
17- Carbonate ff magnesia is fretjuently found in
the aune water with sulphuretted hydrogen or the com- mineral
waters, also held in solutioii by an excess of
pooods of iron.
or the

|>hrquaii-

iWru

Tm^

m

;
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Mineial
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18. Carbonate

of alumina, according to Westrumb,
exists in the waters of Weinberg and Pyrmont ; it is
doubtful, however, if tliis be the state of combination
of the alumina.
19. Carbonate of iron la often contained in mineral
When iron is present in water, it is almost
waters.
always in union with carbonic acid ; the carbonate
being held in solution by an excess of acid.
'J lie sulpilules are not so frequently found Jis the carbonates.
20. Sulphate ofsoda, however, often occurs.
21. Sulphate of ammonia has been detected in some
springs near volcanoes.
22. Sulphate of lime is a common ingredient in mineral waters.

23. Sulphate of magnesia frequently exists.
It is contained in the waters of Epsom ; hence the name of the
salt

Epsom

Salt.

of iron is often found in waters in the
neighbourhood of volcanoes. It has also been detected
in other waters, as in those of Horley Green by Dr.
Garnet, and in the waters of Denmark by Bergman.
25. Sulphate of copper is a very rare production in
It is found only in those which issue
mineral waters.
from copper mines.
The muriates are very frequently observed in watCTS.
26. Muriate of potassa, however, rarely exists.
27. Muriate of soda, on the contrary, is found in almost all mineral waters.
28. Muriate of ammonia has been detected in some
24. Sulphate

lakes in Italy.
29. Muriate of lime

and muriate of magnesia are often

found.
baryta and muriate of alumina, it
some waters, they are, however, very
rare
the former has been detected by Withering, the
latter by Bergman.
3 1 Muriate of manganese is found in some waters.
According to Lambe it is contained in those of Lemington Priors, and Dr. Scudamore has found it in the water of Tunbridge wells.
32. Hydro-sulphuret of soda has been observed in
some waters.
30. Muriate of

is said,

exist in

;

33. Hydro-sulphuret of lime also, thougii rarely, exists
in them.
It must be here remarked, that the salts mentioned
above, as existing in mineral waters, are those which
have been procured by the evaporation of the fluid,
hence inferring, that those deposited by evaporation,
Other views
are the salts which the water contained.
are, however, entertained with respect to the state of
combination of the acids and bases, which, if correct,
will make the salts different from those stated.
Besides the substances enumerated, mineral waters
contain animal and vegetable bodies ; these, however,
are probably accidental.
From the above statement, it would appear that a
mineral water contains an immense variety of ingredients ; this, however, is not the case.
mineral water seldom contains above 8 or 10 of these substances.

A

indeed it rarely happens that tlie number is so great. Mincrll
In general it does not exceed 6. TJie substances most Walert.
commonly found are free carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonates of soda, lime, magnesia and
iron, sulphates and muriates of soda, lime and magneOwing to the waters containing some of these insia.
gredients, wliile the others are wanting, or in small
quantity, they have been divided into different classe.l,
and named according .to the substance which imparts to
tliem their particular pro))erties.
Mineral w<.ters are divided into four classes, the acidulous, the sulphureous, the chalybeate, and the saline.

Acidulous waters are those which contain carbonic
acid in its free state, or in combination in excess with
a base. Tliese waters are easily distinguished by their
slightly acid taste, and by their sparkling when poured
from one vessel to another ; both of which proj)ertie»
they lose, when exposed to the air for a length of time,
Besides carbonic acid, they almost alor by boiling.
ways contain muriate of soda, and some of the earthy
carbonates ; it is the free carbonic acid, however, that
imparts to them their particular properties.
Sulphureous waters are those which contain sulphuretted hydrogen. These are very easily distinguished by
their odour, and by their rendering a solution of a salt
of lead black, or by causing a piece of silver, when immersed in them, to acquire a dark colour. Besides sulphuretted hydrogen, they in general contain alkaline
and earthy sulphates and muriate?. The sulphureous
waters may be subdivided into two kinds ; 1 st. Those

which have sulphuretted hydrogen in its free state
2d, Those in which it exists in union with an alkali or
an earth.
Chalybeate waters are those which have iron as an
These are known by their peculiar taste,
ingredient.
and by their becoming black when mixed with an in-

The chalybeate waters are of diffusion of nutgalls.
ferent kinds ; sometimes the iron is combined with
sulphuric acid, more frequently it is in union with
carbonic acid ; this may be just in sufficient quantity to
hold the iron in solution, or it may be in excess, in
which case, besides chalybeate, the water possesses acid
properties, forming what is called an acidulous chalybeate water.
Saline waters are those which contain the saline ingredients generally found in mineral waters, but which
have not carbonic acid in excess, and are free from sulphuretted hydrogen and iron, or contain them in very
Saline waters may be subdivided intrifling quantity.
to four kinds.
(a) Alkaline waters, or those which contain alkali in
its free state, or combined with carbonic acid, and which
render the vegetable blues green.
(b) Hard waters, or those which contain carbonate or
sulphate of lime.
(c) Salt waters, or those in which muriate of soda

abounds.
(rf) Purgative waters, or those which contain principally sulphate of magnesia.

.
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Mineral
Waters.

Muxril
W»teri.

TheJvBowing Table shews

the component parit

Gaaes Cubic Inches.
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1
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Omtt.

p
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Cold ._
7
Harrowgate Cold
4
Cold
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Cold
Brighton
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oos

—
—

——
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1

Carbonic
Acid.

19
10

—— — 10*
Cold — — aos
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165 — — ,32 to 50
Ch*lyb«aite")C«rUb«l
30.36
( Cbeltcnham Cold — 15
^
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[Spa

-

lib-
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I

S^'"«

"5

82
r*

Buxton
Brirtol

( Pitcailiilyt
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— — -_
^
S
3 —
30
m —— 8

Cold

r SedliU
_

Lime.

—
—
—
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—
—
—
—
_
—

.i^

—

—

—
—
—
—
39
—
—
'_
—
—

11.7

6.7
10.5
13.5

different Sulutauce*

in«.

The

substances employed in detecting the ingre*

of mineial waters, are called Test%. By the adon of these to the waters, different api>enr.iticcs are
xluced, by which we are enabled to jitH^jc of the
MthlUnffi
The
prcaence of those bodies which thry
delicate, n
itity of
'*•!'•'•*'' ""••*
***
r""V"*al
wiSnT' matter to be indicated, is often very small. In many
caseii, it is necessary to evaporate t))e fluid to a certain
extent, before some of the substances which are present
can be detected.
tie-

<lipnts

^ TT

S4. Carbonic acid, in

its

free state, is easily detected.

Water, when it contains this acid, sparkles when poured from one vessel to another. U'hcn it is addetl to an
infusion of litmus, the blue is converted to red, and on
boiUng the fluid, or by rxpo-iing it for some time to the
If the water be boiloriginal blue is restored.
air,
ed, and then added to the litmus, no change in the oo<

w

lour takes place.
Water containing carbonic acid gives a white precipitate when added to lime water, which is soluble in
When also an excess of
nitric and muriatic acids.
carbonic acid water is added to the precipitate formed
with lime water, the precipitate is dissolved, and by
boiling the fluid, the superabundant carbonic add is
ex]>eilcd, and the carbonate of lime is again deposited.
35. Sulphuretted hydrogen.
Water containmg this
* An<l cubnnale of toda.
i This is giTcn by Dr. ilmaj, seconUog

w

.

3

1
S

_

^.

1

Snica.

Oxide of
Iron.

^^

^i.

13 91

41.1
2.5

1.12 11.2
1.6

1

4.5
4.5

2.5

^^

36.5

1.7

—

IS

180

^_

mm—

7.25 M.

.25
^^,

— — —

acid reddens litmus, and when the fluid is exposed to
the air for »<»me time, or ii boiled, the blue is restored.
In this respect it resembles carbonic acid, nnd m.-iy
therefore be mistaken for it
There is, however, little
danger of this, as sulphuretted hydrogen is easily distingui^ed by other tests. .Sulphuretted hydrogen is
known by the otlour which it emits. When water containing it is added to a solution of a salt of lead, as the
acetate it throws down a black precipitate.
piece of

A

silver

when immersed

in

it

nc(]U!re« a

30. To ascertain the a-it
besides carbonic acid and
tort

must be

dark colour.

"ous fluids
;^t>n, a rvwilli the water, nnd
'

filled, aliout twi>-tiiird.s

it
made to terminate under n jar, filled
with mercury and inverted in the mercurial frou{;h.
The water is then to beboiletl, forn quarter of an hour,
by whicli the p.rseou.s fluids will pass over into the jar.
The ela-ftic fluids which are given off, may l)e common
air, oxygen, nitrtwen, carbonic acid, sulnhurcttnl hydrogen, and sulphurous acid ; the two last, however,

the

mouth of

ne%'er exist in the

37.

moved

I

same water.

( mtphurelled hydrogen be present, it must be reby the addition of nitric acid to the water, which

will absorb the elastic fluid.
.^8. If the gaseous fluid contain tulphurous acid, on
the uitrodiiction of the peroxide of lead its volume will
be diminished.
39. The presence of carbonic acid may be known by
admitting a solution of potassa, which will absorb it.
'••''
40. Ojtygcn may be discorero-' '•• f—
the residual air to the action of the
)>huretted
hydro-sulphuret of potassa or ol mil omtn will absorb
the oxygen; if what remains extinguish the flame of a
candle it is nitrogen.
,

41.

The

fixed itcidt rarely exist in their free state in
If they do, the water gives a red co-

mineral waters.

lour to litmus, which does not disappear on boiling th«
fluid.
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'

acids

when

combination are easily detected.
42. Sitlp/iur/c acid is detected by the adch'tion of baryta, which gives a white precipitate with any fluid conin

taining a sulphate.
Other tests indicate the presence of sulphuric acid,
as nitrate of lead.
This, however, is fallacious, as it
gives precipitates with other substances besides sulphu-

48. Lime, in union with carbonic acid, is easily detected by boiling the fluid, by which means the superabundant carbonic acid is driven ofi", and the carbonate
of lime is deposited, tlie precipitate being soluble in nitrie and muriatic acids, and also by the addition of water containing carbonic acid.

Lime, however, frequentcombined with a fixed acid. When this is the
no change takes place on boiling the fluid. The

ly exists

ric acid.

case,

In using baryta as the test of sulphuric acid, we must
be aware that carbonic acid likewise gives a precipitate with baryta ; but this is easily distinguished from
that occasioned by sulphuric acid, the latter being insohible, the former being soluble in muriatic and nitric

most

acids.

Nitrate or muriate of baryta is, in general, preferred to the pure earth, as sulphuric acid is by them
more easily separated from the substance with which it
is in union, owing to the decomposition of the sulphate

being effected by double elective attraction. The most
jwwerful of the barytic salts is the muriate. According to Bergman this indicates the presence of sulphuric acid, though diluted with a million parts of
•water.

43. Mur'ialic acid is easily detected by nitrate of
which gives a white precipitate, with water containing a muriate.
Nitrate of silver, however, gives a
silver,

white precipitate,

when added

to water containing free
If the former be present, it
be saturated with nitric acid; if the latter exist in

alkali or sulphnric acid.

must

must be precipitated by baryta or its nitrate.
of silver likewise gives a white precipitate with
carbonic acid.
This, however, is soluble in nitric acid,
while that occasioned by the muriatic is not. If the
water contain carbonic acid, previous to adding the nitrate of silver, it will be necessary to expel it by the addition of nitric acid and boiling.
4t. Boracic acid is detected by means of a salt of
lead, with which it forms a white precipitate; but as
lead is precipitated by sulphuric and muriatic acids, it
is necessary to remove these by means of the acetates
of strontia and silver, having previously saturated the
alkalies and earths with acetic acid.
45. The presence of an alkali, or an alkaline earth, in
its free state, may be known by the green colour which
it imparts to the vegetable blues, or by changing the
colour of turmeric to brown.
This test, however, does
not point out the particular substance present. We
must, therefore, have recourse to other means.
46. Polassa and soda may be distinguished from each
olher by two difi'erent tests, muriate of platinum and
the

fluid, it

The

salt

tartaric acid.

When the solution of muriate of platinum is added to water containing potassa, a yellowish precipitate
falls, which is not the case when soda only is present.
47. When tartaric acid is added to a fluid containing
potassa, at first there is no visible change; but when the
acid is addtd in excess, a white precipitate is formed,
provided the water be not in very large quantity compared to that of the alkali. The precipitate formed is
soluble in nitric and muriatic acids ; but tartaric acid,
when atldeJ to a fluid containing soda, does not occasion any perceptible change.
In using tartaric acid as a test of potassa, the fluid
must be concentrated by evaporation, otherwise the supertartrate of potassa is not deposited, being soluble in
a large quantity of water. These tests also distinguish
potassa from soda, when they are in combination with
an

acid.

of the presence of lime, when in this
This, when added to water containing a salt of lime, gives a white precipitate, which
is soluble in nitric and muriatic acids.
In using oxalic
acid as a test of lime, we may employ either the acid
pure, or in combination with ammonia.
The latter,
though not the most delicate, is the best, as the alkali
combines with the acid with which the lime is in union,
and prevents it from acting on the precipitate. If any
free acid be present in the water, it must be neutralised
by ammonia, and, if we have reason to suspect the presence of baryta, it must be precipitated by sulphuric
acid.
Oxalic acid, it must be remarked, likewise occasions a precipitate with magnesia ; but the precipitation
of this earth does not lake place for many hours, while
that with lime occurs the moment tliat the oxalate is
added.
49. Baryta may be detected by the addition of sulphuric acid, with which it gives a white precipitate, not
soluble in nitric or muriatic acid.
Previous to the addition of the acid, it is necessary to remove the lime, as
it may, if present in considerable quantity, also occasion
a white precipitate with it.
50. Magnesia is precipitated by the alkalies and by
lime.
These tests, however, are liable to fallacy. Thus
if carbonic acid be present, and we employ lime as
the test, carbonate of lime will be precipitated.
If
the water contain sulphuric acid, sulphate of lime may
When ammonia is
likewise be formed and deposited.
used as the test of magnesia, if carbonic acid be present,
carbonate of ammonia will be generated, which, if the
water contain a salt of lime, will be decomposed, and
carbonate of lime will be precipitated.
In detecting
magnesia, then, if we suspect the presence of the other
substances mentioned, nitric acid must be added to
decompose any carbonate, and the fluid boiled. The
sulphuric acid must then be precipitated by baryilelicate test

state, is oxalic acid.

ta.

The

alkalies and lime-water also precipitate alumina
another source of error, in using those bodies as
Alumina, however, rarely occurs
a test of magnesia.
in mineral waters ; if it does, and is precipitated along
with the magnesia, it is easily separated from that earth.
For this purpose, after washing the precipitate, it must
be boiled in a solution of potassa, by which the alumina
is dissolved, and the magnesia is left. Or, the precipitate
may be dissolved in strong muriatic acid, and an alkaline carbonate added to the solution ; the precipitate
this

:

is

which

is

thrown down by

this

must be washed and

Diluted mu.
dried at the temperature of about 100.
riatic acid is then to be poured on it, which will dissolve the magnesia, but will not act on the alumina.

51. Alumina

ed

is

detected by the methods just describof magnesia.
Succompound with ammonia, is another

for discovering the presence

cinic acid, or its

it precipitates this earth, but does
magnesia; the former methods are, however,
generally employed.
52. Silica may be discovered by evaporating the w»»

test

of alumina, as

not

affect

^

—
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ter to dryness, and addin<; muriatic acid to the residue.
W»ift«.^ It" silica be present, it will be left undissolved, and will,
"" ^""^
small quantity of soda, and subject-

Mia«nJ

when mixed with a

to a strong heat, form a glass ; if the quantity of soda be greater, the substance formed will be soluble in
water, and the solution on the addition of an acid will
etl

deposit the
53. Iron

silica.

very easily detected in mineral waters.
prussiate (/erro-ct/anate) of potassa when
added to the solution of a salt of iron, give* a blue preThis, however, does not take place, if the
cipitate.

The

is

triple

water contain any uncombined alkali. If this be preit must be neutralized, before adding
If the iron also be in the state of prothe pnuaiate.
toxid, which is seldom the case, the precipitate is white;
•ent, therefore,

it

necessary, therefore, in

if

some

instances,

before

using the p^ussiate, to add a small quantity of muriatic
add, by wiiich the protoxide will be converted to per.
oxide, and will give the blue precipitate with the prus.
Hate.

Some have

ol>jected to this test, as the prussiate it*
and if not carefully pre|>ared, will

aelf contains iron,

give a blue precipitate when added to a mineral water,
which contains an uncombined acid, even though iron
be not present. This source of fallacy may be obviated, by ascertaining if the prussiate gives a blue tinge
to diluted muriatic acid.
If it do, it must be successively cryitallized, till it does not give the blue colour
with the acid ; it may then be employed as an accurate
test of the presence of iron.
Infusion of nutgall* is another verr delicate test of
When this is added to a mineral water, containiron.
ing a salt of iron with the protox'd, the fluid acquire* a
dark colour. This test is so delicate, that if one grain
of the sulphate be dissolved in fifteen gallons of water,
the solution will acquire a dark tinge on the additiga
of the infusion. In this case, however, the bUdUMM
doe* not appear for some days.
The colour produced by nutgalU, and the delicacy of it as a test, are affected by the presrooe of other
substances.
An earthy carbonate maces the test much
more delicate ; thus the infusion will detect a minute
quantity of iron when dissolvetl in common well-water,
which contains oirbonste of lime, but will not indicate
its presence, when dissolved in the same quantity of
distilletl water.
An alkaline carbonate makes the colour (l:irk violet, and, if sulphate of lime be present, the
Erecipiliite i* at &r>t white and afterwards become*
lack.

3\. Copper may be detected l>y evaporating the fluid
to dryness, dissolving the residue in nitric acid, and

adding ammonia to the solution.
sent

it

If this metal be pre-

will acquire a blue colour.

Qflie Mtthodt emploktd

in atcerlaimtng Ihf quantity qf
Ike different ingredientt in Mineral fVaters.

(K

ih« air-

tmt*^f* '"

iharf*

mTth*"
•>t«ii>ix<>4'

ikaMTcr•a< tatgrf-

*"«•'"
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55.

To

ascertain the quantity of the oxygen, nilro^em,

and cnrliomc odd which water contains, the method already mrntioned for ascertaining the nature of the elaa^c fluid* roust be followed. (.1(1.) The quantity of oxyE'^ •'" *** known by the useof the solution of thesulphorelted hydro-sulphuret of potassa, that of the corbonic acid by mean* of potassa having previously removed the sulphuretted hydrogen by the addition of
nitric acid to the

water in the jar.
If the elastic fluid
contain sulphnrutu add, its quantity will be ascertained
by inlro<lucing the peroxid of lead ; the amount of the
abaorption occakioncd by the test for each will indicate
its proportion following the usual precautions of bring.
S
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ing the elastic fluids to the

mean temperature and pres-

sure.

The

quantity of sulphuretted hydrjogen cannot be
fluid, as the whole of the gas
is not in this way expelled. The methotl recommended
by Kirwan, is to fill three-fourths of ajar with the water, and invert it in a water trough ; then throw up
nitric oxide, as long as red fumes appear.
By this the
sulphuretted hydrogen is decomposed, and the sulphur
is deposited.
This must be collected, and dried with
a gentle heat. Each grain of it indicates 8 cubic inches
of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The quantity of the saline ingredients in a mineral
water may be ascertained either by finding its specific
gravity, or by eva]>oration.
Mr. Kirwan has given an easy rule, by which we can
ascertain the proportion of the baline matter by the specific gravity of the fiuid.
The specific gravity of distilled water must be subtracted from that of tne mineral water, and the remainder must be multiplied by
1.4.
The product is the quantity of saline matter, in a
quantity ot the mineral matter, equivalent to the number denoting the specific gravity of the distille<i water.
Thus, suppose the specific gravity of distilled water
1000, and that of the mineral water 1 100, then 1 100
1000x1-4=140.00 and 1000 140.00 :: 100: 14.000;
the fluid therefore contains 14 per f»nt. of saline matter, supposing this free of its water of crystallization.
58. The other method of ascertaining tlie quantity
of saline matter, U to evaporate slowly by heat, a certain quantity of the fluid to dryness, and expose tlic residue to a temperature sufficient to drive off* the whole
of the water; the residue indicates the quantity of sa56'.

found out by boiling the

:

line ingrc<lienta.

The quantity of sulphuric acid
59- Snlpkutie acid.
prcaent ia ascertained by exposing to a red heat the
precipitate given bv baryu (42) ; 100 gr. of it are equi.
valent to 34 of real sulphuric acid.
6*0. Boracie acid. To find the quantity of boracic add,
«dd sulphuric add to the precipitate given witli the
acetate of lead (44,) filter tiie fluid, and evaporate it to
dryness.
Dissolve the residue in alcohol, and again
evaporate.
The residue is Imracic add.
61. Murinlie ncid.
The quantity of muriatic acid ia
known by igniting the precipitate afliirdc<l by the salt
of silver, (43) ; 100 gr. are equivalent to 19 of muriatic
acid.

62. Lime. The proportion of lime ia aaccrtained by
drying bv a gentle heat the precipitate thrown down by
oxalic acid (48), 100 gr.
44 lime. Or, the precipitate may be exposed to a high temperature, and then
converte<I to sulphate by the addition of sulphuric
acid,
loo gr. of this, aAer ignition, are equivalent to
41.5 lima

=

63. Uagn*tia and alumina.
By boiling in potassa the precipitate of magnesia and alunima thrown
down by potassa, (5(i) the magnesia will be left, and
after iMring washed and dried, must be weighed.
By
nddioK muriatic acid to the solution of the alumina,

and then sub-carbonate of potassa, the earth will be
precipitated.
It must be washed, exposed to a red
neat, and weighed.
64. Iron.
Different method* are recommended for
aacertaining the quantity of iron or its oxides.
Some chemists have objected to the prussiate of
potassa, as an accurate method of indicating the quantity of iron, as this salt itself contains iron, which is
thrown down and forms part of the precipitate. This
*ource of error may be avoided, by ascertaining the
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likewise separated by this means.
After these have
been deposited, the fluid may be evaporated to dry. ^
ness, and a small quantity of water poured on the residue, by which some of the salts will be dissolved,
and the others will be left. Sometimes the water is
evaporated to dryness, and the residue is expospd to
the air, by which the deliquescent salts, as the muriates
of lime and magnesia, absorb moisture, and are dissolved.
What is left undissolved, may be afterwards subjected to the action of water.
Occasionally after evaporating the fluid to dryness, the residue is subjected
to the action of successive portions of water, by which
the salts are taken up in the order of their solubility.
The different quanties of saline substances, thus obtained by these various methods, must be dissolved in
separate portions of water, that by slow evaporation
the salts which are mixed may be separated.
Another method of ascertaining the nature of the
Of the Methods follotved for ascertaining the slate of salts in mineral waters, is by means of alcohol. Some
Combination in which the different ingredients exist in of the salts contained in mineral waters are soluble,
while others are insoluble in alcohol. By a particular
Mineral Waters.
management, the different saline substances may be
Of the meVery different opinions are entertained with respect obtained, either in solution, or by deposition from the
thods folto the state of combination in which the different water.
lowed for
Some chemists
When alcohol is added to water, containing saline
ingredients exist in mineral waters.
ascertainsuppose that they form binary compounds ; others, on matter, the attraction between the two fluids is so
the
ing
the contrary, imagine, that they are all more or less unit- strong, that those salts which are insoluble in alcohol,
atate of
ed with each other. Thus if there be an acid, an alkali, are separated from the water, and are deposited ; thus
combination in
and an earth together, it is not supposed that these are if a mineral water be mixed with an equal quantity of
which the in the state of binary compounds, forming a salt of alcohol, sulphate of lime, if present, will be precipidifferent
if more alcohol be added to the fluid, the sulthe alkali and another of the earth, but that they are tated
ingredients
combined so as to form a triple salt. The former is phate of soda will be separated ; by adding another
•list in mieral wa- the more prevalent opinion. Some chemists assert al- quantity of alcohol, muriate of soda will be thrown
This method of employing alcohol in the
down.
so, that the salts procured by the evaporation of the
ttra.
analysis of mineral waters, was first pointed out by
fluid, are those which exist in solution, while others
maintain, that during the evaporation new compounds Boulduc.
Lavoisier has recommended another way of using
are formed, so that we do not by this means procure
For this purpose the mineral water is to be
those which the water in its natural state contains. alcohol.
This assertion is strengthened by the fact, that some evaporated to dryness, and eight parts of alcohol
poured on the residue, by which some of the salts only
salts exist together in solution, when much diluted,
which decompose each other when the solution is con- will be dissolved. By adding alcohol, diluted with a
During the evaporation of a mineral wa- little water to the undissolved matter, another portion
centrated.
In this way, by
of the saline substance is taken up.
ter, therefore, new affinities may exert their influence,
and salts, different from those which exist in the water, using alcohol of different specific gravities successively,
may be obtained. The experiments of Dr. Murray, the different saline compounds may be obtained seimmediately to be stated, tend to confirm this opinion. parately ; thus when strong alcohol is poured on the
According to the different opinions which are en- residue of the evaporation of a mineral water, mutertained, with respect to the state of combination of riates of lime and magnesia, if present, will be dissolvBy diluting the next portion of alcohol with a
the ingredients, different methods have been recom- ed.
mended for ascertaining the compounds which mineral little water, muriate of soda will be taken up, the carwaters contain. The first of these is by the slow eva- bonates and sulphates being left.
Occasionally these two metliods of employing alcoporation of the fluid.
By slowly evaporating the water, the different saline hol are joined ; thus the mineral water is evaporated
For this pur- to dryness, and alcohol is poured on the residue, by
substances may be obtained separately.
pose, the evaporation is continued till a pellicle ap- which the muriates of lime and magnesia are dissolved.
pear on the surface ; the liquid is then allowed to cool When the solution is completed, the fluid is filtered,
slowly ; by this the earthy carbonates will be deposit- and a small quantity of cold water is added to the unAfter these are removed, by a farther evaporation dissolved matter, by which more of the saline subed.
and cooling, the sulphate of lime will be separated. stance is taken up. What remains is then boiled in a
The alkaline neutral salts, and the sulphate of magne- large quantity of water ; by the application of the tests
The to the alcoholic and watery solutions, the differeut
sia, will be deposited after the next evaporation.
muriates of lime and magnesia will remain, and will Substances which they contain will be discovered.
be obtained by evaporation to dryness.
It is supposed that considerable information may be
If the water contain carbonate of iron, it must, after derived with respect to the composition of mineral
having been evaporated to a certain extent, be exposed waters, from the knowledge of what are called incomto the air, by which the iron passes to a higher state of patible salts.
When a certain class of salts have been
oxidation, and is no longer soluble in the acid ; it is procured from a mineral water, it is generally inferred
therefore precipitated.
The earthy carbonates are that other salts of a peculiar nature do not exist in

quantity of iron that a given weight of the prassiate,
This is done by
carefully prepared, (53) contains.
exposing 100 grains of it to heat, in an open vessel, by
which the oxide of the metal is obtained. In using this
test then, to find out the quantity of iron in the mineral water, the quantity of prussiate employed must be
ascertained, and the weight of the oxide, which this is
known to contain, must be subtracted from the weight
100 grains of the blue precipitate,
of the precipitate.
dried by a gentle heat, according to Porret =34'.23
per oxide of the metal.
Another method of ascertaining the quantity of iron,
is to bring the metal to a high state of oxidation, by
exposing it for some time in an open vessel, to a strong
heat, in which condition it is insoluble in nitric acid.
By pouring this acid on the residue, the oxide of iron
is left, while the other substances are dissolved.

:
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Thiu it ia known that the alkaline carbonates deit.
coinpose the sulphates and muriates of the earths and
metals, these, therefore, it is suppose<l, are not conThe same is the case with
Uinet) in the same water.
the ilk.tline sulphates, and the muriates of the earths,
and with sulphate of maj^esia and muriate of lime;

Much reliance cannot
these decomposing each other.
however be placed in this conclusion, because salts
which are known to decompose each other, when their
solutions are not much diluted, exist together in solution, if a large quantity of the solvent be present, as
has been fully proved by the analysis of different mineral waters.

By

the different methods which have been pointed

out, the different saline compounds of a mineral water
may be procured ; of course the mode to be followed
differ according to the ingre<lients, which by the
use of the tests we have discovered in it When the
water contains a great variety of ingredients, the methods recommended require to be varied considerably
before we can with certainty infer the presence of \he
In addition to the evaporation
different compounds.
of the fluid, and the use of alcohol, other tubstances
must be employed to separate the saline bodies from
each other, so that there may be no doubt of their nature.
The various modes followed have been particularly illustrated by Kirwan, in his Euay <m Mineral

»must

Waters.
Alkaline nitratei.
To procure the alkaline nitrate*, the water must first be freetl of the sulphuric
and muriatic acid*, by means of acetate of baryta and
acetate of silver, and then, after filtration, evapoAlcohol must be poured on the rerated to dryness.
sidue, which will dissolve part of it, and leave the niIf this
trate* probably mixed with acetate of lime.
be present, the lime may be precipitated by ilissolving the residue in water, and adding carbonate of
magnceia to the solution. After this the fluid must be
filtered, evaporated to dryness, and the residue digasted in alcohol, by which the nitrates will be left.
The alkali present may be kno%m by the use of the
te.U.
(46, 47.)
66. Nitrate of lime.
To procure the nitrate of lime,
the fluid roust be evaporated, but the evaporation
must be stopped before any deposition takes place.
Alcohol is then to be added, which precipitates the

The fluid al\er filtration must be boiled,
and the muriatic acid precipitated by acetate of silver.
The fluid must be again filtered, evaporated to
drvness, and the residue treated with alcohol.
The
solution then contains the acetates, and probably nitrate
of lime. If present the lime may b* precipitated by
ooialate of ammonia.
Remove the sulphuric and
67- Nitrate of magnetia.
muriatic acids, (fia) and evaporate to dryness.
Digest
sulphates.

I&5.

the residue in alcohol, evaporate the solution to dryand dissolve what is left in water ; the solution
eontains the acetates, and perhaps nitrate of magnesia.
To this potassa must be added; if magnesia be
present, a precipiutc will fall.
After this the solutioci roust be filtere<l, evaporated to dryness, and digaste<i
if any of it remain undissolved, it
alcohol
is nitrate of potassa, the nitric acid of which must have
been set free from the msgnesia.
68. Alkaline carbonalet.
The presence of the carbonate* of the alkalies may be known, bv the change efteled on the vrgeuble colours. Should these changes
not be permanent, we conclude that they are produoed
by ammonia. If permanent, then they are occasioned
VOL. XIV. TAtir It
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Whether potassa or soda may be

Mineral

the proper tests. (4(>, 47.)
69. The tuper-carbonoles of the earths and iron are
detected by boiling the fluid, by which the excess of
acid is expelle*! and the carbonate precipitated.
The
substance precipitated may be known, by dissolving;
the residue in muriatic acid, and applying the tests.
(IS, 50, 53.)
70. Sulphates of potassa and soda.
To procure the
sulphate of soda, evaporate the fluid to about one half
of \\& bulk, and add lime-water, till all precipitation
cease; this will throw down the earths, except lime.
After this evaporate the fluid a little, and add alcohol,
and then oxalic acid. After filtration add nitrate of
lime.
If a precipitate fall, then the solution contains
sulphate of soda or potassa. These may be distinguished from each other by the tests of |N>tassa, (46, 47.)
or by adding to the solution acetate of baryta, which
will throw down the sulphuric acid.
Evaporate the
fluid to dryness, and dissolve the residue in alcohol.
Again evaporate to dryness, and expose the residue to
the air. If it be acetate of potassa it will deliquesce,
if acetate of soda it will effloresce.
71. Sulphate of lime may be detected by evaporating
the water till a deposit be formed.
If this be soluble
in a large quantity of water, and the solution give a
precipitate with baryta, not soluble in nitric acid, and
also with oxalic acid, then it is sulphate of lime.
72. Sulphate of magnesia may be procured by the
addition of hydro-sulphuret of strontia, which, if there
be no free acid or sulphate of alumina present, gives
a precipitate only with sulphate of magnesia.
If sulphate of lime be present, a precipitate will be tbrnied, but not for twenty-four hours after Uie addition
of the hydro-sulphuret.
When iron is in union witii
73. Sulphate of iron.
sulphuric acid, it is known by the tests of this metal
detecting it in the water after it has been boiled. (53.)
Precipitate the sulphates by
74. Muriate of soda.
alcohol, ami nitrate of baryta.
After filtratiun, decompose the nitrate* and muriates by sulphuric acid,
and boil the fluid. Again add alcohol and baryta to
precipitate the sulphates formed.
The fluid then contains only alkaline nitrates and muriates.
If the last
be present, they must be decompose<l by the adrlition of
acetate of silver, by which acetates of the alkiilies will
be fimncd. These may be known by the methods recanmended. (46, 47.)
Deprive the water of sul75. Muriate of lime.
phates, by evaporation, and the addition of alcohol
and nitrate of baryta ; after filtration evaporate to dryness, and digest the residue in alcohol.
Evaporate the
solution, and subject the residue to the action of water.
If the solution afford precipitates with oxalic acid, and
with acetate of silver, then it contains muriatic add
and liroe. But these may not be in union with each
other, as the solution may contain magnesia or alumina. To ascertain if this be the case, add ammonia ; if a precipitate fall, it contains magnesia.
If
the fluid give a precipitate on the addition of carbonate of lime, then it contains alumina, either of which
may perhaps be in union with the muriatic acid. If
neither of these earth* be present, then the fluid contains muriate of lime.
Suppose one or both present,
to find out if the acid be in union with the lime, precipitate the earth by oxalic acid, filter and subject the
fluid to distillation, collecting the product in a cool
receiver, containing a little water.
If this give a precipitate with nitrate of silver, then it contains muriatic

Wiicn.

by the

fixed alkalies.

known by

3o
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which was

from the lime, by the ador the solution may be
dition of the oxalic acid
evaporated to dryness, and exposed to a red heat, for an
hour ; if it contain muriate of lime, and ma{s;nes>a, in
union with nitric acid, the latter salt will be decompos-

acid,

set free

:

On exposin!» the residue to the air, the presence
of muriate of lime will be known by its attracting moised.

ture.

Separate the sulphuric
76. Muriate of Magnesia.
acid by baryta, filter, evaporate to dryness, and dissolve the residue in alcohol. A^ain, evaporate and dissolve in water.
If muriate of maj^nesia be present, it
will be dissolved, and if carbonate of lime cause no precipitation, and if no precipitate be formed, by evaporation and the addition of sulpiiric acid and alcohol, then
the fluid contains only muriatic acid and magnesia, in
union with each other. But, along with these, there
may be nitric acid, and lime or alumina, or both.
must therefore determine if, in this case, the muriatic
acid and magnesia be in combination with each other.
For this purpose, precipitate the lime by evaporation,
and by the addition of sulphuric acid and alcohol, and
drive off the acid with which it was in union, by boiling ; then add oxalic acid, and the magnesia will be
thrown down in the course of 24 hours. Subject the
fluid to distillation, and ascertain if it contain muriatic
acid (4'3.); if it does, then the fluid contained muriate of

We

magnesia.
If any free alkali be prethen separate the sul;
phuric acid by nitrate of baryta. If the fluid after this
give a precipitate with carbonate of lime, it contains
muriate of alumina, or muriate of iron. Whether it
be alumina or iron, or perhaps both, may be known
by dissolving the precipitate in muriatic acid, and applying the tests of these substances, ( 50, 53.)
77. Muriate

sent, saturate

of alumina.

it

with nitric acid

Of the Methods Jbllowed

for ascertaining the quantities
of the different compounds contained in Mineral Waters.

In ascertaining the quantities of the different compounds in mineral waters, the steps to be followed
must, of course, vary in every different case, according
to the substances contained in the water.
A few examples will suffice to illustrate the methods employed.
In fixing the quantities of the different compounds,

we may

state them either in their crystallized condiwhich case they generally contain water ; but
it is better, if possible, to reduce them to dryness.
This
is done by exposing them to a red heat for sometime,
by which the whole of the water is driven off. Some
of the salts which we procure undergo decomposition

tion, in

when

subjected to a strong heat ; such is the case with
the carbonates and some others.
We cannot, therefore,
in this way, ascertain their quantity in the dry, or, as
it is called, real state.
We may do this, however, by decomposing them, ascertaining the quantity of the product, and finding how much of the decomposed salts is
necessary to form these products.
78. Nitrate of I'olassa.
To ascertain the quantity
of nitrate of potassa, suppose it exists in water, along
with sulphates, and muriates of the alkalies, decompose these by the acetates of baryta and silver. .4fter filtration, evaporate to dryness, and digest the residue in alcohol, which will dissolve the acetates formed,
and will leave the nitrate.
79. Nitrate of Lime.
Suppose this contained in the
water along with muriates of soda and lime, evaporate

to dryness, and digest the residue in alcohol, which will
dissolve the earthy salts, and leave the muriate of soda.
Evaporate the alcoholic solution to dryness, and weigh

the residue, after being dried ; then dissolve it in water,
and ascertain the quantity of muriatic acid, by precipitation with nitrate of silver (43. ) ; this will give the
quantity of the muriate of lime, which, subtracted from
the weight of the residue, leaves that of the nitrate of
lime.
80.

Carbonates.

By

boiling the fluid after

it

has

been deprived of its sulphuretted hydrogen, (56.) the
carbonates are precipitated, probably mixed with sulphate of lime. The carbonates may be that of lime,
magnesia, alumina, or iron ; the precipitate must therefore be digested in diluted muriatic acid, whicli will dissolve them all except the alumina and the sulphate of
lime.
If any thing be left undissolved, it must be exposed to a red heat, and weighed ; it is then to be boiled in the solution of sub-carbonate of soda, and muriatic acid added, to saturate the alkali.
By boiling
the fluid, carbonate of lime, and alumina, if present^
will be precipitated.
Digest the precipitate in acetic
acid, by which the alumina will be left; this, after being dried, will give the weight of the earth, and its
weight, subtracted from that of the residue, the quantity of the sulphate of lime.
81. Carbonate of Iron.
The muriatic solution may
contain lime, magnesia, and iron.
By the addition of
ammonia, the iron and part of the magnesia will
be precipitated. By digesting the precipitate in acetic acid, the magnesia will be dissolved, and the iron
will be left.
It must be dissolved in muriatic acid, and
precipitated by the addition of sub-carbonate of soda.
The precipitate, after boiling the fluid, must be washed,
dried, and weighed, which gives the weight of the car-

bonateof iron.
82. Carbonate of Lime.
The acetic solution of the
magnesia must be mixed with the muriatic solution ; to
this, sulphuric acid must be added, and the fluid evaporated, and the sulphate of lime will be deposited. After
being dried, it must be weighed, and its equivalent of

carbonate of lime ascertained.
83. Carbonate nf Magnesia. By the addition of subcarbonate of soda to the solution, the carbonate of magnesia will be precipitated.
It must be dried and weighThe solution, however, still contains sulphate of
ed.
lime, and carbonate of magnesia.
It must therefore be
evaporated to dryness, and the residue washed with water, which will dissolve the sulphate, and leave the car.
bonate.
The weight of tiie latter of these must be added to that of the carbonate formerly procured. The
solution of the sulphate must be evaporated to dryness,
and the residue ignited, and the equivalent ofcarbonate of lime added to that already mentioned.
84. Alkaline Sulphates.
The quantity of the alkaline
sulphates may be ascertained, by freeing the water of
the other sulphates, (70,) and then adding the solution
of acetate of baryta.
100 grains of the precipitate
are equivalent to 74.8 of dry sulphate of potassa, and to
61.2 of dry sulphate of soda.
Add nitric acid, to decom85. Sulphate of Lime.
pose the carbonates, boil the fluid, at;d add weak alcohol, the sulphate of lime will be precipitated.
It must
be then ignited and weighed.
If this be the only sul86. Sulphate of Maaiiesia.
phate present, its quantity may be known, by precipitating the sulphuric acid, and ascertaining the weight
of the sulphate of baryta, 100 grains of which ^51 of
If sulphate of lime be like*
the sulphate of magnesia.
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the quantity of muriate of soda may be ascertained by
evaportion.
Such are the various methods which have been re^
from it that which belonifs to the lime, obtained by the commended for ascertaining the nature and quantity
former precipitation ; tht remainder gives the quantity of the (litTerent compounds contained in mineral waIt is doubtful, however, if, by these means, we
of "ulpiiate of magnesia, 100 of acid uniting with 50 of ter*.
arrive at the exact quantity of the different substances,
If the fluid contain sulphate of magnesia
magnesia.
ana sulphate of soda, add 8o<Ia, and the magnesia will be and it is still more doubtful if we really procure them
300 grains of in the state of combination in which they exist in the
Dry it and weigh it, 100
precipitated.
dry sulphate of magnesia. If the fluid contain these three mineral water.
It has been already remarked, that little reliance can
sulphates, add soda, by which the lime and magnesia
Dissolve the precipitate in dilut. be placed in the knowledge derived from incompatible
will be precipitated.
ed sulphuric acid, and evaporate to dryness ; wash the salt', as some salts which decompose each other, when
their solutions are concentrated, exist together in solure^idve with a little cold water, which will disaolvethe
Iphate of magnasia, and leave the soiphale of Kme. tion, if a large quantity of the solvent be present.
This subject has been lately particulurly investigatEvaporate the adatiaa, and weigh the wmuiue ; this is
From numerous experiments he
the weight of the sulphate of roagneaia, the weight of ed by Dr. Murray.
has found, that salts, different from those known to be
the undissolved matter is that of the sulphate of lime.
Should the water also contain sulphate of alumina, the in solution, can be obtained by the evaporation of the
solvent.
This has induced him to call in question the
precipitate given by the soda must be treated with aceaccuracy of th» modes of analysis explained, and to protic aod, which will diMol ve the magnesia ; tile laagne•M maj then be precipitated by soda. If auLpbate of pose another method of determining the state of combiSee Trait'
iron be presant, expose the fluid to the air for aooi e nation of the ingredients ot mineral waters.
alumina, the ladde of iron, and the *uU taOimM of the itoyal Socicliff^' Edinburgh, vol. vii.
dqra, and
A cuwoipg to Dr. Murray, two views may be entcrpluHe of alamiiw are precipitated, and the autphate of
taitted with respect to the state of combination of saniyirsia ia kft, and may be procutvd as above.
Having ascrrtainrd, by boil- line siib(itancv<> dissolved in water. When we have
87- Sulpfiale of Iron.
two aciiU and two bases contained in this fluid, these
ing, that the iron is not in union with nrbuuic acid,
precipitate the iron, (53.) and infer the quantity of *uU
may be united by the pore force of the aflinity, and
those substances between whidi the most powerful atphate.
traction is exerted, will be oombined.
I'hus, suppose
88. Mmrimtn. Svpfaae that the earbooalM are tbtown
that mnriaies of lime, mafno.
muriatic and sulphuric acids, and soda and lime, be
down by boilinf,
IM, and alumina are {Mwcnt, add baryta, 1^ which the dissolved in tite sante fluid, if the pure force of the afDi*. finity operate, the compounds formed will be sulphate
whole of the three earth* will be preoipitBted.
aoive the precipitate in muriatic acid, and then ascer- of lime and muriate of soda.
know, however,
that aCntty is much influenced by external circumtain, by the tesU, (48, 50. 51,) the quantity of each
stances ; when, thereffire, any of these operate, com.
earth, and infer that of the muriate of each.
pounds ntoy be formed, different from those which
100 lime
1 96 dried muriate of lime.
the pure force of tlie affinity would generate.
When
S38.3 dried muriate of magnesia.
100 magnecia
the above mentioned substances are dissolved in a
SI7-(>dried
alumina
muriate
of
alumina.
100
small quantity of water, the compounds stated are
formed, but if the quantity of fluid be great, it is
89. When the talphatc* are present with the muriates,
the latter mun be separated by evaporation to drkneas, postible that it may, by its quantity, influence the
and treating the residue with alcoliol, which will dis. affinity, and tnher compounds will be the result. When
solve the muriates ; then proceed as above.
If sal.
the quantity of fluid is small, or when we evaporate
phate of lime only be present, throw down the sul. the fluid by which the cvheaion is allowed to operate,
phuric acid by baryta, and ascertain its quantity, filter we find invariably that the componnils existing in the
the fluid, and proceed as (88.) subtracting the quantity
water, are those, between the particles of which the
of the sulphate of lime, frum the lime obtained by strongest cohesion is exerted. The reverse, it is proprecipitation, the remainder belongs to the muriatic
bable, is the case, when the quantity of water is great,
acid.
the quantity of the fluid causing the formation of sub90. When sulphates of lime and magnesia, and the ran.
stances, between the particles of which there is little
riates of Mxia, magnesia, and alumina are present, throw
power of cohesion, so that the most soluble salts are
down the lime and alumina by carbonate of magnesia, forme<l. When the above mentioned substances, then,
an ! ascertain the quantity of lime which will give that are dissolved in a large quantity of water, instead of
of the sulphate, (M.) Find out the quantity of suU sulphate of lime, and muriate of soda, we will have muphuric acid by baryta ; subtract the quantity which we riate of lime and sulphate of soda. The same it is supknow was in union with the lime; the remainder will posed is the case, when carbonate of lime and muriate
belong to the magnrsta, and will shew the quantity of of soda are procured by evaporation, these salts having
the sulpltate of that earth.
been formed, by the decomposition of the carbanate of
91- I'oanother portion of the water, add lime-water,
soda and muriate of lime, which were the salt* that exwhich will throw down the magnesia and alumina ; as- isted in the water, when a Urge quantity of the solvent
certain the proportions of these, (6S.) that of the aluwas present
If carbonate ofmagnesia and muriate of
mina will shew the quantity of muriate of alumina. soda be procured, the salts in solution were probably
(88.^ Subtract from the weightof magnesia that which
carbonate of soda and muriate of magnesia.
In all miwe Know to belong to sulphuric acid, the remainder neral waters, the quantity of fluid is large in proporwill indicate the quanttty of muriate of magnesia.
By tion to the saline ingredients these, therefore, are proadding baryui, an<l then carUtnic acid, to the fluid, bably united, so as to form the most soluble salts.
the sulphuric add and lime will be thrown down, and
I'hia view of the state of combination of the substan-

wwe in tolution, precipitate the lime by carbonate of
magiMMa, and weij^h the precipitate ; then throw down
the tnlphuric acid, and ascertain its quantity ; subtract

=
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ces ia solution in a large quantity of fluid, is supported
by several facts. Thus by the evaporation of some mineral waters, a quantity of a substance sparingly solu-

of sulphate of lime, is obtained in greater quanthan we know water can hold in solution.
It mnst
therefore have been formed during the evaporation by
the operation of new affinities. Jt usually happens also,
that when this is the case, the deposition of the subble, as

tity

stance

commences

at a certain stage of the evaporation,

deposition ceases.
At this point, then, it would appear that
the substance deposited begins to be formed.
Another strong argument in favour of the opinion of
Dr. Murray, is, that different products are obtained
from a mineral water according to the mode of analysis.
Sea -water, for instance, by slow evaporation, affords muriate of soda, muriate of magnesia, and sulphate of magnesia. When the fluid is evaporated to dryness, and the residue is subjected to the action of alcohol, the products are muriate of soda, muriate of magnesia, and sulphate of soda.
It is likely then, that during the evaporation of the fluid new affinities may ex-

and

that, after the fluid is farther evaporated, the

from those
obtained.
Many mineral waters possess active properties, for
which, however, we cannot account, on the known
properties of the compounds discovered in them. Thus
the Bath waters, according to the analysis by evaporation, contains in an English pint about 9 grains of sulphate of lime, .'i.S muriate of soda, 3 sulphate of soda,
rs^hs of carbonate of lime, fth silica, and ^th oxide of
iron.
These are either so inert, or in so small quantity,
as to be incapable of producing any efl^ects on the living system. According to Dr. Murray, the true component parts of the Bath water are very different. It
contains muriate of lime, a substance possessed of considerable power, along with muriate of iron. The quantity of muriate of lime, equivalent to 3.3 of muriate of
soda, is 3.1.
pint, therefore, of the Bath water, if
the views of Murray be correct, contain 3.1 gr. of this
active agent.
If this be the case, we can perhaps account for its medicinal properties.
The opinions entertained by Dr. Murray, as just explained, afibrd another method of analysing mineral
waters.
In analysing a mineral water, according to the mode
recommended by Murray, we must first, by the use of
the various tests already described, ascertain the differthen infer that
ent substances which it contains.
these exist in it in a state of combination, so as to form
the most soluble salts.
This method of ascertaining the quantity of saline
compounds in water, was previously employed by Dr.
Marcet, in his analysis of the water of the Dead Sea,
published in the Philosophical Transaclions for 1 807.
ert their influence, so that salts, different

which

exist in solution,

may be

A

We

Dr. Marcet, does not however

state, that

he supposed

the ingredients were so combined as to form the most
soluble salts.
Dr. Murray has given the following formula, which
is applicable to almost all mineral waters.
The four classes of mineral waters, the acidulous, the
.
sulphureous, the chalybeate, and the saline, may all be
reduced under the last. By the application of caloric,
the gaseous fluids are driven off from the two first, and
the iron may be precipitated from the third by its proper test. The substances left after this are the same as
those contained in saline mineral waters.
The substances which usually exist in saline mineral
waters, are carbonic, sulphuric, and muriatic acids.

with soda, lime, and magnesia. Suppose that in the
water to be analysed all of" these have been detected, the
fluid must be evaporated, stopping the evaporation before there is any deposition from it.
Muriate of baryta is then to be added, as long as any precipitate falls,
carefully avoiding adding an excess.
If the precipitate be soluble with effervescence in muriatic acid, it
The weight of this gives that
is carbonate of baryta.
of the carbonic acid 100 gr.
22 of acid. If the precipitate do not effervesce with muriatic acid, it is sulphate of baryta, 100 gr. of which =r 34 of sulphuric
acid.
If the precipitate be partially soluble in muriatic acid, it contains both carbonate and sulphate of baryta ; the proportions of each of which may be known,
by weighing the precipitate, washing it with muriatic
acid, and drying the residue. The weight of this gives
that of the sulphate, the loss that of the carbonate of ba-

=

By this means the carbonic and sulphuric acids
are removed, and the whole of the salts are converted
to muriates. Oxalate of ammonia is next to be added to
the filtered fluid.
Oxalate of lime is precipitated,
which, after being exposed to a strong heat, must be
converted into sulphate. (62.) 100 g. =4-1. 5 of lime.
ryta.

The

afterwards to be heated to about
by evaporation. A solution
of carbonate of ammonia is then to be added to it, and
i«imediately afterwards a solution of phosphate of ammonia, continuing the addition of both as long as there
is any precipitation, taking care to leave an excess of
ammonia. By the addition of these substances, one
part of the ammonia neutralises the muriatic acid of the
muriate of magnesia, tlie other portion combines with
the phosphoric acid and the magnesia, and forms the
triple phosphate of magnesia and ammonia, which is
precipitated.
By exposing this to a red heat for an
hour it is converted into phosphate of magnesia, lOOgr.
40 magnesia. After this the fluid contains
of which
muriate of soda perhaps with muriate of ammonia. To
procure the former it must be evaporated to dryness,
and the residue exposed to a high temperature, 100 :r
53.3 soda.
The muriatic acid in the muriate of soda obtained
may be either greater or less than what was contained
originally in the fluid ; part of the soda may have been
disengaged from the other acids, and have combined
with the muriatic acid of the muriate of baryta, used in
the precipitation of the sulphuric and carbonic acids.
If this be the case, the acid In the muriate of soda procured will be greater than what existed in the water
or the soda may be in less quantity than could neutralize the whole of the muriatic acid, part of this acid havIf this be the
ing been combined with the other bases.
case, the acid set free during the addition of the ammoniacal salts, would be contained in the residue of the
evaporation In union with ammonia, but would be volatilized by the heat, the muriatic acid in the muriate of
soda would therefore be less than the water originally
Though the quantity of muriate of soda
contained.
procured therefore, gives the real quantity of the soda,
yet it does not afford the proportion of the muriatic;
This may be discovered, by combining by calacid.
culation the bases with the acids, taking the quantity of
muriatic acid In the muriate of soda, and thus we will
find whether there be a deficiency or redundance of
By subtracting the surplus from what
muriatic acid.
exists in the muriate of soda, or by adding the deficiency to It, we arrive at the quantity of the muriatic acid.
100",

filtered fluid is

and reduced a

little

=

This method

Is,

however, liable to

fallacy.

It is better,

therefore, to take a separate portion of the water, evai«
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porated to the proper strength, and remove the carbonic
and sulphuric acids by means of nitrate of baryta, and
then add nitrate of silver to it, by which we ascertain
the quantity of muriatic acid, (61).
By these different steps we ascertain the quantity of
We must next ascertain the
the different inp'edients.
This is
state of combination in which they existed.
done, by supposing that the ingredients were so united
Should other subas to form the most soluble salts.
stances, beside* these mentioned, be supposed to exist
in the water, a* potassa or alumina, they must be detected by their proper test, and their proportions ascertainThese, it is supposed, are likewise so combined,
ed.
as to form with the acids the most soluble compounds,
Thus in his experiments on sea water, Dr. Murray
found that a pint of this fluid contained,

Lime
Magnnia

2.9
14.8
96.S

Sowi
Sulphuric acid
Muriatic acid

.

.

.

.

.

.

M
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Muriate of soda
159.3
Muriate of magnesia 95.5
Muriate of lime
5.7
Sulphate of soda
25.6

Mintrsl
Waters.
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226.1

In the same way, having ascertained the proportion*
of the different ingredients in any mineral water, the
quantities of the compounds which they form may be
ascertained.

If this view of the constitution of mineral water*
be correct, the component parts of those analysed will
be very different from what has been state<i in the foregoing Table, these having been ascertainetl by the eva)K>ration of the fluid, and by the other methods usually

followed in the analysis of mineral waters.
Thus those
'which have yieldetl sulphate of lime and muriate of soda,

.14.4
.97.7
'

8S6.I

These, he inferred, existed in the water in the state of
muriate of soda, muriate of lime, muriate of magnesia,
and sulphate of soda. The quantity of sulphate of so*
da equivalent to 14.4, of sulphuric acid is 25.6 ; the remainder of the soda 85.1 is united with 74.2 of muriaThe quantic acid, to form 159-3 of mnriate of soda.
tity of muriate of lime, eqaivalent to 2.9 of lime, is 5.7.
The 14.8 of magnesia is combined with the remainder
of the muriatic acid to form S5.5 muriate of magnesia,
The saline contents, then, aooording to this way of determining the compounds, are

it is inferred, contain muriate of lime and sulphate
of soda, the two former having been generated during
the evaporation by the decomposition of the latter. The
quantities of the substances contained in the water may
be ascertained, by finding the equivalenu of the difftTent
oooipounds.
Thus 100 of sulphate of lime are equivalent to 81.5 of muriate of lime; and 100 muriate of soda
*re equivalent to 1 22 sulphate of soda *.
The mode of analysing mineral waters recoBunend*
ed by Dr Murray, is one attended with much less U-

bour, and,

it is

probable, leads to results at least as ac-

more so, than those obtained by any of
the other mathods of analysis. A strong argument in its
favour,isiudetectinginminera] waters substances which
act |x>werfully on the animal system, and thus enabling
us to account for the medicinal effects of some of them,
which cannot be done by the other modes of analysis.
curate, if not

MINERALOGY.
y\ iNCBALocv is that branch of natural histoty which
makes us acquainted with all the properties and relap.
^""Y"^^ tions of minerals. It is divided, by Werner, into seMiatriio-

portant details which bdong to the doctrines of chciui- Ctcgtiotj.
geographical, and eoonomical mineralogy.
y^-y',^

cal,

veral branches, or doctrines, via. : Oryctt^^nosy, geognosgr, mincralogical chemistry, mineralogical geography. Mid economical mineralogy.
Oryctognosy, (or

mineralogy, commonly so called,) arranges and describes simple minerals, according to their external characters ; geognosy make* us acquainte<l with the strucat eri als, and mode of formature, relMive position,
tion of mountain rocks, or those mineral masses of
which the crust of tite earth is composed ; mineralogical chemistry enumerates the various chemical properties and relations of minerals mineralogical geography
delineates the geographical distribution of sunple and
compound minerals over the face of the earth ; and eoo.
nomKal mineralogy teaches us the various uses of minerals, whether simple or compound.
In the general view of mineralogy adapted to the
nature of an Encyclopedia, we cannot use this arrangement of Werner's. We shall consider mineralogy under two head* ; vis. Geognosy and Oryctognosy ; and
view them in audi a maimer as to indtuie me moat im-

m

;

*
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GEOGNOSY.
CHAP.

I.

UiHory.

This important branch of natural historv makes us
with the structure, relative position, materials, and mode of formation of the mineral masses of
which the crust of the earth is composed. The term
geognuiy is derived from the Greek words yn, the earth,
ana yfawt,-, knowledge. It has Ijeen confounded with
acciuaintecl

orologjf,

which

instructs us regarding the

physiognomy

with geogcmtf, which is purely hypothetical, consisting of very abstract speculations regarding
the original formation of the earth; also with geolon,
which, however, has a more extensive signification, for
the word *•»••« comprehends the whole science, or rationale of any subject; and therefore geognosy is only a
branch of geology. Geology, indeed, nccording to Werner, comprehends not only geognosy, but also geogrO''
P^y> hydrography, meteorology, and gtogony.
of mountains

is

;

admirably adapted, •( by

it

a gnat
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The

speculative ^)art of geojnosy engaged the atten^""""V""^ tion of mankind at a very early period ; for we find
that the priests of Egypt maintained the aqueous origin
of tiie globe. From Egypt science passed into Greece ;
and we learn that Thales, one of the most distinguished of the Cirecian philosophers, taught the Neptunian
view of the origin and fmrmation of the earth, which lie
had become acquainted with during his residence in
Zeno, another learned Greek philosopher,
Egypt.
maintained that fire was the prima malerin, and that
Geognosy.

the earth was formed from the igneous element. But
it would be vain to attempt an account of the various
fanciful speculations on the formation of the earth, proposed by ancient authors. These afford us no satisfactory infOTmation, in regard to the materials and structure of the crust of the earth. Agricola, in Saxony, and
that remarkable man Bernard de Palissy, in France,
were the first observers who proposed rational opinions
But the unirespecting the formation of minerals.
versal devotion to idle, useless, and pernicious schoso prevalent at that time, and which
continued for a long succeeding period, occasioned an
almost total neglect of their obsei-vations and opinions.
In the year 1 740, Ue Maillet, who had resided long in
Egypt, and who adopted the opinions of the ancient philosophers of that country, where he himself had witnessed how the waters, by the deposition of earthy
matter, contribute<l to the magnitude of the earth, attempted a general explanation of the formation of the
globe.
In bis curious work, entitled TMiame-d, (his
own name reversed,) he maintains, that our globe is
composeil of strata, which have been successively deposited over each other by the sea, which gradually
This
retired and uncovered the present continents.
t)pinion was adopted by Linnajus in his amusing
lastic disussions,

De Telluris habitabilis incrcmento ; and
BufFon, in his splendid vision of the formation of the
earth, inclines partially to this hypothesis ; for he considers the superficial strata of the globe as having been
formed from water. But all these speculations rested
on a very insecure basis ; because the mineralogy of no
tract of country had hitherto been accurately and scientifically examined.
It was therefore idle to attempt to
speculate on the formation of the earth with any prospect of success, when we were ignorant of the materials
of which it is composed, and of their structures and
tractj entitled

modes of airangement.
Tilias, a Swede, was one of the first naturalists who
was aware of the utility and importance of such descriptions; and, in the year 1750, he published several
topographical descriptions, illustrative of districts in
Sweden. This example was speedily followed, and, in

the year 1756, Lehman, a German miner, published
his celebrated work on secondary, or floetz rocks, in
which the distinction into primitive and secondary
mountains is first proposed.
WrJlerius, professor of
mineralogy at Upsal, by the publication of his system
of mineralogy in 1778, and Gerhard, in his elementary
work on minerals, made us acquainted with the geognostical situation of many minerals.
But of all the
works of that period, the most important was the physical geography of Bergman, in which we find collected and disposed, in a luminous order, all the facts
and observations hitherto published, in regard to the
strata of the earth, and to mineral veins.
Travellers
now made the investigation of the strata of countries an
object of particular attention.
Pallas, who was employed by the Russian government, in examining the
natural productions of that vast empire, although the
State of mineralogy at that period, and the rapidity of

his journeys,

prevented inin\ite investigations, made
many important geognostical ob>i('rvati()ns, and was the
first who investigate<l with care the numerous and striking fossil remains of elephants, rhinf>ceroses, and other
genera of the torrid zone, found buried under the icy
soil

of Siberia.

Guettanl and Monnet, in France, supported by public aid, and assisted by many naturalists, undertook the
raineralo^ical description ot France.
Several parts of
this work were published, but the facts were not well
arranged or connected. Lavoisier, the celebrated chemist, co-operated in this mineraiogical history of France,
and published several beautiful cle.<criptive memoirs.
Other naturalists gave descriptions of districts in France;
Ciensane published that of Languedoc; Faujus that of
Dauphiny, and made us acquainted with the voicanoes
of Vivarais
Desmarest had already described the volcanoes of Auvergne
PaUssou, in his essay on the Pyrenees, explained the structure ot that great range of
mountains, and was the first to state the important fact,
that the direction of the strata is parallel with that of the
chain.
But, of all the works published at this period,
(1779>) the most important and that which contributed in the most eminent degree to the advancement of
geognosy, was the first volume of the travels ot the celebrated Saussure.
It contains m^ny iijteresting mineraiogical facts, and numerous utiporumt geological
observations.
The succeeding volumes of this work
of Saussure's abound in valuable facts an<l beautiful
views of nature, and characterise him as one of the
most profound and succes.-ifu) of geologists. J. A. Deluc,
also a native of Geneva, and cottmporary of Saussure,
was an active enquirer, who added several important
facts and views to geology.
Some years before the
appearance of the works of Saussure and of Deluc, the
celebrated Werner was appointed professor of mineralogy at Freyberg in Saxony.
This remarkable man,
by his numerous observations, and profound views of
nature, created a new aera in mineralogy.
He was the
first to point out and explain the true mode of investigating geognostical phenomena he first arranged and
developed the principal structures that occur in the
crust of the earth, and explained and enumerated the
various relations of mountain-rocks, beds, and veins,
and of the fossil organic remains contained in strata of
;

;

;

different kinds.

Unfortunately for science, he published but little, so
that his discoveries, arrangements, and views, were
principally made known by the writings of his numerous pupils.
These were of all countries, from the
shores of the Black Sea to the extremity of Norway ;
and his fame and views were carried to the Americas, and
principally by his own pupils.
Indeed most of the distinguished mineralogists of the present age have proceeded from the celebrated school of Freyberg. Mohs, Charpentier, Buch, Raumer, Freisleben, Humboldt, Steffens, Engelhart, Esmark, d'Andrada, Brocchi, De la
Rio, and many others, might be mentioned as pupils of
-> hilst Werner, by
and profound naturalist.
and the activity, zeal, and skill of his
pupils, was advancing geognosy in Germany, and in

this great

his prelections,

many other countries, we find that Patrin,

Delametherie,

Raymond, and others in France, were adding to our
knowledge of the structure and composition of the
But of all French geologists, the most disearth.
He was one of the first natinguished was Dolomieu.

who examined, in a satisfactory manner, the
nature of active volcanoes, and his writings and views
in this department of geognosy may be considered
as having led the way to the investigations and views
turalists

Geognosy,
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at Spalianuuii, Fortu, Fsujas, Breitlac, and Cordier.
But be did not confine his attention solely to tbe atudy
of volcanic district*, for he lias left several intereattng
mimrir- on minend fomations. In France, the studr of petrifactions, or foanl otganie reoMin*. has matenally contributed to the advancement of geognosy.
Tbe previon* views of Werner, on this subject, tbe flisUinike and obeervations of Hunter, Blumenbach,
ScUottheini, and otiwr*, paved the way for the more
la'iMli d and bi^iant investigations of Cuvier.
Wbilat Mocnoay was advancing in other countries, it
but little attended to in Great Britain.
wtu nntil
ThepabUcationoftbetheory of Burnet, in Ib'Sl.andtbe
I Bltiimi of B«bin«(in in I699, amused, witboot comWoodward's Etsi^
ii iiMfrthiif any re.-d information.
on the Natural History of tbe Ewth, pabiiabe<l in 1 70?,
was the first which contained any facts of importance,
the lectures and discourses on fwliigMkee, by
Kabert Hooke, in 1705, tbe physico-tiwalagical dis171S, and the new theory of tbe
caanas a£ Bay
Mrdi of Whiataa, in 1739, were principally of a specaktrva natme. The inquiry into the original state and
tmnatiaB cf th« eartb, by John Whitefaurst. publiahed
i—
1778, aMnigb pranpaUy tlmaKtaeal,
pod abscrrationa OB the Mructoreaf saaM district* in
England. James Dougla&s. in 17^3, published • disHrtation on tbe antiquity of the earth, in wbicb certain
ftasil organic reaaains at* partioalarly considerad.
About this time. Dr. Hattan of Edinbwfih, published,
intfca t JsaajiA ira / Trmn»mtiom$ of the Bqw> Sodety of
Wdinhargh, a striking assay on tha thaw j af tke aastk.
Bat this work, like all tboae of a nmwly spend iti»t
did not afivd any hawi<sial w sn ha to gaoei mAt&i k fMMined nearly lunoliaed, except
tuiliimiwal tracts by Mr. Kirwa>,anlSI it wasre1 to dia public bjF Praftasui Pkyfldr, in his inwort, entitled " llkutrotimt of the HnUomifH
In 1801, Professor Jm.
ThmrffT" publinhwl in 1 806.
mmfcm pwblishwl, in two voIooms qvarto, tba resnha of
his observatioiis on tbe geognosy of the Hebrides, Orkney, and Shetland Islands, in a work entitled 3fmermligg tftk* SetUitk /We*.
This was the irsi axlen.
sive topographical geognosdcal work that had i^^ieared
in BribdB.
In 1808, the lame naturalist published hb
Elt
the structure and mali of GtegMuy, ii
tarialsof theeartnare^'
\
con-sidered. About
Ihis tiaa the Weroarao bocu-ty of Kdiaborgh, and
Caol agieal Sacis^ of Loadaii, w«m MtafeUriiai ; two
aaaodatioiw which have eminently contributed to tbe
adrancement of geognosy. Other gcolo^cal societies
have snioe been established in diffierent parts of C;reat
Britain ; and the saienoa is now eitensiveiy and actively cukivafted in every civilised country in Europe.
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Of tliese the earthy form the greater portion Geognosy.
of the earth, while the saline, inflammable, and metal- '""^"V™^
lie minerals occur in very various and remarkable reLitions, in the greater and more prevalent masses, yet
always in such a proportion, that when viewed on tbe
great scale, they do not contribute to the formation of
the figure of the earth or its surface.
.S.
When we examine the surface of the globe more
particularly, a certain locality of its inequalities is to be
observed.
Thus the most considerable inequalities,
those, namely, which present the most frequent and
the deepest sections and fissures, are always found in
the more elevated regions ; while in the lower places
we observe very few, and by no means such special

gitian.

and dep r e*eiorw. We furtlier observe, that
masses of which the higher and lower parts of the
earth are compo$e<l, are by no means of the same nature.
The elevated, rugged, and verj- uneven place*,
are mostly composed of rocky masses, which present
to tbe eye rough, bare, and fissured cliiis, mural precipices, and even entire rocky valleys.
On the other
nand, in the lotfar parts of the earth, we find in general earthy masses, as dagr, loam, sand, an<l rolled
stonea; but neither c^A nor rocky valleys, and only
single blocks of the materials of tbe mure elevated
elevations
tlie

4. There is still anothav gwitial and very interesting
ubMiiliau to be UHdo, namely, that the remains of
oipanic beinga more or lo« changed, (what are denominated solr^^cljew,^ are fband embedded in these
rocks. Theae rrmarKable bodies are generally foumi
is the middle and la>w«r bdchti of the earth.
In the
'

middle heights they are stul very rare ; but they incr eas e in variety uid number, as we approach the
lower places, and are at length accumnlatea
immense

We

m

also observe, thst
tha loweat parts.
tJie organic remains found in the middle heights a e
totally changed into stone ; but the lower the sitiiatioM, the nKtre theae bodies appear unaltered, or approach to their original state.
It is also observed,
that the higher places afford different genera and species of patrifiMtiana fWaoa those found in the lower;
and although we are able to shew the originals of some
of thoae petrifactions which are found in lower places,
as nrooft of their origin, those found in the middle
heights belong to species that are unknown to u«.
I a^ly, we may remark, that in all the cituations aU
rsady
ewtiawad , that is, from the middle to the lowest heights, but particularly in the ktter, there are
some rocks in which few or no traces of such organic remains have ever been found ; although, from the local
situakioo of the rocks, we might aa readily expect to
ind tiatiifcctions in them, as in other rocks of the same
(niantities in

m

ivialivo hcigut.

CHAP,
rWwnpiw of the
ii

Gsanal
*»e"l>-

Usaof
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ir,

Surface oflh* Emrtk.

When we take a very general view of the earth, it
appear* as a globular solid raaas, whose surface is iliversiSed by nitiaerous eminences, ot various macnitildes

and forma.

When we examine

particularly,

^

S. EaperiaiMa taaehes ua, that tbe great fiaaiil aMHaea,
of which the M>lid body of the earth is composed,
whe« viewed on the griat scale, have a tafmtar fatw,
and are con»
more rstended in length and
breadth than
,-%».
<

We also riiul, that these maases or rocks are compoaed of different minerals, in various states of aggre>

we

the surface of the earth

more

DiiTcrcnt

find that the qiedal inequalities are in- ipecictor

eluded in others more general ; that these genaaal iuo- fnrquaiuics
qualities are again contaiaed in others still more gene- °" 'l**
•"»•>'•••»ral ; and that at length the whole are included in the
face.
most generaL 1'ltese inequalities may (>e divided into
five classes or degrees.
The first contains tbe roost
general ine(|ualitie8 ; these ate tkt Latlom tf ihe ita,
and the dru Immi. Tha s aaoad oamprebenda wl1.1t may
be termed l»m eaimtrm and hifih eomnlry. The third,
which is more si)ecial, comprehends wuunlain grempt.

The

fourth, which is atill more particular, cotnprehcnds muuntain chaim and vaileyt. l°he fiflh and last,
which is the most special, comprehends single mountaint, and the ravines or valleys between them.
We
have thus a most beautiful series from the single moun.

;

:
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and Asia should therefore be considered as forming one
continent, and America two.
Africa, on the contrary,

Geagnosy. tain

and the ravine to the great fabric of the high coun'^""Y""^ try ; and still further to the most general division of
the inequalities of the earth's surface, the dry land and
the bottom of the sea.

Bottom of the

Sea.

Second Degree.

Low

High Land.

Land.

:

Third Degree.
Alpine Land.

Plain.

The mountainous and hilly
from the Alpine land

land

make

the transition

to the plain.

Fourth Degree.

Mountain Range.

Valley.

Fijlh Degree.

Mountain.

We

shall

Ravine.

now

consider each of these inequalities in

detail.

we may

6. In regard to the bottom of the sea,
at preDivision of
sent remark, that it is diversified by many inequalities;
the earth
into eonti- which, however, are not so special as those on the surnetits.

face of the dry land.

The ocean

covers about three-fifths of the whole
is but a comparatively small portion of it elevated above the surface of the water. Even
this does not form a connected whole ; on the contrary, it is divided into a number of detached masses,
earth, so that there

to

the

which geographers have given different names
larger are denominated continents, the smaller,

:

islands.

The

geographic division of the earth into continents
not quite correct. Thus Europe and Asia, which
form but one continent, are by geographers divided
into two; whereas America, which forms two very
is

distinct continents,

having their natural boundary at

the Istlimus of Darien,

* The dry land, according

and

is

to

considered as one.

some French geographers,

Europe

is

divided into three worldi, the Old World, JVeir World, and

Maritime Worlds

these are subdivided into eight divisions or parts.

The

old world, in the eastern hemisphere, extends

and Curope.
The new world,

from south-west

in the western hemisphere, extends

to north-east,

from north to south, and

is

and comprehends two continents,

viz.

Africa and Asia,

composed of tao continents, North and South

Ame-

rica.

To
many

is a mass of land nearly
and with smaller groupes of

''•""Y''"^

well characterised as a distinct continent.
The great inequality of the distribution of the land,
which rises above the surface of the ocean, deserves at«
If we conceive the earth divided into two
tention.
equal parts by the equator, we shall find a most striking difference in the proportion of land on its north
and south sides the southern half is almost entirely
composed of water ; but in the northern, the greater
portion is land.
The proportion of land on the north
and south sides of the equator, is as | to J. It has
been also observed, that if the earth be divided by a
meridian line, the proportion of land and water on opposite sides is strikingly different ; there being always
a preponderance of water in the one side, and land on
the other.
This great accumulation of land in the northern half
of the globe, suggested to some speculators the idea of
the existence of a soutliem continent ; as they conceived it to be impossible that the equipoise of the earth
could otherwise remain undisturbed. The illustrious
Cook, however, has shewn, that even beyond 71" S.
latitude, there is no appearance of a continent ; anil
that these dreary regions of water and ice are only diversified by a few islands *.
7. The most .general inequalities observable on the High
surface of the dry land, are, as we have already observed, high land and low land.
By the first, we understand a lofty, uneven, and widely extended mass of
land
by the second, a great and widely extended low
and flat country.
In Europe, we find but two high lands and one low
The one is the great European or Southern
land.
the other the Scandinavian or Northern. The one has
its middle point in Switzerland, in the Tyrol, and the
Alps of Savoy. Hence it passes through three-fourths
of France ; traverses the whole of Portugal and Spain
includes nearly two-thirds of Germany ; passes through,

is

First Degree.

Dry Land.

Geognoijr*

the south-east of Asia, there

as large as Europe.

islands of great extent,

islands,

It

is

Notasia, or

New Holland. It
New World.

that extend to the vicinity of the

is

surrounded with

This

is

named

lb«

maritime -world.
The maritime world

is composed of three distinct parts : 1, Australasia, which includes New Holland, and the great islands that lie to
The third, which is named
2. The great archipelago of islands to the south of Asia, named the Archipelago of Notaaia.
the east of it.
Polynetia, inclmles the islands scattered through the great Pacific Ocean.
Those islands situated near continents are considered as belonging to them. Thus the British Isles belong to Europe ; those of Japan
But there are other small islands situated in the middle of the
to Asia; the West India Islands to America; Madagascar to Africa.
Great Ocean, and which cannot be referred to any of the preceding divisions. These may be named Pelagien, and belong to the oceans in
which they are situated.
Great islands like continents have their high chains of mountains, rivers, lakes, forests, deserts, and large animals.
In the island of Sumatra, which is only a secondary one in point of magnitude in the Archipelago of Notasia, we meet with the elephant,
Thus the rhinorhinoceros, and hippopotamus ; but the species of animals are often different from those of the neighbouring continents.
ceros of Stunatra is different from that of Asia and Africa.
Madagascar produces that singular species of sloth named a?, and the different species of makis, which we do not meet with in Africa or elsewhere.
The inhabitants of Van Dieman's Land are very different from
those of New Holland; and the greater number ofmammiferous animals and reptiles are specifically different from those met with on the
neighbouring continent The dog, which is so much prized, and so generally distributed, is a stranger to them, while it is met with very generally in New Holland. Islands of a moderate extent have no great animals, and their rivers are smaller than in those of the first magnitude.
The smallest isles are simply rocks, without rivulets, or even springs. Their precipitous cliffs and caves are sometimes beautifully ornamented with madrepores, and with fuci of various beautiful colours and elegant forms. Their sumnaits are inhabited by pelicans, cormorants, albatrosses, frigate birds, and a host of other marine birds ; and during tempests they are lashed by a furious and highly phosphoric

ocean.

As these three worlds are narrow towards the south, and broad towards the north, it follows that the northern hemisphere contains the
larger portion of land, and may be called the terrestrial hentitpltere.
The southern hemisphere, which is very much covered with the wateri
of the ocean, may be named the maritime hanispheri.

land,

;

;
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Italj- ; and also part of Hungary
and terminates on the borders of tlie

GM«no«r. the greater part of

and Turkey

;
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thus forming the transition to what

is

termed low Geognosy,

'"^"^""^

land.

1 3. The fourth constituent part of high land is plaint.
Black Sea. The course of this high land determines
Saxony lies nearly on the These are small, isolated, and rare ; and hence fonn but
that of the great low land.
border of thi^ low land or plain. It rasses throu^ unimportant features in the general aspect of high
the north part of Saxony, to tne East or Baltic Sea. It land.
I*. Low land differs very much in its characters from l^* 'o*'
passes by the foot of the Hartz Mountains;
^h land. It is principally comjrased of plains, and
through the upper part of Westphalia : and fiutheri^^ug
•ometimes contains flat hilly country, chieny where it
througli the wliule of Holland, the Netherlands, and
borders on alpine country. Very rarely small mountain
it even readies the east coast of
•mall part of France
groups occur in it, and these always occupy its middle
It extends very considerably towards the
this island.
north, including in its course Prussia, Poland, and part.
1 5. As alpine land is very varied in its aspect, it will Particular
nearly all Russia in Europe ; and reaches to the Urabe pro))er now to consider its different parts somewhat dcicriptioa
lian Mauntaina, including the greater part of Molda>
alpine
When a mountain group, or alpine land, is or
in detail.
ria.
land.
The other high land rise* in Norway and Sweden i viewed as a whole, it appears highest in tlie middle
oomprdiends a portion of Russia ; and extends, with and this highest part extends through the whole group
without bemg intersected. This elevated portion is by
some interruption, to the Uralian mountains.
High and low lands might also be pointed out in the ge(>gr^>hers denominated the high mounlain chain, and
IS one of the most remarkable parts of a mountain
other continents.
group, because nature appears to have arranged all the
8. Ever}- high land is composed of what ii»y be
tenned ^Ipiii*, moumtaimtmt, and kilfy land ; and some- other parta as vibordinate to it. It is the water-shed Waterihed.
times of small plains. The low land, on the oootnry, for the whole of the neighbouring country, and is paconcists {winctpaU^ of pUmi ; but we find in it. also, rallel to the length of the group ; hence the extremities
sometimes mountainous and hilly land, and, very rare- of the group are at the same time that of the high
mountain chain.
ly, nnall mountain groups. Here the oonetituent parts
All the other parts of the mountain group decline on
are directly reversed ; in high land, the alpine country
forms the predominating feature, but in low land the both sides from the high mountain chain ; and the inclined planes thus formed, arc denominated the fall or
plain is the characteristic appearance.
The inclination of the acclivity AcclWllyof
9. AlfiM land is composed of wmmiMm gnmpi, or aeciivUy of the group.
groups of mountains. Each mountain group consists varies nmn S° to 6*; that of tlie nortliem declivity of the group.
of a number of inequalities, which are denominated the Pyrenees is from S" to 4° ; that of the southern acmmmlauu: and these are arranged into series, forming clivity of the Alps, from the line formed by the coloswhat are called sMMMiieta chain*, or chain* of raounlMns sal summits of Mont Blanc, Mont Cerven,' and Mont
numbaroftbewchains, when joined tegetkar in a de- Eoee, and of which the general height is 3500 metres,
terminate manner, form a numntam group.
Mountain to the plains of Piedmont and Lombardy, is ^J". But
Srgu|w an thus excellently distinguisoed from the other as sacfa a general inclination is made up of many particoBetitaflBt parte of the hifh Und.
cular inclinations^ on aocouat of the inequalibea of the
It is of much iranoilance to be able to discriminate
acclivity, we must, before we reach the summit, ascend
• mountain group irom others on which it may bonier, and descend acclivities much more considerable than
«r with which it may be surrounded. For facilitating that we have just mentioned. The two acclivities of a
this discrimination it may be remarked, that nounlaio
group have rarely the
degree of inclination ; on
groups are highest in the middle, and usually beoame the contrary, one is generally uorter and steeper than
^twiually lower and Mnaller towards the extrcmitiei
the other. Thus, the northern acclivity of the Erzgethat eadi indiTidnal group has a particular dire»- bergc is long and gentle, while tlie southern is rapid and
short.
In the Pyrenees, the northern acclivity is more
Movntain groups are •ometimes separated fircsn Aush extensive and steeper than the southern. The western
etbar Iff plans ; aoBiatfanaa by valleys ; frequently by acdivity of the Andes is shorter and steeper than the
e tainous or hilly country.
eastern.
The lower part of the group, that which bor'0. Monmlmmoiu Uimd is ooapoced of mountaim tlut ders OQ mountainous and hilly country, is denominated
Mauouin.
•w Uad. an tiup*W>it*d into chaine ; but these chains not eon- it» Jbal. When a portion of it extends iar into low
iMCtaa tegetber by a central or high mountain chain. country, it is deaominated a mounlain arm. We some, Monniaia
Hence it never forms group*. It ia lower than alpine times meet with small plains on the acdivity of the rm.
land ; and is often intenected, which is never the case group, and these may be denominated aioewlgiii ptaiiu,
with alpine land.
to distinguish them irom those observed in low coun11, The third constituent part of high land, namely,
try. Very considerable heights sometime* occur in the
Hiitj laad. HUltf land, is much lower than mountainous country,
acdivity of the group, but these seldam reach the
and constats of gentle, raonded, waved-like elevations. height of the high mountain chain.
These are somettmea arnqged into groups.
The concavities, or hollows, in a mountain group are Valleys.
have tine • wmplif series, ftnm the most ele- denominated wdioft. The valleys shoot frcmi tlie high
vs^tad and oannnlet* alpine country, through tlie mounmountain chain, intersect the acclivitjr of the mountaw
tainaae and hilJv, to tne low ouuntry.
graop, and terminate at its foot, lite valleys divide
IS. Ib reaifd to the local sitoatioD of the ccsutitncnt the mountain chains fivm each other ; and by this diparts of high land, we may raoMrk, that alpine land
vision nature has foimad all the varieties of structure
its principal ooMtituent part, and that Uiis is disobserved in mnnntlin oRiap*.
yiiahnd fran
ilsimiua and hilly land, not only
The latanl efaain* ibaot on both sides irom the high
lyili fiuniiii^,bata)i»bjr fa*iaht,and iteuana%oe. ountaia chain towards the fiwt of the group. Of
diehighkmd; whemmhs ilia*e lateral chains some are mere oonsiderable than
<gjjiH »« liiMi
beraen are marked by maaBtHnaaa and hilly Iqad;
Ae moat eaaadnrable, that which rises
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middle of the high mountain chain, and reaches to
the foot of tlie group, is denominated the principal
mountain chain ; the other chains either shoot from the
foot of the group towards the principal mountain chain,
bill never reach the high mountain chain ; or they proceed from the high mountain chain, but never reach
the foot of the group. The principal moimtain chain
of one group cannot join with the principal mountain «•
chain of another, nor can the high mountain chain
of one group join with that of another. Tlie summit
of a mountain chain is denominated its ridge, and
that of the highest mountain chain the highest mountain

Giognnsjr. the
Principal
luountain
chuiii.

ridge.
Different
kind> of
valleys.

We

have nearly the same circumstances to attend
mountain chains ; only
there is here nothing analogous to the high or middle
mountain chain. Tliere are two chief kinds of valleys,
namely, the principal, and lateral or subontinate. The
principal valleys stretch uninterrupted from the high
mountain chain to the foot of the mountain group, and
to in regard to valleys as to

those only ai'e the principal valleys that reach this point
all the others are subordinate or lateral valleys.
These
either extend from a mountain chain to a principal valley, or begin from a lateral chain, or tlie principal
mountain chain, and terminate at the foot of the mounMountain chains are divided into mountain group.
tains by small valleys or ravines.
In the valleys of
mountain groups, we have always rivers or streams, but
in those of mountain chains, there are either none or
small rivulets.
The bottom of such valleys has usually
a very rapid ascent ; they are not deep, and are neither
so wide nor so extensive as true valleys, or those formed of ranges of mountains.
6".
The different parts of individual mountains must
1
Description
of single
also be described.
Almost every mountain has a. foot,
mountains. acclivity, and summit.
By the first, we understand the
lowest and flattest part of a mountain.
It sometimes
extends to a considerable distance, and then rises under
an angle of 8° or 10" ; when it is less extensive, or has
a smaller base, it rises under a somewhat greater angle,
but never greatly exceeds 10°. The mountains in wide
valleys have generally a considerable foot, but those in

very high, almost of equal length with the acclivily, Geogno'v.

Such lofty and precipitous '""^•""^
and completely naked.
summits are, in Switzerland, denominated I'eahs. TTie
summit varies considerably in its shape; it is tibular, or
round-backed, or obtuse, or acute, or short conical.
Generally the shape of the mountain is ciiaracteristic
of the rock of which it is composed. Tims gneiss and
transition rocks form flat or round- backed summits;

summits ; and basalt and some other
rocks short and obtuse conical summits
granite and
limestone often present extremely sharp pointed summits or peaks.
The summits of mountains are sometimes divided by
means of ravines, and these are to be considered as
the smallest kind of valley.
They form one extremity of the series of which the principal vallej's in mountain groups form the other.
The inequalities formed
on the summits of mountains by these ravipes or very
small valleys, are denominated Caps.
A rr.ountain may
have many caps, and the highest of these will be the
top of the mountain.
17. Mountain groups may be considered under five Different
different points of view, nameU'^, according to their kinds of
length, height, breadth, shape of the mountains, and their mountam
clay-slate conical

:

groups.

connection.

Mountain groups, in regard to then* length, may
be divided into principal, middle, and small.
A principal mountain group or Alpine country must
be at least 130 miles long. They occur but seldom.
The Alps of Switzerland, the Pyrenees, and the Carpathians, afford examples of this kind.
A middle-sized mountain group is from 40 to 130
miles in length. The greater number of European
mountain groups belong to this class as examples, we
may mention the Grampians, Hartz, the Reisen or
18.

;

Giant Mountains, &c.
A small mountain group is from 10 to 40 miles in
length ; as examples of it, we may mention the Forest
of Thuringia, and the Bohemian Mittelgebirge.
19. Mountain groups, in regard to their height, are
by geographers divided into high, qf a middle height,

and low.
narrow valleys are less in extent. Sometimes, as in
A high mountain group is above 1000 toises or fa«
mountains having a mural ascent, there is no foot.
thorns in height.
In Europe, almost the only examThe Acclivity or Ascent— By this we understand the ples of this class are the Alps of Switzerland, Savoy,
space contained between the foot and the summit of a tlie Tyrol, and the Pyrenees.
In the Alps of Switzermountain. It is usually the steepest and most consi- land, the highest point is MOnt Blanc, which is about
derable part of it.
The JungfrauIts inclination is less or more than
1 5,6'46" feet above the level of the sea.
30°, and on this depends the greater or less covering of horn is 13,730 feet above the level of the sea.
In the
soil.
Upon an acclivity of SO*" and upwards, we find a Tyrolean Alps, the Gross Glockner reaches the height
good cover of soil at 45'^, however, the acclivity is too of 12,780 above the sea; and the Ortler 15,430. In
great to admit the growth of trees.
Sometimes the ac- the Pyrenees, the highest point is Mont Perdu, which
clivity is perpendicular, forming mural precipices ; and is 1 1,283 feet above the sea.
it is either mural on one, two, or all sides, or in single
The elevations in South America are much more
spots.
Granite, porphyry, and sandstone, afford exam- considerable.
Thus Antisana is 1,9,150; Tonguragua
ples of such acclivities.
Humboldt remarks, in regard 16,579; Cotopaxi, according to Condamine, 18,890.
to acclivities in general, that they are to be reckoned Chimborazo, the most elevated summit in tlie new
considerable when their angle is 7° or 8", which is the world, is 21,440 feet above the level of the sea.
maximum for carriages ; that they are very rapid when
The Himalya mountain in Asia are still higher, hav15°, which is the maximum for loaded beasts of buring, in some instances, an elevation of 27,000 feet.
then that an inclination of 35° is so great, that we canIn Asia, Africa, and America, there appear to be
not ascend it without cutting steps in the rock ; and many mountain groups that belong to this division.
that even with the aid of steps, an inclination of more
20. Mountain groups of a middle height are from
than 44° is very difficult of ascent.
500 to 1000 toises high. These are not uncommon.
The Summit. This is usually the smallest part of a In Germany, the Erzgebirge, Fichtelgebirge, Riesenmountain, and its inclination is generally less consider- gebirge, and Hartz, are of this magnitude. The highable than that of the acclivity.
There occur, however, est point of the Fichtelgebirge is 3600 feet; of the
«xceptions to this: thus tliere are summits that rise Hartz nearly the same. The Schneekoppe in the Riejnore rapidly than the acclivity ; and these are usually sengebirge is ^QiQ feet above the sea.
,-

;
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In the Mesa de Paja, in the pth degree of South lati- Geognosy.
tude, says Humboldt, we entered the basin of the Llanos, '""ni''"^
The sun was almost at the zenith ; the earth, wherever it *"»•'' Ameappeared, sterile and destitute of vegetation, was at the p|'*",
temperature of 48° or 50° centigrade. Not a breath of air
this claM.
22. Mountain groum, in r^ard to the breadth of was felt at the height we were on the mules ; yet, in the
midst of this apparent calm, whirls of dust incessantly
their base, are divided into masiiie and Imgu/i groups.
In moime mountain groups, the lengtli and breadth arose, driven on by the small currents of air that gliile
•f the bue are nearly alike. The Swiss and Tyrolian only over the surface of tlie ^ound, and are occasion,
etl by the difference of temperature, which the naked
Alps, and the Harts, are of this kind.
In the longiik mountain group, the length of the sand and the spots covered with herbs acquire. These
base is very considerable in compari;ion of the breadth. tand winds augment the suffocating heat of the air.
Of this kind are the Riesengebirge, Erzgebirge, &c. Every grain of quartz, hotter than the surrounding air,
radiates beat in every direction ; and it is difficult to
The greater number of groups have this snape.
observe the temperature of the atmosphere, without
23. Mountain groups, in regard to the form of tlie
mountains of which they are compoaeti, are divided these particles of sand striking against the bulb of the
thermometer. All around us, the plains seemed to
into common, conical, and a/jo/ne groups.
In the common mountain group, the individual ascend towards the sky, and tliat vast and profound
mountains of which the chains are composed arc sin- solitude iqtpeared to our eyes like an ocean covered
gly aggregated, and are joined nearly to their sum- with sea weeds. According to the unequal mass o
vanours diffu.sed through the atmosphere, and the vamits.
In the conkat mountain group, the individual rooun< riaiole decrement in the temperature of the different
strata of the atmosphere, the horizon in forae |>art8
tains of which the chains are composed, are also singly
i^gregated, but not joined together hisfaer up than was clear and distinct ; in other parts it appeared undulating, sinuous, and as if striped.
Toe earth was
toe declivity ; so that they appear conical.
Through the dry
In the a/pine mountain group, the mountain chains there ciwifounded with the sky.
re composed, not of single mountains joined together, fog and strata of vapour, the trunks ot ualin-trce*
but of groups of pyramidal-shaped mountains, in which were seen from afar. Stripped of ttieir foliage, and
groups a large pjTamidal mountain has arranged their verdant summits, these trunks appeared like
around it a number of amaUer mountains of the same masts of a ship discovered at the horizon.
There is something awful, but sad and gloomv, in
figure.
the uniform aspect of these steppes.
Every tiling
Si. Moantain groups, in regard to their connection,
an etthcv itoUutd, ot leveral are joined together, form- seems motionless ; scarcely does a small cloud, as it
bw a ckmim of mountain groups. A cham of moun- passes acroaa the senith, and announces the approach
of the rainy seaaoa, sometimes cast its shadow on the
tain groitps extends from the Alps of Swhserland to
savannah. I know not whether the first aspect of the
Servia and Bulgaria : a similar range is formed by the
llano* excite less astonishment than that of tlie chain
Fic'htelgebirge, which is connected with the Carp*Mountainous countries, whatever may.
thiaas oy the Alpine land at mountain group* of of the Andes.
be the highest elevation of the highest summits, have
the Ersgebirge, Riesenbirge, Silesian and Moravian
an anal<wous physiognomy ; but we accustom ourselves
groups.
'^' ^'o""' ** ^* hayt already mentioned, form the with difficulty to the view of the Uanos of Venezuela
DmilrtlBn
and Guanary, to that of the Pampai of Buenos- A yres
•riow Und. principal constituent port of Um land ; yt there freand of Chaco, which recal to tiie mind incessantly,
quently occurs in it flnt hillv land, more rarely low and
iaoUted groups ; and the hilU are often isolated, and and during journeys of twenty or tliirty days, the
smooth surface of the ocean. I had seen the plains or Europf an
a considerable distance from each other.
The plains of the low land are characterised bv par- llanos of La Mancha in Spain, and the heath lands plilos.
that extend from tlie extremity of Jutland, tliruugh
ticular hollows or concavities, which are denominated
Luneburg and Westphalia, to Belgium. These laat
In these there are to be
rivtr tHxUeju, ot titer eottntt.
BiTCr
diatinguisned the bed of ike river, and the hoim or are real steppes, of which man, during several ages, has
been able to subject only small jwirtions to cultivaAmwA land
Further, there aie to be observed the
tion ; but the plains of the west and north of Europe
kigm and Itjw bank of the river, and the ravines or
semII valleys that traverse the high bank, and termipresent a feeble imase of the immense llanos of South
America. It is in the south-east of our Continent, in
nate in the low bank.
There is still another kind of hollow to be obaerved Hungary, between the Danube and the Thei^'S in
Russia, between the Borj stheiies, and the Don, and
in low lami ; it is that funned by shallow and wideextended lakes. Numerous instances of this are to be the Wolga, that we find those vast pastures, which
observed in the great European low land. The Marc seem to have been levelled by a long abode of the
Brandenburg amirds many instances of these latter. waters, and terminate the horizon on every side. The
further obeerve, that the plains of the low land
plains of Hungary, when I traversed them, on llic
arc not perfectly level, but are frequently marked with
frontiers of Germany, between Pre»burg and Oldinrising giounds, which can scarcely be entitled to the
burg, strike the imagination of the traveller by the
name of hills. They oflen extend for many mileti. constant display of the mirdge, or cxtraortlin.irj- refr.icLsndThey are denominated by German geognosts lutnd- tions ; but their greatest extent is more to the cast,
hiiken, when they are nearly of cqaaf length and
between Czeeled, Debreczen, and Tittel, which has
breadth ; and Lamdriicken, when they have a length- only two outlets, one near Grau and Waitzcn; the
ened form.
other between Belgrade and Widdiii.
Humboldt, in his valuable book of travels, gives an
The different parts of the world liave been supposed
interesting account of the great plains of Soiutti Ameto be characterised by saying, that Europe has its kealh
rica, wliicn we shall here lay before our readers.
lands, Asia ita ttcppe*, Afnca its deterlt, and America.
21. Law mountain groups are from 600 to 3000 feet
C«osnosv.
'"•^'Y'^ high. These are the most numerous. The SchwarzVtaUd at Block Forest, the mountains between Moravia and Bohemia, the Thuringer-Wald, &c. belong to

'
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Gtognoty. its savannahs ; but by this distinction contrasts are
'~^ '"*'
established, that are not founded either in the nature
of things, or the genius of languages. The existence
of a heath always supposes an association of plants of
the ftimily of ericm: the steppes of Asia are not every
where covered with saline plants ; the savannahs of
Venezuela furnish not only the gramina, but with
these small herbaceous mimosas, legumina, and other
dicotyledonous plants. The plains of Songaria, those
which extend between the Don and the Wolga, and
the Puszla of Hungary, are real savannahs, pasturages
abounding in grasses ; while the savannahs to the east
and west of the Stony mountains, and of New Mexico,
produce chenopodiums, containing muriate and carbonate of soda. Asia has its real deserts, destitute of veSince we
getation, in Arabia, in Gobi, and in Persia.
have become better acquainted with the deserts in the
interior of Africa, so long and so vaguely confounded
together under the name of Desert of Sahara (Zahra ;)
it has been observed, that in this continent, toward
the east, savannahs and pastures are found, as in Arabia, set in the midst of naked and barren tracts.
It is
Deierts.
these last, these deserts covered with gravel, and destitute of plants, that are almost entirely awanting in the
New World. I saw them only in the low part of
Peru, between Amotape and Coguimbo, on the borders of the South Sea. These are called by the Spaniards, not Llanos, but the Dcsiertos of Sechura and
Atacaniez. This solitary tract is not broad, but 440
leagues long.
The rock pierces every where through
the quicksands.
No drop of rain ever falls on it and,
like the desert of Sahara, to the north of Tombuctoo,
the Peruvian desert affords, near Huara, a rich mine of
rock-salt.
Every where else, in the New World, there
are plains, desert because not inhabited, but no real
;

deserts.

The same phenomena are repeated in the most distant regions ; and, instead of designating those vast
plains, destitute of trees, by the nature of the plants
they produce, it seems natural to distinguish them into
deserts, and steppes or savannahs ; into bare lands without any appearance of vegetation, and lands covered
with gramina, or small plants of the dicotyledonous
tribe.
The savannahs of America, especially those of
the temperate regions, have, in many works, been deLlanos snd signated by the name prairies ; but this term appears
pampas of to me little applicable to pastures that are often very
South Adry, though covered with grass of four or five feet in
merica.
height. The llanos and the Pampas of South America
They display a beautiful verdure in
are real steppes.
the rainy season, but in the time of great drought assume the aspect of a desert. The grass is then reduced to powder ; the earth cracks ; the alligator and
the great serpents remain buried in the dried mud till
awakened from their long letliargy by the first showers
of spring. These phenomena are observed in barren
tracts of fifty or sixty leagues in length, wherever the
savannahs are not traversed by rivers ; for on the borders of rivulets, and around little pools of stagnant water, the traveller finds, at certain distances, even during
the period of the great droughts, thickets of mauritia,
a pahn, the leaves of which, spread out like a fan,
preserve a brilliant verdure.
Steppes of
The steppes of Asia are all beyond the tropics, and
A(ia and
formvery elevated table-lands. America, also, displays saAmerica.
vannahs of considerable extent'on the backs ofthe mountains of Mexico, Peru, and Quito ; but its most extensive
steppes, the Llanos of Cumana, Caraccas and Meta, are
b'ttle raised above the level of the ocean, and all belong

to the equinoctial zone. These circumstances give them
a peculiar character. They have not, like the steppes

Geognosy.
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of southern Asia, and the deserts of Persia, those kkes
without issue, those small systems of rivers, that lose
themselves either in the sands, or by subterraneous filtrations.
The Llanos of America are inclined towju-ds
the east and south, and their running waters are branches of the Oroonoko.
The course of these rivers had once led me to believe
that the plains formetl table-lands, raised at least from
one hundred to one hundred and fifty toises above the
level of the ocean.
I supposed that tlie deserts of in-

were also at a considerable height ; and
that they rose one above another, like stages, from the
coast to the interior of the continent.
No barometer
terior Africa

has yet been carried into the Sahara. With respect to
the llanos of America, I found by barometric heights,
observed at Calabozo, at the Villa del Pao, and at the
mouth of the Meta, that their height is only 40 or 50
toises above the level of the sea.
The fall of the river
is extremely gentle, often nearly imperceptible ; and,
therefore, the least wind, or the swelling of the Oroonoko, causes a reflux in those rivers that flow into it.
The Indians believe they descend during a whole day
in navigating from their mouths toward their sources.
The waters that descend are separated from those that
flow back by a great body of stagnant water, in which
the equilibrium being disturbed, whirlpools are formed
that are dangerous for boats.
The chief characteristic of the savannahs, at steppes Characters
of Soutli America, is the absolute want of hills and ine- of South
qualties, the perfect level of every part of the soil. American
Often in a space of tliirty leagues there is not an emi- »'eppes.
nence of a foot high. This resemblance to the surface
of the ocean strikes the imagination most powerfully,
where the plains are altogether destitute of paim-trees
and where the mountains of the shore, and of the Oronooko are so far distent, that they cannot be seen, as in
the Mesa de Pavones.
The equality of surface is still
more perfect in the meridian of Calabozo than towards
the east, between the Cari, La Villa del Pao, and Nueva
Barcelona ; but it reigns without interruption from the
mouths of the Oronooko to Lavella de Araure and Ospinos, under a parallel of an hundred antl eighty leagnes
in length ; and fi"om San Carlos to the savannahs of
Caqueta, on a meridian of two hundred leagues. It
particularly characterises the new continent, as it does
the low steppes of Asia, between the Borysthenes and the
Wolga, between the Irtisch and the Obi. The deserts
of central Africa, of Arabia, Syria, and Persia, Cobi,
and Casna, present, on the contrary', many inequalities,
ranges of hills, ravines without water, and rocks that
pierce the sands.
The llanos, however, notwithstanding the apparent
uniformity of their surface, furnish two kinds of inequalities that do not escape the observation of an attentive observer.

Buncos ; they are

The

first

is

known by

the

name

real shoals in the basin of the steppes,

fractured strata of sandstone, or compact limestone standing four or five feet higher than tlie rest of the plain.
These banks are sometimes three or four leagues in
length ; they are entirely smooth, with a horizontal surface; theirexistence is only perceived byexamining their
borders.
The second species of inequality can be recognised only by geodesical or barometric levellings, or
It is called Mesa, and is comthe com-se of rivers.
flats, or rather convex eminences, that
rise insensibly to the height of a few toises.
The uniform landscape of the llanos ; the extreme

by
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C(o^««T. rarity of inhabiUnts ; the fatigue of traTellini» beneath
^""V""' a burning »kr, and an atmosphere ckrkeneil by dust
the view of that horizon, which seems for ever to fly
from before us ; those lonely trunks of palm-trees,
which have all the same aspect, and which we despair
of reaching, because they are confounded with other
tranka tlwt rise by degrees in the visual horizon ; all
these caoses combined, make the steppes appear Cur
The planters who ingrtater than they are in reality.
habit the southern declivity o( the chain of the coast,
ace the steppes extend toward the soath, as far as the
ere can reach, like an ocean of verdure. They know,
that from the Delta of the Oronooko to the province of
Varinas, and thence, by traversing the bnnks of the MeU and the Guaviare, and the Caguan, they can adrance
three hundred and eighty leagues in the plains, first
from east to west, and then from north-east to southwest beyond the equator, to the foot of the Andes of
They know, by the accounts of travellers, the
Pasto.
Pampas of Buenos Ayrea, which are also llanos covered with fine grass, destitute of trees, and filled with
oxen and barM* beconie wikl.
26. In awi i tai iM
and hilly country, funnel-shaped
hollows of diflerent sixes are sometimes to be obserred.
The smalleat kind hare been formed by the tinkinff of
rodtf, and are peculiar to certain formations. The others
are circular ralleys : a stream or river uiually traverse*
them, and disappears by a subterranean canal. Hence
it happens that these hollows are sometimes filled with
water, and at other times dry. The Lake of Cirknitx
h «n eximple of this kind of valley.
«7. We obtain a very distinct concentiuii of the suriU.
fiKW of the earth, by comparing together the different
inequalities that hare been described, and we are much
assisted in forming thia conception, by attending to the
course of the water over the earth's surface.
We can,
by mean* of the course of river*, distinguish great portions of the torfiwe ofthe earth, which are termed rirrr
i/ittrielt by gvognphers.
These districts are ceneraliy
very wide and flat tntufba or concavities, in which the
main river occupies the lower, nnri it« «^it from the
concavity th« lowest point
good
maps we cam traerout these
-iwing lines
along the points where the small rivers and rivulets of
the district took their rise ; and thus we obtain the
betmdary of the river district.
In the kigA land, river district! form peculiar bMon*
or concaivitle* ; and
aonetime* form connected
, j„
•"teeThey are often contained in the mountain
ior»e
^oup, bat more frequently witliout them; but still
ITS.
in the high land.
Tlius the \'alUis, which ia a concavity of this kinii, lies between the Aipa of Switserland
and Sevoy ; and the vicinity of Genera affords another
iinrilar example.
The river district of the Rhine forms
basons of this kind, in its course towards the
As long a> it continues in the Alps, these b»are inconsiderable ; but they increase in magni18 soon a* it leaves those elevated r^'ons.
The
Bi which the Lake of Constance is situated, may
•crre a* an example.
second bason of the Rhine
ecrara in R-'-^ -vhere it is increased by many lateral
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• from Upper Alsace to Hundsnick,
.Mayence ; where the Rhine force* it*
way through a narrow rocky passage. The river district
of the Danube farm* a baaon in Swabia, several in Bavaand one in I»wer Austria, but is nearly shut up at
1^,
*''•**' firvat the entrance into the great ralEl!f*'*"^'
wy
of Hungary. At the lower extremity of Hungary,
the rirer u again forced to aeek iu way through
a
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narrow rocky channel at Orosova, which is the only Gtognosy.
opening from Hungary into Wallachia. It now con- "*"""y*"^
tinues its course tlirough Wallachia, and at length falls
into the IJIack Sea.
>\'e have a continuation of these
alleys or basons, although still filled with water, in the
Black Sea, Sea of .Marmora, and Mediterranean. This
latter fact is particularly interesting, as it leads to intereating considerations in regard to the former state of such
Bohemia affords another example of
basons or valleys.
this kind. That extensive country is a great circular valley, whose bottom inclines towards the only opening of
the valley, above Konigstein, through which the river
Elbe issues, carry ing with it nearly all the water that fall*
on Bohemia. Immediately below this narrow rocky outWt, there is another small circular valley, which extends
from Konigstein to Pima. At Pima it is nearly closed
up, the river forcing its way through a narrow rocky
opening, and at length it enters a very beautiful valley,
in which the city of Dresden is situated.
This valley,
as we approach Meissen, which is further down the
Elbe, becomes narrow, and the river again flows through
a rodcy channel, until it escapes into the low country,
through which it winds and traverses the flats of Lower
Saxony, and is at length poured into the North Sea at
Cuxhavcn. The river Don, in Aberdeen.^hire, also passes through several circular or incloi>ed valleys, in its
course to the ocean. At its estuary, the rocks confine
it to a narrow chimnel ; but on ascending on it for about
a mile, the hills recede from it, so as to form a considerable extent of country on each side.
About Inverury it again appears to flow through a channel ; and
still farther up it flows through another spacious val<
ley.
This valley continues for a considerable extent ; it at length contracts, and the river flows through
another rockr rhnnnel.
It continues in this channel
for a conii'
tance, until it again flows throwgfa
another wi
In thecrjuniy «>t' I>umfries there are appearances of
the same kind, as in the course of the Niih, in which
we have the valleys of Sar
'osebum, and Dumfries; also in other parts ('.
I.
.Similar appearances are to be observed in almoet
every quarter of the globe ; end many of the lake* we
•ee so abundantly distributed over the surface of the
globe, are to be considered as similar basons, but filled
with water.
S8. Having in the preceding sections described the Dencripiion
various inequalitie* ofaaervable on that portion of the o( the botsurface of the globe which is elevated above the level <"» "f 'he
of the sea, we may now give a short description of the *•••
inequalities discoverable on the bottom of' the tea, or that
part of the globe which is .Uill covered with water.
From the observations of mariners, we learn that the
bottom of the sea ha* very consider.ible inequalities,
and that these correspond, in many respects, lo those
observed on the surface of the land.
Indee<l this must
be the case, when we consider that the present dry lami
was formerly the bottom of the sea. In paragraph
we mentioned, that it doe* not present so great a variety, or so beautiful a system of elevation* and depressions as the dry land ; and this difference i* also easily
explained.
The submarine land must l>e exposed, for
many age*, to the action of tlie waves of the ocean, and
of rain, rivers, and lakes, before it* surfiKC can agree,
in all its features, with that of the rh-y land.
When the ground at the bottom of the sea approaches near to the surface of the water, and is pretty level,
it is denominated a skoal.
The Dogger Bank, in the
North Sea, is an example of the shod surface. It rei
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sembles the plains on the dry land ; it makes the tran^""^V^^ sition from the dry land to the submarine, and will no
doubt one day be changed into a plain. Deep subntO'
rine plains also often occur.
Sometimes the bottom of
the sea has a very uneven surface, and is composed of
hills, either of sand and gravel, particularly near the
coast, (as is the case on the coast of Holland), or of
rocky hills, or of cliffs and other irregularities. The
summits of these submarine hills form islands, and these
sometimes appear as continuations of the high country
on the dry land. We sometimes also meet with great
hollows, which are unfathomable.
The coral reefs that surround the islands in the South
Coral reefs.
Sea and Indian Ocean, are to be viewed as a variety of
the shoal surface already mentioned. These are the
work of very minute animals. They occur in vast
abundance along the east coast of New Holland, and in
the South Sea, particularly to the eastward of the
Friendly Islands, from the 10° to 15° South Latitude.
A reef of this kind surrounds the island of Otaheite, and
Many of
rises like a wall from unfathomable depths.
the other islands are encompassed with similar reefs, in
Captain
particular New Holland, New Caledonia, &c.
Flinders says, the quantity of coral reefs between New
Holland and New Caledonia and New Guinea is such,
Thus for 350
that this might be called the coral sea.
miles, in a straight line from south-east to north-west,
in the east coast of New Holland, is a coral reef uninterrupted by any large opening into the sea, and this
reef is probably connected with others, so as altogether
to form an extent of upwards of 1000 miles, and having a mean breadth of from 20 to 50 miles. These
The coral rises
reefs sometimes give rise to islands.
above the surface of the water, disintegrates, becomes
mixed with seeds of different kinds, carried by birds,
These
floated by the waves, or wafted by the winds.
grow and decay, and thus afford a more or less deep
covering of soil, on which the cocoa nut and other large
trees take root and grow. Palmerston island, the island
of Tanea, the island of Middleburg, the island of Tongataboo, the island of Mangea, and others in the South
Sea, have a base of coral.
The following details in regard io the formation
of coral reefs and islands, as given by Dr. Forster
and Captain Flinders, will increase the interest of
Dr. Forster remarks, " All
the preceding account.
the low isles seem to me to be a production of the
sea, or rather its inhabitants, the polype-like animals
These animalcules raise
forming the lithophytes.
their habitation gradually from a small base, always
spreading more and more, in proportion as the strucThe materials are a kind of
ture grows higher.
I have
lime mixed with some animal substance.
seen these large structures in all stages, and of vaNear Turtle Island, we found, at a
rious extent.
few miles distance, and to leeward of it, a considerable
large circular reef, over which the sea broke everywhere,
and no part of it was above water ; it included a large
deep lagoon. To the east and north-east of the Society Isles, are a great many isles, which, in some parts,
are above water ; in others, the elevated parts are connected by reefs, some of which are dry at low-water,
and others are constantly under water. The elevated
parts consist of a soil formed by a sand of shells and
coral rocks, mixed with a light black mould, produced
from putrified vegetables, and the dung of sea-fowls ;
and are commonly covered by cocoa-nut trees and other
shrubs, and a few anti-scorbutic plants. The lower parts
have only a few shrubs, and the above plants; others still
lower, are washed by the sea at high water. All these

isles are connected, and include a lagoon in the middle,Geognosy.
which is full of the finest fish ; and sometimes there is -'~ir~'
an opening, admitting a boat or canoe in the reef, but
I never saw or heard of an opening that would admit a

ship.

"

The

the

origin of these isles, is formed
lithophytes.
They
raise their habitation within a little of the surface of the
sea, whicli gradually throws shells, weeds, sand, small
bits of corals, and other things, on the tops of these
coral rocks, and at last Yairly raises them above water
reef, or

first

by the animalcules inhabiting the

where the above things continue to be accumulated by
the sea, till by a bird, or by the sea, a few seeds of
plants, that commonly grow on the sea shore, are thrown
up and begin to vegetate ; and by their annual decay
and reproduction from seeds, create a little mould, yearly accumulated by the mixture with sand, increasing
the dry spot on every side ; till another sea happens to
carry a cocoa-nut hither, which preserves its vegetative
power a long time in the sea, and therefore will soon
begin to grow on this soil, especially as t thrives
equally in all kinds of soil and thus may all these low
isles have become covered with the finest cocoa-nut
;

trees.

" The animalcules forming these reefs, want to shelfrom the impetuosity of the winds,
and the power and rage of the ocean ; but as, within
the tropics, the winds blow commonly from one quarter, they, by instinct, endeavour to stretch only a ledge,
ter their habitation

within which is a lagoon, which is certainly entirely
screened against the power of both ; this therefore
might account for the method employed by the animalcules in building only narrow ledges of coral rocks, to
secure in their middle a calm and sheltered place ; and
this seems to me to be the most probable cause of the
ORIGIN of all THE TROPICAL LOW ISLES, over the whole

South Sea."
Captain Flinders, gives the following interesting account of the formation of Coral Islands, particularly of
Half-way Island on the north coast of Terra Australis.
Vol.

ii.

p. 114, 115, 116".

" This

little island, or rather the surrounding reef,
three or four miles long, affords shelter from
the south-east winds ; and being at a moderate day's
run from Murray's Isles, it forms a convenient anchorage
for the night to a ship passing through Torres' Strait
It is scarcely more than
I named it Half-mat/ Is/and.
a mile in circumference, but appears to be increasing
both in elevation and extent. At no very distant period of time, it was one of those banks produced by the
washing up of sand and broken coral, of which most
reefs afford instances, and those of Torres' Strait, a great
many. These banks are in different stages of progress ;
some, like this, are become islands, but not yet habitable ; some are above high-water mark, but destitute of
vegetation ; whilst others are overflowed with every re-

which

is

turning tide.
" It seems to me, that when the animalcules which
form the corals at the bottom of the ocean, cease to
live, their structures adhere to each other, by virtue
either of the glutinous remains within, or of some property in salt water ; and the interstices being gradually
filled up with sand and broken pieces of coral washed
by the sea, which also adhere, a mass of rock is at length
formed. Future races of these animalcules erect theiu'
habitations upon the rising bank, and die in their turn
to increase, but principally to elevate, this monument
of their wonderful labours. The care taken to work
perpendicularly in the early stages, would mark a surTheir
prising instinct in these diminutive creatures.

;
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wall of coral for ihc most part, in sfttintions where the
winrls are conitant, being arrived at the surface, affords
a shelter, to leeward of which their infant colonies may
be lafely •ent forth ; and to this thpir instinctive forerght it ?eein* to be owinp, that the windward side of
a reef exposed to the open sea, is generally, if not always, the highest part, and rises almost perpendicular,
sometimes from the depth of 200, and perhaps many
more fathonn. To be constantly covered with water,
aeetns necessary to the existence of the animalcules,
for they tlo not work, except in holes upon the reef,
beyond Iow>water msrk ; but the coral sand and other
broken remnants thrown up by the sea, aiihere to the
rock, and form a solid miss with it, at high as the common tides reach. That elevation surpassed, the future
remnants, beinj; rarely covered, lose their adhesive property aiul remainin!» in a loose state, form what is
The
nsually called a key, upon the top of the reef.
new bank is not jon^ in being visited by sea birds
•alt plants take root upon it. and a soil begins to be
formed ; a cocoa-nut, or the dnipe nf a pandantis, is
thrown on shore ; land birds vi«it it, and deposit the
;
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then flows along mixed with tiie matter of the soil, and Geojinosr.
in its course forms small water. courses, and occasions
considerable changes in the flat country and the declivities of mountains.
As it rains a very considerable Effects oC
rain and
portion of the year, and as every rain carries along with
it a quantity of the soil, very obvious changes must in
•pouU.
this manner be induced on the surface of the globe.
Thunder storms and water-spouts, although more uncommon phenomena, produce more considerable changes, and this either alone, or when their waters join or
flow into rivers. These deprive whole districts of their
soil to the bare rock ; they sometimes even form small
ravines, and break down and carry away great masses
of rock, that were either formerly much rent, or of such
If such
a form as to be easily overpowered by water.
changes take place in the low land, they must be vastly more consi<lerable in the high land.
The thaw-floods that take place in low countries to- EfTccts of
wards the end of winter and beginning o{ spring, and Ihawin mountainous districts during summer, occasion still
greater changes on the surface of the earth.
Their effects are truly frightful, particularly when accompanied

floodt.

rain.
The declivities in low countries, over
which water flows, are less considerable than in high
of an island is graduslly assumed, and last of all comes countries and l>e<ides, the water can extend itself farther in low and flat countries
man to take possession.
hence its destroying
" Half-way Island is well advanced in the above effects are diminished in intensity.
In mountainous
progressive state having bc^n many years, probably countries, on the contrary, the fall is much greater
some ages, above the reach of the highnt spring tides, than in flat countries, and the water is compressed
or the wash of the surf in the heaviest gales.
into narrow rocky valleys ; hence it follows, that rain,
1 distinguithed, however, in the rock which forms its basis,
floods must be more destructive, the more considerable
the sand, coral, and shells, formerly thrown up, in a the quantity of water, and the more mountainous the
more or less perfect state of cuhexion. Small pieces of country. These floods are still more destructive, when
wood, pumice stone, and other extraneous bodies which the mountain rocks are of such a nature, as to afford
chance had mixed with the calcareous substances when little resistance to the impetuosity of the water that
the cohesion liegsn, were inclosetl in the rook ; and in is, when they are decomposed, loose in their texture,
•ome cases were still separable from it without much or have such a shape as to allow the water to act more
force.
The upper part of the island is a mixture of the easily on them. If we compare together all these cirsame substances in a loose slate, with a little vegetable cumstances, we shall find that mountainous countries
•oil
and is covered with the eatuarina and » variety are more liable to suffer from the effects of floo<ls, than
of other trees and shrubs, which give food to parro- low and flat countries.
To this, indeed, there are exqueta, pigeons, and some other birds to whose ancesceptions, as in the case in some granites, and other rocks
tors, it is probable, the island was originally indebted
that long resist the effects of the most powerful and

Mcds of shrubs and trees every hii;h tide, and still
more every pale, adcU something to the hank the form
;

with

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

for this vegetation."

violent floods.
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29. Having now described all the varieties of inequality obscrve<l on the surface of the dry lan<I, it will
be interesting to endeavour to discover how ihesc have

TJ:,':::^:i^''^^^\

Many of the elevations and hollows appear to be original formations, while others seem to be more particularly the effect* of water and of volcanic fire.
W'e
ifaall consider each of these in particular.
30. Water acU either ckenucally or mechanically on
the surface of the earth: and it may further be considered, according to iu destroying and forming effects.

DetlToying Effect* of Water.
Mwksniral

We

shall first consider

the mecAonica/t/etfnMiiige/frcfi

deitro^ing

of It at er.

rflkruof

Every long continued rain convinces us of thepow.
erful mechanical effecU of water on the surface of
the
earth.
The precipitated water penetrates the

The water of these floods, in its progress towards
the lower narts of the earth, flows either into ravines,
and from these into valleys and beds of rivers or when
it meets with no ravine, scoops out a bed for itself,
wherever it meets with a soft yielding rock or a slight
hollow.
The junction of these mountain-streams with
the river of the district not only increases its power
by the addition of a considerable quantity of water,
but also causes it to overflow its banks, and deluge the
neighbouring country, and thus to occasion great
changes on its surface. The different looae materials
are carried towards the sea, and are deposited at
different distances from the mouth of the river; and
these are proportioned to the magnitude of the masses.
The finest or loamy parts reach the sea; the sand,
gravel, and larger rolled masses being lef\ on the surface at greater or less distance from Uw sea, according
to the relative magnitude of their parts.
This mechanical action of water appears in many Formitioa
cases to have contributed in an eminent degree to the o( vallejs.
hollowing out of valleys ; but all valleys have not been
;

manner for many and very extensive
formed by mountain groups disposed in a
circular form,as is the case in Bohemia, Hungary, Tran•ylvanis, &c. ; others by the original inequsJities of the
formed

mrface,

7

in

valleys are

this

;

;
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Fall of

mountain
mosses.

Bursting
of lakes.

crust of the earth ; some by the unequal deposition of
formations, and others by the widening of great rents.
It is also observed, tliat numerous rents and fissures,
and die fall of great masses of mountains, take place
during floods or wet seasons. These falls are oc-

casioned either by the weight of the masses being increased by the great quantity of absorbed water, or by
the diminished cohesion of the parts of the rock effected by the same cause, or by the splitting of great masses by freezing of water, or any other power that interrupts the continuity of the rock, and favours its separation into different masses.
The fall of rocks is also
occasioned by the softening and removal of subjacent
strata or beds by means of water.
These masses sometimes interrupt the course of rivers, and thus form lakes.
These lakes in their turn
again force a passage through this inclosing barrier, and
sometimes so suddenly as to deluge and desolate the
lower country.
In the year I6I8, the once considerable town of
Plurs, in Graubunden, with the neighbouring village
of Scliilano, were overwhelmed by an immense mountain mass, which separated with a frightful noise from
the south side of the mountain of Corto.
In 1678, the
sinking of several great masses of rocks in the Pyrenees,
caused very violent overflowings in Gascony. In ITl*,
the west side of the Diableret, in the Vallais, fell down,
and covered the neighbouring country witli its ruins
for two miles in length and breadth, and the immense
blocks of stone interrupted the course of the rivers
and lakes were thus formed. Many similar instances
are on record in France, Italy, England, Scotland, &c.
When the barriers of lakes, in high and mountainous
countries, burst during great thaws or uncommon floods
of rain, tremendous overflowings of the lower country
that almost exceed conception are the consequence. Immense masses of rock are torn away and carried to an
inconceivable distance, and whole countries are desolated.
Many of the deluges mentioned by ancient writers appear to have been caused by the bursting of lakes.
The Waller Lake, in the Tyrol, rose so much, owing to the melting of the ice of the neighbouring glaciers, that it broke through its natural barrier ; and its
water was precipitated with so much velocity and violence into the lower country, that whole valleys and
plains were desolated.
The bursting of a lake in the
valley of Bagne, occasioned great devastation.
There
are many other instances of lakes having emptied themselves in other parts of Switzerland, as also in the Fichtelgebirge, &c.
The waters of the ocean also act very powerfully in
breaking down the land. Its waves and currents are
particularly active in these destroying operations. They
either hollow out the rocks on the coast into caves of
greater or less magnitude, or, by washing away softer
subjacent strata, cause sinkings and fallings of great
masses of rock. The caves in the islands of Arranand

Jura have been partly formed

in this

manner.

many

streams act in different directions on the
same coast, or in conjunction with land-floods, as is often the case, the destroying effect is very great. Frequently also the power of tlie flood is increased by ebb

If

In tliis manner many maritime counhave been overwhelmed by the sea.
"^^^ Baltic Sea affords examples of these destroying

and

flood-tide.

tries
Effects of
the ocean,

Rugen was formerly joined
by the violent action of the sea,
has b^en much diminislied in magnitude, and separatecl
iropi it.
The effects it has produced on the cga/st^ of
efiects

;

thus the island of

to the Continent, but,

and Egypt, are well known. The Geognosy.
is contained between tiie provinces *~''Y~~^
of Holland, Utrecht, Geklers, Ovcryssel, and Friesland,
was formerly a lake, through which an arm of the
Carniola, Dalmatia
Zuyder-zee, wliich

Rhine, named the Flevo, flowed towards the ocean. In
the 1 3th century the sea broke in, covered tlie whole
country, and left only detached portions of the land,
which now form the islands denominated Texel, Vlieland, Schelling, Newland, and others, that now serve
to defend this sea from the power of the waves of the
This remarkable change is supposed to have
ocean.
been occasioned by a violent land-flood, in conjunction
with high tides, and a high wind blowing in an opposite direction to the course of the river.
In the year 1164, a violent storm of wind caused a
deluge in Friesland, which occasioned the death of
many tliousand persons. In 1218, another inundation
in Friesland occurred, by which 100,000 persons were
drowned ; and another equally destructive took place
in 1530.
Floras speaks of a rising of the water in the
year of Rome G^*, which forced the Teutonifms, Cimbrians, and Tigurians, back from the countries they inhabited.
This was occasioned by a violent north wind,
which raised the ocean along the coast of the countries

they inhabited.

Water in the state of ice, also produces considerable
changes on the surface of the earth. Thus we often
observe masses from a hundred-weight to many tons
floated by rivers during thaw-floods, and these frequently break up the banks of the rivers, and even tear away
immense masses of solid rock. Sea-ice also produces
similar effects on coasts, but on a greater scale.
It sometimes happens, that great fields of ice rise
from the bottom, and bring with them masses of rock
several hundred tons weight. These masses of stone
are embedded in the ice. 'I'hey are carried along with
the ice, and deposited on shores at a great distance

Effects

ot

"^^ ""<*

s"""^-

from

their original situation. Tliis fact will serve to
explain the appearance of loose blocks of particular
kinds, in situations far removed from their original re»

pository.

Similar changes are occasioned by the fall of ice from
When the glacier, or mounthe heights of mountains.
tain ice, rests on inclined planes, dreadful devastation
is caused by it during the time of floods, as it then
splits, and is hurled down to the lower country with irresistible impetuosity.
The inhabitants of the Alps of
Switzerland and Savoy, of Iceland and Greenland, often experience the terrible effects of the fall of these
tremendous masses.
In like manner, the fall of snow produces striking
effects.
The consolidated snow is often precipitated
with great velocity, accompanied with terrible noises,
carrying along with it rocks of vast size, and often bu-

rying villages under it.
The freezing of water contained in the fissures of
rocks also occasions considerable alterations on the surface of the earth.
This is observed most particularly
in those rocks that have perpendicular fissures, because
these allow the water to enter more easily, and favour
the separation of the masses when the water expands
during the process of freezing. Hence we find no species of rock more changed by the effects of frost than
basalt and porphyry-slate.
The Chemical effects o( water, particularly the destroy- Chemical
ing effects, depend on the kind of rock over which it flows; dcstroyiog
cffec** of
for some allow water to act on them chemically, others
^^^"
do not. Limestone, gypsum, and rock.salt, are more
particularly acted on by water than most other rocks.

4
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By thi« agency of water, the height of limestone ind
'gypaum mountains is gradually diminished, caves are
ozcavated in them, and the water of such countries is
much impregnated with gypseous and calcareous mat>
The rock-salt which occurs in hills of gypsum,
tera.
is otien dissolved by the water, and thus cavities of considerable magnitude are formed ; and by the continued
action of the water on the g\'psum, the cavities increase
io size, until the superincumbent pressure becomes too
l^eat, and then the roof falls in and forms those remarkable funnel-shaped hollows so often ofaacrved in

Ct»ngiaij.

countries.
times, Hi in felspar rocks, tb* percolating water

wtihas away the alkaline ingredient ; in other cases,
the moisture combines with iron, and forms hydrate,
or by its decomposition oxidates the metallic substances
in a greater or
degree.
By its action on sulphurous compounds, as on pyrites, it gives rise to sulphates
or vitriols. As iron is the most general and abundant
metal in the mineral kingdom, and is easily acted on by
air aad moisture, it follows that it must be one of the
moet active agents in the disintegration of nuneral sub*
•tanoM.

Wm

Forming EffeeU of WaUr.

We shall
tcr,

nest camider tlw fiwmmg ciEaeta ct ws«
which are, a* abtady
n oBid, tUbmr mttkamieml

or cKcmical.
It is evidetit, that every mechanical destruction will
ba fbilowed by a mechanical formation for tha masses
»!. ^rhich arc separated by the water will be again deposi.
ttd on the rarfaee ot' the land, in hJtas, rivers, on coasts,
or on tha bottom of the sea. Dunof land floods, the water
does not always convey its mechanically mixed parts to

Mcchanirtl
forrainK t(.
r<cit 01
'*'°

;

rivers ; on the contrary, it often depoeites them in hollow places. Those particles that reach rivers, form
sand-bank*, particularly in slow.flowing rivers. Very

extensive raccbanical format inns are daily taking place
.1
os»t», and even in iome places at a considerable
from them, by the waters of the ocean. In the
Iwiiii at East Sea, many appearances of this kind are
Fumition to be ohaervad. Thus the Bay of Fulbaka, which was
•fas*
navicated with beaU within the memory of man, know
«"**>ffllaoa», and eovaivd with grata. Several harbours in
Lapland that formerly admkted veaacb, are now three
or four thoutand pacea ftvM the sea ; and at Helsingor
there are iron-works in piaoas which were covered by
the sea about eighty yean afo. The whole of the ancient kingdom of Prussia appeart to have been formed
in this manner ; it it said that the aea reached aa far as
Culm within the period of hnman history. The city of
Dantsic, several hundred year* ago,
close on the

—

—

(^

wu

sea-shore.

Similar tppearancea occur on other coasts.
Between
the coasts of Norfolk and Zealand in Holland, there is
a great sand-bank where opposite currents meet, and it
it probable that this bank will in time form an island,
ana prolvihly even an isthmus. Much of the country
oft!
Provinces has been produced by the formtlie sea.
ing >
great |K>rtion of the flat country from the mouth
of the Rhone to the Pyrenees, is said to be the work of
the ocean ; and the whole tract of cmtntry from Pisa
to Leghorn, is a formation of the aame nature.
In those parts of the sea where its waters are but little agitated, similar forming effects are to be observed.
Wiare marine eurrenta How rapidly, an<l near the
Aey exert a destroying power, but when th«7
act at a disUnee, a fermiag power.

A
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The effects produced by the aea alone, without the Gaognosjr.
aid of rivers, are far less beneficial.
When the tea* ""k^J
coast is low, and the bottom consists of sand, the waves Formation
push this sand towards the shore, where, at every reflux of downt.
'

of the tide, it becomes partially dried ; and the winds,
which almost always blow from the sea, drift up some
portion of it upon the beach.
By this means downs, or
ranges of low sand hills are formed along the coast.
These, if not fixed by the growth of suitable plants, either
denominated by nature, or propagated by human indus^
try, would be gradually, but certainly carried towards
the interior, covering up the fertile plains with their
sterile particles, and rendering them unfit for the habitation of mankind, because the same winds which carried
the loose dry sand from the shore to form the downs,
would necessarily continue to drift that which is at the
summit further towards the land. On the east coast of
Scotland, and in many of the islands, there are striking
effects of tliis kind.
De Luc, the brother, in the .Vereure dt France, communicataa the following interesting
statement in regard to the progress of the blowing sand,
termed the tmndjlood ia Egypt:
" The sands of the Lybian desert," he says, " driven Sand-flood.
by the weat winda, have left no lands capable of tillage
on any parte of the weatem banks of the Nile not sheltwad by mountains. Tha aocMachaaent of tbeaa smiiJt
on soili which were formeriy habited and cuhiTated ia
evidently seen.
M. Denon tnfurras us, in the account
of his Travels in Ijoner and Upper T-gi/pt, that summits
of the ruins of ancient citios buried under these sands
still appear externally : and that, but for a ridge of
mountaina called the Ltfbiam chain, which borders the
left bank of the Nile, and forms, in the parts where it
riaee, a barrier againsit the invasion of these sandf, the
shores of the river, on that side, would long since have
ceased to be habitable.
Nothing can be more melancholy," tavs this traveller, " thaa to walk over villages
swallowetf up by the sand of the deaett, to trample under foot their roofs, to strike againat the summits of
their minarets, to reflect that yonder were cultivated
fields, that there grew trees, that here were even the
dwellings of men, and that all has vanished.
" If Uien our contineiita were as ancient aa haa been Pragrawof
pretended, no traces of the habitation of men would ap< the saadpear on any part of the weatacm bank of the Nile, which '°od in
u axpoaad to thia scourge of the «aa^ of the desert. The ^iJP*'*^
esiatcnoe, therefore, of ancb menuaiento, attesu the <uo>
oaaaive progreaa of tha enaroacfamenta of the sand ; and ti,« pra«tni
these parts of the bank, formerly inhabited, will forever lurriceof
remain arid and waste. Thus the great population of oar contiEgypt, annooacad by the vast and numerous ruins of nenti.
ita dtias, waa in great part due to a cause of fertility
which no longer exists, and to which tufticient attention
haa not been given. The sands of the desert were formerly remote from Egypt; the Oases, or habitable
HMts still appearing in the midst of the sands, being
the remains of the soils formerly extending the whole
way to the Nile ; but these sands, transported hither
by the western winda, have overwhelmed and buried
thia extensive tract, aitd doomed to sterility a land which

^l^^'

waa once remarkable for its fruitfulnaaa.
" It ia therefore not solely to her revolutions and.
dHMiyaa of aovareigns that Egj-pt owes ttie loss of her
aneient splendour ; it is also to
irrecoverably deprived of a tract
fore the sands of the desert had
it to disappear, her wants had
plied.
reflect

her having been thus
of land, by which, be-

covered it and caused
been abundantly sup-

Now, if we fix out attention en this fact, and
on the tiwaainMiTaa which would have attended.
9m.
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thousands, or only some hundreds of centuries had
""^^'"^ elapsed since our continents first existed above the level
of the sea, does it not evidently appear that all the
country on the west of the Nile would have been buried under this sand before the erection of the cities of
ancient Ej^ypt, how remote soever that period may be
supposed ; and that, in a country so long afflicted with
sterility, no idea would even have been formed of conWhen
structing such vast and numerous edifices ?
these cities indeed were built, another cause concurred
The navigation of the
in favouring their prosperity.
Red Sea was not then attended with any danger on the
coasts ; all its ports, now nearly blocked up with reefs
the vessels laden
of coral, had a safe and easy access
with merchandize and provisions could enter them and
depart without risk of being wrecketl on these shoals,
which have risen since that time, and are still increas-

Geognosy,

it if

;

ing in extent.

" The defects of the present government of Egypt,
and the discovery of the passage from Europe to india
round the Cape of Good Hope, are therefore not the
only causes of the present state of decline of this coun\f \.)\e sands of the desert had not invaded the
try.
bordering lands on the west, if the work of the sea polypi in the Red Sea had not rendered dangerous the access to

its

coasts

and

to

its

ports,

and even

filled

up

the population of Egypt and the adjacent countries, together with their product, would
alone have sufficed to maintain them in a state of prosBut now, though the passage
perity and abundance.
to India by the Cape of Good Hope should cease to
exist, though the political advantages which Egypt enjoyed during the brilliant period of Thebes and Memphis should be re-established, she could never again attain the same degree of splendour.
" Thus the reefs of coral which had been raised in
the Red Sea on the east of Egypt, and the sands of the
desert which invade it on the west, concur in attesting
this truth : That our continents are not of a more remote antiquity than has been assigned to them by the
sacred historian in the book of Genesis, from the great
era of the Deluge."
Sea-salt affords us examples of the chemicalforming
Chemical
forming cf- effect of water, as is exemplified in the lakes of the
fectsof wa- Tauride, in Southern Africa, and many other places,
ter.
there observe beds of salt formed by precipitation
from the waters of the lakes ; and sometimes these beds
alternate with others of clay and loam, and vary much
Bog iron-ore, which is
in their degree of inclination.
forming daily, is another example of the same kind of
Morass-ore sometimes alternates in beds
formation.
with peat ; and swamp-ore sometimes occurs in thin
Peat
beds, covering the more compact kinds of peat.
itself may be ranked as one of the substances formed by
chemical agency.
The vast accumulations of calc-sinter found in limestone caves, as in those of Derbyshire, the Hartz, the
Fichtelgebirge, Antiparos, Gibraltar, &c. belong also to
the chemical formations.
Calc-sinter is found usually
in inclosed spaces, whereas calc-tufF is formed in open
spaces. This substance is deposited sometimes in caves,
and frequently in fissures, forming veins, which are in
this manner filled with very compact calc-sinter, and

some of the

latter,

We

sometimes even with cryst.jllized calc-spar. Calc-tuff
formed by calcareous brooks emptying themselves
into hollows, and thus affording an opportunity for the
deposition of their calcareous contents.
Near Canstadt
in Wurtemberg, strejms of this kind incrust every thing
in their vicinity with calc-tuff, which approaches more
is

'

If such streams flow into situaor less to calc-sinter.
tions where the water has repose and time to deposite
its calcareous contents, calcareous beds or strata are
formed, which are more or less porous. This porosity
is increased on the land, by the tuff mixing with reeds

and

grass.
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In beds of this substance skeletons of ex-

tinct quadrupeils are

met

with.

Destroying and forming

effects

of Volcanoes.

The

operation of volcanoes is still more limited and
local than that of water.
Although we are entirely ignorant of the means employed by nature in producing
volcanic fire, we can judge by its effects of the changes
it is capable of producing upon the surface of the earth.
When a volcano announces itself after some shocks of
an earthquake, it forms for itself an opening. Stones
and ashes are thrown to a great distance, and lava is
vomited forth. The more fluid part of the lava runs in
long streams, while the less fluid portion stops at the
edge of the opening, raises it all round, and forms a
line terminated by a crater.
Thus volcanoes accuraukte substances on the surface that were formerly burried deep in the bowels of the earth, after having
changed or modified their nature or appearances, and
raise them into mountains.
By these means, they have
formerly covered some parts of the continents, and have
suddenly produced mountains in the middle of the sea.
But these mountains and islands have always been composed of lava, and the whole of their materials have
undergone the action of fire. Volcanoes have never
raised up or overturned the strata, ihrough which their
apertures pass, and have in no degree contributed to
the elevation of the great mountains which are not voU

CHAP.

Destroying
and forming effects
of volca'"'^^

III.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH.

Having

in the preceding Chapters described the va«
rious inequalities observable on the earth's surface, and
stated the means which nature appears to have employed in forming them, we come now to the consideration
of the second branch of Geognosy, which makes us acquainted with the internal struclure of the earth.
At first sight the solid mass of the earth appears to
be a confused assemblage of rocky masses piled on each
other without order or regularity: tothesuperficial obser-

Internal

ver, nature appears, in the apparently rude matter of the slruclure
inorganic kingdom, to present us as only with a picture of the
of chaos, where none of those admirable displays of skill earth.
and contrivance, which, in the structure of animals and
vegetables so powerfully excite our attention, and claim
our admiration, are to be observed. It is not surprising that this unfavourable opinion should have long
continued to be prevalent, when we consider the experience, skill, and judgment which are necessary for
enabling us to unravel all the variety of apparently unconnected relations, which are observable in the interIn ancient writers we find
nal structure of the earth.
nothing on this important subject ; and it is only by
the light of modern discoveries, that we have been enabled to trace out those beautiful arrangements that
Of these, we shall
prevail in the mineral kingdom.
now give a concise and accurate description, and at
same time state some of those inferences that appear to
be deducible from these various relations and appearances.
But these descriptions unfl inferences can only
be fully understood, and the gratification derived from

CuTier'i Tlteory of tla Earth,
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enjoret], by an intimate acqutinUince
with nature hertelf, not in cabinets alone, but in mines
and amonp muuntaina. On flescemlin^ into mines, v/e
are not only pratified by displays »i' human inj^nuity
and skill, but wc also receive much information respecting the structure of the earth, and the changes it has
experienced during the different p-'riods of us formaOur researches on the surface of the earth, on
tion.
the other hand, often lead us arooni; the grandest and
mo>t sublime works of nature ; and amid alpine {s^oups,
the geologi't !•* «< it were, conducted nearer to the
in?, which it is hia busmrss
kcene of thosuch scenes, he feels his
to explore,
magnitude of the appearances
mind in
4 all the little and contracte<l nobefore h
tions he m.iy iiavc tnrmed in the closet ; and he learns,
that it is only by visiting anil studying these stupendous
works, that he can tomi an adequate conception of the
great relatiaiu of the crust of tlie globe, and of its mode

them completely

1

< nraMtioiK
Nature anprnn, in her formations, frequently to proceed from the OMMt apecial to the moet general ; or, we
obaerve the moatgeneral, including* aeriea of gradually
diministung subordinate 4ifierences. In simple raincrab,
many instances of ihiaaccnr, aa in the dittinrt concre-

and external surface. But it is more strikingly the case in the structure of the crust of the earth, for
hare there is a series from that of thcsimple mountain rock
to tboac grand and extensive arrangements in the formatiooa that form whole mountaina and chains of moun*

tions, fracture,

taina.

Four different kinda of structure are obaerrable in the
cruat of the earth.— The JSrtt u, that which ia to be
tlbteentl in hand specimens ; it is the smallest kind of
structure, and occurs in what are termed Mountain
The tectmd kind of structure, or that
RockM or Slomet
of Mountain Matui, is more on the great scale, and is

—

not to be obacnred in hand specimens, but only in sinTo this structure belong* stratifigle masses of rock.
cation, and the aaanu of distinct concretions.
The third
kind of siracture is that uf Rock t'ormmUotii, or tlMae
p(Mk aaaaas of which tlie crust of the earth is ctmiposed.
To examine this kind of structure, we must traverse
con.^ideraliie tracts of coontry.
I'he fourth kind of
structure, is that of the Eurik itself, which is formed
by the junction of vanoos fonnations. To examine this

—

—

we must travel through many countries.
have thus a geognostic series of structure from
band s|)ccimens, which can lie examined in the closet,
to that which can only be known by travelling through

structure,

We

many

countries.

We

shall now describe the different kinds of structure, in the order already mentioned.

Structure
Struct «•

efeaoai^
tain rocks.

of Mountain Bockt.

Mountain Rocks or Stones, are those mineral masses
of which the greater portion of the crust of the earth
Minerals, or mineral aggregates, to
is composed.
have the true characters of mountain rocks, mast
ocTur not only in great masses, but frequently, and
present in their structure and composition such characters aa will serve to distingisb llieiu, and make them
known in whatever situation they may be found.

They
minerals.

are either simple, or aggregations of simple
In the one case, they are dcnominatcil

Simj.U
SmtU mouulaiH ratki
rods.

• VVc

shall afltrittrds

;

in the other^ Compomtd moUHiain

txamiut particularly tbs abeve, which

is
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Simple mountain rocks are either compact, slaty, or
Clay-slate, limestone, and serpentine are examnios of simple mountain rocks.
,.
,',,,
.
1
»i.
i_
\\ hen inmerals occur disseminated tnrougti simple
mountain rocks, they are to be considered as accidental,
and do not entitle us to consider such varieties as disgranular.

.

*

,

tinct species of rock.

Thus

Compound mountain
the

or a^zre^oted.

1

""?.:_

mountain
f^j^^

garnets imbedded in gra-

nite or mica-slate are accidental
trd

•

•
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mixed

parts.

rocks are either conglomera' Compound
is founded on mounisin
grains or masses in the '«'"•

This distinction

mode of their formation. The

conglomerated mass, acconling to some naturalists, have
not been formed on the spot where they are now found,
but hive been carried thither, and connected tosether
by a cement, 'i o this class belongs sandstone, puddingstone, and different kinds of fragmented or brccciated
stones*.

In ansrcgaleU mounlain rock.i or stones, their present
structure is their original one, and the parts of which
they are composed have been formed on the spot where
we now find them. Their parts are immediately connected togethe)- ; hence this structure is termed aggregated,

AggiagsUd mountain rocks are either determinate'
The parts in the
lu or imdHenninalfiif aggregated.
mdeterminatel>) aggregated, are irregularly and confusedly joined together. This kind of structure occurs
in those varieties of serpentine, where limestone and
serpentine are so conjoine<l that it is difficult to say
which predominates, and where the one sometimes enThe Campan marble, which is an ircloses the other.
regular mixture of limestone and steatite, and many
Cipolin marbles, which contain veins and jiatches of
green talc, are of the same description.
The delrrminateltf agfrtgated tiruclure presents a
number of subordinate dmfcnees. It is either timp/e
The timpk aggregated contains
or doubU aggregated.
two tubordinate kinds. In the firti, the minerals are
conaeded together in such a manner that one serves as
a baais fbr the other, which is included in it ; and it
These are denO'
also oontaina two subordinate kinds.
In the jefoinated the porphyritic und amygdoloidttl.
eomd, all the paru are immediately connected, or joined
together and here we have also two subordinate kinds,
;

the granular and slatyThe douhk aggregated includes five subordinate kinds
These are, I. Granular tlatif. S. Slaty granular. S.
Granular porphyrUie. 4. Slaly porphyrtlie ; and, 6.
Porphyrilic and amygdaloidoL The first four kinds of
double aggregated structure comprehend one structure
in another, so that, as the denominations intimate, a
smaller structure is contained in a greater. In the fifth,
or last kind, one does not include the other; but, as
the denomination expresses it,- they are placed near or
heside each other.
We shall now describe each kind in particular.

Simple Aggregated Structure.

—

When one of the constitu- Simpis st««««•'•<•
ent parts of* the mountain rock is disseminated through
"'*'
a basis, in t)ic form of grains or crystals, the rock pre- *
senting this sppearance is said to be jKirphyrilic. Common porphyry, porphyry slate, and gypsum containing crystals of quartz, may be mentioned as examples
of this kind of structure. The crystals or grains are
here of cotemporancous formation with the basis, a^d
not mechanically mixed, as some have raainlained.
1.

Porplit/nlic structure.

Ibe geatral opinion, in regard to the forniatioo of conglomerated rocks.

,
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Amygdaloidal

itructure.

two

Amygdtdoidal tlrvclure.'—'Vlhen vesicular cavities
are dispersed through a basis or ground, and appear
empty, encrusted, half filled, or completely filled, such
a structure is denominated amtfgdaloidal.
The rock named amygdaloid, is a principal example
of this kind of structure. Its basis approaches more
or less to basalt or greenstone ; when it is much ironIt is alleged,
shot, it becomes harder and more solid.
that while the amygdaloidal rock was still soft, bubbles
of air were disengaged, which being prevented escaping
by the viscosity of the mass, various shaped cavities,
otlen however of an amygdaloidal shape, were formed.
Water holding in solution the various minerals met
•with in these amygdaloids, is alleged to have traversed
2.

the rock, penetrated into the empty vesicular cavities,
to have deposited on their w^alls its mineral contents.
Hence it is maintained, that the amygdaloidal portions
are of posterior origin to the basis in which they are contained. It cannot be questioned, that some amj'gdaloidal
structures have originated in this manner, but many
others are certainly of cotemporaneous formation with
the rock in which they are contained. The minerals that
usually occur in these vesicles, are lithomarge, zeolite,
steatite, chalcedony, agate, heavy-spar, and calc-spar.
Those filled with agate and chalcedony present many

phenomena.
Granular structure. In aggregated rocks, some kinds
are fonned by the immediate aggregation of different
interesting
3.

structure.

which are intimately joined together either by
the power of cohesion, or by mutual penetration or inThese minerals are generally in grains,
terlacement.
and may be regarded as imperfect crystals. Granite
affords an example of this kind of structure.
4. Slaty slntclure.—Tbe slaty structure in rocks composed of different minerals, differs from the granular
in this circumstance, that the constituent parts are flat,
having considerable length and breadth, but inconsiderable thickness. Mica slate, which consists of small
plates of quartz and small plates of mica placed upon
each other, is an example of this kind of structure.
minerals,

Slaty
atriKture.

'^""'''^

^

aggregated
atrwcture..

Structure.
Double Agereeated
*° °
Under this head we include those varieties where

structures occur together,

The

following are the Gtagnaij-

different kinds.

Granular-slaty structure.—~Gnci3i affords a good ex- Granular
alaly.
this kind of structure ; the granite and felspar

1

ample of

are in grains, and immediately aggregated together,
whidi forms the granular structure ; and these aggregations are generally disposed in plates, which are interposed between the plates of mica, and hence die slaty
structure.

—

Slaty-granular structure Is slaty in the small, Slaty.granin the great.
The only example of this ular struckind of structure is the topaz-rock of Schneckenstein, ture.
in Voightland, in the electorate of Saxony.
It is composed of large granular masses, which have a slaty
structure ; the slates consist of fine granular quaitz,
thin columnar schorl, and small granular topaz.
In
the drusy cavities that occur between the large granular concretions, lithomarge, crystals of topaz, and schorl,
sometimes occur ; the schorl, however, is but rarely
2.

and granular

and

Cranular

-

.

crystallized.
S. Granular-porphyritic itructure.— This kind of Granular
structure is granular in the small, and porphyritic in porphyritic
the great
When large and distinct crystals of felspar structure.
appear dispersed through a granular base, as is often
the case with granite, sienite, and greenstone, this kind
of structure is formed.
4. Slaty porpkyritic— This kind of structure is slaty Slaty porin the small, and porphyritic in the great.
The basis phyritic.
i» slaty, and the porphyritic structure is formed by interspersed crystalsor grains of minerals different from the
basis.
Mica-slate, when it contains grains or crystals
of garnet, is said to have a slaty.porphyritic structure.
5. Porphyritic and Amygdaloidtti.
Here two kinds Porphyritic
of structure are placed together, not included in each and amygother, as in the preceding kinds.
It occurs in many daloidal.
amygdaloidal and porphyritic stones. When Amygdaloid contains, besides the eliptical-shaped massest
also crystals of hornblende and mica, it is then said to
hare an amygdaloidal and porphyritic structure the
amygdaloidal being the predominant. In Basalt, on
the contrary, where the two kinds of structure sometimes occur, the porphyritic is the predominating.
Green Porphyry, although rarely, sometimes possesses

—

;

this

kind of double structure.

Table of the Structure of Mountain Rocks.
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Structure of Mountain-masses

and

oj" Strata.

We

undersUnd by the structure of mountain iras««»
those regular divisions which many of them exhibit,
through a considerable extent of rock. There are two
kinds of this structure ; the stratified structure, or that
of strata ; and the seamed structure, or that of distinct
concretions.

—

When a mountain, mountain*
Stratified structure.
nuss, or betl composed of one si)ecies of rock, is divided
by means of parallel seams into masses, whose lengtli
and breadth are greater than their thickness, or into
•what may be denominated Tabular Masses, which extend
generally through the whole mountain, it is said to be
stratified, and the individual masses are termed strata.
Of this kind of structure we have instances in Granite,
Limestone, Clay

slate,

and Mic»-slate.

The seams that

separate the strata are named strata-seams, or seams of
On a general view, we say the globe ia
•tratification.
eompooed of formations ; formations of bed»; bedi of
•traU; and such straU •• ar« slaty, of layer*, or
slates.

The ex«Strata vary vary much in their position.
tnination of thia appearance of strau ia of great importance to the geognost and mineralngical seogranher.
of a rocVt, we nave
2. Their
of the strata.
Their thickness. 4. The difference* in

In determining the
to observe,

1.

The

stratification

direction

inclination.
S.
their direction and inclination.
The <lirection is the angle which the stratum make*
with the meridian, and is determined by the compMs
planes> the direction is that of
or viewing the atrata
a horizuni;il line, drawn en the surfaoe of the pUae ;
therefore, to detennine the direction, is to indicate
the point of the coropasa towards which this line is directed.
It is always at right angles to the dip.
The inclination ia the angle which the atratmn forms
with the horizon, and id by the quadrant.
ipass towanls which
The dip is the point ':
the stratum inclines. If wc know the dip, the direction is ^ven because it is always at right angles to it.
Tlius, if a stratum dip to the eaM, iui direction must
be north and south ; if it dip to the north, its direction
must be east and west. But we cannot infer ttie dip
from the direction ; because a stratum, whose direction
continues the same, may dip in opposite directions;
thus, a stratum ranging from nortti to sooth may dip
Cither to Che east or to tfie west.
Strata are frequently v.irimnly wared, thus produC'

•

'

ing changes in their

'

>

changes

<l:

in

direction are in genera.
general direction.
It is therefore of Ji
in making
aervations with regard to tho j
f strata, to distinguish the gmeraT direction and inclination, from the
partinl
To effect this, we mu't take the results of a
number of fMrticuLir olxorvations, and compare them
.

i^

together; and tbi>M; »iinilar angles whidi are the most
ttMMran. are to be conaidered as espt«asive d[ the geMtal indsudon and direction. It sometines happens,
that this general position lias also its variations; these
must also be attended to and noted. An acauaintance
with the shape of a mountain group, will assist us very
aauch in suoi Investigations, as it is intimately connected whh the general disposition of the stratification
6f the masses of which it is composed. It is also of
importance to know the fall or declivity of a mountain
frmip, as its direction aad inclination are Frequently
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conformable, particularly in the older formationSj with
that of the superimposed masses.
It is often very difficult to determine, whether the
rock we are examining be stratified or not, and when
the seams of stratification are hid, to know the direcThe following observations will be
tion of the strata.
useful in removing some of the difficulties attending

such investigations.
1. Strata are almost always parallel with the slaty
In certain porphyritic grastructure of the stone.
nites, the crystals of felspar apjiear to lie parallel with
the strata ; the latter character, however, is by no means
80 decisive as the former.
2. Strata can only be formed by parallel scams, which
have the same direction and extent tlirough the mounWhere parallel rents occur in different ditain mass.
rections in the same species of rock, as in granite, sandstone, limestone, &c. it is evident that they are to be
considered as accidental.
3. The seams of tabular distinct concretions, which

are often of considerable extent, should not be con>
founded with stfata seams, because their extent is not
so considerable ; and in each group of concretions the
direction

is

different.

Where

rents have a different direction
of the stone, they are certain*
Inattention to this circumstance, has
ly accidental.
led mioeralogists into error. I obserred a striking instance of these rents in a qoarry of gneiss, in the FoThe gneisst at
rest of Tharand, in Upper Saxonr.
first sight, appcmred to be disposed in vertical strata,
and as such it was viewed by De Luc : on a closer ex4.

from the

parallel

slaty structure

amination, however, the apparent vertical seams proved
to be merely accidental parallel rents, perpendicular
to the dLsty structure of the stone ; therefore the strata
were hariaanta], not verticaL
5. Beds are generally parallel with the strata ; these,
therefore, point out the direction of the strata.
6. Although the r^laty structure points out to us the
direction which the strata must have, it does not follow, that a rock having a slaty structure is stratified.
7- In sandstone, limestone, and rock-salt, regular
and very extenaive stripes are sometimes observed,
which have been oonfounded with true seams of stratification.
An attentive examination, however, always
discovers them traversing the real strata seams.
Von
Buch, in his description of Landock, and gewnostical
observations made in Italy and Germany ; and Friesleben, in his obeervations on Thuringia, describes striking instances of stripes resembling strata-seams.
Strata vary very considerably in the angle which
they form with the horizon; they occur from horitontal to vertical, but the general inclnaition is be-

tween horizontal and 45*. The differences are either ori^nal, or have been produced by subsequent
change*.
Certain species of rock are constantly stratified, while
others, either are not stratified or only in an imperAll the secondary rocks, such as lim«fect manner.
atone, sandstone, coal, &c. are very distinctly stra*
tified.
In the most modem of the secondary rocks, the
strata are often horizontal, and frequently extend to a
great distance of the same thickness.
In more ancient
rocks of this class, as in certain limestones and in gypsum, the stratification is leas distinct, and the position
of the strata is not so horizontal.
In the coal forma*
tion, which is of a still older date, the stratification is
very distinct, but the beds are frequently variously

Geogfioiy.
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waved ami convoluted, and

often highly inclined.
In
""""V""^ the transition and primitive classes, many rocks, such as
gneiss, mica-slate, and clay-slate, are distinctly stratified, while others, as granite, porphyry, trap, limestone,
gypsum, serpentine, and quartz, are in general but imperfectly stratified, and the strata of these two classes
more often incline to the vertical than to the horizontal
position.

Rocks which appear to have been mere deposites of
mud, gravel, sand, &c. have been formed by successive depositions, while others, such as gypsum, limestone, quartz, gneiss, mica-slale, clay-slate, granite, &c,
owe their stratified structure to crystallization, from a

more or less perfect state of solution. This latter opinion is illustrated by the uninterrupted transitions of
the beds into each ether, and by the position of the
embedded crystals and masses to the surrounding
rock.

On examining the structure of a mountain or tract
of country, we must be careful to avoid all unnecessary
minuteness, otherwise we shall fail in acquiring a distinct conception of it.
This observation is founded on
a knowledge of the geognostical features of nature,
which are all on the great scale.
By not attending to this mode of examination, geolo-/
gists have fallen into errors, and given to extensive tracts
of country a most irregular and confused structure. Speculators, building on these errors, have represented the
whole crust of the globe as an irregular and unseemly
mass.
It is indeed surprising, that men possessed of
any knowledge of the beautiful hgrraony that prevails
in the structure of organic beings, could for a moment
believe it possible, that the great fabric of the globe itself,
that magnificent display of Omnipotence,
should be destitute of all regularity in its structure, and
be nothing more than a heap of ruins.
Seamed Structure. Those rocks in which parallel
seams occur, that do not extend throughout the whole
bed, are said to have the seamed structure.
The following are the different kinds of this structure: 1.
Polyedral.
2. Lamellar.
3. Globular.
1. Poli/cdral.
In this kind of structure, the rock is
divided into columns. The columns are sometimes regular, sometimes approach to the globular form, and
occur even curvated. They are from a few inclies to
many fathoms in length. In the islands of Staffa and
Eigg, and on the Craig of Ailsa, there are admirable examples of this kind of structure. These columns are
sometimes collected into groups, and such groups are
often separated from each other by seams or rather
Such groups
rents, which render them more distinct.
may be considered as immense distinct concretions.
The columns of such a group often tend towards a
centre, others are parallel or perpendicular ; some are
horizontal ; and all this variety sometimes occurs in the
same hill. The columns are sometimes jointed, so that
the convex extremity of the one column is fitted to the
concave extremity of the other ; and these columns are
usually composed of globular distinct concretions.
These globular concretions are composed of curved laThe spaces between the different
mellar concretions.
globular concretions are composed of a looser matter
than the concretions themselves ; and it is by the falling out of this less compact substance that the structure of such columns is first developed.
No rock shews this kind of structure more distinctly
than basalt in it we have all the varieties of the seam-

distinct concretion, to the largest,

Polycdtal.

—

:

ed structure, from the smallest, which

is

the lamellar

is

formed by

Geognosy.

—

direction.

Their inconsiderable length, frequent change of diand the even surface of the planes, distinguish
them from strata. Basalt, in the lower parts of an inrection,

dividual deposition, has often this kind of structure..
At first sight it is not unlike stratification. It also occurs in columnar porphyry.
3. Globular. In this kind of structure the rock is either wholly or partially disposed, or arranged into
globes or balls of various magnitudes. These balls are
either simply granular, as in granite, syenite, greenstone, or sandstone ; granular and lamellar, as in the
syenite of Corsica ; compact as in basalt ; porphyritic as in porphyry ; or radiated as in limestone.
Globular formations are sometimes met with in rocks and
minerals having a less crystalline aspect. As example.?,
we may mention ba'ls of hornstone in limestone, and
masse.? of flint in chalk.
The roundish balls of granite found dispersed over
low countries, have been considered as bowlder or

GIoL)uIar.

wid many theories formed to account for
The granite of the island of Arran presents this kind of structure.
rolled stones,

their transportation.

—

—

which

>—-yr-^^
the grouping of columns.
This kind of structure occurs also in porphyry,
greenstone, and lava.
In this kind of structure, the rock is Tabular,
2. Tabular.
divided into tables a few inches thick, and of small extent.
These tables frequently change their direction,
and then the bed of rock is divided into many groups
or systems of tables, having in each group a differetit

Structure of Formations.

a Ttock formation, we understand a determi- Structural
riate assemblage of similar or dissimilar beds or rpck ol" rorma^-l
masses, which are characterised by external and inter- ''""s.

By

nal relations as an independent whole ; th it is, as an
unity in the series of rock formations. These masses
When the mass is imiare either simple or compound.
form throughout, as is the case with limestone or sandstone, it constitutes what may be denominated a simple
Granite, gneiss, and mica-slate, are also of
formation.
this kind.
When dissimilar masses occur in a formation, as in the case of coal and secondary trap, it is said
to be a coviprivndjormatioii.
Similar rocks are often repeated in very different periods.
Each of these individual depositions is a particular formation, and the whole is denominated a scriet
Thus there is a limestone, a poror suit offormations.
phyry, a granite suit, &c.
It is,

Werner remarks, a determinate character of

certain formations, to constitute the principal mass of
the mountain in which they occur this is the case with
:

and

others.
With other
formations, on the contrary, it is as essential a character
to occur only in single beds in the others, and these are
said to be imbedded. Primitive porphyry, limestone, and
many others, are of this kind. When such individual
beds occur in different principal formations, (that is, are
not confined to a single one, j as primitive limestone and
primitive trap in gneiss, mica-slate, and clay-slate, and
always continue the same, notwithstanding the difference of the rocks in which they are embedded, they
are to be considered as independent Jbrmations.
If, on
the contrary, they are confined to one formation, and
are connected with no series or suite of fonnations,

gneiss, clay-slate, porphyry,

they are said to be mbordinale to

it.

Alum

slate

and

MINERALOGY.
'Gtofnosj- Lydian stone in clay-slate, are examples of this kind.
••^fmm> Uefis composed of various minerals sometimes occur in
These minerals are usually those of
diflerent rocks.
which the rock is principally composed, irregularly
mixed, or are simple minerals. Such beds are usually
verv irregular, do not extend through the whole rock,

apparently great irregularity in all
have been, but rather improperly,
(,
When single beds are well
6edi.
di«tinguislie<.l by i>ic kind of stone of which they are
composed, and it'thcir composition shews certain peculiarities, (as, for example, the determinate presence of metallic fossil*. Sec.) they are referrc<l to the particular repoiUonet. Beils of iron-pyrites and magnetic ironstone
are of this kind.
an'! in -7?ii"ral erhiliit

V

'

;

1

Structure
re
lUJI

of the CrutI of the

fourth and last kind of structure we have to
describe, ii by far the most extensive and impirtant.
It is the structure of the crust of the glol>c itself, in so
far as it is composed uf rock-formations of different
magnitudes, laid over each other in certain directions.
five

following heads,

Werner comprehends
and relative posi-

ever}' relation respecting tb« •stent
tion of formations in general.

The

1.

originiil

gpects that found in other sandstone formations ; yet
it does not belong to any of them, as is evident from
its position; and the rocks with which it is associated.
Werner conjectures that it may have been formed by
a small and p.irtial flood.

The examination of
much importance, not

extent uf formations.

Their present extent and continuity.
S. The position and direction d( the strata of formations, in respect to the fumlamental rock.
4. The direction of the strata themselves, without reference to the funJamenta rock.
5. I'be relation of the outgoings of the strata to the
exterior of the mountain.
It may be prcvil^u^ly remarked, that when one formation lies on another, it is said to re$l on it, and the rock
on which it rests is termed the Juhdamenlnl rock and
the plane which separates the fundamental rock from
the formation that covers it, is denominated the plane
q/' leparalioii, mhicb is alway> parallel — Uh thf IITiim
of the susta.
Sec I'latc CCt.\CV. Fig. 1.
S.

;

.

''.tZ^y

is of
only in extending our knowledge of the variety of formations, but in connecting
the history of the earth more nearly with that of man.

2.

these partial appearances

The Present Exlenl and Conlinuily of Formations.

The present extent and continuity of formations is The pr«very different from what it was originally. We find ""' •«'*)"'
'^''"'''
them eilhcr extcnde<l uninterruptedly over great tracks '"..
nuity or
,•
of country, or they appear isolated, oi little extent, formaiions.
and frequently resembling partial formations. In the
one case, they are said to be unbroken, in the other
broken.
The broken formations occur in small detached masaea; and -these have peculiar denominations,

-II..

Globe.

The

Under the
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stone, bituminous-shale, and iron-clay ; and these rest Gtognosy
on loose sand. The sandstone resembles in many re- _"' '"'^

I

acoordiiig to their position and shape.

When

detached jKirtions occur on the summits of
these are called inp'. Fig. 3. a. When portions Fig.
occur, filling up hollow s|>accs between mountains,
they are denominate*! u/ifiUutg*, Fig. 2. b.
.And Fig.
when a portion occurs only on one side tii a mountain,
it is said to be shittd-furtned, Fig. 2. c. or to have pj..
the shape of a shield.
hills,

t. «.

S. i.

f. «,

*

The

3.

PosilioH

and Dkrectinn of Strata

in

regard

to the

Fundamental Ruck.

When strata have the same direction as the funda- The potimental rock, they are said to be conformable with it, <<on and
Fig. 3. a. if the direction is different, they are said to be ^'f«''i»n of
'

n direction, we say *'""^I"
UHcunformabie. if
that they are si.,..
Fig. 3. 6. ; but if ^'^,'2,
they diner not on^y ui din^.iuii, but lie over the ends mt.ntai
of the strata of the fundaiix-iital rook, they are said rock.
Overly. F'g. 3.
t be iiacon/orataMe end ovtiljing. Fig. S. c.
*"
" ».
'~ S.
ing strata occur more frequently than simply uncon- Fig.
Fig. 3. c.
formable, and have far greater extent.
'

I.

Werner

The Original Exlenl of FormatioHM.

number of formahave been very widely depoaited and
tbcae be denomirutes L'nivertol Funmalitmt.
Some
ethers he considrm as having been partially deposited,
and these he terms partial or anommlout formatiottt.
L'mtertal FornuitionM extend around the whole
glo^>e, (not, however, without interruptir>n), and constitute by far the greater part of the mass o( which its
crust is composed
Almost all the primitive, transi.
tion, and secondary formations, are universal deposi*
tions
of these we may mention granite, gneiss, par.
phyry, and linestoo*.
observes, that the greater

tions appear to

;

:

Partial formatiamt occur only in partictilar placet,
their existence to particular and local cause*, for example, to depositions in lakes.
La>
manon is o'
'iut the gypum formation around
l*ari» was
ni the waters of a lake which forpart of France ; and the extcn"I the Isle of Wight and theoppc^jte cjau ot L....:Un<l, appears also to be a lake forraatiun.
.At Wihraw, in Lusatia, there is an example
of a partial formation.
It consitU of sandstone, lime-

and appear to owe

"
<>

Bt

the 'Wfatogv of tb« iCTsu

an

andcntoea

4.

Direction of the Strata t/iemiflres, mlhaui reference to
the

Fundamental Hock.

Strata are either straight, that is, disposed in one
direction on the fundamental rock, Fig. 4. or they
turn around it, and inclose it ; in thu latter case they
are said to be mantle-Jormrd, or manlle-shaptd. Fig.

Direct iODof
the tiraia

them •rites
without
refercnes

h. Ifthe strata are not only wmpped around the funto the fundHBCOtal rock, bat also cover its extremities, they are dsmcnUl
be
saddle-shaped.
Fig.
6
Mid to
rorli.
When the upper part of the saddle-ahape is carried
f.R. 4. *.
away, the wanlle-ihitf,e t» formed.
Fig. «.
Strata are sometimes concave, and they are then said
.'i

to be liastn shafted, F'ig. 7- a. ; Fig. 1 0. but ifthe conca- Fig. T. «.
vity be oblong, they are named trough-shaped. Fig. 8. 6. Kig. 10.
In tiie coiKave, tlust b, the bai^ni and trough shaped, Fig. 8. t>.

and
ed

in the convex, that is, the
strata, the outgoings * form

saddle and mantle ithap*
circle
in the concave,
:

the outer and greatest ciicle, aicording to Wc.ner, is
the oldest ; in the convex, on the contrary, the outer
and largest circle is considered to be the newest.

ibstt oiipcr extrsnilisf as lh«y sppaar at (be

smtee

cT the earth.

5
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G<ognosy. 5. j/je Relalion of the Outgoings qflhe Slraia to Ike
terior of the SlouHlain.

Ex-

stood very high over these mountains.
Further, as Geognoip.
the most elevated mountains are composed of rocks, ^""S"^^

such as

We

.

have to consider first, the relation of the outgo*
ings of strata to mountain-masses of considerable ex«
tent ; and, secondly, to mountain caps.
In mountain-masses, the strata either cover each
other completely, or the outgoings are open and ex-

When

posed.

the outgoings are exposed, the newer

have a rising or sinking level. Fig. 9.
There are three different kinds of mountain-caps:
In the Jirst, the cap rests on a fundamental rock, the
seams of the strata are parallel with the plane on
which the strata rest, and these are unconformable
and overlying. Fig. 10. a. The second kind of cap
is formed by a rock rising through the surrounding
strata. Fig. 11. 6.: and the third kind of cap is formed by portions of harder beds remaining after ^the superincumbent and adjacent and softer strata have been
carried away. Fig. 12. c.
In the Jirst, the rock is unconformable and overlyThe secondary-trap and porphyry formations
ing.
afford numerous examples of this kind of mountain-cap.
In the second, the newer strata are mantle-shaped.
Granite often occurs in caps of this kind.
In the third, all the strata are conformable, so that
the subjacent and superincumbent strata have the
same direction with the bed which forms the cap.
Primitive greenstone in clay-slate, sometimes forms
strata

Fig. 10. a.

Fig. 11.

4.

Fig. 12.

c.

caps of this kind.

CHAP.

IV.

ON THE FORMATION OF ROCKS, AND ON FORMATIONS.
On

the

Having now described the

for.

iDBtion of
rocks.

different kinds of struc-

ture which occur in the crust of the earth, we shall
next treat of the formation of mountain rocks, and of
the revolutions which the earth is alleged to have experienced during its formation But those revolutions are
of a different nature from the effects now produced on
the surface of the earth ; and therefore the speculations in regard to them are to be considered more interesting on account of the facts they bring to light,
than from any intrinsic merit they themselves possess.
The most ingenious of these speculations respecting the formation of tlie earth hitherto proposed, is
that of Werner; and the following statement will,
we think, convey to our readers a distinct account of
it.

The
and

spheroidal figure of the earth,

stratified structures,

and

its

its crystalline

numerous

tions, are proofs of its original fluidity.

The

petrifacfluidity,

according to Werner, was aqueous ; and he conjectures that the various rocks were originally suspended
or dissolved in water, and gradually deposited from it.
In chapter second, when mentioning the effects of
water on the surface of the globe, we described several
mechanical and chemical depositions which are daily
taking place, as it were, under our eye ; and as these
present the same kind of structure that occurs in moun-

Werner infers these also to have been formed
by the same agent. As the highest mountains are com-

tain rocks,

posed of rocks, possessing a structure resembling those
which have been formed by water, we naturally conclude, that tlie ocean must have formerly
fossils

granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, and
which extend around the whole globe, and
have been formed during the same period of time, it
follows, that the ocean must have formerly covered the
whole earth at tlie same time.—.The former great height,
and the present low level, of the waters of the globe,
is so remarkable a phenomenon, that it gave rise to

others,

many

very opposite hypotheses, as soon as it attracted
the attention of observers.
shall notice a few of
these speculations.
It has been supposed, that the water has suffered a
translocation, by a complete alteration of the terres«
This hypothesis, however, is
trial poles and equator.
unsupported by fact, as no traces are to be found of
The difference between the equatoso vast a change.
rial and polar diameters, the accumulation of high
land around the equator, are proofs that the present
Even allowpoles and equator are the original ones.
ing that such a change had taken place, it is evident
that the greatest possible alteration of the earth's axis
could cause no uncovering of it, as the water stood
high over the whole globe.
Another opinion was proposed by De Luc, La Metherie, and others ; namely, that the water had retired
into immense caverns, situated towards the centre of
the earth.
From the description already given, of the
internal structure of the earth, it is evident that the
existence of such caverns is imaginary and totally irreconcileable with the notion of precipitation from a
Allowing for a moment the possistate of solution.
bility of their existence, is it not evident, not only

We

that the water would have rushed into them with such
violence as to leave the most marked traces of its effects
on the surface of the earth, but that the places where

the water entered would still be discoverable?
The most probable explanation is that of the gradual
diminution of the water from the surface of the earth.
It was first obscurely hinted at by Herodotus, Strabo,
and other ancient writers. Maillet, French consul at
Alexandria, in « work entitled Telliamed, published in
174-0, was the first in modern times who directed the
attention of philosophers to the theory of the diminuThis opinion was eation of the waters of the globe.
gerly adopted, and keenly supported by Linnaeus, CelThey collected
sius, and other Swedish naturalists.
many facts, to show that the waters of the Baltic are
diminishing ; and the scholars of Linnaeus observed
many similar appearances in other countries. Or these
many interesting instances are detailed in the writing*
of Pallas, Gmelin, Ferber, Niebuhr, Vancouver, PerEven although all these proofs were
ron, and others.
wanting, it is evident that if the water remained unaltered in quantity, it would rise and overflow its boundary, owing to the great quantity of earthy matter which

This
daily carried into it by rivers and streams.
opinion, as supported by Linnaeus and several others,
met with considerable opposition. Many facts were
brought forward, to show, that while the land is left
by the sea in one place, it is invaded in an equal pro*
portion in another ; and consequently that there is no
diminution of the water. The invasion of the land by
the sea, is, however, a comparatively rare occurrence;
and besides, these partial elevations of the water depend on particular circumstances, which can in geneThus, the change in the direction
ral be pointed out.
is

of curreuts, produced by the accumulation of water by

;
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wind*, the alteration of the shape of coasts, and nuuy
'
other causei, produce alterations in the level of the ocean.
Werner, with hit usual acuteness, soon discovered
that the documents for the illustration of this supposed
phenomenon, were not to be sought for in the formations that have taken place within the limits of human
history, but in the toiid tlrala of which the crust of the
His investigations led him to the
earth is composed.
following ob«ervations, I si. That the outgoings of the
newer strata are generally lower than the outgoings of
the older, from granite downwards to the alluvial depositions, and this not in particular spots, but around the
whole globe, id. That the primitive part of the earth is
entirely composed of chemical precipitations, and that
mechanical depositions do not appear until a later period,
that is, in the Transition chus ; and that from this
point they continue increasing, through all tlie succeeding classes of rocks, to the newest or the alluvial, which
are almost entirely mechanical deposits. These observations, in his opinion, illustrate the universal diminution
of the waters of the globe. The sinking of the level
of the outgoings of the newer and newer strata, he
oontinuc*, shows that the solution from which they
were formed must have experienced a similar change ;
that is, it must have diminislicd in height, and uat
not in one spot, but around the whole globe. Hence
the water which once covered the whole globe to a
great height, must have diminished universally.
The period of the occurrence of mechanical depositions, is a further proof of the diminution of the
We find, that in the earliest periods chemwater.
ical productions only were formed, owing to the high
and universal subraergenco. It is evident, that when
the earth was ooTered to a great height with water,
no mechanical depoaita cou^ be formed ; for it is
well known, that ue motion communicated to water
does not reach to a great depth. Meduuiical deposits
would, therefore, be first formed, as soon as part of the
solid mass of the earth appeared above the level of the
water, or when the surface of the water approacfaod to
near to that of the earth, that it could act on it mechanically.
Hence, as soon as the higher parts of the
earth rose above the surface of the water, mechanical
depoaitioos would increase ; and we find, accordingly,
an increase of mechanical deposition, corresponding to
the diminishing level of the ocean, from the transition
to the newest period.
It follows, that as these alterations have been universal, extending around the whole
globe, the level of the water has changed uniformly
and ifniversally, and that it has sunk by degrees to iu
present level.
Several other interesting phenomena, which we have
already mentioned in part, strengthen an<l illustrate
more fully the precedmg conclusions. Petrifactions,
we know, first occur in formations of a middle age
but none have ever been observed in the older and
completely chemical formations. In the transition rocks,
where they first occur, they are but rare, yet in the newer transition rocks they increase coasideriibly in quantity.
In the fla-U formations, they also continue increasing in quantity, to the newer formations.
In respect to the nature of these remains, Werner
remarks, that those which occur in the earliest periods,
belong to the lowest and most imperfect class of anithe zoophytes.
In the newer and newer formawe meet with quantities of shells and fish, and
•
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these are accompanied by a variety of marine plants. Geognosr.
But these organic remains are completely different '""V™^
from any of the animals or vegetables of the present
state of the earth.
The organic creation during that
period appears to have had a totally different aspect
from what it assumed in the succeeding. In the newer
formations, we find the remains of known genera, and
in the newest of all the remains of organic species, resembling those found in the present seas. Land plants
appear later, and land animals still Uter. At first, they
appear to have been but few, and very different from
In the oldest of the tranthose of the present time.
sition rocks, which appear to have been formed while
the earth was still covered with water, we find the remains only of msrine plants and animals, but no traces
first meet with such
of terrestrial organization.
relics in the newer rocks of this class, which were
formed after a portion of the land was uncovered, and
From this
capable of supporting terrestrial vegetation.
period to the newest or alluvial, as we have already remarked, the quantity and variety of vegetable remains
increase ; and this is further confirmed by a correspondent increase of coal.
All the appearances we have now detailed, are, in
Werner's opinion, distinctly connected with the diminution of the water, and are to be considered as effects
and proofs of its reality. It is evident that, during the
period when the earth was still covered to a great height
with water, neither plants nor animals had been created.
When the water diminished in height, and the
dry land began to appear, marine plants, and the lowest and most imperiect animals, were created.
As the
water diminished, it appears to have become gradually
more fitted for the support of animals and vegetables,
as we fmd them increasmg in number, variety, and perfection, and approaching more to the nature of those
in the preaent seas, the lower the level of the outgoings of the strata, or, what is tlie same thing, the lower
the level of the water.
The same gradual increase of
organic beings appears to have taken place on the dry

We

land.

The facta we have just detailed, lead us to distin- Primitive
guish two grand cpochas in the formation of rocks ; Rocks,
the first anterior, and the second posterior, to the formation of organic beings. The rocks of tlie first di.
vision are named primitive ; they contain no fossil organic remaina, are situated below the others, and are
wholly of chemical formation. The rocks posterior to
the creation of organized beings, are denominated lecondary.
Several of these resemble those of tlie primitive class in composition and structure ; but differ
from them in containing petrifactions. These Werner
denominated Iraniilton, and other geologists, inlerme- Triruiiio*
diale.
They partake partly of the primitive, partly of rocks.
the secondary character, hence are named intermediate,
These transition rocks become interor transition.
mixed with sandstones, and other rocks of the same
description, and at length disappear ; when a series of
sandstone and limestone rocks, remarkable for their
abundance of vegetable and animal remain;, make
their appearance, and form the Hctmdartf, orJUrtt rocks S ssond sry.
of geologists. The newer, or upper rocks of the se- or dots
condary dasa, are covered with an alternating series of '"'^
limestone,

abounds

gypsum,

and sand, which
and particularly of
has been given to these.

cla^, sandstone,

in fossil org^anic remains,

quadrupeds. The name tertiary

3r

.
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The great beds of pravel,

sand, clay, marl, &c. which

1. Limestone Formation-Suite.
^.-^ ,_'
on the rocks of the preceding classes, form a class
p^^^'""*
alluvial.
They contain abundance of organic
The first member of this series, is the white granular
*^
formation
1*1.
T
^
remains, and even of animals at the top of the zoolo- limestone, which occurs in primitive rocks, as gneiss, ^^^^^_
gical scale.
Those rocks, which are undoubted pro- mica-slate, and clay- slate. This limestone has large
Volcanic
ductions of fire, are named volcanic, and form the fifth granular distinct concretions ; but in the newest clayrocks.
They slate, the concretions become more minute, and it even
and last class of the series of mountain rocks.
The transition rocks contain
are often posterior to secondary rocks, and sometimes approaches to compact.
the second member of this series, the variegated limeeven to substances of the alluvial class.
Werner, as indeed appears from what has been al- stone, which has less translucidity than the preceding,
ready stated, seems to consider all the mineral forma- but more than the following members of the series,
tions as formed by one and the same solution, which and shews the first traces of petrifactions. The followhas gradually changed in height and in nature. But ing, or floetz-rocks, contain the third member of the
he saw that this explanation would not apply to every series, the grey floetz-limestone, which is scarcely
case: for example, if every rock, or bed, should occur translucent on the edges, and is full of petrifactions.
at a height corresponding to its age, that is at a higher It has some resemblance to the limestone of the translevel in old than in new rocks, how does it happen that sition period, but only a very remote one to that of the
porphyry, resembling those in primitive regions, rests primitive. How great is the difference between the
upon secondary rocks, and attains a great elevation ? A granular translucent primitive limestone, and the dull
simple oscillatory movement, Werner remarks, would earthy and nearly opaque flcetz-'imestone and yet both
not explain this arrangement. It follows, therefore, are members of a series of chemical formstions, which
according to Werner's prmciples, that a new solution are still not the most distant. Chalk is a still newer formust have invaded the district already abandoned by mation, and the limestone and marls of the Paris formathe old solution, and deposited the newer formations. tion connect the foregoing members, which have been
Werner admitted these new inundations, and attribut- deposited from the ocean, with the calc-tufF, the lowest
ed to them some particular formations, such as the se- link of this series of formations (if we do not include the
coral-rocks that are daily forming) which has been
condary trap rocks, and certain primitive porphyries.
On FormaWerner remarks, that when we view the various de- formed on the land. We have thus a complete series
lions.
positions from the earliest discoverable period to the from the earliest to the latest period, in which we ob-

rest

named

*

.

•,

.

,

;

.

newest, we find in them such differences, as shew that
the contents of the water of the globe must have chang-

ed by degrees, and that all its depositions form beautiand connected series. The oldest rocks, which are
pure chemical precipitates, are composed principally
The
of siliceous, argillaceous and magnesian earths.
rocks, as granite, gneiss, and mica-slate, contain metals
that are of coteraporaneous formation with them, and
that scarcely occur in newer periods; these are tin,
molybdena, and tungsten.
This state of the water of the globe, however, alters
gradually and remarkably, as we approach the newer
ful

periods,
coal,

and

by the appearance of limestone in quantity,
salt, and the disappearance of old and the ap-

pearance of new metals. Besides this general succession, (which will afterwards be particularly considered,)
discoverable in the productions of different periods, we
have instances of the repetition of certain products at
considerable intervals, and in formations of different
feras and kinds.
In a series of this kind, all the members have general characters of agreement, and the individual members bear characters expressive, not only
of the period of their formation, but also of the circumstances under which they were formed.
Such a series,
as we have already mentioned, is denominated a Principal Formation Suite, or Series of Formations. By contrasting the old and new members of such a series, the
difference will be found so great, that we can with difficulty recognize them as members of the same formation suite on the contrary, the immediately preceding
or following members are so much alike, that it is
equally difficult to distinguish the one from the other.
This shews how much the prevailing circumstances
that existed during the time of their formation, were
alike in the members of the same age, and diilered in
those of a different date.

serve a gradual disappearance of the crystalline, and
incresse of the earthy aspect, corresponding with the
relative age of the different members of the series, and
the state of the solvent from which they were precipitated, and all serving as proofs of the immensely great,
but gradual alteration, of the state ofthe universal waters.
If we even examine the individual members of this
series, we find these gradations still more minute, but
always very characteristic. Thus the limestone of the
primitive period, (that which occurs in gneiss,) has the
largest granular distinct concretions, and possesses the
highest degree of translucidity and lustre, and has
therefore the most highly crystalline structure of the
whole scries. Does not the highly crystalline structure
correspond most intimately with a calm state ofthe solution ? The next member of the series, which is still
crystalline, but with smaller distinct concretions, occurs in mica-slate ; and, still less crystalline, or with
smaller distinct concretions, in the oldest clay-slate. In
the newer clay-slate, on the contrary, the distinct concretions are so small, as only to be discoverable by their
glimmering and translucidity. The white colour which
hitherto characterised the older limestone, is now intermixed with black, red, &c. ; and the newest meiabers
of this formation, form the transition to the products of
the next period. In the transition period, the limestone
is compact, translucent, glimmering, and variegated or

marbled

The secondary or floetz limestone contains several formations that resemble each other very much, and differ
principally by the newer being more earthy than the
older. To these succeed, as we have ah-eady mentioned,
chalk and calc-tuff, which are in general still more earthy
in their external appearance.
It is not enough, Werner continues, to detail the differences and agreements of this great series ; we must
We shall now illustrate this subject by a short abstract also endeavour to discover how these have been proof Werner's desa-iptions of several of these series of duced.
The whole series, as has been already observformations.
ed, is completely chemical, yet the different member*
:

MINERALOGY.
In the first
Cfognoi;. h*ve distinct characters of difference.
^"' i ^' and second periods, the productions are alsmost entirely chemical, but the crystallization becomes more imLastly, in the third
perfect, tlic newer the formation.
period, the members of the series become mixed with
mall }>ortioiis of mechanical matter, as is shewn by
the earthy aepect of many florta-limestones. We know
the conditions necessary for the formation of a crystalline structure, and that rest and motion are the a^nts
which assist or prevent its regular formation. Hence
we may fairly infer, that the solution, or ocean when
it stood high over the earth, was calm and undisturbed.
During succeeding periods, th« solution appears to have
become more and more agitated ; vet at first it only prevented the ]>erfection of the crystallization. As the water
diminished in height, its motions increased ; its destrov.
ing powers reached to the surface of the earth, and the
crystalline shoots were destroyed, and thus the first mechanical productions were farmed. The water still continuing to diminish, the dry land began to appear ; of
course the mechanical action of the water would be
nacfa increaaed, a* also the fonnation of mechanical
prodartiona,
How admirably does this agree with the
jpoMtancea preaantad by this series of fomwtkma I
The ooonactiaa and import of all theee appaanBen
will be more apparent, if we take a view of the
teristic position of the strata in the different members
of this series of formations, and of their lelatians to the
exterior of the earth.
This will be cwMktorfd particularlv afterwards. At present we shall only mention the
ttignly derated level of the limestone in gneiss, cootouted with the low situation of chalk and calc-tuff.

dam^
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which occurs

mountains of grey-wacke. Geognosy.
Here distinct mechanical matter is mixed with the ^"""Y"™^
chemicaL Grey-wacke is a complete sandstone we
have a gradation of its grains from those the size of a
pebble, until, from their smallness, they are no longer
tion-slate,

:

distinguishable

grey-wacke

;

and

this constitutes a transition to

slate.

Sandstone, and sandstone-slate, are the next members
of this series.
The sandstone-slate resembles micaslate so much, that it has been sometimes confounded
with it. To the sandstone succee<Is the coal formation,
which contains friable sandstone and slate-clay. Lastly,
the series is terminated by bituminous wood and earth'coal, accompanied with sand and clay ; which latter
correspond to the sandstone and slate-clay of the immediately preceding formations.
A material division of this beautiful series takes
place with grey-wacke.
From it, upwards, all the
members are completely chemical. On the contrary,
in the lower, the chemical is combined with mechanical, and only the lowest links of the series are completely mechanical productions.
S.

Trap Formalion-Suile.

have a great resem- Trap forblance to each other ; yet all of them bear very distinct maiionmarks of the period of their formation. The oldest or *"''*'
primitive greenstone is highly crystalline ; the newer
or transition is less crystalline ; and iu the newest or
flu-tz-trap, it approaches to earthy, as appears in basalt, and more particularly wacke, as the lowest links
or farthest removed fVom the highly-crystalline primU
tive greenstone.

In this

asrias, all the formations

4. Propfiyrj/

Situ foroMtun.

a very extensive series of formations *. The
lirocatoae series is oompoacd only of limestone, and a

*>"**-

single cafth as

This

Formation- Suite,

is

principal constituent part.
In the
Mnea oC day-«late forawtMns, on the contratv, di tTerent
earths have united together, to form the rocks we shall
now mention. Silica, alumina, and mignesia, but particularly the two latter, arc the most charactenstic
earths belonging to this suite of formations.
shall
htdm the description with that member of the teriea
r considered as a central point from which
wl,
the
enre, and which gives the name to the
whole series, "fliis ia day-slate. It is evident, that
the oldest clay- slate most border on the newest Micalate ; and the newest, on transition-slate. The oideat
day-slate has more lustre than the newer, and is even
lightly micaceous, so that it resembles the fine alaty
mica slate on which H rcsU. The newer day-alate haa
its

We

The

first

member of this

•^•'Hwr grey

colour, less lustre, and conuins finely
scales of mica, which brings it nearer to
the transition-slate. Mica-slate is an aggremte rock,

dHMBinated

composed of auarta and mica but in the older, it be.
oomca gradually intansixad with felspar, which, in the
oldest varieties, incTMSca and shews itself more and
more as an essential constituent part, until the mica:

slate passes into gneiss.

The

texture of the newest
gneiss which tics nearest to mica slate is still thin slaty
;
out it becomes gradually coarser, more crystalline,
thick slaty, and very nearly granular, when it passes
into granite.
In granite, tlM texture is completely
granular, and this rock stands as the first and oldest
member of the teries.
Tlie saaie due will conduct us back to the transi-

woaU i^^al *» pnptwty ot
To iuige rigtuly,
oawidsi it
I

« mm

lbs

ums btoi to
i

or which

is

denomi- Porphyry

m

5.

Gypnim

Formallon-Siiite.

The oldest member of this formation occurs in mica- Cypinm
slate and day-slate.
The second member is that which rormttion
and with which salt-springs are conover the old fla-tz-limestone, 'and is
covered by the second flictz-sandstone. The third and
last member, is what is denominated the second gypsum formation of the flcotz period. It lies over the second sandstone formation, and under the second limestone of the floetz period.

accompanies
noctcu.

salt,

6. Salt

tom of the

Formation' Suite.
siit ronnslion-suiic.

lakes.
7.

This

su'is*

It lies

This series contains only two members. The first
cnd oldest oocuis along with the oldest floetz gypsum,
and the newer is that which is still forming at the botCoal Formation-Suitr.

a very interesting series.
Inflammable mat- Coalfurmt.
ter occurs in considerable quantity only in the newer ik>n suit*,
formations.
The small portion that occurs in primitive mountains, is carbon, unoombined with bitumen

this seriss.

is th*rwtHHstiaa Ifas

series,

nated the Old Porphyry Formation, occurs in great un- formatloobroken beds, in gndss, and its basis is homstone. ""'**
The second member, or what is denominated the iVrn'er Porphyry Formation, occurs in unconformable, over,
lying, and broken stratification.
Its basis is claystone, pitch-stone, &c.
The third and last member of
this suite is probably the clay-stone, and porphyriticstone which occurs
the coal-formation.

.

U^

in

gnat

is

tma

stale.

iu ottciDS

mcmbcn,

il

would spfcar nrj nnsppiopii-

:
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In the newer formations, bitumen makes its appearance ; and in the newest formations, as in the floetztrap, we find immense accumulations of bituminous in-

The phenomena presented by all these formations, Geognosy.
Werner remarks, coincide with the hypothesis of the """V"^

gradual and universal diminution of the waters of the
globe. We shall conclude what relates to that subject,
flammable matter.
by a general observation respecting the effects which
It was only after the deposition of these immense
would be produced on the surface of the earth by the
repositories of inflammable matter in the floetz-trap,
that volcanoes could take place
they are, therefore, diminution of the water; and then state the arrangeto be considered as new occurrences in the history of ment of the different formations, founded on the preceding observations respecting their order of succesnature, although they m^y extend far beyond historiThe volcanic state appears to be foreign sion.
cal record.
It is evident, that as the water diminished, and the
to the earth,
a circumstance that points out its great
dry land appeared, the motion of the water would be
antiquity.
altered, and its currents receive new directions or be
8. Serpentine Formation-Suite
divided.
These changes must have had a very powerContains but two members ; the older, that which ful effect on the former surface of the dry land, and,
occurs in a conformable position with the primitive by 'destroying a part of the earlier formations, would
rocks ; and the newer, that which overlies the primi- afford matter for newer formations.
:

—

Serpentine
formation•uite.

tive rocks.

FORMATIONS,
Period.
Primitive.

Slate.

acording

to

Trap.

Porphyry.

f Hornblende-

Oldest Porphyry.

Limestone.

Werner.
Coot

Gypsum.

Serpentine.

Granite.

Stratification con-

formable, with Gneiss.
sinking levels
Mica- slate.
of .the out-goings of the

newer and new- Clay-slate.

Limestone.

1
Limestone.

J Hornblende-

Limestone,

Oldest

Oldest Porphyry.

Gypsum.

1 Primitive
\.

(

1 Slaty glance-coal. Oldest Serpentine.

<

rock.

's

er strata.

Slaty glance-coal. Oldest Serpentine.

1

slate.

t Slaty glance-cool. Oldest Serpentine.

Oldest Porphyry.

greenstone.

•

1

Also

f

Graphite.

Greens tone-slate.

Newer Porphyry,
including
Stratification

Newest Granite.

Newer

Clay-Porphyry.
Pitchstone.P.
Obsidian.P.
Pearlston«-P.-Also

overlying.

Sienite.

Transition.

Grey-waske.
Grey-wacle-slate.

Fl.(ETZ.
Stratifcation con-

1st Floetz-Sandstonc.

Transition-

Limestone.

IstFlwtz-Lime- Amygdaloid.
stoiie.

2d Flffitz.Limeformable, with .2d FlcGtz-Sandstone.
stone.
sinking levels
Chalk.
of the outgo- 3d Floetz-Sandstone.
Limestone and Greenstone and
ings of the newMarl in the
Sandstone in the
er and newer
Amygdaloid
Coal formacoal formation.
strata.
in the Coaltion.
formation.
Quartzy.sand-

Limestone in
the Newest

StratiJIcatioa

Newest Floetz-

Floetz trap

Greenstone.
Greystone.
Porphyry.tlate.

overlying.

trap formation.

formation.

Basalt.

stone, in the

Transition-Gyp-

Greenstone.

sum.

Amygdaloid.

Wackc.

Iron-day.

Graphite ?

Porphyritic- Stone 1st Flcetz-Gypsum. In the independent
Coal formation :
in the independ- Rock-Salt FormaCoarsa-Coal.
ent Coal-formation.
Foliated-Coal.
tion. It may be 2d Floetz-Gypsum.
Slate-Coal.
considered as the

3d Porphyry-formauon.

Cl»y-6tone ?
Compact-felspar
Pitchstone-Porphyry.

Pearlstone-Porphyry.

Cannel CoaL
Pitch Coal.
Slaty glance- coal.
Graphite.

In the Fleetz-trap
?

Obsidian-Porphy-

Trap.Tuff.

Amygdaloid.

Slaty glance-coaL

formation
Pitch-Coal.

Columnar-Coal.
Conchoidal glance.
coal
Also
Bituminous Wood.
Alum-earth.

—

Common Brown
CoaL
Moor-Coal.

A1.LUTIAL.

Eartli Coal.

aay.

Calc spar.

Loam.

Calc-tuff.

Sand.
Gravel.
Rolled masses.

Calc-sinter.

Bituminous Wood.

A Is*
Moor

Coal.

Common Browncoal
And

—

Alum-earth.

Serpentine.
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when

true granite

until about fifty years GeogBoty

was distinguished

as a particu-

'~
»

mountain-rock.
It is a rock composed of grains or concretions of Coiutitufelspar, quartz, and mica intimately joined together, «nt parti,
but without any basis or ground. These parts vary in
quantity, so that sometimes one, sometimes the other,
and frequently two of them, predominate. Felspar is
generally the predominating, as mica is the least consiIn some varieties, the
derable, ingredient of the rock.
quartz is wanting, in others the mica, and these have
received particular names. Such distinctions, however,
are useless, as these masses are to be considered as laere
varieties, not distinct species.
The constituent parts diiTer also considerably in their
magnitude : they alternate from large to small, and
even very fine granular. In some varieties, the concretions of felspar and quartz are several inches in size,
and the mica is in plates upwards of a foot square ; while
in others, the grains are so small that the granite appears nearly compact.
It differs also considerably as to colour ; and this depends principally on the predominating ingredient, the
felspar, the auarts and mica having usually a grey colar

We have already,

in

Chap. IV. established

five classes

of rocks, distinguished by the names primitive, troHtitiom,

tteondary, alluvial,

and vokanic.

We

shall

now

deacnbe these in the order just mentioned, begin*
ning therefore with those of the primitive dasa.

Class

I.

Primititk Rocks.

—

Werner.
Urgebirge.
Terrains Primitifs.— Z)ai«iuiMO»«.
Primitive rocks are those whose period of formation
considered as antecedent to that of the creation of
otganic beings. Hence we arrange in this class all
those formations which hare not been found to contain
Should fupetriCictions or fossil ofganic remains.
ture observatiaas, however, prove that these rocks do
occasaoaallj inclose animal or vegetable remains, still it
woald be well to consider them as a distinct class, and
retain the name primitive, becMise from their lying under the rocks of the other rlssses, they are to be considered as having been formed before them, and may,
therefore, be said to be primitive, ur 6r«t formed.
They are of chemical formation ; and if mechanical
deposites do occur associated with them, the quantity is
inconsiderable. All those kinds which abound in mica
are distinctly stratified, while the others that do not
is

The dirccit are less distinctly stntilied.
tioo of the stFsU is frequently paiaM with that of the
mountain range in which th^ are contsiiMwL
All the di^rent rocks of the cIms akemBte with, and

eontain

pass into each other.

The coaatitncnt

parts are qnartx, felspar, mica, lime-

and hornblende minonls indeea of which nearthe wholeniassof^ apper coat of the earth is com-

stone,

ly

posed.

Of

these minerals, the felspar, qaarts, mica,

2.

lour.

The

ly (fTtyiati

felspar is usually white,

and yellowish white

;

and most common-

also reddish or milk-

white; sometimes also flesh-red. It is seldom grey,
yellow, or green. The quartz is usually grey, seldom
milk-white, and always translucent The mica is usually grey, and sometimes nearly bUck.
The felspar in granite has usually a vitreous lustre,
*
perftct foliated fracture, yet in some varieties it
into earthy, with the loss of its lustre and hardin short, it has passed into porcelain earth. This
appearance is sometimes produced by the weathering
of the felspar ; sonetimes it appears to be its original
state.
When veins contaming pyrites traverse granite,
the felspar and mica in their vicinity are converted into
a kind ofsteatitical matter, by the action of the sulphuric add formed during the decomposition of the pyrites.

and bombleBde occur together, and in vanoos forms of
i^mgatioo, while the ImwCnnr forms beds of greater
orless extent, which are but slightly intermixed or con- The mica sometimes
nected with the boundary strata.
The following are the rocks of this class :
1. Granite, with sienitr, protogine, and topas-rock.
S. GneiM, with some varieties of white stone.
5. llica-slate, with diflbcnt varieties of tal^slate.
4. Clay-slate, with alum-slate, flint>- slate, &c.
5.

Granular limeatooe, and primitive gypsum.

6. Primitive trap.
7.

Serpentine aikd euphotide.

8.

Porphyry.

also decomposes by exposure to
the atmosphere ; but the quartz is never dtered. Granite, with earthy felspar, is found in Cornwall.
Sometimes the constituent parts of granite are regu- Graphic
larly crystallized ; principally, however, the felspar andgnniwquartz.
The mica sometimes occurs in nests, unmixed
with the other oonatituent parts, and these have been
oonfouoded with fragments. Sometimes the constituent parts are so arranged, that when the specimen is
cut, its surface has a bnd of resemblance to written characters hence this variety has been denominated graphic
:

9. Quartz-rock.

This particular variety is found at Portsoy, and in
the island of Arran ; also in the forest of Thuringia in
I.
Graniie.
Germany, in Corsica, in tlie mountain of (Wontschelong, in the Uralian range, and also in France. Granite,
Granite.
Werner.
with regular crysullized felspar, occurs in the island of RadUtcd
Sasum, quartzo spato sdntillante et mica, in diverse
Arran, in many places on the continent of Europe, andP*"''*proportione mixtis compositum. Granites. WalUritu.
also in South America.
At Mount St. Gothard, all the
Granite of the Geimans, French, &c.— Moorstone of
three constituent parts are found crystallized together.
Cornwall Whinstone and sandstone in some narU of
In the island of Arran and the Saxon Erzgebirge, there
Sootland.
is a remarkable variety of granite, in which the felspar,
1- The laant granite is a corruption of the Latin
word quartz, and mica, have a diverging radiated structure.
Several other varieties of granite have been described
g€ranile$, used by Pliny to designite a particular
speoaa of stone. The first modem writer who uses this '>y geognosts. Of these, the two most important are
word is Toomeforte, the celebrated naturalist. It oc- protogini and tienite. We shall now describe them.
curs m the Account of hit I'oyage to the Levant, published m 1699.
Protogine.
Amiquvians appear to have named
»tone.

—

N»«i«.

every granular atone cqiable ofbemg used in
architecture or sutuary, granite, and it continued
to be used in

In this variety, Ulc, either in the lameHar com-Protofint.
pact, or steatitic form, or as chlorite, takes the place
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*

Mont Blanc, and

of the micai

the surrounding mountains, are formed of protogine.
It is named protogine,
(primtevi,) because Jurine, the author of the name, conaiders it as of very old formation. Daubuisson proposes
to name it simply talcose, or steatitic granite.

Sknile,
Sienite is a granite, in which the mica is generally
replaced by hornblende ; not always, as some varieties
contain also mica.
Werner says it is a granular aggregated rock, composed of felspar and hornblende, with
occasional grains of quartz and scales of mica.
It is
named from Syene, in Upper Egypt, where the ancients quarried it in blocks of great magnitude.
Werner having remarked, that this rock was associated with the porphyries of Saxony, arranged it along
with them, separated it from granite, and described it as
a distinct species. On the Wernerian view, therefore,
it is distinguished from granite by its hornblende and its
situation.
Our observations in Scotland oblige us to
consider sienite as a variety of granite, as it occurs in
the same beds with that rock, and exhibits every variety of geognostical position hitherto observed in granite.
Accidental
Accidental mixed parts.
Besides felspar, quartz, and
mixed
mica, the essential constituent parts of granite, and those
parts.
minerals that take the place of the mica, viz. hornblende
and chlorite, others sometimes occur in it. These, however,are to be viewed as accidental. Of these schorl is the
most frequent, and the next are garnet and tinstone.
The following also occasionally occur either imbedded
in the rock, or in veins that traverse it, viz. rock-crystal,
Sienite.

—

adularia, chlorite, pinite, actynolite, common opal, topaz, corundum, fluor-spar, beryl, diallage, epidote, apatite, magnetical iron ore, and iron pyrites.
Granite, besides the granular, exhibit various other
kinds of structure, such ai porphyritic, globular, tabular,

columnar, and
Porphyri"
tie.

Globular.

Tabular-

stratified.

—

When large crystals of felspar occur
a basis of smaller granular granite, the
porphyritic variety is formed. These imbedded crystals are sometimes upwards of a foot in magnitude, as
is the case with some granites in Saxony, and in other
countries.
2. Globular.
Some granites are disposed in round,
ish balls or concretions, which are from a foot to several fathoms in diameter.
These balls are sometimes
composed of curved lamellar concretions, which always
include a harder central mass or nucleus. The spaces
between the concretions are filled with granite of a softer nature, which decays readily, and thus leaves
the harder central masses heaped on each other, or
strewed about. Such heaps, or tumuli, have been erroneously described as rolled masses brought from a distance to their present situation, by the agency of currents that formerly swept the surface of tJie earth. Examples of this kind of structure occur in the island of
Arran, Bohemia, the Haru, the Fichtelgebirge, and in
other countries.
5. 3r<iia/ar.—.Some granites, when they are traversed
1.

Porphi/ritic.

imbedded

m

—

by

parallel seams, appear divided into tables.
These
tables vary in extent from a few inches to several fathoms. They appear in some cases to be mere varieties of the stratified structure.

Columnar.

—

4. Columnar.
When the seams are arranged in directions parallel to several planes, the granite is divided
into columnar masses, which resemble the columnar

Structure of trap

and porphyry

rocks.

We many

years

ago, as mentioned in our account of the Hebrides, oh- Gen?no«y.
served this columnar structure in the granite of Mull ; **"^i''~*'
and since that time Humboldt has described it as occurring in the granite of Caraccas, as it does in the
granite rocks of Carlsbad.
5. Stratified structure, or Stratification.— Gnnite is Stratified
sometimes disposed in great beds in gneiss and other structure,
rocks, and occasionally these beds appear divided into •" ^'""'fistrata.
In other instances, in granite mountains, we '^*"''°*
observe, besides the tabular, globular, and other structures, also the stratified ; but this latter is, in general,
less perfect than what is observed in gneiss, and other
similar rocks.
6.

Beds

—Granite does not

many

Bed» in

and veins as occur in gneiss, mica-slate, and

granite,

in Granite.

different beds

afford so

other similar rocks. In Scotland, it sometimes contains
beds of quartz and of felspar. In Switzerland, beds of
quartz in granite have large drusy cavities, the walls of
which are lined with magnificent crystals, and groups of
rock-crystal. At Zinnwald, in Bohemia, the tin is worked in a quartz bed, situated in the middle of the granite.
Beds of limestone are also met with in granite mountains, as in the Pyrenees ; and some of them of great extent, having been traced by that excellent observer,
Charpenticr the younger, for four leagues, and with a
need not speak of the
thickness of ninety feet.

We

beds of gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, porphyry, trap,
&c. upon which it often rests, and with which it frequently alternates.
On a general view this rock Metals in
7. Metals in Granite.
contains fewer and less extensive meUiUiferous ^'eins granite,
and beds than the slaty rocks of the primitive class.
Tin, of all the metals, is that which is most peculiar
Tin- stone occurs in the granite of Cornto granite.
wall, Saxony, Limoges, and in these countries is gene*
rally associated with walfram.
Iron is frequent in granite. The mines of Traversella, in Piedmont, are situated in a granite which is
subordinate to mica-slate. The mines of brown iron
ore at Taurynia, and of Fillolo in the eastern PyrenIron pyrites is frequently found
nees, are in granite.
disseminated through granite ; and galena, or leadglance, graphite, molybdena, bismuth, gold, silver,
copper, zinc, manganese, cobalt, are among the metals
sometimes met with in this rock.
Granite occurs in masses, Formationi
8. Formation.1 of Granite.
often many miles in extent, surrounded by gneiss, mi- of granite.
ca-slate, and clay-slate, and so connected with these
rocks, that the whole may be considered as the result
of one grand process of crystallization ; that is, the granite is of cotemporancous formation with the gneiss,
as the gneiss is with the superimposed mica-slate ; and
the mica-slate, again, with the clay-slate wliich rests
upon it. In other instances, the granite alternates in
beds, often of enormous magnitude, with gneiss, mica-

—

—

clay-elate, and other primitive rock^, or it traverses these in the form of veins.
Some granites resist, Decompo9. Decomposition of Granite

slate,

for ages, the destroying effects of the weather ; while si''"" of
others are resolved into sand or clay in a compara- S'^"'**'
The obelisk which is at present
tively short period.

Rome, and
which was quarried at Syena, under the reign of Zetus,
King of Tliebes, thirteen hundred years before the
Christian era; anJ that which is in the place of Saint
Pierre, also at Rome, and which a son of Sesostris consecrated to the sun, have resisted the eft'ects of the wea-

in the place of Saint Jean de Latran, at

ther for three tliousand years.
On the other hand, there are gisnites, as those in
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which are speedily disinteBut between these two
eJtreraes, of extreme ihirability and rapid decay, there
are numerous intermediate de^ee«. In the same moun*
tain, or even in the same hillock, granites of diflerent
qualities will sometimes l)e met with.
One portion
will l>e excessively olwlurate, and resist long the gnaw-

tame

dirtrict* in Scotltnc?,

grated into gr»ve\ or saml.

of the weather ; another variety, immeit, will be of a very decomposable nature ; and while • third, asaociated with the two former, will possess an intermediate degree of durabiliGranite* vary in their mode of decomposition.
ty.
Some aMume the globular form ; others that of rhoming

effects

diately becide

boidal or irregular masses.
These are further disintegrated, and then the constituent parts fall asunder |
when a kind of gravel, or sand, depending on the sise
of the grains, is formed. The felspar in this gravel ii
further altered, and easily changed into a clay, which
is carried into hollaws or plains, and forms beds of
clay ; the quarts grains, by attrition, are reduced in
*i*e, rounded in form, and give rise to beds of aand ;
and, when mixed with the mfttar of felapar, to vuidy
dar«. The mica is further brakoi d«wn, and become*
nixed with Ute clays and sand* formed from the felp«r and nuarts.

The mhI fomMd from decompoaed

awuniains.

But

very hard and indestructible granite rises
and more easily diaintMralcd, tb« haitlor
poftions appear in the font of peaEs, needles, or in
deeply dentnted ridges, or cristK, and thus give ri*e
to the bristled snd MMienlated aspect to peculiar to
many granite districts. The valley*, in granite countrie*, are in general very deep, narrow, and their sides
often resemble imaense pefpimdicuUr wall*.
Granite rocks are frcaoently nach traversed by
if

tfiroiigh softer

renu or

fiaiarcs.

When

these

ranU widen

^ Ae «^

tion of the weather, the mss* separatee into (ragBeati
of greater or lesser magnitude, which reniain long
piled on each other in a most fantattic manner, often
appearing like vast artificial tumuli, or natacs brought

together T>y a flood. The upper parts of the granite
mounuins in Arran, |<r«tcat very striking appearances
of this kind, and I haw ebeervnl the sane in many
place* of the high grsnils ridges of the Eiescogebirge.
Travellers have described rfraUar appearances in Uie
mounuins of Switzerland ; those of Siberie ; the Harta ;
the Bohmerwald-gebirge, and die Carpathian*.
11.

(jiogrnphical dittritmlion of Granite.

—

It

i*

one

of the most frequent and widely extended rock*. It
occurs in slmost every mountiin group, and thera it
frequently juts out, forming its central and highest
part, havin>( the newer nrimiiive rocks resting on
It, or placed
beside it.
It forms wMMntwinT in this
country, as in the island of Arran, and the osntral part
of the Grampian*. The •ame is the case in the Harta,
the Rietengebirge, the BobmerwaltUgefaitgc, the Fidu
telgebirge, and the Alp*, particularly those of Savoy;
also in Bavaria, Bohemia, Franoonia, Lusatia, Moravia,
Unper Saxony, Thuringta, Austria, Stiria, and the Tyrol.
As graniu is the basis on which the other primitive rocks sometimes rest, it may also appear in Tow
mounuinous situations, owing to the newer primitive
rock* either not having been deposited, or having
beta
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Mountains, Auvergnc, Dauphiny, Elsass, and the Pyrenean Mountain*.
In Asia, it forms the centre of Caucasus ; occurs at
Kolywan, and other places in Siberia; forms a ve^
considerable portion of the Uralian, Altain, and
raalya chains of mountain-groups.
In Africa, it is said to form a principal constituent
part of the mountain* in Upper Egypt, the Atlas
Mountains, and the countiy about the Cipe of Good

Hu

tity in

rather a mamillary outline.

we

mountain-groups.
In Europe, it forms the range of Sewoga in Scandinavia ; Uie rocks of Finland ; occurs also in Cornwall in England, in the Hartz, the Forest of Thuringia, Erzgebirge in the Electorate of Saxony, the Fich«
telgebirge, Lusatia, the Hiesengebirge, llie Bohmerwald-gebirge, the Schworzwald (Black Forest,) the
Alps of Switzerland, and Savoy ; also in the Tyrol,
Salzburg, Stiria, Archduchy of Austria, the Carpathiao

Shape of Granite MourUaint.— In tboae granite
district* in which the granite ia of a loose texture, and
easiW acted on by tile weather, the hill* have a round.
iah form, and the lower granila IncCi hare a waved, or
10.

Instance* of this

tent of granite in the different quarters of the globe,
without, however, any reference to its forming the centre and highest, or the lowest part of mountains or

Hope.

ia

deposition.

"^^"y^^
have in the Island of Arran, near Carlsbad in Bohemia, and many other place*.
The following list of localities, show* the known ex-

in ge-

granites,

neral comparativriy onproduetive.
Skip* of

washed away since
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Ameriea,—'\t occura but in comparatively small quanthe United StaUs ; and in .Mexico, owing to the
deep and high cover of porphyry, it is found only low
down, as at Acapalco> In the Andes of South America, it i* nsually corered with gneits, mica alate,
and trachyte, and in general is not observed higher
than 6000 feet : but it abound* in the low mounuina
and regione of Venesuela, and of Porima, and descend*
even to the plains and to the level of the sea, a* is the
case on the side* of the Oroonoco, and the cooata of Peru.
In North America, it is said to occur in New York,
In Soutli America, it
Pennsylvania, and Virginia.
forms De los Mariches, near Caroccas, the whole Cordillera of Parima, Sierra Nevada de Mcrida, Turrito
between South Carlos and Valencia, the country between Valencia and Portocabello, and Cape ilom, the
aqotfaem extremity of America.
Vtet.
It forms an excellent building and paving
stone, and has been extensively cmployMi in ornamen-

—

ujes*.

tal architecture.

Topiu-Rock.

This rock, which appeara to be intimately connect* Tores
ed with granite, has tne following characters. Its con- rotk.
stitoent mineral* era quarts, tourmaline, topaz, and li«
thomarge.
It is composed of many small maaaes,
which have the appearance of fngmoits, although they

m»Mf

Each of these
era true granular concretions.
is composed of thin layen of quartz, tourmaline, and
topes ; and theee libera have different direction* in the
The quartz appeara
different masses or concretions.
in granular concretions; the tones is also granular;
but is distinguished by it* foliatea aapect and hardness ;
Fre«
lastly, the tourmaline is in small Uadt needles.
quenUy hollow spaces occur between these concretions,
which arc partly filled with crystals of quarts and topes, bat raraly contains tounoaline. The lithomorge
occura amongst theee cryetals, and has generally an

ochra yellow, raraly green, and aeldom white colour.
It is woethy ef remaii, that the colour of the crystals
of topes, utd also ite intensity, depends on that of the
lithomarge ; as if this substance, or at least its colour*
that of the topaz.
iog matter,
the lame

wh

u

—
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G«ogno«]r.

Topaz rock

is

very distinctly

are of considerable thickness.

and

:;

stratified,

It rests

and the

upon

(3.) This, the third variety, is very slatjr, and very Geognosj.
micaceous. _ The scales of mica, from their smallness, ^"'Y""^
appear indistinct, and form continuous plates. The
felspar and quartz are in very small grains, and are
sometimes so enveloped in the mica that it is difficult
to distinguish them.
It is also sometimes glandular,
and in some instances almost an aggregation of balls
of mica.
The gneiss which passes into granite belongs to the
first variety, as that which passes into mica slate does
to the third.

strata

granite,

covered by clay-slate.
has hitherto been found only near to Auerbach,
in Voightland, in Saxony, where it forms a rock named
Schneckenslein, which was formerly of considerable extent, but has been much diminished by the operations
of the miners in procuring topazes.
The inconsiderable extent of this mass prevents our
_
viewing it as a distinct species of mountain rock.
is

It

Gneiu,

II.

Gneiss.

B.

Name.

Coostituent parts.

minerals.

6. Decomposition.— This rock, like granite, decays Decotnpoon exposure to the atmosphere, but the decomposition siiion.
is in general more rapid.
The felspar is at first changed into kaolin, and, owing to the greater abundance of
mica, the disintegration of the mass is more rapidly

Hence it is that this rock does not occur so
oflen in great isolated blocks as granite ; and hence
also it is that mountains of gneiss are often less sharp
in their outline than those of granite, that their
summits are generally roundish, and that they rarely
shoot into needles, or are formed into denticulated
effected.

is still

so much altered that it appears earthy.
The mica is
most commonly grey, which passes through various
shades into blackish-grey. The quartz is almost always
greyish-white, and generally in smaller grains than

ridges.

the felspar.

appears as if rotten.
These beds are more considera7. Foreign beds.
ble and more numerous in gneiss than in granite,
The following may be enumerated.
Limestone.
It is generally highly crystallized.
Occurs in Aberdeenshire, Perthshire, and other parts of
Scotland ; and on the continent of Europe, in the
Pyrennees, in Dauphioy, &c.
2>ap.-~This rock, in the form of hornblende- rock.
hornblende-slate, and greenstone, occurs in beds, and
in imbedded masses, and is often very much intermixed with the gneiss. When the gneiss abounds in
hornblende, it is named hornblendic gneiss.
Porphyry. Beds, imbedded masses, and veins of
porphyry, sometimes of great magnitude and extent, are
not unfrequent in some gneiss districts. Perthshire,
Aberdeenshire, and Inverness-shire, affords fine examples of porphyry in beds, imbedded masses, and

Kinds or
Sneiss.

Sometimes the decomposition, in penetrating the
gneiss, loosens the adherence of the parts

are then easily separated

—

Imbedded Minerals.— besides felspar, ouartz, and
mica, it sometimes contains schorl ; more rarely garnet,
3.

and also hornblende. The schorl occurs more rarely,
and in less quantity, than in granite : but the garnet is
more frequent and abundant than in granite,
Kinds of gneiss. ^There are three principal kinds

is.

of gneiss, of which

we

shall

now

give short descrip«

tions.

In this kind the mica occurs in small quantity
the scales of mica, although separated from each other,
are arranged in parallel ranges, and the rock breaks
in a direction conformable with these.
It is the parallelism of the ranges of mica which distinguishes this
kind of gneiss from granite, because its slaty structure
is very indistinct, and the quantity of felspar is nearly
the same as in granite. The quartz and the mica form
each separate layers ; those of the felspar are thicker,
and such varieties, when broken across, have a ribbonlike aspect.
Sometimes the quartz, in place of being
disposed in layers or plates in the felspar, is in small
parallel rods or bars ; and when the rock is cut perpendicular to their direction, it appears not unlike pe(

I

.)

stratiflcalion.

the other.

in less quantity than in granite.
The felspar is usually greyish, yellowish,andreddish.white; and sometimes

Imbedded

—

strata are parallel

1. ^amc— The name Gneiss is of Saxon origin, and
was applied by miners in the vicinity of Freyberg, to
the decomposed stone that forms the walls of their metalliferous veins.
Henkel describes gneiss as an indurated stone, mixed with steatitical and clayey matter
but Werner ascertained that it was a compound of felspar, quartz, and mica.
2. Consliluenl Parts.—-This rock, like granite, is a
compound of felspar, quartz, and mica ; but it contains
more mica than granite. It is granular in the small,
and slaty in the large ; hence it is said to be granularslaty.
The granular felspar and quartz form plates,
•which are separated from each other by the mica.

Felspar, although the predominant mineral,

Stralification.

It is distinctly stratified, and the
with the slaty structure. But when
the beds rest upon granite, they sometimes follow all
the sinuosities of the irregular surface of that rock,
and form the mantle-shaped stratification; in other
cases the stratification is saddle-shaped, or it does jiot
appear affected by the granite, the strata passing without change of direction from one mass of granite to

Gneiss.— Werner.
Gneiss and Granite Veine. Saussure.
Gneiss.—Kirtvan.— Jameson.

.

—

—

by the

finger,

;

the folia

and the mass
Foreign
beds.

Limestone,

Trap,

Porphyry,

veins.

Compact and granular felspar.— The white stone. Compact
Weisstein of Werner. This rock sometimes occurs in granuiaifelspar.
layers, which are not more than a few inches thick ;
in other instances in beds, so thick as to form whole
mountains.
The felspar is white, and is very fine
trified wood.
(2.) This, which is named common gneiss, consists of granular, like dolomite : it contains numerous grains
small layers, or lenticular plates, composed of grains of of red garnet, even grains of quartz, and sometimes
In short it is to be considered
felspar and quartz, placed over each other, and sepa- scales of white mica.
as a granular felspar, generally containing scalei
rated by layers formed of scales of mica.
It is sometimes glandular, or contains balls of quartz, or of com- of mica, with some grains of quartz, and of other mipounds of quartz and felspar, or of mica. This va- nerals.
It forms beds and whole hills in Saxony,
riety lias been confounded with conglomerate.
The Moravia, and Sweden.
island of Fetlar, one of the Shetlands, affords an exQuartz Rock. This rock occurs in great beds, and
ample of this variety.
sometimes also io veins in gneiss districts.

—

—
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times these masses increase in magnitude, and become Goognosjr.
ScognMy.
globular, and then the rock acquires a conglomemted "^C"^
Altliouj^h the mica forms the principal and
structure.
GUnce
predominating ingredient in mica slate, yet it somebed* in gneiss.
eftij.
Gnein it one of the times happens that the quartz is the mo<t abundant,
MHaiiifc8. Mtialiif'erotu Mineralt.
TOM mine, most metdUiterouf of the primitive rocka. The me- and tlius a transition is formed into quartz rock.
'*'''
We can distinguish different kinds of Varieties^
2. yurielits,
tals occur in veins, bfds. and imbedded naa»»es, but
These are Common, Uidiiiened, Takkif,
mica- slate.
Tliere are few metals
in frreatett variety in veins.
Most of the Saxon, Bohe- ami Fine Slaly. The eontrnvin is straight, and rather
that do not occur in it.
mian, and Saltzburi;ian mines, are situated in this rock. thick slaty, and contains garnets, and sometimes felThe oldcjt gnei>s in the Saxon Erzgebirge, that with spar. The unilulaled has a waved structure, and conThe talcky is
tains neither garnets nor feUinr.
reddish-coloured feUpar, is the least pro<luctive in
straight slaty ; oootaina thick layers of quartz, and
ores; but the newer, with white-coloured felspar, is
the mica has a green colour, and inclines to talc. I'he
the nMMt productive; and the veins, though small,
The oldest venigenous formation ap- Jine i/a/y bortlers on clay-slate, (the next rock in the
are numerous.
order of succession,) has a light yellowish grey copears to be that which contains tui»tone. The tin-ore
u accompanied with wolfram, molybilena, arsenic-py- lour, and contains extremely little quartz it paasee
I'lie soimperceptibly into clay-slate.
Of these, the oldest is
rites, fluor-spar, chlorite, topas, and opal.
rond venigeiious furroatiun appears to be lead-glance. tlie Common, and the newest the Fine-slaty.
It frequently contains im- imbeddtd
S. Imbtdiird Minerals.
7'lie third formation consists principally of copper,
and the ores are grey oopper-ore, copper-glance, bedded minerals of different kinds. The principal of mincrali.
The these are tiie following:
coppcT-pt rites, and variegated copper-ore.
(I.) Garnet, either in grains or in crystals, and is so Garnet,
fourth formation, which is very extensive, contains
The newest fomalMMi is that which frequent and abaodant, that it may almost be conores of cobalt.
Veins, eoaUininff antimosidered as a characteristic and prinapal ingre<lient of
cobtains ore* of silver.
ny and red ironstone, occur in gneiss, and tbeae mra the rock. It abounds in mica-slate districts in Scotland, and on the continent of Europe.
•uppotcd to be newer than any of tk« precctling.
tutd Schorl.
These are met with in Tonrrna*
Veins of quarts with gold also occur in gneiss.
(2.) Tumt
lin* and
The metalliferous beds that occur in tbia rack con- the mica-slate of Scotland, and in other countries.
tain magnetic iroii-ure, argentiferous lead-glance,
(3.) Grematilt.—Thi» mineral occurs in the mica- Schorl,
slate of the county of Wicklow in Ireland, and in Grenaiit*
blende, copper and iron pyrites.
The lead-mines of Stroniian in Argyleshire are situ- di»tri<.-ts of the same description on the continent of
Europe.
ated in gneiss.
It is a very widely disGcograpJki al dulriiuliom
This curious mineral ia found in Cblas(4.) ChiatloLte.
tolit*.
tributttl rock.
It is found in ahnost every country
mica-rlate in the Pyrenees
where granite occur* ; and is often interposed between
Is found in the mica-sUite of 'he
(5.) Kvanile.
^
jj^
granite and mica slate, or is contained in mica-slate,
Shetland islands, and also in a similar rock in BanffIt ia an abundant rock in Scotor even in clay-slate.
shire.
land, f,r'"-r extensive tracks in the middle and
The beautifid emerald, foond in E- Emerald.
(6.) EmrraU.
norther:
It is
gypt, occurs in mica-slate.
s and also in the islanrti
the pruii.>|>ui I'^k in Sweden and Norway.
It ocBcaidea the minerals already enumerated, many
cupies almost tlte whole of the Saxon metalliferoos otbera, at vesuvian, mtile, graphite, &c. occur in
" ':rmia and Silesia; it is mica- slate.
mountains: it abound.<it, the Upper Palatinot uncommon in tlie
4. Stratification and Pon'/taM.— It ia very distinctly Sirsilflcsrn -M|M, the Pvrenees,
nate, in Carinthia, in t
stratified The strata are sometimes variously convolut- lion and
:i Greece;
and the Vosge*. It ot
and. in the ad, and the same character occurs in the substance of potiiion.
'
vii
\thens, tlie on iiiiiie- works of the ancients
the strata.
It oftea rcata on gneias, and is covered by
ar'
in it.
It is an abundant rock in the
claT-slate.
It pattw, on the one hand, into gneist,
f
i-s of America,
and in South Anwrica: and the transition ia made by the common kind ; and
let with it in the high chan
the Andes on the ether into day-slate, and the transition is made
oi v^iiiiu, in the moantaina of Parana, and Vencsuela.
by the fine-tlat>- kind. The out-going* of the strata
are fraquently lower than those of the gneiss, on which
they neat, and higher than those of the clay-slate that
in. Mka.Slale.
cover thini.
It sometimes also occurs in beds in
r-v.
< '-fcr— HV,a«r.
gneiss, and clay-slate, and even in granite.
-tus.— A'i/'iraji.
more foreign beds Foreign
It contains
5. foreign Bed*.
Idmewt.
than gneiss.
The following have betai oMerved : '>*<'
Brockaml.
Granular limestone, dolomite, homblende-alate, and
Rocke Ft'iiMi ttc, ct (}iuui2, ou Schistc nticace.^
honibleiide-rock, actynolite, garnet, talc, serpentine,

\^^-^

Beiide* the bed* above Uescribed, gneib* contain*
OCCiwiorally granite, mica-slaie, and cUy-slate.
Glance Coal. Tlie klaty kind soinetimea occurs in

—

—

—

;

—

—

/"«

—
—

—

i

<

'"

i

i

d

—

—

Daulmiuon.—Sautture.
Pnrit
This rock is naiipnawl of
mica and quarts, and, like gneiss, has a sbi^ structure.
1 be mica is generslly the predaamtating ini.

lasat
parts.

—

CcMMtitutnt

chlorite,

quutz-rock, magnetic iron-stone, magnetic

pyrites,

cutipei -pyrites,

iron-pyrites,

arsenic-pyrites,

.en dixpoMitl in continuous plates, not in distinct
wale* as in ^'tiei»s
The quarU ia ^-y, with iu uKual
vitBMNM lu»tre, and is disposed
thin lenticular

blende. Ican-glanoe, and red ironstone.
6. Fofm of Muiinltiint.— The acclivities of tlie moun- Form o{
tains are gentle, but the cliffs it forms are not »o "">"<>'•''»»•
U'hen mueonaiderable as tliose in gneiss mountains.
ral precipices occur, they are seldom of great height.
The fummits of the hills are round-becked.
7. MetaUyerous Minrralt.
It is one of the most MetalUfer*

masses, interposed between the plates of mica.

metalliliBrotH

grt^lient:

its colour is grey, soinetimca inclining to
-sometimes to yellow, and more rarely to btown-

m

VOL. XIV.

paaT

ii.

Setae.

—

of the mountain-rocks.

3o

Tht «ret

it

con- o"* b'°*'*
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beds, but more rarely in
-''
veins, which is directly the reverse of gneiss, where
ores occur more frequently in veins than in beds. The
ores that occur in beds are the following : magnetic
ironstone, iron-pyrites, copper-pyrites, arsenic-pyrites,
red-iron ore, lead-glance, blende, gold, and glancecobalt ; and these ores are accompanied with actynolite, garnet, and asbestus.
The veins that occur in mica-slate contain in general the same ores as those in gneiss.
The ^Id mines at the foot of Monte Rose are principally
mica-slate j and this is also the case with
some of those in the country of Salzburg. The silver
mines of Johan-Georgenstadt and Braunsdof in Saxony ; those of Sweden and Norway are in these rocks.
Many of the mines in Silesia and Bohemia are in mica-

eeognoty.
"

-'

I

tains occur frequently in

m

slate.

The most important mines in Sweden, as those of
Dalecarlia and Fahlun ; those of Roraas in Norway
many in Hungary and Salzburg, Saxony and Bohemia,
are situated in this rock.
8. It occurs in great abundance in Scotland ; as in
the valley between Dunkeld and Blair-in-Athol ; the
mountain of Schihallion, and the neighbouring coun.
try; island of An-an; islands of Jura and Isla, &c.
It is also very widely distributed in the continent of
Europe;

Saxony, Bohemia, Silesia, France,
Spain, the Bannat, Transylvania, Switzerland, Salzburg.
It also occurs in the United States, in South
America, and in tlie continents of Africa and Asia.
as

in

•IV.

Clay-Slale.

Thonschiefer.— rTerner.
Primitive Argillaceous Schistus, Kirwan.
Clay-slate.
Jameson.
Schiste argileux, Brochant.
Phyllade.
Daitbuisson.
CU7-sIate.

Characters.— Clay-Slaie is a simple mountainrock, having a slaty structure, with a fine grained, and
dull cross fracture ; it is opaque and soft, with a
grey streak, whatever may be its colour. Its most
frequent colours are grey, or bluish black ; very often
1.

; more rarely yellowish-grey and brownOxide of iron is the general colouring in-

greenish-grey
ish-red.

gredient ; but in the black vai-ieties it is carbon,
which gives the tint of colour. The greater number
of varieties split easily into slates, which are either
plain or variously convoluted.
Their surface is sometimes smooth, in other instances it is traversed by

Varieties.

;

;

deep striae; and it is sometimes dull, sometimes shining with a silky or pearly lustre. It is intimately
connected with mica-slate, and there is a distinct transition from it into that rock, by the gradual disappearance of the quartz, thus shewing that it is entirely composed of mica in very minute and closely aggregated scales.
2. Varieties
There are four varieties of clay-slate.
The first kind has a yellowish-grey colour, and a
shining lustre
it is the oldest kind, to use the language of Werner, and is that which reposes imme-

—
:

on mica-slate; it is in short the link that
connects clay-slate with mica-slate. The second kind
is dark-grey; sometimes even bluish-grey and greydiately

forming what is denominated roof-slate,
from the circumstance of its splitting into tHin and
large tables.
We must be cai-eful, however, not
ish-black,

to

consider

To

this followsj in the order

all

roof-slate as of primitive formation.

of succession, the third

which has a grcenish-grey colour. The fourth
which is the newest kind of clay- slate, is
bluish-gray, and reddish
it contains a very few inkind,

and

Geognoty.

last,

:

termixed scales of mica; possesses but little lustre;
and is the link that connects the primitive clay- slate
with the transition clay-slate.
3.

Stratification.

slaty structure

—

It is distinctly stratified,

and

its Stratiffri-

generally parallel to the seams of the
strata ; in some cases, however, a double cleavage is
observable ; and Count de Bournon observes, that many
clay-slates break under angles of 60° and 120", which he
supposes may be owing to tlie presence of mica. The
strata are in general much inclined, and are often variously convoluted and waved, and sometimes they apis

tion.

pear to be composed of different concretions.
4. Imbedded minerals.
Independent of the grains of Imbedded
quartz and scales of mica irregularly distributed through minerals.
it,
we find it containing large imbedded masses of
quartz, of hornblende, and crystals of chiastolite.
5. Subordinate Beds.
It contains a gi-eater variety
Subordiand number of foreign beds than gneiss or mica-slate nate beds.
and of these some are nearly peculiar to it, and characterise the whole formation.
We shall first mention

—

—

those which are common to gneiss and mica-slate, as
well as clay-slate, and then those that are peculiar to
clay-slate.

(I.)

Rocks that occur in gneiss, mica-elate, and clay,

1, Limestone.
2. Hornblende-rock.
S. Primi'
Greenstone. 4?. Hornblende-slate. 5. Porpkyrj/. 6.
Quartz. 7. Actt/nnlite,
(2.) Rocks peculiar to the clay-slate formation, or
which occur very freqtiently in it. 1. Whet-slate. It
occurs in beds, in Saxony, Bavaria, Silesia, Stiria, and
other countries. 2. Roof-slate. This is but a variety
of clay-slate, distinguished by its bluish or ash-grey
colour ; its straight slaty fracture ; its splitting into
large tables, and its being nearly pure and unmixed.
It seldom or never forms whole mountains, but occurs
usually in single thick beds with other kinds of clayslate.
3. Chlorite-slate.
This usually follows the preceding.
It forms whole beds, and includes garnets,
crystallized magnetic iron-stone, iron-pyrites, common
schorl, tourmaline, and quartz.
4. Talc-slate.
This
is usually the next in the order of succession.
5. AlumIt occurs in considerable beds in clay-slate ; and
slate.
the two sub-species, the common and shining, alternate
with each other. It contains a portion of carbon, and
6. Drawing-slate.
also iron-pyrites,
It occurs usually
in the vicinity of alum-slate, and |is very nearly allied
to it.
It contains more carbon than alum-slate, but less
iron-pyrites.
7. Polstone occurs in considerable beds.
8. Flinly-slate occurs in considerable beds in this great
formation. 9. Lydian-stone occurs in beds and imbedded
masses.
6. Jerma^ton*.— This rock occurs along with micaslate, and sometimes in beds in gneiss, and even in

slate.

live

Koclis

pc

culi.tr to

the clayslate for-

malion, or

which

(>c-

cur very
frequently
in

it.

Formations.

granite.
7. Form of mountains.—-\\ sometimes forms whole Form of
mountains, and even chains of mountains. Its moun- mountains.
tains have usually a gentle acclivity ; and its cliffs are
not so steep and rough as those of mica-slate or gneiss.
It is more favourable to vegetation than any of the
rocks we have hitherto described ; and it is observed
that the quantity of vegetation increases from granite
to clay-slate ; and this appears to depend, not so much
on the lower level of the outgoings of its strata, as on
the nature of the rock itself.
We can thus observe a gradual change in the shape
of mountains, also of their cliffs and valleys, from gra-

——

;
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VMgBOC^* nite to cl»y-sUte

;

and these

differences are so striking

long experienced eye can, at
a glance from the (uminit of a mountain, point out with
considerable certainty the different formations of which
Landscape-painters, by cona country is composed.
founding together all these differences, or by combining
them irregularly, fail not only in accuracy, but in giving their work that appearance, which shews, at first
glance, that it is not only a copy of nature, but a copy
Djr one ^ho has formed a distinct conception of the
axwt general and particular features of the inequalities
observable on the surface of the earth. Some affect to
maintain, that the grand features of mountains and
plains, are different in different zones.
Thus, that in
the torrid zone, for example, the shape, cliffs, and other
appearances in mountains, are different from those in
This, however, is a mistake ; for
the temperate zone.
the same formation in all countries presents similar extemal characters ; and as tlie great formations are uni«
versal, no such differences can exist.
It is true, that
the blue colour of the heaven, its degree of illumination,
the appaarance of distant mountain-vapour, the shape
of animals, the luxuriance of vegetables, combined with
dM ftatnres of mountains, will form a particular character fbr each climate ; but still the aspect of the rocka
of the same formation, in whatever country they occur,
will be the same.
Thus cliff< of granite and micaslate, have the same appearance in India and Siberia aa
in Scotland
and the valleys of the Urals, do not differ
in shape and other features from those formed by similar roou in this neighbourhood.
characteristic, that a

and

;

Miuiiirc-

—

Meialliferout Slincralt.
Clay-slate is rich in meIt contains many of the venigenous formations
that occur in the preceding primitive rocks, at tin,
7.

tals.

iiii

and silver. Very considerable metalliferous be<U also frequently occur, and tb«M conuin copper-pyrites, red copper-ore, copper-green, blue copper,,
malachite, iron-pyrites, magnetic pyrites, glance- cobalt,
lead, cobalt,

grey cobalt-ore, arsenic-pyrites, blende and lead-glance.

Gold

also occur* in this formation,

dnnabar.
GMgraphlcal dbtri.

and

it is

said also

i.<i

We

—

4. Farmalumt.
There are several formations of pri- Forma,
mitive limestone. Thus it forms one formation in gra- tion*.
nite, another in gneiss, a third in mica-slalc, and a
fourth in clay-slate.
It is more abundant in micaslate than in granite or gneiss, or even in day-state.
-ii-'
5. M
-tut Minerals.
frequently contains ^fetallirc.
It
ores
t kinds,
and these occur often in beds, f"' m'
but uiuciiii r III reins. The metalliferous beds contain "•''']•<
ores of different kinds, as lead-glance, blende, magnetic ironstone, magnetic pyrites, auriferous arsenic-pyrites, and native gold.
The veins are very inconsiderable, and by some mineralogists are said to contain

—

'

—

8. Geogrmphieal dUtribrntion.
tended rock. In this country,

a very widely exskirts the Highlands

It is

it

from Lochlomond by Callender, Comrie, and Dunkcid
;
in the whole of that extensive district, resting on and
gradually passing into mica-slate ; the sane appearances
are to be obeerred in many other onattan in Scotland.
On the ooBtinant of Europe, it has Men traced through
a great extent of country ; thus it occurs in Saxony,
Bohemia, Silesia, Franconia, Bavaria ; the Alps of Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, and many other parts
in
Europe. It occurs also in considerable quantity in

North America, as Pennsylvania ; also in immense quanSouth America thus it is said, that nearly the
whole country between Potosi and Lhna, is composed
of it.
In some of the districts above enumerated, transition clay-slate has been confounded with the
primitity in
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ture is always granular.
Those varieties which are as« Gtogaotj.
sociated with granite and gneiss are generally more cry« ^^'Y'"^
stalline than those contained in mica-slate and clayslate ; and, in general, primitive limestone is more cry.
stalline than secondai^.
Werner remarks, that in the
oldest members of the series, that is in those contained
in granite, the colour of the limestone b pure white,
translucent, and coarse granular ; in the newer mem.
bers, the colour
less pure, the translucency lesa considerable, and the granular distinct concretions smaller
and in the newest, the concretions are so small as only
to be discoverable by their glimmering lustre.
2. Imbedded Minerals.— [t frequently contains acci- Imbedded
dental ingredients, and these occur more frequently in minerali.
the older than in the newer members of the series.
sliall mention some of these: 1. Quartz.
It occurs in
massive pieces of greater or less magnitude, and sometimes also in crystals. 2. Af ica. It sometimes occurs
in such quantity as to give the stone a slaty fracture.
These two minerals, namely, quartz and mica, are the
most common accidental minerals tluit occur in primitive
limestone. Tl^aae of less frequent occurrence are the
following : common hornblende, actynolite, a.sbest, serpentine, augite, talc, steatite, felspar, epidote, tremoUte,
garnet, calc-spar, slate-spar, and pyrites.
.S.
St ratijicalion.— It occurs more or less distinctly Siraiitcastratified.
It was once the opinion, that granular ag- tion.
gnnltd stones, as primitive limestone, granite, sienite,
andgreenstone, were never stratified. This, however,
is a mistake.
Primitive limestone also occurs in beds
of greater or less nisgnitude ; sometimes these beds
are short and thick, and are then said to form lying
masses (liegende Stucke ; ) or the beds are su thick as
to form wImIc mountaiiu, but this latter is a rare occurrence.

;

tive kind.

V. Primilive Limetlmu.

Ur KtOMtm.— WemcT.
Pnmitive Limestone.— A'lVfpan.
Primitive Limestone.
Jametom.
Calcaire Primitif.
Brochanl.

Ckaraetfrt—lhxt ij , simple mountain rock. Its
most common colours are snow, yellowish, greyish,
greenish, and red.lish white ; it is sometimes
also grey,
and the newer varieties incline to yellow.
lu struc

1

princi|)ally

manganese.

Several beautiful varieties occur in this country,
as in tha islands Tiree, Iculmkil), and Skyc; also in
Pertlishirc, as in Glen Tilt, in Assynt, in the county of
Sutherland, snd many other places. The promontory
of .\thoa, in the Archi|>elago, is said to be composed of
primitive limestone ; also the Island of Paros, and part
of the ApiK-nines, as about Carrara and Massa, many
parts of the Alps of Switzerland, the Pyrenees, Carrapatos in Portugal, Bohemia, Saxony, Silesia, and
many other parts of the continent of Europe.
8. Use*
The finest statuary marbles arc found in Ui«*.
primitive mountains, and also many of the varieties,
().

—

used in ornamental architecture.
Primilive Gypsum.
Hitherto this rock has not been Primitive
obsenr-ed to form masses or beds of considerable extent Gypsua^.
in primitive mountains.
Nearly the only authentic ex.
ample recorded of primitive gypsum, is that given by
Daubuisson, who informs us he discovered a bed of it
in mica-slate in the valley of Aoste, and near the villege of Cogne.

—

—

,

;

Common Greenstone is a granular aggregate of Geojrnosy.
a.
hornblende and felspar, b. Porphyritic Greenstone is ^'"~-r"~'
the preceding kind including laiife crystals of felJameson.
Primitive Trap.
spar, and constquently having a porphyritic structure,
Granitelles, Trap, Comeemxes.—Sausssure.
c. Greenstone Porphyry.
In tliis variety the granular
Trapps Pritnitifs.— £roc/;an/,
basis, which is with difficulty distinguishable, includes
Km^hxhoWie.— Daubuisson.
crystals of felspar.
It is the Black Porphyry of the
The name trap is derived from the Swe1. Name.
ancients,
d. Green Porphyry.
In this variety the
It would appear
dish word trappa, signifying a stair.
granular nature of the basis is no longer visible to the
a
memoir
in
that this name was first used by Rinman,
naked eye ; it appears uniform and simple
has a
on ferruginous stones, published in 1754. The Swedes
blackish green or pistachio green colour, and includes
applied this name to rocks, which, on exposure to the
crystals bf compact felspar.
It is the Porfire verte, or
It
air, assumed shapes resembling the steps of a stair.
antique green porphyry of antiquaries. The Variolite
was, however, soon extended to a considerable variety
probably belongs to the green porphyry.
of rocks of very different formations hence Werner
Greenstone appears sometimes stratified.
Its difunsignification.
He
restrict
its
to
it
necessary
found
ferent varieties first appear in gneiss, then in mica slate,
derstands by trap, rocks principally characterized by
and lastly in clay-slate.. In mica-slate, but more parthe presence of hornblende and black iron-clay. Hence
ticularly in gneiss, the beds are few and inconsiderable
hornprimitive
class,
having
occurring
in
the
rocks
all
whereas, in clay-slate, they are numerous and of great
blende as a characteristic or predominating ingredient,
magnitude. It probably, in some instances, occurs in
belong to the Primitive Trap Formation.
an unconformable and overlying position, and hence
Hornblende occurs in trap rocks, either
2. Varieties.
may be sometimes considerably newer than clay-slate.
alone or mixed with other minerals, and having different
It occurs abundantly in this country.
Thus the claystructures ; and this arrangement affords a good basis
slate and mica-slate that form so great a portion of the
In the oldest trap, no iron- clay
for their subdivision.
country extending from Loch Lomond, by Callender,
it first makes its appearance in the transition
occurs
Comrie and Dunkeld, contain numerous beds of greenVI. rrimitive Trap.

Ur-Trap.

Name.

;
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Geognosy.

—

.

— Werner.

—

;

;

Varieties.

—

;

and increases in the newer periods.
Primitive Trap, in particular, is almost alwa3's distinguished by a great predominance of hornblende,
so that some of the kinds are wholly or almost entirely
This character affords the
composed of hornblende.
first subdivision of primitive trap.
There are three principal species of primitive trap,
and these again have their subordinate kinds.
The following table exhibits the rocks of this series.

period,

1
'

2.

Common

hornblende rock.
Granular hornblende rock.
b. Hornblende- Slate.
Hornblende mixed with felspar.

a.

a.

/8.

Diabase.— Brongniart.
Greenstone.
Porphyritic Greenstone.

\

grrpTphyTy^.'^.^^- }

Greenstone.
».

.

Common
hornblende-

Greenstone

Aphaniie.^Hau,.

Diabase schisteuse.
Hornblende mixed with mica.

h.

S.

Common

Slate.

The three principal species are, 1. Common Hornhlcnde-rock ; 2. Hornblende mixed with Jehpar ; and,
3. Hornblende mixed milk mica.
1. Common Hornblende-rock Is almost entirely composed of hornblende. It contains two subordinate kinds;

the first is denominated Granular Hornblende-rock
the second, which differs from the first only in having
a slaty structure, is denominated Hornblende- slate.
It
passes sometimes into gneiss, and sometimes into chlo''
rite-slate, and often into hornblende-rock.
These two
rocks occur in beds, in gneiss, mica-slate, and clayslate, but the beds are thicker and more numerous in
the clay-slate than in mica-slate or gneiss.
It occurs in the islands of Arran, Coll, and Tiree ;
also in the district extending from Loch Lomond to
Dunkeld, and many other places of the Highlands of
Scotland.
It abounds also in Bohemia, Saxony, the
Tyrol, Siberia, and many other countries.
2. Hornblende mixed with Felspar.
HornThis species conblende
tains two subordirvate kinds ; the first is. Greenstone,
mixed w '''' the second Greenitone-slaie.
felspar.
(1.) The Greenstone comprehends the following varieties
Common Greenstone, Porjihyrilic Greenstone,
Greenstone-Porphyry, and Green Porphyry.

stone
tlie

;

and

:

is

the case in

all

other countries,

more numerous and larger beds
It is also very abundant on the

than the mica-slate.
continent of Europe, as Norwa}', Saxony, Bohemia,
Silesia, Thuringia, Hungary, the Alps of Switzerland,
and Savoy.
(2. ) Greenstone-Slate is composed of hornblende and Greencompact felspar, and has a distinct slat}- structure. The stone-slati
felspar in general is rather more abundant than the
hornblende. It sometimes contains scales of mica.
It occurs only in clay-slate, and according to Werner
It occurs in great
is the newest of the primitive traps.
beds, and even mountain-masses; so that in some countries, as Sweden, it is said to form ranges of hills.
It \a
very metalliferous. The celebrated mining district of
Gersdorf, in Saxony, is situated in this r(K;k.
The
mining district of Rudolstadt in Silesia, and of Adelfors
in

Sweden, are

also in greenstone-slate.

Hornblende mixed mth M»cfl.— This is an intimate Hornmixture of hornblende and felspar, that includes scales blende
mixed
It occurs, in beds, in gneiss and mica-slate,
of mica.
3.

wit

mica.

VII. Serpentine.

— Werner.

Serpentin.
Serpentine.

rock.

—

there, as

clay-slate contains

Kirnian.

Serpentine.— J(vwe<o«.
Serpentine.

Brochant.

—

It is to the eye a green co- Minerals
1 Minerals imbedded in it.
loured simple mountain rock, of which a description will embedded
"•
be given in our account of Simple Minerals. Itfrequently '"
contains accidental minerals, or is indeterminately mixed with another mineral. Of the latter only one inIt is the mixture of limestone and
stance is known.
serpentine, foi-roing what is denominated icrde antico.
The accidental mixed minerals are common talc,
indurated lithomarge, steatite, common asbestus, amianthus, micji, schiller-stone, native magnesia, magnesite, meerschaum, actynolite, rock-cork, rock-wood,
diallage, pyrope, opal, chrysoprase, hornsione, amethyst,

quartz, and hornblende crystals.
2.

—

The only beds
Subordinate beds.
and euphotide.

liraestone

it

contains are Subordinate bed»

;

—
—

.

;
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Gcognosr*

S.

SMUifkaliom.

vben tncH of
Straiiicm.

—

scarcdy eyer stratified, and
do appear they ore very

It is

•tratification

indistinct.

Uoo.

4. MelaMi/erOHM minerah.— It always contains magneIfttiinretic ironstone, either in imbedded grains and masses, or in
lom minesnail reins, and these are sometimes so considerable as
rtli.

431

—

Utet.
When cut and polishe<l, it presents a very Gtognesy.
beautiful surface, hence it is much esteemed in some ^^""^^"^^
The nrro
countries, as Italy, as an ornamental stone.
di prato, verde di pralo, grartilo di gabbro of the Iteiians,
are either varieties of euphotide, or serpentines with
disseminated metaUoidal diallage.

There are
to be worthy of being worked as mines.
mines of this description in the Alps. The chromate of
iron, HI

much valued

imbedded masses and

in

in Bohemia, it contains so much galena, that a mine is
established in it, and in Cornwall, and in the Shetland
or.
Islands, it contains i<
5.

Fiir7n.jlii'H.

—

It

beds and

!i

masses

Dceompo
•iliaa.

„

cliange ofthe pro-

,

• of" iron.

t"

mountain

clay slate.
lire to the weather, its
lour dianges from
1

•

re»i>ts

It

the de-

more obuinati'ly than
or day-slate, with which it is
iM-tli* and (Ahi-r jm.i.cting forms
tiither

Str

th.--:
a*' <-.-:-.:,

,- through
.-r
1
on the \
......ible
the softer and ..
,iiciss and
other rocks.
Like all other magnesian rocks, it is inimical to veThe moinitaiivs of which it it composed, are
getation.
bare and bleak ; and this nakedness, joined to the
sombre colour, gives a dreary and monotonous aspect
to mo" '"'">'•••" Ai.tr,^^_

of serpentine,

.

C«0(T<ph'

7.
i"

'ion.

'

—

•'•

occurs in great beds
with gneiss, ir'
It

•

'

kuU«m.
<

i

lijiiiti.inrL'

mui)^ w

ilii i|ii.irt/,

in beds at
"

rtick, tr^*

and limestone near Cortachie in A
netshire, and other parts of Scotland

I

*'

Cornwall
It

in

i

Englaml.
ilmndant in

enoni.

iiess.

I

u-ntly

'

'

in the .Alps.

•

-

1

of Silesia, Saxony, the

1

•

-

':

.iDutituuitiy

ntwj

It

M

tin

aim

;

1

&c.

i

9.

Porphery.
Porphyry.

associated
Vtfi.
It

«'

—

erner.

Kirwan.
Jamtion.

Torfhyre—BrochanI and Daubuitton.
1. A'dwie.— The Grecian word from which the name N»m*.
porphyrj' is derived, signifies red; hence the nanje of
the tbnnation is borrowed from that kind, which is de-

nominated Antique Hed Porphyry. It is worthy of remark, that red, or colours l>oixiering on it, or passing
into it, prevail in rocks belonging to the porphyry formation.
2. Compotiiion and varieties.— H is a compound rock, CotnposU
having • Imis, hi which the other cotemporaneous con- 'i"" ""*
stitocnc parts are imbedded, either in the form of *"*«''«••
grains or crystalsL Neither the base nor tlic imiiedded
On thr- <1ifterrnces
parts are always ofthe same kind.
•f ttasfirst, dmmds the distinction oft
it kinds
of porphyry. The base is sometimes i. ..
lorming
;

,

elayttOH* porphjfrtf, bomatone forming homslone por»
compact felspar Canning fe/sjtar pot;'-•^rh.

•

pkgrif,

iU3tui,ythtnitiao»tMdfkeA»lmeporp/iifry,
tains much hornblende, it has been name^l

,

.•,,

:,i,,

on-

jnir-

The imbedded parts are most commonly felspar
and quartz, which are usually more or less perfectly
crystallised. The quarts is usually crystallized, and in

pkyrif.

double six-sided |iyramids. Tlie feUpar tTystals are
broid sis-sided pnsins, but usually vxry indistinct. The
felspar is mora or less fresh, sometimes even glassr,
soneames complelely disintegrated and earthv, or only
''Specks. The (Vequency and magnitude of these
|iarts. of quarts and felspar, modify the ap«
peamnceof the dinerent kinds of porphyrj- verj- nnit5i.
SuariMiiiies iMie, sometimes tlie other, but more freh occur together, and along witli several
:U which ara leas frequent, as crj-stals of
nif nnd mica. The basis and the mixed parts
al.«o differ in colour and several other
sometimes contains chalcedony and ngate,
which arc in maserve pieces, or in sinnll layers or plates.
Further, there sometimes
!s of a greater or
less size; in cluy-porpbyr}
of these balls is
dialc-edony, but their exto
ustone poq)hyry
but in pitc-hstone-poq>hvr\
,i>nrr roinposed of
a particular kind of ooncboidal humsto
c centre
is quarts.
It soBMtinMSalaa contains
nd common opal, nnd theae are either dissetiiinntitl tliroug^
it, or traverse it ii»the ibnn af very snia!l vi'ini.
Porphyry is aeldoi
S. Sifiuhmr.
d, nnd Structure.
it is Stratiiad, UM scnta ara vci
:nct.
It
is uanally
niaasive, and merely traveriHil by nu.
j

propi

It is common in the mountains of the Unhod .States
of America.
It occurs in the sMwotaina of Valrntiona
in Mexico, wherc-it .-iltiTii.itcs with besia of siraitc-, primitive-trap, aii<l
; and in the Mland of Cuba
it is

—H

'

;

in

Porphir.

in reins in this mountain-rode,

On the con*
in the Shetland Islands, and at Pwtsoy.
tinent of Europe, in Provence, and in Sliria, and
in the New World in the United States of America.
With exception of iron, this rock contains but few metalliferous minerals ; nevertheless near to Joachinis-thal

Fonnatioa,

IX. Porphyry.

in the arts, occurs disseminated, also

.o.

I

irj)hyry

ties.

It

•

'

>'

.

in

cut iumI polished, and used a* an or-

naoMntal stone.

j

VIII. Euphdtide.
Eaphotidc.'.— //.
Eu|)hotifle.— y«i
Gabbro of the Juuiiuk.
Diallage Rock of othen.
'

CsosHto-

Ctmililmetit

and

diallage,

''

OMfnpbicaKMri.

hornblende, actyndite, gaznets,

talc,

^
Bmk
femu
** *"*k
in

Pnrii.—]t is a compoand of sauasurite
nnd these two minenla are sonetimes in-

k

"

wbn

fee.

—

eMw

merous accidental rents, or disnoaed in dii4inct concretions, which are tabular and columnar, or they are globular, and these, again, are composed of concentric
lamellar coiu-retions.

,tt

th

abundance
Cape, and

Oennany, Switzerland,

it

an<i lulv.
1

Norway, eren as
has been met with

in

—

contains few Aireign be<l», with ^onifm
and greenstone, which are '*''*•
' - of porintf"'
' >ne of th« best
ph\
l<, is that given
nt, who
<iiiiii<^iit sorts of betln
inc sienitic
porphyry, in tlie environs of Scheranitz in Hungary.
A. for.!,.,.

'liUnbtitiom.—h occurs along with mt'x' land iaimds and in Cornwall.
\'on

/„

''.

exccpti'

le,

•

It

gneifs,

<

m

——— —

———

;
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situated in enormous veins
ungary,
that traverse sienitic porphyry. The mines of
the most considerable on the continent of Europe, are

known, those of Mexico, are

—

slate.

some—They are often
truncated-cones, or appear dome-shaped.
times
— occurs the Shetland
Geographic

Form

7.

of
mountains,

conical,

Form ofmountains.
like

in

It

distribution.

8.

Geographi'

islands, in several of the Hebrides,

cal distri-

and on the main-

land of Scotland, in Sutherland, Ross-shire, InvernessIn England it is met with in
shire, Perthshire, &c.
Cornwall, and in other districts. On the continent of
Europe, it occurs in Sweden; it forms a part of the
Vosges, and rises in mountains in the granite district of
It has not been met with in the
Forez, also in France.
Pyrennees, nor is it mentioned as occurring in the Alps
of Switzerland, nor in the northern side of the grand
chain of the Alps, but it occupies a considerable tract
on the southern side, from the lake of Como to Carinthia and Carniola, It appears, although not very abundantly, in Silesia, Saxony, and Thuringia, and forrns

Ijution.

extensive tracts in Hungary.

Upper Egypt,

tricts in

Siberia,

It abounds in some disand in North and South

America.
It was formerly used extensively in ornamenUses
tal architecture, and is still worked in considerable
quantity as an ornamental stone, in Elfdal in Sweden,
•where there ai'e considerable quarries of porphyry.

Uses.

X. Quartz Reck.
Werner.
Quartz fels.
Quartz Rock. Jameson.
Quartz en Roche. Daubuisson.
Brongniart and Bonnard.
Quartzite.

—

in quantity, it
only the mica into mica slate.
It occurs either distinctly stratified, or
Structure.
massive, and without the stratified structure.
It often contains dissemi2. Metalliferous Minerals.
nated iron pyrites, and occasionally lead-glance, copper-

gneiss,
Structure.

rous mineral.

when

—

—

Metallife.

When

the felspar and
passes into granite, or into

also scales of mica.

mica increase

pyrites,

and blende.

T

•

u

,

,

of

mountains.

—

Ci.A9S II.

Transition Rocks.

Werner.
Ubergansgebirge.
Jameson.
Transition Rocks.
Daubuisson.
Terrains Intermediaires.

The rocks of the primitive class, as already remarked, are distinguished in a general view by their highly
crystalline structure, and want of petrifactions, or fosIn some countries we observe
upon them, and even alternating with them, a
series of rocks, of which clay slate is a predominating,
member, having less of the crystalline aspect, and
which contains fossil organic remains. Werner considers this set of rocks as interposed between the grand
series of primitive and secondary rocks; and that, alsil

organic remains.

resting

it occasionally alternates, on the one hand, witli
the
__^ primitive,
,„...v.,^, and on the other with some members of
^j^^ ^ggon jary class, still its characters are so well mark
ed, that he views it as a distinct class, to which he
gave the name Transition, from its forming, as it
were, the transition or passage from the primitive to
the secondary rocks. Althougli some mineralogists have
abandoned this view, and now arrange the transition
rocks along with those of the primitive or secondary
classes, we are still inclined to consider them as deIt
serving a separate place in the geognostic system.
is true, that the transition rocks are but a continuation
of the primitive, and, on a general view, might with
propriety be considered as a portion of that series ; but
their imbedded fossil organic remains, less crystalline

though

aspect, and particular rocks, such as grey wacke, appear
to characterise them, if not as a distinct class, yet as a
separate group in the grand series of rock formations.
The following are the rocks of this class :
1.

Grey-wacke.

2.

Transition limestone.
Granite and porphyry.
Gneiss, mica-slate, &c.
Serpentine.
Quartz-rock.
Red sandstone.
Transition-trap.

S.
4.

8.

mountain masses and mountains.

and

—

It abounds in many dis- Geographi.
Geographical Distribution.
**""'"
the islands of Jura and Isla, the ^?'
Shetland Islands ; on the mainland, in Sutherland,
Caithness, Inverness-shire, Argyleshire, &c.

Quartz-rock,
properly so called, is generally of a white colour, and
sometimes reddish or bluish. It has a granular structure ; the concretions vary from the smallest size visible to the naked eye, to that of an egg, or even larger
It, frequently contains grains of felor it is compact.
spar,

•

tricts in Scotland, as in

5.

also in

c.

..

It occurs in beds and moun- ceognostic
Geognosttc Situation,
tain masses, in granite, gneiss, mica slate, and clay situation,
slate, and indeed in a certain degree associated with
most of the rocks of the primitive series.
4.

Quartz occurs not only as an essenCharacters.
Characters.
slate,
tial constituent part of granite, gneiss, and mica
and disseminated in beds and veins in these rocks, but
1.

Form

,

.

*='*"^*^'*-

H

numerous veins of lead, copper, and silver, worked at
Giromagny, in the Vosges, are in a porphyry tract.
Porphyry occurs in imbedded masses,
6. Formations.
beds, and veins in granite, gneiss, mica-slatCj and clay-

tions.

—

Mountains. Mountains of quartz-rocks G eognosy,
_~ '"T'
are often conical, sometimes even peaked,
' or they
. are
r

Form of

3.

situated in the same kind of porphyry ; and it would
appear that the famous mines of Cyprus, so much exThe
tolled by the ancients, were also in porphyry.

Forma-

—

G.Y.

I

Geognosy. These are, 1. Small beds of mica-slate that alternate
with small granular sienite. 2. Beds of quartz. 3. Beds
of compact limestone impregnated with steatite, and intermixed with serpentine.
It contains many metal5. Mclalliferous viinerals.
Metallifeliferous minerals. They occur more frequently in veins
rous minethan in beds ; but as the porphyry is seldom stratified,
ral!.
and as the surface of superi)osition, is not often seen, it
is difficult to determine to which of the two kinds of reThe richest mines at present
positories they belong.

—

6.
7.

9.

Gypsum.
GreyI.

Grauwacke.

Grey-tvaoke.

wacke.

— Werner.

Jameson.
Daubuisson.
Brongniart.
Psamite.
Breche, Poiulingue, and Gres, of tome French

Grey wacke.
Traumate.

geologists.

—

It is composed of angular or other ComposiComposition.
t'on.
portions of quartz, felspar, Lydian-slate, and clay-slate,
connected together by means of a basis or ground of

——

.
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which is often highly impregthus giving to the mass a considerable
degree of hardness. The imbe<lded portions vary in
sixe, but seldom exceed a few inches in breadth and
When the imbedded portions become very
thickness.
tmall, the rock assumes a slaty structure, and forms the
When the grains alCrey-tracke ilate of geognost?.
most entirely disappear, and the rock is principally
composed of clay-slate, it is named transitiou clao-slate.
This clay-slate has frequently a much more eartny aspect than the varieties found in the primitive districts.
Besides the grey-wackc already described, which has
the conglomerated structure, another having the same

"CeopkMj. the nature of clay-slate,

"^^"y"^ nated with

silica,

structure is occasionally met with in transition districts.
It has been named tramilicn conglomerate, or puddingIt is composed of roundish or angular maases
ttone.
of granite, porphyry, gneiss, and clay- slate, often larger
than a man's head, imbedded in clay slate, or nearly
without a basis or ground.
Common grey-wacke does not occur so frequently at

gnrrwacke
Subordinate bedj.

Quarts.

Tak.

'Wbtt tUtc.

slate

transition clay-slate.

—

3.

WkH «fa/r.—'This mineral fonns beds in

•late.

Ssrpwtinc.

and

Subordinate 6<^.— Transition clay-slate, and grey*
wacke, contain occasionally different kinds of rodct in
(ubordinate beds, or in veins. The following are the
principal of these :
It occurs in beds, imbedded manes, and
I. Qtiartz.
veins, and frequently in very conaidenble quantity.
9. Talc.—I his mineral occur* in imbedded masse*,
and in layers in transition clay-slate. There is a fine
example of it in the clay-slate of Claris, in Switzerland,
which is remarkable for the petrified fishe* it con-

the cUy-

—

Bed* of serpentine, often of great
4. Serpentine.
thickness, and of considerable extent, occur along with
transition clay-slate.

Ljdian
laaa.
isialc

llnwinc
I

or

chalk,

Olaaca

5.

Lydian ttone.— Bedt of

slate.

Ahim

—
and

thi* rock occur in

tlate

—

co.

Geographical Distribution.— Gnj-vai^e and transi- G«ograptilabound in all the mountain ranges tocaJdiitrl''""<">•
the south of the Frith of Forth, are also frequent to
tlie north of tlie same boundary, and are widely distri.
buted in England. On the continent of Europe they
the mountains of the Hartz,
form a principal feature
extend through Switzcrluiid and the Pyrennees, and occur in vast abundance both in North and in South
America.

tion clay-slate

m

is

—

—

4

Trantitiom Limestone.

II.

tfbergangi Kalkrtefaj— Werner.
Jamemm.
Transition Limertone.
Damhmuam.
Calcaire Intermediairc

TraAiition

limntooc.

—

1. Charactert.
This limestone is in general more Character*,
compact than that met with in dedded primitive districta i yet it it not always so, for it occationallv occurs,

Its fracis coarse granular or highly crystallized.
ture is, in gcnrmi, splintery, usually combined with
very minutt
aislucent on the edges.
:r.
It varies vi
It is of\en black,
and freqaemly many colours occur together, these
are trrn.i-d inriegated marble.
forming
Many
of tlie varieties .1.
small cotempornncous
.- i of the ornamental marveins of calcareui.
..
ble* used in architecture belorig to the transition class,
while the statuary marbles are of primitive, and the
coarser marbles of secondary formation.
S. Subordinate Beds and Imbedded Minerals.—(I.) Submrdi.
Indian Stone. It occurs abundantly in the bitu- naic bcda
minous transition Cmeatones in tlie north of France, "'' '"•'*<**"'"**
where it is disposed, either in irregular masses like flint ""^
:

This rock

day-slate impregnated
sulphur. The sulphur is either comwith carbon
bined with the carbon, or united with iron, forming iron
pyrites.
On expoaure to the weather the sulphur become* oxygenated, is converted into sulphuric acid,
which acts on the alumina of the tlate, and thus form*
sulphate of alumina.
7. Ih-ateing tlate, or black chalk.^Thxt alto is clayslate, but mure highly impregnated wilh carbon than
the alum-slate. When toft it u cut, and foraas crayons
for sketching.
This mineral occur* in bed* subor8. Glance eoal.
dinate to chiy-tlate and greywacke, which sometime*
contain vegetable impressions.
Of this, there are example* in Switserland and in the kingdom of Saxony.
Beds of thi* mineral occtnr in
9. Compact /eUpar.
the transition clay-slate and grev-wacke of Dumfriea.
shire, and along with rocks of the same description in
France, Italy, and Spain.
This rock is met with in the traa10. Greenstone.
sition ranges in the south of Scotland, and in similar
mountains on the continent of Europe.
1 1
yegetable mnain/.— Transition day-slate occasionally contains vegetabi* imprctiMins, particalarly
those varieties which arc aiiociatcd with gUmce coal.
Animal remains are leldom met with in the day.tlate,
and still lest frequently in the grey-wacke. These are
madrrporites, trifobites, ammonites of a particular deatription, and fiyslerolilei, which are, in some degree, characteristic of this formation, and which appear to be
6.

—

OfMm-

day-

423

and varadox. G«oena»yIt sometimes abo contains turbiniles and camites. '•'"'V"^
But the rarest and most interesting of the animal remains which occur in transition day-slate, are those of
Jlthet, of which there is an instance at Plattenberg, two
This
leagues sooth-cast of Claris, in Switzerland.
fact is stated bj' several geologists, but we are of opinion, that it ha« not been fully proved that the rocks
of Plattenberg are truly transition.
Ores of various descriptions, MctallifeMetalliJ'erout Minerals.
abound in grey-wacke and transition clay-slate ; thus rous mine"'»•
the lead mines of Leadhills, and of Wanlockhead, are
the
same
is
case
and
the
with
in
these
rocks,
situated
the productive lead -and silver mines of the Hartz in
Hanover, of Vorespotack in Transylvania, of Brittany
in France, and of Guanaxuato and Zacatecas in Mexithe nucleus of the tercbratulila raivarius

.

whM

.

,

—

in chalk, or it forms small plates or tables, or it alter- i..dian
nates in beds.
The same disposition is met witli in the ttooe.
transition limestones of the Pyrennees, Alps,
(2.) Mica occurs disseminated or in layers, and tome- Mies.
tioies associated with talc or steatite.
(S.) QkoHx.— It occurs disposed in veins, beds, or Quarti.
disasminsttd, aod tometimM in the form of rock crystal
(.) Pifrites. Tljis ore is generally denominated,
Vjtht*.
Occurs in veins and beds.
(5.) tiromn Ironstone.
^^^^
Some black transition limestones jromiont.
(6.) Glance-coal.
are liighly impregnated with carbonaceous matter, which (jianceis sometimes accumulated in partieular points, and thus coal.
forms imbedded msises of glance-coal, of which tliere
are examples in the north of France
8. Pr/rj/bf/ioB*.— Fossil organic remains occur but Petrifaerarely extensively distributed in this rock, but aretloni.
sometimes abundantly accumulated in particular situa-

&c

—

—

tions. Petrified

—

madreporas, mill^xwes, orthoceratites,

——— —

.
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Geognosy,

and

are the most frequent, and along
'"-"y"^ with these are some entrochites, encrinites,
turbinites,
ammonites and belemnites.

Oeograph!
c:il

distri-

bution.

;

terebratulites,

occupies the same position as that rock in the transition

Gci^gr.oey.

series.

'"'V"^
VIII. Transition Trap.

4. Geographical DUlribution.—lt, occurs, in Scotland,
near the Crook, on the road to Moffat, and in other quarters both to the south and north of the Frith of I'ortl). On

theContinentjitoccursatChristiania inNorway; in many
places in the Hartz, as at Blankenberg, where there are
extensive marble quarries, whicli afford a marble equal
to that named rosso coralhno ; in Italy ; in tlie country
of Bareuth, in Saxony, where there are several beautiful
varieties, one of a black colour, with fragments of entrochi, whicli nearly resembles the ncro d'Egillo of tlie It<ilians.
Werner remarks of this petrifaction, that it occurs most frequently in black marble, while petrified
In
corals are most common in those of a red colour.
tlie south of France, and in the Pyrennees, it is a very
abundant rock ; while in the north of France it forms
a part of the gi-eat transition zone which extends from
Flanders to the Hartz. The north side of the Alps,

from France

to

Hungary,

is

bounded by an enormous

deposite of this limestone.

Ubergangstrapp.
Werner.
Transition Traj).
Jumesnn.
Amphibolite. Daubuisson.

The
and

transition trap- rocks are amygdaloid, greenstone. Transition
These occur in beds and in imbedded masses """P'

basalt.

and other transition districts in the
south of Scotland. In England they occur in beds
along with the alpine limestone, as in Derbyshire and
other districts. In Ireland it forms beds also in a linie«
stone which appears to belong to the transition series.
The trap-rocks of Oberstein, on the Rhine, of Voiglit*
land, also belong to the transition class.
iu Dumfries-shire,

IX. Gypsum.
Transition gypsum, according to Brochant, is ge- Gypsum,
nerally white, very fine granular or compact, and conscales of mica and talc,
and portions of rock-salt and of sulphur. He refers
the gypsum of Pesey to this class also that of Brigg in
the Vallais, which is covered with a granular micaceous
limestone, and also the deposite in the ValCanaria.

tains particles of calc spar,

;

III.

Granile,

Sieiiile,

and Porphyry.

These rocks, which are so nearly allied to each other,
and occur in considerable abundance in some districts where
porphyry,
^j^^ predominating rocks are greywacke and clay-slate.
The nearest point to Edinburgh where these rocks occur
Granite,

sienite,

Fassneyburn, aI)out 12 miles from Haddington, where
transition granite, and porphyry, and also sienite, are
met with. These rocks are also found in Galloway,
and in other parts to the south of the Fritli of Forth.
To the north of the Forth we may mention the vicinity
of Macduff in Banffshire, as an example of transitiongranite. On the Continent, one of the most striking displays of these rocks occur in the vicinity of Christiania
in Norway, where the following arrangement was deis

tected by Von Buch and Hausmann.
2. Transition clay-slate and limestone. 3.
1. Gneiss.
5. Greywacke
4. Clay-slate and limestone.
Granite.
f).
8. Porphyry,
7. Sandstone.
6. Flinty slate.
slate.
Granite. 10. Sienite, with imbedded crystals of zircon.
In this series the gneiss is the undermost, while the
zircon-sienite forms the uppermost bed of the series.
The limestone, in some places, is white and highly crystallized, and contains tremolite, epidote, garnet, blende,

&c. but more frequently it is black and compact, and
contains orthoceratiles, some feet in length, along with
pect'oites, chamites, trilobites, &c.
Similar arrangements have been observed in other
parts of the world.
IV. Gneiss, Mica-slate.
rtnei?.

mica-sbte.

Class

III.

Bex

is si»

Secondary or Flcbtz Rocks.

—

Werner.
Floetz gebirgc.
Jameson.
Secondary, or fleetz rocks.
Daubuisson.
Terrain Secondaire.

Secondary rocks, in the regular succession, rest on Secondary
those of the transition class ; and sometimes the older or floetz
rocks of tlie series, alternate with clay- slate and other '°*'^^members of the preceding class. They are less crystalline than primitive and transition rocks, and are
particularly characterised by the number, variety, and
abundance of fossil organic species which they contain.
The principal secondary rocks are, sandstone, limestone,

ning with sandstone.
I.

Sandstone.

formed of angular or roundish grains Sandsione.l
of different minerals connected together by means of
a basis or ground, or immediately joined without any

This rock

is

When

the grains are not larger than a hazelis simply named sandstone, but
when they exceed that magnitude, they are denominated conglomerate, if the masses are roundish
Sandstone is divided into
but breccia, if angular.
three kinds, named siliceous, argillaceous, and marly or

basis.

In the siliceous kind, the particles are concalcareous.
nected by a ground or busis of quartz ; in the argillaceous
by a basis of clay, which is sometimes highly impregnated with red oxiile of iron, and gives a red cast to the
whole rock ; and the particles in the marly or calcareous
kind, are set in a marly or calcareous basis.
The following are the formations of sandstone

Q larir-

occurs in beds and in mountain masses, along with
clay-slate and greywacke, not only on the Continent,

VI.

Quarlz-Rock.

It

but also in

this island.

VII.

This rock, which

is

Bed

Sandstone.

compound

:

First, or red sandstone, with the coal formation.
Second, or variegated sundstone.
III. Third sandstone, or quartzy sandstone.
IV. Fourtli sandstone formation.
I.

1

very nearly allied to quartz-rock,

]

gypsum, and trap.
We shall now describe the different formations of these
sandstone, limestone, gypsum, and trap rocks, begin-

ing in Switzerland.
V. Serpenli/ie.

tone.

of opinion, that the saliniferous gyp.sum of
tuated in beds in a transition limestone.
is

nut, the

In some districts in the Alps, serpentine occurs in
beds in transition rocks.

Red sand-

transition clay- slate of Salzburg also contains beds

These rocks occur in small quantity, associated with
greywacke and greywacke slate, in the alpine land to
the south of the Frith of Forth, and even in some disAn arrangement of
tricts to the north of the Forth.
the same description is described by Brochant as exist-

Serpentine.

rock.

The

and imbedded masses of gypsum. M. Von Charpentier

1.

—— —

—

;
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Red SaiMone, or Old Red

r.

Htd

0\A Red Sandstone.

tlonr.

Rothe-todte-liejtende.

Jamewa.
German Miners.

Daubuiuon.

Grea Ancien.
Charaeten.

Werner.

(Elter, rolher Sandstein.

tand<

Sandilont.

— The

preilominatiog colour of this
but some varieties are grey, and
others while. It occurs in the J'orm, not only of sandstone,
bat alio of conglomerate and breccia. The grains in
CJutractert.

I.

rock

U reddish-brown

;

the sandstone are principally quarta, with occa»ional intermixtures of felspar, Hinty slate, and scalea of niica
conglomerate and
tlie roundish and angular masses in the
the breccia are frequently of quartz, or ofgranite, gneiss,
mica slate, clay slate, porphyry, sienite, quartz-rodt,
&c. The basis or ground is genemlly an iron-sliot
clay, or it is composed of amaller particles of quarts or
fvUpar, as is often the case in the conglomeriites and
The basis is sooaetimes highly impregnated
breccias.
with silica, and then it is very hard ; and, ia otliex vahas a porpiiyrilic character.
a. Subordinate Beds and Friar.— Ft conUins beds and
vciaa of porphyry ,'sieniu, quartz-rock, cUy -slate, lime.
ftooe, and various trap-rock<. such a^ amygtkkud,
rities, it

SaboHt.

Mabcdi

gramstooe,

— \ ery lew animal rtmaina occur in

this fonnatitm, although

it

tVequea.ly alternates with a

limertone, which oontaiiu abundance of marine shells,
But petrified
and other similar organic productions.
vegetable* ace Bata»nnGaauiMa,MMltlMea aM genanU
ly of trunk* aad brtrff t£ tiw hetoiging to the mo.
noootyledonous clsus, as is proved by their being
posed of simple longitudinjd fibre* without
ring*.
MMOIife.
4. Melalii/erotu. Jffliera^.—The prindpeL metal*
"'•"" found in this formation at* iron, copper, and lead. The
nk.
and red ; the copper ores, pyiron ore* arc the
lead
ritc* and blue cepfiae » and the lead, gaJen*
glance.

bMwa

w

GetgnMiis SHnahtmf laaced— d and Ireland it
olMcrved xatiag-cm p«in><>iv* "od transition rocks.

5.
i*

Tin **iiii Mi^rm«nt nn
coafitrieaonUiAOoBtincnt

many, and in etbes
...

i

DutriLmUoH.
eovairy in i>ooti*nd.

6. Geogii0pJtiesi
tract* of

—

{>e^

It

form* conaidanble

O&jerva^MM^—Ulhe Uan*iliaii »ed Mindtteae, which i«
connected with quactx-rod^ is oAen so nearly allied to
the present fuetnation. that it is doubtful if tliey da not
belong to the <«m» «eric*.
Coal FotvuHhui.
Cu*l

m—i—*, «r ooal 4dd.->£iMJ!i*A mmern

oienUMHMflMMrge^**^ fMnse^
Terrahi hoiUer.» />ii6 t" sic»i.
t

Terrain a cfaarbon

de

teire.

Older

Fmtk'-

interesting ami important formatwn cori'
of a considerable num!)er oi differmt rocks. I'he
'1. Slate.
1. Coal.
S.
following Toay be enumerated
Sandstone. 4. Quartx-rock. 5. Limestone, (i. Iron-

This very

sista

:

CUy.

Tmp.

Of

these
rocks, the roost frequent are, the vinastone', slate, ironstone, and coal
the others, from their comperatiw rarity, may be viewed as subordiiurte members of the far-

stone.

7.

8.

[).

Graphite.

;

mnticnj.

—

Two specie* of coal are fountl in thi^ for1. Coal.
mation, viz. Mack coal, and glance coal, or blind coal ;
the former hai a resinoo* Imtrr, and is bituminous,
and bum* with much flame and smoke; while the
VOL

ZIV.

PART

U.

C«o?no*y.
'

~

;

;

•,

of the beds ot\tn continues wonderfully re^'ular forn
great extent; but in others, they contract andtx^wnd
«o that, in the course ot tile
in the line of direction
same bed, the tliickness will vary from an inch lo se;

veral yards.
2.

Slate.— Under this head,

we

include bituminous SiMe.

«ml flinty slate.
raowor Biiuminsusa. Biluminota Shale.— i.'h\s mineral i« day,
less impregnated with coally matter, of a block co- Sh»i«.
lour, with a slaty fracture, and atFordin? a shining r<khale, slate-clay,

pressflous of
sinmis streak.
It frequently cot
(juently i«It passes into i
reeds and ferns.
terwixerl widi ic^ or alternates in beds otlen of considerable magnitude, with the other rocks of the coal for.

mation
6.

Stale C//»y.—This rock
with a slaty ftactare,

is

of •

my,

or black CO- siawasy.

and tSotm a grey dull
streak. It suinet imea contains scale* e^ mica, and grains
and when these increane in
of quartz tmd felspar

loor,

;

It fre<j«ently conpasses into sandstone.
tains vr^etable impretrkm*. which are principally of
Like bitaminons shale, it alternates
ferns and reeds.
in beds of various magnitudes, with the other rocks of
the coal ftrmation.
Fllhiy»ts».
c. Flinlif Slnle.— The slnte-day is sometime* highly

qmmtitv,

it

silica, and then it is very hard and
and passes into the mineral named Flinii:il>etldo<l ma**e*, and be«l* of flinty slate,

fliii'

ty

with

'-'

imji'

'

,

iiiatr.

occur in the slHtt-.clsy, oBdooeMlonalljrBaaooiated vritli
other members of the coal formation.
4 .S'i»arf»<oi»e.—The predominating mineral in this Sandstone,
sandstone i« quart*, in granular concretions, which is
variously intermingled with flinty slate, felspar, mic*.
and portions of different species of rock of tlie primitive species ; all of which are generally connectetl togetlier by a basis or cement of a gre}'- coloured and
Sometimes the earthy basis is wonting,
earthy aspect.
•when the grains are ioinctl togrther, in the same monner as in granite, una other rocks of the same descripThe conautuent ]»art* are sometimes so large as
tion.
to form conglomerates and breccias ; but generally they
are small, and when much intermixed with clay, paa*
and then they contain more vegetabib
into slate-clay
impressions than usual.
Thisniincral, in the form of quartz-rock. Quartz.
4. Qiuirr:.
sometime* occurs in beds.
grey-coloored compact limesfrtite Limestone,
5. Ltmalone.
.Is,
sometimes occurs in considerable beds, in
.n.
and alternates with the various rock' of tli.
;

Geotogi*lt.

boal (ana*'

other is not Wtuminoa*. h«B a metallic hjstre, and bums
without flame and smoke.
This mincnl, whether black coal, or glance coal,
occurs only in bwls which vary in thickhess from a
few inches t» sevwal yards and there are rare instances of their attaininjj a thickness of three hundred feet,
but in this
as in the vicinity of St Anbin, in Houergue
the coal is disposed rather in en<irmous imbedded
or kidnevs, thnn in true beds. The thickness

basalt, trap tulT. aiul pitchstone.

Petri factioHM.

3.

riMrtrtc-
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In some districts the limest"

and

many

mdant

;

ni others

wanting.

It oct
curs in the coal fields near Edinburgh, and in those
in the north of Fnclnnd.
OS Iron-stons.
6. lian Sl<
Imt
carbonate, soil
alternate with siate-clay, or bituminoua shaic, or it is
dis|>osed in balls and lenticular masses, either irregui
It is a very
larly, or in regular rows in the strata.
atraudant mtnaral in most of the coaUfidds in Scotland
it

is

rare

;

in

it

i-

S H

;
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and England, and affords nearly
merce produced in Great Britain.
7.

the iron of com-

—

The different kinds of fire-clay, so well
in the arts, occur in beds in the coal formation.

Clay.

known

all

8. Trap and Por/;Ayry.— Different species of tSiese
rocks are met with in the coal-fields of Scotland, and
of other countries. We have observed the following,
viz. Greenstone, Amygdaloid, Basalt, Trap-tujf, and
porphyry, in beds and in veins varying in magnitude

Arrange,
inent of
the beds in
the coal
formation.

'.

vertical position.
The strata in the walls of the dikes,
in some cases, correspond on opposite sides, while in
others, the corresponding strata on the hanging side

some feet, or even fathoms, so that minworking a bed of coal for example, when stopBeds of graphite occur ped in their progress by a dike, do not find it directly
9- G/-a;?Aj7e, or Black Lead
but rarely in this formation. There are examples of opposite on cutting through it, but some feet or fathoms
this arrangement in Ayrshire.
out of the line of bearing of the bed.
When the
Arrangement of the beds in the Coal Formation,
strata present such an appearance, they are said to be
Although no very regular arrangement of the beds shifted. The materials of these dikes, or veins, varies,
occurs in this formation, nevertheless it has been re- as appears froth the following enumeration of the rocks
marked that in some districts beds of coal are general- of which they are sometimes formed: Greenstone, amygly contained in the slate, and that as we recede from
daloid, trap-tuff, porphyry, sandstone, and fragments
the coal the slate becomes coarser and coarser, and at of the various surrounding strata. The strata, where in

M^a
Graphite.

sometimes only a few inches wide, and not many fa- G*ogiro»y-,
thoms in extent ; in other cases they are upwards of '^""V""^
one hundred feet wide, and extend for some miles.
Their direction varies, as also their angle of inclination,
which latter ranges from the nearly horizontal to the

extent.

are depressed
ers, in

length passes into sandstone ; in others, the sandstone contact with dykes, appear sometimes of a different namost generally forms the floor, while the roof is of slate : ture from the other parts of their mass ; thus betls of
and in others the coal is covered with trap or lime- coal, where in contact with the dike, appear as if charstone, or rests upon these rocks.
red, slate-clay hardened, and sand and lime indurated ;
In many coal-fields the beds of coal and their accom- yet in the midst of tliese apparently changed portions
panying rocks are frequently repeated in precisely the there occur, unaltered minerals, such as calcareous
same order, and in nearly the same thickness.
spar, iron pyrites, and clay.
The number of beds of coal superimposed on each
The ores most frequently ,\fetaiii.
Metalliferous Minerals.
other in the same field is very considerable.
At New- met with in this formation, are clay iron ore, and ga- ferous mi-,
The iron ore occurs every where nerals.
castle, twenty-five beds have been penetrated in sinklena, or lead glance.
ing pits. The hill of Dutweiler in Saarbruck, con- in the coal-fields of this island ; but the lead-glance is
tains thirty-two beds ; at Liege, there are sixty beds,
found in quantity only in the coal-districts in the north
and at Anzin more than fifty.
of England, and in Wales. Copper, silver, and even
Identity of Character of the Formation in different
gold, are enumerated among the metalliferous producIdentity o(
character
In Scotland, the predominating and cha- tions of this formation ; and it would appear that cincountries.
of the for- racteristic members of the formation are sandstone, binabar or sulphuret of mercury, is sometimes also conmation in
tuminous shale, slate clay, clay ironstone, and coal. tained in it.
different
Mineralized organic remains are not PetrifacPetrifactions.
In England we find in all the coalfields precisely the
countries.
same sandstones, slates, ironstones, and coals, as in unfrequent in the coalfields of different countries ; and 'ionsScotland ; and the same is the case in all tlie coal it is worthy of remark, that hitherto the same tribes
mines of France, Germany and America. Everywhere and species have been met with in the coal formations
we meet with the same rocks, the same vegetable im- of Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, and France. Both
pressions, and the same general arrangements of the vegetable and animal remains occur, but of thgse the
different rocks of the formation.
former are by far the most varied and abundant. The
StratificaAll the rocks of this formation are impressions of plants are frequent, both in the slateStratification
tion.
The clay and bituminous-shale ; and we cannot recollect a
stratified, some more, and others less, distinctly.
most perfectly stratified are the sandstone and slate
coal mine where these rocks have not been fot^nd to
and those having this structure in the most imperfect contain organic vestiges of this description. Many beThe strata long to the monocotyledonous class of plants, and are
degree, are the trap and porphyry rocks.
often follow every inequality of the fundamental rock principally aquatic, such are the large reeds and bamon which they rest j and as the surface of the funda- boos ; besides these, we meet with numerous remains
mental rock is frequently remarkably uneven, the su- oi ferns, and species of the genera lycopodium, equisiImpressions of the
perimposed strata acquire a very irregular and contort- turn, euphorbia, casuarina, Sfc.
ed aspect. In some cases the strata do not appear branches and fruit of palms, or of vegetables resembling
None of
to follow the inequalities of the fundamental rock, but
this tribe, are also occasionally met with.
have directions that appear independent both of the these plants are identical with any of the present known
surface of the rock, and of the cavity or hollow, in living species; and many of them have a tropical aspect.
which they are contained.
These vegetable remains seldom occur in ^^e coal,
Situation.
Situation.
The rocks of this formation are general- but are abundantly distributed in tiie slate, particularly
where it is near the surface of the bed of coal ; and
ly situated at the foot of mountains, or in bason or
trough-shaped hollows, which vary from a few hun- the most frequent remains are those of leaves or of
dred yards to many miles in extent. It seldom rises flattened trunks, sometimes changed into coal, enclosed
high above the level of the sea, and the countries it in the layers of the slate ; but in other instances the
forms have generally a waved and soft outline. In this reeds, and other vegetables of large diameter, are upisland it rests either on the mountain limestone or red right, and are filled with clay, or with the same subsandstone, and is covered by magnesian limestone and stances as that in which they are contained.
other newer formations.
The animal remains found in the coal formation,
Dikes.
The strata of this coal formation are fre- are principally of shells, and of these the most frequent
Diket.
«|uently traversed by veins, which are composed of earthy
are those which resemble the fresh water species ; such
J
minerals, and are named Dikes.
These dikes are are the different species of mytulites.
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—

OriftM o/" Cort/. Two
According
regard to the origin and formation of coal.
to
to the one it is rf vegetable oripin ; and according
Its
the other, it is an orig:iDal chemical formation.
chemical properties, and numerous accompanying vegetable remains, which are sometimes changed into coal,
are the principal facts adduced in favour of its vegetawhile iu distribution in regular conformable origin
ble beoi, its occurrence in veins, and embedded masses,
its manifold alternations and connections with different
strata, some of which never contain vegetable remains,
its rhomboiJal structure, external characters, its connection with glance coal, on the one hand, and with
bituminous shale and sandstone on the other, are the
appearances which are considered as illustrating its formation as an original deposit, from a state of chemical

opinions «re entertained in

;

solu'.ion.

II.

Xtw Red or

Nc« nd or
variegated

Bunter Sandstein.

mnistont.

Red

WrrHer.
Ground.— y-.ng/uA CeoioguU.
SandstaDC.

Jamatm.

Saoood foraution de Gres, at Grca avec argUe.
Dttubuiuon.

Ores Bigarre.

French Geologists.

Characteri
It is small granular, with an argillaChmcwii.
Its colour varies extremely, beceous, or marly basis.
ing frequently disposed in bands or tones, of red,
grey, green, yellow, and brown, lience the name varieThese different colours
gated, given to it by Werner.
are owing to the different states of oxidation of the iron
in the baais or cement, but it may be remarked, that
tbeac de»p colours are often very superficial, the interior
of the rock being of a grey or white colour, while the
esterior, by exposure, become* brown or red.
This sandstone frequently contains masses of variously-coloured clay or marl, with are often lenticular, and
vary very much in sixe, and contribute very much to
The clay is
increase its liability to decompoaition.
aetnetime* greasy to the feel, and fbrms a kind of fulAlthough the most coamon cement or bsler's earth.
tts of this sandstone is clay, yet some beds have • marly,
and others a quartzy basis.
It sometimes contains mica, and sometimes in such
quantity that sandstone passes into sandstone slate.
It alternates with beds of a rcd-coloure<l clay, or
marl, which is often slaty, and generally intermixed
with sand and mica, and sometimes passes into sandstone ilate. These beds are sometimes of great thickness, and from their being frequently short, and very
thick, appear like great imbedded masse*.
Sometimes the marly or calcareous basis increases so much,
that the sandstone passes into limeiitone.
The colouring principle in the clay is occasionally so abundant in
some parts of the beds, that a re<l crayon is forme<l.
The thick beds of clay occur principslly towards the
tipper part of the ftrrmation, which indeetl is principalSometimes beds of conglomerate occur asly red rlay.
sociated with the sandstone, marl, and clay.
5abordiBeds of limestone
Subordinate Beds --I. Limestone
«i« bed*. are- met with in this formation but, in general, the
limestone in very impure, being mixed with clay and
sand ; and thus forms a more or less arenaceous marl.
2. fMlile or Roe- tlone.— This curious kind of limeOolitt OT
lot-tteut. stone occur* but in Mnall quantity, and generally in beds
varying from a few inchea to two or three feet
thick-

—

;

m

Iraa w*.
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Variegated Sandstone.

New Rtd—Uutklaiid.
New Red or Variegated
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It is either in
generally the red ore.
imbedded portions, disseminated, or so minutely diffused, as to colour some of the sandstones of a deep
red colour.
Thi* mineral
4. Heavy Spar, Sulphate of Barifte*.
occurs in veins in the sandstone.
This mineral
5. Celestine or Sulphate of Stronliles.
occurs in the clay and sandstone, in the form of veins
and beds, near Bristol.
6. Gupsum
It occurs in imbe<1ded masses, and beds
and vems, in the marl or sandstone of this formation.
The salt of the principal salt mines
7. Rock Soli
in Etuope is arranged in beds, and imbedded in this
formation.
Traces of copper ore are rarely met
8. Copper Ore
with in this formation.
This mineral occurs very rarely, and usual9. Coal
ly in inconsiderable beds.
The most frequent petrifactions
10. Pelrijaclioiu.
are pectinites, pinnites, pholades, turbinites, and large
ostradtes ; and sometimes petrified wood, and impres•ioDa of laavca.*
GeegnosUc StteoiioM.— It reat* upon the magnesian
or second limestone, and aometimes even alternates
with it, and ia immediately oorered with the oolite formation.
Geographical Distribmlioii.— It i* a very widely distributed tormation in England, extending, with little
interruption, from the northern bank of the I'ees in
Durham, to the northern coast of Devonshire Also occur* in Scotland, particularly in the southern diviaion.

quantity, and

Iron Ore.^It sometime* occurs in considerable

Geognosy.

Heavy
spar, sul-

phate of
barytes.
Celestlne

or sulphate
of strontites.

Gypsum.
Rock

salt.

Copper,
ore.

Coal.
Peirifaetionf.

Geognostic
tltuation.

G«ogr*phlral dlatri-

butlon.

:

III.

Third Sandstone Formation.

Green Sand of English Geologitts.
Third Sandstone Formation. Jameson.
TroiaieiBe Formation de Gres.
IVerner.
Quader- Sandstein

Third
saiidiioDe

rormatlon.

Daubuiston.

Grcs presque eotiiraaMnt quartxeux.
This formation, the characters of which are still but
imperfectly known, is described by English geologists,
under the name Green- sand, and according to Mr.
Buckland, is associated with various strata.
Characters.
The sandstone is composed of particles
of white quartz, which are either cemented by a calcareous basis, or are united without any cement, and frequently contain scales of mica, and embedde<l grains,
and portions of a green substance, of the nature of chlo-

—

Character*,

rite or augite.

The quartz y particles are sometime* so arranged and
connected, that the sandstone ia as massive and compact
a* quartz, while, in other instances, it occurs in the
state of loose grains or sand.
It frequently contains imbedded cotemporaneous
masses of chert, and the same mineral occurs also in
bed* ; and sometime* both the green-sand and chert are
traversed by veins of calcedony.
Subordinate liedt.
Limestone of a blue and reddish Subordicolour in the form of beds, is occasionally met with, and "*" ''*^'sometimes the limestone is also distribute<I through the
sandstone in masse* of varying magnitude. Mr. Buckland enumerate* the following beds a* occurring in this
formation
1. Lead-coloured clay ; 2. Micaceous and
sandy blackish clav, with disseminated green earth
3. Iron-sand, usually red antl yellow, and containing
subordinate beds of clay, ochre, and fiiller's^earth, either pure, or inclosing nodules of heavy spar.
Petrifactions
It contains musculites, mytillites, and rctrifaetellinites, and sometimes impressions of leaves and item* tion*.
resembling tlioae of the palm tree and the pine.

—

:

—
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Gcoencsi ical posilion.-^Jn -whut is called the regular Geftgnosy.
it comes immediately after the old red sand- "*—^'—«'

Coal.—^It sometimes contains beds of coal, but these
are in general so thin, as to be of no value in an econo<
Coal.
mical point of view.
It rests upon the upper orfite,
Geognostic Sitnalion.
Geognostic
and is covered by the chalk formation.
situation.
It occurs abundantly in
Geographical dlstribulion
GeographiGeognosy.

succession,

shire.

Obseri^ions.

England, as in Wilts, Dorset, Sussex. Devon, Oxford,
vVnd on the Continent of
lale of Wiglit, Surrey, &c.
Europe it is met with, both in Upper and in Lower
Saxony.

tioo.

rests

upon

—

Geognosti-

it.

Gcographical distrika.on
It abounds in the north "^^^p°"of England, also in Derbyshire, Wales, and Gloucester- ci distri-'

.

cal 4istri

and therefore

stone,

—

—

i,ution.

occur sometimes in clayob.ervaslate, and also in the coal formation.
If this statement tjons.
be correct, then probably the coal formation, red sandstone, and this limestone, belong to the transition
It is said to

class.

IV, Fourth Sandstone Eormalion.

jfgyrti,

II. SecQnd.

formation

'^'''*

fOTmaUon.

upon chalk, and

is

will,

Erster Floetz Kalkstein.

therefore, be described along

limestone.

Characters.

Secondary or Floetz Limestone.

limestones of this series are more compact and
than those of the transition class ; and
further, they abound much more iii organic remains of
The following are the formations
different kinds.
-"WlMch hav« been enumerated by authors, viz.

The

'II.

III.
-

-

I.V..
i-Vw

First Secondary L,imestO"e.—-Jameson.

Premier formation du Calcaire Secondaire. Daubuiswn.

."Stratifica-

Caves and
caverns.

Chert and
.quartz.

Peu-ifactious.

this limestone are grey,

lepqrjnites, cpifdlitjes,. maj^^'cporites,

Subordinate beds.

nites, oiti^cevacites, &c.
Siij^qrdiiffile

trap
Metalliferous mine'
rals.

ammonites, pecti-

t>j.ff,

stjjite,

Leds.-r^ThQse.aie amygdaloid, greenstone,
lime; fJso sandsjone, anagnesi^n

i^njd ti.asalt

sjaie-clay, bitu);aiiiuus .shale, coal,

and

clay.

lilcttftlifyous Jliiaerql.s:-r-This for^uatiqn ip

some

dis-

the north qf Ijjigliuid and in Derbyshire, is
pajticularjy abmvlijnt in «res of different descriptions.
tricts, as

ID,

1 he lead mines of lS'ort;hii^nl)ff;land ^nd P-mliain,, J^qd
,t})eleadafld cjppper pilniES lijf Dei:pyishire,,^e «itu^d
.rifi(tWm^*.i¥»P^tpfte.

in contact

with coal

it

deterior-

vfhicli Jiave a stellular radiated structure.
The
limestone, containing these balls, is generally soft, marly, and magijesiaii, although the balls themselves contain no magnesia.
It forms lulls in some places 600
feet high.

blue,and black. Itslustre varies from glistering to dull;

tion.

comes

it.

and

lish geologists.

the fracture' is splintery, or granular foliated ; and it is
opaque or translucent in tlie edges. Some of the varieties are iiinkstove, while tlie black varieties are those
known under the name lucullile, and both these, when
pounded, emit a very disagreeable smell.
It is distinctly stratified, and the strata are sometimes undulated and contorted.
Caves and caverns are not unfrequent in this forma'tion, and.extensive fissures frequently traverse it, which
either .reach to the surface, or extend to a greater or
less distance under ground, and afford channels for
great. springs ajjd subtejrranean rivers.
It frequently coi^tains imbedded portions and beds
of Lydian stone, of quartz in the form of chert, which
is either of a grey or black colour, and very much resembles, the ftint in chalk in the various relations, it
bears to the limestone.
Pdr,iJ'actJotts are ijtft unfrequently met with in tliis
formation ; and the following are tl)e kinds which have
^bpen .fpuwd in England, vj?. entrticl^ites, tubeporites,

it

It frequently cojitains itnfeedded balls of foetid Imbedded
limestone, from the size of a pea to two feet in diameter, limestone.

ates

.

—The colours of

When

stone.

Alpine and Jiira Liipestones of German and some
French Geologists, Meuntaijti Li»estone of EngCharacters.

this limestone are yellow,
Characters.

—

limestone.

Characters.

— The colours of

geologists.

magnesia. Its surface is, in many places, covered with
a poor herbage, uncommon in limestone, which is said
to be owing to the magnesia, which is known to be
unfavourable to vegetation.
Petrifaction.t.^Orgiinic remains are found in it, such Petrifactions.
as madreporites, encrinites, producti, and fishes.
Geoxtioslic Position.
It rests upon the coal forma- Geognostic
tion, and sometimes alternates witit new red sandstone, position.
and with a breccia composed of angular portions of
sandstone and limestone, cemented by magnesian lime-

First Secondary Limestone.
Second Secondary Limestone.
Third Secondary Limestone.
Fourth Secondary Limestone.
Fifth Secondary Limestone.

I.

First se-

Second secondary

and sometimes brown and grey. It is generallj- small
granular, and glimmering or glistering. One variety is
flexible.
It contains about 20 per cent, of carbonate of

less translucent

I.'

condary

Magnesian limestone of English
II.

.

Werner?

limestone.

with these.
Secondary
or floctz

Secondary Limeitone.-— Jameson.

associated with the rocks that rest

—

Geographic Situation.
It abounds in some districts Geographic
England ; thus it extends from Sunderland to Not- situation.
tingham ; tlie coal formation near Whitehaven lies under it, and tlie same is the case in Derbyshire.

in

Third Secondary

III.

LimeftOHe.,-Tr-Jaxneson.

—

Muschel Kalkstein. Werner?
Oolite of Buckland
Lias and Oolite of others.

limestone.

—

This formation, according to Geognostic
divided into die following principal situaiio".
members viz. Lower oolite, including the Lias limestone.
2. Middle oolite.
3. Upper oolite.
The first or lower
oolite rests upon the variegated or new red sandstone,
and the upper oolite lies immediately under the thii-d
sandstone-formation. The following is Mr.Buckland's
account of this formation.
1. Lamer oolite.
The lowest member of this portion Lower
Geognostic Situation.

.

Third
secondary

^]h•.

Buckland,

is

:

—

of the

series,

or that

which

rests

upon

tlie

new red

oo'''^.

sandstone, is the lias, which is a blue, grey, or white argillaceous limestone, disposed in thin beds, in a bluishgiey slaty marl, or clay. It rarely contains chert, more
frequently various petrifactions, such as ammonites,
pentacrinitjes, plagiostomites, osti-acitcs, and occasionally
remains of crocodiles, as near Lyme, in Dorsetshire.
Geographic Sitimiioii.T~lt extends from a little to the Geognostic
vi'est.qf llchester, in Somersetshire, by Bath and Glou- situation,
cester, nearly through the centre of England, and terminates a little beyond Lincoln.
lew miles beyond

A

—

'

'
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GloucMter,

it

twn

Above ihelia*

to the iieight of

1184

feet

above the

the sand »f the inferior oeiite, which
by Backland.

is

k'tfau* (ieacribed

Fine gnincd yeUow, tnicaceoua, loamy
sand.

Smi^if Merior oolit£

Green

and

yellow

calcareo-siliceous

sandstone, highly micaceous.
Green and j-ellow sandj- marl, abounding in large concretions, called sand

Purbeck and Portland ; Chilmark, Wilts ; Twindon ;
Aylesbury. The uppermost rocks of the series are the
Pinheek beds. These are strata of slaty clay and marl, Purbtck
altcmatiiip with beds of coarse shelly Imiestone. They "oneoccur at Jsajidwich, Lulworth Cove, and Upway, Dorset ; Lady Down, near Tisbury, Wilts.
IV. Ftmrtlt SecMdarif Limestone, or Chalk.
Kreidc- Gebirge.—i- 11 Vmrr.
Daubtiiiton.
Forni.itiun craveuse.

bata.
It occur* in GkneeMenhixe, SemeraMahifv,. ndOKford<

shire.

the infmor
orhaHard ontiUf deacribcd aa m coarse CRlcarrnu* treeal«ne, gnmvAar, with abelly tnmmaDit, and usually ferIt occurs around diaulbam, aiid in otiiwr
ragineous.

Abore

this sand, aandstMie

and marl

is

parts of Eof^land.

TIm

ia immediately eorered
«h« uyywi miat la^ar of
tbe lower oolite. TiM4dl«<a«aMb •ocuraan layera in
a f(icy-eoloured day, in 4he wUdlM wgiwi al Mis
araundBath.
^The lowest member of this •»•
S. Middle Onlile.
ries ia named Great Ooliir, or Kettoii stone, and is
described aa a dnra)>le yeUow fVeestone, compoaed of
ofiiitic cnKxetiona and shelly froinneiits, imitcd byi a
it occnra at Kettun is Xort^amp*
ctlfMW9Ma wniam
Beating an
tonshire, and Windrusli in OxfonUliire.

inferior

hy fuller't

ank.

fMdU

eol

e.

titoa

or baalBid •olhe

tmrik,

wbieh

IfaaoM

—

member of

the series, named Stone*a fralrareo-aihceotia oolite, aometimaa paaaing into sand, and jwtMMtetl with thin beds
of had r«vil. Tike coal of GimrtUnd HilU, in York,
- to this slate.
shi
Above the Stonefield slate
mnrhle, which is a coarse slaty limeatone,
is
ments of shells (Yeovil marble,) and
full ol"
it

tbe nest

i«

^/ield Siale,

I

which

is

.

!

met

will.

ith,

The Com-

and in Dorsetshire.

brath rock lies upon the Forest marble, and is a soft,
earthy, yellow limestone, oftvn blue and aaody, and
occurs in Oxfurd.vliirc-, and in Wiltshire.
Retting on

>aror4

the Coni-bm«!i it the Krihiray rock, which is a coane
tandy limotone, with many ])cculiar ammonites, and
otber ahclla, found at Keiloway Brid^, near Cainc,
in Wilt^.
A thick deposit of «lay, named Orford, Fo.
retl, or Fern Clay, is the next wieiti ber of the series.
The ok^ ia of a bluisli-grey colour, and includes hard
and lar|^ aeptaria. It oocurs in the vale of Thames,
ffaaoi OmSuA wpwarda ; vale of Ou«e,
Bedford
dewnwitrdf ; and the vale of Blackmeor, Deraat.
inliie.
The loweat MMeobar of tMa acriea.
Of t
socce'i.sinn to tlieniipmauat of the middle
•elite, ia > udeartvnw JWpe a It ia a ailiceotia

(mm

ool-

—

'

I

.

aaodandaandalooc,
-araeaaeeaient.oAiti shelly,
and ia met with at FiU-y, near Soarb<'
Vork.

and near Abingdon in Berka. 'I
leniber
of tJte aeriea ia Carml rag, wbieh ia a loeae earthy (Milite
liineaumc,faU of ooamline remains, ami found at K idding>
tciD, near Oxford ; at Hi^hworth
*', and
Kirkby Moonide, Yorkshire. O
Jie nest
rock or tbe aeriea. It ia a perish.-.
'iie, corop».
serf of oolitic eancretio(M and shell} ..
i- imlti'il dy
.
a anlcaeanus cement. It ocoud at Hedilin:
>£aiiahiii ; Calne, Wilta; and New Maiton, \
...if.
Kimmn idg* elaif i« the reek next in siMoeaMMi. It is
a bloc alaty clay, with selcnito, and ia tonetioMa hiehly4MtaniinciUii: Occurs at the luise of Shotover Hill,
In il..- I.land of Portland
near <k(£Brd
; and at Kiroineodge,ini>ack, Dorvet.
Above the Kim.
mnalge «lay u _.^ I'Milmd. U«me, which ia a oaka.
alMre,

lf»j.

i

•

'

'

.

.
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rea-siliceoui durable freestone, often oolitic, containing Ceognosjr.
beds and nodules of chert.
It occurs in the isles of '""'Y""^

Fourth
(econdarjr
liroettone
or ch^lk.

This formation consists of three members, viz. chalk Chalk mail.
marl, hard ehalk, and tofi chnlk.
^Thi» ia an argillaceous grey-colourI. Chalk mart.
ed ohaUc, without flints or chert, passing into a fine micaosotta grev sand, or into a grey marl or clay.
It rests
•pen tbe third santUtone formation, which therefore
aepwates it from the oolite formation.
It occurs at
Benaon in Oxfordshire: Cherhill and Norton, lievant,

—

Wiha Lewes Guilford
Wrotham, Kent
;

;

;

Folkstone

—

;

Byorsh near

S. Hard Chnllr, or Ijoteer Chalk.
This dialk is hard- Hirdchalk,
er than that whidi forma the upper nart of the forma- *" '""«'
*'••"'•
tsen, and ia sometimes of a brick-rea colour.
It contnina fearflinta or petrifactions.
It occurs near WarMMlev, Sbalceapeare's Cliff*, Dover ; Flamborough
Head, Yorkshire ; cmmty of Antrim, Ireland. Tlie
red varieties oeeur in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire.
S. AV'// Climlk, nr I 'pper Chalk.
This is the common Soft chalk,
ot" mineralogirts, which is joft enough to mark "' "PP^r
with.
It centaina abtrndance of flint, in the form of ^'''**
tiiberoae, roundish, and evuidal roasaes. either irreguho^y diauitiuted in the maaa, or diapoaed in horizontal
layers ; the flint i* anmetime* also arranged in beds,
•'
which oecaaioti"'
nt interruption, for
mere than ami
-es, veins of flint trathe chalk ill all (lirtvtiuii». The flinty maaaes are
ca hollow in the centre, and tlie walls of the
lined with crystals of common quartz.
The
pctriCKtiooa found in the chalk and flint are beleranflea> edmiitet, alcyonitea, apongites, ostracitca, pectinilea, tefcbntulites, ammonite*, plagioatomites, milIrperitet, Sec. ; alao teeth and palates of flshes of the
shark tribe. At the hill of .St. Pierre near to Marstricli,
tlie remains r>f a apeeiea ot monitor hare been found in
a kind of dial k.
Both (he hard anil wiftchalks occur stratified: the strata StrallGca*
are get«eraity lioriKontal ; sometimea inclined at a con- ''»"•
aiderable angle, or even perpendicular ; and there are
inatancea, ai in the Isle of Wight, of perpendicular
strata meeting with horizontal, and also of horizontal,
or aiighdy incliiird strata resting on vertical strata.
MelaMifrreus minerals occur rarely in tliu formation, M«i»llir<and' almeat the only species hitherto met with ia iron roui luinapyrites, wbieh ia aparingly disseminated through the <"•'«•
chalk.
Ce»^oHic Situation.—-It rests upon the third sand- GcoKnoitic
situation.
atone formation.
G»ogrnj>hic SilHalioH. -^ChaWi doe* not occur any Geographic
where in Scotland, hut in Englami it forms extensive •'«"«»'»"•
ttaola of country, and has been traced from near SidiiMutk in Devonshire to Filey Bay in Yorkshire. It also
occurs in Ireland, as in the county of Antrim. Ch.-ilk
form* a considerable portion of the north of France ; it
also occurs on the shores of the Baltic, in the Danish
iabnds, in Holstein, Mecklenburg, and Pomerania; it
oaoatitatea the principal rock formation in Poland and
inMNKiMm Buaaia ; and haa been found in tbe Crimea.

—

>

i

h
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The following are descriptions of some chalk districts

~ England,

as given

by Mr.

Phillips

in

from the Geological

Transactions.

" The chalk clifl's between Deal and Folkstone are extremely interesting. A short distance on the west of
^^'^^' ^^^ chalk, with numerous flints, rises from beextendi'""'
"^^*'^ alluvial sand, and continues to rise, constituting
froni Deal
It's whole cliff for .ibout five miles ; namely, as far as
to Foiii.
St Margaret's Bay, where the summit is about 150 feet
stone.
above the sea. West of that place its rise is gradual
Descrip-

tion of the

as far as the cliff above
and the greater part of

which Dover Castle stands

;

beneath the castle, consists
of the chalk with numerous flints ; but the lower part
of the bed is full of organic remains ; of sponges and
echinites, &c. of which the traces are visible on the
surface of the cliff, projecting from it in the form of
knobs, of a colour somewhat darker than the chalk itself.
The beds of flint between Deal and St; Margaret's Bay, are numerous and thin ; but between the
latter place and Dover they increase in thickness ; and
the flints are not nodular, but form beds of irregular
thickness, with occasional cavities.
The lower part of
the cliff, beneath the castle, consists of chalk with few
flints, in which lie some beds of soft chalk-marl, which,
it,

it falls away by exposure, leaves crevices, by which
the stratification is easily traced. These crevices rise
from the beach, mid-way between St. Magaret's and
Dover, are visible beneath the castle about one-third
of the way up the cliff: are again seen in the cliff at
the back of the town at a higher elevation, and again
near the summit of Shakespeare's clift' on the west of
Shake.
cpeare'g
Dover ; proving the regular stratification of the chalk
cliff.
and its gentle dip. The low clift" commencing on the
west of Dover, consists of a stratum of clialk, containing numerous beds of sponges, and other organic remains, but no flints ; this bed forms the great body of
Shakespeare's cliff, from the base, to where it underlies the chalk witli few flints near the summit, and continues to rise five miles westward, until, near Folkstone, where tlie cliff is 550 feet high, it forms the
the greater part of the upper half.
Immediately at
the foot of Shakespeare's clifl', a new stratum rises from
the beach, consisting of chalk, also without flints, containing few organic remains, and above 50 feet thick ;
it is separated from the superincumbent bed, by a bed
of marl, which may be seen with little interruption for
five miles.
A little on the west of Shakespeare's clifl^,
the grey chalk rises, and may be traced to where the
high cliff terminates above Folkstone. This chalk is
of a grey colour, is softer than common chalk, contains
some alumina, and the same kind of organic remains
as are commonly found in chalk, and some thin beds
of sandstone, but no flints. But it is impossible to discover the thickness of this body, for though the cliff
near Folkstone is 550 feet high, a most enormous and
picturesque ruin covers its base.
It is, however, probable that the chalk there rests upon a bed of blue
marl, and that the giving way of this stratum has been
the cause of the ruin. 'The marl is seen lying on the
green sand at Copt Point near Folkstone, and at places
between that point and the chalk-hills. In the cliffs
east and west of Dover, therefore, we have all the
members of the chalk formation, except the marls ;
which, in the Isle of Wight, lie above and below the
chalk properly so called."
Chalk of
The chalk of Cambridgeshire is described as conCambridge- gisting of two varieties
; the upper, containing the com*
mon black flint in abundance, and the lower or grey
chalk, which contain little or none.
If a line be drawn
from Royston by Balsham to Newmarket, it will pretty

as

exactly define the limits of both varieties ; the hills to
the eastward of it being composed of the upper beds,
while those to the west, consist of the lower of grey
chalk, which composes by far the greatest part of the

Geognosy

^""S^"^

of Cambridgeshire.
It is considerably harder
than common chalk, and its colour is usually some
shade of grey. Its provincial name is chinch, and it
yields the best lime.
Some of the beds are hard enough
to serve the purpose of building stone.
It also endures the fire well ; and is used, like that of Ryegate
and Measham in Surrey, for the backs of grates. In
the northern extremity of the Cambridgeshire hilh,
the chalk appears to rest upon an extensive bed of
blue clay, termed gaull ; but there is no decisive line
of separation between them ; they are considered to
pass into each other by degrees, the lower beds of the
grey chalk becoming more sandy, and assuming gradually the nature of an argillaceous loam.
In the Red chi
wolds of Lincolnshire, the chalk has two colours, red of Lincol
and white, each lying in regular strata, the red being shire,
generally undermost ; in the white, seams of flint are
frequently met with from two to six inches thick. The
chalk rests upon a coarse brown pebbly-sand, without
organic remains, consisting of quartz and oxide of
hills

iron.

V. Fifth Secondary Limestone.

pr

This formation is one of the members of the series condary
above chalk, and will be included in the description of limestoni
the Paris formation.
III.

Secondary Gypsum.

Sccondar

— Werner.

gypsum.

Floetz Gyps.

Secondary

Gypsum.—Jameson.

There are two principal formations of this rock ; one
associated with the rocks of the variegated or new
red sandstone, and the other is a member of the series
above chalk, or what is called the Paris formation.
is

1

First Secondary

Gypsum, including

Salt.

First Be.

condary

.

Erster und Zweiter Floetz Gyps, and Stemsalzgebirge. gypsum
Werner.
Characters.

—

It

occurs granular,

foliated,

fibrous, Cbaractei

and sometimes anhydrous. Its principal colours are white and grey, seldom
red or brownish. It occasionally contains imbedded
compact, in

crystals (selenite,)

crystals of different kinds, such as quartz, boracite, arragonite, and sulphur; and sometimes disseminated,

and imbedded masses of
stone, sulphur, and salt.
Subordinate beds.

—

It

clay, marl, sandstone, lime-

contains beds of marl, clay, lime- Subordi-

stone, sandstone, sulphur, and salt.
These beds of nate beds,
salt afford the mineral salt of commerce, and are worked in the salt mines of Cheshire, Austria, and Poland.
Structure.
It is either distinctly stratified, or is dis- g^fucture.

—

posed in short but thick and unstratified beds. Caves
varying in magnitude from a few yards to many fathoms
in extent, occur in it ; and of these there are striking
examples in Thuringia, and in other countries. It is
conjectured that they owe their origin to masses of
salt which they formerly contained, and which have
been removed in the course of ages by the action of
subterranean waters. The magnitude of these caves Caves,
is further increased by the action of percolating water
Frequently the roofs of
traversing the gypsum itself.
the caves yield and fall in, and thus hollows, often funnel-shaped, are formed in the surface of the country.
It rarely contains petrifactions ; and
Petrifactions.
of these, species of the following genera have been

—

Fetririetions.

——

:

——

;

MINERALOGY.
madreporites, tnimonites, tellenites, and
»—^,'—' branches and trunks of trees variously bituminised.
It is contained in, or resta upon
GeogtMutic Situaliom.
tieocBOKic
tituatiMk
the new red or variegated sandstone.
Geographic Sitiialion. It occurs but in small quanOtognphie
tities in Scotland, whereas in England it is abundant
rituiuon.
in some districts, as in Cheshire, Worcestershire, &c.
Oeegnoijr.

wkb

met

viz.

;

—

—

Second Secondary Gypsum.

2.

This fonnation occurs along with the rocks of the
Paris formation, and will be described under that head.
gfftam.

IV. Secondary or FIctIz Trap-Rocki.

tyenile.

this division we include, as a matter of conshall
venience, the secondary trap sand porphyries.
first describe the traps, and next the porphyries.

2.

We

or

tau

inp.

The rocks of this series are compounds of augite and
(elnMr, with occasional intermixtures of hornblende.
The following are the different kinds of these rocks,
riz.

I

salt;

.

Greenstone

and

Trap

5.

1.

GrMtutooc,

Compni-

Campotitiam.

;

Amygdaloid

;

3.

Wacke

;

4.

Ba-

Greenstone. Jamemn.
Werner.
Grunstein

— Is a granular aggregate rock of aagite

The

and feupar.

'2.

tuff.

felspar is

sometimes red, but more

frequenUy of grey colour, and the augite is almost always blackish- green. It varies from rather coarse granular to the compact,
discernible

the

tiructurs.

maw

when

by means of

has

much

the concretions are only

tlieir

glimmering, and then

of the basaltic character.

Imbedded .Minerals.— Thete are augite, basaltic homUende, felspar, calcareous ipir, dialiage, and iron pyrites.
In tne true porphynlic greenstone, as that of
Arthur Scat, the imbedded crystals are of felspar.
.Structure.
It is sometimes amygdaloidal, and the
amygdaloidal portiona are of leolhe, calcncoas spar, or
quartz.
Frcqiuntly it is dispoaed in colnmns or piU
lars, and these are again composed of^obular and conSometimes the whole
centric lamellar concretions.
mass of the bed is arranged into balls or globular con>

—

disposed in tabular concretions. The
beds vary in thickness from a few inches to m.tny fathoms, and in the thicker beds stratification is discerncretioos, or

Very often beds of secondCoiemporaneout Feint
ary greenstone include veins of various descriptions
that appear to be of cotemporaneous formation with
the rock. The following enumeration contains a few
of the veins met with in the secondary greenstones of
Scotland
1
Calcareous spar. 3. Calcareous spar and quarts
the quartz sometimes in the form of amethyst or rockcrystal, but more frequently as common quartz.
3.
Calcareous spar, common quartz, and calcedony. 4.
Calcareous spar, heavy spar, and quartz.
5. Calcareous
spar, and heavy spar, with glance coal.
6. Calcareous
spar, heavy spar, and brown hematite. 7. Quartz, with
red hematite and iron glance. 8. Calcareous spar, brown
spar, and sparry iron.
9- Calcareous spar, heavy spar,
prehnite, and zeolite.
10. Felspar, either grey or red.
II. Iron pyrites.
i2. Red cobalt
13. Y'eTlow copper
.

pyrites.
PMrifacHons.

Pelrifactiont.

— FomiI organic remains are of rare oc-

currence in trap rocks.

Petrified

foond in greenstone, and also

mspar) frequently

shells

in that slaty

associated with

have been
rock (slaty
it.

Amygdaloid.
Mandelstein.

—

Jameson.

— Werner.

This rock has a basis or ground incluCharacters.
ding amygdaloidal portions of various minerals. The
basis or ground is generally an intimate combination

Amygdaloid.

Characters,

of augite and felspar in a very imperfectly cr)-s.talli«ed
state.
Its colour is frequently green ; sometimes reddish when much iron-shot ; or nearly black when the
predominating Aiaterial is augite. The amygdaloidal
masaea vary in their nature ; some are calcareous spsr,
or brown spar, or heavy spar, while others are green
earth, quarts, steatite, or lithomarge.
Imbedded Miner alt. Besides amygdaloidal masses, laibcdded
the rock sometimes contains crystals of felspar, augite, minerali.
or hornblende, thus affording examples of the union of
the amygdaloidal and porphyritic structures.
Slruclure.
It occurs in columnar, globular, and also Strucluiv.
in tabular distinct concretions; and occasionally it is
imperfectly stratified.
Geognostic Siimalion.— It generally occurs in moun- Urognnttic
tain maaiei or beds, and sometimes in veins, and prin- situation.
dpally aaaociatfd with rocks of the sandstone and limestone serice.
Geographic Silualion.—-It u an abundant rock in the (teofrasouth and middle divisions of Scotland, botli on tlie phic tiluimainlaiul and among the islands, as in Arran, Mull, tion.
Rum, Eigg, Camia, and Skye.

—

—

.S.

Wacke.

Jameson.

Wacke.— nVrwer.

is

ible.

CsltapA-

—

Geographic Situation. It is a very abundant rock in tin>j^a|ih!c
the sandstone and coal districts of Scotland, and is not situation.
unfrequent in many primitive and transition tracts ako
in this country.
Veins of it traverse the coal formation in the north of England, and although met with
in other parU of England is by no means so abundant
there as in Scotlan<^

Under

FloeU Tnp.—fVemer.
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Geognostic Situation.— Occurs in beds, imbedded Geogno»f.
masses, and veins in the old red sandstone, coal forma- ^"^^'"^
9''"*'"°""
tion, variegated sandstone, and in various secondary
limestones. > ems occur in primitive and transition districts.
It is occasionally associated with a tecondary

Wackr.

CAarort<r<.— This rock has generally a greenish-grey charsctera.
colour ; less frequently it is reddiwh, or of a brown or
blackish caxt. The tracture surface is dull, or only
faintly glimmering, and the fracture is even, or flat
ronrhuidal.
It is opa<iue, and more or less shining in
the streak ; sott ; sectile ; easily frangible ; and specific grsrity about 8.8.
CoMpoMfioN.— It appear* to be a very intimate com- Compotition.
bination o( earthy augite and earthy felspar.
Structure.
Somcrtiines occurs in globular and imper- Structure,
feet columnar concretions, and occaaionally it has the

—

amygdaloidal structure.
Geogmoetk Situation.

—

niMMi, and

It

occurs in beds, imbedded Geognontic

in veins in sandstone

—

GtugrmfAic Situation.

It

and limestone.

riiuaiion.

occurs along with amygda- Georra-

and grccn-stone in our coal-fields in different parts pine
of Scotland, and also in the new red sandstone and tome Hon.
other secondary formations.
loid

4. Basalt,

Jameson.

situa-

Basalt.

Baaalt, Werner.

L'haracteri.—\x» colours are generally greyish, or Characirn.
greenish-bUck, and rarely inclines to grey. Internally
it is dull or feebly glimmering.
The fracture in the

:
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—

Petrifactions.
It sometimes contains tru^s and Geognosy,
uneven ; of
the more crystalline varieties, even inclining to large branches of trees, more or less bituminizcd.
and flat conchoidal, and seldom to splintery. It is
Strucinre.— It occurs in betls, which are from a few I'etrifactions.
opaoue, or feebly translucent on the etjges. It yields inches to many fathoms in thickness ; is sometimes disSiructute.
a pale grey-coloured streak. It is serai-hard, border- tinctly stratified, and oectisionally it is disposed in gloing on hard.
It is rather brittle, and is difficultly franbular distinct concretions, the balls varying from a few
Specific gravity
gible.
inches to several feet in diameter, and also in columnar
3.08.
Structure.
It occurs in distinct concretions of variconcretions.
Geognosiic Situalion.^Jt occurs in imbedded masses, Geognosiic
ous descriptions. They are generally columnar, varying from a few inches to some fathoms, even to upwards beds, and veins, along with the other rocks of the se- situationof 100 feet in length ; tlie number of sides varies from condary trap series already enumerated.
considerable portion of Ar- Geographic
three to nine, and of these the nine-sided are the rai-est;
Geographic Situation.
they are straight, curved, and either parallel or diverg- thur Seat is composed of this rock; it abounds in many situation.
ing; sometimes they are articulated, and the joints of our red sandstone and coal districts, and is very
have concave and convex faces. In mountains, these frequently met with among the Hebrides, as in Canna
concretions are collected into large groups, and many and Eigg.
of these groups or colossal concretions form a hill or
B.
Secondary Porphyry, Jameson.
mountain. Sometimes it occurs in tabular, sometimes
Flcetz Porphir, German Minerahgiits.
in globular concretions ; these latter are frequently
composed of concentric lamellar concretions, or of coThe secondary porphyries are composed of felspar in Secondary
lumar concretions radiating from a centre. Some va- various states of aggregation, hornstone, and pitchstone, porphyrv.
rieties are composed of large, coarse, and fine granular
with intermixed grains and crystals of felspar, quartz,
concretions.
and other minerals.
There is sometimes a tendency to sh-atification, and
The following are. the rocks, arranged under this
varieties occur with the amygdaloidal, and also with
head
the porphyritic stnictures.
3. Felspar.
2. Claystone porphyry.
1. Claystone.
Imbedded Minerals. The most frequent Imbedded 4. Felspar porphyrj'.
6. Hornstone
5. Clinkstone.
minerals are olivine and augite ; besides these, grains porphyry. 7. Pitchstone. 8. Pitchstone porphyjy,
and crystals of felspar, and also of basaltic horn1. Claystone, Jameson,
blende, calcareous spar, and magnetic iron ore, are met
Thonstein, Werner.
with.
Decomposition.
Some varieties are easily decomThis rock, which is described in p. 336, appears to CIaystone>
posed, particularly those that incline to wacke and be felspar in a comparatively loose state of aggregation.
amygdaloid, while others long resist the action of the It is sometimes conglomerated, and then is named clayatmosphere. The earth formed by their decomposition stone tuff. It is disposed in beds and veins in sandr
has a greasy feel, and the great fruitfulness of basalt stone districts, and in coal-fields both in England and
countries is owing to this basaltic earth.
Sometimes Scotland. It is always an accompanier of rocks of the
the imbedded minerals decompose, at length fall out, secondary porphyry formation.
and thus leave the basalt with a vesicular structure.
Claystone
2. Claystone Porphyry> Jameson.
Olivine is one of the most easily decomposable of the
porphyry.
Thonstein Porphir, Werner.
simple minerals met witii in basalt, being even more
easily broken down by the influence of the weatiicr
Composition. This porphyry, as its name intimates, Composithan calcareous spar ; on the contrary, we often find has a basis of claystone, in which imbedded crystals, of tion.
augite and hornblende unchanged, after the basalt has felspar are contained.
been reduced to a clayey mass.
It occurs in columnar, tabellar, and glop Structure.
Structure.
Forms.
It occurs frequently in the form of mounbular distinct concretions; is sometimes conglomerated,
tain caps, having tabular or conical forms ; or it is disrarely vesicular, and occasionally imperfectly stratified.
tributed in long ridges, or in scalarlike clifis and terImbedded Minerals. These are felspar, quartz, ei- Imbedded
races.
ther in grains or in double six-sided pyramids, mica, mintrals.
Geoanoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
augite, hornblende, and iron pyrites.
beds, imbedded masses, and veins in sandstone and
Trunks, branches, and twigs of trees, PetrifacPetrifactions.
limestone formations in Scotland, England, and Ire- occur imbedded in this rock, and these are generally tions,
land.
penetrated or petrified with wood-stone.
it occurs in imbedded masses, Geognostic
Geognosiic Situation.
5. Trap-tuff, Jameson.
beds and veins in secondiiry sandstone and limestone situation.
Trap-tuff, Werner.
districts, and is sometimes associated with the secondary

coarser vavieties

large, or small-grained

is

,

Siriictiire.

=

—

—A

Imbedded
minerals,

DeeomposiUon.

—

—

—

Forma.

—

—

—

Geognostic

and geographics!luations.

—

—

—

^"P-'"^CompotitioD.

Composition.—This rock has a conglomerated strucand tlierefore has a basis or ground, with imbedhe ground
ded masses of various forms and sizes.
or basis varies in its nature sometimes jjt is wacke or
greenstone, or it inclines to basalt or amygdaloid. The
imbedded masses, which are of various roundish and
indeterminate angular forms, are of wacke, amygdaloid, greenstone, and basalt ; and intermixed with tliese
are sometimes masses of sandstone, limestone, slate
The masses vary
clay, bituminous shale, and jasper.
in size, from that of a pea, to several yards, or even
'
ture,

I

;

fathoms, in length, breadth, and thickness.

trap-rocks.

—

Geographic Situation. The Pentland and Ochil hills, Geographic
near Edinburgh, contain abundance of secondary por- situation.
phyry, and the same is the case in some districts in the
south and north of Scotland, and also in England and
It is a frequent rock in similar situations on
Ireland
the continent _of liurope.
3. Felspar, Jameson.
This mineral occurs as a mountain rock, with red or
grey colours, and either very minutely foliated, or in a

compact

state.

Felspar,

—

—

'
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It occurs
G«K)MUh'c and Geographic Situations.
along with porphyry and claystone, in the Pentlands
CcogBottie
and Ochils ; al»o in Arran, and in several places on
and geoassociated witli old red sandgraphic «• the east coast of Scotland,
luatioD.

stone.

This rock diffiirs from the preceding, in always con>
tjming jrntMML i grains and crystals of felspar.

W

GaomMtieand Geofpvphic Silualiamt.

—

It

occurs akng

withday-stooe porphyry, and other rocks of this series, in the Pentlands and Ochtls, and in other parts
of Scotland.
CTinktUne.
porphyry.

CTinkstone Porphyry, or Porphyry-slate, Jamaon.
Klingstein Porpnir, IVemer.
Pbonolith, DauLuiiton.

5.

hm

This rode

yeOowisli, smoke, blnisb, or asbluniHiiai ako bbckish-creen, and, when

basfa it giwwish,
;

much impNfMtad with
bfowB.

mmt,
ed
OB

—

iron, liTer-browa and nddiah*
fluiMUlinM se »—l colours occur in the same
d it fa ncuariwrily itked with yyish-colour-

spots,

and frequenOy shews dendritic

il* Mtiliee.

bMr in the

Its fraetare is splintery in

Hi dime

ktgv.

ihliiiiaiiiiii

the snail but

caae as that of ftfapar.
on the edgea, and sooie

It la noec or less tranalocent
varieties are opaque.

Pilchstone Porphyry,

Pechstein Porphir.

Werner.

Gcognoay.
Pitchsiune
porphyry.

This rock, which has a base or ground of green or
black pitchstone, always contain imbedded grains and
crystals of felspar, which is generally the glassy kind.
Siruclure.
It occurs in globular, columnar, and ta- Struclure.
bular concretions.
Besides felspar it sometimes Imbedded
Imbedded Minerals.
contains imbedded calceUony, common quartz, calca- roinerjils.
reoaa spar, and also seolite.
It occurs in beds, imbedded Geognostic
Gmignoilic Sitttation.
murrs and veins in various secondary- trap rocks, also Situation.
in red sandatone, and in secondary limestone.
It abounds in the island of Ueograpbic
Geographic Situations.
Arran, occurs also in Lamlash, and is met with in Situation.
Mull, Eigg, Sky, and other parts of Scotland.

—

—

—

V. Formations above Chnlk, or Paris Formation.

a basis of that kind of felspar na-

wA dnkalaae, with imbedded cnrstala of felspar,
whesn h fa arand riinkitwm potfiaTry, or pocpiiYThe coloor of the
ly-afate, tma its alatr stmctui*.

gny

8.

—

Felspar PorphjTj-, Jameton.
Felspath Porphir, H'erner.

4.

Fahpar
TmvkjTj.
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Imbaided minerttU.—BvUim tbe imbedded grains and
CTTStak of felspar, it also occasionally ooatains crystals
ot augite snd baaahic hornb lende seolite ia dnisr cavitiai, and vety sddeni quaita, cakareoos spar, iraa«
It fa aometimae Teaioalar.
pyritsa, and iiun sand
Simctmrt.'-'Xt u ftequently arranged in rrin^mpt^
Sliucluft.
tables, like those of basalt.
DMOBpoDecampctiUm. It long resista the action of the weather, bat in course of time it beeonies cu i ei eJ with a
thin crust, which haa uaaally a greyiKh-white ODknir in
the pure, but of a reddish colour in tlie iron-shot vatieImbadded

taarato.

mj

Terrain Tertiaires.— Da«6uijiJon.

Under

this division

we

include

all

the different se- Fannaliont

coodary be(fa which are of posterior formation to chalk.

'J^,**
'"'

They

'
are priiKipally marl, clay, and sand, interstrati- p
Bed with oeds of bmeatona^ sandstone, and gypsum. J^^lg^'
The only mnlallifawma minarals they contain are ironpyrites, and brown irooatone, but many of them abound in organic remaint. This set of rocks appears
more of a local nature than any of those hitherto dea
scribed. The following description is illustrative of this
formation as it occurs around Paris.
GeograpAw Dw/rtftM/WN.— It extends all around Pa- Geographic
ris ; to the north, as far as Senlis and Laon ; to the diitribueast, to Rheims and Epemay ; to the south, to Orleans ; "°"and to the west, to Cnartres and Mantes. It may be
oonaideredaaconipoacdof aevai systems of beds, vis.
1. Plastie day with sand.
.

Coarse limeatofie, or limestone with ccrites, and

S.

acoonpanying sand and sa ndst one
S. Suicaaiia

—

.

limestone.

Oypenmaid auoi

4.
5.

Marl.

6.

Sand and Sandstone.

7.

Fresh-water limeitone and mill-stone or bulir.

stone.

Fonits^— Like baaak,
tabular

bills,

it

frequently forms oonieal

and eihibita nasacrans,

striking,

and
and rug.

gadcUA.
GtognMie SJhmtkm »-lt

occurs in imbedded maissi.
beds, and *oina,
red aandstooe, in the ooal-farmation,
and also in secondary Kmestone.
•aspapbie
Gtognmlm Skmtiom^-~\t fa a frequent rack in the
iriaada or Arran and Lamlash in the Frith of Clyde
;
fa aiet with in the Girleton hiUs near Haddington,

m

North-Berwick Law, Traprain Law, and Btaid
naar Edinburgh.
6.

Hills,

Honutone porphyry.

The

chalk on which they rest pieaanlj aanantu
and over which these beds are arranged ,
and generally in a horisontal or slightly inclined poinequalities in

sition.
1.

Homstein Porphir. H'trner
Thfa porphyry occurs in imbedded masees, bed», and
vn^jn- rtimm, idong with day-Mona porphyiy, aBol m stmilor
•iUMioiis, both geognestieally and gaog mphicaUy.

^^

some points not exceeding a few inches, in others being many fathoms.
It contai n s few shelfa, and these are marine.

PitcktUMe.
.

T"**'* fo*^. of which « detcnption is given
in the
ojyetognostic part of this article, occurs in consideraUeabondance in the form of beds and veins in red

MnAtone,

in

Arran, and

land,

rou wr. PART

II.

other

district*

It varies in thickness, in

S. Coarse Limestone, with

Sand and Sandstone.

Above this day is a bed principally of a calcareous
nature, composed of an alternation of beds oS coarse

Pechstein.— Wenter.
Piichwoa*.

and Sand.

;

beds.

7.

Plastic Clay

This bed, which rests immediately tipon the chalk, Daatie
consists of an unetaoaa, Muciaus, ami variously co- clay and
loured clay, employed by pacters, and named by Broag- **"'
niart, plastic day.
It contains little chalk, but is frequently intermixed with sand, particularly towards its
upper part sometimes this sand is divided into two

m

Scot,

Coaris
linstionr,

limestone, marl, and slate-cUy, which occur always «iih und
in the same order, over an extent of 25 leagues of •''<• »"«*•
country.
The average thickness of the whole togellter '"""

about 90 feet.
The lower beds are very sandv, and often contain
graiiu of a green matter, resembling that found in the
S 1
is
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Paris build

ing stone.

Siliceous

limvstone.

Buhr
tione.

Gypsum.

green sand, alreatly described as lying under the chalk
formation, and abounds on marine shells.
In the superior beds, there are layers several feet thick,
of a pale-yellow limestone, which is pretty hard, and in
large grains, and forms the principal building-stone at
Paris.
They contain great abundance of petrifactions,
and particularly of cerites, and are covered by marly
Siliceous productions occur principally towards
beds.
the upper part of the formation, and these are flint or
flint passing to hornstone, and crystals of quartz.
In
some places the siliceous matter occurs in considerable
masses, even whole beds, sometimes in the form of
sandstone, which abound in marine shells, and occasionally also contains fresh-water shells, such as lymnaea and cyclostomte.

6.

Geognosy.

Sand and Sandstone.

Resting upon the marls when the su«cession of beds ^*"^ *'"'
complete, there is a great bed composed of sand '»'"'*"""'•
and sandstone, sometimes 300 feet thick.
The sand consists of angular particles of quartz,
mixed with earthy carbonate of lime, and fragments of
shells ; sometimes it is quite pure and thin ; it is used
is

for

making

plate glass.

There

arises

from amongst

sand a kind of sandstone, which is used in paving
the streets of Paris, and the roads in its vicinity.
It
is composed of transparent shining angular particles of
rock-crystal immediately connected together, or without any basis or cement. Sometimes tlie particles are
so loosely aggregated, that they can be separated by
the simple pressure of the finger, while in other cases
3. Siliceous Limestone.
they are so closely aggregated as to pass into a state
Above the coarse limestone is a limestone which con- nearly approaching to that of compact quartz. The
It is [stratified, and the strata
tains fresh-water shells.
sandstone or quartz is disposed in the sand in various
are sometimes soft and white, sometimes grey and com- ways ; sometimes it is in large or small imbedded
pact, and penetrated with silica, in all directions. masses, or in beds sometimes several feet thick, and
Sometimes the walls of cavities and fissures are lined extending to a considerable distance.
This bed of
with calcedony and small crystals of quartz ; in other sand and sandstone contains few marine organic; reinstances the siliceous matter is formed into masses of mains, and those that do occur are confined to its upper
vesicular and corroded quartz, named buhr or mill- part, where it is intermixed with a calcareous sand. It
is indeed a general observation, that animal remains
stone, which has been regarded as the skeleton body
of a siliceous limestone, the calcareous portion of which occur very rarely in quartzy rocks, but abundantly in
those of a calcareous nature.
has been removed.
Sometimes the sandstone contains cotemporaneous
4. Gypsum.'
portions of flint, horastone, flinty-slate, and thus a conThe gjrjisum formation rests on the beds just de- glomerate is formed,
scribed.
It consists of an alternation of beds of gyp7. Fresh Water Limestone, with Millstone, or Buhrsum and marl. Where thickest, as at Montmartre, near
stone.
The lowest bed is
Paris, it is divided into three beds.
layers
of
thin
of
gypsum,
which
is
often
lacomposed
There frequently rests immediately upon the pre- Fresh wamellar, of solid calcareous marl, and slaty argillaceous ceding sand and sandstone, a thick bed consisting of ter limeThe mill stone, with
marl, in which menilite is found ; and the under part layers of sand, marl, clay, and millstone.
of this bed sometimes encloses marine shells. In the or buhr-stone, is quartz, in a vesicular and corrod- "I'Ustone,
'^"
second bed, the gypsum is in great quantity, but the ed form, and which forms beds sometimes upwards °[
marl in small quantity ; no shells occur, but petrified of one hundred feet thick. Its vesicular form adapts
The uppermost bed, which is the it for millstones, and hence it is very extensively quarfishes are met with.
principal one, is four times thicker than the others, ried for this purpose, and exported to England and
and is that which is quarried on account of its gyp- other countries.
sum ; thin beds of marl occur ; the gypsum is someAbove these layers, and forming the uppermost portimes 60 feet thick ; it is naturally divided into large tion of the series of rocks which rests upon chalk, is a
irregular prisms like basalt
it is pure, and is graformation of limestone different from those already denular foliated ; the lower part often contains flint, scribed, and which extends to very considerable disand the superior part passes into marl. This bed is tances. It is highly impregnated with quartzose matparticularly distinguished by the multitude of bones, ter, and contains abundance of fossil shells, which are
particularly of quadrupeds, which it contains ; and it said to belong to the division of land and fresh nater
^so contains some fresh water shells. This formation shells, and hence tliis limestone has been named yre^A
It is of a yellowish white colour,
at its line of junction with the rock of limestone, on water limestone.
which it rests, is intermixed with, and passes into fracture earthy or conchoidal, varies in hardness from
it.
that of compact limestone to that of the softer marls.
this

;

Bones of
quadrupedB.

It
5.

„

_

The marls that rest upon the gypsum, and which
often replace it, are of two kinds ; one is of the same
nature as that which alternates with the gypsum, and
contains fresh water shells, while the other contains

.

.

balls.

Marl.

.

~ marine shells.
The first are in general white and calcareous ; they
contain silicified trunks of the palm tree, and species of
lymneus and planorbis. Above these are beds of argil.
In
laceous mai-l, which are sometimes 60 feet thick.
these beds balls of celestine or sulphat of strontites
occur.
It is succeeded by several tliin beds, and the
whole is terminated by two beds, containing vast abun-

dance of oysters.

frequently contains

flint

and hornstone, and also

beds of the vesicular quartz, or buhrstone, which, in
general, is more compact than that found in the preIt is further particularly distinceding formation.
guished by its containing numerous irregular cylindrical cavities, and by the animal remains it contains,
resembling, in characters, the genera lymnaea, planorbis, cyclostoma, and helix of our present marshes.
Observations on the Paris Formation.

This remarkable group of rocks has been sometimes Observadistinguished into four divisions, or beds, according to ''onf o" 'he
^"'' '°''
the kind and distribution of the organic remains it
'""'
The Jlrst or lowest bed includes the plastic"""
contains.
clay, coarse limestone and inferior sandstone, in all of

1

;

;
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enUrely mawhich the organic remain* are said to be
the lower iihceous hmerine. The second bed conuins
both of which
itone and the lower pvp^um and maris,
than tht«e of
petrifactions
other
any
icarcely
contain
hence ii caUed a
land and freth water animals ; and
The third bid is composed ot
fre*k water formation.
the few
superior marU, sands, and sandstones, and
the

M

contain* are of marine shells. Lastly,
a gctaX fresh aater formation.
of rocka, poaMaring many of the characters

teifactions

tfae/wrtA

A series

M

it

is

ot Wight,
of thoae around Pari*, occurs in the Isle
and the neighbouring districts in the south of Engillustrated
land, and has been weU described and
of
Webster
Mr.
observpr,
good
and
roan
excellent
by an
describes
the Geological Society of London. Beudant
and
rocks of the same nature as occurring in Provence,
afford
informs us that the famous quarries o«Aix, whicli
many different kinds of petrified fishea, are aituated
The fain a marl belonging to the Paris formation.
Boua diatrict of Oc-ningen on the banks of the Lake
of Comtuce, so well known to naturolisu on account

o

of the great variety of petriikctioos it affords, agrees
formation.
in iU genoal ciiancters with the Paris
The fioh wMer Uncatone. hat been found in Auvergnc,
Tarn,
in tb* Yicinity of Mentpellier, to the nortli of
Ijuf nan If ootauban and Agen also in Spain, in the
vicinity of Burgoa and Seville ; in Germany, near Ulm
and in Italy, in the Roman Statea.
;

8.

Brown-Coal, astocialed with Rocks abote Chalk.

Aaaodatcd with a group of rocks above chalk, there
are sometimes extensive formations of brown-coaL
dated wiih There is a fine example of this arrangement of brownfock* abort
extending
coal in the North of France, in the country
from Beauvais to the vicinity of Rheims. There are five
Brown-

•obI.

«»-

varying from two to six feet in
and are separated firaan each other by layers

beds of brown

coal,

thickness ;
of gravel and loam. Both the coal and the layers beThe
tween it are impregnated with iron pyrites.
whole is covered with l)ed» of marl and limestone;
those bed* whidi rest immediately upon the coal, contain fresh water shells, while thoae at a «li»Unce from
said that the upperit include marine shells ; and it i»
moat part is a shelly sandstone. M. Marcel dc Serres
inform* u», that in the vicinity of Beziers fresh water
bdl* are found in a bed of brown coal, which is
ooTcred by bituminous beds, bituminous limestone,
with fresh water shells, compact limestone, without
shells, and, lastly, with a limestone containing im|)res-

Sometimes this brown coal is covered
aions of cerites.
with trap-rock* or lava*.
The brown-coal formation contain* a few imbedded
minerals, such as iron-pyrite*. bo^-iron-ore, selenite,
honey-stone, retin-osphaJt, and a nuneral of an inflam-

maUe and waxy

nature.

Clau
AUuTial
rocks.

Werner
ailuKlal

fcrmations.

Alluvul

Roce*.

Thi* class comprehends those rocky substances formed from previously existing rocks, of which the'materials have been broken down by the agency of water
and air ; they are therefore generally loose in their texture, and are never coverMi with any real solid and
rocky secondary

Moantaia

IV.

I.

strata.

divide*

them

in the following

Mountain alUvial formalioHt.
On the summits of mountains.
6. On the sides of mountains, and
mountain rangca.

manner:

a.

at the foot

of
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2. Alluvial fomtalions
1.

Mountain
a.

of low or flat

Geognosy.

lands.

alluvial formations.

Alluvial
formations
of low or
Hat lands,

On Summit* of Mountains.

The alluvium found on the tops of mountains, and
mountain-chains, consists generally of a thin bed form- On sum«"'«* "f
ed bv the decomposition of the immediately subjacent raountain*.
This bed^ particularly when covered with verocks.
getabte matter, forms a coat which long protects the
solid straU from the wasting influence of the weather.
b.

In

VaUetjS.

The disintegrated rocks on the sides of valleys, i„ ^Mtjt.
Yielding to their own weight, or carried downwards by
torrents, are stopped at the foot of the mountain ; they
are accumulated there, and, in the course of time, form
a deep protecting cover for the lower part of the moun<
tain, and fill up the bottoms of the valleys.
c.

At the foot of Mountain Range*.

Besides the'olluvial covering on the bottoms of val- At the foot
and on the basis of their bounding hills and moun- of moun'»'"
tains, there often occurs very extensive alluvial forma•'•"S"*
tions, extending to a greater or lesser distance from the
general foot ot the acclivity of the great mountainduin*, or mountain groups. These formations are composed of fragment* of tlie neighbouring mountains, but
are arranged in a vast horizontal bed ; thus intimating
that they must have been levelled by tJie action of a
great mass of water, in the form of a Like or inland sea.
TTie plains of Pie<hnont and Lombardy, at the foot of
the Alps, present a colotaal example of this kind of alleys,

luvial formation.
2. Alluvial

The alluvial

formation* of the low or

flat

lands.

substance* met witli in the great plains.
aand* and clays of different descriptions,

Alluvial

rormanona
are principally
Theae occoaionally include various minerals, such as °^ "<= 'o*
|" '*'
calcareous tuffa, peat, &fc
shall first describe the sand and clays, and after,
ward* the calcareous tuffa, and other subordinate sub-

We

stances

met with

in them.
a.

Sand.

Sand, a* i* well known, is formed of small gnun*
rappoaed to have been derived from previously existing
rows of a quartzy nature. It sometimes covers im.
menae tract* of country, and forms great deserts, a*
those of Barbery and of Arabia.
The extreme fineness of the particles renders the
and moveable by the slightest breatli of wind, so that
when the storm rages, the desert present* a picture
of moving waves, mountains, and pdlars that baffle all
description, and which overwhelm vast tracts of country
carrying every where deaolation and destruction.
Down* W hen the urn eoMt i* low, and the bottom Downioon*i*ts of sand, the waves puah this land towards the
shore, where, at every reflux of the tide, it becomes
partially dried; and the winds, which almost always
blow from the sea, drift up WMne portion of it upon the
beach.
By thi* means, down*, at range* of low sand
These, if not fixed
hills, are formed akmg the coast.
by the growth of suitable plants, either disseminated by
nature, or propagated by human industr%', would be
gradually, nut certainly, carried towards the interior,
covering up the fertile plains with their sterile particles,
and rendering them unfit for the habitation of mankind
because the same winds which carried the loose dry
•and from the shore to form downs, would necestarily

4

;
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continue to drift that which
''"'''V"*^ towards the land.
b.

Clayfc

is at

the

days.

Many

extensive plains are covered with days and
loams of various descriptions; these also occur filling up hollows in plains, and forming extensive tracts
on the sides of lakes, and at the mouths of rivers
where they enter lakes, or meet with the waters of the
ocean.
These clays are formed by the disintegration of
felspar, micaceous, and slate rocks.
1

.

Substances that occur in the sand and clay.

Substances
These are, 1. Calcareous tuff, 2.
that occur
Ores, metals, and gems in grains, 4.

Lnd'dr"'*
Calcareous
tuff.

summit further

Subterranean and submarine
'•

Calcareous

tuff'.

Bog-iron ore,

Common

salt,

3.
5.

forests, 6. Peat.

— There

rock, one of old formation,

are two kinds of this
and another which is daily

forming. The first appears to have been deposited
from the waters of lakes that formerly existed in limestone districts, but which have long since disappeared.
Thuringia affords striking examples of this formation
of calc-tuff. The tuff there jests upon gravel, or on
the rocks of which the country is composed it forms
beds sometimes upwards of fifty feet thick, and which
are composed of strata of compact and porous tuffa,
which frequently alternate with each other, and between them are sometimes thin beds of a brown bituminous earth. When the lakes contain no plants,
then the tuff deposited in it is always compact, but if,
on the contrary, they abound in reeds, rushes, confervas, &c. the tuff, owing to this intermixture, is po:

and loose in

its texture.
These tuffs in Gercontain osseous remains of elephants, rhinoceroses, inegatheria, deers, &c. and sometimes also remains' of fresh water shells, analogous to the species
at present met with, and also impressions of indigenous
plants ; and very lately fossil human skulls are said to
have been met with in this formation.
The waters which flow along tlie surface of the
globe, and which are charged with calcareous earth, deposit it on the districts they traverse, and thus form
tuffas, which are either porous or compact.
An example of this formation occurs at Starlyburn near Bumtislmid in Fifeshire.

rous,

many

2.

Bog-iron
ore,

Water, in

Bog'iron

fers to three periods

of formation ; that which is ob- G«ogBoay.
tained from swamps, and which is still soft at the time *^~/^^
of its being removed he names srvamp-ore ; that which
is hard and covered with marsh plants is his marsh-ore;
and lastly, that which is dug from districts entirely dry
and covered with a thin layer of soil, is named meadow-ore.
3.

Ores, metals,

Some kinds of

and gems

in grains.

moun- Ores, metainous districts, contain masses and grains of ores and **''• "."'•
native metals, which are derived from metalliferous ^*"" '"
vems, metalUferous beds, or from rocks through wiiich 8"'"'*
the metalliferous minerals have been disseminated.
If
the minerals yield easily to decomposition and trituration, tliey are reduced to very minute particles, and
become intimately mixed witli various clays and loams
but if their hardness and tenacity is such that they resist obstinately,

alluvia, particularly tliose in

then they appear in roUed pieces, and

and forms. The ores and memost frequently met with in this situation, are ironpyrites, tin-ore, native gold, and platina.
The three
latter are those which, on account of their value, are
extracted from the sands and clays by washing.
The washing for gold is practised in many countries,
and in some, as in Brazil, to a great extent. Indeed,
in grains of various sizes

tals

nearly three-fourths of the gold of commerce are obtained from sand by washing.
Platina is obtained by washing the alluvial soil of
the province of Choco in Peru ; and there it is accom.
panied with fragments of basalt, zircon, titanium,
iron sand, and grains of gold.
The metals known under the names palladium, rhodium, osmium, and iridium, are also obtained from the sands of Choco.
Tin-ore is found in considerable abundance in alluvial soil in Cornwall, Saxony, and in the island of Banca.

Many of the gems are obtained by washing alluvial
sands and clays ; the pyrope or garnet of Bohemia,
zircons, rubies, topazes, and diamonds, are collected in
alluvial districts.
4.

Common

Sail.

Rock-salt occurs in great abundance in the deserts Coramoii
of Africa and Arabia, the plains of Persia, and the salt.
steppes of Siberia.

ore.

passage over and through rocks containing iron, abstracts a portion of it j it also carries
away the iron contained in the beds of decaying vegetable matter it passes through, and in both cases a portion of the water combines with the iron, so that when
the iron comes to be deposited on the bottom of lakes, or
spread over the flat country, it appears in the form of
hydrate of iron, and thus gives rise to the beds of bogiron ore, met with in alluvial districts.
In many districts in Scandinavia, where the primitive strata are very
richly impregnated with iron, bog-iron ore is found in
great abundance in the bottom of lakes, and so rich as
to yield 60 per cent, of hydrate of iron.
The iron is
dredged out in some instances every ten, in others every twenty and thirty years, thus shewing the rapid renewal of the deposite. Some lakes or morasses, the
bottoms of which are covered with these ferruginous
deposites, dry up, and become covered with a bed of
soil and grass, and thus form meadow-ore ;
Werner gives the following account of the formation of
this ore of iron, as observed by him in Lusatia.
He

5,

Subterranean and Submarine Forests.

its

—

distinguishes three principal varieties, which he re«

Sometimes whole forests are found covered with al.
luvial deposites, and these are either under alluvium on
the dry land, or extend under the waves of the ocean.
The first are denominated subterranean, and the latter
submarine forests. There is an extensive subterranean
forest in Lincolnshire, and another in Lancashire ; and
on the coast of Lincolnshire there is an immense submarine forest, which has been particularly described by
Mr. Correa. The sinking and sliding of the alluvial
strata, and the breaking down of natural sea-barriers
on front of flats, marshes, and lakes, easily explain all
the phenomena exhibited by submarine forests.

Subierran**" ""?
'"'""*''"*

6. Peat.

There are

of peat, viz. mounmarsh, lake, forest, marine, and transported, all of
which we shall describe in our natural and economical
history of this substance under tlie head Peat.
six different kinds

Pctt.

tain,

Class V.

We

Volcanic Rocks.

include under this class all those rocks which are Voitanic
alleged to have been formed by the agency of volca- ">«•'»•
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Tuscany, have formed a hill of calcareous Geog notjr.
tufTa, in luany places as compact and hard as limestone, '•^^r"—
The famous rock named Iravertino by the Italians, and
which abounds in South-western Italy, is a product
The ancient tempartly of hot, partly of cold springs.
ples, and the gorgeous palaces and churches of Rome,
and indeed the whole of the streets and squares of the
6. Volcanic.
noes.
former Mistress of the World, are built of concretionary
TMudo1. PannfiMw/owMC^-Pseudo-volcanic rocks are por«oiuDic
tkiu of prariously eiisting strata, which have been masses which have been deposited by springs.
There are many considerable hot-springs around
nan or less altered by the action of heat emanating
from beds of coal in a state of combustion. The follow- Guancavelica in South America, the waters of which
ing species are enumerated by geologists. 1. Bumt- spread over the neighbouring country, and deposit upcl^. i. P9rceiaiH.j<uper. 3. Earlh-tlag. 4. Colum- on it an ash-grey or whitish substance, (calc-tuff, sinter
and travertine ?) which acquires a great degree of liardnar cJau-iron art. And 5. Poiuktng-tlatt.
ness.
The spring-water is so highly impregnated with
1. Aimt-clauj-^\is colour is usually red, and some»uni\'c\xj.
times grey, yeUow, and brown, and occasionally spotted the earthy matter, that the inliabitaiits receive it in
at striped. Somctinies it encloses impressions of plants. square boxes or moulds, which it tills in a few days,
and the blocks, thus formed, are used for building. InIt is uay or slate-day burnt, but not so much changed
deed the greater part of Guancavelica, like Rome, is
as to form a porcelanous mass.
built of the cwicretionary rock formed from springs.
Poreclaia2. Porcelain-jaifxr.
It is slate-clay, or common day,
jupcr.
changed into a kind of porcelain by the action of heat.
9. Roclu formedJrom torrentt of Hal Water itsuing
Like the preceding species, it sometimes contains imJ'rom Volcanoes.
pretsuoa of plants, a tact which shews that it has not
There are on record authentic instances of torrents Rockt
DMO eaa|iletdy melted.
This is clay, or day iron-stone, con- of hot water flowing from the crater or the sides offonncd
3. Earth'ilag.
Bsitk-«Ia(.
verted into a kind of slag.
volcanoes, when in a state of activity, which, when ''rem lorIt is black, brownish, or
reddish, and it has occasionally a tempered steel tarnish. coUected in hollows, or spread over plains, deposites ''"''* •>/ •""
"*"
various earthy matters, which at length assume the *"'"
It is amorphous or vesicular, and has sometimes metallic lustre.
character of rocks.
In the year 1751, a torrent of salt y*\^^
water burst from ^tna, and continued to flow for a
i. Coimmmar elaj/ i nM-o ,— TbiM is day iron-ore,
whidi is supposed to owe its columnar coocretiaaary quarter of an hour, and was so considerable that the
form to the action of heat.
Dolomieu and
mhabitants named it Kilo d'Ac^ua.
Hamilton observed traces of a frightful torrent of hot
6. PoHttm^ ifa<i.— Is a crey or white coloured thin
abtyr Ikht ainenl, which Werner conjectures to be the water which had issued Cram the great crater of i£tna ;
ashes of bwBt coal, which hare been carried by water and Spallanjtani is of opinion, that port of the tuffas of
into low Btoatians, and drposited in a slaty form.
Italy nave been formeo by muddy cniptions.
In those
SUmatiem, Fiwido'ro lca nocs usually occur in low volcanic mountains whose summits are above the snow
also in hilly country, and al- line, as is the case in Iceland and in Soulli America,
ways in rocks of the coal formatioo.
great floods of hot water, charged with eartliy matter,
iQwna
'ktmom
r ae.
hey are discovered
discovered by the heat of the burst from the mountains and devastate the surroundof the earth in their vidntty ; sometimes by ing country*. Boiiguer and Condamine saw dreadful
smoke, and more rarely by flames issuing from rents ravages committed by these torrents; and the latter
in the grouncL
Sulphureous and ammoiuacal vapours writers informs us, that after an explosion of G>topazi,
frequently occur, and these, in their course upwards, a village situated thirty leagues in a straight h'ne, and
iocrust toe fissuies of rocks, and e^-en the surface of probeUy sixty leagues following the wsvings of the
the ground, with sulphureous and ammoniacal matters. ground, was entirely carried away by one of those torrents.
TheJe torrents from the ice-capcd volcanoes,
8. Thermal Rocks, or tkoiejbrmed/rom Water iff
a^ipear to be entirely external, while those first menHot-Spruig*.
tioned seon to come from the interior of the volcanoes.
OUfsen, Povelsen, Mowe, and otben, spcdt of thermal rocks baviiu; many otthe characters or basalt, por- 4. Roch formed by Torrents of Mudflowing from Subterranean Lakes.
phyry, wacke, 5cc. which occur in districts where formerly bot-springs existe<l, and even say they have obIn the interior of volcanic mountains, there some- Rocki
served them actually forming around many of the mag- times occur caverns or hollows partly filled with formed by
nifled bot-epriagt at present in a state of activity in water, thus forming subterranean lakes.
The earth- orrenia tf
Icaland. Tbeae thermal trap-rocks, viz. thermal, basalt, quakes that often agitate these mountains, are occa- P"""""wadie, amygdaloid with calcareous-S|Mr, porphyry, he sionaliy so violent, as to produce great renU, which
iubttrT"
are alleged to be brought from the interior otthe earth, give free passage to the water of the bkes. »hich
ne«nUk««.
by the water of hot-Aprings, partly in a state of solution, bursu forth with tremendous violence, deluges the
IMTtly in a state <A' mud, and are deposited over flat or neighbouring country, and covers it to a
greater or less
hilly tracts of country-, when they gradually harden,
extent, and with a more or less deep crust of muddy
»<»»•< in ns cvystallixe, and aaaume th«r various permamatter.
In the earthquake of the year 1746, which
nnt chvaetert. The amygdalotdal traps appear to be overturned Lima, four volcanoes opened at Lucanas,
farmed in those oases
carbonate of Ume is pre- and in the mountains of Conception, and occasioned
sent ; the obsidian where dissolved silica prevails ; and frightful deluges.
The volcanoes of the kingdom of
in the same general way we might account for the for- Quito sometimes
exhibit phenomena of the same kind,
mation of the other rocks.
but accompanied with circumstances so extraordinary,
The hMrtpriag^ of Carlsbad in Bohemia are of that we shall now stste them. 'I'he enormous volcanic
the well known bot-springs of
of Cotopaxi, I'idiincha, Tungouragua, &c. in

They may be divided into tlie following orders.
Ctcgaotj. noes.
^-""V^^ 1. Pseudo-volcanic. 2. Themuil, or those formed from
the w«ter of hot springs. 3. Those formed from tor4. Rocks
rents of hot water issuing from volcanoes.
formed by torrents of nmd flowing from subterranean
5. Rocks formed by air or mud volcavolcanic lakes.

—

—
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South America, never throw out lava, but frequently
ashes, 8cori», and pumice, and sometimes vomit forth
immense quantities of water and mud. These eruptions take place more frequently from the sides than
from the craters of the volcanoes, and the muddy waters appear to be derived from lakes situated in the interior of the mountains, which burst forth with incredible fury, when any accidental cause, such as an earthquake, splits, and thus opens the side of the mountain.
In the year 1698, the mountain of Carguarazo, near to
Chimboraco, fell down and covered eight square leagues
of country with mud. In the earthquake of the 4th
February 1791, 40,000 persons were destroyed by
eruptions of water and mud, (moya). Muddy waters,
resembling those which flow from volcanic mountains,
are vomited forth in great quantity, from districts where

no volcanic rocks

occur,

when

these are agitated

by

earthquakes or other causes. In Peru and Quito, the
devastations occasioned by volcanoes are not caused by
streams of lava, but by water and enormous streams of
mud, which, when hardened, is found to contain crystals of felspar, and to resemble porphyry.
5.

Rocks formed by Air or

Mud

Volcanoes.

In some countries, jets or great bubbles of water,
highly impregnated with mineral matter, are thrown
air or mud out of the earth by means of gas.
The earthy matter
Tolcanoes.
jg deposited in the state of mud, principally around the
mouths of the cones from whence it is expelled ; and
as these cones somewhat resemble volcanoes in form,
they have been named Air-volcanoes. One of the most
remarkable of these air-volcanoes hitherto described,
is that of Macalouba in Sicily, of which an account
has been published by Dolomieu. It consists of a
hillock of hardened mud, about one hundred and fifty
Its superior part forms a plain more
feet in height.
than half a mile in circumference, and rising from it
are numerous small cones not more thaii three feet in
height, each of which has a crater or hollow filled more
or less deeply with a liquid mud, which is in a stale of
perpetual agitation, owing to the constant passage of
Portions of the mud
great bubbles of air through it.
are constantly thrown out, and thus add to the bulk
and height of the cones.
There are many small mud-volcanoes in the neighbourhood of Modena, whose height is not more than a
few feet. They are named Salses, on account of the
saltness of the water they throw out ; and which, indeed, is also the case with the water of Macalouba,
and of that of most other muddy eruptions observed in
different countries.
These volcanoes, during their paroxysms, which are attended with slight agitations of
the earth, throw out much mud, which extends to the
The gas which occadistance of three thousand feel.
- sions the
eruptions, is sulphuretted hydrogen mixed
with petroleum, and a little carbonic acid. Similar
air-volcanoes are described by Pallas as occurring in
In
tlie Crimea, particularly in the Island of Taman.
the year 179*. one of these burst with a noise like that
of thunder, and flame and smoke rushed from it to the
height of more than three hundred feet. Great masses
of dried mud were projected from it to great distances,
and it vomited forth currents of a bituminous mud or
tUme, to the amount of one hundred thousand cubic
Humboldt describes air-volcanoes which he
fathoms.
saw in the middle of an elevated plain, in the province
of Carthagena in South America. There were twenty
small cones, having an elevation of from twenty-one to
ixrentyseven feet in height, and formed of bluish colourRocks

formed by

ed clay. Their summits were hollow or crater-like. Geognosy,
filled with water, from the surface of which air arose, ^—y"«.^
and burst with an explosion, and often threw out mud.
In the Island of Trinidad, and also in Java, there are
considerable air or

mud
6.

volcanoes.

Volcanic Rocks.

These are the mineral substances formed or thrown Volcanic
out by true volcanoes when in a state of activity. The rock».
following are the most characteristic of these substances.
4. Volcanic
1. Lava; 2. Tuffaj 3. Volcanic ashes;
glass.

—

1
Lava. Many different kinds of lava are enumerated by geologists, and of which a particular account
For our prewill be given in the article Volcano.
sent view it will be sufficient to arrange them under
the following heads, viz. : Compact, vesicular, slaggy,

and spumous.
a. Compact Lava.—CoXowc grey ; massive, and someLustre glimtimes in columnar distinct concretions.
Opaque.
Fracture uneven or splintery.
mering.
Semi-hard, approaching to hard. Brittle and easily
Sp. gr.
2.80.
Feels dry and rough.
frangible.
It always occurs in the form of streams, (coule,) and

j

I
'

^^^^^

.

"""P'"

—

generally forms the middle part of the stream.
^Colours grey, black, and brown,
b. Vesicular Lava.
v^ji^y,
Generally occurs in the upper, ^^^.^ " " J
Structure vesicular.
of
streams
of
lava,
when
and also on the under sides
^
they have run over moist ground.
Colour black or brown, and has a siaggy
c. Slaggy Lava.
complelery slaggy aspect. It occupies the (ippermost i»va.
part of lava streams.
Colour red or brown, and so Spumad. Spumaceous Lava.
very vesicular that it sometimes will float in water, ceouj lava.
Like slaggy lava, it always occurs on the surface of

—

—

—

streams.
2. Tnffa.

rock, with Ty^a.
^^Is a conglomerated volcanic
an earthy basis, including masses of different kinds of
lava, volcanic glass, &c.
3. Volcanic Ashes.— These are the loose powdery y-oicanic
earthy matters thrown out when volcanoes are in a state ^jhes.
of activity.
4. Volcanic G/rtW.— Certain varieties (if not all) of y^,^^^j^
obsidian, described at page 549, are to be cotisidered as ^^^^^
Tliese are lavas which have been in
volcanic glasses.
a state of perfect fusion.
• Veins.
Veins are tabular-shaped masses, that almost always ^
traverse the direction of the strata, and are con?posed
of materials that either differ more or less from those of
the rocks which they intersect, or are of the same na.

tiire.

1. External Relations of Veins.
Breadth and Extent of Feins.—Veins vary very
much in their magnitude, yet the length and depth always bear a certain proportion to each other, and the
breadth to the length and depth. The length and depth

are frequently nearly alike, yet the length, on'a general
view, may be considered as generally somewhat more

considerable than the depth.
metalliferous
1. Breadth or width of Veins.— In most
mountains, we find that metalliferous vems extend a
few hundred fathoms, and then their width does not

exceed two feet.
Veins whose width exceeds a few fathoms are to be
considered as uncommon, and those whose width is
exceptions to their gestill greater are to be viewed as
nerafappearance. Humboldt and Friesleben observed

^.^^^^ ^^
^^^^^_

:
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veins of calc-spar 140 feet wide, traversinj^ gneiss, in
the valley of Lauterbrun, in the Alps of Switzerland.
In the iuind of Arran we observed a vein of poqihyrysUte nnrly 1 60 feet broad, traversing sandstone. Bom
mentions that the Spitaler vein at Schemnitz, in HunIn that part of
gary, is from 14 to 15 fathoms wide.
the Fichtelgebirge that belongs to Bavaria, there is a
vein from 42 to 70 feet wide ; and in the country of
Holbcrg, near Rotleberode, there is a vein of fluor-spar
35 feet wide. In this country there are veins of pitch*
atone and greenstone from 10 to 100 feet wide.
The width of veins does not continue the same
throughout, but changes considerably, and in some particular veins in a remarkable degree.
Veins diSer very much in their
2. Length of Veint.
length : when their length exceetls 6000 feet, it is to
be considered as uncommon. The following may be
mentioned as instances of metalliferous veins of uncommon length The Halsbruckner-spath near Freyberg, which has been traced above four miles and a
half; the Mordlauer-flach vein in the Fichtelgebirge,
9000 fathoms ; and the Friedrnsgrubner-flach vein, in
the same mountain*, ^>000 fathoms. Greenstone and
pitchttone veini may be traced some miles in this country, as in the inland of Arran.
Few metalliferous veins reach
3. Deplfi of i'tint
above 200 fathoms below the surface of the mountains in which they are *itiiate<t, and still fewer continue
metalliferous to the depth of 300 fathoms. The following are instances of veins which are metalliierous
ct the depth* mcBtiooed
FsUmom.
The Ktichtchat vein near Freyberg, at
207
158
The Jonr*^ ^ '-ke vein near Freyberg, at
^ ein, also near F reyberg, at
The Tl:
300

—

:

'

The Sam -on vcm at Andreasberg, at
S50
The Thurmhofer-shafl at Clausthal, at
SIS
The deepest shaft on m vein is that at Kiittenberg

....

Bohemia,
500
That part of a vein which appears at the surface
of a mountain it denominated its outgoing or crop the
directly opposite boundary its buiom ; and the lateriil extremities, its entU. Those planes that bound the vein according to its greatest extent, are termed its taalbaiuk
in
4.

;

or

tide$.

5.

Veins continue in general in one direction.

must be understood

It

we

here allude to the general
direction.
A vein of a mile in extent may stretch north
and south in general, but there may be numy deviations from that during no long a course.
^- Veins are uiualiy much inclinetl, always more so
Inclinatioa
than bed* ; the average inclination of beds is 45°, that
gf tciss.
of veins much higher.
In inclined veins, the upper
side is denominated the hanging tide, and the lower
side the lying tide.
2.

that

Structure and Internal Relations of Veins.

or body of a vein, as we have already
observed, is almost always different trom that of the
rock which it traverses. In some cases, however, we discover resemblances between mountain-rocks and vein<
stones. Instance* of this kind are porphyry and granite.
2. A prindnd character of veins is their division into
OlvWanor
branches. The vein is sometimes divided into many
*«fiM into
*»nch«»,
branches by fragmenU of the tralU (nebengestein ;) or
branches shoot out from the sides of the vem in different directions, and either terminate gradually in the
rock at a greater or leas distance from the vein, or, by
winding, again join it.
1.

The mass
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observed that small veins usually terminate in G«ogmo»y.
but large veins, '""''Y'"™'
the manner of these lateral branches
on the contrary, divide into numerous branches at their
ends and bottom, but less frequently at the bottom
than at the ends.
3. The mass of the greater number of veins is sepa- Besteg of
rated from the rock through which it passes, by a very veins,
delicate seam but in others this is not the case. Somea
times the sides of the vein are coated with a clayey
It is

;

;

substance, which is denominated Besteg by the German
miners ; but this does not always continue throughout
In
the whole extent of the vein in which it occurs.
other cases the substance of the vein is intimately mixed with its walls.
4. Veins are composed either of earthy masses, as SubtUnces

clay or loam, or rocks, as granite, clay-slate, alum-slate, of which
porphyry, sandstone-conglomerate, sandstmie, fleets- **'"» ""
limestone, coal, basalt, wacke, greenstone, pitchstone, «>'"P"'»*<*'
There is
|iorphyry-slate, or ores of diffierent kinds.
scarcely any species of ore that does not occur in veins.
5. Some veins are composed of but comparatively Structure
few minerals, and these are massive and intimately ag- of vetnf.
gregated together ; others are composed of a greater
variety of minends, but which shew little regularity in
their structure ; and lastly, veins frequently occur having a regular structure, where the different material*
are arranged in layers parallel among themselves and
to the walls of the vein ; and these throw great light
on the origin of veins, and on the formation of the minerals they contain.
When veins are composed of different layers, or are
stratifieil, the same succession of layers is to be observed from both sides towards the middle. Each suo
ceeding layer rests on the preceding, in such a
nunner that the crystals of the second layer are always impressed by those of the first.
beautiful
example of the venigenous bedded structure occur*
in the vein Hulfe-Gottes, at Gersdorf in Saxony.
This vein is from six to nine feet wide, and is composed
of parallel layers, which sometimes amount to forty in
number. These layers are composed alternately of calcspar, fluor-spar, lead-glance, grey copper-ore with
ffnor-spar, heavy-spar, and a very small portion of
quartz.
Similar appearances occur at Leadhills, and
in many other mining districts.
In veins of this kind, in particular, we frequently
meet with openings or unfilled spaces, which are generally situated towards the middle of the vein, and are
by miners denominated Dnuei. They have usually a Druses,
longish shape, and are always parallel with the vein.
They have various contractions and widenings. They
vary inuah in size, being from a few inches to sever^
fathoms in magnitude. Their surface is covered with
crystab, which are usually of the same minerals as those
that form the massive (lart of the vein. Thus, the druses
in veins composed of quartz, are lined with quartzcrystals; those in veins of brown-spar, with brownspar cryiUls. When druses are lined with a variety of
crystallixations of diff°erent minerals, we observe that
the one series is laid on the other in a determinate order ; the oldest part of the formation being that on
which all the other crystals rest; the newest, that which
covers all the others. Druses are sometimes filled with Druses
water ; and when they are of great size, the quantity of "'°" ""7
water they contain is so considerable, as to endanger '"•™'" '"

A

the lives of miners, when they are cut into.
It is also
of^infc*"
observed, that druses occur most abundantly, and of
greatest size, in the upper part of veins, but become
gradually snudler, and lest numerous in thedeeper paru.
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Veins composed of mountain.rocks sometimes present a stratified appearance. There are many interesting examples of this fact in the island of Arran.
In
that uncommonly interesting spot, wacke and greenstone occur in layers in the same vein.
In other cases,
veins are composed of layers of greenstone, porphyryOther kinds of stratified veins
slate, and pitchstone.
occur in Arran and other parts of Scotland, which we
shall take another opportunity of describing particularly-

Open
(paces extending

from side
to itde of

the vein.

Intersections of
reins.

Old and

new

veins.

Change of
direction.

6. Besides the drusy cavities, there sometimes occur
very considerable open spaces in veins, t/iat reach from
the one side to the other, or from the hanging to the
lying side.
7. When we attend to the masses of which veins- are
composed at different depths, we observe that they
approach nearer and nearer to the centre, towards the
lower part of the vein, but expand or recede from it
Thus, those layers, which in the
in the upper part.
upper part of the vein are near to its sides, are at a considerable distance from them lower down, and, still
deeper, approach nearer to the middle of the vein.
8. The appearances produced by the meeting, and
intersecting of veins, are highly curious and important.
a. When a number of veins, that do not intersect
one another, occur in the same district, it is observed
that they have usually the same direction and constituent parts ; thus intimating, that all of them are of the
same general formation. When different venigenous
depositions occur in the same district, then the direction of the veins of these different depositions is various, and they are arranged in such a manner, that
each particular formation has a certain direction.
b. Veins running in different directions, either cross,
or simply meet one another. When they cross, that
which is crossed or intersected is said to be the oldest,
and that which crosses or intersects, the newest, an opinion, the accuracy of which may be questioned.
c. Veins sometimes cross each other, without causing any change of direction ; but more frequently we
find the direction considerably changed.
d. When veins meet under an acute angle, the newer frequently traverses the older ; runs parallel with it
to a considerable extent, on its lower side, and then
again diverges under the same angle it crossed it j
sometimes the newer vein does not fully traverse the
older, but changes its direction in the middle of the
and
older vein ; runs through the body of the vein
after a longer or shorter course, again diverges at the
same angle it entered. Sometimes the newer vein does
not even traverse the older; only meets it then runs
parallel with it ; again diverges ; and this is sometimes
frequently repeated in the course of the vein.
Sometimes newer veins do not even run parallel
with the older, but fairly terminate in them ; and this
takes place usually on the hanging or upper side.
9. In the same veins, we sometimes meet with two
;

;

Different
groups of

minerals or
formations
in the

same

vein.

Metallifer-

ous veins

run parallel

with

or three different formations.
Thus, in some Saxon
metalliferous veins, we find the lowest formation to be
lead-glance ; immediately above it, a formation of native silver ; and the uppermost sparry-ironstone.
In
France, there are veins, whose lowest formation is copper-ores ; immediately above it, a formation of silverore ; and the uppermost is a formation of iron-ore.
Many more examples of the same kind might be mentioned.
10. Great metalliferous veins usually run parallel
with the general direction of great valleys.

great val-

i

11. Veins also occur more frequently in flat hilly
country, than in steep mountainous country, and generally on the ridges of the hills.
Beds, on the contrary, are equally, if not more abundant, in steep mountainous country.
12. Sometimes the strata or beds, traversed by veins,
are merely separated ; so that the strata or beds on opposite sides of the vein correspond.
In other cases,
there is a dislocation, or what miners call a shift of the
strata, that is the similar strata or beds on opposite
sides of the vein, do not correspond, but are depressed
or sunk generally on the hanging or upper side of the
vein.
The degree of depression or dislocation usually
corresponds to the magnitude of the vein.
13. The walls of veins are frequently more or less
altered ; and this alteration is caused either by an intermixture of the materials of the vein with that of the
wall, or by a decomposition of the wall, owing to the
agency of percolating water, or the substances of which
the vein is composed.
Mode offormation. Veins are either of simtdtaneous
formation with the rock which they traverse, as in granite, metalliferous veins, &c. or are rents that have been
filled up from above with the mineral matter they
now contain, as in those veins that contain true fragments.
The various economical relations of veins will be
discussed in the article Vein.

—

%* AoE
Age of metals.

Gcognosj'

Veins

more

fre-

quent in
hilly thaa
in

moun-

tainous
country.

Mode of
formatioiw

OF Metals.

—

It appears from the details already Age of
given in our account of mountain-rocks.
metals.
1st, That metals differ very much as to tlie period of
their formation.
2d, That the variety and quantity of metalliferous substances decrease in general from the primitive to the
alluvial period of the earth's formation.
Sd, That molybdena, titanium, tin, scheele, cerium,
tantalum, uran, chrome, and bismuth, are metals of
the oldest primitive formation, and that only feeble
traces of them are to be observed in newer periods.
ith, That although arsenic, cobalt, nickel, silver, and
copper, occur in old primitive mountains, they also
extend to newer mountains,

That gold, tellurium, antimony, and manganese,
are metals of a middle age, occurring in the newer
primitive, the transition, and the oldest secondary-

5th,

rocks.

That

and mercury, are of later date,
those metals we have already
mentioned, because they occur in greatest quantity in the newer or secondary formations.
1th, That iron is found in every rock, from the oldest
granite to the newest alluvial deposit ; hence is universally distributed, and is therefore a production of

6ih,

lead, zinc,

when compared with

every period.

That the more crystalline ores abound in the primitive mountains, but continue decreasing in quantity and variety from the primitive rocks to the new-

8//(,

est alluvial deposits.

*,* Theory of the Formation of the Earth.
This curious but very extensive subject cannot be
discussed in the present article, but will be considered
in all its bearings, and in connection with such new
facts and views as may occur to travellers and geologists,

or

may

der the article

from our own investigations,
Theory of the Earth.

result

un-

I'heorj- of
'!"*
'"'*"

forma°

.

:

.
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Part II.— ORYCTOGNOSY.

X Hts

branch of mineralogy, as already explained,
acquainted with all the properties and rela«
In treating this subject, we
tions of simple minerals.

makes

A

Tabular View of the Generic external charaelert ofOTjeto^no.
Minerals,

u.s

it in the following order
Describe the character of simple minerals.
2. Explain the system of arrangement.
3. Describe the diBerent species according to their
external characters and chemical composition; and trace
their geogno«tical and geographical distributions; and,

(hall consider

tj.

OrNKRAL GENERIC EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.

1

1. Colour.

2.

Particles, according to which "cter*
minerals arc distinguished into

The Cohesion of the

lastly, explain their various uses.

Friable,

Solid,

Fanimlar generic characten
1

.

Characttrt of Simple MineraU.

Fluid.

Particular generic Particular genedbancten of Fri- ric characters of

of SoUid miociak.

Fluid minerals.

Chancttr*

— .f^y**

''

w

characters of minerals are of different kinds, rh.
Exlernal, Chemical, Phytical, CeognoUical, and Geographical.
are those which we disco1. Exlernal CharacU-ri,

The

Extenial diaps.

—

External lurface.
«

i
5

by som«

—

1
1

^

The

particles.

mcDU.

minerals.

1

l^

Shape of the
tioot.

1

External Charaelert qf Mineralj.

The

external dienetcr* of miiMNtlt an ehiier gen».
tbe generic dmaelara an eM*ein preperties of minerals used as character*, without any reference to their differenoee, aa coloor, loatre, or weight.
The differences among these psviterties form the specific characters, as adamantiiM histre, and glaasv er
vitnoos lustre. The generic characters are divided into gmertU and particular. Under the first, are comprwendcd those that occur in all minerals, whether solid, friable, or fluid : under the second, those which
•ecar only in particular classes of minerals. In the
following tabular view, the external characters are arranged nearly in a natural succession, and in the order
in which they aie employed in the descriptions of tau

dia-

concfe.

tinct

Surface ot the dis-

k
r

Loiin of

1

M

The
1-

ric Of tpteifie.

oooae-

tinct

8

chiracuri
ct fnln«raU.

Aspect of the

fractate.

Shape of the fng.

—

Bitcmsi

tiooa.

tfnci

Ibc dis-

Tran^wna*

caoen.

<7-
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tnofparen-

ThesoUng.

Theitrcak.
Tbeniling.

'ThebanliMA
TheloMdtj.
The (nogilHlitf

The

friability.

to

the tongue.

For the
hnriag.

ThcMMiod.

Remaining general generic external charaelert.
rs. Ti
The Unctuoshj.

For the touch. i

i. Tl
"'he

Coldness.

The Weight,
The Smell.
The Taste.

(.5. Tl

For the
For the

PART a.

Fluidity.

Tlie flexibility.

The adheuoD

aerala.

VOL. XJV.

lustre.

fiaetuK.

;

CeogntuHcal Charaelert, m« thote derived firam
various geognostic relations of minerals.
5. GeagrapAieal Chaructert,
are derived from the
geographical distribution of minerals.
\Ve shall first consider the external characters, and
then the otben, in the order already mentioned.

The

Luitreof the

—

4.

ThclustTCb

External hMti*.

1

—

electric properties exhibited

External ihape.

a

ver by means of our senses, in the aggregation of minerals, and which have no reference to their relation to
other bodies, or to chemical investigations.
are those wlrich are afford2. Chemical Characters,
ed by the complete analysis of the mineral, by trials
with the various re-agents, the blowpipe, and the pyro*
meter.
are those physical pheno>
3. Phiftieal Charaelert,
mena which are exhibited by the mutual action of minerals and other bodies
such are the magnetic and

General
generic external cha-

smell.

6.

taste.

7.

Sk
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Each of these principal colours contains one which Oryclogno.
considered pure or unmixed with any other, and
«ywhich is called the characlerislic colour : thus, snow- ^^T'^"^^

is

Colourt of Minerals.
Colours
of miner*!*

—We

begin our description of the exter!• Colours.
nal characters of minerals with that of colour, as it is
the character which first particularly strikes the eye.
It exhibits very great variety, and hence its determination is often attended with considerable difficulty.

Although

it is an important and useful character, it was
but ill under-tood before the time of Werner, and it is
even at present, by some mineralogists, considered as
of little or no value. The older mineralogists had no
very accurate nomenclature of colours, and rarely gave
any definition of them hence it was, that this character, in their systems, did not afford satisfactory descrip;

tions.

Some modem

mineralogists, particularly those

of the French School, use in their descriptions only
single, and often unconnected varieties of colour, which
is an erroneous practice ; because in describing species,
we ought to enumerate all the varieties they exhibit,

and

in a natural order, so that

tinct conception of the

we m»y

obtain a dis-

arrangement of these

varieties

into groups

or suites that characterise the species.
Werner was early aware of the utility of this character,
and, by a careful stufly of all its appearances and varieties, was enabled to form a system of colours for the
discrimination of minerals, in which he established a
certain number of fixed or standard colours, to which
all the others could be referred, defined the varieties
and arranged them according to their resemblance to
these standard colours, and placed them in such manner, that the whole colours in the system formed a

Principal
colours.

connected series.
In establishing the fixed or standard colours, he
thought he could not do better than adopt those as simple colours, which are considered as such in common
life; of these he enumerates eight, which he denominates chief or principal colours ; they are tv/iite, grey,
black, blue, preen, yeilon/, red, and brown.
Although
several of these colours are physically compound, yet
for the purposes of the oryctognost, it is convenient to

them as simple.
Werner remarks, " I could not here enter

consider
•

into

an

adoption of the seven colours into which the solar ray
is divided by the prism, as principal colours, nor into
the distinction of the colours accordingly as they are
either simple or compound ; nor could i omit white
and black, the former being considered as a combination of all colours, and the latter as the mere privation
of light or colour ; for these are distinctions that pertain to the theory of colours among natural philosophers, and cannot be well applied in common life, in
which black is ranked among the colours as well as
white and yellow ; and green, which is mixed, considered as a principal colour, as well as red, which is
simple.

" In the adoption of the principal colours enumeratI am countenanced by Dr. Schoeffer, who has

'ed above,

exhibited them, with the exception of the grey, in his
sketch of a general association of colour, Regensburg,
I am, however, justified in adding the grey co1769.
lour, by observing, that it occurs very frequently in
the mineral kingdom that the attempt to brmg it under any one of the other colours, would be attended

white is the characteristic colour of white; ash-grey, j,,'"*"*'^'
of grey; velvet- black, of black
Berlin-blue, of blue ; lours.*"*
emerald-green, of green ; lemon-yellow, of yellow ;
carmine-red, of red; and chesnut-brown, of brown.
Werner having thus established eight characteristic
colours, he next defined and arranged the most striking subordinate varieties.
The definitions were obtained principally by occular
examination, which enables us speedily to detect the
different colours of which the varieties are composed.
In detailing the results of this kind of ocular analysis,
if we may use the expression, the predominant component parts are mentioned first, and the others in the order of their quantity. Thus apple-green is found to be
a compound colour, and we discover by comparing it
with emerald- green, that it is principally composed of
that colour and another, which is gr^yish white; we
therefore define apple-green to be a colour composed of
emerald-green and a small portion of greyish- white.
The method he followed in arranging the varieties is
simple and elegant.
He placed together all those varieties which contained the same principal colours in a
preponderating quantity, and he arranged them in such
a manner, that the transition of the one variety into
the other, and of the principal colour into the neighbouring ones, was preserved.
To illustrate thi* by an
exam[)ie
Suppose we have a variety of colour which
we wish to refer to its characteristic colour, and also to
the variety under which it should be arranged.
We
first compare it with the principal colours, to discover
;

:

which of them

belongs, which in this instance we
next step is to discover to which
of the varieties of green in the system it can be refer-

to

find to be green.

difficulties,

and

that, if

we have

respect to

considered in common life as actually differing from the others."
Werner's External
Characters, p. 38, 39.
6

denominations,

it

is

The

If, on comparing it with emerald-green, it appears to the eye to be mixed with anotiier colour, we
must, by comparison, endeavour to discover what this

red.

colour is ; if it prove to be greyish-white, we immediately refer the variety to apple-green ; if, in place of
greyish-Tvhile, it is intermixed with lemon- yeiloni, we
must consider it grass- green ; but if it contains neither
greyish- white nor lemon-yellow, but a considerable porThus, by mere
tion of black, it forms blackish-green.
ocular inspection, any person accustomed to discriminate colours correctly, can ascertain and analyse the
different varieties of colour that occur in the mineral

kingdom.

The

transition of the principal colours

and their va-

each other, he represents by placing the
characteristic colours in the middle of a series of which
all the members are connected together by transition,
and whose extreme links connect them with the preceding and following principal colours. Thus, emeraldgreen is placed in the middle of a series, the members
of which pass, on the one hand, by increase of the proportion of blue into the next colour-suite, the blue ; on
the other hand, by the increase of yellow into yellow,
siskin-green forming the connecting link with yellow,
and verdigris green with blue.
rieties into

Names of the

;

with many

it

Colours.

The names of the colours are derived, 1st, From Names of
certain bodies in which they most commonly occur, as the colours,
milk-white, siskin-green, liver-brown ; 2d, From metallic

substances, as silver.white, iron-black,

and gold-

:

:
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From names uted by

straw-yellow. Examples, chalk, limestone, and semi- Oryciagns.
painura, as indigo^Jopal.
.
•Tblue, verdigris-green, and aaure-blue ; 4th, From that
v^^(-»^ colour in the composition which is next in quantity to d. Silter-rvhitt ia the colour of lutive silver, and is dis- ~ '
tinguished from the preceding by its metaUic lustre.
the principal colour, as bluish-grey, yellowish-brown.
Examples, arsenical pyrites and native silver.
Sec. ; and, 5th, From the names of persons, as Isabellae. Gre^ithmhite is snow-white mixed with a little ashyellow, now called cream-yellow.
grey.
Examples, quarts and limestone.
The principal colours are divided into two series, the
ooe comprehending what Werner terms bright coJours, f. Greenish-nhite is snow-white mixed with a very little
emerald tireen and ash-grey. It passes into applethe other dead colourt ; red, green, blue, and yellow,
green. Examples, amianthus, foliated limestone, and
belong to the first; and white, grey, black, and brown,
They may also be (livici(.'d intocontwon
amethyst
to the second.
g. Miti-mhite is snow-white mixed with a little Berlincolomri, a* emerald- green, &c. ; and into metaUic co
blue and ash-grey.
The metallic colours are
It passes into smalt-blue.
The
lourt, as gold-yellow, &c.
colour of skimmed milk.
Examples, calcedony and
the most important as characters in describing mine*

OrjaugDo. yellow ; 3d,

mrat

of
the toloun.

common

—

rals.

Arrnige-

The difiVrent charac
Arraagemeni of ike CoUntrt
teristic colours and their varieties pass into each olhf r,
forming suites of greater or less extent, in which the
colours cither differ more and more from the first member uf the serie*, •• they apprwach the extremity, thus
forming straight teriet, or, after reaching a certain
point of greatest difference from the first colour, again
gradually approach, and at length pasa into it; thus
series.
In this way the eight principal colours paas iiiio each other in the order in which
we have already enumerated them, and thus form a
The blue colour, however, after it has
•traight series.
passed through green and yellow into red, passes
rrom tbia latter colour by several intermediate varieties again into blue, thus forming a circular series or

nmning eiiadar

group.
In th« ajitnn of colours, w« do not introduc* these
various mibordinat* transitions and series, but simply
amnge all th« colours as they pass into each other,
beginning with the white, and Mtding with the brown.
Th« varictiH of mo«t of the diSeirat principal colour*
arc so arranged, that their charKterittic colour is placed in the middle of the series, and all those varieties
that incline to the preceding principal colour are placed immediiitely al\er it ; while those that incline to
the next or following principal colour imme<li«tely precede it. This, however, is not the case witn the white
and grey colours ; therefore the characteristic colours
in tboa* series d» not stand in tlie middle on the con«
trary, in the white it is placed at the beginning, and in
the grey at the end.
;

I.

Dcfoitioos
of ib( >lir-

Dtfimiliwts

of

the iiffertnt Varittits

of CoUmr.

A. White.

This

is

the lighteat of all the coloara ; hence the slight-

fennt <s-

est intermixture of other cnloor*

rlctlcs of

The

becmne* perceptible.

h.

opal.

TtH-tchite differs from the preceding colour principally in containing a little more grey, and having

the metallic lustre.
It passes into pale Iead-grey>
Examples, native antimony and native mercury

B. Ghxv.
This, which is one of the palest colours, is a compound
of white and black, so that it furms the link by which
thete two colours are connected together, and is
therefore placed between them.
It occurs very frequently in the mineral kingdom. The following are
its varieties

a.

Lead-grty is composed of light ash-grey with a small
portion of blue, and possesses metallic lustre.
It
contains the following subordinate varieties,
a. IVhititk lead-grty.
It is a very light lead-grey
colour, into the com|)osition of which a considerable portion of white enter.<<, and nearly approaches
to tin-white.
Examples, native arsenic on the
fresh fracture.
0.

y.

Commrm lead-grey. It ia the purest lead-grej,
with a slight intermixture of yellow. Examples,
common f^rey antimony.
Freth lead-grey.
It contains rather more blue
than the preceding variety, with a slight tint of
red, so that it has what is called a fresh or
aspect. Example*, galena or lead-glance,
lylKlena.

burning
and mo-

BlacLiih lead-grey,
I* common lead-grey mixed
little black.
Examples, silver-glance or
sulphuretted silver, and copper-glance or vitreous
copper.
b. liluitk-grey is ash-grey mixed with a little blue, or
is lead-grey without metallic lustre.
Examples,
homstone and limestone.
*. Pearl grey is pale bluish-grey intermixed with a little
red. It passes into lavender-blue. Examples, quartz,
porceUin jasper, crystallized homstone, and a very
pale variety of ptarl.
d. Smxtke-grey or broitniih-grey is dark bluish-grey
Examples, flint, and
mixed with a little brown.
some varieties of fluor-spar.
e. Greenisligrey is SAh-grey mixed with a little emerald-green, and has sometimes a faint trace of }'ellow.
It passes into mountain-green.
Ex^imples, clay-slate^
whet-slate, potstone, sometime* mica, prehnite, and
).

with a

white colour occurs prinri pally in earthy and
saline miiMirala, ieldaiM im aMtaUifareua minerals, and
very rsrdy aMiinml iwfcmnwhh mineral*. The fal>
hiwinii are the varieties of thi.s colour
«. StUim-while is the purest white colour, being free
of all intermixture, and is the only colour of this
suite which has no gr(>y mixed with iL It resembles
As iiMwpIwi of it, we may mennew-fallen snow.
cat'sreye.
tion Carrara marbk.
h. Reddiik»ki^ ia compoaed of soow-whitc, with a y. Yelloniih-grey is ash-grey mixed with lemon-yellow
very minute portioa of crimson-red arul ash-grey.
end a minute trace of brown. It sometimes pas*e*
Examples, porcelain earth
into cream-yellow and wood-brown. Examples, calIt passe* iat« fleah-red.

'

•ml
e.

cedony and mica.
eonpoacd of snow-white, with g. Ath-grey is the characteristic colour. It is a comvery little lemon-yellow and ash-grey.
It passe* on
pound of yellowish-white and brownish-black. It
the one side into yellowish-grey, on the other into
IS the colour of wood-ashes.
It pawes on the one
ro«e-qiiarts.

YrlUmish

rnhit* ia

;

:
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hand

Into greyish-black, on the other into greyishwhite, as also into greenish, greyish, and smoke-grey.

curs in pale-coloured «malt, named eschel, also in Oryctognoearthy- blue iron, earthy blue copper, and in some
«y-

seldom occurs pure in the mineral kingdom. Examples, quartz, flint, mica, and zoisite.
h. Steel-grey is dark ash-grey with metallic lustre.
It
is the colour of newly broken steel.
Examples, grey
copper and native platina.

varieties of

It

h.

«.

Black.

C.

fewer varieties than any of the other colours,
to the intermixture of lighter colours
not being observable in it. The discrimination of its
varieties is attended with considerable difficulty, and
can only be satisfactorily accomplished after much

k.

The

following are its varieties
velvet-black mixed with ash-grey.
It passes into ash-grey.
Is very distinct in basalt.
b. Iron-black is principally distinguished from the preceding variety by its being rather darker, and possessing a metallic lustre.
It passes into steel-grey.
Examples, magnetic iron-ore and iron-mica.
c. Velvet-black is the characteristic colour of this series.
It is the colour of black velvet.
Example, obsidian.
d. Pitch-black, or brownish-black, is velvet-black mixed
with a little yellowish-brown. It passes into blackish-brown. Example, earthy cobalt ochre and mica.
e. Greenish- black, or raven-black, is velvet-black mixed
with a little greenish-grey. It passes into blackisli-green.
Example, hornblende.
f. Bluish-black is velvet-black mixed with a little blue.
It passes into blackish-blue, and appears sometimes
to contain a slight trace of red.
Example, black
earthy cobalt-ochre.
practice.

a.

Greyish-Mack

is

a.

b.

characteristic

colour,

which

is

Berlin-blue,

is

placed in the middle of the series, and all those varieties that contain red in their composition, on the
one side, and those containing green, on the other.
It is rarer among minerals than the preceding;
blackish blue connects it with black, sky-blue with
green ; and it is connected with red by violet-blue
and azure-blue. The following are its varieties.
Blackiih-blue is Berlin-blue mixed with much black
and a trace of red. It passes, on the one side, into
bluish-black, on the other, into azure- blue.
Example, blue-copper, the dark varieties.
Azure-blue is Berlin-blue mixed with a little red. It
is a burning colour.
Examples, blue copper, and
azure-stone.

mixed with much red and
borders on columbine-red.
It
is the tint of colour we observe in the violet when
it is about to blow.
It is the most frequent of the
blue colours. Examples, Amethyst and fluor-spar.
d. Lavender-blue \&\\o]e\.-h\\ie, intermixed with a small
portion of grey.
It is intermediate between pearl,

c.

Violet-blue is Berlin-blue

very

little

black.

It

grey and violet-blue.

Examples, Lithomarge and

porcelain-jasper.
e.

Plum-blue is Berlin-blue, with more red than in
violf t-blue, and a small portion of brown and black.
It passes into cherry-red and broccoli-brown.
Ex-

ample. Spinel.
f. Berlin-blue is the purest or characteristic colour of
the series.
Example, Sapphire, rock-salt and kyanite.

g.

Smalt-blue

is

trace of green.

Berlin-blue with much white, and a
It passes into milk-white.
It OC'.

Sky-blue is a pale blue colour, composed of blue,
green, and a little white.
It forms the link which
connects the blue series with the green.
It is named
mountain-blue by painters. It is the colour of a
clear sky, and hence its name.
It occurs but rarely in the mineral kingdom.
Example, Lenticular
copper.

E. Gheen.

The

varieties of this colour naturally fall into two
principal suites ; in the one of which the blue colour prevails ; in the other the yellow ; and between the two is placed the pure or characterisAlthough it is not
tic colour, the emerald-green.
a common colour in the mineral kingdom, yet it is
met with more frequently than the blue. In earthy
minerals the green colours are generally owing to
oxide of iron ; in a few cases to the oxide of
chrome ; in others to oxide of copper ; and in a

a.

very few to oxide of nickel.
The following are the varieties of this colour.
Verdigris-green is emerald green mixed with
Berlin-blue, and a
connects the green

D. Blue.

The

^""V""'

is

ringia.

It presents

owing probably

gypsum.

a dark blue colour, composed of blue,
much green, and a little black. Frequently in cevlanile, and in a rare variety of indurated talc.
Indigo-blue, a deep blue colour, composed of blue,
with a considerable portion of black and a little green.Example, earthy blue iron of Eckardsberg in Thu-

Duck-blue

b.

much

white.
It is the link which
and blue colours together. Examples, Copper-green and green Siberian felspar.
Celandine green is verdigris-green mixed with ashExamples, Green-earth, Siberian and Brazigrey.
little

lian beryl.

emerald green, mixed with much
yellowish-grey ; or verdigris green
with yellowish grey. It passes into greenish-grey.
Examples, Beryl, aqua marine topaz, glassy actynolite, common garnet, and hornstone.
Leek-green is emerald green, with bluish-grey and
a little brown. It is the sap-green of painters. In
this colour, the blue and yellow colours are in equal
Examples, Nephrite, common actynoproportions.
Motinlain- green

c.

blue,

d.

lite,

and a

and

is

little

prase.

The characteristic or pure unmixEmerald-green.
ed green. All the preceding green colours are more
or less mixed with blue, and at length pass into it
but the following part of the green series, by the
increasing proportion of yellow, at length passes
Examples, Emerald, fibrous malachite,
into yellow.
copper-mica, and sometimes also fluor-spar.
green mixed with a little
J] Apple-green is emerald
greyish-white.
It passes into greenish white.
Examples, Nickel ochre and chrysoprase.
g. Grass-green is emerald green mixed with a little
lemon-yellow. The colour of fresh newly sprung
Example, Uranite.
grass.
7i. Blackish-green is pistachio-green mixed with a conIt passes into greenish^
siderable portion of black.
Examples, Precious serpentine and augite.
black.
». Pistachio green is emerald-green mixed with more
yellow than in grass-green, and a small portion of
brown. Examples, Chrysolite, and epidote or pistai>
e.

cite.

3

i
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jlsparagut-green it pUtachJo-green mixed with a
little greyish white; or emeraltl-green mixed with
yellow and a little brown. It passes into liver,

Examples, Garnet, olivenite and beryl.
Olive-grten is grass-green mixed with much brown
and a'little grey. It passes into liver brown. Exbrown.

/.

''

amples. Common garnet, olivenite, jiitchstone, and
epidote or pistacite.
emerald-green mixed with yellow,
ai. Oil-green is
brown and grey ; or pistachio-green, with much
yellow and light ash-grey. It is the colour of fresh
vegetable oil. Examples, FuUer's-earth, beryl and

'

'

G. Red.

more

than the other colours, and
kingdom. The characteristic colour is carmine-red ; all the others in^'
cline either to yellow or blue
hence there are two
principal suites ; the first of which contains yellowish-red colours
the second bluish-red colours.
The red colours are principally owing to oxides of
iron, manganese and cobalt, and combinations of
metals with sulphur and arsenic. The following are

It exhibits
is

very

varieties

common

in the mineral

:

pitchstone.

;

n. Siskin-green is

emerald-green mixed with

mon-yellow and
tion to the
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brown. It passes into flesh-red. Examples, Bble Oryctogno'y*
frem Strigau, and compact limestone.
,
'
m. Orange-yellow is lemon-yellow with carmine-red.
It i« the colour of the ripe orange.
Examples,
Streak of red-orpiment, and uran-ochre.

much

le>

It makes the transit
Examples, Uran«mica,

a little white.

yellow colour.

green lead-spar and

the varieties.
Aurora or morning red is carmine-red mixed wth
much lemon-yellow. It passes into orange-yellow.
-Example, Red orpiment.

steatite.

a.

F. Y«tLow.
the varieties of this species of colour, there are
three possesaing metallic lustre, viz. brass-yellow,
gold-yellow, and bronze-yellow.
The characteristic
colour, which is leroon-yellow, is placed in the middle of the series ; the colours which precede it are
greenish-yellow, and those which follow it are red>
dish-yellow.
The one side of the series, bv the increase of the green, passes by sulphur-yellow into
green ; the other, by the increase of red, passes by
means of orange-yellow, into red. It is a frequent
colour in the mineral kingdom. The following are

Among

its varieties.

h.

c.

d.

Hyactnth.rcd is carmine-red mixed with lemon-ycU
low and a minute portion of brown ; or aurora-red
mixed with jl minute portion of brown. It passes
into brown.
Examples, Hyacinth and tile-ore.
Tile-red is hyacinth-red, mixed with greyish-whife.
It is the colour of tiles or bricks.
Examples, Porcelain-jasper and zeolite.
Scarlet-red is carmine-red mixed with a very little
lemon-yellow. It is a well-known colour ot* much
inteiuity. Example, Light-red cinnabar from Wolfstein.

lemon-yellow mixed with much e. Blood-red is scarlet-red mixed with a small portion
emerald green and white. It is the colour of native
of black. Examples, P^Tope and jasper.
sulphur.
Example, Natire sulphur.
f. Flesh-red is blood-red mixed with greyish-white;
b. Brasi-yetleHT differs from the preceding colour prinExamples, Felspar, calcareous spar, and straight lacipally in having • metallic lustre
it contains a
mellar heavy spar.
small portion of grev.
Example, Copper- pyrites.
It scarcely differs from the preceding
g. Copper-red.
variety, but in possessing a metallic lustre.
e. Siratr-t/ellow is sulphur-yellow mixed with much
£xam«
greyish white. It passes into a yellowish-white and
pies. Native copper and copper-nickel.
Example, Calamine, terpentine and h. Carmine-red is tne characteristic colour. Example,
yellowish-grey.
yellow cobalt-ochre.
Spinel, particularly in thin splinters.
d. Bnmze-yellote is brass-yellow mixed with a little
/.
Cochineal-rrd is carminercd mixed with bluishsteel-grey, and a minute portion of reddish brown.
grey. Examples, Dark red cinnabar and red copper*
The Colour of belUmetal. Example, Iron-pyrites.
ore.
e, tt'ox-j/eilow is lemon-yellow mixed with reddishk. Crimson-red is carmine-red mixed with a considerabrown, and a little ash-grey ; or it may be considerExample, Oriental ruby.
ble portion of blue.
ed as honey-yellow with greyish white. It is the /. Columbine-red is carmine-red, with more blue than
colour of pure unbleached wax. .Examples, Opal
the preceding variety, and, what is characteristic
and yellow lead-spar.
Example, Precious
for Uiis colour, a little black.
/. Honey-yellote is sulphur-yellow mixed with chestgarnet
nut brown. It passes into yellowish brown. Ex- m. Rote-red is cochineal red mixed with white. It
amples, Fluor-spar and beryl.
Examples, Red manga*
passes into reddish-white.
It is the
g. Ixmon-ytltow is the pure unmixed colour.
nese and quartz.
colour of ripe lemons.
Examples, Yellow orpi- n. Peach blottom-red is crimson-red mixed with white.
ment.
Example, Red cobalt-ochre.
h. GoU-yetlow is the preceding colour with metallic
o. Cherry-red is crimson red mixed with a considerable
lustre.
Example, Native gold.
Examples, Spinel, red
portion of brownish-black.
t. Ockrt-ydlota is lemon-yellow mixed with a consiantimony, and precious garnet.
derable quantity of light chesnut brown.
It passes
It
p. Brorenith-red is blood-red mixed with brown.
into yellowish brown.
It is a very common colour
puses into brown. Example, Clay ironstone.
among minerals. Examples, Yellow earth and jas>
a.

Sutphur-yelloK

is

;

''

per.

Wine-yeUcm is lemon-yellow mixed with a small
portion of i«d and greyish-while.
The colour of
Saxon home-made wine.
Examples, Saxon and
BMsilian top«z.
L Crmm.ueUotv or I*abtUa-yeUcfe. It contains more
red and grey thaa the wine-yellow, and also a little
k.

'

..

H. Brown.
is the darkest colour in the system.
species or suite can be distinguished into
those which nave red, and those which have yellow

This, afler black,

The whole

between these is placed the fundamental
unmixed chestnut-brown, and the
variety, from the quantity of black it coutaini.

mixed

;

colour, the pure
last

,
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a.

Varieties
connects the brown series with the black.
of this colour occur frequently in the mineral king>
dona, particularly among the ores of iron, and the
inflammable minerals.
Tteddish-brown is chestnut-brown mixed with a little
red and yellow ; or chestnut- brown with a small
portion of aurora-red.
It passes into brownishExample, brown blende from the Hartz, and
red.
zircon.

b.

Clove-brown
neal-red,

is

and a

chestnut-brown, mixed with cochilittle black.
It is the colour of the

It passes into plum-blue and cherry-red.
Examples, rock-crystal, brown hematite, and axinite,
Hair-brown is clove-brown mixed with ash-grey.
Examples, Cornish tin-ore, wood opal, and brown

clove.
c.

iron-ore.
d.

Broccoli-brown is chestnut-brown mixed with much
and a «mall portion of green and red. It passes into cherry-red and plum-blue.
It is a rare coblue,

Example, zircon.
Cheitnut-brotvn.
Pure brown colour. It is a rare
Example, jasper.
colour.
Yellomsh- brown is chestnut-brown mixed with a

lour.
e.

J".

considerable portion of lemon-yellow. It passes into
ochre-yellow.
It is one of the most common colours
in the mineral kingdom.
Examples, iron-flint and
jasper.
is yellowish-brown with metallic
Rather the colour of tarnished pinchbeck.

g. Pinchbeck-brown
lustre.

/(.

Example, mica.
Wood-brown is yellowish-brown mixed with much
pale

i.

ash-grey.

common
k.

passes

It

into

yellowish-grey.

Mountain wood, and bituminous wood.
Liver-brown is chestnut-brown mixed with olivegreen and ash-grey. It is the colour of boiled, not
It passes into olive green.
fresh liver.
Example,

The immense variety of colours that occur in the
mineral kingdom, constitute an almost infinite series,
to characterise every individual of which is next to impossible.
The colours we have already defined, are a
few only of the most prominent features of that great
and beautiful series, and serve as points of comparison,
and as the boundaries between which every occurring
colour lies.
From the small number of colours we have defined,
and the great variety that occur in minerals, it is evident that the greater number of occurring colours will
not correspond exactly with those defined, but will lie
between them. It is this circumstance, in particular,
that renders it so difficult to get an acquaintance with

To

obviate this in some degree, Werner
uses terms which express correctly certain prominent
differences which are to be observed between every

two

colours.

Thus,

slightly to another,
nahrt sich ;) when

when one

'it is

colour

approaches

said to incline towards

it,

(es

stands in the middle between
two colours, it is said to be iiilermediate, (es steht in
der mitte ;) when, on the contrary, it evidently approaches very near to one of the colours, it is said to
fall or pass into it, (es geht ilber).

• The most
years ago.

distinctions included

under

this

head depend on

Orjrctogn*.
sy.

The

delinethe shape which the colour assumes.
It is only to
ations or
be observed in simple minerals. The following are patterns
the different kinds enumerated and described by formed by

Werner.

the coloursa

A. Dulled.

In this variety, dots or small spots are irregularly dispersed over a surface which has a different colour from the spots.
It occurs frequently
in serpentine, but seldom in other minerals.
B. Spotted.
If the spots are from a quarter of an inch
to an inch in diameter, and the basis or ground still
said to be spotted.
It is either round
spoiled, or irregularly spoiled.
The
first occurs in clay-slate; the second in marble.
Here no basis is to be observed ; the
C. Clouded.
boundaries of the colours are not sharply marked,
visible,

it is

and regularly

and the spots run into each other. It occurs in
marble and jasper.
D. Flamed. When the spots are long and acuminated,
and arranged according to their length, the flaiwed
delineation is formed. It has still a basis.
It occurs
in striped jasper, marble, &c.
Consists of long and generally parallel
E. Striped.
stripes, that touch each other and fill up the whole
mass of the stone, so that it has no ground. It presents two varieties.
a. Slraigkl striped, as in striped jasper and varie-

gated clay.
Ring-shaped, occurs in Egyptian jasper.
Veined.
Consists of a number of more or less deF.
licate veins crossing each other in different directions,
We can always disso that it is sometimes net-like.
tinguish a base or ground. Examples, black marble
veined with calcareous spar or quartz, jasper and
b.

G. Dendritic. Represents a stem with branches, on a
ground. Examples, steatite and dendritic calcedony.
H. Ruinifnrm. Resembles ruins of buildings. It occurs in Florentine marble, which
cumstance called landscape marble.

*,

colours.

The

the Colours,

serpentine.

jasper.

Blackish brown is chestnut-brown mixed with black.
It passes into brownish-black.
Examples, mineral
pitch from Neufchatel, moor-coal, and bituminous

wood

The Delinealiont or Pallerns formed by

II.

it

accurate delineations of colours are given in Syme's

III.

The Play of

is

from

this cir-

the Colours.

If we look on a mineral which poFsesses this pro- The play ol"
perty, we observe, on turning it slowly, besides its the colours.

common colours, many others, which are bright, change
very rapidly, and are distributed in small spots or
patches.
strong light is required, in order to
see this appearance distinctly, and it never occurs
in opaque or feebly translucent minerals.
observe
it in the diamond when cut, and in precious opal.

A

We

IV.

The Changeability if the

Colours.

When

J

the surface of a mineral, which we turn in Thechani
different directions, exhibits, besides its common colours, ability of
different bright colours, that do not change so rapid- the colours)
ly, are fewer in number, and occur in larger patches
than in the play of the colour, it is said to exhibit what
is called the changeability of the colours.
The changeability of colour is seen only in particular directions,
the play of colour in all directions.
distinguish two kinds of this phenomenon.

We

A. That which is observed by looking in .;ifferent po»
sitions on the mineral, as in Labrador felspar.
B. That observed by looking through it, as in the common opal, which shows a milk-white colour when

Wemerian Nomenclature

of Colours, published in Edinburgh a tew

-

1
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we look on H« tmfmee, but when
eye

The

irid<»-

wee.

held between the

wine-yellow.

aiid the li^ht is

The

V.

PARTICULAR GENERIC EXTERNAL
CHARACIERS.

Iridtseence.

When • minermi exhibits the colours of the prism or
ibe rmtnbow. arrange<l in parallel, and nometiines variIt is
ously curved lay er:*, it is said to be iridescent.
to bt- oHserved by
J. I.ookint( fM the mineral only, as in precious opal,
&c.
B. Both by looking on the mineral and through it, as
in calcareous «par, cro«sed by thin veins, some arragonites, rainbow Cakedony, and some amethysts.
aHuiar

MlMus.

Tarnithed Colourt.

A

mineral is said to be tarnished, when it shews on
external surface, or on thkt ot' the distinct concretions, 6xed colours difierent from those in its interior
or fresh fracture.
There are simple or variegated tarnished colours.
its

a. Simple.

— white

cobalt.

m.

Greif.

ft.

Black,— natire

y.
}.

I.'—rAaTICUi.AR OBN'KRIC EXTERNAL
SOLID MIKbUALS.

Ckaraetcrifor the Sight.
1.

1.

—

External Aspect.

:

arsenic.

BroRTii,— magnetic pyrites.
native bismuth.
Rftldiih,

The

The External Aspect of a mineral is that outline or
Thus, if
contour which it has received from nature.
we have a piece of lead-glance, as ii has been found
loose, or imbedded in another mineral, we name the
surface which it has received from nature, its Aspect.
All those characters whic': we can discover by the eye,
on this outline, are denominated the External Aspect
1
The Exof the mineral. They are of three kinds
ternal Shape: 2. The External Surface, and, 3. The
External Lustre.
.

The External Shape.

Is divided irto four claasee,

yciirgaied.
The variegated or party-coloured, are distinguished
accor<Ung to the intensity of their basis. Of t^eae the
following are eoomanted in the ubular view.

1.

&.

.

CHARACTERS OF

a,

VI.
Tiniiihtd
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This is
Paeomime, or Peacoci-taU larnuh.
an a<M:mblage of yellow, rretn, blue, red,
The
and bruwn colours, on a ycUow ground.

colours are nearly r<^ual in proportion, and
never precisely distinct, but always pass
Bore or less into one another. Example, copper-pyrites.
In this variety the
0, Irvdricfnt, or Rainbow.
colour* are red, blue, green, and yellow, on
a grey -ground. It is more beautiful and brighter
than the |>rece<ling. The radiated ftrey antimony of Felwhanya in Hungiry. and the specu'ar irnn-orr. or iron-glance of Elba, are often
beautifully iridescent.
The co^
y, C<Jui>btHe, or pigeon-neck lamtMh.
lour* are the same as in the preceding, with
this difference, that tlie tints of colour are paler,
and the red predominates. Examplei, Native
bismuth of S< hnreberg.
}, Trmittrtd-'iee', lainuh.
It consists of very pale
blur, red, «(reen, and very little yellow, on a
ftre

Common

2. Particular

External Shape.
I
Regular
i
Extraneous j
All of these classes have their subordinate differen*
3.

4.

ces,

which we

shall

now

I. Ctfifimoii

describe

;

and,

External S'lape.

Common External Shapes are those in which there Common
are neither a determinate number of planet meeting external
under determinate angles, nor any resemblance to»''«P«'
As they occur more
niitural or artificial bodies.
frequently than the other shapes, they are named Common External Shapes.
Six different kinds are enumerated by Werner, which
are distinguished according to their relative length,

known

and

breadth, and thickness, their relative magnitude, and
their connections with other minerals. The kinds are
mattiee, ditsrimiiatrd, in angular piece*, in grain*, in
p'ateM, and in mru.branet.
A. Maitne, is that common external shape which is
troro the sise ot a h<rel-nut to the ^r^stest mngnitude, and whose dimensions in length, breadth, and
thickness, are nearly alike. It occurs imbedded in
other minerals, and it is intermixed with them at
Examples, Galena or leadtheir line of junction.
glance and copper pyrites.
Many of the varieties of this form are crystallize<l, although they do not appear so to the eye. This curious fact has been lately well elucidated by Mr.
He remarks, that if a lump or massive
Daniell.
piece of alum, or borax, or of nitre, be immersed in
• vessel of water, and left at rest for three or four
weeks, the solution will be found to have gone unequally on ; the uppermost portion will be found
mo^t wasted, and the undermoat least so that the
undissolved part of these salts will hsve assumed a
The lower part of these bodies, after
conical lorm.
this treatment, will be found embossed over with numerous crystalline forms. These in alum are octa-

earthy blue iron changes from white, through different
vaneties ot blue, to indigo-blue.

hedrons, or figures formed by (liffirent sections, of
In borax they are fragthe aluminous octahedron.

grey ground.

Example, grey

cubalt.

VII. The Permanent Alter aliont.

These must not be confounded with the tarnished

The tarnish occurs only on the surface the
permanent alteration, on the contrary, proceeds by
degrees through tlie whole mas* of the mineral. This
change takes place more or les* rapidly in different
minerals.
The roluurs either become paler, when
they are said lo /'adr, or they lieconie darker, and pass

iwnt altera colours.

;

into other vaneties.
Thus chrytoprasc, rose quartz,
awl red cobalt-ochre bemnie paler whereas tky-blue
floor-spar becomes green, pearl.grey corneous silver
;

OMetimes change*

to

brown, and

lastly into black,

;
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ments of eight-sided prisms, and so on. Mr. Daniell
has shewn, in a satisfactory way, that these embossments are not formed by the crystallization of that
portion of the salt which has been dissolved ; but
that they are brought into view by the unequal solution of the lump of salt subjected to the action of
•the water.
Hence it follows, that all these apparently amorphous masses are in reality composed of
•crystals, though such a structure cannot be distinguished by the eye previous to this natural dissection
•of it.
The same crystalline structure was developed
vhen calcareous-spar, strontian and witherite, were
acted on by vinegar. Bismuth, antimony and nickel,
treated with very dilute nitric acid, likewise exhibit-

From these experiments
with considerable probability, that
the structure of most minerals is in reality crystallized, even when they appear massive; an inference
which leads to the highly important conclusion, that,
ed a

crystallized structure.

we may

infer,

on a general view, a great portion of the crust of the
earth is more or less of a crystalline nature.
B. Disseminated, is from the size of a hazel-nut until it
is scarcely visible, and its dimensions in length,
•breadth, and thickness are nearly alike. It is imbedded, and is intermixed with the inclosing mineral at
the line of junction.

It is divided into
Coarsely disseminated, which is from the size of a
hazel-nut to that of a pea. Examples, Copperpyrites and brown-spar.
i. Minutely disseminated, from the size of a pea to
that of a millet-seed. Example, Tinstone in granular quartz.
c. Finely disseminated, from the size of a millet-seed
Example, Brittle siluntil it is scarcely visible.
ver glance in brown spar.
Minerals having an angular
C. In angular pieces.
shape, in which the length, breadth and thickness
are nearly alike, which are found loose, or slightly
imbeddecl, and without any intermixture with the
inclosing mineral at the line of junction, and from
the size of a hazel-nut and upwards, are said to occur in angular pieces. It is distinguished from the
massive by its occurring either loose, or not intermixed with the basis at the line of junction. Of this
external shape there are two kinds.
a. Sharp cornered, as in quartz and calcedony.
6. Blunt cornered, as in common opal.
D. In trains. Minerals having a roundish form, and
imbedded or loose, and not much larger than a hazelnut, are said to occur in grains. This shape is distina.

y.

c.

With regard
«.

which the thickness is not equal
throughout, and is so considerable, as to allow the
fracture to be distinguished, are said to occur in
plates. The maximum thickness of plates is half an
inch. Example, red silver.
F. In membranes or Jlakes. This shape is distinguished from the former by its thinness, as it never greatly exceeds the thickness of common paper, and the
fracture cannot be seen. Example, iron-pyrites.
their thickness, in

II. Particular

tina.

£.

grains are further distinguishable
to the ex&cter determination of the
shape into
«. Angular grains, as in iron- sand.
/$. Flallish grains, as in platina and gold.

With regard

External Shape.

Particular external shapes differ from the common Particular
external shapes, in bearing a resemblance to natural or external
artificial bodies, and in being far more characteristic *'"P^*
and varied in their aspect. They are called particular,
because they are not so common among minerals, as
There are four different
the common external shapes.
sets, entitled, longish, roundish, flat, and cavernous.
Each of these sets have their subordinate kinds, which
we shall now describe.

A. Longish Particular External Shapes.
a.

Dentiform, adheres

by

thick extremity, and beat length
terminates in a free point, so that it resembles a
canine tooth, whence its name. Its length is from
a quarter of an incli to a foot. It is one of the
rarer kinds of external shapes, and is peculiar to
Example, Native silver.
certain metals.
Filiform, adheres by its thicker extremity, and terminates bj an almost imperceptible diminution of
thickness, and is usually curved in different directions. It is thinner and longer than the dentiform.
its

comes gradually thinner, incurvated, and

h.

Example, Native
c.

d.

silver.

When

the filiform becomes longer and
forms the capillary. It is generally much
entangled, and sometimes the threads are so near
each other that it passes into the compact. Example, Native silver.
Reticulated is composed of many straight threads,
which are sometimes parallel and sometimes meet
each other at right angles, and form a net-like
shape. The whole is a series of minute crystals,
and is distinguished from the capillary by its
threads being always straight. Example, Native
Capillary.

thinner,

dow

The

^"'V^

In imbedded grains,
In superimposed grains.
E. In plates. Minerals which occur in external shapes
whose length and breadth are great in comparison of

to size, into

ore and precious garnet.
Coarse, from the size of a pea to that of a hempExample, Pyrope.
seed.
y. Small, from the size of a hemp-seed to that of a
millet-seed. Examples, Precious garnet, pyrope
and iron-sand.
i. Fine, from the size of a millet-seed until it becomes nearly undistinguishable. Example, Pla-

to connection with other minerals.
«. In loose grains.
y.

Large, that is, when they are from the size of
a hazel-nut to that of a pea. Examples, Mea-

j3.

sy.

With regard
p.

guished
a.

Roundish grains, as in pyrope and precious gar- Oryciognonet.

it

silver.

In this external shape we can observe
Dendritic.
a trunk, branches, and twigs, which are distinguished from each other by their thickness, the
trunk being the thickest. Examples', Native copper and brown hematite.
/. Coratloidal or coralliform. When two or three
branches, having rounded or pointed extremities,
proceed from one stem, tlie coralloidal external
shape is formed. There are usually many stems
e.

From its resemblance to coral, it is denominated Coralloidal. The variety of arragonite,
caWed flos Jerri, is an excellent example of thia
kind oif particular external shape.
together.

;
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miner«l is said to possess a stalacg. SlalaetUie.
titic external shape, when it consists of different
straight more or less lengthened rods, which are
thickest at their attachment, and become narrower
at their free extremity, which is roundeil or point-

Example, calc-sinter.
ed.
A. Cylindrical consists of long, rounded, straight, imperforated, usually parallel rods, which are attached at both extremities, and are generally thickThe interer at the extremities than ttie middle.

k.

/.

b.

long, usually single, perfora.

Pyramidal, as in homstone, originating from
calcareous- spar.
y. Tabular, as in quartz, originating from heavy
spar.

This external shape is formed when
many bniMhe* issue from a commoa stem and
meet togcthat MCtjwise, so that the whole when
viewed fraoi ••«# has a fructicese aspect, not unExamples,
like the appears nee of cauliflower.

Globular, in silver-glance or sulphureted
very from red-silver-ore.
y. Reniform, in silver-glance or sulphiireted
fi.

ver,

AmtfgdaliHdaL When the ovoidal is compressed
in the direction of its length, the MDygdaloidjJ
Examples, seolite, calcareoos-spar
is fonaed.

and paen
b.

d.

e.

balls,

wbidi are regularly heaped together, and have
many interstices. It resembles grapes, whence its
name. Examples, henutite, and calcedony.

c

Reniform consists of small segments of large balls,
which are so closely set togeUier, that no interstiExample, calcedony.
ces are formed.
d. Tuberote. This shape consists of irregular roundExamish or longish elevations and depressions.
ple, flint.

Futed

like or Itqviform.
Ft consists of ntimerous
very flat rounded elevations, which are generally
depressed in the middle. The whole has a rough
and glimmering surface, and resembles the surface
of slowly coaled metal. Example, lead-glance.
C. Flat Particular External Shapeii
a. Specular has on one side, seldom on two opposite
ioes, a straight smooth shining surface.
It occurs
Example, galena or lead-glance.
in veins.
In tliis external shape there are thin
b. In leavet.
leaves, which are either irregidarly curved, or are
straight, and have throughout the same thickness.
It is distinguished from the external shape in membranes by the uniformity oi' its thickness, by its ire.

regular curvatures,

its

continuity, (the

membra-

nous external shape being often interrupted,) and
its usual adherence by one extremity, shewing that
it is a kind of crystalline shoot It occurs frequently in native gold.
VOL. xnr. PART It.

sil-

silver-ore.

Perforated, consists of long vermicular cavities,

Corroded.
traversed

A fossil

is

said to be corroded

when

it

with numerous

hardly perceptible
The volume occupied by the
roundish holes.
it has
holes is nearly equal to that of the basts,
the appearance of wood which has been gnawed
Examples, quartz, galena or leadby insects.
glance, and silver-guuice or sulphuretcd silver.
Amorphous i» composed of numerous roundish and
angular parts that form ineaualities, between which
there are equally irregular nollows. The whole has
the appearance as if a number of small balls and
angular pieces were heaped on one another. Examples, silver-glance or sulphureted silver, and
is

earth.

Botrwdal consists of large segments of small

from red

sil-

which occupy but an inconsiderable portion of the
mass, and terminate on the surface in small holes.
When the holes become very numerous it passes
Example, bog iron-ore.
into spongiform.

I'tirlientar

jasper.
1.

impressions of jyarlicular external shapes.

b. frith

m. Conical, in native arsenic.

c.

External Sliapet.
Under this are comprehended.
a. Globular.
a. Perfect globular or tpherical, as in alum- slate
and piaiiona irao.
0. Jwperfeei globular, as in calcedony.
Example, rounded maiMf
A. (Mtoidal or eUipiicoL
of quarts in puddingstone.
When the spherical is compressed
). Spheroidal.
Example, Egyptian
tne spheroidal is fonaed.

cells.

fluor-spar.

b

and black hematite.

~

/S.

hematite.
Fncticote.

Roundiih

^

manner as to form empty
Example, quartz.
That is, when one mineral shews
Imprestecl.
the impression of any particular or regular external
shape of another mineral. It borders on the cellular shape, and is formed when a newer mineral
is deposited over an older, the form of which it
assumes, and retains even after the impressing mineral has been destroyed or removed.
a a. With imprestiom of crystals.
«. Cubical, as in quartz or iron-pyrites, from
spaces or

ted tubes, which are somewhat longitudinally
Example, calc-sinter.
knotty.
CUviform is the reverse of stalactitic ; it is composed of club-shaped parallel rods, which ailhere by
Example, com|>act blan
their thin extremitjes.

calc-sinter
fi.

.

cross together in such a

empty, or filled up with another
Examples, galena or lead-glance and

brown iron- ore.
L Tubifonn consisU of

A

'

stices are either

mineral.
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'y_.
mineral is said to be cellular, when
a. Cellular.
*
it is composed of straight or bent tables, which

D. Cavernous

meadow-ore.
/.

Vesicidar.
its interior

When a mineral has distributed through
many

single, usually round, ellijuical,

and spheroidal, also amygdaloidal, or irregularihspeo cavities, it is said to be vesicular. The cavities are usually less in volume tlian the solid part
of the mineral, and they are larger than the holes
or cavities in the corroded external shape. Examples, wacke and lava.
E. Entangled Particular External ihaf>e.
It is composed of longish, angular, more
a. Ramose.
or less thick branches that are bent in different
directions, but in which no trunk or common stem
It probably originates from the
is to be observed.
greater mag^nitude of the vesicles in the vesicular,
Examples,
the vesicles breaking into each other.
meteoric-iron, silver-glance or sulphureted silver,
and native copper.
III. Regular External Shape or Crystallization.
Every external shape, whose natural contour or outline is composed of a determinate number of planes,
which meet together in a determinate manner, is deno-

extcraal
shape or

minated a

crysuUiza.

crystal.

In describing crystals,

we have

Genuineness ; B. Their Shape
D. Their AUttchment,

3l

;

to consider, A. Thtir

C, Their Magnitude

Regular

"*'"•-

.
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A. The Genuineness of Crj/slals.

•y-

This refers to the division of crystals into True and
~l
ineatM of Supposilitious. The true are the forms which the same
substance always assumes, and which are peculiar to
(rysiala.
the supponlUiuus are those regular figures whose
it
shape does not depend on the substance of which they
are composed, but is owing to pre-existing crystals, or
1t^

following are well

known

instances of auppositi- Oryeiogno.
'y-

tious crystals,

*

Octahedral crystals of quartz, originating from '**^<'"**^

1

fluor-spar.

Cubic crystals of quartz, from fluor-spar.
Flint in double three-sided pyramids, from calca-

2.
3.

;

reous-spar.
Quartz in oblique four-sided tables,
spar.

4.

from heavy-

crystal-moulds.
Supposititious crystals are formed in two ways:
B. The Shape of Crystals.
1. When an imbedded crystal falls out and leaves an
The shape of crystals is determined by the number The ihap*
empty mould, which is afterwards filled up with fos- and form of the planes or faces, and the edges and of crystaii.
sil matter, a figure or crystal corresponding in shape
angles which form the contour or outline
Amidst
The supposititious crystals the great variety of crystals that occur in f.
to the mould is formed.
the mineral
formed in this manner are smoother, and have sharp- kingdom, there are some simple ones, which are comer edges and angles than the succeeding kind, and
posed of but few planes, that do not vary much in
their interior is often hollow and drusy.
shape ; and of others, in which the planes are not only
2. When a mineral is deposited over a pre-existing
numerous, but present great differences in form.
crystal, and assumes its figure, the second kind of These simple forms are nearly allied to the more comThe pre-existing plex ones, and gradually pass into them by a change in
supposititious crystal is formed.
crystal either remains, forming the nucleus, or it disOn this circumstance Werthe shape of their planes.
appears when the supposititious crystal is hollow. ner has founded a crystallographic system, remarkable
It differs from the first kind in having generally a
for its simplicity, and the ease with which it enables us
rough and drusy surface, blunter edges and angles, to acquire distinct conceptions of the most complicated
and the inner surfaces smooth.
He considers these simple forms as
crystallizations.
The first kind of supposititious crystal is a cast or the basis of the others, and names them Fundamental
filling of the space formerly occupied by true crystals ; JigureM.
can distinguish in them one, or at the
the second is merely an incrustation of true crystals *.
utmost, two sets of planes, which run in two directions,
True and supposititious crystals are distinguished and enclose the crystal on all sides. The cube is an
from each other by the following characters
example of a fundamental figure with one set of planes ;
a. True crystals.
the prism, pyramid and table, are examples of fundaa. Are transparent and semi transparent.
mental figures with two sets of planes, which are named
shining or splen- lateral and terminal planes. All those crystals in which
(8. Their planes are smooth and
dent, or they are regularly streaked.
we observe many different sorts of planes, he considers
y. Their angles and edges are sharp.
as changed or altered fundamental figures ; and names
3. Are seldom drusy upon the surface ; but when
the other planes which are generally smaller, and differ
this is the case, it is remarked that all the aXes
from the planes of the fundamental figure in direction,
of the small crystals forming the drusy surface and in being further removed from the centre of the
are in the same position.
have thus, according to
crystal, Alteraling planes.
i. They form particular characteristic suites.
this method, to consider, first. The Fundamental Fi-

We

:

We

b.

Supposititious crystals.
The planes are never

».

regularly streaked

gures, and then their Alterations or Modijications.

smooth and shining, or
I.

on the contrary, are gene-

;

composed of one or two

ed.

figures,

y.

The

are usually hollow, and their internal surdrusy.
They are almost always drusy, internally, in
those formed by moulding; externally, in those

They

face
}.

is

formed by incrustation ; and it is remarked,
that the small crystals forming the drusy surt.

faces are disposed irregularly.
They are not, like true crystals, connected by
transitions with other crystals of the same

species

D,

Thus

the

octahedral supposititious

which originate from

do not belong

to the suite of quartz.

spar,
^.

:

crystals, of quartz,

fluor-

Even

in their internal structure they are different from true crystals ; for they seldom present
a fracture inclining to foliated.

Single crystals are never

all

around

crystallized.

mentioned, are The fundi,
In order to mental fithe altered fundamentals'""-

figures, as already

rough and dull.
angles and edges are not so sharp as in
true crystals, but are generally somewhat round-

rally
fi.

The Fundamental Figures.

The fundamental

sorts of planes.

planes in
only to conceive the planes that lie
nearest the centre of the crystal, and which are generally the largest, extended on all sides until they join.
In the fundamental figure are observed and attended
III. The
II. Its Varieties or Kinds.
to, I. Its Parts.
Differences of each Fundamental Figure in Particular.

discover

these

we have

Parts of the Fundamental Figures.
The fundamental figure is composed of lateral and Tarts of
•''« '"""'*«terminal planes j of lateral and terminal edges; and of
mental 6,
f
1.

,

solid angles.
1.

Lateral planes are the greatest planes that bound the
Terminal planes are the smallest
smallest extent.
In the pri^m
planes that bound the greatest extent.
they form the bases, but in the table they are the
smaller planes that surround the two largest planes.

He names it the mctamorphoseit or changed cryital; the
•
third kinfl of crysUl has been particularly pointed out by Breithaupt.
Thus, cubes of iron pyntes are
form is not altered, but the substance is changed by certain processes hitherto but imperfectly known.
into chlorite, or green earth.
changed into cubes of brown iron-stone, and crystals of augite, without any change of form, are convertetl
^^\ii\e Ucber die Jcclilheit der Kryslalle, von A. Breithaupt, Freiberg, 1815.

A

y When

the faces are very small, they are

4

named /icrt».

^^^

i

'
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la«. Lateral edges are formed by the junction of two
in
teral planej, as in the prism and pyramid ; but

the uble, where the lateral planes do not meet, the
ktcral edge* are those formed by the meeting of the
lateral plane* and the terminal planes ; or we say,
they are the edges of the lateral faces of the table, so
that there are eight lateral edges in a four-sided
Terminal edges are formed by the junctable, &c.
tion of lateral and terminal planes, as in the prism
and pyramid ; or they are those that surround the
terminal planes in the prism or the base of the pyramid they are also formed by the junction ot two

III.
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The Differences of each Fundamental Figure

in

par-

ticular.

Here we have to determine, 1. The Simplicity.
Xumber of Planes. 3. Proportional size of the planes

8.

TbediCe.

to rente, of

each^f«>">«»one another. 4. Direction of the planes. 5. Angles unor
nfthe
6.
Plenitude,
fulness
"g^^* j„
der n:hich the planes meet.

—

.*„/.
crystals.

particular.

1.

Simplicity.

:

S.

terminal planes, a* in the table *.
The point in which three or
Solid angles.
planes meet, it called a solid angle.

II.

Tke

Varielies or Kinds of Ike

more

Fundamental Figure.

With respect to simplicity, the fundamental figures Simplicitx.
are either simple or double. This distinction, however, is
confined to the pyramid, as the other six kinds of priFig. 12. is a simple Pig. l*' Is.
mitive figures occur simple only.
pyramid ; and Fig. 1 3. a double pyramid.
'
The simple figure is also distinguished, in regard of
position, into erect or inverted, according as it adheres by its bate or its summit. The inverted has
hitherto occurred only in calcareous spar, and is very
its

The

Werner admit* seven fundamental

Tirif.

figures, yia. icoso'

hedroH, dodecahedron, kejcakednm, prism,
kladtofthe ttadkns.
ti**ot

Ml ffura.
1.

PlAT»
CCCXCVI

Fi,. t.

«,

*

rsff-ib

Fic.>«.

flf.l&

Vig.

table,

rare.

Itotakedron it a aolid having twenty
angular planes, that meet to);ether under nearly equal
obtuse angle* ; and of twelve solid angles, so that
thare are always five planes to form an angle. Fig.
equilateral tri-

1.

Plate

CCCXCVI.

It ia rare.

Example, Iron-

pyrites.

Dodeeakedrm haa twelve regular pentagonal plane*
that meek ander equal obttiae anglM ; and of twenty
ExFig. *2.
iolid angle*.
It occur* but seldom.
ample, Iron- pyrites.
UejeakedroH is a solid, having six square planes and

rig. I.

Kir

pyramd,

It includes the cube. Fig. 3.
eight solid angles.
and the rhomboid, Fig. 4. which is sometimes considere<l a* a doable tltfee-sided pyramid, in which
the lateral planes of the one are set on the lateral
edgea of the other. It ia very frequent Example,
CM(Bareoua.(par.
Prism has an indeterminate number of quadrangular
lateral planes, terminated by two equal terminal
plane* parallel to each other, and having as many
This
Btde* aa the prism has lateral planes. Fig. 5.
is the most frequent of the funuamental figure*. Example, Calcareous-spar.
P^ranud has an indeterminate number of triangular
lateral plane* converging to a point, and a base po*scsiing as many side* as the figure has lateral plane*.
Fig. 12.
The terminal point is called the summit
or apes, and the Aat part the base. It occurs very
often.
Example, Calcareous. spar.
Table has two equal and lateral planes, which are
very large in comparison of the others, and which are
boiuided by an indeterminate number of small fourtided terminal planes.
Fig. 15.
It is but a very
ahort priim.
It is proper to observe, that the parts
of the table are not denominated as those in the
piiain, but inverselv, the lateral planes of the table
correaponding to the terminal planes of the prism,
ami the terminal planea of the uble to the lateral
plane* of the priam.
It does not occur very often.

Example, Heavy.sper.
If.ta 7. Lens has two curved faces or plane*. Fig*. 19. and
SO. It occurs but seldom.
Example, Sparry-iron.
*

Tb*

teraiioal edgti is the

In the double figure, we have to attend to the placing of the lateral planes ; thus, the lateral planes of the
one pyramid are placed either slrnii^ht or ohliqtie on the
In Fig. 13. they
lateral planes of the other pyramid.
are placed straight; and in Fig. 14. they are placed obliquely
or the lateral planes of the one pyramid are
set either on the lateral edges, as in Fig. 35. or on the
lateral planes of tke other, as in Fig. 1 3.

!•

P'f-

;

8.

F>f- 35.

Number of Planes.

The number of planes in the icosahedron, dodecahe- Number of
dron, hexahedron, and lens, is always determinate, but ?'»"*••
*
in the prism, pj ramid, and table, is indeterminate.
In
the prism and pyramid, it is only the lateral planes that
vary in number, but in the table it is the terminal
plailes.

The pitm
nine,

occur* with

and twelve

lateral

three,
planes.

four,

The

six,

eight,

trihedral, or

three-sided, occurs in schorl and tourmaline.
The
four-sided, or tctrahedral prism. Fig. 5. occurs very
often ; we have examples of it in felspar, zeolite, zir-

'''*•

con, and heavy.spar.
The six-sided, or hexahedral
prism, Fig. 8. occurs very often, and is the most Fig.
common prismatic crystallization ; quartz, emerald,
beryl, calcareous spar, heavy spar, and actynolite,
afford examples of it.
The octahedral, or eightsided prism, is rare ; it occurs in augite and topaz.
The nine and twelve-sided prisms are merely varieties
of the preceding figures ; the first is formed by the
bevelling of the lateral edges of the trihedral prism,
the other by the truncation of the lateral edges of
Beryl affords an example of the
the six-«i(led prism.
twelve-jided, and tourmaline of the nine-sided prism.
The pyramid occurs with three, four, six, and eight
sides.
The three-sided pyramid, Fig. <). is either single ''''"
or double ; of the tingle we have exomplrs in grey
copper ore, spinel, copper pyrites, and many other minerals.
Examples of the second occur in calcareous
*'
spar, as in Fig. 10. The four-sided pyramid is the
mo*t common, and is always double. Fig. 11. ; when ^^'
it appears tingle, the one half is either hid in part, or

Tibl* art those tbat mctf utc iu liikkacn.

*

8.

'

,
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Orjctogno. altogether in the matrix

^"^ '"~'
"'*'"

diamond, zircon, and

fluor-

it occur in sapphire and calcareous
^^^ silver, white lead spar, quartz, and amethyst.
The eight.sided is always double, and acuminated on
both extremities by four planes, as in Fig. 35. Examples of it occur in leucite, garnet, and silver-glance,
or sulphureted silver.
The table has four, six, or eight terminal planes.
The <Are<;-sided tables are mere varieties of some of

with the sides, as in iron pyrites, or parallel with Oryctogno^"f"
the diagonal, as in flmr spar and conical, as in gyp~
'
sum, and probably also in galena or lead glance.
rallel

;

Examples of

13.

FiE^^2^13

;

The

six-sided, or hexahedral pyramid, occurs single, as in Fig. 12. and double, as in Fig.

spar, are examples.

*y-

5.

5P*'"'

'

The four-sided table. Fig. 15.
the other figures.
occurs frequently, as in heavy spar, white antimony,
and yellow lead spar. The six-sided table. Fig. 17.
occur still more frequently we have examples of it in
mica, calcareous spar, heavy spar, and native gold. The
eight-sided table occurs in heavy spar, and yellow lead
:

spar.

The

Angles under which the Planes meet.

formed by the meeting of the Angles undetermined either by means of an instru- der which
ment named Goniometer, or angle-measurer, or simply 'he planes
by ocular inspection. Several different kinds of gonio- '"ee'meter have been contrived. They are described in the

planes

size of the angles
is

Crystalloghaphy.
other mode of ascertaining the magnitude of
crystals, namely, by ocular inspection, without the aid
of the goniometer, is that practised by Werner. In

article

The

way he determined the whole of the species in the
system.
The following are the terms used by him
when describing the angles and edges of crystals.
Several different kinds of angles occur in the fundamental figures these are the angles of the lateral edges,
angles of the terminal edges, and the summit angles.
1. The angles formed by the meeting of the lateral
planes, are named the angles of the lateral edges, or, to
Thus
shorten the description, simply lateral edges.
we say acute and obtuse lateral edges, in place of
acute and obtuse angles formed by the meeting of
this

:

S. Proportional Size

of the Planes

much

to

one another.

importance.

The

This character is not of
Proportionplanes are either equilateral or unequal ; where they
ol size of
the planes
are unequal, they are either indeterminately or deterto One ano- minately unequal.
The determinately unequal planes
are alternately broad and narrow ; with two oppoplanes broader ; with two opposite planes nar-

"'*'''

The lateral edges are either
the lateral planes.
In the icosahedron,
equiangular, or uncquiangular.
In the dodecahedron,
all the edges are equiangular.
The hexahedron is either
the edges are equiangular.
equiangular and also rectangular, or nnequiangular
and oblique angular. The rectangular hexahedron is
named cube ; the oblique angular, rhomboid. In the
prism, the lateral edges are either equiangular or
uncquiangular. The four-sided prism, with unequiangular lateral edges, is denominated an oblique
In
four-sided prism. Fig. 6. Plate CCCXCVI.
the pyramid, the lateral edges are generally equiThe same is the
angular ; seldom unequiangular,
case with the table ; when the edges are iniequiangular, we say the terminal planes are set obliquely on

site

rower.
In the hexahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron,
the planes are alike ; when any dissimilarity occurs, it
is merely accidental, and is therefore indeterminately
unequal. The three-sided prism shews only slight indeterminate inequalities. The four-sided prism is not
always equilateral ; sometimes two opposite planes are

broader than the others, when the prism is said to be
broad, as in zeolite. The six-sided prism is almost alequilateral ; its varieties are generally accidental,
excepting the following, which are somewhat charac-

ways

1. The two opposite lateral planes broader
than the others, as in actynolite and heavy-spar. 2. The
planes alternately broader and narrower, as in calcareous spar. The eight and nine sided prisms afford only
accidental or indeterminate varieties, as augate, topaz,

teristic.

2.

and tourmaline.
In the pyramid, sometimes the two opposite plans
are larger than the others, when it is said to be broad.
The four-sided table is usually equilateral ; it has
sometimes, however, two opposite lateral planes longer
Fig. 16.
Fig. 18.

than the others, as in Fig. 16. The six-sided table is
sometimes unequilateral, or two opposite planes are
larger than the others, as in Fig. 18.; and the eightsided table

4.

The

direc-

tion of the

planes or
faces.

is

either Rcclili'

is the most common, and is the case with
the fundamental figures.
Curvilinear planes • differ partly by the position of
the curvature, which is either concave, as in fluor-spar;
convex, as in diamond ; concavo-convex, as in sparry
ironstone ; saddle-shaped, as in the lens ; they differ
also by the shape, being either spherical, as in brown
spar ; cylindrical, in which the convexity is either pa-

Rectilinear

• It
side,

all

is

3.

not geometricany correct to speak of curved planes
it necessary to make any alteration.

we have not thought

lowing manner.
Extremely acute is from 1* to 30*.
30° to 50°.
Example, Sapphire.
b. Very acute, from
50° to 70°.
Example, Calcareous spar.
c. Acute, from
Example, Quartz.
d. Rather acute, from 70° to 90°.
Example, Zircon.
e. Rectangular 90".
Rather obtuse, or rather flat, from 90" to 1 10°. Exf.
ample, Honeystone.
10° to 130°.
Example, Calcag. Obtuse or flat, from 1

a.

The Direction of the Planes or Faces.
is

CCCXCVI. They are always
equiangular in the pyramid. In the table they are
as in the lateral edges of the prism.
The summit angle. It occurs only in the pyramid.
It is measured from plane to plane, or from plane to
Werner determines it in degrees in the foledge.

as in Fig. 7, Plate

usually longish.

The direction of the planes or faces
near or Curvilinear.
almost

the lateral planes.
The terminal edges are formed by the meeting of
In the prism they are
lateral and terminal planes.
generally equiangular, as in Fig. 6, Plate CCCXCVI.
and sometimes unequiangular, when we say that the
terminal planes are set obliquely on the lateral planes,

;

h.

i.

reous spar.
Very obtuse, or very flat, from 130° to 150°. Example, Tourmaline,
Extremely obtuse,or extremely flat,from 150° to 180°.

yet, as the

term plane

is

more generally used by mineralogists than

face or

pjg. «.

Pig. 6.

pjg. y.

;
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6. Plenitude or Fmlnets

u

almost

of the Crt/staU.

.

Ths Alterations on the Fdndamkntal

II.

FlOUBK.
Th<

These are produced by,

altera-

iMiiioa the ifKji/; 3.

Acumuialion

;

and,

1.

4.

TruneatUm

;

2.

End-

Division of the Plane*.

fundamentai figure.

Truncation

1. Truncation.
observe on a fundamental figure, in place
of an edge or angle, a small plane, such a plane is
denominated a Truncation.
These new planes are named Truncating Planes, and
the edge* which they form with the other planes
Truncating Edges.
have here to obwrre what relate* to the situation,
magnitude, the selling on or position, and the direction
of the truncation.
a. Ill regard to the situation of the truncation, it is
either on the edge* or on the angle*, and sometimes
a few, tometime* all the angle* and edge* of the
Fig. 2 1 a cube truncated on
figure are truncated.
the anele* ; and Fig. 22. a cube truncated on the

V\1>en

PiaT*

.

^g„.*

Fi,.«l.W.
b.

In regard to the magnitude of the truncation, it is
either deep or slight, according a* more or les* of the
fundamental figure is wanting ; and consequently
the truncating plane* are proportionally greater or
smaller.

c.

The

plane* are set on either straight or oblique.
are said to be «e/ on straight, when they are
equally inclined on all the adjacent planes ; and set
on obliquel;/, when they are not equally inclined on

They

the
d.

ailj.-icent

planes.

The

truncating plane* in regard to their direction,
In the latter case, we
are either stmiglU or curved.
also say that the edge or angle is rounded off.
S. Bevelment or Cunealure.

levelncnt
or cunealuTt.

When the edge*, terminal planes, or anele*, of a
fundamental figure are so altered, that we observe in
their place two cmailer converging plane*, terminating
in an edge, they are and to be bevelled.
The*e two
newer or additional planes are named bevelling plamet
and the edge formed by their meeting, the oeodling
We have here, again, to observe the situation,
edge.
magnitude, angle, uniformity, and setting on of the be-

vclment.
In regard to situation, the bevelment is generally on
the edge*, sometime* on the terminal planes, and
neldomcr on the angle*. Fig. 23. i* a cube bevelled
y-,g. tS,H,
on the edges ; Fig. 24. a three-sided prism, bevelSt. 16, tl.
led on the lateral edge* ; Fig. 25. a four-sided prism,
bevelled on the terminal planes, the bevelling planes
set on the lateral edges ; Fig. 26. a table bevelled
cm the terminal planes; and Fig. 27. an octahedron
bevelled on all the angle*,
b. In regard to magnitmle of the bevelment, it is either
deep or «/^A<, according as more or less of the fundamental figure i* wanting.
c In regard to the angle, the bevelment i* obtuse orfiat,
at rectangular or acute angular.
d. The bevelment, in regwrd to uniformity, is either
unbroken, when it extends in one direction ; or

.

crystal.

we

We

cccxcvt.

when each bevelling plane consists of several Oryetognoplanes ; sometimes of two planes, when it is said to
»ybe once broken ; and sometimes of three planes, when '""»" "^
it is said to be tnice broken.
In regard to the setting on, we have to attend to the
position and the direction of the bevelling planes.
a. (n regard to the position, the bevelling planes are
either on planes or on edges.
b. The direction varies only when the bevelling planes
are set on the terminal planes.
It is said to be set
on straight when the bevelling edge is at right
angles to the axis of the crystal; and set on oblique,
when it forms an oblique angle with the axis of the
broken,

all crystals.

A. Full,
B. Excavated at the extremiliet, as in green-lead ore.
Olive-green-coloured calcareous spar
C. HoUam.
from Scbemnitz in Hungary, occurs in acute
hollow tbree^sided pyramids.

Plenitude
or fuloM*
•f thtOT*-

in
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S.

Acuminalion.

A

fundamental figure is said to be acuminated when, Acuminain place of its angles or terminal planes, we find at tion.
least three additional pUnes which converge into a
point, and sometimes, but more rarely, terminate in an
edge.

We
tion

;

have here to observe the parts of the acuminathese a^e.

The acuminating plane*.
The edges tf the acumination, which

are.

The proper acuminating

edges, those formed by
the meeting of acuminating planes.
The edges which the acuminating planes make with
the lateral planes of the fundamental figure.
The terminal edges of the acumination, which are
formed by the terminating of the actmiinating
planes in an edge or line.
The angles of the acumination ; which are.
The angles which the acuminating planes form with
the lateral planes ; and.
The summit angle.
have to determine in tlie acumination, its situation,
the number of its planes ; proportional magnitude of the
planet among themselves: tne setting on or application of
the planes ; me angles of the acumination ; its magnitude

We

and

termination.

on angles, as in Fig. 28. and Platc
29. or on terminal planes, as
Fig. 30.
cccxcvi.
b. The number iff plane* is three, as in Fig. S3, and 34. ; ''ig- 26, ?9.
four, as in Fig. 30. ; six, as in Fig. 31. ; or eight, as 30. 31, St.
'- "•
in Fig. 35.
c. The proportiontil magnitude of the planes among themselves, i* a character uf but little importance.
They
are generally determinstely unequal, as in heavyspar ; or undetcrminately unequal, as in rock-crystaL
d. The telting on or application of the plane* refers to
their position on edges, as in Fig. 29. 32. 34., or
planes, as in Fig. 28. 30. 31. and SS.
When the
planes of an acumination are not set on all the edges
or planes of the fuiulamentol figure, but only on the
alternate planes or edges, it is said to be set on alternately, as in Fig. 33. and 34. and when the acumi>
nating planes on both extremities of the fundamental
figure are set on the same planes or edges, it is said
to be conjormable (rechlsinnig,) as in Fig. 31.;
but when the planes on opposite ends of the figure
are set on different planes or edges, it is said to
be unconformable, as in Fig. 33. and 34.
The
same expressions are applied to alternate Truncaa.

Its situation is either

m

^

tions.
e.

The

angle of the acumination, or the summit angle, is
fist, as in garnet ; rectangular, as ia
sircon ; or acute, as in calcareous-spar.
either oibtuse or

MINERALOGY.
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The magnitude;

accortlrng to which crystals are
deeply acuminated, as in cubic crystals of fluor-spar,
whose angles are acuminated with six planes ; slightly acuminated, as in copper-pyrites or grey copper.
g. The termination, according as the accumination ends
in a point, which is the usual mode, or in a line or
edge, which is less frequent.
In order to form a more distinct idea of truncation,

The

divi-

•ion of ihe
planes.

which, if described derivatively, would be considered Oryaiogno'Tas very low six-sided prisms, acuminated on both extremities with three planes, the planes set on the aU ~ k""*^
ternate lateral planes ; and the summits of the acuminations so deeply truncated, that they touch the unalBut on a first view this
tered lateral planes in a line.
figure presents nothing prismatic
and if ignorant of
its origin from the prism already mentioned, we would
bevelment and acumination, let us take a cube, prism, rather consider it as a flat, double, three-sided pyramid,
pyramid, or any other perfect fundamental figure re- in which the lateral planes of the one are set on the
presented in wood, and cut off each of the edges or lateral planes of the other, and the summits, and the
In the
angles at one stroke, so that in its stead a plane shall angles on the common basis deeply truncated.
appear ; this will be truncation. But if the terminal same manner, many very broad prisms, as in rockplanes, the edges, or the angles of any of these funda- crystal, at first sight appear like tables, but must be
mental figures be cut off with two converging strokes, considered as prisms, on account of their derivation
the one from this side, the other from that, so that and other relations.
two planes arise, which, terminating in a line, shall
The derivative mode is the most interesting and usepresent an edge ; this will be bevelling. And if the ful, and is that which ought to be followed whenever
terminal planes or the angles be cut off at several it is possible.
strokes, all converging together, so that more than two
In those cases, however, where the choice of the
planes arise, commonly terminating in a point, we shall fundamental figure is optional, and when it is not deobtain acumination.
tennined by tracing it from other crystallizations, we
give the preference to that figure which enables us to
describe^he crystal with the greatest facility and accu4. The Division of the Planes.
It is sometimes adracy, and in the shortest manner.
Here the number of the planes of the fundamental vantageous, and also facilitates our conception of the
figure is neither increased, nor is their figure changed,
crystal, when we unite together in our description
as is the case with all the preceding alterations, but
both the modes, using the derivative as the principal
each plane is divided into a greater or lesser number of one. Thus many varieties of the cube and the rhomsmaller planes that meet together under very obtuse boid are more clearly expressed, when we describe
angles.
them as double three-sided p)rramids, in which the laThe number of compartments into which a plane is teral planes of the one are set on the lateral edges of
divided, is two, three, four, and six.
the other.
The dividing edges run either parallel to the diagoThe different modes of describing crystals depend
nal, or from the centre of the plane of the fundamenon the transitions that so often occur between them,
tal figure towards the angles, or towards tlie middle of
by which one figure, owing to a succession of modificathe edges and the angles at the same time.
Of the first tions, gradually passes into the other. Thus the cube,
we have an example in the dodecahedral garnet ; and by the truncation of its angles, passes into the perfect
of the second in grey copper-ore and diamond.
octahedron.
At first, the truncating planes on the
5.

Multiplied
alterations,

MiiliipUed Alterations.

The various alterations of the fundamental figures
just enumerated, occur singly or several together in the
same fundamental figure. In the latter case, they are
placed either beside each other, when they are said to
be co-ordinate, or on one another, when they are said to
be superimposed. The alterations are considered to be
co-ordinate, when they occur in different places of the
same fundamental figure ; of this we have an example
in fluor-spar, when the cube is bevelled on the edges,
and truncated on the angles. They are named superimposed, when they occur in the same part of the fundamental figure, and when the first alteration is modified by a second, as in a prism which is bevelled on the
terminal planes, and truncated on the bevelling edges.
Sometimes, as in topaz, three or more superimposed
alterations occur together in the same figure.
Crystallizations frequently occur which are so modified, that
they may be described in different ways, and referred
sometimes to one, sometimes to another fundamental
figure.
This gives rise to two modes of description,
viz. the representative and the derivative.
If a crystal
is described as it appears to the eye at first view, without any reference to its relation to other crystallizations
of the same mineral, it is said to be described representatively. But if in the description we attend to its relations with the other crystals of the same mineral, and
also to its derivation from these, it is described derivatively.

Thus, in calcareous

spar,

we meet with

forms.

;

angles of the cube are small, but become gradually
larger and larger until they touch each other, when
the crystal exhibits a form intermediate between that
If the truncating
of the cube and the octohedron.
planes still increase in size, they become larger than
those of the cube, and are now tlie principal planes of
the figure, while those of the cube are alterathig planes,
and the whole represents an octahedron truncated on
If the original planes of the cube, which
the angles.
now form truncating planes in the angles of the octahedron, become smaller and smaller, and at length entirely disappear, the perfect octahedron is produced.
The modifications that give rise to these transitions
are the following.
1.

Alterations taking place in the proportional magniluck
of the planes between themselves.

planes increase in size, while others diminishi
When
figure is changed into another.
the alternate lateral planes of the octahedron become larger, while the others diminish, a tetrahedron is formed, or the octohedron passes into the te-

Some

and thus one

trahedron.
2. Alterations in the angles

under which the planes meet.

Thus the common dodecahedron, by
obtuseness of
cube.
3.

4.

its

the increasing

angles, at length passes into the

The convexity of the faces of the crystals, which is
sometimes occasioned by the division of the planes.
By the nener or alterating planes becoming gradually
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larger at ike expence of the original planet, ivhich are
at length totally' obliterated.
These changes are produced cither by truncation,
bevelment or acumination the transition of the cube

Examples, rock

:

the bevelment of die angles of the octahedron, of the
second ; and the third is exemplified by the transition
uH the tetrahetlron into the rhomboidal or gamet-dodecshedron, by the acumination of each of the angles of
the telrahe<lron by three planes.
Thus six-sided tai. Bif the aggregation nf cryttaU.
bles heaped on one another form six-sided prisms.
All the crystals that lie between two principal crys.
tab, and form the transition of the one mto the other,
These vary
constitute what is called a innuition-tuite.
in extent, and sometimes they form circles, so that
the last member of the suite passes into the firtt, or
they form a straight line, and diverge into numerous

bnnchet.
Those mineral species that occur crystallized, are
generally characterised by a particular suite of crys.
There
tail, which does not occur in tiic other species.
mn, however, mineral species rery different from each
other in their extenud characters, in which we meet
with the same suite of crystals; and still more frequently do we meet with species that exhibit not the
whole suite of crystals of another species, but a greater
or smaller portion of it. Thus there is an extensive
suite of crystals which extends from the icosahedron,
through the dodecahedron, the cube, and the octahedron, into the tetrahedron, part of which we sometimes
meet with in mineral species, but never the whole, only

y.

sometimes of little importance at which end we
Still we always select that
begin our description.
cryttallization which occurs the most frequently, and
tfaa most distinct in the species, and daive all the
others from it.
In mineral species tlie crystals never appear isolated,
but form a kind of progression, and pass gradually into each other.
It foUows from this important and
highly interesting fact, that when a few crystals of a

known, probably all the intermediate members of the series, which can l>e easily pointed out by
crystallography, and which have not been found, may
be expected to exist in nature, because the cause which
produced the one part of the series may also have tanned the others.
C.

Tbt magitm<!« or

«;•*

•-

The Magnitude of CryttaU.

This character is useful, not only in the description
of varieties, but also in that of species, because in each
mineral species the crystals appear to have a determinate range of ma^itude. We have here to attend to
the aluoSiU magnUude, and also to the relative magni.
tude of crystals.
CrysUls in regard to their Abtoluie magnilude, are
divide<l into

a.

Uncommonly
and upwards
that

#.

when the crystal is two feet
length.
The expression intimates

large,
in

Example, rock crystal.
Very large, from two feet to six inches in length.
it is

rare.

'

_
~

In the prism.
For the length.
Short or lon\

aa.

Long

or high.
the breadth and thickness.
Broad, when the breadth is greater than the

M. For

thickness.

Acicular or needle-shaped, when the prisms are
so thin that the planes are seen with difficulty.
Capillary,

when

no longer
$.

the planes of the crystals are

visible.

In the pyramid.
For the length.
Short or low.

aa.

Long
bb.

y.

).

or high,

For oreadtn and thickness.

Broad.
Lance-shaped, allied to acicular.
In the table.
aa. For the length and breadth.
Loneish, wLen one dimension of the lateral
planes is greater than the others.
M. For the thickness.
Thick and thin.
Crystals in which all the dimensions ore nearly
alike, are named tesnUar.

D. The Attachment of CryttaU.

Werner understands by attachment, the connection of Th« atsingle crystals with massive minerals, and the aggrega- tschment
tion of crystals together.
According to the tabular °' "T"*''view, the nrst distinction is into
A. Solitary; and this again into
».

$.

loose,

imbedded, and

superimposed.
Crystals are said to be loose, when they
Loose.
are not connected with any other mineral.
Crystals are said to be imiiedded,
Imbedded.
when they are completely enclosed in another mineral.
T'hey are crystallized on all sides, or are

around crystallized, and must there>
formed at the same time with the
mineral in which they are imbedded. We cannot
conceive them to have been of anterior origin to
the basis in which they are contained for, on this
supposition, we must conceive them to have remained suspended in space until the basis was
formed around them. Nor can we admit them
to be of posterior origin, because the crystals have
said to be all

fore have been

:

m.

_*^'

glance, garnet, rock crystal. Sec.
Middle-sized, from two inches to half an inch.
Examples of this magnitude are common, we shall
only mention galena or lead-glance, iron.pyrites,
fluor-spar, calcareous-spar, and garnet.
Small, from half an inch to the eighth of an inch.
I.
Examples, fluor-spar, calcareous-spar, &c.
^. k'ery small, from the eighth of an inch in length,
until it is so minute as scarcely to be visible to
Examples, native silver, grey
the naked eye.
copper-ore, spinel, &c.
When crystallized, but the form no
%. Microtcopic.
longer distinguishable by the naked eye. Examples, gold, gralena or lead-glance, &c.
In determining the Relative magnitude of crystals, we
use the following terms.

it is

species arc

^

3.

a

larger or smaller portion of it.
That member of the suite of crystals of a mineral
species, from which all the others originate or proceed, ia luuned the Fundamental Cri^ttaliizatiou.
In
ihoee suites of crystals which form circles, it is oflen
optional which of the figures we assume as the fundamental one ; and in those which are disposed in lines,

crystal, quartz, beryl, calcareous- OryttogBo-

and felspar.
Large, from six inches to two inches in length.
Examples, leadIt is a very frequent size.

spar,

.-

the
into the octahedron, ij an example of the first
trantition of the octahedron into the icosahedron, by
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impressed their form on the basis, and portions of
the basis are sometimes contained in the crystals,
and the crystals at their lines of junction, are occaExamples of
sionally intermixed with the basis.
this we have in garnets imbedded in serpentine,
or garnets in mica-slate.
When crystals rest upon the sury. Superimposed,
face of another mineral, and are firmly attched to
No regular
it, they are said to be superimposed.
planes occur at their point of attachment ; on the
contrary, they take the impression of the kind of
Hence it would apsurface on which they rest.
pear, that probably they are often of posterior

i.

Scopiform oxfascicular. It is^oomposed of a number Orjretognoof thin prismatic crystals, diverging from their
*J^"~<''~'
point of attachment, and thus forming a kind of
fasciculus or bundle.
Examples, calcareous spar

ii.

and zeolite.
Manipular

sheaf-like.
Consists of a number of
crystals that diverge towards both ends, and are
narrower in the middle, thus resembling a sheaf.
It occurs in prismatic and tabular crystals.
Ex-

amples, zeolite, calcareous spar, and prehnite.
Columnar. Consists of very long needle-shaped
prisms, many of which are connected together in
the direction of their length; and these columnar
groupes sometimes cross one another in different

iii.

origin to the basis on which they rest.
distinction is into
B. Aggregated. Here there are two distinctions.

The second
a.

Where a determinate number of crystals grow
gether in a determinate manner, and these differ,
1,

directions.
to-

With respect to number.
Pair-mse (twin crystals.)
Three together (triple crystals.)
ii.
iii. Four together (quadruple crystals.)
With regard to the manner of their intersection.
i.

2.

Penetrating one another.
Intersecting one another.
iii. Adhering to one another.
Twin crystals are formed by two crystals penetrating, intersecting, or adhering to one anOf the Jirst we have an example in
other.
felspar, where they penetrate one another in
the direction of their thickness ; in gypsum,
where they penetrate one another in the direction of their breadth ; and in calcareousspar, where they penetrate one another in
the direction of their length. Of the second
we have an example in cross-stone, where
the crystals intersect each other, and fonn a
kind of cross, and have a common axis ; and
of the third in spinel, where the crystals adhere only by some of their planes.
Triple crystals, occur in spinel and calcareous-

I.

ii.

spar,

and

is

composed of many long prismatic

crystals that are parallel to one another, but of
which those in the middle are the highest, and the

others decline on all sides, from the central one.
Example, calcareous spar.
v. Bud-like, is composed of low (generally) six-sided
pyramids, one of which is usually situated in the
middle, and is surrounded by a number of others,
whose extremities are directed towards one another.
Here also many groupes occur together. Example,
quartz.
vi, Amygdaloidal is formed by tables disposed around
each other, in such a manner as to form an amygdaloidal shape.
Example, straight lamellar heavy

j

{

spar.

Rose-like, is composed of very thin six-sided tables,
which are repeatedly curved, and so connected together that the groupe resembles a blown rose. It

vii.

occurs in the variety of calcareous spar called rose^
spar, from Joachimsthal.
Is composed of tables or cubes aggreviii. Globular.
Examples, iron«
gated into a globular shape.

and curved lamellar heavy spar.
In rows. When many crystals are superimposed
on each other, in a straight direction, like the pearls

pyrites,
ix.

they are said to be aggregated in
three-sided pyramids of calcareous
spar, and the octahedrons of silver-glance or sulphureted silver, afford examples of this kind of agin a necklace,

occur rarely, as in tin-stone.
there are many crystals together, but merely
Ii, Where
simply aggregated ; and these are either, 1. On one
another ; 2. Side by side, or adhering laterally to one
another ; and, 3. Promiscuous.
The first occurs principally in tessular crystals, as in
The «egalena or lead-glance and fluor-spar.
cond occurs in amethyst, where the pyramids or
The third
prisms are parallel among themselves.
occurs principally in long and broad figures, as in
We have examples of it in grey
tables and prisms.
ore of antimony, where very long and nearly needleshaped crystals cross one another in different directions ; also in tabular crystals, and this kind of tabular aggregation has much resemblance to the
c.

Pyramidal,

iv.

spar.

Quadruple

Example, columnar heavy

white-lead-spar.

rows.

crystals,

cellular external shape.
Where there are many crystals together, but doubly

aggregated.

This kind of aggregation is distinguished from the
foregoing by its forming groupes that exhibit shapes
resembling bodies in

common

life.

X.

The

fiat

gregation.
Scalarwise, in which many tessular crystals are
arranged like steps of a stair. Example, cubes of

corneous

silver.

IV. Extraneous External Shape.

Extraneous external shapes of minerals are those Extraneon*
They are also named external
derived from organic bodies.
Petrifactions, and less properly Fossils. The particular shape,
study of these interesting forms belongs to geognosy,
as the oryctognost views them only in a general way.
In general, they are arranged in the order in which
the species are described in the natural history of organic bodies, and are divided into petrifactions from the
animal kingdom, and into those from the vegetable king-

dom*.

* In describing petrifactions, with the view of a complete history of the species, a more regular and comprehensive arrangement ought to
In a paper which i'rofessor Jameson read before the Wernerian Society some years
be followed than that usually employed by naturalists.
1. Description of the external aspect
ago, he proposed and adopted the following arrangement, in describing a petrifaction from Sicily.
and internal structure. 2. Chemical characters, and chemical composition. 3. Geognostic situation. 4. Geographic situation. S. Uses.
6. History, under which head he includes all that is known of the first discovery of the petrifaction, the names it may have had at different times, the different figures and descriptions of it published by aulbois, and other information of a miscelUiieous nature.

2

'

;;
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A.

from the Animal Kingdom.
Quadrupeds. The fossil remains of quadrupeds
are generally found but little altered, and in single
pieces, as bones, teeth, and horns ; seldom in comThe greater number of species
plete skeletons.
found in this state appear to be extinct *.
The remains of birds, -which are usually
Birds.
single bones, feet, claws, and bills, are very rare
they have been found in the vicinity of Mont
Martre, near Paris, and in the limestone of i£nin-

Petrifiictions

a.

h.

457

Oryctognoreeds and ferns appear to occur most freauently
in the bituminous shale and slate- clay of the coal .^y;,^
Petrifactions of seeds and fruits also
formation.

^^r—

b.

occur in sandstone and other rocks.
Transmuted nood, or petrified wood. It occurs in
The
the form of trunks, branches, or roots.
wood is either petrified with an earthy mineral,
as in wood-stone and wood- opal ; with a metalliferous mineral, as in pyritical wood; or it is
bituminous, as in the different kinds of brown-

gen and Pappenheim.

coal i.

Jmphibious Animals. Fossil remains of tortoises
and crocodiles have been met with in different
II. The External Surface.
parts of Europe. Fossil tortoises occur in the Isle
The external surface of minerals is either smooth, The Exierof .Shepey in the Medway and fossil remains of
animaU allied to the crocodile, are met with in or more or less uneven. When the inequalities he- "^^^'"'
the neighbourhood of Bath, in the cliffs on the come so great as to affect the shape, they are no longer
Dorsetshire coast, and also on the coast of York* considerwl as characterising a variety of surface, but
as a variety of external form.
hire.
The following are the varieties of this character.
Of these we find petri6ed, either the end. Fishes.
Of the 1. Unci en. This, of all the kinds of external surface,
tire fish, skeletons, vertebra', or teeth.
presents the greatest and most irregular elevations
entire fish, instances have been observed in the
and depressions, yet they are not so considerable as
copper or marl slate of the county of Mansfeld ;
Example, Surface of
to alter tb^ external shape.
and also in Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Leicesballs of calcedony.
tershire, Lincolnshire, Dorsetshire and Kent t
When the surface shews numerous
2. Granulated.
of the skeletons in the limestone of Pappenheim
small nearly similar roundish elevations, that appear
of the vcrtebrte in Shopey of the teeth, particulike grains strewed over it, it is said to be granulatlarly tboM of the shark, considerable quantities in
the Island of Malta, and also in Kent and Isle of
ed.
It has a striking resemblance to shagreen.
This kind of surface is marked with small
Shepey.
S. Rough,
e. Insects.
These are rery rare. The only well anscarcely visible elevations, which we can hardly disthenticated inttancaa oif petrified fresh water incover but by the feel. It has little or no lustre. Exsects, are the larvs of libeUulo!, found in the
amples, Rolled pieces of common quartz and rocklimMtOoe of Pappenheim. Of sea insecta, a very
crystal.
oonaiclcrable variety have been discovered,
Of 4. Shnooth. Here there is no perceptible inequality,
the genus cancer, several distinct species have
and the surface reflects more light tlian the precedExamples, Flnorbeen found in the Isle of Shepey, in th« Meding kinds of external surface.
spar, cubes of galena or lead-glance.
Ini
Insects inclosed in amber are not to be regardThis kind of surface is marked with
5. Streaked.
ed as petrifactions, because they are dead bodies
line-like elevations.
It is either simply streaked or
c.

;

;

;

T

nearly unaltered.
/. SkeUs. Many genera of foMll shells are enumerated by authors. It is sufficient for our present purpo«e to remark, that these fossil remains are uncommonly numerous, and are for the most part of
species which have never been found in a living
state.
.

rites.

Corals.
Many different foMiI genera and ipeciea
of theac bodies have l>een figured and deacribed
by naturalists, under the name* Madreporitet, MQleporites, Fungitcs, ttc
B. Petrifactions from the Vegetable Kingdom.
A.

ample, Topas.
Transversely streaked.
When the streaks are pawith the breadth of the lateral planes. Example, Kock-crystal.
Where the streaks are pac. Diagonally streaked.
rallel with the diagonal of the planes.
have
an example of it in the garnet, where the streaks
pass through the obtuse angle of the rhomboid.
d. Aternately streaked.
When transverse and longitudinal streaks occur on alternate planes.
Examrallel

We

ple,

of plants and leaves

.

These occur very

frequently, anil appear to characterise particulsir
formations. Thus, the impreasions and casts of
I«

Longitudinally streaked.
When the streaks are
with the length of the lateral planes. Ex-

parallel

are,

a. I mpreuioHS

•

a.

b.

Cnnlactous Animals. Of these, the mott remarkable and abundant are the Echinitet and Aste-

These

doubly streaked.

A. Simply streaked, when the line-like elevations run
but in one direction.

Cubic iron-pyrites.

B. Doubly streaked,
directions.
a.

This

Plumiformly.

when
is

the Streaks run in different

either

When

the streaks run obliquely

nqr be itiiiaihad, that ths flMd Tcmaiiit of the hnmia ipecks nidx Mcur ; the only wcO-authentieMtd exunple of this
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i
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pre.
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towards a principal streak, like the disposition of
the parts of a feather.
We must be careful not
to confound it with the pUmiose external shape.

_.
~
^^l'
'
'

It

occurs in the folia of Plumose native bis-

muth.
Reticularly.
When the streaks either cross each
other in a promiscuous manner, or under right
angles, forming a kind of flat net-work.
It occurs on the surface of silver-white cobalt.
When a crystal is coated with a number of
6. Drustf.
minute crystals of the same kind, so that the new
sutface acquires a scaly aspect, it is denominated
drusy. Example, Common iron-pyrites.
b.

III.

The

ai

Here we have

txter-

luatre.

of

The External Lustre.
to consider the inlensity

and the

Of

this there are five

A

fossil is said to be splendent, when
in full day light (not in the sunshine) its lustre is
visible at a great distance.
The highest degrc;e of
this is termed splccular splendent.
It generally occurs in minerals with a perfect foliated fracture.
Example, Galena or lead-glance.
B. Shining. When a mineral at a distance reflects but
a weak light, it is said to be shining. Example,

A. Splendent.

spar.

C. Glistening.
This degree of lustre is only observable when the mineral is near us, and at no greater
.distance than arm's length.
Example, Porcelain
jasper.

If the surface of a mineral, when
held near to the eye in full and clear day-light, presents a very great number of small faintly shining
points, it is said to be glimmering.
In strong sunshine it exhibits a kind of play of colour. As an
example of this degree of lustre, we may mention
red hematite. It is divided into metallic and 7ion-

D. Glimmering.

metallic.

E. Dull.
or

When

a mineral does not reflect any light,

entirely destitute of lustre,
Example, chalk.

2.

is

The

sort

of

lustre.

Of

it is

said to be dull.

we

cannot give any definition, but must rest satiswith mentioning a few minerals which present
these characters in the greatest perfection.
a. Metallic lustre, is always combined with opacity.
It is divided into perfect and imperfect.
The perfect occurs in native metals, the imperfect in tantalum ore.
b. Adamantine.
Of this lustre there are two varieties, viz. metallic adamantine, and common adamantine.
White lead spar is an example of the first,
and diamond of the second.
c.

Pearly.

—Mica

THE ASPECT OF THE FRACTURE.

II.

Here we have to observe the lustre of the
the fracture, and the shape of the fragments.

fracture. The nspeet

IV. The Lustre of the Fracture.

of ihc fracture.

The internal lustre, or the lustre of the fracture, pre- The lustre
sents the same varieties as the external lustre, and of the frac'"'«•
therefore requires no particular description,
V. The Fracture.

\s
is

fracture we understand the shape of those inter- The frac.
nal surfaces or planes of a mineral which are produced »ure.
by breaking or splitting it. These surfaces are either
continuous, when the fracture is said to be compact, or
are composed of a number of line-like or foliated parts,
termed distinct concretions, when the fracture is named
split or divided.

A. Compact Fracture.
of compact fracture,

AWxAed vcAo common, &r\A metallic like.
an example of the first, and schiller

and tinstone crystals.
Vitreous or glassy, as in rock-crystal and topaz.
1. In determining the lustre of minerals, we ought
to expose them to a strong light, but not to the direct
The specimens should not be handrays of the sun.
led, a practice too often followed, and which very soon
alters the lustre, or adds a lustre to such as have none.
2. When different kinds of lustre occur in the same
form-

even, conchoidal,

stone.

Conchoidal, is composed of concave and convex
roundish elevations and depressions, which are
more or less regular when regular, they are accompanied with concentric ridges, as in many shells,
and hence present a conchoidal appearance. Example, obsidian.
This kind of fracture shews the most
d. Unetjen.
considerable elevations and depressions, and the
elevations are usually angular and irregular. These
elevations are denominated the grain ; and, according to the size of the grain, the fracture is
named coarse-grained, as in copper-pyrites ; smallgrained, as in copper nickel; or fine grained, as in
:

arsenical pyrites.
This kind of fracture frequently occurs in

opaque
most frequent
passes into small and im-

minerals having some lustre, and

spar,

lustre suite is

six different kinds

c.

e.

and pass into each other, a

There are

viz. splintery,

uneven, earthy, and hackly.
a. Splintery. When, on a nearly even surface, small
wedge-shaped or scaly parts are to be observed,
which adhere by their thicker ends, and allow
light to pass through, we say that it is splintery.
It sometimes passes into even.
Examples, Ironstone and quartz.
b. Even, is that kind of fracture-surface which shews
the fewest inequalities, and these inequalities are
flat and their boundaries never sharply marked, on
the contrary, they run into each other imperceptibly.
Minerals possessing this kind of fracture
have generally a low degree of lustre and of transparency.
It occurs in chrysoprase, calcedony,
compact galena or lead-glance, compact red ironstone, and compact brown ironstone. It passes into
large conchoidal and into splintery.
Example,

spar of the second.
d. Resinous or it-axy, as in pitchstone, yellow lead-

species,

Orjctogric.

»)•
in
others distinct adamantine ; and other varieties are be- "*"'V"~'
tween metallic and adamantine ; so that the whole
forms a complete series or suite, where we cannot say
where the one begins and the other ends.

Lydian

the different sorts of lustre

fied

,

In
;

By

The inlensily of the lustre.
different degrees.

Heavy

silver affords an example of this.
varieties the lustre is nearly perfect metallic

some

sort

lustre.

1.

The red

ed.

e.

is

It
in metallic minerals.
perfect conchoidal, and also into earthy.
When the fracture surface shews a great
Earthy.
number of very small elevations and depressions,

which makes

it appear rough, it is called earthy.
always associated with complete opacity and
want of lustre, which latter character distinguishes
It is peit from the fine grained uneven fracture.

It is

culiar to earthy minerals.

It is distinguished into

;
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Coarse earthy ind Fine earthy. It passes sometimes into even, and sometimes into uneven. £x>
•mples, Cbalk, and clay ironstone.
consists of nuf. Hackly. When the fracture surface
merous small slightly bent sharp inequalities, which
re sometimes only discoverable to the feel, it is
amid to be hackly.
It occurs only in native malleable metals, and is, consequently, accompanied

Examples, Na-

with metallic lustre and opacity.
tive copper,

These

and native

different kinds of

compact fracture often

nin into each other, and frequently several occur
togetb«f ; in the latter case, the most prevalent
fVactore is that which is to be taken as the cha6.

racteristic one.
Split fracture *.

u

Under this head we include what
by some mineralogists the Structure of

oilled

Three diff°erent kinds of split fracture are enumerated by authors, vix. tha^fibrmu, radiated, and
foliated.
:.

Fibrout fracture.

In this kind of fracture the dis-

tinct concretions of

which

it

is

composed are so

oarrow, that the only magnitude which can be
readily determined, by the naked eye, is the length
benoe it is to be considered as composed of linelike parts.
It is never dull; on the contrary,
it is generally glimmering or glistening, seldom
shining, and never splendent. 1 1 sometimes occurs
in transparent minerals, but oftener in those which
The
are only translucent, or even nearly opaque.
minerals in which it occurs are sometimes crysIn the fibrous fractallised in capillary crystals.
ture we have to attend to the Ihicknttt, the directiom, and the potition of the fibres.
fl.21srfawM of the fibres.
m. Coarse Jlbrous, when the fibres are of considerable

^

coarse fibrous fracture is the link which
connects tlie fibrous with the radiated fracture.

The

when the fibres, whether straight
or curved, are parallel to each other, as in comasbcstus,

and

fibrous

gypsum.

Diverging fibrous, when the

fibres

either

i.

Stellular diverging,

length, as in kyanite.
c.

and

this

when

the fibres diverge in
directions, like the radii of a circle, as in

brown

Position

of

the rays.

m. Parallel radiated, as in

grey antimony, and in

common
fi.

hornblende.
Diverging radiated.

L

Stellular, as in radiated red cobalt-ochre, or
cobalt-bloom,
ii.
Scopiform, as in radiated grey antimony,
and radiated zeolite.
y. Promiscuous, as in hornblende-slate, and grey
d.

e.

antimony.
Cleavage or passage of tite rays.
a. Single cleavage.
b. Double cleavage, as in hornblende.
In general
the cleavage, of which a particular account will
be pven when treating of the foliated fracture,
is imperfect, and we seldom can distinguish
more tlian one variety of it, which is the single.
The aspect of the rays surface. The rays are either
m.

;

is rare.
The cur\-ature
either in the direction of the breadth, as in
common actynolite, or in the direction of tb*

Curved radiated, which

is

Smooth, as in radiated grey antimony and actynolite.

fi.

Streaked, as in radiated grey mangnnese-ore

hematite.

when the fibres diverge
only on one side, so that the middle fibres »n

E. Foliated fracture. This kind of fracture is composed
of folia or planes in which the length and breadth
are nearly equal ; which are shining or splendent,
and superimposed on each xjther in various directions.
It occurs in minerals possessing every degree

*?!!"'. '^ ^ *".°*'?!?"i ^^ ' ""^ imshlrf sfUfrwiuTe, pntably not . Tery spproprUtc
^.rT^ "ntwr
Tbt Bbtoo. nd ndUna (nedni »• man pioperiy q>»kinK
smf h» t iriuwM, and

and

hornblende.

iL Fascicular or sooniform,

hot I do Dot

In the

actynolite.
$.

proceed from a

centre, in different directions

is

all

broad prisms.

to attend to the breadth,

and cleavage oi the rays, and the
of tne surface of the rays.
a. The breadth of the rays.
m. Uncommonly broad radiated, when the breadth
of the rays is more than one-fourth of an inch, as
is soinktunes the case with radiated grey antimony, and kyanite.
fi. Broad radiated, when the breadth of the rays is
less than the fourth of an inch, but not less than
a line, as in common actynolite and mica.
y. Narrow radiated, when the breadth is even
less than in the preceding, also in actynolite.
b. Direction of the rays.
m. Straight radiated, which is rery frequent, as in

CmroedfWrou*, as in asbestos and fibrous gypsum.

common

we have

asftcct

red heoutite and fibrous

m. Parallelfibrous,

f.

rest

radiated fracture,

Th» poulion.

DOD

the fracture sur-

and narrow fracture

stallised either in needles, or in

malachite.
$.

Hence

parts, which
on each other, or are placed side by
The lustre alternates from splendent to shinside.
ing, and the transparency from translucent to opaque.
The minerals in which it occurs are sometimes cry-

sometimes

direction of the fibres,

a. Straight fbrous, as in

«.

the most considerable.

face exhibits long

and amianthus.

The

b.

Promiscuous Jibrous, when the fibres cross each
other in all directions, as in compact plumose
antimony.
D. Radiated fracture. The distinct concretions in this
kind of fracture, have two discernible dimensions,
namely, in length and breadth, and of these the first
y.

thickness, as in common fibrous quartz, oommon
•sbestus, and fibrous gypsum.
DeUcate fibrous, when the fibres are narrower than
in the preceding variety, and occasionally so
delicate, as to be scarcely visible to the naked
Examples of delicite fibrous fracture oceye.
cur in red hematite, and fibrous malachite ; and
of extremely delicate fibrous fracture, in calcsinter

~

matite.

direction, position,

Minerals.

»

often longer than the lateral ones, as in ma- Oryetogne.
*?•
and reniform red he-

lachite, fibrous seolite,

is

silver.
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Orjretogno'?•
'

~

of transparency, which are generally crystallised, and
usually afford regular fragments.
It is a more frequent fracture than either the radiated or fibrous.
In the foliated fracture we have to attend to the
the degree of perfection of thefoUo'
size oflhe Jolia
tedjraclure the direction of the folia the position of
the aspect of the surface of the folia—and
I he folia
the passage of the folia or cleavage.
a. The size of the folia.
The size of the folia is determined by that of the distinct concretions ; so
that a mineral which is composed of large granular concretions, must have a large foliated fracture,
or, of small granular concretions, a small foliated
fracture. When a mineral with a foliated fracture
is not composed of distinct concretions, but is one
uniform undivided mass, the folia pass uninterruptedly through the whole extent of the mass,
and afford the largest variety of foliated frac-

—

—

—

e.

The

of the surface of the folia. The foliated Oryetogno.
syeither
^^"'V'"'
Smooth, as in calcareous spar, and felspar ; or
Streaked, which is either
Simply streaked, and in the direction of the
i.
length, as in common hornblende,
Variously streaked, as in iron-mica.
ii.

ce.
,

—

The passage of the folia or cleavage.
The cleavage is the number of determinate directions in which a mineral exhibits a foliated
fracture, and according to which it can be split.

It is distinguished
«.

transparent calcareous-spar, and selenite.
Perfect foliated, in which the folia are pretty
smooth and shining, and sometimes splendent,

mica and

v. Sixfold,

when

Concealed foliated,

/3.

the folia are slightly
lustre lower than

the folia are separated
and the foliated
fracture appears only in a few places of the fracture surface, as in rock-crystal.
direction

difficulty,

and calcareous-

it

splits in six different direc-

blende and rock-crystal.
the angle under which the cleavages

According to
each other ; and these exhibit the following varieties.
i. In the twofold cleavage, the two folia or cleavages intersect each other rectangularly, as in
felspar and hyacinth; or oblique angularly,
as in hornblende,
ii. In the threefold cleavage, the folia intersect
each other rectangularly, as in galena or leadglance ; oblique, yet equiangidarly, as in calcareous-spar and sparry ironstone; oblique but
ujiequiangularly, as in heavy-spar ; and partly
selenite.

In \he fourfold cleavage, all the cleavages are
equiangular and oblique-angular, as in fluorspar, iron-glance, and diamond ; or three
cleavages are equiangular and oblique-angular, in a common axis, and are intersected by
a fourth, which is horFzontal and rectangular,

spar.

iii.

Curved foliated, which

is

either

Spherical curved foliated, when the folia are
so bent, that they resemble either whole
spheres, or segments of spheres, as in brownspar and mica,

Undulating curved foliated, when the folia are
so laid over each other, that a transverse section gives a serpentine line, but the longitudinal one a straight line, as in mica,
iii. Floriform foliated, when the folia are variously curved, and the curvatures are arranged in a scopiform manner, as in galena or
lead-glance.
iv. Indeterminate curvedfoliated, when the folia
are irregularly or indeterminately curved, as
in iron-mica or micaceous iron-ore, and mica,

as in beryl,

ii.

The position of the folia.
the folia extend throughout the whole mass, and cover each other completely, as in calcareous-spar, and most other
minerals with a foliated fracture.
/8. Scaly foliated, when the folia cover each other

only partially in their arrangement, somewhat
resembling the scales on a fish. It is divided

and fine scaly

iv.

In the sixfold cleavage,

under equal oblique

foliated,

and oc-

all

the cleavages meet

angles, as in rock-crystal

or three of the cleavages are equiangular and
oblique-angular, in a common axis, which are
obliquely intersected by three others, which
also intersect the axis in an oblique direction.

Example, Blende.

These angles of the various cleavages may
more particularly measured by means

also be

of the goniometer.
fracture, like the foliated, conof plane-like portions, in which the length and
breadth are nearly alike, but in which the thickness
The fracture-surface is
begins to be discernible.
It is nearly
generally rough, with but little lustre.
allied to the foliated fracture, but is less perfect, and
never occurs in regularly crystallised minerals, but
always in those which are found in large masses, or
Minerals with this fracture are generally
in beds.
opaque. This fracture is further distinguished ac-

D. Slaty fracture. This

Common foliated, when

into large, small,
curs in mica.

in

rectangularly, partly oblique-angularly, as in

of the folia.

Straight foliated, as in selenite

».

two diand tremo-

splits in

intersect

when

from each other with

d.

it

triple,

as

when

tions, as in

ryl.

i.

when

when it splits in three
calcareous-spar, rock-salt,
and galena or lead-glance,
iv. Fourfold or quadruple, when it splits in four
directions, as in fluor-spar, specular iron, or
iron-glance, and beryl,
Threefold or

directions,

in the perfect foliated, as in fluor spar, and be-

fi.

Tfvqfold or double,

iii.

felspar.

uneven or even rough, and the

The

cleavages.

sphts only in one direction, aa

rections, as in felspar, hornblende,

:
when the
smooth, and specular splendent, as in galena or lead-glance, yellow blende,

u.

number of the

it

in mica,

Highly perfect or specular splendent

as in

c.

to the

when

lite.

y. Imperfect foliated,

3.

Single,

ii.

folia are perfectly

/g.

According
i.

The degree of perfection if the foliated fractnre.
This depends on the facility with which the folia
are separated from each other by splitting on the
lustre, and the smoothness of the fracture surface.
Thus it is
«.

is

Plumosely streaked, as in mica,

iii.

f.

ture.
b.

aspect

fracture

sists

:
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and

cording to thickness, direction, perfection,

»y
rectangular threefold cleavage, as galena or lead""""Y""^
glance and rock-salt.
B. Rhomboidal or oblique-angular, which occur in
minerals having a threefold cleavage, as calcareous-spar.
When two cleavages intersect each
other obliquely, and are intersected rectangularly by a third, the fragments are oblique-angular in one direction, and rectangular in another, as in felspar and selenite.
In calcareousspar, the fragments are specular on every side;
but in felspar, owing to the imperfect third
cleavage, only on four sides.

vage.

Thicineu.
a. Thick slaty,

a.

u

in alum-slate, flinty-slate,

and

clinkstone.

Thin slaty, as in most of the varieties of clayslau.
Direction.
a. Straight slaty, as in common claj'Slateb.

b.

Curved

b>

slaty,

which

aa. Indelerminale

is

either,

curved

some va-

slaty, as in

of bituminous marl-slate,
bb. Lndulating curved slaty, as in glossy alumrieties

C. Trapezoidal,
Occur in foliated coal.
D. Tetrahedral or three-sided pyramidal and

slate.

Perfection.

c.

Three and six sided prismatic fragments occur in minerals having a fourfold cleavage, in which three of the cleavages
are placed under equal angles around a common
axis, and are rectangularly intersected by the
gles, as in fluor-spar.

clay-slate.

2.

Double cleavage,

rare, as in day-slate.

fracluret occur at the same
relative situation must be observed.
fflkere several

liine, their

fourth,

A. One including the other.
In some minerals there occurs a double frac*
tare, in which the one fracture is larger than the
other, and includes it ; the one, the laiver fracture, is named \!t\e fracture in the great ; the other,
the leaser, the fracture in the small; thus, whetslate has in the great a slaty fracture, but in the
small a splintery fracture.
B. One traversing the other.
In other minerals, where the fracture also is
double, but in which the lenj^h and breadth are
different, that fracture which is in the direction of
the length is named the longitudinal fracture ; the
the direction of the breadth, the trnns'
other,
Thus, in topaz, there is a
verse or cross fracture.
conchoidal longitudinal fracture, and a foliated

m

transverse or cross fracture.
Uut in tessular crystals, where the length and breadth are nearly
alike, we use, in place of the term longitudinal
fracture, principal fracture, and apply it to that
fracture which occurs the most fre(|uent in breaking a mineral ; the other fracture, the cross frac'
lure.
Thus in birnde, the prindpal fracture is foliated, with a sixfold cleavage; but the cross fracture is conchoidal ; and in drawing slate, the principal fracture is slaty, and the cross fracture is
earthy.

VI. The shape of the Fragments.

Th« tbape
of th«

Fragments are those shapes which arc formed when
is so fordhly struck or split, that maases
surrounding fracture surfaces are separated

a mineral

fngiiMnu. having

from

it.

The

1.

fragments are either regular or irregular.
Regular fragments, are inck>sed in a certain number of trg^nr planes, that meet under determinate
angles.
They occur only in such minerals as have
a foliated fVactorc, with several cleavages. Each
cleavage in these regular fragments, forms two
opposite parallel planes, and the shape of the
fragment depends on the numljer of these planes,
and the magnitude of the angles under which they
meet.
Minerals with a twofold cleavage, do not
afford parfect regular fragment*.

«• tbt Tvietics

The

of regular fragments

following

octahe-

occur in minerals having a fourfold cleavage, in which the folia meet under equal andral,

Perfect slaty, as in clay-slate.
b. Imperfect slaty, as in common 6inty-s]ate.
d. Cleavage.
a. Single cleavage, which is the usual variety in
a.

b.

461

A. Cubic, which occur in minerals possessing a OryetogDo.

clea-

M

in beryl.

E. Dodecahedral. Fragments of this form occur
in minerals having a sixfold cleavage.
Sometimes three of the cleavages are disposed around
an axis, and are obliquely intersected with other
three, as in blende ; in other instances, all the
six cleavages intersect each other under equal
hexagon angles, and terminate in an apex, forming dasible six-sided pyramidal fragments, as in
rock-crystal.
.

Irregular fragments.

These have no regular form. They occur in miand in all the varieties of compact fracture.
The following are the

nerals with a single cleavage,
different varieties:

A. Cuneiform, in which the breadth and thickness
are much less than the length, and gradually
and regularly diminish in magnitude from one
end to the other. It occurs in minerals possessing a scopiform radiated fracture, as Cornish
tin-ore, red-hematite, and radiated-zeolite.
B. Splintery, in which the breadth and thickness
re less considerable than the length, but without diminution of magnitude from one extremity to the other. It occurs in minerals having

parallel fibrous and radiated fractures, as in
asbestus and bituminous wood.
C. Tabular, in which the breadth and length are
more considerable than the thickness, and the
middle is frequently thicker than the sides,
which indeed are sometimes thin and sharp. It
occurs in minerals with a single cleavage, aa
mica, also in slaty minerals, as clay-slate, and
there is occasionally a tendency to it in minerals
with a conchoidal fracture, as flint
D. Indeterminate angular, in which the length,
breadth, and thickness are in general nearly
alike, but the edges differ much in regard to
sharpness, which gives rise to the following
distinctions.
a.

b.

Very sharp-tdged, as in obsidian and rockerr stal.
Sharp-edged, as in common quartz, pitch-

and jasper.
Rather sharp-edged, as
Rather blunt- edged, as

stone,
c.

d.

pyrites.

and limestone.
pumice and copper-

in basalt
in

;
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Oryetogno-

Blunt-edged, as in

e.

III.

The

aipect

of the dis-

treUoM?"

gypsum and

Very blunl-edged, as in

J".

Reniform curved lamellar, as in red and brown Oryctogno.
hematite, and native arsenic,
ty.
Concentrical curved lamellar, when they are
y.
disposed around a central point.
It is divided
into spherical, as in calcedony and basalt, and

steatite.

fullers earth

/J.

and loam.

THE ASPECT OF THE DISTINCT CONCUETIONS.

Distinct Concretions are those portions into which
certain minerals are naturally divided,

from

separated

"**

through the

one

another

and which can

without

conical, as in calc-sinter

B

breaking

a.

They

solid or fresh part of the mineral.

They have been confounded with

lustre.

and fragments, from both of which,

h.

c.

crystals

evident from
the preceding definition, they are completely different.
Here we have to consider, 1. The shape of' the distinct
concretions.

and,

3.

The

2.

The

lustre

as

is

surjace of the distinct concretions

nj the

Distinct concretions, in regard to shape, are distinguished into granular, lamellar, and columnar.
] Granular distinct Concretions.
.

When

the concretions are tessular, or have their
length, breadth, and thickness nearly alike, they are
said to be granular.
It is the most frequent form of
the distinct concretion. They are distinguished accord*
ing to shape and magnitude.
A. In regard to shape, they are
a.

Round gramdar, which

is

either

pea-stone and roe-stone.
P. Lenticular, as in red grasiular clay-iron-stone.
y. Dale-shaped, which is of a longish round shape,
as in quartz-rock near Cullen in Banffshire, and
at Prieborn in Silesia.
Angulo-granular, which is either,
a. Common angulo-granular, as in galena or leadglance, and is very frequent.
P. Longish angulo-granular, aa in red hematite and
«. Spherical, as in

b.

zeolite.

B. In regard to magnitude, into
a. Large granular, in which the size exceeds that of
a hazel nut, as in galena or lead-glance, blende,

and

zeolite.

Coarse granular, in which the size varies from the
size of a hazel-nut to that of a pea, as in galena or
lead-glance, blend, mica, and pea-stone.
c. Small granular, in which the size varies from that
of a pea to that of a millet-seed, as in galena or
lead-glance, pea- stone, roe-stone, and black blende.
2. Lamellar distinct Concretions.
In the lamellar distinct concretions, the length and
breadth are nearly alike, and more considerable than
the thickness. They occur frequently, but not so often as the granular concretions.
They are distinguished in regard to direction and
h.

thiciness.

A. In regard

the concretions are up-

thick, as in amethyst,

and

galena or lead-glance.
Thick lamellar, when the thickness varies from
half an inch to a quarter of an inch.
Thin lamellar, when the thickness varies from a
quarter of an inch to a line, as in straight lamellar heavy-spar and calcedony.
Very thin lamellar, from that of a line, or the
one-twelfth of a line, to the smallest thickness visible to the naked eye, as in straight lamellar heavy-

and specular iron-ore or

iron-

Columnar or Prismatic distinct Concretions.
In the columnar concretions, the breadth and
thickness are inconsiderable in comparison of the
length.

They

are distinguished in regard to direction, thick-

and position.
A. In regard to direction, they
ness, shape,

a.

Straight columnar,

are,

as in schorl

and calcareous

spar.
b. Curved columnar, as in columnar clay iron-stone.
B. In regard to thickness, they are
a. Very thick columnar, when the thickness exceeds
half an inch, as in amethyst and prase.
6. Thick columnar, from half an inch to a quarter of
an inch, as in quartz and calcareous spar.
c. Thin columnar, from half an inch to the twelfth
of an inch, as in columnar clay iron-stone and

schorl.

Very thin columnar, when it does not exceed the
When the concretwelfth of a line, as in schorl.
tions become very minute, a transition is formed
into the fibrous fracture.
C. In regard to shape, they are,
a. Perfect columnar, when the length is considerable, and the thickness uniform from one end to
the other, as in calcareous-spar and schorL
b. Lnperfect columnar, when the concretions are in
general short, and sometimes thick in the middle,
d.

at the extremities, as in amethyst and
It passes into
specular iron-ore or iron-glance.
granular.
when the concretions bec. Cuneiform columnar,
come gradually narrower towards one extremity,
as in calcareous-spar and quartz.
d. Ray-shaped columnar, when the columnar concretions are compressed, as in specular iron-ore or

sometimes

It passes into radiated.
iron-glance.
to the position, they are
a. Parallel, as in amethyst.

D. According

to direction, they are

b.
c.

heavy-

Diverging, as in schorl.
Promiscuous, as in calcareous-spar and arsenicalpyrites.

Indeterminate curved lamellar, when it is not
curved in any particular direction, a£ in specu-

may be remarked, that when the concretions occur very much on the great scale, as is the case in
rocks of the trap formation, a slight alteration of terms
Thus, in place of granular we say massive,
is used.
tabular (or lamellar, and always use columnar, never

lar iron-ore or iron-glance.

prismatic.

Fortificalion-niise bent, as in amethyst.
Curved lamellar, which is either,

fi.

a.

when

8.

a. Straight lamellar, which is either,
«. Quite straight, as in straight lamellar
spar, or

b.

Very thick lamellar,

spar, native arsenic,
glance.

distinct concretions,

VII. The Shape of the Distinct Concretions.
The shape
of the dis.
tinct con•reuons.

d.

and brown hematite.

thickness, into

wards of half an inch

are separated from one another by natural seams, and
frequently lie in different directions. When they are
very much grown together, the natural seams are
scarcely visible ; in such cases, however, they can be
distinguished by their different positions and resplen-

dent

In regard to

It

.
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In seven] mineral*, tiro varieties of distinct concreOrfctoga^
•ytions, or tlifferent «ize« of the same variety, occur toge^""V"*^ tiler, either the one including the other, or the one traversing the other. Thus some varieties of schorl are
octnpoeed of large granular concretions, and these,
again, are formed of prismatic concretions ; some va«
rieties of straight lamellar heavy-spar, are composed of
large granular concretions and these, again, of thin

'

5.

XI. The Opalescence.

and

straight lamellar concretions; and peastone affords another example of the same kind of structure,
it being composed of round granular concretions, and
each of these of concentric curved lamellar concretions.

prismatic concretions, and in red and brown hematite,
where granular concretions are intersected by lamellar
concretions.

VIII. The Surface of the Dutinct Coticrttlom.
Ifeetarfae*

Dutinct concretions exhibit the following varieties of
nriae*.
Smooth, as in hematite and heavy-snar ; rough, a« in

day

ironstone ; itreaked, which is either InHgiludinally
streaked, •* in schorl, obliquely streaked, as in calcarcoos-apar, or Irantveriehf streaked, as in amethyst;
uneven, as in brown blenJe.

and this is what is understood by opalescence.
distinguished into
A. Common or simple opalescence, when the lustre appears massive, in undivided rays, as in cat's-eye, and
chrysoberyl.
B. Stellular opalescence, when the lustre appears in six
rays, or in the form of a star, as in the variety of
sapphire, named from that circumstance star sapphire.
This phenomenon occurs principally in translucent
minerals.

ing

lustre,

liMtrt

It is

at lb* di».
tiacteon>

tiutre.

XII. The Streak.

By the streak, we understand the appearance which The
minerals exhibit when scratched or rubbed with a hard
l>ody, asa knife or steel.
Jn some instances the colour
of the mineral is changed ; in other* the lustre, and
frequently neither colour nor liutre are altered.

The

IX. The Lustre of the Dutinct Coneretiont.

Tk«

minerals, when held in particular directions, re- The opal«s.
fleet from single spots in their interior a coloured shin-""*^**

Some

It is

In other minerals we observe different kinds of distinct concretions intersecting each other, as in amethyst, where curved lamellar concretions intersect

•f****"^

a.

determined in the tune manner as the external

Under this head we include those characters for the
sight which are observed in minerals in general. These
are, the Transparency, the Slrtak, and the Soiling.
b.

X. The Transparency.
Iran*.

9mtmej.

Thii chancter prewnts the

streak,

In regard

to colour, is either

Similar to that of the mineral, tia in chalk and
magnetic ironstone ; or
fi. Dissimilar, as in specular iron-ore or iron-glance,
which has a steel-grey colour, but affords a cherry-red streak ; w-olfrafn, which has a greyish
black colour, but a brownish red streak ; and
red orpiment, which has an aurora red colour,
but affdirds an orange-yellow streak.
In regard to lustre, it remains
m.

following degrees
I. When a mineral, either in thick or thin pieces, allows the rays of light to pass through it so completely
that we can clearly distinguish objects placed behind
it, it is said to be transparent
It is either timply
Unntparenl, that is, when the body seen through it
apean single, as in mica and selenite ; or duplicaling,
wtien the Irady seen through it appears double, as in
calcareous spar.
The diitincc of the two images is in proportion to
the thickness of the specimens, and is very inconsiderable in thin pieces.
The duplicating property,
or double refractnig power of calcareous spar, is observed by looking through two parallel planes ; but
in some other minerals it is observed by looking
throngh two planes obliquely inclined on each other.
S. Srmi-trantparent ; when objects can be discerned
only through a thin piece, and then always appear at
if seen through a cloud.
It is the least frequent variety of this character, and occurs most frequently in
siliceous mineral*.
Examples, calccdony, common
and precious opal, and carnelian.
3. Tramlucenl.
When the raye of light penetrate into
the mineral and illuminate it, but objects cannot be
olMerved either through thick or thin pieces, it is
said to be translucent Examples, pitchstone, quarts,
granular limestone, and massive floor spar.
4. Trantlucenl on I lie edges. When light shines through
the thinnest edges and comers, or when the edges are
five

streak,

m.
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illuminated in the same degree as the whole mineral Oryctopio.
'Tin the immediately preceding variety of transparency, it is said to be translucent on the edges. Exam- " *
pies, homstone, heliotrope, and compact limestone.
Opaque. When even on the thinnest edges of a mineral no light shines through, it is said to be opaque,
as in chalk and coal.

Unchanged, as in chalk.

f. Is increased in intensili/, qr a shining or glisten'
ing luilre appears in minerals that otherwise have

.-

none.
Thus steatite, which is sometimes glimmering, become* shining in the streak ; and potter's clay, fuller's earth, and black and brown
cobalt ochres, which have no lustre, become
glistening or shining in the streak.
c.

Is diminished in intensity, or altogether destroyed.
'i'hus, grey antimony-ore loses its lustre in the
streak.

XIII. The Soiling or Colouring,

When a mineral taken between the fingers, or drawn The soiling
across another bo<ly, leaves some particles, or a trace, or colour>ng.
it is said to soil or colour.
It is a character which occurs but in few minerals, and only in those which are soft and very toft Minerals are said to
1. Soil, either
A. Strongly, as chalk, drawing-slatc, and reddle.
B. Slightly, as graphite; or
S.

Do

3.

/fVi/e, as chalk, graphite, reddle,

not soil, as

molybdena.

molybdena, and

black chalk or drawing-slate.
Having now explained the External Characters which
are observable by the sight, we proceed to describe
those which are made known to us by the senses of
Touch and Hearing.
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V. CHARACTERS FOR THB TOUCH.

OcjeioiDtt'

6.

Apatite.
Felspar.

7.

Quartz.

5.

v—2^—'

to observe, the Hardness, the TenaCharacters city, the Frangibility, the Flexibility, the Adhesion to
'
""
the
for

Here we have

Tongue, the Unctuosity, the Coldness, and the

the

tcuch

'?•

«""*'
'

Topaz.
Corundum.
Diamond.

8.

Weight.

Oryciogno.

Expresses the hardness of Fluor-spar.

4.

9.

10,

XIV. The Hardness.

The

The hard.
DfH.

1.

degrees are

Hard. When a mineral either does not yield to
the knife, or is very slightly affected by it, but
hard.
affords sparks with steel, it is said to be
it is more
It is further distinguished according as
or less affected by the file.

A. Resisting

when

the Jile, or

hard

in the highest degree,

does not yield to the

file,

but rather

as diamond, sapphire, and emery.
Yielding sUghtly to the file, and very slightly to
the knife, or hard in a high degree, as in garnet,

acts

B.

it

on

it,

flint, quartz and calcedony.
C. Yielding readily to the file, but with difficulty to
the knife, or hard, as porcelain-jasper, iron-py-

rites,

and

felspar.

a mineral gives no sparks with
steel, and yields more readily to the knife than
the preceding, it is said to be semihard, as fluorspar, and grey copper.
When a mineral is easily cut by the knife,
5. Sof.
but does not yield to the nail of the finger, it is
said to be soft, as calcareous-spar, heavy-spar,
serpentine, and galena or lead-glance.
mineral is said to be very soft,
4. Very soft.
when it yields easily to the knife, and also to

2.

Semihard.

When

A

the nail of the finger, as gypsum, steatite, and
chalk.
it is useful to mention their relative hardness, which is ascertained by
trying which will scratch the other, by drawing the
sharp edge or angle of one on the flat surface of the
It is, however, of consequence to know, that in
other.

In our descriptions of minerals,

crystallized minerals, the solid angles and edges of the
primitive forms are very sensibly harder than the angles and edges of the derivative forms, or than the angles and edges produced by fracture, either of crystals
or of massive varieties of the same species. This fact

*

known to diamond cutters, who always
carefully distinguish between the hard and sojl points
of this gem, that is, between the solid angles belonging to the primitive octohedron, and those belonging
to any of the modifications; the latter being easily

has been long

cutting and rubbing them with the forin determining the relative hardness,
uses plates of calcareous-spar, glass, and quartz ; but
as it would be advantageous to have a more complete
series of minerals for ascertaining these relative degrees of hardness, I insert the following Table of Minerals, arranged according to their hardness, the first

worn down by
mer*. Hauy,
-

'

being the hardest, the last the softest. We would recommend to mineralogists to provide themselves with polished pieces of these, and arrange them in a frame
for use.

marked 7-5, it intimates that it is intermediate between that of quartz and the next number, 8, or topaz.
By using still smaller numbers, more minute degrees of
hardness might be expressed.
In examining the hardness of minerObservations.
als, we must be careful to attend to the following ciris

cumstances

:

to confound the real hardness of the mineral
with accidental hardness; which latter is caused by
the mixture of hard parts in soft minerals, and soft
1.

Not

parts in hard minerals.
2. When minerals are
tions,

composed of distinct concrewhich are not very closely joined together, we

for that of
must
cases
such
hardness
in
the
because
mineral,
the
be taken from that of the individual concretions.
mineral whose
3. And we must be careful that the
hardness we wish to ascertain, is not in a state of de-

must not give the hardness of the aggregate

composition.

XIV. The

Tenacity.

By tenacity is understood the relative mobility or the The
city,
different degrees of cohesion of the particles of mineThere is a series from the coherent and comrals.
pletely immoveable, to the coherent and moderately
moveable, which latter is expressed by malleability,
and is the greatest degree of the mobility of the partiThis series concles observed among solid minerals.
tinues through different kinds of fluid minerals, and
the greatest degree of the mobility of the particles is
found in rock-oil. The degrees of tenacity are,
A mineral is said to be brittle, when on
1. Brittle.
cutting it with a knife, it emits a grating noise, and
the paiticles fly away in the form of dust, and leave a
rough surface, which has in general less lustre than the
In this degree of tenacity, the particles are
fracture.
All hard, and the greater
completely immoveable.
number of semihard minerals are brittle. Examples,
quartz, heavy-spar, and grey copper.
On cutting minerals possessing
2. Sec tile or jnild.
conthis degree of tenacity, the particles lose their
nection in a considerable degree, but this takes place
without noise.

The

particles are coarser tlian in the

on
brittle variety, and do not fly off, but remain
The lustre is increased on the streak. This
knife.
of tenacity occurs in most of the soft and very
the

degree
semihard mineral with
soft minerals; and the only
Examples, galena or
this character is native arsenic.
and molybdena.
graphite,
copper-glance,
lead-glance,
Minerals possessing this degree of te3. Ductile.
knife, and extendnacity, can be cut into slices with a

S.

Gypsum.

or less
ed under the hammer. The particles are more
moveable among themselves, without losing their conExamples, native gold, native silver, and nanection.

3.

Calcareous-spar.

tive iron.

The
1.

following are the different degrees of hardness.

Expresses the hardness of Talc.

« Vid. Bruckmann'B Abhandlung von
rid«D

Thus, if the hardness of a mineral is marked 7, it
shews that it is equal to that of quartz. If the hardness

&

Moh. uber
29.
Edelst.inen, 4ter Aufl. a. 88.
Iste Lief, s. 3.
Aikin's Afanuat, p. *.

der Berg und Huttenkunde 2ten Bandes,

Hauy's Meionite,

in

Von MoU'i Eferm*.

tent-
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XV. The

Orjrrtofno•7-

Frangidililjf.

understood the resistance which
By
minerals oppose when we attempt to break them into
It must not be confounded
pieces or fragments.
with hardness. Quartz is hard, and hornblende comfrangibility

ii

paratively soft, yet the latter is much more difficultly
The degrees of frangibility
frangible than the former.
1. Fery dijficullli/ Jrangiblc, as in
•re the following.
silver-glance or vitreous
native malleable metals,

m

and

silver,

granular hornblende.

fine

2.

be

Ftesi.

It is, however, Oryctogiis.
tinguish artificial from true gems.
'fprincipally used in determining polished specimens.

The
1

a.
3.

rence in semi-hard minerals, that is, in the variety of
•Wttiopri called ocu/n« mundi. The degree* of adhesion are, tlrongly ndheiite, as meerschaum, and oculus

mundi

pretty strongly adhesive, as bole, and potters
;
feebly adhesive, as porcelain-earth, chalk, and
tripoli ; and not at all adhesive, as quartz and steatite.
;

XVIII. The UnciuotUy.

TW uoctu•shy.

and

S.

(treaty, as steatite

S.

Rather greasy, as asbestiu and polished serpen-

fuller's earth.

Meagre, as cobalt

The K*M*T and very greasy minerals are generally
very soft and sectile, and become shining in the streak.
Mica feels smooth, but not greasy ; porcelain earth
feels soft and fine, but not greasy.
XIX. The
MM.

Coldness.

When
amooth

different kinds of minerals, all having equally
surfaces, are exposed for some time to the same

temperature, we find by feeling them that they poaaesa
different degrees of cold.
use this character with

To

much

required ; but those who
it, are able, by the mere
feel, to distinguish serpentine, gypsum, porphyry, alabaster, agate, tic. horn one another, and can also disprecision

The Weight.

which the specific gravity varies from
1000 to 2000. Examples, Amber, sulphur, and

8. Light, in

black coal.
3.

Not particularly heavy, or rather heavy, in which
the specifi; gravity varies from 2000 to 4000. Examples, Quartz, flint, and calcedony.

4.

Heavy, from 4000 to 6000. Examples, Heavy
Tir, copper-pyrites, and iron-pyrites.
ncommonly heavy, all minerals having a specific
gravity above 6000.
Examples, Native metals, as
gold, silver, &c.

ores, as galena or lead-glance,

;

tinstone, &c.

The

and second degrees, which comprehend the

first

swimming and

light minerals, contain

mable minerals ; the

third, with a

all

the inflam-

few exceptions,

all

the earthy minerals; the fourth, the greater number
of metalliferous compounds ; and the fifth, the native
metals and a few ores, &c
The preceding determinations answer very well for
the general descriptions of species ; but it renders them
more complete when we ascertain the specific gravity,
by means of the hydrostatic balance. See the article
HvnnoDVNAMics, vol. xi. p. 429—456. for the mode of

conducting

this

experiment

feel

tine.

Tke c«M-

Examples, Coal and amber.

=

greasy, others meagre; and in order to distinguish the different degrees of greasiness,
the following distinctions are employed.
I. Fery Greasy, as talc and graphite.

4.

cold.

XX.

in such minerals as poa-

;

Some minerals

Rather

Examples, Serpentine, and gypsum

degrees of the gravity of minerals, according toTh«
w«iehi.
Werner, are the following :
1. Sieimmiiig, or supernatant, which comprehends all
minerals that swim on water, and in which the
1000.
specific gravity is under 1000, water
Example, Mineral oil, mountain cork, and mineral

Tongue.

aew the property of absorbing moisture, which causes
them to adniere to the tongue. It occurs principally in
•oft and very soft minerals
it is not known m hard
minerals, and there is but one instance of its occur-

clay

Pretty cold.
or alabaster.

The

nerals.

This character occurs only

cury and agate.
CM. Examples, Polished marble or limestone.

agaric.

This term expresses the property poMCaaed by saaae
Flexible mineminerals of bending without breaking.
rals are either elatlical JUxible, that is, if when bent
tbey spring back again into their former direction, as
mica; or common JUxible, when they can be bent in
different directions without breaking, and remain in
the direction in which tbey have been bent, as mo>
lybdena, gypsum, talc, asbestus, and all malleable mito the

practice

VI.

CHARACTERS FOR THE HEARING.

XXI. The

The

different

ChsrasterS

Sound.

kinds of sound that occur

hearing.

in the

mine-The

:

:

is

VII.

CHARACTERS FOR THE SMELL.

Of this we
illustrate

it

can give no definition, and shall therefore Chiricurs
^°' '•'•
by the minerals in which it occurs.

* SooM carthj miMnb, sochas beryl, flial aad opal, whan Bnt cztncted tmm (heir nathre tttxMltories, are ncie diffiealUy ftanitiblc
ihsM aftsr Ibiy have bssB anand for now tnne to Ifae '^-riifT of the aOnoRibcn, owing to their conuiniag ta dicse ntuuioD* a coniiWtaMs fSWlaB tf water. wUdi being neuiy incB»|«eeiiblt faid, renden the ndDend mote difflcaltly
than it it after expomuc
to die iltw^liln, when the water iut CK^ed, lad the ports it oecupied become filled with air, which is a l^ly ccmprcwible tubfiucc.

fno(^

i

raRT

n.

lound.

kingdom are the following: 1. A ringing sound,
which IS a clear sound, as that of native arsenic, seleSpecimens to possess this pronite, and rock-crystal.
perty in full perfection, should have one or two dimensions, as length and breadth, greater than the thick2. A grating sound, which is a very weak rough
ness
sound, resembling that emitted by dry wood, or fresh
burnt clay when rubbed, and is produced when the
finger is drawn across certain minerals, as mountain
cork and mealy zeolite
S. A creaking sound, which is
a harsh sharp sound, as that of natural amalgam, when
presaed by tne finger.
ral

have accustome<l themselves to

TOL. xnr.

"

Examples, the precious stones, mer-

f-'ery cold.

4.

Flexibility.

XVII. The Adhetion

""

different degrees mentioned, are,

.

DiJficuUltf

3. Not particularJrangible, as hornstone and quartz.
Uf dtfficuUlyJrangMe or rather eatily frangible, as flint,
nlcedooy and copper-pyrites. 4. Easily frangible, as
5. Very eatily
opal, calcareous-spar, and fluor-spar.
frangible, as straight lamellar heavy-spar, galena or
lead-glance, and slate coal *.

XVI. The
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Oryctogno-

^™^

'~'_

when

It is observed either
1

After breathing on

2.

3.

III.

Sponlaneou.sly emiltrd, in which case it is
a. Bituminous, as mineral oil and mineral pitch.
6. Family sulphureous, as natural sulphur.
c. Faintiij bitter, as radiated grey antimony.
it,

in

which a

as in hornblende and chlorite, is produced.
Excited by Friction.
a. Urinous, in stinkstone.
b. Sulphureous, in iron pyrites.
c. Garlick-like, or arseidcalt in native arsenic and

arsenic pyrites.
d. Empyreumalic, in quartz

taste.

and rock

This character occurs principally in the
which it is highly characteristic,
varities

of

it

are,

Sweetish taste, common salt.
Sweetish astringent, natural alum and rock but-

3.

Styptic, blue

V. The Adhesion

Tongue,

friable minerals The adhevaries in intensity, being ei- sior to the
tongue.

Friability.

Friable minerals are either loose, that is, when the The
particles have no perceptible coherence, as in blue iron lity.
earth ; or cohering, in which the particles are slightly
connected together ; they are either feebly cohering, as
in porcelain earth, or strongly cohering, as in potters

salt.

Saltly cooling, nitre.
6. Alkaline, natural soda.
6.

Urinous, natural sal-ammoniac.

7.

It

VI. The
vitriol.

Epsom

to the

ther feeble or strong.

ter.

4. Saltly bitter, natural

'icle».

IV. The Colouring or Soiling.

which are cohering.

and green

of the par-

This character occurs only in those

2.

1.

Oryclopno.

tinguish by the naked eye any dimensions ; these are
called dusty particles, and occur in cobalt crust, blue
iron earth, and porcelain earth ; in others, two dimen>
sions can be observed when they appear foliated, and
these are called scaly particles, and occur in scaly brown
and red iron ores, earthy talc, and chlorite earth.

saline class,

fgy

,j,j^g

Particles

particles of friable minerals appear in some in
stances like dust, so that we can with difficulty dis- The aspect

Friable minerals colour either strongly, as in scaly The cored and brown iron ores, and porcelain earth ; or 'ouf'ng or
soiling.
slightly, as in black cobalt ochre.

crystal.

CHARACTERS FOR THE TASTE.

VIII.
Char«cier»
for the

clayey-like smell,

The Aspect of the

The

friabl-

clay.

PARTICULAR GENERIC EXTERNAL CHARACTERS OF FRIABLE MINERALS.

II.

Funicular

external characters of friable minerals form a
the System, because they exhibit
varieties and kinds that do not occur in solid minerals,
'*"'^ many of the characters of solid minerals, such as
fracture, distinct concretions, streak, hardness, and

nerals.

frangibility,

and others
1.

The

al

exter-

shape,

gyg following kinds are

brown

but few external shapesthat have been hitherto

all

iron ores.

iron earth.
It is analogous to
3. Thinly coating or incrusling.
the form in membranes. Examples, Copper-black, or
black oxide of copper.
When a friable mineral appears like
4. Spumous.
froth resting on a solid mineral, as is sometimes the
case with scaly brown iron ore.

Dendritic, also in scaly

5.

The

II.
Iiutre.

It

is

nerals

;

brown

iron ore.

Lustre.

determined in the same manner as in solid miwe have here, however, the following distinc-

In regard to Intensity.
A. Glimmering, which
as in
earth,

scaly

brown

is

either strong or feeble,
ore, and porcelain-

iron

B. Dull, as in black cobalt ochre.
2. In regard to the soit of lustre
A. Common glimmering, as in scaly and

brown

iron

ores.

3

mercury; or 'emai cha.^
always splen- "uj'd^j"

lustre is either metallic, as in
oil.

The

lustre is

The

nerals.

_

following are all the degrees necessary for the purposes of discrimination.
2. Troubled or turbid,
1. Transparent, as in naphtha.
as in mineral oil ; and, 3. Opaque, as in mercury.
Here we have only two degrees to
3. Thejluidily.
2. Fisobserve. 1. Fluid, as in mercury and naphtha.
cid, as is sometimes the case with mineral oil.
4. The ivelting, by which we understand the wetting
of the fingers when they touch the mineral. It is analogous to the soilinfj in solid and friable minerals.
Mmeral oil wets the finger, but mercury does not.

The transparency.

ON DESCniBINO MINERALS.
Most of the species exhibit many varieties of charac- On desrr
which are generally distributed throughout a num- ing minei

ber of individual specimens ; hence it follows, that in
order to obtain a distinct conception of a species, we
must examine not one, but many different specimens
of it. The descriptions of the species may be executed

»'«•

in the following m:incer.

The fbl'owing description may serve as an example
of the mode of arranging the external characters.
Precious Garnet.

External Chr.raclers.— Ml the colours of this mineral Pre-imi!.
the prin- ga r.et.
are deep-red, which always inclines to blue ;

B. MelalUc glimmering, as in scaly red and brown
iron ores, and Pearly glimmering, as in earthy
talc.

The

Particular!
generic exJ

ter,

tions.
1.

1.

resinous, as in rock
2.

Disseminated, as in earthy azure copper, and blue

2.

Fluid minerals possess fewer characters than friable
The following four are all that occur.

minerals.

dent.

The External Shape,

friable minerals there are

jj,

-pj^g

are wanting.

described by naturalists.
Massive, as in porcelain earth, and scaly red and
1

The

PARTICULAR GENERIC EXTERNAL CHARACTERS OF FLUID MINERALS.

The

generic ex- particular Section in
ternai cha-

friaw"mi.'

III.

passes into cherry,
cipal colour is columbine-red, which
even to run into
red, and blood-red, and it appears
hyacinlh-red.
and
bromii.sh.red
j
disseminated,
It rarelv occurs massive, sometimes
most
but
angular pieces, aiid in lamellar concretions;
•

•

m
•

:
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fVequently in rtmndhh grain* ; and cryslaiUzed in the
following fif^re*
the funda>
1. The rhnmboidal dodecahedron, which is
i.

mental figure.
The rhomboidal dodecahedron, more or Us* deeply
When the truncating
iruHcaled on all the edges.
planes becomes so large as to obliterate the original planes, there is formed the

9. Levcilf "•''•"•-nlion.

-sided prism, acuminated on both
Reclan
cxtremii.c- ".».. four planes which are set on the
lateral edges.
The funilamenul crystallination alternates from very
Urge to very small ; the others are middle-sized, small,
4.

and very

The

small.

crystals are all

around

crystallized

and imbed-

itd.

surface of the grains is usually rough, uneven,
or granulated; that of the crystals is almost always
smooth.
Internally it alternates from splendent nearly to glistening, and the lustre is intermediate between xkrtou*

The
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some minerals., as unctuous clays, it renders plastic. OryctognoOther minerals absorb water in greater or less quanti- i*^\^
^-^"v"*^
ty, by which their transparency, and also their colour,
are changed.
S. Action

of Acids.

Acids act powerfully on many different minerals, and Action
are the principal agents employed in their complete ac'ds-

of

When we wish, by means of acids, to obsome obvious characters, the dilute muriatic acid
The native caris that which is generally employed.
In some, as
bonates effervesce, and are soluble in it.
in agaric mineral, calcareous spar, and witherite, the
effervescence is brisk, and the solution rapid; in others,
analysis.
tain

as in dolomite, even when pulverised, the effervescence
Some of the earthy
is feeble, and the solution slow.
minerals which contain silica, water and alkali, in a particular state of combination, as zeolite, if pulverised,
in the space of a few

and covered witti an acid, are,
boun, converted into a perfect

jelly.

of the Blowpipe.
Common blowpipe.— Tht blowpipe is a tube of silver. Action bf
and resinous.
copper, brass, 'or of glass, for tielivering a continued '''• '''°''The fracture is mort or lest perfect conchoidei ; and stream of air. The stream being directed across a P'P*'
tometinies ui^M cleavage.
flame, turns it more or less from a vertical position,
The ftagments are indeterminate angular, and ra- concentrating it at the same time, and occasioning a
ther sharp^ged.
more powerful combustion. The air employed is ceIt alternates from transparent to Iransltieent.
n«ally either that of the atmosphere, or air which hai
It is so hard as to scratch quartz.
bew WMtbed; toinetiiiies oxygen gas is made use of,
It is rather difficultly frangible.
and lometimee an inflammable gas, as the vnpour of
It is heavy.
The continued stream of air is furboiling alcohol.
8peet/le gravity, 4.4S0, Werner.
nished by some api>aratus, such as a pair of double
Werner recommends the more essential charaeten of bellows, a gazometer, a large Madder, or, what is most
the mineral to be printed in a diffier en t letter from that convenient of all, by blowing with the mouth.
of the others, in order that they may more readily strike
Few Persons, Mr. Aikin remarks, arc able at first
the eye,
a practice which is followed in the preceding to produce a continued stream of nir through the blowdescription.
pipe, and the attempt ot\cn occasions a good deal of
The first thing to be done is, to acquire the
fatigue.
habit of breathing easily, and without fatigue, through
CHZMICAL CHAIUCTtRS OF MI.N'SIIALg.
the nostrils alone; then to do the same when the mouth
CiMinical
The chemical characters of minerals are those we ob- is filled and the cheeks inflated with air, the tongue
tkmncxtrt tain by their complete analysis, and the changes inbeing at the same time slightly raised to the roof of
"'''"•'"
duced on them by the action of the atmosphere, water, the mouth, in order to obstruct the communication beacids. Hid heat, by means of the blowpipe.
In this tween the month and the throat. When this has been
article, we shall not enter on the various modes follow.
acquired, the blowpipe may be put into the mouth, and
ed by chemists in the complete analysis of minerals, the confined air expelled through the pipe by means of
but confine ourselves to a sliort account of the chemical the muscles of the cheek* ; as soon as the air is nearly
chancten obtained by the other means just enumer- exhausted, the expiration from the lungs, instead of beated.
ing made through the nostrils, is to be forced into the
the communication is then incavity of the mouth
1. Action of the Atmosphere.
stantly to be shut again by the tongue, and the remainAction el
Many minerals, on exposure to the atmosphere, ex- der of the expiration is to be expired through the nos**V^*" perience considerable changes in colour, lustre, hard- trils. The second, and all subsequent supplies of air
''
oesa, or decay, fall in pieces, deliquesce, change into
to the blowpipe, are to be introduced in tlie same man.
Titriol, &c. owing partly to the abstraction of the waner a* the first. Tbiu, with a little practice, the power
ter, which enters as a constituent part into many spemay be obtained of keeping up a continued blast for a
cies, partly to the absorption of water from the atmoquarter of an hour, or longer, without inconvenience.
sphere, or to the oxidation of some of the constituent Much depends on the size of the external aperture of
paits of the mineral.
If so large that the mouth recjuires very
the blowpipe.
frequent replenishing, we flame will be wavering, and
«. Action of Water.
if on the other
the operator will soon be out of breath
Action of
Water either forms a chemical combination with mi- hand, the aperture be too small, the muscles of the
••••.
neraU, an<l completely dissolves them, as is the case cheeks must be strongly contracted, in order to produce
with the mineral salts ; or it acts by simply destroying sufficient current, and pain and great fatigue of the
An aperture, about
their state of aggregation, when the mineral falls into part will soon be the consequence.
aaiaU pieces with an atxlible noise, as is observed in the size of the smallest pin-hole, will generally be
bole; or it (alls without noise into small pieces, which are found the most convenient, though, for particular purloon diffused through the fluid, without either dissolv. poses, one somewhat larger, or a little smaller, may be
ing in it, or becoming plastic, as in fuller's earth, and required.
4. Action

—

;

;
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Brooke's
blowpipe.

and powder of charcoal added to it, until it be- Oryctognosj.
comes very viscid, when it is to be formed into paralleloMr. Brooke some time ago contrived a very simple pipeds, and slowly dried. The incombustible supports
and convenient blowpipe; of which the following de- are, metal, glass, and earth; in the use of all which, one
scription is given by Mr. Neuman.
general caution may be given, to make them as little
" The instrument I have made consists of a strong bulky as possible. The best metallic support is platina,
plate-copper box, perfectly air-tight, three inches in because it is infusible, and transmits heat to a less diswidth and height, and four in length, a condensing tance, and more slowly, than other metals. A pair of
syringe to force air into the box, and a stop-cock and slender forceps of brass, pointed with platina, is the best
thrown out.
jet at one end of it to regulate the stream
support for non-metallic minerals, which are not very
collars
through
works
condenser
the
of
piston-rod
The
fusible ; for the fusible earthy minerals, and for the inside,
of leather in the cap, which has an aperture in the
fusible ones when fluxes are used, leaf-platina will be
and a screw connected with a stop-cock, which may found the most convenient. It may be folded like paper
again communicate with a jar, bladder, or gazometer into any form, and the result of the experiment may be
This
containing oxygen, hydrogen, or other gases.
obtained, simply by unfolding the leaf in which it was
communication being made, and the condenser bemg wrapped up. Glass supports, are slender glass tubes, on
worked, any air that js_required may be thrown into the extremity of which the mineral to be examined is
the box and propelled through the jet on the flame.
cemented by heating. Earthen supports are, either of
" The use of the instrument is very simple. By a few
small pieces of kyanite, or, when a kind of cuppellation
strokes of the piston, the air is thrown into the cham- is to be performed, they are made of bone-ash, in order
When to absorb the litharge, and other impurities.
ber, and forms a compressed atmosphere within.
the cock is opened, the air expanding, issues out with
The size of the specimens to be used in our experigreat force, in a small but rapid stream, which, when ments, depends in some measure on the magnitude of
In a blowpipe
directed on the flame of a lamp, acts as the jet from a the flame to which they are exposed.
common blowpipe, but with more precision and regu- having an aperture not larger than a fine pin, the
The force of the stream of air is easily adjust- piece ought not to be so large as a pea. A good deal
larity.
ed by opening more or less the small stop-cock and I also depends on the fusibility of the mineral ; for, if
have found, that with a moderate charge, it will re- it is very fusible, a much larger piece may be used
main uniform for twenty minutes ; opening the stop- than when it is difficultly fusible in the one case, it
in water,

Brooke's Blowpipe.

;

:

raise
cock, or the use of the syringe, will immediately
it to its first strength.
These blowpipes are very portable, not liable to mwho
jury, and answer, I believe, the expectations of all
have tried them, and I "have made many of them for
The whole instrument, with a lamp
different persons.

adapted to

packs up in a small box not more than
and four inches in width and

it,

six inches in length,

space enough left for other small
up boxes rather larger in size,
with a selection of tests and other useful articles in addition to the blowpipe, and in this state they form com-

height, and there
articles.

I

have

is

fitted

plete mineralogical travelling cabinets."

blowpipe.

:

undergo
still continue refractory, and
part are
greater
yet
the
kind,
any
of
change
but little
enlarge
very sensibly altered. Some, as pearlstone,
impression of the
very considerably in bulk at the first
afterwards brought to a
heat, but are with difficulty
others are melted only on the edges
state of fusion
takes
and angles; and in some, a complete fusion

some minerals

Fuel for the Bhixpipe.
Fuel for the

the size of a pea: in the other, it should not
exceed that of a pin's head. The heat first applied to
investigate the properties of mineral substances should
little the
be very low, not exceeding that which exists a
At this temperature
outside even of the yellow flame.
decrepitathe phosphorescence is best extricated, and
fusible inflamtion for the most part takes place, the
mables begin to melt, and the metallic and most other
mineral salts lose their water of crystallization. The
full red
yellow flame will raise a mineral to a tolerably
for roasting
heat and it is the temperature best fitted
In the still higher degree of heat
all the metallic ores.
produced at the point of the interior blue flame, although

may be

The fuel for the lamp is oil, tallow, or wax ; and of
The wick
these the wax is the best, the oil the worst.
should neither be snuffed too high nor too low, and
should be a little bent at its summit/rom the blast of the
The flame, while acted on by the blowpipe, will
pipe.
will
consist of two parts, an outer and inner the latter
be of a pale blue colour, converging to a point at the
distance of about an inch from the nozzle ; the former
will be of a yellowish colour, and will converge less perThe most intense heat is just at the point of the
fectly.
blue flame. The white flame consists of matter in a

:

:

and oxygenates substances imthe blue flame consists of matter in a
state of imperfect combustion, and therefore partly deoxygenates metallic oxides which are placed in contact

state of full combustion,

mersed

Supports
for minerals expoted to the

blowpipe.

in

it

:

place.

Fluxes for Minerals exposed to the Blowpipe.

no Fluxes
In examining earthy minerals with the blowpipe,
of the metallic ores
fluxes are required ; whereas to most
a very useful and
fluxes will be found at almost all times
of the difficultly
ores
The
addition.
necessary
often a
chrome,
metals, such as manganese, cobalt,

reducible
colours which
and titanium, are characterised by the
cases therefore,
these
all
In
glass.
give
to
the oxides
use of, both to diswith it.
glassy fluxes must be largely made
the oxides are gesolve the earthy matter with which
Supports for Minerals exposed to the Blowpipe.
body, with little or
a
furnish
to
and
combined,
Various substances are employed for supporting the nerally
and sufficientcolour of its own, which may receive
mineral, when undergoing the action of the blowpipe. no
When the
colour of the oxide.
inherent
the
dilute,
ly
These are of two kinds, combustible and incombustible.
oxide, but at the same
the
dissolve
to
only
not
is
The combustible support, used chiefly for ores, is char- obiect
high state of oxidation, the flux emThe closest grained and soundest pieces of char- time to retain it at a
coal.
witfi
either nitre, or a mixture of this
be
should
ployed
a
supselected
or
;
coal, of elder or lime-tree, are to be
formed by
still better, nitrous borax,
or,
borax,
of
glass
port may be made of well pulverised and heated charneutralizing its
dissolving common borax in hot water,
coal and gum tragacanth. The gum should be dissolved

for
'

minerals
exposed to
the blowpipe.
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Oryetogno' ezcess of alk«li by nitrous add, then evaporating the
*J'
whole to dryness, and, lastly, hastily melting it in a
'— » —
For an active, and at the same time
platina crucible.
non-alkaline flux, boracic add may be ujed, or neutral
borate of soda and where a slight excess of alkali is
ivquired, or at least does no harm, common borax by
itself, or mixed with a little cream of tartar, when a
strong reducing flux is required, may be had recourse
For coloured glasses, the proper support is leafto.
In the latter
pUtina, but for reductions, charcoal.
cue, the ore, previously roasted, if it contain either
•ttlphur or arsenic, is to be pulverised, and accurately
mixed with the flux ; a drop of water being then added
'

;

to make it cohere, it is to be formed into a ball, and
deposited in a shallow hole in the charcoal, being also
covered with a piece of charcoal, if a high degree of
In the easily reducible metals, a bit
heat is required.
of the ore being placed in the charcoal, and covered
with glaa* of borax, will, in the space of a few seconds,
Im naiad by the blowpipe, and converted into a meIn all
tallic globule, imbedded in a vitreous scoria.
caaea where a metallic globule is obtained, it should be
separated firom the adhering scoria, and examined as to
ita malleability, and other external characters ; being
then placed a' second time on the charcoal, but without
flux, it is to be brought to the state of a gentle ebulli*
tion, during which, the surface being oxygenated, will
exhale a heavy vapour, that condenses on the blowpipe,
or fall* down on the charcoal in the form of n powder,
«r of apeeolar crystaia, from the colour and other ctuu
ractcn of which, the nature of the metal may probably
Iw aacertained. If any suspidon is entertained of a
Bfltti^?*! of silver or of gold being mixed with the oxyd•ble metal, the button moal be placed on an earthen
by
t, and then braoght to a full melting heat
the ozydabia iMtal will become scorified, and
wiTl entirely sink into the aapfiait, leaving on the sur«
face a bright bead di jime wiud, if any such was contained in the alloy but the proportion of this last being generally very small, and the entire xaass of the
alloy often not exceeding a large shot, it is not unfrequently neceaaary to have recourse to the magnifyingglass to be fully convinced of the presence or afaaenoe
of the fine metal *.

easily
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and powerfully

electric

while others become Oryctogno"yand exhibit but faint traces of
electric,

with difficulty,
few minerals become

electric by heating, and **^'"v'^^
these belong to the number that also exhibit electrical
properties by friction.
It has been ascertained, that
these minerals have at least two points, of which the
one is the seat of positive, and the other that of negative electricitj-.
To these jioints, which are always
placed in two opposite parts of the mineral, Hauy gives
the name of electric poles.
For a full account of the
pyro-electridty of minerals, see the article Electricity, vol. viii. p. 456.
The third mode of exciting electricity in minerals,
or that by communication, occurs only in minerals
which are in a pure metallic state.
it.

A

2.

Magnetism.

Very few minerals are magnetic ;
which occurs principally in ores of

it

is

a character Magnetism.

iron, or in

such

minerals as contain a portion of metallic iron, or iron in
the state of black oxide.
A good many minerals, after
exposure to the blow-pipe, become magnetic.
3.

PhotphorcMcencc.

Some

minerals, when rubbed or heated emit in the Phosphordark a more or less shining light, are said to be phos- csctnce.
phorescent.
Thus, yellow blende, when scratched
with a hard body, emits a strong light. When two
pieces of quartz are forcibly struck against each other,
both become luminous and fluor spar, and other minerals, when heated, become phosphorescent.
For a
full account of phosphorescent minerals, by Dr. Brewster, see the Edinlmrgh Philotophicat Journal, voL i.
;

p.

383.

:

Geognottical

and Geographical Characters.

.

;

PHYSICAL CHARACTERS OF MINIRALS.
Ffajtkal
•J*'?'**''

j^j^

arc those derived from phyaction of
minerals and other bodies. They are highly curious in
a general view, but are seldom useful in the discrimination of minerals, as they occur in but few spedes,
and in these rare cases the same physical properties are

Physical

characters,

phenomena originating from the mutual

tical

The principal nhywhich occur among minerals, are Electridty. Magnetism, and Phosphorescence.
met with

in very different species.

These characters are derived from the geognostical Cicognostirelations and geographical distribution of the species. "I and
In another article we shall shew, that simple minerals g«>gr«phi"' '^''•"*'"
are not irregularly distributed throughout the crust of
the earth.
On the contrary, that particular species
very oflen occur together, and in the same formation ;
that some species are met with in nearly all the formations of rocks, others in only a few members of the
series, while some are confined to a particular rock;
and that certain beds and formations are characterised
by the simple minerals they contain. In their geograChical distribution, numerous interesting relations will
e pointed out, of the grouping of particular species in
limited tracts of country ; of the wider range of others
through whole regions ; and of the distribution of
species according to distance from the equator, and
particular meridians.

airal characters

1.

kctrieii;.

EHeclrkilt/,

well known that there are two kinds of electrithe one named potilkt or vitrtxm*, and the other
negalire or rctinout.
Electridty can be exdted in minerals in three different ways,—by friction, by heating, or by communication with an electrified body.
The greater number of
minerals which arc capable of becoming electrical, acquire this property by friction.
Earthy, saline, and
metallic minerals, in this way l)ecomc positively electrified.
Some minerals by this process become very
ft is

dty

;

* TliMS ObKrvatioos oa (hcactko of

Mohs' Crystallography.

The preceding

the

details make us acquainted with those Maba'
characters which are used in describing minerals; but "y»'«"'>in the following arrangement considerable use is made ^fspbyof the primitive forms, as ascertained by Professor

Mohs.
According to his view, every simple form,
from which other simple forms are derived, is named a
fundamental form ; and the class of figures derived
from that fundamental form, a system of cryttallizations.
The fundamental forms arc four in number, and, consequently, also the systems of crj-stallization. Thesefundamental forms are, the rhomboid, pyramid nilh a square
base, oblique four-sided prism, anu hexahedron or cube;

Blowpipe aie taken ftom 3Ir. Aikia't Mutual,

p. 33.

;
;;
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and the systems of crystallization* devived from these,
are denominated rhomboidal, pyramidal, prhvialic, and
tessular.
Connected with the rhomboids there are series of fcnlene nix-tided jyramids ; and the series both
of rhomboids and of the scalene pyramids are terminated by regular sijc-sided prisms, which are distinguished from each other by their positions. The pyramids
with square bases form series and their limiting formi
;

or last member of the scries, is the rectangular Jourtided prism.
Each pyramid with a square base has
depending on it three scalene eighl-sided pyramids ; and
the limiting forms of these scalene eight-sided pyramids, are uncquiangrdar cig/il-sided prisms. The oblique
four-sided prism has depending on it numerous oblique
based pyramids, and oblique prisms. The hexahedron
has depending on it the regidar octahedron, including the
tetrahedron, the rhomboidal dodecahedron, and \he icosiie'
trahedron. The forms that arise from the hexahedron produce among themselves various combinations ; but they
admit into them no form, ivhich is either a rhomboid,
or a four-sided pyramid rvilh a square base, or an oblique
J'our-sided pyramid, or can he derived from any of these
The rhomboid, the four-sided square-based
figures
pyramid, and the four- sided oblique-based pyramid,
are forms which cannot by any means be derived from
each other ; hence the four groups of simple forms, as
well as their combinations, must each be altogether
distinct from the rest ; and hence arises a correct and
natural division of all possible crystallizations, which
An interesting
is of great utility in mineralogy.
sketch of Mohs' Views in Crystallography, is given in
the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, vol. iii. p. IS*.
Fig. 10. Plate CCCXCVI. represents the rhomboid;
Fig. 30, Pyramid with square base; Fig. 6, Oblique
four-sided prism ; Fig. 3, Hexahedron or cube ; Fig.
y, Tetrahedron ; Fig. 2, Pentagonal Dodeca/iedron
and Fig. S5, the Tetragonal icositetrahcdron.
The nomenclature of the species used is nearly that
of Mohs, and is founded on the primitive forms of the
minerals, on the nature of their cleavage, or on the position of the bevelment.
According to Mohs, as already mentioned, all the regular forms in the mineral kingdom are reducible to
gome one of four great systems or groups, named
Rhomboidal, Pyramidal, Prismatical, and Hexahedral
or tessular, inclu-.ling octahedron, cube octahedron,
rhomboidal dodecihedron, &c. Thus, in the genus
Corundum, there are three species in which the primitive forms are the octahedron, rhomboid, and prism
and hence these are named, octahe<lral corundum, rhomIn the
boidal corundum, and prismatic corundum.
genus Zeolite, there are seven species; one of these is
named Prismatoidal zeolite, because the cleavage is
prismatoidal ; another is named Axifrangible, because
one of its most striking characters is its axifrangible
cleavage.
In the genus Augite, one species is named
Oblique-edged augite, because the edge formed by the
meeting of the bevelling planes, on the extremities of
the crystal, is placed obliquely to the axis of the prism
another species is named Straight-edged augite, because
the edge formed by the bevelling planes on the extremity, 13 straight or perpendicular to the axis of the
prism.
In the generic characters, the number of axes of the
crystals is given. But it will be inquired, what is here
When the section of a simple
understood by axis.
figure, as a rhomboid or cube, affords, by means of a
plane which does not pass through its centre, a regular,
or equi-angular or equi-lateral figure, or one in which

such a figure can be inscribed, the straight line, which Oryetognostands perpendicular on the middle point of the figure,
"Tand passes through the centre of the figure, is an axis. ^""Y""^
If we take a hexahedron, and place it in such a situation that two only of its planes are horizontal, and the
others vertical, every section of it, with a horizontal
plane, will afford a square ; and the vertical line, which
stands perpendicular on the middle point of the square,
and passes through the centre of the figure itself, will
be an axis. Bring the same hexahedron in such a situation, that one of its solid angles is above, and anoThe section with a horizontal
ther vertically under it.
plane will be an equilateral triangle or equi-angular
hexagon, and the straight line perpendicular on the
middle point of this plane, and through the centre of
Lastly, If we place the hexahethe figure, an axis.
dron in such a situation, that four of its edges are horizontal, and the others are equally inclined towards
the horizontal plane ; all the sections but two will be
longish rectangles, and the straight line, perpendicular
on the middle point, and through the centre of the
The kind of axis is determined by
figure is an axis.
the figure of the section, and one and the same figure
may contain not only many, but also axes of different
kinds. That axis in which the form of the section is
triangular, or in which a triangle can be inscribed by
connecting some of its angles by straight lines, is named
a rhomboidal axis, because it occurs in the rhomboid ;
when the form of the section is a square, the axis is
named pyramidal, because it occurs in the pyramid with
square bases and when the form of the section is
rhomboidal, the axis is named prismatic, because it occurs in the oblique double four-sided prism, which is a
member of the prismatic series. In the Tabular View,
the Diamond is said to have many axes, because its primitive figure, the octahedron, has rhomboidal axes that
pass through the centre of the planes, pyramidal axes
that pass through the angles, and six subordinate axes
Zirthat pass through the middle point of the edges.
con is said to have one axis, because its primitive figure
belongs to the pyramidal system, in which there is only
one principal axis. Topaz has three axes, because it

—

;

belongs to the prismatic series, in
principal axes.
II.

which there are three

SYSTEM OF ARRANGEMENT.

Three modes of arranging simple minerals have been System of
employed by naturalists in the first, they are arranged arrange:

according to their chemical composition ; in the se- ment,
cond, in confoi-mity with their external characters ; and
in the third, both methods are conjoined. The pure chemical method is desirable in a system of chemistry : the
mixed method, from its unsatisfactory nature, should be
banished from mineralogical science; while that founded on external characters, or what has been called the Natural History Method, ought to be adopted as the only
true and scientific plan for the purposes of natural his-

The natural history method
tory and practical utility.
is followed in the present article, and the arrangeDr.
ment is that of Professor Mohs of Freyberg.
Walker, the former Professor of Natural History in the
University of Edinburgh, taught mineralogy according
Professor Jameson,
to the natural history method.
his successor, has frequently done the same ; and we
find, from the introduction to the third edition of his
System of Mineralogy, that he now abandons the mixed

method, and adopts the natural history method.
The following is a tabular view of the plan of ar-
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rangement followed of the genera and tpecies now to
be described.

Orocr

Genoa

1.

8.

Marsh

Genus

1.

Meteoric water. Sp.

I.

Pure water.

2.

Sea water.

1.

Common.

Order
Genus

1

.

2.
3.

Genus

5.

5.

lead spar.
Tri-prismatic, or lead
vitriol.

Order

Carbonic acid. Sp.
Muriatic acid.
Sulphuric acid.

2.

.

Fluid.
Scaly.

,

Genus

HexahedraL
Pyramidal.

Common.

I.

Copper green.

Sp.

2.

Malachite.

3.

Olivenite.

Prismatic, or blue copper.
2. Acicular, or common
malachite.
Sp. 1. Prismatic, or phos-

1.
1.

phate of copper.

Octahedral.

.

I.

1.

Malachite.

IV.

triform.
triform.

.

Boracic acid.
Arsenic add.

Genus

Sp.

Corneous Mercury.

Order

^-Erifonn.

.

Kerate.

III.

Gentul. Corneous silver.

Acid.

III.

,

4.

Pyramidal, or yellow

I.

Water.

II.

or red lead '""''V"*^

4.

Gas.

I.

rical air.

Oboir

Rhomboidal, or green Oryciogno'?•
and brown-lead spar.
spar.

Carburetted.
2. Sulphuretted.
3. Phosphuretted.
Sp. 1. Pure gas oratmosphe*

Meteoric gas.

2.

I,

Sp.

gas.
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epar.

3. Prismatic,

CLASS
Genns

Lead

2. Di-prismatic,

Order
Genus

1.

IV.

Natron.

Sp.

1.

1.

Octahedral.

1.

Prismatic.

1.

RhomboidaL

2.

Prismatic.

1.

4.

GlaubOTMlt
Alum.

5.

Epsom

3.

Prismatic.
Prismatic.
Prismatic.

1.

2. Nitre.

salt.

6. Vitriol.

7. Sal

ammoniac.
RocksalL

I.

8.

1.

HeuhedraL

9.

Borax.

1.

Prismatic

Genus

1.

Gypsum.

Sp.

1.

Acicular.

Hexahedral, or cube

Emerald-copper.

1.

Copper-mica.

2.

1.

V.

Mica.

Sp.

1.

Prismatic.

Uran mica.

1.

Pyramidal.

5.

Cobalt mica.

1.

Prismatic, or red co-

4.

Antimony mica.

I.

Prismatic, or red anti-

8.

Blue

mony.
iron, or iron-

mica.
6. Gi-aphite.

Axifrangible or com-

7.

1.

Prismatic.

1.

Rhomboidal.
Rhomboidal, including

Mica.

1.

mon.

mica, chlorite,

2. Cryolite.

1.

Prismatic or anhydrite.
Pyramidal.

Aluro-stone.
4. Fluor.
5. Apatite.

1.

Rhomboidal.

I.

Octahedral.

1.

Rhomboidal.

2.

3.

6.

Limestone.

8. Pearl-nuci>.

1.

OiiDER VI.

1.

Prismatic or arragonite.

S.

Rhomboidal or

3.

eous spar, &c.
Short axed. Dolomite

Genus

1.

Order
Genus

I.

II.

Red manganese. Sp.

2.

Sparry iron.
3. Calamine.
t.

1.

Rhomboidal.
Sparry iron.

1.

Prismatic.

2.

aite

4.

Tungsten.

1.

5.

Baryte.

1.

Di-prismaticorStrontianite.

ler spar.

Rhomboidal or Wither.

lite.

Genus

2.

Kyanite.

5.

Spodomene.

4.

Prehnitc.

B.

Datolite.

6. Zeolite.

Sp.

Prismatic.
1. Prismatic.
1. Prismatic.
1. Prismatic.
1.

Dodecahedral.orleucite.
Hexahedral, oranaicime.
3. Rhomboidal, or chabas1.

2.

ite.

4.
9.

Prismatic or common.
4. Axifrangible or teles3.

tine.

Lead

spar.

Pyramidal,

or

cross-

Di-prismatic, or

Laumo-

stone.

ite.

6.

including bron-

and common Schil-

Labrador, or hyperstene.
4. Gerader, or anthophyl-

Rhomb

Rhombtiidal.
Pyramidal.

2.

Slaty,

3.

Baryts.
1.

Spar.

lage.

calcar-

and rhomb spar in
Lonjj axed.
s{Mr in part.

nite.

6. Prismatic, or

Di-prismatic, or white
lead spar.

mesotype.

Prismatoidal, or stilbite.
8. Axifrangible,
or apo7.

1.

talc,

&c.
Rhomboidal.

Schiller spar. Sp. l. Prismatic, or green dial-

part.
4.

Rhomboidal.

balt.

Haloids.

I.

4.

Order
Genus

CLASS H.
Order

3.
4.

ore.

Pyramidal.
Octahedral.

S.

or len-

ticular copper.

Saline Minerals.

phyllite.
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Orjrctogno-

7. Felspar.

Sp.

1.

2.

meionite.
Sp. 3. Prismatic, or common.
4. Pyramidal, or scapolite.
Sp. 1. Oblique-edged, including
common augite, diop-

Augite.

8.

Antimony.

Rhomboidal, or nepheline.
Prismato • pyramidal,
or

hornblende,

1.

2.

Order

1.

2.

Fluid.

T.

Hexahedral.
Hexahedral.

7.

Gold.

1.

8.

Platina.

1.

9.

Iron.

1.

and

and Hauyne.

Octahedral.
Dodecahedral,

1.

including

10. Copper.

1.

Gen ,1.

Nickel-pyrites.

Sp.l. Prismatic, or copper nickel.

Arsenical pyrites.

2.

1.
2.

Genus

Boracite.

Andalusite.

S.

Corundum.

5.

Diamond.
Topaz.

6.

Emerald.

7.

Quartz,

4.

Octahedral.
Prismatic.
1. Octahedral, or spinel.
2. Rhomboidal. Oriental ruby and sapphire.
3. Prismatic, or chrysoberyl.
1. Octahedral.
1. Prismatic.

Sp.

1.

2.

1.

Cobalt pyrites.

3.

Rhomboidal.

Iron pyrites.

4.

Copper

5.

pyrites.

Hexahedral, or
white cobalt.

2.

Octahedral, or tin-white

1.

and grey cobalt.
Hexahedral.

2.

Prismatic.

3.

Rhomboidal.

1.

Octahedral,

2.

Rhomboidal.

Axinite

1.

9. Chrysolite.

1.

Tourmaline

10.

1.

11. Garnet.

1.

2.

pyrites.

Prismatic.
Prismatic.

Rhomboidal.
Pyramidal, or Vesuvian.
Dodecahedral, including

Order
Genus

].

Pyramidal.

13. Gadolinite.

1.

Prismatic.

1.

Genus

1.

Titanium

VIII.

ore. Sp.l.
2.

3.

f Red copper ore.
S. Tin ore.
4. Wolfram, or
.

1.

7-

Tantalum ore.
Uranium ore.
Cerium ore

8.

Chrome

9.

Iron ore.

5.

6.

1.

2.

Lead glance

1.

Hexahedral.

4.

Black tellurium
Molybdena.

1.

Prismatic.

1.

Rhomboidal.

7.

Gold glance.
Bismuth glance.

8.

Antimony

Prismatic.
Acicular.
2. Prismatic.
1. Prismatoidal or grey

or

galena.

6.

Ore.

1.
1.

Prismatic, or sphene.

Prismato- pyramidal, including rutile, iserine,
and menachanite.
Pyramidal, or octahedrite.

glance.

antimony.
2. Axifrangible, or
3.

OnDER
Genus

Indivisible.

Prismatic.

Blende.

XII.

1.

Manganese blende. Sp.

2.

Zinc blende, or
garnet blende.

I.

Dodecahedral.

3.

Antimony

1.

Prismatic, or red

4.

Ruby

Indivisible.

blende.

1.

Prismatic.

ore.

Octahedral, or magnetic

blende.

1.

ore.

Rhomboidal, red iron-ore,

2.

or iron-glance.
Prismatic, or brown iron
ore.

10.

Manganese ore.

1

Prismatic,

or

Order IX.
Genus

Genus

1.

Sulphur,

Sp.

Arsenic.
Sp.
Tellurium.

1.

8.

Antimony.

1.

1.

or native

antimony.
Rhomboidal,

or
red silver.
Prismato-rhomboidal, or cinnabar.

Hemi-prismatic, or ruby-sulphur, or red orpiment.

1

Native.
Native.

Dodecahedral,
antimony.

Prismatic.

Sulphur.

XIII.

Native Metals.

2.

1.

Order

grey and

black manganese ores.

Bour-

nonite.

Octahedral.
Pyramidal, or tin-stone.
Prismatic.
Prismatic.

scheel ore.

Rhomboidal.
Hexahedral.
Rhomboidal.

1.

3.

5.

Order

Glance.

XI.

Copper glance. Sp.

2. Silver glance.

precious garnet, &c.
3. Prismatic, or grenatite.
IS. Zircon.

yellow

Tetrahedral,
including
grey and black copper

2. Indivisible.
8.

or

silver-

copper pyrites.

2. Prismatic, or euclase.
1.

Prismatic.
Di-prismatic.

1.

1.

1.

,

Pyrites.

Prismatoidal, or blue spar.

VII. Gem.

amal-

or

Native.
Octahedral.
Octahedral.

Order X,

Prismatic, including azurite

Sp.

actynolite,

asbestus.
3. Prismatoidal, or epidote.
4. Prismatic, or tabular spar.

Azure-spar. Sp.

Mercury.

6. Silver.

2. Straight-edged,

9.

Bismuth

5.

gam.

side, &c.

tremolite,

4.

Sp. 2. Octahedral, including an- Orjretoga*.
'7timonial and arsenical
""""Y""^
silver.

.

sulphur,
Prismatoidal
or yellow orpiment.
Prismatic, or common
sulphur.
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he ascerteined ; Oryctognosmall for allowing
CLASS III.
others, again, are thicker, but still, owing to their mi- ,^'^'.
*
Ohoer I. Resin.
nuteness, the dimensions of the form cannot be measink in water, scratch gypsum, but break
these
sured
Pyramidal.
I.
Sp.
Genus 1. Iloney-stone.
on caKareous spar. .\t last, in other varieties, the form
1, Yellow or amber.
2. Mineral resin.
is equal
is discernible by the cleavage, and the hardness
2. Black, including mito 5 and 6, and the specific gravity equal to 3.0. These,
neral oil and mineron examination, prove to be straight-edged augite.
al pitch.
What these are, so are all the preceding varieties, and
Order II. Coal.
also amianthus. It is by pursuing this mode of examination, that we are able to refer such substances as amiSp. 1. Brown coal.
Cenut 1. Coal.
anthus to their true place in the system. Other mi2. Black coal.
nerals, again, which occur in an earthy state, can only
3. Glance coal.
be referred to their true flnce in the system, by tracing
When we wish to determine the species to which them in connection with compact minerals, which stand
any mineral belongs, by mi-ana of the preceding in connection with others having a crysullized strucThus porcelain earth can be traced to compact
ture.
ty«iem, we 6rst ascertain eitlier its nrimivive Ibrm
or it can be traced
felspar, and this to foliated felspar
or cleavage, and afterwards the tianiness and speWe next compare these characters imiiietliately to foliated felspar, and in this way its true
cific gravity.
with those in the CUsaes, Orders, Genera, and Spe- place is ascertained. Other earths, and loosely aggregated minerals, as many clays, cannot be referred to
cies ; and if a specie* in any of the genera possesses
the nine characters, our mineral is to be considered as any species ; these, therefore, are determined in an
empirical way >nd we may use the blowpipe, acids,
belonging to that species.
If the form or deavage cannot be ascertained, our
and other means, for obtaining a knowledge of their
determination of the species will not be so satisfactory properties. These bodies are more proi>erly obiects of
or certain. Thus, suppose we meet with a variety of geological curiosity, and of economical value, than interesting to the mineralogist.
iron pyrites, in which neither form nor cleavage can
be detected, but of which the hardnesa and specific
The nomenclature of ttie species use<l in the present
gravity are known and that the hardnesa is 6, and the arrangement, is founded on the primitive forms of the
If we compare these characters
specific gravity 4.9.
minerals, on the nature of their cleavage, or on the
with tho'c of the Classes, Orders, Genera, and Spe- position of the bevelment
cies, we shall find that the only genus to which they
According to Mohs, all the regular forms in the miBut these characters will not neral kingdom are reducible to some one of four great
apply, is iron p^riles.
enable us to determine the species with absolute cer- ly tt< ms or gruupes, named rhomlioidal, pyramidal,
hex.iheilral or tessular, including
tainty, because the essential character of every "pecies
prisroatical, and
depends on the primitive form. They will however octahedron, cube, rhomboidal dodecahedron. Sec
shew that the mineral is iron pyrites, evin that it is Thuii, in the genus corundum, there are three spetues,
Dot riiomboidal iron pyrites but they will not enable
in which the primitive forms are the octahedron, rhomand hence the«c are named, octaheus to decide whether it is hexahedral or prismatic iron boid, and pri-m
In other cases, the tpecies can be determined
pyrites.
dral crrundum, rhomboidal corundum, and prismatic
without knowing the primitive form but i>till, the de- corundum.
In the uenus zeolite, there are seven spetermination is nut so certain as when tliat form i- known. cit s one of the-e is named pnsmatoidal zeolite, beThus, suppo«e we meet with a xpecies of magnetic iron cause the cleavage is priNniatnidal ; another is named
ore, which we find by ini>pection, cannot be either the
axifrangible, because one of its most striking churactrrs
rbomboidal or prismatic species, but which agrees in is its axifrangible cleavage.
In the genus augite, one
hardncaa and specific gravity with the octahedral spe- species is iiame<l oblique- edged augite, because the edge
cies, we can say tttat it very probably is a variety of
formed by the meeting of the bevelling planes, on the
But there may be a fourth extremities of the crjstal, is placed oliliqnely to the
octahedral magnetic ore.
species of this grnus not in the nystem, having the
another specie^ is named str.-iightaxis of the prism
same hartlness and specific gravity as the octahedral, e<lged augite, because the edge formed by the bevelling
but with a diffVrent primitive form and we cannot be planes on the extremity, is straight or perpendicular
the hardness to

~

~

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

certain that our mineral does not belong to that spc-

When

the prim tive form is knnwn, all doubt
In compound minerals, it is very often imranishes.
possible to determine the external form. In such ca^es,
aknowleilge of the cleavage i^ of infinite importance,
But when neither form, nor hardness, nor specific gravity, can be determined, the system cannot beadvantageonaly uaed ; lor the principal characters on which it
Amianthus, which is a variety
d«p»nd» are wanting
of straight-rdgetl augite. (hornblende,) occurs in crystals M> very minute, that they cannot be determined
either by the eye or the microscope, and of course the
cleavage is not visible.
These crystals are flexible, and
their hardness not capable of bting determined. Their
surface is so considerable in compurison of heir mass,
that they float on water, although they have a considerable specific gravity
It is remarked, that in other
varieties ot straight-edged augite, the crystals become
thicker, then lose theu flexibility, but are still too
VOL. ziT. ramT 11.

cit-s.

t

to the axis of the prism.

CLASS
smell.

I.

a sensible taste.
Specific gravity under 3.0.

If solid

there

is

Oiii>KR
.£riform.

Not

acid.

Genus L
Smell.

More

I.

No

bituminous Ci.us

I.

°'^"

'•

GAS.

Sp. gr.

=

MARSH

or less respirable.

0.0001.—0.0014.

GAS.
Sp. gr.

= 0,0001.

—0,0014.
This genus contains three species, viz. 1. Carburet'2.
Sulphuretted marsh gas. 3. Phosphuretted marsh gas.

ted marsh gas.

Carburetted marsh gas, or carburetted hydrogen.
smell.
Sp. gr.
0,0008.
Grogniuiic Situation. ^Thxa gas rises from marshes
and volcanoes. It is also met with in great quantities
in coal-mines, forming Xhejirc-damp of miners.
.} «
1.

Empyri umatic

=

Marsh Gas.
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Sulphuretted marsh gn«, or sulphuretted hydrogen.
Sinell of rotten epgs.
Tas-te nauseous and bitter.

Hydrogen

Sulphur 93.756=100, Bcrzelius.
It
rises from sulphureous
springs, also from marshy places, and is met with in
Geognoslic

6.214.

—

Siliialio/i.

mines.
3. Phosphuretted marsh gas, or phosphurctted hy.
drogen.
Smell of putrid fish. Taste bitter.
Geognoslic Silualion
It rises from marshy, and
other places where organic substances are in a state of
decomposition *.

Genus

Without smell or

Meteoric
Gat.

METEORIC GAS.

II.

taste.

Perfectly respirable.

Sp.

Pure meteoric

1.

Respira-

gas, or atmospheric air.

without smell or taste.
Geognoslic Situation
Forms the atmosphere which
surrounds the earth.
ble,

—

Order
Order

Fluid.

II.

WATER.

II.

with sensible taste and smdl-

Tasteless, or

WxTEn.

Sp.

Meteoric

Without smell or taste.
Without smell or taste.
Pure.
1
This is common rain, river, and spring water. Mineral waters are to be considered as accidental varieties of pure meteoric water.

Water.

0^=1.1—1,0269.
Genus I. METEORIC

WATER.

.

Genus

islands.

Genus

ARSEN IC ACID.

V.

S6lid.

Specific gravity above 3.
Octahedral.
Cleavage octahedral.
ish astringent.
Sp. gr. =3.6
3.7.

—

.

curs massive, in thin crusts, stalactitic, small reniform,
and frequently in delicate capillary
;
shining crystals, which are scopiformly or stellularly
aggregated. Its lustre is shining and silky, and pearly.
It is very soft, passing into friable.
Chemical Character. Is soluble in water.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situation.— \t occurs as a
secondary formation in veins, as at Andreasberg in the
Hartz, where it is accompanied with native arsenic,
red silver, galena, and red orpiment.

—

Order
Not

Solid.

acid,

=

Order III.
Acids.

Genus

I.

Gas

air.

MURIATIC ACID.
taste.

Not

Description
ish

ular,

— Emanates

from

When

volcanoes,

fresh,

Genus

gr.

III.

SULPHURIC ACID.

=0,0025—1.5.

1.

opaque

when weathered,

it

is

in

parts.

—It

easily soluble in water,

effervesces with acids.

and

It

solution colours blue
It is very fusible before

vegetable tinctures green.
the blowpipe.

vEhiform.

its

—

—

* Hydrogen gas in a ptetty pure

marsh

gai.

Dry

sub-carbon-

Mtt, formi

Bohemian Natron.
Carbonate

32.6

Soda,

Natron of Hungary.
Carbonate of So-

of

89.18

do,
.
14.2
Muriate ef Soda, 22.4
Sulphate of
Carbonate of
Soda,
.
20.8
I^me, .
7.44 Sulphate of Soda,
.
9.2
Carbonate of
Dry Muriate of
15.0
^Magnesia, .
1.33 Earthy retiduum, 9.2
Soda,
.
31.6 Extractive matWater,
.
45.0
.
Water,
2.03
ter,
.
100.0
100.0
.

Dry

Sp. Gr. =0.0025.

Geognoslic sitnation.
It rises from Volcanoes, and
in considerable quantity.
Sp. gr. =1.4—1.5.
2. Fluid. Fluid.
Geognoslic and geographic situations.
It is observed
trickling from the roofs of caves in iEtna ; near
Aix in SaVoy, and in various places in Italy, Also in
some situations in America, and in the island of Java.

tinet species of

Egyptian N'atron.

ate of Soda,

sometimes

'

smoke-grey and creamcompact, sometimes gran-

Constituent Parts.

If aeriform the smell is sulphureous, and it is not respirable ; if fluitl it is strongly acid to the taste.
Sp.

Aciri.

Natron.

yellow-

also

it is

less translucent:

&c.

Sulphuric

Natron, Common

sometimes radiated, vitreous and glistening, and

Chemical Characters

respirable.
is

Situation.

— External Characters. — Colours

and greyish white;

yellow.

loose, dull,

In the gaseous form.

Mriform.

First Subspecies.

more or

Sp. gr. =0.0023.
Geognoslic

—Jameson.

Cleavage not accurately ascer-

Common Natron, Jameson.-^Getaemes
Werner.

Smell of safron and strong acid
1.

H.=. Natboh.

tained.

Black.

Ardcche.
Muriatic
Acid.

Salts

This species is divided into two subspecies, vk.
natron and radiated natron.

Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs
in considerable quantities in marshy places, rises from
certain acidulous waters, and abounds in many caves,
as in that of Del Cane near Naples, and of Aubenas in
II.

Order IV.

NATRON.

Common

Is gaseous.

Genus

Sp. gr.s:.

Sylvestre, Spiritus Syl-

and Van Helmont. Fixed
Sp. gr. =0.0018.

vestris, Paracelsus

Taste acid.
1. Mriform.

Prismatic Natron.

Prism =129" 60"?

more

CARBONIC ACID.

Spiritus Letalis, Plin.

Carbonic
Acid.

SALTS.

IV.

but subacid.

Cleavage prismatic. Taste sharp and alkaline,
Sp. gr. =1.4.
1.

3 and
If solid, is feebly acid. If the Sp. gr. is
Sp. gr. =:0.001 5—3.7.
it is sweetish astringent.

Arsenic

Add.

and botryoidal

ACIDS.

III.

Taste sweet-

External Characters.
Its colours are reddish-white,
snow-white, yellowish-white, and miiic-white.
It oc-

smell.

Order

—

Genui L

Sensible taste and smell.
Common. Bitter nauseous taste and disagreeable
1

Sea Water.

—

SEA WATER.

II.

Orjrelogno-

Sp. Gravity under 3.0.
,_^'^" _.
It occurs in scaly crusts.
1. Scaly.
It tastes first Boracic
sourish, or subacid, then bitter and cooling, and lastly Acid.
sweetish.
Geognoslic and gebgraphic situation.
It is found on
the edges of hot springs, near Sasso, in the territory
of Florence, and also in Volcano, one of the Lipari
Solid.

1.

=0.001.-0.0013—

gr.

BORACIC ACID.

Genus IV

2.

Rhproth,
b.

the tnsteriftl of the ftrpelttaljlrei

iii. s.

100.00

Beit.

80.

otioae

AfUM. Min.b. iii. s. 5.

cotintiiet,

|

According to Lampadiui.

and might here be introduced

ua

dis-

;

;
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an efflorescence
Gcogiotiie Siltulion.— It ocean
the surface of soil,—on decomposing rocks of particubelar kinds,—on the sides and bottoms of lakes that
eome dry during the summer season, also on the
and dissolved in the water
walls and bottoms of caves,
of lake* and springs. In Hungarj-, according to Ruckert and Pazmand, there are so many natron lakes, that
AO.OOO quintals of soda could be obtained from them
aooualljr. In some places of the same country, it efBoreaces on tlie surface of the soil, heath, &c. It abounds
io the natron lakes of Egypt.
It occurs in BoheEurope.
Geographic Situation.
mia, Hungary, SwjUerland, in the Phlegrean Fields,

—

—

—

—

Monte Nuovo, near Naples, and Mount iEtna
Africa.

—

occurs

It

— In the

in

considerable

;

—

Radiated
Ktlroo.

Second SuBirccis-s.
Radiated Natrok, JatmuoH. Strahlichet Natron,

—

Klaprolh.

—

Ckaraelert. Colour* greyish and yellowish
Occurs in crusts, in radiated distinct concretions, and crystallized in capillary or acicular crj-stals,
which are aggregated on one another. The lustre i*
It is translucent.
glistening and vitreous.

EjUemal

white.

Chemcal
CamttiL

Ckaracttri.

—Same

a* tfaoae of

conmon

Partt^—WiUr orcryitalUzation, i2.S0
Carbonic acid,

Pure soda,
.

NITRE.

Three asaa. Cleavage, prismatic. Taste, cooling and
•alioe.
Hardnca*
S.a Specific gravity
I.9, 2.0.

=

Prlnnjiiie

Xiir..

)

Piii*M4Tic NffRB, Jameton.

torlicber Saltpeter,

=

— Priamatifch**

Moh*. Natiirlicher Salpeter,

Chemical Characters.
hot coal.
Couttiluent

— Deflagrates when

thrown on

Part/.— The natural

cording to Klaproth

:

nitre of Molfetta, acNitrate of potash, 42.55
Sulphate of lime, 25.45
Carbonate of lime, 30.40
Muriate of potash? 0.20
1.40
Loss,
.

100.00
Klaprolh, Beit. b. i. s. SHO.
Geognottic SilualioH.— It is usually found in thin
crusts on the surface of soil, and sometimes also covering the surface of compact limestone, chalk, and
calc-tuff.
In many countnes it germinates in certain
•oaaon* out of the earth, and when this earth is accumulated in heaps, so as to expose a large surface to the
atmosphere, it is found to produce it annually.
Geographic Silualion. Eurojie.
It is found in great
quantities in many plains in Spain; very abundanuy in
the plains of Hungary, the Ukraine and Podolia; and

—

also in

France and

—

Italy.

y4«ta.— Nitre is very abundant in India; also in Persia ; and in the valley between Mount Sinai and Suez,
in Arabia.

of the Cape of Good Hope.
nitre used for the manufacture of gunpowder in the United States of America, is obtained
from an earth collected in the limestone caves of KenNitre effloresces in considerable abundance on
tucky.
the soil near Lima ; and in Tucuman in South America.
In Hungary, Spain, Molfetta, and the East
L'*es.
Indies, consiik-rable quantities of natural nitre are collected ; but the greatest proportion of that used in commerce, i* obtained by working artificial nitre beds. These
consist of the refuse of animal and vegetable bodies,
undergoing putrefaction, mixed with calcareous and
Its principal use is in the fabrication of
other earths.
gunpowder it is also used in medicine, and many of
the art*.
aart, to tlie eait

2.50—100.00

—

NiTBE.

easily frangible.

;

—

II.

flakes, crusts, and in capillary prismatic crystals.
Dull, glimmering, or shining, and the lustre vitreous.
Alternates from translucent to transparent. Brittle, and

in

;

Klaprolh, Beit b. iii. •. 87.
Mr. Bagj^e,
Oeogmulic and Geographic Siiualiont
Swwttan Consul at Tripoli, give* the following mfomMtion retpactiny this interesting subspecies of
" The native country of this natron, which
natron.
i* there called Trona, in the province Sukena, two
day* journey from Fcxxan. It is found at the bot<
torn of a rocky mountain, forming crusts, usually
tbe thtcknes* of a knife, and somctiniei, although rare*
It is always
ly, of an inch, on the surface cf the earth.
cfjalalline: in the fracture it conaiata of cohering,
loagith, parallel, frequently radiated crystals, having
the aspect of unburnt gypsum.
Beside* the great
auantity of trona which is carried to the country of
ie Negro* and to Egypt, 6fly tons are annually carIt is not adulterated with salt.
ried to Tripoli.
The
aatt-mtnea are situated on the sea-shore ; Ixit the trona
•ocur* twenty-eight days journey up the country."
According to the accounts of Mr. Barrow, it would
appear also to occur in the districLof Tarka, in Boshiensan's Land, in Southern Africa.
It is principally employed in the manufacUiet.
ture of glass and *oap, in dyeing, and for the washing
of linen.
It is sometimes purified before it is used,
but more frequently (particularly that from Egypt)
it i* uacd in it* natural state.

Genoi

—

A/rica.-^Th'tt «a1t is abundant in Egypt also at Ludamar, in tbe interior of Africa and in the Karoo De-

S8.U0
37.00

SulpbUc of soda,

—

in

vicinity of
in

475
.

in Siciljr.

quantity

Smyrna, and the ancient
near Bombay ; Persia
Bengal
Natolia; district of Ochotsk, in the government of
IrkuUk ; and in the Crimea.
Dtsaolved in the lakes of Mexico.
America.
Asia.

dty of Ephesus ;

=

Cleavage prismatic, and in the direc- Oryctogno.
*Stion of the smaller diagonal of the prism.
Colours grey- ^""Y"™^External Ch:iracters.
Description.
ish.white, ycllowish-white, and snow-white.
Occurs

Prism

Ka-

fyerner.

America.

—The

—

:

Genus III.— GLAUBER SALT.
Three axes. Cleavage prismatic Taste first
and tlien saline and bitter. Hardness =
gravity
1.

= 2.2,

cooling, Gtioiia
.

Sp. ^^*-

2.3.

—

Prismatic Glauber Salt, Jamaon. Prisma- prj,„,„jj
Glauer Salz, Moh*. Natiirlichea Glauber Saiz, ciautMr

tisches

.

Werner.

Salt.

Prism unknown. Cleavage not accurately ascertained.
Ita colours are greyish and
Exiernal CharacUrt.
It oC"
yellowish white { seldom snow or milk white.
curs in the form of mealy efflorescences ; in crusts
aeldom ttalactitic, amall IxAryoidal, renitbrm ; in small
and fine granular distinct concrftiaas; and crystallized

—

in prisms,

which are oft«n

acicular.

Internally

it is

shin-

ing,and the lustre iavitremu. The fracture is conchoidal,
or uneven. The fragroenU are indeterminately anguUr,
and blunt edged. It is brittle, nod «a*ily frsngible.
Chemcal CharacUrt. ^Bcforc the blowpipe, it \» at-

—

MINERALOGY.
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•rjctogno- fected in the

^^l'^.
~
•

Epsom salt, but
of Epsom salt, afford a

same manner

*'°n does not, like that
tate with an alkali.

as

its soluprecipi-

—

In Real del
America.
phyritic stone.

;

M

1

ground ; also on sandstone,
newly built walls.
Geographic SUiialion.

marl-slate,

— Europe. —

and old and

occurs in Ger-

It

employed

in Mexico, on a por- Oryctogno.
%y.

mordant in dying also in
the manufacture ofleather and paper; as a medicine; for
preserving animal substances from putretaclion ; and it
is sometimes mixed with bread, in order to give it a
Uses.

Consli'.ueiU Par/*.— Natural Glauber Salt of Eger, according to Rcuss, (Chemische-medicinisclie reschreibung des Kaiser Fi-anzens Badea, Dresden, 179*), contains
Sulphate of Soda,
67.024
Carbonate of Soda,
1 ().333
uriate of Soda,
1
000
Carbonate of Lime,
5.6"43
100
Geognoslic Siluatiou.— It occurs, along with rock-salt
and Epsom salt, on the borders of salt lakes, and dissolved in the waters of lakes; in efflorescences on moorish

—

Monte

It is

as a

^ "-^

^^""

;

whiter colour.

—
—

Rock-Butter (o.) Bergbutter, Werner.
External Characters. Colours yellowish-white, yel- Rock Butlowish-grey, cream-yellow, straw-yellow and pale sul- ter.
phur-yellow. Occurs massive, and tuberose.
Internally strongly glimmering, and resinous.
Fracture
straight foliated.
Fragments blunt-edged. Translucent on the edges.
Feels rather greasy.
Easily fran•

gible.

—

Constituent Parts.
It is alum, mixed with alumina
many, France, Hungary, Spain, and Italy.
and oxide of iron.
Asia.
It occurs on the banks, and in the water of
Geognoilic Situation.
It oozes out of rocks that conmany Siberian salt-lakes ; neighbourhood of the Lake
Baikal the desert plains of Iset, Ischeni, and Barebyn. tain alum, or its constituents, as alum-slate, bituminous-

—

;

—

—

Africa.
Ejypt.
Uses.
It is used as a purgative medicine ; and in
some countries as a substitute for soda, in the manufac-

—

ture of white glass.

Genus

AL^M.

Many

axes.

IV.

ALUM.

Cleavage tessular. Taste sweetish, astrin-

gent and acidulous.

Hardness

Octahedral

OcTAHEonAL Alum, Jamesnn.

Octaedrisches
Alaun, Mohs. Naliirlicher Alaun, Werner.
Crystallized in cubes and octahedrons.
Cleavage
1.

—

Genus V.

=: 2.0,25. specific grav.

=;1.7, 1.8.

Alum.

shale impregnated with iron-pyrites, or alum- earth.
Geographic Situation.
It occurs at the Hurlet alumwork, near Paisley ; oozing out of rocks of alum-slate
in the island of Bornholm, in the Baltic; at Muskau
in Upper Lusatia ; Saalfeld in Thuringia; and, according to Pallas, in aluminous rocks on the banks of the
river Jenisei, in Siberia.

=

1.

External Characters.

— Colours

—

bitter

.

Prismatic Epsom Salt, Jaraeson.

Bitter Salz, Molis.

octahedral.

EPSOM SALT.

Three axes. Cleavage prismatic. Taste
saline.
Hardness
spec. grav. =:

and Epsok

.

— Prismatisches

Natiirlicher Bitter Salz, Werner.

=

yellowish and greya farinaceous efflorescence,
stalactitic,
in delicate curved and parallel fibrous
concretions.
The varieties with fibrous concretions have a pearly lustre ; others are glistening and
vitreous. When the fracture can be observed, it is con-

90°. Cleavage very perfect, according to
Prism.
one of the diagonals.
External Characters. Colours snow-white, greyish-white, yellowish-white, sometimes ash-grey, and
smoke-grey.
Occurs in farinaceous crusts, flakes,
small botryoidal, reniform, and crystallized.
Prisms

choidal.

acicular

Occurs

ish-white.

as

—

Chemical Characters. It is soluble in from sixteen
to twenty times its weight of water.
It melts easily
by means of its water of crystallization ; and by continuance of the heat, it is converted into a white spongy
mass.
Natural

Constituent Parts.

— Alumina,

Alum

of Freinwald.

.

Potash,
.
-< xide of iron,

.

.

Sulphuric acid, and

15.25
0.25
7.50

—

shale, and also encrustirg lavas.
Geographic Situation.
Europe.
It occurs as an efflorescence on the surface of bituminous-shale and slateclay at Hurlet, near Paisley ; also encrusting alum-slate
near Moffat, in Dumfriesshire ; Ferrytown of Cree, in
Galloway ; and at Whitby, in Yorkshire. On the Continent of Europe, it is met with in many places, as in
the alum-slate rocks near Christiania in Norway ; in
coal-mines in Bohemia ; also in Austria, Bavaria, Hungary, Italy, and the Islands of Stromboli, Milo, &c. in
the Mediterranean Sea.
Africa.
In Egypt.

—

and

The

capillary.

farinaceous variety is
and pearly. Varies

from transparent to opaque. Brittle, and easily frangible.
Before the blowpipe, it disChemical Characters.
solves very easily by the assistance of its water of crystallization, but it is difficultly fusible. Its solution gives

—

a precipitate with lime-water.
salt,

—

The constituent parts of purified
the sulphate of magnesia of chemists, are,

according to

—

—

^*'''

dull, the others shining, glistening,

Constituent Parts.

Geognostic Situation.
It generally occurs as an efflorescence on aluminous minerals, as alum-slate, alumearth, alum-stone, aluminous coal, aluminous-slate-clay,

—

Prismatic

Epsom

—

Epsom

water,
.
77-00 100.00
Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. s. 103.

and bituminous

Sait.

Bergmann.

Kirrvan.

33.0
Sulphuric Acid,
29 46
Magnesia,
.
19-0
17-00
Water of Crystallization, 48.0—100.0
53.54—100.00
Geognostic and Geograyhic Situations.
It occurs as
an efflorescence at Hurlet, near Paisley, along with natural alum
and sometimes effloresces on old walls.
When purifieil, it is used as a purgative meUses
dicine ; and it is valued by chemists on account of the
magnesia which can be obtained from it.
.

.

—

;

Genus VL

VITRIOL.

One and

Cleavage rhomboidal, pyrami- Viiriol.
three axes.
dal, and prismatic.
Taste astringent. H.

Sp.gr.= 19—2.2.
Rhomboidal
1.

=

Vitriol,

— Rhomboedrisches V

Jameson
Vitriol,

Werner,

or

Green

itriol Salz,

Vitriol, Oreen VI
Mohs, Eisen triol.

»

1

MINERALOGY.
Rhomboid=8l*.SS'- Cleavage same, or =:r. H=2.
Sp. er.= 1.9, 2.0.
Dtunplion. Colours emerald, apple, and verdigris
green, and sometiines grass-green on exposure to the
weather, it becomes straw.yellow, cream-yellow, ochreOccurs pulverulent,
yellow, and yellowish-brown.

ComtU. Parlt.

—

:

massive, disseminated, stalactitic, tuberose, bolryoidal,
reniform, in fibrous distinct concretions, and crystalShining, both externally and internally, and the
lized.
lustre is vitreou*, with exception of the fibrous varieties,
which are pearly. Fracture flat concholdal. Alternates
from •emi.trantparent to opaque. Refracts double.
Chemical Charactrr. Before the blowpipe, on charcoal, it becomes magnetic, and colours glass of borax
green.
ConttUueiU Parit— Oxide of iron
25.7
Sulphuric acid
S89

—

Water

45 4 -100.0

—

Berselius.

It is always
Geognottic and Geographic Sifualintu.
iron pyrite«, by the decomposition of
which it is formed. Occur* in several coal mines in
this country, and in many iron and coal minea on the
continent of Europe, and also in America and Asia
U>et.
It i^ emp'oyed to dye linen yellow, and wool
and silk black ; in the preparation of ink ; of Berlinblue ; for the precipitation of (fold from its solution
and sulphuric arid can be olHained from it bv distillation.
The residue of the latter process (colcothar of
iron ) is used as a red paint, and, when wathed, for po-

associated with

—

;

Blua
aL

Vttri-

Water

^- Pai'MATic vitriol, or bli;e vitrioi., JamtMon.
Priam adaclio VitrioUi>alz, Moht. Kupfervitriol, H'er-

ner.

Prism =r 1 240

2'.

Cleavage the same.

Hardness=

Sp. )!;ravity=2.l, 2 2.
Kxternnl CkariKirrt.—Ctrmmon colour dark skjrWue, which fonu-time* approaches to verdigris green.
By exposure to the air it liocooiea yellow. It occurs massive, disseminated, stalicti'ic, dentiform, and
crysUlliaed.
Externally and internally it is shining and vitreous.
The fracture is conchoidal. The
frainnents are mther «harp-e<lKed.
It i.t translucent
Chemical Chnrnrlrrt. .When a portion of it is dissolved in water, and spread on the suface of iron, it
immediately covers it with a film of copper.
ConUUuenI Parit. Oxide of Copper 32. IS

Geogniulic

along

Sulphuric Acid

31.57

Water

S6.30— 100.00

and GrografJiic

whh copper

Silna^ions.

—

71.739

100

I96. Heri. Archiv.
b.

iii. s.

—

537.

*Red VITRIof., or SULPHATE
Kobaltvitriol, lyerner.
Esternal Charactrr*.
rose-red.

Occurs

OF COBALT, JatnCion.—

—Colour

flesh-red, inclining to

in granular distinct concretions.

occurs,

Pary'smine in Anglesea
and also in the copper-mines in the county of Wicklow
pyrites, in

n^ Vitri-

aUo ol.
Surface rou^h, and

coralloidal, stalactitic, in crust>

;

longitudinally furrowed.
Dull, and seldom shining on
the surfaces of the distinct concretions, and the lustre is
pearly.
Fracture earthy.
Fragments blunt-e<lgc(i.
Opaque. Affords a vellowish-white streak.
Easily

and

brittle.

I'aste styptic.

Chemical Characleri.j—ltt solution affords, with carbonate of potash, a pale-bluish precipitate, which tuiges
*
borax of a pure blue colour.
Coiutitueni Paris. Oxide of Cobalt
38 71
Sulphuric Acid
19 7*

Water

41.55—100.00

Koppc, in Journal fur die Chemie, I'bysik et
Mineralo({ie, b. vi. Heft I, 1808, s. 157.
Geognottic nnd Gengraiihic Siliialiont— It occurs in
mining-heaps in Biber, along with lamellar heavy-spar,
earthy cobalt, and grey cobalt and it has been also
found in the I..eogang at Salzburg.
;

Genus VII.

Many

axes.

SAL AMMONIAC.

Cleavage tessnlar.

Taste sharp and _

—

Hardness=l.5— 2. sp. gravity 1.5
1.6.
,"0.
Octaiikoral Sal Ammoniac, yameion.—Oc-

urinous.
1.

taedrisches Salmiac Salz,

Moht. Naturlicher Salmiack,

lyemrr.

BerzelittM.
It

«y-

^—V-'

6.522

Geognottic and Geographic Silualiont.
It occurs in
repositories that contam blende, and appears to be formed by the decompniiitiun of that mineral.
It occurs at
Holywell in Flintshire ; and it is said also in Cornwall.
Uie*—]t is used as a medicine; is employed in
great quantities by varnishers to make oil dryinif ; and
a fine white colour named Ziiic-tehile, which is more
durable than white-lead, is prepared from it. To prepare this colour, the salt is dissolved in water, and the
white oxide, which is the zinc- white, is precipitdted
fVom it by means of potash or chalk.

2.5.

—

21.":i9

100.0
s.

Oryctogno.

Diiio.

56.0 j

Klaprolh, Beit. b. v.

friable,

liahing steel,
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From lUmmelberg.
Oxide of Zinc
27.6
Oxide of Manganese 0.5
Sulphuric Acid
22.0

Tessular. Cleavage octahedral.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz. Vol«
canic sal ammoniac, and conchoidal sal ammoniac.

s.i

°*

"""°*
Ammo.

J^

;

in Ireland.

—

Vtt.
It is used in cotton and linen printing
the oxide separated from it is used by painters.

;

and

Pyramidal vitriol, or white vitriol, JaaMMM.
WhitaVi. Pyramid= r20» 90'. Cleavage unknown. Hardness=
*'*•'•
Sp. gravity =2.
3.

—

Etlernnl Charai-lrrt. Colours greyish, yellowish, redand greenish white. It occurs massive, stalactitic,
reniform. botryoidal. in crusts ; also in radiated, fibrous
and granular distinct coniTftions and crystallized It
isahminfc, translucent, brittle, and eaaily frangible
Chrmical (haraclrri
It intumesces before the blowpipe, but does not phosphoresce : it dissolves
in 2.285
parts of bailing water.
dish,

;

—

First Subspecies.
Volcanic Sal Ammoniac, c/omeron.— Vulcanischer
Volcsnle
Salmiak. Kartlen.
Eljcternal Characlert
Colours yellowish and greyish- *.•*' *'"'°''"
"'"'
white ; pearl-grey and smoke-grey
wine.yellow ;
sometime* apple-green, sulphur-yellow, and brownishblack. Occurs in etForescences, crusts, stalactitic, small
botryoidal, tuberose, corroded, al-o in granular concretions, and crystallised figures. Cry.staU small and very
small ; and lateral planes usually smooth.
Externally
dull or glistening ; internally shining and vitreous.
Alternates from transparent and o{>aque. Slightly duc-

—

;

tile

and

elastic.

Chi mical Characlert.^-Vi'hen moistened, and rubbed
with quicklime, it gives out a pungent ammoniacal
odour.

MINER ALOGY.
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Oiyctogno'/'

.

'

Ammoniac of Vesuvius.
Consltluent Par/*.— Muriate of amnionia, 99.5
Muriate of soda
0.5—100.0
Sal

Klaproth, Beit. b.

—

iii. s.

91.

Geognostic Siltiation.
As its name implies, it is a
volcanic production, occurring in the fissures, or on the
surface of volcanic or pseudo-volcanic rocks.

—

—

Geographic Situaliou.
Europe.
It occurs in the vicinity of burning beds of coal, both in Scotland and
England. It is found in the Island of Iceland.
the Continent it is met with at Solfatara, Vesuvius,

On

yEtna, the Lipari Islands, and Tuscany.
Thibet, Persia, and the Isle of Bourbon.
Asia.
America.
In volcanic districts both in North and

—

—

South America.

Second Subspecies.
ronchoidai
ConchoidalSal AMMONIAC, /«»je«o».— Muschlicher
^•^-^""""Salmiak, Karsieri.
Erienial C/iaracters. Colour greyish-white.
Occurs in angular pieces. Surface is uneven. Externally
glimmering ; internally shining and vitreous. Frac-

—

ture nearly perfect conchoidal.
Fragments indeterminate angular. Semi-transparent or transparent.
Malleable.
Soft.
Light. Taste pungent and urinous.
ConstitueiU Parts. Muriate of ammonia 97.50
Sulphate of ammonia 2. .50
100.
Klaprolh, Beit. b. iii. s. 9*.
This mineral
Gengnostic and Geographic Si/italions.
is said to occur, along with sulphur, in rocks of indurated clay or clay-slate, in the country of Bucharia.
Uses.— This salt is used for a variety of purposes.
Great quantities of artificial sal ammoniac are annually
exported from this country to Russia, where it appears to be used by dyers. It is employed by coppersmiths, to prevent the oxidation of the surface of the
metals they are covering with tin.
It renders many
metallic oxides volatile, and is frequently used to separate metals from each other.

—

—

—

* Mascagnine, or Sulphate of Ammonia.
MasAmmonia, cagnin, Knrsfen.
External Characters, Colours yellowish-gi-ey, lemon-yellow. Occurs in meally crusts, or stalactitic.

SnlpTiateof

—

First Subspecies.
Rock-Salt. Steinsalz, Werner.
This subspecies is divided into two kinds,
ated rock-salt and fibrous rock- salt.
First Kind.

Foliated Rock-Salt, Jameson.

Chemical Characters.

—

water ;
and becomes moist on expo-

—

it passes, though rarely, into flesh, blood,
and brick red. Still seldomer do we observe the white
varieties marked with Berlin, azure, violet, or lavender

peai-1-grey

blue spots or patches. It is said also to occur ochreyellow, wine-yellow, and emerald-green.
It occurs
massive, disseminated, in minute veins, in crusts, plates,

and stalactitic ; also in distinct concretions, which are
large, coarse, small, and fine angulo-granular, and these
sometimes incline to pi-ismatic f . On the fresli fracture shining or resplendent, lustre resinous.
Fracture
conchoidal.
Fragjnents cubic. In general it is strongly translucent, sometimes semitransparent and transparent.
Feels rather greasy.
Rather brittle, and

—

—

Gen-jsVIII.

ROCK-SALT.

Steinsak, Werner and Mohs.

Hoc* SiLr.

Many
ness

Hexahedral rock
(alt.

1.

axes.

=2.0

— 2.5

Cleavage tessular. Taste
Sp. gravity =2.1, 2.2.

saline.

Hard-

HEXAHEnRAi, Rock-Salt, Ja»ne*on.— Hexaedri-

sches Steinsalz, Mohs.
Tessular.
Cleavage hexahedral.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz. rocksalt and lake- salt

f Satat authors describe

1

I

easily frangible.

Second Kind.
FiBRoiTS Rock-Salt, Jameson.
Werner.

J
Fasriges Steinsalz, Fibrous
rock-salt.

External Characters.— Colours greyish, yellowish,
and snow white ; from these it passes into ash and
smoke grey ; more rarely it is marked with stripes of
red, violet, sky, and Berlin blue.
Occurs masand dentiform ; also in distinct concretions, which
are coarse and fine, and straight and curved fibrous. Internally it is shining and glistening, and the lustre is
flesh

sive

The fragments

resinous.

are splintery. Strongly transIn other chai'acters it resembles the preceding kind.
Chemical Characters.
It decrepitates briskly when
exposed to the action of the blowpipe, or when laid on
lucent, verging

on semi-transparent.

—

burning coals.
Constituent Parts.

— Muriate of soda

Cliesliire

Kock-Salt.

983^
Sulphate of lime
6|
Muriate of magnesia 0/^

Muriate of lime
Insoluble matter

It is easily soluble in

partly volatilised by heat ;
sure to the air.
Constituent Parts.
It is a compound of ammonia,
sulphuric acid, and water.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs
among the lavas of iEtna and Vesuvius ; in the Solfatara by Puzzaeolo ; in the lagunes, near Siena in Tuscany ; and on the bottom of a hot spring in Dauphiny.

Bl'attriches Stein-

Werner.
External Characters
Its most common colours are Foliated
white and grey. Of white, it occurs greyish, yellow- rock gait,
ish, and milk-white ; but it seldom approaches to snowwhite.
Of grey, ash, smoke, and pearl grey. From
salz,

Internally dull or glistening.
Fracture uneven or earthy.
Semi-transparent or opaque.
Taste sharp and
bitter.

viz. Foli-

'

10

lOOO.O

Henry, Philosophical Transactions

—

for 1810, pt. i. p. 97.
It occurs in transition rocks

Geognostic Situation.
and in secondary rocks in

in Switzerland,

Germany,

England, and South America.
Geographic Situation. Europe.— The principal de-

—

posite of salt in this island is that in Cheshire, where
there are several beds that vary in tliickness from four
feet to

upwards of one hundred and

thirty feet,

and

al-

ternate with clay and marl, which contain compact, foliated, granular, and radiated gypsum.
Rock salt also
occurs at Droitwich in Worcestershire ; and in Germany, France, Hungary, and Spain.
A/rica.
Be6ide9 the great beds of this mineral found
in Europe, it is also very extensively distributed in
other quarters of the globe.
In tlie northern part of
Africa, on both sides of the Atlas Mountains, vast quantities of rock-salt occur.
In the vidley of Egarement
there are beds of rock-^alt resting on gypsum.
Mr.

—

Horneman, on

rock-salt in globular and

liis

journey from Cairo to Ummosogeir,

ccdumnar concretions.

1

;

:

MINERALOGY.
pUJn on the stimmit of the chHin oC lime•y.
stone niounuins that bound the desart of Lybia to the
^"V^"^ north, consitting of a mass of rock-«alt, spread over so
large a tract of surface, that in one direction no eye
could reach its termination, and its width he computed

Oryttafpo. ilitcovered a

To the south-east of Abyssinia, there
at seYond nulea.
i« a plain of rock-salt four days journey across, whence
all tnat country is supplied +. At Tcgazza, and in seve-
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Oeder I.—HALOIDE.
No

Streak not changed in the order

metallic Kistrc.

i.

Haloide.

colour.

_

C/eavff ff*.— If in the direction of a four-sided prism,
the hardness is equal to 4 and less : if axifrangible and
prismatoidal, the hardness and specific gravity are below 3. Hardness ranges from 1.5 to 5. If the hardness is less than 2.5, the specific gravity will be 2.4
Specific gravity ranges from 2.2 to 3.2.
and les¥.
If less than 2.4, the hardness will be S.i, and less.

very lartre beds of pure rock•It occur under strata of different kinds of solid rock j
and beds of salt appear at Darfur, and in the country of
Congo.
Genus I.—GYPSUM.
There is a considerable mine of rock-salt
Atia.
twenty versts from Jena-Tayerska, in the desart beThree axes. Cleavage prismatic. Hardness =1.5 Grnnn.
tween the Volga and the Uralian Mountains another
Sp.gr. =2.2— 3.0.
3.5.
named lletzki, near Astracan ; and there are several
I. AxiFRAKoiBLE GvpsuM, JamMon.-Axentheileu- Axifrangi.
Salt mines are worke<l in that part
others in Siberia J.
blpRvpdes Gy pa- Haloide, MuAt.
of China which borders on Tartary. At Teflis, Tauris,
=113"" 8'.
perpendicular to the •'""•
Cleavage
Prism
and other places in Persia, there are great masses of
1.5
Sp. gr.
Hardness
2.0.
axifrangible.
that in tlie desart of axis, or
iml other places in Sahara,

—

—

;

and we are informed,
Caramania, and also in Arabia, rock-salt is so abundant, and the atmosphere is so dry, that the inhabitants
rock-salt

;

use it for building house*. The Island of Omiuz, situated in the mouth of the Persian Gulf, is princi|>ally
GompaMd of rock-salt. Rock-salt is one of the mineral
proaactioas of the valley of Cashmere ; and in the province of Lahore in India, there is a hill of rock-salt
equal to that of Cordona ; the salt of this bill is cut into
dubes, plates, and stands for lamps.
Amtnea. Rock-salt is found in vast quantity on the
elevated desarts of Peru, where it is very hard, and has
usually a violet colour ; also in the Cordilleras of New
Gnnwda, at the height of 2000 toises. It occurs in
oonaiderable quantity in Upper Louisiana ; and great
maaaea of it have bMn founa at the junction of the
stream of Atha-pua-caou with the Atha-pus-caou lake

—

and

in California.

—

New

Holland.
According to Governor Hunter, it
in considerable quantity on the east coast of
Kew Holland.
Uiesj—lu uses are very various and important.
use of it daily as a seasoning for our food vast
'
ae* are employed for tlie preservation of animal
bnttcr, he ; it is also used in the manufacture of

found

is

We

:

I

,

so«p-making, and in

many

raetallurgic

and soda by certain
sometimes employed in its

It aflbrds muriatic acid

w

)

procea a. It is
but is more commonly

atate,

purified.

SCCONO SvB>PtCICt.
Lake-salt

Laei-S^lt. yowKion.— Se csala, Werner.
Eriemal Characters.— Co\cnxT greyish- white. Oc«
Internalears in coarse and small roundish grains.
shining or glistening, and the lustre resinous.
Fraetore is impMfect foliated. In other characters it
agrees with the other subspecies.
Qtogmutic and Geographic Situalions.—lt is foand
on the bottoms and sides of salt-lakes. In Europe,
Aaia, and also in Africa and America.
ly

CLASS
Cum II.

Tastelesa.

11.

Specific gravity above 1.8.

moilioiis, tiiat in totnt p*rt< of

•petks at rack-olt in

qaai«7)ii(

It.

—

six subspecies, viz. Sp-nrry
or Selenite, Foliated Granular Gypsum, Compact Gypsum, Fibrous Gypsum, Scaly Foliated Gypsum, and Earthy Gypsum. * Montmartrite.

This species contains

Gypsum

First Subspecies.

Sparrt Gypsum or Smlksitz, Jameson.
JVermtr.

— Fraueneis,

—

Eilemal Characters. Colours smoke-grey, greyishwhite, snow-white, greenish-white, and yellowishwhite, and also wax-yellow, pale ochre-yellow, and
Sometimes dark-brown, owing to
Some varieties display irides«
intermixe<l stinkstone.
Occurs massive, coarsely disseminated,
cent colours.
also in distinct concretions, which are large and coarse
granular, and sometimes inclining to thick lamellar;
and crystallized. The following are some of the seyellowish-brown.

condary figures
3. Twin-cr}'Stals.
Six-sided prism.
2. Lens.
are either formed by two lenses, which are attached by their faces, or by two six-sided prisms pushed
into each other in the direction of their brcauth, in
such a manner, that the united summits at one extremity form a re-entering angle, but at the other a salient
When two such
angle, or four-planed acumination.
twin crystals are pushed into each other in the direction
of their length, a 4. Quadruple crystal is formed.
1.

These

Lateral planes of the prism sometimes smooth, sometioMt looritudinally streaked, and shining ; the convex
terminal nces, and lens, are rough and dull. Internally,
Cleavage threefold ; the
lustre splendent and pearly.
most distinct cleavage perpendicular to the axis of the
prism ; the other two parallel with the lateral planes of
the primitive prism. Cleavages generally straight, and
aometimes curved. Fragments rhomboidal, in which
two of the sides are smooth and splendent, and four are
Alternates from semi-transpastreaked and shining.
rent to tran-sparent, and in the latter case is observed
Very easily frangible. In
Sectile.
to refract double.
thin pieces flexible, but not elB.<itic.
Chemical Characters. Exfoliates before the blowpipe, and, if the flame is directed towards the edge of

—

AbjMnia. cubic piscn of roclc-nll put at Current eain.
nogfabouihooil of (he rlter Jaik, «h)ch if omettmn so hard as to laap the pick-axet

t Bran
t PiUm

tlic

=

=2.2—2.4.

made we of ia

S«l«nlie.

1

:
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Oryctogno- the folia,

'?

it

melU

into a white enamel, which, after a

time, falls into a white powder.
Constituent Parts.
Lime,
.

—

S3.9
43.9
21.0

.

Sulphuric Acid,

Water,

,

Loss,
2.1—100.0
Bucho'z, in Gehlen's Journ. b. v. s. 1 58.
Geognostic Siltialion.— Occurs principally in the secondary or floetz gypsum formation, in thin layers
loss frequently in rock-salt ; more rarely as a constituent part of metalliferous veins ; but in considerable
quantity in that deposite known in the south of F.nfr.
Crysland under the name of Blue or London Clay.
tals of this substance are daily forming in gypsum hills,
in old mines, and in mining heaps.
Gfographic Situation.
It is not unfrequent in the blue
clay in the south of England, as at Shotover Hill, near
Oxford, and occurs in the secondary gypsum around
.

.

gypsum. It is said to have been very Oryctognoadvantageously employed in America, and also in the
^Jlcounty of Kent ; but it has failed in most of the other ^""V"™'
counties of England, though tried in various ways,

to the uses of

for different crops.
When peat-ashes contain a
considerable portion of gypsum, they may be advantageously employed as a top-dressing for cultivated grasses, on such soils as contain little or no sulphate of lime.
The pure white varieties of granular gypsum are .used
as ingredients in the composition of earthen-ware and
porcelain ; and the glaze or enamel with which porcelain is covered, has the purest gypi^um, or even selenite, as one of its ingredients.
Its most important use
is in the preparation of stucco.

and

Third Subspecies.
CoMPACTGvPsuM,7am«OM. DichterGyps,

—

Paris.

—

Second Subspecies.
Foliated Granular Gypsum, Jameson.
gyptum.

—

Blaettrig-

ger Gyps, Werner.
Most common colours white,
External Characters.
grey, and red ; seldomer yellow, brown, and black.
Occurs massive, also in granular and prismatic distinct
Sometimes crystallized in small conical
concretions.
Lustre passes
lenses, in which the surface is rough.
from shining through glistening to glimmering, and is
pearly. Has the same cleavage as selenite. Fragments
very blunt-edged. Translucent.
Sectile, and very

—

easily frangible.
Consliliient Parts.

— Lime,

32

.

Sulphuric Acid, 30
Water,
38—98 Kirman.
It occurs in beds in primitive
Geognoslic Situation.
rocks: in. a similar repository in transition clay-slate;
but most abundantly in beds in rocks of the secondary

—

or

—
—
honey

Characters

floetz class.

—

—

tinguish them from calcsinter. or what is called calcaThe finest white
reous alabaster, Gyp.ieous A/aba.iler.
varieties of granular gvp>ura are selected by a'tists for
the variegated kinds are cut into
statues and busts
pillars, and various ornaments, for the interior of halls
and houses ; and the most beautiful variegated sorts
are cut into vases, columns, plates, and other kinds of
Those varieties that contain imbedded
table furniture.
portions of selenite, when cut across, exhibit a beauti.ful iridescent appearance, and are named Gypseous
Opal.
In Derbyshire, and also in Italy, the very fine
granular varieties are cut into large vases, columns,
.watch-cases, plates, and other similar articles.
Both
subspecies are used in agriculture. Much difference cif
opinion has prevailed among agriculturists with respect
:

edges.

Chemical Characters.

— All

the different varieties of
are deprived of their
water of crystallization, become opaque, fall into a
powder, which, when mixed with water, speedily hardens on exposure to the air. They are difficulty fusible before the blowpipe, without addition, and melt
into a white enamel
when heated with charcoal, they
are converted into sulphuret of lime.
Constituent Parts
Lime,
3
.
Sulphuric Acid, 48
Water,
\S—.\00 Gerhard.
Occurs in beds, along with
Geognostic Situation.
granular gypsum, selenite, and stinkstone, in the floetz
or secondary class of rocks.
Geogrnphtc Silualion.
Occurs in the Campsie Hills;
Derbyshire ; Ferrybridge in Yorkshire; and Nottinghamshire.

gypsum, when exposed

to heat,

:

.

—
—

Fourth Subspecies.

.

It occurs in Cheshire and DerGeographic Situation.
byshire; at the Segeberg, near Kiel ; and at Liineburg,
where it contains crystals of boracite, and sometimes
of quartz ; and in many other parts of Europe.
The foliated and compact subspecies of gyp.
Uses.
sum, when pure, and cap.ible of receiving a good polisii, are by artists named si'iiply Alabaster, or, to dis-

Werner. Compact
grey, blue, gypsum
Occurs massive.

Colours white,

and sometimes
yellow.
Generally dull, seldom feebly glimmering. Fracture
fine splintery, passing on the one side into even, on the
other into fine-grained uneven. Fragments indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged. Translucent on the
red,

Usex.
At a very early period, before the discovery
of glass, selenite was used for windows ; and we are
told, that, in the time of Seneca, it was imported into
Rome from Spain, Cyprus, Cappadocia, and even from
Africa.
It is used for the finest kind of stucco, and the
most delicate pastil colours. When burnt, and perfectly
dry, it is used for cleansing and polishing precious
stones, work in gold and silver, and also pearls.

Foliated
granular

External

FiBRousGvpsuM, Jameson.

—

Fasriger Gyps, Werner, Pibroui
External Characters
Principal colours white, grey, gypsum,
red, and yellow.
Occurs massive, and dentiform ; al-

—

so in fibrous distinct concretions, which are parallel,
generally straight, and sometimes curved. Lustre passes
from glistening, through -hining to splendent, and is
pearly.
Fragments are long splintery. Translucent.
Constituent Parts.
Lime,
S.iOO
Sulphuric Acid, 44 13
Water,
21,00— 9S.13
Bucholz, N. Allg. Journ. d. Chem.

—

b. v.

—

H.

ii.

s

l(j().

-It occurs along with the other
Geognostic Situation
subspecies of this species.
"grnphic Si'Hation.—\t occurs in red sandstone
near Moffat; in red clay, on the banks of the Whit-

G

in Dunbartonshire
also in
Cumberland, Yorkshire, Cheshire, V\ orcestershire, Derbyshire Somersetshire, and Devonshire.
When cut en cnbnthon, and polished, it reUics.
flects a light not unlike that of the cat's-eye, and is
It is also cut into necksometimes sold as that stone.
and in this form it
laces, ear pendents, and crosses;

adder in Berwickshire

;

;

—

also sold for a harder mineral, the Fibrous Limestone,
or even imposed on the ignorant for that variety of

is

felspar

named Moonstone.

MINERALOGY.
Externally shining or splendent, and pearly

Fifth Scbspecies.
Scaly Fouatsd Gvpsuit, Jam«««.—Schaumgyps,
Scmly

fbli-

lum.

Extemnl Charactert.—Xlo\o\m yellowish-white and
now-whiw. Occurs maasive and disseminated ; also
in distinil concretions, which are small and scaly gra<
Fracture
Internally glistening and pearly.
nular.
inudl Kaly foliated. FragmentJ indeterminate angular,
and blunt-edged. Opaque, or translucent on the edges.
Scctile, and easily frangible.
It occurs
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
with selenite and compact gypsum at Montmartre, near
Paris, in that formation of gypsum named by Werner
floetz

gypsum

vtliy
gffmott.

Geognotlic Sittuliom.—\t is found immediately under the toil, in beds several feet thick, resting on g)°|v
sum. and also in nesta or coteniponneous mssses imbec'

in

le-.l

it.
'

xc
tri(«k

;

—
—

Situation.

It is

found

in

Saxony, Swit-

and Norway.
* .MoNTMARTRirc
Chaux sulphattte
Lucti 4' Uauij. GypsuiD of Montmartre.
/.burg,

From
Contlit. Paris.

roawivr,

with

is

:

;

yields to the action of rain.

Prfatnalk

gypwm.

about

The

— Sulphate of Lime,

roonlmartrite con>

8S

—

Carbonate of Lime,
17
100
PaiSMATicGvPSL'M, or Aniivdrite, Jameion.

If.

—

—

Gyps Haloi«le, AfoA'. .Muriacit, IVerner.
Prism= 100*. 8'. Three cleavages, perpendicular to

Prismatisches

each other.

HardnessriS

3

Specific

5.

gravity=

8.7—3.0.
divided into five lubopedes, vix. .Sparry AnhyScslv Anhydrite, Fibrous Anhydrite, Con• Vulpinite.
choidal Anhydrite, Compact Anhydrite.
* Clauberite.
It is

drite.

•abyilrltCi

Spabrv Akuvdritc,

countries.

Skcond Subspecies.
Scaly Anitvdbite, Jameson.

—

;

alM> in di^itinct concretions,

which are thin and straight lamellar, collected into
aChcrs which are large granular.
SotneiiinM crystallized in the following figures.
1.

Rectangular four-sided prism

low as to appear as a four-sided

:

sometimes so
Broad six4. Broad rect-

it is

table.

«.

•ided prism. 3. Eight-sided prism.
four-sided prism, acuminated on the extremi.
ties with four plane*, which are set on the lateral edges,
and the apox of tlie aruniination deeply truncated.

M^fuUr

*QU

xjv.

part.

II.

— Anhydrite,

Werner. Scaly an-

External Characters.— Co\o\in white, smalt-blue, and
Occurs massive, and in small granular
rarely grey.
Lustre splendent and pearly. Cleavage
concretions.
Fragments not particularly
imperfect and curved.
blunt-edged. Translucent on the edges. Easily fran^
gible.

— Lime,
Sulphuric Acid,
Muriate of Soda,

1

.00— 97. 7.5

Klaproth, Beit. b. iv. s. 235.
Geographic Situations.— \t is found

and
8a]^mmes of Hall

GeogHottie

''J""'"*-

41.75
55.00

in the Tyrol,

5088

feet

above

the level of the sea.

Third Subspecies.
Fibrous Anhydrite, Jatnetoit.— Younger Muriacit,
Werner.
External Charactcrs.-~Co\owT% red ; also blue and Fibrous anOccurs massive, and in coarse fibrous concre- hjdriic.
tions, which are straight or curved, and sometimes
grey.

stellular.
Internally glimmering and glistening, and
Fragments long splintery.
pearly.
Translucent on
the edges, or feebly translucent.
Rather easily fran«
gible.

—

Oeograpkic Situation. It is found in the salt-mines
nf Berchtes^iden, and at Ischel in L'pper Austria, at
Hall in the Tyrol, Salz on the Neckar, Cariiithia, and
Tiede near Brunswick.
Uies.
The blue varieties are sometimes cut and polished for ornamental purposes.

—

Convoluted Anhydrite, Jameson

Gekrostein, Convolute*

Werner.

Ljlemal Charocfen. Chief colour white, which
pMMes cm the one side into blue, and on the other into
Occurs^ massive

t. iv.

349.

Foi7RTH Subspecies.

or Cubk-Spak, 'Jameion.—

Wurfelspath, H'tintr.

red.

1.00

97.75
Klaproth, Beit
b. iv. 8. 235.

—

First Subipccixs.
Rpcrnr

55.00

It is someGergnostic and Geographic Situations.
times met with in the gypsum of Nottinghamshire.
In the salt-mines of Halt in the Tyrol, and in other

in the

compoaed of gypsum and carbonate of lime.
This carbonate is converted into
quicklime in the furnace, and thus a kind of mortar is
formed it is on this account, that the platter made of
this mineral may be used in work exp<Med to tiie weather
while that of pure gjpsum, on exposure, soon
tains,

Hauy, Trait*,

C'ltar.-rclrri.— Colour

The Montmtrtrite

41,.75

100

Constituent Parts.

nitric acid.

From TyioU

Bern.

40
Sulphuric Acid, 60
Muriate of Soda,

Lime,

calcarifcre,

yellowish.
Occurs
but never crysiallixed.
Soft.
Effervesces

Ejt'erhal

—

Chemical Character*. When exposed to the blowit does not exfoliate, and melt like gypsum, but
becomes glaxed over with a white friable enamel.
pipe,

p."

—

inter-

pearly.

ly
easily frangible.

formation.

Sixth Sdbspccics.
Jamtton. Gypscrde, Wemtr.
Etttrnal CA'jraclert.—Ca\ouT yellowish, white, which
passe* into yellowish-grey, and sometimes inclines to
•now. white. Coonposed of fine scaly or dusty particles,
which are more or less cohering. Feebly glimmering.
Soils slightly.
Feels meagre, and rather fine.
Light.

Earthy Gvmum,

:

Fragments cubical. FracAlternates from transparent to strongBrittle, and very
translucent, and refracts double.

and

nally splendent
ture conchoidal.

—

the third at yellow

481

anhydrite.

—

External C/iaracters. Colour dark milk-white. Occurs massive; also in distinct concretions, which are
thick lamellar, and intestinally convoluted or contorte<l, and these are again com|x>sed of others which are
thin prismatic.
Internally glistening or glimmering,
and the lustre pearly. Fracture small and fine splintery.
Frsgments indeterminate angular, and rather
8baq>.edged. Translucent on tlieeilges, or translucent.
Constitueul Parts
Lime,
4'i.CO
Sulphuric Acid,
5&50
Muriate of .'•wla,
0.«5 98.75
KUipro:h, Eeit. b. iv. s. 833.

—

3p
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—

•Oryctogno'>•
*

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
the salt mines of Bochnia and at Wieliczka in Poland.
Ohservalions
It was first described as a variety of
compact heavy-spar, and is by many named Pierre de
Tripes, from its convoluted concretions.

imbedded in rock-salt

Fifth Subspecies.
Compact Anhydrite, Jameson. Dichter Muriacit,

Genus

—

~

—

anhydrite,

into even

and

flat

conchoidal.

Fragments more or

less

sharp-edged. Alternates from translucent to translucent on the edges.
Constituent Parts
Lime,
41.48
Sulphuric Acid, 56.28

Water,

0.75—100.00

Rose, in Karsten's Tabellen.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
beds in the salt mines of Austria and Salzburg ; and
also in secondary gypsum, on the eastern foot of the

—

Hartz mountains.
• Vulpinite.
VulDi

Exlernxil Characters.
"te

Brittle.

Easily frangible.

—

Chemical Characters It melts easily before the blowpipe into a white opaque enamel ; and becomes feebly
phosphorescent when thrown on glowing coals.
Sulphate of Lime, 92.0
Constituent Parts.

—

Silica,

8.0—100.0

Vauquelin, in Bulletin des Sciences de la
Societe Philomatique, N. 9. ; Journal
de Physique, t. xlvii. p. 101.; Journal des Mines, N. xxxiv.
It occurs
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
along with granular foliated limestone, and is sometimes associated with quartz, and occasionally with
sulphur.
It is found at Vulpino in Italy.
Uses.—l It takes a very fine polish, and is employed by the statuaries of Bergamo and Milan for making
It is known to artists by
slabs, chimney-pieces, &c.
,

.

—

.

the

name Marmo

bardiglio di Bergamo,
by Fleuriau.

2. It

was

* Glaubebite.

—

Glauberite, Brongniort.
ExUrnal Characters. Colours greyish-white, and
wine- yellow. Occurs crystallized, in very low oblique
four-sided prisms, the lateral edges of which are 104°
28'
set

Oryctogno»y.

It

^"HT™^

IL—CRYOLITE.

Eis-Haloide, Mohs.

One

axis.

Cleavage pyramidal.

One

perpendicu- Crtolhe.

cleavage and other two less perfect.

Hardness
gravity=2.9 3.
1. Pyramidal Cryolite, Jameson.
Pyramidales Pyramidal
Eis-Haloide, Mohs.
cryolite.
Pyramid unknown. The most perfect cleavage is parallel with the terminal planes of a rectangular four-sided
prism ; another less distinct, parallel witii the diagonals
of a rectangular four- sided prism; and a third, still
less perfect, parallel with the planes of the pyramid.
External Characters. Colours pale greyish-white,
snow-white, yellowish-brown, and yellowish-red. Occurs massive, disseminated, and in straight and thick
lar,

=2 5 — 3.0.

—

Specific

—

—

lamellar distinct concretions.
It is shining, inclining
to glistening, and the lustre is vitreous, inclining to
pearly.
Fracture uneven. Fragments cubical or ta-

Translucent. Brittle, and easily frangible.
Chemical Characters.- It becomes more translucent
in water, but does not dissolve in it.
It melts before
it reaches a red heat, and when simply exposed to the
flame of a candle. Before the blowpipe, it at first runs
into a very liquid fusion, then hardens, and at length
assumes the appearance of a slag.
Constit, Parts.
Alumina,
24.0
21.0
Soda,
36.0
32.0
Fluoric Acid,
and Water, 40.0
47.0

—

—

100.0
100.0
Vauquelin, Hauy,
Klaproth, Beit,
b. iii. s. 214.
Traitc, t. ii. p. 400.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
This curious
and rare mineral has been hitherto found only in West
Greenland, and but in one place of that dreary and
remote region, viz. the Fiord or arm of the sea named
Arksut, situated about thirty leagues from the colony
of Jtiliana Hope, where it occurs in two thin layers in

—

gneiss.

Genus

first

particularly noticed
Glaubeiite.

New

bular.

— Colour greyish- white, and vein-

ed with bluish-grey. Occurs massive. Internally splendent. Fracture foliated. Fragments rhomboidal.
OcTranslucent on
curs in granular distinct concretions.
tli9 edges.

in

Brongniart.

fVerner.

External Cfiaraclers.— Colours bluish- white, and tilered.
Sometimes with spotted delineations.
Occurs
massive ; also in granular distinct concretions. Feebly
glimmering, or dull. Fracture small splintery, passing

Ocana

was brought from Spain to Paris
by M. Dumeril, and first analyzed and described by
Observations.

—

Compact

at Villaruba, near

Castile, in Spain.

—

and 75" 32', and in which the terminal planes are
on obliquely.
Crystals occur singly, or in groups.

Lateral planes transversely streaked ; the terminal
planes smooth. Shining. The fracture parallel with the
terminal planes and edges is foliated ; in other directions
Transit IS conchoidal.
Softer than calcareous spar.
parent.
Brittle.
Specific gravity 2.700.
Chemical Characters.
It decrepitates before the
blowpipe, and melts into a white enamel. In water it
becpnaes opaque, and is partly soluble.
Dry Sulphate of Lime, • 49.0
Constituent Parts.
51.0
Dry Sulphate of Soda,

—

—

100.0
Brongniart, J. des Mines, t. xxiii. p. 17.
Geognostic and Geographic Situatio7ts,— It is found

III.

ALUM-STONE.

Tlion Haloide, Mohs.

One

Alaunstein, Werner.

=

AlvhSTOXE.

Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness
5.0.
sp. gr.
2.4.-2.6.
1. Rhomboidal Alumstone, Ja»je«o«.— Rhomboed- Rhomboiaxis.

=

Thon Haloide, Mohs.
Rhomboid unknown. The most

rishes

dai alumdistinct cleavage stone.

parallel with the sides of a rhomboid ; another, less distinct, parallel with the terminal plane of a six-sided

prism.
External Characters. Colours white, pale flesh-red,
and more rarely pearl-grey and bluish-grey. Sometimes several of these colours occur together in jotted,
striped, and veined delineations. Occurs massive, sometimes porous, or nearly vesicular, with the walls lined
with small crystals. Internally it is dull, or feebly
glimmering. Fracture coarse, small grained uneven,
which passes into splintery, earthy, and flat conchoidal.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather sharp,
edged. Feebly translucent on the edges.
Brittle and

—

easily frangible.

5

;
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Cubes vary from very large. to very small the other Oryetogn*.,
sy.
crystals are only small and middle sizetl. Crystals ge- ^
nerally placed on one another, and form druses but are
seldom single. Surface smooth and splendent, or drusy
and rough, as in the rhomboidal dodecahedron, and
some octahedrons. Internally the lustre is specularFragments octasplendent, or shining and vitreous.

frofn

;

AluSII^^Silio,

Sulphuric Acid,

PoUih,
Water,

4S.92
2^.00
25.00
3.08
4.00

Alternates from translucent to
hedral or tetrahedral.
Is brittle, and easily
transparent, and refracts single.

98.25

99 00
VauquettH. Klaproth

Beit

Klaprolli,

256.
It occur* at
Gevgnottie aud Geographic Siuaitont.
Tolfa, near Ci^rita V'ecchia, in nest.*, kidneys, and anall
The Hungarian
veins, in a floetz or secondary rodf.
varieties are found in beds at Bereg'zsiz and Nagy-Begany, in the country of Beregher, in Upper Hungary.
Alum is obtained from this mineral, by reC'Met.
peatedly muting it. then lixiviating it, and crystallizing
the solution thus obtained.
b. iv.

s.

252.

—

Id.

».

frangible.

Chemical Characiert.

—Before the

blowpipe it geneand trans-

rally decrepitates, gradually loses its colour

parency, and melts, without addition, into a greyishwhite gliiss. When two fragments are rubbed agHinst
When
each other, they become luminous in the d;irk.
gently heated, or laid on glowing coal, it phosphoresces, (particularly the sky-blue, violet-blue, and
green varieties,) partly with a blue, partly with a
When brought to a red- heat, it is
green light.
deprived of its phosphorescent property. The violetblue variety from Nertschinsky, named Chlorophane^
IV. FLUOH.
when placed on glowing coals, does not decrepitate,
Many axes. Cleavage ocuhedral. Hardness =: 4.0 but soon throws out a beautiful verdigris-green and
3.1.
3.0,
gr.
•p.
apple-green light, which gradually disappears as the
This genus contains but one specie*, vi«. Octahedral
mineral cools, but may be again excited, if it is heated
Fluor.
and
this may be repeated a dozen of times, provided
Flu», Werner.
1. OcTAHCDiiAi. Fluow, Jomttim.
When the chlorophane is
the heat is not too high.
Mohi.
Haloide,
Octaadriscbea Plus
ezposefl to a red»heat, its phosphorescent property is
0.
Teaaular. Cleavage octnbedrol. Hardncaa
Pallas mentions a pale violet blue
entirely drstroyeH.
It is divided into three sui'specica. Compact Fluor,
variety spotted with green, from Catliarinenburg, which
Foliated Fluor, and Eailhy Fluor.
is so highly phosphorescent, tliat when held in the hand
for soiue time, it throws out a pale whitish light ; when
FiKtT SuBSPtcin.
light ; and expo>cd to
Compact Fluoii, Jowuton. Dichter Flus, Werner. placed in boiling water, a green
When muIa higher (emptrnture, a bright blue light.
Exemat CluiraeUrt. Colour* greenish-grey, green- phuric acid is added to heated flour spar, in the state
ish-white, brownisb-red, roountaiiuiirey, and greenislv
of powder, a white penetrating vapour (the fluoric acid)
black. Occum massive. Externally and intrmally dull,
is evolved, which has the property of corrodmg glass.
Fracture
e\en,
passes
on
one
glininiermg.
or feebly
CoHflitnenl Parlt.
aide into xmall splintery, on the other into flat ronUcndorf.
Oendorf.
NonhnmbnUnd.
Fragments rattier >harp-e«lgrd. Mure or leas Lime
cboidal.
67.3 i
67.75
65.0

CMOS

FlVOB.

=

—

=4

Coapact

—

translurrnt.
Ckt-'

—

Brittle, auil es'-'ly frangible.

actert.

— The

Fluoric Acid

32.66

•>
'^lOK subspecie*.
GeogmiUie and Grogra/jkic Sittmtioitt.—lt is found in
vein*. MaoGUlcd with flunr.>par, at Slolberg in the

those

loaoo
Thornton, in

Mem.

Wem.

StroNn SvBSPcnu.
Foliaiad

uor.

Fi.t'OR, Jame>on.

—

35.0

100.(K>

100.0

— Flus-Spath,

Werner.

Ejtlrrmtl Chnracteri
Most common colours white,
yellow, green and blur, seldomer red, grey, brown,
and least frequently black. Coloun of idl oegreea of
tntenaity, and sometimes pieces occur apotted or atriped.
Green cube* occur with blue angles, &c. Some colour*, as sky-blue, fade by keeping, particularly in
warm places. Occurs massive, disacnioatad. also in
diotinct concretiontj which are large, coarse, small, and
fine granular, sometimes straight priitmatic, which are
traverscii by others that are thick and lortiHration-wise
curved lamellar. Striped colour delineation in the diit occva crystallized, in
rection ct there concretions,
the folloifing fii;ures:
I. Cube.
-i. Cube, truncated on all the edge*.
S,
The rhomboidal or garnet dodecahedron. 4. Cube,
with truncated angle*.
5. OrtHhedron, or regular
(>.
«)oybie four-sidcd pyramid.
Cube, with bevelled
edges.
7. Cube, in which all the angles are acuminated with three planes, which are set on the lateral
planes. 8. Cube, in which all the angles are acuminated with HX pl«ae*, which are let on the Ut«nl pboes.

Uber die
IT. s. .365.
Neuren Gegneet. v.Chem b. iv. *. 25.

Klaprolh. Beit. AicA'er,

vol. I p. II.

b.

Harts.

FoLIATKD

34.25

chemical characters are

It occur* principally in veins
Oeogmouie Situation
that traver** piimitwe, traiiailion, and aometiraes se.
coodary rock* ; also in bad*, associated with utiier mi.

kidney*

eecondary limestone

nerals

;

dnuy

cavitie* in trap-rock".

in

in

;

and in

Geograpiic Siluntion.— Europe. Flour-spar is a rare
mineral in Scotland, having been hitherto found only in
four places, vis. near Monaltree in A^ierdeeiixhire,
where it is contained in a small vein of galena or lead>
glance which traverses granite; in gneiss in Sutherland;
in secondary porphyry near the village of Ciourock in
Renfrewshire; and in the island of P<ipa Stour, one of
the Shetland islanils, in small quantity, in a trnp-rock.
It occurs much more abundantly in England, being
found in all the galena veins that traverse the coal formation in Cunil>erland and Durham in great quantities, and often asaociated with galena, in veins or kid*
neys, in secondary or flcctz limestone, in Derbyshire ;
and it is the the most common vein-stone in the copper,
;

and lead veins that traverse granite, clay -slate, tic.
and Devonshire.
llie$. _On account of the variety and beauty of its
colour*, it* transparency, the ease with which it can be

tin,

in Cornwall

MINEBALOGY.
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worked, and the high polish it receives, it is cut into
vases, pyramids, and other ornamental articles.
The
largest masses, and most beautiful varieties for use, are
found in Derbyshire, and it is in that county that all
the ornamental articles of fluor-spar are manufactured.
also used

by the

metallurgist, as a flux for ores,
particularly those of iron and copper ; and hence the
mmejluor given to it. The acid it contains has been
It

is

employed

way

effervescence.

It

gradually loses

ed before the blowpipe, but

its

colour,

when

heat- Oryttogno'

^'^
lustre and transparency
'^*~ ''"*"' ,
It is infusible without addition.

are heightened.
Constituent Parts.

Lime

its

.

£5

.

Phosphoric Acid, and trace of Manganese

45

100

Klnproth, Bergm. Journ. 1 788, b. i. s. 269.
Geognostio Situalion
It occurs in tin-stone veins,

and

also

imbedded

in talc.

—

of experiment for engraving upon

Geographic Situation Europe.-^\t occurs in yellow
foliated talc, and, along with fluor-spar, in the mine
glass.
called Stena-Gwyn, in St. Stephen's, in Cornwall, also
Third subspecies.
at St. Michael's Mount, God»lphin-bal in Breage, also
Earthy fluor, Jameson. Erdiger Fluss, Karslen,
in Cornwall; and in various districts on the Continent
Colours greyish-white, and
External Characters
of Europe.
violet-blue, and sometimes so deep as almost to apAmerica.
It occurs in grains or hexahedral prisms.
pear black. Occurs generally in crusts, investing some
in granite, near Baltimore in Maryland
in granite
other mineral. Dull. Earthy. Friable, passing into
and gneiss, along with beryl, garnet, and schorl, at
very soft.
Germantown in Pennsylvania; in iron-pyrites at St.
Constituent Paris.— It is said to be a compound of
Anthony's Nose, in the Hudson in New York; in graLime and fluoric a,cid.
nite, at Milford-hills, near N^w-Haven in Connecticut ,It occurs in
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations
and at Topsham in Maine, in granite.
veins, along with flour-spar, atBeeralston in Devonshire;
in limestone, along with fluor spar and arragonite, in
Second Subspecies.
Cumberland.
in tlie

—

Earthy
fluor.

—

-

;

—

Conchoidal Apatite or Asparagus Stone, JameMuschlicher Apatit, Hausmann. Spargelstein,

Genus V._APATITE.
AlATlTE.

One

axis.

Cleavage rhomboidal.

son.

Hardness=5.0.

Sp. gravity=S.l, 3.2,

Rhomboidal apatite, Jameson.—- RhomhoedriApatit, Werner.
scher Flus Haloide, Mohs
Di-rhomboid=131" 49', 109" 28'. The mostperfect
1.

cleavage is parallel with the terminal planes of a sixsided prism ; another less distinct, parallel with the
Hardness=5.0.
sides of a regular six-sided prism.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
Foliated Apatite, Conchoidal Apatite, and Lamellar
Apatite.

First subspecies.
Geminer Apatite,
Foliated apatite, Jameson

—

Werner.
Foliated
Apatile.

Its most frequent colour is
External Characters
white ; from gr^enish-white it passes into mountaingreen, celandine-green, like-green, emerald-green, and

Sometimes
It occurs also red and blue.
olive-green.
Freit is pale wine-yellow, and yellowish-brown.
quently several of these colours occur in the same
It sometimes occurs massive and disseminated,
piece.
also in distinct concretions, which are large and small
angulo-granular, and sometimes thin and straight

—

Werner.

—

External Characters. Colours green and wine-yelAlso sky-blue,
low, bordering on orange-yellow.
greenish and yellow-grey, and clove-brown. Some,
times massive and disseminated, also in distinct con.
cretions, which are large granular; but most frequently
crystallized, and in the following figures :
1. Equilateral, longish, six-sided prism, acuminated
with six planes, which are set on the lateral planes.
2. The same figure, truncated on the lateral edges of
the prism.
Crystals middle-sized, small, and very small ; some,
times longitudinally streaked, and sometimes traversed
by cross rents. Externally crystals splendent and viinternally shining, and resinous.
Fracture
treous
Fragments rather
small and imperfect conchoidal.
blunt-edged. Alternates from transparent to translu.
cent.
In other characters agrees with the foliated
:

apatite.

Chemical Characters
do not phosphoresce

cies

sized ; and occur sometimes single, sometimes many
The lateral
irregularly superimposed on each other.
planes are seldom smooth, generally longitudinally
streaked ; the truncating and acuminating planes are
smooth. Externally it is splendent or shining ; interFracture
nally glistening, and the lustre is resinous.
intermediate between uneven and imperfect conchoidal.
I'ragments indeterminate angular, and rather sharp,
edged. Generally translucent; seldom nearly transBrittle and easily
parent, when it refracts single.
frangible.
It becomes electric by heating,
P/iusical Characters

—
—

by being rubbed with woollen cloth.
When thrown on glowing
Chemical Characters

and

also

coals, it emits a pale grass-green

phosphoric light. It
and without

dissolves very slowly in the nitric acid,

Some varieties of this subspewhen exposed to heat.

Constituent Parts.

From

Apatite from Ut5.

Its secondary figures

lamellar; generally crystallized.
are the six-sided prism, and six-sided table, variously
modified by truncations, bevelments, and acurainaThe crystals are small, very small, and middletions.

Conchoidal.
»!»'''«•

Phosphate of Lime, 92.00
Carbonate of Lime, 6.00
Silica,

ZiUerthal

53.75

.

Phosphoric Acid, 46.25

1.00
0.50

.

Loss in heating,

Manganese a

Lime,

100
Klaproth, Beit,

trace.

99.50

b. iv. s. 197.

Klaproth, Beit,
b.v. 8. 181.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations Europe.
It occurs, imbedded in gneiss, near Kincardine in
Ross-shire ; also in beds of magnetic ironstone, along
with sphene, calcareous-spar, hornblende, quartz, and

—

Norway.
Imbedded in granite at Baltimore ; in
Germantown ; and in mica-slate in West

augite, at Arendal in

America
gneiss at

Greenland.

Third Subspecies.
Phosphorite, Jameson,

Phosphorit, Werner,

Pboephorite.

MINER A LOGY
This Subspecies

Common

divided into

is

two Kinds,

viz.

Phosphorite »nd E«rthy Phosphorite.
Firtl Kind.

Common Phosphorite,
phorit, Kartlen.

ExUmal Charaeleri

—

Jameson.

Gemeiner Phos-

Colour yellowish-white, some-

and the same effect is produced when
and thrown on glowinc coaU.
Conttituent /'a/-//._Lime,

pounded

59.0
31.0

Add,

Silica,

is

it

.

Phosphoric

iO

.

Fluoric Acid,
Muriatic .\cul,
Carbonic Acid,

i.i
0.5
1.0

Oiide of Iron,

1.0—100.0

PetUtier, Journal des Mine*, N. 166.
It occurs in
Ceognoriie and Gtographic Hiluatioiu
crusts, and crystallised, along with apatite and quartz,

—

Kobemia, but most abundantly
near Leigrosan, in the province of Estremadura in
Spain, where it is sometimes associated with apatite,
and fonna wtkole beds, that alternate with liineatooe

SchUckenwald

in

and quarts.
Stcond

Ea«thy PnosrHoBiTE,
phorit, Karsten.

A'uu/.

Erdiger Pbo»*

Jameson.

—

on glowing

= 3.5,-4.0.

US"

56'

;

—

=

3.0.
2 6,
Sp. gr.
is divided into two subspecies,
Arragonite, and Coralloidal Arragonite.

Common

via.

First Subspecies.

Common Arragonite,
gon, Werner.

Jameson.

—Gemeiner

Arra- Coinmon
Arr.go-

—

„

,

,

nite.

.

Colours white, grey, green,
External Charactert
and violet-blue. In some crystals, green and blue
Occolours ocdir together, and sometimes also grey.
curs massive, and in distinct concretions, which are
thick, thin, and very thin prismatic, and sometimes
scopiformly diverging. It is frequently crystallized.
The following are some of its secondary figures
1. Irregular six-sided prism, frequently with four lateral edges of about 116°, and two of 128"; or with
three lateral edges of 128°, two of 1 16°, and one of
104".
These are formed by the grouping of several
oblique four-sided prisms, bevelled on the extremiSometimes this prism is so flat, that it appears
ties.
like a table.
S. Six-sided table.
When, on the contrary, the long six-sided
:

8.

prism becomes acicular, there is formed
Long, and generally acicular double six-sided pyramids.

The crystals are middle-sized and small; they are
generally attached by their terminal planes, seldomer
by their lateral planes ; sometimes imbedded, and are
Lateral planes
to be oberrved intersecting each other.
of tba crystds sometimes smooth, more frequently more
or less deeply streaked or grooved, 'i'enninal planes
eldom smooth, generally uneven and rough, and sometimes also derply notched. External lustre varies from
dull to shining, and is vitreous internally shining and
glistening, and vitreous, inclining to resinous.
Fracture small and imperfect conchoiaal, passing into unFrapiiients indeterminate angular, and rather
even.
sharp-edged
in the prismatic varieties splintery.
Translucent, parsing into semi-transparent, and reBrittle, and easily frangible.
fracts double.
If we expose a small fragment
Chemical Charactert
to the flame of a candle, it almost immediately splits
into white particles, which are dispersed around the
This change takes place principally with fragBtaae.
ments of transparent crystals, fragments of the other
:

—

Colours greyish- white, greenConsists of dull
ish-white, and pale greenish-grey.
dusty particles, which are partly loose, partly cohering,
and wiiich soil slightly, and feel meagre and rough.
It phosphoresces when laid
Chemical Charactert.

External Charactert

prism

This species

times approaching to greyish-wlute. Occasionally sjiotted p»le ochre-yellow, and yellowish-brown. Occurs
BMMive, and in distinct concretions, which are thin
Surface uneven and drusy.
and curved lamellar.
Dull or glistening. Cleavage imperfect curved, and
Fracture uneven. Fragments ingenerally florifbrm.
determinate angular, and rather blunt-edged. Opaque,
or feebly translucent on the edges.
It becomes white before the
Chemical Charactert
blowpipe, and, according to Proust, melts with diffiWhen rubbed in an
culty into a white-coloured glass.
iron mortar, it emits a green-coloured phosphoric light;

at

.485
=

horizontal prism in the Oryctogno.
109° 28'. The cleav- _^'?-_^
diagonal
shorter
direction of the
""^
age is the same, but most distinct in the direction of
the smaller diagonal of the vertical prism. Hardness
\'ertical

coals.

Phosphoric Acid,
Fluoric Acid,
Silica.

Oxide of

.

0.75
1.00

Iron,

Water.
Mixture of Quartz

and Loam,

M

annaroich .
47.00
S2.85
i.50
0.50

Faitbjr Phssphafits ftom

Ccmtilueni ParU.- Lime,

11.50-95.50

iv. a. S7S.
It occurs in.
Ceognotlic and Geographic Siiuatitmt.
a vein, in the district of Slarmarosch in Hungary.

;

Fragvarieties becoming merely white and friable.
ments of calcareous-spar, when placed in a similar situCompletely soluble, with,
ation, undergo no alteration.
efierveacence, in tlie nitric and muriatic acids.

Klaproth, Beit. b.

—

Genus VI. LIMESTONE,
Kalk-Haloide. Moht.

One and
boidal.

S 5

—3

Cleavage di-prismatic ; rhomHardness ranges from 3.0 to 4.5. Sp. gr.
three azes.

=

2.

This genus contains four specict, viz. I Prismatic
or Arragonite. S. Rhomboidal or calcareous spar. 3.
Short axed, including dolomite and several varieties of
rhomb-^par. 4. Long axed. Kbomb-spar in part.
I. Prismatic Limcstonc, or AaaAOONiTe, JameiM> Prismatischer Kalk-Haloide, M«ht.
Arragon,
.

—

It'emer.

Conttituent Parts.

From MoUo* in Amgoo.
Carbonate of Lime,
94,5757
3-9662
Carbonate of Strontian,
Hydrate of Iron,
O.7O6O;
Water of Crystallization,
0.3000^
Stromeyer, in Gilbert's Annalen der Physik,

99.5*89
xiv. 2 1 7.

October, 1813.
Geognotlic and Geographic Siluationt
Europe.
It
occurs along with galena in the lead mines of Leadliills, and in secondary trap-rocks in different parts of
It is one of the nuiny interesting minerals
Scotland.
met with in the secondary trap-rocks :>{ the island of
Iceland, and in the trap-rocks of the Department (A
the Puy de Dome, of Caupeune near Dax, and at

.

—

—

—

;
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Oryctoi^o- Bastanes in
*?•

^
'

""^^^

Beam,

America. It is found
North Greenland, and
in the Haasen Island, also in North Greenland.
Specimens of it have been met with at Guanaxuato in
in France,

all

in the trap-rocks in

Kannioak

in

Mexico, but not in Peru. Asia. It occurs in the traprocks of Van Diemen's Land, and in the neighlxiuring
islands.
Africa. It is enumerated amongst the simple
Aiinerals contained in the trap or lava rocks of the isle
of Bourbon.

BCrOND SUBSPECIES.
Coralloidal Auhagonite. Jameson.
External Characters.
Its most frequent colours are

—

Coralloidal

varieties of white.

occurs massive, reniform, tuberose, coralloidal, imperfect globular ; in di.stinct concretions, which are fibrous, generally straight, seldom
curved, and stellular and scopiform ; sometimes also
in reniform curved lamellar, and large angulo-granular
concretions.
Lustre glimmering, or glistening and
pearly.
Fracture fine splintery. Fragments wedgeshaped and splintery. Translucent, or translucent on
the edges.
In other characters, agrees with the preGeognoslic and Geographic Situations.— \t is found
Dufton Fell in Cumberland, also in the iron mines
of Stiria and Carinthia, and at St. Marie aux Mines.

in

II.

Limestone.

Limestone, Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Kalk.

Haloide, Mohs.

=

105° 5'. The most perfect cleavages
Rhomboid
are in the direction of the faces of the primitive rhomboid less perfect in the direction of a flatter rhomboid ; a third still less perfect, which is parallel with the
planes of a six-sided prism ; and a fourth, the most
imperfect, which is parallel with the terminal planes
of the six-sided prism. Hardness
Sp. gr,
3.5.
:

=

=

2.5,-2.8.
This species is divided into twelve subspecies, viz.
3.
1. Foliated Limestone ;
2. Compact Limestone
4^.
Chalk
Agaric Mineral ; 5. Fibrous Limestone ;
;

;

6.

Calc-Tuff ;

7-

9. Aphrite;
;
Bituminous Marl Slate.

Peastone; 8 Slate-Spar

10. Lucullite; 11.

Marl;

12.

FIRST SUBSPECIES.

FoLTATED LiMESTONE, Jameson.

— Blattriger

Kalk-

stein, Werner.

This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Calcareous-spar, and Foliated Granular Limestone.
First Kind.
spar.

prism, (including the six-sided table
a rhmnbuid or three-sided pyramid.

Calcareous-spar, or Calc-spar, Jameson
spath,

I.

When

It

ceding subspecies.

Calcareous.

by Werner, according to his method, Orjctognobrought under three classts or subdivisions, wliich not
«yonly form series amongst themstlve.s, but are connected ^""''Y'"^
together in such a manner, that the list member of the
third class joins with the first member of the fir<t class,
and thus the whole forms a very beautiful returning
Each of these divisions h-ive their characterisseries.
tic crystallme form, viz.
The first an nciite dmi/jle sixsided pyramid; tfie second an equiangular six-'.ided

varieties are

—

anragonite.

Foliated
limestone,

:

—

Kalk.

Werner.

External Characters

Its colours

quently in the massive ; yellow, green, and red, in
White-coloured transthose which are crystall zed.
parent varieties are often iridescent.
It occurs mas.
sive, disseminated, globular, botryoidil, reniform, tuberose, stalactitic, tubular, cellular, and curtain-shaped
also in distinct concretions, which are large coarse,
rarely small, angulo-granular ; sometimes very thick,

thick and thin, prismatic, generally wedge-shaped pris-

matic ; always straight ; sometimes parallel, sometimes
scopiform prismatic and these are intersected by lamellar concretions which are fortification- wise bent, and very
;

frequently crystallized.
The suite of crystallizations
of calcareous-spar far exceeds in extent that of any
other mineral hitherto discovered *. The principal

and the third

Accute six-sided Pyramidit is

always acute, and two and two

planes meet under obtuser angks than the
others.
It is generally obliquely streaked, but the
streaks run from the acute towards the obtuse edges.
It occurs,
'ateral

A.

Single.

Double. The lateral planes of the one, set obliquely
on the lateral planes of the other, so that tlie edge
of the common base forms a zig-zag line.
These pyramids occur either perfect, or in the following varieties
1. The apex acuminated with three planes, which are
set on the obtuse lateral edges.
These are parallel
with the cleavage.
2. The apex flatly acuminated with three convex faces,
which are set on the acute lateral edges. The convexity is in the direction of the axis of the double
pyramid.
3. The angles on the common base of the double pyramid truncated, thus forming a transition into the sixB.

sided prism.
The acute lateral edges of the double pyramid sometimes truncated, and either with straight and smooth
planes, or with convex and uneven planes.
5. Twin-crystal.
The double six-sided pyramids apparently pushed into
each other, in the direction of their length, in which
they are either
(I.) Unchanged in position, when the acute edges
rest on the obtuse edges ; or they are
(2.) Turned around one-sixth of their periphery, so
that obtuse edges are set on obtuse edges, and acute
edges on acute edges ; and the alternate angles on
the common base have broken re-entering angles ;
or the angles on the common basis are truncated,
and thus a transition is formed into the next following principal form.

4.

are white, grey,

red, blue, green, yellow, yellowish-brown, and greyWhite and grey varieties occur more freish-black.

perfect,

;)

II.

Equiangular Six-sided Prism.

It is equiangular, but generally with alternate broad
and narrow lateral planes. It originates from the pyramid No. 3. ; and hence it presents the following varieties
1.

:

equiangular six-sided prism, acutely acumi.
nated with six planes, of which two and two meet
under obtuse angles, and each is set obliquely on the
Sometimes the acute acuminating
lateral edges.
edges are truncated, or they are bevelled, and the
edges which the bevelling planes make with the

The

broad lateral planes, truncated.
In other varieties, the apices of the acuminations
are more or less deeply truncated,, and sometimes so
deeply, that the acuminating planes appear as truncating planes on the angles of the prism.

Bjomi de Lisle enmnexates 26 vwieties of calcaxeouj-spar—H»Uy above ISO,—wd Bournon 6«.

Many more might be dejaibed.
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which the six-planed acnniiThe preceding
natioD is J^tljf acuminated with three planes, which
are aet on the acute edges of the six-planed acumina-

.

figure, in

tion.

lecUnd
Spar.

IJme,

prism acutely acuminated with three planes
which are set on the alternate lateral planes. The
apex of the acuniination is sometimes more or less
deeply truncated. Sometimes the truncation is so
deep, that the remains of the acuminating planes appear as truncations on the alternate terminal edges.
In other varieties, the prism becomes so short, that
the acuminating planes meet and form an acute double
three-side<l pyramid.
5. When the pUnes of the Qat three planed acumination
N" 3. increaae so much that those of the six-planed
acumination disappear, a six-sided prism is formed,
Jiatly acuminated with three planes, which are set on
the alternate lateral planes in an unconformable posiWhen the prism disappears, there is formed an
tion.
obtuse double three-sided pyramid.
Theae prisms are often pyramidally aggregated.
fi. When the prion becomes very low, it may t« viewed
an equiangnlar six-sided table, which is sometimes
aggregated in a rote-like form.
7. Sometiroes the six-sided prism is truncated on the
lateral edge*, and thus forms a twelve-sided prism.
Tbepnsms are aggregated in a pyramidal, manipular,
ooptform, and tabular manner.
4. Six-sided

M

III.

Oryctogno

ContiUuent Parts.

-

Carbonic Acid,

56.15
43.70

.
-

VVwer,

Oxide of

Iceland
Spar.

IceUnd

From An-

Spar.

dreasberg.

55.50
44.00
0.50

56.50
4a.oo

55.9808
43.5635
0.1000

0.60

Magnate.

with trace of

0.3^2

Ino, 0.15

Stromrytr, GilbtTtM

loaoo
100.00
AaialH FUipf. Phil.
Ma*.

for 1813, p. «17.

xiT. 290.

100.0000

100.00

OriU. BikMz. Strtnwyir, Gilbert's An. for
Joutn.lT. 1U>.
1815, p. il7.

—

Geognottic Situation.
It never occurs in mountainmasses, but venigenous in almost every rock, from granite to the newest secondary formation.
An interesting geognestic character of calcareousspar, is the unifurraity of its crystallizations in particular districts.
Thus, in the mines of Derbyshire, the
acute six-sided pyramid and its congenerous forms are
the most frequent and abundant ; at Schneeberg in
Saxony, and in the Upper Hartz, the prevailing forms
are the regular six-sided prism and table ; while in the
mines of Freyberg, the most frequent forms are the regular lix-tided prism, acuminated with three planes, set
on the lateral planes, and the flat double three-sided

pyramid.
Geographic Situation. This mineral is so
every country, as to render any account of
phic distribution unnecesaary.

—

common
its

in

geogra-

Three-Sided Pyramid.

It is divided, according to the magnitude
mit-angle, into the following varieties :

Second Kind.
of the nun-

Fery obluu /Aree-niM/jyramit/, nearly tabular. It
ia •ometimes aggregated in a roce-like form.
i. Flat three-tided pyramid, in which the lateral planes
of the one are set on the lateral edges of the other.
The angle* on the connnon basis are sometimes truncated, and frequently the apices of the pyramid are
tore or les* deeply truncated. When the truncation
on the apice* it very deep, the crystal appears a* a
iix-«idea table, in which the terminal planes are tet
J.

on

alternately oblique.
This form very nearly
f. Acute three-tided pyramid.
reterablet the cube.
It would extend this description too much, were we

to attempt to give an account of every variety of form
exhibitea by these crystals ; and betidet, we have already enumerated the principal ones. The crystals
occur of variooa magnitude*, aa large, small, and veir
small.
The lateral ^anet of the pntmt and pyramids

are generally shining, splendent and smooth ; the acuminating planes frequently streaked or druty, seldom
granulated.
Sometimes it occurs in extraneous external forms of shells. Sic
Internally it is generally specular splendent, or shining, sometime* glistening, and
the lustre it vitreous, which inclines sometimes to rcsinooa, and more rarely to nearly.
Fracture perfect
Fragment* indeterminate angular, and
Conchoidal.
rather sharp-edged, or they are rhomboidal.
Occurs
transparent, (emi-transpareiit, and occasionally only
translucent.
It refracts double *.
Brittle, and very
easily frangible.

—

•

The

Li mcstore, Januxon

Blat- Granalar
foiiaied

triger Korniger Kalkstein, Werner.

—

External Charactert.
Its most common colour is
white, grey, red, yellow, and green.
Has generally
but one colour ; sometimes, however, it it spottetl,
dotted, clouded, striped, and veined.
Occurs massive,
and in angulo-granular distinct concretions. Internally
alternates from shining to glistening, and glimmering ; lustre intermediate between pearly and vitreous.

Fracture foliated, but tometimes inclines to splintery.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather bluntedged. More or let* tranalucent. Brittle, and easily
frangible.

Chemical Charactert.

—

It generally phosphoresces
or when thrown on glowing coals.
It
is infusible before the blow-pipe.
It distolves with
eflerveaccnce in acids.
•
Conttituent Parts.— Lime,
56.50

when pounded,

Carbonic Add,
43.00
Water.
0.50 -100
Bucholz, in Neuen Journal der Chem. iv. t. 419.
Geognottic Situation.
This mineral occurs in beds,
in granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, syenite, greenttone, grey-wacke, and rarely in some of the secondary

—

rocks.

—

Geographic .Situation. This mineral occurs in all the
great ranges of primitive rocks that occur in Europe,
and in (uch as have been examined in Atia, Africa, and

America.
Uiet.— All the varieties of this subspecies may be
burnt into quicklime but it is found, that in many of
them, the concretions exfoliate and separate during the
volatilization of their carbonic acid, eo that by the time
when they are rendered perfectly caustic, their cohesion
is destroyed, and they fall into a kind of sand,
a cir;

Chemical Characters
It i.< infusible before the blowpipe, but it becomes caustic, losing by complete calcination about 43 per cent. ; effervesce* violently with
•/*fdfi

Granular Foliated

doable icfiactirg power of calcanou*i^«t was

—

fiitt

obierred by

Etmuit

Baitbolin.

limesttnt-
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OrjciogDO-curastance which will alw.-.ys reuder

^J^

improper to use
such varieties in a common kiln. But the most important use of this mineral is as marble.
These marbles
have been known from a very early period; and ancient statuaries have immortalised their names, by the
master-pieces of art which they have executed in them.
Of the ancient marbles, the most celebrated are those
of Paros, Pentelicus, and Carrara. Marbles of different
descriptions occur jn Scotland, England, and Ireland,
as appears from the following enumeration,
it

Scottish Marbles.
«cotti!ih

Marbles,

-

.The Marbles of this part of Great Britain have
hitherto been but little attended to, although it is highly probable that many valuable varieties occur in the
different primitive and transition districts. At present,
we shall mention a few of the best known varieties.
1. Tiree Marble
Of this marble there are two va-

—
Red and
—

the
White.
a. Red Tiree Marble
This is one of the most highly
prized of the Scottish marbles. Its colours are red^ of
various tints, such as rose-red and flesh-red ; also red-,
dish-white: its lustre is glimmering; and the fracture
rieties, viz.

is minute foliated, accompanied with splintery.
It is
very faintly translucent, or only highly translucent on
the edges. It is always intermixed with different other
earthy minerals, that add to its beauty, and give it a
peculiar appearance.
The most frequent of the imbedded minerals is common hornblende; the others
are pale-green sahlite, blackish-brown mici, and green
chlorite.
In some varieties the hornblende is so abundant, that at first sight they might be confounded with
syenite
in others, where nearly the whole mass is of
hornblende, it would be considered as a variety of
:

hornblende rock.
b.
White Tiree Marble. Its colours are greyishwhite and bluish-white it contains scales of mica, and
crystals or grains of common hornblende which latter,
when minutely diffused, give the marble a green or
yellowish-green colour, and when very intimately combined with the mass, form beautiful yellowish-green

—

:

;

•spots.

—

lona Marble
Its colours are greyish-white and
snow-white. Its lustre is glimmering, and fracture
minute foliated, combined with splintery. It is harder
than most of the other marbles. It is an intimate
mixture of limestone and tremolite ; for if we immerse
it in an acid, the carbonate of lime will be
dissolved,
and the fibres of tremolite remain unaltered.
It is
sometimes intermixed with steatite, which gives it a
green or yellow colour, in spots.
These yellow or
2.

following varieties of marble found Orcytoeno
been introduced into commerce by
•»
v^^^^/
Mr. Joplin of Gateshead.
a. White marble, which acquires a smooth surface
on the polisher, but remains of a dead hue, like the
marble of lona: hence its uses as an ornamental marble are much circumscribed.
b. White mottled with grey, and capable of receiving
a high polish, and is not deficient in beauty.
c. Grey coloured, and highly translucent and crystalline, and capable of being applied to the purposes
of ornament in sepulchral sculpture.
d. Dove-coloured, compact, translucent, and receiving a good polish.
e. Pure white, and translucent, and capable of being
used in plain ornaments ; but too translucent for sculp4. Assi/nt

in Sutherland, have

ture,

y. White, with irregular yellow marks, from being
intermixed with serpentine.
It is very compact.
g. White variety, with layers of slate-spar.
5. Glen Tilt Marble —The limestone of Glen Tilt,
first mentioned by Dr. Macknight, in his description of.
that valley, has of late attracted tlie notice of the
Duke of Athole, through the suggestion of Dr. M'CuU
loch.
The marbles are white and grey, and veined or
spotted with yellow or green they vary in the size of
the grain or concretion, and also in the degree and
kind of polish they receive.
This marble is of a grey
6. Marble of BtilUchulish
or white colour, and is very compact. It may be raised
in blocks of considerable size.
Its colours are grey or white,
7. Boyne Marble
:

—

—

receives a pretty good polish.
Mr. V\'illiams, in his Natu8. Blniigojvrie Marble.
ral History of the Mineral Kingdom, mentions a beautiful saline marble, of a pure white colour, which occurs near Blairgowrie in Perthshire, not far from the
road side.
According to him, it may be raised in
blocks and slabs, perfectly free of blemishes, and in
every respect fit to be employed in statuary and ornamental architecture.
is of a white colour, and the
9. Glenaven Marble,
It is mentioned by
concretions are large granular.
Williams as a valuable marble ; but he adds, that its

and

it

—

—

situation

is

remote, and

difficult

of

acciess.

English Marbles.

Hitherto but few marbles of granular foliated lime- English
stone have been quarried in England ; the greater Alarblts.
number of varieties belonging to the floetz or secondary limestone. One of the most remarkable of the
English marbles of the present class, is that of Anglesey, nanied Mona MaiLle, which is not unlike the
Its colours are greenish-black, leekVerde Anlico.
green, and sometimes purple, irregularly blended with
white; but they are not always seen together in the
same piece. The white part is liniestcne : the green
shades are said to be owirg to serpentine and asbestus.
The Black Marbles found in England, are varieties of

green-coloured portions receive a considerable polish,
and have been erroneously described as nephritic
stone, and are known also under the name of lona or
Icobnkill Pebbles.
The marble itself does not receive
a high polish: this, with its great hardness, have brought
it into disrepute with artist?.
Several of the varieties
of lona marble are dolomite.
In the Island of Skye, in the pro3. Skye Marble
perty ot' Lord Macdonald, there are several varieties of Lucullite.
marble, deserving of attention, inclosed in porphyry,
Irish Marbles.
sandstone, and trap-rocks.
One variety is of a greyish
snow-white
colouiof Ireland, now so generally Irish Mar.
to
Marbles
inclining
another greyish- white,
The Black
veined with ash-grey ; and a third is ash-grey, or pale used by architects, are Lucullitos. Tb the county of >>''«•
bluish-grey, veined with lemon-yellow or siskin-green. Wateribrd, dilTerent kinds of Wiu-blc are known ; thus
Dr. M'Culloch has described other varieties; and more at Toreen, there is a fine variegated sort, of various
minute details are expected from his promised work on colour", viz. chesnut-brown, white, yellow, and blue,
and which takes a good polish a grey marble, beaiitiithe " Geology of the Hebrides."
:

:

3
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fully clouded with white, susceptible of a gootl polish,
has been found near Kilcruitip, in the parish of WhiteAt Loughlougher, in
church, in the same county

the county of Tipperary, a fine purple marble is found,
Smith
which, when polished, is said to be beautiful.
describes several variegated marbles in the county ot
Cork ; but whether these, and others now enumerated
as Irish marbles, are granular lin-estone, I cannot di»cover, as I have neither met witJi good descriptions of

Thus, he mentions
tfaaa, nor teen any specimens.
one with a purplish ground, and while veins and spoU,
found at Churchtown ; a bluish and white marble from
the same place; and several fine ash-coloured varieties,
The county of Kerry
a« that of Castle Hyde, &c.
aflunla several variegated marbles, such as that found
near Tralee. Marble of various colours is found in the
same county, in the islands near Dunkerron, in the
river of Kenmare : some are purple and white, intermixed with yeUow qaoU ; and some beautii'ul specincna bare been seen, of a purple colour, veined with

dark-green.

SCCOKD SuBSPKCin.

Compact LmcfToKi, Jameton.
Wtmer.
This Subspecies

Caumon Compact

— Dichter Kalkatein,

is divided into three kind*, vis.
Limeittone, Blue Veauvian Lime*

tone, and Itoe-stone.
Firtl Kind,

Common Compact Limcstonb, yoaieMii

— Gemeiner

Dichter Kalkitwn. Wtmer.

ExUmal

Most frequent colour grey,
and red. Frequently exhibits
veined, soned, striped, clouded, and spotted coloured
delineatian* ; and sometime* also black and brown
Ckaraeiert

gT«]rish.4>Uck, yellow,

coloured arborisation*. It very rarely exhibits a beauplay of colour*, caused by intermixed portions of
pearly shells.
Occnr* massive, corroded, in large
phte*. rolled masaw, and in various estraneou* external shape*, of univalve, bivalve, and multivalve shells,
of oorau, fishes, and more rarely of v^etables, as of

tiful

Internally dull, addom glimmering,
fcrMa and reeda.
FracM^ucfa i* owing to intermixed calcareoiu-spar.
ture small and fine fplinterv, which sometimes passe*
into large and flat conchoidal, sometimes into uneven,
inclining to earthy, and rt occasionally inclines to
traight and thick slaty.
Fragments indeterminate
ngnlar. more or leaa sharp-edged, but in the slaty
variety they are tabular.
Generally translucent on the
In general rather softer
edge*, aonetinica opaque.
than granular foliated limestone. Brittle, and easily
firanginle.
Streak generally greyi»h.white.
Specific gravity. Splintery, 2.600, 8.780, Briuon.
Opaleacent Shell Marble, 2.673, LMaian/.— 2.675,

Wtrner.
Chemical Cknroctert
It effervesces with acids, and
the greater part is dissolved ; and bums to quicklime,
witlunit falling to piece*.

is

dnhred from tlw Ciretk

raitT u.

ConslHuenl Paris.
BlMith.grey

Rudertdorf.

lAmetlone from

Limnttme frvrn
EtleribfTg.

LimetUme.

33.41
49.25 Lime,
49.50 Linx
Carbonic
Caibonic
4«.no
Add, 42.jn| Add. 40.00 \dd, 35.00 Acid,
10.25
j.2i SUica,
8.75 Silica,
l.lliSaica,
SUica.
9.43
Alamina, 1.00 Alumina, g.Ti Alumina, «.5<1 Magneaa,
S.S5
«.7.^ Iron,
1.37 Iron,
0.7a Iron,
Iron,
1.13
1 75 Manganev, 1.85
1.03 Water,
Water,
53.(Ki Lime,

Lime,

Carbonic

Carbonic

Lon,

1.41

100

100

loo

100
SiMMjGefalcn'i
Jour.

IT. •.

5i»KMi, lb.

Shnom, lb.
Buekclx, lb.

4t6.

This mineral occurs in vast
Geoenotlic Siiyeilion
in nature, principally in secondary formations, along with sandstone, gypsum, and coal ; but in
•mall quantity in primitive mountains.
It abounds in the sandstone
Geof[rapfiic Silualiom
and coal rormatiens, both in Scotland and England ;
and in Ireland, it is a very abundant mineral in all the
district* where clay-slate and red sandstone rocks occur.
On the Continent of Europe, it is a very widely
and abundantly distributed mineral ; and forms a striking feature in many extensive tracts of country in
Asia, Africa, and America, as will be particularly described in the Geogno»tic i>art of this article.
When compact limestone joins to pure anil
Utti.
agreeable colour*, so considerable a degree of hardness
that it takes a good polish, it is by arti.sts considered
and if it contains petrifactions minerala* a Marble
ised, it is named ikell or lumachella, and coral or ztx)phytic marble, according as the organic remains are
In one |>articular variety of
testaceous or coralline *.
lumachella or shell marble, found at Blrilx-rg in Carinthia, the shells and fragments of shells, which belong to the nautilus tribe, are set in a brown coloured
basis, and reflect many beautiful and brilliant pearly inclining to metallic colours, principally the fire-red, green,
and blue tints. It is named opalescent or Jire marble.
Another lumachella marble from Astracan, contains,
in a reddish-brown basis, iiearly shells of nautili, that
In some
reflect a very brilliant gold-yellow colour.
compact marbles, the surface presents a beautiful arborescent appearance, and these are naturally arboret'
Such are those of Papencent or denilrttic marble*.
heim in Bavaria.
The Florentine Marble, or Ituin Marble, as it is
sometimes called, is a compact limestone. It occurs
on the Po and the Amo, and is worked into various
articles at Florence.
To the same compact limestone
may be referred the variety called Collam Marble, from
being found at Cottam, near Bristol. It resembles in
many respect* the landscape marble.
In different parts of Scotland, compact limestone is
cut and polislicd as marble : thit was the case in the
parish of Cummertrees in Dumiriesahire,
in Cambuslang parish, in Lanarkshire, in Fifeshire, &c.
In
Englanil, many compact limestones are cut and polished a* marbles ; such are the limtbtones of Derby-

abundance

itrnf/uufut, to aMitt, or

agreeable colour*,

489

and neciriog a good

,-

—

—

gHlUr, and va* by tbc andcoti applied, not only to limepoliab, luea •• gypMun, yufs, Krpcntioe, and tsta granita

3q
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Geognoslie Situation.— It occurs along with red sand- Oryrtogno.
Devonshire, Somersetshire, and Dor^istone, and lias limestone.
setshire.
It is sometimes used as a building stone,
^
~
'
Geographic Situation.—-This rock, which, in Engand, in want of better materials, for paving streets,
and making highways. When, by exposure to a high land, is Known under the names Bath-stone, Kettontemperature, it is deprived of its carbonic acid, and stone, Portland-stone, and Oolite, extends, with but
converted into quicklime, it is used for mortar ; also little interruption, from Somersetshire to the banks of
by the soap-maker, for rendering his alkalies caustic ; the Humber in Lincolnshire. On the Continent of
by the tanner, i'or cleansing hides, or freeing them Europe, it occurs in Thuringia, the Netherlands, the
from hair, muscular substance, and fat; by the farmer, mountains of Jura, and in other countries.
Uses.— The Oolite, or Roestone, particularly that of
in the improvement of particular kinds of soil ; and
by the metallurgist, in the smelting of such ores as are Bath and Portland, is very extensively employed in ar.
chitecture ; it can be worked with great ease, and has
difficultly fusible, owing to an intermixture of silica
a light and beautiful appearance ; but it is porous, and
and alumina.
possesses no great durability, and should not be emSecond Kind.
ployed where there is much carved or ornamental
Blue VesuBlue Vesuvian Limestone, JffmMon.—Blauer Vework, for the fine chiselling is soon effaced by the acvian limesuvischer Kalkstein, Ktaproth.
On account of the ease and
tion of the atmosphere.
External Characters. Colour dark bluish-grey, part- sharpness with which it can be carved, it is much used
Externally it appears as if it by the English architects, who appear to have little rely veined with white.
had been rolled ; and the surface is uneven. Fracture gard for futurity. St. Paul's is built of this stone, also
fine earthy, passing into splintery. Is opaque. Affords
Somerset- House. The Chapel of Henry VIII. affords
a white streak.
a striking proof of the inattention of the architects to
Lime,
58.00
Const. Farts
.
the choice of the stone. All the beautiful ornamental
Carbonic Acid,
28.50
work of the exterior had mouldered away in the short
Water, which is someIt has recently been
comparative period of 300 years.
what ammoniacal,
11.00
cased with a new front of Bath. stone, in which the
Magnesia,
0.50
carving has been correctly copied from the nature of
Oxide of Iron,
0.25
.
the stone, we may predict, that its duration will not be
Carbon,
.
25
Both Portland and
longer than that of the original.
Silica,
1.25—99.75 Ba'.h stone varies much in quality. In buildings con.
Klaproih, Beit. b. v. s. 96.
structed of this stone, we may frequently observe some
From this analysis, it appears, that the vesuvian of the stones black, and others white. The black stones
composition from com- are those -which are more compact and durable, and
limestone differs remarkably
mon compact limestone. In common compact lime- preserve their coating of smoke the white stones are
stone, ICO parts of lime are combined with at least 80
decomposing, and presenting a fresh surface, as if they
parts of carbonic acid ; whereas in the vesuvian lime- had been recently scraped.
Roestone is also used as a
stone, 100 parts of limestone are not combined with
manure, but when burnt into quicklime, the marly vamore than 50 parts of carbonic acid. Secondly, In rieties afford rather an indifferent mortar; but those
common limestone, independent of the water which mixed with sand a better mortar.
adheres to it accidentally, as far as we know, there is
no water of composition ; but in the vesuvian limestone,
Third Subspecies.
there are 1 1 parts of water of composition.
Chalk, /amwo??.— Kreide, Werner.
Geographic Situation. This remarkable limestone is
External Characters.— Zo\o\ir yellowish-white, some- Chalt.
found in loose masses amongst unaltered ejected mineIt is
times passes to greyish-white and snow-white.
rals in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius.
Observations.— It is known to some collectors under sometimes marked with yellowish-grey. Occurs massive, disseminated, in crusts, and in extraneous exterthe name Compact Blue Lava of Vesuvius ; and is
Fracture coarse and fine earthy.
Is dull.
sometimes employed by artists in their mosaic work, to nal shapes.
Opaque. Writes and soils
Fragments blunt-edged.
represent the sky.
very much. Soft, and sometimes very soft. Rather
Third Kind.
Adheres slightly to the
sectile, and easily frangible.
Boestone.
RoESTONB, OR Oolite, Jameson *.— Roogenstein, tongue. Feels very meagre, and rather rough. SpeWerner.
cific gravity, 2.252, Muschenbroeck,^Z.S\5, Kirwan.—
shire, Yorkshire,

—

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

m

:

—

—

External Characters. Colours brown and grey.
Occurs massive, and in distinct concretions, which are
round granular ; the larger are composed of fine spherical granular, and sometimes of very thin concentric
lamellar concretions. Internally dull. Fracture of the
grains fine splintery ; but of the mass round granular
in the small, and slaty in the large. Fragments in the
lar^e blunt-edged. Is opaque. Kather brittle, and verv
easily frangible. Sp. gr. 2.6829, 2.6190, Kopp.-.2.585
Breithaupt.

Chemical Characters.— \t dissolves with effervescence

2.657,

Watson.— Z.Sl-zQ, Breithaupt.

Chemical Characters.

—

It

effervesces strongly with

acids.

Constituent Parts.

Lime,

66.5
Carbonic Acid, 43.0
.

Water,

Buchoh,
Jouni.

0.5

.

in Gehlen's

b. iv.

in acids.

s.

Chalk from
Lime,

Gallic-a.

47.00
Carbonic Acid, 33.00
7.00
Silica,
s.oo
Alumina,
8.00
Magnesia,
0.05
Iron,

itt

tuemhUace

-

S3

Kirvan, Min.

416.

Hacquet.
Hoeitont, 80 named on account of

Lime,

Carbonic Acid, 48
Alumina,
3
.
3
Water,

in form to the roe of fishes.

vol.

i.

p. 77.
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Ceomoslie Situation. It constitutes one of the newer
seconc^ry or floetz formations ; is usually found in low
situations, and frequently on sea-coasts. It is stratified,
and the strata in general are horizontal. It often contains flint, which is dis|)osed either in interrupted beds
in the chalk, or in globular, tuberose, or tabular masses
imbedded in it. It abounds in organic remains, and
these are principally of animals of the lower orders,
such as echinites, belemnites,terebratulites, pinnites, &c.
Ctograpldc Situation.-— It abounds in the south-eastextends through several proern parts of England,
vinces in France,—occupies great tracts of country in
Poland and Russia«~-is met with on the shores of the
Baltic,'—and in the islands of Zeeland and Uugen.

mon

Vtet.—The uses of thia mineral are various. The
more compact kinds are employed as building-stones,
when they are used either in a rough state, or are sawn
it is burnt
into blocks of the requisite size and shape
into quicklime, and used for mortar in different coun«
thus, nearly all the houses in London are cetries
mented with chalk-morur * it is also employed in
great quantities in the polishing of glasa and roetala,
and whitening the roofs of rooms, in the state of nfJutby
tag f ; in cotutructing mould* to cast metal in
carpenters and others as a material to mark with.
When perfectly purified, and mixed with vegetable «»

Carbonate of Lime,
95.75
Carbonate of Manganese, 4.25

—

Fibrous Limestone, or Satin-Spar, and Fibrous Oryctogno-

Calc-Sinter.

'T-

FiBST Kind.

Common Fibrous Liuestonb, or Satin-Spar, common
Jameson.

— Gemeiner fasriger Kalkstein,

Werner.

Lime,

:

;

lours.

It

pastil colour

forms a kind of

:

thus, with

lit-

forms durable
colours, but vegetable colours that contain an acid, became blue when mixed with it. The Vienna tehiie
known to artisU is perfectly purified chalk. It is used
by starcb-makers and chemtsU to dry precipitates on,
for which it is peculiarly qualified, on acoount of the
remarkable facility with which italMorbs water. With
or white of eggs, it fonnt a valuable lute or

mus, turmeric,

saffron,

and sap-green,

it

In the gilding of wood, it is necessary, before
laying on the gold, to cover it with a succession of
The mineral
coata of a mixture of whiting and site.
is also used as a filteriog-stoiie ; and in a purified sute,
it is employed as a remedy to correct acidity in the
iMMob, and the morbid ttatea which arise from this.

Foi'RTH SuBiPECICS.

AoARic MiKBRAL, OR RocK MiLK, /aMeMR.—BergMUch, JVcrner.
External C'Aorader*.—Colours snow-white, greyishwhite, and

yellowish-white.

Occur* frequently in

DnlL
crusts, also in loosely cohering tuberose piece*.
Soils strongly.
Composed of fine du.ny particles.
Feels meagre.
light, almost

Adheres

slightly to the tongue.

Very

aupematant.

—

It efferveace* with acids, and
Chewucal Characiei t.
completely dissolved in them.
ConUiturnl Parlt.—'It is a pure carbonate of lime.
OtogmMic and Geographic Situations. It is found on
the Dortk side of Oxford, between the Isis and the
Cherwell, and near Chipping-Norton, alto in Oxford,
hiic.
i*

—

FirTR SoBgpcciu.
FiBRovs Limestone, Jamesoev-^Fairiger Kallutein,
JFmtcr.

This sub*pecie*

is

divided into two kinds, vis.

Com-

50.8

Carbonic Acid, 47.6
.08.4

:

;

6brous

—Colours

greyish, reddish, and limestone,
Occurs massive, also in distinct conyellowish-white.
cretions, which are coarse and fine fibrous, and either
Lustre glistening or shining, and
straight or curved.
Feebly translucent.
Fragments splintery.
pearly.
As hard as odcareous-spar. Easily frangible. Speci«
fie gravity 2.70, PtpifS.
Contlituent Parts.

External Characters.

Holme.

Pepys, in Kid's
Min.vol.i.p. 49.
Stromeyer says that fibrous limestone contains seme
per cents, of gypsum.
Geognottic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
thin laver* in clay-shOe at Aldstone Moore in Cumberland ; in layers and veins in the middle district of
Scotland, as in Fifeshire. On the Continent, at Potschappel, near Dresden, and at Schneeberg, also in

Saxony.

Uses.— It is sometimes cut into necklaces, crosMf,
and other ornamental articles.
SECOND KIND.
FiBRoi's Calc-SinterJ, Jameton.>
sinter, Werner.

'.Fasriger Kalk-

—

Ejdemal Characters. Principal colours white, yel- Pibrom
low, brown, grey, red, green, and blue, Sometimes calc-»inier.
concentrically and reniformly striped, or it is spotted
or clouded.
Occurs massive, stalactitic, globular, tabular, claviforra, fruticose, curtain-shaped, cockV
comb shaped, coralloidal, reniform, and tuberose ; also
in (liitinct concretions, which are fibrous, and these
arc ^trai^llt, seldom curved, and sometimes scopiforra
or stellular ; .ilso in reniform curved lamellar concretions, and seldom in large and coarse angulo-graiiular concretion* ;
very rarely the longish external
shapes, as the stalactitic, are terminate<l by a threesided pyramidal crystallization. Surface generally rough,
and seldom fine drusy. Intemnlly glimmering, which
passes on the one side into dull, on the other into
glistening ; and the lustre is pearly.
Fracture fine
splinter}'.
Fragments splintery, or wedge-shaped.
Translucent, or only translucent on the edges.
Constituent Parts. Lime
56.0
Carbonic Acid
43.0
Water
.
1.0— lOO.O
Buckolz, in Gehlen's Journal, b. iv. s. 425.
Geognottic and GeograMc Situations
It is found
encrusting the rooft, walls, and floors of caves, particularly those situated in limestone rocks.
It is formed
from water holding carbonate of lime in solution. Caves
lined with this mineral occur in almost every country.
Maccallister's Cave, in tlie island of Skye, and those in
the limestone hills of Derbyshire, are tfie most striking
.

* Aeeatdjng w SmcMsa. it makai m gpoi lime a* the best Kmasione or mvbk.
t la the prctiaaikn oT whitiiig. dulk i* paamiti, uti lUSnnd thnnif^ w.tcr, «nd the finer p«n oi i/ie sediment ii then dried ; by this
Mt. the nlieeow pBrtidtt are iciwntcd, which, bjr lb«U budoew, would acmtch the luifK* of metalUe »nd other nirfuctt in the poU»h"^
ia|t of whidi whitiaK b imd
Aikin'i Cham. DietUmary.

—

X Thi« it the AUbwter ef ifa«
n w. aad
(TP^B, which ihcy dubc Gtp$(oiu AUmitir,

i*

bj ibc ib»Jm

m

Duned Cakanout

AlaleittT, to diitiuguiib

it

liom snether

'v wvr^^
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kind hitherto observed in Scotland
«y
and England. Rut the most celebrated staluctitic cave
^•'S"*^ is that of Antipnros in the Archipelago, which has
been pwticularly described by Toumefort. Similar

Oryciogno- appearances of this

caves occur in Germany, France, Switzerland, Sj)ain,
in the United States of America, and other countries.
Italy, which is so rich in fine marble, is not less so in
beautiful calc-sinter or calcareous al ibaster ; the t rritory of Volterra in Tuscany alone funiishes no fewer
than twenty different v-rieties. Sicily is also abundant
in calc-sinter ; and of these, the rose-coloured variety
Sp;iin is, next to Italy,
of Trapani is much admired.
the most productive country of calcareous alabaster.
The environs of Granada and Malaga are particularly
remarkable for the beautiful varieties of this mineral
which they afford. Persia also abounds in highly prized
varieties of calcareous alabaster.
Calc sinter or calcareous alabaster, is used
Uses
for the same purposes as marble, and is cut into tables,
columns, vases, drapery for marble figures, and sometimes also into statues. It was also used by the ancients
in the manufacture of their unguentary vases.

Sixth subspecies.
Tufaccous
limeslonf.

TuFACEotJS LiMESToNE Calc-tuff*, Jamesoti.—
Kalk-Tuff, Werner.
Eilernal Chai acters —Co\oMT yellowish-grey, which
sometimes approaches to ochre-yellow and yellowishbrown. Occurs massive, perforated, ramose, spongy,
tubular, claviform. botryoulal, globular, cellular, and in
crusts ; enclosing vegetable stems and leaves ; also
bones of animals, as of elephants and rhinoceroses, and
land shtlls; and also with frequent impressions of
The globular variety is
leaves, mosses, and roots.
sometimes composed of curved lamellar concretions.

Fracture
Internally dull, or very faintly glimmering.
fine-grained uneven, inclining to earthy ; and someFragments indeterminate angular.
times splintery.
Opaque, or translucent on the edges. Sometimes semihard, sometimes soft, and is frequently soft, inclining

Rough.
to friable.
Constituent Parts

Brittle,
It

is

and

easily frangible.

nearly pure Carbonate of

Lime.
It occurs in beds, generally in
Gtognostic Situation
the neighbourhood of lakes and rivers also encrusting rocks, and enveloping animal and vegetable remains
in the vicinity of calcareous springs.
It is a frequent mineral in the
Geographic Situation
neighbourhood of all the calcareous springs in this
:

—

country, as in those at Starly Burn in Fifeshire, and
other places ; and on the Continent of Europe it is also
a frequent mineral.
The hardest kinds are used for buildingUses.
It is somestones, and are also burnt into quicklime.
times also used as a filtering stone.

—

Seventh
fisiform
Ilmestune.

subspecies.

^1
.

—

Specific gravity 2.532.
It is carbonate of lime, slightly
Constituent Parts

coloured with iron.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. It is found
in great masses in the vicinity of the Hot Springs at
Carlsbad in Bohemia.
It is sometimes cut into plates for ornamental
Uses
purposes.

Eighth

subspecies.

— Schieferspath, Werner.

Slate-spah, Jameson

Slate-tpar.

Colours greenish-white, reddishwhite, yellowish-white, greyish-white, and snow-white.
Occurs massive, also indistinctconcreiions, which are ge-

External Characters

and sometimes coar^e and large

nerally curved lamellar,

Lustre intermediate between shining and

granular.

and is pearly. Fmgments either indeterminate angular and blunt-edged, or are tabular. Feebly
.Soft.
translucent, or only translucent on the edges.
E».si!y TranIntermediate between sectiie and brittle.

glistening,

gible.

Kirwan

Specific gravity, 2.6*7,

Feels rather greasy.
2.474, Blumenbach

2.611, Breithaiipl.
Chemical Characters.

with acids

:

2.6aOO,

La

Methtie

—

—

It effervesces very violently
infusible before the blowpipe.
Constituent Parts.
Fiom Kongeberg.
From Bremsgriin.

but

Lime,

is

Lime,
56 00
Carbonic Acid, 3f) 33

55.00
41.66
3.00

.

Carbonic Acid,
Oxide of Manganese,

Silica,

Oxide of

1.66

.

Iron,

Water,

Buchulz.

.

1.00
2.00

Suersee.

—

It occurs in primitive limeGeognostic Situation.
stone, along with calcareous spar, brown-s-par, fluorspar, and galena ; in metalliferous beds, associated with
magnetic ironstone, galena, and blende; and in veins,

along with tinstone.
Geographic Siiuation.

—

It

occurs imbedded in mar-

ble in Gltii Tilt, Perthshire ; and in Assynt in SutherOn
in Cornw all ; and near Granard in Ireland.
land
the Continent, it is found along with tinstone, in the
Saxon Erzgibirge along with octahedrite, in a vein at
St. Chirstophe in Dau))hiiiy ; also in Norway, in metal:

;

liferous beds,

and

in limestone.
,

Ninth Subspecies.

—

Schaumerde, Werner.
This subspecies is divided into three kinds, viz. Scaly
Aphrite, Slaty Aphrite, and Sparry Aphrite.

ArHRiTE, Jame.\on

First Kind.

— Schaumerde,

Werner.

Zerreiblicher Aphrit, Knrslen.
External Characters.
Colours snow, yellowish, and
reddish white, t-ometimes passing into silver-white.
Friable varieties
Occurs either friable or compact.
composed of glistening or glimmering particles, in
which the lustre is pearly. Particles are fine scaly, feel
Either loose, or loosely cohering.
fine, but not greasy.

—

in granuwith a shining or nearly splendent
lustre, which is pearly, sometimes inclining to semi meFragments indeterminate angular, and blunttallic.

Compact

varieties massive, disseminated, or

lar concretions,

tufa appears to be derrid from the retb ri^u, which, in its original signification;

especially to such as are of a spongy- or porous texture.

'

gible.

Scaly Aphhite, Jameson.

Pi.siFORM Limestone, or Pea-stone, Jameson.—
Erbsenstein, Werner.
E.xli'rnal ClMracten:.
Its most common colour is
yellowish-white, which sometimes approaches to snowwhite ; from yellowish-white it passes into peayellow, and pale-yellowish brown.
Occurs massive;
also in distinct concretions, which are coarse, small,
and very seldom fine spherical round granular, composed of others which are very thin and concentric
lamellar.
In the centie there is either a bubble of air,
Interor a grain of sand, or of some mineral matter.
* The term

Fracture even. Oryciognonally dull, or very feebly glimmering.
'yFragraents indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged.
Opaque, or feebly translucent on the edges. Soft, approaching to semi-hard. Brittle, and very easily fran>

is

appropriate to volcanic productions,

Kid.

5
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Orjrctogno*

Ortetofoo.
wj.

edged in the great, but Ubular in the small. Opaque.
becinto friable,
p»oi...i(j ...."
Very
soft, passing
»«;/ »«iv,
«li«htly.
SoiU Sllifuuvsous
very
FeeU
frangible.
easily
uncommonly
tile, and
but not jrreasy.
It effervesces most violently
Chemical Characters.
with acids.
51.5
Gmililuent Parts.— Lime,
Carbonic Add, S90
5.715
Silica.
S.285
Oxide of Iron,

fine,

—

1.0—100.5

Water,

Bucholz.
occurs in nests, disseminatflcEta or secondary lime- stone,

—

Geognostie SUualioH.
ed, or in small veina, in
and );yp«um.

G' graphic

Situation.

It

—

It is

found in Thuringia and

LucuUitc

This subspecies is divided into three kinds, via.
Compact LucuUite, Prismatic Lucullite, and Foliated
LucuUite.
First Kind.

Compact Luccllite, Jbmewn.— Dichter

Lucullan, ^""^P^l^^

J'jhn.

This kind is divided into Common Compact Luculor Black Marble, and Stinkstone.

lite

Common Compact Lucullite, or Black Marble,

Jameson.

External Characlers.—CoXoMT greyish-black.

Second Kind.

Slatt Apbritk, Jameion.

— Schaumschiefer,

Frieslt'

ben.

—

Colours snow white, passing
Occurs
yellowish, redduh, and silver-white.
Strongly
masiive, seldom coarsely dis»em!nated.
External Charade's

into

glimmering, sometimes approaching to glistening, evin
which sometimes pji.t>es inIu»tre pearly
to shining
Slaty in the great, but undulating
to semi metallic.
curved foliated in the small. Splits very easily into
extremely thin tabular fragments. Opaque, or very
;

;

Soils pretty
feebly translucent in the thinnest folia.
Flexible in
Feels soft, and rather silky.
strongly.
thin plates.
Chemical Characters.
It falls into pieces with a
When touclie<l
crackling noise, when put into water.
with an acid, it effervesces with great violence, and is
entirely dissolved in it.
Geognostie and Geographic Situations.— It occurs
massive, imbedded, and in veins, in the first flcetz limestone, in 'i'hunngia and Heasia.

—

Third Kind.
SPAfinv AruRiTtfJamtsom

—

Schaumfpath, Frieileben.

Occnrs in large and small (granular dinir.ct concreSoils slightly, with glimmering dusty particle*.

tions.

Sectile.

Chemical Characters.— The same as in the other
kinds.
Geognostie Situation.
It occurs in floetz or secondary
litn«Mane and gypsum.
According to Friesleben, it
aupaars t« be geognoatically allied to selenite ; and altnough it differs from that mineral in colour, transparency, lustre, sectility, feel, and effervescence with
acids, yet it pa*»e8 into it, and also into slaty aphrite,
unictinies by simple gradatiuns, sometimes by inter-

—

mixture oftlic t»ominer.-ilpi

;

and large

lenticular cr}-s-

of selrnite occur, which are pure at the edges, become gradually more opaque towards the centre, and in
the centre are pure i>parry aphnte.
tais

GmgrapA w SUnatnm

—

It

occurs in Thuringia.

Oc-

Internally strongly glimmering, inclincurs massive.
Fracture fine-grained uneven, and
ing to glistening.
Fragments indeterminate angular,
large ccmchoidal.
and ratner »harp-e^ged. Opaque. Semi-hard. Yields
Brittle, and easily
a dark ash-grey coloured streak.
fransible.

Vvhen two pieces are rubbed against each other, a feodour is exhaled, the intensity of which is
increa^eil when we at the same time breathe on them.
Chemical Characters. It is infusible without addition.
When exposed to a high temperature in an open
With sulphuric acid, it ibrms
crucible, it burns white.
a black-coloured mass it di»solves in nitrous and muriatic acids, but leaves an insoluble black-coloured subDuring the solution and e»cape of the carbostance.
nic acid, a "mell resembling that of sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved.

tid urinous

—

_

:

Constituent Parts.
•

lAToe,

-

Carbonic Acid,
Black Oxide of Carbon,
Magnesia, and Uxide of Manganese,
Oxide of Iron,
-

Silica,

External Charaeters.'^-CoXoaxt snow, yellowish, and
greyisb-wiiiie.
Seldom occurs massive, generally disseminated , sometimes in flakj» crusts, in veins, or ifn>
bedded in Urge cry>tiils of selcnite. Shining, sometimes inclining to splendent, aometimes to glistening ;
lustre pearly, which inclines to vitreous in the splendent varirtirs.
Fracture foliated, sometimes straisht,
omMimes curved, and the folia have a single distinct
dcavage. Opaque ; feebly translucent in thin pieces.

Soft.

*1'

Locullite, Jamemi

a.

Hessia.

iphrite.

Tbnth SuBSPECua.

53.S8
41.50

-

0.75
0.13
0.25
1.13
0.S5

Sulphur,
Fota»h, combinations of Muriatic and
2.62—100.00
Sulphuric Acids, and Water,
John, Chem. Laborat. b. ii. s. t<40.
The geognostie relations of
Oeognostic Situatum
this mineral are still but little known : it is said 10 occur in beds in primitive and older secondary rocks.
Gtvgraphic Situation
HiiU of this niineral occur in
Varieties ot it
the district of Assynl in Sutlierland.
are met with at Ashlord, Matlock, and Mons^ldale, in
Derbyshire: at Kilkenny; at Craylealh,iii the County
of Down ; at Kilcrump, in the county ol Walerlord; at
Churchtown, in the county ot Cork ; and iu the county ot Gal way, in Ireland.
The finer varieties of this mineral have been
Uses.
highly prized, and used as marble (rum a very lemote
period.
It was so uiuch admired ami esteemed by the
Consul Lucullus, that he CHve it his own name. Pliny
observes: *' Post hunc Lepidum lernie quadriennio
L. LucuUusConsul fuit.qui nt>nieii(ut pparei exrejLucuUeo Marmori dedit, aumoduin ilelecUlus lUo, primus-

—

—

.

que Roinam
lis

Nili insula,

nomen
The
this

invexit, atruin alioqui,

aut coloribus commriiUeiitur.

cum

ca?tera

macu-

Nascitur autem in

solumque borum marmorum ab amature

accepit.
finest varieties

of lucullite met with in trade in
marbles of Sutherlaudaliire,

island, are the black

Kilkenny, and Galway.
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Oryetogno•y-

Siinkitone.

6.

and scopiform prismatic.

Stinkstone, or Swinestone, Jameson. Stinkstein,

Werner.
External Characters.— Its colours are white, grey,
pitch-black, yellow, and brown. Sometimes dendritic on
the surface, or clouded with greyish-black. Occurs massive, disseminated, also in distinct concretions, which
Internalare small granular, and concentric lamellar.
The fracture is sometimes
ly dull or glimmering.
small splintery, sometimes imperfect conchoidal, and
fine grained uneven, which passes into earthy, or
Fragments are indeterminate angular,
straight slaty.
or slaty. Opaque, but the cream-yellow varieties are
Affords a greyish- white cotranslucent on the edges.
loured streak, and when rubbed emits a fetid urinous
Brittle, and easy frangible.
odour.
Chemical Characters. Nearly the same as in the pre-

—

External surface sometimes Oryctogn*
•?•
^'
delicately longitudinally streaked. Externally it is sometimes dull, sometimes glistening ; internally shining and ''""Y"'^
^
splendent, and the lustre is intermediate between vitreous and resinous.
It has threefold cleavage, and the

sometimes curved. The fragments are indeterminate angular, sometimes inclining to rhomboidal.
It is
translucent on the edges, or opaque.
Affords a greycoloured streak.
Brittle, and easily frangible.
When
rubbed, it emits a strongly fetid urinous smell. Specific gravity 2.653, 2.688, 2.703, John.
Chemical Characters. When pounded and boiled in
water, it gives out a hepatic odour, which continues
but for a short time. The filtrated water possesses weak
alkaline properties, and contains a small quantity of a
muriatic and sulphuric salt. It does not appear to be
foliaare

Ceding kind.

....

Carbonate of lime
Silica

Alumina
Oxide of iron
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of carbon, and a
Lime*,
.

'

•

.

little

•

.

bitumen

•

.

Sulphur,

—

7.00
5.25
2.50
1.00
0.50
1.00

.

.

Bottendorf.

148—1*9-00

.

alkali, salt, water,

affected by pure alkalies. It dissolves with effervescence in nitrous and muriatic acids, and leaves behind

a coal-black or brownish-coloured residuum.
From Stavem in Norway.
41.50
Carbonic acid
Constil. Parts.
Lime
.
53.S7
Oxide of manganese 0.75
1.25
Oxide of iron
Oxide of carbon
1.25
0.25
Sulphur

Constituent Parts.

From

—

.

Alumina

3.75—170-00

,

JoA«,Chem. Laborat.

t. ii. s.

Silica

242.

—

Grognostic Situation. This mineral occurs in beds,
in secondary limestone, and occasionally alternates

In some
places, the strata are quite straight, in others have a
zig-zag direction, or are more or less deeply waved,
and they are occasionally disposed in a concentric
manner like the concentric lamellar concretions
Some strata contain angular pieces
of greenstone.
of stinkstone, which at first sight might be taken
for fragments; and even whole beds occur, which
are composed throughout of angular portions, either connected together by means of clay, or immeThese various apdiately joined without any basis.
pearances do not seem to have been occasioned by any

with secondary gypsum, and beds of

clay.

mechanical force acting upon the strata after their formation, but are rather to be viewed as original varieties of structure, which have taken place during the
formation of the strata. It has been also met with in
beds in shell limestone, and in the coal formation.
Geographic Situation.— Occuts in the vicinity of
North^Berwick in East Lothian, resting on red sandOn
stone ; and in the parish of Kirbean in Galloway.
the Continent, it is a frequent rock In Thuringia and
Mansfeld.
In ancient times, it was used as a medicine
Uses.

—

at present, it is principally emin veterinary practice
.ployed as a limestone, and when burnt affords an exIn some
cellent lime both for mortar and manure.
districts, as in Thurrngia, it is used as a paving-stone,
and also cut into troughs, steps for stairs, door-posts,
and other similar purposes.
:

.

—

burg.

Third Kind.

Foliated

oil

Sparhy Lucullite, Jameson.

thiger Lucullan, John.
External Characters.

PrUmatic
J.ucullite.

Cullan, John.

—

External Characters. Colours greyish-black, pitchOccurs massive,
black, smoke-grey, and hair-brown.
in balls, also in distinct concretions,

•

We

which are

stellular

have fopied the above analysis ftom Dr, John's work
•ed along with 149 of carbonate of lime.

;

yet

— Spa-

Foliated
Lucullite.

—Colours

yellowish, greyish,
and greenish-white ; also bluish-grey, and greyish and
Occurs massive, disseminated, in small
velvet black.
granular concretions, and crystallized in acute six-sided
pyramids. Internally alternates from glimmering to
Fragments generally rhomboidal. Translushining.
cent, or translucent ontlie edges. Semi-hard, approach-

ing to soft. Brittle, and easily frangible. When rubSpecific gravity 2.650,
bed, it emits an urinous smell.
John.
They agree with those of the
Chemical Characters.
preceding subspecies : in its solution in acids there remains a minute black-coloured residuum.

—

Constituent Parts.

From Moscau.
.
96.50
.
Carbonate of Lime,
Carbonate of Manganese, Magnesia, and
Iron,

....
.

Prismatic Lucullite, JamMon.— Stanglicher Lu-

.

Alkali, alkaline muriate, water, magnesia,
2.13
zirconia
100.00
John, Chem. Laborat. b. ii. s. 246.
It occurs in
Geognoslic atid Geographic Situations
balls, varying from the size of a pea to two feet in dia.
meter, in brown dolomite, at Building Hill near SunAt Stavem in Norway, it appears to occur
derland.
in transition-rocks; in alum-slate at Garphytta in Nericke ; in Greenland ; and in the Russbachthal in Salz-

Oxide of Iron,
Lime, Alumina, Carbon,

Second Kind.

1-25
1.25

.

.

.

1-50
1-00

•

Silica, & Water. 1.00—100.00
John, Chem. Laborat. b. iii. s. 90.
It occurs in
Geognoftic and Geographic Situations.
veins, and also in small cotemporaneous masses, in a
bed of limestone in clay-slate, at Andreasberg in the
Hartz : in veins of silver-ore in hornblende-slate at

—

we do notsee how

it

U possible

that 1 piirt of

Ume

could be discoyer-

—

—

;
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KoBgfberg in Korway : also in transition alum-slate in
lanrer and mailer elliptical tnas»e«, the o^mtre of which
i« of iroai^jrites, and the periphery sparry lucuUite, at
Nericke, and
AndRMOB in Sdioaen, Garphytta
CWrtiraia in Norway.

m

Eletkntr Scbspecies.
Marl, Jameton. Mergel, Werner,
TYas subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Earthy
Marl and Compact MarL

—

titii.

•^••y

•''

Firtt Kind.
Jameton.
Mergel Erde, Werner,
Colours yellowish-grey, and
External Characterg
seldom pale smoke^rey. These are the colours it exhibits when dry : w-hen moist, and in its original repository, its colour* are pale blackish-brown or brownishblack *. Consists of fine dusty particles, either loose or
feeblv ooberii^. Is dull Particles feel fine, or rather
Eoiu;b and meagre. Soils slightly. Is light.
Ckewucal Ckaracter*.
It cflierMioea strongly with
acid*.
It emits a strong urinmu aaell when first dug
op ; but after es])omre to the air it loses this quality.
Cotuiilueiil Parit.
It is said to be composed of lime,
Friedeben.
alumina, silica, and bknoMn.
GMfmntie amd Gtograpluc SUuatiomt.—-It occurs in
Soets or •econdarv limertane and gypsum
bed*
formations, along with stinxstone, in Thuringia and
Mansfeld.
Second Kind.

—

Earthy Maol,

—

—

m

Compactor Ixdoratbd Marl, /amftoii.—VcrharCoDpactor
adofsltd teter Mcrgt-l. Werner.
External Charictrrt.—.Co\<mTt yellowish-grey, smoke*
axL
•rev, and muddy bluish-grey. Sometimes spotted reddisf and brownish in the rents, and marked with dendritic delineations.
Occurs massive, in blunt angular
pieces, vesicular, in flattened balls ; and frequently contains petrifactions of fishes and crabs, also of gryphites,
belemnites, chamites, pectinites, ammonites, tercbratuDull both
lites, ostracites, musculites, and mytulite*.
extonally and internally, and only glimmering when
intermixed with foreign parts.
Fracture generally
earthy, which approaches sometimes to splinter}', sometimes to conchoidal ; in the great inclines to thick and
straight slaty.
Fragments angular and blunt-edged,
and sometime* tabular. Yields to the nail. Is opaque.
Afford; a crej-ish-white streak.
Rather brittle, and
*a
hit*. Feel* meagre.
Specific gravity S.365,
S..-

.

/

-haupt.

Chemical Cfiaraclert.— Before the blowpipe it intumeaces, and melts into a greenish-black slag. It efierveace* brinkly with acids.
Coiut. ParU.
Carbonate of Lime
90
Silica,
.
.
12

Alumina,
.
S3
Iron and Oxide of Manganese,
a Kirman.
Gtagnotlic Siltialion
It occurs in beds in the secondary floet* limestone and cool formations also in
the new secondary formations that rest upon chalk.
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Several different kinds of compact marl oc- OrycU>gn«».
Utet
cur in nature these are calcareous marl, in which the
"^l^,
calcareous earth predominates clay marl, in which the ^-^"V™^^
aluminous earth is in considerable quantity ; and ferruginous marl, in which the mass contains a considerable
intermixture of oxide of iron. The latter kind occurs
in spheroidal concretions, calle<l sepiaria or liidi HeU
montii, that vary from a few inches to a foot and a half
When broken in a longitudinal direction,
in diameter.
we observe the interior of the mass intersected by a
number of fissures, by which it is divided into more or
less regular prisms, of from three to six or more sides,
the fissures being sometimes empty, but oftener filled
up with another substance, which is generally calcareous spar. From these septaria are manufactured that
excellent material for building under water, known by
'i"he calcareous and
the name of Parker's Cement '.
aluminous marl are used for improving particular kinds
of land ; also for mortar ; in some kinds of pottery
and in the smelting of particular ores of iron.
:

:

TwELrXK

SCBSPECIBS.

BtTcuiN0t78 'Marl-Slate, Jameton.— Bituminoser
MergeUchiefer, Werner,
External CAaracfrrr.— Colour intermediate between Bitumigreyish-black and brownish-black.
Occurs massive, noui m«rland frequently contains impressions of fishes and plants. •'»*«•
Lustre glimmering, glistcnmg, or shining, and resinous.
Fracture straight, or curved slaty. Fragments slaty in
the large, but indeterminate and rather sharp angular
Shining and resinous in the
Is opnque.
in the small.
streak. Soft, and feeU meagre. Hathcr sectile, and easily fran^le. Specific gravity 2.631, 2.690, Breithaiijii.
Comttluenl Parts.
It is said to be a carbonate of
lime united with alumina, iron, and bitumen.
Geognostic Situation.— h occurs in secondary or flocUs
limestone.
It frequently contains cupreous minerals,
particularly copper-pyrites, copper-glance, variegfated
copper-ore, and more rarely, native copper, copper
green, and blue copper. It contains .ibunaance ot petrified fishes, and these are said to l>e most numerous
in those situations where the strata are basin-shaped.
the
Geographic Situation. Europe. It abounds
Hartzgebirge ; also in Magdeburg and Thuringia. It
it
is a frequent mineral in Upper and Lower Saxonv
occurs also in Franconia, Bohemia, Bavaria, Silesia,
Suabia, Hesse-Cassel, and Switzerland.
America.
It i« said to occur in the Cordilleras of

—

—

—

m

:

—

South America.
KurIII. Short-.^xeo Limestone, or Dolomite.
zaxiges Kalk-Haloide, Mohs.
107° 82'. Cleavage rhomboidal. HardRhomboid

—

=

ness

= 4.0, —*.5, sp. gr. = 3.0, — 3.2.

This species contains three subspecies,
; 2. Miemite ; 3. Brown Spar.

vir.

1.

Do-

lomite

First Scjbspecics.

;

Dolomite, Jameton,

Geographic Situation
It frequently occurs in the
coal formation in Scotland and England, and in the secondary formatioos which rest upon chalk in the south

This subspecies is divided into three kinds, viz. Dolomite.
Granular Dolomite, Columnar Dolomite, Compact Do-

of England.

lomite.

* Sonw of Uw Tuitttn bate geoenHy

brown

colour,

aod emit so arinoot mtll

;

these tre

by loine suthots eontidered (i Earthy

BtinluUMic.

+ Theea Marly iiywih abmnd in the I»le of Skepey, in the Medny, end ofun contain in their .interior globular portioni ef heary.
«Hr. hBTiaK dtwrging flbiaas •aactttioiu. SimtUr Mplaria occur in Derbythite, aod io the county of Durham, in which laitei dituict,
tte iatoaai fienuca ate filM with quarti.

:
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Orjrclogno-

First Kind.

Ghanular Dolomite,

'y-

Granular
Dolomite.

This

is

again divided into White and

lar Dolornite.

Brown Granu-

—

External Characters. Colours snow-white, greyishwhite, and rarely pale ash-^rey. Occurs massive 5 also
in small and fine granular distinct concretions, frequently so loosely aggregated, that they can be separated by
Internally glimmering,
mere pressure of the finger.

approaching to glistening, and lustre pearly. Fracture
in the large imperfect and slaty, in compact varieties
small splintery, which passes into uneven. Fragments
indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged. Faintly transBrittle, and
lucent, or only translucent on the edges.
easily frangible.

—

It effervesces
Chemical and Physical Characters.
very feebly with acids, a character which distinguishes
it from granular limestone.

—

Comt, Paris.

—Carbonate of Magnesia,
Carbonate of Lime,
Oxide of Manganese,
Oxide of Iron,

St Gothard.
4!.',50

52.08
0.35
0.50

.

.

,

Loss,

.

.

0.75

.

Klaprolh, Beit. b.

iv. s.

— fOO

209.

lona.

Carbonic Acid,
Lime,
Magnesia,
.

.

America.— Vtoi/'mce of New- York, with tremolite.
Bengal, with imbedded tremolite ; also in SiAsia.

limestone,

remains

it is

burnt and made

much

longer caustic than
limestone ; and this is the

it

quicklime from common
cause of a very important difference between magnesian
and common limestone, with regard to their employment in agriculture Lime, from magnesian limestone,
is termed hot, and when spread upon land in the same
proportion as is generally practised with common quicklime, greatly impairs the fertility of the soil ; and when
used in a greater quantity, is said by Mr. Tennant to
prevent all vegetation.
Observations.
A flexible variety of Dolomite occurs
in England. The following account contains all the information we possess in regard to it
:

—

—

External Characters.
Colour yellowish-grey, pass- », ...
ing into cream-yellow. Occurs massive. Is dull. FracDolomits.
ture earthy in the small, and slaty in the large.
Is
Opaque. Yields readily to the knife, but with difliculty
to the ruu'I.
In thin plates it is uncommonly flexible.
Specific gravity, 2.544, Thomson.
This is probably
below the truth, as the stone is porous.
Geographic Situation,
It occurs about three mile«

—

from Tinmouth
Observations.

by our

Castle.

— This

curious mineral was discovered

intelligent friend

Mr. Nicol, Lecturer on Natu-

To

that gentleman we are indebted
for the following particulars in regard to it.
He finds,
that its flexibility is considerably influenced by the
ral Philosophy.

the celebrated French geologist Dolomieu.

quantity of water contained in it. When saturated with
water, it is remarkably flexible ; as the evaporation
goes on, it becomes more and nK)re rigid, until the water be reduced to a certain limit, when the flexibility

Tt

—

iomite.

— Like common

appears to have been used by ancient
sculptors in their finest works.
It is named Dolomite, in honour of
Observations.
Uses.

Brown Do-

Use

into mortar, but

]

.

rope.

—
—

on grey.wacke, and contains imbedded porand sparry-iron. It occurs

Flexible Dolomite, Jameson.

7-06
Insoluble Matter,
.
4.00
Tennant, Phil. Trans, for 1799.
Geognostic Situation.— It occurs principally in primitive mountains.
Geoaraphic Situation .—Europe.—YieAi of dolomite,
containing tremolite, occur in the island of lona; and
it is found in many countries on the Continent of Eu-

beria.

rests

Geographic Situation.— It occurs in Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire, Northamptonshire, Leicestershire, Northumberland, and Durham: also in Ireland, at Portumna in Galway, Ballyshannon in Donnegal, Castle Island,
near Killamey.

31.12

.
.

.

which

tions of quartz, rhomb-spar,
in trap-rocks in Fifeshire.

48 00

.

.

Geognostic Situation.— In tlie north of England
it
occurs
beds of considerable thickness, and great extent, and appears to rest on the Newcastle
coal-formation ; but in the Isle of Man, it occurs in
a limestone

m

Jameson.

*

Brown Dolomite,

or

Magkesian Limestone of

Tennant.
Tennant, Transactions of Eoi/al Snciely of London fur
Thomson, Annals of Philosophy Jor December
1799.

—

1814.
Colours yellowish-gi-ey, yelExternal Characters.
lowish-brown, and a colour intermediate between chesnut-brown and yellowish-brown ; seldom bluish-grey.
Occurs massive, and in mnmte granular concretions.
Internally glistening or glimmering, and the lustre between pearly and vitreous. Fracture splintery, and
sometimes flat conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate
Translucent, or
angular, and rather blunt-edged.
translucent on the edges.
Semihard ; is harder than
Is brittle.
calcareous-spar.
Specific gravity of the
crystals, 2.823, 7'cn»a«<.— 2.777, 2.820, Berger.
2.791,

—

—

Thomson.
Chemical Characters.
but feeble effervescence,

—

It dissolves slowly,

and with

pletely exhaled, it becomes nearly as flexible as
when saturated with that fluid.

—Carbonate of Lime,

56.80
Carbonate of magnesia, 40.84
Carbonate of Iron,
0.36
Insoluble Matter,

.

Thomson, Annals nf Phil,

it

was

Second Kind.

CoLnMNAH Dolomite.—Stiinglicher

Dolomit, Klap-

roth.

External Characters.

— Colour

greyish-white. Columnar

pale

Occurs massive, in thin, long, and straight prismatic
concretions. Has an imperfect cleavage. Fracture uneven. Lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly. Breaks into acicular-shaped fragments.
Feebly translucent. Is
From

Building Hill, near Sunderland.

Const. Parts.

200

— 100.00

vol, iv, p. 416".

1

becomes scarcely distinguishable. From this point,
however, the flexibility gradually increases, as the
moisture diminishes ; and as soon as the water is com-

brittle.

in nitrous acid.

J

the

Mine

Tschistagowskoy.

—Carbonate of Lime,

51
Carbonate of Magnesia,
47
Carbonated Hyc&ate of Iron, 1 99
Klaprolh, Chem. Abhandl. s. 328.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situaliont,
It occurs in

Const. Parts.

—

—

^'''<"'''>'*-

MINERALOGY.
Oryttogno- serpentine in the »ine Tschistagowakoy, on the ri•?•
ver Mjaftj in the Governiueiit ut Urenberg in Ruiaia.

~

'

~

Compact
Doloniic
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Lime,

Contlituent Paris.

Magnesia,
Oxide of Iron,
Carbonic Acid,

1 hird Kind.

Compact Dolomite,
Gurhdiu), KurtUm.

or

GuRHOFiTit Jwmeson.—-

Ett'mal Characler!i.—C6[ouT snow-white. Occurs
maMive. Dull. Fracture flat conchoidal, passing to
Fragromts indeterminate angular, and sharpeven.
Hard,
Shghtly translucent on the edges.
edged.
bonlering on semihard. Brittle, and rather difficultly

Water and

Loss,
Klaproth, Beit b. iii. s. 303.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.— \t occurs in
cobalt veins that traverse sandstone at Glucksbninn in
Gutha, and at Beska in Servia, on the frontier of

Turkey,

Third Subspecies.

frangible.
C>-emir.ijl

When

Characters

pounded, and thrown

into diluted and heated nitrous add,
dissolved, with effervescence.

it

is

completely

.

—

Gurhof and Aggs>

divided into two kinds, viz. Foliated

Brown-S[>ar, and Columnar Brown-Spar,
First Kind,

Foliated Brown-Spar, JaBteioa.~-BIattriger Braunspath, IVerner.

Gr»«

Colour pale asparagus-green
Estemal Characters
which passes into greenish-white. Occurs massive, in
Urge and coane angulo-granular distinct concretions

which are granular, and rarely tliin and straight lamellar ; and frequently crystallized.
Surface of the
cr^-stals usually drusy, and seldom shining, generally
glistening or glimmering, and sometimes even dull.
Tntemally alternates from shining to glistening, very
rarely splendent, and lustre pearly.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather blunt-e<lged in the great,

Jtmmm and KUproth.
This subapccies it divided uito two kinds,
nolar Mienute, and Prismatic Miemite.
MiKMITK,

riz.

GRAMVtAR MiCMITB.

—

Miemlu.

;

crj-stallized

which the

double thre^aided pyramids, in
planes of the one are set on the lateral

in flat

lateral

edse* of the other.

Crystal* middle-ciBed, or small

;

eitocr attached by their lateral edges, or intersecting
each other ; surface drusy. Internally splendent and
Fraginents rather blunt-edged. Translucent.
pearly.

Semihard.
CoHStit,

Brittle.

Specific gravity S.885.

98.50
S96.
Ge(tgnoitk and Geo^aphtc SUuaiions.— It is found
at Miemo in Tuscany, imbedded in gypsum.
Objertaliomt
This mineral was &st observed by
the late Dr Thomson of Naples, who sent specimens
of it to Klaproth for analysis. It is named Miemite,
after the place

where

it

iii. s.

was discovered.

— Stunglicher

P*'^'

—

Magnesia,
.
10.0
Oxide of Iron,
.
8.0
Manganese,
S.O
Water, and Carbonic Acid, 26.5
Berlhier, Joum. des Mines, No. 103. p. 73.
Geographic Situation.— \t occurs, along witli galena,
and other ores of lead, in the lead mines of Lead Hills
and Waiilockhead in Lanarkshire; in tile mines of
Cumberland, Northumberland, and Derbyshire.

Second Kind.

Columnar Bhown-Spar, Jameson.
Ejclemal Characters.
Bitters-

fit''J"-olh.

—

.

Braunspatli, Klaprolh.

Second Kind.

Pbismatic Miexitb, Jawusom.

Foliated
brown-tpar,

but in the small are rhoniboidal. Generally translucent on the edges, rarely translucent.
Brittle, and
easily frangible.
Specific gravity, S.O, 3,2, M^^hs.
Chemical C/taraclers.
It hardens, and becomes dark
browni<ih-black before tlie blowpipe ; and effervesces
feebly with acids.
Constituent Par//..— Lime,
.
.
iS.O

Par/*.—Carbonate of Lime,
53.00
Carbonate of Magnesia,
4S. 50
Carbonate of Iron, with a
little Manganese,
.9.00

Klaprolh. Beit b.

rrtooatie
Alitmiir.

is

ish-red.

First Kind,
Granalar

spar, or

This species

Exlernal Characters. Colours flesh-red and brownOfVen occurs massive, also disseminated, seldom globular, stalactitic, reniform, with tabular and
pyramidal impressions ; also in distinct concretions,

Second Suupccit«.
Mioaitc.

Brauns- Brown-

path, Werner.

pearl-spar.

Carbonate of Lime,
70. 50
Carbonate of Magnesia, ?9'50— 100 00
Klaprolh, GeseUsch. N. Fr. b. i. s, S58.
It occurs in
Gmigmtttie and Gfographic SUualiota

Comtt Parlt.

veins in serpentine rocks, between
bach, in Lower Austria.

Browr-Spar, or Pearl-Spar, Jameson.

External Characters. Colour Mparagus-green, olivegreen, and oil-green. Occurs in prismatic distinct
concrations. and crystallised in flat rhomboids, which
•re deeply truncated on all the edges. Crystals small,
and vary small, and sometimes they form only drusy
croito.
Internally shining and vitreous.
Fracture
paaMS from concealed foliated to Rplintery.
Fragmcnta rather blunt-edged. Strongly translucent. As
hard as the grauular miemite. Specific gravity, 2.885,
KMttten.
Chemical Charactert. It dissolves slowly, and with
but feeble effervesceMte, in nitrous acid.
VOL. XiV. takt II.

Stanglicher Columnar
brown spar,

Colours reddish-white, rose-

and pearl-grey. Occurs in distinct concretion?,
which are wedge-shaped columnar or prismatic, and
have glimmering and longitudinally streaked surfaces.
Splendent, and appears pearly on the fracture-surface.
Has an imperfect cleavage. Fragments wedge-shaped.
red,

Translucent.

Brittle.

Conttit. Part*.

Easily traiigible.

—Carbonate of Lime,

51.50
Carbonate of Magnesia, 32.60
Carbonate of Iron,
7.50
Carbonate of Manganese, S.OO
Water,
5.00

—

98.00
Klaproth, Beit b. iv.

3r

s.

203.

;
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OrjctognO'

—

Geographic Situation
It is found at the mine namsometimes to splendent, and the lustre pearly. Frag- Oryctojrno.
sy.
ed Segen Gottes at Gersdoi-f in Saxony ; and in that of ments indeterminate angular, and rather sharp-edged,
\'alenciana at Guanauxuato in Mexico.
Generally translucent on the edges
or rhomboidal.
IV. Hhomb-spab, Jametou. Langaxiges Kalk-Ha- in some rare varieties translucent. Brittle, and rather
loid. Mohs.
easily frangible,
Rhomboid=106'' 15'
Chemical Character. Before the blowpipe, without
Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness=3.5 4.0. Sp. gravity=2.8, 3.2.
addition, it first becomes dark brown, and then melts
External Characters
Colours white, grey, and yel- into a dark reddish-brown bead.
low. Occurs massive, and dis.seminated ; and crystalConst. Parts. Oxide of Manganese
52.60
Silica
lized in rhomboids, in which the obtuse angle is 106*
39.60
Oxide of iron
1 6'These rhomboids are sometimes rounded or trun4.60
Lime
cated on the edges. Crystals middle-sized and small
1.50
Volatile ingredients
the surface is sometimes smooth, sometimes rough, and
9.75^ 101.5
2.75
Berzelius, inAfh. i. Fys. och. Min. i. 110.
either shining or glimmering.
Internally the lustre is
Fracture imsplendent, between vitreous and pearly.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
perfect conchoidal.
Fragments rhomboidal.
Easily beds of s]5ecular iron-ore and magnetic iron-ore, along
frangible and brittle.
with compact garnet and calcareous-spar, in the gneiss
Chemical Characters. Before the blowpipe it is in- hills at Langbanshytta, in Wcrmeland in Sweden also
fusible, without addition
even when pounded it ef- at Catharinenburg in Siberia, and in Saxony.
fervesces but feebly ; and dissolves slowly in muriatic
Uses.
The Siberian varieties are cut and polished,
acid.
and worn as ornamental stones.
Conslit. Parts
Carbonate of Lime
56.60
Second Subspecies.
Carbonate of Magiiesia ia.OO— 98.60
Fibrous
Fibrous Rhomboidal Red Manganese, Javicson.
Grby another result; Carbonate of Lime 56.2
Colours rose-red and flesh-red, rhomboidal
External Characters
Carbonate of Magnesia 4.?.5 _98.9
Occurs massive, and in red mangainclining to grey and brown.
;

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

With

Manganese and Iron, Murrai/".
It occurs imbedded in chlorite
slate, talc-slate, limestone, and serpentine ; in the salt
formation, where it is imbedded in anhydrite and gypsum ; in drusj' cavities in compact dolomite, and in
a trace of

Geogiiostic Siliialion,

—

metalliferous veins.

Geographic Situation
It occurs imbedded ' in
on tlie banks of Loch Lomond ; in a
vein in transition rocks, along with galena, blende,
copper-pyrites, and calcareous-spar, near NewtonStewart in Galloway; in compact dolomite in the Isle
of Man and the nortli of England.

chlorite-slate

Order II.
Babtts.

OnDER IL
No

BARYTE.

Colour rarely changed in the
streak ; if orange-yellow, the specific gravity is 6, and
more. Hardness ranges from 2.5 to 5. Sp. gravity
ranges from 3.3 to 7.2. If the specific gravity be less
than 3.6, and the hardness 5, the cleavage is di-prismetallic lustre.

raatic.

Genus

Ked MakGANESE.

One

prismatic fibrous concretions, which are straight, scopiibrm and stellular. Internally glistening and pearly.
Fragments splintery and wedge-shaped. Feebly translucent.

—

It occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
veins in primitive and transition rocks.
It is a rare
mineral, and is principally found at Kapnik in Transylvania, and at Schemnitz in Hungary.

Third Subspecies.
Compact Rho.mboidal Red Makgaxese, Jamesnn.

Compact
pale rhomboidal
rose-red, which sometimes passes into dark reddish- red mangaOccurs massive, disseminated, and sometimes nese.
white.
Internally dull or glimmering.
imperfectly reniform.
Fracture even sometimes inclining to splinterj'. Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather sharp-edged.

External Characters

and

Brittle,

easily frangible.

Constituent Parts,

axis.

M anganese.
Jicrmcion

is

Siberia.

L_RED MANGANESE.

Rhomboidal Red Manganese,

colour

Its princijial

It is infusible before the blowChemical Characters
pipe, but becomes black by ignition.

Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness=r3.5,
4.5. Sp. gr.=3.3, 3.9.
This genus contains one species, viz. Romboidal Red
1.

nese.

Lan-

Oxide of Manganese

6l

Silica

30

.

Oxide of iron
Alumina

.

.

5

2_93

Lampadins, in Pract. Chem, Abh. b. ii. s. 209.
It occurs at
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
Kapnik in Transylvania at Langbanshytta, in Werme-

—

;

gaxiger Flintz-Baryt, Molts.

Rhomboid=
Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness
=3.5. Sp. gravity=S.3, 3.6.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz. 1.
Foliated rhomboidal red manganese, 2. Fibrous rhomboidal red manganese, and 3. Compact rhomboidal red
manganese.
FiBST Subspecies.
Foliated Rhomboidal Red Manganese, Jameson.

land in Sweden

;

and Cathai-inenb\irg

in Siberia.

.

Foliated

—

Rhomboi-

External Characters.
Colour bright rose-red, slightly
dal red
Occurs massive, disseminated,
manganese. inclining to flesli-red.
small reniform, globular, with tabular and rhomboidal
impressions, and in granular distinct concretions.
Inshining, inclining sometimes to glistening.

ternally

• The abore

analysis

Gi!Nus. II

SPARRY IRON.

—

Spathisenstein, SrAHUY
KuRZAXiGEii Flinz Bakyt, Molis
Iti0*i.
Haiiy.
carbonatce,
Werner, Fer oxyde
One axis. Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness=3.5,
4.6. sp. gr.=3.6,

S.Oi.

This genus contains one species,
iron.

viz.

Common Sparry

—

Spatheisenstein, Common,
Irov, Jameson
sparry iron.
Fer oxvde carbonatee, Ha'ily.
Rhomboid= 1 07". The most perfect cleavnge is in the
1.

CoMMN Sparry

Werner.

the
direction of the planes of the primitive rhomboid
in the direction of the planes of a Jlat
;

least perfect

was communicated

to us

by the

late

Dr. Murray.

:

;

:

MINERALOGY.
rhomboid.

HarJnei»=3.5,

4.5.

Spec gravity=3.6,

^^^^

Exltrnal Character*.— Co\o\xxi yellow, white, brown,
and black. Occurs massive, disseminated, with pyramidal impressions; also in granular distinct concretions
and crj-sullize<l. The following are some of its prin-

other countries on the continent of Europe.
irses.
It affords an iron which is excellently suited
The black variety is said to afford
for steel making.

—

the best kind of iron.

cipal crystaliizations

Pnmitive rhomboid.
with straight or spherical convex

a. Perfect,

Genus
lateral

c.

d.

=

the truncatinjj planes in the variety I.e.
so large that the original planes disappear, there is formed

When

become

A

3.

From tb« variety 1 d. there arise*
The spherical lenticular form.
From the rhomboid with curved

still flatter

rhomboid.

Oxyde,

=

faces there

5.0. Sp. gr. =3.3, 3.6.
same. Hardness
External Characters. Most common colours whit*
and yellow ; it aL«o occurs green, grey, yellow, and
brown. Has sometimes a curved striped colour deli-

lens.

We sometime* observe the primitive form arranged
5.

in rows, so as to form an
Equiangular eix-sided prism, 6at)y acuminated
witn three planes, which are Kt oo the alternate

Occurs massive, disseminated, in crusts, starenifomi, botryoidal, cellubr, corroded ; also in
distinct concretions, which are scopiform, radiated, or
fibrous, granular, and curved lamellar. Sometimes cryThe following are some of its secondary
stallized.
l.-ictitic,

forms
1.

The imperfcet foliated fracture is sometimes
conjoined with the splinterj- ; and this occurs principally in the grceiii^h-grey v.irictics. Fragment* rhomboidal
in the foliated varieties, but rather .<liarp-«dged in the
Generally translucent on the edges, also
compact.
The
translucent ; but the black varieties are opaque.
pale varieties afford a white, the darker varicues a ycl>
lowish-brown ttrcak. It is not particularly brittle, and

pyramid, acuminated on both extremities, with four
planes, which are set on the lateral planes, and some*
times the summits are truncate<l.
Crystals small ; either tolitarj- or scopiformly aggre.
gated. Internally, the lustre altcmatea from glistening
to dull, and lustre pearly, inclining to adamantine.
Fracture siniall and fine-grained uneven. Alternate*
from transparent to translucent on the edges, and
opaque. Crystallixed varieties as hard as apatite the
massive and opaque softer. Dark-coloured varieties af-

frangible.

Chemical C/iaraclert.—U blackens, and becomes
magnetic before the blowpipe, but does not melt it effervesce* with muriatic acid.
It dissolves with ebuliitioo in glass of borax, and ooromunicates to it an oliveSMinbtim.
green colour.
Cotutitutml Parlt. Oxide of iron
63.73
34.00
Carbonic acid
Oxide of manganese 0.73

;

:

fonl a yellowish-grey stre.ik.
When gently heated, it i«
Physical Characters.
strongly electric.
It loses, according to Pellei
Chemical Characters.
tier, about 12 per cent, by ignition ; it is soluble in muriatic acid without effervescence ; and the solution g«>

—
—

0.'15

latinise*

and grey-wacke, and

Cmslituenl Parts.

• AgrieoiaMjt,

that

tb* cadmia (edamine) ia

—Oxide of Zinc,

Iltzbsnra.

Silica,

Water,

in

these it is &<uociate<l with ores of lead, cobalt, silver,
aiul sel<lomer with nickel and bismuth ; more fre(!iiently with galena, grey copper ore, iron-pyrites, and grey
antimooy ate. In other veins it is accompanied with
brown, red, and black iron ore, calcareous «par, and
quarts.
Out the most extensive formations of this mi.
neral are in limestone, by some referred to primitive,
by others to secondaxy rocks, in which it is arranged
in thick beds.
It also occurs filling up amygdaloidal
cavities in trap rocks.

BKd

on cooling;

1.25—100.00

KItprolh, in .Magaz. Naif. Fr. b. v. s. 335.
Geognortie Situalion.-^h occurs in veins in granite,
clay- slate,

prism, beveiletl
the bevelling planes set on the

2. Flat six-sided
;

broader lateral planes. This prism is sometimes so Hat,
that it appears like a longish rectangular four-sided
3. Acute doutable bevelled on the terminal planes.
ble four-sided pyramid, sometimes perfect, sometimes
truncated on the summit". 4. Acute double four-sidetl

pearly.

gneiss, mica-slate,

Six-sided prism.

on U»e terminal planes

Internally generally glistening, sometimes
glistening.
Inclining to shining, and even to splendent ; but the
black variety is only glimmering, and the lustre is

Magnesia
Loss

—

neation.

lateral planes.
Seldom
Crystals middle-sised, amall, and very smalL
singly su(>erimposed, as is the ease with the lens, moet
Planes of the lens degenerally agnegated in druse*.
Ccate drusy, but of all the other forms generally smooth ;
and the luAtre varies from splendent, uirough shining to

is easily

=

=

is

formed

The saddle-shqwd

Haiii/.

99" 56'. Horizontal prism in the
Vertical prism
120°. Cleavage the
direction of the longest diagonal,

.

4.

=

=

Truncated on the apices.
Truncated on the terminal edges.
Rounded off on the apices and edges.

2.

CALAMINE*.

III.

Zink-Barjt, Moha.
One and three a\es. Cleavage di-prismatic ; rhom- Calamixe.
Hardness
4.2 and more.
boidal. If rhomboidal,
3.3,-4.5.
5.0 sp. gr.
This genus contains two species, viz. 1. Prismatic
Calamine ; and, 2. Rhomboidal Calamine.
1. Prismatic Calami.nk, or Electric Calamine, Prismsiic
Zinc calamine.
Prismatischer Zink-Baryt, Mohs.
Jameson

faces.
b.

in small Oryctogno-

quantities in different places in England, Scotland, and .^^JJ:,^
Ireland ; but very abundant in Hessia, Carinthia, aiul

3.9.

1.

499

Geographic Sityalion.— Europe.— It occurs

68.30
25.00

4.40—97.70

Smiihson, in Phil. Trans. Part i. for 1803.
It occurs in small quantities
Ge<^ostic Situation
in metalliferous veins, principally along with ores of
lead, in grey-wacke, grey-wacke-slate, and clay-slate ;
but most frequently in secondary or floetz limestone,

—

in

imbedded masses, and irregular beds.

—

U occurs in the lead-mines at
Geographic Situation.
Wanlockfiead ; also in Leicestershire and Flintshire,
antl in several countries on the Continents of Europe
and Asia.

Um funu*,

CalMiia*.

S

aiiachcs itself to

Un inm ban in fbmu Ukt a reed,

(ealamui)

it
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—

RnoMfidiBAL CAtAluiKF., Jameson. Galmei, fVerRhombocdrischer Zink-Buryt, Mnht.
Rhomboid al)out 110°. Cleavage in the direction of
Hardness
the planes of the rhomboid.
5.0. Sp. gr.
* 2, *.4.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
Sparry Rhomboidal Calamine, Compact Rhomboidal
Calamine, and Earthy Rhomboidal Calamine.
2.

ner.

=

=

FinsT Subspecies.
»hoii'boidaI

calamine.

ger Galmei. KnrUen.
External Chn racier.<:.—Colours white, grey, green, and
brown. Occurs massive, botryoidal, reniform stalactiiic.

cellular

tabular,

in distinct

also

;

concretions,

which are prismatic, granular, and curved lamellar; and
sometime? crystallized, internally shining and pearly.
Fragments rhomboidal. Alternates from semitransparent to opaque.
Chemical Characters-^-lt dissolves with effervescence
in muriatic acid ; it is infusible ; loses about 34 per cent.

by

ignition.
Con.<tt'Ui<ent

Paris.

Derbyshire.

Oxide of Zinc,

Somersetshire.

64 8
35 a

65.2
34 S

.

—

Carbonic Acid,
.
100
Smilhson, in Phil. Trans. Part

— 100

for 180a.

i.

Second Subspecies.
Compact Rhomboidal Calamine, Jameson.—~Ge
rhornboidal
calamine.

meiner Galmei, Knrsten.

—

External Chnractera.
Colours grey, yellow, and yellowish- brown. Occurs ma,ssive, disseminated, corroded,
reniform, stalactitic, and cellular; also in concentric
curved lamellar concretions.
Harely in supposititious
crystals, or incrusting other crystals.
Internally dull,
or very feebly glimmering and resitious.
Fracture
coarse-grained uneven, fine splintrry. even, and fiat conchoidal.
Opaque, or feebly translucent on the edges

Chemical

C/iiiraclers.

—

I'he

same

as in the preceding

subspecies.

Third Subspecies.
Earthv
rhomli.idaI

calamine.

Earthy Rhomboidal Calamine, Jameson— Z'mk^uthe, Kurslen.

—

External tharaclers
Colour white, sometimes with a
yellowish-bi ownish exterior
Occurs mas^-ive. disseminated, botryoidal, flat, reniform, and with impressions.

tnternaUy
to the

Fracture fine earthy.
.Adheres to the tongue.

dull.

nail.

Opaque. Yields

Chemical Characters.— The same as in the

first

sub-

species.
Bleiberg in Carinthia.

Conslilttent

Paris

Oxide of Zinc,

13 5
15.1

— 100.0

Smilhson, in Phil. Irans. Part I. for (803.
Gengnostic Sitwdion of the Spicirs.
It occurs in
beds, nests, filling up or lining hollows, in transition
limestone, and in secontlary or floetz limestone, and
conglomerate rock ; also in veins.
Specie.^

— Europe.—

It oc-

curs in the Mendip Hills, at Shipham, near Cross, Somersetshire; at Allonhcad in Durham ; at Holywell,

and elsewhere in Flintshire
*

;

"^^^ Tungsten wa» given
gave the name Sc/uele

-iE^*
t Werner

chatacteiSses

it.

and

")•

"""^T""^

J

Gexus

One

IV.

TUNGSTEN *, or SCHEELIUM t.
Cleavage pyramidal.

axis.

4.5. .^p.

gr

=

fJ.O

in Derbyshire.

to this mineral

—

TUUG.
8TEN.

=

Hardness

4.0

—

6.1.

This genus contains one species,
Tungsten.

viz.

Pyramidal

Pyramid

=

107°

Schwerstein, Werner.

26'—-113°

36'.

The most

distinct Pyramidal

cleavage is that parallel with the pl.ines of the tungsua.
primitive pyramid ; another less distinct in which the
planes are parallel with the sides of an acute pyrdinid,
(looks'; inQOSO'); and a third, the least distinct,
parallel with the common base of the pyramid.
Extcrtial Characters.
White is the principal colour of
thismineral. The following varieties of colour also sometimes occur, viz. brown, which somstimes inclines to
orange-yellow and hyacinth-red. Occurs massive, disseminated, also in distinct concretions, which arc granular, seldomer wedge-shaped prismatic, and these
latter traversed by others which are curved lamellar.
Sometimes crystallized. The following are the secondary forms :
1
The primitive figure, in which the angles of the
common base are flatly bevelled, and the bevelling
planes set on the lateral edges. 2. Very acute double
four-sided pyramid, in which the lateral planes of the
one are set on the lateral planes of the other. 3. Flat
double four-sided pyramid.
Crystals middle-sized, small and very small ; they
are always superimposed, sometimes in single crystal.s,
Lateral planes of the crystals
sometimes in druses.
generally smooth ; planes of the first pyramids slightly
streaked; shining and splendent; lustre inclines to
adairantine.
Internally shining, lustre resinous, sometimes inclining to adamantine. Fracture coarse, or smallgrained uneven, passing into imperfect conchoidaJ.
Fragments indeterminate angular, rather blunt-edged.
More or less translucent, seldom semitransparent. Ra-

—

.

ther brittle, easily frangible,
Chemical Characters.— It crackles before the blowpipe

and Decomes opaque, but does not melt with borix it
forms a transparent or opaque white glass, according
;

to the proportions of each.
Conslit. Partt.

—Oxide of Tungsten

Cornwall.

l..ime.
Silica,

75

5
1^ 70
1.56
1.25

Oxide of 'ron,
Oxide of Manganese, 0.75- -97 45
Geognoslic Situation.

—

It

occurs along with tinstone,
in primitive

magnetic iron-ore, and brown iron-ore,
rocks.

Geographic Situation.

—

It

occurs along w-th wolfram
at Bisp-

and tin-ore at Pengilly in Wreage in CornWiill
berg in Sweden, in a bed of magnetic iron-ore.
:

by the Swedes, on account of its great weight.
honour of the illustrious chemist Scheele, wlio discovered the peculiar metal whwh

to this genus, in

Tur,g«te«
or Schea''"™-

Pyramidal Tungsten, Jftmston.— Pyramidaler

1.

gcheel-Baryt, Mohs.

—

of the

calamine, (Oryctogna-

pui puses.

1

.

Siliiattou

prismatic and rhomboidal

7 .4

Carbonic Acid,
Water,

Geographic

— Both

purified and ro'..sted, sre used for the fabrication
of brass wliich is a compound of zinc and copper ; and
the pure met is also employed for a variety of othet

Scheel Baryt, M:.hs.

ShaRry Rhomboidal Calamine, JameMn.— Spathi-

Sparry

V^es.

when

:
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GswrsV.

One and

BAKYTE.

Cleavage rhomboidal and pris4.2
niiitic.
If cleavaj{e rhomboidal, upecific gravity
3.5. Sp. gravity=3,6
and more. Hardness
3.0,

=

—

I-

dirre axes.

—

=

4.6.

Di-Pr'smatic Barytk. or Strontianite, Jame«r>a.— Diprisroatischer Hal-Baryt, Moht.
Strontian,
Werner.
Vertical prism
117* 19*. HoriEontal prism in the
direction of the smaller diagonal.
Cleavage in the
d rection of'thep'anet ot both prisms. Hardness
3.5.
Sp irravity := ''.6
3.8.
Externtl CkaractrrM
Colour pale a-iparagus-green,
which aometimei incline> to apple-green, sometimss to
jellowisli-wliite and greenish-grey.
The gret-nishgrey variety cometimes passes iniu milk and yellowish
white, and pale straw yellow.
Occurs masaive, in distinct concretions, which are 8CopifV)rm, radiated and fibmu". and rrystallizetl.
The primitive form is an
oblique fi'Ur-iiided prism bevelled on the extremitieg.
Itaiecond-try fifiuret are the following : I. Acicular sixaided prism, arutel) at-uminaied with six plane*, which
are set on the lateral plai'e*. i .Acicular acute double
Z-iided pyramid. OytlaU are sometimes *copiformly
lid manipularly acgreoated. Lu«tre uf ihe distinct
Concretion* shinine or glistening ; the fracture gli-^tening, and pearly
Fr.-iiiuri fine grained uneven.
Fragtnent« wwlpe sh-jcd or «plintrry.
More or leas tranxlacent, arH -omctime* semi-transparent.
Brittle and
I.

Translucent, rarely Orjrctogn*,
shaped, or indeterminate angular.
^ysemi-transparent.
Brittle, and easily frangible
f^^
CA^nttEti/ Cnorac/er*.— Before the blowpipe it decrepitutes slightly, and melts readily into a white enamel;
it is soluble, with eServescence, in diluted muriatic or
nitric acid.

ComtU. Peru. Carbonate of Barytes
Carbonate of Strontian

=

—

ea-

>tle.

'ynraciert.—lti fusible before the blowpipe,
brcnnie» white and opaque, and tinges the flame
of <)ark purpli- colour. Is soluble, with effervescence,
in Biinatic or nirric acid ; and paper flipped in the so*
lutiona thus pnxUiced, bums with a puiple flame.
CumtUatnt Parti
Strnntian.
6I.V1
Carbonic Acid,
30. .'0
'

I

btit

Water,
Hone,

8.50—100.00

Trans, for 179a
Grono'lic and Ge/igraph'c Siiunliont
It occurs at
F-din.

Strontun in Argyle<liire, in vein* that traverse gneita,
along with galena or lead-glance, heavy-kpar, and calcareous-spar
2. RifoslBOIDAL BARYTK, OT WITHXHITE, JametlM.
Rho- '
'•
-rhtrHal-Baiyt, A/o*t. Witherit, Uernrr.
I'
The mtnt distinct cleavage is
^.41'' M'.
that pir.iiiri with the plane* of the rliomlioid and another le«a distinct pnrallel with the alternate pUnet of
the sis sided pyramid.
Hardne*«=.S.U, .SJ. Sp. gr.
•

= 4 2,4 4.

ExUmid

CAaroc/ari.— Colour* white, grey, and yel-

low.
Occur* maasive, diMi-minated, in cruxts, cellular,
corroded, large globular, renitorm Ixitryoidal, ataUctia]*o in distinct concretion*,

which are wedge•haped, •omethne* scopiform radiatefl, and occa.«ionally
tic

;

BMaintooiMne

Sulplute of Uarytes,
Silex

=

—

granular.
\°ore rarely crystaJliaed,
The following are tl»e iecon<lary iorma
1. Equiangular aix sided pnsra.
a. Truncated on the terminal edges.
(. Acutely acuminated on the extremities with six
planes, which are set on the liiteral plane*
S. Acute double (ix-sided pyramid in which the lateral planes of the one are set on the lateral planes
of the other.
The crystals are tmall. and vcrj- small, seldom middle
•taed
The prinn* are sometimn scupifonnly grouped,
or they are in dru-e*.
Externally glistening ; internally shining on the cleavage, and glistening on the
fracture, and the lustre i» reitinotu.
Principal fraiture
neven, inclining to splintery.
Fragmenu wedge.

501

96.3
1

1

0.9
0.5

.

Alumina, and Oxide of
Iron

6.25— 9905

.

Aikin, Geol. Tr. v. iv pa<t

ii, p. 448.
Geop>otlic an/i Gtoi^tafMc SiUiationt.— It occurs in
Cumberland and Durnain, in lead vrii>8 that traverse .i
secondary limestone, which rests on red sandstone, and
in these it is as.sociated with curalloidal arnigonite,

brown

8|)ar, eartliy

fliior

spar,

heavy spar,

aiul

galeiu

or lead glance, white lead spar, grten lead spar, copperpyrites, blue copper, malachite, iron-pyrites, sparry
iron, calamine and blende.
Utet
It is a very active poison, and in some districts, as in Cumberland, it is employed f< r the purpose
of destroying rats. When dissolved by muriatic acid,
the solution thus obtained, is said to prove serviceable
in scrofula.
3.

PiusMATic Baryte, or heavy spar. Jameson.

Prismatischer Hal Baryt,

I'rltinaiie

Scfawerspath, H'etncr.^'^^*"
Pri«n=IOI* 5V The most distinct cleavage is that
parallel with the terminal planes of the oblique tbtir•ided prism ; leas perfect are those parallel with the
Hardness= j.O, 3.5 Sp.
lateral planes of the prism.
gravity =4. 1, 4 6.
Thii species is divided into nine subspecies, viz. I.
JlfsAi.

Earthy Heavy spar, 2. Compact Heavy spar, 3. Granu«
Ur Heavy (par, 4. Curved Lamellar Heavy spar, 5.
Straight Lamellar Heavy spar, 6. Fibrous Fleavy spar,
7- Radiated Heavy spar, 8. Coluinnar Heavy spar, and,
9- Prisnittt/c Heavy spar.

First fet>MPerir.s.
Eartha- heavy •>paii, Jameson. Strhwcrspath Erde, Earthy
JVerner.

heavy spsr.

—

Colours yellowish and reddish
white.
Of friable consistence, ami consists of feebly
glimmering, nearly dull, particles, which are intermeEjclemal Charaelers

diate between scaly and dusty, soil feebly, and are
generally loose, or but feebly cohering.
Feels meagre,
and rather rough. Specific gravity, 4.0.
CoHttiiue'il Paris
it is sulphate of Barytes.
G'OgNotlic nud Geograp/uc Silunliom.
it occurs in
drnsy cavities in veins of lieavy spar, in St-ifTonlsIiire
and Derbyshire ; at FreyWrg in Saxony ; Rieglcsdorf

—

in Heaaia;

and Mies

in

—

Bohemia.

Seconu Si bspccies
GoiiFACT heavy spar.
•path, W,r,er

Jamew.

—

Dicfater

Schwer- ^°''Vet
'""» I*"

Eztermal Character*
Colours white and grey. Occurs raiuisive, di.sseminatetl, reniforin, semi-globular,
tulierose, with cubic impressions ; and in curved lamellar concretions,
internally glimmering
Fracture
intermediate l>etween coarse earthy, and fine-grained
uneven, which sometimes passes into imperfect foliated,
and more rarely into splinteiY. Fragment- indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged.
Opaque, or translucent
on the edges. Rather aectile, and easily frangible. Sp.
gravity, 4.84.
Gei'gH'iilic

and Geographic Siluafiom.— It is found in
and Derbyshire, where it is

the mines of Staffordshire

named Cawi.
5

—

;

:
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Third Subspecies.

«y.

Granular

Heavy.
Spar.

Granulau Heavy-Spar,
Schwerspath, Werner.

•Kornigcr

Jameson.'

exhibits

—

Colours white, and sometimes
External Characlcrs
Occasionally spotted brown and yellow on
ash-grey.
the surface. Occurs massive, and in fine granular con-

which are sometimes so minute as scarcely
Internally glistening, approachmg
to be discernible.
Fragments indeterminate anto shining, and pearly.
Soft.
Feebly translucent.
gular, and blunt-edged.
gravity,
Specific
frangible.
easily
and
brittle,
Rather

cretions,

4.300, Klaproth.
Const iluent Paris.

90

Brittle,

Silica,

10—100

It decrepitates briskly before
Chemical Characters.
the blowpipe, and, by continuance of the heat, melts
into a hard white enamel.
9~.G0
Sulphate of Barytes,
Constituent Paris.
0.85
Sulphate of Strontian,
0.10
Water,
.
0.80
Oxide of Iron,
0.05
Alumina,

.

.

m

pyrites.

Geographic Situation.— It occurs in beds, along with
copper-pyrites, and iron-pyrites, at
also in the Hartz, in beds, along
with copper and iron pyrites, galena, and blende.

Spar.

galena,

blende,

Peggau

in Stiria

;

Fourth Subspecies.
Curved Lamellar Heavy-Spar, Jameson.
Krummschaaliger Schwerspath, Werner.
External Characters.— ?nnciipa\ colours white, grey,

and red. Sometimes several colours occur together,
and arranged in broad stripes. Generally occurs masglobular,
sive, more frequently reniform, and long
is formed of
surface
drusy
the
surface;
with a drusy
very small, thin, and longish four-sided tables ; also
are frein reniform curved lamellar concretions, which
of
composed
again
are
these
and
floriform,
quently
It is rarely marked with cubiprismatic concretions.
Internally intermediate between
cal impressions.
shining and glistening, and the lustre pearly, inclining
Fracture curved foliated, which someto resinous.
times inclines to splintery, and thus approaches to the
compact subspecies. Fragments indeterminate anguTranslucent on the edges.
lar, and rather blunt-edged.
Specific gravity, 4.307,
Brittle, and easily frangible.

—

Breilhaupl.
.
It is one ot
Gengnostic ami Geographic Silualions
In Scotheavy-spar.
the most common subspecies of
Derbyrocks
sandstone
and
in
trap
occurs
it
land,
it characterises
shire, it occurs in secondary limestone
Freyberg in Saxa particular venigenous formation at
pyrites, arony, where it is associated with radiated
and
gentiferous galena, brown blende, calcareous-spar,
and other
It occurs in Sweden, Cai-inthia,
:

m

:

fluor-spar.

Lamellar
HeavySpar.

Fifth Subspecies.
Straight Lamellar Heavv-Spar.
divided into three kinds, viz. Fresh Straight
Lamellar Heavy-Spar, Disintegrated Straight Lamellar
Heavy-Spar, and Fetid Straight Lamellar HeavyIt is

Spar.
First Kind.
Fresh
Straight

Lamellar

Heavy.
Spar.

FnEsn Straight Lamellar Heavt-Spar, Jameion.

Geradschaaliger Schwerspath, Werner.

Colours white, grey, black,
External Characters.
green, yellow, red, and brown. Occurs gene-

bliie,

and

f

easily frangible.

—

.

.

.

.

Klaproth, Beit, b. ii. s. 78.
It is found almost always in
Geognostic Situation.
veins, which occur in granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clayslate, greywacke, limestone, and sandstone. It is often
accompanied with ores, particularly the flesh-red variety, and these are, native silver, silver-glance or sulphuretted silver, copper-pyrites, lead-glance, white
cobalt-ore, light red-silver, native arsenic, earthy co-

cobalt-bloom or red cobalt, antimony, and mangaIt occurs sometimes in beds, and encrusting the
walls of drusy cavities.
Geographic Situation. In this island, it occurs in
different primitive and transition rocks, and
veins
also in secondary limestone, sandstone, and trap.
Beautiful crystallized varieties are found in the leatl-

balt,

nese.

—

m

mincs of Cumberland, Durham, and Westmoreland.
Second Kind.

Disintegrated Straight Lamellar Heavy-Spar,
Mulmicher oder murber geradschaaliger.
Jameson.

Disinte-

—

grated
Straight

Schwerspath, Werner.

Lair.ellar

External Characleri—Coiom white. Occurs mas- Heavy.
sive. Glistening aad pearly. Opaque, or faintly trans- Siiar.
Very easily frangible. Other
lucent on the edges.
characters same as the preceding.
It was forGeognostic and Geographic Situations.
merly met with in co'iisiderable quantity at Freyberg
in Saxony, in a mixture of galena, blende, and iron-

—

pyrites.

countries.

Straight

2. Oblique four1. Rectangular four-sided table.
4. Eight3. Longish six-sided table.
sided table.
sided table.
Crystals vary in size, from large to small ; and rest
on one another, or intersect one another. Externally
they are smooth and splendent; internally shining
and splendent, and the lustre intermediate between
Fragments tabular and rhomboiresinous and peai-ly.
Translucent, or transparent, and refracts double.
dal.

Sulphate of Barytes,

beds,
GconnoHic Situation.— Occnrs principally
along witli galena, blende, copper-pyrites, and iron-

Curved
Lamellar
Heavy-

which are Orjctogiro.
; also in distinct concretions,
/^straight and thin lamellar; and again collected in*
to odiers which are coarse granular ; and also cry 8The following are the secondary figures it
tallized.

rally massive

Oryctogno-

Third Kind.

Fetid Straight Lamellar Heavy-Spar, or HeExternal Characters.

Fetid
Straight

patite, Jameson.

— Colours white, grey, and

black.

Occurs massive, disseminated, and in globular or elliptical pieces, from an inch to a foot and upwards in
diameter ; also in lamellar concretions, which are generally straight, sometimes curved and floriform
sometimes there is a tendency to wedge-shaped and
Externally feebly glimmering
radiated concretions.
internally shining, and intermediate between pearly
and resinous. Fragments indeterminate angular, and
blunt-edged. Opaque, or translucent on the edges.
;

Lamellar

Heavy-

',

Spar, or
Hepatite.

:

I\I

M

N E R A L O G Y.

I

u

h»rd
•trmif;ht lamellar heavj-spar.
Nearly
fords a grevish- white coloured streak.

Af-

—

It Immj white before the
Chtnicai CharacUrt.
blowpipe and when rubbed or heated, gives out a
fetid sulphureous odour.
CoriMlufnt Par<«.^Sulphate of Barj-tes,
85.25
Carbon
0.50
Sulphate of Lime,
6.00
Oxide of Iron,
5.00
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Con:tluent Par/j.—Barytes,
Sulphuric Ac.'d,
Strontian Earth,

Oxide of

;

Alumina,

1.00

Loss, including Moisture
and Sulphur,

2.S5

Gfosnosiic and Geographic
«t

Buxton in Derbyshire;
in Norway.

mm

at

Siliialiont.

—

It

».

occurs

Kong^berg, and Andra>

1..50

,

Lampadius.

—

It was forGeognostic and Geographic Silualions.
merly "found in the vein of Lorenzgegentrum, near
Freyberg in Saxony, along with ores of different kinds,
and" also fluor-spar, quartz, and straight and curved
lamellar heavy-spar.

Ninth Subspecies.
Prismatic Heavy-Spar, Jameson.

Sculenspath, Prismatic
heavf.tpar.

Werner.

Extmnl Characters.— Co\oiaT pale-yellowish, and
wood.brown, which sometimes passes into yellowishgrey.
Occurs massive and reniform ; also in distinct
concretions, which are scopiform prismatic or fibrous,
sometimes collected into others, which are curved lamellar, and sometimes into coarse angulo-granular
concretions.
Internally shining, and lustre resinous.
Fragments splintery, and wedge-shaped. Translucent
on the edges.
Specific gravity, .OSO, KlaproUt
1.239, ifotegC'

Eternal Characters. Principal colours grey, white,
greenish olive-green, flesh-red, and indigo-blue.
Seldom occurs massive, or in angulo-granular and promiscuous prismatic concretions, generally crystallized,
and in the fullowing figures:
1. Slightly obHquc four-sided prism, rather acutely
bevelled on the extremities, and the bevelling planes
set on the acuter lateral edges.
2. Oblique four-sided
prism, rather acutelv acuminated on tlic extremities
with four planes, which are set on the lateral edges.
S. Unequiangular six-sided pri^m, with two opposite acuter lateral edges, and with the same tei-minal
bevelment and acuniinations as in figures 1 ami 2.
4. Flat double four-sided pyramid, in which the lateral planes of the one ore btt on Uic lateral planes ot' the

ralk.

other.

FimiovsHcavy-Sfar, Jameson.
Wtmer.

— Fasriger Schwers-

path,

—

Cmtiil. Par/4.— Sulphate of Baryte*,

99.O

Trace of Iron.

—99.0

Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. s. 288.
Geogrnttic and Geofcraphic SUuatitm*.
Found at
Neo-Leiningen in the Palatinate ; also in an ironstone

—

mine

in

Chaud-Fontaine, near Luttich,
department ; and at Miess in Bohemia.

clav-slate, at

in the Ourtiie

SirCXTH SVBSPECIES.
RADiATrn Hr.wv-SpAR, or Bologkcsc Spar,
/amM'.M.^BoIogncser

S]xith, fVerner.

—

External Characters.
Principal colour smoke-grey,
which i)T..<-< into ash-grey and yellowish-grey. Occurs
U pieces, which have a lenticuUr aspect

and

u..^

....rface; also in distinct concretions, wnich
and scopiform prismatic, and also granular.
Internally shining or glistening, and the lustre pearly,
inclining to re«nous.
Fragroenu splinterj-, or wctlg'e..

mn parallel

•haped. Translucent. In other diaracters
witli the preceding.
Gengnosiic and Geoaraphic Situations.

—

imbedded

in

alao at Rimini

it

agrees

and

lateral punes transversely streaked.
Internally
shining or splendent, and lustre ])early, inclining to
resinous.
Alternates from tran!<luccnt to semi-transparent Specific gravity 4.171, Drcithaupl.
Occurs in veins, along with
CeogHottic Siliialion.
fluor-spar, and ores of silver and cobalt ; in gneiss,
It is rare in
mica-slate, and other primitive rocks.
clay-slate, and very rare in .secondary rocks.

and

—

Geographic Siliinlion.— Ocean at Kongsberg in Norin Bohemia; and Freyberg, Marienberg,

way; Mies

and Ehrcnfriederstlorf, in Saxony; Roya in Auvergne.
4. AxiFRANGlBLE Bartte, cr CeLESTI.ne, Jamcson. AtlCrangi-

— Axenthcilender Hal-Baryt, Molts.

Zolestin, Werner. I'l': baryic.
104»4S'. The most (Ustinct cleavage igorCtie..
""**
that at right angles to the axis of the prism ; another
less distinct cleavage is parallel with the lateral planes
3.3. Sp. gravity
of the prism. Hardness =r 3.0

Prism

3.6
It

occur*

marl in Monte Palemo, near Bologna
;

Crystals middle-sized and small, and generally promitcuously a^regated. Surface of orvstals splendent,

—

=

—

This species

is

divided into five subspecies, viz. FoFibrous Celestine,

liated Celest ine. Prismatic Celestine,

Radiated Celestine, and Fine Granular Celestine.

in Jutland.

Columnar Heavy-Spar, Jameson.

=

4.0.

ElOIITH SVMPECIES.
fifar.

»y.

"—Y"»^

1.20

121.

Sixth Scbspccies.

,

Iron,

Water,

100.00
Klaproth, Beit b. v.

Oryctoono

63.00
33.00
3.10

First Svbspecies.
Stangenspath,

Werner.
External Characters. Colours yellowish, greyish,
and greenish-white, Occurs crystallized, in acicular

—

Clique four-sided prisms, which are always columnar' "
7ite<l, and intersect each other.
Externally
invested with irun-ochre, but when un!>oileJ,
Muiuiig and pearly.
Cleavage the same as that of
lamellar heavy-spar.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather ih«rp-e<!ged.
Translucent Specific
gravity, 4 JOO.

Foliated Celestine, Jameson.

—

Blattricher Celes- Foliated
Schaaliger Zolestin, Werner.
Celestine.
Esrlrrnal Characters.
Its colours are milk-white,
Occurs massive ; also in lamellar disblue, and red.
tinct concretions, which are generally straight, or
slightly curved, and in which the surfaces are smooth
and shining ; and crystallized in the fullowing figures
1. Rectanpular four-sided table, in which the terminal
planes are bevelled, and the lateral planes are truncated.
2. Rectangular four-sidcd table, bevelled on the terminal edge*. Ci^'staU are middle-sized and small, and
tin, Kartten.

—

:
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flr;etogno- frequently rest

Externally shining and splendent

*y'
.

•

on each other, or intersect each other.

~ and

;

inclining to vitreous.
Fracture uneven.
rhomboidal, or indeterminate angular, and

pearly,

Fragments

«).

Fibrous Celestine, Jameson.

Zolestin,

Fibrous ce-

Werner.
le!>tine.
External pUaraclers.
Culours blue, grey, and
white.
Occurs massive, also in distinct concretions,

gible.

which are

Chemical Chnraciert.—\t melts before the blowpipe
into a white friable enamel, without very sensibly
tinging the flame after a short exposure to heat it becomes opaque, and has then acquired a somewhat caustic acrid flavour, very different from that of sulphuretted hydrogen, which heavy-spar acquires in similar
circumstances.
These characters apply also to the

brous.

.

.

Silica

Oxide of

Iron,

.

.

it

splintery.

agrees

Tran.slucent
In
with the preceding spe-

cies.

Constit.

Par/j.— Strontian

.

56.0
42.0

.

Sulphuric Acid

—

Frankstown in Pennsylvania ; and at Bouveron, near
Toul, in the department of Meurthe in France.

00.646

•

00.248—99-.'577

Water

Fragments

indistinct.

other characters

00.975
00.107

and intermixed Hy-

drate of Iron

and sometimes curved, fiand pearly.
Cleavage

97 601

Constituent Parts.

Strontian and Sulphuric Acid
Sulphate of Barytes
.
.

straight, parallel,

Internally glistening

98.0
Klnproth, Beit. b. ii. .«. 97.
Gfognostic and Ge-^graphic Situntions.
Occurs in the
red sandstone formation near Bristol ; imbedded in
marl, which is probably connected with gypsum, at

other subspecies.

Stromeyer, in Got. Gel. Anz. 1812, 22. 114.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in
trap-tuft' in the Gallon Hill at Edinburgh*, and in red
sandstone at Inverness.
Is frequent along with some
of the other subspecies at Aust Passage, and elsewhere
in the neighbourhood of Bristol, and in the islands in

—

,

—

Fourth Subspecies.
Radiated Celestine, Jameson. Strahliger

—

tin,

Zoles- Radiated

Werner.

celejtine.

External Characters.— Co]o}ir milk-white, which
rarely approaches to yellowish and snow white. Occurs
massive ; also in prismatic concretions, which are scopiform radiated, collected into others which are wedgeshaped, and these again into very large and angulogranular concretions. Internally shining and splendent,

the Bristol Channel, particularly in Barry Island, on
the coast of Glamorganshire ; also in amygdaloid at
Bechely, in Glocestershire t ; and it has been found on
the banks of the Nidd, near Knaresborough, York-

and lustre pearly, slightly inclining to vitreous. Fragments wedge-shaped and .splintery.
Translucent or
s e mi transparent.
In other characters agrees with the

shire.

other subspecies.

Fifth Subspecies.

Second Subspecies.
Prismatic

— Fasriger

Is translucent, 8erai-transparent,
rather sharp-edged.
Is rather sectile, and very easily franor transparent.

:

celestinc

Oryctogno-

Third SussrEciES.

internally shining

Jameson. — Saulenformiger

Prismatic Celestin*:,
Zolestin, Werner.

liiger Zolestin,

—

Externat Characters.
Colours white and blue. Occurs massive, also in distinct concretions, which are
thick, straight, and wedge-shaped prismatic ; but most
frequently crystallized. The following are the most
frequent crystallizations: 1. Long oblique four-sided
prism, flatly bevelled on the extremities, the bevelling
planes set on the obtuse lateral edges. Sometimes the
angles between the bevelling and lateral planes are
more or less deeply truncated, and thus form a fourplaned acumination, in which the acuminating planes
8. Sometimes the acute
are set on the lateral edge.
edges of the preceding figure are truncated, and thus a
six-sided prism is formed.
Crystals middle-sized, and
scopiformly aggregated, under an acute angle, and
forming druses. Externally smooth, splendJent, and
internally glistening and pearly, inclining
resinous,
to resinous.
Cleavage the same as in the foliated subspecies.
Fracture uneven.
Fragments wedge-shaped

and indeterminate angular.
In other characters
subspecies.

rent.

Constituent Parts.

Fine Granular Celestine, Jameson.

Is translucent, or transpait

agrees with the preceding

— Strontian

SicUy.
.

Sulphuric Acid

.
.

54

46—100

Fauquelin.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
drusy cavities in a bed of sulphur, which is associated
with gypsum and marl, in the valleys of Note and Mazzara, in Sicily.

—

•

•

t

Werner.

— Fein Kor-

—

Fine granular ceks-

Colours greyish and yellow- tine.
and the first inclines sometimes to olivegreen. Occuis massive, in fine granular concretions,
in spheroidal or reniform masses, which are often traversed by fissures that divide its surface into quadrangular pieces, which are sometimes lined with minute

External Characters.

ish-grey,

Towards the surface it has a
Internally dull and glimmering, and
pearly.
Fracture fine splintery, passing into uneven.
Opaque, or translucent on
Fragments blunt-edged.
the edges. In other characters it agrees with the preceding subspecies.
Sulphate of Strontian 01.42
Chemical Characters
9 33
Carbonate of Lime
crystals of celestine.

marly aspect.

Oxide of Iron

.

0.25

100.00
Vauquelin, in Brogniart's Mineralogie, t. i. p. 258.
Occurs imGeognostic and Geographic SituatioJis
bedded in marly clay, with gypsum, at Mortmartre,
near Paris ; and is said to form a whole bed in Champagne.

—

Genus VI.

LEAD-SPAR.

One and three axes. Cleavage rhomboidal, pyrami- LeadHardness ranges from 2.5 to 4.0. If Spab.
dal, prismatic.
above 3.5 the specific gravity is equal to 6.5 and more.
Specific gravity ranges from 6.0 to 7-2.
This genus contains five species, viz. 1 Di-prismatic,
or white lead-spar. 2. Rhomboidal, or green and brown

It was discovered in the Calton Hill by Mr. Sivright of Meggetland.
It was discovered in the Becheley amygdaleid by Dt. Daubeny.

.

I

—

—
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3. Prismatic, or red lead-spar. 4. Pyramidal,
or yellow lead-spar. 5. Tri-prismatic, or lead vitriol •.

lead'^par.

Comeoua

lead, Arteniate of lead, Native

minium.

Di-PHKimric LiAD'Sr^B, Jameson.
tischer Blei-Baryt, Mok*.

Di-prisma<

I.

lelcad>

=

V-

117* 4'. Horizontal prism in the
Vertical prism
109° 30'. Cleav.
direction or the smaller diagonal
6.2
3.0 3.5. Sp. gr.
ace the same. Hardness

=

=

This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
White lead-spar. Black lead-spar, and Earthy lead-spar.

FiBST Subspecies.
rbite iMKl
jat.

*
T

Whitx Lead-Spar,

Jameton. Weiss-Bleiera, Wer.
Plomb carbonate, Hauy.
Eilemal Characters.— Its colours are white, yellow,
brown, and pey. It has sometimes a tempered steel
Her.

It IS sometimes coloured externally yellow or
brown, by yellow or brown iron-ochre occasionally
green, by earthy malachite ; and blue, by earthy blue
ooMMr. It occurs massive, disseminated, in membranes,
and crystallized in the following
ililiiiii reticulated
fbnm:— 1. Unequiangular six-sided prism, in which
2. Unequianguthe tenninal edges are truncated.
lar aix-sided prism, acutely acuminated with six
pbaea, which are set on the lateral planes. S. Acute
doable stx.sided pyramid, which is ncifect. 4. Unequianff«ilar six-aided prism, acnminatea with four planes,
two or which are set on the lateral planes, bounded by
the •btoac lateral edges, but the other two are set on
the acnter lateral ed^. 5 Acute oblique double foursidad p3rTamid, in the lateral planes of the one are set

tamkfa-

;

;

on the

of the other.

lateral planes

figure without the prism.

6.

It is the

preceding

Long adcukr and capillary

columnorly aggregateo.

7- Occurs also in
twin and triple crvstaJa.
The crystals are osaally
amall H>d very snail ; seldam nriddle-aiied ; are often
Iflog and acscnlar, alaobraad and tabular.
Crystals occur snperimpoaed, and either single or in druses ; more
fteqnently columnarly and soopiformly, or promiscuously aggregated.
Extonally, it alternates from spectdar
ariaHent to glistening. Internally, it alternates from
sninin^ to glistening, and the lustre is adamantine,
aomctnnea inclining to aemimetallic, aoinetinies to resinoiM. Fracture is small conchoidal, which sometimes
pMNi into uneven and splintery. Fragments are indeterminate angular, and rather sharp-ed^d. Alternates
firom translucent to transparent
and it refracts double
in a high dugtif
Brittle, and very eaaily frangible.

crystals,

matite, calamine, and blue copper ; and the veiu-stones Oryctogno»yare quartz, lamellar heavy-spar, calcareous-spar, brownspar, and mountain-cork.
It is found also with galena ^"i^'y^*'

or lead-glance at Allonhead and Teesdale in Durham ;
with the same ore at Alston in Cumberland, and Snailback in Shropshire.

Second Subspecies.
Black Lead Spar, Jameson.
Schwarz

=

6.6.

;

ParU

Oxide of lead
Carbonic add

82
16

—

Water
2
100
Klapnih, Beit b. iiL s.
Cktmieei Characters.

—

It

is

insoluble in water.

168.
It

with effenrescence in muriatic and nitric acids.
Befiira the blowpipe it decrepitates, beoames yellow,
tbcnrad,aDdiss«an reduced to a malallie globule.
Ceig sosfe Sitmatiom.— It occurs in veina, and some-

diasol««a

i

Conililucnl

Parts.— Ox'xde of lead

79

Carbonic acid

18

Geognoslic SUual$on..^lt generally occurs in the upper part of veins, associated with white lcad-s|)ar, and
galena or lead-glance.
Geographic Silualion.
It occurs at LeadhUls; at
Fair Hill and Flow Edge, Durham.

—

Third Subspecies.
Eabtut Lead-Spar, Jameson. Bleierde,

*

Ttili lastn is scrid tnul,
II.

sad

Werner,

Eirthy

This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Indurated earthy lead-spar, and Friable earthy Ind-spar.
First Kind.

Indurated Earthy Lead-Spar, Jameson.

Verhiirtete Indurated

Mrihy Uad

Bleierde, Werner.

—

most frequent colours are
grvjt from which it passes on the one side into yellow,
on the other into brown. It occurs also smoke-grey,
bluish-grey, and light-brownish red.
It occurs masEjcternal Characters.

sive.

Internally

it is

Its

glimmering, inclining to glisten-

resinous *. The fracture is small
grained uneven, which passes on the one side
into fine splintery, on the other into earthy.
The
fragments are indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged.
Is usually opaque, or extremely faintly translucent on
the edges.
It yields a brown-coloured streak.
Chemical Characters.
It is very easily reduced before
the blowpipe ; effervesces with acids, and becomes
black with sulphuret of ammonia.

ing

;

and the

lustre

is

fine

—

Conslil.ParU.

—Oxide of

Tamowiix.
lead

.

Carbonic acid
^^'ater

.

.

Silica

.

.

.

Alumina
Iron and oxide of manganese
.

in

TAKT

—

2 99
Carbon
Lampadius, Handb. Zu. Chem. Anal.

—

VOL. xnr.

lend

ly splendent, and sometimes shining.
Internally it is
only shining, sometimes passing into glistening, and
the lustre is metallcuadamantine. The fracture is smallgrained uneven, which sometimes passes into imperfect
eonchosdal. Alternates from translucent to opaque.
Its streak is whitish-grey.
In other characters agrees
with the preceding.

timca alao in beds, in gneiss, mica-sUte, cky-slate,
foliated mnular limestone, grey.wacke, grey-wackeslate, and seooodary limcatone.
Ceo'^rnjthic Silmition.
It occurs at
Leadhills in
Lanarkshire, in veins that traverse transition rocks,

which it is associated with galena or lead-glance,
earthy white lead-spar, green lead.spar, lead-vitriol or
sulptMt of lead, sparry iron, iron-pyrites, brown he-

T^^^

Bleierz,

«P>fWerner.
External Characters.— Its colour is greyish-black,
of different degrees of intensity, which sometimes
passes into ash^^ey.
Occurs massive, disseminated,
corroded, cellular, and seldom crystallized, in small and
very small six-sided prisms. The surface of the crystals is sometiiTies drusy, sometimes smootli, and sometimes longitudinally streaked. Externally it is general-

and

Conttituertt

505

.

66.00
1 2.00
2.25
10.50
4.75
2.25

9^75
John, Chem. Unt. b. ii. s. 229.
Gtognotlic Siittation.—The yellow-coloured varieties

tmem to be owing to tottnmxcd

whiutead-oteor lead-ntnoL

3

5

*^"'

—

;
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Oryciogno- occur in a
'y*

^^v

'I"'

bed in primitive limestone in the Bannat
the grey-coloured varieties occur sometimes in veins,
:.•
„*:
:„
11
^:*i
r_ *
i
sometimes
in beds, and either in transition or second1

ary rocks.
Gtogrnphic Siluatwn.
is
It
found in the lead
veins of VVanlockhe<id and Leadhills; also at Grassfield Mine near Nenthead in Durham, and in Derby-

—

shire.

Second Kind.
Friable

Friable Eartiiy Lead-Spar, Jameson.

earthy
»l>ar-

Bleiertle,

External Characters.

—

Its

Zerreibliche

Werner.
colours are yellowish-grey

and straw.yellow, which sometimes approaches to sulpiiur-yellow and lemon-yellow. It occurs massive, disseminated, and in crusts.
It is composed of dull dusty
particles, which are feebly cohering.
Soils feebly.
It
is meagre, and rough to the feel.
It is heavy.

—

Giovnoslic Situalion.
It occurs on the surface, or in
the hollows of other minerals, and is usually accompanied with galena or lead-glance and lead-spars.
Geographic Silualioii.
It is found at Wanlockhead
and Leadhills ; Zellerfeld in the Hartz.

—

Rhomboi-

^

lead spat.

2.

Rhomboidal Lead-Spab, /amejon.— Rhomboedris-

ches Blei Baryt, Moh^.
141" 47', 81° 46'.
Di-rhomboid
Cleavage in the
direction of the faces of the rhomboid, and in the direction of the lateral faces of the six-sided prism.
Hardnesses. 5 4.0. Specific Gravity=:6'.9 7.2.
This species contains two subspecies^ viz. Green
lead-spar and Brown lead-spar.

=

—

First Subspecies.
Green lead
^P"'

:

Green Lead-Spab, Jameson. — Griin

Bleierz, Werner.

Plomb phosphate, Hauy.

—

Erternal Characters.
Its colours are green, yellow,
It seldom occurs massive, sometimes stalactitic, reniform, and botryoidal, sometimes in distinct
concretions, which are granular or prismatic ; but most
commonly crystallized. The following are the secondary forms 1. Equiangular six-sided prism. 2. Sixsided prism, truncated on all the lateral edges, thus
forming a twelve-sided prism. 3. Six-sided prism, flatly acuminated on the extremities with six planes, which
are set on the lateral planes.
The crystals are small
and very small, seldom middle-sized ; they are superimposed, in druses, or scalarwise, or rose-like aggregaSometimes they form velvety or moss-like drusy
ted.
Externally it is smooth and shining, or splencrusts.
dent ; internally glistening, and the lustre is resinous.
The fracture is small grained uneven, passing on the
one hand mto splintery, on the other into conchoidal.
The fragments are indeterminate angular, and bluntedged.
It is more or less translucent, seldom nearly
transparent, and is sometimes only translucent on the

and white.

:

edges.

It is brittle,

and

Chemical Characters.

easily frangible.

—

It

dissolves in acids without

effervescence.
Constit. Paris.

— Oxide of lead
Phosphoric acid
Muriatic acid

Wanlockhead.

80.00
1 8.00

J.G2
a trace
99.96
Geognostic Situation.
It occurs in veins and beds in
primitive, transition, and secondary rocks.
Geographic Situation.
It occurs along with galena
or lead glance, and other ores of lead, at Leadhills

Oxide of iron

—
—

and Wanlockhead.

—

In England, it is met with at
Alston in Cumberland, Allonhead, Grasshill, and Teesdale, in Durham, and Nithisdale in Yorkshire.
5

Oryctogno-

Second Subspecies.

Brown LEAD-SPAR,/amMon. Braun
Plomb phosphate, Hauy.

Bleierz, Werner.

—

E.xternal Characters.
Colour clove-brown, of different degrees of intensity, rarely approaching to liverbrown, sometimes so pale that it inclines to white. Occurs massive, also in distinct concretions, which are
thin prismatic, and curved lamellar ; and crystallized in
the following figures: 1. Equiangular six-sided prism,

Brown
lead spar.

which is sometimes bulging. 2. Six-sided prism, converging towards both ends, and thus inclining to the
pyramidal form. 3. Acute double three-sided pyramid,
in which the lateral planes of the one are set on the laand in which the common basis
sometimes more or less deeply truncated. The crystals are middle sized and small, sometimes short and
acicular, singly imbedded, or scopiformly or globularly
Surface of the crystals is sometimes blackaggregated.
ish or yellowish brown, and rough.
Internally it is
glistening, and the lustre resinous. Fracture small and
fine-grained uneven, and sometimes passes into small
splintery. Fragments indeterminate angular.
Feebly
translucent, or translucent on the edges.
The streak is
Rather brittle, and easily frangible.
greyish-white.
From Huelgoet in Brittany.
teral planes of the other,
is

Constituent Parts.

— Oxide of lead

Phosphoric acid
Muriatic acid

78.58
19'73
1.65

99-96

Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. s. 157.
It occurs in veins that traverse
Geognostic Situation.
The veins generally
gneiss, clay-slate, and porphyry.
contain lead and silver ores, also native silver, iron and
copper pyrites, malachite, blende, ochry ironstone, heavy-spar, and quartz.
Geographic Situation.— Europe.— It is found at Miess
in Bohemia; near Schemnitz in Hungary; Saska in
the Bannat; Zschoppau in Saxony; Huelgoet and
Poullaouen in Lower Brittany.
America.
Zimapan in Mexico.
3. Prismatic Lead-Spar^ or Red Lead-Spar,
Ja- Prismaticmeson.
Prismatischer Blei-Baryt, Mohs. Roth-Bleierz, lead sparWerner.
Plomb chromatc, Hauy.
Prism vinknown. Cleavage in the direction of a rectangular prism. Hardness
2.5.
Sp. gr.
6.0,^6.1.
External Characters.
Colour hyacinth-red, more or
Seldom occurs massive, generally in
less deep or pale.
flakes ; and crystallized in the following figures
Long slightly oblique four-sided prism. 2. Prism
1
acutely and obliquely bevelled on the extremities, the
bevelling planes set on the lateral edges. ,3. Prism acuminated with four planes, which are set on the lateral
planes.
Crystals generally small, thin, and always superimposed. Lateral planes formed by bevelment longitudinally streaked, the other planes smooth, shining or
Internally shining or splendent, and the
splendent.
lustre adamantine.
Fracture small-grained uneven,
sometimes passing into imperfect and small conchoidal.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather sharpedged. More or less translucent. Gives a streak, of a
yellow intermediate between lemon-yellow and orangeAlmost sectile, and easilj' frangible.
yellow.
Before the blowpipe it crackles
ChemicalCharacters.
and melts into a grey slag. With bor;ix it is partly
reduced. It does not effervesce with acid.
63.96
Oxide of Lead,
Constituent Parts.
36.40—100.36
Chromic Acid,
Vauquelin, Journ. des Mines, n. 34. 737.
Geognostic and Geographic Sitiutiions.—lt occurs in

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

=

=

:

MINERALOGY.
OryeloKn»> veins in gneiss, in the gold mines of Bfresofsk, in the
In these mines, it is associated
TUralian mountains.
-" t
with brown iron-ore, cubes of iron-pyrite*, native gold,

—

crystallizations

green ]pad>«par. galena, and quartz.
Use.

— In

l!u5.sia.

yellow colour

is

1

a very beautiful and costly orange-

prepared from

it,

and which

is

used by

or Yellow LeAn-SpAR,
Jameton. Pyramidal Blei-Baryt, Moltt. Gelb Blciers,
Werner.
Plomb molybdate, Hnnt/.
Cleavage in the di99° 40' ; 131° 45'.
Pyramid
rection of the faces of the pyramid, or in the direction
of the terminal faces of a rectangular four-sideti prism.
4.

.

Oblique four-sided prism, acutely bevelled on the

extremities,

bevelling planes set on the acuter
Broad rectangular four-sided pyra-

aiitl tlie

lateral edges.

2.

mid.

painters.
FTratnidal
leai-tpu.
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angulo granular distinct concretions, but rawt fre- Oiyciognoquently crystallized. The following are the priticipal ,_^^' _^
in

Pybavid*l Le\i^-?par,

—

=

=

« 5, &8.
Sp. gr.
Most frequent colour waxExternal Characlcrs.
yellow. Occurs massive, in crusts, celluiar ; and crystallised in the following figures :
1
The pyramid truncated on the angles and sum2. The pyramid so deeply truncq^ in all the
mits.
angles, and on the common base, that the original faces
disappear, when there is formed a regular eiglit-iiided
table, w hich it sometimes so thick as to appear as an
eight-sided prism. -Sometimes four of the terminal
e^cs are truncated, when a twelve-sided table is formed.
S. Pyramid deeply truncVted on the summits, and
on the common base, anil the angles of the common
base beveile<l, « hirh gives rise to the rectangular foursided table, bevelled on the termindl edges 4. Pyramid
truncated on the lateral edges, which gives rise to the
When this figure is deepdouble eight-sided pyramid
ly truncat'-d on the simimit"*, there is fonued, 3. A re
gular eight-sided tiible, bevellid on tlie terminal planes.
Tables usually broad and thin, alternate from small
Frequentto very small, but are seldom middle-sized
ly intersect each other, and are often closely aggregaExtemaDy generally splendent or shining ; in.
ted.
temally shining or glistening, and the lustre reiiinous,
Tracture small and fineinclining to adamantine.
Fragments indegrained uneven, or small conchoidal
teminate angular, and rather sharp-edged. Generally
tnmalaoent, or only translucent on the e<lgcs ; some rare
Rather brittle, and easily
crystals are semitransparent
Hardness =:S.

—

Crj-stals small and very small, seldom middle-sized ;
and occur in druses, or s^uperiinjiosetl. Externally splendent and shining ; inttmally shining, and the lustre
adamantine. Fracture small conchoidal. Fragments
indeterminate angular, and rather blunt- edgctl. AlterStreak white.
nates from transparent to trant^lucent.
Rather brittle, and easily frangible.

—

Chemical Charnctert.
blowpipe, then melts, and

It

is

decrepitates

lic state.

Wsolockhesd.

.

frangible.

—

Chfmical Chnraclert. It decrepitates before the
blowpipe, and the.i melts into a dark greyish-coloured
mass, in which tlie globules of reduced lead are dispers«J.

ComstiUunl Part*.—Oxide of Lead,
Molybdic Acid,
Oxide of Iron,

£8.40
.<(8.00

Haichell, Phil. Trans, for ITyO.
Silualioitg

—\t

occurs at

compact limestone ; also in
the .Maukeriz. near Brixlegg in the Tyrol ; at Annaberg in Ausiria, and Kezbanya in I'ransylvania.
Blciberg in Carinthi.-^. in a

Trl-pris-

Mile
•*^'

Itad-

5.

Tm-PRI^MATIC LtAD-SpAII, OT SULPHATKof LCAD,

jiHi^jo,,

— Tri-prisni.ttischer Blei

Bleierz, H'rrner.

The

verticil

S.O. «p. gr.

MoAi.

prism

=

ISO*; horizontal prism in the
70° 31' ; and in the
Cleavage is the same.
Hardness

=

Exiernal C'Aarffc/ers.—Colours yellowish and greyishwhite, occasionally stained pale- yellowish, from
brown iron- ochre. Occurs massive, disseminated, and
narkad

•, are not ytt iochidcd in the

iii. 8.

164.

—

and

ir>6.

Ceogniulic and Gcfgraphic Situalinnx.
It occurs in
Teina aloog with galena and lead-glance, and different
spars of lead, at Wanlockhead in Dumfriesshire, and
Lead Hills in Lanarkshire; at Pary's Mine in Anglesey, and Penzance in Cornwall. On the Continent, it
is met with at Zellerfeld in the Hartz, and in the
Westerwald mountains.
•

Corneous Lead

(a.)

Jameton.

— Homblei,

Werntr. Corneous

Esiermal CAdr/ic/cn.— Colours greyish-white, andyellowish-grey, passing into palewine-yellow. OccurscTj-stallized in ubli(|iie futir-sided prisms. Internally splendent, and lustre adamantine.
I las a threefold cleavn^o,
the cleavages parallel to the planes of the foiir-sidivl
prism.
Fracture conchoidal. More or less tninsjiarent.
Is sectile,
Is soft; rather softer than wliite lead-sp^ir.
and easily frangible. Specific gravity, (j 065. Ckriirvix.
On exposure to the blowpipe
Chemical t'lnriiclfft.
or charcoal, it melts into an orange-coloured globule,
and appears reticular externally, and of a white colour
when solid ; when again melte<l it twcomes white and
on increase of the heat the acid flies ofl', and minute
globules of lead remain l)ehind.
85.5
Coiutituenl Paris.— Oxide of Lead,
Muriatic Acid,
8 5
6.0
Carbonic Acid,
100.0
Klaprolh. Beit b. iii. s i44.

—

;

—

—

Europe.
In Cromford Level
Grogrophic. Sifuatinn
near Matlock in Derby.shire; and at Hausbaden, near

Bodweiler

in

—

Germany.

Amrricn.
In the neigbourbood of Soutliampton in
the United States.

*ARgf NiATK or LEAO,.AimMoii.^Bleibliiihe, Z/a«.<in<inn.

Araeniai«

This species is divided into three sub8|>ecies, viz.
Beniform arxeniste of Lead. Filamentous arscniate of
Lead, and Earthy arscniate of Lead.

°'

=

= 6.3.

ish-

WTfcs

— gs.e

Klaproth. Beit b.

Vitriol

Plonil) .Sulphati-, //ouy.

direction of the longer diagonal

smaller 101° 32'.

Bar)-t,

Comtiluent Parti.— Oxide of Lead,
70.50
Sulphuric Acid,
25.75
Water of Crystallization,
2.25
.

—

2.08

Silica,

Geopuulk and Geoeraphic

before the

soon reduced to the metal-

First si/bipkcies.

Remform arscniate or

tt^n, Jameton.

— Bleiniere, Renirorm
aismiawof

Ilautmann
External Characlert

Genus Lcsd-tpar,

Colours on the fresh fracture'"**'

si their cfaancten bsve not been coroplttly ascertained.

—

:
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Oryctognosy.

reddish-brown and brownish-red ; externally ochreOccurs reniform and tuyellow, and straw-yellow.
berose ; also in curved lamellar concretions.
InternalFracture conchoidal, somely shining and resinous.
Soft
times inclining to even and uneven. Opaque.
and brittle. Specific gravity 3.933, Karslen.
BeIt is insoluble in water.
Chemical Characters.
fore the blowpipe on charcoal is gives out arsenical vapours, and is more or less perfectly reduced. It colours

—

glass of borax lemon-yellow.

Water
Oxide of iron
.

Silver

.

Silica

.

Alumina
,

u.

iv. s.

—

.

374.

Geographic Situation. It has been hitherto found
only in one mine, near Nertschinsky in Siberia.

Filamentous arseniate of
lead.

Second Subspecies.
Filamentous ahseniate of lead, Jameson,

— Flock-

are transparent, slightly flexible, and easily frangible.
Specific gravity 5.0, 6.4
Oxide of Lead
69-76
Constituent Parts.

26.4
Arsenic Acid,
1.58 Gregor.
Muriatic Acid
Geographic Situation.— It occurs in the mine of Huel.
Unity" in Gwennap in Cornwall ; at St. Prix, in the
Department of the Soane and Loire in France.

Earlhy

ar.

Subspecies.

Earthy arseniate of

lead, Jameson

—

Cleavage

Hardness

invisible.

=

= 1.0,

Spec. grav.
4.6.
This genus contains one species, viz. Hexahedral

2.0.

Corneous

Silver.

•

Earthy Corneous

Silver.

Hexahedral Corneous

HauheSilver, Jameson.
Kerat, Moks.
Homerz, Werner, dral c«r-

neousiilArgent muriate, Hauy.
^"'
Tessular.
Cleavage not visible. Malleable.
External Characters. Most frequent colour pearlgrey, from which it passes on the one side into blue, on
the other white, and further, into leek-green.
On exposure to light, it becomes brownish. Occurs massive
in prismatic and granular concretions, in thick flakes,

disseminated, in egg-shaped pieces, hollow in the cenThe crystals
tre, and the hollows lined with crystals.
are the following
1.

enerz, Karsten.
Colours green and yellow.
External Characters
Occurs massive, in granular concretions, and either in
small acicular six-sided prisms, which are collected into
flakes, or in very delicate capillary silky fibres, which

Third

Three axes.

CoiHTCBI
SlLTH.

—

1.15
7.00

2.00—95.15
Endeck. de Berl. Ges. Natf.

Fr.

Genus I.—CORNEOUS SILVER.

Hexedrisches Perl

35.00
25.00
10.00
14.00

Arsenic acid

Bindheim, in Beob.

6.

1.

Oxide of Lead

Consl'UuetU Parts.

vage is neither distinctly axi&angible nor prismatoidal. Oyctognosy.
Hardness ranges from 1 to 2. specific gravity from 4 to

Cube.

2.

Octahedron.

3.

Rhomboidal dodecahe-

dron.
Crystals small and very small, occasionally aggregated in rows, or in a scalar-like form. External surface
smooth, sometimes marked with little hollows. Externally shining, but becomes gradually duller on exposure: internally intermediate between shining and glistening, and the lustre resinous. Fracture conchoidal,
sometimes inclines to earthy. Fragments indeterminate
angular and blunt-edged. Translucent, or only feebly
translucent on the edges. Retains its colour, and becomes more shining in the streak. Is malleable. Flexi-

but not elastic.
Chemical Characters.

ble,

candle.
Constituent Parts.

—

—

It is fusible in the flame

Silver,

.

Muriatic Acid,

Oxygen,
Oxide of Iron,
Alumina,

Erdige

.

Hausmann.

seniateof

Bleibliithe,

lead.

Occurs in
Colour yellow.
External Characters
Fracture earthy. Friable.
crusts.
It occurs along
Geosnostic and Geographic Situations.
with ^lamentous arseniate of lead at St. Prix ; and also

—

neai- St. Oisans.

.

Sulphuric Acid,
Geognostic Situation.

—

67.75
14.75
6.75
6.00

^

1.75

0.25—97.25

Klaproth, Beit. b.

iv. s.

It occurs in silver veins,

generally in their upper part.

of a

13.

•

and

These veins traverse

mica-slate, clay-slate, grey-wacke, porphyry,
limestone, and contain, besides the corneous silver,

gneiss,

* Native minium, or nativb
Native miNaturliche Menninge,
Jameson
nium.

mann.

red oxide of lead.
Roth Bleioxyd, Haus-

—

Occurs
Colour scarlet-red.
External Characters
massive, amorphous, and pulverulent ; but when examined by the lens, exhibits a crystalline structure, like
that of galena, on which it generally rests.
Before the blowpipe, on charChemical Characters
coal, it is first converted into litharge, and then into
metallic lead.
Geognostic

and Geographic Situations.— It is found
in Grassington Moor, Craven ; Grasshill Chapel, WierOn the Continent it is found in the
dale, Yorkshire.
mine of Hausbaden, near Badenweiler, on galena, and
associated with quartz.

Order

Order III.—KERATEt.

III.

Ksrate.

No

metallic

Itistre.

Streak colourless. Sectile. Clea-

the species.

to

Geographic Situation.

—Europe. — At

Huel-Mexico

in Cornwall.
In Siberia, it occurs along with native gold.
Asia.
America. This mineral, which is so seldom found
in Europe, is very abundant in the mines of Catorce,
Fresnillo, and the Cerro San Pedro, near the town of

—

San Luis

—

Potosi.

Earthy Corneous Silver-Ore (J), Jameson.— Erdiges Hornerz, Karsten.

External Characters.— InteTna.]]y the colour is pale
mountain-green, inclining to greyish- white ; externally
Occurs in thick crusts.
it has a bluish-grey tarnish.
Internally dull. Fracture coarse and fine earthy. Fragments blunt angular. Very soft, almost friable. Streak
shining and resinous.

Sectile.

g^^,,

corneous

Heavy.

xtfas, Iwrn, given to it on account of tlie species resembling horn in general aspect and tenacity.
be a mechanical mixture of corneous silver and clay, and hence it is placed beside it, but not as a variety of

* Kerale, from the Greek word
This mineral appears

and

various ores.

silver-ore.

:
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CoktlitmiU ParU.—Savtr,

Muriatic Acid,
Alumina, with a
trace of copper,

24.64
8.28
67.08

I.

— 100.00

Klaproth, Beit. b. i. s. 137It is found
Gtognottic and Geographic SUuationt.
in vciin that traverse tranaition rocks at Andreasberg
in the Hartz.

—

Sp. gr.

I.O, 2.0.

Pyramids)

mttc ury

.

'•

vis.

Hardness,

=

Pyramidal Cor-

—

Pvramidal Cornboos Mbrcdrt. Jameton PyHomers,

Qoeduilber
ramidales Perl Kerate, Moht.
Werner. Mcrcure muriatt-, Haut/.

Pyramid unknown.
ble, tectile.

Cleavage indistinct axifnngi*

—

Rztemat Ckaraetert Colour grey. Occurs very
tardy ouaaive, almoat always in small vesicles crystal*
Used in the interior. The crystals are the following
1
Rectangular four-sided prism, acuminated on the
extreiaitica with four planes, which are set on the la.

Nocleavage.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
1. Conchoidal Copper-Green, 2. Earthy Iron-shot Copper.Green, 3 Slaggy Iron-shot Copper-green.

Werner.

tcral planes. 2. Rectangular four-sided prism, acurai.
nated with four planes, which are set on the lateral
•dfca. 3. Double four-sided pyramid.
Oryitala always so minute that is is with difficulty their
fbrma can be determined. External surface sometimes
smooth, sometime* drusy, and in general shining and
Internally shining, with an adamantine
adamantine.
lustre.
Has a single cleavage, which appears to be
parallel with the terminal plane* of the pnsm. Faintly
tnmalnwnt, or only tranaluccnt on the cdgM. Scctile,

aaaily frangible.

—

Chemical Cluroctert
It is totally volatilised before
the blowpipe, and emits a garlic smelL
It is soluble
in water, and the solution mixed with lime>water gives

an anags-oalourcd
CoHStiluenl Partt.

16.40

comes

first blask, then brown, but
Conttituent Partt.—Copper,

Klaproth.

In the quicksilver mines of
Ceogtioitk SiiitatioM
the Piuatinate, and Outchy of Deux Pont*.
Geographic Silualiom.— It occurs in Bohemia, Deux
Ponu, Palatinate, Upper Hessia ; and at Abnaden

m

Spain.

Onkf

IV.

CHirc

No metallic lustre. Streak blue, green, brown. If
*hitc, the specific gravity is 2.2 and less.
Colour not
inclining to yellow. Cleavage is ndther distinctly axi>
frangible nor prismatoidaL
Hardness ranges from 2
to 5.
If the streak is brown, the hardness u less than
3.5.
Spedfic gravity range* from 8 to 4.6 ; if it is leas
than S.8, the hardness is below S.
This Order contains four Genera, vis. 1. CopperGreen. 2. .Malachite, 3. Olivenite, and, 4. Emerald-

SQica,

26.00—00.100

.

—

SiucBous CoppBB, Jamtton.

Kieseikupfer, Johi.

Silictoui

coburs are asparagus-green, and celandine-green,
indining to sky-blue. Occurs in crusts. Dull, faintly
glistening, and resinous.
Fracture even or earthy.
Opaque, or rarely translucent on the edges. Soft.
CoHttituenl Partt.
Copper, 37.8. Oxygen, 8. Water,
21.8.
Silica, 29; and Sulphate of Lime; 3.
Its

copper.

Second Subspecies.

Earthy Ironshot Copper-Green,
diches eiscnschiissiges Kupfergriin,

Jameton.

— Er- Kjrthy

Wancr.

ironthot

—

External Characteri. Colour olive-green, which '"PP""
^"*"'
sometimes passes into pistachio-green, and inclines to

Occurs massive, ana in crusts. Generally
and composed of dull, dusty
particles, which are more or less cohermg, and that do
not soil. Compact varieties have an earthy fracture.
Opaque. Very soft, passing into friable. Sectile, and
friable

consistence,

easily frangible.

Third Subspecies.
Slaooy

Ironshot

Trauljen Malachit, Moht.

Reniform ; botryoidal.
_ „ c onvity

Streak white.

Hardness

= S.O.—2.2

.

unu one

per-tTTccn.

Spedes,

viz.

Common Cop<

CoppEr-Green,

Jameton

Schlackiges-eisenschiiSSiges Kupfergnin. Werner.

External Characters.— It
pistachio-green.

Gtiiws I.— COPPER-GREEN'.

j_ „ ^
T

Carbonic Acid,
Water,

40.00
10.00
7.00
17.00

Klaproth, Beit b. i. s. 36.
Ceognottic Simalion.— It is met with in the same
geognostic situations as malachite.
Geographic SituatioH.
It occurs in Cornwall, along
with olivenite, and also in the vale of Newlands, near
eswick.

<if

Copper.

f^f„^,
aax».

infusible.

leek-green.

OiOKS IV.— MALACHITE.

AlALjk-

is

Oxygen,

7.60—100.00

—

Conchoidal
copper-

—

precipitate.

—Oxide of Mercury, 76.00
Muriatic Acid,
Sulphuric Add,

coppergreen.

External Characters. Prindpal colour green.
Occurs massive, disseminated, and coating or incrusting
malachite, sometimes small reniform, and small botryoidal.
Internally shining, passing into glistening ; lustre
resinous.
Fracture small conchoidaL , Fragments
indeterminate angular, and more or less sharp- edged.
It alternates from translucent to translucent on the
edges.
Colour not changed in the streak.
Easily
frangible, and rather brittle.
Chemical Characleri.— Before the blowpipe, it be-

.

and

—

First Subspecies.

=

This geniu contains one (pedes,
neous Mercury.

—

Conchoidal Copper-Grebn, Jameson. —Kupfei^iin,

Cleavage very indistinct.

axis.

or Chrtsocolla.— Oryctogno»yMalachit, Mohs.
Kup»-«»>

Common

Perl Kerate, Moht.

One

Traubcn

Jameton. Untheilbarer
ferghin, Werner.

Gvmn II_CORNEOUS MERCURY.

MUCVBT.

conMooa
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Common Copper-Grebn,

is

'"•''*'•

blackish-green, and dark
*'**""
disseminated.

Occurs massive and

Intcmally shining, glistening, lustre resinous. Fracture small conclioidal.
Fragments indeterminate angnlar, and more or less sharp-ed^ed. Opaque. Colour
becomes paler in the streak. Siort, verging into very
soft.
Easily frangible.
Conttihient Paris.
It is probably a compound of

—

Conchoidal Copper-Green and Oxide of Iron.

2

iUvm
ironSot

;
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Orcytogno.
^'

I

_

Grognoslic Silaation.—Boih subspecies usua'.Ij' occur
together, and they frequently pass into each other.
Geographic Silualion. It occurs in Cornwall, along

—

and Wanlockhead in Dumfriesshire
Virgin and Carharrack in Cornwall.
arkshire,

:n 3.5,

—

— 3.7

This Genus contains two species,
or Prismatic Malachite, and 2.
Malachite.
* Brown Copper.
1.

Blue copper.

Earthy Blue Copper, Jameson

Genus II.— MALACHITE.
Kalo Malachit, Mohs.
Three axes. Cleavage prismatic.
green ; very pure. Hardness=3.5,

son.

lazur.

Streak blue
!>p. gravity

1.0.

viz.

1

Common

Blue Copper
or Acicular

Blue Copper

—

or Phismatic Mal/vciiit e. JamePrismatischer Kalo- Malachit, Mohs. Kupferlazur,

Werner.
Prism. i=

Cleavage uncertain. Streak blue.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz.
Radiated Blue Copper, and Earthy Blue Copper.
• Velvet Blue-Copper.
.

Huel- Orfym^m.
s-y.

Second Subspecies.

with olivenite.
MiLACBiTi.

;

Erdiger Kupfer-

Werner.

j.^^,.
„''
t

''

b-ue cop*

External Characters
Colour stnalt-blue, which
sometimes inclines slightly to sky-blue. Massive, often disseminated, thinly coating, and rarely small boOf friable consistence, and coinposed of dull
tyroidal.
and fine dusty particles that soil very faintly, and

P'"""

which are more or less cohering.
Geognoslic and Geographic Sitiialions
Occurs in
small quantity, and usually accompanied with mala*
chite and copper-green.
In Silesia, found incrusting
bituminous marl- slate; in Thuringia, coating varieties
of the old red sandstone ; and in Siberia, disseminated

'

First Subspecies.
lUdiated

UuecopP*'*

— Feste

Kup-

ferlazur, Werner.

Characters.

Principal colour azure-blue,

which often passes into bl icki.sh-b'ue, seldomer into
Berlin.blue and sraalt-blue. Occurs massive, disseminated, in plates, in crusts ; also globular, botryoidal,
reniform. stalactitic, and cellular ; in prismatic distinct
concretions, wliich are straight, narrow, scopitbrm, and
stellular, and these are again traversed by others which
are curved lamellar.
Sometimes there is a tendency to
granular concretions. Very frequently crystallized. Generally occurs in oblique four-sided prisms, rather acutely bevelledontheterminal planes, antl the bevelling planes
set on the acuter lateral edges. Crystals small and very
small, seldom middle-sized.
Sometimes aggregated in
globular and botrj'oidal forms ; other crystals occur in
druses, or singly superimposed.
External surface of
the particular external shapes drusy and glimmering ;
that of the crystals sometimes smooth and splendent. Externally the crystallized varieties are shining, but the
massive and particular external shapes dull.
Internally
shining and glistening, and lustre intermediate between
vitreous and resinous.
Fracture small and imperfect
conchoidal.
Fragments of the prismatic or radiated
varieties wedge-shaped ; those of the foliated and conchoidal splintery.
Crystals translucent, passing into
semi-transpareni, sometimes only translucent on the
edges. Colour becomes lighter in the streak.
Brittle,
and rather easily frangible.

Chemical Characters.
in nitric acid.
Constituent Parts.

—

It is soluble

— Copper,

with effervescence
Chcssy.

50.00

.

Carbonic Acid,

2.i.00

Oxygen,

12.50

Water,

.

.

6.50—100.00

Vauquelin, An. du Mus. t. xx p. 3.
Geognoslic Situalim.
This mineral occurs in vt-ins
that traverse primitive, transition, and secondary or
iii smaller quantity and less frequently in
floetz rocks
beds.
Geographic Situation
Occurs at Leadhills in Lan-

—

:

—

f-

The nime of the species
The Greek word is

vmlloa.

loclutes, spissius virens et

*

Velvet-blue Copper, Jameson

Kupfersamm-

Kupfersammterz, Kanten, Tabel. 8.62.

Werner.

terz,

Id. Hoff. b.

Badiated Blue Copper, Jameson.
External

in sandstone.

iv. s.

143.

—

External Characters
Colour intermediate between
smalt-blue and sky-blue, and sometimes passes into
Occurs in very small and delicate ca])illary
sky-blue.
crystals, which generally form a velvety crust, and are
seldom aggregated in balls. Externally and internally
lustre glistening and pearly, or silky.
Very soft.
Gengnostic and Geographic Siiualions
A very rare
mineral, and has hitherto been found only at Oravicza
in the Bannat, along with malachite and brown ironstone.
2.

Common or Acicular Malachite t,

Jameson. Commoii

Malachit, Werner.

=

malachite.

Cleavage uncertain. Streak green.
Prism
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz.
Fibrous Malachite and Compact Malachite. • Brown
.

Copper.

First Subspecies.

Fibrous Malachite, Jameson.

„T
Werner.

— Fasricher Malachit,

'

fibrous

malachite.

External Characters
Most common colour perfect
emerald-green, sometimes inclining to grass-green, and
sometimes to dark leek green. Seldom massive, sometimes disseminated, tuberose, stalactitic, reniform, botryoidal, fruticose, most frequently as a coating, also
in fibrous distinct concretions,

p..

which are

delicate

and

scopiform or stellular, and collected into others which
are large, coarse, and sometimes lonsfish granular, or
wedge-shaped. Frequently crystallized; and the following are the figures which have been observed :
1. Rather oblique four-sided prism, bevelled on the
extremities, the bevelling planes set on the obtuse late2. The preceding figure truncated on the
ral edges.
obtuse lateral edges, which thus forms a six-sided
prism, in which the bevelling planes are set on two
opposite lateral planes.
Crystals generally short, capillary, and acicular.
When very short, they form velvoty drusy pellicles ;
and when longer, they are scopiformly aggregated.
Internally intermediate between glistciiiug and glimt
Fr gments
mering, and the luitre pearly or silky.
wedge-shaped and splintery. Crystals translucent, but

is derived from the word /i«x«;j;a, inalva, from the resemblance of its green colour to that of the marsh.
sometimes corruptly written /itKtx», whence Pliny has denved the term molochiles : " Non tianslucet raociassius quam smaragdus, a colore malve Bomitie accepto."

3

MINERALOGY.
Orcytogoe- the massive varieties only translucent on the etlges, or
»y
opaque. Colour of the streak pale-green. Brittle, inclining to sectile, and easily frangible.
Before the blowpi{>e it decreChemical Characlert.

—

piute* and becomes black, and
reduced to a black slag.
ly
-'
ContlilHenl Parts.

Is

partly infusible, part-

CbcOT.

—Copper,
Carbonic Acid^

Oxygen,

56.10
21.25
14.00

— 100.00

Water,

8.75

An. Mus. t. XX. p. 8.
Occur* principally in veins
Geognotlic Situatkm
that traverse primitive, transition, and secondary rocks.
Occurs at Sandlodge, in
Geographic Situation
Mainland, one of the Shetland Islands, in veins that
traverse red sandstone, in which it is associated with
grey copper, copper- pyrites, and brown iron-ore;
at Landidno in Caernarvonshire; and in various mines

—
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Brown C')ppER._An.ily»is of a new species of Orcyiogno.
Copper-ore, by Dr. Thomson, Phil. Trans, for 18 14-.
Colour, when pure, dark Brown
External Ch traders
blackish brown ; but very generally intermixed with Copper,
malachite and red copper-ore, so ttiat the colour ap•

pears a mixture of green, red, nnd brown, sometimes
one and sometimes another prevailing. Small green
veins of mabchite likewise traverse it in different
Occurs massive, with numerous imbedded
directions.
I^ustre glimmering and resinous.
small rock-crystals.
Fracture small conchoidal, and sometimes inclining to
Soft, being easily scratched by the knife.
foliated.
Sectile. Streak reddish-brown. Specific gravity, 2 620,

Thomion.
Chemical Characters.
dissolves,

centrists chiefly

Malachite.

— Dichter

Constituent Parts.

— Carbonic Acid,

Colour intermediate between
Exlernal Charaetert
emerald-green and verdigris-green ; but in general inclining more to the first. Colours often disposed in
concentric delineations, and varied with dark-coloured
Occurs massive, disseminated,
dendritic markings.
and in membranes ; most frequently reniform and bolular,

95— 100 00
Thomion, in Phil. Trans, for 1814.
It appears to occur in nests
Geognostic Situation
in primitive rocks, which are of greenstone, or some
similar rock of the primitive trap series subordinate to
mica-slate.
It is associated with malachite.
In the peninsula of HindosGeographic Situation
tan, near the eastern border of the Mysore country.
Loss,

frequently tuberose, stalactitic, fruticose, celalso in distinct concretions,

and amorphous

16.70
Per-oxideofCopper,60.75
Per-oxide of Iron, 19.50
2.10
Silica,
.

MaUchit,

Wtmer.

tryoidal,

it

of copper.

Second Subspecies.
Compact

effervesces in acids, and
The solution is

powder.

green or blue, according to the acid, indicating that

in other parts of the world.

Compact Malachite, Jamtton.

—U

letting fall a red

Gbhus

III.

.

.

OLIVENITE.

OuvEaiia.

;

which are sometimes extremely delicate and scopiform
fibrous more frequently thin lamellar, or large, coarse,
and small angulo-granular and sometimes crystallized

Oliven-Malacbit, Mohs.

;

;

External surface of the
in oblioue four-sided prism*.
particular shapes generally rough and drusy, seldomer
SurMROoth, and then it is shining and glistening.

bee of the

distinct concretions apparently covered

with

Internally it passes from glisa greenish-white film.
tening through glimmering to dull, but most commonFracture small
ly glimmering, and the lustre silky.
and fine grained uneven, which sometimes passes into
Fragments indesmall and flat conchoidal, and even.
terminate angular, and rather sharp-edged. Opaque.
Rather brittle, and easily frangible. Streak pale-green.
Chemical Characlert and Constituent Parit nearly the
same with the preceding subspecies.
Geognostic Situalicm— It occurs in veins, which traverse primitive transition, and secondary rocks.
Geographic Situation
Europc.^Xn the copper-mines
of Huel-Carpenter and Huel-Husl>and, in Cornwall;
in the copper-mines of Aardal in Norway; and in
many other mines on the Continent of Europe.
Aiia.^ln the mines of Kolwyan, Gamasherk, Turja,
&c. in Siberia, where the most beautiful and largest
specimens of this mineral are met with, along with
tile-ore, red copper-ore, brown iron, ore, copper-glance
or vitreous copper, blue copper, copper-green, white
lead- spar, brown-spsr, ironshot quartz, luimstone, &c.
It is also met with in different parts of China.
Vsts.
It was formerly esteemed as a predous stone,
and was cut into ornamental forms of various descriptions.
Even at present it is highly prizad, and is cut
into consoles, candlesticks, snuff-boxes, and other similar articles.
Where it occurs in quantity, it is smelted
as an ore of copper, and is sometimes used
green
pigment.

—

u

Many axes. Cleavage prismatic, tessular; streak
blue, green, brown. If streak green or blue, the speHardness
cific gravity is 4 and more, or 3 and less.
from 2.5 to 5. Sp. gr. from 2.8 to 4.6.
This genus contains four species, viz. 1 Prismatic
.

or Phosphat of Copper; 2. Di-prismatic
Olivenite, or Lenticular Copper; 3. Acicular Olive•Atenite; 4. Hexahedral Olivenite, or Cube-Ore,

Olivenite,

camite.
I.

Prismatic Olivevite, or Phosphat of Copper,

Priunsiic

Prisinatischer 01iven-M.ilachit, Mohs.

Cli»enite.

Jameson.
Prism

=

Cleavage the same. Streak eme4.3.
4.0
Hardness
5.
rald green.
Sp. gr.
Principal colour emerald-green,
External Charnclers
which passes into blackish-green ; externally, some«
times greenish-black. Occurs massive, in imperfect
reniform masses, with a very drusy surface, and in
ll6*.

=

=

—

coarse fibrous distinct concretions, which are straight
and scopiform. Crystels small and very small, super*
imposed and in druses. Externally shining internally passes from shining, through glistening, to glimmering, and the lustre resinous, inclining to pearly.
Fracture splintery. Fragments wedge-shaped splintery,
or indeterminate angular, and rather blunt-edged.
Opaque. Streak vcrdigris-grcen. Brittle and easily
;

frangible.

—On

Chemical Characters.
the first impression of the
heat it fuses into a brownish globule, which, by the
further action of the blowpipe, extends on the surface
of the charcoal, and acquires a reddish-grey metallic
colour.

Cotulituenl Parts.

— Oxide of Copper,
Phosphoric Acid,

68. 1

30.95 —99.08
Klaproth, Beit. b. ili. ». 201.

—
;

:

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.— The principal locality of this rare mineral is Virneberg, near
llheinbreitenbach, on the Rhine, where it occurs along
with quartz, calcedony, red copper-ore, and malachite,

in grey wacke.
II. Di-pnisMATic Olivenite, or Lenticular CopDi-prisma>
Di-prismatischer Oliven-Malachit,
Jameson.
per,
tic OliveLinsenerz, Werner.
Mohs.
nite, or
Lenticular
Prism unknown. Cleavage in the direction of the
Copper.
terminal and bevelling faces of an oblique four-sided
Streak pale verdigris-green, and sky-blue.
prism.
2.8—2.9.
Sp. gr.
2.5.
Hardness
External Cfiaracters— Colour sky-blue, which someScarcely occurs
times passes into verdigris-green.

=

=

massive, generally crystallized
bevelled
1. Very oblique four-sided prism, acutely
on the extremity, and the bevelling planes set on the
obtuse lateral edges. 2. Very flat, longish, rectangular
double four-sided pyramid, in which the lateral planes
*.
of the one are set on the lateral planes of the other
Crystals middle-sized and small, and sometimes crysExternally smooth and shining
tallized in druses.
internally glistening and shining, and pearly, inclining
Fracture small-grained uneven, which
to vitreous.
sometimes passes into imperfect conchoidal. Fragments
indeterminate angular, and rather sharp-edged. TransYields a pale verdigris-green, or sky-blue
lucent.

coloured

Brittle,

streak.

frangible.

and uncommonly

easily

—

Before the blowpipe it is conChemical Characters
verted into a black friable scoria.
49
Oxide of Copper,
Constituent Parts
14
Arsenic Acid,
35—98
Water,
Chenevix in Phil. Trans, for 1801.
It has been
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
hitherto found only in Cornwall, where it is associated
with copper-mica, and other cupreous minerals.
Nadelformiger
III. AcicuLAR Olivenite, Jiamcion
Oliven-Malachit, Mohs.
Prism miknown. Cleavage unknown. Streak oliveHardness
3.0.
Sp. gr. := 4.2
green; brown.

—

.

.

Olivenite.

=

4.6.

This species is subdivided into four subspecies, viz.
Radiated Acicular Olivenite, Foliated Acicular Olivenite, Fibrous Acicular Olivenite, and Earthy Acicular
Olivenite.

First Subspecies.
Radiated
Acicular
OliTcnite.

Radiated Acicular Olivenite, Jameson.

-Stra-

hlerz, Werner.

External Characters.^ExtemaWy colour dark verdigris-green, sometimes bordering on blackish-green ;
internally pale verdigris-green, either pure, or intermixed with sky-blue. Occurs massive and flat reniform ; also in radiated prismatic concretions, which are
straight and scopiform ; and crystallized in flat oblique
four-sided prisms, acuminated with four planes. Crystals generally small, and superimposed.
External surface of the reniform shape very drusy.
lustre intermediate

•

The

Fragments wedge-shaped.
pearly.
Translucent on Oryctogno*
Brittle, and easily frangible.
fthe edges.

Second

S.ubspecieb.

Foliated Acicular Olivenite, Jameion.— Blat-

Foliated
Acicular

triches Olivenerz, Werner.

—

Colour green. Seldom occurs
External Characters.
massive, and in angulo-granular concretions, generally
in drusy crusts, and in small crystals, which present
the following varieties of form
1. Oblique four-sided prism, acutely bevelled on the
extremities, the bevelling planes set on the acute lateral edges.
2. Preceding figure, in which the obtuse
lateral edges are more or less deeply truncated.
3.
Acute double four-sided pyramid; sometimes the angles
on the common base are flatly bevelled ; and the bevelling planes are set on the lateral edges.
Crystals small and very small, and always superimposed.
Planes of the crystals smooth, shining, and
Internally glistening, and lustre resinous,
splendent.
inclining to pearly. Fracture small and imperfect conchoidal, which passes into uneven.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather sharp.edged.
Ranges
from translucent to translucent on the edges. Yields
Rather brittle, and
an olive-green coloured streak.
easily frangible.

Chemical Characters.— Before the blowpipe, it first
and then gives a hard reddish-brown scoria.
Oxide of Copper,
60.0
Constituent Parts.
Arsenic Acid,
89.7—99.7.
Chenevix, Phil. Trans. 1801.
Geognostic and Geographic Situationt.^It has been
hitherto found only in the copper-mines of Cornwall.

boils,

—

'

.

—

Acicular

.
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Orjxtogno-

:

Internally

between shining and glistening, and

Third Subspecies.
FiBRouB Acicular OirvENiTE, Jamseon.—Tasnges
Olivenerz, Werner.

External Characters.— Colours green, yellow, brown,
Colours sometimes arranged in curved
and white.
and striped delineations. Occurs massive, and reniform; in fibrous concretions, which are delicate,
straight, and scopiform, and these are collected into
coarse or small granular concretions, and sometimes
traversed by others, which are curved lamellar; also
crystallized in capillary and acicular oblique four-sided
prisms, in which the obtuse lateral edges are truncated,
and bevelled on the extremities, the bevelling planes
being set on the acute edges. Crystals small and very
Intersmall, and sometimes scopiformly aggregated.
nally the massive varieties are glistening or glimmerFragments indeing, with a pearly or silky lustre.
terminate angular, and wedge-shaped. Opaque, seldom
translucent on the edges, and only translucent in the
Rather brittle. Fibres sometimes flexible f
crystals.
Streak brown or yellow.
60
Constituent Parts.— Oxide of Copper,
29
Arsenic Acid,
.

Water,

.

.

21—100

Chenevix, in Phil. Trans, for 1801.

—

It is assoGeognosiic and Geographic Situations.
ciated generally with the other arseniates of copper

double four-sided pyramid is so flat that it has a lenticular aspect ; hence the name Lenticular Copper given to this species.
fibres are sometimes so delicate, so short, and so confusedly grouped together, that tlie whole appears like a dusty cottony mass,
the true nature of which is discoverable only by the lens.
At other times, this variety appears in thiji laminse, rather flexible, sometimes
icarcely perceptible to the naked eye, sometimes tolerably large, and perfectly like Amianthus papyraceus.—.Bo«r»OB, PluL Trans, for
1801, part i. p. 180.

+ The

Fibrous
Acicular

:

;

:

.

MINER ALOGY,
Of^etogno*J-

and various ores of copper.

occurs principally in

It

Cornwall.

FouKTR Subspecies.

~^^
AcieuUr

O iTeniir.

Earthy Aciculak Olivenitb,

Occurs
Eslernul Charadert
Colour olive-green.
disseminated, and in crusts. Dull. Fracture
fine earthy.
Sometimes occurs in concentric lamellar
diatinct concretions.
Opaque. Soft and very sod.
Gtognostic and Geographic SituatioH*.— It occurs
along with the other subspecies of olivenite in the cop«
per-mines of Cornwall.
jj,jjgjjyj^

Cube-Ore, Jame-

Tessukr. Cleavage hexahedraL Streak olive-green
brown. Hardness
8.5.
Sp, gr.
2.9—3.0.
Eztemal Ckaractert. Colour green. Occnrs maslive ; and cr>'st<illized in the following figures
2. Cube, in which four diagonally
1. Perfect cube.

=

»oppoaite angles are truncated.
afi

the edges.

4.

=

—

Has Oryctogno.
Internally shining and glistening, and pearly.
an imperfect cleavage. Fragments indeterminate an- .^ 'J- ~
^
*
Translucent on the edges. Soft. Brittle, and
gular.
Specific gravity, 4.4

easily frangible.

Jameson.

IV. Hkxahedral Olivknite, or
HtxabcdniOliTf. ton. Wurfelerz, Werner.
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Cube truncated on
Cube truncated on all the edges and

—

?

It tinges the flame of the blowChemical Character.
pipe of a bright green and blue, muriatic acid rises in
vapours, and a bead of copper remains on the charcoal.
It is soluble in nitric acid without effervescence.
Oxide of Copper,
73.0
ConslUuent Parts
Water,
16.9
.
10.1-100.0
Muriatic Acid,
Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. s. 200.
It occurs in
Gtognostic and Geographic Situation.
veins in Chill ; also at Vimebcrg near Rheinbretenbach
on the Rhine, and at Schwartzenberg in Saxony. In
the fissures of the lavas of Vesuvius, particularly those
of the years 1804 and 1805.

—

—

Second Subspecies.
Arenaceous Atacamite, or Copper-Sand, JamC'
son,

— Kupfersand,

Werner.

angles.
Crystals small and very small, and always superimposed and in druses. Planes of the crystals smooth
and splendent. Internally glistening, and lustre intermediate between vitreous and resmous.
Fragments
indeterminate angular, and rather sharp-edged. Translucent, or translucent on the edges.
Streak itTRW>

Rather brittlci and easily frangible.
Chemical Characlers.'^Betote the blowpipe it melts,
and gives out arsenical vapours.
CoHttituent Paris.
Arsenic Acid,
Sl.O
Oxide of Iron,
45.5
Oxide of Copper,
9.0

External Characters.— Colour grass-green, inclining
Occturs in scaly particles, which
Does not soil.
are shining, glistening, and pearly.
Translucent.
70.5
Constil. Par/j— Oxide of Copper,
to eraerald-grrtfn.

Water,

18.1

.

Add,

Muriatic

11.4

100.0

yellow.

—

Silica,

—

'Atacamitb, or Muriate or Copper, Jameson.
Salskupfererz, ff'emer.
This species is divided into

subspecies,

viz.

First Subspecies.

Compact Atacamitb, or Muriate or Copper
Jameson.

t,

Festcs Salzkupfererz, Werner.

External Characters.—Colour green. Occurs masdisseminated, imperfect reniforro, in prismatic

sive,

distinct concretions,

which are

short, small,

and scopi-

fora, also in granular concretions ; in crusts or investing ; and in short needle-shaped crystals, of the following forms
1
Oblique four-sided prism, bevelled on the extremities i the bevelling planes set on the acute lateral
edges. 2. The preceding figure, in which the acuter
lateral edges are deeply truncated, thus forming a sixsided prism.
.

f

W( place thi* miocnl

pietfnla

m from iodadiiif

VOL. XIV.

PART

II.

it

t.

50. p. 63.

Genus

IV.

EMERALD COPPER.

Emerald
COPPEB.

Smaragd-Malachite, Muhs.

HardStreak.
Cleavage rhomboidal.
Sp. gr.
34.
3.3,
This genus contains but one species, viz. Rhomboidal
Emerald Copper, or Dioptase.
1.
Rhomboidal Emerald Copper, or Dioptase. HhomboiJameson.
I{homboedrischerSmaragd-Malachite,MoAj. d.il Erne-.
raid CopKujpfer-Schmaragd, Werner.
!>«'•
1230 58'. Cleavage rhomboidal.
Rhomboid
Eilernal Characters.—Coioar emerald green, which
sometimes inclines to pistachio and blackish green.
Occurs only crystallized. The only secondary form at
present known, is the cqui-angular six-sided prism,
which is rather acutely acuminated on both extremities
by three planes, which are set on the alternate lateral
Internally shining,
edges.
Lateral planes smooth.
and lustre pearly. Fracture small conchoidal. TransBrittle, and easily
lucent, passing to semi-transparent.

One

ness

axis.

= 5.0.

—

=

—

=

two

Compact and Arenaceous.

Ataeua\tt.

Joum. de Phys.

Geognosiic and Geographic .Situations.— It is found
in the sand of the river Lipes, 300 leagues beyond
Copiapu, in the desert of Atacama, which separates
Chili from Peru.

10.5—100

Chenetix, in Phfl. Trans, for 1801.
Geognosiic SUtialion.— It is found in veins, accompaciecf with ironshot quartz, copper-glance or vitreous
copper, copper- pyrites, and brown iron.ore.
It occurs in TincrofV, CarraGeographic Situation.
radi, Muttrel, Huel-Gorland, and Gwenap mines in
Cornwall.

Compact

ProHst,

4.0

.

Water.

j^u«aniii«.

^[I'^l^f^*
Atacamite.

S.

immcdutdy after the Genua
as
^cdcs of tiuu genua.

frangible.

Chemical Characters,

—

becomes of a

It

chesnut-

brown colour before the blow-pipe, and

tinges the
flame green, but is infusible; with borax it gives a
bead or globule of copper.
Constituent Parts.—Oxide of Copper,
28.57

Olirenite, on aoconnt of

Carbonate of Lime, 42.85
Silica,

.

VamjueliH, in Haiiy,

its

resemblance to

it ;

5T

28.57—99-99
t. iii.

p. 137-

but want of accuiate information
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Orjrctognosy.

Found, acGeo^nOslie and Orographic Silitations
cording to Hermann, in the land of the Kirguise, 125
leagues from the Russian frontier, where it is as!ioct>
atcu with fibrous and compact malachite, calcareous-

and limestone.

sp^r,

Order
Order V.
AliCA.

V.

MICA.

If no metallic lustre, the specific gravity is above 2.2.
If the specific
Streak neither yellow nor dark-red.
gravity is under 5J.2. the lustre is perfectly metallic and
shining.
The cleavage is distinctly axifrangible and
prismatoidal.
The hardness varies from 1. to 2.5.
Specific gravity ranges from 1.9 to 5.6.
This order contains seven genera, viz. 1. Copper-

mica;
mica;

2.
S.

Uran-mica; 3. CobaJt-mica; 4. AntimonyBlue iron ; 6. Graphite; 7. Mica; 8. Pearl-

mica.

CoPFEK
Mica,

Genus. I. COPPER-MICA.
Streak green.
Three axes.
Cleavage prismatic.
Hardness = 2.0. Sp. gr. = 2.5. 2.6.
This genus contains one species, viz. prismatic cop-

copper

;

minate angular and tabular.
lucent

Rather

brittle.

Cheni'calCharaclers.

pipe

and

;

scoria,

passes,

after

which

—

It decrepitates

Sectile,

before the blow-

to the state of a black spongy
melts into a black globule, of a

first,
it

slightly vitreous appearance.
Constit. Parts.

Oxide of Copper,

58

Arsenic Acid,
Water,
.

.

21
21

100

C/ienevix, Phil. Tr.

for 1801, p. 201.
Geognottic and Geographic Siluaiions
It lias been
hitherto found only iu veins in the copper-mines in
Cornwall.

GtNus II. URAN-MICA or URANITE.
One axis. Cleavage pyramidal. Streak green. Hard-

=

2.0.

—

2.5. sp. gr.

=3.1.-3.3.

This genus contains one species,
ite.

Pyramidal

Water,

.

viz.

Pyramidal Uran-

—

I.PvbamidalUranite, JajwMon. PyramidalerUranGlimmer, Mohs. Uran Glimmer, Werner.
Pyramid = 95°, 13'; 144° 5G'.
The only distinct
cleavage is that parallel with the base of the prism.
External Characters
Chief colours green and yellow.
Seldom massive, sometimes in fl;kes ; the massive va.
rieties are disposed in angulo-granular concretions. Frequently crystallized. The secondary forms are the fol-

—

lowing
1 Rectangular four-sided table, or short prism. Sometimes elongated. 2. The four-sided table bevelled on
the terminal planes, and the bevelling planes set on the
lateral planes.
3.
The tirminal edges of the table
truncated, thus forming an eight-sided table.
4. The
:

.

terminal planes of the four-sided table bevelled ; and
sometimes the edges of the bevelment truncated. 5.

8.2

.

15.4

.
.

2

.

— 100

Gregor, iu Annals of Phil.
vol. V. p. 281'.

—

Geognottic and Geographic Siluaiions.
Occurs in
In Cornwall in tinstone and
veins in primitive rocks.
copper veins that transverse granite and clay-slate.
Werner describes a soft mineral, found along with
Uranite, under the name Uran-Ochre.
It does not appear to form a distinct species, nor can it be considered
It is here placed immeas a subspecies of Uranite.
diati ly after Uranite.
•

Uban- Ochre,

There

are

JaJwe.so».

— Uran-Ocker,

two kinds of this mineral,

Werner.

viz. Friable

Indurated.

Cran-ochre.

and

—

1.
Fruble Ub an Ochre, Jameson. Zerreibliche Friable
uran-ochre.
Uranocker, Werner.
External Characters.- Colour lemon- yellow, which
passes into straw-yellow and sulphuryellow, and also
into orange yellow.
Occurs usually ls a coating or
efflorescence on pitch-ore, and sometimes small reniforra.
Is friable, and composed of dull, dusty, and weakly cohering pjirlicles. Feels meagre.
Geognoslic Sifualio7i.
Occurs always on pitch-o;'e.
2. 1.sDi KATtD UiiAN-OcHUE, JamfiWi.
Fcste Uran- Induraled

—

—

uran-ochre.

ocker, Werner.

ness

uranite.

Oiside of Copper,

*

Massive varieties trans-

crystallized transparent. Streak green.

;

Oxide of Uranium, with a
traceof Oxide of Lead, 74.4

Loss,

nally splendent, lustre pearly.
Fracture small-grained,
uneven, inclining to conchoidal. Fragments injdeter

Mica.

ComwaU.
Constit. Parts,

—

Prismatic Copper-Mica, Jameson. Prismatischer Kupferglimmer, Mo/is. Kupferglimmer, Werner,
Prism unknown. Cleavage prismatic.
External Characters. Colour green. Occurs massive, disseminated, and in granular distinct concretions ;
seldom crystallized in very thin equiangular six-sided
tables, in which the alternate terminal planes are set on
Externally smooth and splendent
interobliquely.
1.

—

VAkH

the bevelling planes of No. 4. increase very much Oryetogn*.
is formed a very acute dduble four-sided
^''•
pyramid, in which the apices are more or less deeply ^""^V""*
truncated
6. Sometimes the figure No. 4. is i.ciiminated on both extremities with four planes, which are
set on the lateral planes, and the apices of the acuminations deeply truncated.
Cryftils are small and very small, superimpoiied, and
form dru.<es. Terminal planes of the table streaked,
but the lateral planes smooth. Externally it is usually
shining and sometimes splendent.
Internally shininT,
approaching to glistening ; lustre pearly. Transparent
and translucent. Streak green. Sectile. Not flexible.
Easily frangible.
Chemical Chnracters.—lt decrepitates violently before
the blowpipe on charcoal ; loses about 33 per cent, by
ignition, and acquires a brass-yellow colour.

in size, there

—

per mica.
Prismatic

When

—

Ex/niinl Chfirnclers.
Colours are straw-yelloWj lemon-ycllow,aiidorange yellow; and this laltcrpasses into
aurora-red and hyacinth-red, and reddish and yellowish

brown. Occurs uiassive,disstroiiiated,aiidsuperimposed;
and sometimes a tendency to fibrous concretions. Internally glimmering, glistening, and resinous.
Fracture
Opaque.
Soft .nnd very soft.
imperfect conchoidal.
Rather Seciile. Specific gravity, 3.1 SCO, La Melhc-

ne.— .'5.21.38,

Haiitj.

—

C/wraciers.
According to Klaproth, the
yellow varieties are pure oxide of uranium, but the
brownish and reddish cont.in also a little iron.
Gc'igiioslic unit Geograi.hicnl Stluatimn.
It is found
at Joachini-thal, and Gottesgab in Bohemia, and at
Johanngeorgen^tadt in Saxoiiy.
C/iemicdt

—

Genus III.—COBALT MICA,

or

RED COBALT.

Cobalt
JIlCA.

Kobalt Glimmer, Mohs.

Three axes. Cleavage prismatic.
2-5.
Sp. gr.
4.43.
Hardness

=

=

Streak red, green.

MINERALOGY.
This genus eonUins one species, viz. Prismatic Red
CoUlt.
Prismatiscner
1. Prismatic Rrn Cobalt. Jameson
Kobalt Glintmer, Mokt.
Cleavage prismatoidal.
Frlpin unknown.
This »pen'e4 i* divided into three subspecies, viz.
R«diate<I Red Cobalt, Earthy Red Cobalt, and Slaggy
Red Cebalt

—

First Subspecies.

RABiATcn RED cobalt, Of COBALT-BLOOM, Jamaoti.
—Kobalt- bluthe, H'erner.

—

Principal colour red ; rarely
Extrrnal Cliarnctert.
Occurs massive di»greeni'^h-grey, and olive-green.
seminated. often in membranes, small reniforni, small
botrvoidal ; also in stellular and acopiform radiateii or
fibrous concretions, which are sometimes collecied into
granular concretions ; it also occurs crysuIlizMl. Crystals generally acicular or capillary,

and ^copilbrmly or

Externally sliinin^, passing
stelluUrly aggregate*!.
fntemillj shining and glistening, ancl
into splendent,
lustre peariy. Fragmrnta splintery and wedije shaped.
or less translucent; aometimea translucent on
Rather
the edges. Colour not changed in the streak.

More

Easily frangible.
Chemical Characlert. Before the blowpipe it becomeii grey, and emits an arsenical odour, and tinges
•ectile.

—

borax glass bine.
Contlilueni

Paris.— Cobalt.
Arsenic Acid,
Water,

S9
38
23

100

Jameson.

Third Subspecici.

C7

btnthe,

Jameton.

Hautmnnn.

ous.

Occunt

in

tliin

crusts,

and sometimes

rcni.

Externally smooth.
Lustre shining and resinFracture conchoidal. Translucent.
Soft and

brittle

CcognoMlic

—

balt ocbic.

terreux, Huiii/.

—

Exlern'il Chararfers.
Colour intermedi.ite between
brownish and blackish-brown. Fruible, and composed
of dull coarse particles, which soil very li;tle. Streak

.Meagre to the foel
Light.
Chemical Chbraci'-rii. Before lite blowpipe, it yields
a while arsenical vapour and it colours borax blue.
shining.

—

;

Inoijrateo Black Cobalt-Ochkb, Jameson.
Fe«ter Schwarx Erdkoljold, lyerne'-.
Colour distinct bluish-bl.-ick.
Extem-il Characters
Occurs m.'issive, disseminated, in crusts. smHli botryh.

—

smalt reniforni, frutic<»se, moss-like,

Induratedbi.ick co-

balt ochre*

stalactitic,

and with pyrumidal inipreii.-ions.
occurs in thin and curved iarnellar con.

it

Surface feebly glimmering.
Fracture fine
earthy, sometimes passing into conchoidal. Fragments
indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged.
Opjque.
Very soft, approaching
Streak shining and reainous.
crctions.

Soils feeblyScctile.
\'^ery ewly frani^'ble.
Specific gravity, 2.019 to i.Ha, Gellert
8.AK). BreiU

to sort.

huupt
Chemical Characlert.
Before the blowpipe it yields
an arsenical odour, and colours glass of borax smalt-

—

blue.

—

It is considered as black oxide of
with arsenic and oxide of iron.
Both sorts usually occur to<
Cieognoilic Situation.
gether, and in the same kind of repository ; but the

ConsliiiieHt Pnrls.
lit,

—

They are fo-mtl sometimes in
rarest.
is
tlie
primitive inoiuitains, but most frequently in secondary
mountain".

—

Grt^rtiphic Silualion.
It is found .nt Alderly Edge,
Cheslnrc, in red saii(I>tone; in sl.itc-clay in the penmsula of Howth near Dublin ; at Riegelsdorf in Hessia,
and in many other countries on the t 'oniinent.
It is used in the making of smalt, and affords
Uset.
a good blue colour, but not »> fine w* that obt lined
from gr. y culwlt. Of the two kinds of black cobalt,
the compact is that whicli affords the most esteemed

—

II.

BiiowN Cobalt-Ochre, Jamcjan.

Exlernal Characters.

Fracture
large.

Ceograpiiic Siiualions.— Occurs in

soft.

— Brauner Erd- Brown

fiiie

eo.

bslt ochre.

H'einer.

and brownish-black.
and sometimes very

edged.

and

balt ochre.

It is distinguished into Earthy Black Cobalt-ochre,
and indurated Black Cobalt ochre.
Earthy
a. Earthv Black Cobai.t-Ochre, Jo'iieson.
.Schwarzer Kobold Mulin, Werner. Cobalt oxide noire black co-

kol>old,

External ('hnrattrr»—Qo\onn muddy crimson red,
hyacinth- red, which pas.«es into chesiiut-

fiirm.

Black co-

blue colour.

Schlackige Kobalt-

an<I d.irk

brown.

— Schwarz

first

—

External CharactevM. Colour red. Seldom occurs
massive or disoeminated, generally in velvety cru.stx,
and also small reniform and botryoidnl
(ienprally
friable, and composed of >caly and dusty particles,
which are feebly glimmering or dull. The nin.osive
varieties have a nne earthy fracture.
Fragments iiideterminnte angtilar, and blunt- edged
Very easily
frangible.
Very sof\ or friable. Scctile. Streak shin*
ing.
Does not toil.

rtd

Black Cobalt Ochre, Jameson.

•I.

Erdkobold, IVerner.

cob

SccoND Subspecies.

Red Ccbalt,

sy.

The Black, Brown, antl Yellow Cobalt Ochres, and
other similar mineral, ou.:;ht ti be arranged together,
and form a particular onler by them-elves. In the
mean time, we place them beside the Red Cobalt, on
account of their being often associated in nature with
that mineral.

Sometimes

—

SL*ca%'

Oryctogno.

corrotled, specular,

—

—

mine

CoilALT OcHHB.

oiilal,

Buciholz. in J. d. Min. t. 25. p. 1 58,
Ge(^noUic Situation. Occur<t in veins, in primitive,
tran'iiion, and secondnry rocks, along with various
metalliferous compounds.
Orographic Situation. Occurs in veins in secondary rock« at Alva, in Stirlingshire; in limestone of
the coal fonn.iiion in Linlithgowshire; formerly in
small veins in sjmUtnne of the coal formation, along
with galena and blende, at Broughton, in Edinburgh;
in the Clitlon lend-mines near Tyiidrum ; and at Dulcoath in Cornwall.

F.\RTiiY Red C bait, or Cobalt-chust.
Kobold-beschlag, H'erner.

515

veins along with other cobaltic minerals, in the
of Sophia, at V\ittichen in Fnrstemberg.

—

Pritjcipal colour brown, grey,
Occurs massive, disseminated,

mitcli cracked.
Internally dull.
earthy, approaching to conchoidul in the

Fragments indeterminate angular, and blunt('jHique.
Stre.tk 8' iiiing and re«inous,
Verj}
Scctile.
Very easily frangible. Light,

:
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Chemical Characlers.'^'Betore the blowpipe it emits
an arsenical odour, and communicates a blue colour to
borax.
Constiluent Parts.

of

—

Brown Ochre of

It is

considered to be a compound
Arsenic, and Oxide of

Cobalt,

Iron.
Geognoslic Situation.—~lt appears to occur principally
in secondary mountains, and is generally accompanied
with red and black cobalt-ochre, ochry-brown ironstone, and lamellar heavy-spar.

Geographic Situation.

—

It is

Use.— It

is

at Kamsdorf and
Wurtemberg and

found

Saalfeld in Saxony; Alpirsbach in
in the valley of Gistain in Spain.

;

used for making smalt, but

not so

is

valuable as the black cobalt.
Distinguished from Umber, Bole, and
Observations.
other minerals of the same description, by its streak

—

and

Haiiy.

External Characters.— Colour yellow, which in some
grey and white. Occurs massive, disseminated, corroded, and incrusting. Frequently appears
rent in different directions. Internally it is dull. Fracture fine earthy in the small, conchoidal in the large.
Fragments indeterminate angular, and blunt-edged.
Streak shining. Is soft, passing into friable.
Is sectile.
Is very easily frangible.
Specific gravity 2.677, Kirtvan, afler having absorbvarieties is

ed water.

—

Chemical Characters.
It emits an arsenical odour before the blowpipe, and colours borax blue. Appears to
be the purest of the cobalt ochres. Generally contains

a portion of

—

Geognostic Situation.
Occurs in the same geognosthe preceding, and is almost always associated with earthy red cobalt, and sometimes with radiated red cobalt, nickel- ochi-e, iron-shot copper-green,
and azure copper.
Geographic Situation. Occurs at Saalfeld in Thurlngia ; Kupferberg in Silesia ; Wittichen in Furstenberg ; and Alpirsbach in Wurtemberg, in Swabia ; and
Allemont in France.
Affords a better smalt than the preceding, and,
Use
owing to the silver it contains in the countries where
it occurs, is also valued as an ore of silver.

—

—

Genus

ANTIMONY

IV.

MICA, or

WHITE

ANTIMONY.
Three
2.0.

axes.

Cleavage prismatic.

Sp. gravity

= 5.0 — 5.6.

This genus contains one species,
timony Mica, or White Antimony.

^onv

Constit. Parts.

— Oxide of Antimony

j.

= 1.5—

viz. Prismatic

An-

—

Pris-

Prismatic White Antimony, Jameson.

Prism unknown.

Weiss-spiesgla-

—

membranes also in distinct concretions, which
and small granular, and scopiform and stel;

are coarse

lular radiated.

Is often crystallized.

The

following

been observed :— 1. Rectangular four-sided
prism, bevelled on the extremities ; 2. Oblique fourfigures have

.

....

86

Oxides of Antimony and Iron

3

Silica

8—98

Fauquelin, Hauy, t. iv. p. S?*.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
veins in primitive rocks, and is usually accompanied
with the other ores of antimony. At Prizbram, in Bohemia, it occurs along with crystallized galena or leadglance; and at Allemont, with native antimony, and
grey and red antimonj'. It has also been found
Malaxa in Hungary.

m

• Antimony Ochre, Jameson.
Werner.

An'noony
— Spiesglanzocker,^'^"

—

External Characters. Its colour is yellow, grey, and
Scarcely occurs massive, and disseminated,
generally incrusting crystals of grey antimony.
Is
dull.
Fracture earthy, and sometimes inclines to radiated.
Is opaque.
Is soft, passing into very soft.

brown.

and

easily frangible.

—

Before the blowpipe, on charbecomes white, and evaporates without melting.
With borax, it intumesces, and is partly reduced to the

Chemical Characters

coal, it

metallic state.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs always in veins, and accompanied with grey antimony,

and sometimes with red antimony.

It is

found at Huel

Boys, in Endellion, in Cornwall,

Genus V.

BLUE IRON, or IRON

MICA,

Eisen Glimmer, Mohs.
Three axes. Cleavage prismatic. Streak white

=

=

—

BLI7E
iROJf.
?

2.8
3.0.
2.0.
Hardness
Sp. gravity
This genus contains two species, viz. Prismatic Blue
1. Prismatic Blue Iron.
S''™,*!'*^
"'"* '**"'
Prism unknown. Cleavage prismatoidal.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
Foliated Blue Iron, Fibrous Blue Iron, and Earthy
Blue Iron.
First Subspecies.
Foliated Blue Iron, Jarne«o».— Blaittriches Eisen- Q^^^ ^^^^

blau,

Hausmann.

—

Cleavage prismatic.
External Characters
Its colours are white and grey.
Seldom occurs massive, more frequently disseminated,
in

Allemont
.

^

Hardness

*"" ™*^scher Speissglass-glimmer, Mohs.
serz, Werner.

and

vapour,

Iron.

Spiessglass-glimmer, Mohs.

imonv.
timony.

—

Chemical Characters. Before the blowpipe it melts
very easily, and is volatilized in the form of a white

Is brittle,

silver.

tic situation as

PrUmatic

sectile.

softness.

Yellow Co3. Yellow Cobalt Ochre, Jameson.— Gelher Erdbalt Ochre, kobold, Werner, Cobalt arseniate terreux argentifere(.'')

A»TiMOKT Mica.

sided prism ; 3. Rectangular four-sided table ; 4. Six- Oryctognosided prism ; 5. Acicular and capillary crystals. The
'j>tables are small and very small, usually adhering by """^f"*^
their lateral planes, and sometimes, although seldom,
manipularly aggregated, and often intersecting each
other, in such a manner as to form cellular groups.
The crystals are sometimes smootli, sometimes feebly
longitudinally streaked, and splendent.
Internally it
is shining, and the lustre is intermediate between pearly
The fragments are indeterminate
and adamantine.
angular, or wedge-shaped.
Is translucent.
Is rather

Its colours are blue and green.
External Characters.
The secondary forms are the following
Broad rectangular four-sided prism, in which the
1
lateral edges are truncated, (the truncating planes are
set obliquely on the smaller lateral planes, and are the
original planes of the oblique four-sided prism,) flatly bevelled on the extremities; the bevelling planes
2. Eightset obliquely on the broader lateral planes.
The cryssided prism, acuminated with four planes.
.
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sometimes acicular, and deeply longitudinally
streaked. Are small, or middle-sized, and superimpo-

Orjretogno- tals are
*J-

^"""Y"^

Externally shining or splendent. Internally shininto splendent, and pearly inclining to
Fragments long tabular, or splintery.
adamantine.
I« tmnsliicent on the edges, or strongly translucent.
Coloar paler blue in the s&eak. Se^e, and easily
frangible.
Flexible in thin pieces.

pawing

Co»a/»<i«ii/

•

From the I<le of Fnnec
Par/*.—.Oxide of Iron
41i25
Phosphoric Acid,
19.25
.

Water

M

31.25

1.25
Ironshot Silica,
.
5.00—98
.\lumina
.
.
Fourcroy and Laugier, t'n Ann. du Mus. t. iii. p. 405.
Ceographic and Geognoilic Situalions.^lt occurs in
Whealkind Mine, in Sc Agnes's, in Cornwall ; along
with iron-pyrites, and magnetic-pyrites, in gneiss, in
the Silberberg, at Bodenmais, in Bavaria; and in the
department of Allier, in France.

Second Scbspecies.

—

blue Iron.

Faariges Eisenblau,
FiBBOOS Blue Iron, JamtMm
Hatumanm. Fastiget Eiaenbkn, Haut. Hand. b. iiL
f.

1076.

Extemai Characters.— lU colour is indigo-blue. Occun masaive, and sometimes intimately connected with
homblende, and in roundish blunt angular pieces ; alao
in delicate fibrous concretions, which are scopiform or
promiacuous.
Internally glimmering and silky.
Opaque.

Soft.

—

Geognoilic and Geographic Siluation*.
EKi-ope.— It
occurs in transition syenite at Stavcm in Norway.—

Kohlen Glimmer, Mohs.

One

GbaStreak black. FHiTE.

rhomboidal.
Cleavage
„

axis.

—

=

2.5. Sp. gravity
1 .0
Hardness
This genus contains one species,

= 2.7 — 3.0.

Rhomboidal

viz.

Graphite.
1.

Rhomboidal Graphite, Jameson.

— Graphit, Rhomboidal gra-

Werner.

phite.

Rhomboid unknown.

Cleavage axifrangible.
divided into two subspecies, viz. Scaly
Graphite, and Compact Graphite.

This species

is

First Subspecies.
Scsiy graScaly Graphite.—Schuppiger Graphit, Werner.
'""
Extemal Characters.— Colont dark steel-grey, which ^

approaches to light iron-black. Occurs massive, disseminated ; in coarse, small, and fine granular concretions;
and crystallized. Only secondary form hitherto met
Internally
with, IS the equiangular six-sided table.
shining, passing into splendent, and lustre metallic.
Fracture scaly foliated. Fragments indeterminate anStreak shining, even splengular, and blunt-edged.
Rather
Perfectly sectile.
dent, and lustre metallic.
Writes and soils. Streak black.
difficultly frangible.
Feels very greasy.

Second Subspecies.

Compact Graphite, Jameson.

—Dichter

Graphite, ComiMci
graphite.

'

Werner.

—

and auinetimes cohering. Occurs massive, disseminated,
and thinly coating. Its particles are dull and dusty.
Feels fine and meagre.
Is rather
It soils slightly.
light.

of iron.

Third Subspecies.
iron.

sy.

Extemai Characters. Colour is nearly the same with
Occurs massive
the preceding, only rather blacker.
and disseminated, also in columnar concretions. Internally it is glimmering, sometimes glistening, and the
Fracture small and fine grained unlustre is metallic.
even, which passes into even, and also ifito large and
flat conchoidal ; the large is sometimes slaty longitudinal. Fragments indeterminate angular and blunt edged,
and sometimes also tabular. In other dioracters it
agrees with the preceding subspecies.
When heated in a furnace it
Chemical Characters.
bums without flame or smoke, and during combustion
emits carbonic acid, and leaves a residuum of red oxide

ifawrica.— In West Greenland.

BanbjMuc

Oryctogno-

graphite*.

GeitosVI.

sed.

ing,
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—

Earthy Blue
Werner.

Iron, yomeioM. > Blau Eisenerde,
Erdiges Eisenblau, Mauimann.

—

External Characlert.
In its original repository it is
said to be white, but afterwards becomes indigo>blue,
of different degrees of intensity, which sometimes paaset
Is usually friable, sometimes loose,
into smalt-blue.

—

—

Chemical Character!. Communicates to glass of bo>
rax a brown colour, which at^^ length becomes dark
yellow.

Dissolves rapidly in acids.

Conilituenl

From Edmtiberg.
of Iron
47.50
Phosphoric Acid 32.00
Water
.
20.00
99.50

—

s.

122.

Occurs in nests and beds in
Geognoilic Situation.
day.beds, also disseminated in bog iron-ore, or incrusting turf and peat.
Geographic Sittiation.^Europe. On the surface of
peat-mosses in several of the Snetland Islands ; and in
rirer mud at Toxteth, near Liverpool
Iceland.— v^jur.
Borders of the Lake Baikal in Siberia.
America.
Along with bog iron-ore in alluvial soil in New Jer;

—

Carbon

.

Graphite of

Iron

.

Carbon

90.9

9.1—100.00

ParU.— Oxide

Klaprotli, Beit. b. iv.

sey.

Constituent Parts.
Beithollet.

—

Utes
Is sometimes nsed as a pigment.
Is principally employed in water-colours, because, when mixed
with oil, the colour is said to chuige into black.

Iron

2

.

Alumina

.

Silica

Journal des Mines, N. 12,

—

Fluffier.

23

.

37

38—100
p. 16.

Occurs usually in beds, somo>
Geognoilic Situation.
times disseminated, and in imbedded masses, in granite,
gneiss, mica- slate, clay-slate, foliated granular limestone,
coal and trap formations.
Geographic Situation. Occurs in imbedded masses,
and disseminated in gneiss in Glen Strath Farrar in
Inverness- shire ; in the coal formation near Cumnock,
in Ayrshire, where it is imbedded in greenstone, and
At BorrodaJe, in Cumberin columnar glance-coal.
land, it occurs in a bed or beds of very varying thickness, included in a bed of trap, which is subordinate
to clay-slate.
This trap varies in its nature, being
sometimes greenstone, or trap- tuff, in other instances

* GrtfUte, fimi >f«f«« / write, "ba aecooat of

—

its

writing quality.
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Oryctogno-

ain}'gclaloid,

agates.

which

is

«cca8ion(d}y slaty,

and contains

— The

boiled in oil, and
then cut into tables or pencils the coarser parts, and
the refuse of the sawings, are melted with sulphur, and
then cast into coarse pencils for carpenters ; they are
easily distinguished by their sulphureous smell.
It is
also used for brightening and preserving grates and
ovens from rust and, on account of its greasy quality,
Crucibles
for diminishing the friction in machines.
are made with it, wliich resist great degrees of heat,
and have more tenacity and expansibility than those
manufactured witli the usual clay mixtures.
Uses.

Black \fica from

CoiislUueni
finer

kinds are

first

:

Pa/ <*.— Silica,
Alumina,
Oxide of Iron,
Oxide of Manganese,

Mica.

Genus

VII.

One
white.

axis.

Hardness=1.0

—

1.5.

Streak green,
2.7—3.0.
Sp. gravity

=

This genus contains one species,
Mica.
nhomboidal mica.

alluvial classes.

curs,

Cleavage rhomboidal

viz,

Rhomboidal

1. Rhomboidal Mica, Jameson.- -Rhomboedrischer
Talk-glimmer, Mohs.
Rhomboid unknown.
Cleavage parallel with the

terminal planes of the regular six-sided prism.
This species is subdivided into ten subspecies, viz.
Green
]. Mica; 2. Pinite; 3. Lepidolite ; 4. Chlorite;
Earth ; 6. Talc ; 7- Nacrite ; 8. Potstone ; 9. Steatite ;
10. Figure-stone. * Clay-slate, Whet-slate, Black Chalk,
.'5.

Alum- slate.

—The rocks

which are large, coarse,
and small granular, and wedge-shaped prismatic. The
Equiangular

3. Equiangular six-sided table, truncated on four of the terminal edges.
4. Equiangular
six-sided table, bevelled on the terminal planes, and
the eilges of the bevelment truncated. 5. Rectangular
four-sided table.
6. Rectangular four-sided prism.
Crystals midtile-sized and small, seldom large.
Tables generally adhere by their terminal planes, seldom by their lateral planes, and form druses. Sometimes arranged in rows, rarely in the rose-form, and
seldom intersecting each other. Literal planes of the
tables, and the terminal planes of the prism, smooth
and resplendent ; terminal planes of the table longitudinally streaked, lateral planes of the prism transversely streaked.
Internally generally resplendent, seldom
shining, generally pearly, sometimes semimetallic, and
in the silver-white variety passing into metallic. Fracttire not discernible.
Fragments tabular and splintery.
Translucent or transparent in thin plates, but rarely in
crystals of considerable thickness or length.
Sectile.
Affords a grey-coloured dull streak.
Feels fine and
meagre, smooth. Elastic-flexible.
Chemical Characters.
Before the blowpipe, it melts
into a greyish-white enamel.

—

• Mica, from the Latin word mice,

not neces-

—

Uses
In Sil)eria, where window.glass is scarce, it
used for windows also for a similar purpose in Peru,
and, I believe, also in New Spain, as it appears that
the mineral named Teculi by IJlioa, and which is used
for that purpose, is a variety of mica.
It is also used
is

;

in lanterns, in place

of glass, as

it

resists

the alterna-

and cold better than that substance. In
Russia, it is employed in different kinds of inlaid work.
It is sometimes intermixed with the glaze in particular
kinds of earthen- ware ; the heat which melts the glaze
has no effect on the mica; hence it appears dispersed
throughout the glaze, like plates or scales of silver or
gold, and thus gives to the surface of the ware a very
tions of heat

Pinite, Jameson

in the

mak-

Micarelle,

Kir-

it

Pinit,

Werner.

tvan.

External C/j«rflc/er.?.-7-Colour blackish-green, altered
ou the surface by brown or red iron-ochre into brownish-red.
Sometimes iron-shot. Occurs massive, also
in distinct concretions,

:

«ix-sided table.

is

Second Subspecies.

also in distinct concretions,

2.

—98 00

which mica oc-

in

so universally distributed, that it
sary to enter into any detail of loc-ilities.
ai-e

Mica*, ./a/n«07J.— Glimmer, Werner.
External Characlers.^lts most common colours are
grey, brown, black, and white, and very rarely peachblossom red. It occurs massive, and disseminated;

following are the secondary forms
Equiangular six-sided prism.
I.

1.00

agreeable appearance.
Some artists use
ing of artificial aventurines.

FiHST Subspecies.

ftlica.

9.00

—

Geographic Silualion.

Talk-glimmer, Moh.t.

2.00

Klaprolh, B. v. s. 78.
Ge'ignostic Siliio/ion.
This mineral occurs as an essential constituent part of granite, gneiss, and micaslate, and is accidentally intermixed with other rocks,
both of the primitive, transition, secondary or ficetz,

and

MICA.

sy.

]().oo

.

Magnesia,
Loss by heating,

;

OryctoR"*

11.50
22.00

.

Potash,

Siberia.

42. .50

lar,

collected into large

which are thick and thin lameland coarse granular, and crys-

tallized in the following figures:
1. Equiangular six-sided prism.
2. The preceding
figure truncated or bevelled on all the lateral edges.
Owing to the number of planes, figures of this des-

cription have a cylindrical form.
The terminal angles
are sometimes truncateil.
Crystals seldom middle-sized, generally small. They
are imbedded, and frequently intersect each other.
Cleavage shining; fracture glistening and glimmering,
lustre resinous. Fracture small-grained uneven. FragOpaque; faintments blunt-angular, seldom tabular
ly translucent on the edges. Sectile. Easily frangible.
Not flexible. Feels somewhat greasy.
Chemical Cfmracter. II is infusible before the blow-

—

pipe.

29.50
Comlituenl Par/,?.— Silica,
.
C3.75
Alumina-,
6.75—100.00
Oxide of Iron
Klaprolh, Jour, des Minrs, N. 100. p. 311.
It is found
Gcngnoslic and Geographic Hilzuitioiis.
imbedded in the granite of St. Michael's Mount in

—

Cornwall;

in

porphyry in Ben Gloe and

rie.

to sLine, given to

it

on account of

its lustre.

Blair- Gow-

P.r.itt

; ;

MINERALOGY.
Third Subspecies.

—Lepidolith, Werner.
—Colour peach- blossom-red,

~

Lepidolitb, Jameion.

Ezlrmal

Clinractert.

in-

clining sometimes to rose-red, sometimes to lilac-blue
passes into pearl-grey, yellowish-grey, and greenish.
grey. Occurs mas«ve, and in small granular distinct
is gliitening, passing
Fracture coarse splintery.
Fragments indeterminate angular and blunt-edged.
Feebly translucent. Si>ft. Raiher sectile. Rather easily
2.58,
frangi'Me.
SpeciSc gravity, 2.816, Ktaprolh
Kartten.
Chtmicil Ckarnclers. Before the blowpipe it intumesces, and melts very easily into a milk-white nearly
translucent globule.
5* 00
S-lica,
.
Comltlucnl Parts.
20.00
Alumina,
.
18.00
Potash,
.
4.00
Fluate of Lime,
Manganese,
3.00

concretions.
into shining,

Internally

its

Third Kind.

—

Sl.\ty Chlorite or Chloritk-Slate, Jameson.
Chlorit-Schieter, Werner, Schiefriger Chlorit, Karstcn.

lustre

and pearly.

—

—

—

Iron,
1 00—100
Vanqaelin, Jour, de Min t. is. p. 23.5.
!t o<"cur« disGeognotiic and Gm^raphic Situalions
•eniinated, in foliated and granular limestone, at Dalmally, and in other quarters of the Flighlands.

—

FoUKTH
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OryciognoGeognosiic and Geographic Situations.— Occurs not
only disseminated through rocks of different kinds, as _^-^- ^_^
It ^^'
granite and mica-slate, but also in beds and veins.
is met with in Arran, Bute, &c.

—

Colour intermediate between
sometimes passes
and leek-green
Occurs masinto blackish-green and greenish- black.
Lustre glistening, somesive, and in whole beds.
times inclining to shining, and intermediate between
Fracture more or less perfect
pearly and resinous.
slaty, seldom straight, generally waved slaty, and someFragments tabular. Opaque.
times scaly foliated.
Sectile ; rather
Affor<!s a pale mountain green streak.
easily frangible.
Does not adhere to the tongue.
Exlernal Character.

dark

mountain

;

Feels slightly greasy.
GfvgHi,stic Situali m.

— Occurs

sul>or(iiiiate to clay-slate,

and

is

principally in beds,
occasionally associated

with potstone and talc-slate.
Grt^rnphic Siliintioii.
Occurs in beds, in the clayslate districts of the Grampians, and other parts of Scot.

—

land.

Fourth Kind.

SlJBSiPCr ic».

Foliated Chlobite, Jameson,
Chlobitk, JjmeMOH.—CMorh, Werner,

Foliated Chlorite.
First Kind.

Eabthv

ya>n«o»i.— Erdiger

Chlorit,

Kn.-ilen.

Exlernal Characlert—Co]oar green. Occurs masin crusts, and mos-like, inclosed

sive, disseminated,

in adularia and rock-crystal
Glimmering or glistening ; luttre pearl}. Consists of fine scaly particles,
which are more or Ico* cohering, and feel rather
greasy.
Docs not soil. Streak is of a roountain-greencolour.

Chtmical Characters.
into a bl-ickish slag.
Constituent Pari*

—

It

melts before the blowpipe

cliloritc.

—

Exemal

Characlers.
Colour dark blackish-green,
Ocrure varieties is dark olive-green.
curs massive, disstniiiinted, in granular concretions,
and crystallised in four-sided primis, and in six-sided
tables.
'I'iiere tables are aggregated together, in such a
manner as to form the two following (inures:
A. Cylinder terminated by two cones.
B. Two truncated cones, joined base to base.
Crystals jjemrally longitudinally streake<l, and are
Externally glistening, apsmall or niiddle-»ized.
proac'iing to shinii.g, and rei>irous ; internally shining,
and pearly. Fragments indeterminate angular ; tabular.
Op.<(|iie i traniiluicnt on the ednes ; sectile ; rnther difColour lightFeels rather greasy.
ficultly frar>{ible.

which

in

some

er in thv streak.

—

26 00

It occurs
Geof^Moslu: ami Geographic Situation-^
in the Island of Jura, one of the Hebrides, in quartz

Alumina,

1H50

rock.

MiiKuesiji,

8.00

or

I'otu'-I),

Oxide of

Iron,

Fifth Subspecies.

200

Green Eabth, Jameson

43.00

Loss,
2.30—99.00
Fowquelin, Journ. des Mine^, N. 89, p. 167
Ceofrnottic and (irographic Si'Maliurs.
It occurs in
reins along with comniuii chlorite at Forneth Cottage

—

in PertJishire.

S-coud Kind,
Chloritr.

Bliittriger Chlorit, Foliated

Silif-^,

—

M uriate of Soda,

CBBBinon

—

Werner.

This sub«[>ecies is divided into four kinds, v'li. Earthy Chlorite, Common Chlorite, Slaty Chlorite, and

Ciilohite,

Slaty
chlorite.

Common Chlorite, J, meson.

— Geraeiner

Chlorit,

Werner,

—

Extrrnal Characlers. Colour is intermediate between
hi ckith-green aiid h-tk green
Occur- massive
and dijsseminated. Lusire gliromtrint;, or glistening;
pearly, inclining to resmous.
Fracture fine eartJiy
fine scaly fuliatc<t.
Fragments blunt-e<lged. Opat^ue.
Becomes light mountain-green in the ^lreak, with a
feeble lustre.
SofL Sectile. Doe* not adhere to tb*
tongue. Feels somewhat greasy.

Griinerde, Werner.

Exlernal Characters.— Co]oar green. Occurs massive,
selclomer disseminated, more freqaentl) in globular and
amygdaloidal-shaped pieces.which are sometimes hollow, in crusts lining the vesicular cavities in amygdaloid,
or on the surface of agate balls. Internally dull. Frac
ture earthy, sometimes small grained uneven. Opaque.
Feebly glistening in the streak, but withoutany cliange
of colour.
Feels rather greasy.
Adheres slightly to
the tongue.
Chemical Cliaracttrs
Before the blowpipe it is
converted into a black vesicular slag.

dark

FroiD the VeroncM,

Constituent Parts

Silica,

.

Oxide of Iron,
Magnesia,

.

PoUsh,
Water,

.
.

Klaproth, Beit. B.

6

53.0
28.0
2.0
1

0.0
6.0--. 99.0

iv.

s.241.

Greea
earth.

;

:

r
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Geognoslic SUualion.

—

It occurs principally in the
amygdaloidal cavities of amygdaloid, and incrusting
the agates found in that rock. It also occasionally colours sandstone, and is disseminated in porphyry.
Geographic Situation
It is a frequent mineral in
the amygdaloid of Scotland ; it occurs also in that of

—

England and

—

is

Ireland.

Uses
It is used as a pigment in water-painting, and
the mountain-green of painters.

Sixth Subspecies.
Talc.

Talc, Jameson.

— Talk,

Werner.

This species is divided into two kinds,
Talc and Indurated talc.

viz.

Common

Common Talc,

Jameson.

— Gemeiner

Seventh Subspecies.
Nacrite, Jameson

—

—

greasy ; soils.
Chemical Characters,
blowpipe.

—

.

Constituent Parts,

Silica,

Magnesia,
Potash,

Oxide of Iron,
Water,
Loss,

61.75
30.50
2.75
2.50
0.25
2.25

'

Klaproth, Karst. Tab. s. 43.
Geognoslic Situation:
It occurs in beds in micaslate and clay-slate, and in a similar situation in granular limestone and dolomite; also in cotemporaneous
veins, in beds of indurated talc, serpentine, and porphyry ; and in the renifonn external shape in tinstone

—

veins.

Geographic Situation
Banffshire,
Uses.

named

—

—

It is

found in Aberdeenshire,

and Perthshire.

It enters into the composition of the cosmetic
rouge.

Second Kind.
Indursted
Talc.

Induhated Talc,

or
harteter Talk, Werner.

Talc Slate, Jameson.

—

^

Fragments tabular. Strongly translucent on the edges;
sometimes feebly translucent. Rather sectile. Rather
easily frangible.

Not

Geognoslic Situation

where

flexible.

—

It

Feels greasy.
occurs in primitive

moun-

forms beds in elay-slate and serpentine,
and is associated with amianthus, chlorite, rhomb-spar,
garnet, actynolite, quartz, kyanite and grenatite.
Geographic Situation
It occurs in Perthshire, Banffshire, and the Shetland islands.
Uses
It is employed for drawing lines by carpen-

tains,

it

—

—

ters,

tailors,

hat-makers, and glaziers.

The

lines are

melts easily before

the

Potash,

81.75
0.75
4.00
0.50

Water,

13.50.— 100.50.
John.

Geognoslic and Geographic
very rare mineral ; it occurs in
stone, galena, iron-pyrites and
district of Freyberg in Saxony ;

Situations

This

is

a

veins with sparry ironquartz, in the mining

Gieren in Silesia

;

and

Sylva in Piedmont.

Eight Subspecies.
PoTSToNE, or Lapis Ollaris, Jameson.
stein,

—Topf-

Potstone.

Werner.

External Characters.—'Colour greenish-grey, of different degrees of intensity ; darker varieties incline to
leek-green, and blackish-green.
Occurs massive, and
in granular concretions, which are indistinct.
Internally glistening, inclining to shining ; pearly, inclining to resinous. Fracture curved, and imperfect foliated, which passes into slaty.
Fragments indeterminate
angular, or slaty.
Translucent on the edges. Affords

Feels
a white-coloured streak.
Perfectly sectile.
greasy.
Rather difficultly frangible.
Chemical Character. It is infusible before the blow-

—

pipe.

Geognoslic Situation.— It occurs in thick beds, in primitive clay-slate.
Geographic Situation.— It occurs abundantly on
the shores of the lake Como in Lombardy, and at
Chiavenna in the Valteline; also in different parts
in Norway, Sweden, and Finland.
When newly extracted from the quarry it is
Uses.
very soft and tenacious, so that it is frequently fashioned into various kinds of culinary vessels, which harden
in drying, and are very refractory in the fire.

—

Ver-

External Characters. Colours grey and green. Occurs massive, and rarely in fibrous distinct concretions.
Lustre shining, passing to glistening; pearly. Fracture curved slaty, passing into imperfect foliated.

It

Magnesia,
Lime,

Talk, Werner.

splendent; shining; pearly; semi-metallic.
Fragments wedge-shaped, seldom splintery. Translucent
in thin folia transparent.
Flexible ; not elastic.
Sectile.
Feels very greasy.
Chemical Characters
It becomes white before the
blow-pipe, and at length, with difficulty affords a small
globule of enamel.

—

— Alumina

Common

colours white and
blue.
Occurs massive, disseminated, in plates, reniform, and botryoidal ; in distinct concretions, which
are large, coarse and small granular ; also narrow or
broad and stellular or promiscuous radiated, which are
again collected into other concretions, having a wedgeshaped prismatic form. Sometimes crystallized in small
six-sided tables, which are in druses.
Generally

Nacrite.

External Characters. Colours greenish- white, and
greenish-grey. Consists of scaly parts, which are Mfore
or less compacted ; the most compact varieties have a
thick or Curved slaty fracture.
Strongly glimmering ;
pearly ; inclining to resinous.
Friable.
Feels very

Talc.

External Characters

Erdiger

Nacrite, Brongniart.

Talk, Werner.

Constituent Parts,

First Kind.

Common

not so easily effaced as those made by chalk, and be- Oryctogno.
sides remain unaltered under water.
'I-

Ninth Subspecies.
Steatite,

or

Soapstone,

Werner.
External Characters.

Jameson

— Colours white,

—

Speckstein,

reddish-white,

Sometimes marked with spotted and
Occurs massive,
dendritic greyish-black delineations.
disseminated, in crusts, reniform ; and also in the following figures
1. Equiangular six-sided prism, acutely acuminated
on both extremities with six planes. 2. Acute double
six-sided pyramid. 3. Rhomboid.
The six-sided prism, and six-sided pyramid, are from
rock-crystal, and the rhomboid from calcareous spar.
Both appear to be supposititious, and are small or middle
Lateral
sized, generally imbedded in massive steatite.
planes transversely streaked, and the acuminating planes

and yellow.

Steatite.

;

]VI I
Orxctogno- itnooth
«j-

^""V"™^

and shining.

Internally dull, and,

N E R A L O G Y.

when glim-
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—

Geographic Situation.
It occurs in China and at OryttojnoNagyag in Transylvania, but the geognostic situations
'X-

mering, owing to its being intermixed with foreign
'"""V"^
Fracture coarse splinterj", passing into coarse are unknown.
parts.
L *fJ.— This mineral, owing to its softness, can easily
and fine grained uneven. Internally dull, seldom feeFragments indeterminate angular, be fashioned into various shapes with the knife hence,
bly glimmering.
and blunt-etlged. I'ranslucent on the edges. Becomes in China, where it frequently occurs, it is cut into
shining in the streak. Writes but feebly. Very sectile. human figures, also into pagodas, cups, suufi-boxes,
Bather difficultly frangible. Does not adhere to the &C.
tounie. Feels very greasy.
•Clay-Slate}, Jameson. Thonschiefer, Werner.
Before the blowpipe, it loses
Chemical Characters.
External Characters.
Colours yellowish, ash, smoke CIay.sl«ie,
its colour, but is infusible without addition.
bluish, pearl, and greenish-grey ; from greenish-grey
Sceatite of Monce llamuzo.
it passes into a colour intermediate between leek-green
44..00
Cmutituenl Partt.-—Silica
and blackish-green ; from dark smoke-grey into grey44.00
Magnesia,
ish-black and bluish-black ; and from pearl-grey into
2.00
Alumina,
brownish-red § and cherry red. Sometimes spotted,
7.30
Iron,
striped, or flamed.
Occurs massive. Lustre pearly,
1.50
Manganese,
glistening, or glimmering.
Fracture more or less per5.00
Chrome,
fect slaty ; some varieties approach to foliated, others
Trace of lime and
-100.80 to compact. The slaty is either straight, or undulating
muriatic acid.
Fauquelin. curved, and the latter has a twofold obliquely intersecting cleavage. Fragments generally tabular, seldom long
It occurs frequently in small
Geognotiic Situation.
cotemporaneotis veins, that traverse serpentine in all di- splintery or trapezuidal. Is opaque. A flbrds a greyishwhite dull streak. Sectile, and easily split.
Feels rarections; and in angular and other shaped pieces in
secondary or floetz-trap rocks. It also occurs in metal- ther greasy. Specific gravity, 2.661, A'irwan. 2.706,
:

—

—

—

—

>

liferous veins that traverse primitive rocks.
It occurs in the serpentine of
Geographic SUuation.

—

Portsoy and Shetland ; in the limestone of Icolmkill
and in the trap-rocks of Fifeshire, the Lothians, ArIn
ran, Skye, Canna, and other parts in Scotland.
England, in the serpentine of Cornwall, and at Amlwch
in Anglesey.
The steatite of Cornwall is used at Woroeater,
Ute*.
in the manufacture of porcelain. Like fullers earth and
indurated talc, it readuy absorb* oily and greasy matter, and hence it is use<l for extracting spoU of grease
from silk and woollen stuffs. It is also employed in
When
polishing gypsum, serpentine, and marble.
pounded and slightly burnt, it forms the basis of certain
cosmetics.
It writes readily on glass, in which charac-

Karsten.

Chemical Characters.
the blowpipe.
Constituent Paris.

from common chalk, which leave* no
trace ; hence it is used by glnziers, in marking plates
of glaa* before they are cut with diamond.
it

differ*

Tenth
f'tgart•tonr.

SuaspEciEfi.

FiocRESTONE, or AoALMAToLiTE

Jameion.— BHil-

f,

It is fusible into

Silica,

.

a slag before
48.6

.

Alumina,
Magnesia,

.

SS.5

.

1.6

.

Peroxide of Iron,

—

ter

—

1

Oxide of Manganese,
PoUsh,
.
.

Carbon,
.
.
Sulphur,
Water, and Volatile
.

Matter,

LoM,
Geognoslic Situation

—

O.I

.

.
.

1.3

0.5
4.7
0.3

7.6

.

1.8—100

.

Daubiiisson.
It occurs in primitive

and tran-

mountains.
Geographic Situation.— It is a very generally distributed rock throughout the mountainous regions in the
different quarters of the globe. It abounds in many of
the Highland districts in Great Britain and Ireland,
and in several of the smaller islands that lie near their
sition

tein, Werner. Agalmatolith, Klaprolh.
Colours grey, green, white,
External Characters.
Occurs massive. Internally dull or coasts.
red, and brown.
Uses.
It is principally used for roofing houses.
feebly glimmering. Fracture large and flat conchoidal
in the large, splintery in the small, and sometimes im• Whit-Slate, Jameson.
WeUschiefer, Werner.
perfect slaty.
Fragments indeterminate angular, raVI hetther sharp-edged, or imperfect tabular. Translucent,
External Characters.
Most common colour green- sUie.
sometimes only on the edges. Becomes feebly resinous ish-grey ; it is found also mountain, asparagus, olive
in the streak. Intermediate between sectile and brittle. and oil green.
Occurs massive.
Internally feebly
Feels rather greasy.
glimmering. Fracture in the large is straight slaty ; in
Chemical Charactert.—\t is infusible before the blow- the small, splintery. Fragments tabular. Translucent
Cbincie Figuitstaac.
pipe.
on the edges. Streak greyish- white. Soft in a low deContt. Por/*.— Silica,
35.00
gree.
FeeU rather greasy. Specific gravity 2.722,
Alumina,
29.00
Karisen.
Lime,
2.00
Geognoslic Situation.— It occurs in bed* in primitive
Potash,
7.00
and transition clay-slate.
Iron,
1.00
Gei»raphic Situation.— Way fine varieties are brought

—

—

—

—

Water,
•f

AgtimtMUt, from

Aa coODKlMi where

it ii

the

Onck

S.QO—OQ.OO—Vauqutlin.

from Turkey.

words mymXiutmA Xidt, which vffa&t* figure-stone, htaant

it is

cot info figures of dUTerent kinds ia

principally found.

t Cby-dste, whet-«Ute, black chalk, lad
tfidr affinity with it.

i Hotuu nwfed with the red

VOL. XIV. PABT

II.

Tirictjr

m-ria

alii

of cb7.dat«^

lu,

an

HV*"

placed immcdiatelj after the (nbspccia of Rhomboidal Mica, on
as if earetad with oofiper.

3 B

aaount of

;
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I/mj.— When cut and

polished,

it is

used for sharp-

For these purposes, it
ing iron and steel instruments.
is necessary that it contain no intermixed hard mineThe light-green coloured varierals, such as quartz.
ties, from the Levant, are the most highly prized
those from Bohemia are also much esteemed in commerce. The Levant whet-slate is brought in masses
to Marseilles, and is there cut into pieces of various
sizes.
It is ground by means of sand or sandstone, and
polished with pumice and tripoli. These whet-stones,
or hones, as they are called, ought to be kept in damp
and cool places ; for when much exposed to the sun,
they become too hard and dry for many purposes.
The powder of whet-slate is used for cutting and polishing metals, and is by artists considered as a variety
of emery.
:

Drawingslate.

Drawino-Slate, or Black Chalk, Jameson.
Zeichenschiefer, Werner.

Colour intermediate between
Ejclernal Characters.
bluish and greyish black, rather more inclining to the
Massive.
Lustre of the principal fracture
Cross fracture dull. Principal fracture
slaty, generally straight, sometimes curved ; cross fracFragments partly tabular, partly long
ture fine earthy.
latter.

glimmering.

Opaque.

and writes. Retains its colour in the streak, and becomes glistening.
Very soft. Sectile. Easily frangible. Adheres slightly
splintery.

to the tongue.
vity, 2.110,

Soils slightly,

Feels fine, but meagre.

Chemical Character.

—

Infusible.

Geogtioslic Situalion.rr—Occurs in

and

Specific gra-

Kirwan.—^.\\\, Karslen.

transition clay-slate

formations.

beds in primitive

also in secondary or floetz

;

—

Found at Marvilla in Spain,
Geographic Situation
France, and in Italy ; also in Germany,
Brittany
as in the mountains of fiareuth ; and in the coal formation in Scotland.
C/ic«.— Used for drawing, and also as a black colour

m

in painting.
*
sUtc.

Alum

kinds, viz.

Slate.

—^Alum

common alum

divided into two
and glossy alum slate.

slate is

slate,

First Kind.

Commnn
alum-slatc.

CoMMON Alum Slate,

Jameson.

— Gemeiner Alaun-

JVerner.

schiefer,

—

E.xternul Characters.
Colour intermediate between
iron black.
Massive, and sometimes in

bluish and

roundish
nearly

balls,

which are imbedded

Lustre more or

rieties.

perfect

Opaque.

straight

Does not

less

in the massive vaglimmering. Fracture

Fragments

slaty.

tabular.

Retains its colour in the
streak, but becomes glistening.
Intermediate between
soft and semihard.
Easily frangible, and rather brittle.
Specific gravity 2.384', Kirrvan.
soil.

Second Kind.
Glossy

Glossy"AlumSlate, Jameson.

alum-slate. SChiefer,

— Gliinzender Alaun-

Werner.

—

Ejclernal Characters.
Colour intermediate between
bluish and iron black, and it sometimes exhibits on the
surface of fissures the pavonine, columbine, or temperOccurs massive. Lustre semi-metallic
steel tarnish.
and splendent, shining, or glistening, on the principal
fracture, and glimmering or dull on the cross fracture.
Principal fracture is generally undulating curved and

short slaty ; seldom inclines to straight slaty.
Cross Oryciognafracture earthy. Fragments tabular, and these run into
^ywedge-shaped' fragments. Specific gravity 2.588, 2.339, ^''^'V^-'

Kinvan.
In all the other characters
ing subspecies.

Geog nestle

Situalion.

it

agrees with the preced-

—Both subspecies agree

geog-

in

they occur in primitive, and also in
nostic situation
transition clay slate, and more rarely in veins traversSome varieties of alum slate have
ing these rocks.
been observed associated with secondary rocks.
Geographic Siluaiion
It occurs along with grey:

—

wacke and grey wacke
Dumfriesshire

;

slate in the vicinity of Mofiat, in

in the transition districts of Lanarkneighbourhood of Lead Hills

shire, particularly in the

and near the Ferry-town of Cree in Galloway.
Uses.
This mineral, when roasted and lixiviated,

—

affords alum.

The following minerals are placed immediately after
the genus Mica, on account of the general affinity to
Their present situation is not to be considered as
it.
fixed, but only temporary.
* I. Native Magneisa; 2. Magnesite; 3. Meerschaum.
** 4. Nephrite ; 5. Serpentine ; 6. Fuller's Earth.
1. Native Magnesia.— Jaiweion and Bruce.
Native
External Characters. Colour snow white, passing magncsii
Occurs massive, and in granular
into greenish white.
Lustre pearly.
and prismatic concretions.
Semitransparent in the mass, transparent in single folia.
Soft, and somewhat elastic.
Adheres slightly to the
Specific gravity 2.13.
tongue.
Chemical Characters.— Before the blowpipe it becomes
opaque and friable, and loses weight. Soluble in sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids.

—

Constilttenl Parts.

— Magnesia

.

70

.

Water of crystallization, 30

— 100

Bruce, American Min. Jour. vol. i. p. SO.
Occurs in small
Geonostic and Geographic Situations.
veins in serpentine, at Hoboken in New Jersey.
Reine oder Naturliche Magnesite.
2. Magnesite, Jameson.
Talkerde, Werner.
External Characters. Colours grey and white. Marked with yellowish and ash-grey spots, and also with
Ocbluish-grey dots, and dendritic delineations.
curs massive, tuberose, reniform, and in a shape intermediate between vesicular and perforated ; walls of veHas a rough surface. Insicles rough and uneven.
ternally dull. Fracture large and flat corchoidal, which
passes into fine earthy. Fragments rather sharp-edged.
Nearly opaque. Scratched by fluor-spar, but it scratches
calcareous-spar. Adheres pretty strongly to the tongue.
Feels rather meagre. Dull in the streak. Rather easiSpecific gravity, 2.881, Haberle.
ly frangible.
Infusible ; but before^ the
Chemical Characters
blowpipe it becomes so hard as to scratch glass.
45.42
Magnesia,
Constituent Parts.
47.00
Carbonic acid,
4.50
Silica,
0.50
Alumina,
Ferruginous Man0.50
ganese
0.08
Lime,
Z.OQ—Bucholz
Water,
Found at
Geognostic and Geographical Situations.
Hrubschitz in Moravia, in serpentine rocks, along with

—

—

—

—

—

meerschaum, common and
and rhomb spar.

eartliy talc,

mountain cork,

—

M
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N E K A L O G Y.
found on the banks of the River of
Meibschaom Jameson. —Meerschaum, Werner. — America.—
Mexico.
and near Tlascala
— Colours yellowish and greyish- Amazons,
External
has always
Nephrite, When cut and
—
massive.
Occurs
snow-white.
seldom
white,
I

It is

»,

3.

in

Characters.

Inter-

Fracture fine earthy, passing on the one
nally dull.
side' into flat conchoidal, on the other into even. Fragments indetenninate angular, and not particularly sharpedged. Opa^jue, rsrely translucent on the edges. Beoome* slightly shining in the streak. Does not soil.
Very loft. Sectile. Rather difficultly frangible. A<1.
Feels rather greasy.
here* 8tron|;ly to the tongue.
Specific gravity, 1.209, Karsten.— l.GWi, Klaprolh.—
0.988, 1.279, Brett haupt.
Before the blowpipe it meltB
Chemical Characters.
on the edges into a white enamel.
41.50
.
ComlUuenl Paris. Silica,
18.25
Magnesia,
.
0.50
Lime,
Water and carbonic

—

—

acid,

3900—98.25

.

Klaprolh, Beit. b. ii. *. 172.
Geognatlk and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
reins in the serpentine of Cornwall ; in (serpentine, at
Hnibachitz in Moravia ; at Vallecas, near Madrid in
It is dug at Sebastopol and
Spain, also in serpentine.
Kaffi, in the Crimea ; and near Thebes in Greece.
Asia.
It occurs in be<ls immediately under the soil,
at Kittisch and Bursa in Natolia ; and in the mountains

of Esekischehir, also

men

where from 600 to 700
digging meerschaum.
dug from the earth, it is soft and

in Natolia,

are employed in
When first
Uses.
greasy.
It lathers with water like soap ; hence it is
used by some nations, as by the Tartars, for washing.
In Turkey, it is made into tobacco-pipes.
Kepbritf.

OMBmon

—

NcpHBiTE, yomeioii.— Xephrit, fVemer.
Of this mineral there are two kinds, vis. Common
Kepbrite and Axestone.
Gemeincr Nephrit,
a. Common Nephrite, Jameson
4.

—

Werner. Fetter Nephrit, Saussure.
Erternol Characters.—Co\o\ix leek-green, of various
degrees of intensity, sometimes passes into mountaingreen, greenish-grey, and greenish-white. Occurs massive, in blunt-edged pieces, and rolled pieces.
Internally dull ur glimmering, owinj; to intermixed talc
and asbeytus. Fracture coarse-splintery, and the splinFragments indeterminate anters are greenish-white.
uular, and rather sharp-edged.
Strongly translucent
Neirly as hard as rock-crystal.
Difficultly frangible.
Feels rather (jreasy.
Rather brittle. Specific gravity,
2.962, Oriental, according to Karsten.
Chemical Charnrlers.—-Before the blowpipe, it melts
into a white enamel.
Silica,
Constituent Parts.
50.50
Magnesia,
.^l.OO
Alumina,
10.00
Iron,
5.50
.
Chrome,
0.05
Water,
2.75
Karsten.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— Euwpe^—
In Switzerland, nephrite occurs in granite and gneisa ;
in the Hartz, in veins that traverse primitive greenstone ; and in rolled masses near Leipsic in Saxony.
•^Aiia. The most l)eautiful varieties ol»this mineral
are brought from Persia and Egypt, from the mines of
SeroinowskJ, near Koly van in Siberia ; and from China.

—

—

Mterthamn,

fai

Gannan,
i

tif^ifi* ua-froih,
while olhen derive

ud U
it

polished,
is prized as an ornainto handles for sabres

Uses.

Oryctognx.
»)'•

''-•'.'

*

an oily and muddy aspect, yet it
mental stone. The Turks cut it
and daggers. Artists sometimes engrave figures ofdifferent kinds on it and it is said to be highly esteemed
as a t<ilisman by the savage tribes of the countries where
it is found.
It was formerly believed to be useful in
hence
alleviating or preventing nephritic complaints
it has been called Nephritic Stone.
;

:

b.

tein,

Axestone, Jameson.

—Beilstein, Werner. Panamus-

Axestone,

Blumrnbach.

—

External Characters. Colour intermediate between
grass-green and leek-green, passes into mountain green,
Occurs massive. Interoil green, and greenish-grey.
nally its lustre is strongly glimmering, inclining to
Fracture slaty in the great, and more or
glistening.
Fragments tabuless distinctly splintery in the sm.-ill.
lar.
Translucent, or only strongly translucent on the
edges.
Semihard, approacliinj; to hard. Softer than
common nephrite. Rather dithcultly frangible. Specific

gravity, 3.008.

Geographic .Situation.— \t occurs in New Zealand,
and several of the i.'<lands in the South Sea. Also in
Saxony ; and at Gothaab in Greenland in primitive
rocks.
Uses.

—

It

is

used by the natives of New Zealand,
in the South Sea, for hatchets and

and other islanders
ear-drops.
5.

Serpentine, Jbmejon.— Serpentin, Werner.

There are two kinds of this mineral, viz.
Serpentine, and Precious Serpentine.
a.

Serpentine.

Common

Common serpentine, yamejon.— Gemeiner

Ser-

pentin, Werner.

Common
scrpcnilBC*

External Characters.

—

colours are green, black>
yellow, red. The colours are either uniform, or veined,
spotted, dotted, and clouded ; and frequently several
of these delineations occur together.
Occurs massive.
Internally it is dull, orglimmerinp, owing to intermixed foreign parts. Fracture small and fine splintery,
sometimes small and fine grained uneven, which sometimes p.isses into even
and it is occasionally large, and
flat conchoidal. Fragments rather sharp- edged. Translucent on the edges, or opaque.
Soft; It does not yield
to the nail, but is scratched by calcareous-spar.
Rather sectile.
Rather difficultly frangible. Feels somewliat greasy. Specific gravity, 2.56'0, 2.604, Breilhntipt.
Phi/stcal Characters.— Some varieties of serpentine
not only move the magnetic needle, but even possess
Its

;

magnetic poles.
Chemical Characters.— Jt is infusible before the blowpipe, but on exposure to a higher temperature, it melts
with difficulty into an enamel.
Constituent Parts. Silica
32.00
Magnesia
.
37.24
Alumina
0.50
Lime,
10.60
Iron
0.66
Volatile matter, and Carbonic
•

.

.

.

.

.

acid

by (onie philologisu alleged to bare been sppUeil
from the Nstolian word myrten.

.

14.16
Hisinger, Afhandlingar,
i. Fysik, iii. p. 303.
to this mineral

on account of

its
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Oryclogno-

—

Oryctogno6. Fullers earth, JamMOw.— Walkerde, Werner.
Serpentine occurs in primi*/'
rocks.
and
green.
secondary
Characters.
white,
grey,
Colours
External
,
tive, transition, and
^
,_,
Geographic Situation.— In Scotland, it occurs in the Some varieties exhibit clouded and striped coloured de- FuHcr's
Isle of Glass
lineations. Occursmassive. Dull. Fracture coarseandfine Eartli.
islands of Unst and Fctlar, in Shetland ;
Banfl'shire ; near Drimgrained uneven; some varieties are large conchoidal; and
in the Hebrides ; at Portsoy in
Fragments blunt-edged, and
nadrochit, and the town of Inverness, in Inverness- others incline to slaty.
and occasionally incline to slaty. Opaque ; but when it
shire ; at the Bridge of Cortachie in Forfarshire ;
It aBeinclines to steatite it is translucent on the edges.
between Ballantrae and Girvan, in Ayrshire.
bounds in some districts in Cornwall in England ; and comes shining and resinous in the streak. Very soft,
Scarcely adheres
on the west coast of Ireland, sometimes nearly friable.
Sectile.
it occurs at Cloghan Lee,
Specific gravity, 1.72,
Feels greasy.
Donnegal.
to the tongue.
of
county
in the
As it is soft and sectile, and takes a good Karsten. ^1.198, Hoffmann. 2.198, Breithaupt.
Uses.
ornaments
Chemical Characters.
It falls into powder in water,
polish, it is cut and turned into vessels and
without the crackhng noise which accompanies the diskind.
of various
integration of bole.
It melts into a brown spongy scoEdler Serpentin,
6. Precious serpentine, Jameson.
ria before the blow-pipe.
Werner,
Fullers earth of Ryegate.
53.00
Silica
Constituent Parts.
This mineral is divided into two sub-kinds, viz.
10.00
Alumina
Splintery Precious Serpentine, and Conchoidal Precious
1.25
Magnesia
Serpentine.
0.50
Lime
Edler
«. Splintery Precious serpentine, JamMWj.
0.10
Muriate of Soda
Splittriger Serpentin, Werner.
Trace of Potash.

Geogiioflic Situation.

—

—

—

Precious
Serpentine.

Splintery
Precious
Serpentine.

—

—

External Characters.— Colour dark leek-green. OcInternally it is feebly glimmering.
curs massive.
Fracture coarse and long splintery, and sometimes inFragments rather sharpclines to slaty in the large.
edged. Feebly translucent. Soft, passing into semiIn other
Specific gravity, 2.704, Breithaupt.
hard.
characters it agrees with Common Serpentine.
It occurs in
Gecgnoslic and Geographic Situations.
the Isfand of Corsica, and in Bareuth.
In Corsica it is cut into snufF-boxes, and other
Use.

—

similar articles.
Conciioidal

Precious
Serpentine.

3.

Conchoidal precious serpentine, Jameson.

—

Edler muschlicher Serpentin, Werner.
someExternal Characters.— CoXom leek-green, which
into Pistachiotimes passes into blackish-green ; seldom
Occurs massive,
green, siskin-green, and oil green.
glistening, passing into
Lustre
disseminated.
and
conchoidal.
glimmering, and is resinous. Fracture flat
Fragments sharp-edged. Translucent, but only transIntermediate
lucent on the edges in the dark varieties.

between

soft

and semi-hard.

2643, Breithaupt.

Specific gravity 2.561,

In other characters

foregoing.
Constituent Parts. Silica

agrees with the
•

.

Magnesia

Lime

it

.

.

.

42.50
38.63
0.25

1-00
Alumina
.
1.50
Oxide of iron
.
0.62
Oxide of Manganese
0.25
.
Oxide of Chrone
15.20
Water
,
John, Chem. Untersuchungen,
.

.

b.

ii. s.

218.

occurs intermixed
generally
GeognoHic Situation -It „
.
,
r
beds subordinate
in
limestone
granular
foliated
with
someIt
rocks.
primitive
and
other
to gneiss, mica-slate,
sertimes occurs in cotemporaneous masses in common
mica.
of
scales
contains
occasionally
it
then
and
pentine,
n^naranhic Situation. It occurs at Portsoy in BanffGeoaraphic
shire,^and in the Shetland islands; in the island of

—

Holyhead.

a finer polish than common serpentine, and was much used by the ancients for pillars
At present it
aivl other similar ornamental purposes.
u also in great esteem as an ornamental stone.
Uses.

It receives

• The

O.tide of Iron

9.75

24.00—98.60

Water

Klaproth, Beit. b.

—

iv. s.

S3S.

In England
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
it occurs in beds sometimes below, sometimes above the
chalk formation ; at Rosswein, in Upper Saxony, under
strata of greenstone-slate ; and in different places in
Austria, Bavaria, and Moravia, it is found immediately

under the

—

soil.

This mineral was employed by the ancients
Uses.
for cleaning woollen, and also linen cloth, and they

named it Terra Fidlonum, and Creia FuUonum hence
the name Fuller's Earth. The Morochtus of Dioscorides,
;

which he

on account of its remarkable sapoconjectured to have been a varie-

celebrates

naceous properties,
ty of fuller's earth.

is

PEARL MICA.

Genus. VIH.

PlAKL

Cleavage rhomboidal. Streak white. Hard- mci.
ness=3.5. Sp. gravity=3.0. 3.1.

One axis.

—

Rhomboidal.
Cleavage
Rhomboid unknown.
I

.

parallel

with the

terminal planes of the regular six-sided prism.

GaDER
No

VI.

SPAR.

adamanine lustre. Streak
Hardness ranges from 3.5 to 7-0; if above 6,

metallic lustre.

No

Order VI.
5'"'*"

white.
Specific gravity
there are single distinct cleavages.
ranges from ii.O to 3.7 ; if 2.4 and less, it is not amor-

phous *.

Genus IX.— SCHILLER-SPAR.
Schiller Spath,

Mohs.

SCHILIEK
SPAtt.

Three axes. Cleavage prismatic. Pearly lustre on
lustre, the specific
,
common pearly
If vv..u...
»
ticavaiico.
j
single cleavages.
sineie

n

—

°ij„_3.2 and less, the hardness=5.5 and less, and
Hardness ranges from 4 to 6. Sp. gra^^j^j^/green.
colour green,
vityfrom 3.0 to 3.4.
This genus contains four species, viz.

1. Prismatic, or
SchiUer-spar, 3.
Common
or
Slaty
2.
Diallage,
Green
Anthophylite.
Labrador, or Hyperstene, 4. Straight, or

Prismatic Schilleu-Spar, or Green Diallage,
Prismatische Schiller Spath,Mohs.. -Diallage
Jameson
Werner.
Verte, Haiij/. —Korniger Strahlstein,
Prism unknown. Cleavage prismatoidal. Common

tbi. oidci are incomplete.
cleavage not giren, therefore the characters of

Trismatie
schiller-

spar.

MINERALOGY.
OryrtogBo. pearly lustre.

Hsrdness=:4.5,

—

Sp. grayity=

5.5.

3.0,-3.2.
^*~i^""^
Colour green. Occurs massive
External Characters.
and disaeminated. Internally shining, glistening, and
Fragments indeterminate angular, and rather
pearly.
Translucent on the edges, sometimes
harp>edged.
•7-

—

paumg

into translucent.

Magnesia

Lime

It

occurs im- Oryctegn*.
'

3.

HyPERBTENE.

LABttADOR SCHILLER*SPAR, Or

Jameson

— Labradorische

— Hy- H;per-

Mohs.

Schiller- Spath,

stene.

pestene, Haiiy.

Prism nearly
3.3,

—

1

Cleavage prismatoidal.

00.

Hardness

pearly lustre.

lic like

6.0
18.0
5.3

.

—

be<lded in serpentine, in Fetlar, and Unst in Shetland,^ '_r^' _'
"
*
and at Portsoy in Banffshire ; in the greenstone rocks of
the island of Skye ; also in the greenstone rocks of
Fifeshire; in the porphyritic rock of the Calton Hill,
and the trap-rocks of Craig Lockhart, near Edinburgh

Brittle.

Chemical Characters
It melu before the blowpipe
into a grey or greenish enamel.
50.0
CoHstUuenl ParU.
Silica
.
II.O
Alumina

525

Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.

= 6.0.

Metal-

Sp. gravity =r

3.4.

External Cluxracters
Its colour is intermediate beOxide of iron
tween greyish and greenish black, nearly copper-red
1.5
Oxide of Copper
94.3 on the cleavage, and brownish-black, or blackish-brown
Oxide of Chrome 75
Occurs massive, disseminated,
Vauquelln, An. d. Chimis, No. 88. on the fracture surface.
also in thin curved lamellar concretions, which are colIt occurs
Geognoslic and Geographic Situalioni.
On the cleavage, the
in the uland of Corsica, along with Sauasurite ; and lected into coarse granular.
with the aame mineral in Munt Rosa in Switserland, lustre shining and glistening, and metallic-pearly, on
the fracture glimmering and pearly.
Fragments indeand at La Rivera, in the Valley of Susa in Piedmont.
Opaque, feebly
I/ifj— The compound of green diallage and Saussu- terminate, angular, or rhoniboidal.
translucent on »lie edfes.
Greenish-grey in the streak.
rite, named Gabbro by tlie Italians, Euphotide by the
French, and by artists Verde di Corsica duro, when cut Brittle, rather easily trangible.
Chemical Cliaracter.— It i« infusible before the blow.
and polished has a beautiful appearance, and is much
prized as an ornamental stone. It is cut into snuff- pipe.
Constituent Por/i.— Silica,
boxe*, ring-stones, for in>laid work and other similar
.
54.25

_

—

Magnesia,

purposes.
SehOler

*t"

2.

Slaty Schiu.cr-Spar, Jameson

.

Spath, Mohs.

Water,

7'his specie* contains

two tubapedes,

.Blattriger Anthophyllit, Wer^
Diallage metalloide fibro-laminaire, Ilaiii/.
Colours brown and grey. OcExternal Characters
curs massive, and in coarse and small granular distinct
concretions.
Internally shining, and the lustre is
metallic-pearly.
Fragments indeterminate angular and
blunt-edged.
Translucent on the edges, sometimes

BtoNzrTK, Jameson,

ner.

ASbrds a white

streak.

Difficultly frangible.

Chemical Characters.
blowpipe.

ParU.

It

is

infusible

.

before

the

Iron

60.00
27.50
10.50

0.50—98.50

Water

Klaprolh, Beit. b. v. s. 34.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
greenstone in the island of Skye ; in large masses in a
bed of serpentine near Kraubat in Upper Stiria, &c.

SECOND 8UDSPEC1EB.
Kbiilw

—

CouMON
Werner.

9ciiiLLER-sPAn, Jnmeson. Schillerstein,
Diallage metalloide laminaire, Uauu.

External Characlers.^-Co\om% green, grey, and brownSeldom occurs massive, generally disseminated, and

sometimes in granular distinct concretions. Internally
hining and splendent, the lustre pearly, or metallic*
pearly.
Fragments indeterminate angiilar or tabular.
Faintly translucent on the edges, or opaque. Streak

peenishgrey, and

dull.

Easily frangible, and slightly

inclining to scctile.
• This mineral

Klaprolh, Beit. b. v. s. 40.
Gtognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It waa first
discovered on the coast of Labrador, and afterwards in
the island of Skye, and near to Portsoy.
Uses.
When cut and polished, it has a beautiful
copper-red colour, and metallic pearly lustre, and is
made into ring-stones and brooches.

—

4.

Straight ScnrLLER-SpAR, or Anthopiiyllite

—

b iwmed

*,

Jamcson.
Gerader Schiller-Spath, Mohs. Anthophyljith, Shumacher.
Strahliger Anthophyllit, Werner.

Prism nearly 106°. Cleavage in the direction of a
rectangular prism.
The lustre nearly metallic pearly.
Hardness
5.0, 5.5. Sp. gravity
3.0, S.S.
External Characters.
Colour intermediate between dark yellowish-grey and clove-brown.
It
generally occurs massive; also in narrow or broad
prismatic distinct concretions, which are scopifomi or
promiscuous, and in which tlie surface is streakecL
Rarely crystallized, in reed-like, very oblique four-sided
prisms. Surface of the crystals longitudinally streaked.
Lustre shining and glistening, and metallic-pearly.

=

Silica,

Magnesia

Conmoa

—97.50

—

First Sub*pccie!>.

approaching to translucent.

1.00

.

nese, a trace.

viz. Broiuite

and Conunon schillerspar.

.50

24.50

Oxide of Manga-

«.0, 3.3

Constituent

i

.

Priam nearly IOC. Cleavage prismatoidal. Metallic*
like pearly luatre. Hardnes8=4.0, 5.0.
Sp. gravity=

Braoalic.

14.00
2.25

Alumina,
Lime,
Oxide of Iron,

Schiefer Shiller-

—

=

Fragments wetlge-shaped and splintery ; and sometimes
rhomboidal. Translucent on the edges, or translucent.
Chemical Characters
It becomes dark greenish-black
before the blowpipe, but is infusible.
Comlituent Parts. Silica,
56.00
Alumina,
13.30
Magnesia,
14.00
Lime,
.
S.SS
Iron,
.
6.00
Oxide of Manganese, 3.00
Water,
.
.
1.43
John, Chem. Untersuchungen, 1. s. 200, 201.

JmlhofSyiaie, on teeount of the liinnaritj of

—

—

.

.

its

colour with that of the snthopliylliun.

AnthophjUiic.
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Oryclogtiosy.

Geognoslic and Geographic Silualions—lt
occurs in
beds in mica-slate at Kongsberg in Norway,
along
with common hornblende, mica, and asbestous-trerao.

w?th

Lt

^V.lLr"'""'"
pyrites.

.«""««' fl^° '" Norway, along
h '^"^f"
''°™''l^»de,
cobalt-glance, and copper-

Genus

KrAXiTE.

KYANITE *.

II.

Three

axes.

=

Cleavage prismatic. In the most per5 ; on the angles it is

=

This genus contains one species,

viz. Prismatic

Kya-

nite.

Pihtralic
Kyanite.

=

External Characters.-..Co\ours bl u e, blu ish-grey, white,
sky-blue, celandine-green, and greenish-grey.
The varieties are often marked with blue-coloured flame delineations. Occurs massive and disseminated ; also in distinct concretions, which are large and longish angulogranular, and also wedge-shaped prismatic, which are
straight or curved, and sometimes disposed in scopiform or stellular directions. It is sometimes regularly
crystallized.
J. Oblique four-sided prism, truncated on the two
opposite acute lateral edges. 2. Preceding figure, in
which all the lateral edges are truncated. 3. Twincrystal: it may be considered as two flat four-sided
prisms joined together by their broader lateral planes.
The narrow lateral planes are longitudinally streaked,
and glistening: the broad are smooth, or delicately
transversely streaked and splendent.
Crystals middlesized, small, and very small ; are singly imbedded, or
intersect one another.
Lustre splendent and pearly.
Fragments splintery, or imperfectly rhomboidal. Massive varieties translucent.
Crystals in general transRather brittle. Easily frangible.
parent.
Chemical Character.— It is infusible before the blow-

pipe.

Const it Paris.

Silica,

,

Alumina,
Iron,

43.00
55.50
0.50

Trace of Potash,

99.00

b. V. s. 10.
It has been hitherto found only
Geognostic Situation.
in primitive mountains, where it occurs in compact
granite, mica-slate, and talc-slate, accompanied with
several other minerals.
It occurs in primitive rocks
Geographic Situation.
near Banchory in Aberdeenshire, and Boharm, in Banif.
shire ; in mica-slate near Sandlodge, in Mainland, the
largest of the Shetland Islands.
In India it is cut and polished, and sold as an
Uses.
inferior kind of sapphire.

—

—

—

SposcMENE.

III.

SPODUMENE t.

parallel

Cleavage prismatic. Three cleavages
axes.
with the axes, nearly of equal perfection. Hard-

ness

6.

Three

=

Sp. gr.

=

3.0— 3.1.

•

easily frangible.

—

Before the blowpipe,

it

first

separates into small golden-yellow coloured folia ; and
if the heat is continued, they melt into a greenish-white

coloured glass.
Constit. Paris.

Silica,

6t.4)

,

Alumina,
Lime,

24.*
3.0

.

.

Potash,

5.0
2.2
99.0 f
Vouquelin, Hauy's
Tabl. p. 168.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
This mineral,
which occurs in prismatic rocks, was first discovered
in Sudermanland, in Sweden, and afterwards in Ireland, and in other countries.
.

Oxide of Iron,

Genus

IV.

.

PREHNITE.

PrehKITE.

Prehn Spath, Mohs.
Three

=

axes.
Cleavage axifrangible.
Hardness
6.0—7.0. Specific gr.
2.8—3.0. Not blue.
This genus contains one species, viz. Prismatic Preh-

=

nite.
1
Prismatic Phehnite, Jameson.
Prehn Spath, Muhs. Prehnite, IVerner.

Prism

=

lOfi".

— Prismatischer

Prismatic
Prehnite.

Cleavage axifrangible.

divided into two subspecies, viz. Foliated Prehnite, and Fibrous Prehnite.

This species

is

Fiust Subspecies.

Klaprolh, Beit.

Genus

1_

=

Chemical Chararters

—

Prismatic Kyanite, Jameson. Prismatischer
Disthene Spath, Mofis. Kyanite, Werner.
102° 50'. Cleavage prismatoidal.
Prism
1.

viz. Prismatic Oryciognogy°
PiiisMATic Spodumenk, JflwcjoM.— Prismatischer
'"'
iknA^K TIT,./.Knn Spath,
T'^!..
r-r
Triphan
Mo/.s.
Prisn^atic
Triphane. Haih,
Prism nearly
100».
Cleavage tln^L-fold ' two of *'P'«^"mene.
the cleavages parallel with the lateral planes,
and a
third with the shorter diagonal of the basis of
the prism.
External Characters Colour intermediate
between
greenish-white and mountain-grey, and sometimes
passes into oil-green.
Occurs massive, disseminated,
and in large and coarse granular concretions. Cleavage
shining.
Fracture glistening. Lustre pearly.
Fracture fine-grained uneven.
Translucent. Uncommonly
1.

—

Disthene Spath, Mohs.
fect cleavages, the hardness is
s= 7. Sp. gr.
3.5._3.7.

This genus contains but one species,
apodiimene.

Foliated Prehnite, Jameson.
Werner.

—

Bliitriger Prehnite, Foliated
Prehnite.

Characters.— Co]oars green, white, and
Occurs massive, and in distinct concretions,
which are large, coarse, and fine angulo-granular, and
also thick and wedge-shaped prismatic.
Sometimes
The following are some of the secondary
crystallized.
forms which the species assumes
1. Oblique four-sided table sometimes truncated either on all its terminal edges, or only on the acute edWhen the truncations on the edges increase
ges.
very much, there is formed, 2. An irregular eight-sided
When the truncations on all the acute edges
table.
E.tternal

grey.

:

increase considerably, there is formed, 3. An irregular
When these truncating planes increase
six-sided table.
in magnitude, and when the table at the same time becomes thicker, and the obtuse edges are slightly trunbroad rectangular fourcated, there is formed, 4.
sided prism, rather flatly bevelled on the extremities,

A

• Kyanite, ftom the Greek word

xuatti, tky-Uve, a frequent colour of thi» mineraL
exposure to the blowpipe, it first separates into golden-coloured sctles, and then into a kind of powder or ash
Sjpodumene, from utrciiu, 1 climigc into atli, or rroicg, usitcs.
X According to some analyses, it contains 8/icr cent, of a new alkali named lithina.
-J-

On

;

hence the name

i

:
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which the bevelling planes are set on the smaller
and the eclj^e of the bevelment is slightly

•r7<togno- in
».»•

Externally crjstals almost always shining.
Internally shining, or glistening, and pearly. Fracture
'Alternates from translucent,
fine-grained uneven.
through semi-transparent into transparent. Rather

mon

—
—

Silica,

Oxide of

.
.

23

.

—99

4

Iron,

Vauqiielin.

—

It occurs in
Geognostie and Geographic Situation.
veins in primitive and secondary rocks, in France,
Tyrol, Greenland, and Cape of Good Hope.

Second Subspcciks.
Kibrous

FiBRout Preiimtc, Jameson

Datolite,

and Botryoidal

—

Fasriger Prehnite,

Characters.—Coloun green and greenOccurs massive, reniform, in straight
copiform and ktellular fibrous, and radiated distinct
External
white.

which are collected into large and coarse

angulo-grsnular concretions

also crystallized in acicu;
four>sided prisms.
Internally glistening; lustre
Translucent.
Easily frangible.
pearly.
CkemaU Character. Before the blowpipe it melts in*
to a veaicular enamel.
Physical Character.
It becomes electric by heating.
CoHstit. Parts.
Silica,
42.50
.

brittle.

—

greenstone.
It occurs either in cotem|>oraneous veins,
or in amygdaloidal, and other shaped cavities in these
trap rocks.
Geographic Situation. In Scotland, it occurs in
veins and cavities in trap-rocks near Beith in Ayrshire ; Bishoptown in Renfrewshire
also at Hartfield, near Paisley ;
near Frisky Hall, in Cockney

Burn, Old Kilpatrick, and Loch Humphrey in Dunbartonshire ; in Salisbury Craig, the Castle Rock, and
Arthur Scat near Edinburgh ; in Berwickshire ; and
in the Islands of Mull and iiaasay.

GsNus V.
Dattel Spatb, Mohs.

Three

DATOLITE •.
Esmarkite, Hausmann.

Cleavage prismatic, but detected with
Internally, lustre resinous. Not blue. Hard5.0—5.5.
Sp. gr.
29 S.O.
axes.

difficulty.

ne**

=

=

—

This genus contains one species,

liz.

Prismatic

Da-

toUte.

• Tha
^nttmiiMMe icfta

to the

gianuhr wncrrtiwu which ihu

— Datholit,

Werner.

Common

Difficultly frangible.

—

.

.

.

Alumina,
Iron, Manganese, and

1.0

.

Nickel,

Water,

.

1.5

.

1.4—100'
Esmark.

Geognostie and Geographic Situation.— It is associated with calcareous-spar, more rarely with fluor-spar,
quartz, and sometimes prehnite, in a bed of magnetic
ironstone in gneiss, at the mine of Nodebroe, near
Arendal in Norway. It is said also to occur in small
veins in greenstone, in the Geisalp in Sonthofen ; and
in the Syseralp.

Second

*

Sijbspecies.

Botryoidal Datolite
Botryolith, Hausmann.

Jameson—

or Botryolite,

Botrvoldal
Datolite.

This subspecies is divided into two kinds,
Botryolite, and Earthy Botryolite.

—

;

Jameson.

—

—
—

Alumina,
28.50
Lime,
20.40
Natron and Potash,
0.75
Oxide of Iron,
3.00
Water,
2.00—97.15
Laugier, Annales du Museum, t xv. p. 205.
Geognostie Situation.
This subspecies appears to
be confined to secondary mountains ; at least it has
hitherto been found only in secondary trap rocks, as
basalt, amygdaloid, basaltic-greenstone, and common

Utouti.

Com-

Chemical Characters.
When exposed to the flame
ofa candle, it becomes opaque, and may then be easily
rubbed down between the fingers. Before the blowpipe, it intumesces into a milk-white coloured mass,
and then melts into a clobule of a pale rose-colour.
Consiit. Parts.
Silica,
37.0
Lime,
28.0
Boracic Acid,
31.0

Ur

—

via.

Datolite.

External CAarac/ew.— Colours white, and grey, which "*">"'*•
latter inclines to celandine-green, and rarely to muddy
honey-yellow. Occurs in massive portions, which are
divided into large coarse and small granular distinct
concretions ; crystallized.
The principal secondary
forms are the following
1. Low oblique four-sided prism.
2. Rectangular
four-sided prism, flatly acuminated on the extremities,
with four planes which are set on the lateral planes.
Externally shining. Internally intermediate between
shining and glistening, lustre resinous. Fracture intermediate between fine-grained uneven and imperfect
conchoidal.
Translucent, and sometimes transparent.

Very

Werner.

concretions,

sy.

Common Datolite,

48
84

.

Alumina,
Lime,

Mh

Orjrctognn-

First Subspecies.

—

According to the observations
Physical Characters.
of M. De Oree, it becomes electric by heating.

'•'*•"«•

/amMOH.— Prismatischer

Prism
109" 28'. Clesvage the same.
This sjiecies is divided into two subspecies,

Chemical Characters. It intumesces before the blowpipe, and melts into a pale green or yellow, or greenuiublack frothy glass, but does not gelatinate with

Constituent Parts.

D.\TOi,iTE,

=

'""Y""*' truncated.

acids.

PnlSMATIC

1.

Datholit, Mohs.

lateral planes,

easily frangible.
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viz.

Fibrous

First Kind.

Fibrous Botryolite, Jamaon.—Tastiger Botryolith, Hausmann.

—

External Characters.
Externally grey; internally
white, which passes into pale rose-red.
The colours
are in concentric stripes.
Occurs reniform, botryoidal,
small globular ; in fibrous concretions which are scopiform and stellular ; these concretions are again collected into granular concretions, which are traversed
by very thin curved lamellar concretions.
Surface
granulated or rough, and dull.
Internally glimmering and pearly. Fracture splintery. Translucent on
the edges.
Geognostie and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
the Kjenlie mine, near Arendal in Norway, along with
common quartz, schorl, calcareous spar, and iron.py.
ritea, in a bed of magnetic ironstone, in gneiss.

«pecics exhibits in the

maniTe

rarietiet,

and was given

to

it

by iu

dii-

Fibrous
Bctrojrlite.
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OryetogBo-

Second Kind.

»y.

Earthy

V—-.,-fc^

Barthj Bo- Hth,
tryolitf.

lioTRVOLiTE, Jameson.

Hausmann.

— Erdiger

Botryo-

—

External Characters.
Colour snow-white.
Dull.
Fracture earthy.
Geogiiostic and Geographic Situation.
It
along with the fibrous kind.

Small

botryoidal.

—

occurs

mid, deeply and somewhat flatly acuminated on both Or>c(ogi
extremities, with four planes which are set on the alter*ynate lateral edges.
Surface of the crystal smooth, and '""S^
splendent or shining. Internally intermediate between
shining and glistening, and the lustre vitreous, inclining
Fracture small or fine-grained uneven, or
conchoidal.
Fragments generally indeterminate angu.
to pearly.

g^j^.yg

VI.— ZEOLITE.

fection

Schaum Spath, Mohs.
Every kind of

gible.

Hardness ranges from

axis.

3.5, to

Sp. gravity from 2.0 to 2.5.
This genus contains the following species, viz. 1.
Dodecahedral Zeolite, 2. Hexahedral Zeolite, 3. Rhomboidal Zeolite, 4f. Pyramidal Zeolite, 5. Di-prismatic
6.0.

Zeolite. 6. Prismatic Zeolite, 7- Prismatoidal Zeolite, 8.
Axifrangible Zeolitet. * Wavellite.
1.

son.

seldom more or

less cubical, owing to the imper.
of the cleavage. Translucent or semi-transparent, and the crystals are transparent.
Easily fran-

Jar,

Z»otin.

—

Chemical Characters.
It melts with intumescence,
before the blowpipe, into a transparent glass.
Physical Characters.
By friction, but not by heating,

—

it

becomes

electric.

Analcime of Montecchio-JIaggiore.
Constit. Paris.

Dodecahedral Zeolite, or LeuciteJ, JameSchaum Spath, Mohs. Leucit,

—

6.0.

Specific gravity=:2.4, 2.5.

External Characters
Colours white and grey. Seldom occurs massive, and in granular concretions, most
frequently in roundish imbedded grains, and crystallized in acute double eight-sided pyramids, in which the
lateral planes of the one are set on the Lateral planes of
the other, and the summits deeply and flatly acuminated by four planes, which are set on the alternate lateral
e(\ges.
Surface of the grains rough, and dull, or feebly
glimmering ; that of the crystals is smooth, seldom
slightly streaked, in the direction of the diagonal, and
glisteningInternally the lustre is shining, approaching to glistening, and is vitreous, inclining to resinous.
Fracture imperfect and flat conchoidal.. Translucent,
semi-transparent, and some varieties approach to transparent.
Refracts single.
Brittle.
Easily frangible.
Chemical Characters
Before the blowpipe it is infusible without addition ; with borax it forms a brownish
transparent glass.
Mean of different analyses.
Constituent Parts.

Silica

.

Alumina
Potash
Loss

.
.

54
24
21
1

.

—

— 100

Klaprolh.
It occurs

Geognostic and Geographic Siualions.
principally in secondary trap rocks, and in lavas, and
appears to be almost exclusively a production of Italy

—

2. Hexahedral zeolite, or Analcime, Jamesort.
Hexadrischer Schaum Spath, Mohs. Analcime, Haii^.
Kubizit, Werner.

Tessular.

gravity=2.0

Cleavage hexahedral. Hardness=5.5. Sp.

—

2.5.

—

External Characters. Colour white, which passes into
Seldom occurs massive, and this variety is
flesh-red.
disposed in coarse and small angulo-granular concretions, which are in general very closely aggregated ;
generally crystallized, in the following figures.
1. Perfect cube.
2. The cube flatly and deeply acuminated
on all the angles, with three planes, which are set on
the lateral planes. 3. Acute double eight-sided pyra-

ts

LeiicUe,

8.5—96.5

.

Vauqiielin,

Annal. du Mug.

d'Hist. Nat. t. ix. p. 241.
occurs in primitive and secondary rocks, but more abundantly in secondary than
in primitive rocks.
Geographic Situation. Itoccursinthe secondary greenstone of Salisbury Craigs, in the porphyritic rock of the
Calton Hill, near Edinburgh, and in many other places
in Scotland.
^
„,
Hhomboi
3. Rhomboidal zeolite, or Chabasite, Jameson.
dalZeolit
Rhomboedrischer Schaum Spath, Mohs.
Chabasie,
Hauy. Schabasit, Werner.
Rhomboid=:93° 48'.
Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness— 4.0 4.5. Sp. gravity=2.0 2.1.
External Characters.
Colour greyish-white, approaching to yellowish white. Seldom occurs massive ; almost
always crystallized.
The following are the most frequent secondary forms : 1. Rhomboid truncated on the
six obtuse lateral edges.
2. Rhomboid truncated on
the six obtuse lateral edges, and on the six obtuse
angles.
3. Rhomboid in which each of the original
planes of the rhomboid is divided into two.
The
lateral planes of the crystals are streaked in a peculiar manner ; the streaks shoot from the shorter diagonal, (the dividing edge of the plane,) and run parallel
with the two adjoining lateral edges of the rhomb.
The truncating planes are smooth. Externally the crystals are splendent ; internally glistening, and the lustre
Fracture imperfect conchoidal, and also
vitreous.
Fragments indeterminate ansmall-grained uneven.
Translucent ; the crystals sometimes pass into
gular.
semi-transparent.
Chemical Character. Before the blowpipe it melts
easily into a Spongy white enamel.

Geognoslic Situation.

—

It

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

Chabasite of the Faroe Islands.

43.33
22.66
Lime
3.34
.
Natron, with Potash 9.34
21.00 99.67
Water
Vauqtielin. Annal. de Mus. d'Hist. Nat. t. ix. p. 333.
It occurs principally in secondGeognostic Situation.
ary trap rocks; most frequently in cavities of amygdaloid.
Constituent Parts. Silica

• Mohs names the eighth species Axentheilender, because its princip.il cleavage
here translated axifrangible, until a more appropriate one shall occur.

+

.

Water

Hardness=5.5

dral Zeo-

.

Natron

Cleavage hexahedral and dodecahedral.

Tessular.

Hexahe-

.

Lime

— Dodecaedricher

58.0
18.0
2.0
10.0

.

Alumina

TVerner.

'

Silica

.

Alumina

.

—

.

—

is

perpendictilar to the axis of

tlie

crystal

;

and

this

t«na

from }.iuiui,'white,and refers to its frequent white colour.
Chabasie, it from Chabazion, a stone described by Orpheus in his poems, but tmltoown to us at present.

^ The name

1
I

—
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^—^.-""^

often associated with agate, calcareous-spar,
aeolite, and green-earth.
The vesicular cavities of
Ceoerap/iic Silualio"

where

it is

the trap-rocks of Mull and Skye Mfford crystals of
it occurs^ in similar rocks in the north of
Ireland ; and beautiful specimens are found in the
amygdaloid of Iceland and of the Faroe Islands.
*. Fyramidal ZEotiTE, or Cross-stone, Jameson.
TjTimiiM
Zeulitt.
Pyramidischer Sthaum Spatli, Mohs. Kreutstcin, Wercfaabasite

;

—

ner.

Harmotome,

58', 86° 36'?

Pyramid= 121°
midal, or

is

Haiij/.

Cleavage is either pyraof the diagonals. Hard-

in the direction

ness=4.5. Sp. gravity=2.3, 3.4.
Exlcmal Characters. Colours white, grey, yellow,
and red. Occurs very rarely massive ; most frequently
The following are the principal secondary
crystallized.
1. Broad, seldom
forms which have been observed:

—

equilateral, rectangular four-sided prism, rather acutely

acuminated on the extremities with four planes, which
are set on the lateral edges. 2. Twin-crystal, which
intersecting each
is formed by two crystals of No. 1
other, in such a manner that a common axis and acn.
mination is formed, and the broader lateral planes make
.

The surface of the
four re-entering right angles.
•mailer lateral planes is double plumosely ktreaked, the
broader lateral planes transversely streaked, and the
acuminating planes streaked parallel with the smaller
Internally glistening, and the lustre in.
lateral planes.
terniediate between vitreous and pearly. Fracture small
and perfect conchoidal, passing into uneven. Translu«
cent, sometimes passing into semitran.^parent.
Before the blowpipe it exhiChemical Characters
bits a greenish.ycUow phosphorescence, and then melts
with intumescence into a colourless glass.
Silica
ConstiiuaU Parts
49

—

Alumina

.

Barvtes

Water

.

and Grogra/>hic

=
=

Siluaiion.

—

Uncommonly easily frangible.
('hemical Characters.— Ix. forms a jelly with acids.
Const. ParU.
Silica,
94.0

vol. XIV.

TART

II.

acid,

First Kind.

AciccLAR or Needle Zeolite, Jamcion.

22.0
9.0
17.5

2.5—100 FogtL

Pibroas
Zeolite.

—

Nadelzeo- Acicular
or NcedU
Werner.
External Characters.— Coiours greyish or yellowish- Zeolite,
white, and frequently reddish- white. Occurs massive,
and in distinct concretions ; these are prismatic and
granular ; the prismatic are thin, sometimes passing into fibrous, strmght, ami scopiform; the granular include
the prismatic, and are large and coarse.
It also occurs
crystallized, and the following are the secondary figures:
1. Acicular rectangular four-sided prism, very flatly
acuminated, with four planes, which are set on the lateral planes. 2. The prism truncated on the edges.
Lateral planes of the crystals are longitudinally
streaked, but the acuminating planes are smooth. Ex'temally the crj'stals are shining, passing into splendent.
lith,

Internally glistening, and lustre vitreous, inclining to
pearly. Fracture small and fine-grained uneven. Translucent ; crystals semitransparent and transparent ; and
refracts double.

pipe,

pressure of the finger.

.

—

15—98

sometimes glistening, and lustre pearly. When in a
fresh state is transparent, but on exposure to the atmosphere, it very soon becomes opaque. When fresh, is ratlier harder than fluor spar ; but on exposure to the atmosphere, it soon becomes so soft as to yield to the mere

Alumina,
Lime,
Water,
Carbonic

Prism 91" 25'. Cleavage the same. Hardness=5.0
—5.5. Sp.gr.=2.0—2.3.
This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
Fibrous Zeolite, Natrolite, and Mealy Zeolite.
First Subspecies.
Fibrous Zeolite, Jameson. Fasriger Zeolit,f Femfr.
This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Acicular or Ne«xlle Zeolite, and Common Fibrous Zeolite.

it

—

—

—

I6
18

Klap. Beir. b. ii. s. 83.
It has been
hitlierto found only in mineral veins and ii^ agate balls.
At Andreasberg in the Hartz, it occurs in veins that
traverse clay-slate and greywacke rocks, along with galena or lead glance ; at Kongsberg in Norway, in veins
containing native silver, ores of silver, lead, zinc, arsenic, and iron ; and Strontian in Argyleshirc, in galena
At Oberstein it occurs in
veins that traverse gneiss.
agate balls, in trap rocks, and in a similar situation near
the village of Old Kilpatrick in Dunbartonshire.
ni-Prlsma5. Di>pMisMATic Zeolite, or Laumonite, Jameson.
tic Zroiitc. Di-prismati8cherSchaum.S])atli, MoAi. Lomon it, /JcrBer.
90° 12'; horizontal prism in the
Vertical prism
direction ot the smaller diagonal 121° 34.' Cleavage
double. Hardness
5.
Sp. gr.=2.3 2.4.
Colours yellowish-white,8nowExternal Characters
Occurs in massive forms,
whitc, and greyish-white.
arranged in large and coarse granular distinct concretions: also crystallized. Internally sometimes shining,
Ceog'iottie

529

—

Geognoitic and Geographic Silualions. This mineral Oryctogno-'Twas first found in the year 1785, in the lead- mines of
'~''
'"'
'
Huelgoet in Brittany, by M. Gillet Launiont, a distinguished French mineralogist. Since that period, it has
been discovered in other parts of the world, as in Scotland, Ireland, Faroe Islands, &c.
6. Prismatic Zeolite or Mesotvpe, Jameson.
Prismatic
Prismatischer Schaum Spath, Mohs. Mesotype, Hatiy. Zeolite.

—
Physical Characters. —

Chemical Characters. It intumesces before the blowand forms a jelly with acids.

becomes
some time

It

and

retains this property

The

free extremity of the crjstal,

ty.

itany.

electric

by heating,

has cooled.
acumination,
shews positive, and the attaclied end negative electriciC'o»i/i7.

Par/*.- Silica,
Alumina,
Lime.

with

.

it

tlie

.

50.24
29.30
9-46

.

10.00—9900

.

.
.

NNater,

afler

Vauquelin, Jour, des Mines, N. 44. p. 576.
It occurs in
Geoenostic and Geographic Sitwitions.
secondary trap rocks, as in basalt, greenstone, and amygdaloid.
In this country it occurs near the vil-

—

lage of Old Kilpatrick, Dunbartonshire, also in
shire and Perthsnire, and always in trap-rocks.

Ayr-

Second Kind.
Zeolite, Jameson.
Gemeincr Common
Fibrout
Faser Zeolith, Werner.
External Charactersj^-Co\o\xn white, red, yellow, ZeoUit.
and yellowish-brown. Occurs massive, in blunt-angular pieces, in balls, and small reniform, and these forms

Common Fibrous

composed of distinct concretions, which aie fibrous
and granular. The fibrous concretions are thin, straight,
scopiform, and stellular the granular, which include
the fibrous, are large and coarse longish or angulo-graOccurs in
nular, and are very much grown together.
capillary crystals. Internally it is strongly glimmering,
Faintly
passing into glistening, and lustre pearly.
translucent.
Its geognostic and geographic sitaations
are the same with needle zeolite.
Chemical Characters. It intumesces before the blowpipe, and forms a jelly with acids.
are

;

—

3x

:

Constituent

Pam.— Silica,
Alumina,
Lime,

»y-

^"nr""^

which are large, coarse, and small Oryctogno*1angulo-granular j seldom thin and curved lamellar,
.
•
Frequently
which are again collected into granular.
crystallized, and the following secondary forms occur

distinct concretions,

54.46
19.70

.

1.61

Soda,
Water,
Gehlen in Schweigger's

15.09

.

9.83—100.63

Joum.

viii.

355.

Second Subspecies.

—

Natrolite, Jameson. Natrolith, Werner.
• External Characters. Colours yellow, yellowishbrown, or yellowisli-wbite. Colours generally arranged
in narrow striped delineations, which are parallel with
the reniform external shape. Occurs massive, in plates,
and reniform ; also in distinct concretions, which are
fibrous, granular, and lamellar ; the fibrous are straight,
and scopiform or stellular ; these are collected into
large and coarse granular, and both are intersected by
curved lamellar concretions. Internally glistening, passing into glimmering, and lustre pearly. Fracture not
visible.
Translucent on the edges.
Chemical Characters. Before the blowpipe it becomes
first black, then red, intumesces, and melt^ into a ^hite
compact glass.
Constituent Parts.— Silica,
48.00
Alumina,
24.25

Nntrolitc.

—

—

.

Natron,
.
16.50
Oxide of iron,
1.75
Water.
9.00—99-50
Klaproth, Beit. b. v. s. 44.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. It occurs in
small cotemporaneous veins in clinkstone porphyry, in
the hills of Hohentwiel.
.

—

zeo-

—

.

.

.

Water,
18.5—97.0
Vauquelin, Jour, de Mines, N. xxxix. p. 164.
.

Geognostic Situation.— It occurs principally in secon-

dary amygdaloid, either in drusy

cavities,

along with cal-

careous-spar and calcedony, or in cotemporaneous veins.
It is also met with in primitive and transition mountains.
Geographic Situation. In Scotland it occurs in drtisy
cavities or veins in the secondary trap-rocks that
abound in the middle division of the country. Very
beautiful specimens of the red foliated and radiated

—

found at Carbeth in Stirlingshire, and at
in Dunbartonshire ; and the same varieties occur on the coast between Bervie and Stonehaven in Angus-shire ; also in the secondary trap-rocks
of the Hebrides, as of Canna, Skye, and Mull. In the
north of Ireland it is an inmate of secondary trap-rocks.

Loch Humphrey

—

Mealy Zeolite,

—

zeolites are

Third Subspecies.
Mealy

1. Low, oblique, sometimes rather broad, four-sided
prism. 2. Low six-sided prism. 3. Eight-sided prism.
Lateral planes of the prisms are transversely streakPlanes sometimes
ed, the terminal planes smooth.
shining, sometimes splendent, and the lustre vitreous.
Internally alternates from shining to splendent, and the
lustre pearly : the pinchbeck-brown has a semi-metalFracture conchoidal.
Massive varieties are
lic lustre.
strongly translucent: some varieties, particularly the
pinchbeck-brown, are only translucent on the edges
but the crystals are generally semitransparent and transparent. Refracts single.
Chemical Characters. It intumesces and melts before
the blowpipe, and during its intumescence emits a
phosphoric light. It does not form a jelly with acids.
Silica,
Constituent Parts.
52.6
Alumina,
.
17.5
Lime,
9.0

.

.

Ijt(,

;;
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Oryelogno-

:

Jameson. Mehlzeolith, Werner.
External Characters.— Colours white and red. Occurs massive, reniform, coralloidal, sometimes it forms
a crust over the other subspecies of zeolite, or is
disposed in delicate fibrous concretions. Internally
dull, or very feebly glimmering.
Fracture coarse
Opaque. Mass very soft, but the individual
earthy.
parts as hard as fibrous zeolite.
Uncommonly easily
frangible.
Feels rough and meagre ; and when we
draw our finger across it, it emits a grating sound.
Sometimes so light as nearly to swim in water.
Chemical Characters. It intumesces before the blowpipe, and forms a jelly with acids.

—

Second Subspecies.
Radiated ZEOLITE, Jn>ne*07i. Strahl Zeohth,

—

We»t«er. Radiated

Occurs almost always white ; zeolite,
External Characters.
sometimes grey, yellow, flesh-red, and blood-red. Is
found massive, in angular pieces, and globular ; also in
distinct concretions, which are prismatic and granular ;
the prismatic are broad and narrow scopiform, and stellular,

and are

collected into large, coarse,

and small

angulo granular concretions. Frequently crystallized.
Primitive figure the same as that of foliated zeolite
.
and it exhibits the following secondary forms
8.0
1. Broad rectangular four-sided prism, rather acutely
1 .8
.
acuminated on both extremities by four planes, which
6
heat,
11.
97
2. Sometimes No. 1. is so
are set on the lateral edges.
Hisinger's Af handlingar i Fysik, &c. th. 3.
thin, that it may be considered as a long six-sided taGeognostic Situation. It occurs in similar repositoble, bevelled on the shorter terminal planes.
ries with the other subspecies.
The broader lateral planes of the crystals are smooth,
Geographic Situation. It is found near Tantallon
the smaller longitudinally streaked, and the acuminaCastle in East Lothian, in the islands of Sky, Mull, and
ting planes smooth or rough. The surfaces of the broadCanna, also in the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Sweden.
er lateral planes of the crystals. No. 1, 2. are splendent
7- Prismatoidal Zeolite orSTiLBiTE, Jameson.—
and pearly the other planes shining and vitreous: inPrismatoidescher Schaumspath, Mohs. Stilbite, Hauy.
ternally the lustre more or less shining and pearly. Cry22'.
Prism
99"
Cleavage in the direction of the
stals strongly translucent, sometimes passing into semismaller diagonal very distinct.
3.5—4.0.
Hardness
Hardness same as foliated zeolite. Brittransparent.
2.0—2.2.
Sp. gr.
tle.
Easily frangible.
Tnis species is divided into two subspecies, viz. FoIts Geognostic and Geographic Situations are the
liated Zeolite, and Radiated Zeolite.
Const.

Por/i.— Silica,
Alumina,
•
Lime,
Oxide of iron,
Loss, by exposure to
.

.

60.0
15.6

.

.

—

—
—

p

.

.

:

dal zeolite.

=

=

=

same

First Subspecies.
Foliated
leollte.

FoLiATED ZEOLITE, Ja/neTOjj.

Bliitter-Zeolith, Werner.
External Characters
Colours white, red, yellowishgrey, and pinchbeck-brown. Occurs massive, dissemi.
nated, globular, in amygdaloklal-shaped pieces ; also in

—

8.

son

as those of Foliated Zeolite,

AxiFKANGiBLE Zeolite or ApoPHYLLiTE, Jame- AxifrangiApophyllite, Hauy. Lie zeolite.
Fishaugenstein, Werner.

Ichthyophthalm, Karsten.
Cleavage very distinctly axiPyramid unknown.
2.2—2.5.
4.5—5.0. Sp. gr.
frangible. Hardness

=

=

—

—

:
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prismatic distinct concretions, which are scopiform or OrjrctognoOryctojnoExternal CAarac/e)*.— Principal colour white. Sur»y.
Occurs mas- stellular ; sometimes these prismatic concretions are
•Tface of the cleavage strongly iridescent.
collected into granular, and both are occasionally tragive, and disseminated ; massive varieties are composed
of 8trai(;ht and curved lamellar distinct concretions, versed by lamellar concretions. Occurs crystallized in
with feebly streaked splendent pearly surfaces. The the following figures
1. Very oblique four-sided prism, flatly bevelled on
following are the secondary forms:
the extremities, the bevelling planes set on the obtuse
I. Rectangular four-sided prism, sometimes so low
The prece- lateral edges. 2. The preceding figure very deeply trun•s to appear tabular, and resemble a cube.
ding figure truncated on all the angles : when the trun- cated on the obtuse lateral edges. Cleavage prismatic.
Externally shining
internally shining, passing into
cating planes become so large that they touch each
splendent ; and lustre pearly. Translucent. Hardness
other, the prism appears acuminated with four planes,
3.5—4.0. Sp. gr. 2.270, I.«c*».—2.2«, 2.253, Grewhich are set on the lateral edges, and the apex of the
acumination truncated. 3. The rectangular four-sided gar. 2.25, 9.4, Ailken.
Chemical Characters. It becomes opaque and soft by
pritm, in which all the lateral edges are truncated, thus
forming an eight-sided prism ; sometimes the eight so- the action of the blowpipe, but nether decrepitates nor
fuses.
By the aid of heat it is soluble in the mineral
lid angles of this figure are truncated.
4. The rectangular four-sided prism bevelled on all the edges, or on- acids and fixed alkalies, with effervescence, and leaves
very little residue.
ly on some of them : sometimes one of the bevelling
planes is awanting, when the edge appears to be only
Conttituent Parts.
BsnuUple Warcllile.
5. Slightly oblique four-sided
obliquely truncat«L
71.50
70.0
Alumina,
3S.SS
prism. Formed when the truncating planes of No. 3. i\)umma,
Photpboric add,
become so Urge that the original planes disappear. 6. Oxidaofino, 0.SO
Ijme,
l.i
Fluoric acid,
2.u<;
Rectangular four-sided prism, in which the angles are W»ier,
«.0
26.2
Lime,
0.50
trunctted, and the edges bevelled 7. Rectangular fourIron and Manganese,
1.85
tided table, in which the two opposite broader terminal
100
97.8
Water,
86.80
Klap. Beit. Davi/, NicboL
ptues are doubly bevelled, and the two smaller planes
b. IT. i. lla Joum. xii. 157.
99.36
•ry flatly acuminated with four planes, of which two
are set on the lateral planes, the other two on the terFrom this analysis of Berselius, wavellite appears
minal planes, and the terminal edges bevelled.
Crystals ver^ small, small, middle-sized, and very to be hydrous phosphat of alumina.
Geognoitic and Geographic Situations.
I'his mineral
rarely large. The surface of the crystals Nos. 1, 2. and
occurs in veins, alon^ wath fluor-spar, quartz, tinstone,
4. is smooth ; the surface of Nos. 3. and 5. and theacuminating planes of No. 7. are longitudinally furrowed ; and copper-pjmtes, in granite, at St. Austle in Cornthe l>cvelling planes of Nos. 4. 6. ami 7. are tranarerse- wall. At Barnstaple in Devonshire, where it was first
ly streaked. AH the other planes of the secondary cry« found by Dr. Wavell, it traverses slate-clay in the form of
rtala are imooth.
The middle point of the end of the small cotemporaneous veins. The Secretary of the Wepoystak isoftcn concave Lateral planes occasionally buU nerian Society, Mr. Neill, found it in a similar situation
ging, and the terminal planes rose-like.
Externally in Corrivelan, one of the Sbiant Isles, in the Hebrides.
splendent but only the terminal planes of the prism
Genus VII. FELSPAR.
FrtsPAB.
pearly. Fracture small and perfect conchoidal, and the
Rhomboidal,
pyramidal, prismatic.
Imperfectly axilastre glistening and vitreous.
Semitransparent, pass5.0
fa'.O.
Sp. gr.
2.5
ing hito transparent, and into translucent. Refracts frangible. Hardness
,

^^nr^

:

:

=

—

—

saw

;

—

=

tngle.
Ckemieal Charoeleri. It exfoliates very readily be*
fore the blowpipe, (it even exfoliates when held in the
flame erf* a candle,) and melts easily into a white-coloured enamel.
Phyttcal Charnctert
It becomes feebly electric by
rubbing.

—

—

Ctmit.

ParU

ApopbrUitt ot Ulan.

—

Silica,

Lime,
Potash,

.

.

58.00
84.50
8.10
13.00—99.60, Rote.

Water,
GeognoHic and Geographic SiluaJioru
It occurs in
the secondary trap-rocks of the island of Sky in rocks
of the tame description in the Faroe islands in the
island of Diaco in West Greenland, and on the main>
land of Oreenland. One of the earliest known localities
of this mineral is the island of L'ton, not far from Stockholm, whereit occurs in bedsof magnetic-ironstone, along
with common felspar, calcareous-spar, and hornblende.
:

;

''•»«"'»*•

•
I'-rternal

WAT£tLiTE, Jameson.

Characteri^-CoiiKat ffny'ith-mh'ite, green-

iah-white, ash-grey, asparagua-green, and sometimes
•potted-brown.
Occurs botryo^al, globular, stalactitK ; and these forms are composed of fibrous or fine

=

2.8.

RuoMBoinAL Felspar, or Kbpheline, Jame- Uhomboi-

I.

Rhomboedrischer Feldspatb, Moht.

ton.

Ha uu and

Di-rhomboid
fold.

lateral

Neplieline, dal Fel-

Werna:

=

spar.

152" 44'; 56°

Cleavage is fourThree of the cleavages are parallel with the
planes, and one with the terminal planes, of the

six-sided prism.

Hardness

=

15'.

fi.O.

Sp. gr.

=

2.5

—

2.6.

External Characters.-— CoIoutb white and grey. Occurs massive and crystallized.
The secondary forms
are the following
ecjuiangular six-sided prism. 2. The preceon the terminal edges. 3. Thick
six-sided table, in which the lateral edges are truncated.
Externally crystals splendent: internally shining,
and lustre vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. ' Strongly
translucent, passing into transparent.
Chemical Characters.
It melts with difficulty before
the blowpipe into a dark glass.
Const. Port*.— Silica,
.
46
1. Pert'ect

ding

figure, truncated

—

Alumina,
49
Lime,
S
Oxide of Iron,
I
98,FauqueUn.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
drusy cavities in granular limestone, along with ceyla>
nite, vesuvion, and meionite, at Monte Somma, near

—

;

:
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Oryctogno- Naples

Rome.

Felspar-

;

also in fissures of basalt at

Capo

di

Bove, near

mentioned also as a production of the
Isle of Bourbon.
II. Prismato- Pyramidal Felspar or Meionite,
Jameson. Prismato-Pyramidischer Feldspath, Mohs.
Meionite, Ilaiij/ and Werner.
136"o 22', 68" 22'.
Cleavage in the diPyramid
Hardness
rection of the diagonals of the prism.
It

=

=

=

2.5 - 2.7.
Sp. gr.
OcExternal Characters,
Colour greyish-white.
curs sometimes massive, but more frequently crystalThe following are the secondary figures :
lized.
1. Rectangular four-sided prism, flatly acuminated
with four planes, which are set on the lateral edges.
2. The preceding figure, truncated on the lateral edges.
3. No. 1. bevelled on the lateral edges, and the edges
of the bevelment truncated ; and the edges between the
acuminating planes and the lateral planes also truncated.
Externally crystals smooth and splendent, internally
splendent and vitreous. Generally transparent or seraitransparent, seldom translucent.
It is easily fusible before the
Chemical Characters.
5.5.

—

—

blowpipe ; intumesces during fusion, and is converted
It has not hitherto been
into a white vesicular glass.
analysed.
It occurs,
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations
along with ceylanite and nepheline, in granular limeIt is said also
stone, at Monte Somma, near Naples.
to occur in basalt, along with augite and leucite, at

Capo

di Bove, near

Rome.

III. Prismatic or Common Felspar, Jameson.
Prismatic
or Common Prismatischer Feldspath, Mohs.
Felspar.
1 20".
The most distinct cleavage is that
Prism

=

with the terminal planes of the prism ; other
two, less distinct, parallel with the lateral planes.
Sp. gr. z= 2.5—2.8.
6.0.
Hardness
This species is divided into nine Subspecies, viz.
1. Adularia, 2. Glassy-Felspar, 3. Ice-Spar, 4. Common Felspar, 5. Labrador Felspar, G. Compact Felspar,
7. Clinkstone, 8. Eartliy Common Felspar; and, 9.
parallel

=

Porcelain Earth.
Adularis.

Constituent

Adularia,

First Subspecies.
Adular, Werner.

Javieson.

—

Principal colour greenishExternal Characters.
white, which sometimes passes into greyish-white and
milk-white, and even inclines to asparagus-green. It
is frequently iridescent; and the milk-white varieties,
in thin plates, when held between the eye and the
Occurs maslight, sometimes appear pale flesh-red.
sive, and this variety is composed of granular and thick
lamellar concretions ; and frequently crystallized. The
following are the most frequent secondary figures
1. Oblique four-sided prism, flatly bevelled on the
extremities, and the bevelling planes set on the obtuse
2. Broad six-sided prism, flatly belateral edges.
velled on both extremities, and the bevelling planes
set on the lateral edges, which are formed by the
smaller lateral planes. 3. Rectangular four-sided prism,
i-n which the terminal planes are obliquely bevelled.
Lateral planes of the prism longitudinally streaked.
Externally splendent ; internally cleavage splendent,
and the fracture shining and glistening. Lustre intermediate between vitreous and pearly. Semi-transparent, sometimes inclining to transparent, or is transluTranslucent varieties, when viewed in a certain
cent.
direction, sometimes exhibit a silvery or pearly light.
Refracts double.
It melts before the blowpipe,
Chemical Characters.
without addition, into a white-coloured transparent gUiss.

—

Paris.— Silica,
Alumina,
Lime,

is

6i
20

Oryctogno-

2

Sm'y"**'

—

Potash,
14 100 Vauquelin.
Ceognostic Situation.— It occurs in contemporaneous
veins in drusy cavities in granite and gneiss.
Geographic Situation
It occurs in the granite of
the island of Arran ; and in the granite and gneiss
rocks of Norway, Switzerland, France, and Germany.
Uses.
The variety of adularia which exhibits the
bluish pearly light, is valued by jeweUers, and is sold
by them under the name Moonstone. Another variety
of adularia, found in Siberia, is known to jewellers
under the name Sunsto?ie. It is of a yellowish-grey

—

colour,

and numberless golden spots appear distributed
its whole substance.

throughout

Second Subspecies.
Glassy Felspar, Jameson. Glasiger Feldspath,

Glassy Fel

'P"Werner.
External Characters.— Colour greyish-white, sometimes passing into grey. Occurs always crystallized,
in broad rectangular four-sided prisms, bevelled on
the extremities.
These crysUds are often very much
cracked ; they are generally small, seldom middle-sized,
and always imbedded. Internally splendent, and lustre vitreous.
Fracture uneven, or small and imperfect
conchoidal.
Transparent.
Constituent Parts,
Silica,
.
68.0

—

Alumina,

.
15.0
Potash,
14.5
Oxide of iron,
0.5 98.0
Klaproth, Beit. b. v. s. 1 8.
Geogno.ilic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs
imbedded in pitchstone-porphyry in Arran and Rum
in a porphyritic rock in the Siebengebirge; also in a
rock composed of white felspar, and very small blackish-brown scales of mica, and fine disseminated magnetic ironstone, in the Drachenfels on the Rhine.
Third Subspecies.
Ice-Spar, Jameson. Eispath, Werner.
Ice-spar.
Colour white. Occurs masExternal Characters
sive, cellular, and porous; also in large granular concretions, which are composed of thin and straight
Frequently crystallized in the
lamellar concretions.
form of small thin longish six-sided tables, in which
the shorter terminal planes are bevelled. Externally
crystals shining, and sometimes splendent ; internally
Massive and other varieshining, and lustre vitreous.
ties strongly translucent ; crystals transparent.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. It occurs,
along with nepheline, meionite, mica, and hornblende,
at Monte Somma, near Naples.
Fourth Subspecies.
Common Felspar, Jameson. Frisclier Gemeiner Common
Feldspath, Werner.
Felspar.
External Characters. Most frequent colours white
and red, seldom grey, and rarely green and blue. Occurs most frequently massive and disseminated, seldom
in blunt angular rolled pieces and grains, and frequently in granular distinct concretions, from the smallest
to the largest size ; and sometimes crystallized, in the
Internally cleavage
same form nearly as adularia.
Fracture glistenshining, and sometimes splendent.
ing, and frequently not more than feebly glistening.
Lustre intermediate between vitreous and pearly, but
inclining rather more to the former than to the latter.
Fracture uneven or splintery. Fragments rhomboidal,
and have only four splendent shining faces. Translucent, or only translucent on the edges.
.

—

—

—

—
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Chemical Characters— Before the hlow-plpe, it is fiisible without addition into a grey semi-transparent glass,

Oryctogno.

Giecn Felipu.

Sibcriaa

Constituent Parts.
Hafa-ttd Fekpar.

Potash,

Puna.
60.85
22.00
0.75
14.00

1.25

18.00
0.75

Oxide of iron, 1-00

trace.

1.00

Water,
98.85

96.83
raaoaeBa, Jour,

Mioa,

n.

da

49, p.

98.00

note, in Scherer'i
Jour. d«T Chimic, bb 7. 1. 244.

—

BucMz,

in

Von

Moll'i Neue Jahrb
der Beig und
uttenlcundc, b.i. a. 361-

H

Geopiostic Situation. Felspar occurs in most of the
primitive rocks; in many of the species of the transition class, and alao assocuted with secondary and volcanic rocks.
Usei.
It is one of the ingredients in the finer kinds
of earthen-ware, and >s said to be the substance used
by the Chinese under tlie name Pdunse or Petunze, in

—

the manufacture of their {x>roelain.
The green varieof felspar, which are rare, are considered as ornamental stones, and are cut and polished, and made into
When the
cnufT-boxet, and other similar articles.
green varieties are spotted with white, they are named
Aveniuriiie Felspar, and are prized by ooUectors.
ties

—

Fifth Subspecies.

Labraoob FEur.iR, Jam««on
Jf'erner.

Labradontetn,

—

External Characters.
Most frequent colours light
and dark ash-grey, and smoke-grey, seldom yellowishgrey. When light falls on it in determinate directions.
It exhibits a great variety of colours
of these the most
frequent are blue and green, more seldom yellow and
red, and the rarest variety is pearl-grey.
Occurs masj

sive, or in rolled pieces; also

m Urge, coarse, seldom

in

mall

granular, vrry seldom in thick and straight lamellar concretions. Cleavage splendent, fracture glistening, and the lustre intermediate between vitreous
and pearly. Translucent, but in a low degree.
Chemical Characters.— According to Mr. Kirwan, it
it

infusible than common felspar.
Gtognotlic and Geographic Situations

more

It

occurs in

rolM masses of syenite, in which it is
common hornblende, hrperstene, and

associated with
magnetic ironstone, in the Island of St. Paul, on the coast of Labrador, where it was first discovered, upwards of thirty
years ago, by the Moravian Missionaries settled in that
remote and dreary region. Since that time it has been
found in Scotland, Norway, and other countries.
Uses.
On account of its beautiful colours, it is valued as an ornamental stone, and is cut into ring-stones,
snuff-boxes, and other similar articles.
It receives a
good polish ; but the streaks caused by the edges of
the folia of the cleavage are frequently so prominent as
to injure tlie appearance of the stone.

—

Sixth Subspecies.
Compact Felspar, Jameson.
Dichter Feldspath,
Werner.
External Charactert..^Co\o\\n white, grey, green,
and red. Occurs massive, disseminated, in blunt angular rolled pieces, and in small angulo-granular concretions ; also crystallised in rectangular four-sided
prisms.
Crystals either middle-sized, or small, and
always imbedded.
Internally sometimes glistening,
sometimes glimmering. Fracture even and splintery.
Feebly translucent, sometimes only translucent on the
edges.

S

melts Oryctogoo-

it

'

Con.slitueni Parts.

Felspar from

66.75
17.50

68.83
17-OS
S.OO
13.00

Silica,

Alumina,
Lime,
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Chemical Characters.— Before the blowpipe
with difficulty into a whitish enamel.
CompMt Febpai of

Salberg in

Swedak

Silica

68.0

Silica

Alumina

190

Alumina

Lime
Potash
Oxide of iron

Water
Godon de

1.0
5.5
4.0

Lime

2.5--100

Water

51.00
30.50
11.25
1.75

Iron

4.00

Natron

1.26—99.75
Chem,

Memin, Journal
de Physique, t 6i. p. 60.

Klaproth,

St.

Abhandl.

—

s.

2()4.

This mineral occurs in mounGeognostic Situation.
tain-masses, beds and veins, either pure, or intermixed
with other minerals, in primitive, transition, and secondary rocks.
Geographic Situation. The Pentland Hills contain
beds of compact felspar, associated with claystone, red
sandstone, and conglomerate.
It occurs in a similar
situation on the hill of Tinto, and in the Ochil Hills ;
and associated with rocks of the same nature in the
Island of Papa Stour, one of the Shetland group.

—

Seventh Subspecies.
Clinkstone, 'Jameson.
nolith, Daubuisson.

Eitemal Characters.

Kliogstein, Werner.

— Colours

grey,

Pbo-

Clinkstone,

green, and

Occurs massive ; also in granular, columnar,
globular, and tabular distinct concretions.
Lustre of
the principal fracture glistening and pearly ; that of
the cross fracture fuintly glimmering, almost dull.
Principal fracture slaty, generally thick, and often
curved slaty, with a scaly foliated aspect ; the cross
fracture splintery, passing into even, and flat conchoid
dal.
Strongly translucent on the edges, sometimes
even translucent. In thin plates, it emits when struck,
brown.

a ringing sound.

Chemical Characters.— \t. melts before the blowpipe
into a grey coloured glass, but

is

more difficultly

fusible

than basalt.
Const. Parts.

Silica

Alumina

67.25
23.50

Lime
Natron
Oxide of iron
Oxide of manganese
Water

2.75
8.10
8.25
0.85

3.00—98.10'

Klaproth, Beit. b. iii s. 243.
Geognostic Situation.— This subspecies of felspar generally contains imbedded crystals, when it forms the
rock named clink&tone Porphyry. It is generally associated with secondary traj) and (wrphyry rocks.
Geographic Situation. The Bass rock at the mouth
of the Frith of Forth, North Berwick Law, Traprain Law, and the Girleton Hills, all in East Lothian, and many other hills in Scotland, contain bedsand veins of this mineral.

—

Eiohth Subspecies.

Earthy Common

Fel£i>ar, Jameson.

gemeiner Feldspath, Werner.

—

AufgelOster Earthy
roimnon

External Characters,
Colours white and grey.
Generally occurs massive, and disseminated, and sometimes in imbedded crystals, which agree in form with
Internally sometimes glistthose of common felspar.
ening, sometimes glimmering, or even dull. Has sometimes an imperfect cleavage.
Fracture coarse and
small grained uneven, which approaches to earthy.
Breaks into blunt angular pieces. Either translucent
on the edges, or opaque. In general, it is so soft as to
yield to the nail : sometimes, however, it approaches
in hardness to felspar.
Sectile, and easily frangible.

f'l'P*'.
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The

chemical characters and composition of this substance have not been ascertained.
Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.-— It occurs in
granite and gneiss districts, as in Cairngorm and Arran
in Scotland, and Cornwall in England.
It is well
known in Saxony, and other countries.

Ninth Subspecies.
Porcelain
earth.

Porcelain Earth, or Kaolin, Jameson.

Porcellanerde, Werner.
External Characters. Most frequent colour reddish
white, of various degrees of intensity ; also snow-white
and yellowish-white. Generally friable, and sometimes
approaches to compact. Composed of dull dusty particles, which are feebly cohering. Soils strongly. Feels
Adheres slightly to the
fine and soft, but meagre.
tongue. Specific gravity, 2.216, Karsten.
It is infusible before the
Chemical Characters.
blowpipe.
Constituent Parts,

—

—

Porcelain Earth from

Aue in
46.0
Alumina
S9.0
Oxide of iron 0.25
Water
14.50
Silica

Saxony.

Silica

52.00

Iron

S5.0

Silica

Alumina 47.00

Alumina 42.5

0.33

Iron

1.0

Lime

1.0

the lateral planes. 2. The preceding figure, in which
the lateral edges are truncated.
Lateral planes of the crystals deeply longitudinally
streaked, and shining. Internally intermediate between
shining and glistening, and the lustre intermediate between resinous and pearly.
Fracture fine-grained
uneven. Translucent, and semitransparent in crystals.
Chemical Characters. Green scapolite, before the
blowpipe, becomes white, and melts into a white glass.
Constituent Parts.
Silica,
.
45.0
Alumina,
.
33.0
Lime,
.
17.6
Natron,
.
1.5
Potash,
0.5
Iron and Manganese, 1.0—98.6
Laugier, Annales du Museum d'Hist.
Nat. Ciih. Ix. p. 472.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— This mineral occurs in the neighbourhood of Arendal in Norway,

—

—

the different kinds of porcelain.
It is not used in the
state in which it is found in the earth, but is previous,
ly repeatedly washed, in order to free it from impurities.
After the process of washing, only fifteen parts
of pure white clay remain, which is the kaolin of the
Chinese.
Porcelain has been manufactured in China

and Japan from

was discovered

Pyramidal
Felspar.

a very early period.

The

art itself

Europe by a German named Biitticher, who made his first porcelain-vessels in Dresden in
the year 1 706. These were of a brown and red colour.
The white was not attempted until the year 1709 ; and
the famous manufactory at Meissen, the earliest in Europe, was established in 1710.
4. Pyramidal Felspar, or Scapolite t, Jameson.
in

—

Pyiamidaler Feldspath, Mo]is. Scapolit, Werner.

Hauy.
Pyramid = 136° 28'— 62"

Pa-

.

=

=

diated Scapolite, Foliated Scapolite,
polite,

and

—

Compact Red Sca-

Elaolite.

FinsT Subspecies.
Radiated
Scapolite.

Raoiated Scapolite, Jameson.

—

External Characters.
Most frequent colour grey,
seldomer white and green. Occurs massive, and in
distinct concretions
concretions radiated or fibrous,
scopiform diverging, and are coUectetl into others which
are thick and wedge-shaped.
It is most frequently
crystallieed.
The secondary forms are the following :
;

—'

.

where

it is associated with magnetic ironstone, felspar,
quartz, mica, garnet, augite, hornblende, actynolite,
and calcareous-spar.

Second Subspecies.
Foliated Scapolite, Jameson.

—

External Characters. Principal colours grey, green,
and black. Occurs massive, disseminated, and in large,
coarse, and long angulo-granular concretions ; also
crystallized in low eight-sided prisms, flatly acuminat-

Foliated
Scapolite.

ed with four planes, which are

set on the alternate laExternally crystals shining or splendent,
and vitreous. Cleavage shining, fracture glistening
lustre intermediate between resinous and pearly.
Ge.
neraUy translucent, and passes sometimes into transparent, sometimes to translucent on the edges.
Yields a
white streak.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. -—It occurs
in Sweden, in primitive rocks.

teral planes.

Third Subspecies.
Compact Red Scapolite, /amcion. Dichter

Scapolite. Compact
External Characters.— Colour dark brick-red, pass- red Scapoing into pale blood-red. Seldom occurs massive, more 'i'efrequently crystallized, in long, frequently acicular,
four-sided prisms, which ai'e oflen curved, and are without terminal crystallizations. Externally crystals rough
and dull. Internally very feebly glistening, almost
glimmering.
Fracture fine-grained uneven, approaching to splintery.
Opaque, or very faintly translucent
on the edges.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations,
It occurs
along with the other subspecies, in metalliferous beds
at

Arendal in Norway,

Fourth

Cleavage is in the
direction of the lateral planes, and of the diagonals of a
rectangular four-sided prism.
5.0
Hardness
5.5.
2.5—2.8.
Sp. gr.
This species is divided into four subspecies, viz. Ra-

^

—

ranthine,

56'.

'~

—

99.33
Rose.
97.75
99.5
JiL/a;)?-o<A,Chem.Abhandl. s. 278.
Gehlen.
Gcognostic Situation.
It generally occurs in granite
and gneiss countries, either in beds contained in the
granite or gneiss, when it appears to be an original deposite, or on the sides and bottom of granite and gneiss
hills, when it is certainly formed by the decomposition
of the felspar of these rocks.
Geographic Situation. It occurs in different granite and gneiss districts in Scotland, and in the Shetland Isles ; also in England and Ireland, and in many
places on the continent of Europe.
Uses.— This mineral forms a principal ingredient in

Rectangular four-sided prism, flatly acuminated Oryctognothe extremities witli four planes, which are set on
»y-

1.

011

Subspecies.

—
—

Elaolite, Jameson. Eluolith, Klaproth. Fettstein,
Werner. Dichter Wemerit, Hausmann,
External Characters. Colours of this mineral blue,

which
which

more or
more or less

inclines
falls

less to green, also flesh-red,
into grey, sometimes even inOccurs massive, and in very inti-

clines to brown.
mately aggregated granular concretions.

Internally
shining or glistening, lustre resinous. Fracture principally in the red variety, flat and imperfect conchoidal.
Blue variety has an imperfect double cleavage. TransBlue variety, when cut in a
lucent in a low degree.
particular direction, displays a peculiar opalescence,
not unlike that observed in the cat's-eye. Has the

same degree of hardness
Chemical Character.

as the other subspecies.

—When

pounded, and thrown

Elaolite.

5

;

31 1
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Before the blowpipe it melt*
into a milk-wnite enamel.
^""-""^
Silica,
44.00
CoiuHluent Parts.
34.00
Alumina.
Lime,
0.12
Potash and Soda, 16.50
4.00—98.62
Oxide of Iron,
Vauquelin, in HSuy's Tabl. Comparative, p. 178.
The blue
Geognottic and Geographic SHuaiions.
variety is found at Laurwig, and the red at Stavem and
Friedrichswam, both in the rock named zircon symite.
The pale- blue variety, -which ha« <rften an
Ute*.
opalescence like that of the adularia-moonstone, is cut
When set, it is
cabochon, and used for ring- stones.

Oryetogoo. into acids,

it

zelatlnates.

•7-

—

m

difficult to

distinguish

—Few

it

from

cat'8>eye.

of the newer mineral species
have bad to many names given to them as Scapolite, as
appears from the following enumeration: 1 . Paranthine
2. Wemerite; 3. Arcticite; 4. Sodaite; 5. Natrolite ;
6. Fuscitc; Gabbronite; 8. Elaolite ; 9. Fettstein;
10. Lythrode*; 11. Sprcustein ; 12. Bergmannitc.
* Chiastolite, JinaKion.— Hohlspath, fVerner.
External Charactert. Colours white and grey ; the
white colours yellowish- white, greenish- white, greyishwhite, and reddish-white ; grey cokmra pearUgrey,
Occurs always
gTMnisb-grey, and yellowish-grey.
Primitive form appears to be an oblique
crystaUixed.
four sided prism, with lateral edga of 84" 48', and
93® 12*. The following are the secondary forms:
1. Four-sided prism, in which the lateral edges are
rounded- t. Four prisms arranged in the form of a
ObservaltoHf.

—

Lime,
Oxide of Iron,

'f^

Soda,
Muriatic Acid,
.
Volatile Matter,
1.70—100.00
Loss,
Thornton, in Tr. R. S. of Ed. vol. vi. p. 394.
It was disGeognoslic and Geographic SitHalions.
covered at Kanerdluarsuk, a narrow toneue of land,
upwards of three miles in length, in lat 61°, in West
Greenland, by Sir Charles Gieseckc. It is found in a
bed from six to twelve feet thick, in mica-slate, and is
associated with sablite, augite, hornblende, and garnet.
Clay and Lithomaroc F.\milus. The minerals
included under these titles have no regular form or
cleavage, and cannot therefore be connected with any
place them here on acof the mineral species.
count of their affinity with some of the members of the
preceding genus.
.

—

—

We

Clay Family.

•

In this group or family we include the following minerals, 1. Alumrnite, 2. Common Clay, 3. Variegated
Clay, 4. Slate-Clay, 5. Bituminous Shale, 6. Claystone, 7. Adhesive Slate, 8. Polier Slate, 0- Tripoli.
•* LiTHOMARGE FaMILV.
The minerals of this family have many

alliances with

the preceding, and hence are placed immediately afler

them.
1

.

Lithomarge,

2.

Mountain Soap,

S.

Yellow Earth,

4. Bole.

eras*.

These oysUls always upptMi as if they had been at
one time boUow, and these hollows filled up with clavaUte, the position of which varies in regard to tne
crystals.
Cleavage double, and in the direction of the
Lustre of the cleavage
lateral planes of the prism.
glistening, that of tlie fracture glimroerinff.
Fracture
Translucent. Hard ; scratdies glass. Rather
difEcultly frangible. Sp.gr. 8.944, Haiiy. S.92S,Karsten.

splintery.

Chemical CharacUri.— It is infusible before the blowand becomes white and nearly opaque.
Its constituent parts have not as yet been ascertained.
Geognoitic and Geographic Sitiuiliont.— It occurs in
small acicular crystals m clay-slate in Wolfscrag near
Keswick, and near the summit of Skiddaw in Cumberland; also at A(;havana)7h, and Baltinglas-hill, in the
county of Wicklow. The largest and most beautiful
crystals are found in clay-slate near to St. Brieux in
Brittany smaller crystals occur in the clay-slate of St.
Jago di Compostella in Gallicia.
06«erM/N>ii«.^-C
r.
Chiastolite
hi
is placed immediately after the species of the felspar genus, on account of its
supposed affinity with them ; bat its characters are
still so imperfectly known, that it cannot be arranged
in any of tne present genera.
** SoOALiTE, Jameton.
Sodalite, Thornton.
External Charactert.
Colour intermediate between
celandine and mountain.green. Occurs massive, and
crystallized in rbomboidai or garnet dodecahedrons.
Externally smooth, shining, or glistening ; internally

pipe,

;

—

—

longitudinal fracture vitreous, cross fracture resinous.
Has a double cleavage. Fracture conchoidal. Frag-

ments indeterminate angular, and sharp-edged.
lucent.

t)ryctogno-

38.52
27.58
2.70
1.00
25.50
3.00
2.10

Silica,

Aluraina,

—

—

Cbiutolite.

Const. Partt
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Hard

Specific gravity

as tt\spax.

=

2.378.
Chemical Character!

—

Brittle;

Trans<

easily frangible.

When heated to redness, it
does not decrepiute, nor fall to powder, but becomes
dark-grey ; and is infusible before the blowpipe.

I.

• Clat Family.
Jameson.—
Ueinc Thonerde, JVemer.
Alvmisits,

Clay Fami-

—

External Charactert. Colour snow-white, which
verges on yellowish-white.
Occurs in small reniform
piecesDulL Fracture fine earthy ; consistence intermediate between friable and solid. Opaque. Soils
Afibrds a glistening streak. Adheres feebly
slightly.
Passes from very sof^ into friable.
to the tongue.
Feels fine, but meagre.
31.0
Conf/i/uen/ Parfi.^Alumina,
.
Water,
45.0
Sulphuric Add,
SI.

Lime,

.

9.0—09.5

Bucholi.
Geognoslic and Geographic .Situation.— It occurs in
calcareous loam in the alluvial strata around Halle in

Saxony.
2. Common Clay, Jameton.
Under this head we include Loam and Potter's- Clay.
Loam, Jameson, Leim, Werner.
Loam.

—

—

Kiternal Clinraclers.
Colour yellowish-grey, sometimes inclining to greenish-grey, and is spotted yellow
and brown. Occurs massive. Dull, and feebly glim,
mering, when small scales of mica are present. Fracture coarse and small-grained uneven in the large, and
Very easily franin the small earthy.
Soils slightly.
gible.
InSectile, and the streak slightly resinous.
termediate between friable and soft, but inclining more
to the first.
Adheres slightly to the tongue. Feels ra«
ther rough, and very slightly greasy, or meagre.
Geognoslic and Geographic •S'lVvo/tonf.— It occurs in
great beds in alluvial districts.
I'scs
The mud-houses we meet with in different
countries are built of loam.
The use of loam-bricks is
of high antiquity ; for we are told that the ancient city
of Damascus, and the walls of Babylon, were built of
bricks of this substance.

—

;
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Poiters-~
Ciaj.

Potters-Clay.—T<ipferthon,
o.

^

Earthy

JVerner.

Potters-Clay,

Jameson.—Erdiget

Topferthon, Werner.
There are two kinds of this clay,

viz.

Earthy and

Slaty.

External Ckaraclers.— Colours white and grey
very seldom mountain-green.
Occurs massive; friable, approaching to solid.
Internally dull, or feebly
glimmering, from intermixed scales of mica. Fracture
in the large coarse-grained uneven ; in the small fine
earthy.
More or less shining in the streak. Fragments very blunt-edged.
Soils slightly.
Opaque.
Very soft, passing into friable.
Sectile.
Adheres
strongly to the tongue ; more strongly than loam.
Feels rather greasy. Becomes plastic in water.
Chemical Characters.
It is infusible.
Constituent Parts.

—

—

.
6l
Alumina.
.
27
Oxide of Iron,
1
Water,
11—100
Klaprolh, Chem. Abhandl. s. 282.

Silica,

.

Geographic Situation.'^lt occurs more or less abiuv* Orjctogn
dantly in all the coal-districts in this island.
5. Bituminous Shale, Jamesoi,.
Brandschiefer,
Werner.
External Characters.
Colour light brownish-black,
which sometimes passes into blackish-brown. Occurs
only massive.
Internally lustre feebly glimmering.
Fracture rather tliin and straight slaty. Fragments
tabular.
Opaque.
Becomes resinous in the streak,
but the colour not changed. Very soft, approaching
to soft.
Ratlier sectile, and easily frangible.
Feels
rather greasy.
Specific gravity, I.99I, 2.049, Kirwan
2.060, Karsten.
Geognostic Situation.
It occurs principally in
rocks of the coal-formation, where it frequently alternates with, and passes into, slate-clay, and also

—

into coal.

Geographic Situation

.

.

Geognostic Situation.

—

.

a frequent mineral in alluvial districts, where it sometimes occurs in beds of
considerable thickness ; it has also been observed in secondary or floetz formations.

—

—

into bricks, tiles, crucibles, and tobacco-pipes ; and
in improving sandy and calcareous soils.

employed
Slaty Pot-

tws-Cl»y.

is

—

(J.) Slatv Potters-Clay, Jameson.
Scliiefriger
Topferthon, Werner.
External Characters.
Most frequent colour dark
smoke-grey, seldomer bluish and pearl-grey. Occurs
massive. Lustre of the j)rincipal fracture glistening ;
cross fracture dull.
Principal fracture very imperfect

—

fracture fine earthy.
Fragments often
Does not adhere so strongly to the tongue as
the earthy kind, but becomes more shining in tlie
streak ; feels more greasy.
slaty

;

cross

tabular.

—

Geognostic Situation.
It occurs in considerable beds
in alluvial districts, along with earthy Potters-clay.
Variegated

3.

VAniEGATEDCLAY,/a)neion. BunterThon, Werner.

—

Characters.
Colours white, grey, yellow, red and brown.
Internally
Occurs massive.
dulL
Fracture coarse earthy, inclining to slaty.
Fragments blunt-edged. Becomes strongly resinous
in the streak, more so than the preceding kinds.
Soft, inclining to friable.
Sectile.
Adheres pretty
strongly to the tongue.
Feels rather greasy.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
alluvial deposites near Wehrau, in Upper Lusatia.
Slate-Chf.
4 Slate-Clav, Jameson. Schiefer Thon, Werner.
External Characters. Colours smoke and ash-grey,
greyish-black, and sometimes bluish and yellowishgrey, and brownish-red.
Occasionally contains impressions of unknown ferns and reeds. Massive. Dull,
or glimmering, owing to intermixed scales of mica.
Fracture in the large more or less perfect slaty; in the

Clay.

E.vternal

—

—

small, earthy.

Fragments

tabular.

Opaque.

Inter-

mediate between soft and very soft. Affords a dull
grey-coloured streak.
Easily frangible.
Adheres
slightly to the tongue.
Feels somewhat greasy.
Specific gravity, 2.636", Karsten.
2.6S0, Kirnan.
Geognostic Situation.~lt occurs in beds in all the
secondary coal-formations.
It passes into claystone,
sandstone, and bituminous-shale, and sometimes in-

—

clines to clay-slate.

—

and

It

occurs in

all

also in those of

the coal dis-

Bohemia, Po-

and other countries.
Claystone, Jameson. Thonstein, Werner.

land, Silesia,
6".

External Characters.

It is

Geographic Situation.
It occurs in many districts
England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Use.^.
It is used in potteries, in the manufacture of
the different kinds of earthen- ware ; it is also made
in

tricts in tnis island,

— Colours grey, white, blue, and

Claystone

Sometimes veined, spotted, and striped. Occurs
massive. Internally dull, when it does not contain accidentally mixed glimmering particles.
Fracture fine
earthy, but sometimes passes to fine-grained uneven,
and even inclines to slaty and conchoidal. Opaque.
Semi-hard, sometimes soft, and even very soft. Specific gravity 2.210, Karsten.
Geognostic Situation.—'It occurs in beds, along with
porphyry ; also forming the basis of clay-porphyry,
beds, along with black coal, and as a constituent
red.

m

of some kinds of tuff.
Geographic Situation.
It occurs along with secondary porphyry in the Penlland Hills ; in a similar situation in the island of Arran ; on the mountain of Tinto ;
in the Ochil Hills ; and in many other places of Scot-

—

land.

—

Uses. When of suflficient liardness, it is used as a
building-stone ; also for lintels and door-posts, and can
be formed into water-troughs. It forms an indifferent
paving.stone.
7. Adhesive Slate, JamwoM. Klebschiefer, ircrKer, Adhesive
External Characters.
Colours grey and white, -'ateMassive. Dull.
Fracture straight slaty ; thick or thin
slaty.
Fragments tabular. Soft, passing into very
Adheres
soft.
Sectile.
Feels somewhat greas}-.
strongly to the tongue. Specific gravity 2.0S0, Klaproth.
Chemical Character.
Infusible before the blowpipe.
Constit, Parts.

Silica,

Alumina,
Magnesia,

Lime,
Iron and Manganese,
Water,

58.0
5.0
6.5
1.5

9-0

19-9_100.
Bucholz.

Geognostic Situation. It occurs in beds in secondary
gypsum, and contains imbedded menilite.
Geographic Situation
It has hitherto been found

only in the gypsum formation around Paris.
Pollers8. PoLiER, or Polishing Slate, Jameson.
chiefer, Werner.
External Characters. Colours white, grey, brown,

Polier
»^*"-

and yellow. Occurs massive. Dull. Principal fracture straight and thin slaty ; «ross fracture fine
earthy.
Opaque. Soils slightly. Very soft, passing
into friable. Uncommonly easily frangible. Feels fine,
but meagre. Specific gravity 0.590_0.606, Haberle.

Il

;
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Sfltca,

Alumina^
Lime,
Oxide of iron,
Wnter,

.

.

Joum.

fur d- Chetnie et Phrsik, b.

and Gengraphie

Utof^noslii-

at

U 00— 9900

.

Bueholz, in

Siluatioiis

—

ii s.

28.

forms a

It

of the coal-fonna-

be<l in the neighliourhood of rocks
tion, at Planitz in Saxony.

IX. Tripom, Jameson. Tripel, Werner.
Colours grey, white, and yeJExternal Charadert.
Dull.
Occurs massive, and in whole beds.
low.
Fracture sometimes fine, sometimes coarse earthy, ami
Opaque. Soft, soracin the great inclines to slaty.
timM paanng into very sotl. Not very brittle, and
Feel* meagre, and ratlier
ratber cufly frangible.
rough. Does not adhere to the tongue. Specific gr*.

—

Tity S.202, Bueholz.
It is infusible before the

Chemical Churader.

blow.

Hottomone.

pipe.
Conililuenl Pari*.

4
86

Silica,

Alumina,
Carbon.

.

Phillips.

occurs in beds in coal-fields
also in beds, along with liccnndvry limestone, and altvnating with clay, under basak.
It is found at Rakewell in
Geograr.hic StIuaJin.
Derbj-shire, where it is named RoUentlone, .-uid in many
other parts of the world.
On accoant of the iuodiMM of Hs particles,
Vtet.
it is «Med for polishing stone*, oMtals, and glaawa.
** LiTHOMAKGE Family.

Ongaottie

I.

Silnalion.

It

LiTitoMAROi, JameuMi

— Steinroark,

Werner.

External Characters. —Colours white, grey, blue, and
yellow. Occurs uiasxire, disseminated, and globular
Dull.
Fracture fine earthy in the
or amygdaloidal.
small, and large conchoidal, and sometimes even, in
Fragaicnts indeterminate angular, and
the great.
Opaque.
Becomes shining in
rather blunt-edged.
theatrMk. Very mil, sectile, and easily frangible. Adstrongly to the tongue. Feels fine anil greasy. Spe-

hem

—

gravity, ''Z4 1.0, Kopp
2,435_2.493, Bretthaupt.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situatinnx.
It occurs ii
porphyry, gneiss, grcy^vacko, and ger|X!ntine :
veins
in drusy cavities in topaz-rock ; or nidular, in basalt,
amygdaloid, and serpentine ; and it is said tlun in beds,
It is found in Scotland, England,
in a c-onl-furmation.
cific

m

Germany, &c.
II.

MouMTAiN Soap, Jamexon.

External Character!

—

Bergteif^ Werner.
Colour pale brownish-black.
Fracture fine earthy.
Frag-

Occurs massive. Dull.
ments indeterminate angular.

Opaque.

Becomes

Writes, but does not soil. Xery
Easily frangible.
oft, and perfectly sectile.
Adheres
strongly to the tongue.
Feels very greasy. Light,
(hininl; in the streak.

bordermg on
Geognriilic

ratlier

heavy.

and Geographic

Situationx,

It occurs in

trap-rocks in the island of Skye.
l/#e.— It i< A'aliied by painters as a crayon.

Opaque.

Soils

and writes

slightly.

Very

passing into friable.
Easily frangible.
Adheres
pretty strongly to the tongue.
Feels rather grvany.
Specific gravity. 2.240, Breit/iaupl.
sftft,

VOU

XIV.

FART

II.

2.051, Brcithaiqtt.
When immersed in water, it
Characters.
breaks in pieces with an audible noise, with the evoBefore
lution of air-biibbles, and falls into powder.
the blowpipe, it melts into a greenish-grey coloured slag.
Geognoslic Situation.
The geognoslic situation of
this niincr.il is ralhtr circumscribed, it having been
hitherto ohserveil only in secondary or floctz trap-rock.s,
principally in tr^p-tufi*, wackc, and l>.%salt, in which it
occurs in angular pieces, and disseminate<l.
It is found nt Strigau in
Geographic Situation.
(•'heiiical

and

Silesia,

in other places.

was formerly an article of the Materia
MedicA, and used as an astringent, and in some places
It

i'set.

It is said that
is still employed in veterinary practice.
tobacco-pipes ere sometimes made of lH)le, and tliat it is
an ingredient in the glaze of some kinds of earthen ware.

AUGITE.

Genus VIIL

=

Hardness
3.2 and more.

Prismatic

=

4..5,

—

Augite.

If above C,

7.

—

=

tlie

2.7.
a.5.
Sp. ^r.
Beclcavablc according to an oblique priim.
No metallic pearly lustre.
This genus contains four species, viz. 1. Obliqueedged Augile. 2. Straight-edged Augite. 3. Prismatoiilal Augite. 4. Prismatic augite.
Schiefkanti- ObliqucI. Oblique-kdsco Al'Oite, Jamexon
edged
ger Augit, Mohs.

Sp. gr.

low 3.2

is easily

—

Prism = fja" 18'. Cleavage indeterminate diagonal.
3.5.
Hardness
5.0
3.2
CO. Sp. gr.
This species contains seven subspecies, viz. Foliated
Augite, Uronular Augite, Conchoidal Augite, Common
Augite, Coccolite, Diopside, and Salilite.
First Suiispccies.

=

—

—

=

—

Foliated Al'qitc, Jameson. Bla>ttrigcr Augit,
Werner.
External Characters.
Colours black and green. Crystallized in sivsided prismi, bevelled on the extremities,

—

and

III. Yellow EAnrii, Jamexon.
Gelbcrde, If'trner.
Argile ocreuse jaune grapdiquo, Ilanjf.
External Characlcrx.--Co\o\iT ochre-yeHow, of different degrees of intensity.
Occurs massive. Dull on
the croM flracture, bat glimmering on the principal
fracture.
Fracture in tlie large inclines to slaty ; in
the small, it is earthy.
Fragments tabular, or indeterminate angular. Becomes somewhat shining in the

streak.

times spotted and dendritic. Massive, and dissemiInternally lustre glimmering, and very rarely
nated.
Red variety feedull.
Fracture perfect conchoidal.
bly translucent, the yellow translucent on the edges,
and the brown and the black opaque. \'ery soft, apRather sectile. and very easily
proaching to soft.
Becomes shining and resinfrangible.
Feels greasy.
ous in the streak. Adheres to the tongue. Specific
gravity. 1.922, Karxien
From 1.4 to 2.00, Kiman.
I.l'i':,

19—100

.

and Geographic Silutilions.- -It is found OrcylognoWeViraw, in Upper Lusatia, ^here it is associated
with clay, and clay ironstone.
Uscx— It may be employed as a yellow pigment ;
and when burnt, it is sold by the batch under the
name of English red The remains in Pompeii show
that it was used as a pigment, both in its yellow and
It appears to have
red state, by the ancient Romans.
been known to Theophrastus as a yellow pigment.
Bole.
VI. Bole*, Jameson. Bol, Werner.
Eilerval Characters.— Colours brown, 3'ellow, and
very rarely pale flesh-red, and brownish-black. SomeGi-ognostic

79.0
1.00
1.00
4.00

.
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also in iwin-crjstals. Internally

it is

shining, inclin-

ing to splendent, and the lustre resino-vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. Opaque, or translucent on the edges.
Chemical Characters. Fusible with difliculty into a
black enamel.
From ^uia..
CoHttUuenl Par/*.— SHica,
52.00

—

Alumina,

li.SS

Maf^nesia,

.

10.00
13.20
14.66

Lime,
Oxide of Iron,
Oxideof Manganese, 2.00—9519.
Fauquelin, Juurn. dc Mm. K. Sg. p. 176.
Geognoslic S.iualion.
Occurs only in secondary traprock^ and in lava.
.

—

Sv

Aus'ie-

KoliatcJ
Aiifliie.
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Ceogmphtc

Oryctogno-

rent districts

—

found in basalt in diffein Scotland, and abundantly on the conSitualioii.

It is

tinent

Second Subspecies.
Granular
Atigite.

Granular Augite,

—

Jameson.
KSrniger Augit,
Werner.
External Characters. Colour greenish-black. Occurs massive, in coarse and small angulo-granular conAlso crystallized in broad six-sided prisms,
cretions.
bevelled or accumulated on the extremities.
Surface

—

rough and

glistening.
Internally glistening and resinous.
Fracture uneven. Opaque.
Geo^nosilc and Geographic Situations. This subspecies of augite has been hitherto found only in primitive
rocks at Arendal in Norway, in several of the ironmines, particularly that named Ulve-Grube.
Third Subspecies.

—

Conchoidal
Augite.

Conchoidal Augite, /anje^on.— Muschlicher Augit,
Werner.
External Characters. Colours black, green, and
Occurs in imbedded
sometimes even liver-brown.
Fracgrains. Lustre spendent, and resino-vitreous.
Translucent on
ture imperfect, and flat conchoidal.
the edges, or translucent. Agrees in its other characters with the foregoing subspecies.
It occurs onGeognoslic and Geographic Siliialions.
ly in secondary trap-rocks, and is the ntfest of the subspecies of this species. The finest specimens, from two
to tliree inches in diameter, are found in the vesicular
basalt of Fulda.
Fourth Subspecies.
,
Common Augite, Ja»ief07i. Gemeiner Augit, Werner.
External Characters. Colours blackish-green and
velvet-black.
Occurs in large and small imbedded
Internally its lustre is intermediate between
grains.
Fracture
shining and glistening, and is resinous.
coarse, and small-grained uneven. Sometimes inclining
to imperfect conchoidal. Translucent on the edges, seldom translucent. Its other characters agree with the

—

—

Common
Augite.

—

foliated subspecies.

Gefognostic

and Geographic

Situations.

—

It

occurs

principally in secondary trap- rocks, as basalt and greenThe secondary trap-rocks of
stone, and also in lavas.
France, Germany, and Britain, and the lavas of Vesuvius and Iceland, in many cases abound with this mineral.

Fifth Subspecies.
Coccoli*.

—

Kokkolith, Werner.
Coccoi-ite, Jameion.
Colour green. Occurs massive,
External Characters.
Sometimes crystallized
also in granular concretions.
Internally
in the s^me form as the other subspecies.
shining, sometimes approaching to glistening, and lusFracture uneven.
tre vitreous, inclining to resinous.
Translucent, or translucent on the edges.
It occurs in mineral beds subGeognoslic Silualion.
ordinate to the primitive trap formation, where it is associated with granular limestone, garnet, and magnetic

—

—

•

iron- ore

—

Geographic Silualion.
It occurs at Arendal in Norway; in the iron mines of Helhta and Assebro in Sudermanland and in many places in Nericke, in Sweden
Sixth Subspecies.
;

Diopiide.

DiopsiDE, Jrtjneion.— Diopsid, Werner.

—

External Characters. Colours greenish- white, greenOccurs massive,
ish-grey, and pale mountain-green.
disseminated, in lamellar concretions, which sometimes
approach to prismatic ; and crystallized in low, oblique
four-sided prisms, and also in six and eight-sided
prisms. Externally shining, glistening, and pearly ; internally shining
times inclining

and
to

vitreous. Fracture uneven, someimperfect and small conchoidal.

Translucent.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situationt.—\X

of Ciarmetta in Piedmont ; also in the Black Oryctogn
'?•
Mussa, near the town of Ala, in veins, along
with epidote or pistacite, and hyacinth-red garnets ; '"nt""
and in the same district, in a vein traversing serpentine, along with prehnite, calcareous-spar, and ironglance or specular iron-ore.

the

hill

Rock

at

Seventh Sudspecies.

—
— Colour

Sahlite, Jameson.
External Characters.

Sahlit,

Werner.

Sahlite.

green.
Occurs massive, and in straight lamellar and coarse granular concretions ; also crystallized in four-sided prisms. Internally the lustre of the principal fracture is shining,
splendent and vitreous ; that of the cross fracture dull.
Fracture unven. Translucent on the edges.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
the island of Unst in Shetland: in granular limestone
in the island of Tiree, one of the Hebrides
in limestone in Glen Tilt ; in Rannoch ; in the silver mines
of Sala, in VVestmanland in Sweden, associated with
asbestous actynolite, calcareous-spar, iron-pyrites, and

—

:

near Arendal in Norway, along with magnetic
common hornblende, calcareous-spar, and
seldom with felspar and black mica. Some of the varieties of asbestus and actynolite of authors belong to
augite, particularly those varieties met with in secon'jai-y trap rocks
Rechtkan- straight2. Straight-Edged Augite, Jameson.
edged autiger Augit, Mohs.
Prism =: \9,V 34'. Cleavage indeterminate diagonal. §''«•
2.7—3.2.
5.0—6.0. Sp. gr.
Hardness
This species contains five subspecies, viz. Carinthin,
Hornblende, Actynolite, Tremolite, and Asbestus.
galena

;

iron-ore,

—

=

=

First Subspecies.

—

Karinthin, Werner.
Jame.<:on.
External Characters. Colour black. Occurs massive
and disseminated and the massive varieties in coarse
granular concretions. Internally splendent, and lustre
Greenish-black
Fracture conchoitlal.
resino-vitreous.
varieties are strongly translucent on the edges, but the

Cartkthin,

—

;

velvet-black opaque.

—

It occurs in the
Geogiioslicaiid Geographic Situation.
Saualpe in Carinthia,"in a bed in primitive rock, associated with quartz, kyanite, garnet, and zoisite.

Second Subspecies.
Hornblende, Jameson. Hornblende, Werner.

—

found

in

,

Horn-

This species is divided into three kinds, viz. Common blende.
Hornblende,Hornblende-Slafe,and Basaltic Hornblende.
Common Hornblende, Jameson. Ge- Common
First Kind.
hornmeiner Hornblende, Werner.
External Characters.— Colours black and green. blende.

—

—

Occurs massive, disseminated, and in granular conRarely crystallized in oblique four-sided
Internally the
prisms, and also in six-sided prisms.
lustre is shining and pearly. Fracture coarse and small

cretions.

grained uneven. Black coloured varieties opaque, but
\ ields a
the green generally translucent on the pdges.
mountain-green, inclining to a greenish-grey coloured
When breathed on or moistened, even when
streak.

brought from a colder to a warmer place,
is

it

yields

what

called a bitter smell.

Chemical Characters.— It melts before the blowpipe,
glass.
with violent ebullition, into greyish-black coloured
Common Hornblende from Nora in Westnianlsnd.
42.00
Silica,
Cow.s/. Parts,
12.00
Alumina,
11.00
Lime,
2.25
Magnesia,
SO.OO
Oxide of Iron,
Ferrugmous manganese. 0.25
0.75
Water,

—

-98.25

Trace of Potash,
is

Carinthiiv

Klaproth, Beit. b.

v. s.
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Oryetogno-

Georrnostic Silualion-— It occurs in great

abundance

in

^primiuve rocks, and also in some rocks of the secondary
'^~*'""'
•y-

class.

—

Geogrophic Situation. It occurs very abundantly in
Scotland, in greenstone and syenite : and imbedded in
It is found in similimestone, gneiss, and mica-slate.
lar rocks in England ; and plentifully in the primitive
tr«p-rocks of Irefand.
Hornblende
line.

Second

Kind.

— Hornblcnde-Slate, Jameson.—
—Colour green. Occurs massive,

Hornblende Schiefer, Werner.

External Characters.
Interin thin promiscuous prismatic concretions.
nally glistening, passing into shining and pearly. FracYields a greenish-grey
ture straight slaty. Opaque.
coloured streak.
It occurs in beds, in granite,
Geognosllc Situation.

and

—

gneiss, mica-slate, quartz-rock, sometimes also in clay-

and frequently along with beds of primitive lime-

slate,

atone.

Geographic Situations.

— In

it

occurs in

the districts of Braemar and Aberdeen, in
Aberdeenshire ; in Banffshire, as near Portsoy ; in Argylcshire, as in the islands of Coll, Tiree, &c ; in Inverness-shire, as in the islands Rona, Lewis, &c. ; and
in many other parts in Scotland ; and also io England
ahd Ireland.
bornblende.

—

—

Third Kind. BAStLTiC HoRSBLKNOE, Jameson.
Basaltische Hornblende, IVerner.
External Characters. Colour black. Occurs crystallized, in six-sided prisms, variously modified. Lustre
at cleavige splendent and vitreous, approaching to

—

pearly ; that of the cross fracture glistening.
Fracture small-grained uneven, approaching to conchcidal.

Opaque, liatlicr harder than common hornblende. Affords • dark greyisb-white streak.
Ceoguoilic and Geographic Stltialion.— It occurs
iml>eddetl in trap-rocks in Scotland, and other countries.

Third ScBSPECfES.
Acijmolilc

AcT\ MOLiTE, Jameson.
This

Aibwtoui
aciroolilt.

—

Strahlstein, tl'crner.

divided into three kinds, viz. Asbestous Actynolite, Common Actynolite, and Classy
Actynolite.
First Kind.
Asbestous ActynolitEi Jameson.
Asbettartiger Strahlstein, IVerner.
Exleriiol Characters.
Colours grey, green, blue,
and brown. Occurs massive, in distinct concretions,
lub^ipecies

is

—

—

—

which are fibrous, and sometimes collected into others
which are wedge-shaped and granular. Rarely occurs
ar]r|Ullized, in delicate capillar^', rigid, moss-like, su-

pemnposed crystals. Internally tlie lustre is glistening and pearly. Opaque, or slightly translucent on
the edges.
Fibres or concretions in groups are soft,
but individually equally bard with the other varieties

of actynolite.
Geogiioslic Situation.

—

It occurs in

beds in gneiss,

and granular limestone.
Geographic Situation.— In Scotland, also in Norway,
Sweden, &c.
Second Kind. Common Actynolite, Jameson
Gemeiner Strahlstein, Werner.
External Characters. Colour green. Occurs massive and disseminated ; also in wedge-shaped prismatio
mica-slate,

Cafnmon
actynolite.

—

—

which are scopiform, stellular, and prothese sometimes pass into ongulo-granular
concretions.
Frequently the prismatic concretions are
collected into large granular concretions.
Internally
shining, inclining to glistening, and pearly inclining
to vitreous. Fracture uneven and concboidal.
Generally translucent on tlic edges.
Ceognottic Silualion.
It occurs in beds in gneiss,
^
t^diJiita, and talc<slatc.
concretions,

miscuous

;

—

—

It occurs at Eilan Reach inOi^etognoGeographic Situation.
Inverness-shire ; near Fortrose in Cromar- ._.^^'
Glenelg,
'
ty ; in the parish of Sleat, in the isle of Skye ; different
places in the isle of Lewis.
Third Kind
Glassy Actynolite, Jameson. Gla- Glassy actynolite.
sartiger Strahlstein, Werner.
Colour green. Occurs masExternal Characters.
sive : also in prismatic distinct concretions, which
are fibrous, or radiated, arranged in a scopiform, and
mrely in a promiscuous manner ; and these are again
collected into wedge-shapetl prismatic or granular concretions.
Internally shining, sometimes splendent, and

m

.,

'

—

—

between vitreous and pearly. Trr.nslucent or semi-transjiarent. Brittle. Uncommonly easily

intermetliate

Traversed by numerous parallel rents.

frangible.

—

It occurs in
Geosnostic and Geographic Situalioiis.
primitive rocks in the isle of Skye, and other parts of

Scotlan<l.

FouHTH
Scotland,

gtieiss, in

Baialiic
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Tremolite, Jameson.

Subspecies.

—Tremolith, Werner.

Tremolite.

divided into three kinds, viz. Asbestous Tremolite, Common Tremolite, and Glassy

This subspecies

is

I'remolite.

First

Asbestous Tuemolite, Jameson.

Kind,

Asbcitous
tremolite.

Asbcstartiwr Tremolit, Werner.

—

Exiariial Characters.
Most common colour greyish-white; it is also yellowish-white, greenish-white,
rarely reddish-white, and pale violet-blue.
Occurs
massive ; also in fibrous or very tliin prismatic diitinct
concretions.
Internally shining, approaching to glistening, and pearly.
Translucent on the edges. Rather
easily frangible.

—

Geognolic Silualion
It occurs most frequently in
granular foliated limestone, or in dolomite ; sometimes
in chlorite ; and more rarely in sccondurv trap-rocks.
Geographic Silualion.
It occurs in foliated granular
limestone in Glen Tilt, in Perthshire, and in (Jlen Elg
in Invemess-shire ; in dolomite in Abcrdpcnshire and
Icolmkill; in the Shetland Islands ; and in basalt in the
Castle Rock of Edinburgh.
Second Kind. Common TntuoLirt, Jameson. Ge- *'"'""'non
»rcmoiiie.
mciner Tremolit, Werner.
External Characters.
Most frequent colour white,seldom grey, pale asparagus-green, and blue. Occurs massive ; also in distinct concretions, which are prismatic,
and these are collected into longisli granular concretions.
Sometimes crystallizetl in oblique four-sidetl prisms.
Lustre shining, and Intermediate between vitreous and
pearly.
Fracture uneven or conchoidal. Translucent
or semi-transparent. Rather brittle. Easily frangible.
Powder rough to the feel.
Geognosllc Situation. Like the asbestous subspecies,
occurs principally in granular limestone, or dolomite,

—

—

—

—

—

and

in metalliferous beds.

—

Geographic Silualion. It occurs in Glen Tilt, Glen
Elg, and in the Shetland Islands ; also at Clicker Tor
in Cornwall.
Third Kind. Glassy TremolitE, Jameson. Gla- Glassy tremolite.
sartiger Tremolith, Werner.
External Characters.— Colour white. Occurs mas-

—

—

which are straight
numerous crossrents, and these are again grouped into thick and
wedge-shaped concretions. Frequently crystallized in
sive

and

;

also in distinct

scopiform

concretions,

prismatic,

witli

long acicular crj-stals. Lustre shining, but in a lower
degree than the preceding subspecies, and'intermediate
between vitreous and pearly. Translucent.
Geotrnostlc Situation.
It is the same as that of the
preceding subspecies, occurring principally along with
granular limestone.
Geographic Situation.— la Scotland it occurs along,
with me other kinds.

—

;
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Fifth Subspecies.

Orjrctogno-

Aibestus.
Rocl(-cork.

soft.

AsBESTCS, Jameson. Asbest, Werner.
Thi» subspecies is divided into four kinds, viz. RotkCork, Amianthus, Common Asbestus, and Rock-wood.
Firtl Kind. Rook-Cork, Jameson. RergCork, IVerner.
External Characters. Colours white, grey, and yelOccurs massive, in plates that vary in thickness,
low.
corroded, and with impressions ; and these foinis arc
composed ofdelicateand promiscuous fibrousconcretionf.
Internally feebly glimmering, or dull.
Fracture fine
rained uneven,inclining to slaty in the large. Opaque,
f ery soA. Becomes shining in the streak. Sectile, almost like common cork. Slightly elastic flexible. Dif.
ficultly frangible.
Adheres slightly to the tongue.
Emits a grating sound when we handle it. Feels meagre.
So light as to swim on water. Specific gravity,
0.679, 0.991, Brisson.—0Q9i, Haiiy.
It melts with great difficulty
Chemical Characters.
before the blowpipe into a milk-white nearly translu-

—

—

cent glass.
Oeognostic Situation.-~\t occurs in coteniporaneous
Veins in serpentine, and in red sandstone ; also in metalliferous veins in primitive and transition rocks ; and
occasionally in mineral beds.
Geographic Situation.
It occurs in veins in the ser.
pentine of Portsoy, and in the red sandstone of Kin.
cardineshire ; in plates, in the lead-veins at Lead Hills
and Wanlockhead in Lanarkshire; and in small quan-

—

Kildrumraie in Aberdeenshire.
Second Kind. Amianthus, or Flexible Asbbstus,
Jameson. Amiant, Werner.
External Characli rs. Colours white, grey, blue, and
green. Sometimes blood-red, particularly when it occurs
in veins in serpentine. Occurs in fibrous distinct concretions. Internally lustre shining and pearly. Translucent
on the edges, or opaque. Very soft. Perfectly flexible.
Geognostic Slliialion.—lt occurs frequently along
with common asbestus, in cotemporaneous veins in sera

Opaque.

mersion, 1.534>

Specific gravity, before im- Oryctogna'sy.
after immersion, 2.225, Brcilhaupt.

Sectile.
;

ChcmiealCharacltrs.—h infusiblebefore theblowpipe.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs at
Sterzingin the Tyrol, in primitive rocks.
3. Prismatoidal Augite, Jameson,
Prismatoidischer, Augit, Mohs.
VrismzzlW ST. Cleavage sometimes prismatoidaL
Hardness=60.70. Specific gravity=3.2, 3.5.
This species contains two subspecies, viz. Epidote

—

and

Zoisite.

First Subspecies.
Epidote or Pistacite, Jameson. Epidote, Haiiy,

thus.

Alternates from translucent to translucent
to nearly transparent.
Chemical Characters.
Before the blowpipe it is converted into a brown-coloured scoria, which blackens by
continuance of the heat.

splintery.

on the edges, and

—

Epidote from the Valais.

Common
Aebestuf.

Constituent Pa/-/.s.— Silica

—

It occurs in serpentine in the
Geographic Situation.
islands of Mainland, Unst, and Fetlar in Shetland ; and
in the same rock at Portsoy.
U.tes.^-Thh mineral, on account of its flexibility,
and its resisting the action of considerable degrees of
heat, was woven into those incombustible cloths in
which the ancients sometimes wrapped the bodies of
persons of distinction, before they were placed on the
funeral-pile, that their ashes might be collected free
from admixture.
Third Kind.
Common Asbestus, Jameson. Gemeiner Asbest, Werner.
External Characters.
Colours dark leek-green, and
mountain-green ; also greenish-grey and yellowishgrey.
Occurs massive ; and in fibrous distinct concretions.
Internally gliitening and pearly.
Fracture
not visible. Translucent, or only translucent on the
edges.
Soft, approaching to very soft.
Rigid or in-

Lime

.

37-0
26.0
20.0

13-0
Oxide of iron
Oxide of manganese 0.6
Water
1.8
1.0—100.0
Loss
Geognostic Situation.— Occnrs in beds and veins, and
sometimes as an accidental constituent part of rocks.
Geographic Situation.
In Arran it occurs in syenite
and clay-slate ; in Mainland in Shetland in syenite, and
.

.

—

in other districts in Scotland.

Second Subspecies.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sock*

.

Zoisit^
Zoisite, Jameson.
This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Common Zoisite and Friable Zoisite.
First Kind. Common Zoisite, ./aOTMOJi. Zoi&iie,Werner. Common
Colour grey. Occurs massive Zoisite,
External Characters
Internalalso in large prismatic distinct concretions.
ly it is shining on the cleavage, and glistening, on the
Fracfracture surface, and the lustre is resino-pearly.
ture small-grained uneven. Feebly translucent, or ortly
translucent on the edges.
Geognostic and Geographic Sittiations.-^-lt was first
observed in the Saualp in Carinthia ; and we have it
from Glen Elg in Inverness- shire, and from Shetland.
Friable Zoisite, Jameson. Miirber Friable
Second Kind.
Zoisite.
Zoisit, Karsten.
which
reddish-white,
Colour
Characters
flexible.
Feels
External
R.ither brittle.
Difficultly frangible.
Massive, and
rather greasy. Specific gravity, 2.000, Kersten.
is spotted with pale peach-blossom red.
2.542,
Kirtvan
2.591, Breitliaupt.
in very fine loosely aggregated granular concretions.
Geognostic Situation.
Like amianthus, it occurs in Very feebly glimmering. Fracture intermediate between earthy and splintery. Translucent on the edges.
veins in serpentine, and in primitive grtenstone.
It occurs imGeographic Situation.
It occurs in the serpentine
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
of Shetland, Long Islqnd^ Portsoy, Anglesey, and Corn- bedded in green talk at Radelgraben in Carinthia.
Prismatie
wall
4. Prismatic Augite, or Tabular Spau, Jamesoii.
Augite.
Fourth Kintl. Rock- Wood, or Ligneous Asbestus, Pr'ismatischer Augitspath. Mohi. Schaalstein, Werner.
Bergholz, Werner.
Jameson
Tafelspath, Karsten.
Colour wood-brown, of various
Eilernal Characters
Prism=; 105°. Cleavage indeterminate diagonal. Harddegrees of intensity. Occurs massive, and in plates ; ness=4.5— 5.0. Sp. gr.=2.7— 2.9.
Colour white. Occurs massive,
also in delicate and promiscuous fibrous concretions.
Ex'ernalCharactvr.s.
Internally lustre glimmering.
Fracture curved slaty. and coar^ely disseminated ; also in granular and lamelBecomes shining in the streak. Soft^ passing into very lar distinct concretions. Internally the lustre vanies

—

wood.

.

Alumina

—

pentine.

Epidote.

Werner,
External Characters
Colours green and black. Occurs massive ; also in distinct concretions, which are
granular and fibrous, which latter are collected into
wedge-shaped prismatic concretions. Frequently crystallized in oblique four-sided, and also in six-sided
prisms. Externally the lustre alternates from splendent
to glistening, and is vitreous; internally it is shining or
glistening, and is resinous, inclining to pearly.
Fracture conchoid?.!, sometimes uneven, sometimes even or
Pistazit,

tities at

Amian-

Prismatoi.
dal Augite.

—

'

MINERALOGY.
Ik^ittgM- firoen ailininf to f listening, and m pearly inclining to
f*
vitreous.
Fracture splintery. Translucent.
Brittle,
^
^^"•"^"^

and

easily frangible.

Coattiluenl

ParU.

—

Silica

50
4d

.

Lime

.

5—100

Water

Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. «. 291.
Gtognoslic and Geographic Situalions.— Europe.
It
occurs in primitive rocks at Orawicza in the Bdnnat of

Temeswar, where

brown eamets,

associated with

is

it

blue-coloured calcareou3.spar, tremolite, actynolite, and
variegated copper-ore,
Asia.
It has been lately discovered in the Island
of Ceylon, associated with cinnamon-stone, in gneiss.

—

StAa.

AZURE-SPAR.

GsNus IX.

A«v«».

Laeur Spath, Mohs.
Three axes. Cleavage prismatic and

Frijtnaiic
axure-tpar.

=

—

—

=

Atuiitc.

prisraatoidal.

—

Hardness =: 5,0.0 65. Sp. gr.
«.7— 3.1.
This genus contains four species, viz. Friamatic Asurespar, Prismatoidal Asure-spar, Dodecahedral Aztiretpar, and Calaite.
'• Pbu>uatic Azurb-Spar, JgmeiOH.
Prismatischer
Ladiar Spatli, MoAt.
Pyramid unknown. Cleavage primatk. Lively Blue
Hardness
colour.
5.0 5.5.
Thia apecies contains
two subspecies, viz. Azurite and Hauyne.
First Subspbcibs.
Azurite, Jameion. Lazulit, IVemer.
Eslemai Characlert.—Lo\o\iT blue. Occurs in small
maauve portioas, disseminated, and crystallized in very
obMqne iMir-aided prisms, which are rather flatly acuvinated on the extremities, witli four planes, whicli are
•et on the lateral edges.
Fracture uneven. Upaque,
or very fechly translucent on the edges.
G'-imnostic Siliiniion.
It occurs imbedded in small
Blue.

—

—

portions in qunrtz

with

also in tissures in day-slate,
:
»parrj--iron, heavy-spar, and quartz.

GfiigTanhic SiJualion,
district

of Vorau

—

It

along

occurs principally in the

in Stiria.

=

Hautmb,

Jaateson,

&Gt

oonchoiilal.

Tranaparent and translucent.

Brittle.

Scratches glass.

Priimstof-

"*'
Spar.

8.

Prismatoidal Azure Spar, or Bma Spar,
Prismatotdischer Lazur Spath, Mohi. Blau-

Jamemm

—

—

Persia, Tartarj-, and China ; in veins that traverse
granite, along witli quartz, mica, and iron.py rites

Altain mountains ; and at the soutliem end of
the Lake Baikal in Siberia, in a vein, associated with
garnets, mica, felspar, and iron-pyrites
On account of its beautiful blue colour, and
Vies.
the fine polish it is capable of receiving, it is much
prized by Lpidaries, and is cut into various ornamental
articles.
It is highly valued by puintcrs on account
of the fine ultramarine blue colour obtained from it.
4. Calaitk, or Mineral Tur^uois, Jameson andCtl^itt,
in the

—

Fischer.

External Characters.— Coloun blue and green. Occurs ma5sive. disseminated, renifonn, and botryoidal.
Internally dull, or feebly glistening and resinous.
Fracture imperfect conchoidal, or coarsio-grained im«
Opaque
even.
Harder than felspar, but softer than
quartz. Streak white Specific gravity 2.860, 3.0, /"wc/ier.

Par/x.- Alumina,
Oxide of Copper,

^

ternaUy glistening, approaching to shining.
Fracture
splintery.
Translucent in a low degree.
Yields a
grn'iah.white coloured streak.
Chewtkal Characters.
Before the blowpipe it beotmes white and opaque ; and affords a black>coloured
glau with borax.

—

Constituent

Parf*.— Silica,
Alumina,
Magnesia,

71.00
5.00'

Lime,

.

Potash,
Oxide of IroD,

Water,

i.OO

1
.

4 50

Oxide of

18.

Iron,

.

4.

Loss,
.
.
50—100.
Jnkn, in Fischer's Esaai sur la Turquoise, p 27.
It occurs in veins in clay ironGeogao'lic Si'uatirH.
stone, and also in small pieces in alluvial clay.
Geographic SUiiatiou.
It has hitherto been found
only in tlie neighbourhood of Nichabour in the Kfaorasan in Persia.
Uses
It is very highly prized as an ornamental
stone in Persia and the neighbouring countries.

—

—

OEUEa VI.— GEM.
No metalh'c lustre.
from 5.5 to

Streak white.

Ord«r VI.

Hardness ranges

Geu.

At and below 6, the specific gravity
2.4 and less, and amorphous.
The specific
10.0.

equal to
gravity ranges from 1.9 to 4.7.
is

Genus I.— BORACITE.
Many
Sp. gr.
I.

Cleavage tessular.
2.8—3.0.

axes.

=

Hexahedral Boracite,

BoHAcixr.

Hardness =;

7-0.

ya-nff/on.- Boracite, Hczahe-

''.'«' B""JFerner.— Hcxaedrisclier Bpracit, Molts.
'"*'
Tessular.
Cleavage octahedral.
External Characters.— Colours white and gtrey. Occurs crystallized, in cubes, rhomboidal dodecane<lrona
and tetrahedrons. Internally, shining and adiiniautine.

3.0O'

Fracture imperfect conchoidal.

0.26
0.75

ly transparent.

5.00—99.00
Klaproth, Beit. b. ir. a. 85
.

JS

Water.

spath, IVeriter.

Pyramid unknown. Cleavage prismatoidal. Pale co.
lotirs.
Hardness
5.5— .6.0.
EiUmai CkaTaettTt.—C<Aaat pale smalt-blue, which
MBMtiote* paaaes iato sky-blue, and occasionally into
milk-white. Occurs massive and disseminated.
In-

.

m

Conslit.

Sp. gr. 2.687.
Gtfgnotiic OHil Geographic SilHulio'it—h occurs irabwidad in the basalt rocks of All>ano and Frascati,
along with mica, augite, leucite, and veauvian : alao in
the basalt of .Vndemach.
da^ Azure-

—

.

— Hauyn. Karittn.

External C/tarai lers.—Cu\uiir blue. Occurs in imtx^ded grains; rarely crystallized.
Exteniaily and internally alternates from splendent to glihtening, and lustre
vitreou.<.
Has a quintuple cleavage. Fracture iniperV«rjr easily frangible.

=

5 5— 6.0. Sp. gr.
2.95.
External Characters. Colour azure-blue, of all degrees of intensity.
Found massive, disseminated, in
roUetl pieces, and in rhomboidal dodecahedrons,
Internally either glistening or gliminering.
Fracture
uneven. Feebly translucent on tlie edges.
CiMst. PaWx.— Silica,
46.00
Alumina,
14 50
Carbonate of Lime,
28.00
Sulphate of Lime,
6.50
Oxide of Iron,
.
3 00
Water,
,
2 00—100
Klaproth, b. i. s. I96.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. ^It ocotirs
primitive limestone, along with iron-pyrites, in

ShCONO SUB»PCCICS.
Hiujat.

541

Geognottic and Geographic Situations. —It occurs Oryctojnoalong with quartz, mica, and garnets, in the valley of
*y.
^^/-—
Murz, near Krieglach, in Stiria.
3. Dodecahedral Azure-Spah or Lapis Lazuli, Dodecahedral AzureJflmewn..— Lausurstein, Werner.
Tessular. Dodecahedral.
Azure blue. Hardness '?*

Traiikluceiit,

and rare-

Physical Characters
It is pyro-electric on all the
angles, those that are diagonally op])osite, being the one
positirei

and the other negative.

This

electricity is

;

MINERALOGY.

64S
Oryctogno^

»

uncommonly

~

even more so than in tourany other mineral with which we

easily excited,

cnaline, or indeed in

'y-

are acquainted.
Chemical Charnclers.
yellowish enamel.

— Fusible with

Constituent

—

Genus 1I._ANDALUSITE.

Priamatic

Cleavage prismatic, slightly oblique.
Three axes.
Hardness
7.5.
Sp. gr.
3.0
3.2.
I. Pri.smatic Andalusite, Jameson.
Prismatis-

Andalu-

cher Andalusit, Mohs.

—

=

=

Pyramid unknown.

Prismatic.

Cleavage indeter-

minate diagonal.

Common
Andalusitr.

First Subspecies.
Common Andalusite, Jameson Andalusit, WerFeldspath, Apyre, Hauy.
ner.
External Characters.
Colour flesh-red, which some,
times inclines to pearl-grey.
Occurs massive, and crystallized in slightly oblique four-sided prisms, in which
the terminal angles and lateral edges are sometimes
Principal fracture shining, in a low degree
truncated.
cross fracture glistening, and lustre vitreous.
Fracture

—

uneven. Feebly translucent.
Chemical Characters
It becomes white before the
blow -pipe, but does not melt.
Consiituenl Parts
Silica
32

—

Alumina

52
8

Potash

Oxide of Iron 2
Geognoslic Situation

and

clay-slate.

—
—

It

Geographic Situation
in Scotland and England.

—

94< Vauquelin.
occurs in gneiss, mica-slate,

It

occurs in primitive rocks

Saussurite, Jameson.
External Characters.
Colours white, grey, and
green.
Occurs massive, disseminated, and in rolled
pieces.
Internally dull, or feebly glimmering.
Fracture splintery.
P'aintly translucent on the edges.
Chemical Charnclers. .Before the blow-pipe it melts
on the edges and angles, but is not entirely melted.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations
It occurs in
Switzerland and other countries.

—

—

Genus III. CORUNDUM.
One and many axes. Cleavage rhomboidal,

prismatic, octahedral.
If prismatic, the specific gravity is 3.7
and more, and the hardness 8.5 and more. Hardness

= 8.0, 9.0.

Octahedral

I-

Specific gravity

= 3.5 — 4.3.

Octahedral Corundum, Jameson.

Octaedris-

Sp. gr.

Cleavage octahedral.

= 3.5 — 3.8.

Hardness

=

8.

This species

lite.

is subdivided into three subspecies,
Automalite, Ceylanite, and Spinel.
First Subspecies.
Automalite, Ja meson. Authomolite, Werner.
E.xternal Characters.
Colour green.
Crystallized,
in octahedrons and tetrahedrons.
Externally glistening, and lustre pearly, inclining to semi-metallic.
Internally shining on the principal fracture, but glistening on the cross fracture, and the lustre resinous. Frac-

—

ture

flat

conchoidal.

the edges.

4

.

.

5
17

.

.

Sulphur,

_

28

.

.

Undecomposed,
du Mus.

Vauquelin, Annales

4—100

,

p. 33.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs
imbedded in talc-slate, along with galena, and has
been hitlierto found only at Falilun in Sweden.
Observation
Appeal's to be a distinct species.
t. vi.

—

—

Second Subspecies.
Ceylanite, Jameson.

Ceylanit, Werner.

Ceylanite.

— Colours

green and greyish^
black.
Occurs crystallized in octahedrons and rhomboidal dodecahedrons. Internally splendent, and lustre
vitreous, inclining to semi-metallic.
Fracture perfect,
and very flat conchoidal. Translucent on the edges.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations
This mineral was first found in the island of Ceylon, where it
occurs in the sand of rivers, along with tourmaline,
External Characters.

—

zircon, sapphire, and iron-sand.
It also occurs in the
ejected unaltered rocks at Monte Somma, and in other
quarters.

Third Subspecies.
Spinel, Jameson. Spinell, Werner.
Principal colour red
from
External Characters.
which there is a transition on the one side into blue,
and almost into green ; on the other side into yellow
and brown, and even into white. '1 he following are
its secondary crystallizations
3. Rhomboidal
I. Octahedron.
2. Tetriihedron.
dodecahedron. 4. Various twin crystals.
Externally and internally splendent, and lustre viAlternates from
treous.
Fracture fl it conchoidal.

—

Spinel.

;

translucent to transparent, and refracts single. Sjjecific
gravity, 3.5, 3.8, Mohs.
Chemical Characters.
Infusible before the blowpipe without addition ; but is fusible with borax.

—

Paris

Alumina,
Magnesia,

Chromic

.

.

acid,

.

82.47
8.78
6.18

2.57—100
Loss,
.
Vauquelin, J. M. No. 38, p. Si).
Europe.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It is found in the gneiss district of Acker in Sudermanland, in a white foliated granular primitive limestone ; and in drusy cavities, along with vesuvian and
ceylanite, in the ejected foliated granular limestone of
Vesuvius.
Asia.
It occurs in the kingdom of Pegu, and at
Cannanor in the Mysore country. In the island of
Ceylon, so prolific in gems, it is found not only in the
sand of rivers, but also imbedded in gneiss.
Uses
It is an esteemed precious stone, but has
neither the hardness nor fire of the red sapphire or
.

—

—

II.

Rhomboidal Corundum, Jameson.

Rhomboe-

Rhomboi-

<'"' Corun.
Corund, Mohs.
86° 38'. Cleavage in the dum.
Rhomboidal. Rhomboid
direction of the rhomboid, or parallel with the termiHardness
nal planes of the regular six-sided prism.

drisclior

viz.

Automa-

42

.

oriental ruby.

Curundum. cher Corund, Mohs.
Tessular.

sy

Part*.— Alumina,

Iron,

Constit.

CoRu».
DUM.

infusible before the Oryciogno-

is

It

Silica,

Second Subspecies.
Saussurite.

—

Oxide of zinc,

Vauquelin.
Geognoslic and Geographic Siiuatiotis.
This curious
mineral has been hitherto found only in the Kalkberg,
at Luneberg in Hanover, where it occurs in a particular bed of gypsum, along with imbedded quartz crystals ; and in the same formation, in the Segeberg, near
Kiel in Holstein.

tite.

Character

ebullition into a

PJaff.

Andalu-

Chemical
blowpipe.

From Segcberg. From Luneberg.
Magnesia
36.3
16.6
Boracic Acid 63.7—100 83.4—100.0

Const. Paris.

81TE.

:

Opaque, or

faintly translucent

on

=

= 9,

Specific gravity

=

3.8

—

4.3.

First Subspecies.
Sapphire.
Sapphire, Jameson. Sapphir, Werner.
Blue and red are its principal
External Characters.
colours; it occurs also grey, white, green, and yellow.
Its crystallizations are six-sided pyramids and
six-sided prisms.
Internally, lustre splendent and
vitreous, sometimes inclining to adamantine. Fracture

—

;

MINERALOGY.
Alternates from transparent to translucent ; and the translucent varieties frequently exhibit
a six-rayed opalescence. Refracts double.
conchoidal.

Blue Sapphire.
Alumina,
9^.0
Lime,
5.25
Oxide of iron, I.O
LoM,
.
1.75

Contl. Parts.

Ited SapfUre, or
OrioitiU Uubjr.

90.0
7.0
1.2
1.8

100

100

Chevenix, Phil. Chevmir, Phil.
Trans. 1802.
Trans. 1802.
Cliemical Character. Infusible before the blowpipe.
Becomes electrical by rubPhytical Characlert.
bing, and retains its electricity for several hours ; but
does not become electrical by heating.
Geognotlic Sttualion. It occurs in alluvial soil, in
the vicinity of rocks belonging to the secondary or
floeti-trap formation, and imbedded in gneiss.
Geographic .Vi/Ma/io».— It occurs in alluvial soil, in
different countries of Europe, but most abundantly in
the East, as Ceylon, Pegu, &c.
t»«.— This mineral is, next to diamond, the most
valuable of the precious stones.
The most highly
prized varieties are the crimson and carmine red
these are the Oriental liuby of the jeweller, and next
to the diamond, are the most valuable minerals hitherto diacovered. The blue varieties, the Hajiphire of tl>e
jeweller, anenext in value to the retl.
The yellow
varieties, the Orienlal Topaz of the jeweller, are of
leM value than the blue or true sapphire.

—

Second
Emery.

FMrnr. Jameson.

Schmiergcl, IVemer.

'c/<r«.— Colour intermediate between
il
bluish-grey.
Occurs massive and

gt
disseminated ; and the massive is sometimes intermixed wilh other minerals. 'Lustre glistening, passing
il"
ring, and adamantine.
Fracture niic and
sill!
Lil uneven; sometimes splintery.
„
Slightly
translucent on the edges.
.

—

Geognoslic and CeograpJtic Situationt.
It is found
in talc-slate at Ochsenltopf near Schwartr.cnberg, and
F.ibenstock in Saxony.
It occurs abundantly in the
island of N'axos.

—

Vee.
metals,

It

used for polishing hard minerals and
is an important article in the arts.

is

and hence

Third
Coruadum

—

lours are '^
muddy, and inclining to grey,
When cut ii.
ircular form, it often presents an
opalescent m,
.X rays.
Its principal crystallizationa are six-sukd prisms and six-sided pyramids,
Externally tliey are dull and rough. " Lustre of tlie
decvage and fracture shining and glistening, and either
Ti'treous inclining to resinous, or pearly inclining
to
.;

.

<

.

,

;

adamantine. Fracture conchoidal, and sometimes uneven. Alternates from strongly translucent to tranalucent on tlie edges.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situation*. Red and
blue corundum occur in dolomite in St. Gothard ; also
in the Camalic, on the coast of Malabar
and abun;
dantly in the neighbourhood of Canton in China.
^*e.
In its powdered sute, it has long been used
by the artisU of India and China for cuttmg and po-

—

—

lishing precious stones.
Priimalle
CoronduiD.

III.

Jameson.

Prismatic

Corundum

Krysolwryll, fVemer.

Pri-<matisrher C<)run<l,
Prismatic.
Prism

or Chrvsobervl,
Cymophane, Hauu.

Mohs.

=

104<> 41'.

Occurs in blunt angular rolled pieces, that sometimes
approach to the cubic form, and crystallized in sixsided prisms. Internally splendent, and lustre intermediate between resinous and vitreous, but more inFracture perfect conchoidal.
the first
Semitransparent, sometimes inclining to transparent,
and refracts double.
71.5
.Mumina,
.
.
Constil. Parts.
clining to

—

Silica,

Cleavage prismatoi.

.18.0

.

Lime,
Oxide of
Loss,

.

.

iron,

.

.

Co
1.5

3.0—100

.

According to Klaproth, b. i. s. 102.
It occurs in
Geognoslic and Geographic Situlalions.
BraziC in alluvial soil with topaz, or in sandstone with
diamond ; and at Haddani, on Connecticut River, in
the Uniteid States, in granite, along with garnets, beryl,

—

and tourmaline.
It is found in the island of Ceylon, in the beds of ri«
vers, along with sapphires, rubies and tourmalines.
This fine gem was formerly much less prized
Uses.

—

than

it is

at

present

inferior in brilliancy

same

When cut and jiolished, it is not
and beauty to other gems of the

colour.

DIA.MOND.

Genus IV.
Hardness

= 10.

Sp. gr.

Dumoxd.

= 3.4—3.6.

1. Octahedral Diamond, yamcion.— Octaedrischer Octahedral
Diamond.
Deinant, Mohs.
Tessular. Cleavage octahedral.
External Characters. Most common colours of the
diamond are white and grey. Besides these two colourt;,
Ocit occurs blue, retl, brown, yellow, and green.
curs generally crj-stallized in octahedrons, tetrahedrons,
rhombuidal dodecahedrons, and in various twin aystals.
Internally, is always splendent, often specular pplendent, and the lustre perfectly adamantine.
SeldoiT>
coinplftely transparent ; more generally it rather inclines to semitransparent ; but tlie black variety is near-

—

ly i>paque.

Refracts single.

CuHstituent Paris.

—

Is

Geognoslic Situation.

Sid.species.

CoRUNDtM, Jameton. Korund and Demant-Spath,
Werner.
External Charactert. Colours white. grey, green.
blue, red, an
The green, blue, and red co.

=

—

=

Tessular.

Si-nsrF.cics.

543

Oryctognodal, in the direction of the smaller diagonal of the
8.5. Specific
oblique four-sided prism. Hardness
^^^ 'J' ^3.8.
gravity
3.7
External Characters. Chief colour aisparagus green.
Often exhibits a milk-white opalescence, which ap.
pears in general to float in the interior of the mineral.

and

s,iicl

—

to be nearly

It occurs in

pure carbon.

imbedded grains

crystals, in alluvial soil, sandstone,

and,

it is

said,

in secondary trap-rocks.
Geographic Situation —It occurs in Brazil, Peninsu«
la of India, and tJie island of Borneo.

Uses.

—The diamond, on account of the splendour of

peculiar play of colour, its hardness, and
considered as the most precious substance in the mineral kingdom, and is particularly valued by jewellers. The diamonds purchaseil by jewellers are generally in grains, or crystals, and sometimes
coarsely polished. Vide Article Dia uond, for a full account of various sizes of the diamond.

its lustre, its

lastly, its rarity, is

Genus V.

TOPAZ.

Prismatic. Axifrangible.

Hardness

= 8.

Topaz.
Sp. gr.

=

3.4, 3.6.
1.

Prism.itic Topaz, Jameton. Prisraatischer Topr.z,

Prirniatic

Topaz.

Mohs.

Pyramid = 1H0 7': 101" 52': 90° 55':
124° 19'. Cleavage axifrangible.
Prism
This species contains three sul)si)ecies, viz. Common
Topaz, Schorlite, and i'hysalite or Pyrophysalite.
Prismatic.

=

First Subspecirs.

Common Topaz.

—

Toi)az, IVerner.

Common

External Characters.
Colours yellow, green, blue, Topas.
and red. Frequently crystallized, and generally in
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Orjeiogno' prisms tvhlcli are variously beveUed and acuminated.
,_'y'
The lateral planes of the crystals are longitudinally
'

streaked ; but the acuminating and bevelling planes
arc smooth ; the terminal planes rough.
Externally
splendent internally, splendent and vitreous.
Fracture small and perfect conchoidal.
Alternates from
transparent to semitransparent ; and refracts double.
Chemical Ciar/icicrs.—SiLxon topaz in a gentle heat
becomes white, but a strong heat deprives it of lustre
and transjwrency : the Brazilian, on the contrary, by
exposure to a high temperature, burns rose-red, and in
a still higher violet-blue.
Physical Characters.
M'hen heated, e;;bibit8 at one
extremity positive, and at the other negative electricity.
;

—

It also

becomes

electrical

by

friction,

}>roperty for a considerable time,

twenty-four hours.
Const. Partf.— Alumina,

retains this

Brazilian Topaz.

.

Fluoric acid,

—
—

Canst. Parts.

vol. iv. p.

Z.^f).

Geognostic Siluntion.
It occurs in various primitive
rocks, such as topaz-rock, gneiss, and clay-slate.
Geographic Situation.
It occurs in large crystals,
and rolled masses, in an alluvial soil, in the granite and
gneiss districts of Mar and Cairngorm, in the upper
jwrts of Aberdeenshire ; and in veins, along with tinstone, in clay-slate, at St. Anne's, in Cornwall ; also in
St. Michael's Mount, and at Trevaunance, in the same
county. The finest top.izes are those found in Brazil.
Uses.— This gem is much prized by jewellers, and is
considered as one of the more beautiful ornamental

ScHORLiTn, or

Second Subspecies.
Schorlous Topaz, /awMon.— Schor-

P^xnite, Haiijj.
Colours yelloAv, white, and
External Characters.
Occurs almost always massive, also in pagrey.
thin, and straight prismatic distinct concrerallel,
tions, which are longitudinally streaked, and crystallized in long six-sided prisms, which are sometimes
truncated on the terminal edges and angles, and are
generally imbedded. Externally and internally its lustre is shining, approaching to glistening, and is resinous.
Fracture small and imperfect conchoidal, or
fine-gi-ained uneven.
More or less translucent on the
edges. Brittle. Uncommonly easily frangible.
It occurs at
Geognostic and Geographic Sitiiaiions.
Altenberg in Saxony, in a rock of quartz and mica
which forms an imbedded mass, included in porphyry.
lartiger Berill, or Piknit, IVcrner.

—

—

Third Subspecies.
Physallte.

Physai.ite,

or

Pvropiiysalite,

Jameson.

— Pyro-

physalith, Hinnger. Physalith, Werner.
Colours greenish-white and
External Characters.
mountain-green. Massive. Occurs in coarse granular
distinct concretions.
Lustre of the cleavage splendent,
of the cross fracture glistening or dull.
Fracture uneven or conchoidal.
Translucent on the edges.
Geographic Situation.
It is found imbedded in granite at Finbo, near Fahlun, in Sweden.

—

—

Genus VI.— EMERALD.

Ehehaid.
Rhomboidal.

Prismatic.

boidal, prismatoidal
8.0.

Prismatic

Kmerold.

;

first

Cleavage prismato-rhomaxifrangible.

Hardness

7.5,

Sp. gr. =: 2.6, 3.2.

=

=

Crystallized in oblique-four sided prisms variously modified by truncatiorte, and bevelraeirts, and acublue.

.

35

.

Iron,

.

18
14
2

Loss,

.

31—100.

Glucina,

—
—

Vaurjuelin.

Gengnostic and Geographic Siluntion.
This rare and
beautiful mineral occurs in Peru and Brazil.
2. Rhomboid.vi. Emerald, Jameson.
Rhomboed- niiomlioirischer Smaragd, Mo^t.
dill EmcrDi-rhomboid
1 38°
C,5' ; 90".
Cleavage most dis- aid.

=

tinct parallel with the terminal planes of tfie six-sided
prism, less distinct in the direction of the lateral planes

= 7.5,

Hardness

8.0.

Sp.gr.

First Subspecies,
Precious Emerald, Jameson. Schmaragd, Werner. Precimu
External Characters. Colour emerald green, gene- UuieraU.
rally crystallized in equiangular six-sided prisms.
Lateral planes smooth ; terminal planes rough.
Internally lustre intermediate between shining and splen.
dent, and vitreous.
Fracture small and imperfect conchoidal.
Alternates from transparent to translucent,
and refracts double in a moderate degree.
Coint. Parts.— &\\\cA,
64.5
Alumina,
l6

—

—

.

.

Glucina,
.
Oxide of Chrome,

Lime,
Water,

1.3

3.25
1.6

.

2.0—100.35

.

Vauquelin, Jour, des Mines, N. 38. p. 9S;
Geognostic Situation.— It occurs in drusy cavities, in
veins in clay -slate, and also imbedded in mica-slate; and
loose in the sand of rivers and other iilluvial deposites.
Geographic Situation. The most beautiful emeralds
are at present brought from Peru ; and others of less
value are found in Salzburg.
Use.
It is rare to find the colour of this gem pure
and of good strength ; hence such specimens are very
highly valued, and are employed in the most expensive
kinds of jewellery. It is valued next to the ruby ; and
when of good colour, is set without a foil, and upon a
black ground, like brilliant diamonds.

—

—

Second Subspecies.
Beryl, Jameson. Edler Beril, Werner.

—

—

External Characters. Colours green, blue, and yellow.
Occurs massive, and this variety sometimes
appears arranged in straight and thin prismatic disOften crystallized in long equitinct concretions.
angular six-sided prisms, either perfect, or truncated on the lateral and terminal edges or angles, also
sometimes acuminated. Lateral planes deeply longitudinally streaked, but the terminal, acuminating, and
truncating planes are smooth. Externally, lustre shining and glistening ; internally shining, which .sometimes
passes into glistening and splendent, and vitreous.
Fracture small, and more or less perfect conchoidal.
Commonly transparent, and refracts double, but in a
feeble degree.
Const.

Prismatic EMERALn, or Euclase, Jameson.-^
Prismatischer Smaragd, Mohs.
£luclas, Werner.
133° 26'. Cleavage prismatoidal, in the diPrism
rection of the smaller diagonal. Hardness
Sp.
7.5.
gr.
29, 3.2.
External Characlers.-^Co\oms, white, green, and
1.

=

Silica,

Alumina,

stones.
Cchorlite.

—

=

7.79—100.18

.

Af hantllingar,

choidal.

of the six-sided prism.
2.6,2.8

58.38
34.01

.

Silica,

Berzelius,

and

sometimes more than

Internally splendent.
Fracture small con- Oiytiognn.
Alternates from transparent to translucent,
ST.
and refracts double.
Chemical Characters.—'Before the blowpipe, it first
loses its transparency, and then melts into awhite enamel,

minntions.

Parts.— Silica,
Alumina,

.
.

69.50
14.00
14.00

.
Glucina,
1.00—98.50
.
Oxide of Iron,
Rose, in Karsten's Tahcllen.
Geognostic Situation.— It occurs in veins that traverse
granite and gneiss, also imbedded in granite, and dispersed through alluvial soil.
Geographic Situation,— It occurs in alluvialsoil along

Beryi.
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with rock-cryaul and topaz, in the upper parts of AberIn Ireland, imbedded in granite, near
Lough Bray, in the county' of Wicklow, and near
Cronebane in the same county.
(/««.— When pure, it is cut into ring-stones, «ealstones, brooches, intaglios, and necklaces, but is not so
deensbire.

highly valued as emerald.
lOUTI.

Genus VII_IOLITE.
Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness=7.0— 7.5. Sp. gr.
2.5.-2.6.

Pri«nuto1.

Kbomboidal toUte.

PRisMATO-RHoMBOtOAL loLiTC, Jameion-

=

lolith

iVerner.

and Peliom,

Rhomboid unknown. Cleavage in the direction of the
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Second Subspecies.
RocK or Mountain Crystal, Jameson

Ejtemal Characters -Colour intermediate between
and blsckish-blue. When viewed in the di-

rection of the axis of the crj'slals, the colour is dark
indigo-blue but perpendicular to the axis of the cry;

pale brownish-yellow. Occurs massive, disseminated, and rarely crystallized in six-sided prisms.
Internally «!i!i!:nf>'. and the lustre vitreous. Fracture
stals,

and sometimes conchoidal. Transiroall-graiii
.:ion of the axis of the crystal, and
lucent in li
transparent at right angle* to it. Refracts double.
Const. Parr*.— Silica,
43.6
,

Alumina,

.^7.6

Magnesia,
9-7
Potash
I.O
Oside of Iron,
4.5
manganese, a trmce
99.5
Leopold Giielin.
It is found
i'Dgnoilic and Geographic Situalioni.
at Onjarvi, near Abo in Finland ; at Hodenmais in
Bavaria ; in the country of Salzburg ; and in other parts
of Europe and America.
It is cut, polished, and worn as a gem.
Ute.
.»

—

:

—

—

Qa«tTX.

Genus VII. a. QUARTZ.
Rhomboidal. Cleavage rhomboidal, not axifrangible.
3.5—7.5. .Sp. Gr.
l.<»— 2.7.
Hardness
Quartz, WerI. RHOMBoinAi. Qi'.ARTz. Jameson.

=

Bhorobol-

=

Rho;Rhonilx)

dal quarti. ner.

i!

'

'

'

/is.

j'.

Cleavage in the

of the doubii' six-sided
the direction of the laterul planes of
Hardness
7.0.
2.5
Sp. gr.
3.7.

iJie alteriiatv plaiies

iiid in

ji;

'

—

s

=

—

•ix-sided prism.
This species contains fourteen subspecies, viz. I. Amc.
thyst, 2. Rock CiysUl, 3. Milk Quartz, 4. Common
Quartz, 5. Prase, O. C«ta-«ye, 7. Iron Flint, 8. Hornstone, 9. FlintT Slate, 10. Flint, 1 1. Calcedony, 12. HeUotrope, IS. Jasper, 14. Floatstone, * Agate.

FiaST SOMPBCIKS.
Anwtbjtt

External C/inraclers.^-Coloar violet-blue.
Occurs
maasive, and in prismatic and lamellnr concretions.
Most frequent cry^tallizalion is the acute six-sided
pyramid ; a le'^ frequent form is the six-sided prism
with • six planed acuminntion.
Alternates from
ti;iii,IriF(nt to tranvparcnt
Internally splendent, or
re vitreous.

Fracture conchoidal.
'luation.
It occurs
in agate-balls in
en-stone, and porphyry, and in veins
•

—

'}'

ii

I

^'•''indary rocks.

1.— In veins and
>"

~"'l

drusy cavities in
amygdaloid, in many parts

Ireland.
In many places
Asia, Africa, and America,
t.—
valued amethysts are those
brought tV.
•<
x.iiiiiK'iit of Imlia, and the Island of
Ceylon. The next in esteem are the Brazilian. When
the colour as good, it is cut and polished, and is consi«le»«d • gem of considerable beauty.
roL. XIT. PABT 11
"'

ff

I

.

'

^'

—

Constituent Parts.

—

-

Silica,

99J

Trace of ferruginous
Ahmiina.
Bucholz, Gehlen's

—100

Joum. 1808,

p. 150.
Gtognoslic Situation.
Although rock-crystal occurs
more freouently, and in more numerous geognostic
relations than amethyst, yet it is not the most common
subspecies of quartz.
It appears most frequently, and
in the largest and most transparent crystals, in primitive rocks, where it occurs in beds, veins, and large

—

dnuy

cavities.

Geographic' Situation -Cry.stals of great size and
beauty are found in different parts of Scotland ; the
rock-crystals of the Island of A rran, which occur in
dnuy cavities in granite, arc well known ; but the
largest and most valuable are found in tlie district
of Cairngorm, in the upper part of Abenleenshire,
where they occur in granite, or in alluvial soil, along
with berj-l and topaz. On the Continent of Europe it
is very widely, and often abundantly distributed, and
the same is the case in Asia and America.
i'ses.
Rock-crystal is cut and polished as an inferior kind of gem or ornamental stone.

—

Third Subspecies.
Ra«E or Milk Quartz, Jameson.

—

Milch Quartz. Rote or
MHk
Werner.
External Characters
Colours rose-red and milk- Q"""''
white.
Occurs only massive.
Internally shining,
sometimes passing to splendent, and vitreous, inclining
Fracture more or less jierfect conchoidal.
to resinous.

—

More or

less translucent.

The

other characters are the

same as those of rock-crj'stal.
Geognostic Situation.

—

It

occurs in masses, included

in beds of quartz subordinate to granite
in veins of manganese in granite.

and gneiss, and

Geographic Situation.— It occurs in primitive rocks
in Scotland, Germany, and in Europe, and in various
districts in Asia and America.
Uses.

—

It is

employed

masses are cut into

Ambthvst.

Bergcrys-

_.

Werner.
B^ck'or
External Characters. Colours wliite, brown, yellow, j,„u„,jj„
usualare
which
and red. Generally occurs in crystals,
crystal.
ly six-sided prisms acuminated, with six planes set
on the lateral planes.
Externally the crystals are
generally splendent or shining.
Internally, splendent
and vitreous. Fracture almost always perfect conchoidal.
Generally transparent.
Chemical Characters.— \\. is completely infusible before the blowpipe.
tal,

lateral planes of the regular six-sided prism.

violet-blue

Oryctogno-

—

in jewellery,

and the

larger

voises.

Fourth Subspecies.
Common Quartz, Jameson.— Gemeiner

Quartz, Qutrix.
Werner.
External Characters. Colours white, grey, yellow,
brown, red, green, blue, and black. Occurs massive,

—

disseminated, in plates, stalactitic, reniform, botryoidal,
globular, specular, corroded, vesicular, ramose, amorphous, cellular, and with impressions.
Internally
shining, which sometimes borders on glistening, and
sometimes approaches to glimmering, and is vitreous.
Fracture coarse splintery, and conchoidal.
Generally
translucent The other characters the same as those of

iti

rock-crystal.

>e,

Geognostic .Situation.— It is one of the most abundant minerals in nature, and ap|>ear8 in many differoiit
geognostic situations. It occurs in primitive, transition,
secondary, alluvial and volcanic rocks, and either as a
constituent part of these rocks, or associated with theiu
in the form of bcda and veins.
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Geographic Situation.

—

abounds in all the primitive, transition, secondary, and alluvial districts of Scotland, England, and Ireland ; is abundantly distributed
throughout the continents of Europe, Asia, Africa, and
America.
Uses.
It is employed in the manufacture of glass
and artificial gems also in the preparation of smalt,
and as an ingredient in porcelain and different kinds of
pottery.
The vesicular and corroded variety forms a
most excellent millstone, known in commerce under
It

—

;

name

the

of Uuhr-stone.

Fifth Subspecies.

—

Prasem, (Verner.
PnASE, Jameson.
Colour leek-green. Generally massive, and in prismatic and gr.mular concretions. Sometimes crystallized in same forms as common quartz. Surface of the
concretions rough and transversely streaked.
Lustre
shining, approaching to glistening, and resino-vitreous. Fracture conehoidal, passing into splintery. Translucent.

—

Geognoslic and Geographic Siltiations.
Tt occurs in
primitive rocks in Scotland, Germany, and other countries.
These beds are probably connected with primitive trap.

Sixth Subspecies.

—

Cat's-eye, Jameson. Katzenauge, Werner.
External Characters. Principal colours grey, red,
and brown. Exhibits a beautiful opalescence, particularly when cut in a convex form. Massive. Internally
Fracture conehoidal.
shining, lustre vitreo-resinous.
Translucent, or translucent on the edges.
Geognoslic and Geographic Silualions.—lt occurs imbedded in gneiss in Ceylon.
It is generally cut into ring-stones ; and the
Uses.
most advantageous form for displaying its peculiar
lustre is the oval, with a convex surface.

—

—

Seventh Subspecies.
Iron-Flint.

Iron-Flint, Jameson.
External Characters.
sive

and

—

Eisenkiesel, Werner.

— Colours brown and red.

crystallized like

common

quartz.

Mas-

Usually in

Externally lustre shining, approaching to glistening ; internally glistening,
and vitreo-resinous. Fracture conehoidal. Opaque.
It occurs in veins of ironstone,
Geognoslic Silunlinn

granular distinct concretions.

and

also in trap-rocks.

—

In rocks near Bristol
in
Geographic Situation.
trap rocks that lie over white limestone, island of Rathlin, off the coa^-t of Ireland ; and in trap-rocks near

Dunbar
Hornstone.

;

in Scotland.

There

are three kinds, viz.

Werner.
Splintery Hornstone,

—

or less translucent on the edges.
Geognostic Situation.
Occurs in veins in primitive
rocks.
Geographic Situation
It occurs in primitive districts in Scotland and England, and in various quarters
on the continents of Europe, Asia, and America.

—

dal Horn8tone.

stone porphyry.
Geographic Situation
It is found along with claystone in the Pentland Hills near Edinburgh ; also in

—

Saxony and Bohemia.
Third Kind
VVoonsTONE, Jameson. Holzstein, Wer. Woodstone.

—

—

ExIernalCharacters
Colours grey, red, brown, black,
and yellow. Occurs in rolled pieces, and in the shape
of trunks, branches, and roots. External surface uneven and rough. Internally dull, sometimes glimmering and glistening, according as it is more or less of the
nature of the two preceding subspecies. Cross fracture
imperfect conchoidal ; the longitudinal fracture splintery and fibrous.
Generally translucent on the edges;

sometimes feebly translucent.

—

Geognostic Situation
It is imbedded in sandy loam
in alluvial soil ; and it is said also in a kind of sand-

stone-conglomerate and clay-stone.
Geographic Situation
It occurs at Loch Neagh in
Ireland at Chemnitz and Hilbersdorf in Upper Saxony,
and in many other places.

—

Second Kind

—Conchoidal Hornstone,

Ninth

Subspecies.

Flinty-Siate, Jameson.
'
Flinty.
Twokinds,viz.CommonFlinty-Slate,andLydian Stone. Slaic.
First Kind
Co.mmon Flint y-Slate, Jameson. Ge- CommoB
meiner Kieselchiefer, Werner,
Flinty-

—

External Characters
Colours grey, red, and black. Slate.
Often traversed by quartz veins. Occurs massive. Internally faintly glimmering, almost dull.
Fracture in
the great slaty, and in the small splintery.
More or less
translucent, and passes into translucent on the edges.
Geognostic Siliuilion
It occurs in beds and imbedded masses in clay-slate and grey- wacke ; and in roundish and angular masses in sandstone.
Geographic Situation
It occurs in different parts of
the great tract of cl.iy-slate and grey-wacke, which extends from St. Abb's Head to Port Patrick; also in the
Pentland Hills near Edinburgh.
Second /C/hc/. —Lydian-Stone, Jameson. Lidischerlj,jj^^

^^"

Werner.
External Characters.

stein,

— Colour

gjo,,^.

greyi.sli-black,

which

p.nsses into velvet-black.

by quartz

Occurs massive. Traversed
Internally glimmering. Fracture ge-

veins.

nerally even, and approaches sometimes to
dal.

flat

conchoi-

Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situation
It occurs in
and secondary rocks in Scotland,
England, and other countries.
Use.
This mineral is sometimes used as a touchstone for ascertaining the purity of gold and silver.

primitive, transition,

—

Eighth Subspecies.
HoRK STONE, Jameson.— Hornstein,

Conehoidal Hornstone, and Woodstone.
First Kiiui^-Si'LiHTBRY HoRXSTONE, Jameson.
.Splintery
Hornstoue. Splittriger Homstein, Werner.
Exernal Characters.—Ca\o\xt& grey, red, and green.
Internally dull.
Masaive.
Fracture splintery. More

Conchoi-

—

;

:

Uses
It is sometimes cut and polished as an ornamental stone, but is not highly esteemed.

Cal's.Eye.

ehoidal.
Translucent, but in a lower degree than Oryctosno.
splintery hornstone.
sy.
Geognostic Situation
It occurs in metalliferous veins "-^^r"^
and agats veins also, in imbedded portions, in pitchstone porhyry, in striped jasper, an«i along with clay,

Jameson.—'

Musclilicher Hornstein, Werner.
External Characters
Colours grey, white, and red.
Internally glimmering, sometimes approachMassive.
ing to glistening, and lustre vitreous.
Fracture con-

Tenth

Subspecies.
Werner.
External Characters. Colours grey, yellow, brown,
and red. Besides massive, in plates, in angular grains

Flint, Jameson.

and

— Feurstein,

—

occurs also in globular and elliptical rolled
form of sand, and tuberose and perforated.
Sometimes occurs in lamellar concretions, which are
pieces,

it

pieces, in the

Internally
concentrically curved.
Fracture perfect and large, and
Translucent ; the blackish varather flat conchoidal.
rieties are seldom more than translucent on the edges.
ys.
Silica
Constituent Parts.
either straight or

lustre glimmering.

Lime

.

Alumina
Oxide of iron
Loss
Vauqueli/t, Journ,

,

,

de Mines,

0.50
0.15
0.25

1,-100
n. xxxiii. p. 702.

_..
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Geognosiic and Geographic Situaiions.

Oiyttogno»y-

"^^^^""^

primitive, transition,

secondar)-,

and

— Occurs

in

alluvial rocks in

Twelfth

mort cowitries of Europe.

—The

principal use of this inhieral i& for gunwhich parpoae it is excellently fitted, on account of its hardncM, the abundance of sparks it alibrds
with steel, and the sharp fragments it gives in break,
VieM.
for

flints,

ing.

Eleventh Subspecies.
Calceioej.

Calcedonv, Jamnon. Kalznion, fVemrr.
Four kind?, viz. Common Calcedony, Chryaoprase,
Wanna, and Camelian.
CommoiuCalcedonv, /b»w*o«. GemeiFirst Kind

—

—

ner Kalzedon, Werner.
External Characlert.

—Colours

Fracture even, which sometimes passes into imperfect
Generally semi-transpacondioidal, and splintery.
rent ; but the block and white varieties are only translucent.

Geognortic Siltialion.—Occim in primitive, secondary, and alluvial rocks, in balls, kidnej's, angular pieces,
short and thick beds, veins, and rolled pieces.

—

Geo^ap/iic SiluaHon.
It is frequent in most of the
trap distncts in Scotland, anil also in fimilar tracts on
the continents of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
UteM.
As it is luird, susceptible of a fine polish, and
exhibits beautiful colours, and considerable transparency, it is employcil as an article of jewcllerj-.
Second Kind.
Ciievmprase, Jameton. Krisopras,

—

—

V'ti-ifer.

^''

External Chin
,iir
applegreen, and grc
ronssive,
and somethnes in platt-i. Inttrnjilv cinll, .seldom plimFracture even.
mering.
Translucent, inclining to
'

,

•nni-transparent.

—

Geogmnlic and Geographic Siluationt. It occurs in
plate* and cotemporaneous veins, in primitive serpentine in Silesia.

—

Vset.

Plumi.

It

w considered as a gem, and is cut

into ringbrixKrhes.

•tones, necklaces, bracelet?, eardrops, and
Third Kind. Plasma, .Jameton. PlaAna, IVemer.
r.sternal Chnraeicrs.
Colour gm«5-grcpn.
Internally lustre plirtening, inclining to glimmering. Fracture imi>erfect, and mthtT f\r.t ronchoidnl.
Translucent, inclining to semi-tr

—

Geognotiic and

—

Cm^rr:

speciiuein in

:ionr.

mon

Ijeds, aaaociatrd

—

It

e been collected

c.t

occurs in

Most of the

ciicedony.

among

tlic

mins of Rome.

—

Csrnelun.

I'te.
It was considered by the Romans as a gem,
and was cut into ornaments ; and frequently figures
were engmvcd upon it.
Fourth Kind.—C\KitTU\v, Jameson. Cameol, fVer.
Bittrnal Characlert. Colours red, brown, yellow,
gnen, and white. Occurs massive, and in fibrous la-

—

mellar concretions.
Fracture perfect conchoidal, or
f-I
the reni form varieties. Lustre glistening,
1

*

ii:i'.>ni'r Jnt.i

-

Geognoiii.

and vitreous.
translucent.

>.1niiir!!T,

rally semi--

—

;

—

Gene-

frequently
•>cw» •• « omstituent part of agate, and in general
Ims the same geognostic situation as common calcedony.
The secondary trap-rocks so abundant in Scotland often
conUm camelian, either alone, or in agate. The most
beautiful carnelians are brought to this country from
Arabia, India, Surinam, Siberia, and Sardinia.

Um.—Hi

,,.,^

is

.Slualions.

crosses

;

and

figures are Oryctognosy.

v,rf-v"*-^

Subspecies.

Heliotrope, Jameson.

Heliotrop, Werner.
Heliotrope.
Lxlernal Characters. Colour Green, with red and
yellow spots. Occurs massive. Internal lustre glistenFracture conchoidal. Generally
ing, and resinous.
translucent on the edges ; some varieties translucent.
Ccognostic and Geograpfiic Siiuations.— It is found
in rocks belonging to the secondary trap- formation, in
Siberia, Tartary, Iceland, and even in Scotland.
Utet.— It is cut and polished, and worn as an orna-

—

mental stone.

Thirteenth Subspecies.

grey, yellow, brown,

Occurs in lamellar, and also
blue, green, and black.
Internally dull ; the
in fibrous distinct concretions.
rplintery varieties exhibit a faint degree of lustre.

ChrjM.
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and

necklaces, brooches,
often engraved on it.
lets,

It

cut into'seal-stoncs, ring-stones, brace-

Jasper.
Jasper.
Egyptian Jas|)er, Striped Jasper.
Porcelain Jasper, Common Ja.sper, and Agate Jasper.
First Kind.
Eoyptian jA&tER, Jameion, Bruuuer Egyplicn
Five kinds,

viz.

—

Egyptischer Jaspis, Werner.
kxicrnid Characters.— Colours brown, yellow, and
grey, frequently disposed in concentric stripes, alter,
In the brown colour there
nating with black stripes.
sometimes occur black »pots, and similar coloured den«
dritic delineations.

Jasper.

Internally partly glistening, partly

glimmering. Fracture cunclioiual. Very feebly translucent on the edges, or almost opaque.
Ccognostic and Geographic Situations.^ It occurs
loose in the sand* of the ueMrt, and in conglomerate
rock* in Egypt.
Lsfs.
It i> cut and worn as an ornamental stone.
STIiirEU jASPtB, Jameson.
Second Kind
Band
Ja.Miis, Werner.
External Characters. Colours grey, green, yellow,
and red, and seldom blue. There are always several
colours together, and these .'ire arranged in striped
and fiamed, and sometimes in spotted delineations.
Occurs massive. Internally dull. Fracture conchoidal.
Opaque, or very feubly translucent on the etlges.
It occurs in
Grogncslic and Geographic Silnalious.
secondary clay-porphyry in tfie Pentlantl Hills near
Edinburgh but the must beautiful varieties are found

—

Striped
Jasper.

—

;

in Siberia.

—

This mineral receives an excellent polish, and
Use.
hence is used like agate for ornamental purposes.
Pobcelain-Jasper, Jameson,
ForThird Kind
zellan Jaspis, H'crncr.

External Characters.

and seldom black and

—Colours
red.

PorcelainJasper.

grey, blue, yellow,

Occurs most commonly,

massive, an<l is frequently cracked in all directions.
Internally glistening, sometimes appro.nching to shining, sometimes to glimmering, and even to dull ; and
thelustrevitreo-resinous. Fracture conchoidal. Opaque.

—

It occurs
Oeognoitic and Ge graphic -Situationf.
along with pseudo-volcanic rocks in Fifeshire ; near
Dudley in Warwickshire, and in many other parts of
Europe and America.
Fourth Kind. CoM.MON Jasper, Jameson. Gemeiner Common
Jasper.
Jaspis, Werner.
Colours red, brown, and black.
External Characters.
Internally varies from shining to
Occurs massive.
Fracture of some
dull ; and lustre resino-vitreous.

—

varieties is more or less perfect and flat conchoidal, and
those have a shining or glistening lustre ; in others it
i-i even, with a glimmering
lustre, or fine earthy and
dull. Opaque, or very faintly transhieent on the edges.
It occurs in
Gcognoslie and Geographic Stiuaticns.

—

veins and imbedded masses in primitive, transition, and
secondary rocks in Scotland, England and Ireland. It
is not unfreqiient on the continents of Europe, Asia,
Africa, and America.

;
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Oryclogndsy.

AgateJasper.

When

occurs in sufficiently large masses,

First

cut into various ornamental articles, as vases, snuffboxes, ringstones, &c.
Aoate-Jaspeb, Jameson. Agat-Jaspis,
Fi/lh Kind
Werner.
Colours white, yellow, and
External Characters
Several colours generally occur together, and
red.
these arc arranged either in clouded, flamed, or striped
delineations ; of these the striped are either disposed
Occurs
in a circular manner, or fortification-wise.
Frequently occurs in distinct concretions,
massive.
which are either fortification-wise bent, or concentric
lamellar. Internally dull. Fracture small and flat conchoidal, approaching to even.
Occurs principally in layers,
Geognoslic Situation.
in agate-balls, in amygdaloid j likewise in agate balls

Wemer.

Uses.

it

it is

—

—

in porphyry.
Geographic Situation. Occurs in the agates of the
middle district of Scotland, &c.
Fourteenth Subspecies.
Float-stone, or Spongiform Quartz, Jameson.
Float-stone,
or SpongiSchwimmstein, Werner. Quartz nectique, Hauy.
form quartz.
External Characters. Colours white and grey. Oc-

and veins

—

—

—

Intercurs in porous, massive, and tuberose forms.
Fracture coarse earthy. Feebly translunally dull.
Soft, but its particles are as hard
cent <m the edges.
as quartz.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations— It occurs
incrusting flint, or in imbedded masses in a secondary

limestone, at St.

Ouen, near

Paris.

Agate, Jameson.
Agile.

Agate is not,

as

some mineralogists maintain, a simple
composed of various Hinds of the

mineral, but is
quartz family, intimately joined together, ,and the
whole mass is so compact and hard that it receives a

Agate is principally composed of calcehomstone, carnelian, jasper, cachoOf these minerals, somelong, amethyst, and quartz.

high polish.
dony, with

flint,

times only two, in other instances more than three occur in the same agate ; and these are either massive,
disseminated, or in layers.
Jndi«hible
Quartz.

Quartzy or
Siliceous
tinier.

Hyalite.

Indivisible or Uncleavable Quartz, Jameson.
Untheilbarer Quartz, Mohs.
This species contains eight subspecies, viz. l.Quartzy Sinter, 2. Hyalite, 3. Opal, 4. Menilite, 5. Obsidian, 6. Pitchstone, 7. Pearlstone, 8. Pumice.
First Subspecies.
QuARTZY or Siliceous Sinter, or Pearl Sinter,
Kieselsinter, Werner.
Jameson.
This is the siliceous incrustation met with around
hot springs in Iceland, and other volcanic countries.
II.

Second Subspecies.
Hyalite,' Jameson. Hyalith, Werner.
Colours white, grey, and
External Characters.
green. Generally reniform, botryoidal, and sometimes
stalactitic, and in crusts.
Internally shining and splendent ; and lustre vitreous, slightly inclining to resinFracture conchoidal. Translucent, approaching
ous.

—

to semitransparent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It has been
hitherto found principally near Frankfort on the
Mayne, where it occurs in fissures in vesicular basalt
and basaltic greenstone,

Third Subspecies.

o

Cpal.

Opal, Jameson.

Opal, Werner.
This subspecies is divided into seven kinds, viz.
Precious Opal, Common Opal, Fire Opal, Mother-ofPearl Opal or Cacholong, Semi-Opal, Jasper- Opal,

and Wood-Opal.

Kind— Precious Opal, Jameson.

Edler Opal, Oryctogno*y-

—

External Characters. Most common colour milk- ^^^y"^
white, which at the same time displays a fine play of
OptJ'""'
beautiful colours.
Occurs massive and disseminated.
Internally splendent, and vitreous.
Fracture conchoidal.

Brittle.

Corut. Parts.

—

Uncommonly
Silica,

easily frangible.

.

go

.

—

Water,
10
100
Opal of Czscherwenitza, according to Klaprvlh.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
small veins in clay-porphyry, generally accompanied
with semi-opal ; in Hungary, and some other coun.

—

tries.

—

Few gems are more beautiful than the opal.
elegant play of the richest, purest, and most beautiful colours, have procured for it a high rank among
the precious stones.
It is worked into ringstones,
necklaces, ear-drops, and other ornaments.
Uses.

The

—

Second Kind. Common Opal, Jameson. Gemeiner Common
Opal.
Opal, Werner.
External Characters. Colours white, grey, yellow,
red, and green.
Occurs massive and disseminated.
Internally splendent, passing into shining ; and vitreFracture conchoidal.
ous.
ost commonly senii-

—

M

transparent.
Const. Parts.

—

Of Telkobanya.
Silica,

Oxide of

.

iron,

-

93,50

.

I.O

.

Water,
5.0—99.50
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
veins, along with precious opal, in clay-porphyry, in
.

Hungary and

.

—

other countries.
Jawiwon. FeurOpal.JsTawC FircOpaL
Principal colour hyacinth-red,
External Characters.
which passes through honey-yellow into wine-yellow
and upon lighter places shews a carmine-red and apple-green iridescence. In its interior, dendritic delineations are sometimes to be observed.
Internally
splendent, and lustre vitreous. Occurs in lamellar
Fracture conchoidal. Completedistinct concretions.
ly transparent.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations,
It has hitherto been found only in America, at Zimapan in Mexico,

Third Kind

— Fire Opal,
—

—

where it was first observed by Sonnenschmid and
Humboldt, imbedded in porphyry.
Fourth Kind. Motheh-of-Pearl Opal, or Cacho- Moiher-ofJ

—

LONG, Jameson. Perlmutter Opal, Karslen.
External Characters.— Coloxxr milk-white, and someOccurs massive and disseminated.
times dendritic.
Externally dull ; internally alternates from dull to
Occurs in granuglistening and shining, and pearly.
Fracture flat conchoidal, but
lar distinct concretions.
becomesearthy on the actionof the atmosphere. Opaque.
It occurs,
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
along with calcedony, in trap rocks in the island of
Iceland; in the Faroe islands; also in Greenland; and

•*«»'''

OpalJ

•

in Bucharia.

Fifth Kind— Semi-Opal, Jameson. Halb-Opal, Wer.
Most common colours white,
External Characters
Occurs not only massive and dissegrey, and brown.
minated, but also tuberose, small reniform, small boExternally glistening ; intertryoidal, and stalactitic.
Fracture conchoidal.
nally, generally glistening.
More or less translucent, and sometimes passes to

Semi-Opal.^

translucent on the edges.
It occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
porphyry and amygdaloid, in Scotland, Iceland, France,

Germany, &c.
Jasper-Opal,
Sixth Kind
Jameson.

or

Opal-Jaspis, Werner.

Ferruginous Opal,

Jasper.

"pal.

MINERALOGY.
Colours red, yellow, and grey.
Occurs massive. Internally lustre shining, approaching to splendent, and intermediate between vitreous
and resinous. Fracture perfert conchoidal, and some-

External Ckaraciert.

Opaque, and sometimes
times rather flat conchoidal.
feebly translucent on the edges.
It is found
Cet^noslic ana Geographic Situations.
Telkoin large and small pieces in porphyry, near
banya and Tokay in Hungary, and in other parts of
Europe.
WoodOpal.

Seventh
Werner.

Kind— VfooD-OvAi.,

,

Jameton.

^

,

HoU-Opal,

Occurs most commonly white,
External Characters
Occurs m
grey, or brown, and sometimes also black.
pieces which have the shape of branches and stems.
Internally lustre shining, and sometimes splendent,
Cross fracture conchoidal ;
glistening, or glimmering.
the
the lon^tudinal fracture sometimes modified by
remaining fibrous woody texture. More or less translucent ; sometimes enly translucent on the edges.
It is found
Geognoitic and Geographic Situations.
said
in alluvial land at Zastravia in Hungary ; and is
to occur in secondary trap rocks in Transvlvania.
for
Uses.
It is cut into plates, and is then used
•snuff-boxes, and other ornamental articles.
FotBTH Sl'BsPECIES.
ilcniirlf.

tlrown
Mcoilitf.

McNiLiTE, Jameson.
Bbown Menilitb, Jameson.
Kind
MeniKte, Hoffmtma.
First

Brauner

—

On
Eaitrnal Characters. Colour chesnut-browp.
the surface sometimes of a bluish colour. Occura always tuberose. External surface rough and dull ; internally faintly glistening, and lustre intermediate between resinous and vitrcoos. Fracture very flat conchoidal.

Translucent on the edges.

Co'i'i. Piirit.

Silica,

and imbedded masses and

.

85.5

1.0
Alumina,
0.5
Lime.
0.5
Oxide of iron,
Water, aud Carbonaceoiu Matter, 1 1.0
.

98.5
has hithGeognoslic and Geographic
erto been found only at Menil Montant, near Paris,
where it occurs imbedded in adhesive-slate, in the
manner as flint is in chalk.
ii.

s.

I6g.

Situations.

—

It

!

Obsidian-

Tr«n»lucent Ob*!.
ititn.

Fifth Sudspeciis.
Obsidian, ./ameion. Obsidian, n'erner.
This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Translacent Obsidian. Transparent Obsidian.
Trajish-trnt OBSiniAN, Jameson
First Kitid.
r-mn.
Durchstheincndcr Obsid;

—

—

ick, grey, and green.
External Characters.
Occurs massive. Internally «{>!«.'>ident, seldom shining,
and lustre vitreou*. Fracturw condioidal. Alternates
from translucent to translucent on the edges. Very
brittle.

<

F.aiily frangible.

—

in

in Orjretogno

^
,

_.

—

kinds.

Second Kind. Transparent Obsidian, Jameion.— Transpa
rent UbaiDurchsichtiger Obsidian, Hoffmann.
(lian.
External Characters.— Co\ouia blue, brown, and
Fracture
Internally splendent and vitreous.
white.
Perfectly transparent.
conchoidal.
It occurs imGeognoslic and Geographic Situations.
bedded in pearlstone-porphyry, at Marekan in Siberia.

—

,

Sixth Subsfecibs.
PiTCHSTONE, Jameson. Pechstein, Werner.

—

Pitehstone.

External Characters.— Colours green, grey, blue, yel-

Occurs massive. Internally
low, brown, and black.
shining, and glistening ; lustre vitreo-resinous. Feebly
Fracture conchoidal, coarse,
translucent on the edges.
grained uneven, and coarse splintery.
ConstU. Parts

73; Alumina, U.50;Ltne,

Silica,

1.00; Oxide of manganese, 0.10;
Natrwn, 1.75 ; Water, 8 50
9i>.85, Klaproth.
It occurs in
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations
?rimiuve, trahsition, and secondary rocks, in Scotland,
relaiid, Sa.\ony, &c.

Oxideof iron,

1.0;

=

—

Setcnth Sdbspecies.
Pearl-Stone, Jameson. Perlstein, Werner.
External Characters.— Colours grey, black, and red.
Occurs massive, disseminated also in roiwdish granuLustre shining
lar and curved lamellar concretions.
and pearly. Translucent on the edges, or translucent.
Very easily iVangible.
Silica, .77: Alumina, 13.0; Oxide
Constit. Parts.
of iron and manganese, 2.0 Potash, 2.0; Lime, 1.5 ;
100.2, Vauquetin.
Natron, 0.7 Water, 4
It occurs in
Geognoslic and Geographic Siluatiuns.
Qhyry, in Hungary, Spain, north of Ireland, Iceon^ Mexico.
Eighth Si-bspeciis.
PcMiCB, Jameson. Bimstein, Werner.
Colours white and grey. OcExternal Characters
curs vesicular; vesicles much elongatctl, and contain

Pearl.
stone.

;

—

=

;

Klaproth, Beit b.

veins,

various secondary trap rocks.
._ -'^ '
Geographic Situation.— It occurs in various parts of
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
It is cut into ornamental articles of different
U,es.

;

.

.
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porphyry, and

Streak grey.

Chem-col Characters. The black obsidian of Ice«
land, recording to Da Camara, on charcoal, before the
melts into a pale ash-grey, imperfect vesicuI

—

,

Pumice.

Internally glistening or glimmering,
capillary fibres.
Princi|)al fracture curved and parallel
pearly.
More or less translu.
fibrous : cross fracture uneven.
Very brittle, and easily frangible.
cent on the edges.

and

Constit. Parts.

Silica,

Natron and Potash, 3.00

;

77.50; Alumina, 17.50;

Iron with Manganese, 1.75,

= 99.75,

Klaproth.
Geognottic and Geographic Situations. Occurs along
with various porjihyries and obsidians, in the Lipari
islands, and other quarters.
Is used for polishing glass and soft stones;
Uses.
also by parchment- niakers, curriers, and hat-makers,
and hence forms a considerable article of trade, and is
exported from the Lipari islands in great quantities to
the different countries of Europe.
Observations. Obsidian, pitehstone, p«u-l-stone, and
pumice, ought to form a separate group in the species

of the Genus Quartz.
Coast. Paris.

Amchou).
72.0

Silica,

Alumina,
1S..5
Natron and Potash,
10.0
Lime,
0.0
Oxide of Iron and ManganAe, 2.0
Collel-Descotils.

Gaegaottic Situation.

— This mineral occurs

96.3
in beds.

Genob VIII.

—

AXINITE,

Jameson.

Prismatic. Perfect vitreous lustre.
3.0— 3.3.
Specificgravity
7.0.
Prismatic Axinite, JaOT«Jon.
I.

=

Hardness

—

^ 6.5

AxiNirr.

Prismatischer Pfi,ii„tic
Werner.
axinite.
101", 30'.
Pyramid unknown. Cleavage prismatic
External Characters. Colours clove-brown, plumbblue, grey, and black. Seldom massive, most frequent-

Axinit, Mohs.

— Thumerstein,

—

2

=
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Oryctogno. ly crystallised
«y.

m very

Mas-

bnliqiie fonr-sided prisms.

Rhomboidal. Rhomboid r= 1 33* 26' Cleavage rhora. Orvptogno,
sy.
and in direction of sides of a six-sided prism.
It is divided into two subspecies, viz. Tourmaline

sive varieties occur in curved lamellar distinct concretion?.
Externally, lustre splendent ; fnternally, alter,

ooidal,

nates from glistening to shining, and is vitreous, slight,
Fracture fine-grained, un.
ly inclining to resinous.
even, or conchoidal.
Alternates from perfectly tran.
sparent to feebly translucent.
Cliemicnl Characters.— 'Eai\]y fusible with ebullition
into a bottle-green glass, which by continuance of the
heat becomes nearly black.
Silica,
Comiiluenl Paris.
50.50

and

Schorl.

First Subspecies.

Tourmaline,

—

Turmalin, Werner.
TourinaExternal Characters.
Its principal colours are green, line.
brown, red, blue, yellow, and white.
Occurs very
seldom massive, or in prismatic concretions scarcely
ever disseminated ; oftener in rolled pieces ; but most
frequently crystallized, in three, four, six, and nineAlumina,
16.
sided prisms, variously acuminated. The lateral planes
Lime,
are generally cylindrical convex, and deeply longitudi17.
Oxide of Iron,
9 50
nally strenked ; the acuminating pl?nes are mostly
of Manganese, 5.25
smooth and shining sometimes the planes on one exPotash,
0.25—98.50 tremity are smooth, but on the other rough. Internal,
Klaprolh, t. v. p. 28. ly lustre splendent and vitreous.
Fracture nearly
Geognoslic Situation.— Occxxrs in primitive moun- perfect, and small conchoidal. Alternates from neartains, in rocks of gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, and
ly opaque to completely transparent.
Refracts double
hornblende-rock, and is found in Cornwall, and in in a middling degree. When viewed perpendicular to
various districts on the continent of Europe.
the axis of the crystal, it is more or less transparent,
but in the direction of the axis, even when the length
Genus IX. CHRYSOLITE.
of the prism is less than tiie thickness, it is opaque.
Prismatic.
Vitreous lustre. Hardness
6.5
7.0.
Physical Characters.
Sp.gr.
3.5.
By friction, it exhibits signs
3.3
of vitreous electricity ; by heating, vitreous electrieit3'
1. Prismatic CnnysoLiTE, Jameson.
Prisraatisat one extremity, and resinous electricity at the other.
Peridot, HaUy.
cher Krisolith, Mohs.
Chemical Characters. Before the blowpipe it melts
131" 48'. Cleavage perfect, in the direcPrism
tion of the shorter diagonal, and less so in direction of into a greyish- white vesicular enamel ; but the red-coloured Siberian tourmaline is infusible.
the longer diagonal.
J./mwoTi.

—

;

—

:

Ch«tsoI.ITE.

=

Prismatic
chrysolite.

Two
Chrysolite,

—

—

—

=

—

=

—

—

subspecies, viz. Chrysolite,

and Olivine.

First Subsfecies.
Chrysolite, Jameson. Krisolith, Werner.
Occurs in
External Characters.
Colour green.
angular pieces, roundish pieces, and often crystallized
in a four and six-sided prisms, variously acuminated,
and bevelled, and truncated on the lateral edges. Internall}', lustre splendent and vitreous.
Fracture conchoidal.
Transparent, and refracts double.

—
—

Constituent Parts.

—

30.00
43.50
19.00

Silica,

Magnesia,

— 101.50

Iron,

Klaproth, Beit. b.

i. s. 110.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
Is found in al.
luvial soil in Upper Egypt, and on shores of the Red Sea.
It is cut and polished, and made into neckUses.
laces, hair ornaments, and ring- stones.

—

Olivine.

Second Subspecies.
Olivine, JaniMore.— Olivin, Werner.
External Characters. Colours olive-green, and yelOccurs massive, in grains, and in roundish
low.

—

When crystallized, which is rarely the case,
in the form of rectangular four-sided prisms,
it
which are always imbedded. Massive varieties occur
in small and angulo-granular concretions.
Internally, lustre shining and glistening,
and vitreo-resipieces.
is

Fracture small-grained uneven, sometimes passing into imperfect small conchoidal. Translucent, passing into semi-transparent, seldom transparent.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs imbedded in basalt, greenstone, porphyry, and lava, generally accompanied with angite, in Scotland, Germany, Italy, and other countries.
nous.

Genus X.

TOUBMA.
I.IKE.

One
gr.

Rhomboidal

Tourmaline.

axis.

TOURMALINE.

Rhomboidal.

Hardness

= 3.0,-3.2.

This genus contains one species,
Tourmaline.
1.

Rhomboidal Tourmaline.

Tunnalin, Mohs.

= 7.0. —7.5.
viz.

Sp.

Green Tourmaline from Brazil.
40.
Alumina,
39.
Lime,
3.84
Oxide of Iron,
12.5
Oxide of Manganese, 2.
Loss,
2.G6— 100
Vatiquelin, Ann. de Chim. N. 88. p. 105.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
Tourmaline
occurs in primitive rocks in Scotland, England, Germany, Norway, Italy, and many other countries.
Uses.— The green, blue, and brown varieties are
sometimes cut and polished, and worn as ornamental
Consliliient Parls.- •Silica,

—

stones.

Second Subspecies.

Common Schorl,

concretions.

—

Internally

lustre is intermediate, be-

its

tween shining and glistening, and is vitreous. Frac
ture intermediate between conchoidal and uneven.
Opaque. Affords a grey streak.
Comtiluent Parts.

Common

—

Schorl from Elbenstock.

36.75
34.50

Silica,

Alumina,
Magnesia,
Oxide of Iron,

0.2,5

21.0

6.0—98.50
Potash,
Klaprolh' s Beitrage, b. 5. s. 148, 149.
Exhibits the same electrical
Physical Characters.
properties as tourmaline.
Geognostic and Geographic Siltiations.—Occvirs in
primitive mountains in most extensive alpine districts
in Europe ; and also in Asia, Africa, and America,

—

Rhomboidal

— Rhomboedrischer

—

Jameson.
Gemeiner Schorl, Wer. Common
External Characters. Colour velvet.black, of various Schorl,
Occurs massive, disseminated,
degrees of intensity.
and frequently crystallized, in tiiree, six, and nine-sided
prisms, that present various acuminations, truncations,
Occurs in granular and prismatic
and bevelments.

Genus XI.
gr.

=

GARNET.

If red, the sp.
pyramidal, prismatic.
3.9. and less.
If black, sp. gr.
3.7. and more.

Tessular,

=

Gabnet.

;

IVI I

N E R A L G Y.

pure vitreous lustre. If prismatoiJal, the hardness
is
7 and more, aixl no pure vitreous lustre. Hardness
If 7.5. it is red or browu. Sp.
r. n.T^ from >>.o to 7.J.
3.3
4.3.
.rr t.
Pvi. HvhamidalOabxet or Vksovian, Jamewn.
F/runidal
IdoVojuvian, fVerner.
ramidaler Granat, Muhi.
Gcrotrt or
Or}clogno.

No

=

—

=

—
—

—

Vououa-

/'

era*'

,

=

129^30', 7*° IV. Cleavage
planes of the prism ; in
the direction of the diagonals of the prism ; and also
in the direction of the terminal planes of t!ie prism.
3.4.
3.3
6.5.
Sp. gravity
Hardness
Colours green and brown.
ExtTual Lharaclers.
Occurs massive, disseminated, and in granular concrebut more frequently crystallized, in rectangutions
lar four-sided prisms, v.irioutly acuminated, truncaLateral planes of the prism are lonted, and bevelled.
gitudinally itreaked ; but the truncating and terminal
Externally the crystals are splenplanes are smooth.

Pyramid

1

in

tin-

of the

(jirtctioii

lateral

=

—

=

—

;

internally glistening, approaching to shining,
Fracture is snialU
and tlie lustre is vitreo-retinous.
grained uneven. Alternates from translucent to trans-

dent

;

lucent on the edges, .ind refracts double.
Before the blowpipe it melts
Cheinical Characltrs.
without addition into a yellowish and family transluToarian of Vaurios.
cen' glass.
.
.
35.5
.
Conttit. FaW*.— Silica
33.0
Lime
,

—

Alumina
.
Oxide of Iron
Oxide of Manganese
Loss
.

.

22.85
0.25

1.5—100

—

—

—

species.
2.

Dodccahe-

AralfUMt.

—

DoDCCAiiEDRAL Garsit, Jametnn.
Hardness

Tessular. Cleavage dodecahedraL
4.3.
3.5
7.5, sp. gravity
HI.;.

.

.

—

—^
I

nc
net ". .'i.iu^iiiu.Lt:
9. Helvin.
.

.;,,.

,,;.,..

^ 6.5

..ib«pecies, viu. 1. Pv-ret-

,

Lui>j|iiiuiiiif

;

;

i.

8.

Pyrope ; 5. GarCinnamon-stone

—

Py««sitiTe, Jametnn. Pyrcneit, JFemer.
Cfiaraclrrt.
Colour greyish-black.
Occtirs massive, and crystallized in the form of rhomboidal dodecahedrons. Externally glistening, inclining to

—

Ejelernal

shining, and metallic-like.
Iiiiemally gli>tiT)ing and
vitreous.
Fracture small-grained uneven. Opaque.

Gagnoslie and Geographic

Silnaliun*.

— Occurs

in

primitive limeitone in the Pic of Lres-Lids, near Bareges, in the French Pyrenees.

SeCO.>D SvBisPECIKS.
GiBMuUrc.

—

Oroisularb, Jtimeton. Grossular, Werner.
Ejlemal Character!. Colour aspar*gus-grcen. Crys-

—

tallized in acute

douMr

minated on both
minRiins rl-ine<
ci^l^s:
ExtOTii.'

sinous.

'

Oryctognoin small crystals, along with vesuvian, in a
'y'
Wilui
river
in
the
near
claystone,
greenish-grey
pale
^,
._^
^
Siberia ; also in the Bannat of Teraeswar.
Third Subspecies.
Mclanite.
Melanite, Jameson. Melanit, Werner.
GeneColour velvet-black.
Exlernnl Characters.
rally crystallized in rhomboidal dodec.ihe<lrons, trunInternally shining, inclining to
cated on the edges.
Fracture conchoidal.
glistening, and resino-vitreous.

bedded

—

pyramid*, Hatly acuthe acu;
n.itcedgesof the double
of the crystals are smooth.

ri;:)it--ided

four planes

'

<-t

Tially

—

Opaque.

—

Occurs in
Gengnoitic and Geographic Silvalions
primitive and secondary rocks in Italy, Germany, and

Norway.

Fourth

Sdbspeciks.
Pyrope.
Pyrope, JVemer.
Ex'ernal Characters. Colour dark blood-red. Occurs in roundish and angular grains. Lustre splendent,
and vitrco-resinous. Fracture conchoidal. Is tran!>pa«

PvROPE, Jameson.

—

—

and refracts double.
It occurs in
Cenpnustic and Geographic Situation.
serpentine and trap, in Buheraia.
Vte
This beautiful gem is employed in almost every
kind of jewellei-y, and is generally set with a gold foil.
rent,

—

FiETH Subspecies.

Garnet, Jameson.

Gimet.

This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Precious Garnet and Common Gsrnet.
First Kind. 1'becious Garnet, Jameion. EdlerGranat. nVmer.

shining, and lustre re-

Fracture intermediate between cunchoidal and

uneven.

Translucent
Ocognotiic and Ctographic Situalion*.'^-Occan

im->

Precious
8*">«*-

All the colours of this gem
External Characters
Occurs
are dark-red, which generally fall into blue.
in roundish grains, and crystallized in rhomhoidal doInternally
decahedrons, and in the form of the leucite.
it is shining, bordering on splendent ; and vitreous,
Fracture conchoidal.
inclining slightly to resinous.
Sometimes occurs in lamellar distinct concretions. Alternates from completely transparent to translucent.
Conttit.

Far/j.—Silica,

39.66

.

AluTiina,

.

I966

Black oxide of Iron, S9.68
Oxide of Manganese, I 80— 100 80
Berzeliiis, in Afhandhnger, vol. iv p. 385.
Before the blowpipe it melts
Chemical Character.
pretty easily into a black scoria or enamel.
Occurs imbedGeognottic and Geographic Siluntions.
de<l in primitive rocks, in Scotland, England, Ireland,

—

—

Germany, Norway, Sweden, and many other
Use.

— This

present as

First Sijbspkciks.
PjnMitc.

551

—

7.3

Klaproth, Bnt. b. ii. f. 32. & 38.
Occurs in
Grogniulic and Geugraphic SituationM.
various primitive rocks, in Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Switzerland, &c.
At Naples it is cut into ring-stones, and is
Utts.
sold under various names : the green- coloured varieties
arc denominated Volcanic Chrysolite; and the brown,
Volcanic Hyacinth.
Observation.
The Egeran of Werner is a variety of

tbu

:

it

gem

countries.

not so highly valued at
was a century ago. The larger kinds are
beautiful

is

used as ring-stunes, and, after cutting and polishing,
are set either au jonr, or are provided with a silver or
violet-blue

foil.

Second Kind. CoMMOM Garnet, /am»on. Gemeiner Commoa
garnet.
Granat, IVernrr.
Ejlemal Characters.— Brown and green are its most
common colours. Occurs most commonly massive
sometimes crysUiUized, and po8sc-isc:i ull the figures of
Occurs in nngulo-granular disthe precious garnet.
Lustre shining, or glistening, very
tinct concretions.
Internally lustre glistening, seldom
rarely splendent.
shining, and intermediate between resinous and vitreFracture fine-grained uneven, simietiines slightly
ous.
inclining to imiwrfect conchoidal, or to splintery.
Geognottic and (ieopraphic Silualiont.—Xx. occurs
massive or crystallized in primitive rocks in Scotland,

England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Italy,
and many other countries.
L'tc.
On account of itseo-^y fusibility and richness
in iron, it is fre<|uently employed ss a thix in smelting
rich iron-ores, and a* an addition to poor ores.

—
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Sixth Sobspecies.
Allochroite, Jameson. Allochroit, Werner.
Colours, grey, brown, and
External Characters.
green. Occurs massive. Internally glimmering, rarely
glistening, and lustre resinous. Fracture uneven, some-

—

—

times even passing to conchoidal. Feebly translucent
on the edges.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
It has hitherto been found only in Viuls iron-mine near Drammen
in Norway, where it is associated with calcareous spar,
reddish-brown garnet, and magnetic iron-ore.

Colophonite

Const. Parts.

Silica,

Oxide of Iron,
Oxide of Manganese.
.

0.5
Loss,
.
2.75—100
Klap. Bullet des Scien. de la Soc.
Phil. t. i. p. 171.
.

—

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
The geognosof this mineral are nearly the same with
It occurs in Aberdeenshire,
those of precious garnet.
the Shetland Islands, county of Wicklow in Ireland, &c.
tic relations

Genus XII.— ZIRCON.
Hardness = 7.5. Sp. gr. = 4.5, 4.7.
Pyramidal Zircon, Jameson. Pyraraidaler Zircon.
Mohs.
Pyramidal. Pyramid =r 123' 19'; 84'".i0'. Cleavage

—

rhomboidal dodecahedrons, either peror truncated on the edges. Appears as if meltetl.
Internally shining ; externally splendent. Lustre resino-adamantine. Fracture imperfect conchoidal. Translucent, or only translucent on the edges.

Pyramidal.

gneiss, at

Arendal in Norway

vagnengo

in Piedmont.

It is

and in talc-slate at Salalso found in the Island

Eight Subspecies.
Cinnamon Stone, Jameson. Kanelstein, Werner.

—

Essonite, Haiiy.
External C/!«rac<er*.— Principal colour intermediate

between hyacinth-red and orange-yellow. Occurs masInternally
sive, and in granular distinct concretions.
and lustre resinoshining, approaching to glistening
An indistinct cleavage sometimes visible,
vitreous.
;

Fracture in
indicating an oblique prism of 102" 40'.
every direction rather imperfect, and flat conchoidal.
Transparent and semjtransparent ; generally so impure
and full of cracks, that faultless specimens rarely occur.
Hardness 7, 7-5 Sp. gr. S.5, 3.7.
Refracts single.
It is found in
Geognostic and Geographic Stiuation.
fdluvial deposites, and associated with quartz, tabular
spar, and iron- ore, in gneiss, in the island of Ceylon.
It is cut as a precious stone, and, when free
Use.
of flaws, is of considerable value.

First Subspecies.
External Characters.

and brown

Appears

Observations

to

be a distinct species.

Ninth Subspecies.

—

Helvin, Werner.
Occurs
External Characters. Colour wax-yellow.
disseminated, and crystallized in tetrahedrons, which
are perfect or truncated on the angles. Internally glimmering or shining. Externally vitreous ; internally it
Fracture small-grained uneven.
inclines to resinous.

Helvine, Jameson.

—

Crystals strongly translucent.
Geognostic and Geographic Situation.
gneiss, near

Schwarzenberg

Observations.

— Probably a

—

It

occurs in

in Saxony.
distinct species.

—

Prismatic Garnet or Grenatite, Jameson.
Prismatischer Gianat, Mohs. Granatit, Werner. Staurotide, Hauy.
Prismatic. Prism =129" 30'. Cleavage prismatoidal,
3.

;

Jameson. — Zirkon, Werner.
— Colour grey, also white, green,

and rarely yellow, blue, and red.

Occurs

into shining, and lustre intermediate between adamanFracture perfect and fiat conchoitine and resinous.
dal. Alternates from transparent to opaque.
Refracts
double in a high degree.

Chemical Character.
before the blowpipe.
Const, Parts.

—

It is infusible,

without addition,

Zircon of Ceylon.

—Zirconia,

69.00
26.50

.

Silica,

.

Oxide of Iron,

.

0.50—96.00

Klaproth, Beit.

i. s.

222.

Second Subspecies.
Hyacinth, Jameson. Hiacinth, Werner.

—

—

—

grains and crystals, imbedded in gneiss and sienite ; also imbedded in basalt and lava, and dispersed through
alluvial soil, in Shetland Islands, Sutherlandshire, InThe finest specimens are
verness-shire, Galloway, &c.
brought from the East, principally from Ceylon.

Genus XIII.-;-GAD0LINITE.

Gadoli-

Black.
Streak greenish nite.
Prismatic.
Tliree axes.
Sp. gr. 4.0
4.3.
7.0.
6.5
Hardness
grey.
This genus contains but one species, viz. Prismatic
Gadolinite.

=

I.

—

—

Prismatic Gadolinite, Jameson.

— Prismatischer

Gadolonit, Mohs.

Gadolinit, Karsten.
Prism 100 nearly.
Colours velvet-black; very
External Characters.
Occurs massive and disseminatrarely hyacinth-red.

semitransparent.

choidal

—

=

Hyacinth

External Characters. Colours red, brown, yellow,
grey, green, and white. Occurs crystallized, in rectangular four-sided prisms, acuminated with four planes;set
on the lateral edges. Internally specular-splendent,
and lustre intermediate between resinous and vitreous.
Alternates
Fracture perfect and small conchoidal.
from transparent to semitransparent. Refracts double.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations of the Zircon Spe'
It occurs in
ciesyincluding Common Zircon andHyacinth.

in the direction of the shorter diagonal of the prism.
Hardness
3.3, 3.9.
7-0, 7-5. Sp. gr.
Colour dark reddish-brown.
External Characters.
Occurs only crystallized, and in the form of oblique
four-sided prisms, sometimes truncated on the lateral
Internally the cleavage is shining and splenedges.
dent ; fracture glistening and glimmering, with a reFractiire small-grained uneven,
sino-vitreous lustre.
which sometimes approaches to small conchoidal. Often opaque, sometimes translucent, and very rarely

=

CoDimoa
zircon.

crystallized in rectangular four-sided prisms acuminated
with four or eight planes. Internally splendent, passing

—

—

—

Common Zircon,

;

of Ceylon.

Zinco»(.

pyramidal, or in the direction of the lateral planes of
the oblique prism.
This species is divided into two subspecies. Common
Zircon, and Hyacinth.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
beds of magnetic iron-ore, which are subordinate to

Helvine.

37.5
18.25

.

Seventh Subspecies.

crystallized fn

atone.

41.

.

CoLOPHONiTE, or Resinous Garnet, Jameson.
Colours brown, red, and green.
External Characters.
Occurs massive, in angulo-granular concretions ; and
fect,

Cinnamon

St Gotkard.

— Alumina,

—

ed

;

the massive varieties sometimes composed of gran-

ular or prismatic concretions, the surfaces of which
have frequently a whitish or bluish aspect, and vary
from glistening to dull. It very rarely occurs crystalInternally shining ; lustre
lized, in six-sided prisms.
resinous, inclining to .^itreous.
J

seldom uneven.

Fracture generally con-

Frismatiq
gadolinittl

—

;
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«T-

V—-^'x**'

Vtll.OiE.

Cotttliluent

ParU

—

45.0;

Yttria,

25,80;

Silica,

Oxide of Cerium, ]6.69 ; Oxi<le of iron, 10.26"; VolaB'^rzeliut.
tile nuUer, O.CO. = 98.35.
Occurs in beds
Geognostic and Gengraphic SilHolion.
of felspar in mica-sUte, at Ytterby near VVaxholm in
Roslagen, and in granite at Finbo near Fohlun, in
Sweden.

—

Obde» VIII.—ore.
is dark.
If not metallic, lusIf the streak is
adamantine, or imperfect metallic.
If the
3.5 and more.
yellow or re<l, the hardness
4,8 and more, and the streak brown,
specific gravity
or black, the hardness =: 5. and more, or very perfectly

If meUllic, the colour

tre

=

=

—

If 4.5 and
Hardness =.2 6
7.
prismatoidal.
If 6.5 and
was, the streak is red, yellow, or black.
6.5 and
More, and white streak, the specific gravity

Sp.gr.

more.

Pyramidal, prismatic.
gr.

Pritmitlc

wc

= 3.4. — 7.4.

Genus I.— TITANIUM ORE.

TiTAairx
Omz.

liuoium

=

=

I.

3.4,

—

4.4.

Prismatic

Hardness

=

Sp.

MoJu.

=

156° 50". Horiicontal prism in the
Vertical prism
120°. Streak white.
direction ofone of the diagonals,

=
=

=

3.4,-3.6.
Hardness
5.0,-5.5. Sp. gr.
This spedea is divided into two subspedca, viz. Com<
mon Sphcne and Foliated Sphene.

First Subspecies.
Jameson. Braun Manakera, Wer-

—

Common Sphene,

C4MDIIMMI

Titane .Siliceo Calcaire, Haiiy.
Exiernal Characlert. Colours DnMro, green, grey,
and white. Occurs in granular distinct concretions,
and crystallized in oblique four-sided prisms, variously
modified by bevelmenis, truncations, and acuminations.
Internally shining or glistening ; lustre adamantine,
sotnetimes inclining to resinous, aometimes to vitreous.
Fracture imperfect conchoidal, which indinea to uneven.
Alternates from opaque to translucent.
ner.

—

SI.

ConslUuail

ParU.— Oxide

Uothsrd.

of Titanium,

Silica.

.

33..S

S8.0

.

Lime,
Water,

SS.S

—93.5

Cordier in Jour, des Minei, N. 73. 70.
Gtognoilie and Geographic Siiualioni.—ll occurs in
small and very small crystals, imbedded in the syenite
of the Criffle and others hills in Galloway ; in the syenite of Inverary ; and in various other quarters in Scutland.

Second SussptciBa.
Foliated Sphene, Jantim. Gelb Manakerz, Wer-

—

Titane siliceo-calcaire, Hautf.
Extrrnal Characlert. Colours yellow, brown, and
grev. Occurs massive, in straight lamellar concretions,
and crystallized in the same figures as the preceding
lubapecies.
Lustre on the cleavage splendent or shining ; on the imperfect conchoidal and unev'en fractures
only shining or glistening, and resinous. Fracture imperfect conchoitUI, inclining to uneven.
Translucent,
or only translucent on the e^ges.
Geognottic and Grographte Situation*.
Occurs in
primitive rocks ia Italy, Bohemia, Norway, and other
ner.

—

—

TltaaKiw

On.

Prismato Pyramid.il Titakium-Ohi, Jameton.
lies Titan-erz, Mok*.
i.
id = 117' 2*; 84' 48'.
1.
Most distinrt deavage in the direction of the lateral planes of
the rectanjtular four-sided prism ; and another less dis-

—

II.

1

tinct, parallel

brown.

with the dia^ronals of the prism.
Streak
Q.0—Q.5. Sp. gr.
4.2—4.4.

Hardness

Tot. xiT.

raar

=

11.

=

divided into three subspedes, viz. Ru- Oryctogno-

Rutile, Jameson.

—

Rutil,

Hauif.

^^'
^"^^^
,

IVemer.

Titane Oxide, Rmile.

—

Colours brown, red, and yelExtrrnal Characters.
low. Occurs massive, disseminated, in membranes, and
Internally the lustre is
in four and six-sided prisms.
intermediate between adamantine and semi-metallic,
and is splendent on the surface of the cleavage, but only shining or glistening in the conchoidal or uneven
Streak
Fracture uneven and conchoidal.
fractures.
brown. Transparent or only translucent on the edges.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It is found
imbedded, in veins and in drusy cavities, in granite,
syenite, gneiss, mica-slate, limestone, chlorite-slate, and
hornblende slate, in Scotland, England, and in various
countries on the continents of Europe, Asia, and Ame-

Second Subspecies.
Iserine.
Iserin, Wertier.
Iserine, Jameson.
External Characters. Colour iron-black, inclining to
brownish-black. Occurs in rollefl pieces. Internally
it alternates from splendent to glistening, and the lustre
Fracture more or less perfect conchoidal.
is metallic.
It is completely opaque.
28
Contlituenl Parts.
Oxide of Titanium,
72—100
Oxide of Iron,
Klaproth, Beit. b. v. s. 206.
In sand of
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
the river Iser.
Third Subspecies.
Menachanite, Jameson. Menacan, Werner,
Menachi.
External Characters. Colour greyish black, inclin>. niie.
ing to iron black. Occurs only in very small flattish
angular grains, which have a rough glimmering surfiKe. Internally it is glistening or glimmering, or the lustre ia adamantine, passing into semi-metallic. Opaque.
It is found,
Gergnoslic and Geographic Situations.
accompanied with fine quartz-sand, in the bed of a rivulet which enters the valley of Manaccan in Cornwall.

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

III.

PvBiMiDAi. Titanium-Ore, or Octaheoritc, Pyramidal
Titan-erz, Mohs.
Octaedrit, Titanium

Jdmrnm.— Pyramidales

f)re.

Werner.

The least perfect
IST" 10'.
9T>
cleavage in the direction of the faces of the pyramid
and the most perfect is parallel to the common base of
5.5
the pyramids.
Streak white. Hardness
6.0.
3.8—3.9.
Sp. gr.
External Characters. Colours blue and brown. Occurs crystallized in double four-sided pyramids.
Internally splendent, and lustre adamantine, inclining to
semi-metallic. Is strongly translucent or transparent.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— \t ia found at
Bourg d'Oisans in Dauphiny, in primitive rocks, and
in transition day-slate in Norway.
Pyramid

38'

=:

;

=

=

—

—

Gb.nusII.

RED COPPER-ORE.

=

RidCop-

=

Hardness
3.5,-4. Sp. gr.
5.6,-6.0.
This genus contains but one species, viz. Oclaliedral
Red Copper -Ore.
Tesaular.

I.

Octahedral Red Copper-Ore, Jameson.—

Octaedrisches Kupfer-erz, Muht.
Tessular.
Cleavage octahedral.

This species

countries.

VriMoal*

is

and Menachanite.
First Subspecies.

rica.

6.5.

5.0,

If leas than 4.2 streak is white.
Titaniuii Ore, or Sphkni, Jameson.

— I'rismatitcbea Titan-erz,

This species
tile, Iserine,

553

is

»"«*

""^

Octahedral

Red Cop.
P«r 0»«-

Streak red.

divide<i into four subspecies, viz.

Fo-

Red Copper-ore, Compact Red Copper-ore, Ca«
pillary Red Copjier-ore, and I'lle-ore.
First Subspecies.
liatetl

—

FoMATBD Red Copi'BR-Ore, Jameton. Bliittrichcs Foliated
"ed Cop.
Rothkupferera, Werner.
Ext'rnal Characters.
Colour red. Occurs massive, P*' '*•
disseminatad, in membranes, corroded ; also in granu.

—

4 A

—
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Oryctogno- lar concretions, and crystallized in variously modified
'yoctahedrons. Internally alternates from shining to glis^
'

»

~

tening ; lustre adamantine, inclining to semi-metallic.
Fracture coarse and small-grained uneven. Ranges

from opaque
Compact
Eed C»pp«r Ore.

to translucent.

Second Subspecies.
Compact REDCoppEB.OaE,Ja»ie«o«.

semi-transparent to opaque.

—Dichtes Roth-

kupfererz, Werner.
External Characters.— Colour red. Occurs massive,
Interdisseminated, and in a kind of reniform shape.
nally glimmering, inclining to glistening ; lustre semimetaUic.
Fracture even, inclining to flat conchoidal.

Opaque.

Third Subspecies.
Capillanr

Red Cop.
per Ore.

Capillary Red Copper-Ore, Jameson
miges Roth Kupfererz, Werner.

Haarfor-

—

External Characters. Colour red.
Occurs in small
capillary crystals, also in thin tables, which are sometimes aggregated into amorjihous and scopiform flakes.
Shining.

Lustre admantine.

Translucent.
Cornwall.

Copper,

.

Oxygen,

.

88.5
11.5
100.0
Chenevix, Phil. Trans.
Geographic and Geognostlc Situation.
It occurs in
veins in primitive transition and secondary rocks, as
Cornwall, and in several mines on the continents of
Europe, Asia, and America.
Constituent Parts.

—

Fourth Subspecies.
Tile Ore.

Tile-Ore, Jameson. ^Xiegehrz, Werner.
This subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Earthy
Tile-ore, and Indurated Tile-ore.
First Kind.
Earthy Tile-Ore, Jameson. Er-

—

diches Ziegelerz, Werner.
External Characters. Colours red and brown. Occurs massive, disseminated, and incrusting copperpyrites.
Composed of dull dusty particles, which are
more or less cohering. Soils slightly. Feels meagre.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in
veins in the Hartz, Tyrol, &c.
Second Kind. Indurated Tile-Oke, Jameson.-"
Festes Ziegelerz, Werner.
External Characters. Colours red, brown, grey, and
black.
Occurs massive, disseminated ; also in curved
lamellar and fibrous concretions.
Internally glimmering or glistening, and resinous. Fracture conchoidal.
Constituent Pari*.— Werner considers it to be an intimate combination of red copper-ore and brown ironochre.
It contains from 10 to 50 per cent, of copper.
Geognostic and ..'geographic Situations.
Occurs in
veins in Cornwaf' ajiJ other countries.

—

—

—

—

*

—

Genus

Tiw-OaE.
Pyramidal.

III.

tin-ore.

species, viz.

= 6.0 —

—

=

C^jmmon
tio-ore.

From Altcmon.
Tin,

Constituent Parts.

—

77.50
0.25
21.50
0.75

.

Iron,

.

Oxygen,

.

Silica,

.

100

Klaproth, Beit. b. ii. s. 256.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— Occurs disseminated, in granite,' gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate,
porphyry, and in an alluvial form, in what are in Cornwall named Stream Works.
Cornwall contains the
greatest European tin mines, and Banca in India the
most extensive beyond Europe.

Second Subspecies.
Cornish Tin-Ore, or Wood-Tin, Jameson.
nisch Zinnerz, Werner.
External Characters.

— Kor-

Cornish
tin ore.

—

Colour hair-brown, woodOccurs reniform, bobrown, and reddish-brown.
tryoidal, and globular ; and in fibrous distinct concretions.
Internally feebly glistening or glimmering, and
Opaque. Streak grey, inclining to
lustre resinous.
brown.
It occurs
Geognostic and Geographic Stuations
loose, and in small quantities, along with stream tin, in

—

•

alluvial deposites (stream-works,) in Cornwall.

Genus

IV.

WOLFRAM

ORE.

Woinu*

OaE.
Scheel-erz, Mohs.
Prismatic. Hardness r= 5.0 5.5. Sp. gr.=7.1
7.4.
This genus contains one species, viz. Prismatic Wolfram.
Prismatisches Prismatic
1.
Prismatic Wolfram, Jameson
Scheel-erz, Mohs.
120".
Prism

=

— Wolfram, Werner.

—

wolfram.

Cleavages in the direction of the
diagonals of the oblique four-sided prism.
Streak
dark reddish brown.
External Characters. Colour black, and rarely a

—

temper-steel tarnish. Occurs massive, and crystallized in oblique four-sided prisms, variously modified by
Cleavage
truncation, bevelment, and acumination.
shining or splendent ; fracture glistening ; lustre resiFracture coarse and
nous, inclining to adamantine.
Opaque.
small grained uneven.
Tungstic Acid
67.00
Constituent Parts.
Oxide of Manganese, 6.25
Oxide of Iron,
.
18.10

—

Silica,

1.50—92.75

.

.

Joum.

Min. N. I9. 18.
Occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
primitive rocks, in the island of Rona, one of the Hebrides, also in Cornwall and other counties.

Pyramidal Tin-

}• Pyramidal Tin-Ore, Jameson. ^^Pyramidales
Zinnerz, Mohs.
Pyramidal. Pyramid
133°, 36', 67°, 42'.
The
most perfect cleavage is in the direction of the lateral
planes of a rectangular four-sided prism, and another
less perfect, in the direction of the diagonals of the
same prism. Streak white and brown.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz. Common Tin-Ore or Tinstone, and Cornish Tin-Ore.
FiasT Subspecies.
Common Tin-Ore or Tintstone, Jameson. Zinstein, Werner.
External Characters.— Coloxxrs brown, black, green,
white, yellowi and red. Occurs most frequently crys-

Yields a greyish-white

streak.

Vauquelin, in

=

Ore.
Pyramidal-

TIN-ORE.

Zinnerz, Mohs.
Streak not black.
Hardness

Sp. gr.
6.3.— 70.
This genus contains one

7.0.

and in the form of rectangular prisms, various- Oryctog»o»yly modified by truncations and acuminations.
Internally alternates from splendent to glistening. Lustre
intermediate between resinous and adamantine. Fracture uneven, inclining to conchoidal. Alternates from

tallized,

d.

—

V. TANTALUM-ORE.
Tantal-Erz, Mo/is.
Hardness
Streak brownish black.

Takta-

Genus
Prismatic.
6.
Sp. gr.

= 6, 6.3.

Prismatic Tantalum-Ore.
Mohs.
Prism unknown.
Prismatic.
1.

viz. Prismatic

Tan-

— Prismatisches Tan-

tal-erz,

Colours greyish and brownish
External Characters
Occurs massive, disseminated, and crystalhzed
black.
in oblique four-sided prisms, the dimensions of which
Externally and internally shining or
are unknown.
glistening, and lustre resinous, inclining to semi-me«
Fracture uneven, or conchoidal.
Ullic adamantine.

Opaque.

0»i

.

This genus contains one species,
talum-ore.

J-om

=
Prismatic

tantalum

°"-

MINERALOGY.
FinUnd.

Oryelogno-

Cotutilment

Par//.— Oxide of Tantalum,
Oxide of Iron,
.
Oxide of Manganese

iroivblack.

12

nular distinct concretions ; also crystallized in oblique
four-sided prisms, acuminated with four planes. In«.
temally shining or glistening, and the lustre imperfect
Fracture small and fine-grained uneven,
metallic.
sometimes passing into small and imperfect conchoidal.

8^103

IndiTteible

Hardness

=

5.5.

This genus contains one Species, viz. Indivisible Uraniam-Ore.
I. Inuitisible or Unclejlvable Uranium-Ore,
Jameson.
Untheilbares Uran-Ere, Mohs.
Uranpe-

—

or uncleaTable uri
chcrs, fTtf net
ort.

Streak black.

—

tion.
Itemally shining, lustre resinous, inclining to
•eau-metallic Fracture conchoidal, which puaea nito
coarse-grained uneven.
Opaque.
JnaHiinwriMJ.
Conttit. ParU
Oxide of Uranium,
86.5
Black Oxide of Iron.
2.5
Galena or Lead-glance, 6.0

—

5.0
Klaproth, Beit. b. ii. s. 221.
GeognotUc and Geographic Situatiotu.— It occurs
principally in veins in primitive rocks, in Cornwall and
other countries.
Silica,

GeklsVII.

Pri*Bat:c
CTTlumore.

CERIUM-ORE.

Cerer-crs, Moht.
Cleavage either prismatic or invisible.
lustre.
Streak white, grey.
Hardneti
gr.

= 3.5, —5.0.

^-

No metallic

^ 5.5.

= 117*.

=

—

Omgmoilk mi Geegrmpkie SiintUioiu. —Occurs
was

first

in

dis-

2.

=

=

—

Its streak is greyish-white.

CmutkmeiU Parit.

— Oxide of Cerium,
Silica,

Oxide of Iron,
Lime,

54.50
34.50
3.50

5.00—98.75

Klnproih, Beit b.

—

Prismatic.
gr.

Prisnatie

(brvmt.
•»••
I

iv. s.

147.

OeMWW/tc and Geographic Situaiiont. Occurs in a
bed ococ^yper'pyrites, in Westmanland in Sweden.
GbmusVIII. CHROME-ORE.

= 4.4

Chrom-erx, Moht.
Streak brown. Hardneai

Gemds IX.— IRON-ORE.

laoM'SBE.
Eisen-erz, Mohs.
Tessolar, rhomboidal, prismatic.
Hardness := 5,
If the streak is brown, the
6.5.
Sp. gr.
3.8, 5.2.
If tlie streak is
sp. gr. IS below 4.2, or above 4.8.
black, the sp. gr. is above 4.8.
1. OcTAHBORAL Iron-Orb.— Octaedrisches £isen«
Octahedral

=

=

B.5,

Fer Oxydule, Uauy.

iron-ore.

Teasalar. Cleavage octahedraJ. Streak black. Hardness
4.8,
5.2.
Sp. ^.
5.5. 6.5.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz.
Common Magnetic Iron-Ore, and Granular Magnetic
Iron- Ore.

=

=

—

FiasT SuBsrECiES.

Common Magnetic Iron-Orb, JiumesoN.—Gemetner Common
Muneteisenstein, Werner.
External Characters.
Colour iron-black.

—

Occurs
massive, disseminated, in distinct concretions, and crystallised in oct.ihcdroiis and rhomboidal dodecahedrons.
Externally shining, glistening, or splendent
Internally intermediate between shining and glistening, and

Sp.

4.5.

magnetic
Iron-ore.

Fracture uneven.
Highly magnetic, with polarity.
Physical Characlert.
Contliiuenl Parts.— Peroxide of Iron,
69
Protoxide of Iron,
3 1 —100

lust'e metallic.

—

Berzelius.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs principally in beds, in primitive mountains in Norway,
Sweden, Lapland, and other countries.
Uses
When pure, it affords excellent iron.

Second Subsyxcibs.

Granular Magnetic Iron-Orb,
Jameson

This genus contains one species, via. Primuttic
Chrome-Ore.
1- PaisMATic Ciiromi-Orb, Jameson
Prismatiscb<
es Chrom-ers, Moht.
Prismatic.
Pyramid unknown. Geavage prisma.
toidal.

—

—

1.25

Water,

••.

i"^^

33.00
Oxide of CtuxNne, 55.50
Alumina,
6.00
Silica,
2.00
Loss by heating,
2.00—98.50
Klaproth, Beit b. iv. s. 132.
Geognoilie and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in serpentine and talc in the Shetland islands, and in various quarters in the continents of Europe, Asia, and
America.
When the chromic add, which this ore conUses.
tains, is combined with lead, it forms an uncommonly
beautiful yellow pigment.

a

U!«CLKAVABI.BCB«IUM-ORB,or CiaiTE.yaHMJOII.—
Mrtamofs. Untheilbaws Cerer-era,
Mohs.
Massive.
Hardness
5.5.
Sp. gr.
4.6, 5.0.
External Charactert
Colour rctl and brown. Occurs massive, and disscminaud.
Internally glimmering and leainw i s.
Fracture tine splintery. Opaque.

CusMX-

' ?•

Constituent Parls~ -Oxide of Iron,

ws, Mohs.

—

Sp. gr.
4.0
5.3.
Eatemal Characlert. Colour brownish-black. Occnrs massive, and crystallized in oblique, four, and in
six-sided prisms.
Internally shining, and resino-metallic
Fnctnre conchoidal.
Opaque.
Aflbrds a
gftaniah-^B^ coloured streak.
granite rock in West Greenland, where it
covered by Professor GicMck^ of Dublin.

todi.itlbte

Sp.

PM^UAtic Ctnwu-OftM, JamtMon.

Prism

Oryeiogns.

Sdria.

Reniform. Massive.
External Characlert.
Generally
Colour black.
occurs massive, seldom disseminated, sometimes reni-

form ; also in granular, lamellar, and prismatic concre-

Oaz.

in gra-

Phytical CAarar/erf.— Some varieties are magnetlcal,
others are not.
Chemical Characters.— \t is infusible before the blow>
pipe.
Melted with borax, it forms a beautiful greencoloured mass, very different from the dark greencoloured glass formed when borax and magnetic ironore are melted.

.

Undewrable.

Cxaruic

Occurs massive, disseminated, and

Opaque.

Uran-£rz, Mohs.

Farm unknown.
Sp. gr. = 6.4, —6.6

Dium

URANIUM.ORE.

Gekds VI.

UtAaioa

—Colour between steel-grey and

83

rauquelin, in Haiiy, Tabl. p. 308.
Geognosiic and Geographic Silitaliom
It occurs dijtminitfd in a coarse red granite, at Brokams.

Ou.

555

External Characters.

External Charaeters.

Occurs

or Iiioi|f-SAND, Gntiular

magneUc

Eisensand, Werner.

—Colour very dark

iron-black.

The
also in octahedral crystals.
feeble glimmering, and rough surface.

in grains,

and

grains have a
Internally intermediate lietween shining and splendent,
and lustre imperfect metallic. Fracture conchoidaL
Occurs imGeognosiic and Geographic Situations.
bedded in trap rocks in different parts of Scotland, and
in many cotmtries on the continent of Europe.

—

'""'""'••
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Oiyetogno•y*

g.

Rhohboidax Iron-Ore, Jameson.

risches Eisen-erz,

Mohs.

Rhomboid = 85°

Rhomboidal iron>ore.

Fer

Cleavage rhomboidal, and
of six-sided prisms. Streak
Sp. gr.
Hardness
5.5
6.5.

58'.

parallel with terminal planes

red, reddish-brown.

Specular

—

=

= 4.8,-5.2.

iron-ore.

— Rhomboed-

Oligiste, Haul/.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— Occura in Oryctogn*.
ty.
beds and veins in primitive mountains in England,
Norway, -Sweden, Germany, &c.

—

Uses.
It affords good cast and bar-iron.
Fibrous Red Iron-Ore, or Red Hematite, Jame-

This species is divided into three subspecies, viz.
1. Specular Iron-ore, or Iron-glance, 2. Red Iron-ore,
3. Red Clay Iron-ore.
First Subspecies.
Specular Ihon-Ore, Jam<sou.
This Subspecies is divided into two kinds, viz. Common Specular Iron-ore, and Micaceous Specular Iron-

—

Rother Glaskopf, Werner.
External Characters. Colours blood.red and dark
steel-grey.
Occurs most frequently ma.ssive, reniform,
son

—

botryoidal, stalactitic, and globular
lamellar distinct concretions.
Const. Parts.
Oxide of Iron,

specular
iron-ore.

First Jfinrf.— Common

— Gemeiner

External Characlprs.— Colour dark steel-grey, which
frequently borders on iron-black, and sometimes inOccurs very frequently tarclines to brownish red.
nished on the external surface. Occurs massive, disseminated, in concretions, and also crystallized in rhomboids and in six-sided pyramids. Internally glistening,
but sometimes passes into shining and splendent, and
Fracture conchoidal.
the lustre metallic.
Consiil. Parts.

—

From GrengesbcrgeL
Reddish-brown Oxide of iron, 9^.38
Phosphate of Lime,
2.75
Magnesia,
0.16
Mineral Oil,
1.25
Loss by heating,
0.50
98.9*

Hisinger, Afhandlingar,

iii.

—

p. 32, 33.

Generally
Geognostlc and Geographic Situations.
occurs in beds, in primitive and secondary rocks; as in
England, and in many mines in the continents of Europe, Asia, and America.
When it occurs in quantity, it is smelted as
Uses
an ore of iron, and affords excellent malleable iron.
Micaceous
Second -K/nrf.-^MiCACEous Specular Iron-Ore, Jaspecular
Eisenglimmer, Werner.
meson

—

—

iron-ore.

External Characters.— Colour iron-black.
Occurs
most commonly massive and disseminated. Internally
splendent, which in

and the

lustre

is

some

metallic.

varieties passes into shining,

on the
then ap-

Slightly translucent

but translucent in thin
pears blood -red.
Geosnostic and Geographic
edges

;

occurs in primitive rocks, and

plates,

and

Situations.

it

— Generally

met with

in Scotland, England, Norway, Germany, &c.
Uses.
It melts better than common specular ironore, but requires a greater addition of limestone.
The
iron which it affords is sometimes cold-short, but is
it

is

—

Silica,

Red

iron-

ore.

Compact
red iron,
ore.

—

Compact Red Iron-ore, Jameson.

—Dichter Rothei-

senstein, Werner.

External Characters.— Colour intermediate between
dark steel-grey and blood-red. Occurs most commonly massive, sometimes also disseminated, specular, with
impressions ; and in supposititious crystals. Fracture
usually uneven.
Constituent Parts
Oxide of Iron,
70.50

— Oxygen,

29.50—100.00

Buckolz, in Gbelen's Journ. b.

iii, s.

158.

2

.

.

I

.

.

—96

3

.

Daubuissnn, Ann. de Chimie. Sept. 1 8 10,
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— These are
the same as the preceding.
Uses.
It affords excellent malleable and cast-iron.

—

Third Subspecies.
Red Clay Iron-ore or Stone, Jameson.
This subspecies is divided into four kinds, viz. Ochry Red Clay Iron-ore, Columnar Red Clay Iron-ore,
Lenticular Red Clay Iron-ore, and Jaspery Red Clay

Red day
iron-ore, or
stone.

J

Iron-ore.
First Kind.

Ochry Red Clay Iron-Ore, or Red Ochry red
Chalk, Jameson.^Roethel, Werner.
clay iron
External Characters.— Colour brownish-red. Occurs

ore.

massive.
Principal fracture glimmering; cross fracture dull.
Principal fracture thick slaty ; cross fracture fine earthy.
Fragments sometimes tabular, and

sometimes splintery.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
thin beds in clay-slate and grey-wacke-slate in Hessia,
Thuringia, &c.
Uses.
It is principally used for drawing.
The
coarser varieties are used by the carpenter, the finer

—

—

by the

painter.

Second Kind. Columnar Red Clay Iron-Ore, Columnar
Jameson. Stanglicher Thoneisenstein, Werner.
red clay,
Colour brownish-red. Occurs or iron
External Characters
ore.
massive, and in columnar distinct concretions.
It is a rare
Geognostic and Geographic Situatiutis.
mineral, and is in general a pseudo- volcanic production.
It is found in Germany and other countries.
Lenticular Red Clay Iron-ore, Lenticuiar
Third Kind.
Linsenfiirmiger Thoneisenstein, Werner.
red clay
Jameson
Colours brownish-red and iron-ore.
External Characters
reddish-brown. Occurs massive, and in lenticular con-

—

—

cretions.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.

—

It

occurs

principally in beds in an amygdaloid, subordinate to

and grey-wacke

Fourth Kind.

Second Subspecies.
Red Iron-Ore, Jameson. Rotheisenstein, Werner.
This species is divided into four kinds, viz. Scaly
Red Iron-ore, Ochry Red Iron-ore, Compact Red ironore, and Fibrous Red Iron-ore or Red Hematite.
Of
these the principal kinds are the compact and fibrous.

and

gO

.

.

Lime,
Water,

clay-slate

well fitted for cast-ware.

iron.,ore.

Trace of Oxide of Manganese,

Specular Iron-Ore, Jameson.

Eisenglanz, Werner.

also in fibrous

—

ore.

Common

;

Fibrous rei

in

Bohemia.

Jaspery Red Clay Iron-ore, Jame-

—Jaspisartiger Thoneisenstein,

Werner.
Colour reddish brown. OcExternal Characters
Internally feebly glimmering, somecurs massive.
times approaching to glistening. Fracture large and

son.

Jaspery

rei

clay ironore.

conchoidal.
It occurs at
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
Fischau in Austria, where it forms considerable beds
in a flcetz or secondary formation.
3.
Prismatic Iron-ore, Jameson. Prismatisches Prismatic;
iron-ore.
Braun Eisenstein, Werner.
Eisen-erz, Mo/is.
Pyramid unknown. Streak yellowishPrismatic.
3.8.
5.5. Sp. gr.
4.2.
brown. Hardness
This species is divided into four subspecies, Ochry
Brown Iron-ore Compact Brown Iron- ore. Fibrous
Brown Iron-ore or Brown Hematite, Brown Clay Iron* Bog Iron ore.
ore.
fiat

—

—

=

=

—

I
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First Subspecies.

OCRRV

Ochry
r3wn Iron

—

Brown

Iron-ore, Jameson, Ockriger
Brauneisenstein, Werner.
External Characters
Colour light yellowish-brown.
Occurs mmasire and disseminated.
Internally dull.
Fracture coarse earthy. Soils sli^^htly.
GeognoMlic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs
•long with the compact and fibrous subspecies, in England, Germany, France, &c.

Use

excellent bar-iron.

It affords

Second Subspecies.
CoMpaet
Compact Browv Iron-oke, Jameson.
Dichter
brawn iron Brauneisenatem, Werner.
*"'
External CAa'OC/erj.— Colours yellowish-brown and
clove- brown. Occurs massive and disseminated ; very
rarely in supposititious crystals.
Internally dull, or
.
semimetallic glimmering.
Fracture even, sometimes
Streak yellowish-brown.
also fine-grained uneven.
BcT^zabfm.
Conttil. P(ir(«.— Peroxide

of Iron,

.

Water,

84
11

Oxide of Manganese,

1

Silica,

«—98

Daubuiston, Annal. de Chim.
It occurs in
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
tile same geognostic and geographic situations as the
following subspedes.
Uses.— It aobrdi about 50 per cent, of Iron. It is
CMtly fusible.
It afTurUs excsllent bar-iron.

—

curs in small spherical round grains, which are not hoi- Oryctogns'Jlow, and these are composctl of concentric curved la~ <'""'
mellar concretions.
Geographic and Geognostic Situations.
It occurs in
hollows in secondary rocks, as at Galston in Ayrshire,
and in many places on the Continent of Europe.
Uses.— It yields from 30 to 40 per cent, of Iron.
Third Kind. Reniform or Kidney-Shapkd Brown Reniform
'"' K'dneyClay Iron-ore, Jameson. Eisenniere, U'erner.
External Characters. Colour yellowish-brown. Oc- ^^1'*''
curs massive, in irregular single balls, also in reniform, f |_„ jfo„,
lenticular and elliptical forms, which are sometimes ore.
hollow. These forms are composed of concentric lamellar concretions, which often include a loose no-

—

—

dule.

—

Geognostic and Geographic Situations. It occurs imbcddetl in ironshot clay, in secondary rocks of different
kinds, and also in loam and clay beds that lie over
black coal.
Uses
It is one of the best kinds of ironstone, yields
an excellent iron, and is smelted in many places.
Fourth Kind, Granular Brown Clay Iron-Orb, Granular
Jameson.
brown
External Characters.
Colours yellowish and reddish c'ay iron
brown. Occurs mas8i\ie, and in small globular united °"'

—

grains.

Geignostic and Geographic Situalion».—Jt occurs in
beds between the red sandstone of the salt formation

and the

lias

of aliells.

Third Subspecibi.
Fibroui
bffDVD

irot

ocVt or

brown he-

Fibrous Brown Ikon-Oke, or Bkow.v Hematite,
Jameion. Brauner Glaskopf, Werner.
Externml Characters —Colour brown. Seldom occurs massive, more frequently stolactitic, ronilloidal,
reniform, boUyoidal, tuberose; sometimes also cylindrical, fructicose. and in distinct concretions, «hicfiare
fibrous, granular and lamellar.
I ntenially glimmering
;
Iiutre intermediate between pearly and resinous.
Fibfooi Bcigzabem.
Conttit, Parts.
Peroxide of Iron,
.
79

—

Water,

15
2
Silica,
S 99
Geognottic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in
primitive, transition, and secondary mountains in England, Germany, Italy, &c.

Oxide of Manganese,

—

Fourth
BrowD
clMj Ironore.

Cotmnofi

Brown
Claj iroo
Ort.

—

This subspecies is divided into five kinds, viz. ComClay Iron-ore, Pisiform Brown Clay Ironore, Reniform Brown Clay Iron-ore, Granular Brown
Clay Iron-ore, and Umber.
FirttKiml. C.ounoH^HOwsCtMr I Ros~oRt, Jameson.
Ettrrnal Characters.—CoXomt* brown and yellow.
Occurs massive. Internally dull or feebly glimmering.
Fracture conchoidal ; also even and uneven. Streak
brown.
Conttiluenl Parts
Oxide of Iron,
69
Oxide of Manganese,
3
Water,
.
13
Silica,
10
3 98
Alumina,
.
Daubuisio'., Annal. de Chim. Sept 1810.
Geognottic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
England also in Saxonv, Bohemia, Silesia, and West-

mon Brown

.

;

phalia, in lieds in

Brown
Iron-ore.

secondly

found

It

often contains petrifactions

in Bavaria, Salzburg, the

Tyrol,

and France.

—

about 40 per cent, of good iron.
L'vBtK, Jameson.
Umber.
External Chariiclers.~-Co]o»n clove-brown and yellowi»h-l>rown.
Occtirs massive.
Internally dull or
glimmering, and resinous.
Fracture flat conchoidal.
Geognostic and Geographic Si'uations. It occurs in
beds in the Inland of Cyprus.
!/<«.
It is used as a pigment.
• Boo Iron-Orc, Jameson, liaseneisen.stein, Werner. Bog iron
There are thref kinds of this ore, viz. Morass ore, ore.
Uses.

It affords

FH'h Kind.

—

—

Swamp-ore, and Meadow-ore.
F'rtt Kind.
Morass-Ohr, or Friable Boo Iron- Moras*.
ore.
Ore, Jameson. Morasterz, Werner.
Exiemal Cliaraclert. iJolour brown. Sometimes
friable, sometimes nearly coherent.
Coherent varieties
occur massive, c(im>detl, in grains, and sometimes tube-

—

rose.

—

ritironn

limestone.

It IS

The friable is coiiinosetl of (lull du.sty Wirticles.
Coherent varieties externally and internally clull. Frac-

Subspecies.
Jameson.

BaowN Clay Iron-Orb.

.
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rocks.

Second Kmd. Pisiform Brown Iron-Ore or PeaOre, Jameson. Bohnerz, Werner.
External C/iarac/cri. ••-Colour yellowish- brown. Oc-

ture earthy.
Oluervaiinns.
It is characterised by colour,
earthy aspect, and low specific gravity.

—

Second Kitd.

Iron-Ore,

Swa.vp-Ore, or INDURATED
—Sumpferz, Werner.

i/amfjion.

dull

Boo Swamp
ore.

—

External Characters.
Colour yellowish-brown. Occurs corroded and vehicular, also amorphous.
Internally dull, but the darker varieties glimmering, and
sometimes even glistening. Fracture earthy, sometimes passing into fine-grained uneven.
Specific gra>

from Sprottau, Kirnan.
Observations.
It is distinguished from the preceding kind, by its greater specific gravity, and greater
coinpactness.
vity, 2.9*4,

—

Third Kind. Mbadow-Ore, or Conchoidal
Iron-Ore, Jameson. Weisenerr, Werner.

—

—

Boo Meadow

External Characters.
On the fresh fracture it is
blackish-brown, which sometimes passes into brownish-black.
Occurs massive. Internally shining ; glistening ; lustre resinous.
Fracture conchoidal. Yields
a light yellowish-grey streak.

ore.

'
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able, or friable passing into solid.

Cmstiluent Parts.

Oxide of Iron,
Oxide of Manganese,

._^'y_.
'

.

Phosphoric Acid, with a trace of Sulphur, 2.5
Water,
.

.19.0

.

6.0
2.0
97.5
Daubuisson, Annal. de China. 1800.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations of Bog-iron ore.
—It is found in various places in the Highlands of
Scotland, in the Hebrides, and Orkney and Shetland
Islands, in alluvial soil. Also abundantly on the conSilica,

.

.

Alumina,

.

.

.

—

.

.

Genus X.

»£€£ ObE.

Mangan-erz, Mohs.

—

=

Manga-

ore.

Prismatic Manganese-Ore, /amwon.— PrismaMangan-erz, Mohs.
Prism nearly 100°. Most perfect cleavage in direc1.

Prismatic

tisches

nese ore.

tion of the longer diagonal.
This species contains three subspecies, viz.

Manganese.ore, Black
Brown Manganese-ore.

Manganese-ore,

FiBST Subspecies.
Grey Man.
Grey Manoanese-ore,
ganese ore. steinerz, Werner.

Jameson,

and

—Grau

Grey
Scaly

Braun-

External Characters.—Colour dark steel-grey, inclining more or less to iron-black.
Occurs massive, in
various particular external shapes, in fibrous and radiated concretions, and crystallized in four-sided prisms.
Lustre shining, glimmering, and metallic; fracture
conchoidal and earthy. Streak black.
Const. Parts.
Black Oxide of Manganese, 90.50

—

Oxygen,

2.25
7.00
Klaproth, 100.
Geognostic and Geographic Situation.— Occurs in
veins and imbedded masses in primitive rocks in Scotland, England, France, and Germany.
Uses.
It is added to glass, in small quantity, when
we wish to destroy the brown colour which that material receives from intermixed inflammable substances,
or in larger quantity when we wish to give to it a violet blue colour.
It affords a fine brown colour, which
is used for painting on porcelain.
It is employed in
the laboratory, as the cheapest and most convenient
material from which to procure oxygen gas. All the
oxymuriatic acid used in bleacheries, and for the purpose of destroying contagious matter, is prepared from
manganese, and the usual materials of muriatic acid.
Second Subspecies.
Black Manganese-ore, Jameson.
Blaek
Manganese
External Characters.
Colours bluish-black and
.

Water,

,

.

.

—

—

ore.

steel-grey.

Occurs massive, tuberose,

form, and botryoidal

fruticose, reni-

and lamellar concretions.
Internally glimmering, glistening, and metallic.
Fracture conchoidal. Opaque. Streak blackishbrown.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in
veins in primitive transition and secondary rocks in
Saxony, Hanover, &c.
;

also in fibrous

—

>

Scaly.

Third Subspecies.
Scaly Brown Manoanese-ore, Jameson.—Btanri'

Brown

er Eisenrahm, Werner.

Manganese

External Characters. Colour intermediate between
steel-grey and clove-brown.
Occurs in crusts, massive,

spumous,

—

fruticose,

and irregular

Order

IX.—NATIVE METALS.

Not black. If grey,
gr. s: 7.4. and more.
Hardness
ble.
Sp. gr.= 5.7
2.0.
Metallic.

gr.

—

=

Prismatic. Hardness
2.5
4.3
6. Sp. gr.
i.S.
This genus contains but one species, viz. Prismatic

Manganese

—

is

= 0.

ductile
4,

dendritic.

Fri-

= 5.7 — 5.8.

Native Arsenic, Jameson.
Wtrner and Mohs.
Reniform and maSsive.
1.

External Characters.

o.d« ix.

Native
^'''
or mallea- Metals.

Genus I. ARSENIC.
Form unknown, Tin white. Hardness =s

MANGANESE-ORE.

—

greasy.
Geognostic Situation.— Occurs in drusy cavities in
brown hematite.
Geographic Situation.
It is found near Sandlodgein
Mainland, one of the Shetland Islands ; and in various
iron mines on the Continent of Europe.

—

Europe and America.
£7«w.— Affords good iron on smelting.

tinents of

Makoa-

Oryctogno-

particles,

7.0

.

.

Composed of scaly

which are intermediate between shining and
»?•
gbstening, with metallic lustre. Soils strongly. Feels '— »

61.0

.

;

and

sp.

AasExic.
3.6.

Sp.

Gediegen Arsenik, Natiye Arsenic.

—

Colour tin white. Internally,
fracture, usually glistening-, inclining to
glimmering, sometimes to shining, and the lustre meFracture small, and fine-grained uneven.
tallic.

on the fresh

Chemical Characters.—Before the blowpipe it yields
a white smoke, diffuses an arsenical odour, burns with
a blue flame, is gradually and almost entirely volatilised, and deposits a white coating on the coal.
It usually contains a small portion of
Const. Parts.
iron, and when it occurs with gold or silver, a little
gold or silver.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occur&in
veins in primitive rocks, as in gneiss, mica-slate, and
clay-slate, and less frequently in transition and secondary rocks, in Norway, Germany, France, Spain, &c.

Genus II. TELLURIUM.
Form unknown. Tin white. Hardness
Sp. gr.

= 6.1, 6.2.

This genus contains one Species,

viz.

= 2—2.5,

TlLlC.
Bitm.

Native Tel-

lurium.
1. Native Tellurium, Jameson.
Hexahaedrisches Native
Tellurium.
Tellur, Mohs.
Gediegen Sylvan, Werner.
Massive.
External Characters
Colour tin-white.
Occurs
massive.
Internally shining, and lustre metallic.
Tellurium,
Constit, Parts.
.
92.55
Iron,
7,20
.

Gold,

.

0.25—100.00

Klaproth, Beit. b. iii. s. 8.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations. It occurs in
veins in grey-wacke, in Transylvania.

Genus

ANTIMONY.

III.

antimo-

Tessular, prismatic. Not ductile. White.
Hard- nv.
3
6.5_10.
3.5.
ness
Sp. gr.
This Genus contains two Species, viz. Dodecahedral

=

—

=

Antimony, and Octahedral Antimony.
1. Dodecahedral Antimony, Jameson.
Dodecae- Oodecadrisches Spiesglas, Mohs. Gediegen Spiesglas, Werner, hedrai AnCleavage octahedral and dodecahedral. timony.
Tessular.
3—3.5. Sp. gr.
6.5—6.8.
Hardness
Colour perfect tin-white.
External Characters.
Occurs massive, disseminated, reniform; also in granuCrystallized, in
lar and lamellar distinct concretions.

=

=

octahedrons and rhomboidal dodecahedrons. Splendent

and

metallic.

It is found
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
in argentiferous veins in the gneiss mountain of Chalanches in Dauphiny.
Octaedris- Octabtdrid
2. Octahedral Antimony, Jameson.
AntimoBy,
ches Spiesglas, Mohs.
Tessular.
Cleavage octahedral.
Hardness 3.5.

—

Sp. gr.

=

8.9,-10.

.

MINERALOGY.
Two

Subspecies, viz.

Antimoauil

1.

Silver, S.

Ar-

senical Silver.

FiBST Subspecies.
AntiiDooial Silver.

Antimonial Silver, Jaawfon.—^piesglas
Wemer.

Silber,

Eilernal Characlers.^2olo\iT intermediate between
and tin-white. Occars massive, and crys>
Inter*
tallized in oblique four and in six-sided prisms.
nmlly shining and splendent, with metallic lustre.
It occurs in
Geogmostic and Geographic SiluatioHt

Contliluenl Parts.

silver-white

—

veins, in primitive

and

transition rocks, in

Germany

and France.
Obsen-alioiu.— The oblique prism, if accurately given,
refer this subspecies to the prismatic series.

External Characters. Colour on the fresh surface
Occurs
tin-white, which tarnishes greyish-black.
Intermassive, reniform, and in lamellar concretions.
nally glistening and metallic. Fracture uneven.
Arsenic,
35.00
Coiul. Paris.
.
44.25
Iron,
12.75

Silver.

4.00—96.00

Antimony,

Klaprolh, Beit. b.

187.
It occurs in
OtogHOSlic and Geographic Situations.
veins in primitive ana transition rocks, in Germany
i.

s.

and Spain.

Genis IV._BISMUTH.
Silver-white, inclining to red.
Hardness
=?.0, 2.5. Specific gravity=8.5, 9.
This genus contains one species, viz. Octahedral

Teasular.

—

Bismuth.
Oeuhadral
Octaedrisches
1. OcTAiiBDRAi. BuMUTH, Jameton.
BUmulh.
Wiamuth, Mohs. Gediegen Wismutb, Wemer.
Teasular. Cleavage octahedral.
External Characters. Colour silver- white, which in-

—

Seldom massive, generally disseminated,
cline* to red.
and in leaves having plumosely-atreaked surfaces, and
crytEtallized in octahedrons, cuMs, and tetrahedrons. InMalleable.
ternally splendent, and lustre metallic.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs in
veins in primitive rocks in Cornwall and other countries.
Uses
It enters as on ingredient into the comiKMitioQ of printing types, and of pewter ; is used as solder,
in the construction of mirrors, snd for the refining of
gold and silver ; its oxide is used as a white pigment,
as an essential ingredient in a kind of salve, which js
used for giving a black colour to the liair, and as an
ingredient in sympathetic ink.
All the bismuth of
ooDuncrce is obtained from Saxony.

—

Mxmcir*
mw.

Genus V.

MERCURY.

—

=0—

1. Liquid Native Mercury, Jameson.
Tropfbtfes
Gediegen Quecksilber, Mohs, Gediegen QuecksObcr,

Wemer.
Liquid.

Tin-white.

vity=l2_lS.

HardnesssO.

Specific gra<

—

External Characters
Colour tin-white. Perfectly
Splendent, and lustre metallic.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
This mineral
occurs principally in rocKs of the coal formation, and
either ilisw iiimirimI, or in veins traversing them, as
liquid.

in

Dod«t >h<
dral

mer-

fury.

—

Gwnumy.
Dodecahedral MsRCURr,

Spain Hid
S.

Jameton.

Natiirliches

or Native Amaloam,
Amalgam, Wemer.

Tessular.
No cleavage. Silver-white.
1—3. Specific gravity =10.5 12.5.

8

HardneM=

25—99

Hungary.

said, also at liosenau in

Genus VL
Malleable.
vity=10— 10.5
1.

SILVER.
Silver-white.

Hexahedral Silver, Jameson.

SiLvsa.

Specific gra-

Hexaedrisches Hexahed-

Mohs.

Silber,

ral Silver.

Tessular.
No cleavage.
This species is divided mto

two subspecies,

viz.

Com-

mon

Native Silver, and Auriferous Native Silver.
FiHST Subspecies.
Common Native Silver, Jameson.
Common
External Characters
Colour pure silver-white. Sel- native
occur*
dom
massive, more frequently disseminate<1, and silver.

—

in various particular external shapes, or cr^-stallized in

cubes, octahedrons, rhomboidal, dodecahedrons, and
tetrahedrons.
Lustre splendent to glimmering. Fracture fine hackly.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations-— Occurs in
veins in various silver-mines in Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America.

Uses— Its various uses, in coinage, and for other
useful and ornamental purposes, will be considered in a
separate article.
Second Subspecies.
AuRiPERous Native Silver, Jameton. Guldischesgediegen Silber, Wemer,

—

External Characters. Colour intermediate between
brass-yellow and silver-white.
Constituent Parts. Silver
72.00

Gold
Fordycr,

Auriferout
native
silver,

28.00—100.00

.

Trans. 1779, p. 523.
Gtognottic and Geographic Situations
It occurs in
veins ui primitive rocks at Kongsbcrg in Norway
at
Rauris in Salsburg ; and at Sdilangenberg in Siberia.
Pliil.

;

Genus VII.
Tessular.

This genus
Gold.

GOLD.

Yellow.

Specific gravityzi 12
contains only one species, viz.

Gold,

20.

Hexahed-

ral

1.

Hexahedral Gold, Jameton. Hexaedrisches Ge-

diegen Gold, Moht.

Tesnilar, liquid. Not malleable. White. Hardness
3. Specific gravity =10.5
15.
This fifenus contains two species, vis. I. Fluid Mercury, 2. Dodecahedral Mercury.

74

Heyer, in Crell's Annalen, 1790, b. ii. s. 36. 44.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations
It is generally associated with native mercury and cinnabar.
It is
iound at Moschellandsberg in Deux-Ponts ; and, it is

Tessular.

Absenical Silver, JamMOJt. Arsenik Silber, Wemer.

BraiKTB.

— Mercury
Silver

would

Second Subspecies.

559

—

External Characters
Colour silver-white. Occurs Oryctogno»yusually in small roundish portions ; and crystallized in
rhomboidal dodecahedrons.
Internally shining and ^""Y"™^
metallic.
Fracture small-grained uneven.
When
pressed between the fingers, or cut with a knife, it
emits a creaking sound like artificial amalgam.

Tessular.

Gediegen Gold, Wemer.

Gold.

No cleavage.

External Characters.

which

Hexahedral

— Colour

varies in intensity; in

perfect gold-yellow,

some

varieties inclines to

Seldom occurs massive, often dissemibrass-yellow.
nated, and sometimes crvstallized in octahedrons,
cubes, rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and tetrahedrons.
Internally shining, glistening, and metallic.
Fracture
hackly.
Geognostic and Geographic Siiuationt
It occurs in
veins, and disseminated in primitive transition and secondary rocks, abundantly in alluvial dcposites, and
is not confined to any particular quarter of the globe,
being found in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

Genus VIII. PLATINA.
Form unknown. Steel-grey. Sp.gr. = 16
1. Native Pi-atina.
Jameton. Gediegen

—

—

—20.

Platixa.

Platin, Native

Wemer.
In grains and rolled pieces.
Ej£amal Charactert,—Qo\owc very light steel-grey.

Plalina.

•

——
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which approaches to silver-white. Occurs in grains
Externally shining,
and rolled pieces. Roundish.
glistening, or glimmering, and lustre metallic.
Occurs prinGeugnoslic and Geographic Situations.

—

South America.

cipally in alluvial deposites in

IRON.

Genus IX.

Ikok.

Sp. gr,=:7.4

Pale steel-grey.

Tessular.

—

—

—

No cleavage.
Tessular.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz, Terrestrial Native Iron, and Meteoric Native Iron.
First Subspecies.
Tenrestrial

native iioo.

Terrestrial Native Iron, Jameson

—

Tellureisen,

Werner.
Occurs
External Characters. Colour steel-grey.
massive, in plates, and in leaves. Internally glistening,
and lustre metallic. Fracture hackly.

—

Constituent Parts.

—

Iron,

.

Lead,
Copper,

92.50

.

6.00

.

.

1.50—100.00

.

Kiaproth, Beit. b.

iv. s.

—

Meteoric
native iron.

106.

It is said to
Geognoslic and Geographic Situation.
have been found associated with brown ironstone, sparry
iron, and heavy-spar, at Kamsdorf in Saxony.
Second Subspecies.
Meteoric Native Iron, Jameson. Meteoreisen,

—

Kartten.
External Characters. Colour pale steel-grey. Occurs ramose, imperfect globular, and disseminated in
meteoric stones. Internally intermediate between glim-

—

mering and glistening, and

Constituent Paris.

Fracture

lustre metallic.

splendent streak.

Yields a
hackly.
but not elastic.

— Iron,

.

.

Nickel,

flexible,

It is

3.5—100.0

Kiaproth, Beit. b. iv.
Geographic Situation. This subspecies of iron falls
from the air in all parts of the world, and appears to
be formed in the atmosphere by some process hitherto

—

unknown

to us.

Genus X.

COPPEB.
Tessular.
Octahedral
copper.

I.

Copper

COPPER.
Sp. gr.

red.

=

Tessular.

—8

9.

— Octacdrischcs

Gediegen Kupfer, Werner.

Kupfer, Mohs.

No

cleavage.

—

FVRITES.

Metallic.

and
7.7.

NiCKEI.
I'lTBIXES.

ntckcl
pyrites.

Hardness

=

3.5

—

6.5.

the sp. gr. is less than 5.
If 5.3 and less, it is yellow, red.

less,

Genus

NICKEL PYRITES,

I.

NICKEL,
Prismatic.

Prismatic

PYRITES.

Ordkb X.

Order X.

Jameson.

If hardness 4.5,
Sp-. gr.

or

=

'i.l

—

COPPER-

— Nickelkies, Mo/ts.

Pyramid unknown.

—

Hardne£s=5—^.5.

Sp.gr. =7.5 7.7.
This CJenus contains one species, viz. Prismatic
Nickel Pyrites.
I. Prismatic Nickel Pyrites, Jameson.
Prismatischer N'ckelkies, Mohs.
Kupfer Nikel, Werner,

—

Prismatic.

and

in several different

many and Spain.
Genus II.

mining

districts in

Pyramid unknown. Copper

Ger-

ARSENICAL PYRITES.

Prismatic.
If white, the sp. gr. C.2
grey, sp. gr. above 6.8.
Hardness s= 5

and

AasEwiCAL Pyless;

if

BITE3.

Sp. gr.

6.

= 5.7—7.4.
1.

Prismatic Arsenical Pyrites, Jameson.

Pris-

matischer Arsenikkies, Mo/is.

Prismatic
Arsenical

Arsenikkies, Werner.
Pyrites.
Prism unknown. Cleavage unknown. Steel grey.
Hardness
5.0—5.5. Sp. gr.
6.9
7.*.
External Characters. Colour pale steel-grey. Occurs massive, and in the form of oblique four-sided
Lustre metallic and shining.
prisms.
Di-prisma2. Di-PRisMATfc Arsenical Pyrites, Jameson.
tio ArsenlDi-prismatischcr Arsenikkies, Mohs.
calPyriles.
Prismatic. Hardness=:5.5
Sp.gr.
6.0.
=5.7 6.2.
External Characters. Colour silver-white. Occurs
massive, and disseminated ; also in prismatic distinct
concretions, and crystallized in oblique four-sided
prisms, variously modified by bevelments and truncaExternally shining or splendent; internally
tions.
shining, seldom glistening, and lustre metallic.
Fracture uneven.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
primitive, transition, and secondary rocks in Scotland,
England, Saxony, Spain, and other countries.
It is from this ore that the White Oxide of
Use.
Arsenic is principally obtained, and artificial Orpiment
is also prepared from it.
variety named Argentiferous contains a portion of silver.

=

=

—

_

—

—

red.

4

A

Genus IIL

COBALT-PYRITES.

PyaiTsafl
Hardness
5.5.
Sp. gr.
6, 6.6
1. Hexahedral Cobalt- Pyrites, or Silver-white HexaheCobalt, Jameson. Hexaedrischer Kobalt-Kiesj Mohs. dral cobalt
pyritesGlanz Kobold, Werrier.
Tessular. Cleavage hexahedral and perfect. White,
Sp. gr.
5.5.
6. 1
6.3.
inclining to red. Hardness
Colour silver-white, slightly
External Characters.
Occurs commonly massive
inclining to copper-red.
and disseminated ; also crystallized in cubes, octahedrons, pentagonal dodecahedrons; and icosahedrons.
Internally shining and glistening, and Iu£tre metallic.

=

=

.

—Colour

Occurs
copper-red.
massive, disseminated, in various particular forms, and
crystallized in cubes, octahedrons, and rhomboidal doInternally glistening, and lustre metaldecahedrons.
lic.
Fracture hackly.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
veins, and imbedded in various primitive, transition,
and secondary rocks ; also in large blocks in alluvial
districts in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
External Characters.

land,

Tessular.

8.4?

OcTAHEDHAL CoppER, JamesoH.

Arsenic, with accidental intermixtures of cobalt, iron,
and sulphur.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
primitive, transition, and secondary rocks, in Scot-

—

Agram.
96.5

.

'

—

7.8.

This genus contains one species, viz. Octahedral Iron.
Octahedral
Jameson.
Octaedrisches
1. Octahedral Iron.
Iron.
Gediegen Eisen, Werner.
Eisen^, Mohs.

—

External Characters.-^ohar copper-red.
Occurs Oryctognomost frequently massive and disseminated ; seldom in
«>•
particular external forms, and rarely crystallized in "— » *-^
oblique four-sided prisms.
Internally alternates from
shining to glistening, and lustre metallic.
Fracture
conchoidal, sometimes passing into uneven.
Constit. Parts.
It is a compound of Nickel and

=

=

—

—

Fracture conchoidal.
Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.- It occurs in
primitive rocks, in Norway, Sweden, and Silesia. _
This is one of the most common species of
Use.
cobalt, and is that from which the cobalt of commerce
is

principally obtained.
2.

Octahedral Cobalt-Pyrites, Jameson.

drischer Cobalt-Kies, Mohs.
Cleavage tessulai'.
Tessular.
steel-grey.

Hardness

=

External Characters.

5. 5.

Octae- Octahedral
cobalt

White, inclining to
6 6.6.
Sp. gr.

—Colours

=

tin-white,

inclining

Occurs massive, in various
particular e.vteinal forms, in radiated and lamellar concretions, and crystallized in cubes, octahedrons, and
rhomboidal dodecahedrons. Lustre varies, from splendent to glimmering, and is metallic. Fracture uneven,

more or

less to steel-grey.

and conchoidal.
5

pyrites.

MINERALOGY.
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From RitgtbioA
74.2174
20.3133
S.4857
0.1586

Par//.— Arsenic,
Cobalt,
Iron,

Copper,

0.8860—100

Sulphur,

Strohmeyer.
It occurs in
Geognotlic and Geographic Situalions.
rins and bedi in primitive, transition, and secondary
rocks, and is found in Cornwall, Germany, France,

Poland, Norway, and Sweden.

Gbnus

IRON PYRITES.

IV.

ness

= 3.5 — 6.5.

Sp. gr.

= 4.4 —

Hard-

Yellow.

Teuular, rhomboidal, prismatic.

5.

or Common IrovPyrites, Jameson. Hexahaedrischer Eisen-Kics, Mohs.
Geraeiner Schwcfelkies, Werner.
Bronze yellow.
Cleavage hexahedral.
Tessular.
5.
4.7
6
Hardness
6o. Sp. gr.
OcColour bronze-yellow.
External Characlert
curs most comtnonly massive, disseminated, and j^lobu*
lar ; also in distinct concretions, and crystallized, in
cubes, octahe<lrons, and in the leucite-form. Internally
Fracture
shining and glistening, and lustre metallic
uneven, and sometimes conchoidal.
It occurs in
Geognotlic and Geographic Siiiiationt.
primitive, transition, and secondary mountains, in every
country.
L'tet.
It is never worked as an ore of iron ; it is
principally valued on account of the sulphur which
can be obtained from it by sublimation, and the ironvitriol which it affords by exposure to the air, either
with or without previous roasting.
1.

Hexahcdral Iron-Pyrites,

= —

—

=

—

PaiSMATic Ibon-Pyritis, or Radiated Pyrites,
Prismatiscber Eisenkies, Mokt.
106" 36'.
Cleavage the same.
Prism
Bronze
Hardness
Sp. gr. = 4.7
yellow.
5.
6, 6.5.
Ettemal Character!. Colour bronze-yellow. Occurs
2.

Jameton.

=

—

=

nussive, in various particulars, external shapes, in radiated fibrous and lamellar concretions, and crystallized
in oblique four-sided prisms, variously modified by
bevelling and truncating planes.
Lustre varies, from
shining to glimmering, and is metallic Fracture uneven, or conchoidal.
C<mHU. Parts. Sulphur,
53.60
.
Iron,
46.40—100
Halchelt. Phil. Trans, for 1804.
Geographic Situations. It occurs in

Ge»gntuiic and
primitive, transition, secondary, and alluvial formations ; and the different principal varieties are met with
in England, Germany, Spain, and other countries.
S.

Rhomboidal Iron-Pyrites, or Maonetic Py-

BITES, Jameson. Ma^netkies, tVemtr.
Di-rhomboidal.
Rhomboid unknown. Clearage in
the direction of the terminal planes of a regular sixsided prism; another leas distinct parallel with the
lateral planes of a six-sided prism.
Colour bronzeyellow, inclining to copper-red.
Hardness
3.6
4.3.
Sp. gr.
4.4 _4.7.

=

=

Eitemal Characters. Colour intermediate between
bronze-yellow and copper-red. Occurs massive, disseminated, in coarse granular concretions
and very
;

rarely crystallized in six-sided prisms and six-sideil
pyramids. Internally splendent, to glistening, and lustre metallic.
Fracture conchoidal, or uneven.

—

Geognoslic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
beds, and imbedded in primitive and transition mountains,

along with

iron-ore,

YOU

common

and blende,

XIV. fAtLT

II.

in

iron-pvrites,

ScotUnd,

magnetical

W jes, Germany, tec
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COPPER-PYRITES.

Genus V.

Oryclogao-

sy.
Cleavage tessular. Brass yellow. Steel
3.0.
4.0.
Sp. gr.=
Iron black. Hardness
grey.
CorPEa
4.1—4.9.
Pyrites.
This genus contains two subspecies, viz. Octahedral
Copper- Pj-rites, and Tetrahedral Copper- Pyrites.
Octahedral
1. Octahedral Copper-Pyrites, or Yellow Copper Pyrites, Jameson. Octaedrischer Kupferkies, copper pyrites.
Mohi. Kupferkies, fVerner.
Brass
Cleavage probably octahedral.
Tessular.
3.0.
4.1.
Hardness
4.0.
Sp. gr.
4.3.
yellow.
Occurs
External Characters. Colour brass-yellow.

Many

axes.

—

=

—

—

=

—

—

—

=

massive, disseminated, in various particular external
forms, and cr3'stallized in octahedrons and tetrahedrons.
Internally shining, which in some varieties passes into
Fracture commonly
Lustre metallic.
glimmering.
uneven, sometimes even and conchoidal.
CornwalL
Copper,
SO
.
Contiil. Parts.
53
Iron,
.
Sulphur, . 12
95 Ckenevix.
Is one of the
Geognoslic and Geographic Situalions.
most abundant metalliferous minerals ; occurs in almost
every kind of repository, in all the creat classes of
rocks, and has a very extensive geograpnical range.
Uses.
Nearly one-third of the "copper which is
obtained by metallurgic o^ierations, is extracted from

—

—

this species.

Tetrahedral Copper-Pyrites, Jameton.—It'

Tetrahe-

Mohs.
Tessular. Cleavage probably octahedral.
Steel-grey
and iron-black. Hardness=:5.0.^-4.0. Sp.gr.=4.4. 4.9.
This species is subdivided into two subspecies, viz.
Grey Copper and Black Copper.
First Subspecies.

dral copper py.

2.

traedrischer, Kupferkies,

—

rites.

Grey-Copper, Jan/Mon.— Fahlerz, Ifiwner .^Cuivre Grey

cop-

per.

gris arsenifire, Haiii/.

External Characlert.—Coloxir steel-grey.
Occurs
massive, disseminated, and crystallized in tetrahedrons
variously modified.
Internally glistening and metallic
Fracture uneven, sometimes conchoidal.
lustre.
Frejrberg.

Conttiluenl

Par/*.— Copper,
Iron,

42.50
27.60

.

Sulphur,
/\rsenic,
Silver,

Antimony,

10.00
15.60
0.90

.
.

.
.

1

.50

Klaproth, Beit. b.

—

iv. s.

OS.OQ
52.

Geognotlic end Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
beds and veins, in primitive, transition, and secondary
rocks, in different parts of Scotland and England, and

many mining

districts in other countries.
valued as an ore of copper ; and when
it contains silver, is worked as an ore of that metal.
Secoxd Subspecies.
Black Copper, J<im«on.—Schwarzerz, Werner.— Black ccpper.
Cuivre gris antimonifcre, Hau^.
External Characters.^— CoXovx iron-black, which
sometimes inclines to steel-grey.
Occurs massive,
disseminated, and crystallized in tetrahedrons variously
modified. Internally shining and splendent. Lustre metallic. Fracture conchoidal.
Kapnik in TruurhsnU.
Copper,
Coiutit. Parlt.
87.75
Antimony,
22.00
.
Sulphur,
28.00
Silver,
0.25
Iron,
S.iS
Zinc,
5.00
Loss,
100.00
3.75
Klaproth, Beit b. iv. i. 56, 68, 73, and 80

also in

L'set.

—

It is

4B
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O?yctogno•y-

an ore of
Tin

—

Occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic
veins that traverse transition rocks at Zilla, in the Clausthal in the Hartz, and in other districts.
Use.— It is worked, both as an ore of copper and as
Silualions.

silver.

Genus VI.-TIN-PYRITES.

I'r-

UITE9.

Common
Tin Pyrites.

Steel grey, inclining to brass yellow.

=

Sp. gr.

4.3

—5.0.
This cenus contains but one species, viz. Common
Tin Pyrites.
Zinnkies, JVer.
I. Common Tin Pyrites, Jameson.

and disseminated.

Internally glistening or shining,

and

Fracture uneven, and sometimes con-

lustre metallic.

choidal.
Constituent

Iron,

mitive rocks.

Ordee IV.—glance.

—

Hardness

Grey, black.

=

1

—

Sp. gr.

4.

If the specific gravity is under 5, with single imperfect cleavages, the colour is lead- grey. If above
7.4, is lead-grey.
CoPFBIl

GlaScE.

4

7.(j.

Genus

L— COPPER-GLANCE,

on

VITREOUS

COPPER,

Jameson.
Kupfer-Glanz, Mohs.
Cleavage rhomboidal. Blackish lead grey. Sectile
and nearly malleable. The intensity of the lustre in-

=

—

2.5
Sp. gr.
3.0.
Hardness
5.5—5.8.
This genus contains one species, viz. Rhomboidal
Copper Glance. * Variegated Copper.
I. Rhomboidal Copper Glance, or Vitreous Copper Ore, Jameson. Kupferglas, Werner.
Rhomboid unknown. Cleavage in the direction of

creased in the streak.

=
Bhom1x)id<
al

Copper

Glance.

—

lateral planes of a six-sided prism.

External

Characters.

—Colour

blackish lead-grey.

Occurs massive, disseminated, and crystallized on sixInternally shinsided prisms and six-sided pyramids.
Fracing, glistening and glimmering, and metallic.
Siberia.
ture uneven and conchoidal.
Constituent Paris.

Copper,
Iron,

Sulphur,

78.05
2.23
18.50

specific

Sp. gr.

—

= 5.7—7.2.

100.00

179.
It occurs in

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
veins and beds in primitive rocks ; also in beds in bi-

tuminous marl-slate, and in floetz amygdaloid ; and is
found in Scotland, England, Germany, Sweden, Hungary, &c.
• Variegated Copper,
Variegated

—

Jameson. Buntkupfererz,
Werner.
External Characters.
Its fresh colour is intermediate
it, howbetween copper-red and pinchbeck-brown
Occurs masever, soon acquires a variegated tarnish.
sive, disseminated, and crystallized in six-sided prisms.
Internally shining or glistening, and lustre metallic.
Fracture conchoidal.
From Rudelstadt in SUetia.
Consiiivent Parts.
Copper,
58
Sulphur,
•
19
Iron,
18

—

=

6.0

*^'*'"'*

—

—

It is one of
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
the most fretjuent of the ores of silver, and there are
few formations of that metal which do not contain it.
It occurs in Scotland, England, Germany, and many
other mining countries.
It is highly valued as an ore of silver.
Uses.

—

or Brittle SilVEH Glance, Ja7»i«on.— Sprodglaserz, Werner.
5.7
6.1.
Rhomboid unknown. Sp. gr.
External Characters. Colour intermediate between
Generally dissemiiron- black and blackish lead grey.
nated, and sometimes crystallized in equiangular sixsided prisms, and six-sided pyramids. Externally highII.

Rhomboidal Silver Glance,

=

—

Rhomboid'
al Silver

^'*''"-

Internally shining, inclining to glistenly splendent.
ing, and lustre metallic. Fracture alternates from small
conchoidal to fine-grained uneven. Lustre not increasSectile.

Part*.— Silver,

66.50
12.00

.

.

Sulphur,
s.

Sp. gr.

Hexahedral
Silver

External Characters. Colour dark blackish leadGenerally occurs massive, sometimes in various
grey.
particular external shapes, and crystallized in cubes, ocExternally
tahedrons, and rhomboidal dodecahedrons.
Internally shining and glistenshining and glistening.
Fracture uneven, conchoidal.
ing, and lustre metallic.
Completely malleable. Flexible, but not elastic.
From HimmelsfUnt.
Silver,
85
Constituent Parts.
Klaproth.
Sulphur, 15—100

Constit.

0.750.75
Klaproth, Beit. b. ii.

—

Cleavage not discernible.

Tessular.

—7.2.

ed in the streak.

Silica,

Copper.

Blackish

and iron-black. If blackish lead-grey, the
gravity=().9 and more.
Hardness 2.0 2.5.

lead-grey,

viz. Hexahedral
and Rhomboidal Silver Glance.
HexI. Hexahedbal Silver Glance, Jameson.
aedrischer Silber Gl.inz, Mohs.

—

Metallic.

Silber-Glanz, Mohs.

Cleavage rhomboidal, or not discernible.

Silver Glance,

Sulphur,
30.50—99
Klaprolh, Beit. b. v. s. 230.
It has been
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
hitherto found only in Cornwall, where it occurs in pri-

GLANCE.

Genus II.— SILVER GLANCE, or VITREOUS Shver
Glakce.
SILVER, Jameson.

This genus contains two species,

26.50
30.00
12.00

Parts.— Tin,
Copper,

OnDER IV.

—

—

— Massive.

Colour intermediate
between steel-grey and brass-yellow. Occurs massive
External Characters.

—

Gcoznostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in Oryctogno*yveins in primitive, transition, and secondary rocks, in
various mining countries, as Cornwall, Arendal, Kongs- ^^'V*-^
berg, Thurin'gia, &c.
Copper is extracted from it, but it is not so
Uses.
easily reduced as copper-glance.
It yields from 50 to
70 per cent, of copper.

.

.

10.00
5.00
Copper and Arsenic, 0.50
1.00
95.00
Earthy substances,
Klaproth, Beit. b. i. s. l66.
It occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
veins that traverse gneiss, clay- slate, and porphyry, in

Antimony,
Iron,

.

.

.

—

Saxony, Bohemia, and Hungary.

Genus III.— GALENA or LEAD-GLANCE.
Tessular.

Pure lead-grey.

Hardness

= 2.5.

Galexa.
Sp.

:

—

Oxygen,

5—100

Klaprolh, Beit. b.

ii. s.

4

286.

gr.

7.0— 7.6".

This genus contains but one species,
Galena.

viz.

Hexahedral

Jame- Hexahed
1. Hexahedral Galena, or Lead-Glance,
Galena.
Hexaedrischer Bleiglanz, Mohs.
son
2.5.
Cleavage hexahedral. Hardness
Tessular.
7.0— 7.6.
Sp. gr.
This species is divided into two subspecies, viz.

—

=

=

Common

Galena, and Compact Galena.

j

.

1
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Subspecies
^

7;h./,o.-

mas^r... .1,
in cubes, and octahctlrons.

SS

"—

It

,.

-

.

Cumberland.

eas.ly frangible.

Uncommonly

Jrtile.
rerfectly
J

U,V<u.

1)1-1.

Genus

,111.

Prismatic
i
nes«

Contlkuenl Parf».— Lead,
Sulphur,

—

98.65

0.50

Iron,
•

_,•

•

•

,,

.

i

^.^
.J'
"

from

II

America.

...

A-Ki,

oil

Uie lead of coiiunerce

ui...

—

ii.it

Sp.

s r»

=

irr.

57

—

f

-

-

'

'-'•um*.

^It

and

t,

liqui

obtained

-

I

aud

.

lustre metallic.

ob-

in

1

me-

lustre

1

1

60
30

num.

10—100
Beit. b.

',
,

iii. s.

20.

occurs in

It

•!!

gold, and as an ore
^^"ute" u'is "worked as an ore of

t"

-ses into flat conchoidal.

Occurs

stee'-irrev

/

ma^

Occurs ma»L.urnul CharocUrs.-Co\o^r le.-J.prey.
I..torn«lly ghmmrrs,K-cular.
give ,li<«-min.-.ted, .ind
Fr.-.cture even, which in some
-tre metallic.
.

j.^,j
Gljncfl.

_

Ji'emer.

Prismatic

.

Pnsmatis-

-matir.

Second Subspecies.
Jamaon.—
(.ALENA, or Lead Glance,
.

3-8

Glance, Jaw«fl«i.

4.

Ti

jj„„,,.

Hardaxifrangible^ Pure steel-grey.

I'

.

is

'^

:

^^^^^

cher

—

It occurs in
ins.
"":
,„„•;.
ir«n8i«
..1 primitive,
many of the mining

_,
Ceoenosiic ana
-.

occrvrsd^

GOLD GLANCE.

Vf.

I

Thonunn.
^.

^

Orognnstlc and Geogr.
,i..ca-M,:ie, and chonteMated in pr.anite, gneiss,
Cornwall, .-md
Alierdcenshire,
Tn lnven.css-shire.
countries.
Also in Norway and other

Internnl

meulli^
dent and glistening, and lustre

Orv,

Sulphur,
C.
Ill Gchlen's Journ.
»"' «. 60o.
,

Occurs
'aclers.-Co\ouT l««l-grey.
rrv<ta11,.cri
varunis particular fonn*. -,1

CommoD

Compact
UaUoa.

Paris— MoWbdenii,

Lead-Glanci

or

Common Galena,

f"
-1'—

occurs in

BISMUTH GLANCE.

GiUPsVII.

Hardness

G'tTwc"!

= 2.0—2.5.

Sp.
PrinnMic

Blics
TSLLCaicling to

Cleavai?e per

•

/j/trno/CAarac/«rf— Colour

be;

ere V, and iron-black. Occurs
oblique four-Md«l prisn,. .n,l
to I'eaves. crvstallizeil, in
splendent, and lu,uc
Externally
pvrumids.
four..ided
m..

-

,

,

It
iiiUrnnlly shinin^^.
metallic.
Tellurium,
ConMlituent Parti.

i»

S\,<rr
in
~

and

KlnpriMh, Beit. b.

icurs

iii.

100
s.

...M.ialic.

axi-.

.

Genls

for the

V.

gold

it

containf.

i«tPAt

MOLYBDENA.

—

Molyt>-

'

hi.

rallel

„

Wiisserblei, Werner.

unknown. Cleavage paPure
prism.
with terminal planes of a six-sided

{).,,„„

iS%^;

....winboid

CAaracrer/.-Colour

firesh

lead-grey.

Oc

in nlates. and somecur* usually masxive, diMeroinated,
Inumally splenprisms.
six-sided
in
crvsuUized
times
It writes wiUi a
dent or shining, and lustre metallic.
a greenish-grey
blnirfj-grey streak on paper, but with

streak on porceUin.

iiii

= 20. — a.O.
*

Antimony Glance,

or

Werner

j> Spiesglaseri.

to Ulajjce.
'"^

"^^
Sp.

Grey An-

—

I'rismatoi-

Mohi.

=

massive,

m

also crystallized
are radiate<l, fibrous, and granular
six-sided prisms.
oblique four-sided prisms, and in
meullic. Fracand
splendent
to
glistening
from
Lu*tre
;

ture uneven and even.
/'tir/*.— Antimony

Conslilurnl

oil

2D
Sulphur an

74-

=

Bergman.
n
Gecnotlic and Geographic Situations.— 0<xvn in
In
rocks.
transition
and
primitive
veins and I>ed3 in
there are veins of it in grey-wacke, and
100.

.

.

Dumfrics-shire
in

Banffshire

it is

distributed

Pritmatoldnl Anti-

mony
Glance.

Pyramid unknown. Cleavage prismatic.
2.
Sp. gr. = .0.—4.6.
Lead-grey. Hardness
Occurs
Ejclcnml
n, (Vinrac/cri.— Colour lead-grey.
which
disseminate<l, in distinct concretions,
Prismatic.

Molydan Glanz, Mohi.
Hardness = 1.-1.5.
Rhomboidal. Very flexible.
4.6.
4.I.—
=
Sp. gr.
Tju
1
•^j
I,..
.>
MnivBDENA, Jameson. Khomboc-

j^

r«,l.,.rpv.

Ii

A«..j^ .Hardneas

uii-Glanz.

worked

T

iiu linuiff

32.

m

is

An'Timo-

\NTIM0NY GLANCE.

blackish and steel-grcv.
is axifrangible;
deavace
."«•

Silualioni.— hoceur^ in
GeosnoMtie and Geographic
Transylvaat Nagyag
porphyry,
traverse
5iat
veins

'*^»e.— It

111

n.

Three

5—

Silver,

Bismuth, 60
Sulphur, 40—100
Mem.^ de lAcnd. <t. .V. I7S2. p. 307.

Gem

3.0
1.3

Soils.

metallic.

,

vciin

54.0
9-0

unir-Mded

,^^

secole.

Lead,
Gold,
Sulphur,
Copper,

d«na.

Me-

'

obliijue

in

lent

2l

'

ed

id

lurium.

Bhomtaid.

ii:

.

I'l.LLI

T^

MoLTlDK-

\

V.

Sp

1—1.5.
Piitmatic

BUek

J^cnil "Tt

one

among

rocks of the pri-

There are considerable deposites of it on
mitive class.
the Continent, and also in America.

.
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OiryetogiiO'

AXIFBANOIBLE ANTIMONY GlANCE, Or BoURNO-

2.

Nortliumbeiland.

Axentheilender Spiesglas Glanz, Mohs.
Prism unknown. Axifrangible. Colour Blackish,

Axifrangi.
lead-grey, passing into steel-grey.
Anti5.8.
5.5
Sp. gr.
2.5.
mony

Me

Glance.

_

=

Hardness

Zinc,

Const. Parts.

NiTE.

Sulphur,

= 2.0,—

Iron,

—

ly.

''-'r »•'

8.4

.

Silica,

Oryctogno-

58.8
23.5

.

7.0

.

Thomson.

-97.7

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.^ It occurs in
veins in primitive, transition, and flcetz rocks, where it
is generally associated with galena or lead-glance.
Occurs in all the lead mines in Scotland and England,
and also in those on the Continent.
Uses,— It is principally valuable as an ore of Zinc.

Colour blackish lead-grey,
External Characters
passing into steel-grey. Occurs massive, disseminated
and crystallized in oblique four-sided prisms. Externally shining and metallic ; internally glistening and
Fracture conchoidal or uneven.
metallic.
Lead, 42.62 ; Antimony, 24'.23.
Constituent Parts
Copper, 18.20; Iron, 1.20; Sulphur, 17.00=100.
Hatchett, Phil. Trans. 1804. p. 63.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Found in
Cornwall in veins in clay-slate; also in Germany, Siberia and Peru.
3. Prismatic Antimony Glance;. /Prismatischer

—

Genus

III.

ANTIMONY-BLENDE,
BLENDE.

or

RED

Ant.mosv
Blende.

Nadel-Blende, Mohs.
Three axes. Prismatic. Streak red. Hardness
4.5.— 4 6.
1.0— 1.5. Sp. gr.
Prismatic
1. Prismatic Antimony-Blende, or Red Antimony, Prismatic
Antimony Spiesglas-glanz, Mohs.
vMIMvJvHLJameson.
Prismatische Nadel-Blende, Mohs,
Roth- Antimony
Glance.
Prism unknown. CkaiB^htBHneMjiR'of the shortBlende.
spiesglas-erz, Werner.
ess 2.5.
er diagonal. Blac
3.0,
Prismatic.
Pyramid unknown. Cleavage prismaS.T.-'r
Sp.gr.
toidal.
Streak red.
External. Chu'
lead-grey,
External Characters. Colour cherry-red.
Occurs
Crystallized n obltcj,i
xe shinmassive, disseminated, in flakes ; in scopiform and steling and metallic.
lular, fibrous, and granular distinct concretions ; and
OuDEItXII.
Okder
crystallized in oblique four-sided prisms.
Externally
Blends.
Lustre nearly adamantine.
If metallic, the colour is black^itK a green strealf. and internally shining.
'idges.
translucf
Colour not
If not metallic, the lustre is adamantine'"''"*""*-"
e 'Streak.
_
streak is brown or white, it' is tessuj

=

=

—

—

=

"

—

•

'

—

ness between 4.0. and 4.2.
specific E'ravitv

iS.''42StfflD^^^^^^^^^^^^^Bff

'.'.V

'iilnent Parts.
Froir)
iiung Gottt^-at'Bi-auiisdbri'

'..

;:

;i.

c.

Wc.''

N'cue Hoff-

and
If-

19. 70.

Manga-

Klaproh

nese.
ije0fl'.c:-''c

Blende.
ness

=

3^5.

—

4.0.

Prismatic Ma
Manganese
mat^gher Glanz-Bleiij

Prismatic

"

1.

Blende.

_^imatic,
':.*gr.'=

iri'^anular concretions, and
Lustre sple
four-sided prisms.
Opaque. Streak of a greenisE
semi-metallic.
Oxide of Manganese, 85
Constituent Paris.
""
"
'
15Vaii^

Geognostic and Geog
Cornwall, and at NagyS
ores of tellurium, blend
manganese, and brown-spar.'

Many
Dodecahe.
Blende.

axes.

ZINC-BLENDE
BLENDE.

or

GARNET-

Granat-Blende, Mohs.
Tessular.
Streak brown and white.

= 3.5.—4.0.

•

^"^

IV.
ilUDY-BLENDE,
ubin-Blende, Mohs.

Hardness

=

2.0.

—

RubyBlende.
2.5.

5.2.-8.2.

Two species, viz. Rhomboidal and PrismatoRhomboidal * Red Zinc.
Rhomboidal Ruby-Blende, or Red Silver, Rhomboi1.

=

Jamciow.-J-Rhomboedrische Rubin-Blende, Mohs.
109' 28'. Cleavage rhomHK8mb6idah Rhomboid
boidal. Streak red. Hardness
2.5. Sp.gr. =:5.2.
5.8.
External Characters.
Colour intermediate between
cochineal-red and dark lead-grey, and sometimes inOccurs massive, disseminated,
clines to carmine red.
in membranes ; and crystallized in six-sided prisms,
and six-sided pyramids. Externally alternates from
shining to splendent ; lustre semi-metallic or adamanInternally alternates from shining to glimmering;
tine.
lustre sometimes adamantine, sometimes semi-metallic.
Fracture uneven or conchoidal. Opaque, or more or
Streak cochineal red.
less translucent.

=

—

Constituerit Parts.

Sp. gr.

—

Streak white
Cleavage dodecahedral.
or reddish-brown.
Colours yellow, brown, and
External Characters.
Occurs massive, disseminated, in granular conblack.
cretions, and crystallized in rhomboidal dodecahedrons,
octahedrons, and tetrahedrons. Lustre splendent and
adamantine, inclining more or less to metallic. Alternates from opaque to transparent.

Sulphur,

Oxygen,

.

.

.

.

60.0
20.S
14.7
5.0

Klaproth, Beit. b.

Tessular.

—

Silver,

dal ruby,

blende.

—

=

Antimony,

4.0.— 4.2.
Dodecaedrischef
1. DoDECAHEDRAL Zinc-Blende.
Granat-Blende, Mohs. Blende, Werner.

Hardness
dral Zinc

II.

;!i

.

Crwrcnish-black colour,

Genus.

Cfogrdiili.

Rhomboidal.

but vecy ^mperfect,
'^iir^al CharMcte:
,ijon-black, but on ex

Zinc
Blende.

-:;(/

mineral occin-i Jti ^ eins, in
Fiance, and Huiiyar\

—

100.0
200.
occurs in

v. s.

It
Geognostic and Geographic Situatioyis.
veins in gneiss, mica-slate, porphyry, and grey-wacke,
in various mining districts, as Cornwall, Hartz, HunPrismatogary, Mexico, and Peru.
rhomboi2. Prismato-Rhomboidal Ruby-Blende or Cin-

nabar, Jamf,ron.— Prismato-Rhomboedrische RubinBlende, Mohs.

dal ruby-,
blende.

"

MINER A LOGY.
Orrctogno»y-

'^^r^

Rhomboid about S».5'. Cleavage in
Streak
planes of sLx-aided prism.
lateral
of
direction
Hardness =2.0.— 2.5. Sp. gr. 6.7-— 8.2.
red.
Rhomboidal.

two

Is diTided into

Conrnoo
cinoalMT.

Common and

subspecies, viz.

Hepatic Cinnabar.
FiasT ScBsriciES.
Commo.v Cinnabar, Jameson.
Colours cochineal-red, scarExternal Characters.

—

and carmine-red. Besides massive, disseminatdendritic, and in granular concretions ; it also

let-red,

ed,

alteroccurs crystallized in «ix-sitled prisms. Internally
adamantme,
nates from shining to glimmering ; lustre
verging on semi-metallic. Fracture fine-grained uneven,

Alternates from opaqup
even, conchoidal, and earthy.
Yields a scarlet-red shining streak.
to Uansparent.
Japan.

81-50
99.25
U-T5
Sulphur,
Klaproth, Beit. b. iv. s. 17—19It occurs most
Ceognottic and Geographic SUuatiuiu
"
plentifully
Btly in the coal formation, and leas
and veins in primitive rocks- There are con-

Mercury,

CmsUt. PmrU.

—

vhitish oxide of zinc, which

t.*f*.— It

'

is fr<;:

often, in tlic

same spe-

cimen, found adhering to the black oxide of iron.
This ore occurs abundantly in the United
I'tes.
States of America, and promises to be a valuable acquiiition to tlvat country.

UasEa

SULPHUR.

Obdeu XIII.

xi:r.

Three

=

Sp. gr.

Schwefel, Mohs.
Harilness

1.5.

—

SULPHVJt.
2.5.

1.9.— 3.C.

Red Orpimbnt,

1.

=

Prismatic.

axes.

Genus I.
or Ruby Sulphur,

or

—

Hemi- Red

Prismatic Sulphur, Jameson. Hemi-prismatisches
Rothes Rauschgelb, Werner.
Schwefel, Mohs.

oipi

">«"•

Frism 107° 42'. Cleavage in the direction of the
diagonals of the prism, but not j>erfect. Streak orange1.5.
2.0.
Sp.
:rJness
yellow and aurora-v.
'

=

gr.

"

—

=

3.3.—3t4.

•(

Occurs
Exlerntd CAarac/<;ri\-p.CoimK, aurora-red.
massive, disseminated, i|^|||JJiuiror membranes, and
crystallized in oblic^u^f^uggflBupsms, variously mo-

''

•'—

'
'

^*1lK», and bevelments.
inous, inclining to ad&sometimes passing into

ies ofthiaaJHIJlIlt Idria in Curni

ctiry

is

563-

that most

f-stals

semi-transparent.

i»*d streak.

of commcrci-

Bannit.

Secokp SuBsrcciES.
^_^
HiPATic CiNKABAB, JumuoH. Quecksilbc
,

—

ere, Werner.
Exierntil Characters.

69
i'_i...

100

..SI

.

—

Colour intermediate between

t:Jf. >:*£.. '2ZS.

ost

dark oocbineal-re<l
ter

Lu

..-

tow/. FarU.

IDAL

S<?^ln,

Yellow of-

emon-yellow.

m

occurs in considerable masses
minou»-9hale, at Almadcn in Spate, in

and
>«d Zinc.

•

PMIU,

^talactitic, reniform, botryolj
ftit!WStf,'in granular and concentric curved lamelrar
concretions, and crystaUized in oblique four-sided

prisms, and inj^ldgMdH|u|||jkdr>'rA">i''^-

Siberia.

Rto Zisc,

or

R«o Oat

of Zinc,

Jamuon—-

of Zinc, Bruce.
External Characters.— Co\oun blood-red and aurora^
Internally
Occurs massive, and disseminated.
red.
fresh fracture shining ; after long exposure to the air it
becomes dull, and even covered with a pearly crust.
Cleavage undetermined. Fracture conchoidal. Translucent on the edges, or opaque. Easily scratched by
the knife. Brittle. Affordi a streak which is brownish-

I't/e

on^H^^^^^^HiD

all

Red Oxide

yellow, approaching to orange.
.
Om.ParU. Zinc,

Specific gravity 6.220.

Oxygen,
..'

.

.
.

76
l6

M

;

occurs, either in crystals or grains.
alto ataumes a micaceous form, and

At Franklin,
is

imbedded

it

in a

leaves trans-

streak.

Scctile.

Tuikcv.
()2

Coiutil

38

iipnur,-

Klaproth, Beit. b. v.

100

238.
It occurs in
s.

Ccognottic and Geographic Situations.
veins in secondary ancl primitive rocks in

Germany,
Hungary, China, Mexico, and United Sutes.
Prismatic Sulphur, Jameson. Prismatischer
3.

—

8—100
Oxides of Mangaiieae and Iron,
in. Jour. p. 99.
^5*.
/iruoe, American
GtOgnoUw and Geographic Situations.—Thi% mineral
htm been hitherto found only in North America, where
it occurs in seveni ofthe iron-mines in Sussex County,
New Jersey as at the Franklin, Stirling, and Rutgen mines, and near Sparta. In some instances it is
imbedded in foliated granular limestone; while in
others, it serves as a batia in which magnetic ironstone
...

Splen-

adamantine and

Prismatic.

Priiniatic

sulphur.
Natiirlicher Schwefel, Wrrner.
107", 19' ; 8t'. 2V ; 143''.
Pyramid

Schwefel, Mo/u.

=

Cleavage pyramidal, and in the direction of prism
Hardness
102". 41'. Streak white or sulphur-yellow.
1.5.—2.5. Sp.gr. 1.9—2.1.
First ScnsfEciES.
Common Sulphur, Jameton. Gemeiner Naturlicher common
sulphur.
Schwefel, Werner.
Occurs masExternal Characters.— Co\oar yellow.
sive, disseminated, in granular concretions, and crystaUized in acute double six-sided pyramids. Internally
3
8'.

=

—

.

MINERALOGY.
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Lustre intermeOi-yotogno varies from shininf; to glimmering.
Fracture unsy.
diate between adamantine and resinous.
and transeven. Translucent. Crystals semi-transparent

and

Brittle,

parent, and refract double.

easily frangible.

burnandasufibcatmgodour.
flame,
bluish
lambent
with
a
ing
Common sulGeosncstic and Geographic Situations

Ckemcal Characters— \t

is

easily infliimmable,

—

primitive
phur occurs in considerable abundance in
but
metals
mountains, in a state of combination with
mounsecondary
while
in
uncombined
rarely pure or
the pure uncombined state
tains, it is more abundant in
with
combination with metals. It is also met
;

"*

;

*than

in

near sulphureous
in alluvial districts, particularly
Spam, Itely, &c.
It abounds in Iceland,
springs.
^
Second Suusi-ecies.

.—Vulcanischer NaturVoLCA^^IC Sulphur, JamMO«
Werner.
licher Schwefel,
,
,
n
sulphur-yellow.
External Characters.— Q.o\oax pale

Volcanic
sulphur-

stalactitic,

Occurs massive,

In other characters
Translucent.
subspecies.
„
..
preceding
•with the

it

word

it

from

agrees
•.,

sulphuric acid

compositidn. of gunpowder

;

is

;

it

used in

enters irit'o-the
bleaching; it
and
various mfetallurgicirprooe^ges,
employed
cements
some
of
; is
part
constituent
forms a
medica.
ma«na
;' and isran hrticje in the
in taking casts

m

Class

Glass an.

III

smell.
If liquid, bituminous
Specific gravity ubider l.a.
"

Obder

I

Ke«iN.

Streak white,

„Liquisl.i Soll^.

,Hfirdnes3=0.—
vf.mQre, the streak

5.^>.
is

i--

Pyramidal.

.

Succinic

obtained

is

—

m

m

;

Sdliil

liquid.''

.Schwarzes, 3,^^^ „;.

'^mneson.

2. Black. Miner
'ilfofe.'
Erd-Harz, 'Mofe.'

neral
.WibBOl
a"". . 1 ., ""*
"'*'*' i5£"i
Black, brownj .red/ grey,, ^H»ak black, sin.

=

Hardness

bVowh^ffelWw, grey.
O.Sli- 1.2.

Sp. gr.

0.2.

=
•

,.

,

.iinuL.

-

Naphtha.

.

iCfVPHTHAj

—-

"'

re-

viz
This species is divided into three subspecies,
Pitch
Mineral
and
Petroleum,
or
Oil
Naphtha, Mineral
.'u.

''
,,

wlutc.
I

>\vliite, yel-

'haraciers.—^Co\i!'

^<J,wisll-gl;<fy„.^,^^yinefy,ello^^

HONEYSTC

xi..

Feels gr;
ilig ajid resinous.
able bituminous smell.

,[uid.

Shin-

V^'dn

affree-

;

Hardness

=

j>io/ii-.

2.-2.5.

=

Sp. gr.

1.4.

~J;1pYRAMiDALHoJ5l^ij^*fe^^'--Pyan'idales

approach of
Chemical Characters— Takes fire on the
light.
white
bright
a
affording
^
flame,
,
.
,
carbon, hydroConstituent Parts.— Is a compound of
,
_, .
gen, and a little oxygen.
This mineral
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—
It is said to occur
in a pure stale.
is seldom found
springs on the shores of the Caspian Sea,
.

yello..,

^4ely n^

four-sided
Generally crystallJEed in fiat double
Fracture
Splendent.
or
Lustre'shining
p;ramids.
and retranslucent,
or
conchoidal. Semi-transpai-ent,

sive.

fracts double.

Constituent Parts.

„

Alumina,

46

Water

of Crystallization,

38—100

114.
Klaproth,
It occurs suSituatioris.—
Geographic
Geognostic and
earth-coal, and is
perimposed on bituminous wood and
It has been hitherusually accompanied with sulphur.
Beit, b.iii.

s.

Arfem in Thuringia.
Genus II._MINERAL RESIN.

to found only at

Mineral

Erd-Harz, Mohs.
1.2.
Amorphous. Hardness=0.— 2.2. Sp. gr.=0.8.—
viz. iellow MiThis genus comains two species,
Mineral Resin.
neral Resin, and Black
1.

Yellow Mineral

Gelbes Erdharz, Mohs.

RfisiN, or

Amber, Jameson

m

considerable
places.
in the Caucasus, and other
ot Italy,
In Persia, Japan, and some parts
Uses
it is used
quantity,
considerable
where it occurs in
streets, churches, &c.
in place of oil, for lighting

m

lamps,

lo

•

Mellilitic Acid,

mineral

named

It occurs
Geognostic and Geographic Situation
a
beds of bituminous wood and moor coal ; also
conglomerate formed by the aggregation of fragments
in sandy soil ; frequently floating on
on sea-shores
is
said to have been observed imbedded
it
and
the sea;
on the shores of
in secondary limestone.. It Jsifound
in Germany,
Scotland and England, of the Baltic, and
Poland, and other countries.
Uses.— On account, of its beautiful colour, great
contransparency, and the fine polish it receives, it is
cut into necksidered as an ornamental stone, and is
other articles of dress.
laces, bracelets, snuff-boxes, and

'

^^^Sr'SZ^SScolour

y.Uow

composed of carbon, hydro-

distillation.

First

stone.

Kksiit.

by

-I '

"'

^

Crystal- Harz,

STOyE.

Pyramidal
honey-

;-

ess.

i<i->

^

,

Genus.

HOXEY- ;*vi

I.—RJ

OiillfEK

U

it

It is

An acid

gen, and oxygen.

;

affords

*

elcclricitip.

Constituent Parts

is

Uses.— When burnt,

^^!L^

—

m

able

Oc-

It burns with a yellow-coC/iemicnl Characters.
loured flame, and fragrant odour, at the same time intumescing, but scarcely melt^cj.
Physical Characters.— V'^hen labbed, it gives oUt am
agreeable smell, and becomes strongly rcbino-ekctric.
This latter property was known to the ancients, wlio
termed amber electrum ; from whence is derived the

ot
one of..the;most^amo.us repositories
iii,,ponsidercollected
Uiei;e.,
volcanic sulphur, and id is
quantities for thepuiposes ptcommerre.

Vesuvius,

— Colour yellow and white.
_

iitwiUers.

Trnnsparent or translucent.

occurs only
Geoanostic and Geograj^&Miahons.-lt
mo^e o^less
in volcanic countries,
tiie vicinity ot
abundantly among lavj!teH|iP|an:,

^i^^fc^

Hardness OryctoRno.

Streak ^^hite.

curs in massive pieces, disseminated, and oiion incloses
insects. Externally dull ; internrlly splendent, shining
or glistenin.'^, and lustre resinous. Fracture conchoidal.

Glistenmg.
Fracture

uneven.

White.

.=1.0—1.1.

E.xterii<U

vesicular, corroded, perfo-

figures.
rated : crystallized in pyramidal
adamantine.
Lustre resinous, inclining to

>'''""'

Solid.

— 2,0—2..

—

Second Subspecies.
Mineral Oil, or Petroleum, Jameson.

Erdol, Mineral

blackish brown,
^"External Characlers..-Co\oviy dark
Liquid, but apinclines to green.

^hich sometimes
proaches more or

Shming and
less to the viscid state.
Semi-transparent, translucent,
greasy.
Feels
resinous.
bitummous odour.
and opaque. Exhales a strong
Situations.-lt geueraly
G?o^ostic and Geographic
the coal formation, and usually
flows from rocks of
of beds of coal also from
vicinity
from theTmmediat.
occurs in marshes, on the surface
;

mTstone rocks. It
of spring water; or
°ts

Sal

it

repository.

flows or trickles
Is

found

unmixed from

at St. Catherme's well,

—

1

;

MINERALOGY.
—

In Piedmont, Persia, Japan, and other counused in lamps in place of oil, for lighting
streets and churches.

Uses

it

is

Third Subspecies.
Mineral Pitch, or Bitumen,

Mineral

This species

.ch.

i-

Jameson.
divided into three kinds, viz. Earthy

Mineral Pitch, Slaggy Mineral Pitch, and Elastic Mineral Pitch.
Firsl A'inrf.— Earthy Minekal Pitch, Jameson
irthy mi-ral pitch. Erdiijes Erdpech, H'erner.

nous.
Soft.
Secvile.
Feels greasy.
Geognotlic and Geographic Silualions,— It occurs in
the Iberg in the Hartz, along with slaggy mineral
pit<:b, in veins that traverse grey wacke ; also in other
Slaggjr

nanU

ml.

pilch.

Second Kind.

—Slaoov Miner*l Pitch, or Aspbal-

;

in mineral veins in

—The
embalming

ComwalL

Uiei

Egyptians employed it in the process of
bodies.
The Turks quarry it in Albania,
and use it, when mixed with common rosin, for paying the bottoms of ships, and for smearing the rigging.
Tkird Kind.—'Ela»tic Mineral PitcMj Jameum.
Elastiches Erdpech, Wemtr.
Ejclemal Charaderi. Colour brown. Occurs massive, renifiimi, and sometiines with impressions.
Internally shining and glisteningt and lustre resinous.
Fracture curved slaty, or conchoidal. Translucent on
the 'edges. Shining in the streak.
Perfectly sectile.
Elanic flexible.
GeognoUie and Geographic Silualiont. It is found in
the cavities of a lead glance vein in the lead mine called
Odin, which is situated near the base of Mamtor, to the
north of Castletown in Derbyshire.

—

—

—

0»DKB II.— COAL.

II.

COAI>

Solid. Streak
S.5.

Sp. gr.

=

brown and
1.2.-I.5.

Giiius

I

black.

Hardness

Bitumi

—=COAL.
—

—

bi>

tuniinooi

«oai

=

This spedes contains two subspecies, viz. Brown
Bituminous Coal, and Black Bituminous Coal.
First Sudspecies.
Brown Bituminous Coal or Brown Coal, Jameson.
Braun K-i^'- fVerner.
1h

OS is divided into five kinds, viz. 1. Bi...-^, or Fibrous Brown Coal.
2. Earthy
Coal, or Earthy Brown Coal. 3. Alum Earth. 4. Common Brown Coal, or Conchoidal Brown Coal ; and, 5.
Moor Coal, or Trapezoidal CoaL
tiimii)<,„.

—

heat

—

—

Third Kind. Alum Earth, Jameson. Alaunerde, Alum
«"»>>.
Werner.
External Characters. Colour black. Massive. Dull,
sometimes glimmering ; but this is owing to an interFracture in the great, tliick or
mixture of mica.
thin slaty ; in the small, earthy.
Breucs into tabular
Streak shining. Is sectile, and uncommonly
pieces.

—

easily fVangible.

—

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
alluvim districts in France, Germany, Italy, and HunJses.
lis,

—

and then
is

It is first

exposed to the

air for several

lixiviated, to obtain the

alum

it

months,

contains;

it

rarely used for fuel.

Fourth Kind.

— Common Brown Coal,

DAL Brown Coal, Jameson

—Gemeine

or Conchoi- CommoB
Braunkohle, •rownteal

Werner.
External Characters
Colour Black. Occurs massive, and sometimes ligniform.
Internally shining,
sometimes glistening, and lustre resinous. Fracture
coiichuidal, and sometimes shews the fibrous woody texture.
Colour lighter in the streak.
Constituent Parts
200 grains of the Bovey brown

—

by

distillation, yieldetl,

Water, which soon came over acid, and
afWrwards turbid, by the mixture of

some bitumen
Thick brown oily bitumen,
.

=

1.5.

Brown

—

Geognostic

1.

0.1.

coal.

Streak somewhat shining.
and Geographic Situation. Is found,
along with bituminous wooil, in Thuringia, and other
es fine earthy.

coal,

=

Amorphous.
1.
Hardness
25.
Sp. ex.
1.2„1.5
This genus contains two species, vis. Bituminous
Coa], and Glance CooL
L niTuxiNous Coal, Jameson
Harzige Kohle,
Mohs.
Colours black and brown. Resinous lustre. Bituminous smell. Hardness =1, 2.5. Sp.gr.
1.2

coal

—

Uses.
It is used as fuel where no great deg^ree of
is required, as in heating rooms, salt, nitre, and
alum works, qpd in distillation.

;

OaeiB

—

Coal, Jameson. Erdkohle. Werner.
External Characters. Colours brown and grey. OcIts consistence is between cohering and
curs massive.
loose, but more inclined to the lat'er. Particles coarse,
Internally faintly glimmering,
dusty, and soil a little.
passing into dull. Fracture in the more cohering mass-

countries.

Opaque. Sectile.
Geognoitic and Geographic SUualiont.
It occurs
in veins in reniform and imbedded masses in secondary
limestone in Fifeshire in clay ironstone in East Lothian in veins at Haughmond Hill in Shrophire, and

pilch.

—

Colour pitch black.. Occurs
massive, disseminated, sometimes globular, reniform,
and stalagniitic. Externally and internally splendent
and shining, and lustre resinous. Fracture conchoidal.
Soft.

«ril

Opaque.
ture fibrous in the small, slaty in the great.
Streak shining.
Occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
alluvial land, or in secondary rocks ; and is found in
Scotland, England, Ireland, &c.
Second Kind. Earth-Coal, or Earthy-Brown Earth

TOM, yi»ii«MMi.^Schlackiges Erdpech, Werner.
External CAaracters

EUstic ml-

—

—

Colour blacki»h brown. Occurs massive.
Faintly glimmering, inclining to dull.
Fracture earthy or uneven. Streak shining and resi-

Ejdemal Characleri

places.

Oryciugno-

'^'
Bituminoses Holz, Werner.
_ External
Colour brown.
External Characters
Bmi^inc,,,^
shape resembles exactly that of stems and branches of y^QoA,
Principal fracture
usually compressed.
trees, but
glimmering or glistening'; cross fracture shining. Frac-

CoAL, Jameson

Ep-jl.nnd, Sec.
tries,

Bituminous Wood, or Fibrous Bbown

First Kind.

near Edinburgh, in the Orkney Islands, in Shropshire in

567

2.

.

.

60grains
2

.90

Charcoal
.
.
Mixetl gas, consisting of hydrogen, carbonated hydrogen, and carbonic acid
29 200
Hatchett, Phil. Trans. 1804.
Get^nBstic and Geographic Situation.
It_ occurs in
alluvial land, and in secondary or floetz-trap rocks, in
England, Ireland, France, 8(c.
Use.
It is used as fuel.
S.

4.

—

—

—

Moor Coal, or Trapezoidal Brown Moor cwd.
Fifth Kind.
Coal, Jameson. Moorkohle, Werner.
External Characters.— Coioar brown and black.
Occurs massive, wlicn first dug, but soon bursts anil
splits into rhomboidal pieces.
Lustre of the principal
fracture glimnieriii;j;, of the cross fracture glistening,
and lustre resinous. Principal fracture im|>erlcct slaty
the cross fracture even approaching to conchoidal. Sectile.
Streak shining.
Uncommonly easily frangible.
The most frangible species of coal.

—

MINERALOGY.
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Second

568
Oryetogno-

GeognMic and Geographic SUualions
great beds in alluvial lands, and in floeta
Bohemia, Germany, &c.

It occurs in
trap rocks in

Second Subspecies.
BLAck Bituminous Coal, Jameson Schwartzkohle,

Black coal

Werner,
This subspecies

divided into four kinds, viz. Slate
Coal, Cannel Coal, Foliated Coal, and Coarse Coal.
Sbte coal

is

First Kind.—Slate Coal, Jameson
IVerner.

Schieferkohle,

—

External Characters
Colour black. Occurs mas.
Shining or glistening, and lustre resinous. Prin-

sive.

cipal fracture nearly straight, and generally thick slaty;
cioss fracture imperfect and flat conchoidal, and some-

Cnnncl
coal.

times even or uneven. Lustre increased in the streak.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.
Abounds in
all the coal districts in Great Britain.
Second Kind
Cannel Coal, Jameson Kennel*
kohle, Werner.

—

—

Exiertial Characters.
Colour black. Massive. Internally glistening or glimmering, and lustre resinous.
Fracture large and flat conchoidal, or even.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations
It occurs,
along with the preceding subspecies, in the coal formation in most of the coal fields of Great Britain.
Uses.
On account of its solidity, and the good po-

—

capable of receiving when pure, it is cut into
drinking vessels of various kinds, inkholdera, snuffboxes, &c.
but its principal use is as fuel.
Third Kind.— Foliated Coal, Jameson. Blatterkohle, Werner.
External Characicrs.^Colour velvet black. Massive,
and in lamellar concretions. Lustre splendent and resinous.
Fracture uneven. Softer than cannel coal.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.
It occurs in
the coal formation, although not abundantly, and generally accompanied with slate coal, in Saxony and Silesia.
Fourth Kind. Coarse Coal, Jameson. Grobkhole,
Werner,
External Characters.— Colour black.
Massive, and
in granular concretions, which are intimately aggregated together. Glistening and resinous. Principal fraclish

it is

;

Folraled
coal.

Ooar$e sodl.

—

—

ture imperfect, and thick scaly

;

cross fracture fine-

grained uneven.
Geognosiic Situation.— Occwcs in the coal formation
in

Glance
cval.

Germany.

2. Glance Coal, Jamcjon.— Harzlose Steinkohle,
Mnhs.
Colour black. Imperfect metallic lustre. No bituminous smell.
2.
Hardness
2.5.
Sp. gr.
1.3.— 1.5.
This species contains two subspecies, viz. Pitch
Coal, and Glance Coal.

=

—

=

Fitch coaL

Pitch Coal, or Jet, Jameson.

— Pechkohle,

Werner.

External Characters.— Colour velvet black. Occurs
massive and it is said also in plates, and sometimes
in the shape of branches, with a regular woody inter;

nal structure.
Internally splendent, and the lustre resinous, inclining to metallic. Fracture large and perfect conchoidal. Affords a brown coloured streak.
Chemical Characters. It burns with a greenish
Its chemical constitution is still imperfectly
flame.

—

understood.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs
along with brown coal, in beds in floetz trap and limestone rocks ; also in beds and in imbedded portions
in bituminous shale, in Scotland, Faroe Islands, and

G«rmany.

^

^^^'''fi^ind.—CotfCHoivAL Glance Coal, Jameson.—
""
Conchoidal

Muschhche Glanzkohle,

Werner,— Anthracite Com

pacte, Haiiy.

glance coal.

External Characters.— Colour iron black. Massive
vesicular.
Internally splendent and shining, and
lustre imperfect metallic.
Fracture conchoidal.
Chemical Characters
It bums without flame or
smell, and leaves a white coloured ash.
Geognosiic Siktation
It occurs in beds in transition
and secondary rocks.
Geographic Situation.— It occurs in beds in the coal
formation of Ayrshire, as near Cumnock and Kilmarnock ; in the coal districts in the river district of the
Forth ; and in Staffordshire in England.
Second Kind. Slaty Glance Coal, Jameson.— SUiy
Schiefvige Glanzkohle, Werner
Anthracite feuillete, glance

and

—
—

—

Haiiy,

coaU

External Characters—Colour dark iron black, seldom
inclining to brown ; those varieties that border on
graphite, incline to steel grey. Massive. Internally shin,
ing and glistening, and lustre imperfect metallic. Principal fracture slaty ; cross fracture conchoidal or un.
even.
Fanzenberg.

Constituent

Paris,—Carhon
Silica

90
.

4 to 2

Alumina
4Oxide of iron 2

to

5

to 3

Loss

100
100.00
Geognosiic and Geograpldc Situations.
It occurs in
imbedded masses, beds and veins, in primitive transition, and secondary rocks.
It is found in sandstone in
Arran; in trap rocks in the Calton Hill at Edinburgh;
and in the coal formation in the river district of the
Forth.
Observations
In this country it is naaned Blind
Coal.
Third Kind. Columnar Glance Coal, Jameson
Column;
Stangenkohle, Foigt
Houille bacillaire, Haiii/.
glance coal.
External Characters
Colour black. Occurs massive, disseminated ; also in prismatic concretions. Lus.
tre shining and glistening, and imperfect metallic, Frac
ture conchoidal or uneven.
Chemical Characters.
It bums without flame or

—

—

—

—

—

smoke.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations
It forms a bed
several feet thick, in the coal field of Sanquhar in Dum-

and occurs in other parts of Scotland.
Fourth Kind.
Fibrous Coal, or Mineral Char. Fibrous
coal.
COAL, Jameson. Mineralische Holzkohle, Werner.
External Characters
Colour black.
Massive, in

fries-shire,

First Subspecies.

Oryctogno.

sjWerner,
This subspecies contains four kinds, viz. 1, Conchoi.
dal, 2. Slaty, 3. Columnar, 4, Fibrous.
Glance

—

—

Subspecies,

Glance Coal, Jn»ie«ow.— Glanzkbhlc,

—

—

—

thin layers, and single pieces ; also in fibrous distinct
concretions.
Is glimmering, bordering on glistening,
and lustre silky or pearly. Soils strongly. Soft, passing into friable. Very easily frangible.
Chemical Characters. When exposed to a strong
heat, it burns without flame or smoke ; some varieties
scarcely yield to the most intense heat.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations. It occurs imbedded, or in thin layers, in black coal, sometimes enclosed in pitchstone, and it is said also occasionally
It is
associated with some varieties of brown coal.
met with in the different coal fields of Great Britain,
and in similar situations on the continent of Europe,

—

—
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APPENDIX.
MinernU mhote Characlert and place

Sytlem have

in the

Minerals of First and Second CUsse*.
1. Allophane, Stromryer.

,

=

—

Principal colour blue; also
Occurs massive, disseminatoccurs green ami brown.
ed, small reniform, and botryoidal. Externally and internally shining or glistening, and lustre vitreous.
Fracture conchoidal. Transparent, but only translu-

cent on the edges in the bron-n varieties
brittle,

and uncommonly

easily

semi-hard

;

frangible.

;

Specific

gravity 1.852 to 1.883. Slromeyer.
It readily gelatinates in acids.
Chemical Characters
41.301
Co/u<»/. Par/». Water,
Silica,

.

.

Alumina,
Lime,
Sulphate of Lime,
Carbonate of Copper,
Hydrate of Iron,

21.922
32.202
0.730
0.517

FiBROUTE, Bournon.

.S.058

— 100

Geognoific and Geographic Siluationt.—Occun in a
bed of ironsbot limestone in grey-wacke-slate in the

Thuringia.

2. AnBLTOONiTE, Brrithaupt.
Its colours are greenish-white.
Ejdemal Characlert
p«le-mnuntain-green, and celandine-green, luid marked
externally with reddish and yellowish- brown spots.
Mix'sive
and crj-stollized in oblique four-Sided
iiitemnlly shining and vitreous.
Cleavage

It is

found in the Camatic.

Gehlbkite, Jameson.
This mineral, named in honour of the
6'.

late Gehlen,
has not been accurately described. It is said to have
a green or grey colour ; to occur crystallized in rectangular four-sided prisms, and therefore must belong
either to the pyramidal or prismatic series; it is nearly
as hard as felspar, and the specific gravity=2.9, .^31.
Geognostic and Gei^raphic Situations. ^Occats along
with calcareous spar in tne valley of Fassa in the Tyrol.

LiRVRiTE, JflOT^jon.—.Jenite, Hauy.
Colour black, and blaekishgreen.
Occurs massive ; also in distinct concretions,
which are small and scopiform radiated, and in others
which are thin and straight prismatic and crystallized
in ot>iique four-sided prisms variously modified by acumin:itioii3 and bevelmcnts.
Lustre of the fracture
glistening and
semi-metallic.
Fr.icture uneven.
Opaque. Nearly as hard as felspar. Does not change
7.

0.270

Fibrolite.

=

3.214.
Sp.gr.
Geographic Silualian

Ejiternal Characters

Stromeyer.

forest of

5.

External Characters. —Colours white and grey. Occurs in fibrous concretions, and in oblique prisms of
Harder than quartz.
100°.
Internally glistening.

not been determined.

Erlemal Chnracters.

Appendix.

—

Cehlenite.

Lievrite.

;

its

colour in the streak.

Lelievre.

Const. Parts.

Specific gravity 3.825, 4.061,

—

Silica

30.0

.

Alumina.

.

Lime

''>

I.O
14.S

;

with the sides of an oblique fourThe fracture unsided prism of 186» 10' and TS* 50*.
even.
Ranges from translucent to translucent on the
edges ; as turd aa feltpnr ; brittle, and easily frangible.
Specific grarity S.OO, 3.04, Breilhaupl.
Geognmlic and Geographic Situations. It occurs in
fn^nite, along with green topaz and tourmaline, near
Penig in Saxony.
saitl

tu

l>e

|MraIlel

—

Aplome, Hauy.
This mineral has a deep brown or orange-yellow
S.

colour.

Occurs crystallized in rhomboidal dodecahe-

drons, which are so streaked as to point out a hexahedral cleavage.
In lustre, fracture, and hardness, it
agrees with common garnet, but its specific gravity is
lower, not exceeding 3.444.
It is found on the banks
of the river Lena in .Siberia.

—

CaicnTOKiTi, Jamrton. Craitonite, BoMmon.
Exirmal CAflrnderjt.—Colour velvet-black. Occurs
4.

-'.to-

Oxide of iron
49
Oxide of manganese 9.0—96.8. f'auq,
Geognostic and Geographic Silulalions.
Occurs in

—

primitive limestone, along with epidote, quartz, garnet,

magnetic ironstone, and crystallized arsenic-pyrites, at
Rio la Marine, and Cape Calnmite, in tiie island of Elba.
Said also to occur in Siberia.
8.

Sphaerulite, Breithanpt.

—

External Characters.
Colours brown and grey. SphicruOccurs in imbedded roundish balls and grains, which lit*,
are sometimes reniformly aggregated ; also in stellular
fibrous concretions.
Externally smootli, (when it has
a milky incrustation,) sometimes rough.
Internally altrniates from glimmering to dull.
Fracture even and
splintery. Opaque, or translucent on the edges. Scratches quartz with difficulty.
Specific gravity 2.52.
Clian. Char.
Nearly infusible before the blowpipe.
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs in

—

—

crystallized in very acute rhomboid', with angles of
18* and lfi2*. Externally and internally splendent, and

pearlstone and pitcbstone-porph^ries^ where it is oflen
associated with small scales of^mica, and portions of felspar, in Arran, Saxony, Hungary, and Iceland.

Cleavage imperFracture conchoi£d. Opaque. Harder than octahedrite.
Scratches fluor-spar, bat does not affect glass.

9. Skoroditb, Breithaupl.
Eilemal Characters.— Colours green and brown.
Occurs massive and disseminated, but most frequently

SpjK.sS.O.

crystallised, in very short

lustre ritreous, inclining to metallic
fect.

Chemical CAnracfer.— It
before the blowpi|)e.

—

is

infusible without addition

Zirconia, 46 ; Silica, 33 ; Alumina,
Iron, 4; Manf^anese, 1 ; Loss, 2.= 100.
Oeognottie Siiuntton.—\t occurs in primitive rocks
along with octahedrite, in tbe districts where that mi.
neral is found.
Conttil. Parts.

H;

VOL.Z1T.

PART

II.

broad rectangular four-sided
prisms, acutely acuminated on both extremities, witli
four planes, which are set on the lateral edges. There
is one distinct cleavage parallel with the broader lateral
planes of the prism, consequently in the direction ef the
shorter diagonal of an oblique four-sided prism.
Fracture intermediate between uneven and conchoidal.
Translucent on the edges, or semi-transparent As hard

4c

Skorodlle.

—
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Appendix- as ca]careous-spar, but uot SO hard as fluor spar.

= 3.3.

gr.

Sp.

Chemical Characlert.—\t easily melts before the
blowpipe, with the copious emission of arsenical vapour,
and IS converted into a reddish-brown mass, which,
when higlily heated, so as to drive off all the arsenic,
becomes attractable by the magnet. These phenomena
shew that this minerc-U is an arseniate of iron, probably

combined with manganese. It contains no cojiper.
GeogHoslic and Geographic Situations.
Occurs imbedded in a bed composed of quartz and hornstone, in
primitive rocks in the Schneeberg mining district in
Saxony ; also at Loling in Carinthia.
10. Spak, Jameson and Breithaupl.
Colour white.
Occurs in
External Characters
small veins, and in thin prismatic distinct concretions.
Has a threefold recInternally shining and resinous.

—

Spak.

tangular cleavage. Fracture small-grained uneven, also
Soft, inclining to very
Translucent.
small splintery.
soft.
Brittle, and easily frangible. Has a feeble sweetish saline taste.

—

Chem. Characters. It is completely soluble in water.
Occurs in the
Gcosnoslic and Geographic Situations.
salt-nunes of Wielickzka and Bochnia in Poland.
1. Its taste is very different from that
Observations.
of common salt, and therefore cannot, like that mineral,
be used with food. 2. It is said to be the fibrous rock-

—

—

of Werner.

salt

SpiNELLANE, Hauy.
Occurs
Colour plum-blue.
crystallised, in rhomboids of 117° 23^ and 62° ZT ;
and in six-sided prisms acuminated with three planes.
11.

Spincllane.

External Characters.

—

Scratches glass.
Occurs on the
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
shores of the Lake of Laach, in a rock composed of
grains and small crystals of glassy felspar, quartz, hornblende, black mica, and magnetic iron-ore.

—

Blue ironatone.

12. Blue Ironstone, Klaproth.
External Characters. Colour indigo-blue. Occurs
massive, and with impressions of crystals of brown
Externally glimmering, internally dull.
iron-ore.
Fracture coarse-grained uneven. Opaque. Semihard.
Rather brittle, and easily frangible. Specific gravity

—

choidal, passing into even.
It becomes more shining Appendij
in the streak, but the colour is not changed.
As ""^/"^
hard as calc-spar. Sectile, and rather difficultly frangible.
Specific gravity 6.255, Stromeyer.
Contlit. Parts.

— 100

.

Lime,

Geographic Situation.

—

.

.

Natron,
Water,
It

.

1.5

6.0

.
.

3

0—100.0

occurs on the Orange River

in Southern Africa.
Uses.
It is used for painting houses at the

—

Cape of

Good Hope.
Chusite, Limbillite, Sideroclepte, Mellilite, and
Succinite, minerals described by Saussure and Bonvoisin, appear to be varieties of Olivine and Augite.

•

—

hornstone.

H. BiSMUTHic Silver, Jameson.
External Characters.— Colour pale lead-grey, be- Bismuth
coming deeper on exposure to the air. Occurs disse- bilver.
minated ; and rarely crystallized in acicular and capillary crystals.
Lustre glistening and metallic. Fracture fine-grained uneven.
Sectile.
Soft.
Constit. Parts.
.
27-00
Bismuth,
Lead,
.
.
33.00
15-00
Silver,
.
4-30
Iron,
.
Copper,
.
0.90
16.30—96.50.
Sulphur. .
Klaproth, Beit. b. ii. s. 297.
It has hitherGeognostic and Geographic Situations.
to been found only in the mine named Friedrich-Christian in the Schapbach, in the Black Forest, where it
occurs in veins that traverse gneiss, along with copperpyrites, quartz, iron-pyrites, and galena or lead-glance.
Haarkies, Werner. ^.j^^\,^
15. Native Nickel, Jameson.
Nickel Natif, Hauy.
nickel.
Observation.
It is the Haarkies of Werner.
Colour kind of brass-yellow,
External Characters.
which inclines to bronze-yellow, and seldomer to steelgrey. Occurs in delicate capillary crystals. Shining or

—

—

—

glistening,

and

13.

Aroentiferous Copper-Glance, Jameson.—
Kuperfer-glanz, Hausmann.

rouscopSilber
per glance.
External

Characters.— Co\o\ir blackish lead-grey.
Occurs massive and disserain.-ited. Internally shining
or glistening, and lustre metallic. Fracture flat con-

—

Crystals rigid.

lustre metallic.

Brittle.

according to Klaproth, of
Nickel, with a small quantity of cobalt and arsenic.
It occurs in
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
veins in gneiss, where it is associated with hornstone,
quartz, calcareous-spar, and brown-spar, at Johangeorgenstadt in Saxony; also in the cavities of copper nickel in Huel Chance Mine, near St. Austle in Cornwall.
Const. Parts

It consists,

—

16.

Pyrosmalite, Jameson.

External Characters.

— Colour liver-brown, inclining

Occurs in straight lamellar conto pistachio-green.
cretions, and crystallized in regular six-sided prisms.
The most distinct cleavage is parallel with the ter.
minal planes of the prism ; another less distinct parallel

Pyrosma
liie.

Fracture uneven,
lateral planes of the prism.
passing into splintery. Internally lustre of cleavage
Fracture glimmermg. Translushining and pearly.
cent on the edges. Semi-hard. Streak brownish-white.

with the

Brittle.

Specific gravity, 3.081.
Protoxide of Iron,

Conslit. Parts.

.

Protoxide of Manganese,
.
Submuriate of Iron,
Silica,

.

.

.

Lime,
Water, and Loss,

MINERALS OF THIRD CLASS.
Argcntife-

Stromeyer.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
This rare mineral is found only at Schlangenberg in Siberia, where
it is associated with copper-pyrites, calcareous-spar, and

3.20, Klaproth.

CAemjcaZC/jarnrfer*.— Loses colouronexposuretoheat,
and when melted with borax, forms a clear green bead;
4-0.5
Oxide of Iron,
Conslit. Parts.
50.0
.
Silica,
.

Sulphuret of Copper, 88 654
Sulphuret of Silver, 60.646
Sulphuret of Iron,
0.700

.

.

.

.

21.810
2 1 1 40
14.095
35.850
1-210
5.895
.

Hisinger.
It occurs in a
Geognostic and Geographic Situations.
bed of magnetic ironstone, along with calcareous-spar
and hornblende, in Bjelke's mine in Nordmark, near

—

Philipstadt in

Wermeland.

i
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INDEX.
A
Ac IDS,

anenic,

4T4

Atphaltum, 567
Aucamite, 513

bonne,

ib.

Aogite,

Calcaieouf-spar,
Calciinier, 491

ib.

537
gnuiular, 538

muriatic, itk

coDcfamdalf ib.

earbook,

eommoD,
Aotomalite, 54t

•olphuiic, ib>

ActTHoiite,

Azestooe,

caramoB,

Azinite, 549

ib.

Azure

ipar,

Azuriie.

5H

Adulana,

Cat'i-eye,

503
primalic 504

50S

501
501

ihocuboidal,

ib.

539

Bataliic bornblcnde,

BcTgniaonile, 535
Berjl,

5U

Bionuth,

Alum-dan.
tmtooD, itt

nadrc, 559

BiB-7>>>>-

^UM,5a3

Ambljpgoaiie,

54(
Cbabantc 5(8
Chalk, common, 490
black, 5;(
red, 556
Chiaatolite, 535
Chlorite,

eommoo, 519

Mt

caawm

645

iWekttHDi».ib.
flnibUube*.
Ill
Mt, 540
Ammooiae, lal. 477
AJukime, 528
AndjJiMitt. 541
ftwtMilhw.

BbckdiaU, Sti
Black eoppcT, 561
Uladt lead. 517

BUck

lead-ipar.

(lae,

Aahiililla.

cooiiwt,
Ibnatt,

4M

505

Black mangaoew.oiT, 558
Black leOnrium, 563
Bind, aadmoajr, 564

ib.

.puTjr, or cubc-ipar, ib.

Blue copper, 310

tcaljr, ib.

Blue-iron,

AntiwpbTUitc.

AMhadW.

ib.

AW

««a

Aailiiiwj,

Eudaae, 544

ml. 564
Aotimanj, wUte, 516
Apaiiw,
caacbsUat.or tuftnKiM-itaoe. 404

Bog

earthy,

Brittle •ilKr.glance,56<

Araoacaoui aiaemite, 513
Afgcotateoaf npper glance.

Bronzite,

fibroua,

510

Brown

535
Amgueute.
eoBMHa, 4A5
iiwiBiiJil. 4Sa
Anenie, nadve. 55S
AneninU pjrius, 560
A r»«ni»t« of lead, 507
AnenicalalTW, 559

5(5

coal.

eonchoidal,

Aicticiif,

fibnM>.!b.

tnpnoidal,
hematite,

Brown- »par.
fuliated, ib.

>.

IcdHcib.

II

1

la

a»-

<lii,

689

476

C
CiebolMig, 548

CUaiM. 541
CalaodM, eompaei, 500
earthy, ib.
•parry, ib.

Hepatic cinnabar, 565

569

50(
HoUow-spar,534
Hone, 522
Honeystone, 566
Hepatite,

Flint,

546

Flinty-slate, ib.

Fkatsione, 548
Fhwi-spar,
compact, 483

Uorablende,
basaltic, 539
common, 538

Homblende-slate, 539

484

Honutone,

560

Fullers-earth,

5(4

tiu-whiie, ib.

538
Colophonilc, £5(
Columnar i^ance-coal, 568
Columnar day.iron-ore, 556
Columnar heavy.tpar, 503
Copparglaaec. 56S
Camnaa ganwt, 551
Compact fd^ar, 533
Copprr-grean, 5tt9
Copper-mica, 514
Copper, natire, 560
Copper-ore,

5^3

Coppernickel, 560
Copper-pyritc*, 561
Copper-iand, 513
Corneous I.ead, 507
Corneous Silrer, 509
Mercury, 509
Cornish tin -ore, 554

548

Hyalite,

G

ib.

Coccolite,

Corundum, 543
Crichtonite, 569

eonchoidal, 546
^lintery, ib.
woodstone, ib.

487

ib.

Cobalt, ulver-white,

red.

columnar, 497
Batter, rock,

nmmam, 540

ib.

557

'

AjbcMoa,

567

earthy, ib.

Bfown

Fibrolite,

Hyacinth, 552

Gabbronile, 535
(iadolinite,

556

red,

Labrador. .VVt

stone,

octahedral,

Aplomc. 569
ApophrlUic 530

533

^y, 53(

568

hcxaliedral,

5(8
5*7

Helrine, 55(
Hematite,
brown, 557

Fdnar, common, 53t
earthy,

50(

503

547

Heliotrope,

compact, 533

foliated, ib.

Cobalt pyrite*.

Baujrolite,

bdialcd, ib.

prismatic,

Felspar,

earthy,

Bole. 537
Boeack add, nadrc, 4T4
Boradtt, 541

granular,

straight lamellar,

«3S

glance,

477
557

503
50(
radiated, 503

fibmiii,

F

516

irao-oca,

Apiiriu. 49t

536
558

503

curred lamellar, 50(
diantegnted, ib.
earthy, 501

Figurestone, 5(1

i-ii^^^ff„

Blue-ticriol.

columiutf,

iron,

ftraua.
iron

Haiiyne. 541
Meavy-spar,
compact, 501

Kmerald, piirmatic, 544
EnseraU, precious, ib.

Chrome

oce, oc Cbromatc of
555
Cbfomateoriead, 506
Ouytoberyl, 543
ChrytoooUa. 509
Chiysolitt. 550
Chrywprate, 547
Cinnabar, 565
Cinnamao-etone, 55(
Clay. I'ollere, 536

H

534

Elasti* mineral-pitch, 567
Electric culamioc, 49!)

Chloraphane, 483

catlhj, .M7

done, 569
Blue-tpar, 541

Blue

Elaolile,

Kmerald copper, 513

brown, 557
CUy-tlate. 5(1
ClayMaaa. 536

foliated,

n«we. 55*

•parry.

Egeran, 551
Egyptian jasper, 547

Knicry, 543
Epidoie, 540
Epsom-salt, 470

Clay.iion ore, red.

ib.

foUatad,
fibrous.

foliated, ib.

tUie, 521
variegated,

roby.ib.
line ib.
BUod-eoal, 568

earthy, ib.

E

•althy, ib.
alaty, ib.

Dituminoui mui-tlate, 495
Bituminous ihale, 536
Black coal, 568

496

Drawing-ilaie, 52(

Ceyfaoitt,

Bismnlhic nlTer, 570

Aiimtj*.

flexible,

Grossulare, 551
Gypsum, compact.
sUtey, 481

inJiviuble, ib.

Ahm-MiM, 46t
Alammilt. fiSS
Amalgani. 559
Ambv. 566

Dolomite, columnar, 498
compact, 497
granular, ib.

Cerium, prismatic, 555

di-pri«tnauc

Baiyte, prinnatic,

552
Grey antimony, 563
Grey copper, 561
Grey manganese, 55S
Grenatite.

524

Diamond, J43
Dinpbide, 538

radiated, ib.

Baryte, axifrangible,

ia
ABaphue. M9
Atan. 4t«
Alun>.«attli, MT

504

ftiliated.

B

AM«<liiniw.

516

fibroui,ib.

Ac>lnutolile, itl

cakanoo*, 491
|jiiw»ui.460

D

fine granular,

ib.

Giapbite,
caly. 517
compact, 517
Green-eaith, 519

Datdlite. 5(7
Diallage, green,

Cdeatine.

5tl

A^ric, mincnl, 491

aSSmMT,

568

coal,

Gurhofite, 497

CryoUie, 462
Cube-ore, 513
Cyaniie, 536

Calcedony. 547
Cahnihin, 538

ib.

ib.

Aiunatooe,

498

Candle or cannd

5n

ubestous, 539

«•—T>«»-

Calc-tuff,

foliated,

Gold, natire, 559

528

Cross-stone,

4S6

Hypentenc, 525

55(

Galena, 5<i(
Garnet,

1

538

Ice-spar,

common, 551

Icblhyophtlialmite,

precious,

551

lolite,

reitDous,

55(

Iron-flint,

Oaa,

530

545
546

Iron-yUncc, or specular ironmarsh, 475

meteoric,
Gehlenite, 569
Glance- coal.

ore,

474

native, ib.
terrcsltiol, ib.

eonchoidal,

sUty,

568

ib.

colmnnar, ib.
Glance, antimony, 563
biimuth, 563

562
gold. 563
lead, 56(
silver, 56?
tellurium, 5S3
copper,

Glauber

salt.

Glauberitc,

475

48(

556

Iron meteoric, 560

Iron-ore,

brown, 556
bog, 557
magnetic,
ted,

555

556

specular, ib.
IrOTi-pyritci,

oommoD, 561
hepatic, ib.

magnetic,

ib.

nuhated or piismalic ib.
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Iron-saod, SiS
Ironshot copper green,

509

conchoids],

Iron-vitriol,

Iterine,

Menilite, 549
Jlercury, native, 559
^Icrc-urial horn-ore, 509

earthy, ib.

Mcsotypc, 529

slaggy, ib.

Alcteoric iron,

476

tantalum, 554

rhoniboidol,

Kgyptian,

518

yellow, ib.

Aliemite,
granular,

striped, ib.

Jaspery led clay-irOD-ore, £56

570
568

Jenite,

497
prismatic, 497
Afilk-quartz, 545
Mineral charcoal, 568
Mineral oil, 566
Mineral pitch, 567

Kaolin, 534
Kerate, 508
Kyanite or Cyanite, 586

earthy, ib.
elastic, ib.

sUggy,

ib.

541
507

497
Pearlstone, 549
Pearl-sinter, 548
Peastone, 492
Peliom, 545
Petroleum, 566
I'eail-spar,

Pitch-coal,

533

X.abrador schiller-spar, 525
Lake-salt, 479

Lapis lazuli, 541
Laumonitc, 529
Lead-glance or galena,

common, 563
compact,

ib.

Lead-spar,

Molybdate of lead,
Molybdena, 563
Montmartrite, 481
Aloonstone, 532
Moor-coal, 567
jMorass-ore, 557
Mountain or rock cork, 540
Mountain-soap, 537
Mountain or rock wood, 540
Muriate of copper, 513

505
506

indurated,
friable,

N
520
Naphtha, 566
Native almagam, 559
antimony, 558

Lead-spar,

Nacrite,

black,

505

brown, 506
green, ib.
red, ib.

arsenic, ib.

505
yellow, 507

bismuth, 559

white,

556

513

Lenticular copper,

516
Leucite, 528
Lievrite, 569

Lepidolite,

Limestone,
compact, 489

486
491

foliated,

fibrous,

silver,

tellurium,

friable,

537

Loam, 535
493
Lydianstone, 546
Lythrodes, 535
Lucullite,

Nitre,

Malachite,
compact, 511
fibrous,

ruby,

black,

Silver-glance,

grey,

ib.

brown,

Silver- white cobalt,
ib.

549

553
550

Quartzy, or

siliceous

sinter,

W
sea, ib.

cube, 481

AVavellite,

531
fluor, 483
heavy, 501
rhomb, 498

Wernerite, 5S5

Sparry Iron, ib.
Specular iron-ore, 556

Witherite, 501

Spharulile,

B
Red

hexahedral, 513

lied chalk, 556

511

Opal,

Red

AVhet-slate,

vitriol,

Spinel,

542

clay iron-ore,

556

Yellow

570
Spodumene, 526

fire, ib.

slaggy, lb.

Stinkstone,

semi, ib.

wood, 549
Ore,
ceriimi,

555

chrome,

ib.

ib.

Red

537

552
520

Staurolite, or grenatite,

jasper, ib.

precious, ib.

earth,

Yenite or Lievrite, 569

Steatite, or soapstone,

mother-of-pearl,

477

Wolfram, 554
Wood opal, 549
stone, 546
till, 554

569

earthy, 515
radiated, ib.

earthy, ib.

521

White antimony, 516

Spinellane,

lied cobalt-ochre,

compact, 495

531

foliated, ib.

antimony, 564

common, 548

482

Water, meteoric, 474

Sphene,

diprismatic, ib.

prismatic,

Marble, 488
Mail,

Vulpinite,

brown, 497

568
512

red,

white, ib.

Sjiar,

ib.

477
476
477

green,

Volcanic sulphur, 566

common, 553
acicular,

blue,

560

569
Slate-clay, 536
Slate-coal, 568
Slate-spar, 492
Sodalite, 535

ib.

rhomboidal,

Vitriol,

Skorodite,

560
562

Olivenite,

ib.

562
common, 562

brittle, ib.

common, 545
indivisible, 548
milk or rose, 545

transparent, ib.

558

ib.

vitreous,

felspar,

Octaedrite,

510

Variegated clay, 536
Variegated copper-ore, 5C2
Vesuvian, 551
Vitreous silver, 502

auriferous, ib.
red, 564

475

Olivine,

Uranium-ochre, 555

of, ib.

559

native,

Pyrophysalite, 544
Pyrosmalite, 570

translucent,

Maoganese-ore,

Meadow-ore, 55T
Meerschaum, 523
Meionite, 532
Melanite, 551
Meuachanite, 553

muriate

nickel,

Obsidian,

U

XJran-miea or Uranite, 414'

559
508

corneous,

Quartz,

M

Tungsten, 500
Turquois, mineral, 541

Umber, 557
arsenical,

560

492

tuifa,

antimonial, 559

iron, ib.

529

glassy, ib.

Tuffaceous limestone, or Cale

Silver,

copper, 561

magnetic,

479
548

common, 523
precioiu, 524
bittmiinous, 536

527
526

arsenical,

O

Magnesian limestone, 496
Magneate, 522
Magnetic iron-ore, 555
Magnetic pyrites, 561

Selenite,

539
ib.

537

Tripoli,

Serai-opal,

Shale,

cobalt, ib.

Nepheline, 531
Nephrite, 523
Nickel, native, 570

common,

Serpentine,

Pyreneite, 551

Needle-zeolite,

indurated, ib.

517

536
Porcelain-earth, 534
Porcelain-jasper, 547
Potstone, 520
Potters clay, 536
Prase, 546
Precious garnet, 551
opal, 548
Polishing-slate,

Pyrope,

asbestous,

common, 550

544

Pyrites,

530

Natrolite,

ib.

Scborlous topaz, or schorlite,

Pumice, 549

Natron, 474

Lithomarge,

Touchstone, 546
Tourmaline, 550
Tremolitc,

radiated, ib.
Schiller-spar, 53 1-, tiS

Platina, native, 559
Plumbago, or Black lead,

tin,

Topaz, 543

compact, 534

Schorl,

indurated, ib.
Tin-pyrites, 562
Tin-ore, 554

Tin-white cobalt, 560
Titanium-ore, 553

Scapolite,
foliated,

544
518
Pistacite, 540
Pitchstone, 549
Plasma, 547

558

477

542
491
Saussurite, 542

Physalite,

554

eartliy,

Satin-spar,

Pinite,

563
55S

Tile- ore,

Sapphire,

earthy, ib.

ib.

Tantalum-ore, 554
Tellurium,

volcanic,

common, 485

foliated,

common, 520
indurated, ib.

conchoidal,478

568

fibrous,

560
559
iron, 5G0
magnesia, 522
mercury, 559
minium, 508
nickel, 570
platina, 559

Tabular-spar, 540
Talc,

Sal ammoniac,

Prehnite,

gold,

494

Swinestone,

538

Sahlite,

566

volcanic,

Swamp-oie, 55T

black,

Phosphorite,

copper,

Lenticular red clay iron-ore,

Sunstone, 532

native,

Phosphate of copper, 511
Phosphate of lead, 506

turquois,
felspar,

565

red,

iron,

porcelain, ib.

Labrador

553

uran,

ib.

Sulphate of zinc, 47T
Sulphur, common, 565

Rock-butter, 476
Kock-cork, 540

545
salt, 478
wood, 540
Roestone, 490
Rose-quartz, 545
Ruin- marble, 489
Ruby,
otiental, 543
spinel, 542
Rutile, 563

uranium, 5.'>5
wolfram, 554
Orpiment,

516
514
pearl, 524

agate,

zinc, 565
Rhomb-spar, 498

crystal,

titanium,

copper, ib.

548
common, 547

554

tin,

516
514

cobalt,

Jet,

manganese, 558

560

antimonjr,

Jasper,

555

iron,

Mica,

SS3

Red

Ore, copper, 553

Stilbite,

530
494

Striped jasper,

iron-ore,

Zeolite, fibrous,
foliated,

547

mealy,

501

compact, 556

Strontianite,

fibrous, ib.

Sulphate of cobalt, 477

Red lead-spar, 506
Red manganese, 498
Red orpiment, 565
Red tilver, 564

iron,

ib.

radiated, ib.

copper,
lead,

539
530

Zoitite,

476
507

jnagnesia,

common, 552

Zircon,

ib.

common, olu
friable, ib.

476
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ancient mythology, was the
MINERVA,
Minerva,
Mingnlii- Goddess of Wisdom and the Liberal Arts. Jupiter hav.
^"nr""^ inp married Metis, is said to have decided that her
in the

more intelligent than their father.
Hence he was induced to murder her during pregnanchildren would be

violent pains in his
; and having afterwards suffered
head, he ordered Vulcan to cleave it open, when Mi-

cy

nerva emerged from Jupiter's brain, fully armed, and
was immediately admitted among the gods. She was
known by the names of Athena, Pallas, Parthenos, Tritonia, Giaucopis, Agorea, Hippia, Stratea, Area, Corypbagenes, and Sais.
This goddess was very universally worshipped. Sais,
Rhodes, and Athens, paid her particular reverence;
but she had magnificent temples in Egypt, Phoeniciit,
luly, Gaul, Sicily, and all parts of Greece. Being
considered as the goddess who introduced arts and inventions into the world, she was invoked by artists of
all descriptions, and had a temple built for her by the
Athenians under the name of Minerva M«;e«HTi(, macUnatrir.

Minerva is generally represented with a helmet,
•urmounted by a large plume. She carries a spear,
and sotnetimes a dUtaff in nn<> hand, and with the other
Wt*W a ahield adorned with the head of the dying
Medusa. The breastplate sometimes bore the Medusa's
head encircled with living serpents. The owl, cock,
and the dragon, were sacred to her. Her functions
and actions are very numerous, and are familiar to all
daaaical reader*.

MINGRELIA, a province of Asia, comprehending
the moat coiuiderablc proportion of the ancient kingdom of Colchis. It is bounded on the north by the
Ceraunian mountains and Circassla ; on the south and
east by Immertia, and the river Phasis; and on the
West by the Black Sea.
The air of this country is
damp and insalubrious. It is watered by upwards of
thirty rivers, the principal of which is the Phasis. The
along the coast ot the Black Sea is so moist, that
incapable of bearing the operation of ploughing.
It ia impuasible on this account to raise either wheat or
barley, and the inhabitants use as a substitute for bread
a kind of paste made of a small grain called gom,
which i* not unlike coriander seed. Agriculture is entirely n^lected in this province, and the proportion of
arable land is very amall.
The pasturage, however, is
excellent, and a great number of hones are reared.
The country abounds with extensive forests of the finest
trees, and also with grapes, {from which they make
admirable wine) and idl sorts of fruits grow wild in
great abundance. There were formerly a great number
of gold mines in this country, but they arc no longer
wrought. The Mingreliuns cultivate a good deal of
silk, but from their ignorance of the art of manufacturing it, nothing is made but a poor sort of handkersoil

h

is

chief,

merce

and some common taffeties. The principal comis in slaves, of which they annually e.xport about

18,000. The peasants are the slaves of the nobility,
who have the power of life and death over their vassals.
The natives of Mingrelia, it is said, were originally

descended from a colony of Egyptians, founded here
by fiwiiii iiiiis. They were formerly an enlightened and
indaatrious people, but they have now degenerated into
a state of deplorable ignorance and misery. They are
in general well-shaped and handsome, but addicted to
drunkenness, theft, and many other vices. The principal cities of Mingrelia are Talikara, which is the
most considerable, situated on the right bank of the
river Hippus, and well peopled, principally by Jews

;—

M

I
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Rhregia, also situated on the Hippus, and the usual place Miniature
of residence of the chiefs or princes of Mingrelia ; and Painting.
Cotais,orCotatis,which stands on the Phasis. Itisavery ""nr*^
poor and ancient town, situated in a beautiful and fertile plain, and inhabited by a few Jewish, Armenian,
and Turkish families. The religion of the country is
that of the Greek church.
The population is said to
be about four millions. See Kinneir's Geog. Mem. of
Persia.
MINIATURE PAINTING. This term is usually
applied to portraits painted on a very small scale, and
commonly executed in water colours on ivory, sometimes on vellum or on paper. Miniatures are also sometimes executed in oil colours.
Although this department of art, from the reduced
scale on which its operations are conducted, and the delicacy of handling necessarily resulting

from

this, is

incapable of conveying so completely the grander expressions of character, so striking in the portraits of
Titian and Vandyke, to which the larger dimensions,
and consequent breadth of manner and vigour of style
so powerfully contribute ; it nevertheless possesses many
advantages from its portable dimensions, and is e(|ual!y
susceptible of 'fidelity of resemblance, and beauty of
execution.
As in reference to composition, deiiign,
chiar'osairo, and colouring, it is regulated by the
same general principles as the other departments of the
art, (See Painting.) we shall restrict ourselves at
present to the various processes and practical details by
which miniature painting is executed.
Ivorj' is the substance on which miniatures are most
commonly executed, being greatly superior to paper,
vellum, or any other material, and in the hand of a
skilful artist is capable of giving all the depth, richness, and brilliancy of colour, and power of effect, of
an oil picture. The ivory is obtained in the shops,
sawn into thin plates : That which is clearest and most
transparent is the best, receives the colours most readily, and bears better repeated touching.
The Ivory is to be prepared by first removing from Prcnar^.
its surface the marks of the saw, by means of the lion of the
scraper, an instrument (the same as that used by en« ivorygravers) consisting of three sharp edges, of the form
of a triangular or saw file. The ivory is tlien laid upoii
a Hat piece of ground-glass, and dubted over with finely pulverized pumice stone, previously sifted through
fine gauze ; a little distilled vinegar is poured u|)on it,
and the whole well rubbed with a glass mulkr. When
this process has been continued for a few minutes, it is
washed with clean water and dried ; it is tlien well
rubbed with dry pumice dust and a piece of chamois
leather, and is fit for use ; having been, by this operation, deprived of the gloss and fine polish communicated by the scraper. Some artists use only the pumice
dust dry, without the distilled vinegar ; but the latter
seems to be of considerable importance in removing
the grease, or other animal matters, which all ivory
contains.
In addition to the pumice dust, which is
indispensable to give a proper surface to the ivory,
some, in order to whiten it more completely, boil it
along with fuller's earth, and others bleach it by exposure to the action of the sun's rays ; but the process
which we have first mentioned will in most coses answer every purpose that can be desired, both as to
colour and surface, if the ivory be of a good quality.
When the ivory is fully prepared, it is fixed upon
a piece of fine white card paper, by means of a spot or
two of gum Arabic, and thus is obviated any disauvantage arising from the transparency of the ivory.

;

The

warm neutral
applied with a fine hair pencil.
Some artists
make use of a black lead pencil for this purpose ; but
Process of
as it is much more easy to make corrections with the
painting
water colours, the former method is preferable. The
the facewhole face is washed over with a very delicate tint, according to the complexion required ; as, for instance,
in a dark complexion, a wash of light red ; for a fair
one, a wash of yellow ochre or vermillion.
The half
tints, and darker shadows, are to be made out, the
former with a neutral tint, composed of lake, a small
portion of Indian red, and a little blue, which form a
reddish pearly hue, the latter with lake and Vandyke
brown. The delicate shadows are to be made out in a
broad and flat manner, and the deeper markings are to
be added, rounding them delicately into the nexdraltint,
according to the effect on the model. This neutral, or
half-lint, makes a good warm preparation for the more
decided colours. Others compose a good neutral tint
of Indian red, indigo, and burnt terra di Sienna. The
general effect of the face being thus made out, the more
positive colours, such as the reds of the cheek, and
other fleshy tones, are to be introduced, and may be
formed by a mixture of light red and a little lake. The
yellows are to be strengthened where it may be judged
necessary, and the face will now have received all its
warm tints, which are to be harmonized by the judicious intermixture of the cold colours.
The hair, drapery, back-ground, and, in short, every
Hair, drapart of the picture, ought to be brought forward at the
pery, aiiU
barksame time as the face, in order to shew the proper
ground.
depth and strength of colour and keeping in every part.
The local colour of the hair is laid in with broad flat
tints, marking out only the larger masses and divisions
with their shadows. The colours for the hair inay be
composed of burnt uvtber, lake, and indigo, in such proportions as may best imitate the tints of the model
for light hair Roman ochre may be used instead of
Painting.

outline

is

sketched out with a

tint,

burnt umber.

Some

Use or
opaque

co-

lours in
draperies.

.
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Miniature

;

laying on the back grounds, Jloal
them, as it is called, with a full mass of the proper
colour, perfectly transparent, leaving it in a horizontal
position to dry before it be touched upon, and after retouching it with repeated hatching and stippling till it
be brought up to the effect required ; in this way it is
extremely difficult to produce a smooth even tint.
It
is therefore much more convenient to add to the colours
a little constant white, in order to give them a degree
of opacity, by which the ivory will be more easily covered, the tint will be much smoother, and it will require much less labour in hatching it afterwards.
In all draperies, except thin white ones, it is necessary to add a considerable portion of opaque colour, in
order to give the requisite solidity of effect.
In lighter
coloured draperies, constant nhiie may be mixed with
the colours, but in stuffs where great strength of colour is required, those pigments which are in themselves opaq\ie, may be used, such as the ochres, vermillion, Indian red, umber, which all give body and
consistency to any other colours.
In dark grey, purple, ami black, a little constant white will be most suitable.
In representing thin white draperies, such as
muslins, and the like, the opaque white must only be
used in heightening the lights ; the shadows may be
done with transparent colours as delicately as possible,
in order to assimilate the style of handling as much as
possible to the quality of surface of the object.
The draperies and back-grounds should be laid on
in full masses, with a large hair pencil, crossing and
artists, in

working the colour in every direction
sufficiently

opaque,

;

and

if it

be

will cover the surface of the ivory
without much retouching. The lights are to be composed of the proper colour, thickened with constant
white.
it

Miniature
Painting.

The general effect of the whole work being made
out according to the rules now given, it wiU be necessary to carry on the several details through all their
stages in the same manner.
In bringing the face to its proper strength of shaOf girlng
dow and colour, the warm tints ought in general to clearness
predominate; it will require however various cool tints and brilto be introduced, in order to give brilliancy to the lights, liancy to
and clearness to the .shadows ; these tints must be re- the carnagulated by the taste of the artist, but in general it may tioni«
be recommended to use purple and olive tints, the former composed of carmine and indigo, or ultramarine,
the latter of indigo and burnt terra di Sienna. The
colouring of the flesh will acquire additional clearness,
by the introduction of reflected lights of a warm or
oransfe colour, finely blended into the cool tints, and
the full strength of tone and harmony required, will
be given by touches of carmine, ochre, and raw terra Ui
Sienna, in proper places.
When any part of the carnations have too much of Of barnieany particular tint, so as to injure the harmony of the nizing the
lints.
effect, it will be most easily corrected by the introduction of tints of a directly opposite colour ; thus, if too
blue, orange, its opposite or contrasting colour, must
be introduced ; if too red, it must be corrected by means
of green, and vice versa, and so on of the rest.
In the
article Accidental Colours, in the first volume of Accidental
this work, some account of these contrasts of colour colours.
will be found, which, though chiefly intended to elucidate a very singular optical phenomenon, aSbrds very
important illustration of the laws of the harmony of
colour in painting.
The doctrine of the contrast of colour is of the ut- Of the conmost practical utility to tlie painter, by affording him trast of cothe means of increasing or subduing the brilliancy of lours in
producing
his tints in the most easy and agreeable manner ; for
harmony
the appearance of any given colour in a picture, will
not be in the ratio of its actual intensity, but will be
modified by the coloitrs with which it may be contrast.
ed.
Thus white will derive much clearness and brilliancy by being contrasted with black, blue, or grey
yellow with orange, and so on of the otlier colours and
their contrasts.

and delicacy of Various
transparent colours only should be admitted. processes
The constant white on the eye, and sometimes the in miniature paintbrightest light on the point of the nose, are the only
parts where opaque colours can with propriety be
used.
In finishing the hair, the shadows are composed of
a deeper tint of the colour which forms the ground
work, its strength being increased by the addition
of a greater proportion of the mucilage of gum arable ; the lights may be taken off with the scraper,
or a sharp lancet, and filled in with a little transparent
colour of a proper tint.
The deepest shadows of the draperies are composed
chiefly of transparent colours, worked with an increased
proportion of gum arable, by which the depth and
clearness of the colours will be greatly increased. Where
great richness in tlie tints of drapery is required, it
will often be found of great advantage to lay one colour over another, instead of mixing them together in
one tint, as, for instance, a wasli of lake or carmine
It is indispensible to the clearness

flesh, that

3

MINIATURE PAINTING.
MlnlMure laid over a tint of vermillion, will produce a crimson
xxnt, almost equal in depth and richness to oil colours,
m pracew analogous to what is called in oil painting
gUuhtg. The glazing colour must necessarily be perfectly transparent ; and if the tint glazed in tiiis manner be opaque, the richness of the effect will be great-

TkiniiBg.

er.

In like manner, if any part of the picture has too
of any particular colour, it will be best corrected
by a transparent wash of its opposite or contracting
colour; thus, if the red predominate, a transparent
wash of green will subdue it, and bring it into harmony ; if green be too prevalent, it may be harmonized
with red, and so on ; and the finishing touches may be
added in a delicate manner, so as to bring up the effect
to a proper degree of smoothness.
The irThe scientific arrangement of the colours of the drarinitcmetit pery in a miniature, is of the greatest importance to its
of the ct>In subjects where delicacy of sentiment ought
effect.
}oan in
to predominate, the colours must be modest and sober,
producing
gayer subjects, a greater di•cntiincnU witnout much variety ; in
versity of colour is admissible, without, however, vio.
lent contrasts or abrupt transitions, which miniature
pahiiing hardly admits of in any lane.
In miniature painting, it is of great importance to
Orihc
pafintoti
have a thorough knowledge of the qualities of the varioua pigments made use of, both as to tlie tints they
form when mixed with one another, and their transparency or opacity, as fitting them for the different parts
of tlie work for although tl>e same tint may be composed from different pigments, its fitness for any particular part of the picture must be determined by the
ijuality of its grain, its smootlmess, transparency', or

much

;

fipacity.
Thus, in tlie carnation-t, the most delicate and
transparent pigments only can be .idmitted in woollen
•tuffs, and otlier substance* of the less flimsy sort, the
opaque pi;;iiients, (with even an addition of white to
increase their consistency,) are most suitable ; while in
thin Lght draperies, transparent colours will be most
ri>:
tor the shadows, and the lights may be de.'litcmtl with opaque colours.
li
liie tuiiuwing are a list ot the pigment* most generally used in miniature painting ; and in reference to
the above observations, we have arranged them into
three classes, \\z. Transparent, Seinitransparent, and
;

'

'

Opaque.
Opaque Colours.
Constant White,
Flake White,
Yellow Ochre,
Roman Ochre,
Prussian Green,

TrantparaU

Burnt Umber,

Lamp

BUcIl.

Colour*.

Gall Stone,

Cazmine,

Gamboge,

Vandyke Brown,

Sap Green,

Sepia,

Brown

Ivory Black,

Pink,

Lake,

Indigo.

Scmilramjiarenl Colours.

Burnt Terra di Sienna,
Indian Yellow,

Antwerp

Blue,

Burnt Ochre.

Ultramarine,

These colour* are usually made up into cakes, and
rubbed with water upon a stone plate or tile. The best

>^^

&

&

where any greasiness occurs. The ox-gall, as procured
from the sh;unbles, may be boiled to dryness in a cup,
and in this state it may be preserved for any length of

A

small quantity of this fubstance in the dry
not larger than a pin-head, will be sufficient for
a wine-glassiul of water, and with tiiis tlie colours are
The ox-gall may also be preserved for
to be wrought.
a long time in the fluid state, by mixing it with a little
spirit of wine, or otlier ardent spirit.
It is also necessary to have a small phial of the solution
of gum Arabic, which is to be added to the colours, as
time.

state,

may J>e

required, particularly

where

it

is

desirable to

give great depth of tone to the picture.

The

chief quality in a hair pencil is, to have great
and a line point, without being itself too
small.
The table hair pencils are the best sort.
When a miniature picture, by repeated working and
touching, has acquired any asperities on its surface, it
will be necessary to remove them by the dextrous ap.
plication of the scraper, and any damage that it may have
sustained by this proccu, is easily repaired with the
hair pencil, and a little colour.
The scraper is also of
great use in obliterating small touches, which it would
be inconvenient to wash off with water, but if the alteration required, is extensive, it is preferable to wash
the part with water and hair pencil.
In the execution of a miniature, there are three differ- Of washent modes of laying on the colours, namely, by flat '"S- hatch.
elasticity,

washes, by hatchmg, and by stippling.

'"?• *"*'

sufficiently explains itself,

"'l'P''"«-

The first term
and by this process the greater part of the miniature ought to be executed. Hatch*
tup is that method by which lines are made to cross
each otlier in every direction, in the manner of a stroke
engraving ; and tlippliiig consists of dots of greater or
less size and closeness, according to the effect intended.
The hatching and stippling are chiefly to be employed
in the more delicate parts of the picture, where much
variety and richness of colour are to be given ; but they
are to be introduced with much caution, so as not to detract from the smoothness or other qualities of surface

which
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water colour cakes are those manufactured by Newman Miniaiui*
Co. of London.
Co. and Smith, Warner
~
'
The colours are diluted to a proper consistency with
clean water, and worked with hair pencils.
the addition Of ox-gall.
I n water colour painting of every kind,
of a very minute quantity of ox-gall to tlie water, will
make the colours work with great ease, particularly

|)ropricty

With regard

may

suggest.

which it may Siyle of
be proper to bestow on works of this kind, no rule can execution..
be given and the example of many eminent artists of
the British tchool, sufficienJy shews, that with judicious management, guided by sound taste, all the purto the degree of finishing,

;

poses of art may be attained, either with a light anddelicate, or a more elaborate style of execution. Upon the
whole, we are rather inclined to give the preference to
the light, airy, and tasteful style, as exemplified in the

works of Mr. Cos way, and Mr. Antony Stewart, of
London, which we conceive more suitable to the gay
character of miniature painting.
The works of Mr.
G. Sanders, Mr. A. Robertson, of London, Mr. W. J.
Thomson, and Mr. Nicholson, of Edinburgh, afford a
striking illustration of the power and brilliancy of colour, and strength of chiaroscuro, of which this department of art is susceptible.
As water colours are liable to fade by exposure to
light, they ought to be covered with a silk curtain, if
they are not secured in a cabinet, which is the most

;
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proper place for works of this description, particularly
miniatures, •where they may be preserved for any length
^'^"^^'^^ of time.
A remarkable proof of this is given by
the works of Cooper, an eminent English miniature
painter, in the time of King Charles the First ; those
specimens which have been preserved in cabinets
have retained all the freshness of colouring i'or which
he was so much celebrated, while those that have been
exposed to light have lost all their force.
When a miniature is finished, it is covered with a convex glass, to which it is fixed all round the edge with
goldbeater's skin, and thus it may be preserved from
injury for any length of time.
In choosing the attitude, the good sense of the artist
AJaptation or cowill naturally direct him to adopt that which will be
louring and most agreeable, and most characteristic of his model
f fTect to
and the same principle will regulate the effect of colour,
character.
and light and shadow, according as the subject is gay,
animated, or grave ; and this will be much influenced
by the proportion which the light bears to the shadow,
and the manner in which they are introduced, as well
as by the quantity of warm or cold colour which may
be allowed to predominate. Thus the effect will be
ga)', when the white, delicate yellows, orange, and the
other light tints prevail ; it will be grave or solemn,
when black, blue, and neutral greys form the basis of
Painting,

this effect.

vellum and
paper.

Miniatures
in opaque
colours

In

oil

iour».

CO-

Miniatures on vellum or paper, are executed in the
as all other water-colour drawings, and as
these substances admit of repeated washes over each
other, and of blending them together without any risk
of washing off the first layers of colour, the processes
of hatching and stippling are not so indispensable,
although, when judiciously managed, they contribute greatly to the richness of the effect. The only
preparation which the paper or vellum requires, is a
simple wash of the weak solution of ox-gall already
mentioned, which is of great importance in making the
Whether vellum or paper be
colours work sweetly.
used, in subjects of so much delicacy as portraits of
the size in which miniatures are executed, it is obvious
that that which has the smoothest surface will be the
most proper. What is called Bristol card affords the
best surface, and most agreeable ground ; it is usually
of considerable thickness, and is rendered extremely
smooth, by means of /lol pressing.
Miniature w/iole kiiglhs, are frequently executed in
water colours on Bristol card ; and although this material does not equal ivory in the clearness and depth of
tone which it gives, it is, under the hands of a skilful
and scientific artist, susceptible of much beauty of
effect, .wd delicacy of finishing. We may mention as a
proof of this, Mr. Nicholson's beautiful portraits of Mrs.
Scott MoncriefF, and of the Earl of Buchan.
Miniature whole lengths are sometimes executed on
Bristol card, the face only being executed in colours,

same way,

M IN
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Miniature

Works on

;

art ; it was much practised by our countryman Jame* Mining,
sone, called the Scotch Vandyke, and he gave to it all Minorca,
" ~ » "-''
the freedom of execution, and beauty of colouring, for
which his larger works are distinguished. When miniatures are to be painted in oil, they may be painted
on Bristol board, previously saturated with drying oil,
on pannel, or plates of copper, which last is certainly
the best for this purpose.
'

Some artists, in painting miniatures on ivory, exe- Combinacute the face only in water colours, in the usual way, ''°" °^ "«•
and having covered it with a coat of varnish, finish the '*'' *"'' ""
'^'''''""'
rest in oil colours ; this combination, however, of the
two materials, oil and water-colours, is seldom very
harmonious ; but it is very durable, as the Water colours are not liable to fade, after having received the
varnish ; but the wjiter- colour miniatures executed according to the process which we have first noticed in
this article, must always obtain the preference for beauty of effect, and if properly secured from external injury, and excluded from the light, will be sufficiently
durable, (p. g.)

MINING.

MINORCA,

See Mines of Coal, and Veins.
Menorica, or the Smaller, compared

with Majorca, is the second of the Balearic isloe in point
of importance, and is situated in 40" N. latitude, and
30" 45' E. longitude, about ten leagues to the northeast of Majorca. It is of a long and narrow shape, circular towards the north, and concave on the south coast
about IS leagues in length, and 38 in circumference.
It has been successively possessed by the Carthaginians,
Romans, Vandals, Moors, Arragonese, and Castilians ;
and, for more than a century past, has fallen by turns
into the hands of the Austrians, British, French, and
Various antiquities are still discernible,
Spaniards.

Situation.

History.

and others are occasionally discovered in the island,
which indicate the history of its former possessors. In
the district of Alayor is a large round mass of unhewn
stones heaped together without any cement, called by
the islanders an altar of the Gentiles. There is a cavity
at its base, with a low entrance ; and on its conical
flat place, capable of containing eight or ten
Its origin is ascribed to the Celtic druids.
persons.
On the summit of Mount St. Agatha, also, are the vestiges of an old fortification, which is considered as a
Roman work. Sepulchres, sepulchral lamps, urns, and
lacrymatories, small coarse bronze figures, medals, and
coins of various nations, are found in the greatest abun-

summit, a

dance.

The

island

is

generally

flat

in its surface, particularly Climate,

on the south coast ; and the soil, though rocky or thin,
It is much
is in most respects tolerably productive.
exposed to the north winds, which greatly injure the
growth of the trees on that quarter ; but snow is seldom seen in the winter season, and the climate during
the spring is mild and salubrious. In autumn, the rains
are extremely heavy ; and in summer, the heat and
drought are most oppressive.
effect
or
less
greater
up
to
and the rest being finished
The principal mountain is Mount Toro, nearly in the Natural
with the black lead pencil. Sometimes the sky and
island, steep and conical, with a flat sum- Curiosities,
black ground are also delicately tinted with water co- centre of the
is built an Augustine monastery, to
which
on
mit,
paintartists
Italian
and
French
Formerly, the
lours.
and pilgrims ascend barefooted at all
ed miniatures entirely in body or opaque colours, but^ which penitents
The most remarkable natural curitimes of the year.
as these colours are easily injured, and have none of
extensive grotto near Cuidadella, full of
are
an
osities
in
charm
a
great
are
so
which
brilliancy
the depth and
stalactites ; and in its vicinity, a subterranean
the miniatures of our best British artists, painted in the beautiful
Iron ore and lead ore are common,
This mode of lake of salt water.
usual manner, it is now little practised.
Limevarious qualities and colours.
of
marble
and
the
to
white
constant
adding
simply
art is executed by
shell-fish and other admixtures,
petrified
of
full
stone,
body.
Mithein
a
giving
transparent colours, and thus
abundant ; besides fine blue slate, and excellent
niatnres have sometimes been painted in oil colours, is very
white
soft stone, which hardens by exposure to the air.
of
species
permanent
most
the
far
forms
by
and this

'

.
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Minorca. Red coral is found in great quantities on the shores ;
""""v—^ and sometimes the fishers bring up large pieces of white
Fossils and shells are numerous.
coral in their nets.

The wild animals

of the island are chiefly hares, rab-

and hedge-hogs ; but birds of different species are
very numerous. The fish around the coast is abundant
Oysters, and
in all seasons, and of excellent quality.
•ther kinds of shell-fish, are also plentiful and good.
Horses are sufficiently common ; but mules and nsses
The mules are very handare chiefly used in riding.
some ; and some of them are not less than sixteen hands
The asa also is of a large breed, and by good
high.

management is rendered a very tractable animal. The
other domestic animals are homed cattle, sheep, goats,
and pigs, of which last considerable numbers are reared
The principal crops are wheat, barley,
in 'he island.
Crop*.
and a little maize ; but fruit of every kind is very plenThe olive trees grow spontaneously ; but the
tiful.
Both
fruit is used more for pickles, than making oil.
red and white wines are made from the grapes.
The inhabitants of Minorca have no manufactures
II
f**
articles of commerce ; but might easily protluce for
or
turn!
exportation, a* well as for their own use, cotton, flax,
Their
oil, saffron, and quantities of excellent fruit.
Ctmmtnt exporU consist chiefly of a little wool and cheese, to
the value of L.8,500 sterling per annum ; wax, wine,
honey, and salt, to the annual value of above L. 17,000.
The imporU are, com, rice, sugar, coffee, brandy, tobacco, spice*, linen, fine cloths, pitch, cordage, and
tome arndes of furniture. The isUmd is provided with
the 6ne«t harbours in the world, particularly those of
Fomella, anil Port Mahon, which are capable of con-

^^

f^^tt.

Kititn.

taining the largest fleets.
"^^^ island is divided into four districts or terminos ;
and the principal towns are. Ciudadella, Mahon, AlaCiudadella, the capital,
yor, Ferarias, and Mercadel.
situated to the north-west, with a gmall harbour, ia •
very ancient place, tolerably fortified, and containing
about 700 houses. Mahon, which is now the principal
town, is sitiiaUtl oo a rocky promontory, very difficult of
access from the land-aide, and defended by Fort St.
Philip, formerly of great itrengtb, but of late coniiileteAlayor,
iy demolished by the Spanish government
about half-way between Mahon and Ciudadella, is tolerably well built, and is chiefly remarkable for the
sculpture and paintings which decorate the interior of
its church, anu which are the works of a self-taught
The other two towns are
artist, a native of Majorca.
mean villages in the central district of the island. The
whole population of the island is estimated at 30,000.
'^^ inhabitants are a quiet, race. They still preserve
among them the skilful use of the sling, for which tlieir
They are remarkably atancestors were renowned.
tached to their religious ceremonies, and delight in
pilgrimages and processions. The dress of the men
resembles that of Majorca ; but that of the women is

They have very long waists, and
rather peculiar.
The^ wear a piece of musshort full |)etticoats.
lin or crape under the chm, rising on each side of
the face till it join a handkerchief drawn tight across
Uver the head is a large piece of
the forehead.
muslin hanging down like a cloak ; and sometimes
they have red mantles tied behind with yellow ribband,
under which their hair, tied close at the neck, hangs
down like a horse's tail. One of their strangest prac-

mode of churning, which is done by a
holding by two pegs in the wall to keep herself steady, while with one foot naked she stamps in a
tub of cream, till it becomes butter. The {lossession of
Minorca is considered as highly important to the Dritish
tices is their

woman
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See Laborde's Travel* in
in the Mediterranean.
Spain, vol. iii.; Williams' Voyage up the Mediterranean;
and Amistrong's Natural History of Minorca, {q.)
MINOS. See Crete. Vol. vii. p. 332.

navy

MINSTREL. See Bard, Drama, and Poetry.
MINT, is a word used to denote the place where

bits,

i
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money

In our article Coi.ning
coined.
p. 719. we have already given
some account of the English mint, and of the old as
well as the new machinery used for the purposes of
coinage.
nhall, therefore, confine our attention at
present to a short notice respecting the mints of England and Scotland, and conclude the article with an account of Mr. Barton's new machine for equalizing the
thickness of slips of metals, which has been introduced into the mint since our article on Coining MachiNKRv was published.
the king's

Machi.very,

is

vol. vi.

Wc

English Mini.

The early history of the English mint is involved in
much obscurity. At a very early period, mints and

Bnglieh
Mint.

exchanges were established in various parts of England.
In A. D. 928, Athelstane established rules for the regulation of the nfints.
He enacted, that only one kind
of coin should be current, and he grante<l to different
towns a number of moneyers, in proportion to their
size, and one moneyer to all burghs of inferior note.
When any alteration took place upon the coins, the
dies were issued to these mints, for which a regular fee
was paid by the moneyers, besides their annual rent.
In the I8th year of Edward II. a considerable change
took place,
lie appointed a master, warden, comptroller, king's and master's assay master, and king's clerk,
with several inferior officers, and this constitution con«
tinued with but few changes till the year 1815.
In 1 798 a committee was appointed to consider the
establishment and constitution of his Majesty's mint,
and the result of this appointment w.is the erection of a
new mint, with highlj- improved machinery, between
1805 and 1810.
In 1814 Mr. Wellesley Pole was appointed master
of the mint, and drew up a report relative to its constitution,

which was introduced

following

is

1

a

list

in

of the principal

Deputy aiuter ami warden.

9.

Chief enginrer.

Weigher and

2. King'i anajer.

10.

Comptroller.
4. Superintendent of machinery and clerk ol the irotu.
5. King'i detk and clerk of

11. Sunrejror of meltingi.

3.

the papers.

G IMaster's aanycr.
7. Master's fiist clerk
8.

FroTOft and

melter.

company of mo-

Surreyor

teller.

ol the

money presies.

13. Probationer auayer.

14. blaster*! teooiid clerk.
13. Aninam engrarer.
16.

&

neyers.

Our

1 8.

The

March 1815.

officers.

Mint

or bullion porter.

17. Wardeti of the mint.
18. Stamper of money weights.
1

9. Solicitor of

the mint, 6lc.

limits will not permit us to enter into

any

detail

respecting the duties of these various officers and the
regulations to which they are subject ;—details, indeed,
which cannot be supposed to possess a higher interest
than those which relate to any other great manufactory.
Our readers, however, will find the fullest information
on this and all other subjects connected with the mint,
in the Rev. Roger Ruddmg's Annals qf the Coinage of'
Great Britain and its Dependaucies, in 5 vols. 4to.
Scottish Mint.

The

early history of the Scottish mint is very ob- Srottuh
scure.
It consisted probably of very simple appa- mint,
ratus, and few materials, which were kept in the imThe royal prerogamediate vicinity of the king.
tive of coinage does not seem to have been ever delegated to subjects in .Scotland, and it is explicitly de-
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sist of general, master, counter-warden, assayer, and
elared to be vested in the king, who, according to a
It is not evident, when the denominations of
smith.
statute 1424', cap. 24. is to cause new money to be struck
when he considers it suitable and profitable for the the different officers was bestowed, from which alone a "
Various places of coinage appear on the earlier correct history of the establishment could be deduced.
realm.
In the records we find appointments to the office of gecoins, but the principal mint was certainly at Edinburgh, at least from the time that this city became neral in 1559, and afterwards of master of the coining,
usually the royal residence, and it continued there until house in 1538, Warden in 1539, counter-garden 1542,
The other mints, if such master-coiner 1 565, sinker or hacker of the irons 1 546,
the union of the kingdoms.
they can be called, were at St. Andrew's, Perth, Dun- keeper of the king's coining irons 1525, assayer 1329
1370. This last office was then granted to John Gold-i"'
dee, Aberdeen, Stirling, Dunbarton, Linlithgow, Berwick, Roxburgh, and Annan. The mint of Perth or Dun- smith, burgess of Edinburgh. Mr. Rudding obserres,
dee was worked before the accession of James VI. It is that he has obtained the name of only two wardens of
not explained whether gold was struck elsewhere than in the Scottish mint, but we have remarked so many, that
Edinborgh ; and the name of the place of the mintage there seems to have been a regular succession from a
very early period. Indeed, the duties of this officer,
billon, or copper washed with silver, first introduced in
the reign of James II. between 14.36 and I4b"0, is rare- and those of the counter-warden, have been always
very important. By Slat. 1483, § 93, it is enacted,
ly seen upon it: Cardonnel Numismala Scolice, p. \V1.
Anciently the mint is denominated the cunyie house or that the king shall appoint a wise man, that has knowTherefore,
ledge in money, to be warden, who by Stat. 1551. § 83,
coining house, and its apparatus, the iroti^.
when the reformers in 1559 took possession of the mint, 58. is rendered responsible for the quality of the cointhey considered themselves as effectually interrupting age. He is to furnish the master-coiner, who is made
responsible for the quantity of the coinage, with bullion,
its operations, by carrying off the coining irons ; and,
and keep an account of the number of ounces struck
in a royal proclamation, it is declared, " they have taken, and yet withhold the irons of our cunyie house, yearly, Stat. 1488. It has been affirmed, that fOTeigners
which is one of the chief points that concemeth our •were employed as engravers to the Scottish mint of old,
Knox's History of but we have been able to find very few, if any, such.
Keith's History, p. 94.
crown."
They defended their pro- Briot, a French artist, was employed to engrave the
the Church, p. 301, 302.
ceedings, because the government were impoverishing dies for the coronation medal of Charles I. in 1633, and
the country, by issuing a quantity of base money, call- the successors of this sovereign commanded the celeed hardheads. The same simplicity of apparatus was brated Thomas Simon in 1662 to make puncheons for
continued with little deviation until the reign of Charles gold and silver coinage in the Scottish mint
Vertue,
Works of Simon, Appendix, p. 7 1. The abilities of the arIJ. when the coining press was introduced into the
tists were exceedingly various, and the erroneous legends
Scottish mint; but if the nature of the products be conprove their ignorance of the language, regarding which
sidered, it seems not unlikely that some better mechanithey were employed ; thus, on the coins of James I V. 1 488
cal method than merely hammering coins or medals
must have been adopted. On the event of the union. —1513, for Rex Scotorum, we see. Rex Cot, Colto, or
Queen Anne issued a warrant in 1707, directing that Cotru. The quality of the products of the Scottish mints,
the officers of the mint should be instructed in the plan however, was not inferior to what came from some of
pursued by^the English mint, and soon after the wnole the ootemporary mints in Europe, and in the sixteenth
century, probably surpassed those of Englaml.
currency was recalled by proclamation to be recoined.
Many
Some antiquaries conjecture that the earliest Scottish of the dies are said to have been recently in preservagreat quantity of base coin was continually
mintage belongs to Alexander I. But it is doubtful tion.
whether the silver penny ascribed to him is not of his in circulation ; and, nothwithstanding successive ordiMany are seen of Wil- nances that the national coinage should be of the same
successors of the same name.
liam, who reigned 1189
1214, yet nothing is said of weight and fineness as the English, there were many
Its circulaIS71. complaints in England of its inferiority.
the mint until the time of David II. in 1329
Then a statute ordains a new coinage, with a distin- tion there was prohibited, but it was allowed to be
guishing mark, signum notabile, that the chamberlain brought to the mint as bullion. Rudding—-Annals of the
Coinage, vol. i. p. 448, 484. The numerous forgeries in
shall agree, on part of the king, with the coiner, (mojicScotland led to a penal statute against " forging the
tarius) and the workmen and the warden, {custos monete) and master of the money or master coiner, {magisier king's irons ;" and magistrates were enjoined to establish " sufficient clipping houses" where the " clipper"
Statute, Dav. II. cap. 38.
monelarius,) are also named
In this reign, the mint perhaps subsisted on a re- was to have a certain remuneration for destroying fake
46.
gular establishment, for certain privileges, such as ex- money. Stat. 1540, cap. 124,
1567, cap. IQ.
From the strict prohibitions against exporting the
emption from taxes, sitting on juries, and other burdens, are conferred on Adam Tore, warden, James precious metals, and the anxious enactments for their
Milliken, mint-master, and their servants, by a charter import under inspection of the warden, the mint evidated in 1358. These privileges were renewed by dently laboured, in general, under a deficiency of bullion.
Junes V. in 1542 and his successors, and so lately as However a very fine coinage from the native gold of
the year 1 78 1 , the officers of the mint proposed to take Scotland was issued by it in the year 1 539, in what are
advantage of them. The number of officers, and the called bonnet pieces. Nearly two centuries antecedent
nature of their duties, were different at different times. to that period, a gold coin or medal was struck of DaAt length the establishment is described in an act of Privy vid, which has been supposed English workmanship ;
Council in 1 567, as consisting of a general of the coin- and in 1478 a gold medal of James IV. weighing two
ing house, master coiner, warden, assayer, and sinker, ounces, was struck at Berwick, and sent by him to the
Finkerlon on Medals, vol.
together with melters, forgers, and printers, and it is shrine of a saint in France.
described nearly in the same terms in statute 1697, cap. ii. p. 113.
At this latter period the native gold was
249. with the addition of another officer, the counter separated from the sand by washing ; and it is affirmed
warden. By the nrlicles of the Union, § 16. it is provided that, in the subsequent reign, Germans repairing hither
tiiat the establishment shall be subsequently preserved
in quest of that metal, had engaged 300 persons in their
on the same basis as before it, and now the officers con. service, and recovered as much as to afford large sums
:
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In the earlier years of James VI. Come
Devosae, a German lapidary in London, obtained a
grant of the gold mines in Scotland, from the recommendations of Queen Elizabeth, on condition that the
whole gold pnxnired by him should be carried to the
The subject continued to attract much attention
mint.
after the union of the crowns, more, perhaps, th«n it
merited.
A master of all mines and minerals was appointed in 1607, and the gold and silver mines of Lesmahago were bestowed on the Marquis of Hamilton in
In 30 days, eight
1620.
Record* of Ike Pri»y SeaL
pounds of native gold were brought to the mint,
by the German lapidary, where it was coined into
L.S pieces, each an ounce in weight. All of these,
which could not exceed 100 in number, have utterly
disappeared.
The workmen also obtained gold, which
Betbey sold for 80 shillings Sterling an ounce.
•idea what was brought to the mint, it is said in the
Manuscripts of Atkin.son on this subject, who was personally concerned, that a partner in the mining concern got as much native gold as enabled an artist in
Edinburgh to make " a (air deep bason," capable of
holding ati Engli4h gallon to the brim, whioii the Earl
•f Morton presented full of gold unicorns to the king
of France, assuring him that both were frem the naIt is not recorded by any
tive gold of Scotland.
other author, that the mint produced that coin, the
Another contract seems to
unicorn, of Scottish gold.
have been made with a different foreigner, wherein provision was made in like manner for supplying the mint.
Atkinson affirms that Mr. Bulmer, ai\erwards Sir Bevis
Buimer, presented a porringer, made of Scotish gold,
to Queen Elizabeth, and alludes to a coinage difflerent
from the former. Somewhat later, namely in 1633, a
fine medal of Sootish gold, iacued fVom tlie Edinburgh
mint, on the coronation of Charlet I. in8crilH.'d around
theedge, ex auro ct i?r scotia repeiiitur.
There
no gold coinage in the two reigns succeeding ; and
thelaat in Scotland was that €if Waiiwn III. in 1701,
Mmrk <T€Kn some gtAA sent home by the Scots Darien
Company. Native gold is still found in small quantities in Scotland. But though silver has been frequently extracted from leail-ore, and though Atkinson gives
an account of the finding and losing of a rich silvermine at Hilderstone, in the county of Linlithgow, we
have not heard of any coinage from it.
Perhaps no documenla vt extant which shew the
to«al cotnacp in any of the metalt iaauing from tiie mint
durin;;
ly of the Scotish fovemgns
nor
is it pre
HIT bullion or money ever,cnuld be
abundant in a country alike destitute ol domestic products and foreign commerce. William the Lyon having been taken prisoner, was ranaoned for 40,000
marks, and David 1 1, nearly two centvries after, was
naaomed for 100,000, which must have drained the nation of a large portion rf the currency, and led to the
employment of the mint for the special purpose of pro-

to the king.
lius

VM
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the mint coined 6 stone, 19 lib. 10 ox. of gold into lyon
nobles, the metal being computed at 16 pounds per
stone; and the coinage of the fineness of 214 carats.
From the *th of November 1592 to the 18th of Janua.
ry 1594', the mint consumed 12 stone, 2 lb. ^ ox. in a
coinage of £4 pieces, which were struck at 35 different
Within the same jjeriod, there were likewise
times.
struck in " Thistle nobles," of which we have never
seeu either a specimen or a figure, five pounds six
ounces on the 10th of November 1593. The quantity
of gold daily used on these occasions varied from 19
ounces, to 1 1 pounds 4 ounces. Manuscript Account* of
From iGth December l602, to 19th July
the Mint.
1606, and from 20th September 16II, to 14th April
1613, the mint struck 51 stone lUb. 9oz. of gold,
Ruddiman'* Preface to Anderton't Diplomata, p. 85. If
the quantity of 119 stones be actually overrated, it is
not inconsistent to believe that the author may have
made up his calculations from several portions of successive years, and by combining them, he may have
conceived that 1 1 9 stone were coined in the space of one
year.
Gold was rated at a very high price.
On certain ' occasions, the consumption of silver
was very considerable, and it is also probable that

the preceding computation of the whole during a
year of the reign of James VI. at 15,776 pounds
of bullion is within the truth.
Regarding this
also, we
find only a few detached notices preserved.
Being rated at too high a value, the statute
15H1, cap. 107, recals a late coinage which had been
struck from 211 stone, 10 lb. of silver, and the mint

proceeded to strike 5*8 stone, in ten, twenty, thirty,
and forty shilling pieces, between 7th April 1583 and
1st February 1583.
From the 1st of May of that year
until the 1st of October of the year following, 264 st.
12 lb. of silver was consumed in pieces of the same denomination. No less than 1138 st. 10 lb. seem to ha%-e
been converted into eight and four-penny groats of
three deniers fine, during the first nine months of
1584, and 217 st. 7 lb. into penny and two penny
pieces, in the first three months of 1590, though,
during the two preceding years, the mint was in great
activity.
Ruddiman observes, that, notwithstanding
596 St. 7 lb. 13 oz. of silver was used in the periods
above mentioned, between 1602 and 1612 the value of
the gold coinage wfthin the same period, surpassed it
;

ducing it. Attempts have been made to prove that
great advantage was derived from a monopoly of trade
with France. " Nay," says one author, " who would
believe it, were it not demonstrable from unquestionable
Toucfacis, the records of the mint, so immense were our
profits this way, that, in the reign of .Tames VI. we
eoined 119 stone-weight of gold, and 986 of silver,
within the space of one year." Prrfact of the Trontlah'on of Bea^t Campaign*, p. «8.
From a few authentic details of the operations of the mint, which have

i.^1554 Sterling.
The quantity of cilver consumed
by the mint was therefore very considerable and we
find it employed in a coinage during 1 694 and 1695,
when both the weight of silver, and the number of
pieces struck, were all distinctly enumerated in the
books of the counter warden.
For the purpose of supplying the mint, in the 17th
century, a auty was imposed, first on exports, and then
on im|K>rt8 also, of a certain quantity of bullion, which
the trader had it in his option to pay in money, at the rate
of a shilling an ounce. Thus the exporter of 20 sheep
was taxed with two ounces of bullion, and the importer of
Frendi wines, twelve ounces per ton. They did not
supply the bullion, however ; but the mint, during roost
of the reign of Charles II. seems to have coined about
200 stone of silver yearly.
During the same reign, it was authorised to employ
6000 tons of copper in coinage. Many abuses prevaded,
and the officers whose province it was to supply both that
metal and bullion, converted not less than 40,000 stone
to money, obtaining from every pound the value of

oecnrred to us, we incline to conclude that the quantity
of gold within the period specified, is somewhat overrated, but that the computation of silver is not so.
Between November 1583 and April 1585, inclusive.

three shillings Sterling.
At the date of the Union, the old silver currency being recalled for the pnrpose of a new coinage, there
in £142,160 Sterling of hammered money, nid

;

b}'

;
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£i)6,856 of milled money, which latter must have been
-' executed subsetjuent to the succession of Charles II.
The operations of the mint were suspended on the
death of his predecessor, which the commissioners from
Scotland represented to Parliament, occasioned an extreme scarcity of money, and it ceased to work a short
time subsequent to the union of the kingdoms, (c)
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Description of Mr. Barton's
Macfiinc for equalising the thickness of Slips of Metal for making Coin.
^'S- ^- °^ Plate CCCXCVII. represents a side elevaPtATE
cccxcTii. tion of the machine as it would appenr when in action.
Fig. 1, 8.
and Fig. 2. a horizontal plan of it. This machine operates in the same manner as wire drawing-machines,
viz. by drawing the slips of metal forcibly through an
oblong opening formed between two surfaces of hardened steel. The box or case which contains the
steel dies, and also the pinchers employed to hold
the metal and draw it through, are represented on a
larger scale in fig. 3, 4, and 5, on the plate.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 3.
shews a section of the die-box, and elevation of the
The dies are composed of two cylinders, a,
pinchers.
b, made of steel ; they are rendered extremely hard
and very straight upon their surfaces, being highly
polished ; these cylinders are fitted into convex cavities formed in the pieces of metal A, B, and are retained in their places by clamping pieces c, c pressing
against them, by which means the steel cylinders are

firml}'supported,andpreventedfrora bending during the
violent action of the metal while passing between them.
The pieces of metal A, B, are fitted into a box C of
cast iron, so as to bear flat against the bottom of the

same, and are secured by bars,
Fig. 6.

front, as seen in Fig. 5.

e, e,

screwed across the

which represents a front view of

the box containing the dies, the lower piece

B

rests

which pass
through the metal of the box C, whilst the upper piece
is forced down by the action of a large screw D,
which has a toothed wheel N upon its uppermost end,
with a pinion and lever to turn it round by and adjust
the distance between the dies ; the screw D is furnished with a clamping nut^, to remove any shake which
might remain in the threads of the screw ; the pieces
A and B are confined sideways by small screws g, g,
pressing against them very forcibly ; h, h represent
two extending screws, which are introduced between
A and B to force them asunder, Snd bring them into
firm contact with the ends of the screws D and d, d, d.
The box containing the dies is fixed at one end of a
long horizontal frame, as seen at C, Fig. 1. and strengthened by cast-iron brackets, i i, Figs. 1 and 2. The

upon the ends of three screws

d, d, d,

A

.

frame

furnished with adjusting bearings, k, k, at
each end, to support two axes E and F, which have
wheels fixed upon them adapted to receive endless
chains of metal of the form seen at /, /; which lie
in channels formed along the surface of the frame.
large cog-wheel
is fixed upon the axis F, to give
motion to the endless chains ; this cog-wheel is turned
by a pinion H, fixed upon an axis vi, extending across
the top of the frame, and working in bearings at each
end ; a cog-wheel I is fixed upon the axis m, and works
into the teeth of a pinion K, upon a second axis across
the frame, which also carries a drum-wheel L forgiving
motion to the whole machine by an endless strap. Fig. 3.
and 4-. represent the pinchers which take hold of the slips
of metal and draw them through the dies. The two jaws
of the pinchers are united by a joint pin n, which projects on each side of the pinchers, and is furnished
with small wheels or rollers, o, o. Fig. 4. to run along
the edges of the channel formed upon the frame.
In
order to receive the endless chains, p, p are two wheels
similar to o, o, but are fixed upon an axle which
passes through between the tails of the pinchers ;

A

Fig. 4

is

G

the axle of the wheels p, ;>, is attached to strong links
of iron o, o, the ends / of which arc formed like a hook
to take hold of the rounds of the endless chains so as
to draw the pinchers along with it ; the pinchers are
situated over the endless chains, and will run back-

wards or forwards upon their wheels. They are caused
to gripe the slips of metal firmly between their jaws
by the axle of the wheels p, p, acting between two inclined planes formed upon the insides of their tails.

The links q, q are furnished with a weight r, which
operates to raise the hooked part / above the links of
the endless chains, whenever the strain upon the pinchers ceases l)y the slip of metal having passed through
and out of the dies. The slips of metal to be operated
upon by the drawing machine, are first rendered thinner at one end in order to introduce them between the
dies and between the jaws of the pinchers.
This thinning of the ends is effected by the machine represented at Fig. 6. in the plate ; it consists of a small pair Fij.
of rollers mounted in an iron frame, similar to a rolling-mill.
The upper roller
is cylindrical, whilst B
is formed with three flat sides, leaving only portions
of the cylinder entire, between the flat sides, the distance between the centres of the rollers is regulated by
screws having wheels on their upper ends in the man«
ner described for the drawing dies C in Fig. 1, 2, &c.
The rollers have pinions upon their axes which cause
them to turn round together ; they are put in motion
by an endless strap passing round a drum, upon the
axis of which is a pinion working into the teeth of a
wheel fixed upon the axis of the lower roller B.
The end of a slip of metal is presented between the
rollers whilst they are in motion, not on that side of
the roller which would operate to draw the slip in be»
tween them, as in rolling mills, but on the contrary
side, so that when one of the flat sides of the roller B
comes opposite the circumference of the roller A, an
opening is formed, through which the end of the slip
of metal is tn he introduced, until it bears against the
fixed stop b, at the back ot the rollcra ; now as the
rollers turn round, the cylindrical portions come op.
posite, and press the metal between them, forcing it
outwards, rendering the part which has been introduced between the rollers as tliin as the space between
their cylindrical surfaces, which allows the end of the
slip of metal to be passed between the dies of the
drawing machine to be seized by the pinchers.
In using the drawing-machine, a boy takes hold of
the handle *, (when the hook t \s disengaged from the

8.

\

endless chain) and moves them upon their wheels to.
wards the die-box C. This causes the jaws of the pinchers to open by the two pins v, v, which are fixed across
between the links q, acting upon inclined parts outside

of the pincher

tails,

as seen in Fig. 3.

The pinchers are

pushed up so close to the die-box, that their jaws enter
the cavity n>, which brings them near the dies, in order
to seize the end of the slip of metal introduced between
them. The boy now holds the handle s upon the top of
the pinchers fast, and with the other hand draws the
handle x, at the end of the link q backwards. This
He then presses
closes the jaws and gripes the metal.
down the handle x till the hook / seizes the endless chain
whilst in motion, and carries the pinchers and slip of metal along with it ; when the whole length of the slip of
metal has passed through between the dies, the strain
upon the pinchers is suddenly relieved, which causes
the weight r to raise the hook / above the chain, and stop
The machine in the mint has two sets
their motion.
of dies, and endless chains, as will appear from Fig. 2.
MIRACLES. See Testimony.
MIRAGE. See Optics and Refraction.
MIRRORS. See Kaleidoscope and Optics.

Fig. 3.

;

MISSIONS.
In this article, we propose to give a
general view of the attempts made by the Protestant
churches for the propagation of Christianity amons;
lieathen nation- : Uf tiie principal missions establisheil
by the Church of Rome, some account may be founci
in our history of tho-e countries which were the scene
of thera. See Abyssima, vol. i. p. 61 ; Angola, vol. ii.
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p.

p.

119; California, vol. v. p. 25*; Canada,
521 ; China, vol. vi. p. 2.i4; Japan, vol. xi.

vol. v.

p. 615,

&c.
In 1559, the ceVbrated Gustavus Vasa, king of Sweden, sent a mi-sionnry of the name of Michael into Lapland, with the view of extending Christianity in that
country ; for though it had been introduce<l some ages
before the Reformation, yet most of the inhabitants
were still little better than Pagans. But though it is
now nearly three centuries since the Swedes began to
extend the gospel in Lapland, it has hitherto made
small progress.
The inhabitants, indeed, are professed
ChrUtiano ; but the Christianity of most of them is
merely nominal, and among some of them the form of
it ouiy be sought in vain.
In 1716", Frederick IV. king of Denmark, ««nt two
missionaries into Norwegian Lapland ; and, acconling
to the accounts which are given of that part of the
country, the inhabitants are better provided with the
means of Christian instruction than those of Swedish
L«pUnd ; but we suspect religion has made no great
progreM among them.
In 1802, the Edinburgli Missionary Society* sent
the Rev. Henry Brunton and Alexander Tatcrsun on
an exploratory mission to the countries lying between
the Black and the Caspian Seas. The Russian government favoured the undertaking, and afforded them
every aisiitance anil encouragement. This mission now
consists of three branches, Karass, Aitrachan, and
Orenburg ; and it is in contemplation to establish a
fourth in the Crimea.
Besides writing a number of
small works in the lartar language, Mr. Brunton translated into it the New TesUment ; and a version of the
Old Testament is now carrying on by the other mis-

Of these, large editions were printed, and
extensively circulated through the regions of Tartary.
Several of the natives luve embraced Christianity ; and,
among others, one of the sultans of the country, a
young man of highly respectable talents, and who is
connected with some of the principal families in the
East.
In 1705, Frederick IV. king of Denmark, sent Bartholomew Ziegenbalg and Henry Plutscho to Tranouebar, with the view of converting the Hindoos to
the Christian faith. Though the underUking met with
much opposition and obloquy, particularly from the
Europeans and Roman Catiiolics in India, yet it was
fostered with parental care by his majesty, and finally
sionaries.
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triumphed ovrr every obstacle. This mission now con- Missions,
"""^
sists of Jour branches, Tranquebar, Vepery near MaSince its comdras, Tritchinapoly, and Tanjore.
mencement, about 54,000 of the natives, as nearly as
we can estimate them, have been baptised or received

by the missionaries. It is a common idea that the
converts consist almost entirely of the race of Pariars
but though this was the case in the first years of the
mission, the state of thmgs is now materially alteretl.
At Tranquebar, Vepery, and Tanjore, more than twothirds of them are of the higher casts ; and even those
of the lower order are so much improved, that were a
stranger to visit their places of worship on the Sabbath,
he would be surpri«e(l at the cleanliness of their appearance, and might even mistake them for the higher
class of Hindoos.
It has often been alleged, that any
attempt to convert the inh^bit.ints of Hindostan to
Christianity would alarm their prejudices, and even endanger our dominion in the East; but the missionaries
on the coast of Coromandel have pursued their peaceful labours for upwards of a century, without ever exciting the slightest commotion among the Hindoos or
Mahomedans, and have even acquired, in a remarkable
On
degree, their resjSect, and confidence, and love.
the monument erected by the East India Company to
the memory of Mr. Swartz, who died about twenty
years ago, it is stated that the late Hyder Ally, in the
midst of a bloody and vindictive war with the Carnatic, sent orders to his officers " to permit the venerable
Father Swartz to pass unmolested, and shew him respect and kindness, for he is a holy man, and means no
harm to my government." Such, indeed, was the
high estimation in which be was hekl by all classes of
the natives, that Colonel Fullarton assures us, that
" the knowledge and integrity of this irreproachable
missionary had retrieved the character of Europeans
from the imputation of general depravity." (FullarBeton's A'iew of Englith Inlerrsls in India, p 183 )
sides compiling various works of a philological and religious nature, the missionaries translated the whole
Bible into the Tamul and Telinga languages ; the Old
Testament into that dialect of Portuguese which is spoken in India ; and the New Testament, together with
some parts of the Old. into Hindostance.
In 17<)3, the Baptist Missionary .Society sent the Rev.
William Carey and Mr. .John Thomas to Bengal, with
the view of attempting the conversion of the Hindoos
in that part of India.
For several years they laboured
without any apparent success ; but since the commencement of the present century they have baptised
a considerable number of the natives ; and though
some of theke afterwards relapsed into Paganism, yet
the great Ixxly of them remained stedfast to their Christian profession
their character was on the whole ma:

terially

improved by Christianity, and was

in

many

re*

* Tbe Mlowiag u a Hat ef ibc principal ioMitutiooi among the Protestant cfaurchei, which have nipported minians among the heathen
Tbt Cotpontiou tn the PrapagMioo of the
in New England, and the adjacent parts of America, erected 1649. Of this Socicij
dM Uoo. Mr. Boyle wu about 311 jreara the gorerDor.
Tb< Sodetjr (in I.ondaD) for piomoiing Chri*tian Knowledge, initituled 1698.
Tbe Society for the Propagation of the Cionicl in Foreign Part*, incorporated 701.
Th* Society in SrotUnd Ibr PrapagatiDg Cbtittian Knowledge, incorporated 1709.
Tbc Hoyal Danish MiMion CoUegc.
TIm Monriui* or United Btethrca, 173?.
Tbe MelbadiM Miaooan Society. 17H6.
Tbc Baptitt Miaooaar; Society, imtituted 1792.
Tbe Ijmdoa Miieionary Society, initiiuted 1795.
The fldinburgli (now tbc Somtitfa) Miaionary Society, inMitnlad 1796. '
The Church (of England) MiMiooary Society, imtituted 179».
The American Board of Commieiiiinen for Foreign .MiMions, tiutitiiled 1910.
The BeptiM American Bawd of CommiMionen for Foreign Miinaiu, inttitutcd 1814.
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Serampore, a Danish settlefrom Calcutta, was the grand
seat of this mission ; but within these few years, numerous branches have been established in different
parts of the country, which promise to contribute es-

Missions.^ spects

''"^''y''^

ornamental to

ment about

it.

fifteen miles

sentially to the extension of Christianity among the
Hindoos. The grand work, however, for which the

Baptist Missionaries are distinguished, is the transla>
tion of the scriptures into the languages of the East.
Here they are without a parallel, either in ancient or
modern times. Under the superintendence chiefly of
one individual, Dr. Carey, the scriptures are translating
into upwards of forty different languages. The whole
Bible has already been published in the Sungskrit, the
Bengalee, the Orissa, the Hindee, and the Mahratta;
and the New Testament in the Chinese, the Shikh, the
Telinga, the Kunkuna, the Affghan, the Assamese, the
Besides
Mooltanee, the Kurnata, and the Guzerattee.
translating the scriptures into so many languages, Drs.

Carey and Marshman have published many works of
a literary nature, which form a stupendous monument
of their talents, and diligence, and zeal, and which
will be of essential service to their successors, in learning the languages, the principles, and the manners of
the natives, and thus may be of important use in advancing Christianity in the East. Dr. Carey is professor
of the Sungskrit, Bengalee, and Mahratta languages,
in the College o( Fort William, and, with singular disinterestedness, devotes his salary, amounting to about
£,1500 a-year, to the funds of the mission. Two others
of the missionaries, Marshman and Ward, contribute
nearly an equal sum annually to missionary purposes.
Within less than twenty years, the missionaries themselves have devoted upwards of fifty thousand

POUNDS

to the objects of the mission.

Within these few years, the London Missionary Society, the Church Missionary Society, the Methodist
Missionary Society, and the American Board for Foreign
Missions, have all directed their attention to Hindostan,
and have established numerous stations in that extensive and interesting country.
Hitherto no particular
success has crowned their labours ; but the measures
they are pursuing promise silently to sap the foundations of Hindooism, and to pave the way for the establishment of Christianity. Among these we may particularly notice the extensive scale on which the eduThis is an object
cation of the young is conducted.
to which the missionaries direct much of their attention, and their exertions promise to be attended with
In some of the schools
the most favourable results.
the scriptures are employed as a school-book, without the natives making any objection to them, or if

Cc;Ion.

prejudices against them existed at first, they soon
subsided.
In others they are not used, lest this should
excite opposition among the natives, and defeat the
whole plan. The teachers are generally Hindoos, some
of them Brahmins, but it is necessary to maintain a
strict superintendence over them, as without this they
are sure to neglect their duty.
The number of schools
connected with the different missionary stations in India
amount to about 300, in which are educated upwards
of EIGHTEEN THOUSAND children.
About the middle of the 17th century the Dutch introduced the Protestant faith into the island of Ceylon ;
but unfortunately the measures they employed for its
propagation were in some respects extremely reprehensible.
Besides settling ministers, and establishing an
extensive system of schools on the island, they issued a

proclamation, ordaining that no native should be raised Missioiu
to the rank of a model iar, or admitted to any employ- ^""Y^
ment under government, unless he subscribed the Helvetic Confession of Faith, and professed himself a member of the reformed church. In consequence of this
absurd and impolitic order, vast numbers of the Cingalese abandoned the religion of their ancestors, and embraced the faith of their conquerors. Even in 1801
the native Protestant Christians in Ceylon still amounted to upwards of 342,000, according to the general return in the ecclesiastical department; but in 1813 there
were only, according to a similar return, about 146,000.
The fact is, that a large proportion of those who are
called Christians are in reality heathens; for though
they have been baptised in their infancy, they are totally ignorant of the principles of the gospel, and are
worshippers of the idol Buddhu.
Not a few avow
themselves both Christians and Buddhists, and are
willing to be sworn as either the one or the other in a
court of justice.
Within these few years a considerable number of
missionaries of various denominations have settled in
Ceylon, and have been patronised in the most liberal
manner by the British government. Among these the
Methodists have been singularly distinguished by their
In 1819 they had formed no fewer
activity and zeal.
than thirteen or fourteen missionary stations in different
parts of the island ; and in the schools which they had
established there were 9.484 children, of whom several
hundreds were girls ; a circumstance which is the more
interesting, aa in Ceylon, females, notwithstanding their
great importance in society, were in general excluded
from the blessings of education.
To Java, Amboyna, Sumatra, Timor, Celebes, For- Java, &c
mosa, and others of the eastern islands, on which they
established themselves, the Dutch in the 17th century sent ministers to convert the inhabitants to the
Vast multitudes of the natives, as in
Christian faith.
Ceylon, submitted to baptism ; but most of them, we
suspect, might nearly as well have retained the religion
of their ancestors. In Java alone the number of Christians was upwards of 100,000; and in the Molucca
Islands there are still probably not fewer than 40,000
but for many years past they have been much neglected, and are now in a great measure destitute of the
means of religious instruction. Several missionaries,
however, have of late been sent from Holland to these
islands, and editions of the scriptures in Malay are
preparing for the use of the inhabitants.
In 1807, the Rev. Robert Morrison was sent by the China
London Missionary Society to Macao, with a particular
view to the translation of the Holy Scriptures into the
Chinese language. In learning the language he had to
make it as much a matter of secrecy as if he had been
plotting the overthrow of the government : the persons
who assisted him trembled for their own safety should
they be discovered. In January 1814 he published the
New Testament, part of it translated by himself, and
part of it taken from a valuable MS. in the British Museum, a transcript of which he carried with him from
England. He now proceeded with a translation of the
Old Testament, and it is expected that it will soon be
completed. Besides these works, Dr. Morrison published several others, chiefly of a philological nature,
with the view of assisting the future student in acIn April 1815, the Malacca.
quiring the Chinese language.
Rev. William Mylne, who had been sent out to assist
him in his labours, proceeded to Malacca with the view

a

MISSIONS,
Miuiom. of establishing a branch of the Chinese mission in that
'*"'V"^ country, as they found themselves greatly restricted in
Kere he was joined by other
their labours at Macao.
missionaries, and an extensive establishment was formed by their united exertions. They instituted schools
for Chinese, Malay, and Malabar children ; they printed various works in the Chinese and Malay languages
they forwarded them in great numbers to the different
settlements in the archipelago where the Chinese resided, to Siam, Cochin-China, and even to China itself:
and they are now erecting a college for the cultivation
of Chinese and European literature.
Afkica.
In 1792, the Moravians, or United Brethren, sent misCipe of
sionaries among the Hottentots in the neighbourhood of
Good Hope,
^jjg q^^ „(• Q^od Hope. Here they at first met with violent opposition from many of the colonists the grossest
calumnies were circulated with respect to their designs,
and a conspiracy was even formed against their life. The
surcess.however, with which their exertions were crown:

:

amply recoiupcnccr] them for all the difficulties and
which they encountered during the first years of
their residence in that country.
They have now two
flourishing settlements, the one about 1 20, the other 40
miles from Cape Town ; and they lately began a third
near the borders of Caffi«ria. Since the commencement of the mission, they have baptized about two
thousand of the Hottentots, a Urge proportion of whom,
we have reason to cuppose, are an ornament to their
ed,

trials

Christian profesaion.
Besides christianizing so large a
Bomber ot theae wretched outcasts of society, they have
been aingolarly successful in improving their external
condition, and in promoting civilization among them.
Bavians Kloof, the first settlement which they established in this coimtry, lies in a valley surrounded by
high mountains, watered by the river Sonderend and
When the missionaries first
aereral smaller streams.
ettled at this place it was a perfect wilderness, yet such
are the improvement* they have made upon it, that it
now looks like a kind of paradise. Some of the Hottentots' houaea ooosiat of four apartments, which are
white-washed, and look remarkably neat and clean ;
others are still mean and dirty.
To every house is attached a garden, surrounded with bright green quince
hedges, and full of peach and other fruit trees, the
bloom of which perfumes the air with its delicious fragrance. Their growth is so rapid and proraiaing, that,
in the cultivation of his garden, many a Hottentot has
lost his national character of idleness and sloth, and acquired a relikh for an active industrious life. The
whole settlement is about a mile in length, and a quarter of a mile in breadth.
The gardens arc so numerous
and so beautiful, that the whole looks like a city in the
midst of a wood. " But in order," says Dr. Licbten•tein, in his Travels through Southern Africa, " to
ibnn a just estimate of these excellent men, their manner of conducting themselves to the Hottentots must
be seen the mildness, yet dignity with which they
inatruct them, and the effect which has already l>een
produced in improving the condition of their uncivilized brethren, is truly admirable. It is the more astonishing, since all has been accomplished by persuasion
and cidiartation no violence or even harshness has
ever been employed." It has been ofUn stated as a
circumstance highly honourable to the Moravian missionaries, that in their missions among barbarous tribes,
they endeavour to civilize them before they attempt to
:

:

christianize

them

;

but nothing could possibly be more
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contrary to fact With them Christian instruction is -Missions.
from the very first the primary object, and is consi- ^"""V"^
dered as the grand engine of civilization. Both, in
fact, are carried on at the same time, and have mutually a powerful influence in promoting each other,
a plan
unquestionably much more rational than that which is

—

commonly

attributed to them, and for which they have
obtained so much credit. In 1819, the new settlement
which the Brethren had formed near the borders of
Caffraria, was entirely destroyed by tlie Caffres in the
course of their late eruptions into the colony several
of the Hottentots were murdered, and upwards of COO
head of cattle belonging to them and the missionaries
carried away ; but since the restoration of peace, the
Brethren have again returned to that part of the
country.
In 1798, Dr. Vanderkemp, a Dutch physician of considerable eminence, and three other young men, were
sent by the London Missionary Society to South Africa.
In that country this Society has now no fewer
than twelve settlements, some of them within the colo-'
ny of the Cape of Good Hope, others beyond its boundaries.
At these different places, many thousands of
heathen of varidus nations have enjoyed the benefit of
Christian instruction ; and upwards of fifteen hundred
have been admitted by baptism into the bosom of the
Dr. Vanderkemp, and others of the missionchurch.
aries, have been censured for neglecting to promote civilization among the people under their care ; but
though there appears to have been some foundation for
the charge, they were by no means so negligent in this
As the Hottentots
respect as their enemies alleged.
were extremely indolent, it was early a maxim with
them to teach them the necessity of industry, by allowing them to feel the sorrows of want, and to give
them nothing but what they earned by their own labour, except such as, through age or sickness, were unThe beneficial effects of this system was
able to work.
evident in the improved habits of the people, and in
They not only posthe vast increase of their wealth.
but, where
sess large herds of cattle, sheep, and goats
it is practicable, have cultivated considerable tracts of
land, and planted excellent gardens.
Of late years, the
missionaries, in consequence of the accusations which
were brought against tliem, have paid more particular
attention to the civilization of the people under their
care ; and, though they have many obstacles to encounter, yet in some of the stations the progress of improvement has been uncommonly rapid.
In ISO^, the Church Missionary Society sent mis- Sutooeounsionaries to Sierra Leone, with the view of introducing *-'^yChristianity among the neighbouring Susoos.
From
several of the chiefs they met with the kindest reception, and the greatest encouragement ; but to others,
their proposal of teaching them " good things" seemed
very unaccountable, and even almost ridiculous. What
they had hitherto known of white men, prepared them
to view with surprise and suspicion any desire of Chris«
tians to settle among them with a benevelent design.
The object to which the missionaries principally directed their attention, was the education of the young,—
measure which they pursued on an extensive scale, and
with considerable success. But while they prosecuted
their labours with disinterestedness and zeal, they had
to struggle with difficulties of no ordinary kind, most
of them arising out of the iniquitous traffic in slaves. It
may appear to us a very extraordinary circumstance^
:

;

;
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that the inhabitants of Africa should cling to that as a
blessing, which we had abolished as her greatest curse ;
but the fact is, the slave trade had, from time immemorial, been the main support of the country, and the removal of the slave factories stopped the whole trade of
the natives, which could not fail to be felt as a serious
evil, until some other profitable traffic was established.
Hence they hailed the appearance of a smuggling vessel on their shores, and, on a short notice, supplied her
with a cargo of slaves in exchange for tobacco and powder and rum, which quickly spread idleness, disorder,
and misery through the whole country. The governor
of Sierra Leone having sent armed vessels to destroy
the slave factories, and to capture the smuggling ships,
the Susoos became extremely exasperated against the
missionaries, imagining it was they who communicated
information to him of the arrival of smugglers on the
river,

though they

in fact

scrupulously avoided inter-

fering in matters of this description.
The two settlements which the missionaries had established in the
country were burnt to the ground ; and the enmity to
them became at length so general and so violent, that in
1818 they retired with a considerable number of the
children to Sierra Leone.
similar establishment,
which was formed on the Bullom shore, was also abandoned, chiefly in consequence of the pernicious influence of the slave trade.
But while the slave trade has unhappily blasted the
prospects of the Church .Missionary Society in the Susoo country, and on the Bullom shore, it has opened
to them a wide and important field of usefulness in the
colony of Sierra Leone. After the abolition of this iniquitous traffic, multitudes of negroes, captured in
smuggling vessels, were brought to Freetown, and, as
they were in a most wretched forlorn condition, they
were settled in towns in different parts of the colony,
and were supplied with food and clothing at the expense of government, until they were able to maintain
themselves. In the principal of these towns the Church
Society established missionaries and schoolmasters, who
are proceeding in their labours with every prospect of
success.
In January 181.9 the number of adults and
children attending the schools in Sierra Leone was no

A

Sierra

Leone.

fewer than 2104.
^" 1721, Mr. Hans Egede, a Norwegian clergyman,
North
America, proceeded to Greenland, with the view of attempting
Greenland, the conversion of the inhabitants to the Christian faith.
There, amidst numberless difficulties, and hardships,
and dangers, he laboured with unwearied patience and
perseverance, but with little appearance of success.
Though theGreenlanders often listened to him with wonderful attention, and approved of all he said, it was evident they understood little of his instructions.
It is
worthy of notice, however, that the immortality of man
was a favourite doctrine with them. It pleased them
to hear that the spirit did not <lie with the body ; that
the body itself would be re^toied to life at the last day ;
that friends would meet together in another and a better world
and that they would be no more subject
to sickness and sorrow.
In Greenland, the Danish government afterwards established a number of other colonies, (See Art. Greenland,) and in the principal of
them supported missionaries. Many of the Greenlanders
have now embraced the Christian faith, and its benefi.
cial influence is obvious in promoting civilization among
;

them
there is a marked difference between their
manners and customs and those of their pagan countrymen.
:

In 1733, Christian David, Matthew Stach, and
Christian Stach, three of the Moravian Brethren, proceeded on a mission to tills cold inhospitable country,
" There was no need," says one of them, " of much

time or expense for our equipment. The congregation
consisted chiefly of poor exiles, who had not much to
give us, and we ourselves had nothing but the clothes
on our backs." No description can equal the difficulties, and dangers, and hardships which the Brethren
had to encounter, especially during the first years of
their residence in that dreary region.
By the Greenlanders they were treated with all the caprice common
to savages.
Sometimes they appeared very friendly to
them ; at other times they behaved with the greatest
rudeness.
If the missionaries stopped with them more
than one night, they employed every kind of art to

them

entice

when they

to their

wanton

failed in this,

dissolute practices

;

and

they endeavoured to weary

and provoke them, by mocking and mimicking their
reading, singing, and praying, or by accompanying
these sacred exercises with their hideous howling, or
the beat of their drums.
All this, and much more, the
Brethren bore with patience, meekness, and serenity ;
but the savages, instead of being softened by their gentle behaviour, were only encouraged to abuse them the
more. They pelted them with stones, climbed on their
shoulders, seized their goods, and shattered them to
pieces they even attempted to spoil their boat, or to
drive it out to sea, which would have deprived them of
Cheerless, howtheir principal means of subsistence.
ever, as were the prosjiects of the Brethren for several
years, they at length beheld their labours crowned with
:

remarkable success.
" Fired with a

zeal ppculiar riicy defy
Tfie rage and rigour of a polar sky
And plant successfully sweet Sharon's rose
Ou icy plains, amid etcra.il snows." CowPER.

In January 1816, the number of baptized Greenlanders connected with the three settlements which the
Brethren have established in Greenland, was as fol-

lows

:

Begun
1733,
1758,
1774,

New

Herrnhuth,

Lichtenfels,

Lichtenau,
Total

359
306
487
1152

numbers may appear inconsiderable,
but let it be remembered they constitute a large proThe population of
portion of the Greenland nation.

To some

these

country is said not to exceed six or
seven thousand; so that if this estimate be correct,
the Christian converts under the care of the brethren
form about one-sixth of the whole inhabitants of the
Such indeed has been their success, that in
country.
the neighbourhood of New Herrnhuth and Lichtenfels, Greenland has for many years past, assumed the
A century ago, not a
aspect of a Christian country.
Christian was to be found in the whole of that unhospitable country ; now there are no Pagans in the
neighbourhood of these two settlements, except occaA few years ago only two of the consional visitors.
this unhospitable

had relapsed into paganism and
Herrnhuth, the number was nearly the same.
This certainly is a very extraordinary fact, and is a
striking proof of the strictness of the brethren in the
admission of persons to baptism, and of the care with
which they afterwards watch over them.
verts at Lichtenfels

at

New

;

:

;
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In 17T1> the brethren sacceeded in establishing a
'"""v"™^ mission on the unhospitable shores of Labrador, after
Labrador,
From
repeated attempts for this purpose had failed.
their first arrival in the country, the missiunari<>s were
treated by the Esquimaux in the most friendly manner, and in a short time the most perfect confidence
was established between them. No European would
formerly have ventured himself alone with these sa-

vages, or have spent a night with them on any conbut the brethren travelled over
sideration whatever
the ice ti them, vijite<l them in their winter-houses,
and slept among them many nights successively.
When they endeavoured to instruct them in the princi;

ples of Christianity, the savages often expressed their
astonishment at the things which were told them ; at
other times they would not listen to any thing about
They seeme<l to have some idea of a Sureligion.
preme Being, who made the heaven and the earth
yet so r«>hle was the impression, that there appeared
among them no traces of religious worship. To conrince them of their sinfulness was no easy task. The
liars consoled themselves that they were nut thieves;
the thieves that they were not murderers ; and the
munlerers that they were not Kablunats, i. e. Europeans, to whom it seems they assign the highest place
But though the missionain the scute of criminals *.
ries for several years met with many difficulties and
discouragements, they at length beheld their labours
In IS17< the
crowned with con!<iderable success.
whoe number ot Esquimaux baptized by them at the
diflVrrnt missionary Mrtllements in this country since the

commencement of their

labours,

was as follows

1771, N«in
177(i,

.

Okkak

1782, Hopedale

Toul,

.

.

.

172

.

244

.185

.

.

601

The

t'nilsd
Stales.

schools were atten<le<l not only by the children,
but by the adults, many of whom made considerable
I'hey had family wor-hip both
progress in learning.
morning and evening in all their houses, and it was
extremely pleasing to hear them employed in their
own habitations in reading the New Testament, which
is now traiislate<l into their language, and in singing
hymns to the praise of the Redeemer,
After the bouse of Stuart ascended the throne of
England, the tyranny of the government, both in
church and state, was so intolerable, that numliers of
the people fled from their native land, and sought an
asylum in the wilds of America, in the hope of obtaining that lil>erty of conscience among savages,

which was denied them by their own countrymen.
In 16^, Mr. John Elliot, one of their ministers, began
to preach to the Indians in the neighbourhood of Boston.
He afterwards translated the whole Bible into
tlieir language, and several other useful books.
Besides Mr Elliot, there were a number of other ministers, who exerted themselves with great energy and
Mai in instructing the savages; and their efforts were
successful in an eminent degree in p omoting Christianity and the arts of civilization among them.
In
I6ti7> there were six churches of baptized Indians in

New
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England, and eighteen assemblies of Catechumens

professing Christianity.
Of the Indians themselves,
there were no fewer than twenty- four who were
preachers of the gospel, besides four English ministers
who preached in the Indian language.
In 17^4, Mr. John Serjeant settled as a missionary
among a number of Indians on the river Housatunnuk,
His labours among
in the province of Massachusets.
them appenred at first to be attended with considerable
success; but the Dutch traders in the neighbourhood
never ceased in their endeavours to corrupt them with
rum; and though the Indians passed strong resolutions against drinking, and even kept them for a considerable time, yet some of them unhappily relapsed
into that and other vices, even after they seemed to be
completely weaned from them. In lb 11 the Stockbridge Indians, as they are now called, amounted to
47.5 persons, none of whom we suppose w^ere professed
pagans.
Of late years they have made considerable
progress in husbandry, and other useful arts.
In 1743, Mr. David Brainerd entered on his labours
Many were the
as a missionary among the Indians.
fatigues, the daiigers, and the distresses which he experienced in the course of bis labours among them ;
and no less singular were the faith, the patience, and
the self-denial which he manifested under trials of this
His success however amply compensated
description.

him for all his toils and sutferings. The impression
which his ministrations made upon the Indians was
truly extraordinary, yet it was at the same time scripFew men were ever more free
tural and rational.
from enthusiasm than Mr. Brainerd, and none could be
more careful to check it in others. A dry eye waa
often scarcely to be seen in their assemblies ; yet there
deep
was no disturbance of the public worship.
impression was mnde on their hearts ; but there was
no boisterous agitation of their passions. All was powThe
erful and efficacious ; yet c-alm and peaceful.
numl)er whom he liaptixed was not considerable ; but
there is rea'K>n to believe they were in general sincere

A

converts to the Christian faith.
In 1734, a number of the United Brethren proceeded to North America, with the view of introducing
To deChristianity among some of the Indian tribes.
scribe the difficulties, and trials, and persecutions,
which they experienced in the prosecution of their
disintere.stcd labours, would far exceed the limits of
this article.
In Noveml)er 1755, a party of French
Indians arrived in the neighbourhood of the missionary
As the family were one night sitting at
settlement.
supper, they heard an uncommon barking of dogs,
upon which one of the brethren went out at the back
door to see what was the matter. Hearing the report
of a gun, several others ran to open the house-door.
Here stood a number of Indians with their pieces
pointed to it ; and no sooner was it opened than they
His
instantly fired and killed one of the missionaries.
wife also, and some others were wounded, but they
flew up stairs to the garret with the utmost precipitaHaving
tion, and barricadoed the door with bedsteads.
pursued them, the savages endeavoured to burst open
the door; but being baflled in the attempt, they set
the house on fire. Two of the family having got ou

* To avagcs, wriiim lanj^nage must a|ipear a very ftrange inexplicable thing.
Once when the ini«ionarirs read to the Ksquimaux a
dadaialisa of friendihtp, by Uie goreinor of NcwfouodlaiKl, the; would on no account rtcetve tbe paper inio their hands, trvni a dread
iImi iheic was KmieMhin); living in ii, which could thus convey to them the Ihoaghts of one who was to Car distant, and which might

aABwaida nac and

injure tbem.
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down and made their escape.
Christian Fabricius, one of the Brethren, was the next
who made the attempt, but before he could escape, he
was perceived by the savages, and instantly wounded
with two balls. He was the only one whom they
seized alive; and after dispatching him with their

the flaming roof, leaped

hatchets, they cut off his scalp, and left him dead on
All the others who fled to the garret
the ground.
were burnt to death. Senseman, one of the missionaries, who made his escape, had the inexpressible grief
to behold his wife perish in this miserable manner.
When surrounded by the flames, she was seen stand-

ing with folded hands, and, in the spirit of a martyr,
was heard to exclaim, " Tis all well, dear Saviour."
The whole number who perished in this terrible catastrophe, was eleven of the missionary family : five
The Brethren, however,
only made their escape.
were the only sufferers the Indian congregation happily escaped ; but yet they lost the whole of their property, for the savages set fire to the town, and laid
waste all their plantations.
During the American war, the missionaries and the
Indians under their care were involved in one trouble
after another; and toward the close of it, a number of
the latter were massacred by the white people, in the
most treacherous and cruel manner. The Brethren
and their congregation had lately been removed to
Sandusky, by Colonel de Peyster, the English governor of Fort Detroit, from the flourishing settlements
they had established on the river Muskingum ; and,
as in consequence of this, they were reduced to the
greatest straits for want of the necessaries of life, a
number of the Christian Indians returned in order
to fetch the corn they had left growing in the fields.
While a party of them were in that quarter, a band of
Americans came into the neighbourhood, with a deAfter a scene of unparalleled
sign to murder them.
baseness and hypocrisy, they made the Indians prisoners, and told them that they must all die next morning.
When the day of execution arrived, the murderers fixed on two houses, one for the men, the other for the
women and children, to which they wantonly gave the
name of slaughter-houses. The poor innocent crea:

men, women, and children, were bound with
They were then led into
ropes, two and two together.
There they
the slaughter-houses appointed for them.
were scalped and murdered in cold blood, by these
demons in human form. In this horrid manner perished no fewer than ninety- six persons, among whom
were five of the most valuable assistants, and thirtyThey behaved, according to the testifour children.

tures,

mony

of the murderers themselves, with wonderful
and met death with cheerful resignation.
The miscreants even acknowledged that they were
good Indians, " for," said they, «' they sung and prayed to their latest breath." This band of murderers
was soon afterwards attacked by a body of English
and Indian warriors, and the greater part of them cut
Thus they met with that vengeance from
in pieces.
the swords of their enemies which would probably
never have been inflicted on them by the laws of their
country : a circumstance in which every heart would
exult, were it not for the awful consideration that persons whose hands were still reeking with the blood of
their murdered victims were but ill prepared to appear
before the tribunal of the Almighty.
By the numerouK and heavy trials which it has had
p) epdure, this mission, which was long extremely 4ou«

patience,

been greatly checked in its progress. The
whole number of Indians baptized by the Brethren

rishing, has
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its commencement, may be estimated, we apprehend, at about 1400 ; but though they have still three
settlements among them, the members of their congregations do not amount to 200.
In 1738, several of the Brethren sailed for Berbice, South
and settled as missionaries among the Indians. Others AMiaic*.
afterwards proceeded to Surinam, and estabhshed dif- Berbice.

since

Some
ferent settlements among those in that colony.
also went as missionaries among the free negroes ; but
in consequence of the many difficulties and disasters
they met with, they were obliged to relinquish all these
Among the negro
undertakings one after another.

'"""^'°-

and the neighbourhood, they were
In 1816", their congregations in this
quarter consisted of 817 members.
In Demerara, the Methodist missionaries, and some Demerar*.
from the London Missionary Society, have also laboured among the negroes with great success.
slaves in Paramaribo

more

successful.

In 1732, Leonard Dober and David Nitschman, two West
of the Moravian Brethren, proceeded to St. Thomas, "'^s,
one of the Danish West India islands. As this was the
first mission undertaken by the Brethren, it may not
be uninteresting to state the circumstances which gave
rise to it, especially as they afford an instance of disinterested benevolence, which perhaps has scarcely a paWhen Count Zinzenrallel in the annals of history.
dorf was at Copenhagen, attending the coronation of
Christian VI. the King of Denmark, a negro called
Anthony, contracted an acquaintance with some of his
domestics, and informed them that he had a sister in
the island of St. Thomas, who was exceedingly desirous of being instructed in the principles of religion
but as she had neither time nor opportunity for it, she
often besought the Great God to send some person to shew
her the way to heaven. Anthony having soon after visited Herrnhuth, again declared in the presence of many of
the congregation, the'.desire of his countrymen, and especially his sister, for Christian instruction ; but he added, that the labours of the negroes were so accumulated, that they could have no opportunity of religious
improvement, unless their teacher was himself a slave,
to instruct them in the midst of their daily avocations.
In consequence of this representation, Leonard Dober,
and Tobias Leupold, two of the congregation, offered to
go to the island of St. Thomas, and to sell themselves
as slaves, in case they should find no other way of inBesides this mission in St. Thostructing the negroes.
mas, the Brethren afterwards established others in St.
Croix, St. Jan, Jamaica, Antigua, Barbadoes, St. Christopher's and Tobago ; but the last has been suspended
In some of these islands, their success
for some years.
has been inconsiderable ; but in others, it has been very
extensive, as will appear from the following statement
of the members of their congregations at the latest
period we have been able to ascertain them.
Begun
1732,
1733,
1754,
1754,
1756,
1765,
1777,

St.

Thomas

St.

Croix

St.

Jan

S253

Jamaica, about

Antigua
Barbadoes

.

St. Christopher's

1426
374
765a
214
es30
21,945

Ik.
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In some of these isUnds, the success of the Brethren
has been so considerable^ that the members of their
congregations form a large proportion of the whole
number of slaves ; in St. Thomas and St. Croix, they
constitute about one-third, and in Su Jan nearly threeThough the utility
fourths of the negro population.
of the Brethren's labours are now universally acknowledged, yet we may here mention, that it has been
stated on high authority, that among the planters in
the West Indies, a Negro is reckoned doubly valuable
if be is a Moravian.
In September 1786, the Rev. Dr. Coke, accompanied
by three other methodist preachers, destined for Nova
Scotia, sailed from England for that country ; but the
captain was compelled, by stress of weather, to change
bis course, and to land them on the island of Antigua.
Having met with a very favourable reception on that
and some other islands which they visited, they resolvetl,
instead of proceeding to the place of their original destination, to attempt the establishment of missions in
In the course of a few years,
this quarter of the glolic.
the Methodists accordingly sent miuionaries to the
principal islands belonging to the crown of Britain ;
and though, from the great instability which appears
among their converts, it is difficult to estimate the extent of their success ; yet there can be no doubt that,
on the whole, they have been highly useful among the
Negroes.
In 1819, the Methodist Societies in the West India
islands, consisted of the following black and coloured
members, exclusive of a few white people.

Begun
1786,
1787,
1787,
1787,
1788,
1788,
1789,
1789,
1790,
1793,
1797,
1799,

359i

Antigua

S6'85

Vincent'i
St. Christopher's
St Eustatia
St.

BarbwloM
Dominica

ssog
233
26
633
9*3

.

.

NevU
Tortola

1739
5438
211
308
44

Jamaica
Grenada
St. Bartholomew's

BermuiU
Carryover
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Begun

Brought forward
1800, Bahama Islands
1809, Trinidad
181 6, St.

.

Domingo

Anguilla and
1818, Tobago

St.

Martin

18,196

516
241
36
319
17
19,325

Besides the Negroes and people of colour who are
members of the Methodist Societies in the West Indies,
there are 43,411 of tlie same description of persons
connected with those in the United States, making a
toul of 62,736.
In the West India islands, the missionaries of
all denominations have experienced the most violent
persecution from numbers of the white inhabitants.
Though the Methodists have of late years been the
principal objects of this opposition, yet the Moravians,
peaceful and prudent as were their endeavours to instruct the Negroes, were long opposed with no less vioNot only lawless individuals, and infuriated
lence.
mobs, have frequently assaulted the Methodist Missionaries, and interrupted them in their labours, but the
legislatures ofseveral of the islands, particularly Jamaica, have passed severe acts against them, restricting
them in their operations, and punishing tliem by fine,
imprisonment, banishment, &c. It will perhaps scarcely
be credited, yet the fact is unquestionable, that so late
as the year 1792, a British House of .\ssembly (St.
Vincent's) passed a law inflicting the punishment of
DEATH on the score of religion. To what an extent
the Methodists were placed beyond the protection of
law, is evident, from the following notable decision of
one of the magistrate* of Barbadoes, in the case pf a
most outrageoiia assault on their chapel by a lawless
mob : " The offence," said he, " was committed against
Almighty Go<]. It therefore does not belong to me to
punisn it." But though the Methodists have experienced the most violent hostility from many of the white
inhabitants of the West Indies, it would be an act of
gross injustice, both to the planters and to the missionaries, were we not to state, that such sentiments and
practices were by no means universal; that thougli multitudes were their enemies, not a few were their friends
and supporters *.

18,196

Wat

Indies have been grferoudy olnmnisKd, wc think it nnchlng more than an act of jusable ^ Dtliact tt die Walcyan Methodiit Mioioni," which will »hew
India
gicst put of the monej." nyi he, " expcoded by the
br ftom vainwtii. «M]r steady that the hselllHy to Iheas
ouaioa, has beai niaed in tiv "-'"r'**. of whidi a eoaaitlcnble sum ha* been ooDtributed by the while*. Then is Karcely a chapel of
tubscriptiona
hare
not
aisifted
by
their
or
uuf iii^iiHaili in any of iIm ialanda, io the enctiaD tt which ine gentlemen of the iaUndf
Mharviac They have giren money ; lent money in conndnablc nun* tin it could be conveniently repaid j made prcunu of timber, or
ftimMwd it «a long credit; and lent their Negro carpenters and.maaofu^ntl/. Sabicription* often, twenty, fiAy, and one hundred pound*.

•

As

the Xsliiodisi

ttat to ihsai. to

Mlwtnnsriw in ike

iMMdws in this pises mi adact bma Watna's

wh

A

Wat

ofimm

at the apotribaton. Ktcu in Jamaiea, where the dark and dangcrooi faCt» sack piuyssi*, marit both the raak in liie, and the
The clergy,
the Msdtodfcti haa been dijeoreicd with nxn* aagaiity ihaa ia Mhar pbeca, this swimniti has been afibrded.
oalieiiin

d

du^ aot ia gmmtl peaeaaMy asliTe

N^gio jaatnietian, ha** gifae pnafr Out they are not oppoted to the efforts made for that purdiey appniisad ao daagor bam them. It has not t>een an manial thing for tbeii uarcs to be members of the IMetliuUist

wtttt aad thai

is

The reetor at KinoMn gave ;£I0, 13*. 4d. currency toward* the chapel in that city ; and on anotheir wiab or eonaeat.
The rector of Moranl Bay alio gave £10 toward* the chapel in that place ; and
Ibar oeeasloe, £tO toward* the Monnt Bay Chapd.
a taHeerten wa* made in the diapd at Kinplon. a little before the per*ceiiting law of 1807, for the purpose of affording aid to the
•at Msiaia Bay Chapel, many nmetlaMe ladic* and gentlemen of the dty were preaeat, who put into the box. lome joe*, and
nkiag io the whole a call>cti«wi of £Ti. In other itlanda, not msrdy planten and merchants, but memben of colo.
praidaala, efaicf jadyi. tui gartmau, hav* not only nibecribed to the erection of chapel*, but in aone iostaneea have
Mdslies by

mhm

,

paid lajiiss sripsad* to the ini*siniisi1fe as a icmooeiation Aw their labour* in in*tructing their ilare*, and in many iiistanrr* hare done
what was at man eaeatial aerries, have ooiuiaaeted tlw tlragni of " wicked and unrea*onabIe men," who attempted to stir up peraeeatiaas, fcr ahicb ao pisnace bm tstoletaiiee and iniaiuibimatliiB could be *»t up."
P. 1 25.
AitersMhviaBie at die enact which had occaaioiMd to much oppoeitioa to the Methodiit Miiaionarie* in the West Indie*, Mr. Watasa adda, ** OOMr cnset which hare pndtioed many instances of individual oppotition to the mia*ioo*, and which in lomc cam have chiefly
piaaM(alasts<ns|fals*)v*0|niaaioa, could be adduced; but we do not «eek occasion of crimination, though the came* of opposition we allude
tojnoU
yiady n.fktl
ita ehancter."
" If it tfaodld appear that the real offence given by miuionarici is thetr preaching faith* ~
'
'
that among the number of tfaose " nuned to righteousDCSSf'' have been maoy females who were the
[ Tloet;

maa^

—

;
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In 1796, the London Missionary Society commenced
""^
its operations with a missiun to the Soutti Sea islanda.
oLYMcsiA.
jvjine of the Mivsionaries settle<l in Tonjjatabooj but a
Tongatacivil war having arisen on tiie island aliout two years
*""'•
after thoir arrival, three of them were murdered by
one of the contending parties ; and the others, discouraged by the difficulties and dangers of their situation,
Mltsions.

^

Chris-

''"*
Otahcite.

New

A

South Wales.
solitary
on Santa Christina, one of the
Marquesas islands, returned to England at a still earlier
period. The others took up their residence in Otaheite,
and though they were at first most favourably received
by the natives, yet they met with so many difficulties
and discouragements in the prosecution of their labours,
that this mission, of which the highest anticipations
had been formed, was for many years considered as a
kind of forlorn hope. The missionaries at length left
Otaheite, a^ a civil war was on the point of breaking
out on that island and most of the friends of missions,
we believe, hoped that they would never return, as there
appeared not the slightest prospect of their being useretired soon after to

St.

missionary,

who

settled

;

among the natives.
In 1811, several of them, however, did return ; but,
for the present, they took up their residence in Eimeo,
as the continuance of peace in Otaheite was somewhat
doubtful.
Soon after their arrival, Pomare the king,
who used formerly to shew a strong aversion to religious
instruction, publicly renounced idolatry, and made a
profession of Christianity.
With him this does not appear to have arisen from political motives ; but from the
firm conviction of his understanding, and the deep impression which divine truth had made on his heart. The
example of Pomare, in embracing Christianity, produced, as might be expected, a powerful sensation among
his countrymen.
Instructions which had lain dormant,
and convictions which had been stiffled for years, now
appeared to revive. Many of the people began to inquire for themselves ; the congregations of the missionaries, which had hitherto been extremely small, rapidly
increased ; and great numbers publicly renounced the
religion of their ancestors. Idolatry was at length completely abolished, both in Otaheite and Eimeo.
The
gods were destroyed, themorais demolished, the Arreoy
Society dissolved, human sacrifices, and the murder of
infants, abolished. Instead of a multitude of idols, morals, and altars, there were now Christian churches in
every district ; except here and there a heap of stones,
scarce a vestige of the old religion was to be seen. The
Sabbath was observed with singular strictness ; familyworship was established in almost every house, and secret prayer was the practice of almost every individual.
There was at the same time a material improvement in
the moral conduct of the people ; the condition of the
female sex was considerably ameliorated ; the population of the islands, which had previously been diminishing with prodigious rapidity, promised soon to increase,
as, in consequence of the abolition of infanticide and
other criminal practices, there was already a visible difference in the number of children.
This extraordinary
revolution was not even confined to Otaheite and Eimeo ; it extended, in a short time, to the neighbouring
islands, Tetaroa, Tapua-Manu, Raiatea, Huaheine,
ful

Taha, Borabora, and Mnrua in all of which idolatry
was abolished, and Christianity became the professed
;

Besides instructing the natives in the princireligion.
ples of Christianity, the missionaries taught them to
read and write their own language.
In this attempt,

they formerly met with

little encouragement
now,
were crowned with extraordinary success.
In the different islands, it was supposed there
were upwards of six thousand persons who were able
to read more or less perfectly.
Pomare even issued
;

their exertions

orders that school houses should be erected in every
district of Otaheite and Eimeo, and that the best instructed of the natives should be employed in teaching others ; so that these islands now possess something like an establishment of parochial schools. The
art of printing has been introduced, and the press is
now in active operation in these islands. The gospel
of Luke, when printed, was sold for three gallons of
cocoa-nut-oil per copy; and though the impression
consisted of 3000 copies, yet several thousands of the natives were sadly disappointed that no more were to be
had.
Had there been 10,000 copies, it was supposed
the whole might have been sold in ten days.
The plan
of selling the books they printed was adopted by the
missionaries in preference to distributing them gratis,
with the view of promoting industry among the natives.

In 1814, the Church Missionary Society formed an AnsTEALestablishment on New Zealand, with the view- of intro- asia.
ducing the arts of civilization and the light of Christian- ^''^ ^^*"
ity among the inhabitants.
Hitherto the missionary
settlers have been able to effect little; yet their prospects, on the whole, are highly encouraging.
Such is a general sketch of the principal missions established by Protestants in different parts of the heathen
M orld. Many others we have been obliged to pass unnoticed, as they were attended with no remarkable circumstances, or were productive of no considerable efShould the reader wish more particular details
fects.
of Protestant missions in general, he may consult
Brown's History of the Propagation ofChrislianity among
Accounts of particular
the Heathen, 2 vols. Svo. 1814.
missions he will find in the following works ; Mather's
History oj' New England: Mayhew's Indian Converts;
Hopkin's Memoirs relating to the Housatunmik Indians ;
Brainerd's Lije ; Niecampii Hisloria Miisionis Evangeliice in India Orientali ; Meier Missions-Geschichte oder Auiziig dcr Evatigelischen Missions Berichle aus Ostindien von 1737 bis 1767 ; Neure Grschich'c der Evangeliscfieii Missions Anttalten in Ostindien 6. Band.
Hans
Egede Nachricht vom Gronlandischen Mission; Crantz's
History of Greenland, 2 vols ; Oldendorp's Geschichte
der Mission der Evangelischen Bruder aiif St. Thomas,
Si. Croix, und St. Jan. 2 band. ; Loskiel's History of the
Missiii7i nf thf United Brethren in North America ; Risler Erzaldungen aus der Geschichte der Bruder Kircke ;
Haensel's Letters on the Nicobar Islands ; Moravian Periodical Accounts, 6 vols. ; Baptist Periodical Accounts,
6 vols. Coke's History of the West Indies, 3 vols.
Transactions of the Missionary Society, 4 vols. ; Missionary Register, 7 vols. ; Proceedings of the Church Missionary Society, 6 vols,
(w b.)
;

wliich the preachers of " righteousness, and temper; that the personal ill-treatment
come," have in many cases experienced, lias been the consequence of violent resentments produced by checks put
upon vicious indulgence, by the introduction of a stronger principle of morality among the slaves and females of colour and that restiic.
tive laws gravely proposed to legislatures have been, in many instances which might be given, mainly the work of men who had such injuries to complain of, then the wliole controversy would be placed in a light in whicli that party are not, we are persuaded, disposed to
have it viewed
On this subject, evidence is not wanting, but the necessity of adducing it shall be created only by the conduct of those whp

obj«cts of

illicit

ance, and a

attacliment and licentious intercourse

judgment

to

;

are

most Mutious

to justify their zeal against missions

on very

Mission*

—-V"

different reasons."

P. 141.
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MISSISSIPPI, one of the United States of North
' America, was admitted into the Union on the 1st of
March 1817. It is situated between 30^ and 35° of

14° 30'

West Long.

It is

about 340 miles long from north to south, and 150
broad, and contains nearly 43,000 square miles, or
30,000,000 acres.
The soil and appearance of the country are in gene*
ral uninviting.
Beyond the 31st degree of latitude,
the soil along the Pearl and Pascagoula rivers, called
the Swamp, and from one to three miles broad, is rich
and productive. In the middle parts of the state, above
the region of the long-leat'ed pine, there are extensive
and rich prairies, one of which is 40 miles long. The
country bordering on the Tenessce River for 100 miles
above and below the Mussel shoals, and for 40 north
and south, has been considered as the garden of North
America. The country is in general very healthy.
The River Mississippi runs along the western fron.
tier of tins atate for 572 miles, every part of which is
navigable.
The Tenessee u navigable for 20 mile* in
the state; the Ya/oo and its branches 270 miles; the
Big Black river 150 ; the Homocfaitto, Amite, &c 170;
the Pearl river, which separates this state from Louisiana, and its brxnches, 250; Pascagoula and its branches
250 ; the Bayous, and b«ys St. Louis, Biloxi, Pines,
tee. 100 ; Gulf Coast, 1^0 the Tombigbee and western
branches, GOO— the total number of miles which are
navigable being 2472.
The an-'malt in this state are, congouars, wolves,
and wild cats, which are (ie«tructivc to Jomentic animals ; and bears, which are injurious to the fruit and
Alligators, some of which are 15 feet lung, are
grain.
found to the <outh of 32** of latitude. The salAmander,
the murtena siren, and the gnufTre, are also tbuiid here.
Besides these, there are parroquets, wild (urkies, and
;

pigeons.
The Misnistippi territory is divided into 12 counties
whose population in 18)6 was as follows
:

1

S
Dollarsi

Woollen, cotton, flaxen, and hempen cloths
or mixtures, to the value of

Looms

.

.

1

.

Spindles for cotton
Tin-plate work
Tanneries
.

807
.

.10

...

Distilleries

7,200
39,590

.

.

.

.

6

Natchez is the only place where there is considerTiirough the channel of the Tomable commerce.
bigbee, beef, pork, and corn are sent to Mobile and
Pensacola.
The surplus productions of the western
parts pass through the Mississippi.
steam-boat plies
between New Orleans and Natchez, a distance of 300

A

miles.

Natchez, the capital of the state, is pleasantly situated on a considerable eminence on the east bank of
the Mississippi. It contains 1511 inhabitants, of whom
459 are stave*. Washington
534 inhabitants, of
whom 182 are slaves. See Bartram's TtaveU through
North and Snuth Carolina, &c. Philad. 179' ; Brown's

^s

IVetlem Gazetteer, 1817; Morse's Geography, p. 258;
Warden's Account qf' the United S:ates, vol. iii. p.

anil
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MISSISSIPPI
America.

ftivBR,

is

a very large river in North

North Lat. 47°

38', and West
and pursues a south-easterly course to
the falls of St. Anthony, for al)out 6OO miles. From
these falls, this river is navigable by boatti to it« junction with the Missouri, a distance of lOSO miles, in
which it has nearly a southern course. It is neither
It

rises

in

L'ong. 95° 6',

so long, deep, or rapid, as the Missouri branch.
In
Lat. 38" 27', and Long. 89" 36'. the Mississippi receives the waters of the Missouri.
From thence to
the Red River, a distance of nearly 1068 miles, it
runs nearly south by west ; snd from Red River to
the Gulfuf Mexico, a distance of 327 miles, it has a
south-easterly direction, the whole distance being 1395
miles.

CoaabM.

Adams

Whites.

S60*
2548

.

.

.

.

CUibome

.

.

.

.

.

.

Franklin

.

.

Manon

.

.

Pike

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

1716
32
3365
7§9
1696
1015
2078
667
1367
1566

ToUl.

.

23.639

Wilkinson

Hancock
Lawrence

Wayne

Total

1

ft3&4

490fi

1790
4057

3506
T27S
5059

From

1567

2709

Grand Chain o*' Rocks
Mouth of Ohio

1701

New

l6t)4

168
1013

686
540
333
417
517

2618
1000
1784
2083

20,567

44,206

'

merous.
following wa* the state of the manufacture* in

1810:
ZIV.

this river, is

9998

great articles of culture in this state, are
cotton and Indian com.
The average produce per acre
of cbtton 1000 pounds in the seed.
Maize is of a fine
quality, the bushel weighing 70 lbs. in many parts.
Rice is raised in the southern parts ; and the sugar cane
is profitably cultivated along the river Mississippi.
Horned cattle are so numerous, that some farmers have
from 500 to 1000 head. Horse and sheep are not nu-

VOb

f<illowing distances of places in

2358

The two

The

The

given in Schultz's Travel*.

Jefferson

Amite
Warren

SUtcs.

PABTII.

Miles.
St.

the Missouri to St. Louis

Genevieve

Kaskaskias River

St.

...

.

14
73
16

75
15

Madrid

Francis River

Arkansas

Yazoo
Natchez
Lof\u4 Heights
Red River

Baton Rouge
New Orleans
Fort Balize

Whole

dittaoeei

14

87
103
178
19s

107
241
142

268
508
615
856
998

55

10.53

15
104

1068
1172

l."-6

1.508

«7

1395

75
240

The Mississippi has many islands, some of which
are five and six miles long, but they are low, und constantly changing their situation and as)^cl.
Fogs are very frequent on the river. They rise only
to the height of SO or 40 feet.
The usual current of
the river is about three miles an hour.
Bout:- descend
from Natchez to New Orleans in one week, but they
take about three weeks in returning. See Morse a Ante'
rican Geography, p. Q5.

4K

—r^
lliver.

267,515

1330

.

Carding machine

Mississippi

M
Mistouri
11
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MISSOURI the name of a large river in North
America, which runs into the Mississippi near its
source. It is formed oi'three branches^ which rise among
the rocky mountains, tlie northern one near 48° N.
Lat. the southern near 42° N. La(. and all near 120°

E

when

a young man, could repeat above Mnem».
seph Scaliger,
"'o^one hundred verses, having once read them ; and, in
the course of a few weeks, he could repeat the contents ^'""V"'^
of whole books in foreign languages.
Magliabechi
dictated, from memory, whole books which had been
Several individuals are said to have been able to
lost.
W. Long.
The northern branch, which was the only one explo- repeat the contents of entire books from the end to the
red by the travellers who were sent out for that purpose beginning, as is reported of the German poet Klopin ISOl, was navigable for 248 miles.
The distance stock, with respect to Homer, when he was at the school
from the confluence of these streams to the great ra- of Porta. William Lyon, a travelling player, repeated
pids is 283 miles, from thence to the confluence with the contents of a newspaper from beginning to end.
Plate River 194.'5 miles, and from thence to the conAn Englishman once came to Frederic the Great of
fluence of the Mississippi 150, making a total of 310(5,
Prussia, for the purpose of giving him some specimens
the distance which the Missouri is navigable above its
of his extraordinary memory.
Frederic sent for Vol«
As .this junction is taire, who read to his Majesty a pretty long poem which
junction with the Mississippi.
1395 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, the total length he had just finished. The Englishman was concealed
of the Missouri continued to the sea is 4501 miles. in such a manner as to be able to hear every word tliat
See Morse's American Geography, p. 65.
was said. When Voltaire had concluded, Frederic ob»
MITHRIDATES. See Rome.
served that a foreign gentleman would immediately reMITYLENE. See Meteun, in this volume, p. IO9. peat the same poem to him, and tlierefore it could not
MNEMONICS {ar-1 mnemonica, from the Greek ,tt.ii- be original. Voltaire listened with astonishment to the
stranger's declamation, and then f^-ll into a great rage,
ft»», viemor,') signifies, in the more general sense of the
word, the laws which regulate the exercise of the facul- and tore the manuscript in pieces. When Frederic inty of memory ; in its more limited signification, it formed liim of his mistake, the Englishman again dictatmeans a system of rules to assist the memory, by means ed to Voltaire the whole j)ocm with perfuct correctness.
of association, in recalling past impressions.
These instances are sutHciently remarkable, even afSuch a
system was called by the ancients memoria artificialis, ter making every reasonable allowance for exaggerato distinguish it from a naturally good memory, unasUut there is a story told by Antonius Muretus
tion.
respecting the wonderful memory of a young Corsii
sisted by technical rules.
>«J
There is no doubt that the memory is a faculty high- can, vhich is still more astonishing. We shall relate
" At Padua there
ly susceptible of cultivation, and also very capable of the story nearly in his own words.
being assisted, in many cases, by arrangement and as- dwelt, not far from me, a young Corsican, who was beWe have numerous instances, indeed, both lieved to be of a good family. He had come thither in
sociation.
order to learn the civil law, and had devoted himself,
in ancient and modem times, of individuals who possessed and exercised this faculty in a very extraordinary
for several years, to this .study, with such diligence and
degree; but we are frequently left in doubt whether success, that we all began to entertain a high opinion
they depended entirely on the natural strength of an of his learning. During one summer, he came almost
originally good memory, improved, perhaps, by regular
every evening to my house. He was reported to be in
and assiduous cultivation ; or whether they had reccjirse possession of an art of memory, by means of which he
to some mechanical aids.
Cyneas, who was sent by could perform things which no one could believe withKing Pyrrhus on an embassy to the Romans, learnt, in out being an eye-witness. I hatl scarcely learnt this
the Course of one day, the names of all those persons when I became desirous of seeing some of these wonwhom he had seen, so perfectly, that, on the following ders and my wish was soon gratified. I told him
day, he could name all the members of the senate, and that, in return for my hospitality, I conceived I had a
all the Romans who had assembled round them.
King right to ask to see a specimen of his art, if it were atCyrus could name all the soldiers in his army and L. tended with no inconvenience to himself. He answerScipio all the citizens of Rome.
ed immediately, and without taking time to reflect,
Mithridates, the king
of two and twenty nations, held courts in as many lan- that he would willingly comply, as soon as I should
guages, and could converse with each nation in its own desire it. We went directly into an adjoining room, and
I dictated to him words from the Latin,
tongue, without using an interpreter.
Themistocles is sat down.
Greek, and other languages with which he was less fasaid to have been oppressed by the strength and tenacity
of his memory ; and in the course of a year he learnt to miliar, sometimes with and sometimes without meanspeak Persic with perfect propriety. Crassus, while ing, so different, so imconnected, and in such number,
governor of Asia, learnt the five Greek dialects so com- that I was abundantly fatigued with dictating, the boy
who took down the words with writing, and the other
pletely, that he was able to give judgment in each.
Hortensius, the Roman orator, was able to repeat a persons present with hearing and expectation of therewhole oration in the words he had previously conceiv- suit. He alone, still cheerful and unexhausted, always
ed it, without committing it to writing ; and to go called for more. I told him, however, that every tiling
through the whole arguments of an opponent in their must have its due measure and limits, and that 1 should
proper order. It is said that he once attended a whole be perfectly satisfied if he could repeat but the one
He then stood for some
had dictated
day at a public side, and, at the end of it, recited, in halt of \vhat
regular order, the names of all the buyers, the articles time silent, with liis eyes fixed upon the ground, while
At length, this wonsold, and their prices, with perfect exactness.
Seneca, we were all full of expectation.
in his youth, could pronounce two thousand given words
derful man began to speak ; and he repeated, to our
in their proper order
and having got a verse from astonishment, every thing in the very same order, and
each of his school-fellows, he repeated more than two without tlie slightest embarrassment or hesitation. He
hundred of them from the bottom to the top. Avicen- then began with the last wortl and repeated backwards
na could, with facility repeat the wh .le books of Aris- to the first ; and he al'ierwards repeated the first, third,
I aftertotle's metaphysics.
Picus de Mirandola repeated two fifth word, &c. or in any other given oi-der.
thousand names which had Ijeeii tead over to him. Jfo- wards became better acquainted with him, and found>
is

'

'

;

;

I

;

'

i

MNEMONIC
was no quackery in his
(and he was the great^^r"""- est enemy of all boaiting) that he could, in the same
manner, repeart Sti 000 (others read only 6,000) words.
But what i» mort remarkable, every tiling was so firmly
impressed on his memory, that, as he asserted, he could
'<^ithoat difficulty remember whiitever he had committed to it f.fter a lapse of j'ears and this assertion I
found to be true, upon making a trial some considerBut farther There dwelt with
able time afterwards.
me Franci-«cus Molinus, a patrician of Venice, who was
Ime«eeeflingly ardent in the study of the sciences.
Hnemo- d\fr many
nie*.

avsteni.

trials,

He

{hat there

me

once Mitired

;

:

weakness of his memohe entrejitcd the C'orsican to teach him his art, to

pres.5ed witli the feeling of the

ry,

which the latter immecliiitely consented. A place and
hour were accortlingly ftxe<l for their daily mcelings
md in the coorse of six or seven days the scholar could
repeat. W'thout dffiicnhy, more than five hundred
words, in the »«me, or any other gKen order."
M uretns adds, " I nhoidd not have vcnttn^d to relate all
should be »uKf«ct»(l of a talsehood, if the
tfii». Icrt
farts had not been quite recent, and cnpabie of being
attestetl by a numlwr of witnesaes.
'i"he Corsican a»aerted that he had leanit tliis art from a FreiiHiman
who bad tieen his tntiir " Gisbert Voetiwd. a relurme<l
;

I

divine of the serenteenth century, <
formance of this Corsican aa a proui
witli the devil.
he JHtoiiishing powers of calculation

the per-

•

1

.'.(.-rcourse

poMetwd by

Jedediah Btrxton. a man otJierwiae illiterate, are well
known ; and many of ua have hatl a recent opportuni5r of witnesamg a »imilar phenomenon, in the person of
erah C Ibnm, an American boy, under e'<;ht years of
af(f, who exhibited in Londi/n and
t^h some
ynrs ago, and who, withoiti .-mvpr.
'iwledge
ofthecommi'n n
-tic, or even of the use
•ttd power of the
rals, and without having
gt\en any particular attenliufi to the subject, was found
to jn0»n». as if by intuition, the singular facidty of
volving • great variety of arithmetical quetitions by the
tnrrv ope-atron of the mmd, and without the usual as.
•i-'
symbol or coiitrivance •.
irious other instajices of individuals who poraeaacd extraoniinary powers of memory, but
it h unnecewary to multiply examples.
We proceed,
fljerefore. to notice the traditional origin of tiic nineBMnicart;as mentioned in the P,.ri.iii Chrcmicle. as
*rel! as by Cicero and Quint
"ancient
.

authors.

bours

<'

ftrrci,

I

.And here we shall a\r.
,.;
the laProfe»»or linrron, who,
his l^e(1
pretty fully into the discussion of

m

(,r>.il expedient for ns>.i tlnn- tlv memory is
derived froii
:<n
For
| see a
house,
niiti.
I'ilect tiie i.
.....ir manner of life, and the imercourse
have had with thrtn
The sigl t of a book prom|its the memory oi its con(mts, ano the plea-^ure
profit I have receixed from
the (H nis.it <if It.
.\ view of the sea may suggest the
fcf'
Tti; and the painful retolie<tion ut the loss
^'(iroffie life of a ft-iend, l)y shipwreck.
1
n, of aiditig recollection by a.<isocuition, is
niii.lits r,i>,i.t«.
to
ur abstract, witli others
"""Te o
that the recurrence of the
•* ter
it the memory of the for.
"""•
ring which
cannot miss
todbaer.^, .^:
...^ ... ilie action, to suggest there.
I

I

,

I

,

:

w

'

,

I

I

1

>

j

a boy from

tv

I)«Trn«!iii», ha< r

<li«

patnmagr of

II

menilirunce of which I removed it from one finger to
The ringing of the bell, or the soiuidiiig of
the clock, prompts the recollection of the business 1 had
resolved to perform at these times.
A glimpse of the
first words of a paragraph, or a page, introduces the re.
collection of tiie whole.
In a word, we must connect
tlie things we wish to remember with the immediuie
objects of our senses, that otter themselves daily to our
attention, but particularly witii tiie objects of our Might,
the raottt vigorous and lively of all our senses, aim of
which tiie objects are perhaps more numerous ttiun
those of all our other senses put together.
'f his theorj- is the foundution of all contrivances
which liave been, or perhaps can be, employed to iielp
recollection.
It is tlie groundwork of the famous artificial memory of Simonides, a lyric poet, who is celebrated by Cicero and Quintilion as the inventor of
mnemonics. Doth these authors relate the foUowing
mythological incident, on the occasion wliich suggested
the invention. Simonides was employed by hcopas, a
rich I'hessalian, to coiiipoae a panegyric on him tor a
certain sum of money ; was invited to a festival, giveu
by Scopas to his friends, in order to rchear>>e it, but
was sordidly refused more than half the stipulated com.
pensatJon; becauae, puailed perhaps with the t-terUity
of tlie principal subject, he had introduced a long i-pis.
ode in pmise of Castor and Pollux, tiimanides was
soon after aaimnaaed from the ciimpany by two young
men on horseback, supposed to be C'iistor and i'oilux
in disguiae, who, aa aooa as they had saved tlieir fa.
vourite poet, made the roof fall on Acop.is and his company, bruising them to death, that not a hneament of
iheui could be known.
Sinionides, however, by recol.
lecthig tfaa order in which they sat at table, was en.
abled to distinfpnsh them, and to deUver them to their
friends for burial.
The aid which the recollection of
tlie poet received, on this occasion, is said to have sug.
gested the idea of an artificial memory.
'i'he principle of the sclieine of iiinionides is to trans,
fer a train ol ideas, the archetypes of which are not the
objects ol sense, and are, therelbre, of ditiicult recoilcc.
tion, to another train which we cannot fail to recollect,
because the archetyjies arc not only olyects of sense,
but objects of sight, with which archetypes we are perfectly tmniliar, or which may be placed actually before
our eyes, (suppose tlieu Simonides were to coinuiit to
memory a discourse consisting of speculations con.
ct-ming government, finances, naval attairs, or wisdom,
none ot the archetypes of which could be made objects
•f aepae, at least, at the tune of delivery ; and to assist
hia recollection, he were to connect the series of ideas,
in tliat discourse, with a series of objects, which he
could eitiier place in sight, or with which lie was so
tainiiiar tliut he could not tail to recollect tliem ; he
w ould proceed in the following manner He would
take a huu.-e, for instance, either the one in which he
might deliver the discourse, or another ; with every
jiart of which he was jjcrfectly acquainted.
He would
begin at some fixed point of that house, suppose the
right side of the door, and he would proceed round it
in a circular line, till he arrive<l at the point from
which he set out. He would divide the circumlcrence
of the house into as many parts as there were diffcnjiit
tn|>ics, or paragraphs, in the di.scoiirse.
He would dis.
tniguish each paragraph by some symbol of the subject it contained ; that on government, by the symbol
of a crown, or a sceptre ; that on finances, by the »ymanotlier.

:

to thoae of Zcr»h Cotbnrn.
lie
StttbtBditiitirgti HMIomphicalJPur nol , \<A. 11. p.

'iTi of calculation not inferior
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that on naval affairs, by the
on wisdom, by the iigure of the

of some current coin

figure of a ship

;

tliat

;

He would cither actupresided over it.
ally transfer, or suppose transferred, these symbols to
the different compartments of the house, and then all
he had to do, in order to recollect the subject of any
paragraph, was, either to cast his eye on the symbol
during delivery, or to remember upon what division
The memory, by this conthe symbol was placed.
goddess

who

The orator eitrivance, easily recalled tlic discourse.
ther saw, or could not fail to remember the compartments, because he was perfectly familiar with tliem.
Neither could he forget the sj'mbols of each paragraph,
because they were no more than hieroglyphical paintings of the sense.
Such were the origin and principles of the celebrated topical memory of the ancients ; from which source
are derived all the various modern systems of local and
symbolical memory.
Our readers will find this story
of Simonides circumstantially related and commented
on by Cicero, rie Oral. lib. ii. ; by the author of the
books ad Herennium, lib. iii. : and by Quintilian in the
second chapter of the eleventh book of his Institutions.
The Anthology has preserved the following distich of
Simonides, relative to the subject of his memory
:

Schenckel continued to be studied and commented
upon, but little accession was made to the doctrine of
mnemonics on the contrary, the speculations on this
subject degenerated so nmch into frivolous common;

place,

or mystical jargon, that they teniled rather to

degrade than to promote the study of the art.
'ihe principal work published in England, on the
subject of the local memory, appeared in I6I8, under
the title of Mnemonica ; sive ars reminisie.di, &c. by
John Willis; and was translated, in 166I, by one
In the jear l651, Henry
Sowersby, a bookseller.
Herdson published his Ars Mnemonica, sive Herilsoniis
Brvxialus, &c. in Latin and English.
It is merely a
republication of part of Brux's Simonides Rcdivivus.
The Memoria Technica of Richard Grey was published in 1 730 ; and to the ninth edition are appended the
Mnemonics of Solomon Lowe, a small tract, now exceedingly rare, which was first published in 1 737.
The system of Dr. Grey is allowed to be very ingenious.
Dr. Priestley observes, " It is so easily learned,
and may be of so much use in recollecting dates, when
other methods are not at hand, that he thinks all persons of a liberal education inexcusable, who will not
take the small degree of pains that is necessary to
make themselves masters of it; or who think any thing
mean, or unworthy of their notice, which is so useful

and convenient."
Since the commencement of the present century, the
doctrine has been again revived on ti.e C onmust observe, however, that in spite of these ancient tinent, with considerable success, by Griifte, Aietin,
Duchet, Kastner, Feinagle, and others. Feinagle traauthorities, tlie claim of Simonides to the merit of in.
venting tlie art of memory, has been recently contro- veiled a good deal and some years ago, he taught,
verted in a dissertation on the mnemonic art among and exhibited specimens of his method, at Paris, Lonsmall volume was afterwards
the ancients, by Professor Morgenstern of Dorpat, who don, and Edinburgh.
seems to trace this science to the Egyptian hierogly- published, illustrative of the principles of his system,
and exhibiting their application to the various sciences;
phics.
Several of the Greek philosophers appear to have from which we shall endeavour to present our readers
adopted and recommended certain artificial rules for with an abridged account of his method.
Locality, it is observed, is the most efficacious methe assistance of the memory ; Aristotle is said, among
dium of reminiscence; and that system of memory will
others, to have written a work entitled MvnuoviKcr,
which has been lost; and Pliny {Hid. Nat. Lib. VII. be the most serviceable which brings this principle
Eor this reason,
into the most extensive operation.
cap. 24'.) expressly names Metrodorus, a contemporary
of Cicero, as the individual who first brought the art locality, or the connection of our ideas with places, is
into a .systematic and scientific form.
It is to him,
made the foundation of the present system.
therefore, that we are probably indebted for the theory
A room having generally four walls, the most obof places and images.
vious division of it is into four sides, and each wall or
In more modern times, this art was cultivated by side may be subdivided into patjnels or compartments.
Raymund Lully, (in his Ars Magna,) and others, Accordingly, the ancient system divided a wall into
whose wtjrks we shall notice at the end of this article. five spaces ; and this plan was applied to as many rooms
The Germans, who are fond of constructing theories as were found necessary to the extent of each panicuupon all subjects, have recently paid much attention liu- scheme every room being similarly divided into
four sides, and every side being subdivided into five
to mnemonics, and have not only explained the ancient
methods, but invented several new systems.
compartments. Thus, any idea which, according to
So early as towards the end of the 16th century, the this method, had been associated in the mind with the
art of memory was revived by Lambert Schenckel, a forty- eighth compartment, would be placed in the third
man who possessed considerable learning, and who compartment of the second wall, in the third room.
wrote various works on grammar, prosody, rhetoric, But as few compartments could be obtained on each
He travelled for many years in (iermany, the wall by tiiese means, the calculation of high numbers
&c.
To remedy this deMetherlands, and France; and he obtained from the would be exceedingly diflicult
University of Paris the privilege of teaching his mne- fect, each wall niiglit be divided into nine or ten com.
monic doctrines in that capital. In his old age, he partments. If a wall be divided into nine parts, there
appointed his friend and pupil, Martin Summer, a Sile- will be 36 compartments in every room. In order to
sian, to be his successor in the mnemonic chair.
Som- ascertain the situation of any particular nuniber, a is
mer published a short tract in Latin, by way of invita- to be considered in relation to the total number of tiie
tion to the study of his art.
For example, if the situation of number
Like his master, Schenc- subdivisions
kel, he travelled a great deal, and realised a consider48 be required ; according to the last-mentioned diviable fortune by teaching.
Schenckel's work on the sion of the rooms, it is to be found by considering the
art of memory appeared, for the first time, in iGlO;
proportion which that number bears to 3b, the total
and S( mmer published a new edition of it in 1619. number of the comiiartments in this arrangement. If
For a long perioti, the principles of Lullus aiid the number in question be less than this total, the place,
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be obvious ; thus, 12 being within
must, of" necessity, l>c in the irst
rooin ; l)eing above 9> >t is equally clear that it cannot
be on the nrst wall and being less than I K, it mu>t,
oeceMarily, be in some pan of t le second wall ; and
as it exceeds the number of the first wall by 3. it foU
Iowa of course, that its place must be in the third comIf the number in quespartment of the second wall.
tion be hi/her than the number of the compartments
in one room, its pl-ice wilt be readily found by dividing it by that number.
Thus, suppose 48 to be the
number whose place is required
As 4'' excecls 36, we know that it can36)48(1.8 not be in the first room, the I is therefore
inquiretl after will

numlKT

the

9)l«(l.2

3'>,

changed into two; and the fraction remaining shews it to be in the twelfUi compartment. There being nine compartments
in every wall, this remainder, or

3

number

of the compartments, is divided by 9, for
Now, as the
the purpooe nf ascertaining the wall.
divisor is contained more than once, but not twice, in
the dividend, it follows that the compartment sought
must be on the second wall ; the remainder gives the

compartment.
This operation, then, shews
that 48 is in the third comiMirtment, on the second wall,
This was the plan adopted by
in the second room.
the ancients, when they divided their rooms into parts;
but being both complicated and difficult, .Mr. Feinaigie
has rejected it in his system ; and another scheme has
been mtroduced in its place, which he conceives to be
more aimple in its construction, less difficult in its ap>
specific

and much more extensive in its powers.
divides a wall in the following manner
These figures are arranged from left
to right, in the usual manner of writing,
and fur the more easily rememliering
5
their situation, it will be found, that if
t*
»
two linos be drawn diagonally from the

plication,

He

T
7

I

I

I

foar comers of the figure, tliey will intersect all the
odd numbers. The nine squares or ooropartn)ent«, are
termed places, and are calkti first place, second place,
&c Tne same mode must be pursued with the three
remaining walls in this room, by which mr.ins four
walls are obtained, each divided into nine placet.
In
order to find the number .S6 in this room, we should naturally say four times nine will be 3 i, and should, of
course, conclude that 36 would be in tbe last place a(
the last side or fourth wall oi' the room,
iiut this calculation is erroneous ; ti must ever be in the some situation, which will be that occupied by the point in the
following figure :
And the numbers 16,2fi. and 36, will be
in the corre ponding situation on their
respective walls.
It

must now be determined how we

are to reckon these walls
If we stand
in a room with our back to the windows, the first wall
is on our left, the second before us, the third on our
right, and the fourth behind us.
shall, however,
commence with the floor, an<l divide it into nine parts,
in the s.inie manner as the walls.
Where are 10, 20,
SO, he to Im: placed ' Every decade begins a new series, and the decimal is placed on the ceiling of the
room over its pnijier wall thus the first decimal, or
10, will be over the first wall ; the second decim^d, or
2<», over the second wall, &c. ; and the fifth decimal, or
50, as Its tenth-part exceeds the number of walls, will
be Mngned to the ceiling of the room, and will conseqneatly be the highest number in the first room, forming the connecting link between this room and the se-
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a second

room

is

taken, the floor of

it is

denominated the fifth wall, the wall on the left, the
sixth, &c., and as the number 50 was upon the ceiling
of the first so the number 100 will be upon the ceiling
of the second room.
In order to remember a series of words, they are put
in the several squares or places, and the recollection of
them is assisted by associating some idea of relation bet<veen the objects and their situation ; and, as we find
by experience, that whatever is ludicrous, is calculated
to make a strong impression upon the mind, the more

To illustrate this
ridiculous the association the better.
idea, Mr. Feinaigie. places the names of certain sensible objects in the different compartments, and connects
the ideas of their images by some story, so as to make
it almost impossible to forget the order in which they
are arranged.
Another part of Mr. Feinaigle's system is the cona branch of the mnemonic
verting figures into letters,
art wliich has been adverted to, we believe, by almost
Mr. Feinaigie uses the
every writer on the subject.
consonants only, one or more of which are attacheil to
the series of figure*, each figure having its appropriate
consonant.
Tke letters appropriated to the figures are
selected on account of some real or supposed resemThese letters, and the figures which they are
blance.
intended to represent, should be strongly impressed upon the memory, as the letters must be converted into
words by the introduction of vowels. The two consonants representing two figures must be converted into
a word, to which should be affixed some striking idea ;
and the images represented connectetl together. The

—

when 8electc<l, each being a word, must be arranged in the different plucet, beginning with the floor,
and proceeding to the first, second, and third walls,
&c.
In making these words, it is necessary that the
two consonants required should be the tvio/irtt in the
word ; if there be more tlian two, it is of no importance, as the two first only will be needful.
The converting of figures into letters, and making sense by the
iiitrtxiuction of vowels, will be found applicable to
many of the pur|KMes of common life.
Mr. Feinaigie proceeds to observe, that if the reader
has practited the instructions already given in a room
in which he is accustomed to spend the greater part of
his time, and this room should have been hung with
pictures, engravings, &c., he will have been very materially assisted in the remt-mbrance of liis pUiccs or locaobjects,

The transition is slight, but the impression is
permanent. I^ us, says he, fill the squares or places
with some pictures of our own drawing the two rooms
will lie then furnished, and it will be as easy lo remember the symbols or hieroglyphics, as to remember the
situation or place of any picture, or .irticle of furniture,
Mr. Feinaigie, has, accordingly, illustrated
in a room.
this |)urt of his system by some tables of syinliols and
some diagrams, for which we must refer the reader to
the book itself; as it has been our object rather to give
an outline of his principles than a full exposition of his
method. For the same reason, we deem it unnecessary
lities.

;

to accompany the learned professor in his application
of these principles to the various sciences
V\'e have already admitted tbe possibilitv o( giving
grent assistance to the memory by means of arrangement and association. It appears to us, however, that
tlie apparatus of most of the systems hitherto pnipuscd
witli that view is a great deal too complicated ; and that
a method might be devised much more simple in its
elements, more easy of acquisition, and equally well
adapted to all purposes of real utility.

;
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Jvin^inum el idmrum com jHixil tone ad omnium inni;nFranc 159 , 8vo.
el Mmiorice senern Ires lihri
Ars Reminiicendi Joan. Bap'ixia; Porlw Ncnpolilani
Lambert Schcnckcl, Metimilus de
Naples, lfi02, 4'!o.
Lnl'iia Lingua intra 6 mcnsis ditcenda. Striwburgh,
Ejiisd. Gazojihylficiiim Arlis Mrmiiriw, &c.
1(>09, 8vo.
Various other works were published
Ibi<l 1610, 8vo.
Simonides rediin illustration of Schenckel's nietho<l.
Aulhore Adnm Britxio ; Leipsic. IfilO, 4to.
vivux, &c.
F. M. Uavellmi Ays Me-noriee, &c Frunc. 16 17, 8vo.
Tliis
John Willis, Mnemoiiica, &.c. London, 1G18.
book was translated into English by one Sowersb)',
Ars Memoria: localis, &<?. Leipsic,
London 1661.
Adrian le Cuirot, Migazin des Scieucex,ou
1620, 8vo.
Henry
vrnif I'art de Memoire ; Paris, l623, 12mo.
Herdson, Ars Mnemoiiica. &c. in Latin, and Ars Memorial ; The Art nf Memory viadi- pltiine, in English ;
both tracts published at London, 1651. 8vo Jean Belot, L'Oeuvre dcs Oeuves, &c. Lyons, l6,'51', 8vo. Athanasius Ki^-cher, Ars Magna Sciendi, &c. Amsterdam,
The Ditiine Art of Memori/, &c. translatetl
1969, fol.
from the l/»tin of the Rev. John Sliaw, by Simon Wastel,
Lond. 1 683, 12mo. Buffier, le Pere, Pralitjue de la Me172;J, 3 vols. 8vo.
viorie Arlificiclk, &c Paris, 1719
Mf^noria Technica, &c. by Richard Grey, D 1). London, 1 730, 8vo. Solomon Lowe, Mnemonics Delineated
in a small compass, &c. London, 17*7, Svo. This tract
was re- printed in a late edition of Grey's Memoria
Technica, D. G. Morhof Poli/histor, Sec. edit, quart.
Fr. B. J. Feyjoo, Cartas
Lubeck, 1747, 2 vols. 4to.
D.J.
erudi'an y Curiosns ; Madrid, 1781, 5 vols. +to.
L. Kluber; C^'mpendinm tier Mnemonik ; Palm. 1804,
4to. Graffe, Kalecheli-ches Mngnzin ; Gottingen, 1801,
8vo. J. C. von Aretin, Denkschrijl iiher den uiahren
Be^riff nnd Nittzen der Mnemonik, &c. Munich, 1804,
8vo.
Ejusd. Stjuiemntische Anieitung %ur Theorie und
Praxis der Mnemonik, &c. .Sultzbach, 1810, 8vo. C.
L Kastner. Mnemonik ; ndcr Si/xlem der Gediichfniss—
Ejusd. LettKunslder Allen. &c. Leipsic, 1804, 8vo.
faden zh seinen Unterlialtungen uber die Mnemonik, &c.
Leipsic, 1805, 8vo.
The New Art of Memory, fiunded
upon the Principles tnuahl by M. Gregor von Feinaigle,
&c. London. 1812.
Of this work a second edition,
1813.
with additional illustrations, was published
MOCHA, or MoKHA, a maritime town of Arabia
Felix, on the eastern coast of the Red Sea, is situated
in the raidil of a barren plain, .nbout 15 miles njrth
from the Straits of Babel mandel, in 13° 1 6' N. Latitude,
and 43° 11' 15" E. Longitude. It is placed between
two low points of land, which project from the shore,
80 as to form a bay capable of sheltering such ships as
can approach within a mile of the shore. On each of
these points, which are about five miles distant from
each other, is constructed a circular castle, built of
stone, and provided with artillery, (either of wliich a
British ship of war would level with the ground by a
single broadside ;) and nearly in the centre of the
wails of the town, fronting the sea, is a similar fort,
protecting the only gate in this qu'irterfor the entrance
of goods and passengers. From this gate a pier of stone
runs out in a due westerly direction for the space of
150 yards, which was built about the middle of last
century, by Captain Watson, superintendant of the
Bombay Marine. The town itself stands so clo^ie to
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Tlie followinj» are the principal works which have
been written on the subject of mnemonics The Ca.ilel
of Mrivonc. &c. made hi/ Gttlieli"us Gralarolus ; Eng.
(Black Icttsr.)
Gratariijslied hy William Fuhvood.
oli's treatise on tlie Memory was also translated into
French by Stephen Cope; Lyons, 1686' Jortlano Uruno,
;
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the shore, that during a westerly wind the sea washes
Mocli.i
against the walls, and is about n mile and a half ia """Y^
length from north U> south, ami half a mile in breadth.
It IS completely surrounded with wajis of hewn stone,
about 16 feet high on the sca-sule, hut about 30 in some
places on the l.uid-sidc, which are generally kept in
good repair, and providetl with loop-holes for arrows
or musketry at the di»tance of every five feet.
I'here
are also batteries at each end of the town, and round
towers on the walls at equal distances. But the walls
are too thin to withstand a cannon ball, anti the batteries scarcely able to bear the firing of their own guns.
The houses fronting the sea are very lofty, built of
stone, and all white- washed. There are several mosques
in the place, the minarets of which rise to a considerable height, and the largest of them serves as a landmark to ships entering the road, particularly as a steering point to avoid the dangerous shoal, which begins
about four miles from the shore, and reaches nearly to
the pier-head.
There are several tombs or square edii
fices, covered with circular domes, which break the
uniform line of the flat-roofed houses, and altogether
the appearance of the town, wiien .seen from the roadstead, is striking and handsome.
But the expectations
of the stranger are completely disappointed as soon as
he enters the gates, when he sees the streets covered
with filth, and full of vacant spaces, or the ruins of deserted h.ibitrftions.
The principal building in the town
is the residence of the Dola, a large and lofty structure
with turrets on the top, and a variety of fantastic ornaments in white stucco. One front of it looks towards
the sea, and another into a square, the only regular
place in the town where the Dola and his officers amuse
themselves in throwing the jerid. The best houses
look towards the sea, and are chiefly situated to the
north of the sea-gate.
They are mostly built of brick
made by the heat of the sun, and, unless carefully preserved from the access of moisture, are soon reductd to
a heap of mud.
The windows <ire generally small,
placed regularly in the walls, and seldom cap-nble of
being opened for the admission of fresh air. Ttie floors
as well as the roofs of the larger houses, are made of
chunam, laid on pieces of plank or thin sticks, closely
arranged like laths across the beams, but are extremelyuneven, a circumstance which occaoicns less inconvenience where neither chairs nor tables are used.
The
internal structure of the habitations is uniformly bad,
the passages long and narrow, and the stairs so steep
Hs to be ascended with difficulty.
The lower orders
live in huts, composed of wicker work, covered on the
inside with mats, and sometimes on the outside with a
little clay, the roofs of which are uniformly thatched,
and each of which has a small yard fenced in front.
The suburbs are situated to the south of the town, with
a la'ge vacant space between them and tht: wall.-i, and
contain as many inhabitants as the city itself, but
chii-fly of the poorer classes.
One quarter is occupied
by .lews, another by prostitutes, a lhir<l by the public slaves, who are mostly At)yssiniii!S, employed in
repairing the buildings or loading the ve.ssi.ls belonging to the government, and the other districts, by labourers, artizans, and a few gardeners, who, by means
of great industry .ind plenty of m.uuire, contrive to
raise a little sallad, pul,>e, and sweet potatoes.
The
amount of inhabitants, both within and without the
walK, is not supposed to exceed 10,('00.
The climate ot Mocha is e.\trt-mi ly sultry, in conse- s„ji ^^^
quence of its vicinity to the arid sjinds of Africa, from c.iaute.
which the south-eaet winds blow above -eig'it months
in the year, and often with such violence as to pre vent1
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conununicntions between tlie shore and the vessels
During other three or four months, the
monsoon blows from the north-west with less
'.)ut with still greater heat.
The country in
tiu- \ic:aity of Mocha is remarkably dreary, and, for a
circuit often miles, consists of arid sand, covered by a
saiine t lilorescence, and with scarcely any appearance
of vegetation except the common mimosa, and a species
salicorr^i 1 ; but near to the town are numbers of
date-trees vi stunted growth, and a few patches of vegetable; in the neigbourhood of tlie wells.
The town,
howei r, U well supplied with provisions Jrom tlie inind the opposite coast of Abyssinia, and
-pnt abundance of excellent fruits are
country from 20 to 50
IS brackish and unwholebut pure water is brought daily ta
!, a town about 20 miles inland.
About the end of the Hth century Mocha was not
in caiatence, but, about the end of the l6d>, it had
become the great man fur the trade between India
and Egypt, and about 17.38 it seems to have reached it» (jfeatcst height of prosperity, when the English,
French, ajid Dutch, carried on a regular trade with it
by tite Cape of Good Hope for th« coffee whkb used
formerly to ga by Sues acrosa Esypt to Alexandria.
This article, which isi the {irincipal produce of the
country, together with gum-arabic, myrrh and frankincenae, whieh are brought from the opposite coast of
Africa, ruriii tin- f^reater port of the export trade of
ich the larger portion still goes up
'
.:.
The im|>urts are very considerable.
L<m India aod Muscat, the greater
all
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husk of the coffee-berry, is drunk by most of them several times a-da\ and the pipe is rarely out of the har.ds
of the men.
They are not very strict in ti)e ceremonies of their religion, except in the performance (if their
ablutions, and on the Friday, the Mahometan Sabbath,

conducted to
of about 80
horsemen anci vm
ariiie<l with matchlock* and croiiked
; troop* have no ap.
pear
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the lower orders carry on their usual oecuj-ations.
Since the triumphs of the British arms in India, their
conduct has become more tolerant towarcis Christians,
who may now walk along the streets without being liable to insult, but who are still prohibited from going
out at the Mecca-gate, though both Jews and Banians
are indulged willi that privilege.
The ch.nracter of the
Arabs who inliabit the town is very inferior to those of
the country, who still follow the pastoral habits.
They
are cowardly, cruel, revengeful, lewd, dishonest, inordinately addicted to falsehood in every form, and scarcely
potseesed of a single good quality.
See Parson's TraVaJentia's J'oijaget ami TraveU, vol.
Travelt, vol. ii.
(9.)

vels ;

Bruce'a

ii.;

MODENA, CMntiKa) a city of Italy, situated iit
North Latitude 4+° 38' 51"; and East Longitude,
reckoue<l from the meridian of Ferro, 28° 34' 59'.
"Ibis city is situated on the /'I'o Emilia, in the pleasant plain of Lombardy, and is the cnpitid of Uie duchy
of Mudena.
It is also the seat of the sovereigns, and
of the supreme tribunals.
It is surrounded by a good
wall, with a tbrtress in the side between the north and
west, and is distinguished by $|>acious squares and
streets, adometl with noble edifices, pleasant environs,
and by the ample public promenade, which was formed and einbelli.-bed by tlie present sovereign, Francis
IV.
The royid palace is one of the finest in Italy.
The tower is of beautiful architecture, all coated over
with v,'lutc marble, one of the seven of that description
in Italy. It is a singular property of the Modenese soil,
that in digging into Uie earth, to the deptli of about
sixty feet, toece arise veins of very pure spring-water ;
exeellcut perennial fountains.
The poof this city mnounts to about 'iGfidO souls.
.'liiiuena \» a very ancient city, of whicli the fint
mention occurs in the year of Home 535, during the
war with Cartiuige: at which |)criod the triumvirate
conimiasiuiied to asaign the lands to the new colonists
shut themselves up in Modena, in order to escape the
fury of the Boic Gauls ; from which circuiustitncc it
''
.1 this city was,
at tliat time, well
majr be infi
'if enduring a siege ; and, tlierofimfied, ill
In
fiiM, most pr<ii>.ii>iy luunded n long time before.
the year 567 it was made a Homan colony ; and, in the
r 675, between the
civil w
(Ills, Pomiicy here
two Cf
besieged .M. UrH{«]y|||||||i
Urutus who'killed
the siege sustained
CaiMt. Still more eaBor
here by Brutus, in the year ot liuine 709, against M.
Anthony, and tlie det'eat of Uie latter in the ye.v 710,
undor-tbe walla of the city, by the consuls Hirtiusand
Panae, with. Csraar Ucuivianus, afterwards Augustus, in
romequanoe of which Anthony was cum|>elled to ruisc
Seven months after thi"; victory, Lepidu%
the aegie.
Octavianus, and Anthony, divi''public among
.~ purpose in a
them into three parts, iiaving 1,..
nail island in the river Lavino in Uie .Mi>(ieMe»e terriThe
tory, according to the ojiinion of Kio^t •vriier'*.
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ever, a noble regency of conservators, who administer
the public patrimony of the community, under the direction of a governor named by the sovereign.
There
is a bishop, a chapter, and a seminary ; and also a flourishing college for the education of native and foreign
nobles.
The university has been restored by the
reigning sovereign, who allows the students the use of
his vast and elegant Ifbrary, wliich is preserved in his
royal palace, and is rich in books and precious manuscripts.
He has also revived the Academy of Sciences,
literature and the arts, the Academy called Atestina, or
the fine arts, and lias here fixed the seat of the Italian
Society of Sciences, formerly instituted by the illustrious
Chevalier Gio. Mario Lorgna Veronese. The Capitular archive of the cathedral is celebrated. O^i account of
the antiquity of its documents, and its; very }(6nourable,
royal, and imperial diplomas, among which are some
originals of Charlemagne.
Still more rich is the secret
ai*ehive of the family of Este, in which are preserved a
great many precious parchments and remarkable documents relative to the antiquity and grandeur of that family, one of the most ancient and noble lines of sovereign princes.
There are various charitable institutions in Modena, among which are the grand hospital.
the house of recovery, "and the house called St. Paul,
which was recently founded
nided by
bv the nre.sent
present soverpij>'n
sovereign
for the education of poor girls.
Many learned men have flonri^eia;tn>the dominions
of the house of Este, as may be^^n'iiAhe work entitled, Biblwleca Modenese, by C. Tirabosehi ; and among
whom are distinguished the names of Sigonio, Castelvetro, Montecuccoli, Vallisniere, and Muratori.
The
means which this city po--iiit for the cultiration of science, litiv);
i-i.,-liave brought
•

;

letters into

high

est

I'iS^

flourishing

the study of the scieiii -^
The country, in general, is fertile in all kinds of
grain, leguminous vegetables and mulberries; and in
all sorts of large and small cattle, grapes, chesnuts, and
fruits.
The principal commerce of this state consists
in wines, spirits, silks, bestial and coarse cloths.
Few
manufactured articles are exported ; because, being an
agricultural country, the greater part of its population
is employed in cultivating the ground.
It has, however, one very lucrative branch of commerce, viz. thar
of hats, called cappelli di iruicolo, of which great numbers are exported.
the name of a town and parish of Scotland, in the county of Dumfries.
The town is situated oil the east side of the River Annan, at the heard of a
plain or valley extending upwards of 20 miles along
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Obi/zo 11. Marquis of Este.
These
jiriiices governed the city until lowartls the CfuumMiceiiient of the fourteen'
ly.when the desire for.republican forms agai;
in Italy.
From' this period there was an inlertcguum of about forty years, during which Modena was governed by various masters,
and sufTLicd much from hostile factions.
Finally, in
the year l.SSfi, Obizzo III. of Este, resumed possession
of the city, which his successors enjoyed till the year
1796, with the exception of some periods of interruption, occasioned by the wars wliich from time to time
desolated the Italian peninsula.
In the last mentioned
year Modena was occujiied by the French, and afterwards formed a part of the kingdom of Italy, until the
j-ear 1814, when it was restored to its legitimate sovereign Francis IV. Archduke of Austria.
The government is monarchical. There is, howrernber, 1288,

river.

principal street, through which passed tBe great
road from Edinburgh to Dumfries and Carlisle, is spa-

cious.

The town

contains many
excellent lodging^-iajuses, with a

good houses,!
handsome chu?

an assembly room.
Moffat is principally celebrated for its mineral waV
waters.
The sulphureous spring called Moffat Well is
situated about a mile and a b«tf.from the town.
There
IS a good carriage road to the
.#*11, and excellent accommodation for. the company .TPhile they are drinkin<T
the water. This \vell was discovered, about
170 years

ago

and, according to Dr. Garnet, it odjttains
muriate
36 grains, sulphuretted hydrogen ,gas, 10 cubic inches, azotic gas, 4 cubic inches, and
carbonic
acid gas, 5 cubic inches.
The chalybeate spring callWHartfell Spa, issues
from a rock of alum slate, on a tremendous ravine on
the side of Hartfell.
According to Dr. Garnet, a wine
gallon of It contains sulphate of iron, 81. grains,
sulphate of alumine, 12 grains, azotic gas. 5 cubic inches,
together with 15 grains of oxide of iron, with
which
the sulphuric acid seems to be supersaturaeeit, and
which it gradually deposits on exposure to the air, and
almost immediately when boiled.
The other chalybeate spring near the bridge is now choaked up.
There
are vestiges of a Roman military road, and of several
stations near the town
About a mile east of the Roman road are two large caves cut out of freestone rock.
In 1811, the parish contained -lOG families, of whom
;

of soda,

120 were employed in trade, and 72 in agriculture;
and the total population was 1824 inhabitants. See Dr.
Singer's Agricull. Accounl of Dumfrief-ihirc,
p. 48, &c.
or Mogodor, a tnar-i 'mc town of the

MOG.\DORE,

empire of Morocco, is situated in 29" 50' of north latitude, and 9° 36' of west longitude, about 48 miles
south of the river Tensift.
It was founded in tiie vear
1760 by the Emperor Mohammed.ben-AbdaiJal\-|>enIsmael, and received its name from a sanctuary in the
vicinity called Seedi Mogodol.
But by tiie moors it is
called Suerah, or more properly .Saweera, a name conferred upon it by the Emperor in allusion to the beauty
of its appearance, and particularly the regularity of its
construction. It is built upsn a low, flat, sandy tract^and

sprmg tides is almost VurroundVdTyTh7se'a/teu"tTs .^
rlofionrtprl fmm
tV>o encroachment
or,/>i-n.,nl.»,„r.<^ „j^ii
i... _ i:
defended
from the
of the ocean by
a line
of rocks, which extend from the northern to the south,
ern gate.
The harbour, or bay, is formed by a curve
in the land, and a small island, about a quarter of a mile
from the shore, but is rather shallow, and daily becoming more so by the accumulation of the sand, sp that
ship of war or of great burden, must lie at anchor
above a mile and a half west of the Long Battery on
the west of the town towards the sea.
At the entr^;nce
in

'

of the road is a circular battery, and, within the harbour, at the landing place, are two long batteries
mounted with handsome brass eighteenpounders. On
the land-side also, to the eastward of the town, is a
battery of considerable force, fully sufficient to keep
the Arabs at a distance ; and were the other forts well

mounted and manned, it is supposed that six or seven
large frigates would be required to reduce the place.
There is a very spacious cistern under the battery at
the Water port gate, which is filled with rain water irom
the adjoining terraces, which is never used except in
cases of emergency
and as the water for the use of the
town is brought from the river, this supply vofgM be
;

rendered inaccessible in the event of an attacil^ .There
are two towns, or rather a citadel and an dflfer town,
both of which are ualled in and protected'by cannon.
The citadel contains the custom-house, the treasury,
the residence of the alkaid, the hoiygs of the foreign
merchants, and those of some of theMnl ofiicei8j».and
as the houses are ail of stone, and onWliitec^
ifVnii

M O G

>rBg»dort. appearance of the town at a distance is extremely beau'~"~«''~^
but the streets (which cross each other at right

)rlgln.

titul

;

are very narrow, and the houses have few windows towards them, so thattlie interior of the place has
The houses of the foreign merchants
a soaabre Joak.
re^'ery spacious, having eight or twelve rootns on a
Boor, ail opening into a gallery, which goes round the
whole inside, forming an area in the centre which is
appropriate<l to the transacting of business and the
warehousing of goods. The roofs are flat, and beat
down with a composition of lime and small stones,
which forms a very durable covering, and serves aa a
an^^leii)

Malk

for the family.

The emperor who founded

the town was very desirous to render it a flourishing commercial port. To impress his wishes on the minds of the inhabitants, he
commanded his principal officers to bring mortar and
tones, and with his own hands he began to build a
wall, which is still to be seen on the rocks to the westward of the town. In order also to encourage the merc!iants to erect substantial houses, hr not only prcsentr:l them with ground, but allowed them to ship produce free of duty' as a remuneration for their expenses.
The Arabs, however, have to great a repugnance to
quit their tent*, and such a contempt for the restraints
of a town rssidence, that he was obliged to dr <fl a certain number of persons from the Arab or Hrzzcbber
tribes, as well as from some of the towns, and to com-

The population now
pel tbera to settle in his new city.
to about 10,noO, and it is the only part of West
Barbarv which maintains a regular commercial inlrrrope.
It differs from every other port
coufM
.^-1 in this respect, that the inhabitants
along
have no other resource or occupation than commerce,
and by it every individual is directly or indirectly tupported.
The town is in a manner insulated by sand
hills, which separate it from the cultivated country, and
which arc so cxintinually drifting by the incessant high
winds of summer, that scarcely any kind of esculent
pl.ints cmn be raised for the supply of the inhabitants.
(r.,,., j„j vegetables are therefore brouglit
•J 1,,.
from
ineen four and twelve miles distant; and
^
' ;xNiltry (rom the other side of the san<U
amounts

1

'

I

merchants of Mn^adore supply the
vnrnni'' Hi. I- .111(1 markets of the rm|>ire with European goods, receiving iu return the produce of the country for eiportation ; and fumicrly used to give to the
considerable extent,
natives credit to
but of late
years the Miwrish government has greatly abridged
their |x>wer of enforcing payment, so that credit is almost annihilated, an<l translumied into barter, which
has curtail^ the tr.ide, and confuted it among fewer
hand*.
The principal imports are Yorki^hire and West
country cloths of various I'oliiiirs, superfine cloths drugii;n

I

gets,

linens, c^nibrics, muslins,

Indian

blue linens,

dima^k. and raw silk, alum,
-iig^iT, ircin, hardware, gums. !<pices, tea, pew.
"> nnd platrs, white and red lead, copper in
shci't>., t*irea(l, mirrnro, earthen ware, glass, brass pans
and copper tes-kittU-*, Uutch knives, paper, cettoHi
coral
amber beads, wire, cocbineul, iron n lis,
deals, M|an;
which, with severni other articles,
amounted in 1804 to the value of L.I5l,450. The
principal eX)>orts nre almo-fl-, walnuts, gums, wax,
»tripr>l Indi

I

•ilk, velvets,

'

MV

oil, •
athers, tlephant's teeth,
date*, raisins, ai'
vi.lcv whx-ii amounted
in the hhuc year, after pa.iing iVuKhl and duties, to
The jKilict of the town is *ery strict, and
I..I27,»>7n

nides, olive

»'
i

'ler

hi,use-tireakiiig nor rioting in the place.
the city Irecjueuily goes the rounds in

"iir ol
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Mogul
person and looks the watchmen in the face, who lie on
their sides with their ear to the ground, that they may
MoIdsTis
the better hear any noise, and who wouhl be in ddn;rer
of capital punishment if found asleep on their post.
See Jacison't Account of Morucco. Chenier's Pi-enetit
Slate a/'t/ie Empire of Morocco ; and Paddock's NurraII

the of

tJrs

ishipirrrck

MOGUL

of ihf Osirego.
See India.

{q.)

EMPIRE.

MOISTURE, SeeHvoHOMfcTHVand Meteoroloov.

MOLD, a town of Wales in Huntingdonshire, is
It consists of
agreeably situated on the river Alum.
The houses are
four streets, which are neat and wide.
The principal public buildings
in general well built.
are the church, the town- hall in which the assizes are
Great quantities of coarse
held, and a large hospital.
woollen cloth were formerly manufactured here ; but
the inhabitants are now employed princ:pal!y in the
manufacture of copper and brass articles, and the knitting of stockings. The remains of its ancient castle, and
some ruins, supposed to be Roman, are the only antiquities of the place.
The town contains 700 houses, and
423) inhabitants. See the Beauties of England and
fValet, vol. xvii. p 689, and Wynne's History if IVnles,
MOLD.\V'lA,'a country of Europe, bounded on the
anil tliv river Dniester;
north and north-ci<t by, l'(
on the south
the
I

west by Wa,
ed from the Carpathian mr
is computed at '280 miles, .r
surface is finely diversified with hills and
'vith
extensive forests and numerous stre.ims,
;i the
principal are the IVuth, Sireth, Mnldau, Danube, and
Dniester and it contains several small lakes.
But the
summer heats convert several of the latter to marshes,
:

exhaliiiir i!aiii/«'riMis

in winli

miasmata.

|>ressivc in

The

climate

summer. During

is

rigorous

six

weeks

the Da. u...
..ij/.en ; when the ice is capable of bearing the heaviest artillery, and tj.c intercourse on land is
by means of -\-^"-< on the sjA'i'jU.^ Much rain falls in

summer,

act

about the

6au.<.

t]uindM*t«nn« cvi-ry evening
and bligbl earUiquakes are tre-

iiy

.•»»>,

quei)t.

Moldavia ai>ounds in minerals. Particles of gold zrre
down by some of the rivers. Fossil salt is plentiful ; a quantity of nitre is exported ; and the prince of
this territory must send 25 tons of nitre j curly to Conrolled

stantinople.

The Turkish navy is supplied with the finest oak from
the forests of Mdldivia, and alco with masts and cordage
of nitive growth. Wheat, Larlcy, oats, millet, and maize
are in ordinary cultivation ; the usual return is sixteen
fulil, and in favourable seasons twenty-five.
Vines are
planted in sheltered situat'oiis on the declivitits of
lulls, but the grapes are not allowed to come to perfection, whence the wine obtained from them is inferior,
though a great quantity is ex|iorted.
Great numbers of lieesare reared bv the NfohUviAns.
Tlic hive^ aie liHlged in portions of the iKil'owed trunk
of a tree, about three feet long, and closeJ at the upper
end. Those converted to use are smoked towards the
end of October, and those meant tn be preserved, are
kept II) cellars covered with straw during winter. Bees
are an article ot taxation
I'be produce of tiie tax, in
1785, ainounU'd to jCiOOU.
'ihe priuci|>al tloirestic animals are horses, cattle,
sheep and goaU; and great lierds of swine are fed in
the lorefcts; the wild animals are wolves, foxes, lieare,
martins, hares, and olh'r>.
Aliout 10,0(K) roarlins arc
taken yearly, and about 5 '0,i»<Mi h:irp». in th.s country
and Wallocbia, which are chiefly bunted uuring winter.
4 p
:
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There are few towns of considerable size or importcomputed that the principality contains
^—"V*^ 3,248,000 sheep and goats a large proportion of which ance. The capital, Jassy or Yassi, is situated on the
lake and river Baklui, running into the Pruth, and ocare carried to Constantinople; for the Turkish government sends a company hither every spring to purchase cupies a vast extent of ground, from the houses being
domestic animals and provisions, in an oppressive man- detached, and surrounded by yards and gardens. The
The horses are es- cathedral, churches, and convents, the palaces of the
ner, at a low and arbitrary price.
teemed for their spirit and docility, and are bought for boyars, or nobles, and that of the prince, form the most
the use of the Austrian and Prussian cavalry. Some of conspicuous features. The last is very spacious, fitted
the wealthy proprietors have 400 or 500 and it is said up partly in the European style, and is capable of accomthey allow them to remain always unsheltered in every modating 1000 persons. In general the houses consist
Beyond the river Pruth there is a particular of only one storey, built of brick, and whitewashed both
season.
without and within, and are roofed with wood ; but
breed, superior to the rest.
The government is nearly absolute, in the person of a there are many of a different construction, and after
prince, waivode or hospodar, appointed by the Turkish the best style of European architecture.
Yassi conemperor, and selected from the Greek families at Con- tains seventy churches, public hospitals and schools for
about 200 pupils, who are instructed in the national
stantinople. He purchases his appointment, and its duA language, ancient and modern Greek, writing, and
ration is dependent on the Turkish government.
arithmetic.
Education nevertheless is very much nedivan, or supreme council, consisting of twelve members,
assembles at least twice weekly to decide on judicial and glected throughout the principality. Many coachma-

Moldavia. It

was

lately

j

;

;

other matters ; but its authority is rather nominal than
almost every thing being conducted at the pleasure of the prince.
The laws of the province have been
lately revised and published by command of the present
prince of Moldavia, who was appointed in the year
1812. Capital punishment is very rarely inflicted; but
the prince has absolute power of life and death throughout his government,
,
The prince of Moldavia is responsible to the Porte
for a yearly tribute of a million of piastres, or £33,333
Sterling; and the total revenue of the countryis said to
amount to £46,666. The sources of revenue are a capitation-tax from the peasantry, and small landholders,
salt mines, customs ; a tax on tobacco, wine, bees, and
the pasturage of sheep and cattle.
The chief trade of Moldavia consists in the export
of timber, grain, yellow berries, live stock, wool, wine,
wax, and honey ; and in the import of coffee, sugar,
pepper, rum, fruit, foreign wines, furs, cotton and
woollen cloths, glass and earthen ware. Timber for
shipbuilding and staves is floated down the smaller
rivers into the Danube ; wheat is contraband, but
Turkish vessels come to carry away about 1 ,500,000
bushels from this and the neighbouring principality by
the authority of Government. Wax is carried to Veand the other artinice, and honey to Constantinople
cles, most of them loaded with improvident restricAbout 1120 tons of
tions, are exported elsewhere.
coffee, and 1260 of sugar, are imported at Galatz yearly ; and manufactures of different kinds from Germany,
which are offered as English, meet a ready sale. The
fur and leather trade is mostly conducted by Russians,
the silk and woollen by Greeks, the morocco-leather,
spiceries, and aromatics by Turks, and jewellery by

real,

:

Jews.
,

r

•"'^
'

population of Moldavia was computed in
souls, of whom 20,000 were supposed
to be ecclesiastics.
At present the population is calculated at 500,000. The greater part is dispersed in
the country, inhabiting miserable villages, where the
huts are fashioned of wood, daubed with clay, having
doors that scarcely close, paper windows, and the roof
open to the winds. In winter their tenants descend
to subterraneous cells, which are easily heated, where
both sexes and all ages mingle promiscuously together,
sleeping on a coarse rug, wliich serves them equally
They subsist for the most part
for bed and coverlet.
on a kind of thick porridge or dough, called mamalinga,
made of the flour of Indian corn. During a famine in
1795, they were compelled to live on acorns and the
bark of the elm, ground and mixed with meal ; yet
many, deprived of even this wretched fare, died of want.

The

n9i

total

at

420,500

kers are established here, from the custom among the
better classes of never going out on foot.
The streets,
instead of being causewayed, are floored with thick
beams of the finest oak, which must be renewed every
five or six years.
In rainy seasons they are covered
with deep liquid mud, and in dry weather with thick
black dust, which, added to the stagnation and accumulation of putrescent substances below, are productive of numerous diseases. Hence Yassi is esteemed an
unhealthy residence, and the inhabitants are constantly
afflicted with intermittent, bilious, and putrid fevers.
Its population is computed at 40,000.
Galatz, the
sea-port and chief emporium of the province, is situated on the Danube, 65 miles from Yassi, where that
river is navigable by vessels of 300 tons burden. Here
there are public granaries for wheat, and many large
warehouses belonging to private merchants.
number of vessels frequent the harbour, among which are
some from the Ionian islands, of late under British
colours.
The stationary population of this town
amounts to 7000, but there is a great resort of strangers engaged in commercial pursuits.
Moldavia is part of the ancient Dacia, whose inhabitants resisted the progress of the Roman arms.
The
King of the Visigoths being compelled to retreat hither
in the fourth century, erected a wall between the
Pruth and the Danube, where various antiquities of a
remote era, as described by Count Marsili and other
authors, are still to be recognised.
In the thirteenth
century it was occupied by a new tribe, under their
leader Bogdan, who assumed the Sclavonic title, wayvod or voivode, equivalent to reigning prince, and from
him the country received the name, Bogdiana.
It
became tributary to Turkey in 1536, and since, having
been the theatre of sanguinary wars between that empire, Russia, and Austria, each has alternately held
tlie sovereignty.
At length the growing power of
Russia obtained the cession of the best portion of the
province, betwen the Pruth and Deneister, in the year
1812, which may perhaps be anticipated the precursor
of the rest, on the commencement of the first hostilities
between the empires.
MOLIERE, (Jean Baptiste Poquelin,) the most
celebrated author of French comedy, was born at Paris
in 1620.
His father and grandfather were valet-dechambre upholsterers to the Royal household of France.
Young Poquelin remained in his father's house till the
age of fourteen, receiving no other education than was
conformable to the employment which it was intended
that he should follow ; but having acquired a taste for
reading, he was, by his own earnest desire, and at the
instance of his grandfather, sent as a day-scholar to the

A

^

MOL
Jesuits' College of Clermont.
He there fontied an in"^"Y"^^ timacy with Chapelle, Bernier, and some other men of
promising talents, and through their friendship was
permitted, in their company, to attend the lectures of
the celebrated Gassendi.
The journey which Louis
XIII. made to Narbonne, in 1641, gave a temporary
Moiier*.

interruption to the course of his studies ; for his father
having become infirm, and unable to follow the court,
jomtz Poquelin was obliged to go in his place, and to
attend to the duties of his father's office ; but on the

death of his father, he returned to Paris, and had it in
his power once more to pursue the bent of his genius.
It luckily took a turn for the theatre.
The taste for
theatrical entertainments was, at this time, at a great
hswht in France. Cardinal Richlieu himself was attached to them, and protected dramatic authors.—
Among the new companies of comedians which began
to be formed at Paris, our author entered into one of
then, which was called L'lllustre Theatre. It was
at fint only a private society, established for the sake
of amaaement ; but by degrees it made its exhibitions
public, and fixed itself in the suburbs of St. Germain's.
Either from regard to the feelings of his relations,
who disapproved of his following this vocation, or
after the example of his comrades on the stage, our
author dropt his proper family name of Poqnehn, and
Homed that of Moliere, by which he was destined to
be known to posterity. He soon afler associated himself with a provincial actress, called La Bezart, and
they formed a company which set out for Lyons. At
that city, in 1653, his comedy " L' Etourdi" was for
the first time repre sented.
Being an early essay, this
piece (as we might expect) is not to be ranked among
the maaterpieces of Moliere. It has more intrigue than
mtemting delineation of character ; and the events
do not spring out of each other with that felicity and
force of natural succession which he afterwards so well
knew how to infuse into his comic plots ; but it has
great vivacity of dialogue, and contams one character,
the intriguing ralet Masrarille, which is highly amusing.
I f we consider, too, the state of French comedy
prerious to Moliere, which was nothing better than a
conpounded imitation of the extravagance of the Spanish, and the buffoonery of the Italian drama, the appearance of the " Elourdf must be regarded as an era
tn the national literature. This comedy went off at
Lyons with great eclat, and Moliere proceeded from
thence to Lugnedoc, in order to offer his services to
the Prince of Conti, who at this time presided over
the sutes that were assembled at Beziers.
Here
Armand de Bourbon, who had known our author at
Paris, and bad often been amused with his acting in
the «' Illustre Theatre," received him with great kind«>•••.
The " Etourdi" was reacted at Beziers with the
aae success as at Lyons, and was quickly followed
by " Le Dcpit Amoureux," and " Les Precieuses
Ridicules.''
The former of those pieces displays Moliere as a poet still relying mainly for comic effect on
the intrigue and surprise of incident which prevail in
the Spanish school
though there is a more artful arraogCBcnt of incidents than in the " Etourdi,'' and
^«at plaaaanti ) and ingenuity displayed in the lahyrmth of perplexed situations in which the characters
are involved, and from which the denouement dismisses them.
The latter piece, the " Preciemct liidieuUs," is of a higher order of comedy. The author
•hines here for the first time as a deep and delicate
painter of manners and characters.
It is an exquisite
tttire on the affectation of high-flown sentiments and
;

*
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witty language, which are said to have then prevailed Moliere.
The piece was acted incessantly for four ^""""V™^
in France.
months, and the confluence of spectators enabled the
managers to charge double price for admission to see
Among the compliments paid to it, one is menit.
tioned to have been uttered by an old man, who cried
out from the gallery, " Courage, Moliere! voila une
His reputation was now widely eseraie tomedie .'"'
tablished ; and he had a right to congratulate himself
on the profession which he had chosen. But all his
success and celebrity could not overcome the repugnance of his relations to seeing him on tlie stage, and
he was repeatedly besought by them to forsake it.
Believing that the master of a boarding-school, with
whom he had once lived, might have some influence
with him, they sent the grave man to try to persuade
him to give up the life of a player; but the result of
the embassy was worthy of the history of a comic actor and comic author.
Instead of being converted by
his friend the schoolmaster, he persuaded the elderly
gentleman to become himself a player, and launched
him on the boards in the character of a comic doctor,
.

which he thought suited his appearance*. He next
visited Grenoble'and Rouen, and from the latter place
returned to Paris, imdcr the protection of Gaston Duke
of Orleans, who introduceu him to Louis XIV. and
the Queen.
He obtained permission to open a theatre
in the metropolis
and the Guard in the old Louvre
was first allotted him for that purpose. In I66'4', it
was dianged for that in the Palais Uoyal, and, in l665,
he was placed in the service of the King, with a pen;

He

continually fed his reputation with new
many farces and slight pieces
besides his regular comedies.
In 15 years he supplied
the theatre with thirty productions. Though his fame,
however, was on the wnole progressive, he was neither
exempted from invidious nor just criticism ; nor were
all his pieces equally well received.
From his comedy
" Le L'ocu Imaginaire,'' it was supposed that his style
improved after his establishment in Paris; but his
" Don Garcia de Navarre" acquired no reputation,
and he yielded to the public opinion by forbearing to
print it.
In his subsequent piece " L'Ecole des Maris," he however indemnified himself for this temporary
failure.
Among the principal objects of his satire
were the coxcomb men of quality of his time, called
the petits-maitrrs, the pedants, and the affected belles
esprits, male and female, and the medical faculty.
His L'Amour Medecin was the first piece in which he
embarked in a war with the last of these tribes, which
continued all his life ; for the " Malade Imaginaire,'' in
which he still holds up the faculty to ridicule, was the
concluding work of his life. The influence of common
sense on modem manners lias, no doubt, stript every
description of professional men of any peculiarities
which formerly belonged to them, so that Molicre'a
picture of doctors in the I'th century is likely to a])))ear to us more exaggerated and illiberal than it really
was with regard to the originals: nor is it assuming
too much to suppose that the very ridicule of .Moliere
contributed to diminish those traits of charlatanism and
pedantry, which it would be, at this day, the lowest
resource of caricature and farce to ascribe to the mediHis comedy of the " Misantrope" is
cal character.
sion.

works, and produced

placed by his admirers in French criticism very high
in the scale of his works, perhaps it is generally regarded as inferior only to Tartufie. It is sadly defective, however, in interesting action, and has a great
deal of proaing discus«ion in the dialogue, meant to
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pourtray cliaracters by the repeated expression of their
' opinions and principles.
In this respect he sometimes
reminds us of our own Ben Jonson, and his imitators
Cartwright and Randolph, in their less happy moments, when they substitute hard and abstracted iileas
of human character for its natural development, and
'I'he " Mhanfor the amusing business of comedy.
trope" was, accordingly, too spiritual in its touches for
the Parisian audiences, and it was not so kindly reIn recomceived as his pieces of broader humour.
pense, it has since received the suffrages of the more
philosophical class of French critics, and it has unquestionably some fine traits of character-painting, amidst
the superabundance of its opinionative discussion. One
philosopher, J. J. Rousseau, has, with his accustomed
singularity, objected to it on the grounds of its moral
" It is a piece (he says) which holds virtendency.
This paradox was worthy of the
tue up to ridicule.
•writer who would have sent back human nature to
barbarism as to a golden age. The misanthrope Alceste, Moliere's hero, he observes, is a man of recti,
tude, sincerity, and genuine worth ; and yet he is made
Alceste,
to appear ridiculous." All this is sophistry.
is represented as an honest man, whose
it is true,
"failings lean (o virtue's side;" but still, with all his
worth, he has failings, and they are legitimate objects
of ridicule. The misanthrope's love of trutii and plain
dealing is carried, as Rousseau's sometimes were, to
spleen and rudeness ; as, for instance, when he has the
cruelty to tell a poor vain poet to his face, that his
His positiveness in maintaining
verses are execrable.
this point is made entertainingly extravagant, when,
on being told that he is to be taken before a court of
the marshals of France, he offers to prove that any man
deserves to be hanged for making such verses.
Here
the virtue of sincerity is not, as Rousseau alleges, held
up to derision but the misdirection of the virtue. We
are not made to laugh nX. the misanthrope's love of
but at his putting himself into a passion about
truth
a trifle, which neither called for his sincerity, nor jusThe scene is therefore neither
tified his ill temper.
immoral nor irrational. But still Rousseau will insist
that Moliere has degraded the picture of a good man
at the expense of consistency of character,
lie ought,
he says, to have made him furious only against public
vices, and not against the personal traits ot wickedness
The plain answer to this
of which he is the victim.
is, that it is most natural for a man to feel indignant
at the vices which immediately affect his own happiness.
Moliere certainly might have made his hero a
public-spirileil misanthrope ; but unfortunately there
are so few men-haters of this description, who are believed to be sincerely .ibstracted from all considerations
of their own interest, that a misanthrope insensible to
personal injuries would not have been, probably, received as a very natural character.
He might have
made him, if he had liked, a perfect and a wise being;
but where would have been then the scope for comedy.^
Where would have been the failings to instruct us }
And if he meant to paint a misanthrope, with what
consistency could he exhibit a wise and perfect being.'
Such a man, if he existed, would not hate his species, but
regard their errors with the very soul of compassion.
His " Tarltiffe," is esteemed by his countrymen as
the masterpiece of his works, and of their national
drama. We must own that, to our taste, some others
of his comedies, such as " Z,e Bourgeois Genlilhomme"
"L'Ecole desFemme,"&c. and "LeMalade Imaginaire,"
which bring " laughter shaking both her sides" seem
to possess a more veritable tone of humour than the ex;

—

hibition of so dark a villain as Tartuffe.
We are not
deterred from avowing this preference by the common
remark, that the first and last of these pieces in parti-

broad farce, and give us rather caricatures of transient follies in the manners of society

cular, incline to

than draughts of permanent resemblance to human
nature.
But though the ludicrous images in these comedies may be bold and broad, we are not aware that
they are unnatural ; on the contrary, though they are
heightened sketches of follies, which never meet us so
glaringly in real society, we believe they seize the ye-'
ritable, essential, and permanent traits of the ridiculous
in human character.
The absurdities and frailties of
the species may be thus shewn, like playful or pernicious insects through a magnifying glass, but their

and gambols and propensities are, by that means,
only shewn to us more distinctly.
With respect to the
Tartuffe, the fault of its conclusion, by a resource supposed illegitimate in the drama, has been a thousand
times noticed, namely, the order from supreme authority which arrests the villain, when he is at the heighth
of his triumph, and conducts him to a terrible punishment. The gravity of the scene, we confess, seems to
us a greater departure from comic effect than the means
stings

employed

for the denouement ; and in what we have
said of the Tartuffe, we only mean that it is less exhilarating than the other comedies which have been mentioned.
As an effort of skill and ingenuity, it is won-

with which he throws a risible indark traits of atrocity
as those of Tartuffe, and with which he amuses us by
the success of a knave, all the time we are impatient
for his detection.
The subject was difficult, but Moliere had to encounter other difficulties than those of
his subject.
His exposure of the vice of hypocrisy in
Tartuffe alarmed not only hypocrites, but some of the
weak and well meaning devout. Whether we are to
reckon Louis XIV., and his immediate advisers on this
point, among the real or pretended devotees, it is certain that his Majesty, for some time, laid his veto on
the representation of the comedy.
'The three first acts
of Tartuffe had been represented, after the fetes of
Versailles, in \66\; in presence of the King and the
Queen-mother and consort. Louis declared, that, for
his own part, he had nothing to say against the comedy but he forbade its being represented in public,
till it should be examined by persons capable of estimating its moral tendency. The bigots availed themselves of this circumstance to raise a clamour against
the piece ; though, for the most part, they were little
acquainted with its contents. A pious curate, in a book
which he presented to the king, decided that the author deserved to be burnt alive, and upon his own private authority awarded that punishment to Moliere.
Some of tJie higher clergy, however, having had the
moderation to hear the comedy read, were pleased to
judge of it more charitably. A verbal permission for its
representation was obtained from the king.
The poet
softened some expressions, which had appeared offensive ; he gave it the title of " L'Imposteur," and disguised the person of his hypocrite under the appearance of a man of fashion, giving him a small hat, bushy
locks, a sword, and a laced suit of clothes.
In this
state Tartuffe was risked on the stage in l6<57, and
was received with applauses ; but next day an order
was sent to suspend its representation ; anti though, at
Moliere's instance, two gentlemen, "LaThorilliere,"and
" La Grange," repaired to the camp before Lille, where
the King then was, and presented a memorial in favour of the piece, it was not till two years later that
derful, for the art

terest over the exhibition of such

;
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h\i Majesty gave an authentic permission for its being
again brought on the stage. When it became fully
known, the hypocrites were confounded and the poet
•was justified, with regard to the dangers to the cause
of morality which were supposed to be apprehended from the play of TartufFe. We omit to give the
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His widow afterwards mar- Moliert.
She was the ^-nr""*
ried a comedian of the name of Gnerin.
daughter of Madame Bezart, with whom he made his
first theatrical excursion to Lyons, and with whom, it
seems to be confessed by his biographers, that he had
had a connexion before he was married to the daughThe exasperated envy of some of his literary opter.
ponents accused him of espousing his own daughter in
this Mademoiselle Bezart; but the calumny is sufficiently refuted by distinct evidence, that she was born be-'
fore Moliere became acquainted with her mother. Moliere was in his person above the middle size, of a noble
carriage, handsome limbs, and an exceedingly expresHis walk was slow— his air serious.
sive countenance.
He had a high nose, a large moutli, a dark coni'
plexion, and very black, thick, and flexible eye-brows,
which made his physiognomy very striking in comedy.
He was not, probably, a first rate performer, owing to
carried to the ceremony.

particular dates or names of his numerous pieces. " La
Malade Imaginaire" was the last of bis compositiong.
The day on which it was to be represented for the third
time, he felt himself more indis]K>sed than usual with a
complaint in his chest, to which he had been subject
for a long time, and which had brought on an almost
He makes an allusion ta this infirmiincessant cough.
ty, which must have often interfered with his acting,
when Frosine says in " the Avare" to Harpagon, a part
which Moliere played, " Cela n'est rien, voire fluxion
ne voui sied point mal, et vous avez grace a toupir."
(L' Avare, act 2. scene 6) His wife and friends inthe weakness of his voice; but from the prominent
treated him to defer the representation of " Le Malade
Imaginaire" till his health should be somewhat rein- parts which he took in his own comedies, he must have
stated
but he answered, " What then must become of been a considerable one, and by no means incapable of
so many poor people who depend upon its representa- doing justice to the characters which his imagination
so strongly conceived.
We- are told by the French
tion for tneir bread i I should reproach myself for having neglected a single day to have supplied them with actress, who gives this minute description of his ap-neccMaries." He accordingly exerted himself on the pearance, that he was fond of talking {il aimoU fort a
haratiguer) and that, when he read his pieces to his fel0tage with unusual spirit, in performing this comedy
hit in the third act he was seized with a convuUion low-actors, he always wished them to bring their children, in order that he might draw hints from their nafit, which he vainly attempted to disguise to the specHe was carried home to his tural movements. The same person adds, that he was
tators by a forced laugh.
house in the Rue de Richelieu, where his cough aug- mild, courteous, and kind in his general intercourse.
mented exceedingly, and brought on a vomiting of He was not envious to be sure he had little occasionHe expired on the to be so. When the " Plaideuri," a comedy by Racine,
bioo<l that ended in suffocation.
17th February, 1673, aged 53—supported by two wo- with whom he was at that time on bad terms, had lost
men of the religious sisterhood, who used to come to possession of the stage, he was the first to assert its
merit, and to bring it back to popularity. In company
Paris in time of Lent, for the purposes of charity.—
that pleased him, his conversation was very pleasant
Harlai, the Archbishop of Paris, a man of dissolute
but, as the contrary oftencr happened, he was apt to be
moraJ^, but desirous of pleasing the rigorists of the Roman church, refused him Christian burial but the King absent and melancholic in society, and consoled himinterpoaed, and the prelate, after pretending to investiself with secretly remarking the traits and manners
gate thecharacter of Moliere, and to be satisfied writh the of those about him, in order to store them up as
aoeoonts which he received of his religion and probity, hints for comedy. Many anecdotes of his benevolence
allowed that he should be interred privately in a chapel of are recorded. His friend Baron one day mentioned to
the parish of St. Eustache. Another story is toUl of the him the case of a roan whom extreme poverty prevent.'
King itaving sent for the curate of the same parish, who, ed from waiting on him. His name was Mondorge,—
'• I know him," said Moliere.
" He was a comrade of
like hit superior, had scruples about the right of a player to be buried in consecrated earth. " To what depth
mine in Languedoc, and an honest man. How much
is your ground consecrated.^" the King is mid to have
do you think 1 should give him i" " Four pistoles," said
" Here, tnen,'* replied
inquired. " To the depth of four feet," answered the
Baron, after some hesitation.
" Well then," replied Louis, " let Moliere Moliere, " are four pistoles for me,' and here are twenty
clergj man.
be buric<l six feet deep; " and he added, as he turned his more which you shall give him from yourself Monback upon the cure, " let me hear no more about this dorge was introduced to him MoHere received him
batineat." The bigotry of the populace impeded even with open arms, and gave him also a magnificent dress,
the obscure funeral honours which were allowed to be which enabled him to perform a tragedy.
A beggar
paid to him, for they collected in great crowds before once asked our poet for charity, and be gave him a
the door of his house on the day on which his corpse piece of golcL The mendicant brought it back, sayirg
was brought out Such was the return which his coun- he supposed it was a mistake. " In what a bole has
try maile to the man whom Racine himself pronounced
virtue hid herself!" exclaimed Moliere, and gave anoto be the greatest of his age.
His wife, on hearing the ther gold piece to the poor man, telling him there was
refniai of the clergy to allow him Christian burial, is
no mistake. His death, as we have seen, was occasiontaid to have exclaimed with tears in her eyes, " France ed by an impulse of benevolence.
A high niche in the

—

;

:

;

:

grudge* a lomb to him to whom Greece would have erected
altar*
The saying was just and pathetic. It is only
to be regretted, that the wife who spoke it, was not, if
we may trust the general report, worthy of Moliere.
He is said to have been himself the victim of the most
ffrievous of matrimonial distres^e^, which he paints so

r

comedy. The populace, whom his wibribed to respect his remains, followed him decently to his grave; where he wis quietly deposited by
the light of on hundred flimbeaus, which bis friends
rtccliou'ly in

dow

temple of

modem

genius is confessedly to be assigned
but whether he is to be ranked among
rate comic poets who bear the palm in uni-

to this writer,

the few

first

and mo<lem, is a question still
between the schools of French and German
Voltaire has named him the father of true
criticism.
comedy ; and as far as the French stage is concerned,
nobody will dispute the assertion. According to La
Harpe, he is the first of philosophical moralists ; comedy and Moliere are synonymous terms, and his pieces

versal literature ancient

agitated

-

—

:
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are schools of instruction for the world.
Chamfort calls
^"^•"v^ him the most amiable teacher of human nature since
Socrates, and affirms tliat Julius Cassar, who called
Terence a half Menander, would have denominated
Menander a half Moliere. Unhappily Julius Caesar's
opinion about Moliere is not to be collected with precision, and we know too little of Menander to institute
But it is easier to compare Moliere
ft fair comparison.
with the poets of antiquity whose subjects he has adopted ; and, whatever may be the result of the comparison, it is a respectable trait in his literary character,
that he had sufficient knowlege and taste to apply to
classical sources for enriching his drama.
He brought
indeed to the vocation of a dramatic writer, the most
eminently useful and creditable advantages. Though
born in middling life, he had opportunities of studying
the manners of the court. He had studied Spanish and
Italian comedy, and he was able to draw from Plautus
and Terence the attic salt and true tone of comic character.
He possessed an inexhaustible fund of gaiety
congenial with the best models from which he drew his
resources ; and even those who ascribe to him scarcely
more than the merit of farce and caricature in comedy,
acknowledge that he designs amusing caricatures with
the firmest and happiest traits. They acknowledge,
for instance, that even in farcical creation, the vainglorious soldier of Plautus is less ably pourtrayed than
the Bourgeois Gentilhomme of Moliere. The German
writers, and even Dacier among the French, accuse him,
however, of having, for the most part, spoilt the simple
comic conceptions of the ancients, by accommodating
them to modern manners, and by making the plots
more artificial.
must recollect, that if this was a
fault in Moliere it was not easily avoided.
By simply
translating the plays of Plautus and Terence, he could
not have pleased a modern audience had he given his

We

drama in its naked simplicity. He has borrowed the idea of his " Avare" from the Aulularia of
classical

Plautus.
Instead of a simple miser, he has given us a
miser in love. On this charge it has been remarked,
that the morale of the piece is not improved but spoilt,
because if an old amorous dotard should go to the theatre
and see the piece represented, he might say to himself,
I care little for this satire, for I am not a miser, and if
a miser, who happened not to be in love, should go to

he might, with equal justice say, " Very true, I
fond of monejr ; but I thank my stars, I am not in
We perceive nothing conclusive in this argulove."
ment against the propriety of Moliere doubling comic
efiiect by the conception of an amorous miser; and if it
was not an improvement on classical simplicity, it was
at least an agreeable variety acquired by departing
from it. In like manner we can read his Amphytrion
without diminished admiration of Plautus ; but still acknowledging that Moliere has made some departures
from the original of considerable skill and felicity. The
same cannot certainly be said of his Fourberies de Seapin, where the Phormio of Terence is by no means al.

see

it,

Maliere.

am

tered for the better.
The French seem to consider his
reputation as chiefly established on his " Ecole det
Femmet," " Tarluffe," " Misantrope," and " Femmes Savanles."
The two last, we conceive, have too little
amusing action to rank in the very highest class of comedies. But the Tartuffe, in spite of the objection of
its too grave incidents, is a master-piece of deep drawn
character.
The Ecole des Femmes is certainly inimitable for its comic force, rapidity of movement, and for

and original ideas. The Bourgeois Gentilhomme
perhaps be too farcical in the last acts, when the
hero gives his daughter to the son of the Grand Turk,
and becomes a Mamamouchi. But Monsieur Jourdain
lively

may

and

and the cool-blooded courtier Dormine,

his wife,

with the whole contents of the three first acts, form a
treat for the risible faculties, which, we believe, no
production of the stage ever surpassed. The court of
Louis the .XIV. was so deplorably dull as not to understand the humour of the piece when it was first
acted but the King had a better taste, and told Moliere,
that he had never laughed so heartily in his life.
The
Court was converted to his opinion, and for once we
can look on the authority of Louis the XIV. without
;

it was arbitrary.- The French Academy,
some time before the death of Moliere, wished to
persuade him to give up the life of a comedian, that
he might become a member of their society. After his
decease, they voted him a public eloge, and placed his

regretting that
for

bust in their

hall,

with this inscription, expressive of
become an academician,

regret that he had not
"

flien

tte

manque a

sa

gloire—U Tnanque

i,

la noire."

MOLLUSCA.
Mollusca.

HUtory.

1 HE history of the great division of animals to which
the term Mollusca is now exclusively confined, was
investigated in a very imperfect manner bj the earlier
naturalists.
They attended merely to the characters
furnished by the external appearance, and consequently formed their systematical divisions without regard
affinities which
to the natural affinities of the animals
can only be traced by an examination of the structure
and functions of all the organs.
The first general attempt at classification, worthy of
notice, appears in the twelfth edition of the Syslema
NaturcB of Linnaeus.
In this work, all the animals
which were considered by the ancients as Exanguineous, and termed by the more recent naturalists, Invertebral, were, with the exception of insects, included in
his sixth and last class, which he denominated Vermes,
and assigned to it the following distinguishing characters
Cor, uniloculare, inauritum ;
Sanie frigida.
Spiracula obscura. MaxillcB multifariae, variae variis.

—

Linnaus.

—

Penes

varii hermaphroditis
Tentacula (caput nullum, vix

Androgynis.
oculi,

non

Sensus

aures, nares).

Fulcra: MollUKI.
Tegmenta calcarea aut nulla, nisi spina.
This class of vermes was
nuUi Pedes aut Pinnae.
Inieslina, animalia
again divided into four orders
Mollusca, animalia
simplicia, absque artubus, nuda.
simplicia, nuda (absque testa inhabitata), artubus inTestacea, animalia Mollusca, simplicia, domo,
structa.
Lilhophyta, animalia
saspius calcarea, propria obtecta.
Corallium calcareum, fixum,
Mollusca, composita.
quod inscdificarunt animalia affixa. Zoophyla, animalia
Stirps vegetans, metamorcomposita, efflorescentia.
phosi transiens inflorens animal. The second and third
orders, Mollusca and Testacea, include the animals to
is to be directed in this article.
This systematical arrangement of Linnrcus, while it
contributed greatly to enlarge the number of species,
had a tendency to divert the attention from the examination of their structure. The external form was

which our attention

employed to furnish the distinguishing
and was therefore chiefly regarded by
the student, in reference both to genera and specie?.
The relation between the external appearance, and the
exclusively

characters,

;
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internal itructure, not having been previously deter^"'V'""' mined, these characters were obviously artificial, and
vr .!imc«.

the unnatural cambinations which resulted from their
employment, displayed themselves in every genus of
any extent. In the same genus animals were to be
found which respire in air, associated with those which
perform the same function by means of gills in water
«r animals whose gills are like leaves placed external*
ly, with those having their gills in an internal cavity.
Such incongruous combinations chiefly prevail among
the vermes testacea, where the shell is exclusively employed in the determination of genera and species.
There is another imperfection in this system, arising
from the separation of the naked and testaceous moU
lusca into distinct orders.
There is no such line of
distinction observed b}' nature ; and very considerable
difficulties occur in its practical appUcation as an artificial arrangement.
Not a few animals included in the
testacea, at the Bulla aperta, have the shell so concealed
under the ikin, that it can only be rendered visible by
the separation of the softer parU and several animals,
included among the naked mollusca, are covered, in
particular places, by a corneous, or shelly plate, as the
Aplysite.
In consequence of theac circumstances, genera which are nearly related are placed in different
oidata, while those which poaaaaa few common propcrtiM are grouped together.
Independent of thete objections, which have been
made against the Luincan ciaasification of molloacous
anunals, it is still pertinaciously adhered to by many
Biitiah naturalists.
This influence of the idolum thea<n ia the more to be rc^pretted, as it has retarded the
pragTCM of idenoe, limited the field of obaervation,
prevented ua hoia aTaillng ourtelrea of the im>
INuioueuta which have resulted from the labours of
our continental neighbours.
For many years the influence of the artificial me.
tbod of Linnaeus, in botany, had been successfully asMuled in France ; and the followers of the natural method at length became so numerous as to secure it a
favourable reception.
Various efforts were likewise
made to promote its introduction into the science of
«»lofy. This was at length triumphantly effected,
in regard to molluscous animals, by M. G. Cuvier.
Other enquirers, it is true, largely contributed to the accomplishment of this desirable end three of whom, disttnguiahed by their patient industry, deserve to be particularly enumerated, Adamson, Muller, and Poll.
The
former paved the way to the modem arrangements, in
bu Huioire Salurtlle du Senegal Muller explored the
molluscous animals of Denmark, and published the
result of bis observations in the Zooto-ria Danica, and
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These jiapers may be considered as models of 'minute
and accurate research, perspicuous description, and
candid criticism, and merit the careful and frequent

Mollu«c«'.
~'~» ""

In the
perusal of the student of molluscous animals.
second volume of a more recent work by the same author, entitled, he Regue Animal deslribue J'apres son
Organization, Paris, 1817, he has given a synoptical view of the subject, which we intend to make
the basis of the following article.
As a preliminary step to an examination of the divisions of molluscous animals, we shall take a very general view of their structure and functions, reserving
the more minute details to be given under the different groups into which they have been arranged.
Indeed, the several organs, as they appear in the different tribes, are so variously modified, that few common
properties can be enumerated.
In this section, how.
ever, we shall be able to mark the course to be observ.
ed in the illustration of the subordinate divisions, endeavouring, at the same time, to avoid saying any
;
thing which will again require to be repeated.
1. General Form.
The molluscous animals exhibit General
very remarkable differences in their form, and the num. form.
her and positionof their external members. Ncitherhead
nor foot can be observed in some, the principal organs
being enclosed in a bag pierced with apertures for the
entrance of the food and egress of the excrementitious
matter.
In some, whose exterior is still remarkably
simple, cuticular elongations, termed tentacula, surround the mouth, and a foot, or instrument of motion, may likewise be perceived.
This last organ is in
some free at one extremity, in others attached to the
body throughout its whole length.
In many species
there is a head, not, however, analogous to that member in the vertebral animals, and containing the brain
and organs of the senses, but distinguished as the ante,
rior extremity of the body, separat^ from the back by
a slight groove, and containing the mouth and tentacula.
In many of the animals of this division, the differ.
ent members of the body are in pairs, and are arrang.
cd, in reference to a mesial plane, into right and left.
In some, part of whose organs respect a mesial plane,
other parts are single, or in unequal numbers.
In
other species, the organs, which are not in pairs, are
arranged round a central axis, and give to the external
form a radiated appearance. But these characters are
exceedingly variable and uncertain, as marking the limits of particular tribes ; since, in different parts of
the same animal, modifications of these forms may be
readily distinguished.
S. Cutaneous Sifsletn.
The skin of molluscous ani. Cutaneous
mals is more simple in its structure than the same or. (jstcm.
his Vermiiim Terretlrium ct FluvialUium Hutoria. Poli,
gan in the vertebral animals. The cuticle is here very
directing his attention to the structure of the animals
distinct ; and, as in other classes, it is thick and coarse
inhabiting the multivalve and bivalve shells, publishwhere much exposed, but thin and delicate in its texed his laburious observations in his TeHacta ttlriutque ture, where it lines the internal cavities.
mucous
SkUiir tOTumqut H'uloria et Anttlome.
Many other web may be detected in the cuttle fish and slug, but
authors might be enumerated, who have likewise con- of great tenuity. The corium is destitute of a villous
tributed to extend our knowledge of the structure of surface ; and on its central aspect it is so intimately
molluscous animals, as Lister, Monro, and Home ; but united to cellular substance, that its fibrous structure
as we shall have occasion afterwards to advert to their can scarcely be distinguished.
The vrutcular web,
labours, it is unnecessary to enter into further deUils.
may, in general, be readily perceived. Its fibres proThe first efforts of Cuvier to illustrate this depart- ceed in various directions, according to the kind of
M. Cufier.
ment of xoology, though necessarily imperfect, excit- motion to be executed, and extend or corrugate the
e<l the attention of naturalists to the subject, and were
skin at pleasure.
the prelude to those mighty achievements more recentThe appendices of the skin in this class of animals
ly made known to the world in his various papers inought to be carefully studied, as they furnish the most
serted in the Anrndet du Museum, and republished unobvious marks for distinguishing species, and for con.
der the title Memoirei pourtervir A fHutoire et d tAna- structingdivisions in their systematic arrangement. The
lomie Jet Mollmquit, in one volume quarto. Paris, 1816. appendices of the
cuticle are few in number, and perhaps
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ought to be consitlcrcd as limited to

hairs.

LLUSC

These,

in

^**'V™^ some

species, invest the surface regularly and closely>
and may be observed on those which live on land, as well
as those which reside in water.
In some cases these
hairs are as it were united, to form continuous crusts
or ridges.
These hairs, as well as the cuticle, are liable to be worn ofl', and in some places can seldom be

perceived, unless in early age.

The most important appendix of

Shell.

to be skill.

This part

is

the skin appears

easily preserved, exhibits fine

forms and beautiful colours, and has long occupied the
attention of the concliologist.
The matter of the shell
is secreted by the corium, and the form which it assinnes is regulated by the body of the animal.
It is
coeval with the existence of the animal, and appears
previous to the exclusion from the eg^ nor can it be
dispensed with during the continuance of existence.
The solid matter of the shell consists of carbonate of
lime, with a small portion of animal matter, resembling
;

.

coagulated albumen.
The mouth of the shell is extended by the application of fresh layers of the shelly matter to the margin,
and its thickness is increased by a coating on the inner
surface.
These assertions are abundantly confirmed
by the observations of Reaumur, (Memoires de I'Academie des Sciences, 1709,) \vho«e accurate experiments
have greatly contributed to the elucidation of conchology.
If a hole is made in the shell of a snail, and a
piece of skin glued to the inner margin, so as to cover
the opening, the shelly matter does not ooze out from
the broken surface, so as to cover the external surface
of the skin, but it forms a coating on its inner surface, thus proving it to have exuded from the body of
the animal. When a considerable part of the oral part
of the spire of a snail is broken off, and a piece of skin
glued to the inner margin, and reflected outwardly
and fixed on the feody of the shell, the spire is again
renewed, and the matter added to the inner surface,
thus leaving the skin interposed between the new formed portion and the fractured edge. Similar experiments, repeated on a variety of shells, both univalve

and bivalve, by different naturalists, leave no room to
doubt that shells increase in size by the juxtaposi>
tion of shelly matter from the common integuments.
Each calcareous layer is more or less intimately mixed
and enveloped in the animal matter, which we have alreadyalludedto; so that the different layers of successive
growth may, by various processes, be distinctly exhibited. If the shell is exposed for a short time in the fire,
the animal matter becomes charred, and its black colour,
contrasted with the white earthy matter, indicates the
different strata
in the same manner as the ivory and
enamel of a tooth can be distinguished when subjected to similar treatment. The same satisfactory results
may be obtained by a different process. If the shell
be steeped in weak muriatic acid, the earthy matter
will be dissoKed, and the flakes of albumen will remain as the frame-work of the edifice.
The layers of growth may often be distinguished on
the surface of the shell, in the form of striae, or ridges
more or less elevated, but parallel to the margin of f e
aperture.
Other inequalities may likewise be observed en the surface, at right angles to the layers of
growth, such as ridges, knobs, and spines.
These
last derive their origin from the inequalities of the skin
on which they have been moulded.
In some univalve shells, the layers of growth parallel to the opening cannot be discerned ; when exposed
in the' fire, there is little darkening of colour ; and
when dissolved in acids, but 9, feeble trace ot animal
;

;

A.

matter remains.
In the fire, these shells crack in vari- Mollusc*.
ous directions, but exhibit no trace of a scaly structure.
By a careful management with the file, the shell
may be separated into a central layer contiguous to the

skin, and a peripheral layer, both similar in structure,
though frequently differing in colour.
The shells exhibiting such characters have been termed PorcetlanC'
oils, from their dense structure, and
the fine polish
which their surface presents. The formation of shells
of this kind must he executed in a different manner
from those of the first kind which we have noticed.
If we attend to the form of a young shell of the genus Cyprwa of Linna?us, we may perceive that an addition of shelly matter to the margin of the aperture,
in the manner in which it is applied in other shells,
would not enlarge the cavity, but completely close the
aperture. The increase of the shell, (accompanied with
a corresponding increase of its inhabitant,) must take
place either by absorption of the accumulated she/ly matter of the mouth, and an elongation in the <lirection of

the greatest curvature of the shell

be thrown

;

or the old shtll jiiust

and a new one produced suited to the size
ot the animal. The former supposition has not been entertaitied, the latter is now generally receivetl by naturalists. The inner coat of tueh shells appears to be a transudation from the body of the animal, the outer one apoff,

the surface by the loose reflected lobes of the
In many other shells, portions of more compact
matter than the other parts may be observed, spread on
the pillar, and applied to the margin of the mouth by a
similar process.
Mr. Piatt, in supjiort of Reaumur's
opinion, that shells are formed by juxtaposition, against
the objections of Mr. Foupart, (Phil. Trans, vol. liv.
plie<l to

cloak.

erroneously considers the different sizes of the
Cypreae as depending on the thickness of the shell increasing according to age, without admitting a corresponding increase of the dimensions of th« contained
animal, or cavity for its reception.
The shells of the first kind which we have noticed,
from the manner in which they are formed, of cones or
layers applied to the inner edge of the margin, and extending beyond it, have an imbricated structure. Those
of the second kind, consisting of layers regularly superimposed, have consequi ntly a laminated structure ; but
between the two kinds there are numerous intermediate
links, formed by a combination of the two piocesses.
In some cases, the hard parts of the skin are not entitled to the appellation of shell, but may rather be considered as horn.
Such are the coverings of the mandibles of the Cuttle fish, the branchial lid of the Aplysia,
and the operculum of the VVelk. The two last appendices, however, though horny in some species are
p. 43.)

shelly in others.

The position of the shell with respect to the constituent
layers of the integuments, exhibits very remarkable differences.
In some it appears instead of a cuticle, or
membrane

investing it.
In geneoccurs between the cuticle and the
skin, a position which induces Cuvier (Ler. d'An. Comp.
xiv. 11.) to consider it as analogous to the mucous web
of the vertebral anm'als.
Its intimate coimection with
the muscular system of the animal, and the protection
which it yields, seem adverse to sucli a conclusion. In
many species the testaceous substance occurs in folds
of the corium, or inserted in its substance.
In this position it never acquites the solid texture which shells
exposed, or covered only by the cuticle, exhibit. Those
which are thus concealed are in general white;
those which are more exposed are frequently co»
loured.
The colouring, however, does not depend
at least
ral,

external

however,

it

1
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on the direct exposure to the light, as some have imafrined, for many shelU which are destitute of a cuticle
are white, while many of those covered with a dense
The forms of the
cuticle are finely variegated beneath.
British species of shells have been described in detail
under the article Cunoiologv, where an explanation
of the terms by which their different parts are distinguished may likewise be found.
Between the skin and the shell neither vessels nor
nerves have been traced and the manner in which the
Utter is formed forbids us to expect their existence. Yet
the shell cannot be considered as dead matter, so long as
In those
it remains in connection with the living animal.
animals in which the shell is external, there are muscles
which connect the animal with its internal surface, and
the bond of union being a substance soluble in water,
the muscle can be detached by maceration. The analogy
between fdiell and bone is here obvious, although in the
one case the connection between the muscle and the
bone is permanent, in the other between the muscle
and shell teirporary, or frequently cbangred during the
But the viuiity of the shell, if I
life of the animal.
may use the expression, is demonstrated, from the chang>
e* which it undergoes when detached from the animal
The plates of animal matter harden ; the epidermis driea,
;

:

and falls off; and in many cases the colours
confess ourselves unable to
fade or diaappear.
point out the means employed by the animal to prevent
thew cfaanget from taking place, by any process similar
It is protubly effected by the secretions
to circulation.
of the skin, in the same manner as oar cuticle and hair
When the shelly covering consists of
are lubricated.
two or more pieces, they are joined together as the articulated booe* in the higher clasaet (rf* animab, by ligament!. These, in tome cases, are of grnt thickness
snd strength, and, in consequence of their elasticity,
assist in tne motion of the different parts.
In the molluscous animals the skin secretes a viscous, adhesive substance, differing according to the
medium in which the animal resides, but in all cases
calculated to resist its influence.
It is probably owing
to the lubricating agency of this secretion that both the
cuticle snd shell are preserved from decomposition.
The skin likewise secretes the colouring matter by
which the shells are variegated.
The glands from
which it proceeds var^ much in different individuals,
and even
the same individual in different periods of
cracks,

We

m

growth.

The characters furnished by the skin and its appendices are exUntively employed in the systematical arrangement of molluscous animals ; nearly all those characters which distinguish the species, and many of
those on which genera are established, are derived from
the form of the shell, the tentacula, or the colour. This
last character, however, is one on which little depend.ViuKulsr

^sum.

ence should be placed.
3- Miucular St/iiem.—There is nothing peculiar in
the muscular system of this class of animals.
Where
the muscles are inserted in the skin, as is usually the
case, that organ is in some cases strengthened by condensed cellular substance ; where the muscles are inserted on the shell, although no intervening tendons
can be perceived, the existence of a connecting link of
a aimilv nature is rendered probable by the circumstance of boiling water not dissolving the muscle itself,
yet detaching it from the surface of the shell. During
the growth of the animal, such detachment is frequently performed voluntarily as it increases in size, and alters iu position with regard to the shell.
Ot. XIV.
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Molluscous animals preserve themselves
rest

chiefly

in a state

of Mollusoa.
-'
-

by suction and cementation. The organ
as a sucker, is in some cases simple, soft,

i

which acts
and muscular, as the foot of the snail, while in others
it is compound, and strengthened internally by hard
The force with
parts as in the arms of the cuttle fish.
which some animals adhere is very considerable, and is
strikingly displayed, for example, when we attempt to
detach a limpet from the rock.
The rest which is maintained by cementation, in
some cases depends on a glairy secretion, which glues
the body of the animal to the substance to which it is
disposed to be attached. By such an expedient the
shells of snails adhere to rocks, stones, and plants.
It
is probable that the bivalve shells of the genus Cyclas,
which readily adhere to the sides of a glass, obtain their
temporary attachment by means of their glutinous cuticle.
In other animals threads are produced (termed
a Bysstis) from particular glands, and while one extremity is glued to the rock, the other remains in connection with the animal. But there is an attachment more
durable than any of these, which takes place in some
shells, they being cemented to rocks or stones by calcareous matter, and retained in the same position during
the whole term of tlieir existence.
The locomotive powers of the moUusca are confined
to creeping and swimming.
The former action is performed by alternate contraction and relaxation of the
foot, or muscular expansion, which serves as a sucker,
and is analogous to the motion of serpents. The motion of swimming is executed either by the serpentine
undulations of the foot and the body, or by the action
of tentacula, or expanded portions of the integuments.
Many species are aided in swimming by being able to
vary the specific gravity of their body at pleasure, and
either rise or sink in the water as circumstances may
require.
In some, as the Janthina, there is a cellular
organ peculiarly destined for this purpose, which may
be regarded as in some measure analagous to the airbladder of fishes.
In all these exertions their progress
Some bivalve shells have the
is proverbially slow.
power of leaping or shifting their position bv a sudden
jerk, produced by shutting the valves rapidly.
This
IS strikingly displayed in the common Scallop, and is
less perfectly exhibited in the river mussels.
In a few
instances, especially among the slugs, a thread is formed of the viscous secretion of the skin, by which the
animal is enabled to suspend itself in the air from the
branches of trees.
Although tile progressive motions of molluscous animals are comparatively slow, the other muscular actions are executed with ordinary rapidity.
The irritability of some parts, as the tentacula and branchiae, is
so great, that the protecting movements are executed almost instantaneously, and the organs are contracted or
withdrawn into the body. But these rapid exertions
are only called forth in the moments of danger ; the ordinary movements are all executed with characteristic

slowness.
The characters furnished by the muscular system, are
of great value in the discrimination of species, and in
the construction of genera and higher divisions.
They
are intimately connected with the habits of the aiiiinaf,
and merit tlie attentive examination of the philosophical naturalist.
4. Servou* Stfiiem.—la the molluscous animals the „
nervous system is less complicated in its structure than """'°"*
**"'
in the higher classes, and the brain is not restricted in *''
its position to the head.
The whole nervous system

4a
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MoUuiea. appears in the form of ganglia and filaments. The
^m0'ym0' principal ganglion, or the one to which the term brain
IS usually applied, is seated above the gullet or entrance
It sends out nerves to the parts about
to the stomach.
It may
the mouth, to the tentacula, and to the eyes.
be considered as analogous to the cerebrum of the verFrom this ganglion proceed two filatebral animals.
ments, one on each side, which in their descent inclose
the gullet, and unite underneath to form a second ganglion.
From this last, which has been compared to the
cerebellum, numerous filaments are likewise distributed
to the parts around the mouth, and to the other regions
These filaments in some cases again
of the body.
unite, and form subordinate ganglia.
In many cases
the brain and ganglia are of a white colour, and granulated structure ; while the nerves which issue from
them are white and uniform. The covering of the first
ganglion, which is analogous to the dura mater, does
not adhere to it closely, but leaves a space filled with
loose cellular matter.
The tunics of the nerves are
equally detached ; and as they can be inflated or injected readily, they have led some to suppose that the
nerves were hollow, and others, that the tunics were
the vessels of the lymphatic system.
The organs of perception common to the higher
classes of animals do not all exist in an obvious manner among the moUusca. The touch, that universal
sense, is here displayed in many cases with great delicacy and the tentacula, and other cuticular elongations
which we have already referred to, contribute to augment its resources. The sense of sight is by no' means
universally enjoyed by the inhabitants of this class. In
a few species the eye is constructed on the plan of the
same organ in the vertebral animals. In general, however, it appears only as a black point, whose peculiar
functions can only be inferred from analogy. In many
animals there is no trace of an eye, consequently they
cannot possess that varied information which the higher animals obtain from that organ.
Where eyes exist
in this class, they are uniformly two in number.
In
one tribe only, namely the cuttle-fish, have the rudiments of the organs of hearing been detected. The organs adapted to smelling cannot be exhibited, but the
existence of the sense is demonstrated by the facility
with which they discover suitable food when placed
within their reach. The sense of taste exists, but it is
difficult to point out the particular parts of the mouth
fitted for its residence.
But as they select particular
articles of food in preference to others, we reasonably
conclude that taste regulates the choice.
It is difficult to form an accurate estimate of the
knowledge of external objects which molluscous animals
can obtain by means of their organs of perception, joined to their powers of locomotion. The kind of life
which they enjoy is so widely different from our own ;
and attempts to tame them, or vary their habits by education, are limited by so many circumstances, that we
must ever remain in ignorance of their mental powers
or capabilities.
M. Lamarck ranges them among his
;

furnished by the nervous system, from the difficulty of MoIImm.
their detection and exhibition, have never come into ^""^r'^^
use.
But those furnished by tiie organs of perception
Of these, the eye is the most obare highly prized.
It varies in position in different
vious and constant

but among individuals of the same species its
;
characters are constant.
In the cutaneous, muscular and Digesiire
5. Digestive System.
nervous systems, traces of a general plan may be observ- 'y*'*""species

—

ed, according to which they have been constructed in
the different tribes.
In the organs which remain to be
considered, there is less uniformity of structure, each
family, almost, being constructed according to a model
of its own.
The time when molluscous animals feed has not
been carefully attended to. Those which live in the
water are beyond the reach of accurate observation.
Those that reside on land usually shun the light, and
creep forth in the evenings to commit their depredaDuring warm dry weather, they stir not from
tions.

their holes.

The animals under consideration feed equally on the
products of the vegetable and animal kingdom. Those
which are phylivorous appear to prefer living vegetables, and refuse to eat those which are dried.
We are
not aware that putrid vegetable matter is consumed by
them, although many of the snails and slugs are found
under putrid leaves and decayed wood.
In these
places there" is shelter from the sun, together with
dampness, so that it is difficult to determine whether
they sojourn in an agreeable dwelling, or a well-stored
larder.
Tliose mollusca which are carnivorous prey on
minute animals in a living state, and many of them
greedily attack putrid matter.
The means employed by molluscous animals to bring
the food within the reach of the organs of deglutition,
are exceedingly interesting both on account of their variety and success.
Some are provided with tentacula for securing their prey, and conveying it to their
mouth, as the cuttle-fish ; others protrude a lengthened
proboscis, or an extended lip or tongue, and thus bring
their food into the mouth. With many, however, which
are fixed to the same spot during the continuance of
existence, or only capable of very limited locomotive
power, successful efforts are made by the animal to excite currents in the water, (for no permanently fixed
animals reside on land,) whereby fresh portions of it
are brought in contact with the mouth, and its animal or
vegetable contents separated. This action is performed
in some cases, as among the bivalves, by the mechanical
action of the valves of the shell, aided, in many species,
by the syphons, while, in others, it is excited by the
motion of articulate feet, as in the bernacles. Where
part only of any kind of food is taken into the mouth
at once, the lips are possessed of sufficient firmness to
cut off the requisite portions, or there are corneous

mandibles to perform the office.
In the mouth there is scarcely any process perform,
ed analogous to that of mastication in the higher orders
Animeaux Sensibles, and considers that, by means of of animals. When the food is in the mouth, or entertheir sensations, they acquire only perceptions of obing into the gullet, it is mixed with saliva, as in the
jects, or simple ideas, which they are incapable of commore perfect animals. The salivari/ glands in v.'hich it
bining by any mental process. Had this opinion rest- is secreted, are, in general, of considerable size, divided
ed on observations, or even on arguments, it might into lobes, and, in some cases, separated into distinct
have been worth while to controvert it, but, as it forms masses.
In many species the existence of a gullet ia
a part of the metaphysical speculations of that zoolo- doubtful, as the food seems to enter the stomach imgist, built upon gratuitous assumptions, it requires no
mediately; while, in others, there is a portion of the
farther notice.
intestinal canal which has some claim to the denomin*«
In the classification of the moUusca, the characters tion.
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membranaceous, and info a vena cava. This vein is divided into two branches, Moll uie*-^
The
"""^ "' can scarcely be distin^juished from the remaining por- to eachof which there is a ventricle attached, and from '"''^
In some cases, however, each ventricle an artery proceeds to the gills or lungs
tion of the intestinal canal.
Each of the two divisions of
in its neighbourhood.
it is stront; and muscular like the gizzard of a bird, and
eren fortified with corneous knobs for the reduction of the lungs gives rise to a vein ; these terminate in a sinhard sulMtances. In some species the stomach opens la- gle ventricle, from whence the blood is transmitted to
the different parts of the body. There are here one
terally into the pylorus, and, in a few instances, posThis arrangesystemic and two pulmonic ventricles.
Ksses a spiral cecum attached to it.
The Ir^r in the mollusca is usually of large dimen- ment prevails among the cephaltpoda.
In the second group the vessels in which the blood
kms, and seated close to the stomach, which it in many
ene* envelopes. It is divided into numerous lobes, and has been collected from the different parts of the body,
receives numerous blood vessels.
There is, however, proceed directly to the lungs or gills without the internothing analogous to the rena porlarum of quadrupeds. vention either of auricle or ventricle. The systemic
The hi/e is poured in some into the stomach, and veins which have absorbed the bloo<l from the lungs
pour it into an auricle, from whence it passes into a
in others into the pyloric extremity of the intestine
ventricle to be distributed throughout the body. Here,
by different openings. There is no gall-bladder.
There is no division of the canal into small and large then, there are neither pulmonic auricles nor ventricles,
while there is one systemic auricle and ventricle. This
intestines, as in the higher classes ; or rather, among the
Maiiiurt.

stomach, in

many rases,

is

mollusca, the relative sixe of the different parts is reHere the pyloric extremity is usually the
largest, while the anal is more slender.
The intestine,
like fishes, is short in proportion to the len^h of the
body, and, in its course, is subject to few turns. The
anas i«, in some, placed on one side of the body
in
Others it is terminal, while, in a few, it opens on the back.
The digestive system is thus more simple in its structure than in the higher classes.
It possesses neither
pancreas, spleen, nor mesentery.
The calls of hunger
are often at distant intervals, and the power of abstin-

ersed.

;

ence

is

great.

The

characters furnished by the digestive system are
extensively used in the inferior divisions of molluscous
animals.
The form of the lips, the position of the
month and anus, and the structure of the stomach, deterre to be attentively considered, as indicating the habits of the specie*.
•ifMiasiof
6. Circulating St/xtem.
The mechanical process by
•'""^
which the food is converted into chyle haa not l)een
satisfactorily traced, nor has the existence of lacteals for
the absorption of the chyle been demonstrated.
In
this class of animals, the veins seem to perform the of6ce* both of lacteals and lymphatics.
The blood in this tribe of animals is white, or rather
of a bluish colour.
Its mechanical and chemical conititution have never been successfully mvestigated.
In the employment of the words right and left, to
express the relative position of the cavities of the heart
in the inferior animals, much confusion must necessarily anae ; or rather other terms must be used to render
oar descriptions intelligible. The nomenclature of that
learned anatomist Dr. Barclay, appears to obviate all
difficulty in reference to the ambiguity of words indicative of position, and to convey in its expressions an
idea of the uses of the vessels which are alluded to.
Thus the pmtmcmie vessels include all those which bring
the blood collected from different part* of the body to
the lungs, such aa the vena cava, right auricle, right
ventricle, and pulmonary arteries. The tytlemie vessels
tn those which convey the blood from the lungs to the
diferent parts of the bo<ly, including the pulmonary
Veins, left auricle, left ventricle, and aorta.
It is our
intention to employ these terms as we proceed.

—

The circulating system of molluscous animals exhibits
very remarkable differences in the <lifferent classes.
In
all of them, however, there is both a systemic and a
pulmonic *ystem of ve«sels, as in the higher classes of
animals.
They may be divided, in reference to their
circulating system, into four groups.
In the first, the
t>load is collected from the different parts of the body

distribution prevails amonj; the gasteropoda, pteropoda,
and inequivalve conchifera. In these last, however, as
the oyster and scallop, the auricle is bilobate, making
an approach to those uf the following division.
In the third group, like the second, there are neither
pulmonic auricl^ nor ventricles, the pulmonic veins proceeding directly to the lungs or gills. The systemic
veins, however, terminate in two auricles, these empty
their contents into one ventricle ; so that there are two

systemic auricles and one systemic ventricle.
This
structure appears in the equivalve conchif'fra.
Ill the fourth group there arc no pulmonic auricles or
ventricles, neither systemic auricle ; but there are two
systemic ventricles. This includes the animals of the
brachiopoda.
In the last group no pulmonic auricle or ventricle,
neither systemic auricle can be perceived ; but there is
a single systemic ventricle.
Animals of the class <uiwcala exhibit this simple arrangement.
The circulating system furnishes few characters which
can be employed in systematical arrangements.
Tlte
structure of the systemic and pulmonary vessels does
not appear to be co-ordinate with any particular plan
of external configuration and manner, as we see in the
case of the pteropoda and gastero()o<la. In these the organs of circulation are very much alike, while the external forms exhibit very obvious diffiTcnces.
7. Ue'piralort/ Siftlem.
It is probable that all animals, B«»pir«iobowever imperfect, stand in nee<l of a supply of oxygen. ^^ 'js"*"In proportion as the circulating system becomes complex, the greater is the quantity of oxygen which is required.
In the more perfect animals it has been ascertained that this oxygen unites with carbon thrown out
of the system, an<l by converting it into carbonic acid,
enables it more readily to escape in the gaseous form.
In some animals this production of carbonic acid takes
place generally throughout the surface of the skin,
while in others, particular organs are appropriated to ita
formation.
This is more particularly the case in those
animals which, like the mollusca, have pulmonic and
systemic blood vessels. When the animal separates
the oxygen from unmixed atmospheric air, the organ in
which the process is performed is termed lung. When
the separation takes (dace in atmospheric air united
with water, the organ is termed a gilt.
The molluscous animals which respire by means of
lungs are few in number, and form a very natural tribe,
which Cuvier has termed gatleropodei pulmone*. In
them the respiratory organ is simple, consisting of a
single cavity, on the walls of which the extremities of
the pulmonary artery are spread. This cavity is pUccil

—
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somewhat

and communicates externally by
"~ an aperture
which the animal can open or shut at plealaterally,

sure.

The mollusca which breath by means of gills exhibit
very remarkable differences, in their number, structure,
and position.
In some cases there is a single cavity
communicating by an aperture through which the water enters.
The walls of tjhis cavity exhibit an uneven
surface, disposed in ridges, which are the gills, and on
which the pulmonic artery is expanded. This structure exhibits itself in the Gasteropoda pectini-branchia.

In many cases the gills, though seated in a cavity,
like the former, and equally exposed to the contact of
the surrounding element, are two in number, one on
each side, as in the Cephalopoda.
In the Conchifera
they are four in number, two on each side like leaves,
and extending the whole length of the body. In these
the water is admitted at the pleasure of the animal.
The gills of other mollusca are seated internally, and
consist either of arborescent productions, or simple cuticular elongations, within which the pulmonary artery
terminates.
In some of these, as the Pteropoda, the
branchial surface is constantly exposed to the action of
the surrounding water ; while in others, as the Gasteropoda, nudibranchia, and teclibranchia, the cuticular expansions, which are analogous to gills, are retractile at
the will of the animal.
By means of the characters furnished by the circulating and respiratory systems, the molluscous animals
may be divided into several distinct classes. But as we
shall employ these characters in the construction of the
different divisions to be employed, it is unnecessary,
in this place, to enter into their details.

— The

animals now under
the modifications of
generation which organized bodies exhibit. They are
not indeed known to produce their young like buds, as
in the fresh- water polypus (Hydra) nor to multiply by
the spontaneous division of individuals, as someNereidae
and Planarias. But the three following modes of reproduction have been detected.
In the first the sexes are distinct, as in the higher
classes of animals.
This mode is exhibited in the Cephalopoda and some Gasteropoda. In the former, however, there is no union of the sexes previous to fecundation.
The eggs are first excluded by the female, and
the' male afterwards covers them with the impregnating fluid, after the manner of fishes. In the Gasteropoda, with the sexes distinct, a union takes place by
which the eggs are fecundated. After impregnation,
the eggs are either excluded previous to the young issuing from them, or retained in the body of the animal
until they are hatched.
In the second the sexual organs are distinct, but
they both occur in the same individual ; here, however,
a union of two individuals is necessary, during which
each impregnates and is impregnated. The snail and
slug may be quoted as examples.
In the third mode of generation, which may be regarded as the most complete hermaphroditism, there is
neither a difference of sex nor an obvious difference of
sexual organs. All that can be detected, is connected
with the female parts, and no union of individuals is
requisite.
This is the mode of generation exhibited by
the Gasteropoda scuti-branchia and cyclo-branchia by
the whole of the Conchifera and Tunicata.
In the first division of the first tribe, the female possesses an ovarium and oviduct, and the male a testicle.
8.

Reproductive System.

Beproducnearly all
livesystem consideration present

vas deferens, seminal bag, prostate gland, and penis, to- Moll iisca.
gether with some accessory organs whose uses have '^'Y*™'
not been ascertained. In the second division of the
first tribe, there is in the female an ovarium oviduct
and uterus, and in the male a testicle, vas deferens, and
penis.

In the second division, the female organs consist of
an ovarium oviduct and uterus, and the male of a testicle vas deferens, pedunculated vesicle and penis. These
organs, all occurring in the same individual, have their
openings in what is termed the common cavity of geThe use of the peneration which opens externally.
dunculated vesicle is not determined. In some species
it is attached to the male organs, in others to the female, or to the common cavity.
In the last division, the ovarium is the principal
and only organ of generation. In some species it is difficult to discover an oviduct, while in others, not only
the oviduct but its external termination may be readily traced.

The organs of generation furnish many important
The external openings are
characters for classification.
those which are detected with the greatest facility, but
the structure of the internal organs exhibits more varied and discriminating marks.
The molluscous animals are Peculiar
9. Peculiar secretions.
secretion?.
considered as destitute of organs for the production of
for
the
secretion
various
organs
they
possess
urine, but
of peculiar fluids or solids, some of which are useful in

—

the

arts.

coloured fluid, which is secreted by the Cephalopoda and some of the aquatic gasteropoda, appears to
consist chiefly of a peculiar mucous united to a pigment whose properties have not been sufficiently investigated. The animals which furnish this secretion eject
it when in danger or irritated, and thus envelope themselves in a dark cloud, and elude the pursuit of their
milky secretion is poure<l forth over the surfoes.
Other
face of the skin of some slugs when irritated.
coloured secretions may likewise be detected in the
mollusca, to which we shall afterwards advert.
The threadlike secretions, termed a byssus, with which
some molluscous animals, especially among the Conchifera, fix themselves to other bodies, appear to be of an

The

A

A

few species in this division have
albuminous nature.
the power of secreting a luminous ^uid, which phosphoresces or shines in the dark. Its nature, and the organs
in which it is elaborated, have not been investigated.
It is probable that some animals, as those which have
the faculty of raising or lowering themselves in the water, have likewise the power of secreting air into those
organs which contribute to their buoyancy. The Janthina vulgaris may here be quoted as an example.

Morbid secretions likewise occur among the animals
of this division, chiefly, however, among the Conchifera.
The most important of these are pearls, so much prized
as ornaments of dress.
Molluscous animals Condition
10. Cojidilion of the Mollusca.
are divided, according to the situation in which they of the mollusca.
reside, into three groups, which may be termed terresThose that inhabit the
trial, fluviatile, and marine.
Among
land, belong exclusively to the gasteropoda.
these some prefer open pastures, others the rubbish of

—

old walls, while not a few reside in woods or among
dead leaves and putrid plants. All the animals of this
group respire by means of a pulmonary cavity.
The fluviatile mollusca, or such as reside in fresh waters, include not only many gasteropodous genera, but
Among
likewise some belonging to the Conchifera.
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MeHuiea. these^ tome breathe air by means of a pulmonary cavi- derange their motions by compelling them to reside in
^""V"~^ ty, and come to the surface to respire. Such species a medium of a different degree of density from the one '"'Y'"^
Others, which they have been accustomed to dwell in, and to
frequent the more shallow ponds and lakes.
mpiring by means of gills, are less dependent on the which the arrangement of the different parts of the
duulowness of the water, and consequently reside in body is adapted. By such a change of place, it would
be diflicult for those which breathe air to come to the
different depths.
The marine moUusca include genera of all the classes. surface and descend again in their new situation. In
Some, as many of the Cirrhipoda,' instead of living in those with gills, the application of a new kind of fluid
the water, prefer a situation where they may only be to the surface of such delicate organs would considerbathed occasionally with the flood tide. Others bur- ably influence the function of respiration. The change
row in the sand or adhere to the rocks which are left of situation would likewise be accompanied by a corredry by the receding tide. These are termed littoral sponding change of food, and consequently, not merely
apedes. Many, however, which liave been denomina- the organs of locomotion and respiration, but likewise
ted pelagic, reside in the deep, and are seldom obtain- those of digestion would suffer a derangement in their
ed but by dredging, or when thrown ashore during operations. We know that the power of suffering in
the animals of this class is very great, and that they
toniM.
The effect of temperature in regulating tlie distribu- survive, though sadly mutilated. Some of the snails
tion of molluscous animala haa not been investigated will live in a quiescent state for years, without food,
Unless, therefore, the animals
with any degree of care or success. Over the terrestrial and almost without air.
and fluviatile spedes it probably exercises a very power- subjected to these experiments of a change of situation
have been observed to grow on the food which it sponful controul, greatly limiting their geographical range.
In proof of this, it may be stated that the south of France taneously yields, to execute their accustomed motions,
poMC iscs several species not to be found in Eng- and, above all, to propagate their kind, we shall be disposed to conclude, that patient suffering has been misland, while in England there are a few which have not
been detected in Scotland. But among the marine taken for health, and vivaciousness for the power of acmollusca, the influence of climate is not felt in the same commodation.
At connected with the physical distribution of molLiving in an element whose bulk and motion*
degree.
mard it equally from the extremes of heat or cold, luscous animals, we may here offer a few observations
UWM animals, like the se»-weed8, have a very exten- on the revolutions which they have experienced. From
nrt latitudinal and longitudinal range. Thus, some the oldest secondary rocks to the newest alluvial depoan common to Greenland and the Mediterranean, sits, the remains of the hard parts of these animals may
The mollusca be observed. In the newer situations, these parts are
otfacn to Britain and the West Indies.
of the tropical seas, bowerer, differ widely as a whole less altered than in the older ones, in which they are
from tfaoae of the temperate regions. Some of the frequently changed into calcareous spar, clay, flint, or
fomu aniear to be peculiar to warm regions, and in pyntes. The forms exhibited by the remains in the
general the intensity of colour decreases as we approach older rocks are different from those in the new^er ones,
tka polo. But aa there have been few cultivators of and intimate that they have belonged to races now no
longer existing on the surface of the globe. These retfaia orandi of science, the geographical distribution of
IIm ipeeic* has been but imperfectly explored. How mains do not characterize any particular beds or forfinr parts of either England or Scotland have been surmations, different beds often producing similar reveyed by the eye of the helmonthologist, so that many mains, and similar beds containing dissimilar fossils, inapedes whose range is considered at limited, may ere timating that the physical and geographical distribulong be found to be extensive.
tions of these animals in the earlier parts of the earth's
If the obserrationa are few and imperfect, which existence were regulated nearly by the same laws
have been made on the influence of temperature in re- which prevail at present. But into this interesting sub-

gulating the physical distribution of mollusca, we are
still in greater ignorance with regaotl to the power of
habit.
In the fleets rocks, the relics of marine and
fluviatile mollusca, are found mixed in the same bed.
This circumstance gave rise to the inquiry, how far the
moUnaca of fresh water can be habituated to sea water
and vice vtrsa. In the account of the proceedings of
the National Institute of France for the year It>Ib°, we
are informed that M. iicuchant. Professor at Marseilles,
has directed his attention to this subject. He found,
that all these animals die immediately if we suddenly
change their place of abode ; but that, if we gradually
inocaae the proportion of salt in the water for the one
aet, and diminish it for the other set, we can, in general, accustom them to live in a water which is not natural to them. He found, however, some species which
resisted these attempts, and which could not bear any
alteration in the quality of the water in which they remde. Before much confidence can be placed in the accoxacy of these results, it would be desirable that the
expenmenis were repeated by other observers. There
are, indeed, many sources of error to be guarded
against.
When we change animals from fresh to salt
water, or from salt water to freab, we must necessarily

ject

it IS

impossible at present to enter.

The molluscous animals furnish an agreeable repast
to many quadrupeds, birds, and fishes.
To man they
yield a great deal of palatable and nutricious food.
Those which inhabit the sea are held in the highest estimation, while the terrestrial and fluviatile races are
generally neglected.

The manner

of preparing and preserving the hard

parts of the mollusca has been already given in sufiident detail in the conclusion of our article Concuolo-

Gv, to which we refer the reader. There is only one
metliod of preserving the softer parts immersion in
spirits of wine.
But in the execution of this plan some
caution is requisite, otherwise the object will appear a
shrivelled shapeless mass.
The animal should be permitted to die slowly, that the different parts may become relaxed, otherwise the examination of the form of
the Ixxly at a future period becomes impracticable.
A
quantity of the spirits ought to be injected into the
stomach or other cavities of the body immediately afler
death, to prevent putrefaction, as it frequently happens,
when the body is immersed in spirits without such precaution, that the viscera become unfit fur examination,
while the integuments remain sound.

—
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In the following general view of the different classes
into which molluscous animals have been divided, we
shall follow the arrangements of M. Cuvicr, modified
by the systematical labours of M. Lamarck. Frequent
reference will be made to species natives of the British
isles, to enable the curious reader to comprehend the
recent improvements which have been effected in this
branch of natural history.
I.

CarHALorooA.

CLASS.— Cephalopoda.

The

animals w^ich are included in this class, are familiarly known by the name of Cullle Fish.
They attracted the notice of the ancients by their curious forms
and manners, and appear to have been examined by
Aristotle with minute attention.
The cephalopoda, in reference to their external appearance, may be regarded as consisting of two parts.
The tunic or sac, wiiich contains the viscera, and the
The sac is in
head surrounded by the tentacula.
some species in the form of a purse, destitute of any
appendages, while in others it exhibits fin-like expansions.
It varies considerably in its consistence, and in
some it is strengthened on the back internally by corneous ribs or testaceous plates, in others protected externally by spiral shells.
In some species it is connected with the head by an intervening space, which may
be regarded as a neck, but in others the tunic and head
are continuous behind.
In all, it exhibits after death,
great changes of colour.
On the summit of the head there is a flattened disk,
Round the
in the centre of which is seated the mouth.
margin of this oral disk, which is strengthened by a
band of muscular fibres, are placed the arms or tentacula. Beyond this circle of arms, in some species, there
are situated two organs, larger in their dimensions
Both
than the arms, which may be denominated feet.
the arms and feet are covered on their central aspect
with numerous suckers, by which they are enabled to
attach themselves to different bodies, and to seize their
prey, and in their axis both a nerve and artery may be
These arms and feet are capable of being
observed.
moved, at the will of the animal, in every direction, and
are the organs by which progressive motion is performed.
In the space between the head and tunic in front
there is an opening or funnel with a projecting aperThis funnel opens into the cavity of the sac,
ture.
and serves to convey water to the gills and to carry off
the different excreted matters.
The brain in the cephalopoda is contained in an irregular hollow ring in the cartilaginous border of the
This cartilage is thickest on the dorsal asoral disk.

and contains the parts which have been denominated cerebrum and cerebellum, the remaining part of
the canal being occupied with the collar, which surrounds the esophagus.
The nerves, which proceed
directly from the brain to the parts which they are
destined to influence, are few in number. From the
cerebrum issue a few small nerves, which go to the
mouth, and the base of the feet others which go to form
ganglia at the mouth, and others for supplying the
pect,

—

feet.

lar

The

which

cerebellum, besides furnishing the col-

encircles the gullet, contributes to the for-

mation of the large ganglia which supply the arms

—

those for the funnel,
the optic and auditory nerves
the tunic, and the viscera.
From the size of the animals, the ganglia of the nerves are very distinctly
displayed.
The anastomosing branches of the nerves
of the arms are likewise conspicuous.
Each nerve

at the base of each foot sends out two filaments, one Mottuie«.
to the nerve of the foot on each side.
In this manner '—"y"'^

A chain of nerves is formed round the base of the feet,
probably calculated to enable them to act more readily
in concert.

From the abundant distribution of nerves to the different parts, it appears probable that the sense of
touch exists in a tolerably perfect manner.

no proof of the development of organs
of the senses of smell and taste.

There

is

for the display

The cephalopoda are furnished with two eyes, one
on each side of the head. The external membrane on the
inner side, which may be compared to the sclerotica, differs in many particulars from the covering of the same
name, in the eyes of the vertebral animals. While it
surrounds the contents of the eye from the entrance of
the optic nerve to the pupil, it is greatly separated from
the choroides.
Immediately within its cavity, there is
a bag with a peculiar membraneous covering, which
contains numerous glandular bodies, similar to the milt
of fishes, by which the eye is supported, and which
probably act as secreting organs, (although M. Cuvier
could not detect any excretory canals,) and likewise
an expansion or ganglion of the optic nerve. The
concave or anterior surface embraces the choroidet.
This membrane, after embracing the vitreous humour,
forms a zone or diaphragm, which may be compared
to the ciliary processes, with an aperture in the centre
for the reception of the crystalline lens.
The circular
margin of this aperture is lodged in, and intimately
united with a circular groove, by which the lens ia
divided into two unequal hemispheres. Its central surface is coated, as in the higher classes of animals, with
the coloured mucous pigment, which has been denominated pigmcnium nigrum. In the cephalopoda, however, it is of a purplish-red colour.
The optic nerve, after entering the sclerotica, expands into a large ganglion, from the peripheral surface of which issue numerous nervous filaments. These

many

holes, and go to form
This important membrane extends to the ciliary zone, and like it appear*
to unite itself with the groove of the lens.

pierce the choroides

by

by

as

their reunion the retina.

The
sicle,

vitreous

humour

is

contained in a peculiar veits ex-

having the lens seated in a concavity on

The lens divides easily into two parts,
ternal surface.
the line of separation being the groove which receive*
the ciliary ligament. Each portion consists of a number of concentric layers of variable thickness, composed
of radiated fibres, becoming less and less distinct tocentre, near which the laminated and radiated
An imperfect
appearances cease to be perceptible.
representation of this structure is given by Sir E.
Home, probably from preparations by Mr. John Hunter, in the Phil. Trans. Vol. LXXXIV. Tab. 6. p.

wards the

26.

The conjunctiva supplies the place of a cornea, and
covers directly the crystalline lens, as there is no aqueous humour. This membrane in some is continuous
with the skin, but in others there are imperfect eyelids formed by its duplicature, previous to passing over
the lens. The skin, at the opening of the pupil, formed by the sclerotica, in the absence of an uvea and
iris, is strengthened by a membrane which appears to
be muscular, and probably assists in the contraction or
enlargement of the aperture.
The animals of the cephalodous class, besides containing complicated eyes, are likewise furnished with

MOLLUSC A.
These arc situated

in the

annular cartilage which

orange-coloured bile which they contain by a

rapports the arois. In this cartilage, there are two
In each of these, there is a bag filled with
cavities.
a gelatinous transparent fluid, and containing a calcareous substance, differing in its consistence, according
to the species, from the brittleness of starch to the
hardness of bone.
The auditory nerve penetrates the walls of this labyrintb, and ramifies on the membranous bag which i
There is no external opening, nor any apcontains.
parent alteration in the thickness of the investing integuments.
The digestive system of the cephalopoda exhibits
•everal appearances by which it may be distinguished.
The arms which surround the mouth, seize the animals
which are to serve as food, and bring them to the
mouth. The mouth is situated in the centre of the
It is
disk, round which the tentacula are arranged.
surrounded with a slight fold of the skin, which may
be cxMDpared to lips, and which is rough on the central
aspect. Within these are the two mandibles, of a deep

orifice.

brawn colour, hard homy consistence, and in form
reaembling the beaks of a parrot. Where free, they
are conico-tabolar, bat where covered, they are open
The under beak, unlike the same
•t the central side.
•rgan in birds, is the largest, the most crooked, and
em Uacea the upper, or the one on the dorsal margin of
Tbeae jaw* are merely able to open and
til* moath.
diat, as they possess no lateral motion. They are supported by the muscular bed of the mouth, which serves
at a mould to fill the cavity towards the point. The
tflosae ia situated between the beaks, and is armed
whn reflected teeth. These teeth, in consequence of the
ondulatory motion of the substance of the tongue, expedite the progrcia of the food into the gulleL
The salivary glands are four in number ; the first
pair. Mated on each side the muscular bed of the
mouth, are each divided into numerous lobes, whose
•scretory ducts poor their fluid into the beginning of
tkm gullet. The aeooiid pair, seated lower down and
below the eye*, are not so much divided, and send out
each a canai. TbeM unite, and pour their contents
into the mouth.
The gullet is furnished with a lateral expansion, not
nlike the crop of gallinaceous birds. The stomach is
mwecBlar, like the gizxard of fowls, and the cuticle is

an

and separates

easily from the other membranes.
pyloric opening of the stomach, there is another
i|Mttu« equally large, which leads into the ipiral s/o*
or csKum, as it has been improperly termed by
anatomists.
It may with greater propriety be
ainaled the duodenum, as it performs some of
tba oCcee of that part of the gut in the higher orders
of aaimala. This stomach is conical, closed at the distal extremity, and performs about a turn and a half,
Kke a spiral shell. Its inner surface is covered with a
ridge, which traverses it in a clo6ely spiral direction.
The bile flows into it near the apex, and towards
its base glandular orifices pouring out a thick yellow
flaid may be observed.
Ihe intestine, after leaving
the pylons, in some species makes one or two turns, in
others it proceeds directly to the anus.
This opening
ia sea ted at the base of the funnel, on its posterior or
dorsal side.

thick,

At the

The

of oaasideiable

of an orange-yellow
It gives rise
•a two hepatie ducts, wliicS proceed to the extrea^tf of to* spiral stomach, where they empty the
aotoar,

liwtr ia

and of a oaft and

aise,

P^iT texture.
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common

consist merely of veins and
which we distinguish into pulmonic and systemic.
The veins which have their origin in the feet,
mouth, and annular cartilage, coalesce, and form two
branches, which afterwards unite into a common trunk.

The organs of circulation

arteries,

This vessel, after descending through part of the viscera into the abdomen, divides into two branches, each
of which may be considered as a vena cava, conveying
Each vena cava, at its
the blood to the lateral hearts.
origin, is joined by an equally large vessel, which empties its contents in a direction nearly at right angles
with the former. These veins arise in the stomach,
The vena
intestines, liver, and org^s of generation.
cava receives a second large vessel, nearly in the same
direction as the first, which has its origin in the tunic
and the supports of the branchiz. From the size of
the vena cava, in consequence of the union of these
two branches, and the appearance of muscular ridges
on its inner surface, it has been compared by some to
auricle.

On

each side, in the common cavity of the tunic,
gills, an aperture may be observed, the
entrance to a bag or cavity.
Each cavity is traversecl
by the vena cava of that side, and in its passage exhibits a curious confirmation.
The surface of tne vein
is covered with spongy glandular bodies of different
shape*.
These, upon being pressed, pour out nn
opake yellow mucous fluid.
W'ithin, these glands
communicate by means of very wide ducts with the
<»vity of the vein.
Indeed, when air is blown into
the vein, it readily passes through the glands into the
bag, and from thence into the cavity of the tunic ; and
when air is blown into the bag, it likewise penetrates
the gland, and pa-^ses through into the veins. The
arteries with which these glands are furnished are comparatively minute.
It appear* probable that these glands separate some
principle from the blood, and that this is conveyed
away by the ejection of the water from these venous
bag* into the common cavity. Were it practicable to
analyse the yellow mucus which these glands contain,
some light might be thrown on the subject. Indeed,
it appears not improbable that this arrangement is analogous in its functions to the urinary system in the

and near the

most perfect classes.
Each vena cava enters

its corresponding lateral heart
or ventricle, through an intervening valve. Each lateral heart is situated at the base of each gill, is pearshaped, black, moderately thick, with numerous pits
on Its inner surface. Its narrow end terminates without
any valvular structure in the pulmonary artery. In the
genus octopus, the lateral hearts are naked ; but in the
gener a lolego and sepia, there is suspended from each, by
a slender footstalk, a spongy round body, which is concave beneath. The footstalk consists of fibres, which
are attached to the .surface of the heart, but there is no
communication by ducts or vessels. The use of this
organ is unknown.
The animals of this class continually reside in the
water, and respire by means of gills or branchiae.
These are double, one on each side corresponding with
the lateral pulmonic ventricles. Each gill is connected
at its opposite sides to the tunic, by means of fleshy
ligamentous bands. Between these, the double leaves
of the gills are arranged in an alternate series.
Each
leaf is supported by a footstalk from the band, and is

Molluo**;
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subdivided into smaller leaves, to expose a greater surface to the water.

The pulmonary artery passes along this band, sends
a branch into each footstalk, which, penetrating the
substance of the gills, conveys the blood to its different
divisions.

The systemic veins depart from the gills at the opposite extremity.
These unite at the inferior band,
and from each

gill a vessel proceeds to the single cenor systemic heart or ventricle.
In some of the
animals of this class the systemic veins are somewhat
enlarged, and assume the appearance of auricles.
The
two pulmonary, or rather the systemic veins, enter the
heart at the opposite side, each at the termination
being furnished with a valvular organization.
The systemic heart is white and fleshy, and differs
according to the genera in its form, being in the Octopus semicircular, but in the Loligo and Sepia lobed.
Besides giving rise to a large aorta, or principal artery, two smaller ones likewise proceed from its cavity.
These arteries are fiimished at their entrance with
tral

valves.

The

sexes in the Cephalopoda are distinct, the male

and female organs being found on different individuals.
There is not, however, any external mark by which
they may be distinguished.
M. Cuvier found that the
males of the octopus were scarcely a fifth part so nu-

merous

as the females.

body termed the

penis.
This is hollow within, and
ribbed with muscular bands. Near its base it receives
one of the ducts of the vermicular sac, continuous with
the one from the prostate gland, forming its canal,
and toward the apex the other duct. It projects but
a short way into the cavity of the great bag, into which
These pass out of the body at
it empties its contents.
the funnel-form opening in the throat.
The female organs of generation consist of an ovarium and oviduct. The ovarium is a glandular sac, to
which the ova are attached by footstalks. The opening by which they issue from the ovarium is wide,
and the oviduct (in the Octopus vulgaris and Loligo
sagittata,) after continuing a short way simple, divides into two branches, each having its external aperture near the anus. The oviducts are furnished within
with muscular bands, and a mucous lining, and encircled with a large glandular zone, destined, probably,
In the Loligo
to secrete the integuments of the eggs.
vulgaris, and the Sepia, the oviduct continues single.
Besides these organs, the Loligo vulgaris and sagittata,
and the Sepia, have two large oval glandular bodies,
divided by transverse partitions, with their excretory ducts terminating at the anus, whose use is un-

known.
eggs, whose peculiar form has been already noof the funnel, after which they are supposed to be impregnated by the male, according to the

The

ticed, pass out

The male organs of generation consist of the follow- manner
ing parts. The testicle is a large white glandular purse,
The
containing numerous fringed filaments, from which the
seminal fluid is secreted. This fluid passes out of the
testicle, by a valvular opening, into the vas deferens.
This canal is slender, and greatly twisted in its course,
and opens into a cavity which has been compared to
the seminal vesicle. The walls of this last cavity are
strong and muscular, and disposed in ridges.
Near
the opening at the distal extremity of this sac is an
aperture leading into an oblong glandular body, regarded as exercising the functions of a prostate gland.
Beyond this lies a muscular sac, divided at the top,
where it opens by two ducts, but connected at the base.
In this sac are numerous white thread-like bodies terminated by a filament, but unconnected with the sac.
In the interior they consist of a spiral body, connected
at each extremity with a glandular substance.
When
these bodies are put into water, they twist themselves
in various directions, and throw out at one of their
extremities an opake fluid.
These motions are not excited by placing them in oil or spirit of wine, but they
may be exhibited by immersing in water those which
have been kept for years in spirits.
These bodies, first observed by Swammerdam, and
afterwards by Needham, have been regarded by some
as demonstrating the truth of the vermicular theory
of generation ; by others, they have been considered as analogous to the pollen of plants that their
tunic is in part soluble in water, and when they are
thrown into that fluid, they speedily burst, and spread
their impregnating contents over the eggs of the female. Although this last conjecture is plausible, and
countenanced by the circumstance that these vermicular bodies are only found at the season of reproduction, the subject is still involved in obscurity.
Are
these bodies produced in the testicle, and only brought
to this bag when nearly ready for exclusion ; or, if the
product of the bag itself, by what means are they nourished ?
The male organs terminate in a cylindrical fleshy

—

of

fishes.

now remains to be considered, as
the most remarkable of the peculiar secretions of this
The organ in which this fluid is setribe of animals.
In some species it is
creted is spongy and glandular.
contained in a recess of the liver, which has given rise
to the opinion that the coloured fluid which it secreted
was bile. In other species, however, this gland is detached from the liver, and either situated in front or
beneath that organ. The excretory canal of this gland
opens in the rectum, so that the fluid escapes through
It mixes readily with water, and imparts
the funnel.
inky fitiid

When dried, it is used
to it its own peculiar colour.
as a pigment, and is considered as the basis of China
ink.

The Cephalopoda are all inhabitants of
They are widely distributed, occurring in the

the sea.
arctic as

well as the equatorial seas. In the latter, however,
It is reported, that
they grow to the largest size.
in the Indian Seas, boats have been sunk by these
animals aflSxing to them their long arms, and that they
are dreaded by divers.
In the classification of the animals of this class, many
difficulties present themselves, in consequence of the
imperfect descriptions of their external characters,
given by naturalists. In the following general view
we shall endeavour to distribute them into natural

groups and genera, without attempting an enumeSuch only as are inhabiration of all the species.
tants of the British Seas, shall be particularly enumerated.
to constitute two great diby the support which is afforded
In the first, which may be
to the abdominal sac.
termed sepiacea, the sac is strengthened by horny or
testaceous processes, unless where the habits of the

The Cephalopoda appear

visions, distinguished

The
animal renders such protection unnecessary.
second division, which may be termed Nautilacea,
comprehends those animals furnished with a multiloThese two divisions, constituted in the
cular shell.
Linnasan system the two genera Sepia and Nautilus.

;

MOLLUSC A.
Although the animab of this division
I. Sbpiacka.
Moltuict'—^ agree in many external and internal characters, there
i
S«liiac«i.
jyg^ however, considerable differences of structure to
warrant their subdivision into t«ro orders. In the first
order will be included such as are furnished with only
eight arms, and whose sac is destitute of fin-like expansions, and either simple, or strengthened behind in
the interior by two short corneous processes. The
head is united to the sac behind, without the intervene
The suckers have soft margins. The
tion of a neck.
Mcond will comprehend those which are furnished with
eight arms and two feet, whose sac is furnished with
6n-like expansions, and strengthened internally by corneous or testaceous ribs or i^tes. The head is divided
from the sac on all sides by a neck. The suckers have
a corneous margin.
The first order might admit of some subordinate
divisions, founded on differences in the habits of the
animals.
It will suffice that we notice merely the
genera. These are three in number. Octopus, Eledona,
and Ocythue.
This genus, so named by Lamarck, is
Octopof.
I. Octopitt.
the Polypus of Aristotle.
All the arms are of equal
•ize, and the sucker* with which they are fumisned
re sessile, and arranged in a double row on their central aspect.
The oviduct is double, and the margin of
the anus is simple.
There are several specie* belonging to this genus
but the one with which naturalists nave been longest
acauainted is the Sepia octopodia of Linnsus, or Ocloptis
imlgaru, of modem arrangements. There is a figure of
it in Pennant's British Zoology, vol. iv. p. 53, No. 44.

—

Tab.

Bitdoiia.

Oc|Ut3(.

The body is
The arms are nearly

xxviii.

short,

and rounded at the

of the
body, and fumithed with about two hundred and forty
auckers.
This species inhabits the British seas, and
has been termed Poor Cuttle, Pour-contrel and Preke.
It was first recorded as a native by Mcrrat in his Pinare, p. 191.
It is occasionally dredged up from the
ojrster beds in the Frith of Forth.
Baker describes a
•padcs analogous to this in the PhUo*ophical Tratuao
ttimt for the year 1757, p. 777, Tab. xxix.
C. EUdona. This genus was known to Aristotle.
It
agrees with the preceiding genus in having all the arms
aimilar, but it is distinguuhed by eadi arm having only a single row of suckers.
Lamark has figured and described two species of
this genus in the Mem. dt la Soc. ifUul. Nat.
One of
these, a native of the Mediterranean, is remarkable for
giving out an o<lour like musk.
3. Ocj/lh'iJe. In this genus, so named by M. Rafinesque, there are two of the arms furnished at their
inner extremities with membranaceous expansions.
The suckers, which are in a double row, are supported
on short footstalk*. Dr. Leach observed " four oblong
on the inside of the tube, resembling surfaces for
secretion of mucus
two infciior and lateral, and
two superior, larger, and meeting anteriorly. On the
rim of the sac, immediately above the branchiae, on
each side, is • small, short, fleshy tubercle, which fits
into an excavation on the opposite side of the sac.
This character, which with slight modifications is common to this genus, to Loligo and Sepia, does not exist in
the Polypus." Phil. Tr. vol. cvii. p. 2y5.
The animals of this genus were for a long time conidcred as the fabricators of the shell termed Argonaula
or the Paper Nautilus, never having been foundin any
other condition than occupying the cavity of that shell.
The cluiured eggs (which they have in common with
taiL

r*
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six times the length
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the other cephalopoda,) have likewise been found in the .Vollu sc».
cavity at the top of the spire, the female occupying the ^""'v™'
mouth. They are capable of raising themselves to the
surface, and of floating and moving there by means of
their winged feelers, aided probably by secreted air in
Upon the approach of danger they sink
their body.
rapidly to the bottom.
Although this animal has never been fonnd but in
the cavity of the shell of an Argonauta, there are various circumstances which confirm us in the belief, that
it is not the fabricator of the shell, but like the Hermit
crab, occupies the deserted dwelling of another animal,
which has not as yet fallen under the observation of naturalists.
The body of the animal does not conform in
shape to the cavity of the shell, nor to all its irregulaThere is no muscular or ligamentous
rities of surface.
attachment between the .inimal and the shell, so that it
is able to leave the shell at pleasure, as it was observed
to do by the late Mr. Cranch, zoologist to the Congo
expedition.
The reader who is desirous of farther information on this subject may consult Dr. Leach's Observationt oh the Genus Ocythoe qf Rafinesque ; and Sir
E. Home on the Dislingtiulnnp characlert between th«
ova of the Sepia and those of the verme* lettacea that
live in nnler ; ia the Philotophical Transactions for the
year 1817, art. xxii. xxiii. ; and a paper by Mr. Say
On the Genus Ocythue in the Phil. Trans. 1819, art. vii.
The genera which belong to the second order are only two in number, viz. Sepia and Loligo.
In both, the
suckers on the arms are pedunculated, and their margin
strengthened by a corneous ring furnished with teeth,
and the margin of the anus is surrounded with appendages or tcntacula. The two feet with which tlye
animals of this order arc furnished are nearly similar in
their structure to the arms, but considerably larger in
their dimensions)
They take their rise on the ventral
side of the mouth, between that organ and the funnel.
4. Sepia. In this restricted genus the sac is furnish- Sepis.
ed on each side throughout its whole length with a narrow fin, and strengthened on the back by a complicated
calcareous plate, lodged in a peculiar cavity.
The
suckers are irregularly scattered on the arms and feet.
The calcareous plate has been long known under the

name of cuttle-Jish
convex on both

bone.

sides,

It is somewhat ovate, flatly
and thickest where broadest.

The

superior half, or the one next the head, is the longrounded at the extremity, and thin. The inferior
portion becomes suddenly narrow, and cnils in a point.
It may be considered as consisting of a dermal plate,
concave on the central aspect, having its concavity filled up with layers which are convex on their central as<
est,

pect.

According to our observations the dermal plate appears to consist of three different laminx, arranged paa
rallel to one another.
The external or dorsal layer is
rough on the surface, and marked by obscure concen*
trie arches towards the summit, formed by minute
knobs, which become larger towards the base, where
they appear in the form of interrupted transverse ridges.
It is uniform in its structure, and the tubercles possess a
polish and hardness equal to porcellaneous shells, although they blacken n)»edily when put in the fire, and
contain a good deal of animal matter.
On the central
side of this layer is one flexible and transparent, similar to horn, and smooth on the surface.
The third layer is destitute of lustre, and in hardness and structure
resembles mother of pearl shells.
The layers which fill the concavity of this deimal
plate arc slightly convex on the central aspect, and are
4 u

'
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Each layer is attached to the con'^'V"**' cave surface of the dermal plate by the upper extremity and the two sides, while the inferior or caudal extremity is free. The inferior and first formed layers
are short, and occupy the ba.se and middle, and rise
from the plate under a more obtuse angle than the
new formed layers, which are both the longest and the
broadest.
Each layer, which is about one-fiftieth of an inch in
diameter, consists of a very thin plate, whose dermal
surface, when viewed with a magnifier, exhibits numerous brain-like gyrations.
From the ventral surface of
this plate arise numerous perpendicular laminse, which,
when viewed laterally, appear like fine parallel threads,
but when examined vertically, are found to be waved,
and fold upon themselves. Next the plate they arc
thin, and not much folded ; but tawards their other
extremity, they become thicker, striated across, and
more folded, with irregular margins. On the thick
tortuous even ends of these lamina, the succeeding
plate rests, and derives from them the peculiar markings of its surface.
These laminae are closely set, irregularly interrupted, and occasionally anastomose.
M. Cuvier {Mem. sur la Seiche, p. ij.) states, erroneously, that these laminse are hollow pillars disposed
in a quincunx order.
The term bone has been improperly applied to this

Moilusca.

in part imbricated.

complicated plate ; " for," (accordingto IVIr. Ilatchett,
Phil Trans, Vol. Ixxxix. p. S21.) " this substance,
in composition, is exactly similar to shell, and consists
of various membranes hardened by carbonate of lime,
without the smallest mixture of phospate."
This bone was formerly much prized in medicine as
an absorbent, but is now chiefly sought after for the
purpose of polishing the softer metals.
The most remarkable species of this genus is the
Seina nfficinalix, which is distinguished from the others

Loligo.

,

dy, and .covered with suckers nearly to their base. MoKukm,
There is a duplicature of the skin round the eye, foi-m-

—-y—

ing an eyelid. The bone is narrow, thin, expanded at
both ends, and strengthened by two marginal ribs, and
The appendage to th« stomach is
one in the centre.
spiral, and the oviduct double.
This species has hitherto, in this country, been confounded with the preceding. It is, however, the one alluded to by Monro, secundus, in his Structure and PhyHis specimens
siology nf Fishes, p. 62, tab. xli, xlii.
were probably obtained from the Firth of Forth. The
same species has occurred to the writer of this article in
the Firth of Tay.
In the two remaining species the fins which occur
near the tail are not continued to its extremity.
The
Loligo media has the sac long, slender, and rounded.
The fins on each side are of an elliptical form, and the
This appears to
tail is produced beneath into a point.
be a rare species. It is figured by Pennant in his
British Zoology, vol. 4. tab. xxix. No. 45.
In the Loligo sepiola, the body is nearly of equal dimensions in length and breadth; the fins are thin and
rounded, and the outline of the tail seniicircular.
It

is

figured by Pennant
tab. xxix. No. 46.

in

the

British

Zoology,

This species appears to
be rare.
It is recorded by Pennant as having been
A specimen now before us was
taken off Flintshire.
obtained in the Firth of Forth at Kirkaldy, by Mr.
Chalmers, surgeon of that town.
Various species of the Sepiacea were formerly used
as food ; and Aristotle informs us that they were convol.

4.

when nearly
ready for spawning. The modern Italians and Greeks
are said to use them still as an article of diet, and to
In our own
consider the eggs as a great delicacy.
country, Mouffet considered them excellent meat, when
boiled with wine and spices.
by its smooth skin. It inhabits the British Seas, and
The animals of the second great division of the cephaalthough seldom taken, its bone is cast ashore on dif- lopoda may be considered as nearly unknown. The
ferent parts of the coast, from the south of England to shells were united by Linnseus in one genus, which he
the Zetland isles.
termed Nautilus ; but, in consequence of their peculiar
5. Loligo, or Calamary.
This genus, the larger characters, they have been sub-divided into many new
species of which are known to tlie fishermen under the genera. The animals belonging to two of these modern
denominations Sleeve-fish, Hose- fish, and Anchor- fish, genera, spirula and nautilus, which both belong to the
is distinguished from the former by having the sides of
spiral multilocular tribe, have been imperfectly dethe sac furnished only partially with fins.
The dorsal scribed.
plate is flexible and corneous, imbedded in the subThe sheU of the Spirula has the whorls separate, the
stance of the sac, and is multiplied with years.
The mouth orbicular, the chambers perforated by a tube, and
suckers are disposed on the arms and feet in a double the last cell produced into a tube.
The animal resemrow.
bles the Sepia, and the shell is concealed under the skin,
The species of this genus have not been investigated and occupies a similar situation to the cuttle-bone.
with much care. Four sorts have been found in our
The animal of the Spirula vulgaris appears to be very
seas, which are probably the types of as many differcommon in the West Indies, as the chambered spiral
ent genera.
In two of these the sac is cylindrical extremity of the shell is frequently brought to this
above, and compressed towards the tail, with which the country.
fins on each side are united.
In the shell of the restricted genus Nautilus, the turns
In the Loligri vulgaris, tiie fins, together with the of the spire are contiguous, the last whorl embraces the
tail, form a rhomboidal expansion.
The (eet are near- others on the sides, and the chambers are perforated by
ly of the same length with the body, and covered with a tube.
The animal of the Nautilus pompilius, accordsuckers only near their distal extremity.
There is no ing to Rumphius, lodges in the last chambers, and is
eye-liJ.
The bone is elliptical, elongated, and pro- fixed by a ligament which descends into the tube.
duced at the upper extremity, with a groove along the The arms which surround the mouth are destitute of
middle.
The appendage to the stomach is straight, suckers.
«nd the oviduct is single.
Among the minute shells which occur in the roots of
This species is described and figured by Borlace, in sea-weeds, on old shells, corals, and sertularia;, are
his Natural History of CornmaU, p. 260. Tab. xxv.
many genera of multilocular testacea, some of which have
f. 27; and by Pennant in the British Zoology, Vol. iv.
been described in the article Concholoov. Guided by
p. 53. No. 43. Tab. xxvii.
analogy, naturalists have been disposed to consider these
In the Loligo sngittata, the fins, with the tail, form a as the productions of cephalopodous mollusca. Their
triangular expansion ; the feet are shorter than the b». inhabitants, however, have not been examined, and the
sidered in the best condition for the table

MOLLUSCA.
MoUnwa. task of doing so will be very

difficult, as they are
considered that a gasteropodoas moUiisca breathing air, Seginentina (Nautilus of
Lighfoot) palustris, has its shell divided into chambers
by transverse partitions, and that the shells of some of
the Annelides likewise exhibit appearances of being
multilocular, the analogy loses its value, and we are di».
posed to conclude that the true place in the systematical arrangement of animals, for the introduction of these
minute shells remains to be ascertained. Indeed, until
the animals of the Spirula and Nautilus shall have undergone a more minute investigation, the characters by
which they are distinguished must be viewed with sus-

When

"^^"Y"^ very minute.

it

all

is

picion.

Many

species of multilocular testacea occur in a foswhich are usually considered as the remains of
cephalopodous mollusca. Some of these are spiral like
the Nautilus, others are orbicular like the Miliola, while
in a third the chambered shell is nearly straight, as in
sil state,

the Orthoccra.

As

intimately related to the last mentioned genus,
In this fossil
here take notice of the belemnite.
tfie apex is solid, with a groove or fold on one side, and
at the thick end there i* a conical cavity filled with a
shell divided into chambers, which are penetrated by a
pipe.
If we regard this body as the remains of a cephalopodous animal, we may consider the exterior solid
extremity to have been a corneous covering, and the
chambered alveolus as the seat of the boily of the aniThat the
mal, which likewise enveloped the base.
aolid base was hard, and not muscular, like the sac of
the Sepiacea, is obvious from the serpulic which have
been found atlheringto its surface, and which prol>al)ly
took up their re«idcnce aAer the death of the animal,
That the
and the destruction of the soft covering.
aolid part was diSerent in its nature from ^hell, appears
probable from the circumstance that the Utter, when
mineralised, is usually converted into calcareous spar,
while the former appears of a fibrous ttructure.
The alveoli of the beU-uinite bear so near a resemblance to the species of Orthocera, that some have con*
eluded that the Littrr were originally parts of abeleiunite.
Sereral drcomstances, however, mditate against this
Orthocerutites are frequently found fossil
opnuan.
where there are no vestiges of belemnite.<, and even appear to occur in older rock*. Many recent species of the
genus Orthocera have been found on our own shores
without the vestige of an external covering.
Had
they possessed any such solid apex, like the belemnite,
it is probable that it would have been detected in the recent kinds, since it is sufficiently durable to retain its
form in the solid strata. The shell of the Itelemnite
was probably, in some respecu, internal that of the
orthocera was probably external, or covered only by the
common integuments. The views here given do not
greatly differ from those of Mr. Flat, in the PJulotophical Tramacliont, vol. liv. p. 38.

we may

—
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valuable papers of Cuvier, on the Clio, Pneumodermon Mollusc*.
and Hyalea, include nearly all the accurate informa- ''^^i"'^
tion on the subject of which naturalists are in possession.

The general form of these animals is somewhat ovate.
The tunic appears in some genera, as the Clio and Pneumodermon, to be double, the external one sof\ and thin,
the internal exhibiting a fibrous structure, corresponds
ing to the muscular web of the skin of the higher
classes.
In these an>mals, however, these two layers
are unconnected throughout the greater part of their
expansion.
In some, as the cymbulia, the tunic is
cartilaginous, while in others it is strengthened by a
shell. In these last, the shell in the Limacina is a spiral
univalve, covering the abdominal viscera, and in the] Hyalea, where it serves the same purpose, it approaches in
It is, however, destitute of a
character a bivalve shell.
hinge, the two valves being united together at their
caudal margins, and there is no appearance of a traiis>
verse adductor muscle.
The organs of motion in all the genera consist of two
fins, or membranaceous expansions, seated one on each
side the bead. They have no foot wherewith to craw],
nor any suckeni by which they can adhere to objects.
They are therefore free animals, moving about in the
water by means of their fins, and possessing, probably
at the same time, a power of varying their specific gravity, as they are capable of varying, to a certain extent,
the form of their bodies, and of enlarging or reducing
their dimensions.
There is nothing peculiar in their
nervous system.
Their organs of digestion differ greatly from those of
the cephalopoda, which we have already considered.
They are generally regarded as destitute of eyes and
ears.
Thdr tentacula are eitiier seated on the head,
forming two complicated branches of filaments, or
spread along the margin of the tunic.
There are no
arms for seizing the food. The mouth, however, is
furnished with lips, and, in some, an appearance of a
tongue at the entrance of the gullet. The salivary
glands are two in number, lengthened, descending a
ooQsiderable way into the alidamen, and pouring their
contents, by means of theirexcretory canals, into theca vity
of the mouth. The gullet, after being encircled by the
nervous collar, suffers an enlargement, which has been
termed a crop, contiguous to which is the stomach.
Both these cavities exiiibit muscular ridges on the inner
The liver surrounds the stomach, and is
nufaoe.
intimately united with its contents, and pours in its

by numerous pores, 'i'hc intestine is short, and
mtking one or two tuma, ascends and terminates
the neck near the mouth.

bile

after

in

The circulating system in this class has been but very
imperfectly investigated.
The pulmonic ves-sels are
unknown, but systemic veins, a single auricle, ventricle,
and aorta have been detected. The heart, in some, is
situated on the left, in other* on the right side of the
body.

The

11.

ftaropoda.

CLAsa—PTEROPODA.

Thia class was instituted by Cuvier, for the reception
pf • few genera, whose peculiar characters indicated the
impropriety of suffering tlicm torenuun in any of those
oategories which had been previously e8tablishe<l.
All
the species are small in siae, and the attempts whicJi
a»ve been hitherto made to investigate their internal

lecture, luve,

a great measure, failed in explaining
the functions of the organs which arc exhibited.
The
in

respiratory or aerating organs, exhibit very reIn the Clio they are in the form
differences.
of a fine net work on the surfucc of the fins; in the
Pneumodermon they are conjectured to form leaf-like
ridges on the caudal extremity of the body, or if these
ridges are to be considered as particular kinds of fins,
the gills may be sought for on the membranaceous expansions of the neck. 1 n the Hyalea the branchia- form

markable

a com|)lex band on each side the body
opening of the shell.

The

animals of this class are
5

all

at the lateral

hermaphrodites.
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There is a common cavity, a vesicle, penis, vas deferens
aud testicle, together with an oviduct and ovarium.
These open near the mouth on its ventral margin.
There is nothing known with respect to the appearance
of the eggs, the period of propagating, or the form of
their young.

Clio.

Some
All the animals of this class inhabit the sea.
of those, astheClioandLimacina, frequent thearctic regions, and afford the whale a great part of its susteNone of the species of the class have hitherto
nance.
been detected in the British seas.
M. Cuvier, in his Eigne Animal, II. p. 378, sub-divides the genera of this class into two orders. The animals included in the first are furnished with a head distinct from the body, and are arranged under the five
following genera ; Clio, Cleodora, Cymbulia, Limacina, and Pneumodermon. Those of the second division,
which are destitute of a head, constitute only one genus, named Hyalea,
In tJiis genus, the body is ovate and elon1. Clio.
gated, the tunic membranaceous, and the head divided
into two lobes, whose summits are furnished with tentacula.
The mouth is transverse, with two lateral
longitudinal lips.
On each side the neck arise two
blunt, conical, fin-like expansions with a fine reticulated surface, considered as serving the double purpose of
The anus and orifice of generation
fins and branchise.
terminate under the base of the right branchia. The
viscera do not fill entirely the cavity of the inner bag.
The gut makes only one fold. The existence of eyes
has not been ascertained.
The genus

Clio

was

originally instituted

by Brown in

It was afterwards
Natural History of Jamaica.
embraced and modified by Linnseus and Pallas, in such
a manner as ultimately to exclude the species for whose
It contains two
reception Brown originally formed it.
species, the most remarkable of which is the Clio boreO'
lis.
Mr. Scoresby, in his valuable work on the Arctic

his

Regions, lately published, states (vol. i. p. 544.) that it
occurs in vast numbers in some situations near Spitzbergen, but is not found generally throughout the arctic sea9.
In swimming, it brings the tips of the fins
almost info contact, first on one side, and then on the
other.

CUcdora.

— This

genus was instituted by Peron
Brown's species of Clio. The body
is covered with a triangular pyramidal tunic, carrying
two membranaceous wings, between which is the mouth,
2. Cleodora.

for the reception of

Cymbulia.

Limacin.t.

furnished with a semicircular lip.
The species whose characters have been most fully
developed is the Cleodora pyramidata. Brown's Jo*
maica, p. 386. tab. 43. fig. 1.
3. Cymhulia.
The tunic of the species of this genus
The fin-like exis trough-shaped, and cartilaginous.
pansion is single, divided into three lobes, one of which
is small, with two tubercles, and a minute fleshy beard.
This genus was instituted by Peron, in Annales du Mu'
seum, vol. xv. tab. 3. fig. lOj II.
4. Limacina.
This genus is nearly allied to Clio, in
the form of the head and wings, but the body of the
animal is contained in a tender shell of one turn and a
half, flat on one side, with a large umbilicus in the
When the animal swims, the head and fin-like
other.
expansions are protruded from the shell.
This genus was instituted by Cuvier for the reception of the Clio helicina, an animal first described by
Captain Phipps ; and afterwards by Fabricius, under
the name of Argonauta artica.
According to Mr.
Scoresby, it is found in immense quantities near the

—

—

coast of Spitzbergen, but does not occur out of sight of Molluscs.

—

5. Pneumodermon.
The body, in the species of this Pneumogenus, is oval. The neck is narrow, with a fin-like ex- dennon.
pansion on each side. The mouth is nearly terminal,
furnished on each side with a fleshy lip, and below
with a fleshy chin. On the summit are two bundles
of tentacula, each consisting of a filament, with a tubercle at the end pierced by a small hole, and considered as exercising the office of a sucker. Cuvier, in his
Memoirc sur L'llayle et he Pneumodcrme, considered
the leaf-like ridges which occur on the caudal extremity
of the body, as the branchiae, and even describes the
pulmonary vein which conveys the blood from these
to the heart.
But, in his Begne Animal, he states it
as the opinion of his assistant, M. Blainville, that the
fin-like expansions of the neck contain the branchiae
on their surface, as in the case of Clio. The rectum
and oviduct terminate under the right wing. Cuvier
has figured and described the only known species,
which he terms Pneumodermon Pcronii, the trivial name
being in honour of the discoverer, M. Peron.
The animals of this genus, as we have Hyalea.
6. Hyalea.
already stated, are destitute of a head. The body is
lodged between two plates or valves, united at the
base, where they inclose the caudal extremity.
The
ventral valve is nearly flat, with an uneven margin,
narrow anteriorly, but expanding behind, and terminating in three projecting points. From the middle point
four ribs diverge forward, and a muscle arises, Avhich,
fixed in the superior viscera, enables the animal to withdraw into the shell. The dorsal valve is shorter than
the preceding, the margin flat and circular, and the
middle convex outwardly. In the space between the
lateral margin of the two valves, on each side, the
branchiae are situated, in a duplicature of the tunic,
the sides of which are furnished with filaments.
The
fleshy neck supports the two membranaceous expansions ; between which and the base the mouth is situated, surrounded by two lips, and strengthened within
by two fleshy cheeks. The opening of the anus and
oviduct are at the base of the right fin.
The Hyalea tridentata, the best known species of
the genus, was first noticed by Forskal, in his Descriptiones Animnliinn, p. 124, as an Anomia, and inhabiting the Mediterranean.

—

Class III.— GASTEROPODA.

The

animals which are included in this class are Gasteropoin regard to species, and exhibit a great- da.
er diversity of organization than those belonging to the
They
other great divisions of molluscous animals.
have long occupied the attention of the zoologist, and
various methods have been proposed for their artificial
and natural arrangement. Their internal structure has
likewise been investigated with a considerable degree
of success, and the purposes which the different organs
serve in the animal economy, have been in a great measure ascertained.
The gasteropoda present few characters which are

more numerous

Their body may be reto the whole class.
as consisting of a foot, the cloak or tunic, and

common
garded

The foot is a firm muscular expansion, cothe head.
vering a part or the whole of the ventral surface of the
animal.
The viscera and head rests on its central surface, while externally it exhibits a soft even disk, capable of acting as a sucker, with which the animal ad-

M O L L U S C A.
when

and by which

crawls
uici. heres to objects
It is likewise used as a fin
^""ir"™* from one place to another.
in swimming, being aided at the same time by the serpentine motion of the whole body. The tunic arises
an each side of the foot, and forms an arch over it for
the reception of the viscera. Behind, the sac thus formed is closed, whose front is occupied by the neck and
head.
The tunic on the back is, in some cases, fortified by one or more testaceous plates ; in others, it is
protectetl by a conical or spiral shell.
The head is connected at the sides and on the back
wtlh the cloak, and beneath with the foot. In general
it is furnished with tentacula as organs of touch.
The organs of circulation are more simple than in
the cephalopoda.
There is no pulmonic auricle nor
ventricle, the veins which correspond with the vena
cava in the higher classes proceeding directly to the
lungs or branchiae. There is, however, a systemic auricle, which receives the aerated blood, and a systemic
ventricle, which transmits it to the different parts of
the body. The heart is usually situated on the left
aide; but in those genera furnished with a spiral shell,
it is always on the side next the pillar, or the one opposite to that to which the spire of the shell is diat rest,

it

rected.

The organs

of respiration exhibit the two modificagills. The lungs, destined to respire
free air, are usually seated in a cavity on one side,
whose orifice is capable of being closed at the will of
the animal. The walls of this cavity are lined with a
delicate net-work of vessels, in which the blood is exposed to the decarbonising influence of the atmosphere.
In those animals whose blood is aerated in water, the
gills exhibit every variety of form.
In some they occur in a cavity, or exposed in the form of pectinated
ridges, in other* assuming the appearance of shrubs.
In all cases these organs are well protected, delicate in
structure, and exceedingly sensible to any external imtions of lungs

and

presfion.

These two conditions in the organs of respiration,
point out the propriety of forming the gasteropoda into
two subdivisions, which may be termed, according as
they respire by means of lungs or gills, Pulmonifera

tnd Branc/iifiera. Cuvier appears to have been in some
measure aware of the importance of the distinction when
he instituted his order Pulmoncs. But he afterwards
ufTered himself to be more influenced by the presence
of an operculum, the shape of the aperture of Uie shell,
and the auppoaed separation of the sexes, than by the
cfaanctcn oTtbe respiratory organs. Hence he inserted the pulmoniferous genus Cyclostoma among those
which are furnished with gills.
SUBOITISION
r.i.

E's-

impi«f«.

I.

— GaSTCROPOOA PoiUONirERA.

The distinguishing character of this group of gaste*
ropodous moUusca, is to respire free air. This is performed in a pulmonary cavity situated at the side, the
entrance to which the animaJ is capable of closing at
The blood-vessels are spread upon the walls
of this cavity, chiefly on the roof, in the form of a delicate net work.
The opening of the cavity is usually on
the right side, with tlie anus behind it, and the sexual
orifice is in the front near the head.
In some of the
genera these openings are situated on the left side. The
shells of the former arc denominated dextral— of the
latter sinistral.
This change in the position of the external openings, is accompanied by corresponding alteration in the arnmgenent of the internal organs.
The
heart, for example, is always placed on the side oppopleasure.

site
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the pulmonary cavity.

In the dextral

while in the
In both kinds, however,

fore, it is sinistral,

shells, there-

Moliusoa.

dex-

^"'"ir'*'^

sinistral shells

it is

all the organs preserve
tral.
the same relation to the back and belly, the head and
tail.
It is impossible, therefore, to conceive a dextral
animal changed into a sinistral, by any circumstance
which could take place at the period of hatching, as

M. Bosc was

inclined to believe.

This arrangement

of the organs must,have been not merely congenital, bat
coeval with the formation of the embryo. In some species all the individuals are sinistral, while in others the
occurrence is rarely met with in a solitary example.
The former are in their natural state, the latter ought
Where the character is
to be regarded as monsters.
permanent, it should constitute a generical difference.
The animals of this subdivision have, in general, the
sexual organs united in the same individual, requiring,
however, mutual union. They are all oviparous.

Section
This

I.

intended to include all those pulmoniferous
gasteropoda which are lerrestruil. These reside constantly on the land where they have been hatched, and where
they collect thei^food and propagate their kind. They
admit of division into two tribes, from the circumstance,
that in some, the shell, which is either flat, or open and
subspiral, is concealed in a thickened plate of the cloak,
termed the Shield, while in others the shell is spiral or
conical, external, and contains the body of the animal.
TniBE I. The genera included in this tribe are
is

Terrestriiil.

—

three in number.
They all possess four tentacula, capable of being withdrawn into themselves like the fingers of a glove.
The eyes are black points, seated at
the tips of the superior tentacula.
I. LiMAX. Slug.
The boily is lengthened, and some- Lima*.
what pointed behind. The cloak is corrugated, and
supports the shield on the forepart of the back towards
the head, containing a thin corneous or testaceous plate.
The pulmonary cavity opens on the right side, at the
inferior margin of the shield.
Behind this opening is
the anus.
The sexual opening is underneath the superior tentaculum, on the right side.
At the termination of the body, above, is an opening, out of which a
The surface of the whole
thick glutinous fluid oozes.
body is liberally supplied with a glutinous secretion of
the same sort, but thinner in its consistence. This fluid
issues from the pores of the skin and the pulmonary cavity, and when the animal is placed before the fire it is given out in considerable quantities. The respectable editors of the Journal d'Hisloire Nalurelle, vol. i. p. 477, recommended a lute made of this fluid, reduced to a proper consistence by quicklime, for the purpose of securing the mouths of the bottles containing anatomical preparations, and preventing the evaporation of the alcohol.
With this cutaneous secretion some of the species are
capable of forming a thread, by which they are able to
suspend themselves from the branches of trees. This
mode of assisting locomotion is recorded by Lister,
{Animalium Anglia:, p. 130.) and subsequently noticed
by other observers. Linn. Trans, vol. i. p. 182; and

—

vol. iv. p. 85.

The mouth consists of lips, which are capable of
small extension, and above, the entrance is armed with
a concave corneous jaw with a notch in the middle.
The tongue is merely armed with soft transverse ridges,
pointed before, and terminated by a short cartilaginous
cone. There is a sensible dilatation of the gullet, which
marks the place of the stomach, at the under extremity
of which IS the rudiment of a caecum at the pyloric

;

:
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The

makes

several folds, chiefly in
reaches the anus.
The salivary

intestine

before it
glands reach to the extremity of the gullet. The liver
is divided into five lobes, which gives rise to two ducts
that open into the pylorus.
The circulating system consists of two vence cavaB,
which give out numerous branches to the pulmonary
The aerated blood is conveyed by several
cavity.
ducts to a simple membranaceous systemic auricle.
Between the auricle and ventricle there are two valves.
The ventricle is more muscular than the auricle. The
arteries, which take their rise from a single aorta, are
characterised by a peculiar opacity, and whiteness of
colour, as if they were filled with milk.
The organ of viscosity nearly encircles the pericardium. It cons sts of regularly pictinated plates. Its
excretory canal terminates at the pulmonary cavity.
The organs of generation consist, in the female parts,
of an ovarium, oviduct, and, uterus ; and in the male
of a testicle, vas deferens, and penis, together with
the pedunculated vesicle ; and as common to both
the sexual organs there is a cavity opening externally,
in which, by separate orifices, the uterus, penis, and
vesicle, terminate.
The -species of this genus have hitherto been chiefly
characterised by the shape and colours of the body ; the
latter, however, is liable to such great variation, that
it is difficult to determine the number of species which
are natives of Britain.
The structure of the shield,
and the relative position of the pulmonary cavity, joined with the markings of the body, ought to be resorted to ; and could a knowledge of the internal structure
be likewise obtained, we might then hope to be able
to bestow on the species permanent marks of distincliver,

tion.

Although the terrestrial gasteropoda may be considered as phytivorous, it is now known that the larger
species of this genus likewise feed on the common
earth worm, as has been observed by Mr. Power,
{Linn. Trans, vol. ix. p 323.)
None of these species
are used in this country as food.
II. Parmacella.
The animals of this genus are
Parmaceldistinguished by the position of the shield, which is
la.
placed on the back, near the middle of the body, and
contains, at its caudal extremity, an open subspiral tes-

—

taceous plate.

Underneath the shield

is

the pulmonaiy

cavity.

The only species of this genus yet known was found
by M. Olivier in Mesopotamia. The genus was instituted by M. Cuvier, and the species denominated P.
olivieri.
Along the back, from the shield to the head,
are three grooves the medial one is double. From the
dissections of Cuvier it appears, that the internal structure of this species bears a close resemblance to that of
;

The most remarkable difference is in the
two conical appendages of the common sexual cavity,
by which they approach the Helices.
III. Testacella. The shield in this genus is placed

the slugs.

Testacella.

on the posterior extremity of the body, and, consequently, the anus and pulmonary cavity are nearly terminal.
These are protected by an open subspiral testaceous plate.
The foot extends on each side beyond
the body. From the manner in which the blood is aerated, the auricle and ventricle are placed longitudinally, the latter being anterior.
The T. haleotoidea, described and figured in the
Hisloire Nalurelle des Molhisques Terreslres et Fluvio'
de la France, par M. Draparnaud, p. 121. tab. xi.
figs. 12— Hi is the only species which has been disiiles

tinctly ascertained.

It lives

in the soil,

and pursues

and feeds on the common earth worm.

Mo!lu»f«,

^""Y"""*^

Tribe II. The animals of this tribe were formerly
included in the genera Helix and Turbo of Linnteus.
are spiral, and more or less turbinated. They
are covered with a cuticle, which, in some cases appears
in the form of ridges or hairs,
The following genera
have been established
'i'he shells

—

I. Helix.
Snail
In this genus the animals have Holii.
four tentacula, as in the Limax, with eyes at the tips of
the superior ones.
The aperture of the shell, which is
somewhat lunulated, is as wide as it is long.
The internal structure of the snails very nearly resembles that of the slugs. The shield, however, has a
thickened margin in fr<mt, by which the shell is form«
ed, and the centre of the shield is as it were ruptured,
giving vent to the liver and organs of generation. These
occupy the cavity of the shell towards its tip, and the
mouth is filled with the foot, body, and head. The
animal is attached to the pillar of the shell by a complicated muscle, which shifts its place with the growth
of the animal.
The mouth is furnished above, witli
a thin arched corneous mandible, notched on the
edges.
The circumstances in which the snails differ from
the slugs, are chiefly observable in the organs of generation.
The vagina, previous to entering the common
sexual cavity, is joined by the canal of the vesicle, and
by two canals, each proceeding from a bundle of multifid vesicles.
Each bundle consists of a stem, which
is the canal, and numerous branches with blunt termi«
nations.
These canals pour forth a thin milky fluid,
whose use is unknown.
Connected with the sexual cavity is the bag in which
the darts are produced. The bag itself is muscular,
with longitudinal grooves, and a glandular body at the
extremity.
This glandular body secretes the dart,
which is in the form of a lengthened pyramid, consisting of calcareous filaments nearly resembling asbestus.
Previous to the sexual union, the two snails touch each
other repeatedly with the mouth and tentacula, and
at last the dart of the one is pushed forth by its
muscular bag, and directed against the body of the
other, into which it enters, never penetrating through
the integuments, and even in many cases falling short
of its mark. Whether the use of the dart is merely
to stimulate, or whether it is subservient to any
other purpose, can scarcely be said to be determined.
The species of this genus are numerous, and may admit of distribution into several sections, from circumstances connected with the form of the shell.
Without
instituting these at present, we shall subjoin a list of
the species indigenous to Britain, which belong to this
restricted genus:
1. H. pomatia ; 2. virgata ; S. cingenda ; 4. rufescens ; 5. cantiana ; 6. hispida j 7. lucida ;
8. trochiformis ; 9- spinulosa ; 10. caperata; II. radiata; 12. umbilicata; 13. lapicida; H. albella (of Dra-

—

pernaud,) found near St. Andrew's by Mrs. Fleming,
Fiisk ; 15. ericetorum ; iO. paludosa ; 17. crystallina
(of Draparnaud,) found at Battersea by Dr. Leach;
18. aspersa; 19. memoralis; 20. arbustorum ; 21. fusca;
22. elegans (of Draparnaud), the Trochus terristris of
British writers.

The Searches of Montfort
scarabsus of Linnaeus.
II.

mark

BuLiMUS.

The

in this family.

longer than

it is

is

formed from the Helix

shell furnishes the distinguishing BuUmus.

and the mouth is
following species are in-

It is turreted,

broad.

The

M
tUgenous

:

V.

lobricus ; 9. obscurus

;

L L U S C A:

S lackhamensis

;

pillar is truncated.

4. t'ascuttus.

The species which are related to the Turbo btdent
perierstu ami miucorum of Linnzus,' constiiute a very
natural fainily, which may be temieil Plpacea, dis>
tiiiguiihed by the mouth being in general furniiihed
with teeth, or tesl;iceous laniinx, and the last whorl
nMfly the same or less than the preceding. Perhaps
the moat convenient way of dividing them is into two
lections, the first including the dextral, and the second
the

sinistral shells.

dtxtral pupacea form three genera. The Puha,
a* originiilly constructed by Laniark, was equally faulty with many of the old Linntean genera. As we have
nstricTted it to include dextral shells, with the animal
pOMcasing four tentacula, with eyes at the tips of the
two longest, we can receive into it the mutcorum, texitntaiuM, and Juxiperi of Montagu.
The genus Chon«
drus of Cuvier contains the triflens of Montagu, in
the genus Carvciiium, formed by Muller, the tentarala are only two in number, with the eyes placed at
the base. It is represented by the T. carychium of

The

Montagu.

The

pupacea form two genera.
The
the Clausilia of Drapamaud, contains
sinistral shells, with the animal furnished with four
tentacula, with eyes at the tips of the two longest.
To tbe pillar there is attached internally a twisted
plate.
This contains the following British species,—
perversa, nigrieant lammata biplicata, and Utbtata. I'he
other genus, called Vkbtioo, was formed by Muller.
The animal possesses only two tentacula, with the
•yes oo their tips. The T. vertigo is the type of the
first,

The Buccinum

aciciila

of Muller,

a native of England, belongs to this genus, and hke.
wise the Helix octona of Linnaeus, erroneously consi.
dered as a native of Britain.
XI. Cyclustoma. This genus is readily distingui>hed from all the preceding by the circular aperture
of the shell, and the toot of the animal being furnished
with a lid or operculum. This genus may be regarded
as the type of a singular tribe of the terrestrial pu1mo>
nifera.
The pulmonary cavity opens upon the neck as
The sexes are likein many of the pectinibranchia.
wise separate, the penis of the male being large and
muscular, but contained in the interior. The primary
tentacula have sub-globular highly polished extremities, which .Montagu {Testacea Brilaunica, p. 3-t5.) is
The true eyes are placed
disposed to regard as eyes.
at the base of the tentacula on the outside, and are elevated on tubercles, the rudiments of tbe second pair.
The tentacula, though somewhat contractile, are incapable of being withdrawn after the manner of the slugs
and snails.
The C. elegans, the Turbo elegans, of
Montagu, is the type of the genus.

—
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C.Tciosta.
•»»•

sinistral

which

Sect.

is

genus.
In tbe shells of tbe preceding genera, the margin of
tbe mouth is always thick and strengthened by a ring
when the animal is arrived at full growth, ai^er which
tke shell is stationary in point of sise. This is a charaeur peoaliar to the terrestrial testacea. In the two
MOMM which fallow the margin of the mouth is simpia.

—

VI I r. ViTBiK*. This genus was formed by M. Daudcbard de Femasac, and termed by him Helico-limax,
Drapamaud, to avuid the Uisc of a hybrid name, subThe thell is mcapalile of containing
the animal. The margin of the shield is double, and
the up|>er fold is divided into several lobes, which are
nflcciad on tbe surface of the shell. The Helix pellu.
cidft«f Mailer is the type of tKe genus.
IX. SucciMCA. From the Helix succtnea of Muller
(the putris of Montagu and Donovan, not of Lin.
dmm) Dcapwnand has formed the genus Sucdnea.
The BKMth ia latf* in proportion to the sise of the
bell, and effuse at the base, with the outer lip thin,
and the pillar attenuated.
We are at a loss to account for the conduct of Lamark in substituting a
new name for this genus without any apparent reaMin,
and thus adding to tlie synoniroes with which the
adcnce is already oppressed. Tne name first employ.
ed by Drapamaud, in<licates one of the most striking
characters of tbe type of the genus, wherearthe term
Amphilnilina, u^ed by Ijimarck, is tuundi-<l on a mistake, and is apt to mislead.
The Helix succinea, aU
thoNgfa found in damp places, is not amphibious.
It
crer enters the water voluntarily. Indeed, .Muller
says, <' Spontc in a(|uani descendere nunquam vidi, e
contra quotics cum aqnse iromisi, confestim egredieba.
lilllied V'itrina.

—

The same remark is made by Montagu, and we
have olUn witneascd iu truth.
X. AcHATiN*.— Tbe mouth of the shell in this ge>

tar."
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nus nearly resembles the Bulimi, but the end of the

II.

The aquatic pulmoniferous gasteropoda, which are in.
eluded in this section, have all two tentacula, usually
flattened with the eyes at the internal base. The sexes
The spawn in the form of a gelatinous
are united.
mass is deposited on aquatic plants, under water. The
food coiuists of aquatic plants. Although they reside
in the water, they are obliged to come to the surface to
respire, when they open the pulmonary cavity, and after remaining a short time, again close it and descend.
Like the genera of the preceding section, they admit of
distribution into

two

— This

tribes.

contains those animals which are
naked, and which have been included in the genus
OncAidiunu
In this genus, the animals are furnished
with a cloak of more than ordinary thickness, which
covers the whole of the upper part of tlie liody. There
are two long tentacula on the head capable of being
withdrawn like those of the slug. The snout is divided
Between the tentacula,
into two broad appendages.
towards the right side, is the opening for the penis.
The anus is terminal, above which is the entrance to
the pulmonary cavity, and on the right is the opening
to the female organs, from which a groove runs towards
the right lobe of the snout.
The mouth is destitute of proboscis or jaws. The
tongue U merely a cartilaginous plate grooved transversely. The gullet is long in proportion with a villous
surface.
There are three stomachs, each distinguished
by its peculiar characters. The first is a true gizzard,
cuvered internally with a cartilaginous cuticle, and its
walls formed of two strong muscles with connecting ligaments. The second stomach is funnel.shaped, with
prominent ridges, both on its external and internal surThese ridges at their origin, internally, are highface.
est, and project considerably mto the cavity, acting
like a valve in retarding the progress of the food. The
third stomach is short and cylindrical, covered interThe intesnally with equal longitudinal line ridges.
tine is nearly of equal thickness throu^^hout, and about
two and a half time« longer than the txKly. The salivary glands are much branche<l and pour their conThe liver in the
tents into the entrance of the gullet.
anima's of this genus is distributed into three separate
portions, each of which may l<e regarded as a distinct
liver, an arrangement which is not known to take place

Tribe

1.

PuIidodU
^"'(us.
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The first liver is situated near
in any other animal.
'""v'"' the middle of the body on the right side, while the second is situated near the posterior extremity. The
ducts enter the cardiac opening of the stomach, each by
a separate hole, and seem to occupy the place of the
zone of gastric glands observed in birds. The third
Jiver is placed at the posterior end of the gizzard, into
which it pours its contents by a short duct.
The most remarkable feature of the circulating system, is the position of the lungs, at the posterior extremity of the body, which occasions a corresponding arrangement in the connecting organs. The entrance to
the pulmonary cavity is immediately above the anus.
The vessels in which the blood is aerated are distributed on the roof and sides of the cavity. The pulmonic
veins consist of two receptacles, one on each side, extending nearly the length of the body, which may be
These receive the blood by
considered as vena; cavse.
numerous vessels, and convey it directly to the lungs.
The aerated blood is conveyed by a systemic vein mto a large auricle, seated in front of the lungs, of considerable size, with the walls fortified on the interior
by branched ligaments. The ventricle is placed at its
anterior extremity, and separated by two valves.
The
aorta arises from the opposite side of the ventricle, its
main trunk passing on towards the head.
The male and female organs of generation, although
occurring in the same individual, appear to occupy difThe opening of the male orferent parts of the body.
gans is at the tentacula, which leads to a cavity terminating in two unequal recesses. The anterior is the
smallest, and receives the termination of a vessel three
or four times longer than the body itself, which takes
its rise at the external base of the cavity itself, apparently from the cellular substance, and, after a variety
of convolutions injthe neighbourhood of the mouth,
opens into the recess. The second recess is the largest,
and the vessel connected with it is more complicated.
Its origin is in a mass which occupies a considerable
portion of the abdominal cavity, and which consists of
a vessel forming a great number of complicated convolutions, liberally supplied with blood vessels. The duct
which proceeds from this mass suffers a sudden thickening of its walls for a short space, after which it again
contracts, and before it terminates in the recess, in a
perforated glandular knob, it contains a pedunculated
fleshy body with a sharp-pointed corneous extremity,
probably capable of being protruded into the recess and
Mollusca.

.

nean Transactions, vol. v. p. 132., for the reception of Mollusca.
a species which he found in Bengal, on the leaves of Ty- ^""^ ""^
pha elephantina. This species, however, if the descrip.
tion be accurate, differs essentially from the one described by Cuvier, and would lead us to infer that a new
genus would be necessary for the reception of the spe" This is not,
cies of the last-mentioned naturalist.
(says Dr. Buchanan,) like many others of the worm
kind, an hermaphrodite animal, for the male and female organs of generation are in distinct individual.
I have not yet perceived any mark to distinguish the
sexes while they are in copulation, as, in both, the anus
and sexual organs are placed in a perforation {cloaca
communis) in the under part of the tail, immediately
behind the foot ; but during coition the distinction of

sexes is very evident, the penis protruding to a great
length, considering the size of the animal."
Cuvier
seems disposed to suspect the accuracy of these statements, and as they do not appear to have been the result of dissection, it would be desirable to have the
doubts on the subject cleared up by a re-examination
of the animal in question. Dr. Buchanan is probably
correct in considering the tentacula as occillated.
Tribe II. In this tribe the animals are furnished
with a distinct external testaceous covering. The species which it includes were dispersed by Linnaus^
tiirough the genera Helix, Bulla, Voluta, and Patella,
according to the characters furnished by the shell.
They are now arranged under the following genera.
1. Lymnaeus.
The shells of all the species are dex- Lymnsnt.tral.
The animal is constructed so nearly on the plan
of the snail, that it will be unnecessary to enter into
any details of its structure, farther than to take notice
of the more remarkable peculiarities. The tentacula
are two in number, laneolate and depressed, and incapable of being withdrawn. The eyes are seated on the
head, at the inner base, and a little in front of the tentacula.
The mouth is furnished with three jaws, tlie
two lateral ones simple, the upper one like the slug,
crescent-shaped, with a notch in the middle. The male
and female organs, though intimately connected, internally, have their external orifices separated to a considerable distance, the former issuing as usual under the
right tentaculum, the latter occurring in a cavity near
the pulmonary opening on the side under the border of
the cloak. In consequence of this arrangement, the
individuals of L. slagnalis have been observed by Geoffroy and MuUer to unite together in a chain during
cavity.
coition, the first and last members of the series exerciThe parts which are considered as forming the fe- sing only one of the sexual functions, the intervening
male organs, or which are connected with tiie sexual individuals impregnating and receiving impregnation
Whether this is the constant or oncavity on the right side of the anus, consist of an ova- at the same time.
rium divided into two lobes, each of which may be per- ly accidental practice of this species, does not appear to
know that many other species of the
ceived to be again minutely subdivided.
The oviduct be determined.
is tortuous, and passes through a glandular body, which
genus are mutually impregnated as usual in pairs only.
in the other gasteropoda is regarded as the testicle.
The species of this genus are numerous. They reThe pedunculated vesicle gives out two ducts, one of side in pools, lakes, and rivers. They furnish a favourwhich goes to the testicle, the other to the uterus. It is ite repast to the different kinds of trouts and waterdifficult to form even a conjecture regarding the uses of fowl.
The following are natives of Britain. L. stagall this complicated sexual apparatus.
The subject can nalis, fragilis, palustris, fossarius, octanfractus, detritus,
only be elucidated by an attentive examination of the auricularius, putris, glutinosus, and probably Helix lu-condition of the organs at different seasons of the year, tea of Montagu.
and studying at the same time the habits of the aniWith regard to the Lymneus auricularius, it wouki
mals.
appear, from the observations of Drapamaud, " Histoire
The preceding description of the characters of the des Mollusqucs" p. 49. that it exhibits a very singular
genus is taken from the anatomical details of Onchi- structure of the respiratory organs.
shall quote his
dium peronii, a species found creeping upon the rock own words. " L'aniraal est pourvu de quatre filamens
under water in the Mauritius, by M. Peron. The ge- ou tubes qui partent de la partie superiure du cou, prcs
nus was first instituted by Dr. Buchanan in the Ltn- du manteau ; ce sont des trachees. Ces tubes sont longs,

—

—

We

We
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blanc* et tres-transpareni, et on ne les distin^e bien
qua la loupe. Leur surface est comme rugueuse, et
lis sont rctractiles.
leur extre:nite est un peu renflee.
L'animal les fait sortir a volonle, un, deux, trois enemble il les agite et lea contoume sans ceste en diTer» aens : ce qui fait qu'on les prendroit pour de petits
Ters, Je presume que par ce mouvement ces organes
aeparent de I'eau I'air que y'est contenu et I'absorbent.
Cet animal est tres sujet, ainsi que les autres gasteropodes fluviatiles, a etre infesce par le naiseermiciilaris qui
•e loge ordinairement entre le cou et le manteau, au
dessou! des tentacules, et sagite sans cesse d'un mouvement vermiculaire." Little doubt, we think, can be entertained that this naturalist had been deceived by
•ome of the parasitical leeches which infest the aquatic
pulmonifera, and that instead of breathing by means
of tubular gills, the animal of the L. auricularius posMMCS, like those which it resembles in other character*, a pulmonary cavity.
If. Phvsa.
The shell of the animals of this genus
nearly resembles that of tlie preceding, with these differences, however, that the whorUare siniitral, and the pillar lip is destitute of a fol<i. The external appearance of
the animnl it similar to Lymneus, but the margin of the
cloak i< loose, divided into lobes, and capable of being
rejected over the surface of the shell near the mouth.
The Bulla fomliHaUt of British conchologists, is regarded a* the type of the genus which was instituted by
:

—

Drapamaud.
UI. Aplixa

The shell of this genus is likewise sibut it is more produced than the former, and
potte*tn a fold on the pilUr lip. The cloak of the animal is incapable of being reflected upon the shell, and
This genus (from «
its margin i* destitute of lobe*.
and vAi^it lactHia) has been instituted for the reception
of the Eulla ki/pnnrum and rivalit of British authors.
This genus was institute<l by LaIV. CoNovtLA.
mark for the reception or several species of fluviatile
voluiie as the aurU-midct.
The shape of the shell ia
The pillar is furconical, the spire forming the baae.
nished with ridge*. The form of the inhabitant is unniatral,

—

known.

—

Independent of the character deriV. Planorbis.
ved from the spires of the shell, revolving in nearly
the nrae horizontal plane, the animal is furnished with
tmtacoU, which, unlike thme of the preceding genera,
tn long and filifurm, with the eyes, however, placed as
Ofoal on their internal bue. It is a sinistral genus, the
anus, pulmonary cavity, and sexual organs, Ixing on
the left, and the heart on the right side. Some of the
tpecies, partirularlv P. comm, pour forth, when irritated, a purple fluid from the sides l>etween the foot
and the mnr(;in of the cloak. In internal structure, the
tlii* eenus resemble those of the genus Lymneus. The British species are nine in number, and reside in sliaJluw ponils and ditches, among aquatic
plants, on which they feed.
V'l. SroMCNTiNA.
instituted this genus several
iear* ago for the reception of the Naulilut lacuttrit of
.ightfoot, first described an<l figured in PhiL Trant. vol.
Ixxvi. p. I6(). tab. i. fig. 1
8. The shell externally bears
a close resemblance to a Planorbis, but, internally, it is
divided into distinct chambers by solid transverse septa, which communicate with f.ich other by a triradiaied aperture. The animal posaesse* the same filiform
tentacula with the eyes at their baae, which diitinguiah
'
of Planorbis, but it is uncertain whether the
on the tide be dextral or sinistral.
VOL. XIV. PART II.
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VII. Ancylcs. The shell in this genus is a short
compressed cone, nearly resembling the common Lirapet The tenUcula are short, compressed, a little trunThe foot is short
catetl, with eyes at the internal base.
and elliptical. This genus was instituted by Geofftoy,
and includes the Patella lacuslris and oblonga of British

Moiimca.

^_»^'
°^

writers.

Subdivision II.— Gasteropoda Branchipera.

The animals of this subdivision are chiefly inhabi- Gssteropobranch!,
tants of the ocean ; a few, however, are found in fresh- ^^
'*""
water lakes and streams. They admit of distribution
into the following orders.
I.

Order.

Nudibranchia.

This order chiefly contains those animals which Lin- Nudibraa.
neus included in his genus Doris. Since the writings chia.
of the illustrious Swede, many new species have been
discovered, rendering the construction of several new
genera necessary.
All the animals of this order are destitute of a shell
or corneous plate on the back. The head is furnished
with tentaciila. The branchia; are external, and consist
of simple or conipound filaments arising from the cloak
on the sides or back. In many species, the back is co«
vered with perforated papillae, which probably give rise
to a mucous secretion. All the species are hrrm.iphroThe external opendite, with reciprocal impregnation.
ing of generation is situated at the right side. In two
genera, Doris and Pnlycera, the anus is situated on the
back, and surrounded by a disk fringe<l by the branchiie.
In the other genera the anus is situated on the
right side.
1. DuRis.
This genus, as now restricted, contains Doris,
such animals as have the anus on the back towards the
tail, surrounded only with a fringe of plumose bran,
chis. The cloak is more or less coverccl with papilla?,
which the animal has the power of contracting at plea.
sure. It is divided from the foo: by a distinct duplica.
ture. Towards the anterior margin are the two su.
Each,
perior tentacula, which are likewise retractile.
at the base, is surrounded with a short sheath, support.
ed on a slender stem, with an enlarged comixiund pli.
catcd summit. The neck is short, and al>ove the mouth
is a small projecting membrane connecte<l nt each side
with the inferior tentacula. These tentacula are in ge.
neral nnaU, and in tome case* it is difficult to detect

—

them.

The mouth is in the form of a short trunk, leading
to fleshy lips, within which the tongue is placed. It is
covcretf with minute reflected hairs, and, from its mo.
tioii. ap)iears to be destined exclusively for deglutition.
The gullet is a sim|)lc membraneous tube, terminating
stomach presenting on the interior a few longitu.
It is furnished with a small ciecum, whose
extremity receives the bile from the liver. The stomach
likewise receives the secretion of another gland, which
is not connected with the liver.
It is in the form of a
in a

dinal folds.

small bag, whose inner surface is covered with nume>
rous papills.
The intestine is lodged in a groove on
the surface of the liver, and proceeds directly to the
anus.
The liver itself is divided into two lobes, and
gives rise to numerous biliary ducts, which proceetl
to the stomach.
But it likewise gives rise to a duct
which proceeds to a small bag plaited on the inside,
and allerwards opens on the surface at a small hole
near the anus. It yet remains to be determined, whe.

4i
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the fluiil carried off by this conduit l)e excremen.
""""V"^ titious matter, separated by the liver, or whether the
tlier

gland which proiluces it be distinct from that organ,
Iwit so interwoven therewith as to elude the observation
of the anatomist.
It is obvious, from the structure of the digestive organs, that the species subsist on soft food, requiring
neitlier cutting nor grinding, and in this respect differ
retTiarkably from the species of the genus Tritonia,

which were formerly arranged along with them.
The organs of generation differ little from the other
hennaphrodite gasteropoda. The vesicle fumishes two
canals, one of which goes to the testicle, the other to
the penis. There is likewise a minute bag connected
with the canal .of the latter. They deposit their spawn
on sea- weeds and stones. It is gelatinous, of' a white
colour, and in appearance resembles the Spongia com-

by Montagu, Phil Trans. Vol.

xi. p. I7. Tab. iv. Fig.
M(Jlii«;a.
probably the type of a new genus.
v- r ^'
Doris jj/gr!c«Ki.— Length about half an inch.
7.
Cloak thickly covered with short lanceolate tubercles.
Above the head eraargin.ate. Sheath pf the superior
tentacula notched in the margin. Anal plumes about
eight in number.
Body pale, frecked with dusky.
\Vc have found this species in tlie Zetland seas, and
have not met witli any description with which its cha-

4.

;

racters correspond.

1. Doris argo.
Body about three inches in length,
nearly smooth, and of a lemon-yellow colour. The anal

II. Pol vcEn.\.— This genus is nearly allied to this
Pobeenu
former. It was instituted by Cuvier, for the reception
of those species whose anus is surrounded with plume^
but which possess, in addition, two membranaceous
plates wherewith to cover them. The superior tentacula ai-e similar to those of the Doris, but the inferior
ones, surrounding the mouth above, are more nutperous, extending from four to six.
This genus contains fewer species than the preceding. Two, however, have been detected as patives of
the British seas.
1. Poltjcerajiava.
Length about half an inch. Feelers above the mouth four in number ; superior feelers
two, awl. shaped. Anal plumes seven, behind which are

plumes about twelve
Pennant's Bril. Zool

two long smooth appendages.
This species is described and figured by Montagu,

jTi-essa.

The

species of this genus are numerous, although

their specific characters are
ed. The following species

British seas.

still

imperfectly ascertain-

have been detected in the

—

in

nmnber. It is called sea^lemon.
43. Tab. 22.

iv. p.

This species is not uncommon in tlie crevices of the
rocks about low. water-mark.
2. Doris verrucosa.
Body about one inch in length,
the cloak closely covered with tubercles ; superior tentacula, smooth at the base, compressed at the summit.
The vent surrounded with about twenty-four plumes.
The species which Cuvier has figured under this
name, Mem. sur le Genre Doris, Tab. 1. Fig. i, 5, 6, 7.
is represented as having only sixteen anal plumes.
Equally common with tlie preceding in the same situation.
Frequently cast ashore after storms.
3. Doris Iwvis.
Body about half an inch in length,
antl widest in front. Foot narrow. Cloak smooth in
the middle, tuberculatcd slightly towards the margin.
The vent surrounded with eight plumes.
This species is figured by Muller, Zool. Dan. Tab.
47- Fig. 3, 4, 5. It is very common in company with
the former among the Zetland isles.
4. Doris marginata.
Length about a quarter of an
inch. Cloak smooth, tinged with pink, with an undulated membraneous border, usudly four- pointed in

—

—

—

front.

This species occurs on the coast of Devon, where it
was observed by the late George Montagu, Esq. by
whom it was described and figured in the Linn. Trans.
Vol. vii. p. 79. Tab. 7. Fig. 7.
He refers to the figure
D. la:vis in the Zoologia Datiica as synonimous, but
with doubt. We have no hesitation, however, in considering them as distinct. The D. electrina of Pennant
is, however, probably a variety, but the brevity of the
description and imperfection of the figure which he has
given render reference uncertain.
5. Doris nodosa.
Length about half an inch. Foot
broai!, emarginate in front. Cloak with four equidistant
papilke, on each side a mesial line. Plumes of the vent
about nine in number.
This is another species discovered by Montagu,
Linii. Trans. Vol. ix. p. 107. Tab. vii. Fig. 2.
6. Doris quailricornis.
Length about three-eighths
of an inch. Cloak smooth in the middle, with a row of
obsolete tubercles on each side. Tentacula approximated i)i pairs. Vent surrounded by eight or nine plumes.
This is a rare species, and. is desci-ibed and figured

—

—

Linn. Trans, vol. vii. p. 79. tab. vii. fig. 6. The figure
exhibits two black dots behind the tentacula, probably
intended for eyes, although no notice is taken of then?
in the description.
2. Polt/cera /x;««jgfro.— Length half an inch. Cloak
pointed behind ; contracted at the tentacula and emarginate in front. Tentacula subclavated and perfoliated,
with a sheath of two leaves. Anal plumes five, with
two bifid appendages.
Described and figured by Montagu. Linn. Trans.
xi. p. 17- tab. iv. fig. 5.

In those genera of this order, in which the anus is
situated on the right side, and unconnected with the
branchiffi, some, as the Tritonia and Scyllea, are furnished with corneous jaws, while in the thethys, there

The mouth in the other genera
The
has not been examined with sufficient attention.
presence of jaws, however, is an important addition to
the digestive organs, enabling the animals to cut the
substances on which ihey feed, while the others must
swallow their food entire.

are only muscular lips.

Tliis genus was instituted by Cu» Trltoni*.
III. Tritonia
for the reception of those animals formerly arranged under the genus Doris, which have the branchite
disposed on each side the cloak. Many of the species
possess eyes, or at least black points which are regarded as such. There are two superior tentacula, as in the
vier,

which are in part retractile, and above the
mouth sometimes another pair, or in their stead plumose appendages.
The mouth consists of two lips, which are placed
Doris,

longitudinally, and open into a short canal. Within
are the jaws, which consist of two corneous plates united at the upper dorsal edge, slightly arched, and meeting at their upper margin for the purpose of cutting.
\^ithin these is the tongue, which differs remarkably
from the same member in the Doris. In the latter, the
spines with which it is beset, are reflected, and draw
the food to the gullet, while in the former, the spines
are deflected, and serve to keep the food within the
reach of the jaws. The tongue of the Doi-is therefore
serves for deglutition, tliat of the Tritonia for mastica^
tion,

M.

Cuvier, by mistake, describes the functions of
3
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Mtibto. both

^"'V*'

as similar. The wlivary glands are placed on each
ride the gullet, and empty their contents behind the
jaws. The gullet has a few longitudinal folds, the
ttoaiach is simple, scarcely different from the gullet,
and the intestine proceeds almost directly to the anus,
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who appears to refer to it in his British Fauna, Molluwa.
~
under the name Doris vermigera. It is described and """^
figured by various authors, particularly by Baster,
Opuscula Subseciva, i. p. 81. tab. x. fig.l. A. B. C. D.

Turton,

Muller, Zooloaia lianica, tab. cxlix. fig. 1, 2, 3, 4-.
Mtuated on the right side. The liver is small and si- Montagu, Linu. Trans, vol. xi. p. 16. tab. iv. fig. S.
We have observed in Zetland
5. Tritonia plumosa.
tuated behind, enveloping the stomach, and intimately
united with the ovarium. The organs of generation this small species, which is about half an inch in length.
esfaibit nothing remarkable.
The pedunculated resi- It resembles the preceding in form, but has only one
de has a simple canal. The external opening of the row of simple branchitc on each side. The superior
organs of generation is situated a little before and be« tentacula were pinnated towards the summit. The anOpportunities for a more minute
terior ones simple.
neath the anus.
The following species are natives of the British seas. examination did not occur. The structure of the su1. Tri:oma a>borescern.
Length about an inch. perior tentacula forbid us to regard it as the young of
Margin above the mouth, with four plumose appcn- the T. papiliosa.
Length about n quaJter of an
6. 2 rilonia cariilca.
Foot narrow, sides compressed. Cloak smooth,
tiBfie$.
inch.
Tentacula simple, with eyes behind the superior
9oft, with five or six plumose tubercles on each side,
decreasing in size towards the taiL Tentacula two, pair. Branchite clavate in transverse rows on the back.
Two oval vesicles on the right side, between the second
Cratlieretl, contained in a sheath.
Thi- species is described and figured by Cuvier, in and third row of branchiw.
Described by Montagu, Linn. Tram. vol. viL p- 78.
lu»M(im>ire tur lit Sq/lUe, p. 27. Ub. 1. fig. 8, 9. 10.
han found this species in the Zetland isles, agree- Ub. vii. fig. 4, 5.
Length half an inch. An7. TriKniia loffoicornis.
11^ with the characters of Cuvier, with this difference,
that the bfanehv in bis are only five, while in ours terior tentacula about half the length of the botly ; the
they appeared to be six on each side. But as the two superior jwir short, with the eyes behind. On tlie
pMttrior ones are very small, and as his examples were right side, near the eyes, a cluster of short papillEF.
pRwrved in spiritB, it is probable that they have e«cap> Branchiir on the back in four transverse rows.
Described by Montagu, Linn. Trant. vol. ix. p. 107.
eAdetecioo.
Length three-tenths of an Ub. vii. fig. 1.
S. Tritonia finnatifida.
Tentacula filiform, inserted in a trumpet-shaped
It is probable that the cirri on the right side, in this
inch.
aiiMih.
Branchiie in a single row on each side, ovnte, and the preceding si^e cies. mark the anuSj and furnish
OMMisting of grey pjpilUr with black lips, arranged in a character for a generic distinction.
Length about half an inch. The
Ave or six whorls.
8. Trilonin jxdala.
four tenucula subclavated and wrinkletl, with eyes
First described and fignred by Montagu, Limt,
behind the superior pair. Branchia; in four fasciculi,
Tran*. vol. rii. p. 78. Ub. vii. fig. 2, S.
Length about a quarter of an imperfectly connected transversely.
Foot with two
3. Tritonia bi/iiUt.
fleshv lobes in front.
inch. Tentacula (sheath ?) two, broad, erect, and bifid,
behind which are two eyes. Branchis in a single row,
This species is described by MonUgu. Linn. Trant.
CO each side, orate, podunculated, unequal opposite vol. xi. p. 197. Ub. xiv. fig. S.
pain equal, summit semitrsnsparent, uniform on the
n'.TEnoiPES. This genuswasinstitutedby Cuvier for Tergipei.
•urfsce, but complicated within.
the reception of tliosc species which have only two tenRr»t observed by Montagu. Lim. Trant. voL 3ti. ucula, and a single row of branchiie on each side, which
act likewise as snckers, and enable the animal to crawl
p. 198. Ub. xiv. fig. S.
M. Cuvier has separated from the getitu Tritonia on the back. Forsthal described one species in his
•och species as poase ss four tentacula two superior DescripHonet AitimcUum, p. 99. as Limax tergipes. The
and two at the anterior extremity of the body. The species may l>e distinguished by the number and form
bftnchije are placed in transverse rows along the sides oif the branchite.
and baek. He likewise states, that there is no cloak,
Length about a quarter of an
1. TerciiKt nioculala.
or rather no marked division between the cloak and inch.
Tentacula filiform, retractile, with a trumpetBranchiip nine on each, and consisting
the foot. This genus he has termed Eolida. Unfor- 9hape<l sheath.
tunauly none of the characters which »n here selected of a clavate sheath, with a sexpartite margin, a concave
appear to mark any particular plan of organization ; summit, with a single papilla in the centre.
and the species to which he refers, differ as widely from
Described by Monti^. Linn, Trant. vol. vii. p. 80;
(Kie another as they do from the Tritonin;.
Three of tob. vii. fig. 8, 9.
htj references are to British species, which we shall
V. Thethys. This genus is characterised by a row Tbethys.
now describe. In all of these tnc branchi<p are simple, of branchiae on each side the back, and a large memDeitber in the form of imbricated processes, nor plumes. branaceous expansion above the month, bearing two
. Tritonin papillota. Length nearly three inches. tentacula towards its base.
Anterior tenucula, smooth, superior ones annulated.
This genus was first instituted by Limieus, but it is
Middle of the back smooth, sides thickly set with coni- to M. Cuvier that we owe the discovery of its most im«
cal lengthened branchiK, which, when closely examinporUnt characters.
ed, appear to be dispoaed obliquely in rows, containing
The body is ovate, with the cloak and foot contiru*
about ten in each.
ous. The neck is distinct from the foot, and is narrow.
•• FroTT '^~
:--nts of the papillae, (says Montagu,)
Above, the neck is continuous with the closk, from
an ejrtre'
1 secretion is discharged,
that some- which arises a large semicircular expansion, which the
times en. c. vpt1 me whole animal." We have observed animal probably uses aaa fin. Themargin of this expan* PJf"' l^* homy jrws of a Tritonia.
sion is fringed with numerous filaments, and on the upTins species is not uncommon at diffinent pnts of per surface, within the border, is a row of conical tuberthe coast.
It was probably first observed as British by
cles.
The true tenucula are placed tow.irds the base of

W«
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nearthe neck. Tliey consist each of a small fleshy
cone striated across, with a semicircular sheath behind.
The branchiae consist of a tapering fleshy stalk, spirally
twisted towards the summit with a series of filaments
on one side. They are fourteen in number on each
this fin

side, alternately

anus opens
side.

The

and oppositely small and

large.

The

front of the third branchia on the right
orifice of generation is e.xhibited under the
in

branchia of the same side.
In front of each of
the larger branchiae i« a small cavity with a small
filament in the centre.
first

The mouth is situated underneath the tentacula. It
consists of a large funnel, covered within with soft papilla;, destitute of jaws or tongue.
The gullet is short,

Scyllea.

the stomach simple, fleshy, and covered with a thick
cuticle.
The salivary glands are slender and branched,
and open into the gullet. The intestine is likewise
short, and proceeds directly to the anus.
The liver
pours the bile into the canal at the pylorus; and likewise sends out another duct, which opens externally
near the anus. The organs of generation are similar
to the Doris.
The Thethys fimbria is the only species of the genus which has been satisfactorily ascertained.
VI. ScYLLEA.
The distinguishing characters of this
genus depend on the two tentacula, the mouth being
furnished with jaws, and the back with membranaceous expansions bearing on their upper surface the
branchial papillse.
The foot is very narrow, forming a groove on the
under surface. The body is ovate and compressed laterally.
There are two expansions or crests on each
side, and one at the tail. The branchia? are in the form of
plumes covering the upper surface of the crests and the
back. The tentacula are each contained within a large
funnel-shaped sheath.
The mouth is placed at the base of the tentacula,
surrounded with a semicircular lip.
The jaws are
homey, and cut by crossing each other. The tongue
is furnished with reflected points.
The gullet is lon-

The stomach is short and cylinwith a ring of hard longitudinal scales. The liver consists of six unequal globules.
The bile is poured into the cardiac extremity of the gullet.
The Scyllea pelagica has been long known to naturalists, and appears to be very common in the equatorial seas.
It is commonly found adhering to the stems
of the fucus natans.
VII. Glaucus.
In this genus, whose true characters are still imperfectly explored, the head is furnished
with four simple tentacula. On each side the body are
three or four horizontal membranaceous expansions,
whose margins are fringed with the branchial filaments.
This genus was instituted by R. Foster, and the species with which naturalists have been longest acquainted, is the Doris radiata of Gmelin, which is figured in
the Phil. Trans, vol. lii. tab. iii. It is not uncommon
in the Atlantic Ocean.
It is probable that a more minute examination of the
animals of this order, than has hitherto taken place,
•would lead to the formation of several tribes and families.
The number of the tentacula, the structure of the
mouth, the connection between the cloak and the foot,
the appendages of the anus, and the disposition of the
branchiae, lay claim to the notice of the systematical
zoologist.
But the study of these animals can only be
carried on at tlie sea-shore, where they can be preserv*
gitudinally plaited.
drical,

Glaucus.

td

alive in their native element.

5

II.

The

OnDER,

NoVmci^

Cyclobranchia.

animals of this order

differ

from the preceding Cyciobran-

in the marginal distribution of the branchix.
Between the foot and the cloak, or dorsal covering of the
body, the gills are placed, above the one, and beneath
the other. These are in the form of little leaves, which

«'''»•

band on each side of the body in
some surrounding the whole body, in others interrupted
con.stitute a fringed

;

front or behind.
Independently of this remarkable
position of the organs of respiration, M. Cuvier ar-

ranges the animals in which

and places them

order.s,

it occurs into two distinct
far apart in his system.
It is

not easy to account for this distribution ; as the only
character of importance by which he has marked their
separation is derived from the circumstance that in the
animals of his first order, the sexes, though united,
require the mutual union of individuals, while, in the
other, e.ich individual is supposed to be capable of impregnating itself.
In these last, however, the other
organs, of feeling, digestion, oi protection, have no
common properties. Averse to any arbitrary arrangements of this kind, we have here brought them together under one order, and shall now proceed to consider the characters of the genera.
1. Phyllidia.
The body, in the animals of this Phjllida.

genus,

is

ovate.

The

foot

is

narrow in

front.

The

broad, coriaceous, and destitute of a shell.
Towards its anterior extremity are two cavities, from
which issue the retractile superior tentacula, as in the
genus Doris. Nearly at the posterior extremity is another cavity, containing the anus. This opening, though
similar in situation to that of the Doris, is merely a
short simple tube.
The head is immediately above
the anterior margin of the foot, above which is the
mouth, having a small conical feeler on each side.
Under the margin of the cloak on the right side, and
about half way between the mouth and the middle of
the body, are two openings, in a tubercle, for the organs of generation. The branchiae consist of slender
complicated leaves, which surround the body between
The circle is interrupted at
the foot and the cloak.
the head and the tubercle of generation.
The mouth is destitute of jaws. The gullet is simple, ending in a membranaceous stomach.
The pylorus is placed near the cardia, and the intestine goes
The salivary glands are small,
directly to the anus.
and placed near the mouth. The liver is large in procloak

is

portion.

heart is placed in the middle of the back. The
is simple, placed on the side next the tail, and
supplied by the two systemic veins which collect the
There
aerated blood from the branchiae on each side.
is a simple aorta arising from the opposite side of the

The

auricle

heart.

The organs of generation appear to be similar to
those of the preceding class ; but they have not as yet
been minutely examined. The existence of eyes is not
satisfactorily determined.
The animals of this genus appear to be inhabitants
of the tropical seas. Cuvier has given descriptions
and figures of three species, which differ remarkably
from one another in the protuberances of the cloak.
This genus was formed by Cuvier DiphyllWa.
2. DiPMYLLiDA.
in his Regne Animal, for the reception of an animal in
It is but imthe cabinet of M. Brugmans at Leyden.
The cloak is pointed behind ;
perfectly characterized.
the head semicircular, with a feeler^ and small tuber«

M O L L U S C A.
ti.lljtc*.

cle

on each

side.

The anus

is

placed on the right

—

Limpet. This genus differs from the
3. Patella.
being covered on the back by a
others of this onler,
conical shell, within the cavity of which the animal is
The cloak is large,
capable of withdrawing itself.
covering both the heaci and foot. It is united with
the ^hell alung its superior margin. The foot is fleshy,

m

and furnished with numerous muscular

filaments,

which

the superior part of the cloak, to form a
strong muscle, by v hich the body adheres to the
The action of this muscle brings the shell close
•hell.
to the surface to which the foot adheres, or removes it
to a distance.
The head is furnished with a large fleshy snout,
supporting at the base two pointed tentacula. The
eyes are placed on a (mail elevation at the external
little way behind the head,
base of the tentacul.-i.
and below the cloak, on the right side, are two aperThe
ture', being the anus and orifice of generation.
gills occupy the same position as in the preceding geIn some the branchiae form a complete circle ;
nera.
in others the circle is interrupted anteriorly at the
unite,

in

testines.

The

situated at the posterior part of the
is placed posteriorly, and receives
the aerated blood from two veins. Each vein descends
along the base of the gills, collecting the aerated blood
from the particular side of the body to which it be.

heart

The

body.

is

auricle

longs ; and, what is most remarkable, when opposite
the ventricle, it suffers an enlargement, and sends off
a branch which communicates with it, and again contracts and unites with its fellow from the opposite side
single aorta arises from the an<
to form the auricle^

A

terior side.

A

The ovarium

is

conical,

and divided into numerous

Behind, two ducts seem to arise, and to proceed one to each side but it has not been determined
whether they open externally. No male organs have
been detected ; nor is there any thing accurately known
with regard to the peculiar nature of their hermaphro*
lobes.

;

ditism.

bead.

Within the trunk, the mouth

is fortified

by two car*

tilaginous cheek*, which, at their union, anteriorly, supI'his last is a most sinport the l>a«e «f the tongue.
It is longer than the whole body, narrow,
gular organ.
and covered with three rows of short reflected spines, interrupted longitudinally and transversely. Its fixed end
only is exercised, its free end being coiled up the abdomen. On the upper side of the mouth is a semicircular

osseous plate, or upper jaw.

• dilatable pharynx.

The gullet

The stomach

is

fumishe<l with
elliptical, with the
is

The incardia and pylorus at opposite extremities.
testines are variously folded, and are several times longThe salivary glands are minute.
er than the body.
The liver is intimately united with the stomach and
inte«tines.

The heart is situated on the left side, in the anterior
put of the body. The auricle receives the aerated
blood from one vein when the circle of the gills is
This auricle
complete, and by two when interrupted.
pwoed on the anterior side of the heart. An aorta
anica from each side, to convey the blood to the
body.
The ovarium is placed underneath the liver; and ss
it exhibits some dinerences of organisation, M. Cuvier
infers that it likewise contains the male organs.
The species belonging to this group are numerous,
and appear to admit of distribution into those haviog

is
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The gullet is short, and the stomach, which Minuses.
spines.
The '-^r"~'
is lengthened and folded, is membranaceous.
intestine is several times longer than the body, and
much folded. The liver is divided into numerous
lobes, and intimately united with the stomach and in-

the branchial circle complete, and those in which it is
interrupted.
'^
Chiton. This genus is well characterized by a
cries of testaceous dorsal plates, and the absence of

There are several species of chitons described

in the

Concholgov

as natives of the British shores.
Even these furnish characters by which they may be
1. Marginal band of the
distributed into groups.
Jatcicularu.
3.
cloak, with tut\s of spines, as the
Marginal band rough, as C. margiualns ruber and cinereut. 3. Marginal band striated, as C. /tevis and albut.
article

C

Marginal band smooth, as C. loevigatut. The first
ought to constitute a new genus apart.
The two first genera of this order, Phyllidia and
Dephyllidia, are destitute of shells, and constitute the
order Pleurobranchia of Cuvier. The two last, PateU
They form
la and Chiton, are furnished with shells.
We have venturthe order Cyclobranchia of Cuvier.
ed to unite them under the latter denomination, being
persuaded that the only character common to all of
them is derived from the position of the gills, and that
Patella and Chiton differ as much in the structure of
their other organs from each other, as they do from
4.

either Phyllidia or Diphyllidia.

The only animal in this order which is valuable in
an economical point of view, is the limpet. Although
used by the ancients as an article of foo<l, it is seldom
brought to market in this country. The inhabitants
along the coast, however, frequently use it as food
when boiled ; and its juice obtained by this means,
when mixed with oatmeal, forms a dish known in ScotIt is in season
land by the name of Limpet Drose.
about the month of May. It is much used as a bait in
catching

littoral fish.

III.

Ordeh.

Ttclibranchia.

tentacula.

The body

The

cloak is firm and carThe
tilaginous, and variously marketl on the margin.
dorsal plates are arched, and occupy the middle and
tUm of the back. They are implanted in the cloak
in an imbricated manner, the posterior margin of the
lint valve covering the anterior margin of the second.
The foot is narrow. The month is surrounded with a
The anus consists of
eemicircular curled membrane.
a short tube, placed at the posterior extremity of the
The exfoot, which supplies the place of tentacula.
ternal orifice of generation has not been ascertained.
The mouth is capable of forming a short proboscis.
The tongue is sboit, and armed with strong reflected
is elliptical.

This order may be considered as represented by the
genera Aplysia and Bulla of Unnsus. In many of
the order Nudibranchia, the respiratory organs form a
double row on each side the back. In the Cyclobranchia, the same organs occur on each side, but under-

Tcetibraa*
chia,

neath the cloak.
In the present order, the branchia
occur underneath the cloak, but they are confined to a
particular portion of the right side.
They are all inhabitants of the sea.
They exhibit the same hermaphroditism as the Nudibranchia. The order consists of
the following genera.
This genus is particularly Picuro.
i. Plei/robranchits.
characterised by the foot and cloak forming two broad braacbus.

—

'
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which inclose the bodr. Between these, in the
middle of the right side, tiie branchiss are placed. The
tentacula are two in number, with eyes at the base beplates

hind.

The cloak is strengthened in the middle above the
branchiae by a thin expanded subspiral shell. The neck
is short, and in some contracted, with the front emarginate, exhibiting the commencement of the inferior
tentacula. The upper tentacula are tubular and cloven.
The gills occur at the edge of the dorsal plate. In
front of these are the orifices of the organs of generation, and immediately behind the gills the anus is situated.
The mouth is furnished with a short retractile proboscis.
The tongue occupies both sides of the mouth,
and is covered with spines. The gullet is enlarged into
a kind of crop before it enters the stomach. This is
folded, and is divided by contractions into three parts.
The first has muscular walls of moderate thickness, with
a single longitudinal band. In the second the walls
are membranaceous, with longitudinal internal ridges.
The third stomach has thin and simple walls. The
gut is short. The salivary glands are situated at the
folds of the stomach, and empty their contents into the
mouth by two

The

is placed on the stolower part of the crop.
The heai-t is nearly in the middle of the back. Its
auricle is on the right side at the base of the brancfaias and the ventricle sends out at the opposite side

canals.

mach, and empties

liver

itself into the

three arteries.

M. Cuvier

has figured and described the P. peronii
anatomical details. 'Two species likewise ap«
l^ear to be known as natives of the British seas.
1. Pleurobranchtis plumula.-^Foot pointed behind.
Gills in the form of a compound plumose appendage.
The cloak contains the shell known to British w-riters
as the Bulla plumula of Montagu, and figured and described in Testacea Brilannica, p. Sli,
Vignette 2.

with

its

C

A.

and behind, there is a fold by which this Moiiufcnt
part may be concealed.
The head is slightly emargi- ^^-nr—
nated, with a feeler on each side.
The superior feelers are situated on the neck.
In front of each of the^e
is a small black point or eye.
The branchial are situated underneath the dorsal
plate, on the right side, and exhibit a complicated plumose ridge, capable of expansion beyond the edge of
the plate. The anus is situated immediately behind
the branchiae, and before them is the orifice of generation, from which proceeds a groove along the neck to
the inferior base of the fore-feeler, on the right side,
where there is an opening for the penis.
Within the longitudinal lips are two smooth corneous plates, the substitutes for jaws; the tongue is rough,
as in many of the other gasteropoda.
The gullet ii
short, and suddenly expands into a large subspiral
crop, with membranaceous walls.
To tliis, a gizzard
with muscular walls succeeds, the interior of which is
armed with numerous pyramidal teeth, with irregular
summits, of a cartilaginous nature. The connection
between these teeth and the integuments is so slender,
that they are displaced by the application of the smallest force.
They, however, project so far into the
cavity, as to offer resistance to the progress of the food.
There is yet another stomach, armed on the one side
with deflected, pointed cartilaginous teeth.
At the
pyloric extremity are two membranaceous ridges, between which are biliary orifices, and the opening into
a long narrow ca?cum, with simple wallS) which is
contained within the lever. The intestine is simple,
and after two turns ends in a rectum.
The salivary glands are very long, and, as usual,
empty their conter.ts into the pharynx. The liver is
divided into three portions by the folds of the intestine,
each of which consists of several lobes. The biliary
vessels are very large, and open at the mouth of the
CEecum into the last stomach. The food of the Aplyside,

sia consists of sea-weeds and minute shells.
memhranaccus. -^Voo\ rounded,
The circulating organs are remarkable. On each
with an irregularly indented margin. Cloak covered side the body, in the region of the dorsal plate, there
with conical pappilte. Gills a plumose appendage.
is a large vessel, which receives blood from different
This species was found by Montagu at Kingsbridge, parts of the body, and which likewise, by various
Devonshire, in 1S09, and is described and figured by openings, has a free communication with the cavity of
him in the Linn. Trans, vol. xi. p. 1S4. tab. xii. fig. 3. 1. the abdomen. In this respect there is a resemblance
We have been induced to refer the two species to to the spongy glandular bodies of the venae cava o€
These two vessels, or vena: cavw,
this genus as agreeing generally with the characters
the cephalopoda.
assigned to it by Cuvier,
There is, however, one par- unite posteriorly, and transmit their contents to th«
Cuvier states, gills. The aerated blood is now conveyed to an auticular in which they gi-eatly differ.
that the gills in his Pleurobranchi— " sent attachees le ricle, of large dimensions, and uncommonly thin walls,
long du cote gauche (droit !) dans le sillon entre le situated beneath and towards the fi'ont of the dorsal
raanteau et le pied, et representent une serie de pyra- plate, and emptying its contents through a valve, int»
raides devisees en feuillets triangulaires."
Rcgne Ani- the right side of the ventricle. The aortas which ismal, iii. p. S96.
His representation of the P. peronii, sues from the left and anterior side, divides into two
in his Memoires, accords with the precetling descrip- branches, the smallest of which proceeds to the liver
tion.
But in the two British species, the gills appear on the left. The larger branch is again divided, the
like a feather, free at one extremity.
They may be smaller brandi proceeding to the stomach. The largpermitted to remain, therefore, in the genus Lamella- est trunk that remains, before it leaves the pericarria, which Montagu instituted for their reception, undium, has two singular bodies attached to it, consistkss we suppose that Cuvier, from inspecting only ing of comparatively large vessels, opening from this
shrivelled specimens preserved in spirits, overlookeil aoitic branch.
The use of these glands is unknown.
the true sti-ucture of the gills, a conjecture we consider
The organs of generation likewise exhibit some reas highl}- probable.
markable peculiarities. The ovarium is situated in the
Tentacula four, the eyes placed in posterior part of the abdomen. The oviduct is tortuII. Aplvsia.
front of the two superior ones.
Mouth longitudinal.
ous in its course, passes along the surface of the testiThe body of the Aplysia is ovate, acuminated be- cle, and after uniting with a cla%'ate appendage, opens
The testicle is firm, apparently
hind, and produced before to form a neck. The foot into a common canal.
is narrower than the body.
In the middle of the back homogeneous in its texture, of a yellow colour, with
The vas deferens arises
is a corneous plate enclosed in a bag in the skin, and
spiral ridges on its surface.

fig. 5.

2.

Alilysia.

S

on each

Pktirobranchus

;

iMOLLUSCA.
from a complex glanduUr body, and unites with the
camraoa canal. This common duct, before it reaches
the eKlernaJ orifice, receives the contents of the peduncnlatetl vesicle, and has attached to it a botryoidal
fjUndular organ, whose use is unknown, but which
«aiDe (appose to be employed to secrete an acrid liquor
M^rded as venomous.
It is obvious from this stmctnre, that the seminal
fluid and eggs must come in contact in the common
canal, and at the sint^le orifice, provided they are both
ejected at the same time. From the orifice to the right
is a sulcus, leading to the pore containing the retractile penis. This organ, like those o£
the other moUusca, is solid.
It terminates in a small
flament. The external groove is the only connection
bfltween it and the other sexual organs.
There is a peculiar secretion of a purple fluid, which
^era dcwnres to be recorded. It issues from a spongy
texture, underneath the free side of the dors.tl plate.
Connected with tbi« cellular reservoir is a glandular
body of a coiuiderable sixe, which is supposed to secrete the coloured fluid. This gland is supplied by
a large branch of the glandular aorta, and gives out
two very large veins to the left vena cava.
The purpb fluid itself has never been carefully inVMtigited. It is not altered by the air af^er dryincr,
nor is its colour destroyed by adds or alkalies, althmigh
the tint is a little changed, and rendered less pure.
Both thaae le-agent* precipitate from the fluid white

lare-fe«ler there

flakes.

This liquor i« fpowad out by the animal when in
danger or conetraiaed, and colours the water for several yards around.
It ejects it readily when put in
&c*h water and when entangled in a net, several
yanls of it in the neighbourhood are sometimes
;

amasement of the unsuspecting
fuhennen.
The Aplysia has been long known in the records of
iqwntition umler the name of the Sea Hare.
Its
6Mb, and the inky fluid it pours out, have been restained, greatly to the

gvdad

aa deleterious to the human fVame.
Even to
to occasion the kM« of the hair ;
wh ya lli u litfat of it would notfail to^ubduethe obstinacy

Um^ k waa sappoaed

at oaaeaalM pragaaacy. The progreas of science has
expoMd the anrore, or perba|M tricks of the earlier obaarrecs, ami peovae the innocence of an animal formerly investad with every repulsive and noxious attribute.
The species of thia genus are still involved in great
obacurity.
Those which inhabit the British isles appear to be the following.
Aplysia depitans.
Dorsal plataa covered in the
niddle.
Bofly of a purpli«h>brown colour, with black
I.

dota.

Length from

five to six inchee.

the o»ost common species, and is found frora
the south of England to the snores of Zetland.
It has
a Cunt diaa^raeable smell.
8. Apljfma pmtOata.
Body brown, with numerous
wbita apot*.
Dorsal plate exposed in the middle.
Aboot tna saoa aiaa as the precc^ding.
This species was first figured and described by Cuvier, who regards it as distinct.
The characters by
which they arc separated, however, are far from being
trustworthy.
The colour in the dcpilans is subject to considerable

This

is

variation,

and

in

some

oases the black spots disappear.
Tba absence of the cuticle from the middle of the dor»
aal plate in the puncUU, is probably the effect of ac
ddent or age.

Both kinds were ebacrved by the

late

George Mon-
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tagu, Esq. on the Devonshire coast, and from a letter MoUusco.
of his now before us, dated 17th February ISll, be "^""Y"^^
appears to have convinced himself that they did not
constitute distinct species.
The question caa only be
decided by the discovery of the intermediate varieties.
This species is figured by Mon3. Aplysia viredis.
tagu, Linn. Trans, vii. tab. vii. f. 1. and described
" With the fore-part of the
in the following terms
body like a common Umax : tentacuLi or feelers two,
flat, but usually rolled up, and appear like cyltndric
tubes ; at a little distance behind the tentacula, on each
side, is a whitish mark, in which is placed a small
black eye the body is depressed, and spreads on each
side into a membranaceous fin, but which gradually|decreases from thence to the tail, or posterior end this
membranous part is considerably amorphous, but is
usually turned upwards on the back, and sometimes
meeting, though most times the margins are reflectetl
this, as well as the back, is of a beautiful grass-greeit
colour, marked on the superior part of the fins or
membrane with a few small azure spots, disposed in
rows ; the under part with more numerous, but irregular spots of the same the fore-part of the head is
bifid ; the lips marketl by a black margin : the sustentaculum is scarce definable, as it most commonly holds
by a small space close to the anterior end, 3n<l turns
:

:

:

:

more or less to one side : it sometimes, however, extends itself for the purpose of locomotion, in which it scarce equals a snail."
the posterior end

" Although this animal does not strictly correspond
with the characters prefixed by Linnteus to the genus
Laplysia, yet it approximates so nearly to the Depitans
in Its external form, that we cannot hesitate to place it
with that animal, though we could not discern any
membranaceous plate or shield under the skin on the
Lack."
The characters here assigned to this species are such
as to excite the belief that it is not an Aplysia ; but
they are not sufficiently minute to enable us to e&tabluh another genus for its reception. It is to be hoped
that some naturalist who has an opportunity of visiting the so'.ith coast of Devon, where this species was
found, will re-examine its characters, and communicate
a more detailed account of its form and structure.
This genus diifers from Aplysia,
III. DoLAOELLA.
in the dorsal plate being calcareous and hard.
The

DniabvlLi.

hoAy is narrow— behind, it is larger,
The disk thus formed is
and truncated obliquely.
circular, surrounded with a fringe of fleshy filaments.
fore-part of the

From the centre of tikis disk, a longitudinal slit extends
forwards a little way beyond the anterior margin, and
contains the branchiie. The position and structure of
the other organs are precisely similar to those of the
Aph'sia.

This genua was instituted by Lamarck, from chafrom the dorsal plate or
shell.
Cuvier afterwards examined a species brought
from the Mauritius by Peron, which he considers ae
the species figured by Rumphius in his Araboinshc
Rariteitkamer, tab. x. No. 6. and which he has conracters derived exclusively

secrated to his

memory, naming

it

Dolabella Runiphii.

This genus is destitute of the
and contains an oblique groove on the

IV. NoTARCHus.
dorsal plate,

neck, leading to the branchix. The internal structure
resembles the Aplysia. This genus was instituted by
Cuvier, in his liegne Animal, Vol. ii. p. 395, and the
only known species describe<l, IV. Tab. xi. f. 1.
V. Bulla. The animals of this genus differ from
the preceding, in the absence of tantacuk, and in the

Notarchus.

Bulla,
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foot behind being furnished with a membranaceous
^'"V"'"' appendage.
The body is oblong—becoming a little narrower in
Below, the foot is broad, thin, and waved on
front.
the margin, expanded on each side behind, and capaAt the posterior part
ble of being turned upwards.
of the foot, there is a broad membranaceous appendage, separated from it by a groove, part of which
folds upwards, and a part is spread over bodies, like
the foot.
It assists in closing the mouth of the shell,
and in its position and use is analogous to the operculum, in the following order. Above the foot, in front,
but separated from it by a groove, is a flat fleshy expansion, which Cuvier terms the tentacular disk, considering it as formed by the union of the inferior and
superior tentacula.
In the centre of the disk, in the
Bulla hydatis, (Linn. Trans. Vol. ix. Tab. 6. f. 1.)
Between this portion
Montagu observed two eyes.
of the back and the posterior extremity, is the dorsal
plate or shell, forming the genus Bulla of conchologists.
This shell is covered by the integuments in some speBut in all, the part
cies, while in others it is exposed.
'Containing it is partially concealed by the animal, by
-means of the reflected margins of the foot, and its appendage. Along the right side of the body there is
a groove formed by the foot, and its appendage on
Molluica.

-one side, and the dorsal plate and tentacular disk on
the other. The branchiae are situated in a cavity under the shell or dorsal plate, and resemble those of the
Aplysia.
Behind the gills, in the lateral groove, is
the anus, and in front of these, the orifice of the united
organs of generation. The penis is removed as in the
Aplysia, and connected by a similar slit.
The mouth is, as usual, in front, above the foot and
beneath the tentacular disk, both cf which serve as
lips.
The cheeks are strengthened on each side by a
corneous plate. The tongue is well developed in some,
as the B. ampulla, while in the B. aperta it is reduced
to a small tubercle.
The gullet is large, and in the B.
ligniaria makes two folds before entering the gizzard.
Tliis last organ is fortified by three testaceous plates,
convex and rough on the inner surface, and attached to
strong muscular walls.
These plates exhibit in the
different species considerable varieties of form and
markings.
The intestine, before terminating in the
anus, makes several convolutions in the substance of
the liver.
The salivary glands exhibit considerable
differences.
In the B. ampul/a, they are long and narrow, and their inferior extremity fixed to the gizzard.
In the B. aperta and lignaria, they are short, with the
extremity free.
In the B. hydalis they are long, unequal, and the extremity of the one, belonging to the
left side, is forked.
The liver forms a part of the contents enclosed in the spire of the shell.
It envelopes
the intestine, and empties the bile into its pyloric
extremity.
The auricle and ventricle appear to occupy the same
relative position as in the Aplysia, but the structure of

the arteries

is

unknown.

The organs

of generation

have

also so near a resemblance as to forbid a detailed
description.
Some species are said to eject a coloured

from the lid of the branchice.
observed in the Bulla lignaria, similar to
the Aplysia, in which it is probable the fluid is prepared.
The species of this genus hare not been sufficiently
investigated in a living state.
When preserved in spirits, it is impossible to form a correct idea of their true
appearance, as exhibited when alive in sea-water; since
fluid like the Aplysia,

A

gland

is

they usually exist as a shapeless mass. Cuvier has Mollustt.
given delineations of such preserved species, but they ^-"Y"^'
bear no resemblance to the fiijures of Montagu, of the
same species, taken from living objects.
M. Lamarck is inclined to subdivide this genus into
two, distinguishing those in which the shell is concealed by the term Dulloea, from such as have the shell
in part exposed, which he retains in the genus Bulla.
The Bulla aperta of British conchologists is an example of the former, and B. lignaria of the latter.
The
shells of the genus Bulloea are thin and white
those
of Bulla stronger, more opake, and covered with an
epidermis, which, after the death of the animal, is

—

easily detached.

VI. DoRiDiuM. In the animals of this genus, there Doridium.
no dorsal plate or shell, although there is a cavity
with a spiral turn in the cloak. The branchiae and accompanying organs are nearer the posterior extremity
is

than the species of the preceding genera.
The digestive system is more simple than in the preceding genus. There is here no appearance of the
spinous tongue, the gullet is short, and the stomach is

membranaceous.

The characters of this genus were first developed by
Cuvier, but the name which we have adopted is that
of Mekel.

Only one

species,

D. carnosum,

is

known

as a native of the Mediterranean.

The preceding review of the genera of this order
indicates the existence of at least three natural families.
The pleurobranchia appears to stand apart, and
to have few characters in common with the others,
which are all intimately related. But under the head
Aplysiae, the genera Aplysia, Dolabella, and Notarchus

may be

included, while the Acera; will comprehend

Bulla, Bulloea,

and Doridium.

IV. Order.

Cervicibranchia.

We have been

induced to institute this order, for the
reception of the genus Valvata of Muller. The species
which it includes are inhabitants of fresh water, and
in their general appearance resemble the aquatic pulmoniferous gasteropoda. They are distinguished, however, from all the other gasteropoda, by the position of
the branchiae, and the number of tentacula.
The branchiae appear in the form of a feather, with
a central stem, and a row of compound branches on
each side, decreasing in size from the base to the extremity, which

Cervici-

branchia.

is free.

This plume is placed on the neck, near the middle,
and a short way behind the anterior tentacula. Near
this plume, but on the right side, is a single simple
filament, like a tentaculum.
The anterior tentacula
position, and are setaceous.
The

occupy the usual

eyes are placed at their ba?e behind.
The animal is furnished with a spiral shell, into
which it is capable of withdrawing the body. The
foot is protected by a spirally-striated, operculum,
which shuts up the mouth of the shell upon the retreat
of the inhabitant.
The species are all of a small size, and their internal
structure has never been subjected to a rigorous examination.
Two species are natives of Britain.
This is the Helix cristata of
1. Valvata crislata.
Montagu. The shell resembles a planorbis in its depressed form, the whorls revolving nearly on the same
plane, so that the last-formed one embraces the others.
The aperture is circular and simple. It is found vn
ditches on aquatic plants in England.

•
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the Turbo funtinalis
£. ValtMttMfiuiiidif.
of eritMh aaodktiofpm*, bottirst described by Muller
Morita ^paciBalls. Tiie whorls of the shell form in
It is very commoDj both
thii gpMie* m short 'spire.

Tint

is

M

aid Scotland.
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The

trochtts

PECTtKinnANCHrA.

Tan aader eampmktmimneuiy all

ihe animals with
spiral nnivalve shells which inhabit the sea, together
with a few which rende in fvtah water.
The Coot is usually fortified alMwe, on its posterior
Wtwulity , 'with a corneous plate, which acts as a lid
to tbe shell, when the animal is withdrawn into the
eni^. The aatenor extremity is in some of the 8pe>
The anterior margin of the cloak forms
do«ble.
a thick bond, or arch, liaqg from tbe foot, behind
which, as the portion of the hoiy that is always con«ained-iB <he neil, BBdwhicb is ooveved with a verjthin
aiciM. BMEwaot tbevanin of the cloak and ibotis aitutad tbe iwad, aoppoMM aa a short neck. Tbe lent».
col* are two in nmatar, ibeanns- eyvs al their hmm,
or on short lateral pmoiMM which iunc aoow dainw
to he xxxMidersd a* tentaeala. The bood is fieq«ntlj)r
The Boiith is
rginated, and sometimes fringed.
aHoe cases
re or Iom ia tha CDrin of m. oroboseis,
*
within with apHKiiH Iqia, or furnished with a
tamgWKWOW spind tongue, armed with mines, at in
tiM ammoen periwinkle. The nature of mis land of
whaae spiral extremity is iiree and lodged in
>, is not well nnderstood.
Tboantryto the gilk i» ty « iarge piiituio Utoiwiu
tho uiMgiii of the cMok shmI neck, at the aUdk, or
Mwairii the riafat aide. These are vaolained in « carity
an «ha book ar tbe aniaul, and aooiat of laascs arflHHidai«iie«r mocv *«m-s, which adhere to the walls
At the entrance of this cavity is the
'«f OH ^nitf.

am

m

,

anus and oviduct.

otmm

•>« considered not only
Tbe aiale and female
«i'diMinct, bet as oaoamiw on different indrriduab.
The vttimtot ia aappatt of this opinion is in many
canlele. The Vobb i* in aone external, and incqtabla
baing withdraw, wJiile ia others it is re.
tiHtiltV wmA sitnated in a cavity in tbe ri^t tenia*

«Mn

«

Thatedf of the

animal is attached to tbe shell by
nMarios, -which adhere to the piUar near

aaaaM mttwm

ume place, and ahift their pas ll an by aB4nmige>
man n«« well imdenrtoot^ in prepoition m the indi-

the

i

,

Tbaw mMclea

vidual incaaaae* in aiae.
the foot and nieath

tenninate in

The aMnals of this order have aat been examined
•adWcnlly in detail to admit of tfaair diitributian into
natnral groope, distingnisbed hjr chvaden founded on
diCmnoei «f erganiaation. Tbe form of
the shell han been l eautt ed to, with the view of aaaiat*
ing arnuiffcraent. Tbe dharacterstfaus furairiMd would
he uaefnl and vahubla, were they the index of any
internal etiuctare.
But, unfiartonately, amwidely different in tmctai e, inbakk shdls of the
aaae forai, and vice vena, so that hcnvevcr useful the
mere conchologist may find the form of the shell to be
iiuparta at

i

Tribe

contains animals witli spiral shells,
having an entire aperture. The anterior margin of the
It includes the greater part
cloak is likewise entire.
of those shells included by Linnaeus in his genera Turbo

The
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A.

first

and

Nerita.

this tribe, represented by the
has the aperture of the shell nearly
All the species are furnished with an opercu-

first

Family of

genus Turbo,

round.
lum. Some are known to be ovovivi{>arous, and it is
probable that all the species are so. Some have the
exes distinct, in different individuals, as tlie Paludi«
na?, whik in others the female organs only have been
detected.
Some of the genera are marine, such as
Turlx>, Ddphinula, Vemiicularia, Turritella, Scalaria,
The animals exhibit reOdustoniia, and Monodonta.
markable ciifferences in the tbrm of the hootl, the length
of the peduncles supporting the eyes, and the filaments
on the sides of the body.
There is only one genus, the species of which reside in
It contains the Helix
ficsh water, termed Paludina.
Cuviviimra and tenlaculala of British conchologists.
vier seems dispoaed to unite with this genus, the comman marine shell Turbo littoreus or Periwinkle. The
ilann of the foot and hocxl, however, are diflerent, but
more «n>ec>ally Cbe tongue, which in tbe Paludina is a
fixed tubercle, while in tlie periwinkle it is strap-sliaped, firee at one extremity, equal in lengtli to the body,
«m1 cowred with spines.
Tbe aeoond Family is represented by tlie Linnean
genus Trochus. The aperture of the shell is somewhat
quadtangnlar.
The foot of the animal is furnished
with an ofierculum, (unless in the genus Pyramidella,
in which it is supposed to be wanting,) and the body
on each side is ornamented with filaments, usually three
All the species are
in number, resembling tentacula.
marine, and are included in the genera Trochus, Sola«
rium, and Pyramidella.
The third Family, temieil Coiichylium by Cuvier,
is formetl of shells having the aperture crescent-shaped,
as in the genus Helix, in wliich they were formerly
included.
Two of the genera, Ampullaria and Melania, are 6uviatile, residing in the countries near the
equator.
The remaining genera, Phasiauella and Janthina, are uuu-ine.
The Janthina vulgaris is destitute
of an o]>erculum, but in its stead it is generally fumislied witli a ~""'"'- spongy body adhering to the foot,
which, in oanaeqaences of changes produced in its
density 1^ unknown means, enables tlie animal to rise
to the snt&ce of tbe water and float. When restrained,
it thrown out a purple fluid, like the Aplysia, lodged in
tlie margin of the cloak, covering the gills.
This species has been added to the British Fauna by
the late Miss Hutchins, who obtained many individuals
from a henl of them which came into Biuitry Bay.
They have since been found on many other parts of the
Iciah oeaat.

We

ture of the lew species which have been examined
ai to ic a lly, we diall merely point out the tribea and
^nhta which havabaan oonte ia pla tcd, and whose «hi^
racters in a great meanue depend en the shape of the

are liisposed to place here, as a new genus, tbe
Bulla %)elu{ina of Muller, figured and described in the
Zoologia Dauica,Tab. CI. fig. 1, S, 3, 4. It is the Helix
The foot is destitute of
kerigata of British writers.
lid or appendage, and is broad before and pointed beThe tentacula are two in number, short and
hind.
The head
filiform, with eyes at their external base.
In adiUtion to these characters
is brood and short.
given by Muller, we have been cnnbletl to add the folk>wing, from a apacimen, somewhat altered, which was
found in the stonuich of a cod-fish. Tbe animal adheres to tlie shell by two linear muscles, one on each
side the cloak. The branchial cavity is towards the

shell.

lefl side.

,

ments,

in his arrange

J

can only be regarded by tlie
a anfaomiaate pfaoe. Witliout
into any detafls tagaMBag tbe struc-

M
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The tongue

is

spinous, narrow, with

4k

its

free

Moiimcs.
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;
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extremity spiral. Eyes rather behind the tentacula.
Penis exserted on the right side of the neck, inunediately behind the eye.
Cloak large in proportion to
the size of the foot. We have termed the genus Vclutina, bestowing on the species the trivial name vulgaris.

The fourth Family includes the Neritte of Linnaeus,
distinguished by the oblique straight pillar lip, and
semicircular aperture, closed by an operculum. Two
of the genera of this family, Natica and Nerita, are
marine, while the Neritina, represented by the Nerita
iluviatilis of Linnaeus, lives in fresh-water streams.
The Second Tribe includes the spiral canaliculated
univalves of conchologists.
The aperture of the shell
at its anterior margin is formed into a groove or canal.
This structure is occasioned by the anterior margin of
the cloak being produced over the aperture of the gills,
for the purpose of acting like a syphon or tube, to
convey the. water to and from the branchial cavity.
The species are considered as oviparous, with distinct
sexes in separate individuals.
The first Family includes the genus Conus of Linnaeus.
The animals are furnished with a long probosds and tentacula, the latter bearing the eyes near the
summit on the outside. The lid is placed obliquely on
the foot, and is too small to fill the mouth of the shell.
The species, which nearly amount to two hundred in
number, are all inhabitants of the seas of warm countries. They are now arranged under the genera Conus
and Terebellum,

The second

Family, represented by the genus Cymany species. The cloak of
the animal is sufficiently large to admit of its extension
aver the surface of the shell. The animal casts its
shell as it increases in size, and forms a new one suited
to its dimensions, as we have formerly stated. When the
shells are obtained before they have received their external coat, they have been regarded as new species.
The foot is destitute of a lid.
The third Family consists of the genus Ovula of
Bruguiere. The animals of the different species are
unknown. The shells have been distributed into the
following genera by Montfort Ovula, Calpuma, and
Volva. The last includes a British shell, the Bulla
patula of Pennant.
The fourth Family includes the Voluta; of Linnasus,
The genera, which are the following, appear to be desVoluta, Oliva, Cymbium, Marginella.
titute of a lid.
Cancellaria, Colombella, Mitra Ancilla, Volvaria, and
Tomatella.
The fifth Family is represented by the genus Buccinum of Linnaeus. The canal is short, scarcely produced beyond the anterior margin of the lip, and bent towards the left. All the animals which have been examined are furnished with a retractile proboscis. The
eyes are situated at the external base of the tentacula
and the foot is furnished with a lid. The following
genera have been established in this family : Buccinum,
£buma, Dolium, Harpa, Nassa, Purpura, Cassis, MoIn the two
rio, Terebra, Cerithium, and Potamida.
last the head is furnished with a hood, of which the
former genera are destitute.
The sixth Family consists of the genus Murex of
Linnaeus. The canal of the aperture is straight, and
more or less produced. The inhabitants exhibit nearly
the same form as those of the preceding family. The
•following genera appear to be formed on permanent
characters : Murex, Typhis, Ranella, Fusus, Pleurotc
ma, Pyrula, Fasciolaria, and Turbinella,
prea,

contains likewise

—

The

seventh Family includes the Strombi of LinThese possess a canal, which is short, and either
straight or bent towards the right.
The outer margin
of the aperture is expanded with age, and exhibits a

Moiiu.««.~
''—

najus.

^i^*

second canal, generally near the former, for the passage
of the head. The following genera belong to tliis family Strombus, Pterocera, Rostellaria.
:

The Third Tribe is represented by the Helix haliotoidea of Linnaeus, now constituting the genus Sigaratus.

The foot of the animals belonging to this family, or
rather of the species which constitutes the type, is oval,
with a duplicature in front. The cloak is broad, wit^»
an indentation on the left side, in front, leading to the
branchial cavity.
ring of transverse muscles unites
the cloak with the foot.
On the back is placed the

'

A

shell, which does not appear on the outside, as it is
covered by a thick cutide. It is lodged in a sack, and
united by a muscle, which adheres to the pillar. The
hood is produced, at each side, into a flattened tentaculum, witli an eye at the external base. The anus is
situated at the branchial indentation on the left side.
The penis is situated on the right side of the neck. It
is external, with a crooked blunt lateral process near
its

extremity.

The mouth
tongue

is

folded.

in the form of a short proboscis. The
spines, and is long and spirally
salivary glands are large.
The stomach
is

armed with

The

membranaceous, giving off the intestine near the
cardia. The intestine makes two folds. The liver, with
the testicle in the male, and the ovarium in the female,
occupy the posterior part of the body, under the spire
of the shell. Two species are natives of Britain.
is

1.

Sigaretus haliotoidea.

cies are short

and

flat,

—The tentacula

in this spe-

and the foot rounded behind.

It is figured imperfectly by Montagu in Tcstacea Britannica, vignette 2. fig. 6.
It occurs frequently on various parts of the coast.

Sigaretus tenlaculalus.— The tentacula are produfib'form.
The foot pointed behind. Tins species was discovered by Montague at Kingsbridge, Devonshire, in 1809, and described and figured by him in
Linn. Trans, vol. xi. p. 186.
Tab. xii. fig. 5 and 6.
The animals of this order were formerly valuable in an
economical point of view. Many of them yield a rich
dye, which was much sought after by the ancients. This
was chiefly extracted from the animal of the Murex
Brandaris, and was termed Purpura. But it is likewise furnished by the animals of Purpura lapillus, Scalaria clathrus, and Planorbis comeus.
Since the introduction into Europe of the Cochineal insect, the use
of this dye has been superseded, so tliat we are now in
a great measure ignorant of the process which the ancients employed to extract it.
The Pectinibranchise, although no longer sought
after as furnishing colour for enriching dress, are still
in estimation as articles of food.
The Periwinkle is
frequently gathered by children in this country, as well
as the Nerita littoralis, and eaten when boiled.
The
welk and buckie are likewise sought after. All these
animaU are extensively employed as baitsfor catching fish.
2.

ced and

VI,

Order Scutibr4Nchia,

This order was instituted by Cuvier for the reception
of animals whose general form and respiratory organs
are similar to the Pectinibranchiae, but which differ, in
his opinion, in so many other particulars, as to warrant
They chiefly belong to the old genera,
their separation.
Halyotis and Patella.

Scutibraa
«'''''•

M O L L U S C A.
The sexes are united in the same individual in such
""v*^ a way as not to require union with another or rather,
the male organs are unknown. The heart is traversed
The
the rectum, and is furnished with two auricles.

MotluKi.

;

Sroak

protected on the back by a conical or subspiral
which the animal is capable of withdrawing itself. The foot is destitute of a lid. The
following genera have been established in this order.
The shells of the animals oi this
1.
Halyotis.
genus have frequently been described, but it is to Cuvier that we owe the most accurate details concerning
the structure of their inhabitants. The foot is oval
and large. The sides of the body all round are ornais

tfaelly-shield, into

ifyo«««-

mented with one or more rows of simple or branched
The shell is placed on the back with the
(Dtral part behind, and the row of holes on the left side,
tnroagn which some of the filaments are protruded.
The animal is attached to the shell by a smgle large
The entry to the branchial cavity, which
muscle.
likewise contains the termination of the recrtum and
The ffilU are in two ridges,
oviduct, is on the back.
filaments.

At the
cnnsi.ning of complicated brandied filaments.
entrance of the cavity, the cloak is furnished with a
tlit, the left margin of which rests upon the pillar of
the shell.
The edges of this slit are furnished with
filaments, whidi pass through the anterior holes of the
shell.
The use of this singular arrangeinen^ is unknown. The brandiial cavity likewise contains the
viscous organ, in common with the Pectin ibranoIiiaF.
The hood is emarginate, with a long tentaculum on
eadi side, behind which, towards the side, is a cj-linThe
drical protuberance, bearing the eye at the top.
mouth is in the form of a short proboscis, with two
coraeous plates as chedu, and a lon^ narrow tongue
extending badtwards, and corered with spines. The
pharrnx is dilatable, with internal folds. The sali*
ytrj glands are very small. The gullet is very short.
The stomarh is divided into two portions. The first
ts striated longitudinally with a glandular structtire,
and receives a biliary duct The second is separated
from the former by a valve, is smaller, with transverse
It likewise receives bile
stric, and a double ridge.
through two apertures. There is another valve at the
pykmis ; and the intestine, after making some turns,
There is an auricle on
IS surrounded by the heart.
««di side, receiving the aerated blood from each of the
gOla.

Hie spedca of this gemu are by no means numerous.
Montfiwt separated tboae in which the marginal holes
wen ncarijr obliterated, with an internal groove and
eiteraal ridge in the line of their direction, and formed
them into a genus which he terms PadollM. Lamarck
likewise sepwated those whose shells are destitute of
the marginal holes, under the generic appellation Stomatia.
palaa.

Capvlvs. This genus is le pre amted by the Pahungarica. The foot is coin|^cated on its ante*
The shell adheres to the animal by a cirrior margin.
cular muscle, leaving an opening in front, for the issue
of the head and entrance to the branchical cavity. The
The mouth
gills form a single ridge across the roof.
It in the tana of an extended proboscis, with a deep
groove abort. The tentacula, which are two in numThe anus is
ber, have the eyes at the external base.
on tlie right si<fe of the branchial cavity.
We possets two spedcs of this genus in our seas,
Hungarica and Antiqnata, to which M. Cuvier is disposed to add the Bolla velutina of Muller. This last
S.

tella

shell,

however,
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we have

already noticed as belonging

to the Pectinibranchiae.

—

3. FissuRELLA
The animals of this genus have the
foot like the preceding, and the back is protected by a
conical shell perforated at the apex. The shell is united
to the cloak by a circular muscle open in front. The

eloak forms a duplicature in front for the branchial cavity which extends to the perforated apex of the shell.
The gills consist of two ridges ; at the dorsal extremity
of which is the anus. It is probable that the excrements are ejected at the perforation in the apex of the
shell, and likewise the water which enters the branchial
cavity in front.
The head is furnished with two tentacula bearing the eyes at the external base.
The Patella graeca and apertura, may be quoted as
British examples of the genus.
4. Emarginula.— This genus differs from the former Bmarginuin the apex of the shell not being perforated. Its place, la.
however, is supplied by a slit on the anterior margin,
the entrance to the branchite and anus. The foot is
surrounded with a row of filaments, and the eyes are
supported on short foot-stalks, cliaracters in which it approaches the genus Halyotis. The Patella fissura of
oonchologists is jconsidered as the tj'pe of the genus.
The shell of this genus isconical, with Crepidula.
5. Crepiol'la.
the apex obliouely directed to the right side behind.
From the hinder part of the cavity there is a thin plate
or horizontal projection, which serves as a support to
the abdomen. The gills form a transverse ndg^e on the
roof of the cavity. They consist of simple filaments
which extend considerably l>eyond the margin of the
cavity.
The eyes are placed on the head, at the base
of the tentacula. The Patella fomicata is the type of
the genus.
6. Navicei.la.
The shell in this genus differs &om Navicellt.
the former in the apex being mesial, and the horizontal
plate smaller.
The abdominal sack likewise contains a
loose, irregular, angular, testaceous body, a character of
which there is no other example among the gasteropoda.
The species appear to be fluviatile, livmg in the
rivers of warm countries.
The Patella neritoidea is
the type of the genus.

—

—

Caltptria.—The animal of

genus is not
marked.
It is com'cal, with a spiral lamina descending from the
apex in the interior, marking the commencement of a
pillar. The Patella chinensis of British writers may be
quoted as an example of the genus.
8. Carinaria.— This genus was instituted by Lamarck,
for the reception of the shell termed Argonauts vitrea.
The animal has hitherto been imperfectly examined.
The foot appears to be compressed, and formed for
swimming. The head is covered with a group of tu«
7.

known. But the characters of the

this

The mouth is furnished with a proboscis.
Near the middle of the body, the shell is attached. The
surface of the body above is closely covered with
bercles.

small tubercles.
It is probable that the species here alluded to is the same with the Pterotrachea coronata of

ForasksL
Although these genera have been constituted

into a
probable that in a natural arrange*
ment they might more conveniently be placed with the
Pectinibranchite.
The position of the heart is indeed

separate order,

singular

;

it is

but as this organ varies greatly in

and position

in different genera, the characters
furmshes are consequently of doubtful value.

form
which it

its

The nature of their hermaphroditism has never beeli satisfactorily investigated.

Csljrptrea.

shell are well

Carioarii.
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IV. Class.— CONCHIFERA.

The molluscous

animals which are destitute of a head,
separated, at an early period, by Cuvicr, into a
distinct order, to which he gave the name of Acephala.
Subsequent observations having pointed out the character of being acephalous, as common to animals which

were

widely from one another in the arrangement
disposition of their other organs, it became necessary to introduce into the system a more definite mediffer

and

thod of arrangement.
Accordingly, Lamarck, in his
" Hittoire NatureUe des Animaux sans Verlebres," v.
p. 411, instituted the class Conchifera, which includes
nearly all the inhabitants of the bivalve testacea, or
those whose gills are in the form of leaves, four in
number, and disposed in pairs externally, on each side
the abdomen, and within the cloak. As the bivalve shells
were long known to naturalists under the denomination Conchte, the propriety of the term to designate the
class,

employed by Lamarck,

is

sufficiently obvious.

The common integuments of the Conchifera,
of the cloak and shell. The cloak forms two

consist
leaves,

one on each side the body of the animal, united behind.
This cloak is, in some families, open in front, while, in
others, it is united ; perforated, however, by holes, or
tubular elongations termed syphons, for admitting water and food.
Corresponding with the two sides of the
cloak, are the two valves of the shell.
These valves
are likewise united behind with an elastic ligament,
which aids the animal in opening and shutting them.
The shells are attached to the animal by the anterior
margin of the cloak, which adheres to the margin of
the shell, and by the adductor muscle. This muscle,
which passes across the body from one valve to another,
brings the valves, by its contractions, into contact, at
their free edges, at the same time that the ligament is
compressed or stretched, according as it is internal or
external.
When the muscle is relaxed, the ligament
exerts its power, and opens the valves ; and along with
the valves, the cloak to which they are attached.
The
adductor muscle is in some families divided, and the
two portions separated from each other.
Locomotion is performed in some to a limited extent,
by suddenly opening and shutting the valves
In general, however, those species which shift their place,
are furnished with a muscular projection from the body,
capable of changing its sha()e, and attaching itself to
foreign bodies, termed a foot.
The base of the foot is
usually attached by two or more ten<linoiis filaments to
the shell. The hysms iss-.ies from a muscular body, likewise connected by filaments with the shell, ami is fixed
to other bodies.
The foot is supposed to be the organ
which spins this thread; but its mode of formation is
involved in obscurity.
While some are permanently
fixed, and others are capable of moving from one plnce
to another, there are a few which prefer a residence in
different substances in which they have excavated a
habitation. These last are termed Borers. It was supposed by many that the animal secreted a liquor with
•which it dissolved the bodies into which it penetrated;
but the sagacious Reaumur soon ascertained that the
boring was performed by means of a rotatory movement
of the larger valves. M. Fteurieu Bellevue states, that the
calcareous stone, in which the Rupellaria lithophaga is
found, is often discoloured in the immediate neighbourhood of its recess. This may arise from the secretions
of the animal, or even from the stagnant sea water in
the hole, and not from the action of the phosphoric
acid, or any other solvent supposed to be employed by

the animal. These solvents would act equally on the Mol!u«c»,
shell as on the calcareous rock.
But the borers are not -"-y^
confined to calcareous rocks they also lodge in slate*
clay, an<l otiier argillaceous strata. This is very often the
case with the Pholades. But this character can never be
extensively employed in the distribution of genera, aa
the same species which, at one time, may be found imbedded in stone, will be observed, at another, seated
among the roots of sea weed, or buried among gravel.
The nervous system is here more simple than in the
There are no ganglia
animals of the preceding classes.
scattered through the body ; all the nervous filaments
taking their rise either from the medullary mass above
the entrance to the stomach, or from the one beneath.
Although the body does not appear liberally supplied
with nerves, yet the sense of touch is exquisite, particularly in those filaments or tentacula with which the
margin of the cloak, or its apertures, are provided.
So oi'gans of sight or hearing have been observed.
The food of the Conchifera appears to be obtained
exclusively from the substances floating or mixed with
the water. These are brouglit within the sphere of the
mouth by the movements of the cloak. The mouth
itself is destitute of proboscis, jaws, tongue, or even
lips.
Around its margin are four tcutacula, which, in
structure, bear a consiilerable resemblance to the branchia. The mouth opens immediately into the stomach,
without the intervention of any tiling which can be
called a gullet. This organ is usually full of cells ; the
bottom of each pierced with a biliary duct. The liver
surrounds the stomach, and empties its bile by numer<
singular crystalline process, cylindrious openings.
cal, cartilaginous, and transparent, projects into the cavity of tlie stomach, whose use has not been determined.
There is sometimes an enlargement, in the form of a
second stomach. The intestine, in some species, makes
several convolutions ; in others, particularly those which
The anus is placed
are fixed, it is remarkably short.
in the extremity of the body, opposite to the mouth,
and either opens into the cavity of the cloak, or into
one of its syphons.
The only organ of reproduction hitherto observed in
This occupies the sides of
this class, is the ovarium.
the body, and penetrates the membranes of the cloak.
The eggs pass into the gills, where they are hatched,
and, bursting the integuments, make their escape.
In the ovarium has been observed, at certain seasons,
a milky fluid, regarded as sperm. There appears to be
no reason to infer the existence of any thing like sexLamarck is disposed to consider fecund*,
ual union.
tion as effected by means of an impregnating fluid
mixed with the water, which must therefore have
been ejected from male organs. This supposition however is neither supported by facts nor analogy.
The most important of the peculiar secretions of thjB Pearl.
This substance,
animals of this class, is the Pearl.
equally prized by the savage and the citizen, is composed, like shells, of carbonate of lime, united with a
Pearls appear to be
small portion of animal matter.
exclusively the production of the bivalve testacea. Among these, all the shells having a mother-of pearl inBut there are a few
side, produce them occasionally.
species which yield them in the greatest plenty, and of
the finest colour.
The most reniaj-kable of these is the
Avicitla margarilijera.
This shell, which was placed
by Linnaeus among the mussels, is very widely distributed in the Indian Seas ; and it is from it and another
species of the same genus, termed Avwula hirumh,
found in the European seas, that the pearls of com:

A
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merec are procured. The Pinna, so famaas, for fiiry-^^ nishing a by»»ua or kind of thread, with which gai>mentd can be manufdCtured, likewise produces pearU
of con^crable size. They have seldom the silvery
whiteness of the pearls from the Avicula, being usualBut the shell which in Britain
ly tinged with brown.

produces the finest pearls, is the L'nio margaritiftra,
which was placetl by Linnaeus in the genus Mi/a. It
The Conway and
is found in ^1 our alpine rivers.
the Irt in England, tha rivers of Tyrone and Donegal
in Ireland, and the Tay and (he Ythan in Scotland,
have long Ix^n famous for the production o( pearls.
These concretions are found between the membranes
of the cloak of the animal, as in the Avicula. or adhering to the inside of the shell, as in the Unio.
In the
former case, they seem to be a morbid secretion of testaceous matter in Uie latter, tlie matter appears to be
accumulated against the internal opening of some hole
with which the shell has been pierced by some of its
Linnaeus, from the consideration of this circumfoea.
stance, endeavoured, by piercing the shell, to excite
the animal to secrete pearl but his attempts, though
they prociired him a place among the Swedish nobihty,
oa a pecuniary reward, were Anally abandoned the
process being found too tedious and uncertain to be of
any public utility. The largeU pearl of which w«
have any notice, is one which came from Panaoaa, and
;

;

;

was preacnted

to Philip II. of Spain, in 1679-

II

was

of the sise of a pigeon's egg. Sir Robert Sibbald mentions his having seen pearl* from the nvers of Scotland
a* large as a bom.
AU the animals of thia class inhabit the waters. A

few species

live in pools, lakes,

and

rivers, preferring

but the sea contains the greateat number*.
The following arrangement of the genera is the one
adopted by M. Cuvier in his " Rgpie AHimal." As it
stands at present, it brings together into groups nearly allied genera, without, however, distributing them,
with much accuracy, into natural families.

fiteah

water

;

Section

I.

In the Conchifera which are brought together in this
is open, and the water comes directin contact with the gillo and mouth. The foot, when

section, tlie cltMk

ly

very small ; and, instead of aiding locomoto be principally employed in forming
and fixing the threads of the byssus.
NUiiy of the
•peciea are oetncntcd U> tlie rodu from infancy to old
age, others are capable oaly of Uultuig to a short di<itance, by violent csertione, oonsitting in suddenly
opening aiMl shutting their valve*.
I. THmK.—The animaU of this tribe are distinguishr
cd by possessing only one adductor muscle for closing
the valve* of the shells, which are inequivalve.
The
distribution of the genera into natural fsmiliea, is at
present impracticable, aa the animal* of few of the
species have been investigated with any degree ol'
it exist*, i*

tion, appear*

care.

In the genu* OaTRKA. represented by the common
abdomen is prominent, the adductor muscle
central, and tha branchicc united at their summit* with
the edge of the clo^k.
The animals of the genera
Acardo and Grvphcea, are unknown.
In the animals of the genus Pecten, represented by
the comoMm scallop, there is a small foot, supported
on a short stalk arising from the abdomen. The roat^
gin of the cloak is surrounded with two rows of tentarula, somi- of whicJi, in the external row, have greeniah tubercu!al«d •ummit*
1 h<r
mouth is surrowided
with numetuu* braucbt.d teotACula, iu place of the four

oyster, the
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The genera Lima and Molluscs.
ordinary labial appendiages.
Pedum are nearly related to the genus Pecten, with
which they constitute a particular tkmily.

The genus Anomia,

as

now

restricted,

is

distino

guished by the singular character of die adductor mus>
cle, a portion of whicii is attached to the corneous or
testaceous plate, which passes through the cardinal
There is a small
perforation, and adheres to rocks.
foot, which ia capable of being likewise protruded
through the cardinal perforation.
In the genus Spondylus, the margin of the cloak is
fringed with a double row of tentacula, with tubercu*
laied summits, and the foot is seated on a short stalk,
with a large radiated disk.
Besides the genera already noticed, the Placuna,
Phcatuia, Malleus, Vulsella, and Perna, likewise belong
Many of the species are eagerly sought
to this tribe.
after as tbod, as the oyster

and

scallop,

and give em>

thousands of the inhabitants of
this country, in fishing and conveying them to the
market.
In the revolutions which molluscous animals have
undergone, the genera of this tribe appear to have suffere<i greatly,
^lultitudes of extinct species, and even
genera^ are to be found in the solid strata, differing in
shape and aiae from those which are now found in our
scM. We aae diapoaed to refer to this extinction of
genera, as accounting for the circumstance, that in this
tribe almost every genus stands apart, and appears to
be but remotely connected with those with which it is
now associated, the connecting links having been de«

ployment

to several

stroyetl.
II. Tribe.—The valves in this tribe are moved by
means of two adductor muscles, one of which is placed near the head, and the other at the anus of the

animal.

The pearU produced by the animal* of the genus
Avicula, have been long known and highly prized;
but their anatomy and physiology are still involved in
The A. hirundo has been determined by
obscurity.
Mr. Sowerby to be a native of the British seas, he
having obtained specimens both from Marazion and
Bantry Bay. In the genus Crenatula of Lamark, which
is intimately connected with the preceding, there is no
mark indicating the animal to have a byssus, which the
is known to possess.
The genus Pinna n«a been long known and highly
The mouth of the animal is siprized by collectors.

Avicula

Near the
tuated near the narrow end of the shell.
anus there is a conical appendage, susceptible of enlargement and contraction, whoje use is unknown.
The thread or bystus, with which the animal adhere*
to the sand in which it resides, is collected on the
Neapolitan coast and when mixed with silk, is woven
;

into various articles of dress, as gloves

and

stockings.

Area, Pectuuculus, and Nucula, form a
family formerly included iu the genus Area of LinThe animals of the genus Area have a pedal lineus.
gament, wiib which they adhere to different bodies.
The animal of the Pectunculus, on the other hand, is
furnished with a large compressed foot, with which it
The iuhabitaut of Nucula ia iui«
is able to crawl.

The genera

known.
SCCTION

The animala of

II.

thia section

have two adductor

muscles.
The cloak is open in front, with a separate
aperture behind, for tlie passage of the excrements.
The ^lecies were formerly
I he .ihells are equivalve.
included in the genus Mytilus.

;
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In the restricted genus Mi/tiliis, represented by the
^''Y""^ common mussel, the beak is terminal. The margin of
tlie cloak, at the rounded angle of the front of the
Mollusca.

In the geshell, is fringed with branched tentacula.
nus Modiolus, represented by the Mytilus modiolus of
Linnajus, the beak is removed a little way from the anIn the Lilhodomus of Cuvier, which
terior extremity.
includes Mylilus lithophagus, both extremities of the
shell are equally rounded, whereas in the Mytilus and
Modiolus, the anterior is the most pointed. In these
tliree genera there is a foot and byssus.
The genera Anodonta and f/njo are inhabitants of fresh
water, resembling each other in the form of the animal, but differing in the structure of the hinge of the
shell, the former being destitute of tlie teeth possessed
by the latter. The foot is large and compressed. The
posterior end of the cloak is fringed with small tenta-

The animals of the different genera are constructed Moiiu««
nearly on the same plan, so that it is impossible, with- '"^y •—
out the aid of the shell, to give them any definite arrangement. The following genera are considered as
belonging to this section
Mya, Lutraria Anatina,
Glycymeris, Panopea, Pandora, Gastrochsna, Bysso:

mia,

Hiatella,

and

Fistularia.

Solen,

Sanguinolaria Pholas, Teredo
all appear to prefer concealment, lodging in the sand, in stones or wood. Atany
of them are used as food, as the Razor-fish (Solen)

They

and Gapers (Mya.)
Class

V._TUNICATA.

cula.

Class was first instituted by Lamarck in the
year 1816, and has now been generally adopted by
naturalists. It includes the " Acephales sans coquilles"
of the system of M. Cuvier, and embraces several of
the zoophytes as well as mollusca of the system of

nus,

Linnxus.

The Anodonta is represented by Mylilus analiand Unio by Mya margaritifera of Linnsus. M.
Cuvier considers the genera Cardita, Venericardia, and
Crassatella,

as nearly allied to the genera of this sec-

tion.

Section

III.

This section includes at present only two genera,
Tridactina and Hippopus. The cloak is furnished with
three openings, all of them near the anterior extremity.
The first of these is the largest, and serves for the
passage of the byssus. The second admits the water
to the branchiae, and the third is opposite the anus.
The valves are closed by one adductor muscle.

Section IV,

The

animals of this section resembles those of the
The first is
last in the three apertures to the cloak.
large, and the two last are sometimes produced into
The foot issues from the
separate or united tubes.
anterior opening, while the two posterior apertures
serve for respiration and the passage of the excrement.
There are two adductor muscles for closing the shell,
one near the mouth, and the other at the anus.
In the genus Chama, the two posterior apertures are
in the form of short tubes, the anterior one is small,
and indicates the corresponding size of the foot. The
foot of the animals of the Isocardia is much larger, and
the anterior aperture is large in proportion.
In the common cockle, (Cardium) prized by many
as an agreeable allele of food, tlie foot occupies a
It is bent in the
large share of the cavity of the shell.
middle, with the point directed forwards. Cockles are
considered in season during March, April, and May.
They are sold in this country by measure, and eaten
either raw, or boiled and pickled.
In the genera Cyclas, Tellena, Donax, and Venus,
the foot is long and tongue- shaped, and the posterior
tubes, in general, considerably produced, and more or
less united at the base.
In the genus Loripes, the foot
is small and cylindrical, and the tubes short and united.
In the Mactra the tubes are likewise short, but the
foot is compressed.

Section V.
In the animals of this section the cloak is united in
front, with an opening at the anterior extremity for the
passage of the foot, and a production at the other extremity in the form of two united tubes. The cuticle
of the cloak is continuous with that which invests the
shell.
Hence, when the animal is removed, the cuticle frequently remains on the margin of the valves in
loose membranes.

Tcnicat

This

The animals of this class are all naked, the external
covering being soft and coriaceous. There are two
apertures, one for the use of the gills in respiration,
and the other for the digestive organs. These apertures are frequently surrounded with productions in
the form of tentacula. The inner cloak is in many
genera loose, in others adhering, but in all it is united
with the external one at the two apertures. These
sacs are furnished with muscular bands and filaments
and traces of a nervous system have been perceived."
The alimentary canal is very simple, and scarcely can
be distinguished into gullet, stomach, and intestine^
The liver adheres to the stomach, and in many is
divided into distinct lobes.
The gills cover the walls
of the cavity of the inner tunic. They are in the form
of ridges more or less complicated. The circulating
system appears to be reduced to a single systemic ventricle.
The organs of reproduction consist of an ovarium, either simple or complicated, with some additional glands whose uses are not ascertained.
All the animals of this class live in the sea, and are
very widely distributed. Some of them are fixed to
rocks and sea- weeds, others move about in the water.
Many genera possess species whose individuals are
detached and independent, while with others there is
an inseparable union. These united individuals constitute a symmetrical mass, in some cases capable of
moving about in the surrounding element.
The investigation of the structure of this class of
animals has been conducted with great care and sue-'
cess by M. Savigny, in his " Rcckerches anatomiques
sur les Ascidies composees et fur les Ascidies simples,"
inserted in his " Memoires sur les Animaux tans Vertehres."
Paris, 1816.
MM. Desmaret and Lesueur
have likewise contributed materially to unfold their
structure.
The labours of these authors, together
with Cuvier's papers on the genera Salpa and Ascidia,
embrace nearly all the information which have been
obtained regarding the structure and physiology of
the animals which have been brought together in this
class.
It is our intention to give a brief exposition of
the systematical characters of the genera, according to
the method followed by M. Savigny.
Subdivision

I.

Tethydes.

In this subdivision the inner tunic is detached frotri Tethyde*
the external covering, except at the two orifices.
The branchiae are large, unequal, and cover the walls
of the great cavity. The opening to this cavity is
surrounded on the inside with a membranaceous, denticulated ring, or with a circle of filaments.

M O L L U S C A.
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The animals of this Order are all fixed to othsr
bodies, without the power of displacing themselves.
The branchial and anal openings are neither opposite,
uor do they communicate directly with each other.
The branchial cavity is open at its upper extremity
wily, and the aperture is fringed with tentacula ; the
gills of both sides are continuous.
The genera are
aistributed into

two

sections.

Section

I.

This contains the animals formerly included in the
genus Ascidia of Linnaeus. They are distinguished
by the separate or independent existence of the different individuals.
In some species many individuals
adhere to the rock in clusters, and appear to conatitute one animal ; but these can be easily separated,
•a they poMesa no common covering nor organical connectioo. The genera of this section are four in number, and are Retributed into two families.
In the
first famfly the arifices are furnished with four rays,
and the genera are BolUnia and Cynthia, the former
reprcMnted by the Asddia pedunculata, having the body
•upportcd on a stem, while in the latter the body it sessile, as in C. oonchilMa, a native of the British seas.
In the second family, the anal and branchial openmg» are either destitute of rays, or they exceed four
The genera are two. In the Phalttuia
in number.
the bod^ is aeasile. The branchial orifice usually po*aeMca etght rays, and the anal one six. The P. men.
bUa i» very common on rocks and old oysters in the
British seas.
wise natives.

The

P. inteitinalu

and

pmtmm

are like,

In the genus Clavelina the body is pedunculated, and the aperture* are destitute of ravs.
The C. levadiformit has been added to the British
Fauna by tne industry of Dr. Leach. The genus Mamraaria of Muller will probably constitute a third family
in this MCtioD, when its structure has been deteimined.
The body is smooth, having the baae fixed to seaweed*, and the summit perforated by a single ai>erture.
One species, the M. mammilla, inhabits the Brituh seas,
having been observed at Leith by Professor Jameson,
at Belfast by Mr. Templeton.
The genus Bipapillaria of Lamarck is involved in equal obscurity.

nd

Section

II.

In this section are included animals which were formerly placed among the soophyte*, and chiefly in
the genu* Aleytmimm. They are compound animals,
many individuals being unite<l under a common coveritig.
They admit of division into three families.
In the nnt finnily the branchial and anal orifices
have six ray* each. The genera of this family are
three in number.
The Diaxona is distinguished by
the body being sessile, orbicular, and consisting of a
•ingle syatem or group of individuals.
The D. cto/o«Mi of Savigny u the only known species. In the
Dittoma the body i* sessile and polymorphous, and the
individuals are arranged in systems or groups. The D.
variolosus first observed by Gartner is a native of our
see*, and is the Alcyonium ascidioides of Pallas.
In
the SigfUma , the body i* conical and pedunculated,
eouiatag of a single group of individuals. The S.
aoatrali* of Savigny is the only known specie*.
In the eeoood family the branchial orifice only has
six regular ray*.
The genus Synoicum has the body
cylindrical, vertical, and pedunculated with a single
system.
The S. tngcns of Phipps, a native of Die
Arctic aeas, is the only species which has been de-
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In the month of August 1817, we observed a MoiIuks.
Synoicum, adhering to a rock in the sea at the Isle of """V"*
May. It differed from the turgeiu, as described by
Savigny, chiefly in the smoothness of the skin. In the
scribed.

I.

Sydneum the body is inversely

conical, vertical,

pedimcu-

with a single system. The S. turbinatum observed by Dr. Leach as a native, is the only known
species of the genus.
In the genus Alpidium, the
Ixxly is variously shaped, sessile, consisting of many
systems, which are destitute of a central cavity. The
A.Jiau, or Alcyonium pulmonaria of Ellis's zoophytes,
belong to this genus. In the Pdyclinum the body is
likewise sessile, but the individuals are in systems with
central cavities.
The Didemnum is sessile, spongy,
and incrusts other bodies. The anal opening is oblated,

scure.

In the third family, both the branchial and anal
of rays. The body invests fuci
and rocks, and consists of several systems. In the
genus EucccUum, the systems are destitute of central
cavities.
In the genus Bolryllus, on the other hand,
there is a central cavity to eacli system.
The last
genus contains the following British species:
B.
Lxachii, Borkutii, Sehloueri, and Conglomeralus.
orifices are destitute

Obder
The

II.

animals which remain to be considered, as conand Boat about in the wa-

stituting this order, are free,
ter.

Many

bag.

The

individuals are unite<l, forming a conical
anal and branchial openings are diametrically opposite to each other.
The branchial cavity is
open at both ends, the anterior aperture is destitute of
tentacula, but furnished with a denticulated ring. The
bronchia- are disjoined.
There is only one genus in
this order

known, which has been termed Pyrosoma.

It contains
ta,

and

the following species, verticillala, panicuUi'

atlanticum.

SuBOITItlON II.— ThaLLIDCS.

ThsllM«i.

This subdivision embraces animals whose inner tunic
adheres to the external one at all points ; whose branchial orifice is furnished with a valve ; and whose branchis consist of two united narrow leaves.
The animals here referred to were first formed into
a separate ^enus by Brown, in his Hutory of' Jamaica,
under the title Thalia, a name now usurped by Flora.
Forskael afterwards instituted his genus Salpa, and Sir
Joseph Banks the Dagysa, for the reception of similar
animals.
The name of Forskael has been preferred by
naturalists.
Few of the species have been examined in
a recent state. They appear to be numerous, and to
exhibit a con-siderable vanety of character; perhaps sufcient to warrant their distribution into several distinct
genera.
They appear to inhabit chiefly the seas of

warm

climates.

Class VI

— BRACHIOPODA.

Bbachio-

This dass was instituted by M. Cuvier, in conse- '<•"*•
quence of an examination of the animal of the Patella
unguis of Linnams. Its characters are well marked,
and abundantly justify the propriety of the change.
The animals of this class are acephalous ; and, like the
conchifera, have the cloak divided into two lobes, protected by a bivalve shell.
These lobes are free at the

The branchiee consist of small leaves,
arranged along the inside of the edge of the cloak, and
intimately united with it.
From the body, between
the lobes of the cloak, issue two arms, fringed with
filaments.
These are capable of folding up in a spiral

anterior margin.
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Mollusca.

fonn.

^""V"*'

base.

The mouth

is

sitnnted

between the arms at the

—^ym^

All the nnimals of this class are inliabitants of the
gea, and they ai-e jjermanently attached to rocks and
Three genera are known, 'whioli are probably
stones.
Lingula.

form, to construct several new genera, and, from a dis- MdlnsM.
section of the cavity, to unfold the remains of the spiral

the types of as
1 . Lingula.

many

orders.
valves of the shell of the species
which constitutes this genus, wereih'st figured by Seba,
together with the peduncle by which they are supportLinna'us having seen only one valve, conjectured
ed.
that it belonged to the :Patella, and named it P. unguis.
Chemnitz examined both valves, without theipaduncle,
and pronounced them connected "with the genus Pinna.
Bugiere, aware of Seba's figure, contemplated the
formation of the new genus for its reception, which Lamarck executed. M. Cuvier afterwards dissected one
of the individuals, which. Seba had possessed, and :un&lded characters in its organization sufficient not onfy
to warrant the construction of a new gsenus.but a new

The

class.

The peduncle of the Lingula is cartilaginous, having the inferior ends of the two oval valves attached to
its extremity, the otlier end 'being fixed to foreign bodies.
The valves are destitute of teeth, or an elastic
ligament, and are opened chiefly by the arms when
out, and closed by the adductor :nuscles, which
are capable of acting in an oblique direction, and of
giving to the valves a considerable degree of lateral motion.
The margin of the cloak, wliich is double like
the shell, is fringed with fine hairs. TJie .arms are
fleshy in their substance, conical, elongated and compressed in their form, and oinaiueuted on the external
The mouth
surface with thickset fringes or tentacula.
is situated between the arms at their base, and is.sinyile.
There is no enlargement of the alimentary canal, which
can be regarded as a stomach, and the anus is a simple
aperture situated on the side. There ai-e marked inThe blood is
dications of salivary glands and a liver.
conveyed to the gills by two vessels, iwhich are divided
at the separation of the lobes into two branches, one
of these going to the half of one lobe, and another to
Two systemic
the opposite half of the other lobe.
veins occupy a similar position, audxeturn the aerated
blood to the two lateral systemic ventricles. The gills
themselves are arranged in a pectinated form on tlie
inner surface of each lobe of tlie cloak. There is nothing known of the nervous or reproductive systems of
this animal.
The Lingula unguis is the only species of the genus,
and appears to be confined to the Indian seas. Some
petrifactions have recently been referred to this genus;
but in the absence of all vestige of the peduncle, we do
not consider the mere form of the shell as furnishing
characters sufficiently obvious and precise to warrant

anns.

In this genus, first instituted by Poli,
3. Criopiu.
one of the valves is membranaceous and flat, and ailhcres to stones, and the other

is flatly

conical,

and

re-

sembles a Patella. The arms nearly resemble those of
Lingula. The ovarium, according to Muller, is double
and branched, and the eggs are round.
Tlie Criopus anomalus is described and figured by
Muller under the name Patella anomala, in the Zoofogia Danica, tab. v. f. 1
8, and by us, for the first
time, as a native of TBritain, in the article Conchologv,
vol. vii. p. 65, genus i. sp. 7, P. distorta, tab. Cciv.

—

fig. 4.

It is to

be regretted that so

little

progress has been

made

We

in the examination of the animals of this class.
are still ignorant of their nervous system, and their

propagation ; and when these and their other
organs shall be more carefully investigated, many new
divisions will probably be necessary, as the species in«

mode of

crease in

number.

Class

VIL—CIRRHIPODA.

pushed

such arrangement.
TerrtratuJa.

The muscular peduncle of this gethrough a paforation in the largest valve.
The arms ai-e shorter than those of lingula, and forked
They sie supported within by nuat the extremities.
^'

Terehralula.

iius passes

merous arcuated plates.
There is one recent species described in the article
CoNCHOLODY, vol. vii. p. 36, ^enus xxxix. and figured
It appears, however, to
T. cranium of Muller, figured in Zoologia DaAlthough we can boast of only
nica, tab. iciv. f. 1.
.one recent species of this genus, our rocks abound in
tab. ccvi, fig. 2, as T. vitrea.

be

tlie

«aany others which are extinct. Mr. Sowerby, in Ins
valuable v.otV, Mineral Coiichology, now publishing, has
.aiven excellent representations of several of these. He
has been able, from an attentive examioation of their

The genus Lepas of the Linnean system, after hav- Cibrhiing been subdivided into dift'erent genera, has at length, foda.
by theeiforts of M. Lamarck, been formed into a distinct class.
The animals wJiich it includes are protected by a cloak, strengthened by testaceous plates, to
which the body adheres by one or more muscles. The
head consists of a slight eminence attached to the anterior portion of the bodj', and, when in the natural position, near the inferior .margin.
The body is followed
by a tail, supporting six feet on both sides, each of
which consists of a short stem, which divides into two
tapering jointed fringed filaments ; these, b3' tlieir motion towards the mouth, bring the water and its conThe tail termitents Witliin tlie sphere of tliat organ.
nates in a conical tubular body, which has improperly
been termed a proboscis.
The nervous system consists of a cord encircling the
gullet, and giving out filaments to the mouth ; its two
ends running along the belly and tail, and uniting at
the base of each pair of feet to form a ganglion, and
give off filaments.
The mouth is furnished with an obvious upper lip, a
pairof niaxillas on each side, with the rudiments of palEllis says, " the mouth appears hke that of a conpi.
tracted purse, and is placed in front between the fore
In the folds of this membranous substance
claws.
are six or eight horny laminx, or teeth, standing erect,
each having a tendon proper to direct its own motion.
Some of these teeth are serrated, others have tufts of
sharp hairs instead of indentations on the convex sidct
tliat point down into the mouth ; so that no animalcule
that becomes their prey can escape back." The gullet
is very short, and enters into a stomach, having two
The
caeca and glandular walls, which serve as a liver.
intestine is short and simple, and terminates behind at
the base of the caudal appendage. There we two salivary glands attached to the stomach. The gills are
The
conical bodies, situated at the base of the feet.
organs of circulation are imperfectly understood. Poli
observed the motion of the heart, but the vessels which
are connected with it are unknown.
The organs of reproduction appear, according to
Cuvier, to consist of an ovarium giving out an oviduct,
which traverses a body considered as a testicle, and
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both the canals unite in a common tube, which traverses the caudal appendage, and opens by a small
pore at its extremity. This aperture Cuvier regards as
simple, but Ellis observes of the whole, " it is of a tubular fij?iire, transparent, compoijed of rings lessening
gradually to the extremity, where it is surrounded with
a circle of small bristles, which likewise are moveable
These, with other small
at the will of the animal.
bain on the trunk, disappear when it dies." There is
probably no union of individuals, each being perfect
Iwrmaphrodites.
The rapidity of growth which these animals exhibit
is truly astonishing.
A ship's bottom becomes covered
with them in a few months, and the spawn of some
kinds deposited on a feather, as stated in the memoirs
of the Wernerian Society, voL ii. p. 243, will become
unfolded, and attain maturity before the feather exhibits any symptoms of decay.
The animals of this clast are all inhabitants of the sea,
and are all fixed to other bodies. Many of them, however, are attached to floating wood, and others to the
•kin of marine animals, so tiiat they enjoy all the advantages of locomotion without the exercise of the exertion requisite for its production.
Their remains are
seldom found in a fossil state. Some of the species
In taking a view of the gebare been used as food.
nera we shall distribute them, as formerly, after the
manner of Ellis, Phil. Traut. vol. 1. p. S-i-S, into pedunculated and

sessile.

Order
The

I.

Peduxculated.

essential character of this order consists in the

body being supported by a peduncle, the lower part of
which is permanently fixed to oUier bodies.
The cloak consists of three membranes. The external one is the cuticle, and invests the whole external
surface of the animal. Underneath this is the true skin,
in which are formed the testaceous plates that protect
the body. Thete plates or valves are evidently formed
in the same manner as common shell, the layers of
srowtb being indicated by the stria; on the surface.
The inner membrane forms a sac for the body itself.
This bag is closed on all sides except opposite to the
tail, where there is a slit through which the feet are
protruded.

The ixduncle consists of the two external membranes
of the integuments of the body. The cuticle covers its
surface, and even the base by which it adheres.
The
true skin is covered on its central a9|>ect with numerous
muscular threads. The summit of the peduncle next the
body is covered with the inner membrane of the cloak,
through which, however, there is a jxrforation corresponding to a large vessel which descends along one of
the HOM of its central cavity.
This cavity, in the
LtpoM aau/i/<rra, Cuvier found filled with a white cellular
iUDStancc soaked with muscus. Ellis, on the other
band, found the peduncle of what has usually been regarded as the L. aurita " full of a soft spongy yellow
ubatance, which appeared, when magnined, to consist
of regular oval figures, connected together by many
small fibres, and no doubt arc the spawn of this animal." This view of the subject entertaine<l by Ellis,
may, upon investigation, lead to the conclusion, that
the cavity of the peduncle and its lateral vessel are connected with the reproductive organs.
It would be
desirable to have the branched peduncles dissected
with care, as a knowledge of their structure might
throw tome light on the mode of growth of these aniTOL. sir.
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A.

This group is characterised by the body MolIus«a.
1. Famili/.
being protecte<l by five testaceous plates, and by thepe- ^•^Sf—^J
duncle being naked. It includes the following genera.
1
Lcpas. The two lateral plates at the summit of the Lcpas.
shell are very large, nearly covering the whole of the
compressed body, and having attached to it the large adductor muscle.
The two valves which protect the
sides of the tad are much smaller, and somewhat triangular, while the dorsal one is narrow and convex externally.
The branchiae are four in number, two on
each side of the body near the origin of the first pair of
feet.
The British species are four in number, L. analifera, anserifera, sulcata,

and

fascicularis.

This genus was instituted by our zealous Otionand intelligent friend Dr. Leach, whose labours have
greatly contributed to improve the classification of the
genera of this class. The body is but slightly compressed, and the valves are very small and distant from
one another, the body being chieHy covered by its
membranaceous cloak. The inferior part of the cloak
terminates in two tubular appendages, through which
the water escapes which has been taken in at the oral
aperture, and has passed along the surface of the gills.
The gills are sixteen in number, eight on each side.
The first pair on each side resembles those of the Lepas,
the remaining six are attached to the base of the feet.
2. Olion.

British species. 1 0. aurita, Cuvier, Mem.
Fig. I '2, 13.
det Analifet.
specimen of this was
found on the Dawli^h coast, Devon, by Mr. Comyns.
2. O. cornula, taken alive from the bottom of a transsport stranded on the coast of Devon, by Montagu,
and described and figured by him, LtHti, Tram. vol.

There are two

A

xi. p.

179, tab.

xii.

f.

I.

This genus was likewise instituted by
Dr. Leach. The valves are equally minute and remote
as in the preceding genus, but there is here no appearance of tubular appendages to the cloak. The
membranacca, first described and figured by Montagu, Linn.
3. Cincrai.

Cinerai.

C

Tram.

known
2.

vol. xi. p.

1 82, tab. xii. f. 2.
to inhabit the British seas.

Family.

is

the only species

In this family the testaceous valves are
five.
It consists of two

numerous, greatly exceeding

genera.
1
Scalpellum. The testaceous valves arc thirteen in Scalpellum.
number, and invest the body. The peduncle is covered
with corneous wrinkles, having hairy interstices. The
S. vulgare, the I.,eptu tcalpellum of British authors is
the type of the genus.
2. Follici/iet.
The testaceous valves are ten in num« PolUcipci.
ber, with numerous scales investing the base of the peduncle near the body. The P. vulgarit, or Lepat poU
licfpt, is the type of the genus.
II.

Order.

Sessile.

In this order the body adheres directly to foreign ScHile.
subi-tances, without the intervention of a tubular stalk.
The adhesion is effected in some by the coriaceous
cloak, in others by a layer of testaceous matter.
The
testaceous covering usually asfumes a conical form, the
base being attached to rocks or otlier substances, and
tlie apex truncated and open as an entrance for the
Tliia cone consists of six valves, closely conwater.
nected together, but capable of being disjoined by
maceration, especially when young.
In old shells,
where the valves have attained their full growth, they
appear to become cementetl together, so that it is very
difficult to effect their separation.
The valves are so
arranged, that one protects tlie belly, another tlieback,
and two on each side the lateral parts. In some ge>
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nera, all these valves are so united, that the lines of separation are not perceptible, while in others the double
Each valve conlateral valves only are incorporated.
The elevatsists of an elevated and depressed portion.
ed portion is conical with its base at the adhering part
of the shell, while the depressed part of the same form,
lias the base at the mouth.
The former consists of cotubuli, while the latter appears solid.
the base is testaceous, it is either solid, or consists of horizontal tubuli, radiating from a centre united
by a simple layer, exhibiting concentric circles.
The structure of the valves gives sufficient indications of the manner in which they are formed.
M. Dufresne, in a paper published in the Annales du Muse*
um I. p. 465, advanced the singular opinion, that the
animals quitted their old shells when they became too
small, and formed new ones suited to their size.
The
.vguments by which it is supported, indicate an ignorance of the structure of the shell, and the relations of
the parts of which it consists. To us it appears plain,
that eacii valve is increased in two directions, the elevated part by an extension of the tubuli at the base,
and the depressed part, by the application of fresh matter to the side.
The stria;, which are the indications
of successive depositions of matter, and the structure
of the valves themselves, point out this mode of enlargement as the only one which can take place, even
on the supposition that the shell is frequently renewed.
By the growth of the elevated parts, the shell increases
in height and diameter at the base, while the growth
of the depressed parts, preserves to the mouth, suitable
dimensions for the corresponding increase of size in
It is obvious that this
the parts of the operculum.
increase of diameter at the base must be accompanied
by a corresponding enlargement of its covering. This
takes place by the extension of the horizontal tubuli,
and each enlargement is marked by a concentric ridge.
This opinion which we have espoused, and which we
find hinted at by Lamarck, in his " Histoire Naturelle
des Anhnmix sans Vcrtebres" v. p. 389, is founded on the
structure of the different valves, the indications of the
layers of growth, and the manner in which the valves
are separable from each other and from the base.
might have entertained some suspicions of error, had
we not attended to the morbid appearances of the shell,
the restraints imposed on its growth by the situation in
which it lives, but especially the manner in which
fractures are healed, and abstracted parts restored by
Such observations have
the secretion of new matter.
removed all suspicion, and demonstrated the truth of
nical

vertical

When

We

'

It may be added, however,
the explanation offered.
that in the case of the inversely conical shells, the increase probably takes place at the mouth.
The mouth of the shell is closed by the cloak of the
animal, leaving in the centre a tubular or linear aperture for the protrusion of the feet and entrance of the
•water.
This part of the cloak is protected by testaceous plates, which, by their union, form a lid to the
mouth of the shell for the protection of the contained
The valves of the lid are four in number,
inhabitant.
two on each side the mesial line, or orifice. In some
genera the lateral valves are united. The operculum
of this order may with propriety be compared to the
and
shelly plates of the body of the preceding order
the shelly body of this order corresponds to their peduncle, circumstances indicated by the muscular atThe continued action of the
tacliments of the animal.
valves of the lid, obviously assist in wearing down and
enlarging the aperture of the shell.

—

There is little known, either with regard to the or- Moiiusca.
gans of digestion or respiration, in the animals of this '""'Y'*^
order.
In their manner of reproduction, they appear
to resemble those of the preceding order. Ellis " found
the lower part of the shell, which contained a cavity
equal to two-thirds of the whole, full of spawn." The
genera of this order divide themselves into three families, from circumstances connected with the shell.
1. Family.— The shell in this family consists of six
valves, and the lateral valves of the lid are divided.
It
contains five genera.
1.

Tubicinella.—The form of the shell in this genus

Tubjcinel-

inversely conical, the apex which constitutes the base la.
being truncated. It consists of a series of horizontal
rings which mark the successive periods of growth, and
there are six vertical grooves, which indicate the divisions of the valves.
The increase of the shell, with
age, in this genus, probably takes place by the addition
of a new ring to the mouth. The testaceous plates of
the lid are all of equal size. The inferior aperture of
the shell is open, or simply closed by the integuments
of the cloak. The animal resides in the skin of the
whale, the lower rings being inserted in the fat, while
one or more of the upper ones appear above the cuticle.
The T. balmnarum is the only known species.
In the remaining genera of this family, and the others
which follow, the shell is conical, its truncated apex
being the mouth ; and its mode of growth such as is
detailed in the general remarks on the order.
2. Coronula.
The base of the shell is open as in the CoronuU.
preceding genus. The valves of the lid are unequal in
size, the dorsal ones being small.
The animals included under this genus hkewise inhabit the skin of the
whale. Several species of this genus are known. The
C. diadema holds a place in the IJritish Fauna.
In this genus the base of the shell is CbelonoS. Chelonobia
likewise open, but it differs from the preceding in the bia.
plates of the lid being all of equal size.
The C. (estadinaria, a species which resides on turtles, is the type
of the genus.
i. Balanus.
The shell in this genus is closed below Balanus.
by a layer of shelly matter, which adheres to foreign
bodies, and conforms to the inequalities of their surface.
Nine species are described as natives of Briis

tain.
5. Acasta.
In this genus the base of the shell is Acasta.
cup-shaped. The species reside in sponges, in the
substance of which the base and sides are imbc<lded.
One species, the Balanus spongiosus of Montagu, is a
native of the English seas.
2. Famili/.
The valves of the shell in the genera of
this family are only four in number.
The base in this genus is funnel-shap- Creuiia.
1. Creitsia.
ed.
The lateral valves of the lid are united. The C.
spinulosa of Dr. Leach is the type of the genus.
It is
imbedded in the substance of Madrepores.
2. Conia
The shelly base in this genus conforms Cooia.
The lateral
to the substance to which it is attached.
valves of the lid are separate.
The C. porosa is the
type of the genus.
3. Clisia.
The base of the shell is spread on the ciijia.
The lasurface of the bodies to which it is attached.
The Balanus strateral valves of the lid are united.
An im.
tus of British writers is the type of the genus.
perfect representation of the animal is given by Cordiner, in his " Remarkable Ruins," table. Aggregate of

—

—

Corals.

The shell is undivided in the only genus
3. Family.
of this family which is known, termed Pyrgoma. The Fjrgoma.

;

MOLLUS
MoUtiM*. base i« cup-shapeU,
separate.

and the

lateral valves

of the

lid are

~

Although we have introduced this class to the notice
of our readers under the article Mollusca, we are nevertheless of opinion, th«t

related to the
apjiearance of the nervous sys-

it is

more nearly

annulose animals. The
tem, and the structure of the moutli and of the tail, intimate its connection with the Crustacea, and justify
tlie appellation Crutlacea conchilifera, by whidi Lamarck intended at first that it should be designated.
We shall now conclude this article by a list of figures
of a few of the species in the different classes illustraThe reader will
tive of the forms which they exhibit.
find in Phttes

CCCXCVIII. and CCCXCJX.

Fig.
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Fig. 9. Phyllidia ocellata,
Fig. 8. Thethys fimbria.
upper side. Fig. 10. Phyllidia trilineata, under side.
Fig. 11. Pleurobranchus membranaceus. Fig. 12. Bulla
hydatis. Fig. 13. Valvata cristata, magnified. Fig. H.
Buccinum undatum, without the shell. Fig. 15. HyliFig. 1 6. Modiolus vulgaris. Fig. 17.
otis tubereulata.
Synoicum turgens. Fig. 1 8. Lingula unguis. Fig. 1 9.
Fig. 20. Coronula bala;naris.
Tubicinella balanarum.
(J. F.)
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M OL
or Spicb Islands, comprehends, in
tlie mo*t extensive sense of the term, all the islands between Cdebca and New Guinea, situated to the east of
the Molucca passage, in longitude 12b'o, particularly
those of GiloTo ; ^t, in a more limited sense, it is
tttoally restricted to the Dutch Spice Islands, Ambovna,
Banda, Batchian, Ccram, Temate, Tidore, &c. These
islands (the chief of which will be found described un-

<kr their resiiective names in this work,) were first
diaeovoed by the Portuguese in 1510, but afterwards
ftUinto the hand* of the Spaniards, who were supplanted in dwtr turn b;^ the Dutdi in l627- The climate
<£ thaae islands is generally moist and unhealthy.
Their principal prodHCtioas arc oocoa-nuU, rice, sago,
doves, ginger, mace, nutmegs, with several herbs and
plants.
No metals are founil upon them, but pearls are
aaid to be frequently met with on their coasts. Goats
are the roust common animals on tliese islands, and
owkas of various descriptions. But the birds of paradise, which are supposed to come from New Guinea,
are taken in great numbers on the Moluccas, by means
of bird-lime, and form a considerable article of traffic.
At the discovery of these islands, two distinct races of
people were found upon them, the Malays, at MahomBietlans, on the sei .coast, and the oriental nwroes, or
Papua*, in tlie interior. The former speak a dialect of
the MiJay tongue, mixed with many foreign words
b«t the-andant Moleccs or TimaU language speared
<e Dr. Leyden to have been an original tongue. They
have adopted many of the tenets, or rather obaervances,
of the BrahminicaJ system, but many ot them, named
Sbereefs, boast of thwr ifaieent from Mahommed, and
era held in great respect, cniedally if they have perfonned the pilgrim^ to Mecca. The Papuas have
been npidly ilecraasiny, and have wholly disappeared
But they still exist in
in most of the naaller islands.
nuny of the nnire eaatem islands, and hold undisturbed pussassiow of New Guinea. The houses on these
islands are generally raised on piUacs 8 or 10 feet high,
on acootuit of the moisture, ana are entered by means
of a ladder, which is afterwards drawn up. The colour of the nativot is a deep mixture of black and yellow, and their dispoaitiona wild and ferocious. They
aebsiat chiefly on sago. The men wear little covering,
except a hat of leaves, and a piece of cloth round their
middle; and the women are dressed in a large wide
•aroMSit like a sack, with a remarkably brood hat on
weir heads. Their arms arc a kind of light tough wood,
enow* of reed, |MMKcd with hard wood, and bucklers
of black hard wood, ornamented with designs in relievo.

-Molluscs.

Pneumodermon peronii. Fig. 5. Testacella haliotoidea.
Fig. 7. Doris marginata.
Fig. 6. Onchidium typha.

1.

HOLUCCAS,

'

Two

of the corneous rings
Ocythoe cranehii.
of the suckers of Lcligo sagittata. Fig. 3. Mandibles
of ditto, a, the under one, b, the upper one. Fig. -i.
Fig. 2.

beautiful white shells.
They excel in the
construction and management of their vessels, which
resemble in great measure those which have been already described^inder the Article Magindanao. See
Sonnerat's Voyage to the Spice ItlantU ; and Forrest's

made with

Voygt to New

Guinea,

MOLTON,

MoUon,
South

^^-y"-^

(f .)

South, a town of England, in Devon*
shire, is situated on an eminence on the western bank
of the River Moult. The town consists of three streets,
meeting at the market place, where the houses are
large and neat. The public buildings are, the church,
which is handsome and spacious, and the town.house.
There is here a Free School, founded in 16 It. Serges,
shalloons, and felts, were manufactured here.
The
population of the parish in 181 1, was 555 families, and
S739 inhabitants. See the Beauiiti of Englaiul and
Wales, vol.

iv. p.

276.

MONAGHAN, an inland

county in Ireland, in the

bounded on the north by Ar- Boi>ndaiic»
magh and Tyrone ; on the east by the former county and extent.
and Louth ; on the south by Cavan and Louth, and
on the west by Fermanagh. It is the smallest county
in the province of Ulster, and indeed in all Ireland,

province of Ubter,

is

with the exception of four counties in Leinster, viz.
Louth, Dublin, Carlow, and Longford. The county
of Armagh approaches nearest it in size, Monaghan,
according to the best authorities, containing 179,600

and Armagh 181,450. It is divided into
Monashan, CremoWine, Dartrey, Freugli,
and Famey: the last is sometimes called Donagh.
moyne. The number of parishes is I9. The principal towns are Monaghan, Castle Blaney, Carrickmacross, and Clones ; but they are all poor, and small
places.
Its length is about 30 miles, and its breadth
22.
It is in the diocese of Clogher, and province of
Armagh and returns two members to Parliament.
Monaghan is one of the most uninteresting and unimIrish acres,

DiTiaion

five baronies,

;

portant counties of Ireland, in almost every point of
view our notice of it, therefore, will be brief. Its Surface
surface is not mountainous, but in most parts is occu- and toil,
pied by a number of hills, scattered in an irregidar
manner, without forming continued ridges or chains.
On the borders of Tyrone and Armagh, however, these
hills rise in height, and are more connected, partaking
of the character of the ailiacent Few mountains. In the
interior of the county there are a number of bogs;
but in some places these have been drained with great
skill and labour, and at considerable cxpcnce ;
or,
where they could not be drained, have been converted
into sheets of water, which greatly add to the appear*

—

—
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Monaghan. ance of the county.
The soil in general is cold and
^nr''"' poor, but in some parts naturally rich. This character
particularly applies to what is called the Mountain of
Crienc, an elevated tract of land, intersecting the centre of the county, the soil of which is a rich loam on
limestone gravel. This tract is also rendered more
fertile as well as picturesque by a number of small
streams which flow through it. With the exception of
a few spots, there is little or no wood ; and this bareness is not compensated by field-enclosures, as the
corn-fields are in general naked, and without hedgerows.
There are no lakes of any size or beauty; and the
AtTeri.
only river of the least consequence is the Fener, which
rises in the west of the county, and falls into Loch
Earne. There are said to be some appearances of lead,
iron, and other minerals ; but if there are, they are
neglected.
Limestone, marl, and freestone, however,
abound ; there are some large quarries of the last in
the hills on the borders of Tyrone ; and on Cairnmore,
the highest of these, excellent millstones are procured.
The climate of Monaghan is cold and ungenial.
The agriculture of this county is in a very poor and
Property
and agridepressed state.
The largest property amounts to
culture.
83,000 acres ; but in general the estates are small.
Many of them are held under the Crown, since the
Scotch colony was introduced here; and many small
portions of land, some of which do not yield above
£20 annual income, are possessed by the descendants
of Cromwell's soldiers. Nearly the whole of the land
in the county is divided into very small tenures, called
The number of forty-shilling
in Ireland holdings.
freeholders, according to the last returns to Parliament,
was 5521 ; of £20, 146"; and of £50 and upwards,
172. Few of the farms on the larger estates are let in
perpetuity J the more general term is 21 years and a
life, or three lives.
According to Sir Charles Coote, in his Survey of
this county, the leased farms are under an average of
Arable
ten acres : taking the large farms, they would not
Tarms.
average 2.5 ; and as the small ones, which are far more
numerous, do not average six, ten may be the mean
rate of the whole county.
From this account of the
size of the farms, it will naturally be concluded that
they are entirely arable, and that the agriculture practised on them cannot be good.
great part of the
ground is dug with the spade, or, where a plough is
used, it is the joint contribution of three or four farmers, one bringing the implement itself, another a
horse or bullock, or even a milch cow, and a third attending himself. Many holdings are too small to mainSome only possess a dry cot, that
tain a family.
is, a house without land ; these purchase every year
an acre or two of grass for their cow and horse, and corn
acres, or ground for potatoes and oats.
Yet even these
poor creatures pay a high rent, from a guinea
and a half to two guineas an acre. Flax, potatoes, and oats, are almost the whole produce of the
soil:
according to the statistical survey, the whole
county has seldom 100 acres of wheat. Some bear, or
bigg, (a coarse species of barley) is grown, and in a
few rich spots barley is cultivated. The farmers, however, do not depend on these crops, but entirely on
their flax, potatoes, and oats.
The pasture husbandry
of this county is on a very limited scale, and not well
Dairiet.
managed : Most of the small farmers keep one or two
cows, and make butter ; the principal markets for it
One cow is generally
are Monaghan and Newry.
kept on every five acres ; and one hundred weight of

butter, per cow, is considered the usual produce. The Monaghan,
Monastock consists of the small stunted breed, still so common in Ireland. Scarcely any sheep are kept goats >^"'!°"
'"*"
are numerous, and are found round the greater part of
the cabins, many of the poorer families being supplied
:

,

with the milk they use by this animal. Many hogs
are kept ; Carrickmacross is a gre.it market for them.

The only manufacture

in Monaghan is that of linen ; Linen marather celebrated.
The inha- nufacture.
bitants are chiefly weavers, as well as farmers ; women
hire themselves out to spin the yarn their wages are
L.3 lOs. or L.4 per annum, besides their board and
lodging ; if they spin at their own houses they earn
about three shillings a-week. It requires about three
weeks to weave a web of 25 yards ; the average pay is
L.l ; hence it appears that the weekly wages of a weaver is about 6s. 8d. The consumption of a manufacturing family, consisting of six individuals, is estimated at 5s. a-week ; their food being potatoes, herrings,
and butter-milk the weekly expence of an agricultural
family, of tlie same number, is fs O'd. as they will occasionally use oat-meal, milk, and pork.
The principal

and

for

it

this

county

is

:

:

markets for the linens within the county are Monaghan,
Castle Blaney, and Carrickmacross.
The linen trade
of this county is averaged at about £200,000 a-year.
The catholics in this county are as five to one com- Catholic*,
pared with the protestants ; the latter are chiefly presby terians. In the year 1 792, there were 2 1 ,523 houses. Population,
and 11 8,000 inhabitants in tliis county : on the supposition that there are 280 square miles, there will be
76.86 inhabitants to a square mile; and on the supposition that there are 1 79,600 acres, there will be 83
acres to each house.
The state of the peasantry, from
what has already been mentioned, it may be conceived,
is wretched ; and yet there are parts of the county
where improvements are going on, and civilization is
advancing. As a proof of the poverty of Monaghan,
it may be stated, that, though the smallest county in
Ulster, it contains more houses with only one hearth
than any of the other counties except Antrim, Armagh,
Tyrone, and Down ; whereas Londonderry, which
contains twice the number of acres, has only one half
the number of one-hearth houses.
Monaghan has scarcely any antiquities except a Antiqulround tower, and two of those raUis called Danish ties,
This place was formerly the seat of
forts, at Clones.
an episcopal see, and a borough ; in the ruins of the
abbey burial ground are several magnificent tombs.
See Sir Charles Coote's Survey of Monaghan ; Wakefield's Ireland ; Dr. Beaufort's Memoir of a Map of
Ireland, (w. s.
MONACHISM. The origin of Monachism cannot Origin,
be traced higher than the middle of the third century
of the Christian era, though Roman Catholic writers
have erroneously and unsuccessfully endeavoured to
prove, that the Ascetics, who were not uncommon
long before this period, were monks. The monastic
state originated in the last
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monk whose name

P»"'»
St. Paul, usually styled the hermit ;
into upper Egypt in 250, and after havitig ^^'^^^

has reached us

is

attained the extraordinary age of 113 years, died in
Nearly about the same period, Anthony, a young
341
man of very moderate attainments in literature, but evidently possessed of a strong understanding, who was
born in the lower parts of the Thebais, and possessed
a small tract of very fertile land in that part of Egypt,
sold his property, distributed it among his relations
and leaving his home, retired at first among the ruins
.

of the tombs

— afterwards

to a lonely, but shady

and

;
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well watered spot in the desert, and ultimately fixed
chiim.
his residence on a hill near the Red Sea.
He also lived
" ' ~' to the very advanced age of 105, and before his death,
a numerous body of men lived in community with him,
and led under his guidance and example a life of piely
mad manual labour. Perhaps, therefore, he may more
properly than Paul be regarded as the first monk, since
he undoubtedly first established a monastery.
The first written rule for the conduct of the monks,
IWbomiiu,
A.0. 3«a was composed by Pachomius, who lived in the reign
of Constantine Pachomius, with 1 400 of his brethren,
occupied the isle of Tabenne, in the Nile, and founded, besides, nine monasteries of men, and one of women
according to other accounts, the Isle of Tabenne con.
tained about 13 monasteries ; SO or 40 monks occupi>
ed one house : 30 or 40 having composed a monastery ;
a Dean was placed over every 10 monks ; a superior
over every house; every monastery had its abbot; and
a general director superintended all. AH the monks
met every Sunday at the general oratory of the monasll
tery ; and Eaiter was occasionally celebrated by the
monks of all the communities, amounting to nearly
C»«obJtt» 50,000 atiembling in one body.
The same mistaken
views of religion which introduced and established
**^"*'
nonachism, imluced some of the monks to aim at a still
more retired mode of life, and what was deemed a
higher degree of perfection. Hence, the monks were
divided into two classes, the Cienobites, who lived in
community, and the Anchorites, who lived in separate
cells.
Between these extremes, there seeraa to have
been a third kind of establishment of monks ; each se.
parate cell of the Ancliorites was surrounded by an
enclosure, and their general precinct was called a
Laura.
Beside* these sects of monks, who renounced the
world, and lived in perpetual celibacy, there was another order which, however, was never numerous, who
lived in a married state, and enjoyed their own property and possessions. Originally all monks were lay.
men: The council of Chalcedon expressly distinguish,
ea them from the clergy, and ranks them with laymen ;
and it was not till the time of Clement V. A. D. lail,
that monks were obliged to take holy orders, that they
might say private mau for the honour of God.
Anthony had enjoyed the friendship of Athanasius ;
Miiifhlsi
kMtoAMsd and the latter introduced into Rome the knowledge
•••*"*»•• and practice of the monastic life, about the year A.D.
(I.
3«i.
j^j_
^( first, the uncouth and savage appearance of
the Egyptian monks, whom Athanasius brought for
the purpose of initiating the Romans, excited disgust
and laughter : but these feelings soon gave way to an
enthusiastic admiration of the new sect, and senators
and matrons transformed their palaces and country
seats into religions booses.
About the same time, monachism was introduced into Palestine by Hilarian,
and into Pontus, by Basil. In the year A.D. 370,
Martin, " a soldier, an hermit, a bishop, and a saint,"
•Meted the first monastery in Gaul ; his funeral is
said to have been attended by SOOO of his disciples.
In the <)th century, a new order of monks arose,
1^,,^,,
LD. in. ^h'ch readied a greater degree of influence and celebrity than any which bad preceded it.
St. Benedict,
an Italian monk, wis its founder, his religious rules
were at first intended and framed merely tor the government of a convent at Mount Cassino, between
Rome and .Naples, over which he presided, but it afterwards was adopted by, or forced upon a very great
number of monasteries. His rule was founded on that
of Pachomuu, though in many respects it deviated from
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His great object seems to have been, to render the

discipline of the monks milder, their establishment
more solid, and their manners more regular than those

of other monastic establishments. The whole time of
the monks of his order, he directed to be divided between prayer, reading, the education of youth, and
other pious and learned labours.
All who entered his
order were obliged to promise when they were received
as noviciates, and to repeat their promise when they
were admitted as full members of the society, that they
would in no respect, and on no account attempt to
change or add to the rules which he had instituted.
His rule was embrace<l by all the monks of the west.
Benedict admitted both the learned and unlearned into
his order ; it was tlie duty of the first to assist at the
choir ; of the latter to attend to the household economy,
and temporal concerns of the monastery. At this period,
it may be observed, that the recitation of the divine
of£ce at the choir, (as it is called by the Catholics,)
was confined to the monks ; aAerwards it was established as the duty of all priests, deacons, and sub-deacons. The Benedictines at first, admitted none into their
order, who were not well instructed how to perform it
but it was not n^essary that they should be priests,
or even in holy orders.
Afterwards, many were admitted into tlie Benedictine order who were ignorant
of the duty of the choir; those were employed in me.
nial duties : Hence the introduction of Lay Brol/iert Lay broth*
into the Benedictine order.
When first introduced, en introthey were not considered as a portion of the monastic duced.
establishment, but as merely attached and subordinate
to it ; but, in course of time, both the order and the
church acknowledged them to be, in the strictest sense
of the word, professed religious. All other religious
orders, both men and women, following the example
of the Benedictines, have admitted lay brothers and
sisters.
In 132'^ the council of V'ienne ordered all
monks to enter into the order of priesthood. The
monks of Vallombrosa in Tuscany, are the first among
whom lay brothers are found under that appella.
tion.

The irruption of the Lombards into Italy, and of
the Saracens into Spain, and the civil wars in France
after the death of Charlemagne, having introduced
great disorder among the Benedictines, they were reformed by Su Odo, in his monastery at Cluni ; and
several monasteries adopted this reform. In the eleventh
century, the Benedictine order again fell from its ori.
ginal purity and strictness.
This gave rise to many
attempts to restore it to its pristine form and object :
Hence arose the Carthusians, the Camadules, the Celesdnes, the monks of Grandmont, the Congregation of
St. Maur, and the celebrated monks of Latrappe.
In the eighth century, a kind of middle order be- Canoni rctween the monks and the clergy was formed ; they B"'*' »'
were called the canons regular of St. Augustine ; their ^'' Auga»dwellings and table were in common, and they assem- ''[^'
bled at fixed hours for the divine service; in these
respects they resembled the monks ; but they differed
from them in taking no vows ; and they often officiated
in

churches committed to their care.

Having degene«

rated in the twelfth century, Pope Nicholas II. introduced a considerable reformation among them. At
this period, they seem to have divided into several
branches of the original order ; some formed themselves
into communities, in which there was a common dwelling and table, but each monk, after contributing to
the general stock, employed the fruits of his benefices
as he deemed proper. At the head of another sect was
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the Bishop of Chartrcs ; he adopted a more rigid and
''"""
austere mode of life. This sect renounced their worldly
.
'
possessions, all private property, and lived exactly as
the strictest order of monks did. This gave rise to the
s««u arand
()i3tinction between the secular and regular canons.
"^^^ former observed the decree of Pope Nicholas 1 1,
Canons.
the latter followed the Bishop of Chartres ; they were
called the regular canons of St. Augustine, because they
were formed on the rules laid down by St. Augustine
in his Epistles.
They kept public schools for the instruction of youth, and exercised a variety of other employments useful to the Church. A reform was effected in the Augustines by St. Norbert ; and as he presided over a convent at Primontre in Picardy, those monks
Vfho adopted his rule, were called Primonstrabenses.
They spread throughout Europe with great rapidi•

ter of his order at

Bologna in 1220, he obliged the
vow of absolute poverty, and to
abandon entirely all their revenues and possessions.
The Dominicans were first called preaching friars, bebrethren to take a

&(on<<
chism.

cause public instruction was the chief object of their
In England they were called black friars.
" During three centuries, the Franciscans and Dominicans governed, with an almost absolute and universal
sway, both state and church, filled the most eminent posts both ecclesiastical and civil, taught in the
universities and churches with an authority, before
which all opposition was silent, and maintained the
pretended majesty and prerogatives of the Roman Pontiffs against kings, princes, bishops, and heretics with
incredible ardour and equal success.
These two celebrated orders restored the church from that declining
tycondition in which it had been languishing for many
During this period, convents of nuns were establish- years, by the zeal and activity with which they set
ed, the institutes and regulations of which were simi- themselves to discover and extirpate heretics, to underlar to those adopted by the Benedictines and Augustines,
take various negociations and embassies for the interor to the reformed branches springing from those two ests of the hierarchy, and to confirm the wavering mulgreat orders.
titude in their implicit obedience to the Roman PonMendicart
-Tjn the thirteenth century, these were the only ortiffs." TheCarmelite order was originallyinstituted in PaCai'meiitei.
ders of monks ; at that period the Mendicant orders lestine, whence in the thirteenth century it was brought
X'n'^^isi'i
arose those were the Franciscans, Dominicans, Carinto Europe.
reform was introduced with this orThe esta- der by St. Theresa ; the reformed, from their not
melites, and the Hermits of St. Augustine.
blishments of the Mendicants seems to have been neceswearing shoes, were called the unshodden Carmelites.
sary, as the other monks had greatly degenerated i they
Pope Alexander IV. observing that the Hermits were Hermits at
were rich and indolent, and consequently totally unfit divided into many classes : some following the maxims St. Augu*.
Inno- of Augustine, formed the design of uniting them into ''"»•
for the objects for which they were instructed.
cent III. was the first Pope who perceived the necessi- one religious order, and prescribed a rule for their goty of instituting an order, who, " by the austerity of vernment; hence originated the Mendicant order of
their manners, their contempt of riches, and the exter- the Hermits of Augustine. These, however, as well as
nal gravity and sanctity of their conduct and manthe Carmelites, were very inferior in number, reputaners," might rescue the church from the reproach which tion, and influence to the Franciscans and Dominicans.
the monks had brought upon it.
The public attachment to all these mendicant orders
The Franciscans were founded by St. Francis ; he -was so strong and prevalent, that several cities were
Francisoans.
^as the son of a merchant, but, as was usual in those divided into four parts, for these four orders ; the Dotimes, he possessed little or no learning ; the brethren
minicans had the first part, the Franciscans the second ;
of his order were called Friars, minors, or the little the Carmelites the third ; and the Hermits of Augus«
brethren. They chiefly were engaged in the more la- tine the fourth ; from no others except one of these
borious parts of religion, in hospitals, in prisons, among orders would the people receive the sacrament, and the
the lower orders of the poor, in short, where danger, churches in which they preached were regularly and
The appellation of Friars given to
labour, or other causes, kept away the Benedictines
constantly filled.
and Augustines, there they were to be found ; where all these orders, whereas that of monks was given to
there was no hopes of remuneration, the Franciscan those which existed before them, points out the disMany of them were tinction between the meaning of these two appellations,
friars were sure to be found.
which are often confounded ; the monks never traveleminent for their learning, and some have been Popes.
Soon after the death of their founder, they were di- led through the country, and indeed never left their
vided into three orders ; the Conventual friars, who monasteries ; the friars, on the contrary, spent their
admitted some relaxation into their original rule ; the time for the most part in travelling.
are informed by excellent authority, Mr. Charles
Observantine friars, who observed the rule more strictly.
In France, these were called Cordeliers, from the Butler, that these " four orders are the only orders
cord with which they fastened their habit ; from the which the church has acknowledged to be Mendicant.
order is considered to be Mendicant, in the proper
Observantines sprung the Recollects, or Grey-friars,
and the Capuchins, so called from a patch worn by import of that word, when it has no fixed income, and
them on the back of their habits.
The Convent- derives its whole subsistence from casual and uncertain
To that St.
ual and the Observantine friars formed the first of bounty, obtained by personal mendicity.
the three orders into which the followers of St Fran- Francis did not wish his brethren to have recourse
cis were divided.
The second order was remarka- till they had endeavoured to earn a competent subsistble for its extreme severity, and was called the order ance by labour, and found their earnings insufficient.
of the Poor Classes. The third order embraced per- Bat soon after the decease of St. Francis, the exertions,
sons of both sexes ; they lived in the world, but were equally incessant and laborious, of his disciples for the
united by certain rules ; this order was imitated by spiritual welfare of the faithful, appeared, in the unithe Dominicans and Carmelites.
versal opinion of the church, to be both incompatible
The Dominicans derived their name from St. Domi- with manual labour, and much more than a compensaDomini.
caiis.
nic ; at first he adopted the rule of the Canons' regular tion to the public for all they could possibly obtain
of St. Augustine ; afterwards he adopted that of St. from it by mendicity. This opinion was unequivocally
Benedict ; but the alterations and additions he intro- expressed by St. Thomas Aquinas, and sanctioned by
duced made it almost an entirely new rule. In a chap- a bull of Pope Nicholas III. ; since that time the friars
institution.
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did not use manual labour as a means of subsistence,
but resorted in the first instance to mendicity." Mendicity seems to have made no part of the original rules
of the Dominicans, Carmelites, or Hermits of Augustine ; and in consequence of the evils attendant on it,
the Council of Trent confined mendicity to the Observantines and Capuchins, allowing the other Franciscan establishments, and almost all the establishments
of the three other orders, to acquire permanent property.
Id consequence of the progress of the Reformation,
and the loss of influence and authority which the Fran,

dscans and Dominicans had sustained, partly from this
event, and partly from their own relaxation and mis.
conduct, the Pope was extremely desirous of establish.
ing a new order, which should fill their place, dis.
charge their duty, and zealously oppose tne Protestants. At this period, 1634, appeared Ignatius Loyola,
luUf,
.D. \iH. a Spanish knight, originally an illiterate soldier, and
then a fanatic of most wonderful zeal and talents. In
this year he, with ten of bis Capuchins, laid the foundation of the Society of Jesus, by the vow which they
In 1540
in the chapel of Montmartre, near Paris.
and 15V3, his Institute was approved by Pope Paul

A
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The Society of Jesus, or the Jesuits, as they are
III.
generally called, hold a middle rank between monks
and the secular clerks, approaching nearer to the regular
canoits than to any other order ; they lived separate
from the multitude, and were bound by rebgious vows
but they were exempt from stated hours of worship,
and other strict observances by which the monks were
bound. Their principal duty was to direct the educa«
tion of youth, and the consciences of the faithful, and to
uphold the cause of the church bv their missions, and
their pious and learned labours. They were divided in«
to three classes ; the first of which were the profeMed
members. These, besides the ordinary vows of poverty,
chastity, and obedience, bound themselves to go, with<
out murmur, inquiry, deliberation, or delay, wherever
the Pope should think fit to send them ; they were Men.
dicants without property.
The second class comprebeaded the scholars ; these were poaaeMcd of Urge reveDnc«; their duty was to teach in tlie college* of the order.
The third class comprehended the novices who lived
in houses of probation. The secrets of the society were
revealed only to a few even of the professed members.
In the year 1776. Clement IV. suppressed the Je.
suits ; the society, however, was restored in 1814 by a
papal bull.
As the Reformation begun by Luther, was maiidy oo
ceaioned by the groa* abaac of monastic establishments ;
so in iu euliest stipes it brought about their fall in all
countriea which embracetl the Protestant Religion. Henry
VIII. of England e^erljr seised the opportunity of en.
riching hinuMf and hia favourites by the dissofution of
abbeys, monaHeriee, convents, and all other Catholic eg.
taUiahments ; tbe mooaateriee, of dilferent ranks and
cU ss e«, supyresaed;amountedto.313g. Theirannual revenue was fst i atrd at the enormous sum (foe those days)
of L.140,784 ; and the peraoiM they coDtaiaed are supDoeed to have amounted in number to al>out 50,000.
lloiieat eries continued in the Catholic countries till
the French Revolution swept them awny in France
and the other countries in which the French gained an
absolute sway, and greatly reduced their splendour and
power in all the cdier coontriea into whidt the French
penetrated.
At present they are partially resumed ; but tlieir discipline and power are comparatively very low, and more in conformity to the failings
a£ human nature, aa wcU ae to the spirit and real in*
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Monaof religion. Having thus given a sketch of the
and history of the rise of nionachism, and of the chiiiii.
diS'erent kinds of monks and friars, we shall now pro.
ceed to describe the laws and rules that relate to the
monastic life, as they respect their dress, diet, manual
labour, vows, superintendants, and different officers, &c.
I. On their admission the monks were obliged to press of the
change their dress. According to the original rule of monks.
Benedict, his disciples were at liberty to adopt the
coarse and usual dress of the countries which they might
chance to inhabit and the ancient monks accordingly
clad themselves in linen in Egypt, where it was a
cheap and domestic manufacture; whereas the western

terests
oriffin

:

monks used the habit common there, the pallium of
the Greek philosophers, which many other Christians

The

in those times did.

ancient tonsure, which was

always practised on admission, consisted not in shav>
ing the head, but in cutting the hair very short their
heads were wrapt in a cowl, in order that their attention might not be attracted and drawn aside by pr(>«
fane objects their legs and feet were naked, except in
very cold weather and they generally made use of a
long staff to assist their steps. The anchorites, how>
ever, were not so respectable in their appearance ; they
never bathed theiK limbs, or anointed them with oil;
the bare ground, or at most a hard mat, was their bed;
and the bundle of palm leaves on which they sat during the day, served as their pillow at night. In course
of time, the different orders of monks and friars were
distinguished by their dress the habit of the regular
canons of Augustine was a long black cassoc, with a
white socket, and over that a black cloak and hood
they nourishe<l their beards, and wore caps on their
head the habit of the regular canonejses was of the
same colour as the habit of the canons. The habit of
the Primonstrabensians was a white cassock, a socket
over it, a long white cloak, and a cap of the same colour.
The Benedictine monks wore a black loose coat
or gown, made of stuff, reaching to the heels, a cowl
of the same, and a scapular)*—^nd under that, another
habit, as large as the former, made of white flannel,
with boots on their legs. The Benedictine nuns had
a black robe and scapulary, and under these a tunic of
white or undyed wool ; but during their attendance at
the choir they wore a black cowl, similar to that of
the monks. The Cistertian or Bemardine monks had
the appellation of White Monks, from wearing a white
cassock, with a narrow scapulary
when abroad they
wore a black gown, but when attending the church, a
white one the nuns of the order wore habits of the
same colour as those of the monks. I'he Dominicans,
when abroad, wore a black cloak and hood over their
white vestments, and in their convents they wore a
white cloak and hood. The Franciscans were called
Greyfriars from the colour of their garment ; their
habit was a loose gown, reaching to the ancle, with a
cowl and a cloak of the same ; when they went abroad,
they were barefooted, and girt themselves with cords.
The dress of the Carmelite friars was a coat and scapulary of hair colour, with a white cloak and hood.
The crossed or crutched friars anciently carried a
cross fixed to a staff in their hand ; but afterwards they
their
substituted a cross of red cloth upon their back
habit was of a blue colour. The Augustine friars wore
a white garment and scapulary but when in the choir
or abroad, they wore a black cowl, with a large hood,
and were girt with a black leather thong.
II. The rule of St. Benetlict, founded on that of
Pachomius, prescribed tbe original diet of tbe mooka:
:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;
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according to it, they were allowed twelve ounces of
bread, to be taken at two meals, one in the afternoon
and one in the evening the small loaves of six ounces
each were called Paximaica. In some cases Pachomius allowed his monks a larger portion of bread, but
they were obliged to work a longer period. The
Egyptian monks were permitted to eat the small dried
in process of time, different kinds of
fish of the Nile
:

:

sea and river fish were allowed. Meat was expressly
bidden to be served to his disciples, except when

Occupations.

forill-

ness absolutely required it: afterwards the flesh of
birds, but not that of quadrupeds, was permitted
Cheese, fruit, sallad, were permitted ; to abstain from
At the first
boiled vegetables was deemed a merit.
institution of monachism, water was the only beverage.
Benedict, because he could not persuade the monks to
abstain altogether from wine, allowed them half a pint
daily: this, in northern climates, where wine could not
be easily and cheaply obtained, his disciples exchanged
for beer or cyder.
III. As at the institution of monachism, the monasteries had regular or permanent revenues, the
monks were obliged to labour, in order to maintain
themselves : but the produce of their labour went to
the common stock ; there was no private or exclusive
property such expressions as my book, my cloak, my
shoes, according to Cassian, were not only forbidden,
but severely punished. Their occupation consisted in
cultivating the gardens and fields that belonged to the
:

monasteries ; in making their dress, utensils, and furniture; and sometimes, particularly latterly as was
particularly the case with the Benedictines, in cultivating science and classical literature. The Egyptian
monks made wooden sandals, mats, and baskets, selling those which they did not need themselves. The
monasteries, however, soon became rich, and then
manual labour was neglected.
IV. The vows taken on becoming monks were those
of poverty, obedience, and chastity ; but originally
Then the
these vows were not perpetually binding.
monastic life seems to have been a matter of free
choice, not only at the monks' first entrance, but in
their progress and continuance, and they might quit
The monks who married
it without any punishment.
were not anciently obliged by law to dissolve their
marriage : afterwards restraints were imposed in these

—

Vow«.

Whoever

left his monastery was pursued
by the aid of the civil power. " The
actions of a monk, his words, and even his thoughts,
were determined by an inflexible rule, and a capricious
the slightest offences were corrected by dissuperior
grace or confinement, extraordinary fasts, or bloody
flagellations; and disobedience, murmur, or delay, were
ranked in the catalogue of the most heinous sins."
The Egypti.in monks, who seem to have been under
the most rigid discipline, " were directed to remove
an enormous rock assiduously to water a barren staff
that was planted in the ground, till, at the end of
three years, it should vegetate and blossom like a
to walk into a fiery furnace
or to cast their intree
The spiritual exercises of the
fant into a deep pond.''
nionks were perpetual repentance, extraordinary fasting, and extraordinary devotions.
We have already
mentioned, that originally the laws of monachism did
not permit the monks either to wander about as men-

respects.

and restored

to

it

:

;

;

;

dicants, or to interest themselves in civil or ecclesiastical affairs ; nor were they permitted to encroach on
the duties or rights of the secular clergy, or to dwell
in cities, but they were confined to the wilderness.

" Whenever they were permitted to step beyond the
precincts of the monastery, two jealous companions
were the mutual guards and spies of each other's actions ; and after their return they were condemned to
forget, or at least to suppress, whatever they had seen
or heard in the world.
Strangers who professed the

Mona-

—

chism.
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orthodox faith, were hospitably entertained in a separate apartment ; but their dangerous conversation was
restricted to some chosen elders of approved discretion

and

Except in their presence, the monastic
might not receive the visits of his friends or kindred and it was deemed highly meritorious, if he
afflicted a tender sister or an aged parent by the obstifidelity.

slave

;

nate refusal of a word or look."
V. Monasteries were commonly divided into several Officer*,
parts, and proper officers appointed over them
every
ten monks were subject to one, who was called Decanus or Deacon: a centenarius presided over every 100.
The principal monastic dignity was that of abbot
his power was very great; he was generally of a noble
family, and his possessions as abbot were often very
great.
They were allowed to sit and vote in councils;
originally their power was subordinate to that of the
Bishop, and no one could build either an oratory or
monastery without the consent of the Bishop of the
:

which it was to be erected. The Dean used
to keep an exact account of every man's daily task
this was brought to the steward of the house, who
district in

himself gave a monthly account to the abbot. The
prior was often at the head of a great monastic foundation, but the abbey he ruled was generally subordinate to a greater abbey, from whence the officers and
monks were brought; and the revenues were a part of
the common stock.
In some cases the subordinate
abbey over which the prior presided, paid an annual
pension as an acknowledgment of their subjection ; in
other respects, however, they acted as an independent
body. The almoner had the oversight of the alms,
which were duly distributed The Pitancer distributed
provisions on certain days above the common allowance.
The chamberlain had the chief care of the dormitory.
The cellarer was to procure provisions ; the
infirmarius took care of the sick ; the sacrist of the holy
vestments and utensils ; the precentor or chanter di:

rected the choir service.
The lands possessed by monasteries were held under
the same tenure as all other land ; and till a comparatively late period, the abbots themselves led their quota
In the time of Charlemagne,
of troops into the field.
fourteen monasteries of the empire furnished their proportion of soldiers.
In 982 the Bishop of Augsburg
and the Abbot of Fulda were killed in the same battle.
Charles Martel was opposed by troops collected and
headed by an Abbot of Fontinelle.

Before concluding this article, we may add a few Nunswords respecting nuns. Their origin, institutions, rules,
and presiding officers were very similar to those of the
monks. Originally there was a distinction between
ecclesiastical and monastic virgins.
The former were
common in the church long before the latter. They
were enrolled in the canon of the church ; that is, in

They lived privately in
the catalogue of ecclesiastics.
their fathers' houses, where they were maintained, or, in
At first monastic
case of necessity, by the church.
virgins, or nuns, like monks, might mix again with the
world, and even marry, without censure or punishment
but in the fourth and fifth centuries, the censures of the
church began to be very severe against the marriage of
Before a woman was finally admitted
perfect virgins.

I

M
to b« a nun,

O

N"

M
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Tfas necessary for

her to pass her novi.
ciate ; after this, if she still persevered in her determination, she took the vows, and passed through the usual
ceremonies ; the principal o( which were taking the
vail, having their hair cut, and putting on a ring and a
bracelet.
The origin of the word nun is unknown
the right name is undoubtedly derive<l from the Greek
iMK, and the Latin nonnoe but whence they are derived, or what is their original signification, ba« not
it

;

:

M

;

well as virgins.
Bingham's AnliquUiet of the English Church, book

tity, as

Mosheim's Ecclesiasliral
by C. Butler Gibbon t Rome,

XHE word Money is defined by Mr. David Hume to
\t. r.fj-.
-^.-'•i^ be " the instrument which men have .igreed upon
to facilitate tlie exchange of one commodity for another."
In oar articles Bass, Bullion, Currbncv and ExCDANOB, the subject of money has been considered un-

Hislori/

ii. ;

MONARCHY.
MONASTERY.

V-l. , ,n

See Government.
See Monachism.

Y,

der several points of view, and in our

NoMiS^

articles,

MATOLoov and Political Economy, we

shall

have oc-

casion to view the subject under other as)X>cts.
In the present article we propose merely to give an
account of the monies used by the diOerent civilize<l
nations of the globe.

V,im.,n

AU b Chiprllt

31

AHcant

f

.rtm nr

Amtadun

S»

,

I'CMi

(apo

'^ancij

M

Danco

.

Poand FlMiMh booi

3i
SI
131

£>
flofin ninaii
Pimix) Flcmbh earrtai

Aatvnp

Panad

FkmUi (maMy of n-

•t

FImb imrntj tl «whaBflr)
Pouad Floaali cnmnt

Kntfrn

libra Jwjnca

An«ri>uig

Marin

Bmclaoa

Florin currtct
r.ibrm ratalan

tjiro, or

4a

SI
40 37

43
38

Denmark

meurf ttex-

to

Kiadullar sundiali specie
crown niuney
Rixdollar Uanith cuncncy
RixdolUr Hokiein currency

Pound

to

FIOROCO

dillo

IJra
Ducal, or crown eunent

ditto

Scndo

M

ditto

ditto

Si Its

87

A4 to
106

64

6.'.

IT

6'

17

711

ti 4«
31

75

ti
98
47
*1
SJ
47
34

to t5

Frvkkfoil

ooina
Rixdollar curmil
Rixdollar apecie
Ilorin of the empire
Rixdollar Munize
Finrin .Munize
I iirre current
Florin

Gennaay

ercca orndiasge
RiaduUar cuntBt

sr-

^eaiottllkm

IlixiirlUr,

Dum

Poond
KixdnlUr cuirrm
lt>x<]. :iar in

iM<««

chaage
Flmte Boatta hiafa. or curITTVJ

llROMD

KixdolUr axnrut
RisdnlUr in I'arli

CaMi
ColssM

It 10

S3

16 33

08

ti

to tS 06
80 rariible
39 68
3 66
9J

Ouiuk
Uennvk

Goidn

or I'lorio

Riadolbr

tpccic

Mark banco (at a medium)
Pound Fkmiah banco

HaaAurg

.Mark current
Pound Flemiih current

Irtland

37
iTat

lliidolbripceic of SO Albuwt
KixlalUi currtot of T8 Albu-

PlaMic, or dollar

Scudo d'oro marehe

HanoTcr

3
37

C«MBMino|l«

Lira fuori banco
Pezza, or dollar of exchange
Scudo di cambio, or crown of
exchange

ditto

10

Baalnirrnit
RiwIolUr niiTcnt

•ct

Genoa

rariabli

11

4<

3S

(jenct'i

54'

68
90
75
6t
89

m

BalMDtf

t&

to

* 39
64 4t
A3 34
80 10

Kmtarick*

V.ea of 3 )i»T»»
Crown of ii batzm
I in twaune
\Ja% maatj at wrtwgi
Fiona giroa,
mootj of e«-

B«ni

t«
SI 47
44 4*
«7 36
14

8<'

rariable

SI

38

dillo

30

CO

dillo

13
9

If anccrtain

Rixdollar, in eaih
Rixdollar, gold vtlae
.

Konif(«bcrg

Lcgltom

[.(ipiic

.

Pound

M

11

Malu

Irish

finlden or florin
I'czza of 8 reala
Lira moneta buona
Lira moneta luoga
Rixdollar conTenrion money
Rixdollar in I.ouit d'or or
£^

(.urea

miCaKKX

Lira
.
Scudo d'oro
Scudo aarcnlc
Scudo or crown

* In

dre

rf.

53
49
44
43

«to
8
56

crown

Franc (new lyttein)
Rixdollar oonrmtion money
HixdoHar Muntit, or in kmall

83
07
70

d'oio, or gold

Ltrre Toumoii

18

49
3S

iterling

Fnnot

rtuuig*

Btd

Monln.

F.ngland

US

I0.»

a<

64 rariable*
dirto
8i

<1
123

Sih-<r

Nairn

Uixdoll::r

i per

•

r M'lin

Vainc in Value in

Nam antjiM.

rf.

9
9
37
31

37
50
25

Gold.
d.

dec.

21

37
27 44
78

U

240
10
8
70 59
63
54 9
70
9
80 37
50
80

88
16

53
71

9-

38
52
65

variable

41

ditto

ditto

31

20
50

21
16

13

4
7

45
36
85
18
136
14

HI
4t
39
tsi
It

46
8
7

37

dillo

55
51
tl

16

60
4
99 7
94 45

93
84
83
02

75 36 02
49 83 77
22 variable
65
ditto
82
ditto
15
ditto
42 26
39 24
56 221
5C
variable

75 49 16
13
8 55
79
8 19
80 variable

•

7

ditto

U'

39

68

7

77
27
39
34

50 58
80 54
32 tS

ih* place* Barked iwriiMr, ibe price of the cobu is not 6xed ; and, tbertfotc, the inlrinaic vahie in gold of the monies of iceount
be eu 'enali wd tm aay length of lioM.
iha criaBM an mariud with a dash, it is to be oodnslood ibat Ihcrt ii no coin in the metal of that column by which the mo>
t
IMS OT aesBWkt can beoBHipvitcil.

cawM

WWm

TOU

XIT.

PAHT

II.

II

Monasteryr

Symbolic Boots,

;

Ctneral Tabl* of Moniei of Accounts conlaining Ihe Value of the hloniet <^ Account of differint Placet {expressed in
Peiir aid Ih-riiuah of' Pence,) occordiug to the Mini Price both of Gold and Silver in England; thai is, L.3, 17*.
1<|,(/ ;.cr ()i. jor Gold, and it. id. per Oz./ar SiUcr.
From Kelly's Universal Cambist, vol. ii. p. 169.

lUnmtiirttM.

cliism

vol. vii.

;

NE

O

O N

Hospinian, in his treatise on mobeen ascertained.
nachism, says it is an Egyptian word, signifying a virgin
but Jerome applies it to widows preferring chas-

4 M

Moner.

;

:

MONEY.
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Monci'<

AXEPPO,

Table ofMoniet o/"^(?co«»/,— continued.
Value in

Nanus of

Name* of Ptocei.

Msnioi.

.

Modena
Munich
Nancy

Lira imperiale
Lira corrente

10

Scudo imperiale
Scudo corrente

60
42

Lira

.

7

•

*

3

.

Gulden or florin
Livre (money of Lorraine)
Ducat regno

Naples
Navarre

Real
Libra

.

.

21
7

40
4

.

79

40
36

68
27
52

54 variable

Livre foible

Novi
Parma

Scudo d'oro marche

85
2

I,ira

Toman

Poland

Gulden or

Porttigal

JVlilree

Mamoodis

of 100

287
6

florin

Old

crusade
(See Vienna.)
RixdoUar Alberts
RiidoUar currency (agio at
40 per cent)
Scudo or crown
Scudo di stampa d'oro

Prague
Riga

Rome

Florin,

money

Sardinia

Florin current
Lira
Lira

SicUy

Ounce

St Remo

of exchange

Scudo or crown
Real
Real
Real
Real

Spain

.
of old plate
of new plate
of Mexican plate

21

77

40
27

53 ditto
05 51 63
37 78 73
50 39 35

27
22
8
18
122
49

44 variable
76 ditto
46
8 90
21 18 82
54 124 80
02 49 92
93
4 57
24
4 86
55
G 07
62 2 43

4
5

6

.

2

vellon

Hamburg.

See

AMERICAN Uhitid States.
Value Engliih.

£
10
10
10
10

Mills
Cents

1

Cent

1

Dime

Dimes

1

DoUar

DoUars

1

Eagle

Almost

all

the coins of

Europe

d.

,.

OJ

5,V

4

3

2

are current in the

3t
8/,

United States

but the most common ones are Spanish dollars, and hence all other
monies have been referred to them.
Accounts are still kept in pounds, shillings, and pence currency,
The dollar in the curwhich varies greatly in the different States.
rency of New York and Carolina is valued at 8s. ; in New England and Virgmia, 6s. ; in South Carolina and Georgia, 4s. 8tl.

34
94

37
52
79
38

Ruble

Russia
St Gall

28

31

38 7 26
80 uncertain
4 67
92
7

8
13
5

Persia

32 42
82

63 13
4,5
5
49 83
45
2
60
03 6
75 67
50 26

Neufchatel

Livre Toumois

ALTONA.

53
44
60
78

10
36
7
90 61
41

a Syaino.
a Piastre.

=>

=

in

Gslil.
d.
dn.

Silver.
dtc.

d.

MUan

3\ Aspert
24 Syainoa

Value

Money.
AUxandretlt.

ARABIA.

A

Medina, Mecca, Mocha, ^c.
0*

Cairet

80
18
60
80
100
8U

u

a Caveer

ii CarreU
7 Carreu

a Comashee
a Larin
an Abyss

Garrets

Comashees
Comashees

a Piastre

6

a Dollar
a Sequin

6
8
6

f

Caveers

Comashees

t a Tomoud

Larins
See the

article

Arabia,

vol.

ii.

are kept

At Bassora accounts

a
a
a

10 Floose or Flouches
10 Danims
100 Mamoodis

3
p.

288.

thus—

Danim
Mamoodi
Toman

0,',

5^
2

5 10

Dollar of old plate or of ex-

Sttasburg

Sweden

.

Switzerland
Trieste

.

Turin
Valencia

Venice

Zurich

variable

14

18

ditto

Florin

19

08

Rixdollar

55
22
25

41

•

•

.

Franc (new system)
Florin, Austrian currency
Lira, Trieste currency
Lira di piazza
.
•
•
Lira
Libra
Lira piccola (in the old coins)
Lira piccola (in the coins introduced by the Auitrians

Real
.

59

35

Florin

Vienna
Zante

45 36

39
28

change

RixdoUar of account
Pomeranian gulden
Livre and franc (See France.)

Slralsund

....

Florin, money of exchange
Florin current

4
4
11
.39

5

4
25

4
25
23

18
56

14
20 25
76
4
65
4
28 11

76
43

The imaginary Toman and Mamoodi are only threefourths of tne value of the real ones.
At Mocha accounts are kept in Piastres of 80 Caveers
Payments are made in Spanish Dollars, 100
current.
of which pass for 121^ Piastres; so that the Piastre is
•worth 3s. 8^d, Sterling.

05
73
63
23
5S

45 36
07 variable

25 ditto
20 25 05
OS variable
85 ditto
50 ditto

AUSTRIA.

...

A Fening

a
a
a
a

2 Fenings

4 Fenings
14 Fenings

4

Cruitzers
Cruitzers

20
15 Batzen
90 Cruitzers
30 Batzen
60 Batzen

Vienna, Augtburg, ^c.

*»,'»

Cruitzer

"t't

Grosh
Batzen

"U

a Kopfstuck
a Gould or Florin

f

0,'.

Dreyer

a Rixdollar
a Specie Dollar
a Ducat

KS

8
8

4

3

6

4
9

8
«

In a recent work {A Manual of Foreign Exchanges,
&c.) the Ducat is valued at 8s. 4d. and the rest in pro-

ALPHABETICAL TABLE

portion.

Of

the State

of

the

Real and Imaginury Moneys of the

BARBARY.

World.

JlgUri, TunU, Tripoli,

An
t This mark

is

prefixed to the Imaginary

Money

Money, or

of Account.

Asper
3 Aspers
10 Aspers
2 Rials

All Fractions

ABYSSINIA.
Work.

in the Value

See the

EngtUh

article

are parts of a Penny.

Abyssinia

in

vol. I.

of this

4
24
30
180
15

Doubles

Medins
Medins
Aspers
Doubles

S^e.

Of
a Medin

n

a Rial old Plate
a Double Real
a Dollar
a Silver Sequin

C|
1{
6

a DoUar
a Zequin
• Pistole

4
6
8 10
>
Ifi

MONEY.
Mmmjt.
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Money.

ALGIEKS.

c HINA.

Pekin, CanUm,

Mw

^.

kept here in Saunec er Doublet of H) Aspen,
Aecouatt ate
urA in P»tacH Cfaku of 8 Tcmini or 232 Ajpen.

Pmmu

S

•
s
=

CUeas

S) Paiacat Chicas
> CarAba

A

U

Pitaca Chica

Tripoli accounts are
Grimellini, or 53 Aspers.
Sterling.

BAVARIA.

JlfvukA.

12 Burbes being

;

SiiglUk.

HeUan

i.

1

Fcnnigc
Kitaxztt

0|'.

4 Fcnolge
5 KrcutMr*

1

Albui

Of,

t{ KientMn

I

1

0,',

LandMantze
KqpMrgnMch

3 Kfcutun
4 KraiUcn
90 Kmitzni

1

Riiflorin or

1 1 Bixflaciii

1

UuUeti o
e

t

t Bisflnim

I

Rinlollar
Spacii Ooaar

o

3
ff

1

IBatxe

«lBislarim
.1''

Oute
3 Dnif s
2 Cruitzers
8 Uutes
3 Stivers
4 BlafferU
40 Stiren
2 Guilders
4 Guilders

1

Ducat

o

Ma-rimil. il'Ur

o I* 10

1

OMHa d-Or

o 1>

16 Skillinp

SI
44
•1

4

PAdhI
r/und

I

Sbilliiicf

florin,

white money,

is

7

feniiif

schillings, or

28 gros-

cben, black money.

BOHF.M I A.

Prtgat, BrttkM, Prttlmrg, ^c.

AFeaiag

0.'.

t Ftniap

a Gnxdi
a emitter

tCMtaM

a While

iDoUar

*

{A Manual of Foreign ExcAamgu)
at

8s. 4<1. aind the rest in

BRAZIL.

CANADA.

+A

Bee
Sae

proper*

FIvrM*. Cayraw, fc.

falim

SUfiw
6

Lima

m

0!i

o

.

a Blaffert or Flapart

o

a Copstuck

o

2t'.

2!

4

Hard DoUar

8

Ducat

4

a Witten

a Skilliog

Fjrrkea

fa Marc
a Rixmarc
a Rixort

a Crown
a RizdoUar
a Ducat

Tha alu* of the Cunco^ alttn tttmUat *» iha qnsBliqr of Gold and
ttlw Oaias iaipsrtad.

o
6

Omert, St QuMia,

f a Patard
f a Piette

SOSaU

fa

3 Linea
24 Lirres

m

a Sol

j-c,

.

2l''

Lirrc Tonrnois
ao Ecu of Ex.
a I»uis d'Or
a Guinea)
.
a Moeda

2

;i
10
6

I

1

O

1

7

1

EAST INDIES.
Btngal, Calcutta,

A

Pice

a Fanam

« Pices
12 Pico
10 Anas

a Vi,
an Ana

UAaaa

a Rupee

2 Rupees
2 RoiMta

56Arju

j-c.

»J,
n|
oil

.

4Pk(a

TLttna

1|

a Fiano

a Frnich

Ecu

1

61

t

«

5
5

an EmdiihCnwo
a Pagoda

8

9

Bomiaf, jv.

8 Lhnaa
t UTTa*
I* Lima

4R«s
•

Bms

4R«aa

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

St.

12 Denien
15 Deniers
15 Sob

Pobtvoal.

SLhics

4Unm
(Una

.

See

HoLLavs.

^.

0,'.

Denier

FLaKOca*.

taW

It

MMi

o
o
o

.

CapeaAa^ni, Somtd, Bergm, Dronlhrim, ^e.

DUNKIRK.

A

Livrcs
StJ Lirrea

BRABANT.

.

In HaUleiH and Slesrvig accounts are kept in Rix48 Skillings, or Marcs of 6 Shillings.
At EUineur, in Rixdollars of 4 Orts, or g6 Skillings
Danish.
At Ckritiiania, Drontheim, Larieigen, &c. accounts
are kept in Rixdollars of 4 Orts, or 96 SktHings Da-

4
•
8

.

4aoialdi

In a recent work
the Ducat is valued
as in Austria.

8

6
297, 298.

dollars of

Oil

taBisdolkr

tOooli*

p.

fi

a Giiilder

Mam

Or'.

Grndi

> Gould or Fhrin

MOuiUaa

C
44

4

nish.

a Dreycr

CO CiuUicra

.

6 Marcs
It Marcs

I Scfaillini

6

4
5

a Cruitzer
an Albus'
a Sdrer

.

MSUUiigs

OfWCMB

\

1

.

tOSkillinp

Bimtk Mimey.

2

Ment2, Trieri, Liege, Muntler, Paderbom,

4 rfeolafi
3 Widens or 2

3

B

o

Cbika, toL tL

.

DENMARK.
A Skillinf

4

1

1

0,»,

oi

a Crown
f a Tale or Lyang
article

d.

o

a Rupee
a Dollar
a liixdoUar
an Ecu

A

t u

I.

.

.

a Caiidareen
a Mace

COLOGNE.

RatMtH, ^t.

Fa&e

The

.

2 Rupeaa
TO Candereens
T Maces
2 Rupees
10 Maces
See the

WMU MoHtf.

41

Coih

or

10 Caodareens

now kept in Pimstres of J 3
The Piastre is worth 5s. 3d.

Ttmis in Piastres of 52 Aspers
Asper.

i

£
Caza

lOCaxa

a Suluuim.
a Tctnin.

At
I

A

a Piattic.

worth lIi<L Sterling.

At

=

Value Engliih.

8B«u

anVidae
aDoreca
a Doogaoef
a Fuddss or

•

0|
0{

Of

DoubU

Pice

o;

—
644

JM

Manej.

EAST

ONE

:

y.
Muney.

EGYPT—C««/i/H«i!.

I'SDlES—CoKluiucd.
Value Enghili,

£

a Reas

s.

an Ana
a I.aree
u Quarter
a Xcrapliim

16 Pices

20 I'iccs
«iO Iteas
4 Quarters
14 Quarters
5 Uupecs
60 Quarters

a

I

Rupee

2

.

a Pagoda
a Piiuncliea
a Gold Rupee or

Value English.

rf.

1}
4^
GJ
4l
3"

PO Aspers
70 Mediui

Goo, Vuapour, ^c.

2Ileas
2 Bazaracos
20 Rcas

a Pccka

a Vintin
a Ijiree

4 Vmtiiis

3 Larees
42 Vintirs
4 Tangus
8 Tangus

a
a
a
a

H
6

Xcrapliira

Paru
Gold Rupee

1

Guxerat, Sural,

18
15

^-c.

A

Pecka
2 Peckas
Pices
& Pices
lo Pices

a Pice
a Fauum
a Viz
an Ana

4 Anas

a Rupee

4

OJf
Ois

If
2y

JWedini

a Ciriscio or
a Xcnzcrli

ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

20 Shillings

:

.

5 Cash
2 Viz

.

.

»

Pices

.

8

Pices

.

10 Fanams
36 Fanams
4 Pagodas

.

.
.

.

a Pice

.

a Pical
a Fanam
a Rupee

.

2

or

Shilling

Crown
a Pound

Mohur

115

The
18

rixdollar current

;

A

hang, accounts are kept in RixdoUars of 4-8 Stivers InRixdollar
3s. 4d. Sterling.
dian.
At Tranque.bar, in RixdoUars of 12 Fanams; and in
Rupees of 8 Fanams.
At Pondicherry, in Pagodas of 24 Fanams. 1 Fanam
60 Cash.
At Seringapatam, in Cantery Pagodas, and Fanams.
10 Fanams
1 Pagoda.
At Siam, in Catties 20 Tales ; 1 Tale
4 Mecals,
or 16 Miams, or 32 Fouangs.
At Balavia accounts are kept in Piastres or Rixdollars, of 60 light Stivers each, or 48 real Dutch Stivers.

=

=

.

is

also subdivided into

New

Antwerp, Brussels,

8 Penings
2 G rotes

3J Stivers
C Patards

t
j-

7 Pataids

G rotes

40
48
i

Stivers

1271

Stivers

CI

•(

Stivers

6 Florins

Cairo, Alexandria, Sayde,

S(C.

Value English.

An

84 Medini
80 Aspers
30 Medini
96 As|*rs
32 Medini

'('a

Piastre

a Dollar
an Ecu
»

Crown

.

6

5

OA
3
6|
1

a Ducattooa

a Ducat

+

a

Pound Flem.

Paris, Lyons, Marseilles,

Denier
3 Deniers
2 Liards
12 Deniers
20 Sols

3

7

5
9

5

9

a long time

been divi-

^c

Bourieaux, Bayotme, ^c.
0,'j

+

Sols

21 Livres

a I..iard
a Daidene
a Sol
a Livre Toumois
an Ecu of Ex.

Oi

Oi
Oi
2

10
6

8

4

an Feu

6 Livres
•[•

a Pistole
a Louis d'Or

In the new French system, accounts

10
are kept in

Erancs, &c. thus

4
6

'55
Oj'j

A

"
1!

3
4
4

OtS,

FRANCE.

Oj
a Medino
an Italian Durat

^c

a Pening
an Ort
.
a Grote
a Patard or Stiver
a New Plaquctte
a Scalin
a Scalin
a Florin
a Rixdollar

N. B. The Patards have for
ded into 12 paits or Denicrs.

10 Livres

Asper
3 Aspers

3 marcs, 9 shillings,
and 216 oertgens.

syf'erts,

FLANDERS AND BRABANT.

60
Old and

East Friesland.
a Schaaf
a Gulden
a Stiver,
a Rixdollar.

=

-EGYPT.

1

I

27 schaafs, 72 groots, 108

flindcikcs,

+ 2 Mites

;

=

Sterling

a Guinea

2/5
3

At Anjevgo they use Fanams, Pice, and Budgerooks.
4Budgerooks = a Pice 12 Pice or 16 Viz = a Fanam.
At Calicut they use Gallee Fanams of 16 ^'iz or
Tars 5 Fanams being reckoned I Rupee.
At Cambay accounts are kept in Rupees of 48 Pezas.
Rupee is worth about 2s. Sterling.
At Ceylon, Java, Malacca, Molucca Islands, Palem-

=

Shilling

a

4 Penings

A

4
6

Half

8

.

Gold Rupee

1

Groat

EJIBDEN.

2,'^-

.

a Pagoda
a

04

Penny

20 Wittcns
10 Scliaafs
10 Wittcns
Si Stivers

OJ
Oa
.

a
a
a
a

21 Shillings

9

0,'5

.

.

a Viz

£0
a Halfpenny

•\

Madras, ^c.

A Cash

a Zumabob
a Sequin or Fundeclee
a Purse

Farthing
2 Farthings
2 Half|>ence
4 Pence
Pence
12 Pence
5 Shillings

7i
8
1 15

as fol-

Abuquclp

A

2

a Pagoda
a Gold Rupee

14 AntLS
4 Pagodas

6

Medino
a Medino
a Ducatello

.

Tangu

<l

o 10
10

commonly kept

8 liarbi
10 Medini
3(1

i

-

£ :

an Asper

107 Jledini
120 Medini
1 to Medini
25,000 Medini

Dazaraco

a

are

2 Forli
C Aspers

15

ARea
t

Parga Dollar

At Alexandria accounts

9

1

a

lows

113
Mohur

a SuUanin

10
100
80
20

Decimes
Centimes
Francs
Francs

1
1

Centime
Franc

0,
10

81 Old Livres
I Louis
\

16

8

MONE
FOAXCONrx

fraaJf/btt, Jfurfmherg, DiUiiigen,

645

Y.'

Atoney<

Damuladt,

nOULKSD^Contliitui.
lOOCenU

1 Florin

Valne

£

A

EHgRA.

Fening
a CruitiCT

Oi.

X Crakictf

an Albus
a KayMr Groeh
a Batze

11

SCrakxen
4 Cniiucn

7

a Kopfituck

60 Cruitzen

a

M Crait un

GouM

or Florin

S Florini

a Specie UoUar

iFlortu

sDucat

HAMBURG.
S DicyUag

t

t Zecfadiag

It Ptiaakt
'•"rriillhM

f

16 8cfaaiiap

*iUn»
S Matt*
a MaKaconcnt

HUNGARY.

See the

do.

10
5

do.

do.
do.

article

Hchgast.

vol. xi. p.

0,J,
0,1,

a Dre^liog
a Zechding

"

"A

a Pfennigt
a ScbiDing Lub.
a Marc aurcni
a Marc banco
a Ooilar of Czeb.
a Kisdollar

6

65 Pence
to Shillings
tt| Shillings

13 Pence

It Grata

in

afMadFlM.

11

3

N.B. The only gold coins at Hamburg are ducat*,
of the value of 7 marks 8 tchillingt^ and double ducatt
value 1.5 marks. The Portugalrir, value 10 ducaU, ire
more medals than coin*, andare u»ed a* present!.
Wal/MmUk,

f

a Halfpenny
a Penny
a Holt Shilling
a ShiUing Irish

80
t6

Soldi
Soldi

115 Soldi

8 Lire
tSLir*

BrumtmiOi, ^r.

Lin

f

Crown
a Pound

SI
iti

SG«od(

KGmdMB
t4 0n«dMi

t

aflpMi* Dollar

4
«
8

a liueat

4

taHiidoIW

SSOmctim
4 OaUiiu

At Bremtm accoanta

are

now kept

72 Grotes; and 5 Swaret

5 Pistoles

in Thaler* or Rix-

= a Grote.

HOLLAND.

tl Soldi

to
115

AmiUfiam, BaUtrimm, ifUUkimrg, FhuMng, fc

t APeaiaf
8

^

a Diu;t
a Groot

tGioou

a

t SciTtn

a Dubbcltie

Uttn

Stiver

o

(I

o
o

.

• Slooter
aSeMhalf

*i8ti««n
• Sdvcn
to StiTtn

MSdmt
•OMTm

IMUrm
or Florint

t

o

a Schilling Flcm.
a RtxdoUar
a Uaaldcr
a Doeat

o

o
o

I'
4
a Pound Fkm.
o 10 6
a StandpcuniDg, or Rjdei 1
4 10

o

Iiiih

1

,

o

04

o

84
10|

o

4

o 16

6
8

3

8

5
2

mi SitvOjf.
Oi
o{

7
114
5 9
1

3

5 15

4-r.

a Quattrino

o,v
Oi
OJ
0}

,

a Soldo
a Soldo
a Parpajule

a
a
a
a

54

L

Genoa.

a Quattrino
a Soldo
a Florin of Ex.
a 1 jre
a Scndo or Crown
a Doppia or Pistole
a Cariioo

I jvre

Scudu current
Sciido of Ex.

3
6

PhiUip

o

a Phillip

o
o

4
4
5
9
o 15

a Ducattoon
a Sequin
a I'ittole

n
n
tl
H
J
6
9

SarJmia.

o

a Guiider or Florin

5
18

a Soldo
a Lire
a Geoigino
» Pezza of Exch.
k Silrer Crown
a Gold Pistole
a Gold Genorine

;t

aScalin

• sows

Soldi
Soldi

llTSoldi
106 Soldi of Ex.
150 Soldi current
B Lire It Soldi
15 lire 4 Sddi
t5 Lire 3 Soldi

o

1

Milan,

3 Denari
It Denari
to Centimes

6

a GniDta

Pteimomt

3 Denari
It Dcoari
It Soldi
to Soldi
6 Lire
t4Lire

OH

a Shilling

•

ITALY.
It Oenari

96

a Drcyrr
a Marico Groih
a Good GroKfa
a Half Golden
a GakUn oc Florin

14FIofiM

+

ItPcnca

9
«I

ZeU,

0,',

t Farthings
6( Pence

16

d.

Farthing

9
6

Pwol*
a SdnOiM^FkiD.

lma*mrg,

£ :

A

t Uall^ence

a

HANOVEB.
tAl

t
It

Denari
I>enah

to
5
I(
5
t5

SoMi
Soldi

a
a
a
a

Cagliarete

o

Soldo

o
o

Lire

Lire

Real
a Sctido or Crown
a Doppiete

Uic

aCarUao

Lire

0*

o

44

3
o
1

»4
6

7
19

t

1

0{
01
o|
6^
4;

N.B. The

decimal system of monies is in force in
the Netherlands by the present laws but for the conve.
nience of traile several judicious regulations have been
adopted. The silver coins are th« forin. which is of

iUjgAem and Florence.

;

»•»•

•Mne

This

intrinsic value as the

florin is

ancient

subdivided decimally into

Dutch

cents,

flo-

358.

IRELAND.

^c

a Ducat eumnt

13Maa

Gulden

,';

50
Sj

Value Engluh.

AVkwtagt
3 M>Miiite

•

j'j

a Florin
a Florin
a Florin

HOLSTEIN. SeeDENMABK.

8
4

Jttaa; LhUc, Bremen,

t

a Florin

copper coin* are cenls, or 1 OOdth parts of a
rin, and half cents, or 200tlth parts of a florin.
The gold coins afe pieces of 10 florins.

9i
4
6

f a KixdoDar

J

The

Ml

aa Ort Gould

15 Cniiiiera
5 Bauen

«i

Ditto of
Ditto of
Ditto of

0,'„

4 Fmingt

dollar* of

I'icce of

<L

I.

florin.

thus—

4 Denari

8 Crazi*

a Quattrino
a Noldo
a C^razie
a Paolo

3 Paoii et 2 Lire

aX

It Denari

5 Quatliini

o
o
.

o

•

:

MONEY.

64(5

ITALY— Continued.

Money.

LIVONIA.

Value Engltth

£' :
60
SO

a Lire

Qiuttrini
Soldi
6 Lire
7 Lire
133| Soldi
33 Lire

a
a
a
a

Ex.

Piastre of

8
4

o

Scudo current

4

Franccscone
a Doppia or Pistole

9
6
6

4
o 15

Rome.

S

Quatrini
Bsjocbi
10 Cajochi
AO Quattrini
S Paoli
10 Paoli or Giuli
1S| Paoli
IC Paoli

• Bajocht
a Carlino
• Paolo
a Paolo
a Tettone

.

7i

o

•

o

.

Si
*J
«S
*i

o
o

.
.

o

.

a Scudo current
a Scudo stamped

o
o

6

a Gold Ducat

o

'
7

12
20

Denari

a Soldo

Soldi

2n

Paoli

a Scudo stamped
a Sequin

3li

FmU

a Doppia or Pistole

6

o
o

3 Quattrini

a Grain
a Carlino

30 Gruns

aTaro

STari
45 Carlini
135 Grains

.
.
.

a Ducat
a Pistole Specie
a Si>ecie Dollar

.
.

Sicily

.

3

14

6

6Tari
ISTari

a Florin of Ex.
a Ducat of Ex.

.

a Taro

6 Quattrini

G Julios

85
irO
05
31

1

Bajocchi
Bajocchi
Bajocchi
Julios

JAPAN.

A

o 3
o 15
o 4

9
4^

Oi

8
4
8
16

4
8

Of
6

o

1
1

S

o

4

3

o

5

3
6

3

.
.

a .Japanese

.

a Double
Cattee

.

fa

.

LISLE.

See

PaUrdi
Sols

Lines
Livres

ia

;

Quarters are called Pecctas Alexicanos.
is worth 15 Pesos.

3

Santa Cruz, Mequinez, Fen, Tangiert, ^c.

24 Fluces
4 Blanquils

a Blanquil
an Ounce
an Octavo
a Quarto
a Medio
a Dollar

7 Blanquils
4 Blanquils
2 Quartos
28 Blanquils
54 Blanquils
100 Blanquils
1

The
more

2

8
2

4
8
6

a Xequin
a Pistole-

16 9
following state of the monies of Morocco

3

20 Fluces
10 Fluces

(copper)

1

Blauquillo (silver)

(silver)

1

Ducado

£0

(gold)

The MMal, says Mr, Jackson, called by Europeans
ducat, is worth eight-tenths of a Mexican doUai, or
3s. 8d. Sterling.

NORWAY.

NOVA

SCOTIA.

See Russia.
See

Denmabe.

Virginia,

New

England, ^e.

20

Shillings

1

fa Shilling
fa Pound

1

10

2 Pounds

3 Pounds

3

4 Pounds

The

5 Pounds
6 Pounds
7 Pounds

-

8 Pounds
9 Pounds
10 Pounds

value of the Currency alters aecording to the Plenty or Scarcity of
Gold and Silver Coins that are Im-

ported.

Cambray, Vaknciennet, ^c.

PERSIA.

OA
fa

Piette

a Livre Toumois
+ a Florin
an Ecu of Ex.

a Ducat
a Louis d'Or

o|
Of
9}
10
1
04
2 6
9 3

10

is

modem

f A Penny

6 S
12 12

C6

A Doubloos

A Fluce

12 Pence

Sweden.

a Sol
a Patard

Ma-

of 8 Escudos of gold

4

6
9

A Denier
Sols

The

cauos.

4 lOJ

.
.

an Ingot
an Ounce Gold

LAPLAND.

15
20
20
60
10^
24

Accounts are kept in pesos of 20 Eoldos, or 244 deneroe
jorca often in pesos of 8 reals, or 27 maravedis of plate.

MUSCOVY.

are said to reckoii the Tale at S^ Florins,
which is nearly 6s. 2d. Sterling, which is considerably
diiferent from the value in the preceding Table.

15

MALTA. See Sicilt.
MAJORCA, MINORCA.

4

The Dutch

11

Wittens.

0\
a Mace or Mas
a Cindorine

2 Japanese
21 Ounces Gold

Deniers
Deniers
Patards

though sometimes in Rixdollars of SO Copecs, or 62

Jeddo, ^c.

aTalcorTayel

6

MEXICO.

5
o 15

an Ounce Silver

6

Accounts are kept in Mexico, in Pesos or Dollars of 8 Reals,
subdivided into 16 parts, and into 34 Maravedis de Plata Mexi-

Piii

SO Pitis
10 Maces
.
15 Maces
20 Maces
:S0 Maces
13 Ounces Silver
2 Ounces Gold

4

4^
8^
G

o
o

a Bajocchi
a Julio
a Lira
a Testone
a Crown of Ex.
a Crown
a Ducattoon
a Pistole

Bajocchi
29 Bajocchi

Of

,0

Of

Bologna, ^c.

I'l

f

H

1

3

o

o
o

an Ounce
a Pistole

.

2*

a Mare
a Florin
a Kixdollar
an Alberts Dollar

o
o

o
o
o
o

.

Oi'.

a Grosh
a Vording or Ferding
'
a Whiten
.

MOROCCO.

a Grain
a Ponti
a Carlino

d.

i.

.

At Narva accounts are now kept in tlubles of 10
Griven, or 100 Copecs.
At iicwe/ accounts are now kept as at St. Petersburg,

and Malta.

6 Pichili
8 PichiU
10 Grains
20 Grains

60 Carlini
2 Ounces

Blacken
6 Blackens
9 Blackens
2 Groshen
6 Groshen
30 Groshen
90 Groshen
108 Groshen

n

6
9

Naples.

10 Grains

£

A

4

o

.

7i
2i

Mo

^c

Value Ensliih,

8

o
o

Lire

Higa, Bevel, A'an^a, Libau,

d.

4

Coz

5
2
2^
2

Bisti

5
10
100

Shahees

Mamoudies
Mamoudies
IMamoudies

Mamoudies
Mamoudies

Ispahan, Ormut, Gonibrom, ^'C

a Bisti
a Shahee
a Mamouda
a Larin
an Abashee
a Rupee
a Haescrdenaer
a

Tomond

1|

n
*i
I

o

2

£
2 10

n
6

I

MONEY.
POLAKa

647

ZkuUac, romgOerg, ic

SILESIA.
EnglM-

Value

t
tnmimv

aSt^OImg

s Hiiinftigi
• OrmImd

mGioMbe

0}
01
sj
10

sKefAtoek

18 Onachcn
SOOfotciiai

a Timpfe
> Florin or Gulden

9oanadiai

A

Bi^ilftll^y

1

4i

o

4

ei

1

1

* Fndtrie d'Or

SMYRNA.

&

«.

Monejr.

Bor^wa.

See

Accounts are kept in Piastres or Dollars, wliich are divided into
18 Florins and 40 Paras or Medini. The English and Swedes make
the Piastre=80 Asper; the Dutch, French, and Venetians^ 1 00,
and the Turks, Greeks, and Persians
180.

=

SPAIN.

Madrid, CadiM,

Common

j[C.

New

Currency

Plate

Money.

PORTUGAL.

Lu6(m,Orofi.: »

tAB«
IOIUm
to RCM

aTotoon
a Cnuade of Excfa.
NewCntiade

VmMB*

3

34

MaraTedies

«!
t\

4

GiMcka

0)
0)

Pound Banco

a

OmdMa
Omdtm

alMkcBawo
aFlorin
a RiiidoOar
an AlbMi Dollar

GttKlwn

Ciwehm

t)

Hisdolbn
Bltfr^lT*

II

T

.

'

in

Hi

t

4

375
38
80
40

8

aOucal
a Fndcried'Or

RAGUSA

3

S

4

•

S

16

T

4

In lb* poble afleaa aoannia an hapt ki Peipari of It GiMMti cadi.
Tka Doeat U voith ISld. StaVag, which ia nearly the value of the

TariM FteMv af the IMCM
RUSSIA. P*kTitmrt,ainiltJfAmgd,^M«»C9my^.

A

Pal

aDouwha

flPMadua

tOenMchM

a GricTenn
a PaiyadD

1

4!
lOi

a Pallia

1

aKubU

3

an Imperial

SARDINIA.

SAXONY.
tHeOot

I

9
6

II 10

Draiti,, Ltifrie, ^c.

o

01

aCnaehe

o

11

16 Graach«n

a Gulden

a RixdoUar
a Spede Dollar
a MetMner Guldoi

•

anOUSdMck

o.t

aNewSehadi

o 7
o 8
o 16

SIAX.

SC«b
ttoralMi

CaA

or 10

See

See

Condotina

a

36
38
5

Libras It Soeldos

Dicerm

a

4

7

3
4
4

1

13
16
8
IS

Libras

8
<i
9

1

01
01
J|
04,

r

3

7

14
16

4
9

Oi

H
•
s

Hard Dollar

6
«
4 10

o

a Ducat of Exch.
a Dubloon of Ex.

U 14

Old Plate Money.

aSucldo
a Real new

1

plate

a Real old pUte
a Libra
a Ddlar of Exch.
a Hard Dollar
a Pistole of Excfa.

«1

6
6
6

14

aGoURstole

186i Suddoa

01}
«/.
5|
lOj
6}
1*
8|
«!
5
6

Old Plate Money.

ValcneU and Jlimiil.

t4 Suddoa
to Soeldos
a Libra
t6 Sudd. •{ Dis.

a

fc.

a

SueU. T| Oinero

t4

1

8

It

In Arragon accounts are kept in Libras Jacquesa*
of 28 Soldos, or 320 Dineros de Plata. The Libra ii

EaoLASD.
0,',

tl
7i
1

Mace

3

worth 4s. Sd.
In Navarre accounts are commooly kept in Reals of
56 Maravedies ; but sometimes in DucaJos, or Libra*
of SO Soldos, or 240 Dinero*.

10

5

8

4

tSoaUM
It CaA

aTutai
a Rupee
•

t
t
4

9

T

S

*

to

Soeldos
Suekios

I

7

a Dinero
a Sueldo
.
a Keid old plate
a Libra
a I jbra
a DolUr of Exch.

3

a Pataek
a Tale

aVCMk
SOSbMlan

Bareetoma,

Mallas
Dinatos

d.

VeUon Money.

a Pistole Spede

Dineroe

« Mac*
10 Maot

MCarit

Wanow

Ocharoa
«i Quartos
3i Maravedies
4 HaiaTcdies
15 Raals
60 Reals 8 Mar.
70 Reals

t

8
It

«

a Blanea
an Ocharo
a Quarto
a Real
a Heal
a Quarto
a Piastre or Dollar of Ex.
a Pistole of Exchange

It

Picdmomt.

aFetiee
a Cadi
a
a

niTmtn

Dineroe

8

Mumatra, Java, Borne*, \c.

MOCoii
t
4

•

an Aogiut d'Or

SATOY oA SARDINIA.
SCOTLAND.

5
4

.

aDucat

51

Eecqdoi or Crowns

A'

aPfadas

t4GraKfaca
3t Graaehco
tl Oia«hcn
tOI

«OM«a

ReaUVeUon

old plate

See Itai.v.

ICHiOm
ItPtaitHH

plate

Reals old plate
Reals Velloo •

OH
IH

an Aitin

MCqMBi
100

0|

faCooee

SCopea
lOCoina
tSCopcn

MantT. old

Mattgtt, jr.

DALMATIA.

DnoMiaf 40GnMctdorC8aldleMh.

•

ReaUVeUon

t.

OH

an OduTo
a Quarto
.
a Real VeOon
a Real new plate
a Peceta new plate
a Mexican Real
a Afex. Peceta
17 Reals old plate
38 Reals Vellon
a DolUrofEx.
a Hard Dollar
a Ducat of Ex.
a Pistole of Ex.
a Dubloon or Pistole
as Esc\ido
a Double Pistole

Maravediei

Reals Vellon
8i Reals Vellon
S Reals VeUon
16 Reals new plate
ir Reals old plate
8 Reals old plate
80 Heals VeUon

1 I«

aGnKbc

S

8

aerOit, Pottdam, Stetliit, 4«.

rfiiilini

111

ManTcdies

1

1

Oiuiifciii

Jii

t
8
5

a HoMiare
a JoancM

48T(*IO0Qi

A

8
4

6]

faMibea

•4TtM0MM
pacssiA.
1« Dmatn

100

£

OH

a Vmlen

TcMMO*

It
t4
t4
60
90

Value Englith.

o,V,

m Half Vincen

5 Vinidu
4 Tamoni
24
10

gfc-

,

o

o
o

6 15

<
6

STRALSUND.
Acooonu
Hftiilling

B

are kept here in Rixdollan
1

Pfenig

;

also in

• 48

Schilling,

and each

Pomeranian Guilders of 84

Schillings

euiiicut.

SWABIA.

See

Austbia.

M O N E Y.

648

SWEDEN AND LAPLAND.

Monef.

TCRKEV—

COT!/ini«r</.

alue Engluh.

£
3 Runstics
1

>.

a Slant
a SkiUing
a Copper .Marck

.

2 Runstics or Oret

8 Ores
3 Copper INfarcks
4 Copiwr JIarcks
3 Copper Dollars
48 Skillings
6 Silver Dollars

"

n

Marck

a Silver

3 Rixdollars

0^.
0}
2i

a Copper Dollar

Value English,

d.

«

a Silver Rcllai

l\

a Rixdollar
a RixdolUr

4
4

a Ducat

9

6
6

£
3 Aspers
5 Aspers
10 Aspers
20 Aspers
80 Aspers
100 Aspers
10 Solotas

Zurkh,

Saiil,

Ij Deniers
12
Deniers
2 Pfcnings

a Creutzcr
a Grosche

ol
Ij

a Plappert or Shilling

Sols

a l.ivre

Creutzers
Creutzers

a

n

2
2

6
6

4

6

or Florin

a Rixdollar of Exch.

4

a Sol or Sou
a Creutzcr
an Escalin
a Batze
a Batze
a l.ivre
a Gulden or Flor.
a Rixd, or Ecu

Creutzers

2 Sous
10 Batzen or 20 Sous
60 Creutzers
120 Creutzers

I

0^

H
2
1

2
8

2

6

«,'.

a
a
a
a

1

2 Deniers current

Denier current
Small Sol

",'5

ol
OJ
*4

Sol current
+ Flotin
f a Livre current
a Patagon or Ecu
a Croisade
a Ducat

12 SmaU Sols
20 Sols current
104 Florins

16J Florins
24 Florins

St, Gall, AppenzeL,

2
74

12
75

Halfpenny
Halfpence
Pence
Pence
Pence

Cruitzers

.

102 Cruitzers

1

3

4
2

o,Vs

m

.

H

a Bit
•fa Shilling

a Dollar
a Crown

7 Shillings

20 Shillings

•f-a

24 Shillings
30 ShUIings

8U

4

.

6

.5

Pound

3

14
16

a Pistole
a Guinea

1

1

The Spanish gold

coins current here, are the doubloon, £.5 Jamaica currency, and £4 10 Barbadoes currencj', which is subdivided into the two pistole piece
=:^ a doubloon ; the pistole piece, and the half pistole.
The Portuguese gold coins are the Johanes or Joe
£5, 10s. Jamaica currency, or £5 Barbadoes currency,
which is subdivitled into the ^ Joe, and the i Joe. The

=

Moidore is
£2, Jamaica currency, and £l, 17s. 6d.
Barbadoes currency, and is subdivided into the ^ Moidore.

The Jamaica currency

is

to

pounds Sterling

£I01

as

5 10|

to 100.

9

silver coins of Jamaica and Barbadoes are dolwith their subdivisions, the doll.nr being
6s. 8d.
Jamaica currency, and 6s. 3d. Barbadoes currency.

The

=

lars,

^c

Fening

St.

f>i

a Cruitzer
.
fa Sol
a Coarse Batze
a Good Batze
(•a Livre
a Specie or Florin
a Florin Current
a Rixdollar

04
14

ta Sol
a Half

2

6

2
2

6

15 Sols
20 Sols

ta

4

3

=

TRIESTE.
Accounts are kept here

in Florins of

being subdivided into 4 Pfcnings
Soldi, a Soldo being c= 1 2 Denari.

TURKEY.

;

DOMINGO.

Half Sol

2 HalfSoU
74 Sols

,

latter

tA

2
24

In 1798, when the Helvetic Republic was formed, an uniform
system of money was introduced at the different Cantons, viz. in
Franken, Batzen, and Happen, thus, 10 Batzen
1 Franc; 10
Rappen = 1 Batze, the Franc was equivalent to IJ Frahc of

7 I.ivres

a Dollar

8

an Ecu

I.ivres

2H

H

7t^

4 6
4 104
16 9

a Pistole

26 Livres
32 Livres

a Louis d'Or

1

Accounts are now kept chiefly in dollars and cents ;
and the monies are nearly the same as i»i the Leeward
Dollar, and 1 ScalinnQ cents,
l
Islands; 11 Sciilins
and 1 Dollar=lC Dollars.

=

LEEWARD

ISLANDS. Exglish.

Tortola, Antigua, St. Kitt's,

Montscnat, and Dominica.
Lferrard Currency.

2

0,%
,

0\\l
oji*

.

l.ivre

Morea, Candia, Cyprus, ^c.

+ an Asper

"

Scalin

a Scalin

60 Creutzers, each of the
and likewise in Lire of 20

A Mangar
4 Slangars

5f,

Barladxs.

Penny

•^-a

'

5 Cruitzers

France.

6
Cj
6

Oy's

a

20 Sols
60 Cruitzers

,

INDIES.

JAMAICA.

4

A HeUer
2 Hellers
4 Fenings
12 Fenings

4

tjc,

=

Geneva, ^c.

A Denier
2 Deniers

Bergham,

10

5

Accounts are also kept here in Scores or Francs of
10 Batzes or 40 Cruitzers, and in Crowns of 25 Bataes
or 100 Cruitzers.

32 Deniers

WEST

t

Bern, Lucent, Ncu/chatcl, ^c.

6 Deniers
9 Deniers

.

J4

Rappen

12 Deniers

.

a Piastre or Grouch
a Caragrouch
a Xeriff

•}•

17 ijres

Good Batze

Gould

JVLtrclictti

20 Soldi
3 .Jules
124 Soldi
24 Grossi

a Swiss Batze
a

6

a Soldo
a Gross
a ilulc
a Lire
a Testoon
a Ducat current
f a Ducat of Ex.
a Sequin

.

6J Soldi or
18 Soldi

Ot's

a Rap

Pfenings
Creutzers
3{ Creutzcis
4 Creutzers

6
20
60
108

12 Picoli

a Pfening
a Sol

3

an Ostic
a Solota

+

3

:

A Picoli

Ziig, ijc

5

n

a Bestic

VENICE.

SWITZERLAND.

d.

a Para

Half Dogs

.

1

Dog

.
1 Stampc
14 Dog
6 Dogs, or 4 Stampes 1 Bit

.

14
21

;

MONEY.
LETWABD ISLANDS.

Ctmtimmi.

649
SPANISH ISLANDS.

Leewtri Ctirrtnty.

£
liBU
11
1(

5

1

It

3

Biti

I

Cm

Biu. or 8 Mocot

1

Hound DoUu

1

Guiont

iiouiwi

DoUui

8 Cut DoUan
Round DoUan

DoIUr

Doubloon

1

WINTJWAED ISLANDS.

ZEALAND.

i
s

IJoe

U

(Ma, TriMai, and Porto Rico. The monies in tliese islands are
In Trinidad, since the £ngli<h poithe lunc aa tbo6e of ^lexico.
aeaed it, the monies of the Leeward Islands ha?e been adopted.

d.

Moeo

ZarotisH.

Aeeouats are kept in Reali of 10 Lire or 100 Soldi or AspiL

FRENCH ISLANDS.
Lueia, GmaiaUmpe, Maiifalmtf, &?.
The
mtat,
in the I.ecwaid ItlamU, the Doff being
the 7V>»;w ; the /lU the EtcoHm ;
die Oalfhr the Gtmrit. The Ficacb leuUn keep their accmnu
in Nein, 8(d( (ul Denien.
The Noir U
t Sob S Dcaien,
!•

nd

ud

the

•

liie

the

JVWr t (he Stampe

»
— lUIirai.
DUTCH ISI^NDS.

Dimbhmi

Si.

BiuUtM, SL iUrtimt^Citnaa.

# Savera
8 BmU

1

Rol

1

Pieetn cumat,

XO

or 8ehiIIii«.

3

IJoe

II Fiuttt*

For farther information respecting the moneys of
different nations, the reader is referred to the following
works. Zanetti, Nuova RacoUa delle Monnele, el Zecche
5 vol. J. M. Benaven, Le Caisitr Ilalicn, 1787,
2 vols, also the Works of Kruse of Hamburg, Ricard
of Amsterdam, Marien of Spain, Gerhart of Berlin,
Dubost of London. See also an useful little work, entitled, A Manual nf Foreign Ejcclmngei, Glasgow, 1820,
from which we have taken some of the preceding tablets
but particularly that elaborate and excellent work.
Dr. Kelly's Universal CamLUt, in 2 vols, quarto. Lond.
1811, which contains the most copious information
on the subject of Monies, Coins, Weights, and Mea-

d Italia,

MartUko, St

Imm cd«d
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See Ekclamo, toL

593,

;

I

ladarira
I eattnt.

iv. p.

6ae Momachhm.
F, a maritime county in the
> bounded on the nortii.east by
Mutlk-wcat of
BereCardahire, troiu %sliich it i* aeparatcd by the river
MvnncNr ; on the cast by GlouceMeraiiire, from which
on the aoutb-east by the a»«it w divided by the Wye
luary of the Severn, which divides it from Gloucester«bir* and Somer«eti>hire ; on the nartK-west by Breckockshire and t.n the west by Glamorganshire, from
wUcb it is divided by the Rinnney. Its length is
•boot 88 mile* ; iu breadth about S4 ; its circumfe(*nce alxnit 1 10 miles and iu area about 51<i square

MONMOl'T'"

:

;

;

;

Mile*, or 3:(0,000 acres.
In point of siae, tbercfore. it
and of all the
nearest to Herefordshire
itieaia England surpaaaea only RutlantUhire and
ihire.
It is divided into six hundreds—
, Usk, Abergavenny, Wentlog, Caldicot, and
Its principal towns are situated on the banks
and the (Jak, and are, Mormoutb, the
«flM
county town, at the confluence of the \\'ye and the
Myntww ChepMow, near the mouth of the Wye L'sk,
-ame name ; Abergavenny, also on
on the ri'.
.(.I,
on the Avon, a branch of the
this river
L'sk ; Caerlcun, at the confluence of the Avon and Usk
and Newport, near the mouth of the IJsk. Moimiouthshire rituriu three member* to Parliament, viz. two for
the county, and one for Kcwport, Monmouth, and
L'sk conjointly ; and is in the province of Canterbury
and diocese of Lambeth.
The natural divisions of this county are strongly
Jj'**^'*^
marked by the river L'sk ; the eastward, and larger
Jj*""'*'**
portion partake* of the character of the atljoining county of Hereford, and i* well wooded, low-lying, and
roL. uv.
ii.

ppwfhw

;

BmI—

Wye

;

;

.

.

;

^^^'

run

Dekmare.

ZANTE.

7

TAif», it. yimtewt, amd GrnMin, ute aatrijr the mudc mmiu u
the litemid bUad*.
gte wyw an canent ymdf^y io Totago,
aad Agv in St. Vincent and Graiadm.

eancac^

See

the smaller western part partakes of the cfaa<
Moamouthracter of Wales, being mountainous, and in great part
shir*.
unfavourable to cultivation, though there are several
long, narrow valleys in it, watered by rivulet* which
" This is properflow into the actuary of the Severn.
ly the county of landscapes.
In other districts of our
island, extent excite* admiration, but in Monmouth*
shire all are home views ; even where the lestuary
of the Severn forms a part of the enchanting scene,
the point* of the horixon are the hills of Gloucester, and Somerset.
The course of the Wye is every
where interesting, in some places sublime ; that of the
Usk, fringed with wtmds, or bounded by rich meadows, is a scene of perpetual beauty.
The whole
county forms but one exquisite landscape, of which the
Britifth channel is the foreground.
Hills covered with
wftods, which tlie ro.-ids beautifully limit, or boldly
climb : valleys fertilized by streams thickets endlessly
diversified ; turrets rising in coverts, and ruined arches
almost buried within them ; mutilated ca&tles, and
moiJdering abbeys, partially concealed ; hamlets,
churches, cottages, houses, and farms, are blended into
one general and extensive scene, while the mountains
of Glamorgan and Brecon melt into a distant and magnificent horizon."
Such is a general picture of this
iroanty ; and as it is interesting and important, chiefly
from its beauties, we shall almost exclusively confine
this article to those particulars which form or illustrate
them.
The vale of the Usk is the largest tract of level Vale of
ground in the inland parts of the county ; it extends to Usk.
the west of the town of Usk, along tlie lands watered
by tJie Ebwy ; and to the Soutl) between tlie Usk and
the elevated ground, almost to New-bridge ; it i* a
rich and fertile district, but exposed to the overflowing
4lf
fertile

;

—

,-

;;
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of the Usk and Ebwy. There is another vale called the
Vale of Usk, which stretches from beyond Abergaven'-*~ i"^^
ny along both sides of the river to the foot of Clytha
hills.
But the most romantic, as veil as the least
known of the valleys of Monmouthshire, are those which
are called the valleys of the Ebwy and Sorwy. Under
this description is included the mountainous district
•watered by the Rumney, and the streams that fall into
Vales of the it and the Usk, called the wilds of Monmouthshire. One
Kbwy and of these streams bursts tlirough a deep, narrow, and
iorwy.
woody glen, and is discovered only by its foam glistening through the thick foliage; this rivulet is crossed
by a stone bridge which leads to a narrow and rug.
ged path, that winds round the sides of the Beacon
mountain ; these are thickly clothed with underwood,
and most beautifully adorned with hanging groves of
oak, alder, beech, and " the wild rasps twining in the
thickets, and the ground covered with the wood strawThe Valley of Ebwyfach, or, as it is called by
berry."
the natives, the Valley of the Church, is now entered
it is bounded on the east by a ridge called Milfiehill,
"which divides it from the parishes of Llanfoist and
Trefrechin ; and on the west by the Beacon mountain,
which divi(les it from the Valley of Ebwyfawr. The
Beacon mountain, a narrow and lofty ridge, stretches
between the two branches of the Ebwy, and terminates very near their junction ; the scenery at their
junction is uncommonly striking ; on the one side, the
great Ebwy rushes through the vale ; on the other, the
little Ebwy, foaming tlirough a hollow and narrow glen,
On a bridge over the
emerges from a thick wood.
great Ebwj', whence a path leads up the woody side of
the mountain, which bounds the valley, " I remained,"
says Mr. Cox, " for a considerable time, absorbed in the
contemplation of the picturesque objects around me
objects which recalled to my recollection the milder
cast of mountain scenery which I formerly so much
admired in the Alps of Switzerland." The features of
the vale of Sorwy are more wild and romantic than
those of the Ebwy ; it is deeper and narrower. There
are several other valleys in this county, but those just
described are the most picturesque and most worthy of

Atonmouththlre.

description.
Mountains.

'Vhe mountains harmonize with the valleys, and give
to the scene.
They are seldom indented or
The most remarkable
notched, and never shapeless.
are the Skyrryd, or St. Michael's Mount, the Sugar
Loaf, and the Blorenge. The ridge of the Skyrryd is
about a mile in length, seldom more than 40 or 50 feet
Its insulated
broad, and in some places only 10 or 12.
situation, abrupt declivity, and cragged fissures, produce a very striking effect, though its elevation is not
very considerable. The highest part, according to GeIt is divided into two unequal
neral Roy, is 1498 feet.
parts, by a separation which, viewed from the west,
seems an enormous chasm. The superstition of the
county dates this rent at the crucifixion of our Saviour.
Hence the natives generally call it the Holy Mountain.
The chasm is not less than 300 feet in breadth. The
view from this mountain is very extensive ; in some
parts rich and beautiful, in other points picturesque, and
even sublime. The Sugar Loaf is higher than the Skyrrydj regular and beautiful, and its outline smooth and
soft. The highest point rises 185'2 feet above the mouth
of the Gavenny. The ascent is so extremely easy, that a
light carriagemay be driven within 1 OOpaces of the summit, which is an undulating ridge about J mile in length,
and 200 yards in breadth. The view from it commands
5
effect

the counties of Radnor, Shropshire, Brecon, MonMonmouth, Glamorgan, Hereford, Worcester, Gloucester, mouthihire.
^^•'y^-'
Somerset, and Wilts, and of course comprises all varieThe Blorenge mountain forms part of
ties of scenery.
the chain which extends from the confines of Brecon
to Panteg, below Pontypool.
It forms the north-east
boundary of the valley, called Avon Lwyd. It enters
into the composition of some beautiful landscapes, but
cannot bear a comparison with theSkyrrid or Sugar Loaf.
Another peculiarity of this county consists in its Foresu.
woodlands, forests, and chaces, some of which are still
of great extent, though most of them have been diminished by grants. The forest of Wentword seems to
have been one of the most considerable, and even yet
comprises nearly 2170 acres, thickly covered with timber-trees, and underwood.
Besides the two grand natural divisions of this county formed by the Usk, there
is a rich and extensive plain on the shore of the Severn,
called Caldicot Level, or the Vale of Troggy, and the
level of Wentlog.
The former extends from the vil- Level*,
lage of Caldicot, nearly the whole way toGoldcliff, and
consists of a large tract of land recovered from the sea.
Some partsof the walls, which have been erected at a very
great expence, are 12 or 14 feet high, falling back from
the sea by a gradual slope.
The masonry is flanked by
a strong embankment of earth.
Near the western extremity rises a promontory almost surrounded by the sea,
called Goldcliff. It rises abruptly to the height of about
60 feet. In an extent of 16 miles, this rock is the only
natural barrier against the encroachments of the sea. It
consists of limestone lying horizontally, intersected with
siliceous crystallizations above a large bed of mica.
The level of Wentlog, like that of Caldicot, is perfectly flat, and defended from the encroachments of the sea
by embankments. It stretches from east to west between the rivers Usk and Rumney ; and from north to
south between the Bristol Channel and a ridge of hills.
The ground in both these levels is cut into parallel
ditches in some the water stagnates, in others it runs
in streams, which fall into the sea tlirough flood-gates.
From this view of the surface of Monmouthshire, it appears that nearly one-third of it is a rock-plain on the
shores of the Severn and Bristol Channel ; one-third
consists of ground, the surface of which is beautifully
variegated, the hillocks being cultivated or woody, and
numerous streams running through it ; and " one-third
assumes the mildest character of mountains, abounding
with lovely valleys." The soil of the whole county is
of various kinds, but generally rich and fertile, lying Soil «ncl
on limestone. The climate is mild and temperate, ex- Climate,
cept on the highest mountains, where it is sometimes
very cold. It has been remarked, that the fogs seem
to shift periodically ; for some days they rest on the
mountains, while the valleys are free from them; and
then suddenly the valleys are exposed to them for some
days, and the tops of the mountains are clear.
:

rivers contribute much to the picturesque beau- Rivers,
of this county. The principal are the Wye, Usk,
and the Rumney. The tributary and inferior streams
are the Mynnow, the Trothy, the Ebwy, the Avon, the

The

ties

Pill, and Kebby.
The Wye is jusdy deemed the most
It enters Monmouthpicturesque river in England.
The banks
shire near its junction with the Mynnow.
of the Wye at this place are rich with wood and verBedure.
little below it is joined by the Trothy.
low Redbrook it forms a grand sweep, flowing into an
abyss between two ranges of lofty hills, thickly covered with wood. Still lower down lies the singularly si.

A

:

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
tuated village of Llandogo, scattered among trees upon
Here the river forms a smooth bay ;
the side of a hill.
*^ and the effect of the whole scene is greatly heightened
by a beautiful back ground, formed of some undulatlittle below this the river again takes a
ing hilU.
meandering course, and the fine ruins of Tintern Abbey break upon the view. After passing some cliffs,
marshy land disfigures the banks of this river ; but these
continue but for a short way, when the noble ruins of
Cbepatow Ca^itle, placed on the highest point of an immense perpendicular rock, arrests the eye. Still further down the stream, the high impending screen of
rocka on each side, gives great effect to the scenery.
This river is navigable to Hereford. At Chepstow, the
The Usk
tide aometimea rises to the height of 50 feet.
rise* in the mountains of Brecon, and enters Monmouthshire at Llangwnny.
It is a clear stream, richly skirtI''*-

A

wood. The mountains which stretch from
Abergsvenny to Pontypool forming a roagnificeat back
ground. Some parts of its banks do not suffer even
when compared with those of the Wye, with respect to
nicture.'>({ue beauty.
It is navigable for barges up to
Tredannoc Bri<lge. The Mynnow rises in a lake at the
foot of Mynnyd .Maen, runa by Pontypool, passes under the canal, and joins the river Usk in the valley beThere are some lakes in this county, but none
neath.
of them remarkable either for size or picturesque beauThe largest is that from which the Mynnow takes
ty.
It is two miles in circumference, and stretches
Its rise.
ed with

r.

idong the foot of the north-east extremity of Mynnyd
Maen. It forms the reserroir of the MonmouUishire
canal.

There are two canals

in

this county.

The Mon-

mouthshire canal was begun in the year 1792, and cost
about £ 280,000, including the railways connected with
it
It commences on the west side of Newport, fonnIng a basin connected with the Usk. Its hne lies be-

tween that town and the

river, and it al\erwards crosses
the road leading to Chepnow ; thence by Malpas it
ran* parallel to the Avon, and near it, close to PontyThis is one line ot the Monpool, to Pontnewidd.
mouthshire canal. Its whole length is 1 1 miles, with
a rise of 12 feet in the firstt mile, and \35 feet in the
other 10 miles. The other branch strikes off near Malpas, parallel to the Ebwy, to the vicinity of Crumlin
Bridge, having a course of nearly 1 1 miles from the
The total length,
junction, with a rise of 358 feet.
thereftrc, of the two lines, is 92 miles, with 808 feet
loduse. There are several rail-roads from each of
dMWDranchea to the htm worlu, ooaleries, time-works,
&c. which abo\infl in this part of Monmouthshire. One
of the rail-roa<lit, which is nine miles long, coit £+0,000.
The higheat point of elevation of the principal rail- way

1890 fisct, making the whole elevation 2035 feet
above the entrance luck. 1 he Brecon canal unites with
the Momnauthshire canal about 8 miles from Newport,
and I from Pontypool. It crosses the river Avon,
where it is carrieil through the high lands by a tunnel
tSO yards long. 1 1 atterward* paaaea the town of Abergmmiiy towards the Usk, parallel to which it leaves
Die county. A canal ha* recently been formed, which,
at the distance of about a mile from Abergavenny, com>
mimicate* with the Brecon canal, and promises to open
a conaiderable trade with the former town
The western division of Monmouthshire is rich in
mineral tmsure*, particularly iron and coal.
Near
the aourre of the Avon i« Blenavon, where immense
ia

I
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works are established, which usually employ upwards Monof 400 men. The iron is conveyed to the canal on theix'^'hsbirc.
~
Between Abergavenny and Usk are the ~ •
rail-ways.
here,
Trostey iron- works. Iron bar is manufactured
and conveyed down the Usk to Newport. Iron is found
in several other parts, chiefly in the vicinity of Abergavenny. There are also extensive iron- works at Abercorn, consisting of a tbundery, wire mill, rolling mill,
The Monmouthshire canal iias>es through these
&c.
works. There are also large iron works near Pontypool.
There are indications of lead, but not any mines of consequence. Coal abounds ; and since the Monmouthshire
canal was completed, a number of codleries have been Coal.
opened, which before were unknown or neglected.
There are several large ones about 1 7 miles from Newport ; one of which raises nearly 100 tons a day. They
There is no stone
are generally worked by levels.
coal.
As proofs of the great activity and increase
which has been given to the coal trade, by the formation of the canal, it may be mentioned that the coals
exported coastwise from Newport average about 150.000
tons, principally to Bristol, Bridgewater, and GloucesTo Bristol alone about 40,000 tons are exported ;
ter.
whereas, before the canal was made, none were sent.
There are many quarries of breccia for millstones, and
other valuable stone for building. Limestone of the
best quality abounds, especially in the eastern division
of the county, where it is burnt on the spot for the general manure of the county.
The rivers are well stocked with fish. The salmon of the Wye and Usk are
much celebrated for their flavour.
The agriculture of Monmouthshire presents nothing AgricuN
interesting.
The eastern division contains a good deal'ure.
of arable land ; and in some of the vnles near the Rum«
ney, a large quantity of corn is grown.
There is also
very fine pasture land in the eastern division. The
western division is chiefly devoted to the feeding ot"
sheep.
This county is not remarkable for its native
breed of cattle or horses ; but the finest mules in the
kingdom are re»rfd and worked in it and Brpcon. They
are from 14 to Ui hands high, and sell for A'30 or 1'40.
In the neighbourhood of Monmouth, oxen are much
use<l in agriculture.
Many of the peasants keep bees.
Orchards, on a small scale, are not uncommon.

The iron-works of this county have been alresdy Mamifacroentioned.
There are also several other maniilac- lures.
tures, principally of metal.
Near C erlem there are
very extensive tin-works, which are capable of manufacturing annually from I4,('00 to 20,000 boxes of tin
each from 200 to 300 plates
Iron
and iron shop bolts and square
bar* made.
The machinery of the mill is entirely
iron.
The iron plates made here are used in the manufacture of the Pontypo'il japanned ware.
Tliis was
the invention of Thomas Allgood in the reign of Charles
II. ; it is still ctrried on, but has much declined since
the rise in the trade of Birmingliam.
There is also a
manufactory of j«pan ware at Usk. Not far distant
from Tintern Abbey, is a manufactory for making wire,
which begms with the thick iron bar, and proceeds to
plates, containing

plates are here rolled,

the smallest wire.
The roads in Monmouthshire, which were formerly Roads.
;ry bad, have bten much improved of late years;
verv
still unavoidably hilly, are in other reand
icf, though
spects a* gooil as in moat other parts of f;ngland. The
following are the results of the last accounts respecting

them

laid before

Parliament

1

:
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mouthahirr.

I^ength of paved itreets and turnpikes in 1814,
all sUier turnpike*,
I

Highway

...
...

rates,

expenses,

At

the time of the

Roman

FurL

14,

264
T78

t
8
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u
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£4033

71200

S635
284

o

invasion, this county

wm

comprehended in the Silurian territory. It was afterwards called Givent.
It was never completely conquered during the Saxon dynasty. William I. however, in a great measure subdued it, by directing his
barons to make incursions at their own expence, and
granting them the lands they conquered, to hold under feudal tenure. These barons, however, afterwards
entrenched in strong

bid defiance to their Sovereign ; feuds and animosities also arose between
them. At length Henry VIII. abolished their petty
governments, and added Monmouthshire to the English counties.
It was still, however, considered in law
as a Welsh county, till the time of Charles II.
It
abounds in antiquities, or rather in ruins, highly picturesque in themselves, and rendered still more so by
the scenery of the surrounding country. The most celebrated of these are Tintern Abbey and the Castle of
Chepstow. Piercefield, near Chepstow, the once celebrated seat of Valentine Morris, may also be noticed,
as uniting, with wonderful taste and effect, all the
softer and richer beauties of this most interesting country.
Raglan Castle is another place worth noticing,
on account of its ruins, and the valiant defence it made
in favour of Charles I. under the Marquis of Wor-

—

In the hilly district enclosed by the Usk and the
Rumney, which once formed a little principality, and
which is said to have been left undisturbed by the Ro-

mans, Saxons, and Normans, the customs and manners
of ancient Britain are preserved more pure than in any
other part of Wales.
The following are the results of
the last returns to Parliament respecting the population of this county.
Population in the year

castles,

baptism to 47 persons ; one burial to 64 perand one marriage to 1 53 persons ; the last is a
very small proportion, the average of England being
one marriage to 120 persons. The total number of
baptisms, from 1801 to 1810, both inclusive, was 1 1,834;
of burials, 8832 ; and of marriages, 4058. The small
number of burials and marriages, compared to the population, and the low proportion of baptisms to marriages, are very striking
particular enquiry was made,
;

in consequence, into the parish register returns, but
without discovering the cause.
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following are the results of the last returns to
Parliament respecting the poor-rates of this county, for
the year 1815

.^^~—^— in

1

1750
1801
1811

The

Expended

Won'"°"i'>s''''*«

support of each poor person annually, £6, l(is. 5\A.— ^^^^^^^^^
1-1 5th of the money raised, expended on law; and
p^pu'atlon.
1 -,34th for militia purposes
ith for all other purposes
total expended, independent of maintenance of tb«
poor, is .J-d.— 13 in each 100, members of friendly so-

cester.
Poor-rates.

The average rate levied
15, G\ in each 100.
each individual, 12s. 2^d. The average sum for

and

cieties.

£10,664

Total,
History.
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15,027

See Coxe's Picture of Monmouthshire. Warner's Walkt
Wales.
Evans's Tour in South Wales. Beauties of

England and Wales,

vol.

ii.

(w.

s.)

MONMOUTH, the county town of Monmouthshire,
hundred of Skenfreth, lies in an angle between
the Wye and the Mynnow.
It is a borough and corporate town, governed by a mayor, two bailiffs, and
common councilmen. It returns one member to Parliament, in conjunction with the inhabitants of Newport and Usk.
This privilege was conferred on it by
in the

Henry VIII. It is accommodated with four bridges;
one across the Wye, on the road to Gloucester; two
over the Mynnow, and one over the Trothy.
The
streets, which are in the form of the letter H, are in
some parts broad and convenient, but in other places
narrow and irregular. The castle, once a place of great
strength, and celebrated for having been the birthplace of Henry V., who bore the name of Henry of
Monmouth, is now almost entirely in ruins. It stood

on the rise of an eminence, on the banks of the Mynnow. The east end of the church is much admired at
a fine specimen of Gothic architecture.

The county

:

MONRO.
on Howard'* plan, combinN itrmgth, utility, and
Nfjnro,
comfort The walks in the vicinity are very pleasant;
^j^*^^'' though theae and the town iuelf are frequently envel'**!-• oped in exbalalioni, occasioned probably from its low
'-f
Monmouth
• ituation, and the vicinity of the rivers.
carries on a considerable trade with Bristol, by means
of dM Wye. It has three fairs, at which a large number of cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs, are sold ; and also
M'.noHierd.gaol,
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the germj of his youthful mind 'were nurtured and Monro,
developed by the combined assistance of his excellent Aleiaader,
frnniu.
father and the other distinguished practitioners in £din>

burgh.
After completing the regular term of his apprenticeship, together with the usual studies in Edinburgh, he
went to London in the year 1717, for the purpose of
attending the lectures on experimental philosophy by
Protessors Hawksbee and Whiston, and the anatomia larg« quantity of flannel. Its market is well supplied
It
with all sorts of provisions. In 1801, it contained 667 cal demonstrations by the illustrious Cheselden.
In 181 1, its population appears, from the second edition of Mr. Cheselden's
hamms*, and 3345 inhabitants.
works, in 1726, that, in consequence of Mr. Monro's
waa
fbUow*
communications, he had altered and improved almost
661
Hooks iohabiled.
every part of his anatomy.
In London he was sup738
PanHBcf uiliuim^ ttCBBf
plied with great opportunities for dissection, in which
4
Houan boildag,
—.^— iiiiiiiaahnin,
14
I
ne acquired a dexterity and accuracy that laid the
14<
Familio eaaflayad in sgriculturt,
foundation of his future celebrity as an anatomist. The
-^^^-^—-^ in tnde.
SIS
pupils of Cheselden were encouraged, by being allowed
tst
All o<h«r>,
the
use of his theatre, to i'orij-« a. iZZlt*."; for miitu:i! ir,1630
.
Mabf.
•truction, where they alternately gave lectures concern1673
ycmalc*.
ing the structure and uses of the diScrent organs of the
Tald.
SMS (w. t.) body, on which occasions young Monro frequently actfrom fi*m, »iitglf, and x«{J*. ch(frd, ed as demonstrator to his fellow-students. The araifnifiM properly any mtiMcal instrument which has dour with which he pursued dissection in London en«
oaly one chord or string, but is applied alao to an in- dangcred his life,*by an attack arising from inoculation
with morbid matter. He was also very industrious in
tnmww t said to have been invented by Pythagoras for
meaauri ng geometrically the qoantities and pr<>|>ortion* forming anatomical preparations, which he sent to his
of aoBOds. A paper by Dr. Wallia, on the division of father, by whom they were deposited in the museum of
the motMciiara, will be fband in the Phitotopkicat curinsities at Surgeons' Hall; and their great excellence
induced Mr. Adam Druuimond to promise his father,
TntuaeHaiu for 1698, rol. \x. p. 80.
MONRO, MD. the son of Mr, that if the future attainments of his son corresponded
Jodn Monro, waa bom at London on the I yth Septem. with such early exertions, he would, on the completion
ber 1697, and deaeended, by ii!s father, from the fami. of his studies, resign the anatomical chair in his favour.
In 1718, he attended the hospitals in Paris, and the
I7 of Monro ot MUton, and by his mother from that of
John Monro, the younger son of lectures of Chomel on botany and chemistry, of Gre
Porfaea of CoOoden.
Sir Alexander Monro of Bearcrofl, colonel in the army goire on midwifery, Cessau on bandages, and those of
of King Charlca at the batde of Worcester, and after- Bouquet on anatomy. He performed under the suwards one of the principal clerks of the Court of Sesa perintendance of M. Thibaut, the different operations
of sur^^ery, and was particularly attentive to morbid
sion, served fW some years as a military surgeon
under King WilTtatn, in Flanders. Retiring from the dissections.
In the autumn of the same year he repaired to Leyanny aboot the cnnnnencement of the last century, he
den, and became a pupil of the illustrious Boerhaave,
eatabiislied hhnseii' at Edinburgh, where his enlarged
kaiiwladge, unremitting attention, and agreeable man- who, having Iiimself twenty-six years before derived
nera, soon introduced him to an extensire practice. much instruction and assistance in medical inquiries
At^jtheaannetime, professional enffi^ements did not pre- from Dr. Pitcaim, was enabled to return it with inrent him from attending to the e«liMation of an only son, terest to this future ornament of Scotland, and diswhose early inclination to the study of medicine con- tinguished improver of anatomical and ^turgical science.
tributed to strengthen the desire he ha<i long felt to He carefully attended the lectures of Professor Boerhaave on chemistry, on the theory and practice of mesupply the want ^ncdical instruction in Edinbnrgh.
Mr. Monro, after receiving an excellent classical and dicine, as well as his clinical lectures in the hospital.
The study of comparative anatomy was also cultivated
latfiinialii si educatioti, and completing the usual
by him, and he iiointed out its advantages to some of
oottrac of academical studies, was bound an apprentice
to his father, who procured him books necessary for his his fellow students.
The frequent opportunities afforded our young stuprivate studies, and a chemical appnratns for the pnrpoae of repeating at home the experiments performed dent of conversing with this eminent physician, in conby Dr. Crawford in illustration of his lectures on che- sequence of consulting' him on important and novel
Fle was entrusted with the tick pensioners caaei from Scotland, convinced Dr. Boerhaave of the
mistry.
under the cliarge of his parent, and permitted by the superior attainments and abilities of iiis pupil. His
rest of the physidana ami surgeons to attend many of persevering application and study were clearly proved
by the numerous MS. notes of lectures which he
their patients who were affected with rare and dangerooadiacaaes. Heaecuratelyexaminedthepharmaceutical wrote.
This account of the labours by which tlie active mind
plantB, exhibited by Mr. George Preston ; and availed
ninaclf of the means afforded by Mesars. Elliot, Drunu of so great a benefactor of his country was enabled to
nond and M'Gill, the Professors of anatomy, for ob- stamp its own character on the rising generation of anaserving tlie few occasional dissections which occurred tomists and physicians, must convmce the most inconin Edinburgh.
The medical world, therefore, is much siderate that no lasting attainments can be secured with,
indebted for the valuable fruits produced by the sub- out enlightened instruction, close application, and pasequent laboora of Mr. Monro^ to the care with whichtient invest! gatioo.
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own

observation «nd experience fully conAlexander, vinced him that dissection is the only method by
primut.
^hij.j| a correct system of the different branches of me.
^
'"'"' ~
dical and surgical knowledge can be formed or iraprov.
Monro,

'

-Nfonro,
present one, whose foundation was laid in 1738.
Some of the principal rooms, particularly that for ope- Alexander,
P""""rations, were constructed according to a plan of the professor.
By the mutual co-operation of all classes of
ed.
He also endeavoured, by maintaining nnd nou> citizens, this useful building, which is capable of holdrishing his favourite science from the common stock
ing nearly 300 patients, and open for the reception of
of natural philosophy, to promote its growtli and vi- the sick of all nations, was completed in a shorter
Empiricism was thus prevented from continu- time than co\ild have been expectetl.
ffour.
ing to maintain its influence, and truth enabled to acProvost Drummond was appointed by the first contriquire that ascendancy which it is entitled to claim.
butors to superintend, in conjunction widi Mr. Monro,
Impressed with such views, young Monro, for he the erection of the hospital. In this spacious building the
was then only twenty-two years of age, returned to pupils of our professor learned to adopt humane and feel«
Edinburgh in 1719, and succeeded the following year ing manners towards their patients, while they were in*
to the anatomical chair, on the resignation of Messrs.
structed in the best mode of curing diseases. He never
Drummond and M'Gill, at that time professors and absented himself from any dissection ; and in all instan«
demonstrators to the College of Surgeons, who thus ces of death whether from accident or disease, he not
testified the high opinion which they entertained of
only pointed out to the students the difference between
his qualifications, and fulfilled the promise made to his
the healthy and morbid appearance of the various orfatiifir.
Soon after his appointment, he was induced gans, but carefully explained the practice which had been
adopted.
The intimate acquaintance which he posto deliver a course of lectures on anatomy, and to illussessed of anatomy, and his knowledge of a vast variety
trate them by his own preparations, made under the
tuition of Cheselden and others.
of cases, enabled him to perform surgical operations
The following fact affords a striking proof of his with success, and gave him great superiority as a consulting physician and surgeon.
He manifested his
great abilities and s»lf-possession as a public speaker.
The unexpected presence of a large and respect- deep sense of the utility of clinical lectures, by continuing them with unwearied industry after that disable assembly, among whom were the presidents and
Fellows of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, ease had begun which terminated his useful career.
Mr. Monro assisted in establishing a society of phywho attended the first lecture at the request of his fasicians and surgeons, and six volumes of medical esther, not only disconcerted the professor, but deprived
him of the recollection of what he had committed to me- says and observations were published by him as secreWith a view to recal his scattered thoughts, tary, which he considered to be the best means of inmory.
he began to shew some of his anatomical preparations, creasing the knowledge of medicine ; and when, at the
and determined at last to adopt such language as an recommendation of Colin Maclaurin, the society was
enlarged by the admission of philosophers as members,
intimate and extensive acquaintance with the subject
might suggest. His great success on this occasion in- he contributed several valuable papers to the two voduced him to adhere during the long course of forty lumes which were published during his life by the
Philosophical Society, under the title of Physical and
years to the same plan, and few lecturers ever surpassed
Literary Essays.
him in ease, elegance, and perspicuity of language.
Provost Drummond, a magistrate of a truly liberal
His conduct to Dr. Martin, private lecturer on anaand comprehensive mind, afforded young Monro every tomy at Edinburgh, exhibits a liberality of sentiment
deserving of imitation, since he acted toward him with
assistance by means of his influence with the Town
the greatest kindness while living, and undertook to
Council, and sanctioned the plan of teaching which
superintend the publication of his works on anatomy
he had adopted by frequent attendance on his lectures.
The anatomical school of Edinburgh established on afler his death.
Dr. Monro has rarely been surpassed as a man of
such a firm foundation, and conducted by so able a probusiness, and he obtained great influence over his felfessor, soon rivalled the university of Leyden itself, which
had acquired the greatest celebrity from the exertions of low citizens by his extemporaneous eloquence. He
Mr. Monro added much was a director of the Bank of Scotland, a justice of the
the distinguished Roerhaave.
peace, a commissioner of the high roads, and a manager
to the riches of Edinburgh, since his lectures were attended by 3850 students, who must have spent, on of many public charities, and fulfilled the various duties
the most moderate calculation, the sum of £192,600. which such situations require with great regularity and
This fact affords the strongest proof of the uncom- honour.
He was a steady supporter of civil liberty,— firmmon success of his lectures, which were conducted in
After giving a view of the ly attached to the House of Hanover, and manifested
the following manner.
great attention and humanity to the wounded officers
history of the science, examining the structure of the
bones and the different parts of the body in a state of and soldiers who fell at Prestonpans. He evinced great
compassion and benevolence to the rebels, not only by
health, as well as the analogous .organs of the inferior
procuring pardon for them but by cheerfully affording
animals, he illustrated the whole by reasonings calcuprofessional aid, which was of great use to those who
lated to point out the nature and character of the
healthy functions, which he applied to the elucidation had suffered in the army of the Pretender. His friendship with Colin Maclaurin, the friend and commenof disease and the improvement of surgery.
An hospital was still wanting, where the intimate tator of Newton, who was appointed professor in the
connection between anatomy, surgery, and medicine, year 1725, when Dr. Monro delivered his first lecture
might be shewn, and his father used every exertion in the University, affords a strong testimony of the esto complete a plan on which the prosperity of the teem and affection in which he was held by his intimate acquaintance.
rising bchool depended. Mr. Monro himself also wrote a
pamphlet, pointing out its advantages. The sum of
Mr. Monro's influence as a teacher was much increased
jP2000 was, after some time, collected, and a temporary by the exterior graces of a well-formed person, and
hospital erected in 1729, which was superseded by the
gentle manners, whicli were combined with an amiable

His

1

MONRO.
Monro,
disposition, «nd the "ennobling dignity of a comprehenAkand«r, gjyp ,nj liberal mintl.
It was his great object to
perform professional duties with a spirit of true phi' j'l^L'
lanthropy, endeavouring to make his own experience
sutMenrient to the knowledge of others, as well as to
the advancement of the healing art.
He endeared his
patients by an affectionate conduct, and his charitable
attention to the wants and diseases of the poor secured
tfiehr rqjard and esteem.
He performetl the duties of a son, a husband, and a
father in the most exemplary manner.
His father, to
whom Edinburgh is much indebted for her prosperity,
died in Berwickshire, at the seat of his only son, whose
<ucceM an a professor had contributed to gladden his
dedininr years. He was very attentive to the education of nu sons, instructed them in many of the sciences himself,
treated them through life witli all
the familiarity of a friend.
Dr. Monro frequently laboured under a spitting of
blood, when he caught the least cold, and was subject
to inflammatory fevers.
Af\er an atuick of the influenaa in the year 1762, he was severely afflicted with
a fungous ulcer of the bladder and rc<-tuni, which he
bore with great patience and Christian resignation, and
died with uncaamon oonposure on the 10th of July
1767, at the age of erenty.

md

The works of Dr. Monro were publiahcd after his
death by hi* ton Alexander, professor of anatomy, in
one4to Tolumc. The luminous order, and accurate philoaophical description which characterise his writings,
have secured him the admiration of all succeeding anaHis Osteology, the outlines of which were
toooiato.
ftrtt read to a medical society when he was student in
London, is yet unrivalled. The methodical and simple
naugaiuent that he has adopted in this work, must
con tinu e to be a model for every interpreter of nature
who wishes to follow her direction and not liis own
Af>er shewing the situation, general apimagination.
pearances, and divisions of the bones, he points out the
connection of the one he examines, with tliosc around
it, and oondudcs by enumerating the purposes which
the bone serves in the animal economy, and stating its
diseasea.
The Introductory Letter to the first edition
of bis Comparative Anatomy, is an able defence of this

important branch of science. His Comparative Anatomy
is OBeellent and nothing affords so striking a proof of the
nnga of Monro's mind, iind the correctness ol hi» reasoning, as the intimate union he assisted in establishing between comparative and human anatomy, from which he
ideafoured to deduce his physiological observations. 1
cImi ly appears firom his papers on medicine and surgery,
that be wasamonsst the first, who, by conducting manual
operations acoortUng to the light of science, assisted to
rescue surgery from barbarism and ignorance, and to
testate it to that rank and estimation wliich so useful
a part of the medical profession is fully entitled to
claim.
His last work on inoculation in Scotland, written at the age of sixty-eight, evinces with wluit eagernasshe continued to promote improvements in medicine,
and io check the progress of prejudices injurious to
the beahh, the comfort, and the lives of hi^i fellow-men.
See Life of Dr. Monro, Primus, pre/ixed to lii' H'urks;
Dr. Duncan's Account of hit Life : Bowers' HUtory nf
Iht I
of Edinburgh, vol. ii. p. i6(i 188; Dr.
.ir- Io a Srriet of Emgravingx, reprtitnting
Ban
Iht liuar'ichcll, Engraver, Edinburgh ;
;

—

'
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ALEXANDtR MO.\ KO, Secu,Jut,M.D. the youngest of the three sons of

Dr. Alcxandet Monro, Primut,

* Dr. Mooio, Primut,
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M'Donald, second daughter of Sir Donald ^fonro,
M'Donald of M'Donald, in the Isle of Sky, Baronet, was Alexander,
born at Edinburgh on the 20th of March 1733. He ac/^^)|^^^
'"^
quired the first rudiments of classical literature under Mr.
Mundell, a distinguished teacher in Edinburgh, whose
kindness and exertions were long remembered by his
grateful scholars.
His father, from a deep conviction
that an intimate acquaintance with the principles of mathematical, physical, and ethical knowledge, is the best
preparation for medical inquiries, placed him under the
tuition of his bosom friend, Colin Maclaurin, the Professor of Mathematics, Dr. Stewart, and Sir John Pringle.
He did not commence the study of medicine under his father before he had attained his eighteenth
year, when an enthusiastic diligence and ardour soon
made him a useful assistant in the dis.secting room. It
was here, like Cheselden, Haller, and Albinus, that he
obtained an accurate acquaintance with the structure
and functions of the human body by constant dissection,
the only sure basis on which medical and surgical improvements can be founded.
He studied the various branches of medicine under
Professors Rutherford, Sinclair, and Alston, and pro-

and

Isabella

secuted his labours with such unremitting perseverance, that in the year 1753, at the age of twenty, he
assisted his father in his anatomical lectures*.
He graduated in 1755, when his inaugural dissertation, Dc
Tettibut el Setnine in taritt Animalibut, displayed a
minute knowledge of the physiology of these organs,
and of the lymphatic system, which he aflerwards investigated with so mucli success.
His superiority as a
demonstrator and lecturer, induced tlie patrons of the
University, in consequence of a petition from the father, to appoint him Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, on the J 2th July 1755, and in tlie twenty-second
year of his age.
Dr. Monro, Primut, manifested great solicitude in
procuring testimonials not only from the different professors, but also from such students as attended the demonstrations of young Monro, with a view to satisfy the
patrons in the most effectual manner of his son's dili-

gence and

talents.

When Dr. Monro applied on this occasion
Town Council, and presented the testimonials

to the

of his

Mr. Stuart, son-in-law of
the former professor of anatomy Mr. Drummond, and
senior magistrate during the absence of Provost Drummond, at that time in London, told him ' he had no
need or wish to inspect them. Tell me," said Mr. Stuart,
" your own sentiments of him, fur I am sure every one
" As
will trust you rather than any other person."
son's character

you

and

abilities,

me then,"observed the
me when I say, that if the

refer to

Professor,

"you may

world gives me credit for any ability or effect in promoting the character
and usefulness of the University, 1 thinK more highly
of him than they can think of me." He seems also to
have been induced, by an anxiety for the prosperity of
believe

the College, to select as a professor the younger son in
preference to the elder, from a conviction that the natural and acquired attainments of the former were better calculated to maintain the honour of the University
than those of the latter.
Dr. Monro, Primut, being yet in the vigour of life,
and an enthusiastic teacht-r of anatomy, sent his son to
pro^iccute his studies under the mo.st eniiiieiu professors
Whilst the
at London, Paris, Berlin, and Leyden.
pupil of the celebrated Pmfe sor Meckel at Berlin, he
resided in his family, and thus enjoyed all the advantages of public and private uutruciion.
In 1758, Dr.

graduated lAcr bia Soa.
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at the same place his Essay de VtLpnphaticis Volvulosis, for the purpose of provj^g ^^^g ^j large than in his Thesis, that the valvi3ar lymphatics are one general system of absorThe first preparation of the Acoustic Nerve,
bents.
and the most minute ramifications of the lacteals, -were
made by him durinff his residence with Dr. Meckel.
He remained only a short time at Leyden, as Albinus, whose lectures he wished to attend, was confined with disease.
This university, only 20 years
before, had been justly considered the luminary of the
medical world, but its splendour was eclipsed by the
removal of the celebrated Albinus, Professor of Anatomy, and by the neglect of the patrons of the university
to secure lecturers of distinguished ardour and intelligence.
The genius and fame of Meckel had raised
Berlin to the honourable rank which Leyden so recently possessed, and brought students from every quarter
of the globe to enrich that capital with science and

Monro published

Alexuider, „jj
tecundut.
""

were taken up by the lymphatic vessels.—-" In this case
(Aneurism) the appearance was rather as if the blood
had insensibly dissolved and washed away the substance
of the bone, as we see in stones of unequal texture,
that have been long washed by a dropping, or a stream
of water."

— See Dr.

Winterbottom's Thesis, De Vasts
1781, who gives a full account of Dr.
Monro's opinion respecting the absorption of solids.
Dr. Monro's lectures are universally acknowledged to
have been the fullest course of anatomy, physiology, pathology and surgery ever delivered. Dr. VVilliam Hunter was surpassed by none as a demonstrator or lecturer,
but he paid too little attention to physiology, and on
this account Dr. Monro, who for 40 years performed the arduous duties of the anatomical chair
without an assistant, is entitled to greater praise than
his powerful rival.
He delivered his lectures until the
year 1800, when hi« son, the present Professor of Anatomy, who had been conjoined with him in 1798, began
to assist him.
He continued, however, his surgical
•wealth.
Dr. Monro returned to Edinburgh in the summer course until the year 1807, and delivered the introof 1758, where he was admitted a licentiate of the Ed- ductory lecture for the session 1808-9, when he was 76
inburgh Royal College of Physicians on the 2d May, years old.
By a happy union of anatomical and medical knowand elected a fellow on the 1st May 1759. He also
succeeded his father as secretary to the Philosophi- ledge, Dr. Monro was distinguished as a consulting surcal Society.
In the autumn of 1758, he commen- geon, and displayed uncommon acuteness, correctness,
ced his lectures as colleague with his father, and and humanity in the direction of operations ; and in
combined in his own person the knowledge of some surgery, to make use of the words of a very competent
of the most celebrated anatomical professors of the judge, Mr. B. Bell, " his improvements were numerous
and important."
last century, Cheselden, Boerhaave, Monro, and MecDr. Monro commenced the practice of a physician
need not be surprised to find the fame
kel.
of the University of Edinburgh constantly increas- on his return from the continent ; and his skill and
ing under a lecturer enriched with the treasures of success have seldom been equalled by any practitioner
such eminent anatomists, directed by the constant in this city. For the attainment of so high an honour,
he was indebted in no small degree to the habit of
instruction and superintendence of his own parent,
and whose ardent enthusiasm was regulated by the keeping a regular account of every case which came
under his care, with the addition of such notes and
dictates of a comprehensive judgment, and acute disHis course of anatomical lectures was observations as his good sense and accurate judgment
crimination.
His great object was to have recourse to
arranged nearly according to the same connected and supplied.
simple and powerful remedies, whose efficacy was
orderly plan with that of Monro, primus, who continued to witness during the space of nine years the sanctioned by just reasoning, or extensive experience.
uncommon success of his son in the advancement of With a mind uninfluenced by the dogmas of particular
The demon- sects or parties, he was always prepared to adopt such
that instruction which he had begun.
new modes of practice as his increasing knowledge apstrations of our professor were conducted with a simproved ; and to accommodate his prescriptions to the
plicity, accuracy, and distinctness, which never failed
various changes of diseases, which habits of accurate
to instruct and delight his students, and few men surpassed him in exciting a taste for that branch of science observation enabled him to discern. Few practitionwhich he so ably communicated. The number of pu- ers were more alive to the condition of a patient
than our distinguished physician, who investigated
pils who attended his lectures was 14-,000, averaging
If with Dr. Monro, primus, we their complaints with a caution and feeling that
nearly 350 annually.
shewed deep interest in the afflictions of the sufferei*.
calculate the expense of each student at L.50 per annum, the riches introduced into Edinburgh by the lec- This conduct inspired a confidence in his attentive
kindness, which frequently promoted the recovery of
tures of his son would amount to L. 700,000, and these
two distinguished individuals may be considered as those entrusted to his care.
As a consulting physician. Dr. Monro merited the
having added L.892,500 to the improvement of Edinhighest praise.
He entered into no subtle disquisitions
burgh and its inhabitants.
controversy was maintained with great warmth be- or controversies about difficult or disputed points ; he
twixt Dr. William Hunter of London, and Dr. Monro, shewed no credulity as to the virtues of particular reon the subject of their respective claims to the disco- medies, nor did he arrogate to himself any superior
very of the use of the lymphatics, which contributed skill by boasting of his own success, but was always
prepared to propose or adopt such active remedies as
to make both examine this part of anatomy with greater
minuteness ; and to their rivalship we are indebted for promised to be of essential benefit in difficult cases.
The celebrity of our Professor extended his fame
the intimate knowledge of that beautiful system of vesthroughout Europe, and he was admittetJ a member of
sels by which their office as absorbents is established
the royal academies of Paris, Madrid, ^prlin, Moscow,
with a certainty and clearness that remove all doubt.
The following statement by Dr. William Hunter, in &c.
His favourite amusement was horticulture, which he
his treatise on Aneurism, in the 6th volume of The Loudon Medical Observations and Enquiries, &Sor As a striking pursued with much pleasure during the greatest part
proof that be did not suppose the solid parts of the body of his life.
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Prafe«aor, in the midst of bia other numerous la.
hours, did not neglect to attend to his duties as secretary
of the Philosophical Society, whose essays he continued
to publish during the flourishing period when Lord
was president, and Sir George Clerk, Mr. John

Our

KamM

His pathological and surgical observations in this
work are extremely valuable, and point out the communication

between

the

lateral

ventricles

Mqds.U

of the Montaigne,

brain, the seat of the water in Hydrencephalus ; and
that the changes in the texture of the brain are proved
to be the result of absorption.
In his treatise on

'^'V"'^

Clerk, Drs. CuUen, Home, Hope, Black, Young, Dun*
can, Hutton, &c. were members. An excellent paper of the Eye, he has described the muscular structure of
bis, concerning the etfects produced by narcotics and the iris, the nature and course of the retina, con.
atioiuLuits on the nervous system, in the 3d and last ceming which Morgagni, Winslow, Haller, and his fa.
Tolome of this work, throws considerable light on the ther, held different opinions, and has endeavoured to
use of this important part of the animal economy. The establish by experiments, that the oblique muscles of
volume also contains some valuable remarks on po- the eye* ball, and the orbicular muscle of the eyelypous tumoral in the pharynx and oesophagus, and on lids, are the means by which the eye is adapted to obthe use of mercury in convulsive diseases.
In conse* jects at different distances. In his Treatise on the Ear,
quence of the proposal of Principal Robertson and he has published tlie most full and accurate descripProfeMor DalzeU, the Philosophical Society was incor* tion of the human cochlea,—of the smaller branches of
Derated by charter in the year 1782 into the Royal nerves distributed upon its several component parts,
Society of £dinburgh,'and Dr. Monro resigned the of- and supplied many new facts respecting the ear of the
fice of secretary : he still, however, continued an active
whale, skate, tortoise, and angel fish.
In 1788 he
and useful member, and enriched their transactions published a work on the Bursa; Mucosae, which adds
with some excellent communications on animal elec> to his character as a good anatomist, and profound pa.
tricity and galvanism, and on the effects of the oblique thologist.

ume

iniertioa

otamscular

fibres.

Dr. Monro was not so tall as his father, but had the
amc amiable mikluess of countenance, and manifested
the same benevolent pleasure in promoting the bappi*
ncas, or alietriating the wanta and distresses of his feU
low. men.

He

pursued the study of polite literature with his
usual ardour, and introduced into his lectures, in a
vciT appropriate and judicious manner, the stores he

had acquired.

Ue

neglected no opportunity of extendwith every deyas iuient of know.
loildpa, as far as these studies did not interfere with his
pwftiiinnil, dvil, or social duties.
His character as a
D upland, father, Criend, and landlord, waa distinguished
(at aflisclion, tendameM, kindnesi, and seneroaity
In
hia temper he was cheerful and candid^ lively in con.
vanation* plaasing in his manners, and conciliating in

wm bi« acquaintance

.

hia disposition.
At last, after devoting

more than 60 yean to the serwas attacked by a slow and painful
diMtia, which terminated an active and valuable life,
in tfaa Mth vear of his age.
Under long confinement,
inciaaiing iaeblcnesa, and the prospect of greater affliction, his patience and resignation were moat exeralary, and togtetbcr witli great thankfulness for past
UCMbtfa, be displayed a liumble confidence iq the mer.
cy of Him by whom his suli'eringa were inflicted.
In 1783 Dr. Monro published obMrvationa on the
structure and functions of the nervous system, and
haa traced, Osrtbar than any of his predecessors, the
vice of mankind, he

olfactory nerve, the nasal twig of the opthalmic branch
of the £th pair, and the vidiMi branch of the superior

By ascertaining that these nervm
are distributed on the same membrane, he contribu.
ted to the discovery of the sense of smell residing in
nor* nerves than former an ataiw i ata acknowledg.
•d. He liaa also extended our aeqoaintance with the
hfifhfa of the auditory nerve and the nerves
mawllary nerve.

Such were the lives of the two Monros, who contributed to extend th^ boundaries of medical science by
promoting the advancement of valuable discovery and
improvement—to divide at first tlie honour of medical
degrees between Leyden and Edinburgh,—and finally,
to raise the metropolis of Scotland to the highest celebrity as a school of medicine.

See An Account of the Life, Writings, and Character
of the late Dr. Akiauder Monro, secundus, by Dr. Duncan, senior.
(MoNTKS Hakkokim), a town in the kingdom of the Netherlands, and the chief place of the
province of Hainault, is situated partly on a hill, upon the river Trouide, which traverses it. The town
is well built, and contains several good squares and
streets.
The principal public buildings and institutions are, the Hotel de \ ille, a large old building, with
a fine steeple, erected in 17)6, and situated in a square
the Government house, situated in a spacious market
place the Chateau and its gardens ; the ci-devant Abbey of Wantru s a large hospital, originally construct,
ed by \'auban ; a commodious foundling hospital ; a
gymnasium, with a good library. The churclies are
well built.
The great church is a fine building, the
side altar and chapel being formed of pure marble.
That of St. Elizabeth occupies the site of an ancient
caatle demolished in 1618, and said to have been erected by Julius Czsar. The town is surroimded by an
earthen mound and ditches; and, since 181S, itd forti-

MONS

;

fications

The manufactures of

have been increased.

and lace. It possesses also iron foundries, and works for salt, pottery, oil,
and soap, which, from its command of coal, and its
communication with Paris by the canal of St. Quintin,

Mons

are, woollen, cotton, linen,

Population, 20,000.
carries on to great advantage.
East Long. 3° 67' 15' ; and North LaU 50» 27' 2".
MONSOONS. See Wind.
MONSTER. See Phybiomot.
oftkataeth.
(Michel de) a celebrated French
In 17il5, he published an excellent work on the writer, waa bom at the Chateau de Montaigne, near
structure and physiology of fishes, shewing that the Bergerac, upon the Dordogne, on the 28th of Febru-*
abaorbent functiaaa of the lymphatic system exist ary, 1533. He was the third son of Pierre Eyquem, a
equally in birds, fishes, and amphibious animals, as man of rank and probity, who appears to nave disin men and quadrupeds. He has demonstrated, in his charged the paternal duties with extraordinary care.
Tiaatiae on the Brain, the existence of lymphatics in Young Michel was awakened every morning by soft
that organ by filling them with a coloured injection, music, lest &udden exciutioa might injure his health
it
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and a Gentian domestic, unacquainted with the French
""""V"* language, taught him to express his first ideas in Latin.
At the age of six years, he was sent to the College of Bourdeaux, then conducted by the most cele^
brated preceptors in France, one of whom was our
Mondistinguished countryman, Oeo'ge Buchanan

Montaigrie.

knowledge of Latin, acquired in a manner so
avail to him ; and though
•we may be allowed to doubt his assertion, that the
masters ' were afraid to accost him,' the instructions
of his nurse must have materially contributed to form
that minute and extensive acquaintance with classical
literature, and that strong tinge of Latinity, for which
taigne's

uncommon, was here of some

his writings are so remarkable.

After seven years occupied in such studies, Monfaigne, with the view of becoming a lawyer, engaged
in the requisite course of preparation ; but his love of
jurisprudence, and his progress in that science, appear

been equally small. The Parliament of Bourdeaux seldom witnessed his official exertions ; and after
his elder brother's death, from the stroke of a tennisball, he gladly exchanged the advocate's gown for the
sword of a country gentleman. A short time after
1 560, he married Francoise, daughter of a celebrated
pleader, Joseph de la Chassagne ; and, possessing the
Chateau de Montaigne, which his father bequeathed
to him in I569, enjoying a competent fortune and domestic happiness, he had full leisure to combine rural
and intellectual employment, in the most suitable proportion.
Study seems, however, to have attracted
to have

nearly

all

his attention

;

riding afforded a

healthful

lived remote from the
political quarrels which, at that period, distracted his
country ; and few avocations enticed him from reading,

and favourite exercise; he

cacy which frequently defortr.S these Essays ; and as Moniaijme
Montiigne, by an abundfint store of bold ideas, and a ""^HT^
deep insight into the pi-inciples of our common nature,
deserves to be ranked high among the great men of his
own original age, he also deserves the bad pre-eminence,
in love at once of coarseness and obscenitj'.
The desultory, careless mode, in which the materials of the Essays are arranged, indicates a feature
in the author's character to which his style has likewise
a resemblance. With him, more than with any other^
words may be called the garment of thought; the expression is frequently moulded to fit the idea, never the
idea to fit the expression.
The negligence, and occasional obscurity of his manner, are more than compensated by the warmth of an imagination, bestowing on
his language a nervousness, and often a picturesque
beauty, which we should in vain seek elsewhere.

From

the peru.sal of those Essays, it is natural to inmust have studied men, not only
in the closet but the world. Accordingly, we find, that
Montaigne had travelled over France, entertained the
King in his chateau, and more than once visited the
court, where Charles IX. gratified him by spontaneously
bestowing the collar of the order of St. Michel. After
the first publication of his Essays he did not long continue stationary.
In this case, however, the desire of
viewing foreign countries was but secondary to that of
freeing himself from a nephritic disorder which had
afflicted him for several years, and which, having no
faith in physicians, he sought to alleviate by the use of
mineral waters. With this intention he left home in
1581, and, attended by several of his friends, traversed
Lorrain, Switzerland, Bavaria, and Italy.
From the
baths of Plombiere, Baden, and Lucca, he came to
Rome, where, among other honours that awaited him,
he received the freedom of the city, and soon afterwards received intelligence that his countrymen ot
At the
Bourdeaux had elected him their mayor*.
King's command, he returned from Italy to undertake
fer,

that the author

or committing to paper such reflections as that reading
excited, in whatever order they occurred.
Before the
decease of his father, Montaigne had translated the
Natural Theology of Raymond de Sebonde ; and, in
1571, he superintended the posthumous publication of
his friend, the Sieur de la Boetie's works.
He did not this office ; and his constituents signified their approbaappear in the character of an original author, till 1580, tion of his conduct in it by continuing his appoint*
when the fruit of his meditations was published under ment for another two years.
the title of Essays, at Bourdeaux.
Eight years afterThe remaining portion of Montaigne'? life was chiefwards, in a new edition prepared under his eye at ly spent in revising his Essays. It was disturbed by
Paris, the work was augmented by a third book, and
the tumults of the League, and finally by the ravages
many additions to the part already published.
of the pestilence, which compelled him for a short peIn this singular production, Montaigne completely riod to leave his home. One of his last journeys was
fulfils the promise of ' painting himself in his natural
to Paris for the publication of his works ; and during
and simple mood, without study or artifice.'
And his return, he remained some days at Blois, to witness
though Scaliger might perhaps reasonably ask, " What the proceedings of the States-General assembled there
matters it whether Montaigne liked white wine or cla. in 1588. He is said to have predicted to his friend,
ret ?"
a modem reader will not easily cavil at the pathe famous de Thou, that Henry IV. would embrace
tient and good-natured, though exuberant, egotism,
the catholic religion, and restore peace to France.
which brings back to our view ' the form and pressure'
But the use of mineral waters had not banished
of a time long past. The habits and humours, the Montaigne's hereditary distemper; and his constitumode of acting and thinking which characterized a tion, weakened by it, was unable to sustain the attack
Gascon gentleman in the sixteenth century, cannot fail of an inflammation of the throat, which seized him in
to amuse an enquirer of thenineteeth; while the faithSeptember, 1592. On the 17th of that month, the disful delineation of human feelings in all their strength
order had deprived him of the use of speech; but as
and weakness, will serve as a mirror to every mind his mental faculties remained unimpaired, he desired his
capable of self-examination. But if details, otherwise wife, in writing, to send for certain of his ntighbours,
frivolous, are pardoned, because of the antique charm
that he might bid them farewell. After the arrival of
which is about them, no excuse or even apology of a these persons, mass was said in his chamber. At the
satisfactory kind, can be devised for the gross indelielevation of the host, Montaigne, with an effort, raised

—

• About fifty years ago, a manuscript account of thi» journey was accidentally found in the chateau which Montaigne inhabited. BeJng ascertained to be his composition, it was published in 1774.
But neither tlie curiosity attached to every thing wliich bears the name
of Montaigne, nor the learned notes of M. Querlon, are sufficient to make us relish the insignificant and often disgusting contents of a
work that seems never to have been at all intended for meeting general inspection.
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MUigne. biinself upon hij bed, and, clasping bia hands together,
MrtagtK. expireii in that pious attitude.
He bad almost com*
pleted hi« sixtieth year.
I'he character of Montaigne is amply delineated in
bk Etaayt. On contemplating this picture, we are
furprised to find the principles of a stoic incongruously
mingled with the practice of an epicure ; and the
fiUom of doubt, upon which during the flow of health
be proTewed to repose, exchanged in sickness for the
But notwithstanding these inopiate* of superstition.
cofiaiatencies, it is impotsible to avoid admiring the continued benignity and pensive gaiety which distinguished his temper. The amiableness of his private life is
attested by the fact, that under the five monarchs who,
during his time, successively swayed tlie sceptre of a

kingdom torn with

fanatical divisions, his {lerson

and

property were alwavt reipected by both parties ; and
few, at an adranced age, can say like him, that they
are yet untainted with a quarrel or a law-suit.
His essay* have been abridged, translated and civen
The most valuea edito the world in various shapes.
tion ia that of London, 17^4, in which the original exBicwioiuareacrupulously retained, and ably illustrated
by the notca of M. (Jotte. (t. c.^
(Ladt M*ry Wobthv) the eldest
daughter of Evelyn Pierrepont, Earl, and afterwards
Duke, of Kingston, was bom at Thorseby, in Nottinghamshire, about the year 1690. Though fouryears
afterwards she lost her mother, the Lady Mary yielding, daughter of William, Elarl of Denbigh, her education wa* conducted with all the care which so promising
a genitu leemtd to deserve. In addition to the usual
MOMBpUahoienta, ahe easily gained from the preceptors
of bar brother, Viscount Newark, a considerable knowlodge of the Greek and Latin languages, to which she

MONTAGU,

French and Italian. The famous Gilbert
Bomot, Aiahop of Salisbury, is said to have guided and
encouraged her more advanced studies ; a manuscript
traiiA.atiun of Epictctus, which she executed during a

MOO added

WMk

in

the

summer

of 1710, yet bear* the corrections

df that distinguished prelate.
Whilst making acquiiitions, at that period so rare
iOMina penonsof her sex and rank, theyounglady conlioaM principally at Thorseby, or at Acton, near LonIn tbM« narrow circle* her livrlinea* and spidon.
rtta were already no less remarkable than her learning.
Mr*,, or a* we should now *av. Mis* Ann Wortley,
daughter of tbc Honourable Sidney Montagu, seems to
bava been her most intm^ate associate and this early
friendship gave rise to her acquaintance with a son of
the same nobleman, Edward Wortley Montagu, to
whom, after two years, she wa* privately married, on
The valuable, tliough not
the ISth of August, 1713.
brilliant, qualification* of this gentleman, were long
exercised in I'arliament, where his graceful manner and
knowledge oi busine** secured him considerable influ;

At the period of his rasrriage, the fathers of
both parties being alive, he could not offer hit wife such
•D catablithment a* to pernait her accompanyirg him
for the
t« London during hi* political engagement*
fir«t three years of their union she lived chiefly at
WamcJiSc-lodge, near Sheilield. But, after the death
of Queen Anne in 1714, when Charles Montagu, who
conveyed tbc intelligence of that event to George I.
bad been raised from the dignity of baron, to that of
earl, Halifax, :•
r created 6r^t lord of the treasury, tliat noli'
not overlook the services of
bis cou'.in Mr. VN uriky, wboioon obtained the appointment of coouaitslu&ei in iLe fame departaent- The
ence.

:

"

'

•
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nature of his office placed him in c«nnectiou with the Moniairue.
court ; and the appearance of Lady Mary, who now

'"V^

first

visited that scene, attracted universal admiratior.

Her beauty and genius were praised, her conversation
was coveted by the highest ranks of the nobility, and a
more honourable tribute was paid to her talents in the
esteem which she obtained from Pope and Addison.

The

short-lived pleasures of such a scene had scarcelose their novelty, when Lady
Mary was called to visit objects of a far more diversi*
In the summer of 1716, Mr.
fied and striking nature.
Wortley rcsigne<l his situation at the Treasury-Board, in
consequenceof an appointment to occupy the place of Sir
ly yet

found time to

Robert Sutton, Ambassador at Constantinople, who had
been removed to Vienna, and directed to co-operate with
his successor, in endeavouring to terminate the war be«
tween the Austrians and Turks, which at that time
In the month of August
raged with extreme violence.
Mr. Wortley left England, and his lady did not hesitate to accompany him in a journey which, though te*
dious, and not without hazard, promised to offer such a
field for observation and enjoyment, as great skill in
modem languages, and considerable acquaintance with
classical antiquities, rendered her well qualified to profit by.
After leaving Holland and Germany, the em«
bassy continued two months at Adrianople. Sultan
Achmed III., whom they found here, is said to have

shewn a more frank disposition, and less solicitude
about the Koran than usually happens with a Turkish
prince.
To this circumstance it is generally ascribed,
that Lady Mary was enabled to augment her acquaintance with eastern manners, by an examination of the
Haram, never before or since permitted to any Euro«
pean.

The knowledge which

she gathered respecting the

and character of this people was minute, her
mode of communicating it lively and entertaining. But
Europe, in general, owe* to her residence in Turkey a
much more solid advantage than any such entertainment. Whilst passing the summer months at Belgrade,
not far from the shore of the Bosphorus, Lady .Mary
had occasion to observe a custom practised by the peasants, which was said to guard them from the effects of
habits

small-pox, a dreadful, ana at that time, cureless malady.
She examined the process of ingrafting, or inoculation, as it was afterwards called, became convinced of
its efficacy, and with a courage for which humanity is
deeply intlebted, she consented to have the operation
tried upon her son, at that time about three years old.
Edward Wortley Montagu, afterwards so celebrated for
his rambling eccentric character, sustained the experiment without hurt, in the month of March 1718. The
event encouraged his mother to form the hope of establishing a practice so salutary in her own country.
It
is well known that, after a lapse of some years, the
zealous support which she bestowed on the attempts of
Mr. MaitlanJ, her physician, to introduce inoculation,
on his return to England, was at length crowned with
success.
In 1721, government allowed five criminal*
to avoid the sentence of death by submitting to this
process ; the successful experiment was sanctioned by
the College of Physicians inoculation obtained the patronage of the Royal Family, and had finally triumpfied
over all opposition, when, eighty years afterwards, tfie
more precious discovery of Jenner promised entirely to
extirpate the disorder.
I^dy Mary was not long detained from the society
of her friends in England.
Mr. Wortley'* conduct was
approved of both by the Courts of St. James's and Vien-.
;
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but, owing to the exorbitant demands of the latHis letters of reter, his negociations entirely failed.
cal, countersigned by Addison, are dated 21st October, 1717 ; and on the following 5th of June, he and
his family commenced their journey to Britain, where,

na

;

after visiting Tunis,

Genoa, Lyons, and Paris, they ar-

rived on the 30th of October, 1718.
At the Court of George I., Lady Mary was received
with increased distinction. The celebrity arising from
her travels, the fund of new ideas acquired in the course
of them, the graphical and spirited mode in which she
described what she had seen, gave a new charm to her
already fascinating conversation. She obtained particular notice from the Princess of Wales, afterwards
Queen Caroline, and by her brilliant acquirements excited the praise or the envy of every competitor for
such honours as the admiration of S court can bestow.
The excellence of her sprightly conversation had already been stamped by the approbation of Pope ; and
at her return from Turkey, the poet appears to have
manifested the continuance of that friendship which his
lively, though rather affected, letters, had so warmly expressed during her absence.
He earnestly invited her
to take up her residence at Twickenham, and had the
pleasure of successfully negociating a lease of Sir GodIn this celefrey Kneller's house for her reception.
brated village. Lady Mary could occasionally exchange
the gaieties of fashionable life at London for the company of those celebrated characters who frequented the
society of Pope, and diversify the flatteries of Dr,
Yoimg and her second cousin Henry Fielding, by the
conversation of Swift, Gay, and Arbuthnot.
But the friendship of wits is proverbially fragile. In
the case of Pope and Lady Mary, its existence, rendered precarious by the conflicting claims of a vanity,
which on both sides sought gratification in the dangerous province of satire, was shortened by political
hostility. Dissatisfied with the quantity of praise which
the world bestowed on Pope for correcting her productions, and which the poet, it was thought, did not
steadily enough refuse. Lady Mary had for some time
omitted consulting him on such occasions ; and this
coldness was increased at the accession of George II.
"by her avowed partiality for Sir Robert Walpole, and
her intimacy with Lord Hervey, which could not but
offend a professed follower of Bolingbroke. The publication of the Tmvn Eclogues completed this alienation.
Lady Mary had several years before submitted these
poems to Pope's inspection, and, as the satire or scandal they were supposed to contain, rendered them
an object of general curiosity, copies were extensively
circulated,

and

to print

Edmund

them became

a

fit

speculation

In spite of remonstrances and threats, the work came out under Pope's
name ; and Lady Mary defrauded of praise, and suspecting collusion, not only renounced all intercourse
with him, but displayed the resentment of forfeited

for

the noted

Curl.

friendship in bitter sarcasms, which were too faithfully
reported to the object of them. The irritable nature

of Pope was little calculated to brook such treatment.
His opinion of Lady Mary, under the name of Sappho,
expressed in his satires with more rancour than taste or
•wit, called forth from his victim, and her coadjutor,
Lord Hervey, also stigmatised under the name of Spo-

" verses addressed to the translator of the
first Satire of the Second Book of Horace," the private circulation of which produced a letter from Pope
to his antagonists, disavowing any such intention as
the one imputed to him. Much has been said of the

rus, those

malignity displayed by Pope in this nttack, and of the Montague,
meanness with which he attempted to recede from it. ""^'Y""^
Certainly the accusations brought against Sappho are
of a character sufficiently black, and tlie author's equivocal statements about their application seem to argue
considerable weakness of mind but if, without investigating how far such accusations might be founded on
truth, we condemn the man who, under the mask of a
moralist, stoops to gratify his individual hatred, we are
compelled at the same time to admit, that his antagonists appear to have wanted the power rather than the
will, to be equally barbarous.
It is matter of regret,
that the friendship of Pope and Lady Mary was converted into enmity : but the means adopted by the one
party to satisfy that enmity were hardly less blameable
than those adopted by the other.
fierce, though dull,
execration of Pope's malice and deformity, is but awkwardly blended with censures of his virulence and
:

A

coarseness.

The quarrel with this formidable satirist produced
disagreeable results for Lady Montagu.
It no doubt
contributed to spread those black reports about her
character and conduct, to which the many victims of
her sarcastic pleasantry were at all times willing listners.
She still lived at court with the great and gay,
sharing or directing their amusements, admired for the
pungency of her wit, and the sprightliness of her occasional verses, but her life seems not to have been
happy. To other sources of solicitude, ill health was
at last added; and in 1739, with Mr. Wortley's consent, she resolved to fix her abode in Italy.
Passing
through Venice, where much respect was shewn to her,
she visited Rome and Naples, and after having spent
several months at Chamberry and Avignon, she finally
settled at Brescia.
From this city, she afterwards removed to Lover, on the northern shore of the Lake Iseo,
for the benefit of its mineral waters; where, having
Purchased and refitted an elegant house, she divided
er attention between reading and managing the concerns of her vineyard.
With a small and select society, she seems to have enjoyed more contentment in
this retired situation than her former habits would
have led us to expect. About the year 1758, however,
she exchanged her solitude for the amusements of Venice, in which city she remained till 1761, the period
of Mr. Wortley's death.
She then yielded to the solicitations of her daughter, the Countess of Bute, and after an absence of twenty-two years, she returned to
England in the month of October. But her health had
suffered much, and a gradual decline terminated in
death, on the 21st of August, 1762.
Overawed by Pope and his associates. Lady Mary
had ventured to publish nothing during her lifetime.
The Town Eclogues, above alluded to, were printed
under Pope's name, and though his editors have continued to assign the " Basset Table,'' with the " Drawing Room," to him, and the " Toilet" to Gay, she
seems, in fact, to have been the author of them all. Several of her other poems had appeared in different colIf we may
lections, but it was without her permission.
judge, however, from an expression employed in writing to her sister, the Countess of Mar, it would seem
that Lady Mary contemplated the posthumous publication of her letters ; and, towards the conclusion of her
residence in Italy, she had actually transcribed that
part of them which relates to Mr. Wortley's embassy.
The manuscript, entrusted to Mr. Lowden, a clergyman at Rotterdam, was surreptitiously printed by

Beckett in 1763

;

and the curiosity which

it

had long

:
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Wortley procured her admittance to whatever was
splendid or attractive in every country which they visited.
She seem* to have been contented with her•elf, and therefore willing to be pleased with others;
aid her cfaeerfbl iprightly imagination, the elegance,
the eM0, mnd airiness of her style, are deservedly admiSucceeding and more minute observers have conred.
Her
firmed the accuracy of her graphic descriptions.
Other letters are of a similar stamp. The continual
giriety, the pungent wit, with which she details the
pasting follies ot a court, but too successfully imitating
that of Louis \V., render her letters extremely amusing.
In those written from her r e tii e ent at Lover,
we diseem the same shrewdncea of observation, with a
The pensive,
little more careleesneM at expression.
calm regret, which ther breathe, and, above all, the
tender affection for her daughter, the Coantcss of Bate,
to whom they are generally addressed, perhaps more
than compensate far the absence of that flow of spirits
and exuberance ofinciiicat, which distmguished the correspondence of her youth. In a literary point of view,
Lady Marr's writings certainly do not belong to a very
elerated class, but they occupy the first, rank in their
Considering the times and the drcum^tances of
class.
the writer, they nay saiely be called extraordinary.
And, though the general diffusion of knowledge witliin
the last century has rendered it common for females to
write with elegance and skill upon far higher stibjects.
Lady Mary deserves to be rMMsabfrsd as the first
Englishwoman, who ooasbined tb> kaoiriedge of dassieal ant) modem literature with a penetrating judgment

m

and correct

taste,

(x. r.)

M<1\ TAUHAN,

a town of France, and the capital
It is
of the department of the Tarn and Garonne.
situated upon elevat«<l ground on the Tarn, which parsues a winding course benesth it, through mcaoowt
and woods, it consists of the old and new town, on
the right bank of the Tarn, and of the \'ille de Bourbon, on the left, the communication being made by
a bridge of brick. The streets and hounes arc in geThe ftqiiare in the centre ha* good
neral good.
boildiDgs of painted brick, with a double range of arcadaa. From this square eight streets diverge. The
chief p«b)ic buildings and establishments, arc the cathedral, the biabap's palace, the ci-<levant college of the Jesuits, an obaervatorr, a society of arts and sciences, and
a public library. The Protestint university, suppressed
In lGi<), was re-estabiisoed by Bonaparte in 1810, and
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Monttfu*. excited in the world, w«s finally gratified by the publiUontiubun. cation of all her poems and letters in 1603.
The edi""^"y^^ tion, undertaken at the request of her grandson, the
Eari of Bute, -was superintended by Mr. Dallaway, who
pH6ted to it a life of the author.
Concerning the merits of Lady Montagu's poems, it
Suggested cjiiefly by
ie not necessary to say much.
ephemeral topics, they seem to have been written withoat great care. They are not polished, but across their
frequent harshness and infelicity of expression, we can
easily discern considerable vivacity of conception, accompanied with some acuteness in discriminating chaIt is to be regretted
racter and delineating manners.
that they are not always free from indelicacy.
But Lady Mary's principal merit is to be sought for
Those written during the embassy were
in her letters.
loudly applaudetl at first, and they have since maintained a conspicuous place in this still scanty department
of English literature. The official character of Mr.
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The chief manufac. Mont
has four professors of divinity.
Blanc
tures of the place are silk stuffs, stockings, linens, serge,
and woollen stuffs. From the elevated public walk,
Montescalled the Falaise, there is a splendid view over one of
quieu.
the finest plains in France.
The view extends to the
distance of 30 leagues, and is terminated on one side
by the sea, and on the other by the Pyrennees. Population of tlie town 24,000, about half of whom live
within the walls. The position of the observatory is
in East Long. 1" 20' 45", and North Lat. 44' 0' 55\
li
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MONTESQUIEU,

(Charles de Secondat, baron of)
and likewise of la Brede, was born at the mansionhouse of the latter estate, near Bourdeaux, on tlie 18th
of January, UiSQ. His father, atone time a soldier,
had soon relinquished that profession
and young
Montesquieu was early destined to the bar, from which
his paternal grandfather and uncle had successively
risen to the dignity of president it mortu r ' in the parliament of their native province. His education was
carefully attended to ; and the flattering presages of
childhood, being in this case followed by judicious
management, were afterwards completely verified. On
the 24th of February 1714, he became an advocate in
the parliament of Bourdeaux ; and the office of presilUnt d mnrlier in that court was consigned to him by
the uncle already mentioned, on the ISth of July I71o.
He also inherited the property of that relation, who
had lost an only son.
The new president sustained the reputation whicli
his predecessor had acquired.
His colleagues shewed
what opinion they entertained of his address and integrity, by charging him with the remonstrance, which
they judged it proper to make, against the imposition
of a new tax, during the minority of Louis XV. in
1722. This delicate task he successfully accomplished.
But the attainment of professional honour was not
the chief object of Montesquieu's ambition.
Following the instinctive bent of genius, he was unwearied
in acquiring general knowledge ; and his vigorous
mind seems, at an early period, to have conceived the
germ of those ideas, which he afterwards so brilliantly
developed in his writings. Before the age of twenty,
he had studied, with higher views than those of a
mere lawyer, the voluminous works which treat of
Hainan jurisprudence his regidar abstract of their contents was i)robably the groun<l-work of the Esprit det
Loit.
But though already cherishing the hope of fame,
he felt no impatience to shew himself before the world.
It was not till the age of tliirty-two, that his first production, the Ijttlres Persanet, was given to the public
If the Siaiiiois of
in J 721, without the author's name.
Dufreni, or the Erpion Turc, suggested the plan of this
work, its execution is entirely original. " The deli:

:

neation of oriental manners," says d'Alembert, " real
or supposed, of the pride and tlie dullness of Asiatic
love, is bet the sm^lest of the author's objects ; it
serves only, so to speak, as a pretext for his delicate
satire of cor customs ; and for other important matters
whid) he fathoms, though appearing but to glance at
them." The work was generally read and admired
but some censures bestowed upon the contlurt of Louis
it to be regarded with an evil eye at
and one or two sarcasms levelled at tlie Pope
awakened the zeal of such as were rigidly devout, or
found it convenient to seem so. The author was in-

XIV. caused

Court

:

dustriously rejiresented as a
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equally hostile to the
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and the peace of society. Those ca- remarks to the waves t. He next visited Rome and Monies*
Monte*iiuieu.
lumnies reached the ear of Cardinal de Fleury and having surveyed Switzerland and the united provinces,
quieu.
^"^i"^^ when Montciquieu, sustained by the public opinion of he repaired to this country in 1730. Newton and
his talents, a]>plii'<l for the place which M. Sacy's death
Locke were dead ; but the philosophical traveller found
had left vacant in the French academy, that learned men in England qualified to estimate hi? talents rebody was made to understand, tllat his majesty would spected and patronised by Queen Caroline, he enjoyed
never give his consent to the writer of the Lettres the intimacy of Pope, Bolingbroke, and many other
Persanes ; because, though his majesty 'liad not read eminent characters of that period.
the work, persons in whom he placed confidence had
From England, Montesquieu returned to La Brede.
shewn him its poisonous tendency. Without feeling The striking scenes which he had examined, and the
too much anxiety for literary distinction, Montesquieu distinguished persons with whom he had associated,
perceived the fatal effect that such an accusation nn'ght could not but furnish matter of deep and extensive reproduce upon his dearest interests. He waited upon flection to a mind so gifted. Perhaps his well known
Fleury, therefore, and signified, that although for par- observation, that Germany is a country fit to travel in,
ticular reasons he had not acknowledged the Lcllres
Italy to sojourn, England to think, and France to live
Persanes, he was very far from wishing to disown that in, exhibits rather more pointedness than truth ; but
work, which appeared to contain nothing disgraceful the practical knowledge which he had acquired reto him, and which ought at least to be reatl before it specting men end governments, was advantageously
was condemned. Struck by these remonstrances, the applied in his future productions. The first, in order
cardinal perused the work ; the objections were re- of time, is an Essay, Sur le causes de la Grandeur el de
moved ; and France avoided the disgrace of forcing la Decadence des liomains, completed during the two
this great man to depart, as he had threatened, and
years of his seclusion at la Brede, and published ia
interest of rclij^ion

;

;

;

seek

among

foreigners,

who

invited him, the security

and respect which his own country seemed little indined to grant*. The 24th of January 17W, is the
date of his admission ; and the inaugural discourse
pronounced by him on that occasion, appears to have
been distinguished by that originality for which all his
writings are remarkable.
short time before this event, Montesquieu had
Full of the important
quitted his judicial charge.
ideas which had long occupied his attention, he determined to renounce every engagement which might
obstruct the perfection and publication of them.
To
qualify himself for the arduous task of investigating
and appreciating the different political or civil constitutions of ancient and modern times, he judged it rethat, so far as possible, he might
quisite to travel,
study the manners and character, the physical and
moral condition of the European nations, by actual
In pursuance of this object, he set out
inspection.
for Vienna, along with Lord Waldegrave, the Engli.sh
ambassador. From this city, after conversing with the
celebratetl Prince Eugene,
and surveying all that
seemed worthy of notice, he passed into Hungary,
and afterwards to Italy, where he met with Lord
Chesterfield, and travelled in his company to Venice.
Here he found our noted countrymen John Law, still
fostering magnificent projects, though reduced to gain
a precarious livelihood by often risking his sole possession, a diamond, at the gaming table.
Whilst examining the singular institutions of this republic, and
canvassing the subject with eager frankness in places
of public resort, Montesquieu, being informed by a
friend that the Government took offence at his procedure, was cautioned to withdraw, if he wished to avoida scrutiny which might be troublesome and perhaps
dangerous. He instantly embarked for Fucina, where
he arrived in safety, though not till, in his fear of being
overtaken by some gondolas which appeared to aim at
reaching the ship, he had consigned his manuscript

A
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In attempting to derive the grandeur and downfall
of Rome) from the admitted principles of human nature, Montesquieu gave a new turn to such investigations.
If some elements of a problem so complex have
been omitted, and others rated too high or too low, the
work must be allowed to exhibit views of political society, at all times specious, often equally just and profound: the vivid pictures, the acute and original
thoughts, with whicli it every where abounds, are to
be traced in many succeeding speculations. It deserves
praise also for the manly and liberal tone of feeling,
that pervades it>
But the chief basis of Montesquieu's fame is the
Espril des hois, \mh\hh.eAm 1748.
His profession had
led him to examine the subject of law with great minuteness; and he appears, from an early period, to
have aimed at discovering some system which might
serve to connect the isolated facts of a science, the extent and confusion of which increased with his knowledge of it. Hitherto, writers on jurisprudence had
limited their views to the codes of particular states, or
to metaphysical discussions concerning the abstract
rectitude of those codes.
But the object of Montesquieu was different, and much more comprehensive.
Embracing the various, and apparently capricious, systems of law, as they regard commerce, religion, or civil
rights, in every country which travellers or historians
make known to us, he endeavours to elicit regularity
from this chaos, and to derive the intention of each
legislator, or at least the utility of his law, from some
circumstances in the natural or political situation of
those to whom it is addressed.
The attempt, if not
it
entirely successful, was arduous and vast
wise altogether new.
The reading alone
:

was likewhich it

presupposes, would have deterred a man of common
ardour ; especially if, like the author, almost totally
deprived of sight, he had been compelled to employ
the eyes of others.
But although the Esprit des Lois

• Voltaire represents this matter in anotlier light "
(Montesquieu) adopted a skilful artifice to regain the minister's favour ; in two
cr three days he prepared a new edition of Ivis book, in which he retrenched or softened whatever might be condemned by a Cardinal and a
minibter.
M. de Montesquieu himself carried tlie work to Fleury, no great reader, wlio examined a part of it : this air of conCdence^
supported by the zeal of tome persons in authority, quieted the Cardinal, and Montesquieu gained admission to the Academy." Ecr%vains du Stick de Louis JilV. § Muntcsquieu.
The authenticity of this statement, however, appears to rest solely on Voltaire's evidence,

He

ot

altogetlier unexceptionable in the present case.

JJ'Alembert's account

is

g';neraUy preferred.

In the Dictionnuire liiograjihiyue, this affair is said to have been a mere frolic, invented and executed by Lord Chesterfield, to convince Montesquieu of his error in maintaining that French vivacity was preferable to Englisli^oi sense.
Cut Ids Lordship's logic, as
well as urbanity, must have Ult him, before he could make use of such an argument.
The statement seems to be iiitiedible.
•f-

;
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and correct solution, it is
and the labour oC fx'enty

at least a splendid theory

;

years devoted to produce

it,
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His admirers would willingly forget, tiiat
a copy of this work, now ready for circulation,
fell into his hands, he carried it to the royal mistress,
Madame Pompadour, and allowed her to inform Ducriticism.

when

the enthusiasm required
were by no means misThe abundance of curious, and generally pin, that as the Esprit des Lois enjoyed her special faapplie<l.
vour, all objections to it must be instantly suppressed.
authentic, infomuftion, with w!.ich the work is sprinSome excuse for this part of Montesquieu's conduct
kled, renders it instructive even to a superficial reader;
while the vigorous and original ideas to be found in may perha])s be found in the growing infirmity of his
every page of it, by an attentive one, never fail to de- health, which rendered him daily less capable of enduring the vexation of such contests. In fact, the
light and astonish where they convince, and to improve
even where the truth of them seems doubtful. The chagrin already produced by them, tlie effects of study,
and the civilities of the great, who courted his society
brilliant hints, correct or othcrwii«, which the author
catters round him with a liberal h-ind, have excited or with an eagerness which he felt would be fatal, had
awisted the speculations of others in almost every de- gradually undermined a constitution, at no time very
partment of political economy ; and Montesquieu is robust. In the beginning of February 1755, he was
deservedly mentioned as a principal founder of that seized with an inflammation of the lungs, which soon
important science. Tlie merits of his work are farther provetl mortal.
His last days were soothed by the
enhance<l by his style, which, though emphatic and sympathy of all ranks of men
and, though loaded
perspicuous, rather than polished, abound:) in elegant with the most cruel pains, far fVom his family, and in•arcasm, in vivid and happy turns of expression^ which sulted by the officious visits of Father Routh (an Irish
Jesuit, who afterwards forged a letter in his name),
remind us of his countryman Montai(>ne.
Among the defects of the Espril dt Lois, may be the pcare and equality of soul which had marked the
numbered its want of method, partly apparent, partly tenor of his life, did not forsake him at the close of it.
real.
Tb* transiiiuns are universally abrupt; the He expired on the lOtb of February, aged 66 years
brevity ometimw degrocrates into obscurity, and the and a few days.
The private character of Montesquieu appears to
•DMrtnesi into affectation. Though the author's tone
have been such as the perusal of his works might lead
ia always decided and positive, his statements and speus to anticipate.
culations are occasionally uncertain or emmeous: in
Possessing that calm independence
particular, the effects attributed to climate (some of which secured him respect, he possessed also that mildwhich may have been borrowed from Bodin's Melhodut ness and benignity of character which displayed itself,
But whatever in a cheerful temper, and obtained him universal love.
Hiilwia, ) are greatly exaggerated.
' '
the work may have, it is entitled to the high He was distinguished by the readiness which he aU
of ataadily supporting the cause of justice and ways manifested to use his influence with the governMy, without departing from the moderation and ment, in behalf of persecute<l men of letters and strict
ve proper in combating established prejudices.
frugality frequently enabled him, without impairing
the property of his family, to mitigate the wants of the
Tile reputation which its author had already gained,
procured fur the Eipril de Ijju a sufficient degree of indigent.
multitude of anecdotes attest the extent of his coU
attention ; but the work, on its first appearance, was
Such as were unable or loquial powers. The number of nations and celebrated
verjF Mafavourably received.
unwilling to relish the deep philosophy of its matter, men whom he had seen, the vigour of his mind, its
attached themselves to the blenii>hes uf its manner, and boundless fertility in original and lively ideas, renderefcrted to despise it. The Chancellor Dsguesseau ob- ed his conversation at once ini>tructive and fascinating.
MTvad, that it should have been denominated Ar tet- It was curt, like his style, without bitterness or satire,
pril tur let hit; and the pan obtained a circulation yet full of attic salt, to which his Gascon accent perhaps
Voltaire also, being one day visit- added new charms.
far above its merit.
The firequent absence of mind,
ed by the Abbe Ulivrt, whilst perusing the work, ex- for which be was remarkable, never occurred in a se<
claimed, i'enrz, L'Abkr, fenrz lire Arlnjuin Grotiui'. rious or interesting discussion
it was not affected
The general voice of Europe, indeed, soon put suchcriii- and he constantly awoke from it by some brilliant sally
to aflcaee ; but it was only to excite others of a fitted to revive the conversation. Though living with
4:i«*flr and aore dangerous nature.
The Editor o( the the great, and formed to delight the most polished cirGaactte Eeclestasti(|ue, long deeply engaged in the Jai% clet, he could yet derive information and pleasure from
wmiA quarrels which agitated France for many years, the simplest objects, and felt at all times happy to exMailed the author of t)ir Espnl det Lois, in two pam- change the splendid bustle of Paris for books and re[(hlets, with the charge of dei«m, and the weightier,
pose at La Brcde. It must have been a striking spectathough contradictory one, of following the doctrines of cle to see this teacher of philosophers, seated beneath
I'he Defence which Montesquieu published, an oak in his pleasure grounds, and in order to relax
able for its strain of |)olitc irony, candour, and his mind from the stodies which he never carried to exoontempf, was entirely triumphant.
Indeed, cess, conversing gaily witli a crowd of peasants in their
bilitiea of a much lower order than his, would have own patois, adopting tlieir views, investigating their
to cover with ridicule the weak and purblind genius, supremely happy if his influence could termiadmwnnTj who discovered the source of the Eiprit det nate their disputes, or solace tlieir troubles. His touchIam in the BuU Ut*igenilut, and blamed his opponent ing interview with the Marseillcse artisan ; his delight
Ciic neglecting to examine the doctrines of grace and
on learning tliat this young man devot«l every evening
WJgiiial sin. It ia to be wished, that Montesquieu had to ply as a boatman for the ransom of a father captive
caiploycd meani a« legitimate to counteract Uupin's in Barbary ; his generous and delicate reward of such
'

for sustaining such an effort,
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have been made the subject of a drama,
entitled Le Bienfail Annonyme.
Montesquieu, in 1715, had married Demoiselle Jeanne
de Lartigne, whose father, Pierre de Lartigne, was
Lieutenant-Colonel in the regiment of Maulevrier. She
bore him two daughters and a son. The latter, Jean
Baptiste de Secondat, less noted for his respectable talents, than for the abstraction of his manners, v/rote se-

afFectionater.css

on commerce and natural history. He frequently resided in London, where some of his works
were published. He died at Bourdeaux in 1796, aged
veral tracts

80

yeai's.

Besides the works above enumerated, Montesquieu
is author of the Temple de Guide, which quickly followed his Letires Persanes. The Pensees Diverses, collected from his manuscripts, was published in 1758
None of these produc
the Letires Familicres in 1767.
tions are destitute of gemus, but they cannot add much
to the reputation of a man otherwise so distinguished.
His works have all been translated into English. The
best edition in the original language is thought to be
that of Paris, I796, 5 vols. 4to, or that of Bale, 1799,
8 vols. 8vo. (t. c. )
VIDEO, a town of South America, in the
province of Buenos Ayres, situated on a gentle eminence on the north side of the river Plata. The town
occupies the whole of the promontory that forms the
east point of the harbour.
The houses, which are generally only one story high, with flat roofs, are built of
The town having an elevated situastone and brick.
tion, and the houses being interspersed with gardens
and trees, has a fine appearance from the harbour. The
public buildings are, the cathedral, which is handsome ;
the town-house, and the prison, which are situated in
the great square. There is a lighthouse on the mountain, which overlooks the town, and gives it its name.
The town is defended by regular stone fortifications,
which enclose the whole peninsula. The trade consists
in hides, tallow, and dried beef.
Coarse copper from
Chili in square cakes is sometimes shipped here. West
Long. SH" 14' 38", and South Lat. 84° 54' 48". For a
full account of the history of the place, and of the pro-
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where, having spent the necessary period Montfaucon.
of probation, he assumed the habit of a BenediC'^
St. Maui-,

tine.

In that tranquil scene, his love of study revived in
proportion to the abatement of melancholy ; and his
theological pursuits wci-e mingled with the investigation of antiquity.
The fruit of these researches wa»
manifested in I688, by the publication of his first ori«
ginal work. La veriie de I'Hisloire de Judith, which in-

volved an account of the Median and Assyrian empires, and a critical dissertation concerning that history of the latter which is commonly attributed to
Herodotus.

The reputation for learning which this treatise ac
quired, enhanced by several compilations, and particularly by his edition of St. Athanasius' works, published ten years afterwards, procured him a favourable
reception in the various parts of Italy, to which his
love of antiquarian studies led him, in I698.
At
Rome, he officiated as procurator of his order; the
Pope and Cardinals were lavish in their attentions; and
Montfaucon, during the intervals of his ecclesiastical
functions, gave frequent and unequivocal proofs of the
learning which he possessed, and was anxious to augment. It is related, that Zacagni, then sub-librarian
of the Vatican, feeling his vanity wounded by the
praise bestowed on this accomplished foreigner, laid
several schemes to lower him in the public estimation^
One day whilst Montfaucon, among a crowd of distinguished persons, happened to be sauntering in the
library, Zacagni, with affected politeness, requested
the antiquary to favour him with the date of a Greek
manuscript, which he spread out before him. Montfaucon replied, that apparently it was written abont
700 years ago ; his antagonist, with a triumphant sneer,
desired him to observe the name of Basil, the Macedonian, written at the top ; the Frenchman asked if it
was not Basil Perphyrogenitus, later by 150 years;
and as this, upon examination, proved to be the case,
Zacagni retired with his manuscript, and thenceforth
left the stranger at peace.
On his return from Italy, in 1702, Montfaucon pubvince, see Buenos Ayres.
lished the Diarium Ilalicum, which, besides a learned
Bernard db, a celebrated French account of the antiquities he had visited, was farther
antiquary, was bom at Soulage, in Languedoc, on the enriched by some ancient Greek and Latin treatises,
17th of January, 1655.
His parents, distinguished now printed for the first time. It deserves to be reamong the nobility of those parts, usually resided at marked, that this work was translated into English
the chateau of Roquetaillade, where he lived till the about twenty years afterwards, by the noted Orator
age of six years. His education was then entrusted to Henley, whose 'gilt tub,' and whose labours in it,a3 'the
the Peres de la doctrine Chrelienne at Limoux, unPreacher and the Zany of his age,' have been immorder whose direction his zeal and assiduity were reward- talized in the Dunciad of Pope.
ed by a suitable progress in classical learning. Before
After the period of his return from Italy, Montfauleaving the paternal roof, his taste for reading had at- con's life was marked by nothing but the successive
tracted the notice of Pavilion, Bishop of Aleth, who
appearance of his writings. The Paleographia Grceca,
predicted the young man's future eminence ; and in exhibiting rules to determine the age of Greek manuthis new seminary, the perusal of Plutarch is said still
scripts, appeared in 1708 ; and his great work, L'Anfarther to have excited his enthusiasm.
Yet the pro- tiquite Expliquee, in 10 vols, folio, Latin and French,
mises of that early age at first seemed likely to be dis- was published in 1719, and followed by a supplement
appointed. Montfaucon adopted the profession of arms, of 5 vols, in 1724. The book (of which this edition
and the contemplation of classical antiquity was ex- is still reckoned the best) contains above 1200 plates;
changed for active service in the wars of Germany, and though many of them are only copies of inaccuunder Marshal Turenne. But the character originally rate originals, and though the whole leems to bear eviimpressed upon Mountfaucon's genius, though obscured, dent marks of haste, it was regarded as a very extrawas not obliterated the death of his parents, the loss ordinary effort, and continues yet to be a mine from
of his superior oflSccr, inspired disgust at the military which other less laborious inquirers draw their inforlife; he quitted the regiment of Perpi^nan in 1675,
mation. After the Monumens de la Monarchic Fran"
after serving two campaigns (in which it does not apfmae, 5 vols, folio, came out in 1729, Montfaucon spent
pear that his conduct was marked by any thing but the the rest of his life chiefly in revising his foregoing profighting of a duel), and entered the congregation of ductions.
Except the publicaticHi of his Bibliotheea
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Momiku- Dlbliotheearvm, it was marked by no incident worth
con,
recording ; and two years after that event, he died
Mootgo- suddenly at Gennain.des*Pres, on the Slst of Decem""

Montfaucon was celebrated for the mildness and beNeither the favours which
nignity of his character.
be had received from an emperor, nor the honours with
which he wa« decorated by two successive popes, could
at all abate his humility ; and strangers who conversed
with him, returned not more surprised at the amazing
extent of his information, than at the unpretending
simplicity of his manners.
Of an author who has left
4i vols, folio, it may be expected that elegance will
not be a characteristic ; and, accordingly, Montfaucon 's writings are blamed for their cumbrous style and
defective arrangement ; but his erudition, a quality
more befitting such pursuits, has never been called in
question ; and his works are still looked up to as guides
through that obscure and intricate department of know(t. c.)
ledge which he devoted his life to study,
an inland county in North
iMndario
ntcai. ^^ ales, on the north touches on Denbigh and Merioncthshires ; from the former, it is in part divide<l by the
river Tannatt ; on the soutli, it is bounded by Iladnor•hire ; on the west, by Merionethshire and Cardiganand on the east, by Shropshire. It measures in
;
length from north to south about 35 miles, and in
bnadth, from eait to west, 30 miles. It is the largeat
toaaaty in Wales, ncMiiriDg, according to Templeman,
444,800 acres; and, according to Evans, 491,000 acres.
Of these, only 60,000 are arable, 180,000 are under
pasture, and the rest are in a great measure waste and
uncultivated.
It is divided into nine hundreds, and
contains 47 parishes, and seven market towns, viz.
Montgomery, a borough, and the county town ; Wels'
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lurftc*.

pool, Llanfyllin, Llanfair, Machynleth,

Newtoun, and

Llanydloes. It returns two members to Parliament,
one for the shire, and one for Montgomery ; is in the
province of Canterbury, and dioceses of St. Asaph,

baagor, and Henford.
This county poaaasMS a larver proportion of fertile
Tales and plains than most of Uie Welsh counties. The
vale through which the Severn flows, is by far the

moat considerable, and

in general

the roost fertile;
there are likewise smaller, though equally fertile vales,
through which several of the tributary streams of the
Severn flow. The greater out of the county, howfouBtaiiM. ever, is moMnUiiiatts, and toe mountains are
general very blaak is thair amiaaiance, as well as sterik.
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chaiacoB—fncingtPlinlhmnon, in tlie south-west,and
nmning n«rtb-west with sorw deviations, till it termi-

Of the streams which join th(? Severn in this Montgocounty, the largest are the Fyrnwy and Tannatt. The "jeryshire.
"~
•
former is composed of two uniting branches of the same
name, which cross the county from the west, and join
the Severn near Llandrinio.
The Tannatt meets it before its junction with the Severn.
This hitter is of the
greatest importance as a navigable river, as it has a
conveyance from Montgomeryshire into South Wales,
through Shropshire, Worcester, and Gloucester, to Bristol.
Plinliramon has been incidentally mentioned : it
lies partly in this county, and partly in Cardiganshire,
belonging, however, more properly to the latter. Its
perpendicular height is far inferior to that of Snowden
and Cader Idris, and it is indeed a very dreary spot.
The view from its summit, however, is very extensive,
and in some points very grand. There is one canal in Cunal
Montgomeryshire, which begins at Portymain limeworks, in Shropshire, where it unites with the Ellesmere canal. It aAerwards crosses the Fyrnwy, and
joins another part of the EUesmere canal. There is a
cut to Welspool, and from thence it goes parallel to
the Severn, till it joins it at Newton.
It is 27 miles
long, besides the cuts, and the lockage is 225 feet.
The soil of the va^Jeys is principally a strong loom; that Soil and
of the mountains a thin and cold clay. Limestone is climate.
only found at the termination of a ridge which runs
from tlie north-west of Anglesey through Caernarvonshire and Denbighshire, and near the confluence of the
Severn and Fyrnwy on a limestone rock here, immense quantities of lime are burnt. The climate of
this county varies considerably.
The midland, west,
and south-west parts, are very cold and ungenial, in
consequence of their elevation ; the climate of the valleys, and of the fine arable land that lies on the east
side of the county, is mild. The strongest winds blow
from the south-west and north-west The west wind
blows nine months in the year.
Montgomeryshire is rich in mineral treasures; the j^incr-iig,
most important and abundant of which is lead. A
considerable mine of this metal has been found nt Dylipan, and another on the borders of Cardiganshire, near
a cop]K*r mine, the ore of which contains much silver.
hills.

—

:

An uncommonly

rich lead

mine was wrought many

with very great profit at Llangynnog, but it is
overpowered with water at the <lepth of 100 yards

3-ear8

now

it was discovered in 1692, and contained a solid rib
3^ yards thick of pure ore, affording for forty years, a
clear annual revenue of L.2000 ; yielding about 4000
tons annually. There are still, however, obtained in
this neighbourhood considerable quantities of lead and
calamine, which are sent in their raw state to the foun«

nates in the vale of Fettiniog, may be (allied the back- dries near Ruabon in Denbighshire.
From the lofty
bone of this county and Merioneth. Nearly 50 miles rocks of Llangynnog a consiiierable quantity of coarse
of this duin might be traversed without crossing a slates is obtaine<I. It is remarked tnat the strata of
these and otlier quarries which lie on the north side of
single stream ; and a farm-house on it is so situated,
that the rain which falls in the west side of the roof, the mountains incline to the east, while in tliose to the
flows into Cardigan bay, while that which fidis on south, the ore is reversed.
Slate it also procured near
the cast side. Bows into the saa near Chester. The tlie junction of the Fyrnwy and Severn, and sent down
main streams on the west side of this chain, are the to Bristol. Coal is found only at Coadwaes on the
Davajr, the Maw, and the rivulet that flows through borders of Shropshire : it bums rapidly. The Severn Pfeli.
the valler of Festiniog ; on the east side, are the sources and its tributary streams arc celebrated for the great
of the Wye, Severn, dee,
The Wye rises on the varieties of fish which they contain ; it is said tliat the
tahnon penetrates up the Severn almost as far ns Plin•ottth side oif Plinlinnon, and taking an east, and af.
This county was once well covered with Wood.
terwards a south rest coarse, leaves the county. The limmon.
Severn soon loaas its character of a mountainous stream, trees, and is still well wooded its oak has been prefivnung large valleys, and generally flowing between ferred to all others for the use of the dock-vards ; in
daap banks. At Llanydloes, it ceases to be a torrent, the year 1796, three oaks were cut down, which meaana tbence forms a delightfol valley ; as it inclines near sured respectively 525, 450, and 687 cubic feet.
The agriculture of this county presents little that is Agricul.
Maotfoiaery to the north, the vaUey expands, and it
ooa aAvwards enters Shropshire, near the Brythen interesting ; in some of the vales a good system of lurt.
4p
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Families employed in agricultvue,

arable husbandry

is followed ; in the east part of the
county hemp is much grown. Few cattle are fattened ;
the genuine breed are bad ; the best sheep are peculiar
to the Corry hills ; their wool is "tolerably fine.
The
hilly tracts are almost entirely sheep walks ; " and the
flocks, like those of Spain, are driven from distant
parts to feed on them during the sununer ; the farms
in the small valleys being only a sort of appendages
for winter habitations and provisions."
A horse peculiar to the hilly parts of this country and Merionethshire is a small pony called myrlyn ; they are very
hardy and active, and well adapted for the team upon
mountainous farms. The roads are far from good;
from the returns to parliament it appears that in 1814
the length of the paved streets and turnpikes was—

Furl
2

356
Length

961

of all other tumiukes,

1321

Total,

The

....

Highway

Law

£4231

estimated value of the labour on them.

Composition mone/,
rates,

expences.

.

.

429
568
39

.

£5267

Total,

tures.
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Manurac-

:

The

principal manufactures are flannels, and other
coarse cloths ; the principal manufactories for flannels
are within twenty miles round Welspool ; at this town
a large quantity is sold annually, chiefly the produce
of manual labour, though latterly about forty carding
and several spinning machines have been erected. The
flannels of this county are from 100 to 120, and some
of them 1 32 yards long, and seven-eighths of a yard
wide.
They are sent from Welspool in a rough state
to Shrewsbury, where they are finished.
There is a
great market for woollen yam at Llanydloes.
The following are the results of the returns relative to the poor
for the year 1815:

Annual

value of real property,

Poor and other

—^—

Expended

—

,

rates,

.

in law, removals,

;

&c.

.

for militia purposes,

Church

rates,

.

.

.

2,92T

relieved out of work-houses,
in ditto,

-.^—

.

i

£274,570

3887
184
1319

.

.

occasionally,

.

.

5390

Total relieved,

Donations for parish schools,
I

£341
497

for other purposes.

£838

The

following are the results of the returns respecting the population

^

Population in the year 1700

-

.

in 1750
in 1801
in 1811

•

.

.

.

-

.

,

27,400
37,000
49,300
51,931

One baptism to 36 persons ; one burial to GS ; and
one marriage to 152 persons; this last is a smaller proportion than any other county in England or Wales, except Monmouth and Flint ; the average of Wales is 122
Houses

inhabited.

Families inhabiting them.

—^—

Houses building,
uninhabited,

.

93,49
103,05

40
174

,

•

•

Females,

.

.

Total in 1811,
in 1801,

6369
S164
772
25,373
26,558
51,931

49,300

Increase in 1811,

See Davis's Agriculture of Norlk Wales.
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MONTGOMERY,

2631

Beauties of

s.)

the county town of Montgomeryshire, is situated on the declivity of a hill, not far
from the east banks of the Severn ; it is governed by
two bailiffs, and a town clerk, and returns one member
to Parliament ; the right of election is vested in the
burgesses of the town only, who amount to about
eighty ; it is a small neat town. The castle was formerly a strong and majestic building ; it stood on the
extremity of an eminence on the north side of the town,
the projecting rock being very high. During the civil
wars, a general and hard contested battle took place
near Monmouth, which terminated in the defeat of the
royalists ; soon afterwards the parliament ordered the
castle to be dismantled.
Till very lately Montgomery was nearly destitute of traded but by means of
its canal it now imports a vast number of various kinds
of goods from Chester, and exports limestone, lead,
slate, &c.
The following are the population details
for the year 1811
Houses

inhabited,

818
924
5

.

Families inhabiting them,

——
Houses

building,

uninhabited,
.
Families employed in agriculture,

17

591
270
63
2295
2316

in trade.

All others,
Males,

.

,
.

.

Females,

.

.

.

Total,

810

.
,

Total expenditure,

Number

.

4611

(w.

s.)

MONTPELLIER, Mons

33,488
28,830
1,958

.

.

.

.

i;207,286

.

.

for the poor,

in trade,

All others,
Malra.

Pessulanus, or Mons
Pestellarius, a city of France, and capital of the department of Herault, is finely situated upon a height,
which it entirely covers. Its houses rise in the form
of an amphitheatre, and the river Lez waters the rich
plain on which it stands.
The streets of the town are
narrow, dark, and winding, and the squares are small,
and few in number. The houses are in general black
and gloomy, and the principal edifices, such as the palace
of justice, the ancient bishop's palace, now the palace of
the Prefecture, the hotel de ville, and the cathedral,
are of a bad style of architecture.
The fauxbourgs,
which surround Montpellier, are nearly as large as the
town itself, and contain many good houses. "The town
is watered by a great number of fountains.
Montpellier

celebrated principally for its universiin 1289, by Nicolas IV. who
divided it into the three faculties of law, medicine and
the arts. In 1410 the faculty of theology was substituted for that of the arts. At the revolution the university was abolished, and the faculty of medicine was established under the title of the Special School of Medicine.
The school of surgery, founded by Lapeyronie,
is now united with the school of medicine.
During the
ministry of M. Chaptal, a superb amphitheatre was
constructed for it on the model of the Museum of Natural History at Paris.
The chair of the professor of
anatomy is placed in a superb seat of marble which
ty,

is

which was established

was brought from Nismes more than 100 years ago.

The

library

is

only in

its

infancy.

The

botanic gar-

;
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lanipcU den, whidi is the oldest in France, was instituted in
Ik»
There is also here a special school of pharma<^,
1 5y8.
I
and a well regulated hospital.
oniTM^
The old arademy of sciences at Montpellier has been
'^'
replaced by a literary society, called the Free Society
of Sciences and Letters. There are also here a medical
society, a society of practical medicine, and an agricultural society.
An academy of arts, which distributes
medals annually, was founded in 1781.
Montpellier contains several interesting cabinets, viz.
that of the city, that of M. Lamoreux, which is very rich
in rare sliells; that of M. Marcel Serres, containing more
than 9000 insects and valuable minerals, and a considerable herbarium, belonging to M. Bouchct Doumeng.
The principal manufactures of Montpellier are those
of brandy, perfumeries of all kinds, and verdigris, or
•cetate of copper.
Com, oil, silk, and wool, the productions of the neighbouring territory, are the principal sources of the commerce of Montpellier.
Coverlets, handkerchiefs, and cotton cloths, are also manufactured here.
These articles of trade are carried by
the canal to Cette, which is the port of Montpellier.
The principal promenades ot the city are the Es*
planade, the Peyrou, and the Canourgue.
The Esplanade, b^un in 1784 by the Duke de Roquelare,
oocopies the ground between the citadel and the ancient city.
It is extensive, and shaded with rows of
trees, and adorned with several large basins.
The
Place du Peyrou is situated on the highest part
of Montpellier. The ground, supported by very high
walls, facms two terraces placed one above another.
The lower one, which occupies the greatest space, is
planted with several rows of trees, and adorned with
two fine fountains. The wall of the upper terrace is
(rmounted with trophies. At the bottom of the place
is the reservoir of water, which is supplied by the
aqoedact designed by M. Pitot, for convej-ing to
llootpellier the waters of St. Clement. It has two rows
of arcades, and the second supports a long gallery.
This magnificent work is allowed to decay. The CaDoiurgue is celebrated chiefly for being the place where
Roussean walked during his stay in thai city. PopulaIts mean tem|>erature is
tion of Montpellier 86,704.
of Fahrenheit. The observatory is situated in
59*
East Long. 3* 58' 40'', and North Lat. 43° 3()' 15 '. 47.
For a full account of this town and its antiquities, see
MiUin's VotfOgt dan* U* Deparlement du Midi de la
France, torn. ly. chap. 114, 115, 116, p. 283.

^
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MONTREAL,
Canada,

Ottawas

a town of North America, in Lower
situated on an island formed by the river
and the river St. Lawrence. The island is 38
is

miles long by 10 broad, and is vei^ productive in all
kinds of grain, vegetables, and fruits.
The town, which derives its name from a high mountain in the middle of the island, forms an oblong square,
orrounded by a loAy but decaying wall. It is divided
into the upper and the lower town.
The old streets
an narrow and gloomy, but the new ones are more
open* extending parallel to the river, and crossed by
others at right angles.
Many of the houses are large
and well built, of a greyish sort of stone, and in general an roofed wiUi sheet iron or tin.
The Place
d'Angoes, which is the only square, excepting the two
market places, is situated on the side of the town farthest from the river, and was originally built for the
purpose of miliury exercise. Alontresl contains six
churches, an Episcopalian, a Presbyterian, and four
Roman Catholic churches. The cathedral church, which
belongs to the Catholics, stands in the Place d'Annes.
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a spacious stone building, containing five richly Montreal
decorated altars. The other public buildings and estaH
blishments are the Hotel Dieu, for relieving the des- ^lontrose.
titute sick, managed by a superior and 36 nuns ; the ~ ' ~
Convent of Notre Dame, for female instruction, managed by a superior and 60 nuns ; the convent of the
Grey Sisters and the Hospital of Invalids ; the Semi>
nary of St. Sulpice, for the education of youth ; and
tlie New College, which is a handsome building.
The
civil and criminal courts are held in a plain but neat
building, in Notre Dame Street, and near it stands the
jail, erected in a salubrious situation, on the site of the
one which was burned down in 1803. The government house is an old and elegant building. The bar^
racks, encircled with a lofty wall, and capable of con«
taining 300 men, are agreeably situated near the river.
The harbour of Montreal is commodious, there are
fifteen feet of water close to the shore, near the marketgate.
Montreal is the great depot for the fur trade, of
which we have already given some account in our articles Canaua and Hudson's Bay.
The population of
Montreal is stated by Morse to have been 16,000 in
1809, and by Gray to be 10,000, while others make it
little more than 6000.
For farther information respecting this place, see the works quoted under the article
Canada. West Long. 73" 35', and North Lat. 450 31'.
MONTROSE, a royal burgh, and maritime town in
the county of Forfar, is situated at the mouth of the
river South Esk, 70 miles north from Edinburgh, in
S6*, 34' of north Latitude, and a", 10' of west Longi- Name,
tude from London. The ancient name of Montrose,
according to Boece, was Celurea ; but the etymology
of its modem appellation has been variously resolved.
In Latin, it is called Manlurum by Ravenna; and by
Camlxlen, Mont liosarum, " the Mount of Roses;" in
French, Mons-lroit, " the three hills or moimts ;" in
the ancient British, Mant-er-roie, " the mouth of the
stream ;" in the Gaelic, Mon-ross, " promontory-hill,"
or Moin-ross, " tlie promontory of the moss," or meadk,
(pronounced mu) an-ross, " the field or plain of the
The second of these derivations, though
peninsula."
the most unlikely of all, is countenanced by the seal of
the town, which bears the ornament of roses, with the
following motto, " Mare diut, Rosa decorat ;" but the
two last, besides being the most probable, correspond
best with the pronunciation of tlie name by the common people in the neighbourhood, and by all who
speak the Gaelic language, viz. Munrott.
The erection of Montrose into a royal burgh has ^e- History,
nerally been referred to the year 1 352, the twenty-third
of the reign of David II. ; but there is every reason to
think that the original charter must have emanated
from David I. In the rolls of the parliament, which
was held at Edinburgh in September 1357, for effecting tlie ransom of David II. from his captivity in England, the burgh of Montrose stands the ninth upon the
list, with tlie names of eight other burghs behind it
a circumstance, which is scarcely compatible with the
supposition of its having been created a royal burgh
only five years before. It appears, at least, to have
been a place of some note long before the earliest date
assigned to its erection as a royal burgh ; and is mentioned in Dalrymple's AnnaU of Scotland among some
of the principal cities of the kingdom which were nearIts name is
ly destroyed by fire in the year 1244.
connected with many important events in Scottish hisIt is mentioned by Froissart as the port from
tory.
which Sir James Douglas embarked, in 1330, with a
numerous and splendid retinue^ on a pilgrimage to the
It is

;

:
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Montrwe. holy land, carrying along with him the heart of Robert
"'"'V""^ de Brus *.
It is distinguished as the first place in
Scotland where the Greek language was taught by
teachers from France, brought over by John Erskine
of Dun in 1534 ; and as having sent forth from its seminary the celebrated scholar Andrew Melville. It
was the birth place of the warlike Marquis of Montrose ; and the house in which he was born was occupied as an inn not many years ago.
It was tlie
oiily town in Scotland, so late as the commencement
of the eighteenth century, where a person could be
found who imderstood the management of pumps in
coal works, namely John Young, a citizen of Mon.
trose, who had been sent over to Holland by the magistrates for the purpose of learning the most improved modes of constructing and using windmills. It
was tlie first port made by the French fleet in December 1715 with the Pretender on board; and that
piince embarked at the same place in February of
the following year. But one of the principal events of
the history of Montrose regards an alteration in its own
municipal constitution. The set of the burgh formerly consisted of nineteen members, seventeen as representatives of the guildry, and two as representing the
seven incorporated trades. The old council elected the
new; and the old and new elected the office-bearers.
But tlie magistrates and council, upon the petition of
the guild-brethren and the incorporated trades, granted
to the former the election of their dean, who became
ex officio a member of council ; and to the latter the
election of their two representatives in council
and
this alteration in the set having been submitted to the
convention of royal burghs for their approbation, was
confirmed by them in July 1816. In consequence,
however, of an informality in the mode of electing the
magistracy at Michaelmas following, the burgh was
disfranchised by a sentence of the court of session;
and, in answer to a petition from the inhabitants, a
new charter, with an improved constitution, was granted by the crown, in the following terms: " That the
town-council shall, as formerly, consist of nineteen
persons, including in that number the provost, three
bailies, the dean of guild, treasurer, and the master of
the hospital ; of which nineteen, fifteen shall be resident guild-brethren, and four shall be resident craftsmen, including the deacon-convener for the time:
That, at the Michaelmas election, the six eldest councillors for the time from the guildry, who have not
served in any of the offices after mentioned for the
year preceding, and the whole four councillors from
tlie craftsmen, shall go out, but shall nevertheless be reeligible, if their respective constituents shall think fit
That, upon the Monday of the week immediately preceding Michaelmas in each year, the magistrates and
council shall meet and declare the names of the six
guild councillors who go out in rotation, and also what
vacancies have arisen during the preceding years by
death or otlierwise, in the number of guild councillors
That, on the following day, being Tuesday, tlie guildry incorporation shall assemble at their ordinary place
rf meeting, and shall first elect their dean of guild, and
six members of the guildry, as his council for the ensuing
jcar; and the person so chosen as dean of guild, shall
virtue of his office, be a magistrate and councillor of
tlie burgh; and the said incorjioration shall then proceed to fill up the vacancies in the number of merchant
councillors, occasioned by rotation, non-acceptance.
:

m
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We hare been
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resignation, death, or otherwise, during the preceding Montroie.
year : That the seven incorporated trades shall also as- ^"-y
semble together in one place on the said Tuesday, and
shall first elect their deacon convener, who shall, in

'

virtue of his office, be a councillor to represent the
trades; and they shall then proceed to elect other
three in the room of those who retire from office, and
that two of the four trades councillors to be so elected
may be guild brethren, being always ojierative craftsmen, and the persons electing them shall have no vote
in the guild in the same election ; but the other two
trades-councillors shall be operative craftsmen and burgesses only : That the councii shall meet on the Wed-

nesday immediately preceding Michadraas, unless Michaelmas-day shall happen to be upon Wednesday, in
which case tliey shall meet on Michaelmas day, and
conclude the annual election for the ensuing year, by
continuing the ex officiis members, electing the two
members of council, who do not go out by rotation,
and receiving the new members from the guildry and
trades
and, after such election and receiving the new
councillors, the members both of the old and new council shall, according to the former set of the burgh,
choose a provost, three bailies, a treasurer, and hospi;

tal-master; that the provost, bailies, treasurer, and
hospital-master, shall not be continued in their offices
longer than two years together ; but they, with tlie dean
of guild, shall remain ex qfficiis members of the council
for the year immediately following that in which they
shall have served in these offices respectively."
The town of Montrose stands on a level sandy plain.
or peninsula, bounded on the north-east by the German Ocean, on the south by the river South Esk, and
on the west by a large expanse of water called the Basin, about eight miles in circumference.
This basin,
through which the South Esk flows into the sea, is
nearly dry at low water ; but is so completely filled by
every tide, as to wash the garden walls on the west
side of the town, and to affijrd sufficient depth of
water in the channel of the river for allowing small
sloops to be navigated to the distance of three miles
above the harbour.
At these periods of high water,

the appearance of Montrose,

when

first

discerned

from the public road on the south, is peculiarly striking, and seldom fails to arrest the eye of a stranger:
The basin opening towards the left in all the beauty
of a circular lake ; the fertile and fully cultivated fielcfs
rising gently from its banks ; the numerous surrounding country-seats which burst at once upon the view
the town, and harbour, and bay, stretching farther on
the right ; and the lofty summits of the Grampians,
nearly in the centre of the landscape, closing the prospect towards the north-west altogether present to the
view of the traveller one of the most magnificent and
diversified amphitheatres to be found in the united
kingdoms.
handsome wooden bridge over the
South Esk, (fully described in the Scots Magazine,
Feb. 18 J7,) founded in 1793, about 700 feet in length,
and one at the most remarkable structures of the kind
in Great Britain, forms a fine approach to the town,
with the harbour on the right, and the basin on the
The river at this jioint is of considerable depth,
left.
about twenty feet at low water in ordinaiy tides, and
tliirty-five at spring tides ; and so rapid, that it frequently runs at the rate of six miles an hour. On the
west side of this entrance, and close u)ion' the river, is
the largest of the three mounts, to which tlie French

—

A

indebted to James Bumes, Esq. the present provost of Montrose, for much curious information respecting the antiof the place, wliich we regret that our limits will not admit of our inserting at large.
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MontrMe. name of the town i« supposed to refer, called Fortlull,
There is in the town an extensive tan-work and
""^"Y""^ on which a fortification wag formerly erected, and in foundry ; rope-walks, breweries, starch-works, soap
and candle-works. There are excellent salmon-fishcottinf; through which, to form a new entrance to the
town from the bridge, a stratum of human bone*, nearly ings in the river ; most abundant supplies of fresh white
Ibarteen feet thick, wag laid open. The harbour, on the fish from several fishing villages in the vicinity, and immense quantities of cod, particularly prepared by drying
east side of the bridge, is very commodious, and furnished with excellent quays. Two light-houses have and salting, for distant markets. Thereare veryextensive
been lately built, to direct vessels in taking the river downs or links, between the town and the German
during the night ; and a large house, in which the Ocean, where the game of goU" is generally played, and
keeper of the lights resides, is provided with accom- where races occasionally take place. There is a bank
modation for the recovery of persons who have suffer- in Montrose, besides branches from the British Linen
ed shipwreck. The spot upon which the town is built Company and the Dundee Union Bank. There are
b nearly a dead flat, from which the sea appears to two newsjjapers, two printing offices, a theatre, lately
have gradually receded ; but the soil, being a dry erected, and an excellent public library, instituted in
1785, which contains between five and six thousand
beach, and t})e whole exposure completely open
on every aide, the climat- is much more heakhy than volumes. Many genteel and wealthy families reside in
the lowne«s of the situation might give reason to ex- the place. The inhabitants are distinguislied for their
pect.
The town ia neatly built, and consists chiefly of intelligence and orderly habits. And, altogetlier, Monone spacious main street, from which numerous lanes trose may be considered as one of the most interesting
ran off on each aide, as from the High Street of Edin- provincial towns of North Britain. The population is
burgh. Many of die houses have their gables turned about 8000. (y.)
MONTSERRAT, one of the Leeward Caribbee Isto the atreet ; but a number of more mo<lem buildings
re Constructed in a different manner, and have a very lands in the West Indies, was discovered in 1493 by Colundsome appearance. The principal public buildings lumbus, and was colonized in 1632 from the advenre the TomH-haU, which has of late been greatly en- turers under Sir Thomas Warner. The island is of a
circular form, and is about nine miles in diameter,
larged, and which makes a fine termination to the main
containing about 30,000 acres of land, or nearly 47
ctreet ; the Paruh chyrch, which measures 98 feet by 65
over walls, a plain and well finished building, but awk- square miles, of which about GOOO acres are laid out in
wardly attached to an old and diminutive steeple; the sugar, 9000 in cotton, 2000 in provisions, SOOO in pasEpucopal ckaoel, to the eastward of the town, neatly turage, the remaining two-thirds being mountainous.
hanosomely fitted up ; the Public tchooU, in Cedars, cypresses, the iron-tree, and other woods and
built
• wfe and airy situation, and now almost entirely oc- odoriferous shrubs, are produced on the island ; and
cupied by the Englisli masters ; the Academy, a spa- indigo was formerly raised in great quantities. From
cious edroee, recently erected for the accommodation
1784 to 1788, the average crop was 2737 hhds. of
of the other teachers, and containing six large aport- sugar, of 1600 cwt. ; 11 07 punclieons of rum, and 275
menta occupied by the master and usher of the Latin bales of cotton. The following were the exports from
ckool, two masters for writing and arithmetic, a mas- Montserrat and Nevis in 1 787, which were sent printer for drawing, and a rector, whose department in- cipally to Britain, the United States, the British colocludes the dirierent branches of mathematics, the ele- nies in America, and the West Indies :—
tnenta of natural philosophy, and several of the modem
cxrt,
quart. Bn.
langnages ; the LuHoiic tuylitm, including also an infirSugar,
II0,«84
21
Ilam,
mary and dispensary, founded in 1779, the first insti.
.
.
289,076
gallont.
nl i iw i ,
1,313
gallon].
tution of the kind in Scotland, and whicli has been reladigo.
140
Ibi.
cently cnlmnd, and greatly improved in its whole ap.
Cotun,
92,47*
.
lbs.
pearanee ana ar rang e ments ; and the Qi^ca of the BriSyeiog wood*, Talusd at
£352 7 «
tuh Ijntn Campmntf'i apentt, which forms one of the
Mi>cenaa«nu articta, valued at
£1,363 3 A
principal ornaments of the main street.
Total value at the London market, £311,141
214,141 16 S
of
place
considerable
commerce,
and
Montroae
is
a
4
These articles were produced by the labour of about
It ia
Its shipping has, of late jrears, greatly increased.
1300 whiles, and 10,000 negroes, which was the popua port of the custom-house, and comprehends, within
lation of the island in 1791.
In 1648 the white famiits bounds, the coast from the lights of Tay on the
lies were 10{X), with a militia of 3(i0 effective men.
•onth, to Berrie-Brow, or the Todhead, on the north.
In the year 1806, Montserrat imported the follow itqj.
In the month of March, 1820, the shipping belonging
articles of provision and lumber :—
to Montroae amounteil to 8.? vessels, registered at 7046
Five large vessela
tons, and nsrigated bv 605 men.
From Britain.
from United Statu.
Com,
6,230 busheU.
,
6,S2A bushels.
are empk>yed in-the wnale fishery, but the greater part
Brawl,
Flour,
aad Meal, 1 jO ewu
1,0555 cwt.
are engaged inrthe coasting and Baltic trade. The most
Beef and I'ork,
.
78 ban-els.
416 barrels.
hoportant brandt oTthe export trade ia grain, which n
Dry Fiah.
54 quint.
Va•aid to eaoecd that of any other port in Scotland.
Pickled Fiib.
30 barrels.
.
632 barrels.
rioai bt anchea of manufitcturing industr}' are carried on
Butter,
.
.
19 firkins.
8hcep and Hogs,
in Montroae, particularly sail-cloth, sheeting and linen ;
.
50 Ko.
Oak and I'ine Boaidi,
3S5,»08'feet.
the importance and progreas of the last-mentioned arShingles,
.
597,0(»0 No.
ticle of manuiactin^ will appear from the tbllowing
Staves,
117,600 No.
note of linen doth stamped in the place.
Vilia.
Montserrat is the most southern island under the go1'«nO.
*.
St.
L.
vernor-general, and is 7 leagues SE. of Nevis, and S
VMan l« X«». MlJfrlo I«Not. I6t«. M<,008} 18,686 7
8W. of Antigua. West Long. 62" 13' 25' of NE. point,
Fnim
I8I<U>
1817, 537.5994 27.405 6 10
and North L«t, 16° 4-7' 35". See Edward's History of Hit
Ial8. 5I.3.4IU) 25.599 II 8
IB17UI
From
West Iitdiei, vol, i. and Gray's Letters from Canada.
36,439 16 11
Vtmm
181» w
1»1». 777,902
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MONTSERRAT

a mountain of
is the
"'
Spain, in the province of Catalonia, celebrated for its
pilgrims.
It is
Momucla. hermitage, and as a place of resort for
\^,-y.m,^ said to be about 24- miles in circumference, stretching
from W. to E. along the right bank of the river Llobregat, and is equally remarkable for the composition,
It conform, arrangement, and position of its rocks.
sists of limestone, sand, and pebbles cemented together,
and forming a kind of breccia. " The rich earth,"
says Laborde, " on part of these rocks being dissolved
by the action of the rain-water, has formed crevices
This vegetation is
full of trees and aromatic plants.
the more extraordinary, as there is no spring on the
mountain ; the streamlets sometimes seen there appearing to proceed from reservoirs formed by rains in
the crevices of the mountain, and running in the bed
of porous stones, which lie across the middle of it."
Hence the mountain seems to have been split into
masses of the most grotesque shapes, in the form of
caves, pillars, and rugged fragments piled upon one
another to the height of above 3000 feet above the level

The view from the summit of Montserextensive and grand. Corn, vines, and olives
cover the lower parts of the mountain. The situation
of the highest peak of Montserrat is in East Long.
1", 46', 7", and North Lat. 4.1°, 38' 59".
See Laborde's
View of Spain, vol. i. p. 125.
MO'NTUCLA, (Jean Etienne,) a French mathematician of considerable note, was born at Lyons, on
the 5tli of September, 1725. Being early distinguished for his love of knowledge, he was placed under the
tuition of the Jesuits, from whom he gained the elements of an extensive acquaintance with science and
classical literature.
At the age of sixteen, he quitted
of the ocean.

rat

is

their seminary, for the purpose of studying

law

at

Thoulouse, and, after the usual course of preparation,
obtained a counsellorship in the Parliament of that city

but feeling little inclination for his employment, and
meeting with little encouragement in the exercise of it,
he renounced the bar in 1 753, and removed to Paris with
the view of supporting himself by literary exertions.
Soon after his arrival, being fortunately admitted to
the society of d'Alembert and Diderot, their conversation
gave a settled tendency to his pursuits, and he formed
the project of that work, by which his name is so well
known among men of science. At first, however, his
He wrote
efforts were limited to a lower department.
in the Gazette Francoise ; and translated several works,
one of which was Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's report of the latest cases of inoculation at Constantino.
pie.
The utility of the practice, at that thne (1756,)
about to be tried on a prince of the blood, was keenly
discussed, and Montucla's translation appeared with ad-

vantage as an appendix to M. de la Condamine's memoir upon tliis question. Two years before, a subject
more akin to the bent of his mind, had furnished Monit was the
tucla with scope for original investigation
Hisloire des Recherches snr la Qiiadrature du Cerde,
received with an applause well calculated to animate
the author in his great undertaking, tlie Hisloire des
Mathematiques.
Lord Bacon justly thought, that a rational account
of the steps by which the mind had advanced to its actual proficiency in the several departments of philosophy, might prove a work of great utility and entertainment. But though mathematical science is perhaps the
only branch of human knowledge, which has attained
tlie degree of accuracy and precision requisite for exe:

,
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name of

N

cuting such an enterprize, the task of giving any thing 'MoniucU.
like a regular narrative of the order and gradation, ac- '»—-y""^
cording to which the discoveries in that science had followed each other, seems to have been undertaken for
the first time by M. de Montmort, the friend and fellow-labourer of Bernoulli. M. de Montmort, however,
did not live to complete his attempt ; the materials
^yhich he had accumulated were entirely lost at his
death, and Montucla had the undivided honour of sui>«
plying this desideratum. His work, in two volumes
4to, was published in 1758.
The extensive acquaintance with the science, and the unwearied spirit of research which it displayed, were rewarded with universal applause ; the defective arrangement, and the rather inelegant style were forgotten in the general merits of the work, or excused from the difficulty of treating so new and intricate a subject. In its first shape,
the Hisloire des Malhemaliques extended only to the
conclusion of the 17th century; but the author's diligence had not abated, and his promise of continuing
the narrative to a later period was afterwards fulfilled.
In the meantime, however, his studies were impeded,
though not suspended, by an appointment to the post
of Secretaire de L'Inlendance at Grenoble. His conduct
in this office, which he held for three years, would seem
to have given entire satisfaction, since, when M. Turgot
was commissioned in 1764 to superintend the improvements which the government were endeavouring to introduce at Cayenne, Montucla was nominated to accompany him in the character of secretary, dignified also
with the title of Astronomer Royal. Of Montucla's celestial observations we have no account, but the science
of botany is indebted to him for the knowledge of several equinoctial plants brought home on his return,
which happened in 1 766. After this short absence,' he
became chief clerk to the overseers of the king's buildings. In the discharge of that easy duty, Montucla enjoyed a competence, and found leisure to prosecute his
inquiries concerning his favourite subject.

The stormy

which desolated France during the revolution,
seem to have left him unharmed, till 1792, when his
office was abolished by the republican government, and
the historian of mathematics was left exposed in his old

factions,

age to

all

the calamities of want.

It is painful to re-

man, whose respectable character ought
to have secured him esteem and patronage, even if his
arduous labours in the cause of science had not benefited mankind, was unable to gain the necessaries of
life except by consigning those talents which had illuslate,

that the

trated the highest achievements of our species, to the

management of a lottery-office It was not till within
a few months of his death that a scanty pension of
L.lOO from the government raised him above the miseBut, in the midst of these deries of abject poverty.
pressing circumstances, Montucla did not forget his
promise to complete the history of mathematics. Forty
years of application had greatly augmented his knowledge of the subject ; tlie second edition of his work,
begun in 1 798, was enriched with many new details in
the period before examined, and the relation might
have been conducted with equal skill to the proposed
termination, had not death put a stop to his exertions,
on the 15th of December 1799. Happily his manuscripts were in such a state as to be capable of publication.
The printing of the first part was continued
without interruption; and M. de la Lande, in 1802, arranged the remaining papers into two additional volumes, which continue the history to the beginning of
!

;

M

N

the 1 9th century. Montucla was a member of the Royg\ Academy of Sciences at Berlin, and of the French
'""' Institute, from its commencement. His manners are
said to have been amiable, his disposition kindly and
generous. The Recreations Mathemaliques el Physiques
of Osanam, which he edited in 1778, is the only work
connected with him that has been translated into Eng-

Moon,

Dr. John.

~

lish.

In the

article

Astronomy, the reader

will

find the fullest information respecting this planet. The
map of the moon given in this work, and forming Plate
CCCC. is engraven on a reduced scale from that which
was drawn by Dr. Brewster, and published in his edition of Ferguson's Astronomy.
f Dr. John), a noted miscellaneous writer,
the son of Cnarles Moore, episcopal clergyman at StirMrs. Moore, upon
ling, was bom in the year 1730.
the death of her husband in 1735, having removed to

MOORE

Glaagow, where she possessed some property, John,
her only surviving son, enjoyed the benefit o{ being
educated in the Grammar School and College ot that
dty. After obtainit^ a considerable acquaintance with
cLuMical literature, he was pLiced under the charge of
Mr. Gordon, m practitioner in surgery ; and at the
MOie time attended the lectures of the medical profesMT* in the university, among whom Dr. CuUen was
already distinguished for his original ideas regarding
the practice of phytic.
The knowledge acquired from these teachers was
not long in finding employment. By the kindness of
the Duke of Argyle, Moore, in the 17th year of hit age,
appointed Mate to the military hospital established
•t Maertricht, during the war which Great Britain at
that time carried on for the Empress Maria Theresa.
He afterwards served in a similar capacity at Flushing
and Btxt year be became aasistant surgeon in the Coldgvardt, and passed the winter of 1748 under the
eammand of General Braddock, afterwards so unhap-

WM

tram

pily remarkable for his fate in North America.
The arrival of peace, which put a stop to Moore's
advancement in the army, aifurded him the opportunity
of attending Dr. Hunter's i.-uurse of Anatomy in London ; and soon afterwards the Earl of Albemarle, our
ambassador at the French court, to whom Moore had
been introduced in Flanders, invited him to undertake
the duties of Surgeon to his family at Paris. During
the two years of nit residence in that dty, Moore dili-

gently employed
afforoed, to

all

improve

the

facilities

his medical

which his
knowledge

situation
;

and so

ardent was his desire of attaining this object, that he
declined residing at the ambaasador's house, in order
to hare more frequent opportunities of witnessing the
practice at the hospitals, by living in the neighl>our.
nood of those estaoUahments. Conttant a{^lication
uatarally increased bis professional skill, and gave a favourable opinion of his assiduity ; and Mr. Gordon
was sufficiently impressed with the character and abilities vi his former pupil, to propose admitting him to a
dure of his practice at Glasgow.
In partnership with this gentleman, and afterwards
with Mr. Hamilton, professor of Anatomy, Moore enjoyed coosidrrable success for a number of years. The
University of Glai^w had honoured him with a degree; the caics and pleasures of a family, were now
added to his other engagements ; and in tlie bosom of
domestic comfiirt, hit life seemed to give promise of
being respectable and happy, but not distinguished by
Djr thing superior to the lot of those around him ;
when, in 176y, an event occurred which imiMuted a new

N

Among the patients
time came under his care, was James
George, Duke of Hamilton ; a young man possessed
of talents and virtues, which were only prevented from
doing honour to his exalted station, by the attack of a
consumption that baffled all the arts of medicine, and
cut him otF in his fifteenth year.
Dr. Moore's services,
colour to his future pursuits.

who

at this

though

(t. c.)
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ineffectual,

were gratefully acknowledged by

the family to whom they had been rendered. He wrote
the epitaph, which records the fate and character of his
patient, in Hamilton church-yard ; and as the surviving brother of this nobleman was of a weakly constitu«
tion, his mother, for that reason, felt desirous that
he should visit the continent in company with a person
qualified at once to direct his observations, and watch
over his health. Dr. Moore, in whom both these re«
quisites were united, was prevailed on to accept the
charge.
He left Britain with his pupil in 1 773, and
spent five years in visiting the most remarkable coun«
tries of Europe.
The fruit of those travels, ' A View of Society and
Manners in France, Switzerland, and Germany,' published at London in 1779, and followed in 1781 by a
similar accounV of Italy, procured the author some
emolument, and a considerable literary reputation.
These works were speedily translated into French,
and read with applause by the people wliom they professed to depict.
They were read with equal applause
in England, and are still deservedly admired for their
spirited descriptions, their perpetual flow of lively, if
not profound, observation, and above all, for the vein of
pungent, yet on the whole, good-natured, humour,
which lends a charm to their other merits.
It does not seem that Dr. Moore's efforts to obtain
employment as a physician in the metropolis, whither
his family had removed, soon after his return from
abroad, were equally fortunate: and the reception of
his ' Medical Sketches,' published in 1785, appears to
have confirmed lus predilection for the career of a man
of letters. The success which the novel Zelucco met
with, was not calculated to disappoint such hopes.
Its
strong delineations of character and passion, its scenes
of pathos and pleasantry, redeemed the occasional harshness and exaggeration of this work, and gave to it a
more lasting existence, than generally falls to the lot of

similar productions.
The fame arising from these performances procured to
Dr. Moore Uie advantages of a society fitted to appreciate
his acquirements.
He had corresponded with Dr.

and was prompt to encour^e the genius of
Robert Bums. His time seems chiefly to have been
engaged by such intercourse, and by a limited exertion
of his professional abilities, till in 1 7<J2, the French revolution having awakened the attention of all Europe,
Moore visited Paris in company with Lord Lauderdale,
for the purpose of more narrowly inspecting a phenome«
non so extraordinary and so vast. The • Journal' of his
residence in France, which he quitted immediately after
the fatal 9th of September, was published on his return
Smollett,

England ; and the author's ideas upon the object he
had been contemplating, were given in a more mature
shape under the title of ' Causes and Progress of the
French Revolution,' three years afterwards. Though
the temporary interest which caused these works to be
to

eagerly sought after, at the time of their appearance,
no longer exists, they still merit a perusal. The first
in particular is noted for the fidelity and spirit with
which it sketches tome events that will long figure in
the history of the world.

Moore,
Dr. John.
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Dr. ^foo^e again turned his attention
But his ' Edward' (1796), and his ' Mor-

politics

to novels.

daunt' (1800), added little to his literary character.
Though they retain some traces of his early vigour,
they both exhibit symptoms of exhaustion and decay.
They were tiie last effort of his genius : he died at
his house in Clifford Street, on the 20th Feb. 1 802.
As an autlior. Dr. Moore was more distinguished by
the range of his information, than by its accuracy or
extent upon any particular subject ; and his writings
did not owe their celebrity to any great depth or even
originality of thought.
As a Novelist he shewed no
extraordinary felicity in the department of invention;
no great power of diversifying his characters, or ease in
conducting his narrative. The main quality of his
works is that particular species of Sardonic wit, with
which they are indeed perhaps profusely tinctured, but
which frequently confers a grace and poignancy on the
general strain of good sense and judicious observation,
that pervades the whole of them. (t. c.)
(Sir John,) a son of Dr. Moore, the sub-

MOORE

ject of our preceding article,

was born

at

Glasgow on

MOO

of his enterprise, together with the govemfnent of the
Island; and this charge, undertaken with reluctance, and
rendered full of danger and labour from the hostility of
the natives and the number of Maroon negroes, who
constantly infested the country, was managed with a
decision and activity that overcame every obstacle.
Two successive attacks of the yellow fever soon
forced General Moore to leave the West Indies, but. In
company with Sir Ralph Abercrombie, he was destined
to earn still higher distinction. The first scene in which
they again acted together, was the Irish rebellion ; and
during those unhappy contests, notwithstanding th«
disorganised state of the army. General Moore's conduct
was such as to obtain universal approbation.
After Sir Ralph's expedition to Holland, (1799,) in
which General Moore was severely wounded, a wider
and more brilliant theatre was soon afterwards presented for their united exertions in the expedition to Egypt.
During this celebrated campaign. General Moore fully
supported the reputation for bravery and coolness
which his former services had acquired. An important
charge in disembarking the troops was assigned to him
and the battalion which he led was among the foremost in the far-famed enterprise of storming the French
batteries, erected on a neighbouring eminence of sand
His subsequent efforts ably
to oppose their landing.
seconded the Commander's arrangements, and contributed materially to the happy issue of their undertaking.
That victory which was purchased with the lif«
of Sir Ralph Abercrombie, disabled General Moore for
a time from farther exertion a dangerous wound in his
leg confined him first on board one of the transports,
and afterwards in the neighbourhood of Rosetta, till
the conclusion of the expedition.
His merits were rewarded on his return to England by the order of
knighthood ; and public opinion seemed to point him
out as a fit person for conducting any military operation in which the country might require his ser-

the 13th of November, 1761. Being destined for the
military profession, he was educated 'chiefly on the continent ; and whilst his father was abroad with the Duke
of Hamilton, the interest of that nobleman procured
him admission to the service, in the capacity of ensign
to the 51st regiment of foot.
It was at Minorca in 1776
that Moore first entered the army ; a lieutenancy in the
82d regiment was the next step of his promotion, and
he seems to have held this station without much distinction, or any censure, during the several campaigns
of the American war, in which he served till the arrival of peace, when his regiment was reduced in
1783.
seat in the Parliament, as member for Lanark and
the adjoining burghs, obtained apparently by the influence of the patron above referred to, did not long interrupt his advancement. About the year 1788, the
vices.
office of major in the 4th battalion of the 60th regiment
The period for verifying those ideas was not long in
of foot was exchanged for a similar post in his original arriving. After a few years of repose, General Moore
regiment, the 51st, and followed by the commission of (1808) was called to take upon him the command of
lieutenant colonel, which he purchased in that corps an armament which the British Government had pretwo years afterwards. From Gibraltar, where his mi- pared in aid of the Spanish Patriots, now engaged in
litary duties had placed him, he was ordered to Corsica
hostilities with Napoleon.
It is not our business to
It is enough
in 1791'; and the esteem of General Charles Stuart,
relate the particulars of this expedition.
formed an epoch in his military life. The siege of CaU to observe, that after an advance to Salamanca, in which
vi was the scene of this distinction ; and his first wound
he was chagrined by every species of disappointment,
was received in storming the Mozzello fort.
cramped by restrictions, perplexed by misinformation,
When a disagreement with the Viceroy had produc- and after a fruitless attempt to penetrate into Pored the recal of General Stuart, Moore succeeded him in tugal, General Moore commenced a retreat to the
the character of Adjutant-general ; but as the subject of coast, conducted it successfully in the face of an enemy
greatly superior, and by his masterly dispositions at
dispute with the Viceroy still subsisted, the new commander remained not long in good terms with hira. Corunna, repelled the formidable attack in which a
His return to England, in the year 1795, seems not to cannon-ball deprived him of life, though not till his
have proceeded from dissatisfaction on the part of go- last moments were consoled by intelligence that vicvernment ; and his appointment to the rank of briga- tory had secured a safe embarkation for his troops. He
dier-general in the West Indies, which followed imdied with the equanimity which became him, on the
mediately, opened a new and more conspicuous
l6th of January I8O9.
field to his military talents.
Succeeding achievements of a more extensive and
At Barbadoes, in consequence of his appointment, he met Sir Ralph Aber- important nature have already eclipsed Sir John Moore's
crombie, commander of the expedition destined to act reputation. But the intrepidity and manly uprightness
against St. Lucie; and in this hazardous service, of of his character, manifested at a time when the British
which an important department was assigned to General army was far from being distinguished in these reMoore, he acquitted himself with that steadiness and spects, are qualities more endearing and estimable than
gallantry which excited the warm applause of his su- military fame.
They extorted admiration even from
perior officer.
The conqueror of St. Lucie, who had his enemies : and the monument erected by the French
already designated General Moore as " the admiration officers over his grave at Corunna, attests the worth of
of the whole army," committed to him the prosecution both parties, (t. c.)
:
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MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
!s the science which treats of
the
and the rules of human actions; and of
the ends to which they ought to be directed.
In contemplating the general history of animated
nature, we make no hesitation in setting down the habits of an individual as characteristics of the species, on
the grounds that creatures similarly coiistitutefl, posfcned of the same organs, and impelle<l by the same
imtincts, must have the same dispositions and feelings.
The human race presents a remarkable exception to
this observation ; and the varieties which it exhibits in
external appearance, are not half so numerous or striking, as the contrasts which we observe in moral con-

iVloR.lL Philosophy
Moral
"- '-.iphr.
motives

—

"^^
1*""^
^

1

^

'

Qoo.
of men.

duct and feeling.

Were mankind placed in circumstances precisely simdar were they possessed of the same extent of men;

powers, and tne same degree of natural feclin?,—
we could scarcely conceive a diversity of sentiment or
conduct to be poaaible. Out when we consider the infinite variety which prevails in the external circumttanccs, antl undoubtedly also in the mental powers of
man, instead of wondering at the contrariety of views
and feelings, we have greater reason to be surprised at
ttmr general harmony and agreement The differences
Mem to be only accidental ; ami even where they are
lacNt apparent, a principle of congruity may generally
be ducerned, which leads to the same end, though by
the enpiajment of different means and brings the
most aaomaloiia appearances within the ordiiury range
of hnman feelings.
There muit, then, be some strong leading principles
in the constitution of man, or in the ortlinarj* arrangements of Providence, to preserve order amidst such
discordant materials, which, in many instances, seem
directed not only against the comfort, but against the
very exiateoce of society
tal

both as to the object which constitutes the supreme pood, or chief felicity of their nature, and also
as to the means by which it is mo>t likely to be secured,
They do not sufDciently distinguish between the principles which impel to action, and the objects to which
differ
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they look for gratification.
They are both indiscriminately called motives ; and, certainly, when any object
acquires paramount importance in the imagination, it
operates as a motive in regulating the whole conduct.
It is, however, in all probability only a confirmed prejudice, arising out of a perversion of the original impelling principle, which is merely a vague appetency
of our nature, calling for gratification, but not directing
us, with infallible certainty, to a specific object, nor to
the mode and measure in which it ought to be enjoyed.
There is another thing, therefore, to be attended to
in moral discussions, besides our elementary feelings
for, iirter adopting the instincts, desires, and passions,
implanted in our nature, as the elements of action, we

—

must examine how

far these principles have been legitimately exercised, and consitlerin what instances they
have been carried too far, or have fallen short of what
they might have fairly achieved.
In investigating the principles of moral conduct, immutable
then, the natural method is to begin with the simplest rules of mo"'
elements of feeling : and then to proceed to the circum- raUty,
stances which occur in the constitution of our bodies,
or in the powers of our minds, or in the order of external nature, to modify, limit, and restrain our appetites
and feelings : and if this process is conducted judiciously, we shall probably find, that the Author of our
nature has established immutable rules in the ordinations of his providence, to lead us to the high purposes
for which we are destined.
If we shall succeed in establishing this point, it will
prove incontrovertibly that there is nothing arbitrary
or conventional in morals ; but that they result necesVix DBOc uinistat iUs
larily from the powers and faculties which God has
Quia Ununt miiniUini.
given to man, and from the circumstant^es in which he
AeC'irding to some, this object is accomplished by the has placed him. Even the most exalted moral precepts, derived from the light of revelation, will be illustrated
cotair.iia! Jntprfrrence of Providence, to rectify the disfound not to controvert, but to confirm this position, and enforc
mions of men have produced.
ordi
It is a great mistake to suppose that Christianity un- ed, not first
...-ined to object to this doctrine.
are ::
would receive it with this qualification, however, that folds mural precepts foreign to the nature of man, and '*'•<»»«'••'<
"""^
not cognizable by his reason.
It is addressed to him ^
a wise arrangement, continually upheld by the Being
who first contrived it, is to be considered as a direct as a perverted being, not as one destitute of the mateBut, admitting this, we rials of knowledge it shows that he neglects the riches
ditptay of divine providence.
contend, at the same time, that a provision is made, in which are among his hands, and that he fails to deduce
r'u. -'••iirf of fhWiiTs, (not from any necessity of nature,
the inferences which arc obviously presented in his
own nature, in the constitution of the external world,
tiie Author of nature,) for maintainworld, and for re- and in the ordinary events of providence.
It is doing
., ;.,^
., ;...Li: .um of the moral
Christianity great injustice to suppose that its moral
straining th<!: vices, as well at influencing the feelings
precepts are such as never did or could enter the mind
and the conduct of men.
of man without it. Grotius takes up a very different
It cannot be a random principle which produces
nor can it be a very abstruse argument to prove the divine origin of the Christian
s-ich uniform results
religion ; for he endeavours to show that it was so reao'.'.e, since its influence is universal, and is felt, with
snnable, and so admirably adapted to the nature and
various degrees of force, in every stage of human society.
But thouch the general complexion of human circumstance* of man, that all its precepts might be
manners bespeaks the operation of a principle common recognized in the scattered maxims diffused among the
human race; but, in all oases, deformed by impure
to human nature, there ii nothing with regard to which
men ara less agreed than the name and nature of that admixtures, and perverted from their original purpose
Moli eatmaive effect*. Men by the ricai aad paasimn of men. The grand object
VOL. XIV. rAHT II.
;
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of Christianity was to unfold a plan of mercy, which
must otherwise have remained unknown its peculiarity, as a moral system, consists in the powerful sanctions by which its simple and obvious precepts are enforced.
Instead, then, of being jealous of tho.-e moral
:

maxims adopted, and

beautifully illustrated,

by many

heathen authors, every Christian should consider them
as so many attestations to the existence of that immutable law on which God has laid the foiiiulation of morals.
To deny the existei>ce of such a law, would be
to destroy at once the moral responsibility ol' man,
where the light of revelation is unknown ; for " where
there is no law, there is no transgression," an assertion
which the apostle makes, not to free the unenlightened
heathen from responsibility, but to show their great
guilt in neglecting the clear intimations written on

—

their hearts, and pointed out by the general constitution and course of nature.
But unless such intimations

We

existed, no blame could attach ; for who could be censured for invincible ignorance ?
The law of moral action is in fact so irrevocably fixed, that even when we violate it unconsciously, we are
corrected, ami called back to the consideration of the
circumstances which have affected our comfort. Thus
cannot temperance, one of the cardinal virtues, is forced on us

violate the

by necessity and whenever we go beyond the limits
prescribed by the constitution of our nature, we are
lal princi[xles of mo. mstantly punished, and taught to seek that just medium which may satisfy, but not satiate ; and exhilaral* with
inpunitjr.
rate, without subverting by excessive excitement.
But although it is quite evident that the Author of
our existence has put into our hands the materials of
knowledge, and directed us, by the constitution and
;

lundamen-

circumstances of our nature, to the course of moral acwhich we should pursue; yet it is certain that we
never could convert these materials to our advantage,
without the aid of information superior to that afforded
by the natural reason of man. All that we have hitherto said amounts merely to this, that God has most
abundantly furnished the m.eans of information, with
regard to the leading duties of morality and we must
now farther admit, that the materials of prejudice and
error are no less abundantly supplied by the tendency
of our appetites and passions.
It is this which renders
human nature a strange medley of folly and of wisdom ;
of virtuous feelings and depraved affections ; which
weakens the convictions even of the most enlightened,
tion

:

and teaches them

to desire

an authoritative rule and

—

sanction, for the regulation of their conduct.
In short,
Natural
morality on the principles of natural morality stand pretty nearly
the same
on the same footing with the principles of natural relifooting

with natu.
ral religion.

gion: for though the being and attributes of God may
be inferred from all his works, yet we see that the natural reason of man ne\er led him to just and accurate
In the same manner,
conceptions on the subject.
though the rule of moral conduct may be traced in the
order of nature, and in the constitution of our own
minds, yet there can be no doubt that the light of reelation was necessary, to enable mankind to distinguish, with certainty, truth from error, and the illusions of the passions from the rule of right reason. For
who could decide with absolute certainty amidst the
endless varieties of human opinions ; or expect to have
the authority of an oracle in commanding the assent of

mankind
This

?

difficulty

was so powerfully

felt

by

Socrates,

that he
be sent

deemed

iia

necessary that an instructor should

Moral

;

;

*.
And to prove the truth of this observation, he adduces the discordant opinions of the principal philosophical sects respecting the nature of the

distinguished

If we are more fortunate than those two illustrious heathens, anil can proceed with greater confi-

gods.

dence in our investigations, it is because we have been
favoured with a revelation which was denied to them,
and which has materially influenced the moral discussions even of those who reject its assistance.
In our reseaichcs we do not mean to set reason and Jrorala
revelation in opposition to each other, but to exhibit "nnot be
them as mutually co-operating to establish the same "hcUjr wimportant results. It is the proper province of theo- f""'*"^
logy to enforce the sanctions of revealed religion it is
the business of our present department to analyse the
principles of moral action, and to point out their foundation in the nature and circumstances of man.
It is
not indeed possible, in any discussion on the subject,
to separate morals wholly from theology.
For as soon
as men have acquired a belief in the existence of a God,
their moral perceptions must be considerably influenced
by the attributes which they assign to him. If he is
supposed to be cruel, or vindictive, or lascivious, we
may naturally expect to see the same qualities exemplified in the character of his votaries ; for wherever
men have admitted the existence of a God, they have
also admitted that they were bound both to imitate and
obey him. It is absolutely necessary, then, in all moral discussion, to endeavour to ascertain how far the
unaided powers of man can go in obtaining right conceptions of the divine nature and attributes; for if
these could be properly ascertained, they would constitute a rule from which there could be no appeal.
This point will be soon settled, if we take facts for
the foundation of our argument, and consider what has
actually been done in the province of natural theolog)',
by the unassisted efforts of the human understanding.
We have only to recollect the impure and absurd theology of the Romans, Greeks, and Egyptians ; which
some writers have chosen to denominate elegant, merely because its absurdities have been concealed under
the splendour of poetical diction and imagery or we
have only to read Cicero's book on the nature of the
gods, and if facts may be allowed to influence our reasoning, we will not hesitate to pronounce at once the
incompetency of human reason to discover the attributes and perfections of the Supreme Being.
It may, perhaps, be thought unfair to decide on the provirM
capabilities of the human mind, from its aberrations uf r.a:,i.and perversions ; and we may be called upon to con- theology,
template what it is naturally able to achieve. But here
our speculations roust be involved in great uncertainty.
We find, indeed, the belief in a Supreme Being to be
almost universal. In many instances, we discover very
enlightened views respectmg the unity of his nature,
and some of his attributes ; but in no one case can we
pronounce with certainty how far these notions are the
product of unassisted reason. We have stated else:

—

—

:

* Mod enim ramus

W in

it

from heaven with special authority to reveal I'h'io'opHjr
and enforce the duty of man. Cicero did not go quite -TT^'''"'
"'
but his words evince no less clearly the ^P""^'"
so far as this
necessity of such a teacher.
He says that he was not o,„i ciiero.
one of those who maintained that there was no such
thing as absolute truth
but that error was so mixed
up with every truth, that it could not be accurately

U, quibiu nihil venim esse videatur; sed ii, qui omnibus reris fal^a
nulla insit certa judieandi et adsentiendi noUu—Dt Nat. Dear. lib. i. c

&

qusdam

adjuncts ease dicamus, taats Bimill>
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where, (see Logic, p. 120.) the very natural process every probability that a nation, circumstanced as we
by which the idea of God may be supposed tu arise in have supposed, if unaffected by any external impulse, rhilosopbf.
^^~^
the human mind ; but it is impossible to demonstrate and unassisted by extraneous example, would remain
that it ever has arisen,
any one instince, in this for ever in the barbarism in which it was found. No
manner. We are firmly persuaded that there is no nation, however, has been found in this state of absolute
such thin^ in the universe as a system of theism, the ignorance ; by whatever means men have come by
pure result of human reason ; for it will not be difficult their knowledge, they have always been found to have
to show that all the religions which have ever been in some idea of a superior power ; and, possessing this as
the world are either traditional or mealed.
the rudiments of religious knowledge, we might natuAs far as we are acquainted with the religious sys- rally have expected that they would have made protems which prevail throughout the immense continent gress in a science so interesting. This expectation
of Asia, from China to the Red Sea, and from Cape will not be realized ; for we discover none of that elasComorin to Siberia, we may discover the traces of a ticity of mind which prompts to ulterior improvement
traditional ruperstilion, but not of a system of natural in religious knowledge
all the efi^orts of philanthroreligion ; for its features are too fantastic to pass as the
py have scarcely been able to shake the inveterate prejuoffspring of reason.
In the same manner, we may per- dices of error, or to preserve alive the seeds of knowceive that the relif^'ons of Greece, of Rome, of Egypt, ledge where they have been sown.
If the knowledge
and of India, had a common origin, not in reason, but of God and his attributes, then, be the result of human
in tradition ; for reason is not so uniform in its aberrareason, the mind goes through a proce3S on this subtions, as to run into exactly the same conceits and ab- ject, entirely different from that which it follows with
regard to any other of its attainments. It advances
surdities.
Where, then, shall we discover the pure religion of uniformly and steadily in all those improvements which
nature >
Not among the sages of Grt-ece and Home: result from btudy or experience, and length of time
they evidently and avowedly borrawed from more an- never fails to giv« maturity and stability to the princiNot among the philosophers and hiero- ples of knowledge. But, in religion, the process is recient sources.
phanta of Egypt they, in all probability, borrowed versed : and lapse of time invariably leads to degeneIndia.
Nowhere, indeed, do we find among any racy and corruption. The most ancient writings of
of these nations any pretensions to this religion of na- the human race approach nearest to the truth on some
Thus, we
ture: they altogether disavow this origin of their reli- of the fundamental principles of religion.
gioas opinions ; for they have, severally, their legisla- find the unity of the divine nature explicitly stated in
The indsome of the most ancient of the Braminic.il writings,
tors and their sages, to whom they a<>cribe the origin
<n:a do DOl
of their laws and uf their religion ; and however much whilst the doctrine is totally unknown among the moc
they may be cli<posed to reverence these founders of dem Hindoos, who are. and have been from time imrrlimemorial, the grossest idolaters in the world.
f.ja to th« their polities civil and sacred, they never ascribe to
bflii o( na- them the honour of <litcovering, by their own
Let it be remembered that we are only stating the
ingenuaberrations of human reason on the grand fundamental
ity, the laws and religious opinions which they promulgated. These they ascribe to the particular favour principles of religion and morals; and we do not positively affirm that the mind is absolutely incompetent to
and illumination of the gods.
This opinion, if not strictly correct, may, perhapa, discover the important truth of the being of God; but
us to the truth ; for were we to judge from ap- facts authorize us to conclude that it never could turn
ncea and partial f><ct<, we would perhaps l>e led this important truth to any profitable account, without ulterior assistance ; for it is instantly di>figured by
to conclude, that man, on his creation, was placed under a system of revel.-ition, or was made perfVctly ac- the prejudices arising from human ptssions, and thus
with the great tniths of religion, immediately becomes the means of perversion rather than of imon the being and attriliutts of Oo<l. This provement ; as men canonize their own vices by exalu
amounts to certainty, if we take the sacred ing them into attributes of their gods.
We conceive it, then, to be absolutely impossible to Natural
for our guide.
On the supposition then,
(and it is surely a natural one,) that this primeval re- found a system of morals on the basis of natural religion, religinn an
which, if cognizable by human reason, is nevertheless, '•""'"''ien*
li/^on was taught by the first race of men to their famibasis of
every instance, so grossly abused as to become
lies and descendants, and by this means diffused over
morals.
the face of the earth, we might natumlly expect those source of error rather than of knowledge. The bounAvmaifiid features of soperatition, which meet us in tiful author of our nature has delivered us from this
our rMcarches, and which betray few marks of their perplexity by giving us a revelation containing rules of
parentage as the offrpring of reason, but are exactly duty which our consciences must instantly approve,
what we might expect as tJie corrupted traditions of and which, on examination, are found to be perfectly
consistent with the light of reason, with the interests of
primeval revelation.
man, and with the ordinary arrangements of proviIf, however, it should be maintained that the due exThese rules, however, are not, in general
dence.
creiae of reason will necessarily lead us to some knowUdg* of God, we have no wish to dispute the a.«ser- practice, deduced step by step, from the elements into
which they may be analysed they resemble, in this
tion : we only affirm that we have no instance on record in which it can be proved that men have come by respect, the rules deduced from science, or experience,
which are delivered to practical artists, and which lead
their religion m this manner : all the religions with
which we are acquainted bear evident marks of a diffe- them as immediately to the attainment of their object,
rent origin and before the competency of human rea- as if they thoroughly understood the principles on
It is evident that
which the rules were founded.
son, to discovrr the most obvious truths nf religion, can
be aaccTtained, it would be necessary to find a nation tome rule of this kind is absolutely necessary for regulating the moral conduct of men ; for few have time or
entirely destitute of every notion of religion ; to watch
iu progre at in knowledge, and carefully to observe talents fur ingenious or laborious investigations ; and
tiw fMuIl of it* experience.
But, indeed, there is were man left to discover the rules by which his cop,.phy.
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be guided, the best of his life would be past some analogous fact occurs as an illustration and beMoral
PMhjsophy. before he had learned how
Revelation unfolds fore we reach the object which we have in view, we I'hilotophjr.
to live.
^~^''"™'
the rule at once without explaining the principles on are generally raised above it
ha%'ing travelled through
which it is founded, farther than by assuring us that it a labyrinth of knowledge, whose hidden treasures we
is the will of God, who always consults our happiness.
have been compelled to explore. By this means we
To analyse these rules, however, which have been be- perceive that the truth which, in the outset, we prodtict is to

:

;

jMsed as the ultimate object of our researches, is only a
with the most obvious link in the chain of causes which connect matter with
principles presented to the senses and reason of man,
its creator.
Something similar occurs in moral invesis a luxury reserved for those whose talents and educatigations.
A doubtful point is cleared up by tracing
tion enable them to trace the chain of proximate causes, its connection with others more fully established, or
till they can connect it with the supreme lawgiver.
with acknowledged axioms in the constitution of our
The will of
It might reasonably be supposed that the will of nature ; and we are thus led to the temple of truth
God and
God, and the order of nature, would tend mutually to through a path beautifully diversified, which affords
the order
illustrate and explain each other.
This must neces- pleasure and instruction at every step, and beguiles the
of nature
tediousness of the way by the many interesting objects
sarily happen, provided that which is communicated as
alwajrs
the will of God be indeed from heaven ; for the same which are successively presented to our view.
agree.
Thus, the same law which, in physics, leads us to The mearn
God who arranged the order of nature, cannot, consistently with any notions which we entertain of his per- general principles from individual facts, might, by a °f moral
careful process of moral generalization, conduct to re- '"ipf^efections, give a revelation which contradicts it.
sults no less certain, could we disentangle our reason ""^"''
" Nunquam aliud natura, aliud sapientia dixit."
from our passions, and subject our feelings to our judgThis argument has been carried by Hume to an un- ment. Ample materials are furnished to assist us in
warrantable and unphilosophical extreme in the case of these researches: and as moral truths are infinitely
miracles, which are a suspension, or contravention, of the more important than any physical results, the beneficent
ordinary laws of nature. Were miracles contrary not on- author of our being has afforded more numerous helps to
ly to the established laws of nature, but to the known conduct us to conclusions so essential to our happiness.
power and perfections of God, it would be impossible Instinct, reason, judgment, conscience, point to the
But when we see that they are not same goal ; and though they are all sometimes so bewilto believe them.
inconsistent with divine power, since he who gave mat- dered as to miss the right road, yet they possess in
ter its properties can as easily alter them ; when we see themselves a principle of rectification, which both
that they are obviously useful in promoting some bene- points out their error, and incites to fresh attempts to
ficent end, which could not be accomplished without
discover truth, happiness, and duty.
them ; and when, in addition to all this, we have a poBesides the intimations which spring up within our
sitive proof in the existing state of nature, that a miown breasts, and which are confirmed by the general
racle must have been performed before things were as habitudes of human nature, we may learn lessons of
they are ; (for if the calling of light out of darkness, morality from the instincts of the lower animals and
of order out of confusion, of substance out of nonentity, the constancy, fidelity, gratitude, and parental aflection
be not a miracle, we do not know what is or if any which, in many instances, they disj)lay in such an emi'one should insist that there never was any creation, but nent degree, cannot fail to strengthen our moral perthat all things have always existed as we see them, ceptions. Many beautiful illustrations in the sacred
that man holds a creed more marvellous than any mi- Scriptures are founded on this idea ; and we are freracle ;) taking all these considerations together, there quently exhorted to draw moral and religious instrucvan be no objection to miracles in the nature of things, tions from the instincts and habits of the lower animals.
and their credibility, in every instance, must depend " Go to the ant Ihou sluggard, consider her ways and be
on the evidence by which they are attested.
wise ;" we are here directed to an excellent example of
The will of God, where it is known, must always be industry and foresight. " Consider ihejmils ofthe air,
the rule of conduct. Let it but be fairly establishetl that for they gow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into
a precept has proceeded from heaven, and it would be
barns, yet your heavenly father Jeedeth litem, are not ye
heedless to argue where it xvould be impious to resist. much belter than they ?" These plain facts afford an exBut there are a great many cases to which this deter, cellent argument for trust in Divine providence.
minate rule cannot be directly applied. Even the reNor is this all, our moral feelings are, to a certain
vealed law of God does not afford a direct rule for the extent, regulated by the physical constitution of our
hioral conduct of man, in many instances where it is
bodies, and by the circumstances in which we are
of essential consequence that he should decide with placed ; and whenever we fall into extremes, either of
prudence. He is, therefore, under the necessity of em- deficiency or of excess, we find monitors within and
ploying his reasoning faculties in order to connect the around us, to stimulate our languid affections, or to re'case which puzzles him, with some general principle, or
press our headlong desires.
'to trace its alliance with some recognised law.
Although all these intimations of duty which are so
Highly
At first view, it might appear desirable, that no profusely scattered around, would in themselves be inuseful that 'doubt should ever exist on a moral question ; and that
sufficient to afford a universally applicable rule of duty ;
we are
'^.g should be instantly enabled to decide with certainty
(because our prejudices disqualify us from drawing
'" every case, where we are called to appear as
sound and accurate conclusions ;) yet they are poweremploy our
"^oTal agents.
But this is not the way in which the ful auxiliaries in moral reasoning, and afibrd essential
reasoning
author of our nature trains us to knowledge and to aid even where conviction is produced by other means.
powers in
virtue.
Our intellectual faculties are sharpened by the A moral precept, confirmed by miracles, may, neverthe>
order lo
reach moral necessity imposed upon us of xmravelling the studied
less, be contrary to oiu- limited views, or depraved afroiiclusions involutions of nature.
Some connecting principle is fections in tliat case, we are compelled, rather than inialways presented to us as a elue to direct our steps, or
But let it be shown that the precept
clined, to submit.
neficently revealed for the regulation of our conduct,

tfnd to discover their coincidence

;

—

:

.
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exactly conformable in spirit, design, and
circumstances, to what we observe and approve in other
cases, axl then all opposition must appear unreasonable, and we must stand condemned by our own
mouths, and our own consciences.
In fact, it is not
demonstration that we so much stand in need of in
moral reasoning, as persuasion. The grand truths of
Btonlity are sufficiently palpable to command the connotion of the conscience and reason ; but something
mofte is necessary to give them a firm hold on our feelBgt. In subjects of pure science, where nothing but
season is concerned, nothing but reason requires to be
setiafied ; and a demonstration silences for ever all
doubts and conjectures. But the case is wholly different in morals and religion these sciences are intiin question

Manl

:

mately blended with our feelings

:

and when they

in-

culcate disagreeable truths, or unwelcome precepts, our
jpsseions and prejudices will, most probably, be up in
to resist the convictions of reason.
In all investigations, then, into subjects of morality

mmm

it is not enough tliat our own reason be sathe point to be enforced must be made familiar
|B«ur genres ; must be reconciled to our prejudices, and
dwwn to be consistent with those notions which we are
MBpriled to admit as primary and incontrovertible
fiMta.
Hence, we find, in general, tJiat illustrations in
nend aufaiects are more elfectual than reasoning ; and
Aniliar views drawn from an induction of obvious
StetM, are more aatia&ctory than the most elaborate ab-

and religion,
tufied

I

(iicciiul

dMa

rca>

Binf.

;

stract speculations.

fluenced by the order and course of nature

;

and that

tkoM mental features which appear most singular, are
ifitemed oo tbe mind by that mvariable order, which
the Almi^itj baa eetabiiahed among his works. This
order, both Gicilitates the acquisition of knowSlaraad,
bjr its frequent occurrence, sumps
iniahm mctnn on the human mind. The same ob>
t,

it,

ite t

,

aerratioa applies to our moral feehiigs.
The law of
God is, inclMd, the ultimate rule ; but that law is written, to a ceitaia dMice, ODoor onam hearts, because the
very instinets whion he has given us compel us to obexperience soon teaches us, that we
* of sert>
.-r{.
with impunity, those rules which
iicvt
uaoa ibe are iiHiicated
istitution of nature.
God has
fact ofiu.
wriltea bis la>N
v on our hearts, but on the face
lurr.
ofnatmre; and liiii revealed law is only the entbrcemcnt and illustration of principles which were always
in operation, and might always have been discovered,
bad not (he sins of man enlecbled and obscured his
I

:

then, we would be
to say, that nature is our surest guidtwe <lo
merely tbe feelings of human nature, whch
cridently under a corrupting influaDce, but the
of thi-.ic'^, tliat is, the arrangaoents uf proviinstitution of the external world,
4hB0e, n:
which the fMiiii^hty has given to
(fbase arr
direct us to tbe knowied
and to strengthen that revelation which
rendered neces•ary.
Wcooneeive that this
ion is confirmed
by Soriptora. At the very
that Gud was giving
apoaitire mrdation to Israel, he appealed to their own
ii H e ri s t, and told tbem that the law which he ordained
was for tbeir own good. Deat> vi. 84.

Vaxt to the revealed kiw of God,
1

;

-

'

i
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day,

is

not hidden

from

thee, neither is

it

far

the tvord is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth,

heart that thou mayest do

off':

and

—

-
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biU

in thy

it.

Our intellectual and moral faculties, though most Diitinciion
closely allied, admit nevertheless of an obvious distinc- between the
tion.
It is the province of the intellectual faculties to intellectual
receive impressions, to perceive relations, to examine our
attainments, and to see if they have been legitimately
acquired : and if it shall be found that we have viewed
things as they are actually presented in nature, and
have combined them according to those analogies and
relations which the author of nature has established,
we have nearly exhausted tlie philosophy of the human

*"'' fnoral

mind. The moral faculties have a farther, and most
important office to perfonn for it is their province to
decide how far the things which are presentetl to our
senses, or suggested to our feelings, are conducive to
tbe general happiness of our nature, and to what extent we may enjoy them consistently with our duty as
moral agents. Those original impulses of our nature,
or those desires and feelings of want which are bom
with us, put in motion the intellectual machinery of
the human mind they tlirect it to certain objects of
gratification
and when these are obtained, it is a mat«
ter o( feeling to decide on the dt^ee of enjoyment
which has been received. If, insteadof enjoyment, the
result has been ])ain, we are force<l to conclude, that
the object which has produced this effect, is not intend*
etl for gratification ; or that we have not applied it
right t(>r the purposes of enjoyment.
VVe are tlius impelled to fresh pursuits, and when,
:

;

at last, we discover, that which yields tlie desii-etl enjoyment to ourselves, without impairing the happineas
of otliers, and whidi is approved by our reason, whilst
it

in tpao*

aniinorum owlraniin

our feelings,

gratifies

We

IB a lenu coniDiuni
i

I

we conclude that we have found

medium

prescribed by the author of our ex*
istence.
These cx]>eriments may go a considerable
length in ascertaining tlie rule of moral conduct; for
we are not left to grope at random ; nature and conscience are always at hand to direct or to restrain us ;
and we are surrounded, from our very birth, by moral
relations, which train and discipline our minds iavoluntarily and unconsciously, to the habits and duties
of moral agents.
But here, we must observe, that those circumstances Origin ui'
which constitute the rule of moral action, do not by >he idea of
any means, necessarily give us the idea of moral obliga- '""I'*' "b''can easily perceive, that we cannot exceed S*"""tion.
certain limits without destroying our own happiness;
a regard to our own comfort, theretbre, will compel us
to respect those boundaries which nature lias prescrib.
ed, as necessary to preserve us from the excesses which
But there is no
ruin our respectability or enjoyments.
more virtue in this than tiiere is in avoiding the fire
which has burned us, or the food which has impaired
our health, or the person who has injured or betrayed
We are merely obeying a law which we dare not
us.
violate, from apprehension of the consequences ; and
which has the force of a statutory enactment, to secure

the right

ct

aa(u>» jodicio miituati

iUe ipse cdota paler plnoa a oobii
Mtlanehtlton.
iinpitaerU.

Neqns

•axk Mripat, qoam qua*

Morti
"hi^wo phy

and arbitrary precepts, having no foundation but in jus
own despotic will, he told them that the law which
they were commanded to observe, was perfectly conformable to the intimations of their conscience and
reason.
This commandmenl which I command thee Ihis

;

In another part of this work, (see Logic,) we have
•hown bow much our intellectual perceptions are in-

»

6T7

And farther, that he might not seem to impose strange

i«

docti

fieri

eat

homioea gentiles iiiega Toluit, quos is..

;
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the submission even of those who may dislike the inriiilojophy .
junction.
cannot conceive how it is possible that
" '
there should be any idea of moral obligation, without
the idea of accountableness to that Being who created
the universe, who implanted in our nature those faculties which enable us to act, and to judge ; and who has
established that order of nature which we are compelled to respect. Take away the conviction of this accountableness, and there is no distinction between virtue and vice ; and nothing is left but a sordid calculation of the consequences which may affect our present
comfort.
A man's visible interest would then be his
only rule, and there would be none of those high-toned
principles which make the nil conscire sibi, the proudest distinction of human nature: the object would then
be, to preserve a good name rather than a clear conscience; the most profligate would be sensible of no
baseness ; and the most abandoned wretch would lift
his head erect, so long as he could conceal his turpitude from the world.
In order, then, to obtain a moral principle of sufficient efficacy, man must consider himself as amenable
to the laws of the supreme governor ; and he must
seek to know his will by all the means by which he
has been pleased to make it known to men he ought
gratefully to avail himself of the light of revelation,
and he ought not to diregnrd those intimations which
arc presented in the order and course of nature ; he
ought to consider them as so many auxiliary hints to
strengthen the obligations of virtue ; and even as useful to ascertain many points of importance, which are
not settled by a positive rule, but may easily be reduced to a general law.
Holding these views, we cannot subscribe to the
opinions, of Butler and Mr. Stewart, (who is very much
influenced by him,) that nothing farther is necessary to
show the obligation of the law of morals than the bare
" Your obligation to obey
recognition of its existence.
this law," says Butler, " is its being the law of your naBut, according to the usual conceptions of
ture."
men, wherever there is a law, there is a lawgiver ; and
it is not the law itself, but the power and authority of
Allowing,
the lawgiver which enforce its obligations.
then, that the law of our nature were ever so clearly
recognised, it could not be viewed as an object of moral
approbation, were we persuaded that it was the result
of fate, or of accident. It is only as proceeding from
an intelligent cause, and from a being who has willed
and planned our happiness, that we can admire and
love the law under which we act ; for it is then only
that we consider it as an intimation of the will of a
being who is the sovereign arbiter of our fate, and who
will undoubtedly, some time or other, give full efficacy
to the laws which he has established.
" Every being," says Mr. Stewart, " who is conscious of the distinction between right and wrong, carries about with him a law which he is bound to observe ; notwithstanding he may be in total ignorance
of a future state." This is the same idea as Butler's
and we apprehend it brings consequences after it which
neither of these writers would have been very ready to
admit ; for, on their principles, it may be equally affirmed, that a person totally ignorant of the being of
God, or one who denies his existence, may feel all the
obligations of virtue ; and that an atheist may be the
most virtuous person in the world. This must be the
natural consequence of making virtue the result of a
moral sense; for such a faculty should convey its intimations to the mind as infallibly as perception ; and

We

:

the atheist and the believer should equally feel

power.

Moral

its

,
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'I'he common sense and experience of mankind revolt ~''~v~~'
at such an idea ; and, till modern times, neither moralists nor legislators have ever imagined that there is a

moral sense in man of sufficient efficacy to regulate his
conduct, independent of the belief of a God, and of a
future state.
The practice has always been to impress
on the minds of men a conviction, that the moral precepts which they were required to obey were the laws
of the gods, and that they must be accountable at their
tribunal for the neglect of them.
This appears to us to
be not only good polic}', but sound philosophy ; and to
lay the only sure foundation on which we can ultimately rest the feeling of moral obligation.
A man who has no idea of a God or of a future state,
may, nevertheless, be trained to a certain course of conduct conformable to the general views of the society in
If he acts in opposition to these
which he lives.
views, he will be blamed or punished
for he then
breaks through the rules of the confederacy ; and he
may be expelled from the community, as we are told
the rooks do with their pilfering companions, when
they are detected in the act of carrying off the materials of their neighbours' nests. To avoid punishment or
shame, then, is sufficient to induce conformity to established rules and customs ; another motive will be
furnished in the praise which attends every man who
and he who is forward in derespects public opinion
fending the rights of the community, will be courted
and applauded for the protection which he affords.
Here, then, is a standard of approbation and disapprobation, founded in public opinion, which is often iniquitous and absurd when considered in reference to
higher principles, or the rights and interests of other
communities and we have thus a moral condition, if
it can be so called, of human nature without any reference to a moral governor. We believe that many
large communities exist in this state, fettered by inveterate prejudices, and referring to them with promptitude as the laws of their nature.
But there are many laws of our nature which are
It is a law of our nature to cat
not moral laws at all.
when we are hungry; it is a moral law which says,
In this view, the law of our naT/iou shall not steal.
ture is totally distinct from the law of moral obligation.
The former arises from instinct or appetite, or from
prejudice, to which custom has given the force of a
law.
The law of nature is limited by the moral law,
which defines the boundaries of our enjoyments. This
moral law is neither instinctive nor intuitive it can
only be discovered by reference to revelation, to expe;

;

;

;

rience, or to observation of the obvious designs of providence.
It is true that moral laws are also laws of

our nature, that is, they are framed by the author of
our nature for our happiness and improvement ; but
they become obligatory on our conscience, only in consequence of our referring them to the will of a superior to

whom we owe

allegiance,

and who

is

entitled to

uniform kindness and benevolence, as well
his sovereign power and authority.
The ideas of right and wrong are acquired at such an Moral nn.
early period, and confirmed by such a course of con- P'obation

from
as from
it

his

stant discipline, that

we are apt

to consider

them

as in- <" duap-

independent intimations P" "[""
of conscience ; and the opinions which tend to modify sui,,,-'',
or controvert this doctrine are generally viewed with moral
some suspicion, as being conceived to have a tendency >«oie.
In so
to shake the eternal foundation of moral virtue.
stinctive feelings, or as original
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far a« our particular opinions are concerned, this alarm
f*"^o—t^7 - i( entirely jrroundlesg ; for we most zealously contend
~ ' ~ for the eternal unalterible distinction between right
and wron^ ; but, we contend, that the mind does not

M

B
I

m
p

particular power or faculty which
the moral fitness of actions ; and
this important point must be set>
conformity, or non-conformity of
general order of nature, to which
our feelings, facultie.^, and powers, are adapted.
By
this means, we perceive that the distinction between
rif^ht and wrong is not fanciful, nor casual, but fixed
and permanent, having its foundation in the ordlnatiooi of providence, which God has made us capable of
abwrving, and which are presented to us every day and
every hour, that we may be trained to the functions of

possess in itself any
decides tun Jure, on
that its decisions on
tied by showing; the
any action witJi the

moral beings.

What

use is there, then, fur a moral sense to perceive
every moment of our li^es pressed on our notice, and rendered familiar to our understanding by a
thousand instances > Is it a moral sense which teaches
parent* the duty of loving their children i No, it is an
instinctive feeling ; it is exactly the same with that
which regulates the lower animals, who might, with ai
good reMon, urge their pretensions to a moral sense,
on the ground of parental affectian.' Is it a moral
•erne which enforces the duty of conjugal fidelity, and
•bow* the beauty of this virtue ? No, this duty results
from perceived necessity and expediency. Is there a
moral sense which tells us that polygamy is improper ?
Ko, but we soon (lerceive it to be so from the burden
and inconvenience, the jarring and discomfort which
DMCMarily arise from a cfouble or divided family. W'e
should like to see how the impropriety of this practice
could be evinced on the principle of a moral sense. On
our principles there is no diHiculty ; for besides the
personal inconvenience which it produces, we can show
tiut the order of nature is in favour of monogamy ;
the birds of the air, and the beaata of the field separate
into pairs, and during the tetaoo of their loves remain
faithful to each other and the nine ktton is inculcated
on the human species by the proportion between the
aexea ; an argument which the author of our religion
did not disdain to employ, when be said, he that mnde
them at the brgiMting ma'Je them a male and a female.
I* it a moral tenae which prnclnimi the virtue of patriotism i No; we are trained to it from our infancy, in
CMMtqpMBe* of thoae powerful association* which arise

what

is

;

bom BOMion
(and

law*, and common religious feelings,
eoaunco protection, and common interest, all which
cement the population into one body, and knit the soul
of the community into one common fi-eling. Does any
moral sense teach us our duty to God ? No, our feelings
often revolt from this duty, whiKt our reason can point
out a thousand arguments to enforce it.

Our readers will perceive that we have been arguing
against a moral tenie, only in the light in which it has
bMD viewed by several eminent modem philosophers,
.Mch as Butler, Reid, Stewart, &c. as a distinct power
of the mind, enabling it to perceive the moral beauty
or turpitude of actions ; and whilst we dismiss it, in
"• '"• "^ this sense, as totally unnecesaary, we luve endeavoured
shew that there is a radical and essential distinction
J^^y^"'' to
Ikaa Tsii- between right and wrong, fixed by an unalterable law,
nssMfcc*. which we are compelled to recognise, because we canhsidilnot recede far from it without ruining our happiness.
are not to seek, then, for the law of moral ac<
t" ' '° tion solely in the mind itself; this would carry us back
to the innate idea* of Descartes ; the mind collects it
b«s**a.

We
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partly from its own feelings and faculties, partly from
»*nr,-,l
the bodily capacities and functions, and partly from Philutopfcj.
y~^
the order of nature, or the circumstances by which we
are surrounded, which are ordered and disposed by the
author of our nature, and influence materially our feeling«, our opinions, and our actions.
By comparing all
these things together, we learn to distinguish between
what is local or accidental, and what is fixed and permanent ; and we perceive distinctly that the line of
conduct resulting from the knowledge thus acquired,
is not only consistent with the will of heaven, as intimated by the course of Providence, but is also perfectly consistent with our own happiness.
It is only by

view of the subject, that we learn to cornarrowness of private feeling, and to consider
our own happiness as identified with the public good.
An individual who looks not beyond himself, would be
disposed to view many things that befal him as exceedingly wrong, and to regard them with the strongest
disapprobation ; but when he considers these things as
happening by the fixed ordinations of Providence, and
that, of course, they must be useful in their general
tendency, though disastrous to him, he then views
himself as a fellow,subject under the same moral government, and learns to approve whatever promotes the
plans of the Supreme Lcgisilator.
He then leams that
true self-love and social are the same ; and he leams,
moreover, that to be virtuous, and to consult his own inthis enlarged

rect the

terest,

are, in

fact,

synonymous

expressions.

Partial

views of expediency, or limited conceptions of God's
moral government, or turbulent and ungovernable
passions, may often make these expressions appear, not
only different, but opposite ; but they are identified by
the nature of things, and the appointments of heaven.
And we are inclined to think, with King, that the disagreement of authors respecting the criterion of virtue,
is rather apparent than real ; and that " acting agreeably
to nature or reason,

when

good with

//if

would perthe fitness of

rightly understood,

fectly coincide with the Jitnctt of things
things, as far as these words have any

truth; truth, with

'

;

meaning, with

common good ; and the common

irill of God.''
from what we have already advanced, TheruiN
that whatever tends to promote the best interests of of morti
man, must be right, and conformable to the will of •'"•/••"•r*
corrr^pond
heaven ; and that in searching for a rule of moral conwith our
duct, we will always find it to coincide exactly with that inttrctl.
which promotes the real happiness of man.
Much
misconception has arisen on this subject, from confounding the motives with the rules of action. Were
there no sinful bias in human nature, and no tendency

the

It follows,

to excess in its original passions, the motives and the
in that case, whatever
rule would always coincide
man willed would be right, and his own inclinations
would be an infallible rule of right conduct. But as it
:

is

evident that the passions often act with undue vio-

and are directed to improper and illegitimate
ends, the only rule that we can have for the management of them is, to consider the consequences which
they produce, in their various bearings, on our characIf
ter, our present happiness, and our future hopes.
they contradict any intimation which we have received
from the word of Cod, or the light of nature, we have
reason to feel alami ; but if these are not contradicted,
whilst our present happiness and respectability are promoted, we have the concurrence of every species of
evidence to prove that the passions, or appetites, or desires, have been legitimately indulged, and directed to
do not see any rule, then, by which
proper ends.
lence,

We

;
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we

be compelled to forego some temporal advantages,

tite

which may

can juil^e of the proper degree in which any appe*
or passiun ought to be indulged, but by the expediency of the results to which it leads ; and having
learned by experience and extended knowledge what
is most conducive to our own and the general good, we
henceforth conclude that this is an object of rational
pursuit; we studiously dismiss every motive that would
divert us from the attainment of it ; and the rule and
the motive are again brought to coincide, as must have
been the case in a state of perfect rectitude.
The docMankind act at first without minutely calculating
trine of ex- consequences, or having
any regard to remote expedipediencT
ency ; for they are trained to action either by authorislated and
ty, which they dare not disobey, or by instinctive feelvindiCT.cd.
ings which they are not inclined to resist.
In this
way, they often acquire habits which stick to them
through life, and which they seldom examine with a
view to ascertain whether they be founded in truth and
reason.
When, however, they liave been led to think,
they soon begin to perceive that the habits which they
have acquired, and the feelings which they have blindly obeyed, are referable to a general law, whose utility
thev are forced to recognise.
This is the general situation of mankind ; they are,
from their infancy, moulded by education, and trained
to moral habits insensibly and involuntarily ; but not
accidentally, for every system of moral education has
a foundation in nature, though it may be strangely distorted by circumstances, and scarcely reducible to the
ordinary habitudes of moral action. When once their
knowledge is extended, and they are able to examine
the foundation on which their actions rest, they either
find them, or endeavour to make them, consistent with
that general plan which reason compels them to recognise, and to ascribe to an intelligent and benevolent
ruler, whose laws they feel themselves bound to obey.
Those feelings, then, must be pronounced worthy of
moral approbation, which give rise to actions which are
salutary in their consequences, useful to ourselves, and

Philosophy.

beneficial to society

;

and calculated

alike to

promote

our present happiness and our immortal hopes.
This is nearly, if not altogether, the doctrine of Expediency, as taught by Paley, which has been so generally condemned and so little understood.
It is the
very principle, however, which seems to regulate all
the proceedings of the Almighty ; the tendency of the
whole being to promote the general good and could
we detect any thing in the economy of Providence, decidedly malignant in its aspect and tendency, we should
be forced to exclude benevolence from the list of the
divine perfections. But as we pronounce the ways of
God to be good, from perceiving that the result is beneficcnt, can we hesitate to pronounce our approval of
human actions when their tendency coincides with the
plans of Providence, and when their end is to promote the general good
But there are some who seem
as if they never could be satisfied, unless virtue and
interest are set at variance, and happiness and duty
rendered inconsistent. They seem to be influenced by
the same principle as the Religionists, who seek for
merit by austerities abhorrent to nature; or as the worthy Father, who wished he had been commanded to believe what was impossible, that he might have had
it in his power to give a satisfactory
evidence of his
faith.
Who cm hesitate to explode such notions as
hurtful follies?
And we aver, that they do not
think more soundly, who imagine that virtue must be
inconsistent with their present interfeat and happiness.
In prosecuting a course of virtuous conduct, we msy
;

.'

fall

Moral

whose consciences FhHo wphy.
but this involves no for. ^"''Y"*'

to the lot of persons

are less scrupulous than ours ;
feiture even of present happiness, since we have more
satisfaction in the approbation of our consciences, or in
the hopes of future reward, than we could have enjoyed from the gratifications which we voluntarily re«
nounce, after a due calculation of consequences.
If,

by

therefore,

tvhat is expedient,

we understand

not merely that which promotes our present interest,
and private gratification, but that which is most conducive to the general happiness of ourselves and others,
for time and for eternity, we may certainly consider
this kind of expediency as a test of the virtue of human actions, unless it can be proved that God has given
some other rule inconsistent with these principles. But
this is impossible ; the Author of our nature is not such
an unreasonable task-master, as to command the performance of duties from which we can derive neither
profit nor pleasure.
His precepts are sanctioned not
only by the paramount authority by which they are enjoined, but also by their own reasonableness ; by their
adaptation to our circumstances; and by their tendency
We have thus every
to promote our true happiness.
conceivable inducement to virtuous conduct, since it is
found to be not only conformable to the will of heaven,
and to the law of conscience and of reason, but also
perfectly consistent with the best interests of man. To
suppose that what is expedient, in the extended sense
in which we have understood the term, can by any possibility be wrong, would be to subvert at once all our
ideas of the moral government of God, which can be
understood only by the perceived tendency of the plans
of Providence to promote some good and beneficent
end.
We may sureh', then, judge of the moral character of human actions by their tendency to promote
the best interests of man ; and we may find the origin
of moral approbation, by applying to the actions of
men, the same criteria by which we judge of the wisdom and goodness of God.
It cannot be denied that the doctrine of expediency xh-: d.-,,-.
may be grossly abused it is the abuse of it that gives tiinc o( c
rise to all the aberrations of human conduct for when- pcdier.cy
ever anj' man deviates frrnn the straight path of recti- o''"^" -^'^
-t-—'^tude, he proposes to himself some present or ultimate ^
advantage ; but his views are limited to selfish and
temporal gratifications; and he forgets the duties which
he owes to society, and to himself as the heir of immortal
hopes.
But the doctrine is not answerable for thest;
abuses and perversions of it ; these must be charged to
the account of the headlong passions of men, which,
for the sake of a little present gratification, make them
overlobk their duty as rational, social, and immortal
Nor can it be denied that we are exposed to
beings.
numberless temptations, which induce us to take very
short-sighted views of cxpediencj', and to consult our
own comfort at the expence of the general good; but
reason and conscience are given ns to combat these
temptations, and to raise us above narrow and contracted feelings, to the rank and dignity of moral beings.
So powerfully do these principles operate, and so distinctly do they proclaim that man is forme<l to take ah
interest in the common welfare of his species, that there
;

;

is nothing of which he is so much ashamed as to be
convicted of selfishness and want of feeling for the distresses of others.
It is observed by Dr. Smith, that the loss of a fiftger
will cause infinitely more uneasiness to an individual,
than to he«r of the lots of the whole empire of Chi^a

3

;;

;
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no in«n would hrsilate to make
so many millions from destructhe o'> trvation hoUls true with regard to cultition,
rtlibnIhfopy ihe vated m«n, wlioitf mind has been trainetl to observe
.'
ndencies in human cociety, and to see
the vai
rrtuli of
jc&acmcoi. the |)i
phiNnthropy generated at first in the
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danger of abusing the doctrine of expediency,
it subservient to low jind selfish gratifi- Philos ophy
"""y"^'
cations. Every individual will then consider himself as
bound to promote that general happiness which he sees
so carefully consulted and provide<l for by the Parent
of the Universe ; even though, in doing so, he should
narrow family circle, in'a<l"3lly diifusing itself through be compelled to forego some private advantage of his
own. But it is not generally necessary to make sucli a
the whole tkmily of mankind.
sacrificej for public prosperity cannot possibly arise out
Friend, pucst, neghbonr, firtt it will embnee,
of general individual misfortunes; and those measures
Hb country nnct, uid next all human nee.
which are best for the whole, will genersdly be found
But an uninformed savage who has not learned to best for every individual of which the aggregate of soread the will of heaven, in the ordinations of I'rpvi- ciety is composed.
The same observations hold true with regard to th^
detice, and to perceive that his own happiness will be
promoted by expanded feelingi!, would not give one general intercourse of nations with each other. Ju»«
'
tice, in the long run, will always be found to be their
joint of one finger to save half the world from ruin
and this, surely, is as clear a proof as can be desired, best policy ; though the violation of this principle may
often promise many great and decided temporary adthat philantliropy is not the result of any particular
moral sense or natural feeling, but the consequence of vantages. It is not long since we heard it proclaimed,
enlightened reason, of improved principle^ and of ma- in the face of the wliole world, that it was expetlient
for tlie safety of the French empire that Spain should
tured wisdom.
Thus, from limited views of expediency, very great be annexed to its already overgrown possessions. The
same argument has always been employed wherever a
errors may arise ; for a man is extremely apt to conpowerful nation wished to invade the rights of its feebler
aider every thing as inexpedient which thwarts his
view*, or obatructs bis favourite pursuits. To this neighbours ; md in all cases the general result has
OMitncteil principle, may be ascribed all the ravings been the same ; either an enthusiastic spirit of resistof party spirit, and the aggravated colouring in which ance has been produced, which defeated the design of
yet, hr

rvps, that

Thilotopfcy • »uc!i a

to

Mve

be

little

or of makin;;

.'

lioiied
Ttcv« of

•apcdko-

t-

eve.-y partisan represents hia opponent;.
These are
exhibitions of human character, wiiich sound wisdom
will teach us rathrr to pity than contlenui ; for we can
easily perceive that no man can have any great liking
for qualities which eclipse his own fame, or prevent
hia own advancement.
Wlien placed beyond the pos•ibility of liitrrft^ring with our interests, we can praise
and ai!
when death removes the grounds of
n shed a tear over the ashc» of a rival
einulat.
ing, wc fearct.1 and detcstetl.
whom,
Exiinc-1.
tM$ 0liia
Thou;;h this is not exactly what
it aboukl be, and though it presents not a very flattering view of human nature, yet it must almost necesaarily take place in a complicated .state of society, where
to many are contending for the same prize, and eagerIn such a state, one
\y desiring the same enjoyment.
nun's interest must often stand in the way oi another's,
and the prosperity of one mu^t <A\cn be at the expence
of another's oomfort. Hence arise envy, jetlousy, and
detraction, qualitiea extremely odious, hut naturally
tprioging ont of limited views of expediency and interest, and not easily corrected, we fear, by considerations merely moral ; for though reason may easily chow
their impropriety, it cannot so easily subvert their in:

;

—

fluenct' •- •'

'

iman

lieart.

But

let it

be remembered

design of the Supreme Lawgiver is to
promotv tju- si'iieral good of the human tpecies and
that whrn this object is accomplished, individuals are
not to consider their partial inconveniences as any exception to the divine goodness.
If they suffer in one
respect, they may i>e improved in another ; the loss
of worldly wealth may be the actiuisiiion of substantial wisdom ; and the trials to which they are exposed
may be the means of calling forth their mental rner«
iti, and of exhibiting a display of virtues and en«
dovments to meliorate and improve the world.
TtMideaaf
Let it then be kept in view, that man is accountable
«cnantfor his actions at a higher tribunal than liiat which is
aU*n«M
constituted either by conscience or public opinion, (and
CWTVCtS
witfcoat this consideration there can lie no moral re__^^^
7np(«. tpoitsibility,) let this be kept in view, and there will
VOL. XIV. Kka.1 iL
tatj,
that

tl'.

;

the aggressors

or passive acquiescence begets in

;

Uiem

a supineness and effeminacy, which soon render titem.
fit and easy objects of vengeance.
When tfiis merited retribution occurs, it is very ge- Visible re-nerally reckoned an interposition of Providence to pu- tribuiions
We conceive this opinion to be erro- can ecldoia
nish Uie guilty.
be called

is necessary in sucli cases
interposigeneral laws of an overrul- tioiis'^f
and Dy the operation of natural Provi..
principles and feelings, they bring their own corrective dence.
along with them.
We see, no doubt, the hand of Pro.
vidence, whenever tlie foolish reap the fruits of their
folly ; or when tlie presumptuous fall by their own
pride, or the profligate by tlicir own excesses.
But
there is nothing unusual here, to deserve the name of
an interposition all these iiistancts are embraced by
the orilinary principles which regulate the dispensations
of Providence, and which have fixed, with unerring
certainty, the consequences of human conduct.
Were
it possible to preserve moderation when in possession
of absolute power ; or prudence, wlien crowned with
continued success ; or energy, when wallowing in luxury ; or abstinence, when unrestrained by principle
in such circumstances, it might be necessary for the
Supreme Ruler to depart from the usual principles of
his government, and to interpose in an extraordinary
manner to punish the guilty, or to break the rod of the
oppresior.
But the case is amply provided for by the
ordinary arrangements of Providence; and the circumstances which we have stated never fail to produce
such consequences as tend to bring mankind back to
the sound principles established by the law of God,
and illustrated in his moral government of the world.

neous.

S'o interposition

they fall under
ing Providence ;

the

;

We trust,

it will appear, from what has
whatever is right, and just, and proper,
is also most expetlient, both for individuals and for nations ; for the ways of Providence, which evidently
1.1sanction these principles, never can be supposed to direct mankind to a course of conduct which will be ultimately unprofitable.
This proposition, indeed, will

been

then, that

said, that

.'

,

•

•

I

,

4r

What

Is

right

is

"">'

"*

al.

P™'*'.'*'
ana vice
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be assented to by the most scrupulous moralists ; and
it ^Qt perfectly convertible, and may we not say,
with equal propriety, that whatever is ultimately and
essentially expedient for men, must be right, and agreeable to the will of heaven ?
Would it not involve a
monstrous absurdity to say, " this is, in everi/ respect,
most expedient for you, but it is wrong, you must
avoid it ?" For what can influence the conduct of any
human being, but a regard to his best interests ? It is
true, indeed, that what is expedient for one particular
purpose, may be wrong ; but this is only because it
IS inexpedient upon the whole.
This was the case with
the plan of Themistocles for burning the combined
fleets of Greece, that the Athenians might be undisputed masters of the sea. He had stated publicly that
he had devised a measure of the utmost consequence
for increasing the power of Athens, but that it could
not be divulged without defeating the execution of it.
Aristides was ordered to communicate with him ; on
hearing the scheme, he instantly repaired to the assembly of the people ; and without informing them what
the measure was, declared, that nothing could more ef>
fectually promote the superiority of the Athenians, but
that nothing could be more unjust.
The feelings of the
people, on this occasion, acted with instinctive promptitude ; and, relying on the opinion of one whose name
was identified with that of justice, they ordered the
measure to be rejected without farther examination.
Had they acted differently, this illustrious Athenian
could easily have shewn them that mutual good faith
was essential to the peace and the intercourse of nations ; and that, without this, they must be perpetu>
ally engaged in wars of extermination against each

Philosophy , ygt jg
~' ' "~

other.

-Moral
the will of God, who in all the arrangements of his proPhiUsophy.
vidence, has obviously consulted our happiness.
If we admit that this is a fair criterion, we may per- ^^T""*^
haps be able to throw some light on the much agitated
question, " To what principle in our nature we are to
ascribe the feeling of moral approbation."
For the
question will then be reduced to this. What is the principle which enables us to decide respecting our best
interests ? And this question will be answered by considering what principle, or principles, are employed in
comparing different actions, in anticipating consequences, in contrasting the effects of different gratifications,
and in taking into view the general interests of man,
as a social, rational, and accountable being.
Lest we
should err in assigning to one principle what, in fact,
we consider to be the results of several, we say, in general, that these operations are to ascribed to the intellectual part of our nature
for we do not pretend to be
acquainted with any principle but reason, which can
shew us the obligation to obey any law. Where visible authority is interposed, fear would compel obedience, even when the law is unreasonable yet even
here we cannot exclude the province of reason, which
compares the different results of obedience and disobedience, and compels us to adopt the course most
likely to ensure the least injury, or the highest satis:

:

faction.

Conscience is generally supposed to be the chief ConKience
and its power is indeed « mental
agent in these decisions
great ; it acts with a force which is thought inconsis- *'»''''
tent with the nature of a secondary or factitious principle, and is appealed to as a sovereign arbiter in all
discussions about right and wrong.
It may always be
safely trusted when enlightened by knowledge and
guided by reason but without their assistance, it is a
dangerous, and often a destructive adviser ; clearly
evincing that it has no independent jurisdiction, and is
possessed of no infallible certainty of decision.
It is
,
merely a mental habit, arising out of the circumstances
of our nature, and strengthened by the most powerful
associations, and the most interesting recollections:
and disciplined by constant use, till it acts with a rapidity and force which make us forget every thing but
the emotions which overwhelm us.
:

:

After all, however, we are more anxious to rescue
the doctrine of expediency from the undeserved obloquy to which it has been exposed, than to found on it
our system of morals. We consider it, particularly as
it is explained in the writings of Paley, as a beautiful
illustration of the wisdom and benevolence of the divine government, in having made the duty of man, in
respect, consistent with his best interests.
But
'
fl^
^'^'d'b" ^^^T
^^ Conceive the principles of morals to rest on a still
principles
simpler basis, and to be pointed out by circumstances
of more
immediate and facts in the constitution of our nature, long before
efficacy
we have any idea of their general expediency, or unfitthan views uess.
It is only after the mind is enlightened by vaof expedi^^^ knowledge, and the principles improved by pa^'
tient culture, that we discover our real interests, and
discern the wisdom and goodness of the divine government. Till we reach this point, we are pretty much
in the situation of children whose humours are crossed
by a parent's authority, and whose views of expediency are very different from his. They find, however, at
last, that he understood their interests much better
than they did themselves, and that obedience was both
their interest and their duty.
There cannot be a doubt
that we will ultimately make the same discovery with
regard to the law of God in the meantime, it is our
:

duty to listen to the plain intimations by which his
law is enforced ; in the confidence that, in the end, we
will find the result to be both profitable and expedient.
In what
If, then, our duty as moral agents be perfectly coinseDse expe- cident with our best interests, we may safely assume exdiency may
pgdjency, in the enlarged sense in which we have consi^^^^^ ''' ^* * ^"""^ criterion of virtue for it is impossied a*te °i'o(
^^^ *"** '^^' which is most conducive to the temporal
viriue.
and eternal interests of man, must also be agreeable to
:

Suppose we should wish

to enforce

any one of the

Exemplifi-

we can derive arguments both from the ""o" of
positive command of the Supreme law-giver, and also
^YiM^laa.e
from many accessary circumstances which recommend of the momoral virtues,

present obedience, independent of more remote views ral virtues
of advantage.
Let us see, for example, how we would are enrecommend the virtue of patience, from considerations fo'^ed.
of a moral nature. In the first place, we feel that impatience renders us unhappy this is a hint from our
own nature, to teach us to repress our headlong passions, and to wait patiently for the desired consummation.
In the next place, we see that impatience does
not promote, but rather retard the accomplishment
of our wishes here reason lends its suggestions in aid
of our feelings, to strengthen the great moral lesson of
patient endurance. But this is not all ; the game lesson
is enforced by the whole order of nature, and we are
actually trained to it by the usual economy of providence.
No man expects to reap on the same day in
which he sows ; no man expects all the time to be an:

:

which lies between him and enjoyment he is
compelled to wait ; and he cannot but see that it is best
We perceive that a certain portion
to do it patiently.
of time, and a certain quantity of labour, are necessary
nihilated

:
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for the production of certain effects, and that cheerful
Phiiowphjr- application is the best antidote against the irksomeness

We see
of labour, and the tedium of hope deferred.
that time is necessary for the evolution of the
plant, and for its advancement to strength and beauty ;
and that we should completely blast our hopes did we
not patiently wait for the process and period of fructification.
How beneficent, then, is our law-giver, who
presents so many inducements to observe the precepts
which he has enjoined, and who in fact makes the system of nature, and the arrangements of his providence,
monitors to point the way to happiness and duty. By
what arguments do we enforce temperance Does any
moral tense tell us how much we should eat and
drink t So but a rule no less certain is given us by
the author of our nature for we feel excess to be hurtful to our health, or we feel that it impairs our faculties,
and give* undue strength to our passions ; or we perceive that it will ruin our fortune, and thus ultimately
Any one of these
destroy all our means of enjoyment.
maons is sufficient to enforce temperance, and to shew
us that it is a virtue sanctioned by the wisdom of the
supreme law-giver. Nor are we without arguments
for this virtue drawn from the constitution of nature
for the earth produces enough for the temperate subaiateace of its present inhabitants ; but were we to
double the consumption, one half must be starved, or
the whole be inadequately fed.
All that we are anxious to establish at present is,
|hat we are trained, to a certain extent, in the practice
of morals by the very constitution of our nature, and
that of the external world, before reason shews the expediency of a moral rule ; and that a foundation is laid
for the ideas of moral approbation or disapprobation, in
tbc simple feelings of liking or aversion, which have
been pnxluced in our mincb by conformity or nonconformity to the laws imposed on us by the author of our
nature ; which laws, in the first instance, we blindly
obey, or hcedleMly violate, till experience extends our
aUo

.'

:

:

.-

knowledge, and shews tiie immoveable basis on which
God baa establiahed the practice of virtue.
We are far from -wishing to fritter down the moral
feelings, and reduce them to mere operations of intel-

we

are anxious,

on the contraiy,

to preserve enof the pulchrum el honetlum ;
we wish to see it so firmly established in the heart, that
it may act with intuitive quickness, and instinctive accnncy and God has taken care that it shall do so, unlect

:

tire the enthusiastic love

:

and obstinately resisted for we are
trained to it every day ; and the mind is as little sensible of any effort in distinguishing between the ordinary
principles of right and wrone, as when it distinguishes
DV the ear the notes of a well known tune. Thus ha.
bit acta as the auxiliary of reason, and supplies the
place of thoae instinctive principles which some contend for a* ncceuary to produce the idea of moral apThis habit is neither the result of reason
probation.
nor of accident ; it arises out of the constitution of our
nature, and the circunutances in which we are placed
and the oflice of reason is to ascertain whetlier it has
been legitimately formed, or has grown out of misconceptions of the human mind, and erroneous views of
Did not our passions exercise an
the nature of things.
undue influence, and distort, as it were, the arrangements of providence, our habits would all be regular,
and would be formctl according to the law of nature,
which ii the law of God. But since there are so many
less voluntarily

:

:

•
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things to mislead us, reason must exercise an impartial
scrutiny, and endeavour to distinguish between those Thilosophy.
associations which are natural and those which are spu- ^""V*^
nous ; and between those habits which are accidental,
and those which are founded on the immutable order
of things.
To favour the opinion that a moral sense is necessary
to give the idea of moral approbation, it has been alleged that the reasoning faculties cannot give us any
idea either of the beautiful or of the good *. To be
sure, reason does not produce the idea of the sublime or
beautiful, but it enables us to analyse the principles on
which it depends and, in the same manner, goodness
and moral beauty are not the creatures of our reason ;
it only recognises them as established by the law of
heaven, as agreeable to the nature and circumstances of
man, and as founded on habits which these circumstances necessarily produce.
But the fancy of some moralists is, that after reason
has shown a measure to be consistent with the general
good, and to harmonize with the general system, a
particular sense is further required to give the perception of moral l>eauty.
This is similar to the whim
:

which we have 'endeavoured to explode from intellec(See Conception and Logic,) viz.
that afler the reason, or whatever power it may be
called, has collected the parts of an idea, or conception,
into one whole, yet still a distinct faculty is required to
act as gentleman usher, and introduce this stranger to
the presence of the mind.
We have shown that certain objects presented to the senses, are found at once
tual philosophy

;

Two

to be agreeable or disagreeable.
well proportioned pillars please the eye
two distorted or irregular ones offend it
harmonious sounds are agreeable to

—

—

the ear, discordant ones are displeasing.
But it ofVen
happens that the objects of perception are presented to
us in such a complicated form, that we can, at first,
discover neither beauty, nor regularity, nor harmony
by a process of reasoning, and patient investigation,
however, we discover at last beautiful arrangement,
and mutual subserviency, and adaptation ot' parts.
The mind is then enabled to take in the whole at one
glance, in consequence of the connection which reason
has established among the parts ; and can pronounce
on the beauty or deformity of the tout ensfmhk with as
much readiness as on simple proportion when presented to the eye.
The same thing, we believe, takes place in our judg- Our moral
notions «ements respecting the merit or demerit of actions.
cannot but perceive, for instance, that cruelty is wrong ; "lu'f'f '" »
we dislike it when practised on ourselves, on our chil- ^"'"["l'^
dren, on our relations, or our friends and, with these
|5j,u,i p^,^
feelings, it never can be an object of moral approbation ceptionc.
in any circumstances ; for we soon acquire a general
abstract dislike of any quality that is particularly offensive to us.
In consequence of this, our judgments are
often infected by prejudices which have arisen out of
our own particular circumstances, and which give an
undue bias to our opinions on general questions in morals.
This, however, is only the abuse of that prindpie which leads us to decide with almost intuitive
readiness, on the merit or demerit of actions ; and
which has its foundation in the liking or aversion
which we feel when we ourselves are the objects of
these actions.
But perhaps the character of actions is
not, at first sight, very apparent ; we have, perhaps,
complicated motives to examine, and a variety of cir«

Phil, of Rbet.

:

We

:

toL
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cumstances to consider, before we can form a just estiWe disniate of the action subjected to investigation.
^**V"7*^ cover at last, however, we sliall suppose, that cruelty,
or injustice, lie at the root of the whole, and that every
in these
part may be resolved into these principles
circumstances, our earliest and most powerful associations lead us to pronounce a decided disapprobation of
those qualities wliicii we have been trained to dislike,
which we hate when exercised towards ourselves, and
which we soon learn to hate with abstracted unmixed
dislike, in whatever circumstances they may appear.
Is not this the origin of that sympathy which forms
Origin of
sympathy. such a remarkable feature in human conduct, and
whose influence on our moral perceptions Dr. Smith
Moral

f hiiosophy.

:

Taking sympathy in
has so beautifully illustrated.'
most ordinary sense, as a feeling extended towards
those who endure suffering, it obviously arises out of
Suppose the suffering to
our own private feelings.
arise from cruelty or injustice, is not our sympathy for
the sufferer excited, primarily, by our antipathy to the
offence by which he suffers ? There is an ingenerated
abhorrence of the crime, and this elicits our affections
believe this
and exertions in behalf of the sufferer.
to be the real origin of our sympathy, in the sense in
which we have at present understood the word ; and
we think it would not be difficult to show that it has a
cognate origin, in whatever acceptation the word can
be used. It is not, then, as Mr. Stewart alleges, a
principle superadded to our moral constitution, as an
auxiliary to the sense of duty ; sympathy is a name invented to describe that particular effect which the sense
of our own injuries or sufferings produces on our feelings, when we contemplate the injuries or sufferings of
others ; in which case our hatred of the injury makes
us espouse the cause of the sufferer, and teaches us to
adopt him as our ally in repelling the evils which beare perfectly sure of his concurset humanity.
rence, and rejoice to have found a person animated by
our own views and feelings, and bound to us by a
its

We

We

powerful

common

tie.

We are aware that sympathy

is

generally considered

as a mysterious original power, which instinctively
prompts the heart to feel for the miserable. This notion is disproved by the fact, that those who suffer
"Not incline live

have always the least sympathy and were there
any wholly exempted from suffering, we have reason
to conclude that they would be monsters of inhumanunless they were trained to a kind of artificial
ity
benevolence, and thus taught to relieve sufferings which
they neither can sympathize witli, nor comprehend.
They, on the other hand, who have suffered most, have
always most tenderness of heart, and feel the most anleast,

;

;

xious desire to relieve the

Ilaud

afflicted.

ignara inali miseris succurieic disco.

We

hold, then, that all those things which are morally
wrong, are either offensive to our feelings, or injurious
to our interests. This is a safeguard to our virtue, provided by the wisdom of Heaven ; and the very dislike
of cruelty or injustice, is tantamount to moral disapprofor though, in many cases, there may be diswithout moral disapprobation, yet this is only
when mor:.l agents are not concerned. A voluntary
offence must always be viewed with mnrked disapprobation, as being an offence against the comfurt and security of liuman nature, and against the general laws
which God has appointed to rt-gulate our feelings.
It is sometimes, indeed, extiemely difficult to convvince men that certain species of moral evil are hurtful

bation
like,

:

^

to their interests ; because perverted feelings counteract
Moral
the influence !>f conscience and reason, and keep the Philosophy.
mind in a state of torturing suspense between inclina- ^^"V*-'
Theac are moral fdola, which prevent Moral
tion and duty.
the mind from recognizing the o!<ligations of virtue, in '''°'*'
the same manner as the Idola irihis, &c. prevent it
from discerning the obvious conclusions of right reason.
But let the passions be lulled asleep ; and let the
injurious tendency of any practice to which we are addicted, be then clemonstrated, and it will instantly be
viewed with moral disapprobation, or rather with com*
punction, because we feel that it is a voluntary injury
which we have inflicted on ourselves; and self-condemnation aggravates the unpleasant feelings which
There are
always accompany moral disapprobation.
fewer obstacles to the exercise of a sound judgment in
estimating the conduct of others : we disapprove, with
instinctive readiness, of what is vicious, and commend,
with equal promptitude, what is salutary and useful;
not from any selfish views of benefit or injury, but because we have actually acquired an abstract love or dislike of certain qualities which have affected us; and
that not accidentally, but by the constitution of our
nature, and the arrangements of Providence.
.

But perhaps it may be thought that greater unifor- a general
mity in morals might be expected, if the principles uniformity
which lie at the foundation of them are thus general, of iliinking
and fixed immutably in the constitution of things, in "" rnoni
answer to this, we may observe, that though there are *"'V,*'^''
numberless circumstances which diversify the aspect TOuchapp.iof moral conduct, yet we are acquainted with no in- rent diverstances in which the ordinary principles of morals are sity.
We know of no nation in which a mother
reversed.
does not love her own child, or in which a son does not,
in some way or other, honour his parent. We hear indeed of some tribes in which it is customary for children to put their aged parents to death. Supposing
the fact to be fully ascertained, it would not militate
against our assumption of^/flial duty as a general law ol
our nature. We may easily conceive that this unnatural practice arises from a mistaken sense of duty, and
that the son reckons it an act of piety to terminate or
are told
prevent the sufferings of his aged parent

—We

was reckoned a virtue: No such
thing; but dexterity and adroitness were reckoned

that, in Sparta, theft

useful qualifications, as being akin to the stratagems of
war, to which the whole policy of the state was made
subservient. Theft was punished there, as it is in every
other place, where a distinction of property exists ; but
he who stole, not from necessity or inclination, but to
sharpen his powers of stratagem and cunning, was commended, as these qualities were deemed useful to the
In many nations, the sexual intercourse is exstate.
tremely loose ; yet we know of none in which the principle of appropriation does not obtain, and in which the
relations of husband and wife are not recognized.
If we consider the worship of God as a moral duty,
in which light it is undoubtedly to be viewed, we shall
see the most immense diversity of absurd rites, and
monstrous objects of superstition ; yet, amid all these
aberrations of the human understanding, the leading
principle of religious worship is recognised, and the

—

duty of

— In

man

to adore a

supreme power

is

acknowledg-

the diversity of human conduct, we can always trace some leading connecting
principle, though infinitely varied according to the circumstances of society, in regard to knowledge, educaIn some instances this principle
tion, and refinement.
ed.

short,

amid

ail

;
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IB faintly dcvelopeJ, in others grossly perverted ; but
riiiUxapbjr- in all exhibiting features of affinity, wliich compel ns
to reeogniae its common origin, and to see that it has
an inunatable foundation in the arrangements of Heaven.

The

history of the varioas nations which have flourished on the face of the earth, is cliiefly interesting from
ftbcerving the development of the same moral principle,

from the

first

simple elements on which

is

it

founded,

carried to the liighest improvement and most
susceptible.
extensive application of which it
are oAen struck with the singularity of manners and
customs which we observe in different states, but our
wonder vanishes on being made acquainted with their
That which at
I ircumttances^ prcjudioea, and habits.
till it i»

We

h

lirit sight appeared singubu: or anomalous, is discovered
to be natural, in the inperfecf state of improvement
which they have reached. It resembles the feelings of
a child, which, tteurii •princing oat of human nature,

and laying the fotinaation of tl» attainments of manhood, yet appear removed at an infinite distance from
the iliaciplined feelings of maturer years. I'huf we see
very imperfectly exemplified in pnticiiUr states of oociety : they are struggling
with mjudioes which tend to repreas them, and emergioff from the midst of circumstances wMch for a while
wawen their influence. They are, however, accommo.
dated to the taste of the natinn at the Hme and a pre.
roatore reformer would in all probability rivet the chains
of prejudice, or ensure his own destruction whilst he
who watches the tide of public feeling, and seizes the
pn>per aoment for innovating en public opinion, will
the whole nation aleng with him in a triumphant
at inprovement, and will lay the foundation of
iIm and feelings which will never cease to operflcrtaia Jaaportant prtiictplec

;

;

the nation siiall cease to exist.
are often astonished to see how slowly and reluctantly soioe of the mort obvious principles of politiThe Lacedemonians put to
cal morals are recognised.
(Inth the prisoners whom they took at .fvgos Potamos,
thaagh tliey were fighting the battles of their country.
Indeed the most re{ine<l of the ancient nations generally
acted on the moat contr3Cte<l principles of political exedicBcy ; and we more frequently meet with instances
of generosity in the case of a successful despot, than in
that of a free and higfa-minded people. How long was
it before the prindpfes of civil lilierty were understood,
and how imperfectly are they still understood over the
Vet nothing can be more
greater part of the world.
It is
obvious than the foundation on which they rest.
evidently this, that no man has a right to restrain the
freedom of another, so \oa^ as he does not use it in a
Yet this principle
injerious to the public interest
ia coBiiteractcd by the love of power, which every man
tab, or by the advantage which he may derive from
•Mporting a successful usurpation. In consequence of
tiMM conflicting principles, there is a constant struggle
between the love of freedom on the one hand, and the
love of power and the servility of interest, on the other
ate

Trii>cipi»«

ar

political

manlM
ilowlj re-

•^d"'"*

till

We

mj

and even when freedom prevails, it cannot temper its
own triamphs, bat by running into licentiousness subverts its

own

the min<l

rights,

and ufien produces a prejudice in

agaiiiiit itx fairest

claims.

But whilst we contempl.ite the gradual and

imi)erfect

evolution of the moral principle in various states of
society, we ace st the same time the beauty of God's
isanl government, which makes the same principle
iMcfa consolidates the rudest states, cement the most
peKabed and the most powerful ; expanding with their
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growing wants and their advancing knowledge, till at
last it gives birth to feelings of which the ruder mind
could form no conception. Such a view is surely well
calculated to produce liberality and mutual forbearance.
We might almost as well find fault with a man for

Moral
ThUosopby.
Ijiberality
aitd for-

bearance

being born blind, as with an illiterate Eavage for not necessary
The in estimatfeeling the finer moral sensibilities of our nature.
ing the
faculty is not yet developed, because no excitement has
moral chabeen applied to it and the individual thus circum- racter of
stanced is like a child who has an ear for music, but, nations or
from want of experience and training, cannot as yet indiriduals.
distinguish one tune from another.
And the same estimate which we apply to the moral state of nations, we
ought likewise to apply in judging of the characters of
individuals. How often do we see incongriiities which
we lament, and which yet do not, on a fair estimate,
amount to moral delinqueticies They arise rather from
some obliquity of the understanding, which has been
disturbed by inveterate prejudice, or fettered by invincible ignorance
and we ought to regard persons thus
unhappily situated, with the same indulgence as wc
view nations a century or two behind our own in point
of general improvement.
In fact, every individual, in
his moral progress, has to go through all the stages
which have conducted nations, during the lapse of
many centuries, to their highest pitch of moral and political improvement.
We see hiin, for instance, at one
time distinguished by the prejudices which characteriaed the tenth century.
We see him stniggling, with
difficulty, through the mists of ignorance, till at last
some event similar to the revival of letters, or the art
of printing, or the Reformation in religion, agitates his
mind, rouses his faculties, and raises his feelings to the
highest tone of moral refinemetit.
;

!

;

Hitherto our attention has been directed almost sole- General
which God has es- view.
tablished in the constitution of our nature, or the arrangements of his providence, to direct us in that course
of duty which is most consistent with his will, and with
our own happiness ; and we have endeavoured to show
that we are evidently directed, and to a certain extent
forced into the path which we ought to follow, in fulfdling the will of Heaven, and prosecuting our own
happiness. Our object has been to show that the principles of morals, so far from being accidental or conventional, are fixed and immutable ; varying occasionally
so far as the exhibition of outward actions is concerned,
but permanent in tlieir nature and character. Our instincts, our appetites, our bodily powers, our mental
faculties, together with the whole constitution of na«
ly to those great general principles

same goal, and conspire to produce
Experience and observathe same important results.
tion confirm these obvious intimations, by showing its
that mhiil tee ought to do, is always most consistent with
our happiness and interest, and that whenever we violate the invariable order prescribed and confirmed by
so many sanctions, the transgression never fails to bring
its own punishment along with it, and to remind us of
ture, point to the

the eternal law by which our moral actions and feelings
should be regulated, and shall one day be judged.
But whilst our duty is thus enforced by so many
considerations, it must at the same time be remembered that all our feelings have a tendency to excess ; that
cverj' passion seeks its immediate and direct gratification ; whilst such indulgence is in general utterly subversive both of happiness and moral order. Hence the
unceasing conflict between our passions and our reason,
in which the latter i« lo often worsted

;

and hence

all

;
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evils which desolate the world, which inPhiionophy. troduce guilt into the conscience, and misery into the
~ » - abodes of men. To obviate these inconveniences, is
the object both of moral studies, and religious instructions, though these frequently prove ineftectual to correct the inveterate habits arising out of vicious induU
Sence. There is, however, no natural impossibility of
oing so. Any vicious habit may be corrected, if motives sufficiently powerful are suggested.
Let a man
be convinced of the odiousness and criminality of vice
let him be persuaded that its evil consequences do not
terminate in the present life, but shall be continued in
the world to come, and show him at the same time a
practicable method of escaping these evils, and it is impossible to doubt that he will readily embrace it. Men
continue the slaves of sin, only because they do not see
its enormity, or because they reckon their emancipation
VVe conceive that moral reasoning may be
hopeless.
highly useful in enlightening the mind with regard to
the first of these errors. It is more peculiarly the business of religion to remove the second ; and although it
does not fall within the province of this article to dwell
particularly on the sanctions of religion, yet as we think
that they are most powerfully enforced by the judicious
application of moral reasoning, we shall be happy if
our speculations can in any degree be made subservient
to this important end.

Moral

those moral

After the general view which has been given, we
proceed to consider more particularly the various principles which impel the mind to action, or which influence its determinations and in this investigation we
shall necessarily be called to attend to the moral eslimale of the actions which result from these principles.
;

Principles
er moral
action.

We have seen, that though an invariable rule is pointed out by the constitution of our nature, and the arrangements of providence, yet there is no principle in
our nature which directs us to the invariable observance of this rule. If there were such a principle which
inclined us irresistibly to the performance of duty, we
should cease to be moral agents, and accountable
The veiy idea of a moral action implies that
beings.
there is a choice between motives, and the greater the
struggle, the more glorious is the victory when good
principles prevail.
There is even among the lower
animals, a sort of balancing of motives arising from exlion, for example, has alperience and education.
ways a disposition to eat a man when he is hungry ;
in situations however, where he has an opportunity of
being acquainted with the power and resources of man,
he rather wishes to avoid him ; and we have heard of
a single Moor putting a lion to flight with a stick. The
natural propensities of the animal are, in this instance,
repressed by fear ; and he, no doubt, reckons the risk

A

more than

sufficient to counterbalance the expected
advantage.
dog has a natural propensity to worry a
cat ; but a feW whippings will restrain him, and teach
him to live with the animal, for which he seems to have
But this spea natural antipathy, on amicable terms.
cies of discipline does not, in the smallest degree, ap-

A

proach to moral culture. Punishment is associated
with the action, and this induces a fear of committing
it ; but we have no grounds whatever to suppose, that
the animal can see any thing like moral impropriety in
the action ; or that there is any thing resembling conscience to restrain him.
We grant that there is just as little moral worth in

human

conduct,

when

it

is
2,

disciplined solely

by

fear,

or any other principle distinct from the perception and Moral
No action proceeding from any other Philosophi',
love of virtue.
source can ever be the object of moral approbation ; '^''Y^^
and this forces us again to refer to the will of God as
the great standard of moral action, and to the idea of
our accountableness to him, as the grand sanction by
which moral obligation is enforced ; for we hold it to
be utterly impossible to perceive the beauty and obligation of virtue, without perceiving that the Being who
has established this fair order of things is entitled to
our obedience, and that we must be accountable to him
for our actions.

Of

the simple principles which impel the mind to Instinct,
which demands our attention is instinct ;
which directs to certain actions, antecedently to all experience, and, probably, in most cases without any
knowledge of the end to be produced. The term is, in
general, not used with sufficient precision.
It is often
confounded with our natural appetites and desires.
would distinguish them in this way, that the appetites
are certain feelings of want ; whilst instinct is the principle which directs to the means of their gratification.
Thus hunger and thirst in a child, are not instincts ;
but suction and deglutition are. This distinction, howNothing can
ever, is seldom rigorously attended to.
be more unphilosophical than the theory which supposes the human mind to be merely a bundle of instincts ; and which endeavours to account for the superiority of man, by assigning him a particular instinct
adapted to all the emergencies of his circumstances. In
this notion, there is a complete confusion both of language and ideas ; for if we consider instinct as the principle which, prior to experience, directs with invariable certainty to the gratification of our wants, it is evident that man is of all other creatures the least indebted to this principle for the comforts which he enjoys,
and for the feehngs which exalt his nature.
In order to understand this subject more thoroughly,
let us consider the operation ofpure instinct in the case
of the lower animals, who are guided by it to all the
ends for which providence has designed them. With
them, instinct is all in all. They are directed instinctively to the food which is most proper for them ; they
construct their nests or their habitations without the
aid of a teacher ; and no one ever thinks of deviating
from the general form adopted by the species. The
young are soon as accomplished as their parents ; and
the only acquisition which they gain by experience, is
some knowledge of the enemies whom they have most
reason to dread. This they have not by instinct ; for
we see the young birds after they are fairly fledged,
and capable of flying, yet allowing themselves to be
approached by boys, whom, however, they soon learn
In some of the
to consider as their greatest enemies.
South Sea islands, which have been seldom visited, the
larger species of phocce, as well as several kinds of aquatic birds, are perfectly fearless ; experience will soon
This
teach them to lay aside their confidence in man.
may seem to make some approach to human reason ;
but it is merely an exertion of memory which they possess in a considerable degree ; and without which they
could neither avoid the dangers to which they are exposed, nor be susceptible of that degree of education
which renders them subservient to the use of man.
Their acquirements, however, seem to be entirely accidental, and to depend solely on the simplest modification of memory ; a faculty necessary for their existence ; for it is by this that the mother must know her

action, the first

We
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he takes a stone to assist him. We have also heard
that a crow has been known to take a shell-fish up into Philosophy
~
•
the air, and drop it among rocks in order to obtain
A wild beast at- the meat within. These instances, in so far as they are
seasons best adapted for its capture.
tempting to ford a stream where he has been carried well authenticated, evidently advance a step beyond the
down, and his life endangered, will not tr}' it at the precincts of instinct. In the case of the monkey, howsame place again. In these instances, the lower ani- ever, it may have proceeded from imitation, for a monmals are guided by memory, and not by instinct ; and key is the most imitative of animals ; and if he had
memory to this extent is absolutely necessary for the ever seen a human being have recourse to such an expreaenration of their existence. To the same source pedient, it would be readily imitated.
Besides, the
we must ascribe all the attainments of the elephant, in hands of a monkey are such important organs, and so
constantly employed, that such a discovery as cracking
far as they are not instinctive, and all the tricks
which the more sagacious animals learn in coiuequence a nut by mechanical means, must have occurred ; and
if it occurred once, it would be remembered.
of a speciea of education.
In the
%t lowtc
We believe this to be the only encroachment which case of the crow, also, it might naturally happen, that
*
the lower animals ever have made, or ever can make, she would accidentally drop a shell, and descending to
"1^"^'''
on the province of human reason. The comparison of recover it, she might find it broken, and the meat actwo idea:! in the memory, and the perception of their cessible ; and we see no reason to doubt that the expeUmarjriment might be repeated, on the same principle as an
relation constitute the first link in a process of reasoning ; but even this simplest of all intellectual opera- animal will repair a second time to the place which has
yielded him the most agreeable food. We can see little
tions, the brutes seldom, or perhaps never employ.
Whilst the infallibility of their instincts, and the libe- more semblance of reasoning in the case of the crow,
than there would, be in that of a horse, who having
rality of heaven leave them nothing to desire, they cut
They have strayed accidentally into a field affording comfortable
off the possibility of ulterior improvement.
no need to labour for clothing ; it is abundantly sup- pasture, should repair to it again next day, and should
seek out the very gap through which he had accidentplied by nature ; ihei/ tow not, neither do tlieif reap, nor
gather into batiu ; becauie their heavenly father feedeth ally gained admission. There is nothing in all this
Uum s they seek no defensive armour ; they fabricate but a simple exercise of memory, without which ani.
no offensive weapons, because nature has amply sup- mals could not exist, or "be rendered subservient to the
plied them with both.
They have no need even to tax use of man. Had they no power of locomotion, so as
never to be put in the way of danger, or did every
their memory, as to the food most convenient for them ;
place afford subsistence, and other gratifications, with
for here, instinct is their guide, and tells them at once
equal facility, in that case, even memory would not be
what U most proper and mott agreeable.
For what purpoM then, should the inferior animals necessary ; and being unnecessary, it would not be im.
be poMCMcd of reasoning powers ? They never could parted, for nature biestows no superfluous gitls; but
be called to exercise them ; for they gain their object needing it, as they obviously do, for their preservation
with certainty without them ; man himself would not and their comfort, it is bountifully conferred ; and being modified by the different habits of different aniexercise his reason, were he not stimulated by his
wants, and destitute of any instinct which might guide mals, it exhibits many singular and surprising pheno*
him with infallible certainty to the attainment of his mena.
This much, then, we allow to the lower animals ; and
WHhn. The nature of man is possessed of indefinite
we cannot but be filled with astonishment when we see
e^Mbilities from the very circumstance of his not
them unconsciously accomplishing works which reason
luiVillg definite instinct* adapted to every demand of
In consequence of this defect, he is forced can scarcely comprehend, and which require the acuthis desires.
to recollect, to compare, and arrange ; and this exer- est researches of man to discern the important purcompels him to discern the beautiful order and poses indicated by their structures and their plans. We
wit* dispodtion of the visible creation and thus to are forced to subscribe to the maxim, Deusest brutorum
VMBgnise an eternal source of excellence, and an Al- anima, in so far, at least, as to perceive that the wisdom and goodness of the Almighty Parent are most
i
j Being to whom he owes allegiance, and to whom
distinctly displayed in the unconscious iiutinctive opeIw parceives he must be accountable for his actions.
But a brute is incapable of any researches ; inopem &>• rations of the lower creatures.
Why should he compare, abstract, or genepia Jecil.
Instinct goes a very short way in regulating human !"''"<:'
ralise ? Man does so only from necessity ; in the case
«'""^'
of the brute, this necessity does not exist ; for instinct conduct: it is useful to man chiefly as regulatinK the E^^'f
functions necessary to vitality ; but m so far as his condirects him at once to the object best suited to gratify
„ui,iina
duct is guided by instinct, he is a necessary, and not a fonduct.
his desires ; and beyond this he cannot form a concepmoral agent. To make man accountable, it is necessary
tion or a wiah.
A few instancea have been adduced of variable in- that good and evil should be set before him, and that
he should have the liberty of choosing between them.
stinct, with a view to prove that human reason is nothing else but instinct capable of indefinite variations. The choice is often difficult ; because inclination draws
one way, and reason and conscience another ; and our
It hiiis been said, and we are not able to contradict it,
that certain birds which build their nests among the strongest feelings are frequently opposed to the most
branehaa of trees in ordinary circumstances, are accus- obvious calculations of prudence and duty. Moral virUHOtd to far to vary their plan, as to form pensile nests, tue consists in a man's preferring the latter for it is
hanging from the branches, in countries infested by then that he gains a victory over himself, and resists
But we have the strongest reason to suspect the propensities that would lead him astray. The lowBOokies.
a variety of species in this instance. It is certain, how- er animals are altogether incapable of forming such
•var, that a monkey exhibits considerable variety of ac- conclusions, or of being influenced by such motives.
The prospect of immediate punishment may teach them
tioa : and when be cannot crack a nut with his teeth.

by this that the beasts of the forest know
their accustomed lair ; and it is by this that they learn
to know the places most favourable for prey, and the

young

;

it is
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to repress certain propensities ; but tliey cannot perPliiio sophy.
On the contrary, there can be
ceive this to be right.
"'"~«^"™'
no doubt that they grumble at the necessity which
compels them. But the human mind recognises a law
it acknowledges ; and the human
heart never feels such genuine satisfaction as when it
sacrifices an evil propensity at the shrine of virtue and
of wisdom.
Instinct directs the lower animals not only to the
proper objects of gratification, but to the proper measure and degree of enjoyment.
It performs no such
decided functions in tlie economy of human life; for
even when we know the objects of gratification, we are
under constant temptations to indulge in excess either

whose excellence

of desires or of enjoyment ; and by this means we never
to bring misery on ourselves and others. From this
source proceed all the moral evils which deform human
nature, and overwhelm the world with misery and
crimes.
And yet it is the presence and pressure of
these evils that aflbrd an opportunity of exercising the
most exalted virtues, and of advancing the moral dignity of man.
It is from our being made capable of
knowing good and evil, that we learn to appreciate virtue; that we recognise an eternal source of excellence;
that we see the extent of moral obligation, and perceive
that the destinies of our nature point to something more
exalted than the gratifications of sense, or the enjoyments of the present world.
Man could not be a moral agent, if he could not do
wrong his obedience in that case would not be more
valuable than that which proceeds from the instinctive
impulses of the lower animals. In his state of absolute
innocence, when there was nothing to seduce, when the
passions weie in absolute subjection, and the will had
no disposition to stray ; with all these advantages, he
could not have been a moral agent, if he had not had
an opportunity of doing wrong. Accordingly, we learn
from the short but interesting account of the original
state of man given in the sacred Scriptures, (an account
which appears to be perfettly consistent with the soundest philosophical opinions,) that such an opportunity
was afTonied him. An arbitrary command was imposed ; a moral restraint, in a state of perfect innocence, would have been absurd and unintelligiblie ; but
be could easily understand the impropriety of violating
a positive command, which he felt he had the power to
observe or to disobey. Yet still we may have some
difficulty in perceiving how he should have had an inclination, in his state of innocence, to break through
such a slight restraint. An evil agent is therefore introtiuced, who suggests temptations and inducements
to sin ; and he appears to be no superfluous personage
in this fatal drama ; for though man could have no excuse for yielding, yet he appears a fitter object of mercy, since he was seduced by the artful insinuations of
another.
We do not know how far we are entitled to
lament this catastrophe.
Without it human nature
would not have been what it is ; and as it is, we believe
it displays the wisdom and goodness of God more fully
than would have been done had man never gone astray.
fail

:

But we must repress all farther speculations on this
subject: if they may be indulged at all, they fall more
properly under another department of this work.
Appetites.

It is only during the first stage of human life, that
the operations of instincts are particularly observable
they seem afterwards to merge so completely
in man
in reason and experience, that their influence is little
Hunger, thiist, and the sexual appetite, form
noticed.
:

another important class of active principles ; they are
Moral
common to man with tlie lower creatures, and are abso- Philosophj
lutely necessary for the preservation and continuance
of animal life. The immediate object of these feelings
is bodily gratification.
They originate in the body;
they terminate in the body ; and are attended with uneasiness till the means of gratification are procured.
They are in their own nature perfectly indifferent as to
virtue or vice, but they are productive of most important moral consequences, from the pursuits to which
they stimulate, from the feelings which they inspire,
from the knowledge which they are the means of acquiring, or from the temperance and self-denial which
they afford an opportunity of exercising.
There is a remarkable difference between man and Hung
the lower animals, with regard to the nature of the food
on which they subsist. The various tribes of animals
have each a particular species of food appropriated to
them. This is so very observable that it affords grounds
for their classification, under the various heads of Carnivorous, Frugivorous, Granivorous, Insectivorous, &c.
&c.
But man is Omnivorous he eats every thing
that is eatable.
This is a beneficent provision of the
Universal Parent, in favour of his rational offspring ;
for it affords them an opportunity of multiplying, far
beyond any animals of the same size, who depend sole*
ly on one species of food.
Man lays every department
of nature under contribution ; and is thus enabled to
promote the multiplication and comfort of his species,
without trenching materially, if at all, on the numbers
or enjoyments of the lower creat jres.
There is indeed
every reason to believe, that the lower animals, under
the dominion of man, are more numerous and more
comfortable than they could have been, had they had
the world wholly to themselves.
But this is not the only advantage arising from the
universal voracity of man.
He is perhaps not directed
instinctively to any species of food but his mother's
milk : beyond this all is the result of labour and experiment.
He is forced to observe the qualities of the
different articles of food
he thus becomes acquainted
with their medicinal properties, and with their comparative value, as means of subsistence.
Those kinds
which he finds most serviceable, he cultivates with
care : this brings him acquainted with the properties
of the soil, and the various operations of agriculture ;
and thus whilst he seems to he solely intent on satisfying the importunate calls of hunger, he is insensibly
storing his mind with varied and extensive knowledge.
And there are still more important results arising
from that law which gives to man for food, " every
herb bearing seed, and every tree bearing fruit, and
every moving thing that liveth.'' Being compelled to
seek what suits him best, when once he has discovered
it by his ingenuity or by his labour, he concludes, with
the most perfect conviction, that he has a right to the
fruits of his discovery.
Hence the distinction of property ; a distinction which could not exist were no
labour necessary, and did the earth produce spontaneously sufficient food to satisfy the appetite of hunger.
On the distinction of property depend many of the
relative duties of life, and the greater part of the political virtues.
Indeed the maxim of siium cuiqiie embraces
almost all the duties whicn we owe to society. Thus
our very wants tend to promote not only our intellectual attainments, but to advrncc the moral dignity of
our nature. Does any one sigh for the return of the
golden age, w Jen the earth produced s|ontaneou«Iy all
Siich a change
that was necessary for the life of man
:

:
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would be in the highest degree pernicious, unless the
Pbjlonphr. nature of man were altered with the nature of things
'
and vice and misery banished from the face of the
The present state of things is exactly accommo.
earth.
dated to the present circumstances of human nature.
Our very virtues would perish, were things different
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riage contract should be indissoluble.

For Who

is

to

Moral

support the offspring, during their long immaturity. Philosophy.
if the connection between the parents be dissolved > ^"'V"'
Promiscuous concubinage would soon dissolve all the
charities of life, and undermine the pillars of society.
But marriage keeps alive the parental feeling, by keepfrom what they are. Were men rendered independent ing the child in the presence of its parents ; and this
of each other, by the too bountiful provision of nature, again strengthens the attachment between husband
there would be no room for the tender charities of and wife, by placing before their view the pledges of
sympathy, benevolence, and mutual assistance. In the their mutual endearments. In the case of the lower
animals, the first of the offspring is always independpresent state of human nature, it is necessary for our
improvement that we should •' eat our bread with the ent before another is produced in the case of man,
there may be a dozen dependent children at once, in
sweat of our brow."
The appetite of thirst also gives rise to some singu- different degrees of helplessness: for additional off",
spring is proiduced before the former is independent
lar consequences, which have a very considerable effect
on our moral feelings. Water is the natural beverage and, thus, a succession of ties strengthen the matrimonial connection ; and a thousand feelings are geneto which instinct directs every animal, when deprived
of its mother's milk ; and thirst, when not gratified, rated in the mean time, which bind man not only to
becomes the most excruciating torment. As men, in his family, but to his species.
It has been supposed by some, that there is a con- Different
many situations, could not readily command a supply
from springs, or running streams, they would natural- gregating propensity in man, as among other gregari- opinions rethis they would find in
ous animals ; and that he is driven instinctively to de- 'Pf=''"8 ">«
ly look out for a substitute
"^
sire the society of his species.
In attemptthe juice of fruits, and succulent herbs.
Others again suppose °"S"'
^°'
ing to pre serve this as long at possible, they would him to be completely anti-social ; and that he is indue- cietrf "
change
produced
by
fermentation
ed
to seek the fellowship of his species, merely as the
find a singular
;
a
change which ntade the liquor keep much longer, means of defence against animals more powerful than
:

:

:

communicated to it new and pleasant qualithus opened up for a new species uf
induttry and ingenuity and also for the exercise of a
new Mt of moral qualities for these newly invented
liquors intoxicate, whilst they exhilarate, and remove
whilst

tiea.

it

A

field is

;

:

himself.
Whenever we find two opinions on the same
subject, diametrically opposite to each other, we have
reason to conclude that neither of them is exactly true
or, at least, that they have not been stated with suflfi.
cient explanation or qualifications.
do not think it possible to prove that there is in

We
mental depression, at the riik of intemperate excesses.
nun a principle similar to that which operates in greIt would soon, however, be found that excessive ex(atement either gave birth to immoral practices, which garious animals, in making them desire the society of
or was succeeded by a corre- their species. There is, indeed, in man, a strong social
cool reason condemned
•ponding depresaion, which more than counterbalanced propensity, which results necessarily from the constitution of his nature, but is not, we believe, an ultithe preceding elevation. This would tend to teach
moderation, and would alTord another opportunity of mate principle. Suppose the whole human race to
learning those lessons of temperance, and Kif-denial,
have sprung from one pair, and give to this pair a
which are alike essential to virtue, and to happineH.
more than ordinary degree of longevity ; and you sec
The sexual appetite gives birth to many important at once a complete system of society, and the origin of
civil polity, arising out of the conjugal connection ;
eonsequcnces, moral, physical, and political.
It is
wisely ordered, by the author of our nature, that this consolidated by parental and filial ties, and gradually
MHag does not begin to operate, till reason can, in extending its ramifications, till a tribe or nation is consome measure, controul its excesses ; and till man is stituted, acknowledging a common principle of association, and tracing its origin to the same head.
enabled, by his own'tlBbnr, to support his offspring.
In this view of the subject, there is a necessary, but
it to operate sooner, there would be an excess of
not an instinctive principle of association ; and society
population, without the means c^ subsistence ; and the
mind and body would be alike enewated, and unfitted will be found to be held together by rational, yet unavoidable ties
since our natures are so constituted,
for the attainment of those useful qualities which are
ueccssaiy for the business of life. In man, this appe- and our circumstances so disposed, that we cannot but
feel their obligation.
tite gives birth to love, with all its tender associations
and endearments ; • paaeion totally unknown to the
The opinion which supposes men to have associated
but which,
merely from the conviction of their own helplessness,
lower animals, in its more refined sense
is still more untenable than tliat which ascribes their
in the hmnan species, stimulates the mind to the most
noMe exertions, or enriches it with the most amiable association to a gregarious instinct. This conviction
fecTmgs, or soothes it by the most pleasing hopes.
may be a very good additional reason to keep them toThis appetite, in the lower animals, is gross, and gether ; but It never was the principle on which any
TBHactnC being easily satiated with perio<iical grati- society was originally formed. Man is bom in society,
imiun. In man, the attachment being founded on an<l trained to the love of society by numberless powmutual esteem, and valuable mental endowments, and erful associations
it is only in society that his powers
the stimnhis being not periodical but permanent, the can be evolved, and his faculties called into exercise
connection between the sexes is, in its very nature, cal- we may therefore conclude, with certainty, that this is
culated to be lasting and hence arises the permanent
the state for which he was intended by the author of
connection of tnamage, which, in almost every coun- his nature; and that the social system is not the result
ia c on iidared as unlisaoluble, except by the death
of accident, but of infinite goodness, and unerring
one cv BM paMfta,
wisdom.
When society is widely extended, common laws, and
But bestdiN thb, tiiere is another reason, fomdcd in
the very constitution of human nature, why the mar* common religious principles are brought in aid of the
;
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natural bonds of union,

Phiroiophy .
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which are apt

mjjgt of complicated

to be lost sight

political connections.

In such a state, men scarcely look beyond the artificial
regulations wliich apply to their immediate conduct,
and are apt to think that society is a work of human
invention, arranged and methodised by the wisdom of
some political sages. The hand of man may, indeed,
be seen in every well-regulated society but it is only
to give strength and efficiency to those great natural
principles which have their oi'igin in the contracted
spliere of family connection.
All artificial and political regulations depend on these principles, and derive
their obligatory sanctions from them ; in the same
manner as artificial signs in language derive their power and significancy from those which are natural.
" There is such a natural principle of attraction in
:

man towards man," says Butler, " that having trod
the same tract of land, having breathed in the same
climate, barely having been born in the same artificial
district or division, becomes the occasion of contracting acquaintances and familiarities many 3'ears after
for an)' thing may serve the purpose.
Thus, relations
merely nominal are sought and invented, not by governors, but by the lowest of the people ; which are
found sufficient to hold mankind together in little fraternities and co-partnerships
weak ties, indeed, and
what may afford fund enough for ridicule, if they are
absurdly considered as the real principles of that
union but they are, in truth, merely the occasions
upon wliicli our nature carries us on according to its
own previous bent and bias which occasions, therefore, would be nothing at all, were there not this prior
disposition and bias of nature."
:

:

:

Desires.

Besides the instincts and appetites

common

to

man

with the brute creation, and which are absolutely necessary for the preservation and continuance of the

we are conscious of desires of a more dignified
nature, which raise man far above the lower animals,
and carry liim forward in the career of indefinite improvement.
do not think that the number of these
desires can be distinctly specified.
Dr. Reid has mentioned the Desire of Power, the Desire of Esteem, and
the Desire of Knoxcledge ; to which Mr. Stewart has
added the Desire of Sociely, and the Desire of Superioriti/ ; and we see nothing to hinder others from extending the enumeration. These philosophers consider the desires which they have specified, as ultimate
species,

We

instinctive principles of our nature: to this we
cannot assent, without altering the usual acceptation
of language. We have already said that we do not
consider the desire of society as an instinctive principle, but as arising necessarily out of the ordinary circumstances of human nature. That which is instinctive cannot be counteracted.
But we conceive it per-

and

fectly possible for a

mother

to fly

from society, to train

her child in solitude, and teach him the arts of savage
independent man ; and we think there is every probability that a child thus trained would grow up in fear
and hatred of his own species, till perhaps the sexual
appetite drove him to desire a more intimate acquaintance with them. But man born in society, and growing up amidst the extending ties which strengthen the
social union, is led, both by education and habit, and
feelings, to desire the company of his species.
The desire of knowledge is generated in the progress
The desire
of society, but we Ao not desire it till we find that we
of know,
ledge, &c. cannot do without it, and the majority of mankind are
not instinc- satisfied with a very moderate portion.
When the sa*
tive.

vage has knowledge

sufficient to manage his weapons.
Moral
enemy in stratagem, he feels no violent Philosophyimpelling him to farther acquisitions.
We do '""V"'

or to match his
orcxis

not, therefore, regard the desire of kitorvledge as an instinctive principle, we consider it rather as a rational
desire, recommended

by its perceived utility; for though
a certain degree of knowledge is necessary in every
stage of societ)-, and is, in fact, unavoidably acquired
by our intercourse with material objects, and by the
results of experience, yet the desire of knowledge, for
the sake of knowledge, operates only in an advanced
state of human improvement.
That the desire of power is a natural and universal
principle of our constitution, cannot be denied ; nevertheless, we conceive it to be unphilosophical to consider it as original and ultimate.
It is quite evident that
man feels himself in want of many things ; and nothing
can be so welcome to him as the means of procuring
them. On this is founded the desire of power, the only object of which is to supply the wants and desires of
our nature. This desire of power, then, as it has been
called, is nothing more than a desire to have the means
of procuring the enjoyments which we think necessary
for happiness ; and, hence, it is manifested in a great
variety of ways, according to the views which men
have formed of enjoyment. If knowledge appears the
most likely means of advancing our character, or of
securing any desired pleasure, we eagerly seek knowledge.
In this case, those who have never heard of the
name of Bacon, act under the influence of his maxim,
that knowledge is power.
If sensual indulgence be the
prominent desire, the means of gratification are sought
with no less keenness ; and hence the desire of riches
is generated, as these seem to be the most convertible
means for procuring varied enjoyments.
But, in the progress of mental improvement, some
may perceive that a man's happiness consists as much
in the limitation of his desires as in the extent of his
hence, they seek their security in selfgratifications
control, and in the government of their passions, adopting as a maxim, Non desiderare jucundius est quamfrui.
These persons, as Cicero observes, are animated by the
same principles which impel to the most arduous enterprise of ambition, the object of both being Ne qua
;

re egerent.

Such principles as these, however, can only operate
in a considerably advanced state «f mental refinement.
In the first instance, the appetites are clamorous, and it
is the first desire of every man to gratify them in the

way which they seem to point out. This gives rise to
a thousand varied exertions, and to numberless experiments and disappointments, which often produce much
misery, both to the individual, and to society. But tiie
result, upon the whole, is salutary ; the stock of knowledge is increased, the moral discipline of the species is
promoted, and a wise man will recognize an overruling
providence, when he sees the general order of the world
maintained inviolate amidst the confusion of human
passions.

If any one of our desires could be entitled to rank as
an ultimate principle in our nature, we should think
the desire of' esteem, or of being loved, might claim that
It operates powerfully and universally,
and yet it is easy to see how it is generated in the infant mind by the caresses of the parent and the advanThe child perceives
tages which accompany them.
that his happiness depends on the good will of his parents, and therefore it is impossible for him not to de-

distinction.

sire

it.

The

feeling expands with advancing years,
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and, as we are formed to be dependent on each others'
Philowphy exettiotu, we perceive that we cannot be independent

which, though not innate or instinctive,
less,

tative arts.

.

'"""y^"^

of each others' esteem. Let it not, however, be «uppoaed, that we consider the desire of esteem as factiadmit it to be a natural, unitiooa or accidental.

We

versal principle, of our constitution, as much so, indeed, as the ideas of right and wrong, virtue and vice,
are, nevertheforced upon us, by the condition of our nature,
and by the circumstances in which we are placed.
There are some philosophers whu seem to think that
we detract from the dignity of human nature, unless we
allow to man a set of original instincts, and feelings,
totally distinct from those ot the lower animals.
We,
on the contrary, think that it is most for the honour of
man to make him almost wholly a rational being ; for,
in proportion as he is guided by instinct, he Is a necessary agent; it is only as a rational being, capable of
weighmg motives, that he can be the subject of moral
discipline, or responsible for his actions. Others, again,
think it derogatory to the honour of the Creator, to
allow any influence to man in the fabrication of his fortune or the formation of bis character. All that we
contend for is, that though God has established inunutable laws, which no effort of man can alter, yet we are
permitteil to resitt them so far as to create a temporary
confusion, or local derangement, or even to ruin our
own happiness, whiUt yet the general order of things
remains perfectly unaffected by our madness.
Mr. Stewart distinguishes between the appetites and
DMInclion
deaire*, by saying that the latter arc not occa.sional like
bttvrtn
the appetites, nor do they, like them, take their rise
appetitct
ai^d<s>m> from the body. Our desires are, no doubt, some degrees removed from the grosser elements of appetite,
but no small number of them originates in the ordinury
appetites of our nature, and there, too, with the bulk
of mankind, they terminate. Others of them originate
in our Inxlily senses, and have for their object the ^rstification of feelings immediately connected with these
•enies.
believe that Mr. Stewart, who seldom errs but
on the tide of excessive caution, was afraid lest some

We

danseroos consequences shuuld be deduced, from referring the origin of our desires to the appetites and
senses.
For, as Locke's Theor}° of Perception has been
adopted by materialists, who maintain, that if all our
knowledge be by sensation and rt-flcction, there never
can be any thing in the mind but the ideas of sensible
objects, so it might be said, that if our desires originate
in the appetites and senses, the gratification of these
must constitute the ultimate and legitimate object at
human enjoyment. But as Mr. Stewart has qualified
Locke's doctrine, by saying, that though certain kinds
of knowledge cannot be referred immediately either to

Ort^n

ot

<l>9<r*nt

d Mires.
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the different senses. The eye, the ear, the taste, the
smell, and, in a smaller degree, the touch, have each ''hil"s.iplir.
their specific gratifications ; and, hence, there is room ""^"'~'
for indefinite, or almost infinite, objects of desire. The
ear gives rise to the pleasures of harmony, it enables
us to appreciate the pathos of poetry, and of eloquence,
and all the delights of human converse: the eye gives
rise to painting, statuary, architecture, and all the imi-

From the same source are derived our conceptions of
grandeur and sublimity in the works of nature, and also those ideas of proportion and relation which give
rise to the mathematical sciences.
I'he taste, and the
smell, do not give birth to any intellectual ideas, but
they sutfgest numberless objects of desire, to stimulate
the activity of rational beings, and thus to put them in
the way of requiring knowledge, when they are only
seeking sensual gratification.
But though it is quite evident that a very numerous Sforal
class of our desires must be referred immediately to the *'"'•
body, as they have for their object the gratification of
the appetites or the senses, yet we admit most readily,
that what may be called the moral desires of our nature, must have a different origin.
The desires connected with the senses, though they lead to the most
extensive knowledge, and to the most elegant and
wonderful attainments, yet do not constitute a single
element of moral feeling. They may, indeed, be rendered highly subservient to morals, as means, or instruments ; Tor extended knowledge should make us better
acquainted with the laws, and ihe Lawgiver of the universe.
But, in themselves, they are wholly indifferent
as to virtue or vice; tliey may be converted to either,
according as they are improved or perverted, and a man
who is an adept in all the attainments of science, or of
art, and nothing more, is yet a stranger to the noblest
feelings, and best hopes of our nature.
We are, indeed, firmly persuaded, that nothing but
the idea of God, and the conviction of our accountableness to him, can raise us above the importunities of appetite and the gratifications of the senses, or teach us
to delight in feelings and contemplations, of which,
without this idea and conviction, we never could have
formed a conception. These impressions respecting
the government oi Gotl, do not originate in the senses,
We have
yet they are not foreign to human nature.

that the idea of power originates in
conscious energies ; (see Logic) after this, one
link only is necessary to connect our thoughts with
God, and we are compelled to admit his existence, his
power, and his government, as soon as we perceive
that the power o( man could not make or sustain the
universe.
Our ideas of God acquired in this way,
will, indeed, be very imperfect ; but they exhibit the
sensation or reflection, yet these principles furnish the elements of that more perfect science which revelation
occasions of acquiring all our knowledge, %o be might has made known.
have Said tliat the appetites and senses furnish the ocIt is here, then, that our moral character commences,
casions of exciting the various desires which actuate for we now recognize our obligations to obey the laws
human nature. Not that we would absolutely assent of the supreme Lawgiver, and perceive it to be our
to this doctrine, though it is evident that it must be paramount duty to seek to know his nature and his
very generally applicable.
will.
In this investigation, we must soon discover that
We have already said, that the feeling of want creates he is totally free from the solicitations of sense and apthe desire of power ; and knowledge, riches, honours, petite, that his goodness flows unconstrained, and unpublic applause, &c.,are only modifications of power or tainted by selfish feelings, to every thing that lives.
means of procuring what we desire.
might conceive
see it to be our duty to imitate him, and perceive the
the desire of these things, therefore, to originate in the resemblance to be more complete, in proportion as we
bodily appetites, as these give rise to the pressing wants emancipate our minds from sensual gratifications, and
of our nature. But, besides this, an extensive class of raise tiiem to the contemplation and love of that exceldcsins baa ita origin in the gratifications required by lence which is inherent in the nature of the God whom

We

«hown elsewhere,
our

We

own

dc-

:
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we worship. It is then that we perceive a pure and
PbilMophy adequate motive for the practice of the sublimest vir'~' '~
tue«, for we see that they are necessary to constitute
our resemblance to the I'arent of the universe, without
which we cannot expect to be the objects of his love.
It is true, indeed, that men are trained to the duties
of moral agents by the laws and institutions of the
country in which they live. But these can only produce external conformity ; the principle of obedience
is founded in a recognition of the wisdom of the divine
law, and in an admiration of the excellence of the divine nature.
When the laws of men correspond with
what we see so conspicuously displayed in the arrangements of Providence, they have the force of a divine
sanction ; when they have a contrary tendency, we
pronounce them to be injudicious and oppressive,
though fear may enforce a reluctant submission.
Human laws, then, borrow their influence, and derive their sanction from their conformity to the visible
.

arrangements of heaven, and without connecting them
with these as their foundation, they never can train the
mind to moral feelings, nor inspire a love of the pulchrum et honestum, abstracted from temporal advantages.
The conscience, indeed, may acquire a sort of artificial influence, from circumstances of education and
early associations. But it is then little better than a prejudice, useful, nodoubt, to the general interests of society, but not yet exalted to the dignity of a moral principle.

Conscience.

A

well-informed conscience

is

unquestionably the

best safeguard to virtue; a conscience under the influence of superstition or ignorant prejudice, is the most
powerful instrument of mischief; a timid or a ticklish
conscience will render the life miserable, and the conduct vacillating and uncertain. Thus, though conscience pronounces decisively on the subjects which
come under its cognizance, yet another principle is necessary to determine whether its decisions be correct.
On this account we have considered it, (see Conscience) only as a particulai- modification of the principle of moral approbation or disapprobation, directed
solely to the examination of our own feelings and conduct, and increasing in an astonishing degree our happiness or misery, according as it leads us to approve or
condemn our own actions. When its intimations coincide with that amour propre which is natural to every
human being, it enhances our happiness in the highest
possible degree, as we then feel as if we had some good
grounds for that self-partiality which we are so much
inclined to indulge.
But when, on the other hand, it
pronounces our condemnation, it sinks us in our own
esteem, and thus infuses a feeling of misery, such as all
the opposition and reproaches of the world will not
produce, whilst we stand well with our own consciences.

we conceive, denot from being possessed of any
independent, autocratical power, but from a conviction
that we are continually in the presence of God, and
must be accountable to him for our actions. This is
unquestionably the ultimate and only safe foundation
of its operations and, therefore, we conceive it to be
legitimate reasoning to infer the being of a God from
the operations of conscience, as we do not see any raThe

principle of conscience, then,

rives its influence,

:

tional

The

grounds

for

them apart from

this consideration.

ancient moralists, indeed, like many among the
moderns, held conscience to be an ultimate, and not
an inferential principle, and have given us most beautiful illustrations of its power over the mind of man.

There is not, perhaps, to be found m any language a
more powerful description of its effects, than occurs
in the thirteenth satire of Juvenal
yet he never once
alludes either to the belief of a God, or of a future

Moral
Philosophy.

'^^

:

as lending to conscience its chief sanction and
This is quite consistent with the view
authority.
state,

which he took of the independent power of conscience:
and we have no doubt that it does frequently operate
most powerfully, without referring immediately to
But we have as little doubt, that
such considerations
when its operations come to be analysed, the terrors
and strong emotions which it produces, will appear to
be only superstitious bugbears and idle prejudices, if
we separate it from the belief of a God, and a state of
:

retribution.

Besides our appetites, which are necessary for the The affecpreservation of life, and the continuation of the spe- tions.
cies, and the various desires which take their rise from
them, or from the bodily senses ; we are conscious of
other feelings, which have been called affections, and
which are supposed to be distinguished from the appetites and desires by this circumstance, that our fellowThey are
creatures are always the objects of them.
called benevolent or malevolent affections, according as
we feel a desire to promote or obstruct the happiness

of others.

As there are certain objects which offend or gratify Origin of
the external senses, so there are certain exhibitions of the malevolent afconduct and feelings peculiarly offensive to our moral
fections.
perceptions, and which produce a sensation of dislike
or abhorrence infinitely stronger than can arise from
any affection of the senses. We believe this to be the
origin of the malevolent affections, although this moral
dislike and aversion does not absolutely amount to
malevolence, as it is possible to feel such dislike, without hostility to the person who excites it. It is seldom, however, that this is the case ; and the dislike
which we feel towards moral agents most commonly
produces in our minds hatred, and the whole train of
malevolent affections.
Perhaps none of our natural feelings are directly Anger, Enmalevolent. Anger is undoubtedly an original feel- vy, Jealing, on which malevolence may be very easily engraft- ""»?> &=•
ed ; but this is not a necessary consequence, otherwise
the injunction, Be angry and sin not, could never proceed from the religion of peace. Envy, jealousy, and
revenge are directly malevolent ; but they are superinduced qualities, originating in the perversion or
abuse of innocent or indifferent natural feelings. Butler, in his first Sermon on Human Nature, observes,
that " as there is no such thing as self-hatred, so neither is there any such thing as ill-will in one man
towards another, emulation and resentment being away;
whereas there is plainly benevolence, or good-will
there is no such thing as love of injustice, oppression,
treachery, ingratitude; but only eager desires after such
and such external goods, which, according to a very
ancient observation, the most abandoned would choose
to obtain by innocent means, if they were as easy and
as effectual to their end."
do not mean to vindicate human nature from
the charge of malevolence ; that such a quality exists,
is proved by fatal experience; and we presume it will

We

not be difficult to shew that it rises necessarily out of
the circumstances of human nature.
Though natural objects may excite our disgust, yet Inaniraate
we never view them with malevolent feelings. We do objects nenot consider them as objects of blame, because we *".*'^'''''
*'
know that they are not answerable for the offensive ^oienwi'
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MonJ qualities which they pones*. There is no volition in the highest authority for stating that offences must come:
PhilotopbT. the injury which they inflict, and there is no malus
they are often unintentional on the part of the offen- ^'"'""P''^
~
antmut towards the sufferer: it is this which constitutes der; they may arise from his ignorance of our feelings, ~ '
offence,
and
where
an
this
is
wanting,
our
of
characters,
or
our
the essence
circumstances.
We, on our
however much we may be injured, reason says that part, are perhaps equally ignorant of his feelings and
we ought not to be offended. We view the hostility intentions : we are, therefore, always apt to confound
of a tiger with nearly the same feelings ; we consider injury with injustice, and to ascribe the evils which
his rage as indiscriminate ; and though we fly from we suffer to bad motives, on the part of him who is
him with terror, yet we do not view him with roalevo- the cause of them ; and we believe it to be impossible,
in the ordinary circumstances of human nature, not to
If a dog, however, or other animal should sinlence.
gle out an individual, and direct all its fury against feel ill-affected towards those who have caused us pain
him, whilst it is courteous to every other person, that and suffering. Opposite feelings may indeed be imindividual could not avoid feelings of irritation, hatred, planted, and high Christian principles may teach a
and malevolence: he would regard the animal as a man to love his enemies, and to do good to them that
But the ordinary feeling of human nature
personal enemy, and would rejoice ir. its destruction. hate him.
This is nearly the form which malevolence assumes is, to hate them who hate us,
when directed towards a human being ; and from the
Vuidica bonum vita jucundis ipsa.
circumstances and constitution of our nature, we believe it to be impossible to avoid every degree of this
The heathen moralists were not agreed on this subfeeling.
It is impossible not to dislike those who have
ject.
Some of them considered revenge not only as
But this feeling of allowable, but as praiseworthy. Of this number are
injured us without provocation.
We may Aristotle and Cicero. The fonner says that it is the
dislike doea not amount to a moral offence.
even go fkrther than this without offence to good mo« property of a slave to put up with an injury. (Ad
rals ; tor when we see a person anxiously seeking opNicom. iv. 11.) 'And Cicero glories in cherishing the
portunities of hurting as, and employing his power, feeling of revenge.
Odi homiiiem et odero, utinam ul~
wealth, and influence to aooomplish our ruin, we con- citci pottem. (Ad Alt.) Some of the ancient moralists,
ceive that we may rejoice without blame, when his on the other hand, pointedly condemned revenge,
power, wealth, influence, and every meana of annoy- (See the authorities collected by Grotius, De Verit. 1.
ance which he employed against us, are deatroyed. iv. c 12.) It is sufficiently evident, however, that they
cannot but feel iU-aJfecied towards such a person ; were not possessed of any principle of sufficient efficacy
yet we are not guilty of malevolence, considered in to enforce the doctrine of forgiveness. Juvenal dethe light of a flMral offence, unless we feel a ranco- claims eloquently against revenge ; but his argument is
CT cesaiv e desire for the destruction of our rather satu-ical than solid
it is because revenge is
-

'

We

uA

:

chiefly the {Mssion of a

Onr dislike of objects natnraUy offensive or dangerOBS never amwuWa to hatred we only seek to avoid
them; and, therefore, carefully shun the situations
where they are likely to be found. But when we have
enemies in human shape, and in human society, this
cannot be done we can only fortify ourselves against
their arts by counteraction ; and we are compelled to
seek oar own security by expoang iktt malignity, hyThis has
pocrisy, and worthlesMMM of our enemies.
all the appearance of naltvirience ; and, in general, it
•oon actually becomea so : lor as love begets love, so
there are few minds in which hatred docs not produce
hatred, and offmoe, the deMre of revenge.
rtsc iiMJtIt haa often been obaerred, that the malevolent pasnt«Bi feci- (iona are always accompanied with painful Oeelings to
*** ''"'* tiiaae who tmtalge than.
This has been considerad as
*
U^Jf* a wise airangamant of Providence, to impose a restraint
m»y •*au^ <> <^n>Iitiaa to obviously injurious to the peace and
bappoMM of aoeiaty. The argument is not weakened
Itni.
by uicrwing tbat malevobnee must necessarily be accompaMed with pain, if the account which we have
given of ita origin be correct for it evidently ori^-

woman.
Quippe

niinuti

:

;

:

nates in fear, or in ditUkt ; and whilst these qualities
are present to the mind, it would be as impossible to
tuA COMfiMtable, as it would be to remain perfectly
HlllMUMlhi il in the presence of a wild beast which we
fear, or in the midst of BOKtoa* wuA oflbnsiva objacts,
which our sonla abhor.
Whilst, then, we admit that there is a vast deal of
malevolenee in tlie world, yet we think tluit it is not
dl a MNiva principle, as the (isiinplini and
aa
abuse of ibriingi naturally indifferent, and omable of
being applied to very different ends. At the same
time, we do not i™«r'y that there is the slightest
have
chance that this pervertion can be avoide<I.

—

We

Semper
Ullio.

Nemo

et infinni est

aoimi exiguique voluptas

Continuo tic collige, quod vindicta
magis gMidct quam femina.

Sat. 13.

Though we have expressed a doubt whether any of
our natural feelings be, in the first instance, decidedly
malevolent ; yet we have pointed out a fertile source
from which malevolent affections may, and, in the ordinary circumstances of our nature, must proceed. For
the purposes of partenelical exhortation, it may be
most useful to take the passions in their matured state,
and, without attempting to trace their origin, to point
out their conseq\iences. But as our object is analysis,
rather than moral suasion, we have all along deemed
it

mount as far as possible to first princishow the steps through which the feelings

necessary to

ples,

and

to

pass, till they reach their decided character of virtuous
It is the same thing as
or vicious habits or affections.
to the practical result, whether malevolence be considered as an original feeling, or as resulting necessarily from the circumstances in which we are placed :
but it is not the same thing as to arrangement ; that
being always the best which approaches nearest to elementary principles, as it enables us to trace more completely the progress of the vicious affections, and to
detect the circumstances which have nourished and

satured them.

The benevolent affections are original feelings, flow- The bene,
ing immediately from principles implanted in our »olent »f.
The benevolent affections enumerated by Dr. fectiong.
nature.
Reid, are parental affection, gratitude, pity, esteem of
the wise and good, friendship, love, and public spirit:
to which Mr. Stewart adds filial affection, and affection
of kindred.
It is obvious, that, on this pUn, the enu-
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mcration may be considerably extended ; but this
Philosophy
^ould only be tracing the ramifications of one or two
,

'

~

original principles, which assume different aspects according to the circumstances in whidh they are exhibited.
It would be to confine our attention to the

branches, the foliage, and the fruit, without considering the root by which they are nourished ; or the cultivation which is necessary to render them fresh and
vigorous.
Of the benevolent affections decidedly original, are
love and parental affection these lead us at once, without reasoning, and without calculation of consequences,
to desire the happiness of those who are the objects of
them and we believe, that from these two, most, if
not all, the other benevolent affections may be de:

:

rived.
Farcnttl
aOTection.

The love of a parent to his child is irresistible it is
a strong constraining principle, alike imperative on
man and the greater portion of the brute creation.
Some among the ancients imagined that there was a
kind of undefinable feeling which they called 5-«;y>i,
inclining the hearts of parents and children to each
:

from any accident, their features and
persons should not have been previously known. This
notion now seldom finds a place, except in the dreams
of romance. But though the feeling be divested of
those mysterious powers, which some, who had more
other, though,

imagination than philosophy, once ascribed to it, it is
still sufficiently prominent, and asserts its decided claim
as one of the strongest original feelings of our nature.
The parental feeling is powerfully manifested in the
Strongly
manilested lower animals.
Every boy must remember how artin the brute fully he has been misled by the partridge, the snipe,
creation.
the lapwing, or the wood-pigeon, when they feigned
distress, and exposed themselves to evident danger, for
the protection of their young.
A hen, proverbial for
cowardice, will attack the most formidable mastiff,
when he comes too near her brood ; and it is curious to
observe the intimidating effect of rage, even when devoid of strength : the most powerful animals often
shrink from the feeblest assailant, when it is armed
with the reckless courage inspired by parental affecInstancee. tion.
We have seen a sheep fairly beat off a fox who
attempted to seize her lamb. And as a farther illustration of the power of parental affection, and of the
intimidation or respect which the courageous display
of it inspires into the most powerful animals, we may
mention a recorded fact which must be familiar to
many readers. A lion who had broke out of a menagerie in a town in Italy, seized a child whom he found
in the street, and was carrying it off: the mother perceiving the circumstance, threw herself, in a frantic
manner, before the lion, and loudly demanded her
child.
The animal, astonished or terrified, dropt his
intended prey, and allowed the distracted mother to
carry off her child in safety.
In man, indeed, the parental feeling derives additional force from the principle of association, and a
thousand adventitious aids are brought into action, to
strengthen and confirm its power. We may, nay, we
must become more attached to our own children than
to the children of others, were it for nothing else than
the mere frequency of intercourse : and as soon as we
see our caresses appreciated, and our anxious desire to
please repaid by a smile, an additional bond of endear.
* Active Powers,

t

Christianity

is

p.

and a mutual interchange of love

ment

is created,
established.

iMomi

Philosophy,

C^

W^e wonder that this was not perceived by the accu- ~
rate Dr. Reid to be sufficient to account for the strong ' „" '"?
nurse to
rr
I'l
I'll,
affection which a nurse entertains, even for a child that her nun«'
is not her own.
It is very remarkable," he observes, ling.
" that when the office of rearing a child is transferred
-

•

!•

to another person, nature seems to
transfer the affection along with the office.
wet
nurse, or even a dry nurse, has commonly the same
affection for her nursling as if she had born it.
The

from the parent

A

known, that nothing needs be said to
confirm it, and it seems to be the work of nature *.''
It is indeed the work of nature, acting on the infallible principles of association ; but, in its origin, it has
nothing akin to parental affection, which is an inborn,
not an implanted quality, and which may be strengthened by various associations, though it is not generated
fact is so well

by them.

The desire of founding a family, and transmitting a
name to posterity, may operate with some as an inducement

to pay particular attention to the rearing of
their offspring.
But these are only secondary considerations ; and the feeling operates in full force, where

they are unfelt and unknown. For even when the
prospect of a family presents nothing but additional
burdens, and accumulated cares, yet even then the
parental feeling is twined round the heart ; and that
man would be reckoned little better than a monster,
who would hesitate to risk life itself for the safety x)f
his child.

But though this principle can exist in the midst of
poverty and misery, it may be weakened, and sometimes wholly obliterated, through the prevalence of
The sanctioned freluxury, or the love of pleasure.
quency of infanticide among many nations arises from
the parents finding their children an obstruction to
their individual gratifications.

On

this

principle

is

founded the society of the Arreoys in the South Sea
islands: the society

is,

or rather was, held in the high-

and all who became members of
the most solemn manner to destroy

est respect,

bound

it

were

their
children.
An instance is recorded of a member of this
society being married to a daughter of one of the
Kings, by whom he had eight children, who were all
murdered in succession, without the slightest imputaare happy to record the triumph
tion of blame.
of Christianity over this most barbarous and inhuman
practice ].
in

all

We

It is

not only

among

the ignorant and uninformed

votaries of pleasure that this subversion of parental affection has been witnessed : it has often been found to

most disgraceful extent, during periods of the
highest intellectual refinement: for nothing is sacred
to the love of pleasure ; it prostrates every generous
affection, and erases from the human heart those characters which were engraven on it by the hand Of its
Maker. Strong as the parental feeling is, then, we
may see the necessity of every accessary aid that can
be brought into action, to maintain its influence against
the deadening effects of luxury, and the love of indulgence. And Providence, in its wisdom, has furnished
such aids. In fashionable life, children are little regarded ; and if they sometimes appear less spoiled than
Sie children of the lower orders, it is only because they
exist to a

151, 4to.

now (1819)

is

the acknowledged religion of all the islands under the

command

of Pomare,

King of

Taheite.
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of the attention of their parents, and thus
accidentally escape that injudioious kindness which

engage
•

less

renders them intractable and disobedient. A fashionable mother cannot submit to the drudgery of nursing
her child ; and a fashionable father would give himself
very little trouble about his instruction, were it not to
support the eclat of a name, and to inherit the family
We believe indeed, that were
fortune and honours.
it not for such considerations as these, there would be
few children among the lovers of pleasure to make any
demands on parental affection.
Juvenal giv«s a horrible account of the practices
which were adopted in his time, to avoid the incumbnmce of a family. His unvarying malignity to the
fair sex might render his testimony suspected, were it
not borne out by other evidence.

may be chagrined by the unkindness of
nature.
She may feel indignant to see incense paid to
beautiful insipidity ; whilst she, with an inferior face,
but with vastly superior qualifications, may be scarcely
ugly person

command common politeness. Thus, the nean ugly woman is too generally treatmay sour her temper, and diminish her benevo-

able to

glect with wjiich

ed,

lence and after she has been driven by the injustice
of the world to put herself in a posture of self defence,
or defiance, she is accused of being naturally peevish,
envious, and malignant.
can see no reason why she should be naturally
deficient in amiable qualities than her fairer n.,
more
Scd jacet annto vis uUa pnerpna lecto
vals ; and were she treated with the same respect, we
TaUum arte* hnjui, tanium medicamina poMunt,
have no doubt that she would shew the same amiableQua Wcriln facit, atqac homines in ventre necanilon
Condudt,
And, certainly, a plain-looking
ness of disposition.
But the powerful feeling of parental affection is woman, perfectly amiable, and unenvious, would preweakene<l or tiestroyed, not only by the prevalence of sent a phenomenon of excellence, which, from its rariioxury, or the love of pleasure; it might also be endan> ty, may justly be deemed more dazzling than the most
gcicd by the necessitous) circumstances of the parents, splendid beauty. .
But besides the beauty of external features and
were there not counteracting considerations to induce
the r"
most wretched tribe* to rear and pro> form, love is kindled by an indefinite number of qualitect t.
Iren.
Among savage nationi, children ties which have taken hold on the imagination of the
would be in danger of licing neglected, as the love of lover, and which he regards as the sure signs of every
These qualities are extremely
ease might get we better of parental affection. But desirable excellence.
various, according to the particular views, habits, and *
this is counteracte<l by the consideration, that the
strength of their family or their tribe is to be advanced feelings of individuals, into which we do not, at prebv
children whom they rear.
And that this con- sent, mean to enter ; and the only object which wc
mkntiao h more powerful, in many instances, tlian have had in view in this discussion respecting the ori.
parental affection, appears from tliis, that among savage gin of love, is to shew that, in the proper acceptation
nations none btit nealthy and well-formed children of the word, it cannot exist but with the perception,
•wr arrive at maturity : from which wc may naturally or supposed existence, of some good mental qualities
in the object beloved.
The mere animal passion may
inftr that the weakly and deformed are eitJier e.xpo8ed,
exist, and be gratified, without this perception or deor allowed to perish liirough neglect.
Love is an affection decide<lly benevolent, as it leads sire of excellence. But rational beings alone arc susus directly to desire the happiness of the person whom ceptible of love, in the proper acceptation of the term ;
wc love. Love cannot exist but between person* of diffe- and mental qualifications, real or supposed, are always
rent sexes ; it is therefore evident that the sexual pas- essential ingredients in its composition.
In this view, the affection, or the passion, of love,
We, insion ia a strong element in its composition.
daad, extend the meaning of the term ; and when we (as it is called when it becomes so powerful as to engross the feelings,) is deserving of the attention of the
feel any strong partiality for a person, arising either
from gnititu<ie or from the perception of amiable qua- gravest philosopher, as presenting a most powerful sti<
litiaa, we are said to love him
and we believe, in fact, mulus to action, and inciting to the attainment of many
that there cannot be love even between the sexes un- qualities which occupy a prominent place in the chaIt liecomes highly interesting to conracter of man.
less it be founded on some real or supposed mental excellence.
Where love really exists, the desire of enjoy- sider the moral influence of this powerful universal
ment is always accompanied with esteem of the person principle on human manners : and the wisest will be
found to confess that it has infinitely more effect than
beloved without this it is mere brutal appetite.
Beauty is, perhaps, the principal attraction ; it is of- some more rational considerations in humanizing the
ten the only one that seems to l>e recognised.
But if mind of man, and in training him to many useful enwe proceed to analyse this magical quality, we shall dowments.
have endeavoured to shew that mental qualifi- woraX effind that it owes its influence chiefly to the iflea that
the face is an index of the mind ; and that the perfec- cations constitute the charm of love. The lover, there- fects of
fore, will naturally seek to be distinguished by the love,
tion of beauty is always supposed to imply the perfccqualities which he may think most likely to recomtioa of amublcness in character and disposition. Every
heroine of romance is always a paragon of beauty ; and mend him to his mistress. And as it is evident that
no writer has yet had sufficient confidence in his own women stand in need of protection, (being greatly inpowers, to attempt to interest his readers in behalf of ferior to men in bodily strength, and, at certain pean af^j wooMn. All this procee<ls on the idea that rio<U, totally incapable of defending themselves from
beauty ie generally accompanied with some amiable or surrounding dangers, or even of earning subsistence;)
the highest recommendation of man in a rude slate oi'
exalted mental qualifications.
In a
society will be personal bravery, or strength.
If thi* i* a prejudice, it is at least one that has some
foundation in nature : Ibr it cannot be denied that ug- more polished state, he will seek to be distinguished by
Unea* is generally aceompanied with some qualities not tenderness, generosity, or sympathy ; and in a state of
:

We

'

dM

:

:
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We

^forai
particularly amiable.
do not, however, pretend to
affirm that this consequence is the necessary result pf Pl'ilos oiiiiv
~"^'' ~
the mal-conformation of the countenance or person. It
may be easily accounted for on other principles. The

We

.

—
;
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independence and afHuence, by those talents and attainments which secure an influence in society. Thus, in
every state of society, the principle of love has a powerful influence in moulding the manners, and forming
the character of men.
The operation of the feeling on the other sex is quite
The female naturally studies the qualifica*
reciprocal.
tions most likely to recommend her to the object of
her choice ; and if .at any time her pursuits should be
trifling or useless, we may rest assured that her choice
has originated in the frivolity of the men for it is their
taste, in every instance, which decides the nature and
character of female accompUshments. The woman who
wishes to please will not think it necessary that her
qualifications should exactly resemble those of the man
whom she loves. His strength, and courage, and energy, are acquired as compensations for her weakness
and, therefore, though she should be deficient in these
respects, she will not be the less endeared to the man

—

who

glories in being called her protector, and who,
without any feelings of selfishness, is glad to be possessed of qualities of which she is destitute, that he may
the more decidedly prove the extent of his love.
It is

by no means

necessary, then, that the pursuits

of the man Mid of the woman should be similar, in order to secure mutual regard. They must indeed be actuated by the same grand moral feelings ; there must
be the same regard to truth, honour, and principle
the same anxious desire to promote each other's comfort ; and after this, it matters not how dissimilar their
occupations may be. They will rather injure their interests by attempting an approximation in any other
respect and Hercules with the distaff of Oraphale in
his hand, is not more ridiculous, and out of character,
than the virago who affects the manners and pursuits
appropriate to men.
Qticejugit a sexu, vires amat.
:

entitled to the
lations of

same consideration

in the ordinary re-

Moral
Fhilosopb]

life.

From what has been said, we think it will evidently
appear that our duty as moral agents may be inferred
from the constitution of our nature, and the relations
in which we are placed.
may say, with safety,
that, to a certain extent, nature points out the line of
duty for we have seen that our appetites, desires, af-

We

:

fections, &c. point

most

distinctly to certain ends, the

attainment of which is considered necessary for happiness. But whilst our natural feelings impel us infallibly
and irresistibly to desire certain gratifications, they do not
point out, with precision, the means by which the end

may be attained. These means are learnt by instruction,

Reason

example, experience, and reason ; and afler the mind is discovers
thus informed, it perceives that the means of obtaining the means
the enjoyments which we desire, tliough varied, are of enjoyyet perfectly defined, and that we cannot neglect or "«!"'•
abuse them without compromising our own happiness.
We may perceive, then, that the author of our na- Struggle
ture has fenced in the path of virtue by numberless between
safeguards and securities, and which way soever we inclinatior
turn ourselves we will find monitors of duty, and res- *"'' *'"'''
Yet with all
traints imposed on vicious indulgence.
these advantages we need not be surprized at the
struggles which are so frequently felt between inclinaSuch struggles are absolutely unavoidtion and duty.
able, for the appetite is blind, and indiscriminating ; it
may impel us to desire what we have no right to aspire
to, and which cannot be. ours without violating the
rights of another.
To feel hunger, and desire food, is
perfectly natural, and, therefore, cannot be wrong:
but it is contrary to justice to gratify this desire at the
expence of another. To desire a beautiful woman may
be equally natural, but it is wrong to seek the gratification of this desire if she is already become the proIn short, our appetites, passions,
perty of another.
and desires, require to be corrected by a consideration
of the relations in which we stand to God and to society ; and it is a considerable time before these are so
distinctly perceived as to operate surely and expeditiously in regulating the conduct.
Man's moral character results chiefly from his social
connections, and these are not adventitious or fortuitously formed.
Our analysis of some of the prominent

Nothing surely is better calculated to promote the
general improvement of the species than that principle
of love which leads the two sexes to desire and consult
the happiness of each other.
In the rudest state of society it has its influence.
In such a state, indeed, woman is comparatively disregarded her weakness and
dependence render her completely subservient, and
make her the degraded drudge of her rough and unpolished yoke-mate.
In a state of ease, comfort, and affluence, woman becomes an object of greater consefeelings and circumstances of human nature had for its
quence, but chiefly as an instrument of pleasure ; she object to shew that society in its various forms, and
then studies the accomplishments which minister to modifications, necessarily results from them ; that man
luxuiy, and, perhaps, acquires considerable influence
is made for social relations, and is gradually trained to
in society.
But she is still in a state of moral degi*ada- discharge the duties required in them by the moral
tion ; and her beauty and accompli sliments are valued
and intellectual perceptions arising fr<«n the CMistituby her lord as he values his plate, his equipage, and tion of his nature.
his furniture ; that is, merely as the means of feeding
Above all, the sense of religion, arising naturally at Religion
his vanity and promoting his pleasure.
least, if not necessarily, out of the circumstances and ">e grand
sa»«'^on «
It is in the Christian system alone that woman asconstitution of man, tends to strengthen the power of
''
sumes her true rank in society for whilst it unfolds moral obligation, and to afford an intelligible and uni- """^
the virtues which confer the highest lustre mi human versally applicable rule of duty. That it is absolutely nenature, it shows that woman is equally susceptible of cessary appears from this, that no nation has ever been
them with man, or rather, that her nature appears bet- able to do without it ; and in every state of society reliter adapted than that of man for the reception of them.
gion has always been assumed as the sanction of morals.
Her feelings harmonize more readily with the mild and That it is so must be admitted on every rational system
benevolent spirit of this religion : and human excel- of morals ; for if there is a God who created all things,
lence being shewn to consist in the cultivation of virand established those laws which we feel ourselves bound
tuous and pious affections, the female who is distin- to obey, we must evidently consider his will as the
guished by these qualifications may justly aspire to the sovereign rule by which we ought to regulate oin- conhighest estimation in Christian society j and being, duct. And if we set such oonsiderations aside, we
equally with man, the shm-er of immortal hopes, she is confess that we cannot perceive, by any powers of
:

:
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we

any principle that T«iU make a
man forego evident advantages, and submit to serious
pri%'ation», merely from a sense of duty and we are more
and more convinced that the sense of duty is an unin.
that

possess,

:

Mllisible ]>hrase, or a principle without foundation, unIan It be resolved into obedience to the divine law.
Mnse of interest may make a man avoid certain vices,
gluttony, intemperance and the like; but to
ach
ditdiarge the relative duties a man mutl love his neigh'
botir as himsflf; and we know nothing that can pro.
chice this feeling but the conviction that God is the

A

•

common father, governor, and judge of all.
The mural duties are alike binding on

all,

and no

rank or condition can claim exemption from laws
which, being founded on the nature of man, and the
will o( God, must necessarily be of universal obliga«
tion.
The circumstances of individuals, however, are
extremely various, and almost every man, from his
particular situation and relations in society, will be
called more frequently to the exercise of some moral
For these he acquires a fondness,
(hitJea than others.
and often displays a peculiar proneness lo the perform*
aaoe of them. This is said to be the effect ot habit, a
goality which, whilst it gives additional security and
ucility to virtue, is not without some tendencies of an
oppoaite character, against which we would do well to
be on our guard.
The man who has been trained by habit to the exercise of a particular virtue, is very apt to view it with
orerweenmg fondness : and to be harsh and uncharitable in judging of other* who do not shew the same
rcadinesa and facility in the performance of it. The
man who ia distinginshed by any virtue not exactly in
the common line of practice, is always sure of an ample
share of admiration.
We think him something above
the ordinary level of mortals, because he seems to do
with eas« and pleasure what would cost others much
difficulty and pain to accomplish.
If the aatimation of the world, in this respect, be
not altogether correct, it in at least salutary in its influenrr, and we are more anxious to prevent undue elation in those who are thus distinguished, than to teach
men to withhold the mead of praise from any thing that
l>«ars the appearance of virtue.
In a rigid estimation
of the subject, however, a man cannot reckon himself
entitled lo very high praise for the performance of duties to which be has been trained by a long course of
discipline, or by powerful associations.
Dr. Keid has assigned some mysterious influence to
haUl, and has exalted it into an original principle of
our nature. '* It appears evident," says he, " that as,
without instinct, the infant could not live to become a
man, so without liabit, m.in would remain an infant

through

and would be as helpless, as unhandy,
and as much a child in understanding

life,

ipeecaleia,

as

at

thrcMOore, aa at three." He afterwards observes, " no
man can shew a reason why our doing a thing fre(itirntly should produce cither facility, or inclination to

do
Tb* power
ot habit

couiiud

it."

certainly putting habil out of its place, and
usurp the province ofa more important principle.
How i( it possible for this ingenious author to
make out hi« position, that without habit, a man would
be as much a child in understanding at threescore as
at three ? Would not the memory retain the impressions

Thia
w- making

for.

which

is
it

had received, the knowledge which it had
gained, and the facts which had passed in review hefore it, without afiy dependence un the power of habit
it

.'

VOb

XJV.
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Mor«l
as we think habit not absolutely indisf>en5able
for the acquisition of knowledge, neither do we think Philosophy'"""^/"'^
that its influence over the human mind is absolutely
unaccountable ; at least, we think it may easily be referred to an ulterior principle.
In fact, we consider habit merely as one of the ordi-

And,

nary phenomena connected with memory and the association of ideas ; and on this principle we think its
power may easily be accounted for. Whatever ha^
been once before the mind, will tind a readier admission
when presente<l a second time ; for this plain reason,
that it was at first a stranger, but is now recognized as
an acquaintance. We might have had some difficulty
at first, in understanding it, and it might have cost us
a good deal of trouble to discover all its bearings and
tendencies ; but these difficulties being once removed,
never recur ; and the fact, or the feeling, or whatever
it may be called, being treasured up in the memory, is
added to the general stock of knowledge, and becomes,
as it were, a new point from which we start in search
of ulterior improvement.
But the recurrence of an idea or practice, however Natural
frequent, does not necessarily constitute habit. Though habits.
we wash our faCe every morning, or, every morning say
our prayers, this is not habit. It is a regular custom
founded on expediency or reason. Neither do we apply the name of haiit to any of those practices which
result from the general constitution of our nature, and
We do not say that a
are observed by all mankind.
man has a habit of taking his breakfast, or dinner,
though lie does so every day of his life, and has a most
decided inclination to the practice. By a habit of eating, we would understand gluttony ; as a habit of
drinking always implies drunkenness. A man may
have a habit of sleeping in his chair after dinner we
never talk of the regular rejiose of sleep as a habit.
Perhaps there is as much of habit in the art of walking, as in most things ; yet, walking appears so natural, that we never consider it as a habit ; but if a man
limps without being lame, or slouches, or swaggers in
his walk, we say he has acquired habits.
It is evident, then, that we apply the term habits to
certain practices a little out of the ordinary way, when
they obtain a very prominent influence ; or to natural
:

practices
ral

habits

when

may

—

carried to habitual excess.
Our mo- Moral ha.
be explained in the same way. Parti- bits.

cular circumstances give more importance in our imaIt has, for ingination to one duty than to another.
stance, been particularly enforced by the friend whom
we admire ; it has been recommended by some very
interesting concomitants, or by some powerful considerations of public or private advantage : from these,
and similar circumstances, it appears of paramount importance ; and in our situation it may, in fact, be so ;
but we ought not to denounce, as deficient in moral
sensibility, those who do not view it with the same
rapturous feelings.
All prejudices are/mi/V* arising out of contracted education, illiberal society, or the example of those who
have more influence than sense. All prejudices have
a certain degree of moral obliquity attached to them:
but, as the defect originates chiefly in the understand,

Prejudices.

VVe do
ing, they may be called bud intellectual habits.
not, in general, view such habits with much moral disapprobation.
are rather aroused in tracmg their

We

and regard them

as the subject of ridicule, raThpy have, however, a
ther than of rigid censure.
very extensive, and very pernicious influence on the

origin

;

4 T

^
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Moral
happiness both of individuals and of society, as they
Philosophy , obviously impair general benevolence, and obstruct
ge«
~ neral improvement.
'
Pairioiism
-j'q j^yg tf,g country in which we are born better
not a pre-

^^^ other is not a prejudice it is-a natural, irresistand the man who is a stranger to it, must
be unacquainted with all the finer sensibilities of our
nature.
It is impossible to reflect on the scenes with
which our recollections of youthful happiness are inse*
parably associated, without the most decided partiality
it is impossible to think of the place which contains
the graves of our fathers, and of the companions of our
early days, without feelings of the deepest interest and
a general predilection for our native country must arise
in every well regulated mind, from a recollection of the
.social, civil, and religious ties which have so intimately
connected our hearts with the country and communi.<
ty in which we have been brought up. Such feelings
jj^^j^

:

ible feeling

•"

:

:

:

as these are not prejudices: for they arise out of natu«
ral and unavoidable associations ; and there is a defect
in the heart of every man who is a stranger to them.

But

if love to our country and connections leads us to
despise other communities, or to hate and dislike those
who differ from us in political institutions, in civil customs, or in national manners ; in that case, we are under the dominion of the most narrow and hurtful prejudices, and will never be able to exhibit a single feature of general philanthropy, or of genuine christian

spirit.

Prejudices in the case of certain contracted minds,
useful.
They are
a sort of substitute for steady principles ; and we should
be afraid that, were a weak man to renounce his pre-

Prejudices
sometimeii

and limited understandings, may be

•*•*'"'"

judices, he

might never

find

any principles so likely to

secure consistency of conduct.
On this ground, we are
not displeased sometimes to see an obstinate man resisting enlargement of understanding, for he might lose
what he would never be able to replace ; and his mind
might be set afloat without a single light to direct him.
have seen melancholy exemplifications of these observations, in the case of many who have been trained
up under the prejudices of religious education ; we say
prejudices j for their impressions never rose to the rank
of rational principles.
When once they have been laughed out of that veneration which they had been accustomed to entertain
for sacred subjects, they become the most disgusting
profligates ; and by their nauseous licentiousness, rather
do good than harm, to the cause which they mean to

We

injure.

But when we talk of the good effects of any prejuwe must be understood to speak only of those
prejudices which lean to virtue's side.
We have very
little fault to find with that prejudice which makes a
mother believe her own child the finest that ever was
bom J but there are few prejudices so harmless as this ;
dice,

Often buttftiL

•

We have here the

Moral
they generally incline with preponderating bias to the
wrong side ; and often present insuperable obstacles to Philosophy.
"""y"^
the dissemination of correct and enlightened princiPrejudice is, in many cases, more dangerous than
pies.
vice ; a man can never have the effrontery to vindicate
the latter ; and however much he may be attached to
it, he is generally ashamed to avow it.
But the case
is wholly difi'erent when a man is under the dominion
of prejudice; he then glories in his delusion, and is
ready to become a martyr to his error.
If what we have said on the subject o( hahit be correct, we ought to reckon all our vices habits; our
virtues ought not to be accounted so, in our view of the
foundation of morals, except when particular circumstances have given unusual prominence to some particular branch of a general duty •.
Few of the duties of life are indeed so obvious as to
spring up spontaneously in the human mind ; most of
them are the result of experience, instruction, or example ; and so far they may be accounted habits ; as
we often understand by that term all acquired qualities.
But the general habits of right conduct, like the habits
of speaking or walking, are so familiar to the generality
of mankind, that we consider them as natural results ;
and, indeed, they may with propriety be reckoned so ;
for the leading truths of morality, though some of them
may not be palpable at first view, become more obvious
every time they are presented to the mind ; it sees their
bearings and connections more clearly, and perceives
them to be enforced by a thousand analogous circumstances and events in the general economy of providence.
They then become axioms, instead of corollaries ; and that which was originally the result of painful study, and patient investigation, assumes the place
of a first principle.
But vice is always contrary to right reason, and to
the natural order of things ; it is persisted in to the obvious detriment of our best interests ; and it is only in
consequence of a certain obliquity, introduced by habit
into the physical and moral constitution of man, that
it is enabled to hold its ground in the face of so many
discouragements and dissuasives. Bad habits, by long
indulgence, become almost irresistible ; the man who
has been accustomed to the stimulus of artificial excitement, becomes languid when it is withheld, and would
as soon be deprived of meat and drink as denied the
The immediate
gratification of his acquired appetites.
consequence of excess is languor ; a useful lesson to
prevent repetition of the same oflfence against nature.
But mankind have discovered artificial stimulants to

overcome constitutional depression ; and these will be
most readily resorted to in time of need ; where they
are found to answer tlie purpose, reason has little
chance in arguing against them ; they have two most
conclusive recommendations in their favour ; they present a remedy for present uneasiness, and they are

He

authoiity of Aristotle a;;ainst us.
says that virtue does not properly exist till it becomes the usual habit and
" Thus the action which proceeds from an occasional fit of generosity is undoubtedly a generous action, but the
man who perforins it is not necessarily a generous person, because it may be the single action of the kind which he ever performed. The
motive and disposition of heart, from which this action was performed, may have been quite just and proper ; but as this happy mood seems
to have been the effect rather of accidental humour than of any thing steady or permanent in the character, it can reflect no great honeur ou
disposition of the

mind.

AVhen we denominate a character generous or charitable, or virtuous in any respect, we mean to signify that the disposithe performer.
tion expressed by each of those appellations is the usual and customary disposition of the person.
But single actions of any kind, how propet and suitable soever, are of little consequence to show that this is the case.
If a single action was sufficient to stamp the character of
any virtue upon the person who performed it, the most worthless of mankind might lay claim to all the virtues; since there is no man who
has not, upon some occasions, acted with prudence, justice, temperance, and fortitude.
But though single actions, how laudable soever, re.
fleet very little praise on the person who performs them, a single vicious action performed by one whose conduct is usually very regular,
greatly diminishes, and sometimes destroys altogether our opinion of his virtue.
single action of this kind sufficiently shows that his ha.
bits aie not perfect, and that he is less to be depended upon, than, &om the usual train of his behaviour, we might have been apt to ima.

A

gine."

Smith's Revku- of Si/stims of Moral fhUosojtht/,
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much more p^Uuble

tbin Ussoiu of self-denial, the
Phildtopbr. only cur* Car the moral maladies of the human mind.
Hence «w every day lee attempts to reconcile lux-

ury with health, and exceM vrith enjoyment
and
evcfy auch attempt has a tendency to perpetuate and
stranglbin the evil, and to render emancipation more
hopawM. The son of Dion, who had been corrupted
by OioDy»iu«, chose to put an end to his own existence, rather than submit to the restraints which the
wisdom of his father attempted to impose ; and such
facta are perfectly familiar to our observation, for we
ilaily see men falling the voluntary victims of their
vices io spite of the most powerful motives and inducements to reformation of conduct.
It ha» often been observed, that bad habits are more
manmmity tteady and consistent in their operation than good one?
aod it is not difficult to account for the fact. Our virtnea carry us to the very verge of vice ; that is to say,
the alighteat excess either in good or indifferent qualiti«, comtitute* a moral offence ; and how readily may
tmn • good man be betrayed by the warmtti of his
feelings, by the influence of example, or of unex^iected
But bad habits never can make any aptWiitHiotM
proiinurtion to the coiiftw of virtue the man who indulge* them, has turned hi« back u^wn it and everv'
Mep that be advances carries him farther from the paths
of wisdom.
laporUnn
In every judicioaa nritem of moral education, few
things are toon dMenriog of attention than the formaIi^la Ih*
tion of habita.
The great object to be aimed at in
forautioa
early culture, is the complete occupation of the mind
afkiUta.
bj aonie employment w Inch may lay the foundation of
iiaaAil habita in after life ; or, at least, may prevent the
fSirautiaa of lach as are wrong.
And where bad habits hare been acquired, they are not to l>e conquered
by the power of argumetit or of demonstration they
are t« ba o»«iC0Bie only through the influence of some
ooBntafMtiiig practice, which mu»t be made sufficient;

;

!

;

;

;

engage the feelings, and abstract the
ancMiaa (Vom the hunful habits which have engroaaed
it To effect a reformation in such circumatanoea, is a
work of extreme difficulty but it ought not to be absndonad in despair. The most pernicious habits have
often been acquired from the want of congenial emlilajiiMiH ; for if a man ia either idle or forced to do
whiat ha dislikes, he ha« erery chance to seek for pleaaura ftam forbidden gratififtiona. We should think
ly intaratting to

;

advisable to give avarr yodng pcraon who is not
to manual labour, as many securities at
[loaaibla against the formation of evil habits ; and ample raaottf tai ara fimiahed in cultivating the pleasures
the Japailin ents of tlie arts, or of elegant
of taata, or
accoMpiislHBaiita, or of polite literature, or of scientific
And we believe
raaaaroif or of hannlaaa amnaement.
it haa oAan happcnad that, from injudicious restraints,
or from the miau baiiig fiircad into an unnatural chanit

coadanaad

m

al, ilie wont oonaequanoe* have been produced ; and
*^^ ^''"^ ^^^^> ^^ P'^'
ihe yvMV !>*** I**'" l*^
anre whioi miglil have been found more pure and am^iein congenial oocopatioiu, or in innocent recreations.
We arc for diminishmg none of the natural re<)ources
of boman enjoyment ; we would recommend them not

^
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only as means of happiness, but as securities for virtue ;
Moral
and if vice is excluded, we shall not be much disposed Philosophy,
With this re- "^"V"^
to find fault with human employments.
serration, we would adopt the sentiment of Hesiod,
even in the sense in which Socrates's accusers charged
him with using it.
r

f^»-yn yviif tfuiiSi at^yun It

On

the

«vu3«;.

Origin of Evil.

how there should be so Origin of
and suffering, or so much vice and miserj', ^*">
in a world created and governed by a God of infinite
wisdom and goodness. We do not know that a s.itisfactory answer has ever been given to this most diffiand in agitating the subject at present,
cult question
we are far from entertaining the hope that we shall be
able fully to resolve this nodiii in the divine economy.
The question, however, in one form or another, is indispensable in all discussions on morals and, though
much must necessarily remain unexplained, from the
present imperfection of our faculties, we do not despair
of removing the difficulty, at least some steps farther
back, or perhaps of carrying it to the point where acquiescence in the inscrutable will of heaven must put
an end to our researches.
The Manichspan notion of two eternal, independent Manichsan
principles, the one good, and the other evil, was very notion,
early and extensively received in the East. AccordIt has often been asked,

much

sin

;

:

ing to this notion, there was a continual contest be-

tween these two

principles,

and

their

power was

so

equally balanced that neither of them could obtain
a decided superiority : hence resulted that mixed state
of vice and virtue, misery and happiness, so observable
in the history of the world, and particularly in the life
of man. They must have had very little philosophical
observation who could rest s-itisfied with this clumsy
for it is perfectly apparent, that all the
hypothesis
physical evils at least (and these were the evils chiefly
regarded in this scheme, ) are not only reconcileabfe
with tlie perfections of a wise and good Being, but are
absolute indications of his wisdom and goodness in the
present state of man.
more modem hypothesis represents the existence The ncccsof evil as necessarily arising out of the intractableness sary imperand imperfection of matter ; from which qualities, some fcciion of
degree of imiierfection and evil must be attached to every erething.
every created thing*. This is intended as a vindica- "'*^
tion of the Creator : but, even granting the premises,
it does not answer the purpose; unless it could at
the tame time be shewn, that God was under the neceasity of acting, and of calling the world, as we now
For if the Deity had free-will
find it, into existence.
and prescience, it would still remain to be shewn, why
;

_

A

he gave birth to creation, which must necessarily issue
in evil and misery.
The only satisf'actorj- answer to this is, that the evils
we deplore are productive of good on the whole, and
are essential to tlje moral discipline of man.
in attempting to vindicate the ways of Go<l Pope's
man, has introduced a very gratuitous and inartifi- theory.

PojH!,

to

dal hypothesis into his celebrated essay.

m

'

He

takes

it

[Wtfift < {« et italiutii pare pontine eue in creaturu eanunque aEtHnu bonit malUque, quQ(] nop
acta* ia pcimko* masfatnT, ei oriri ex originali limiutione creatutsrum, quani jam turn in statu
mimivm seu ideii divino inteUectul obveraantibus) htbent ez enentia tua : nam quod
toccc
I.iin*'f<« autein didiur creatura, quia limilea ku tetminof nue magnitudinis, potcntis,
Ita fuodaiDeasiiis mali est nccesiarium, led oruu tameu contingens ; id est, nece&!>anum eat ut
«( ul mala lint actuaUa : not contiugtnt, autem, per liarmoniam letunii a potentia transit ad acttua i

Daw

Kfic cvjui partem factu

LeitxiUz.

Cauf Dii

AturUi,

&c
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c

;

Moral
it assmned those various appearances which
Philos oph]%
have so much obscured and disguised the truth.
The features of probability which distinguish the _' ^~'~'

for granted that there is a regular gradation of existgnce rising through every possible variety, and that,
therefore, there must be such a creature as man, and

tradition,

such a world as

Scripture account, are, first, that God prescribed to man pmbabflitT
a test of obedience, in his state of innocence ; for with- ,„ x\\\% acout such a test he could not have been a moral and count,
accountable being he could have had no choice between good and evil, and therefore could not have been
a proper object either of punishment or reward. And,
secondly, tlie test prescribed being of a positive and
arbitrary kind, was perfect!}- adapted to the singular
circumstances in which man was placed on his creation,
in which, as far as we can perceive, he could only sin
against .in arbitrary statute.
But the difficulty lies not so much in ascertaining the
manner in which evil was introduced, as in explaining
the reason why it was permitted. Here we may observe, that evil could not have been absolutely prevented, without destroying the character of man, as a moral
agent.
The few intimations contained in Scripture,
respecting the condition of the Angels, are in conformity with this idea. I'liey also were made capable of
sinning, in consequence of which some of them fell
whilst the rest, who withstood the trial, completed, in
all probability, their probation by that resistance, and
are now exempted from the possibility of falling ; as the
souls of the just shall be, when removed from this state
of discipline, into the blessedness of heaven. So far,
then, our reason compels us to vindicate the Almighty,

this.

Of systems

possible, if

That wisdom
AVhere

And

all

infinite

mun

fall,

'tis

confest

must make the

best,

or not coherent be.

:

that rises, rise in due degree ;
in the scale of reasoning life, 'tis plain

all

Then,
There must be somewhere such a rank

as

man.

This reasoning, if reasoning it can be called, is then
confirmed by another Iiypothesis, in wiiich it is assumed,
or insinuated, that our present state of being has a reference to some other sphere, or system, as yet unknown. The reader must not suppose that this has
any allusion to the commonly received doctrine of a
future state.
Notliing could be farther from the mind
of tlie writer he speaks of some system to whose convenience we are, at this moment, unconsciously subservient.
This is evident from what he subjoins to his
former reasoning.
:

'

So man, who here seems principal alone.
Perhaps ."^cts second to some sphere unknown
Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal
'TJs but a part we see, and not the whole.
It would be unfair to be very severe on this po«tical
system of the universe, in which splendid imagery and
most beautiful versification make some atonement for
the grievous deficiency of logical precision and which
is in fact not worse than a hundred other schemes which
have been invented to account for the same thing. It
is sufficient to say that it consists wholly of gratuitous
;

assumptions.
Sciinture
account.

.

^" stating the various theories that have been suggested to account for the origin and existence of evil,
we may, witliout encroaching on the province of theology, be permitted to advert to the most ancient account
of this subject ; which is professedly not a theory, but
a statement of historical facts. The account is, that
God created man at first upright ; but that he fell from
his innocence and happiness, by eating of the fruit of a
certain tree of which God had commanded him not to

There is no violation of probability or verisimilitude in this account. On the contrary, there are numerous memorials in the traditional histories of all nations, which bear a striking resemblance to this statement. The Grecian account approaches nearest to that
of the sacred record. It celebrates the innocence and
happiness of the golden age ; and tells us that this desirable state of things was destroyed by tlie theft of
Prometheus, who stole fire from heaven and that the
gods, to revenge his sacrilege, sent forth hosts of diseases and crimes to desolate the earth.
The coincidence between this account and that contained in Scripture, is too striking to be accidental.
The offence and the punishment bear sucli a resemblance, that both accounts must evidently refer to the
same event ; and we would naturally assign the superiority, in point of authenticity, to the account which
we know to be the most ancient. We do not, however,
positively affirm that the various accounts of the original innocence and fall of man, so widely disseminated
throughout the world, have all been immediately derived from the Scripture history.
We would rather
suppose that the knowledge of these interesting facts
was universally diffused that it remained uncorrupted
among the Jews by being so early embodied in the record of their history and laws ; whilst among other nationsj being left to float down the uncertain channel of
eat.

;

,

;

for

having made

_j
!S

man

Sufficient to

have stood, though

free to fall."

Another ground of vindication is presented to us, when The existwe consider that even the evils which are in the world, ence of evil
With regard to "."' '"<""]
are productive of good on the whole.
The 'hVdiviqe
temporal or physical evils, this is undoubted.
human character is improved by suffering ; and the „oodncss.
evils which we most grievously deplore, if borne with
fortitude, never fail to improve our natures, to increase
our knowledge, and exalt our virtue. The havoc and
devastation of war correct the licentiousness and effeminacy which result from peace ; and difficulties and
hardships give a vigour to the character, and an enlargement to the understanding, which never could
have been acquired in the midst of ease and soft indulgence.

Even the mutual depredations of the lower animals
which prey on each other, though we cannot suppose
them productive of any thing like moral improvement,
yet display a thousand resources provided by their
Creator for their security and comfort ; .ind in this way
furnish to rational observers many striking proofs of
the goodness and provident care of the Almighty.
Besides, the very havoc which is made by mutual
slaughter, increases the number of genera and species ;
and in consequence of the different tribes of animals

.

preying on each other, provision is made for an infiniteand number than could have existed,
on one kind of food.
In short, the whole system of external nature seems The precompletely adapted to man, as a creature born in igno- sent sysand we might have '*•" of "»rance, and continually liable to sin
inferred, though we had had no information on the
J"^^,"''j^''J„
subject, that the constitution of nature, or the system -^ ^ su"''of
man
forfeited
when
his
of the universe, was changed,
,riai, but
ly greater variety
had they all lived

;

innocence, and became subject to sin ; for as it exists inappiicablt
at present, it could have answered no purpose in the to a jtate of
primeval state of purity, but to impair human happi- ianocence.
ness.
The Scripture account corresponds with this
suggestion, or rather, perhaps, the suggestion itself has

;
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arisen out of the Scripture history ; for we do not preMop''T- tend to belong to that school of philosophy which would
^"Y"^^ keep the mind completely uninfluenced by such consi-

Mortl

derations ; »nd we hive been taught from our infancy
to believe that the earth was cursed with sterility on
account of man's iransgre$si<'n ; and that the elements

and system of nature were henrt^forth charged with
hoitiiitv against tlie li;V and happiness of man.
At t^e same time, these evils serve both as punishments and correctives their evident design being to
obviate the evil ten'Icticy of our appetites, passions, and
affections
and whatever aneariiness they may cause,
man, as his nature is now constituted, is undoubtedly
happier than he would be without them.
But we do not pretend wholly to remove the difTi;

;

connectad with this question, when we endeavour to show that the outward arrangements of Providence are adapted with infinite wisdom to the present
For the question
condit'un and CTCurastances of man.
>i, How the condition of man came to be as we now
why evil and suffering are permitted to
:'l it \ and
i.'.;d a place among the works of a good and merciful
We will perhaps be fully as near our purpose
Ciod.'
to lay at once, " Such it the will of Him who orders all
But men are not dispoaed to
things well and wiselv."
rnt here; and they have anxioutly laboured to separate the existence uf evil from the ordinations of Heaven, aiCrming that though Goi\f')Tetaw the introduction
of evil, yet he neither willed nor appointed it. This,
however, will perhaps not appear to many quite satisfactory ; fur as every thing depends on the Almighty,
it may be aaid that his pracienct, or knowledge of
what is to happen, must have the tame effect as an abolutc decree.
There i« mie way of getting rid of this difficulty
but we fear it will not mend the matter much. It is
riiltiea

affirmed, for instance, that prftcienee actually does not
belong to Cod, and that any idea, implying either Poit
at Pra, xavaX. be totally inapplicable to a Being who
ill* eternity with his presence, with wliom a thousand
rears are aa one day, and one day as a thousand years.
This i*, no doubt, true ; but if it is available fur any
thing, it i4 to silence, rather than to satisfy our renaon,
and to show us our utter incompetency to comprehend
It is of no use as an explanaUon,
the tilings of ()u<L
unleM it could be shown that the actions of men are
altogether independent on (>od, and that he could not
prevent them from being what they are: but tliis would
be vindicating hi* justice at the expence of his omnipotence. And exalting his mercy by denying his
power.
We must not suppose that the Almighty has been
directed in his determinations or decree* by any thing

fMembiing the fate which the ancients represented as
__
poi ibc ft- binding gods and men : we must conceive him to be
nit of tetr. perfectly free in his determinations anil his actions ;
•nd, though evil is permitted, we have reason to conclude that it could nut be prevented, without the obHence, the observation of
struction of a greater good.
'1 with approbation by Thomas AquiAugust'
iJcum prrmittrre tiiKrdam mala fieri,
naa an<l
OpIaloMof <** "idta lotut Kaptdiamlur. The latter author observer,
L*th<nri
that ev«rjr thing whoae contrary implies a contradiction
and R^
Ims necwMry existence ; but every tiling that might
**'^
be othcrwiae than it is. though determined to be what
.

.

for sufficient and infallible reasons, is contingent.
poa^. Ton voit comment nous pouvons dire avec
ploaieHn Philoiophe* et Tbe«dogiena celebres, aue la
it i*.

" CeU

Mibatancc qui

penM cat port^

a aa resolution par

ptiwiilitiiin prcvalente (hi bies ou

du mal,

la re-

et cela crr<
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tainement et infaiUiblement, mais non p.as necessairenient c'est a dire par des raisons qui I'inclinent sans
la neccssiter.
C'est pourquoi lesfiitiirs contingeiis, prevus et en eux-niemes et par leur raisons, demeurent
contingens ; et Dieu a ete porte infaiUiblement par sa
sagesse et par sa bonte a creer le monde par sa
puissance, et a lui donner la meilleure forme possible ;
mais il n'y eloit point porte necessairement ; et le tout
s'est passe sans aucune diminution de sa liberie parfaite
ct souveraine.
£t sans consideration que nous veaons
de faire, je ne sais s'il seroit aise de resoudre le noeud
:

Gordien

tie la

contingence et de la liberie." Rcmarques

sur le Livre de fOrig. du Mai.
And with regard to the
existence of evil under the administration of a Being,
powerful, wise, and good, it is to be observed, that
there is a wide difference between causing or appointing
evil, and merely peimitting it.
This subject is illustrated by Jonathan Edwards by a striking analogy,
" There is a vast difference," says he, " between the
sun's being the cause of the lightsomeness and warmth
of the atmosphere, and brightness of gold and diamonds,
by its presence and positive in9uence, and its being the
occatioH of darkness and frost in the night, by its motion, whereby it descends below the horizon."
" If
tlie sun were the proper cause of cold and darkness, it
would be the Jimnlam of these things, as it is the fountain of light and heat ; and then something might be argued from the nature of cold and darkness, to a like«
ness of nature in the sun ; and it might be justly infer.
red, that the sun itself is dark and cold, and tnat his
beams are black and frosty. But. from its being tlie
cause, no otherwise than by its departure, no such thing
can be inferred, but the contrary : it may justly be argued, that tlie sun is a bright and hot body, if cold and
darkne-ss are found to be the consequence of its withdrawraent ; and the more constantly and necessarily
these effects are connected with, and confined to its alisence, the more strongly does it argue the sun to be the
fountain of light and heat.
So, inasmuch as sin is not
the fruit of any positive agency or influence of the
Most High, but, on the contrary, arises from the withholding of his action and energy, and, under certain
circumstances, necessarily follows on the want of his
influence ; this is no argument that he is sinful, or his
operation evil, but, on the contrary, tliat he and his
agency are altogether good and holy, and that he is the
It would be strange arguing,
fountain of all holiness.
indeed, because men never commit sin, but only when
Go<l leaves them to themselves, and necessarily siii
when he does so, and therefore their sin is not from
themselves, but from God, and so that God must be a
sinful Being ; as strange as it would be to argue, because it is always dark when the sun is gone, and never
dark when the sun is present, tliat, therefore, all darkness is from the sun, and tliat his disk and beams must
needs be black."
But even the moral evils which are in the world, how<
ever destructive they may be to those with whom they
originate, are prmluctive of good, on the whole.
In a
state like the present, where man has to learn almost
every thing by experience, instruction, or example,
the aljerralions ot' the wicketl, and the obvious consequences of their sins, aSbrd a useful lesson, ^nd supply
denioiistrations of the danger of deviating from the
plain path of rectitude as {lointed out by tlie ordinaBesides, we receive a clearer proof
tions of Heaven.
of the superintending providence of God in overruling
the disortlerly passions of men, and making them subservient to the purposes of his will, than if all went ou
regularly and smoothly without a single jarring, or dis1

Mor.vl
Pl'ilusojih)!.

;
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cordant principle to disturb the harmony of the uniEvery man has his own centre towards which

fhiiosopiiy . yerse.

^^"^•""^

he would gravitate, or his own right line in which he
would move, were he not drawn from it by some superior force which connects him with the general system
of society. In short, the intention of the Almighty,
both in the natural and moral world, seems to be to
produce regularity and order, out of materials which
are naturally inert or perverted ; and so much of the
discordia semina rerttm, is still to be seen, both in the
elements of nature and in the constitution of human
society, as to bespeak a present Deity to regulate and
adjust them.
^^ * ^"^^^ already shown, that the moral qualities of
Eveo moral
evil m»y be nian are improved and exalted by the physical evils
productive which he is called to encounter, and the same effect is
or good.
produced by the moral evils to which he is exposed.
The injuries and provocations of the wicked show the
odious nature of the principles by which they are actuated, and produce in our minds a natural dislike of
those qualities which offend us ; whilst patience, and
prudence, and meekness, and forgiveness, are called
into exercise, and the mind which improves the lesson,
is purified, adorned, and exalted.
But if any thing farther be wanting, as a compensation for the evils, moral and physical, which are in the
•world, or as a vindication of the benevolence of the

Almighty, we conceive it is abundantly furnished by
the promulgation of Christianity, which presents such
a view of the divine benevolence and love to the human race, as we could not have formed a conception of,
even in a state of paradisaical innocence and happiness.
In short, this world, both in its physical and moral aspect, is exactly as the Almighty intended it should be.
Why it is as it is, it would be as useless to inquire bs
it would be to ask why God has made any thing as it
is, or why he has bestowed on man, and the various
tribes of animals, the powers and qualities which disWith regard to animals, we are satistinguish them.
fied with showing, that their faculties are adapted to
their circumstances, and consider this as conclusive as
to the goodness of God and why should we not rest
satisfied, and adopt the same conclusion, when we perceive that the present state of things is admirably adapted for the improvement of moral beings. Difficulties,
indeed, frequently occur ; but they are rendered useful
for sharpening our faculties, and extending our knowledge, and it is impossible to mention an evil, for which
the Almighty has not provided an adequate compensa:

tion.

There is no evil which men view with so much horOeaih not
an evil
Tor as death exempt them but from this, and every
other evil will appear tolerable • ; yet, in so far as regards the general economy of nature, death cannot be
accounted an evil. One generation passes away ; but
the loss is soon repaired ; and the affairs of men go on
with renovated vigour, and increased knowledge, from
:

tlie

;

;

accumulated wisdom and experience of the ages

which are

Of

past.

living things, there

Tlie inordinate love of

is

life is

not one that does not ar-

dently desire to enjoy the continued blessing of existMoral
ence ; but it is not more inconsistent with the decrees Philosophy,
of heaven, than with general happiness and usefulness, ""^ *^
that this desire should be indulged to any great extent.
With regard to the human race, the near approach of
death operates as a friendly monitor, in the case of
every individual, to repress the extravagance of ambition, to teach sobriety of mind, and to stimulate to the
acquisition of qualities which cannot be affected by
the dissolution of the body.
Death, in its moral effects, is not only useful for
individual improvement ; but that general destruction
which overwhelms successively every thing that lives,
is, in fact, conducive to the general happiness and improvement of the human race.
Why should the present race of mortals monopolize
the blessings of existence }
After they have had their
share in the business, the enjoyments, or the miseries
of life, is it not reasonable that they should be removed from the stage, to give place to others who may
taste the same pleasures +, and exhibit the same characteristic features of conduct, though diversified by
various shades of improvement, and occasionally of deterioration ?
In so far as the wisdom and goodness of
the Almighty are concerned, these attributes, we may
safely affirm, are more conspicuously displayed in his
giving life and enjoyment to successive millions of animated beings, than if the blessings of life were confined to the existing generation of men and animals.
As things are, at present, ordered by the wisdom of
the Almighty, countless myriads of living creatures appear in succession to taste tlie blessings of existence
or to celebrate their maker's praise, either by the voice
of intelligence, or by the mute, yet expressive testimony of their actions. Nay, the dispensation of death,
which we so generally deplore, furnishes scope for the
enjoyment of some of the purest pleasures which man
can experience here below. For the constant waste of
the species is supplied by children born in our own
image, in whose happiness we are deeply interested,
whom we view as our representatives to other generations, and in whom our lives are so bound up, that
death can scarcely appear even a natural evil, when we
have transmitted, as it were, our existence and our
comforts to others, whom we love as our own souls.
Thus, then, viewing that dispensation of the Almighty which has doomed all mankind to death, merely as a measure of the divine government, and unconnected with our particular feelings, it cannot but appear perfectly consistent with propriety and wisdom.
It is useful for bringing a change of actors on the stage
of human life, that old vices may be forgotten, that in.
veterate habits of wickedness may be destroyed, and
that new improvements may be introduced in morals,
politics, and religion ; or that a fresh generation may
admire and revere the fabric reared by the wisdom of
their forefathers, or bequeathed to them by the bounty
of heaven.
Could we view death as unconcerned spectators, we
have little doubt that the conclusions which we have

strongly pictured in the lines which repreceiit the feelings of the effeminate

Sebilem facito manu,
Debilem pede, coxa.
Tuber adstrue gibberum,
l>ubricos quate denies

Vita

Hanc

dum

superett, bene e»t

mihi, vel acuta
Si sedeani cruce, sustine.
I.usisti satis, edisti satii,

Tempus

di^cedere.

atque

bibisti,

Mscenat:

1
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sUted above, would appear convincing. But we canPkltaw>phr,
not regard this grand consumrontion with feelings of
indiSerence it appears as a formidable evil and a terrible catastrophe to every one who values the blessings
of lile, or prizes the endearments of social intercourse
;
for all these must be surrendered ; and to remain entirely unaffected under such prospects, would bespeak
more insensibility than sound philosophy.
But this overpowering evil has a compensation in the
hope* of immorulity which the light of nature tau"ht
the more virtuous among the heathen to cherish, and
which Christianity has unfolded with the most com.
Buiding influence. The doctrine of the soul's immortality is second only to the notions which we entertain
renpecting the atuibutes of God, in its influence on the
eonduct of moral agents. It is made subsidiary to the
laws in every state ; and we have never known any
iMtion under a regularly organized system of kws destitute of a belief of a future state.
VVarburton affirms
that the Jewish theocracy is an exception ; and because
the reward* of virtue, and the punishment of vice, under the Mosaic •coDomy, are all of a visible and temponl kind, he infer* that there must have been an imRMdicte divine interference to encourage the righteous,
and keep in awe the wicked. The argument may not
hold in the full extent to which he carries it ; but we
have always thought it entitled to more attention than
it generally receives, and to be deserving of other praise
besides tliat of ingenuity and profound learning.
_We conclude our speculations on the existence of
evil, in the words of an American writer*, whose views
cm tliis subject coincide with our own. " It is difficult
to handle the uectuitif of evil in such a manner as not
tostambl* Mich as are not abawe b«ing akrmed at pro.
Miitiana which liave an uncoramon sound. But if phiI funphrr* will but reflect calmly on the matter, they
will find that, OMMtstently with the unlimited power of
the Supreme Caue, it mav be said, that, in the best
ordered system, evUt must have a place." " If the Authcr and Governor of all things be infinitely perfect,
then whatever is, i* r^ht. Of all possible systems he
bath eh aiM the bttt; and ceneeauently there is no ob.
uittttml
the universe. This being the case, all the
teetning iropcrtections or evils in it, are such only in a
partial view
and, with respect to the nhole system,
" For if there be any evil in the systlicy are goadt."
tem tiiat is not good with respect to t^ nhoLe, then is
the nhoU not giwd, but evil, or at best very imperfect ;
and an audior nmat be as his workmanship' is as is the
•ffiKt, such i* the cause.
But the lolution of this ditfieahy is at hand, that there is no evil in the universe.
:

m

;

;
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It is true, indeed, that
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the doctrine

tion that cannot possibly be solved, unless we can find
a nation cut oft' frora all intercowse of knowledge both

with

its contemporaries and predecessors.
Most of the ancient philosophers, with the exception
of Epicurus and his followers, believed in the immortality of the soul. But many of them held the doctrine

in a sense that rendered it inconsistent with a state of
rewards and punisliments in a future world ; for they
conceived d»e soul to be essentially immortal, as being
an emanation from the divine nature, into which they
supposed that it was again absorbed, when separated
from its earth-born companion. Such an opinion as
this necessarily destroyed any influence which the doctrine of immortality could have in repressing vice, or
encouraging virtue, or alleviating misfortune; for if
the soul is to have no distinct consciousness and no se^
piarale existence after death, it coul3 not be more mate.,
rially afi'ected even by annihilation ; and on these principles we should be forced to subscribe to the opinion
of Lucretius, who strenuously endeavours to establish
the materiality and mortality of the human soul.

Nun
Xon

,

untopere est animi niutata potestu,
ut actarum exciderit retinentia rerum
opinor, id ab ktho jam longiter errat.

ii

Omnis

All the ancient philosophers who held the immortality
of the soul, believetl also in its pre- existence, or rather
in its self- existence and eternity ; having an idea that
if it had a beginning, it could not be necessarily im.
mortal.
Modem philosophers have been affected by
this argument, and liave, in consequence, been disposed
to give up the idea of the natural immortality of thp
soul ; ascribing its indestructibility to the decree of its
Creator, and not to any <|uality inherent in itself.
We
certainly are not disposed to affirm that the soul inheBut we
rits immortality as an independent attribute.
have no hesitation in affirming that we can have no
idea, from any thing we observe in the visible worid,
of tlie uimiliilation of any created substance. We see
dissolution, separation, or division of parts, or alteration oi form and figure ; but by no jirocess to which
any material substance can be subjected, do we perIf a
ceive any thing that approaches to annihilation.
miracle was necessary to call matter into existence, we
conceive that a miracle would be no less necessary to

produce its annihilation and extinction.
On these principles, then, we do not think it quite
there
the world \ Or are not these evident that every thing which is created must be ne.
cvtb \ Evils indeed they are ; that is, those of one sort cessarily mortal. VVe ought rather to infer, that it has
are hurtiVd, and those of the other sort are equally hurt. received an existence which nothing but a miraculous
But whatfol and abosainable ; but they are not evil or mischievinterference of divine power can destroy.
OBs with respect to the mkaie."
ever may be thought of the natural durability of matCT
It forms a natural part in every regular discussion
rial substances, it is evident that tlie soul is not corip
CD Bsal scieBcr, to examine the foundation on which posed of matter, and therefore cannot be affected by
the inpertaat doctrine of the soul's immortality rests, any of the accidents which seem to dissolve or to der
with a view to ascertain its influence on human con- stroy it. The soul is conscious of feeling, thinking,
duct.
judging, reasoning, qualities which it is not even posWith Mgaid to the origin of this doctrine, it seems sible to conceive to belong to matter. All the properto stand much on the same footing as our belief in the ties of matter may be reduced to extension, figure, coheinv of a God ; and the two together constitute the lour, bulk, hardness, softness, and the like, which have
srhaie of natural tiieology.
^u^pect, however, that no more resemblance to any of the known properties
the doctrine of the soul's imateitidity is, in most cases, of mind, than a sunbeam has to the earth which it enwhere it has not been expemstr eerealed, the result of lightens. Since, then, it is not possible to institute any
mriilinnsl inlunnatian, rMher than the ofi°spriiig of lea. ooroparison between the properties of spind apd matter,

What

Are there no
no aoiaery, no vice,
!

pains,

no imperfections ?

Is

m
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e TombalL
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is

known, a thousand arguments may be adduced, both
from the nature of God, and the moral constitution of
man, to establish and conflrm it ; but whether the natural reason of man would have discovered it, is a ques-

Philosophy.
'
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evidently illogical and inconclusive to arjciie that
Philosophy
the soul must fall with our material bodies. The body
is corrupted, clianged, and disorganized, by the diviThis is the only idea
sion or dissolution of its parts.
But it is not
tliat our senses present to us of death.
even possible to conceive that the mind can be subjected to such a process ; for it is not composed of p<irts
it

God, whilst it appears spotless, and unsullied in the
eyes of men.
Tiiere is no temporal punishment pro-

is

it is

indivisible

and

indiscerptible,

and cannot be

ed by any of the accidents which

affect-

derange a

alter or

material and divisible substance.
Another argument for the soul's immortality may be
drawn from the faculties with which it is endowetl. It
is evidently possessed of powers capable of indefinite
improvement we can scarcely form an idea of any li:

mits which can be set to its advancement. This improvement of the soulj however, is scarcely begun in
the present world : a man has barely time to look about
him, and contemplate the attainments to which he may
aspire, when he is cut off in the very commencement
of his career of improvement, and prevented from making thosie advances in virtue and knowledge, of which
he feels his nature to be susceptible.
Now, we may reasonably ask, why such extensive
capabilities should be given to the soul, if it is to be
extinguished before they are evolved ? It is a common
observation that God does nothing in vain ; that there
is nothing superfluous,
unnecessary, or redundant,
through all the works of nature ; that every animal has
organs and instincts adapted to its necessities and its
uses ; and is never furnished with faculties or propensities for which there is no adequate exercise or enjoyment. We may naturally conclude, then, that those
faculties in man which enable him to contemplate the
divine nature, and to resemble tlie divine perfections,
are intended for a higher sphere of existence, where
they will be fully unfolded and fully gratified ; which
is by no means the case in the present world.
Again, from every idea that we can form of God, we
are forced to conclude that he must be offended with
vice, and pleased with virtue; and, of consequence,
that the one will be punished, and the other rewarded.
'I'his, however, is evidently not done in the present
^orld ; for here vice often reigns triumphant, whilst
virtue is calumniated and oppressed.
We may, therefore, naturally conclude, that there must be a period of
retribution, when all these irregularities shall be finally
adjusted.

But, in truth, were God actually to punish and revirtue in the present world, it would not remove
one of our doubts and difficulties as to the equity of the
divine administration, unless we were possessed of the
omniscience of the Sovereign Judge, and knew pi-eI
cisely all the motives by which the actors have been
ipfluenced ; for in these alone consists the merit and
the demerit of their conduct.
.'\s such knowledge as
this is wisely denied us in the present world, the season
of final retribution is properly deferred till the time
Tvhen the secrets of every heart shall be made known,
and the whole universe made to recognise the justice
and wisdom of the divine administration.
Virtue canIt is indeed said tiiat virtue ia iis own reward, and
r^Vf.™"* -vice its own punishment even in the present world
""^ certainly it cannot be denied that the man who
ward n'oV
vice its full violates the eternal laws of providence will find himself
punishnnent punished in the very transgression.
But a Cautious
in tht yre
sinner may avoid all these consequences
he ruav be
sent world, filled with envy, malignity, dishonesty, and cv^ery evil
affection ; his character may be stained with every
shade and degree of moral turpitude in the sight of

ward

;

;
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vided for such guilt as this, even conscience does not
necessarily prove sn avenger ; on the contrary, the
wretch may find a kind of fiend-like enjoyment in
the gratification of his unhallowed alTections. We grant,
indeed, that the virtuous may experience much happiness in the approbation of their conscience, even amidst
the troubles and calamities of life ; but this is only in
consequence of a conviction that they are acting according to the eternal rules of rectitude which God has
established, and that consequently their conduct must
be pleasing to him. The wicked, on the other hand,
often experience the greatest torture in the compunction and remorse of their consciences ; but this arises
solely from the fear of future punishment, which their
guilty consciences tell them they have deserved.
Such are some of the arguments which the light of
nature furnishes in favours of the soul's immortality
a doctrine which has had a most extensive reception,
and a no less extensive influence in every state of human society. The vulgar who were not misled by
philosophical speculations, had distinct views of a state
of reward and punishment ; and though their creed
was, in many respects, very erroneous, and very absurd, we firmly believe that it had more efficacy than
all the laws that ever were invented by man, in directing to that line of conduct which was conceived to be
agreeable to the will of the gods.

The

qiustiim

of Liberty and

Necessity.

\

question of liberty and necessity has always been The quesconceived to be intimately connected with morals ; and ''"" of Lihas had a place in almost all systems of moral science. ^"^ "."''
"^
Yet none has been involved in such perplexity ; and *
on none do the opinions of writers appear so diametriconsider this as a
cally opposite to each other.
sure proof that they do not understand each other's
reasoning, or that they affix totally different ideas to
the terms in which their propositions are announced
and whilst they are exhausting their ingenuity in demolishing the arguments of their adversaries, they are
very often only combating the phantoms which their Objections
own imagination has raised. The advocates for liberty, to Necession the one hand, charge the opposite doctrine with '}>
many tremendous consequences. They represent it as
subversive of ail moral agency, as breaking down the
fences of virtue, and opening the door to immorality
and irreligion. And it must be confessed that Hobbes
and others have held the doctrine in such a form as
But, on the other to Liberty,
fully to authorize these conclusions.
hand, Leibnitz and Edwards state the doctrine o!t necessity in such a way, as to vindicate it from all such
charges ; and the latter author undertakes to demonstrate, that the opposite scheme infallibly brings along
with it all the evil consequences which its advocates
have attempted to connect with the doctrine of necea.

The

We

sity.

It is evident from this, that there must be some grie.
vous misunderstanding on the one side or the other ;
for without this, it would be impossible to conceive that
men of learning and ingenuity, as the disputants in this
controversy generally are, should arrive at such opposite conclusions on the same subject. Whether we shall
be able to untie this Gordian knot to the satisfaction of
We shall enour readers, we think is very doubtful.
deavour, however, to give a fair view of the question,
and shall state without reserve our own opinion.
Tlie advocates for liberty are hard pressed by tlie ar.

I

;
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that the wQl is influenced bj Uw last detenni.
nation of the understanding, or by previous habits, or by
If thejr
that which api>ears at the time most desirable.
admit this, the question is decided ; for that liberty which
they reckon e«ential to mora] action is destroyed. This
is confessed by Archbishop King*, who brings the niat.
ter to a very distressing dilemma; for he says that if the

'

will is influenced by reason it.is not free, and, if it is not
thus influenced, it act* irrationally. One would not think
it easy to escape from the horns of this dilemma ; but
this author attempts it by a method almost peculiar to
himself ; for with the exception of his very able commentator, we scarcely know any who has adopted it.
His schone is, that " things are not chosen because
they are good, but become good because they are cho«

sen."

We
thor,

would here notice the strange idea that
and indeed almost all the advocates for

this au-

liberty,

entertain respecting the nature of human freedom. According to their notion, a perfectly wise and good man,
who cannot possibly miU what is foolish or wicked, is
subject to a necessity destructive of virtue and moral
the same principle, it might be said
rcaponeibility.

On

Supreme Cause cannot be free, because he cannot but do that which is wiaest and best. This, as Dr.
that the

Clarke obeenrea, is a necaaaity, not of nature or of fate,
but of fitness and wisdom; a necessity consistent with
the greatest freedom and most perfect choice ; for the
only foundation of this necessity is such an unalterable
rectitude of will, and perfection of wisdom, as makes it
impossible for a wise being to act foolishly. " Though
a most perfect and free agent, says the same
author, yet he cannot but do always what is best and
The reason is evident ; because
wisest on the whole.
perftct wisdom and goodness are as steady and certain
principles of action, a* ntceuity itself; and an infinitely wiae aad good Being, endued with the most perfect
liberty, can do more choose to act in contradiction to
wisdom and goodness, than a necessary agent can act
contrary to the necessity by which it is acted; it being
jicM an •faaurditv and impossibility in choice, for
iBHriU w ieiluBi to chooae to act unwisely, or infinite
goodncaa to choose what is not good, as it would be in
nature for abeolute necessity to fiul of producing its
necessary effect"
may apply this subject to human agents in the
Mr.Lock*'
" ' Tis not a fault, but a perfecvtow ofUl t woids of Mr. Locke.
tion of our nature, to desire, will, and act, according
This is so far
to the last result of a fair examination.
from being a restraint or diminution of freedom, that

God

is

M

We

it is not
it is the very improvement and benefit of it
an abridgment, it is the end and use of our liberty
and the fcrther we are removed from such a determination, the nearer we are to misery and slaveir.
peiftct indifference in the mind, not determinaSle by
RS last judgment of the good or evil that is thought to
attend its nioice, would be so far from being an advantage and excellency of any intellectual nature, that
it would be as great an imperfection, as the want of
in<liffcrcney to act or not to act, till determined by the
It
will, would be an imperfection on the other side.
:

;

A

as much a perfection, that desire or the power of
preferring should be determinetl by good, as that the
power of acting should be determined by the will
and the ceruiner such determination is, the greater
Nay, were we determined by any
the perfection.
thing but the last result of our own minds, judging oi
is

>

remote from common feeling and common apprehen«
sion.
But the charge may with justice be retorted on
himself, and it may be affirmed that none has ever advanced such a paradoxical argument on the subject, nor
maintained it by such subtle and paradoxical reasoning.
It is indeed gratifying to think of the mind's omnipotence, and of its superiority over the circumstances of
time, place, and accident ; and there can be no doubt,
that, with proper regulation, it may be the fabricator
of its own Happiness. But this is not to be effected
by a mere independent fiat of the will, and by the creation of means to secure happiness ; but by a judicious
application and proper use of those circumstances which
are presented in the arrangements of Providence. Before the mind can have that independence on circumstances which this author assigns to it, it would require
to be not only omnipotent, out omniscient
It must
either be omnipotent to model events by a simple volia
tion, as the Almighty did, when he called all things
into existence ; or it must be omniscient, that its volitions may not interfere with the established order of
nature but the author claims neither oi these attributes for it, when he asserts its independence on nature, judgment, association, and reasoning.
All that
he claims for it is, that it should be able to discern the
things which are possible from those which are impossible, and thus provided, it has its happiness completely
" "That person must be happy,"
in its own power.
says he, " who can always please himself; but thij
agent can evidently do so. For since things are supposed to please him, not by any necessity of nature,
but by mere election, and there is nothing which can
compel him to choose this ratlier than another ; it is
plain that the agent endowed with this power may always choose such things as it can enjoy, and refuse,
that is, not desire or ncn. choose those things which are
impossible to be had. And from hence it appears of
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Uoni
the good or evil of any action , we were not free. The
very end of our freedom being, that we might attain Philaiophy .
~"
'
the good we choose; and, therefore, every man is
brought under a necessity, by his constitution as an
intelligent being, to be determined in willing, by his
own thought and judgment, what is best for him to
do ; else be would be under the determination of some
other than himself, which is want of liberty. And to
deny that a man's will in every determination follows
his own judgment, is to say that a man wills and acts
for an end he would not have, at the same time that
he wills and acts for it For if he prefers it in his
present thoughts before any other, it is plain he then
thinks better of it, and would have it before any other;
unless he can have, and not have it, wiU, and not will
it, at the same time ; a contradiction too manifest to be
admitted. If to break loose from the conduct of reason, and to want that restraint of examination and
judgment, thnt keeps us from doing or choosing the
worse, be liberty, madmen and fools are the only free
men. Yet I think nobody would choose to be mad,
for the sake of such liberty, but he that is mad already."
King gives \ip all idea of vindicating the freedom of Objections
the human will, on any other principle than that which »o ling'»
he has adopted, viz. that things chosen derive their va« doctrine,
lue from the choice of the mind ; and we think it may
be fairly concluded, that the cause is lost if it has no
better support.
He complains that the friends of the
opposite doctrine deal in subtleties, and in argumenta

^ment,

:

of EtU,
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u
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how

great importance it is, whether that whereby
Philosophy, things
become agreeable to the appetite, be established
^*"'*''*^
by nature, or effected by the agent himself. For if
good and evil proceed from nature, and be inherent in
objects, so as to render them agreeable or disagreeable
antecedent to the election, the happiness of this agent
will always depend upon them ; and unless the whole
series of things be so ordered that nothing can happen
contrary to his appetites, he must fall short of happiness."

Now, though we certainly shoidd be sorry to countenance the doctrine that a man's happiness is entirely
at the mercy of external circumstances ; (for there are
many rational considerations which tend to diminish
the influence which adverse circumstances would otherwise exert over our happiness;) yet we affirm, with
perfect confidence, that there are pains, trials, and
disappointments, which must produce unhappiness, unless they are counteracted by reason, hope, or religion.
According to the doctrine which we are combating, a
man when placed on the rack ought not to be unhappy ; for the mind is altogether independent on such
circumstances.
But certamly there is no man whose
feelings are not paralyzed by disease, but must feel

:

wj

,

nifest will of heaven.

The advocates for liberty contend that the scheme of The objecnecessity renders means, exhortations, promises, and ''ons to the
threatenings altogether unavailing ; without stopping scheme of
"^'^'^'"y
to obviate this, at present, we would merely observe
that their own plan must produce this effect in a ten^ffe,i.
fold degree, for it lies at the foundation of their scheme,
that motives do not influence, for if they did, there

pain in such circumstances ; and if pain be not an evil, would be an end of liberty ; and if motives do not inthen the ingenious author should have given a different fluence, what is the use of exhortations, promises, or
form to his very important, though in many respects threatenings.
But will any man, whose ideas are unsophisticated
very eccentric. Essay on the Origin and Tendency of
Evil ; and should have endeavoured to show that no by a philosophical or theological system, pretend to say
that the mind is not influenced by instinct, education,
such thing as evil exists in the universe.
This holds undoubtedly true with regard to physical association, habit, passion, prejudice, &c. &c. ? And
if it be thus influenced, there is an end of indifference
evil ; for if there be nothing in external circumstances
which has a direct tendency to affect our happiness, of choice, and with it of liberty. Law, in his commenthen it is idle to talk, as the author has done at so great tary on King's Essay, supports the principle of indif" Let a thing
length in the first part of his book, of the physical evils ference by the following reasoning.
Law's
of hunger, disease, death, &c. And Leibnitz has appear never so pleasant and agreeable, never so rea- nion.
shewn no less clearly that if the mind choose without sonable, fit, and eligible to us^ yet there is still a natua motive, there can be no moral evil for moral evil ral possibility for us to will the contrary, and consequently the bare porver of willing is in itself indifferent
consists in a wrong choice, and if there be nothing to
to either side.''
There is a fallacy here. In percepdirect the choice, how can it be wrong ? " Dans le fond,
bien loin que ce soit montrer la source du mal moral, tion, the mind is almost wholly passive, and simply
Car si la volonte receives the impressions made upon it through the
c'est vouloir qu'il n'y en ait aucune.
medium of the senses ; in volition it is wholly active.
se determine sans qu'il y ait rien, ni dans la personne
que choisit, ni dans I'objet qui est choisi, qui puisse Volition does not, like perception, impart any feeling
to the mind ; it is merely the organ or instrument, by
porter au choix, il n'y aura aucune cause, ni raison de
means of which the mind manifests its determinations
et comme le mal moral consiste dans le
cette election
mauvais choix, c'est avouer que le mal moral n'a point and the will never can be indifferent when it is in acde source du tout. Ainsi>dans les regies de la bonne tion ; when it is not in action, it is in nonentity. And
metaphysique, il faudroit qu'il n'y ent point de mal mo- with regard to what this author says, that there is a
natural possibility for the mind to form a choice, in
ral dans la nature ; et aussi par la meme r.iison, il n'y
opposition to every perceived advantage, and every
auroit point de bien moral non plus, et toute la moralite
Remarqiies sur la Livre de I'Origine preponderating circumstance, the fact is admitted by
seroit detruite."
every enlightened necessitarian, and he only wishes
du Mal.
Hume has observed, and there is undoubtedly truth this author, and all who favour his sentiments, to keep
in mind the distinction between physical and moral
''^ *^^ observation, that we can trace a general course
These are generally, perhaps indusof human conduct almost with as much certainty as we impossibility.
can trace a general course of nature ; that is, we may triously, confounded by the advocates for liberty, with
pronounce that men will act in a certain way in given a view to bring odium on the opposite doctrine ; and
circumstances with as much confidence as that trees they represent the scheme of necessity as resembling a
tyrant who should bind a man to the ground with
will grow in a given situation : and he justly considers
fetters, and then punish him because he does not, in
this determination which the conduct receives from
circumstances as subversive of that liberty for which these circumstances, obey the command, to rise and
many contend. Yet unless we can remove this influ- walk.
There cannot be a grosser misrepresentation of the
ence of motives, that indifference which is reckoned
doctrine.
essential to liberty is completely destroyed. And how
In the supposed case the mind is free, but
the body is subject to physical restraints, which preis it possible to remove this influence ? It is directly
But in all moral
contrary to the whole scheme of our philosophy to supvent volition from issuing in action.
pose it possible ; for we have assumed it as an unques- delinquencies, the mind is indisposed or enslaved ; and
tionable principle that the general course of nature in« the inability to act proceeds only from its own want of
:

•pinion.

fluences both our moral and intellectual associations :
Moral
that with regard to intellectual attainments the mind Philosophy,
does little more than methodiice the facts, and treasure ^*^<^^
up the relations presented in the course of nature; and T^' '"'"''
the whole of this article has been conducted on the supj' fluencect
position that our volitions are influenced with infallible 5, motives,
certainty, by the circumstances of our nature, and the
visible arrangements of providence.
The beautiful order which we observe among the works of God is intended to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge, and
render the path to the temple of science attractive and
delightful ; and it is equally intended to influence our
volitions and our moral perceptions ; for it would be a
most extraordinary inconsistency to aflSrm that God has
formed arrangements for human happiness, and yet
that men act at random, without any regard to the ma-

opi-

;
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on the
Piulo«opliy. mind
jt goes wrong, not in consequence of any per" • *~ ceived constraint, but merely by yielding to the bias
of its own inclinations. However strong any tempta>
tion may be, no man can say that it is absolutelj/ irresistible; were it so, it would amount to physical impotnbitily, and would exempt from all blame, and
from all moral responsibilit}'. But the man who yields
Moral

inclination.

restraint w-hatever is

laid

•

only subject to a mornt inability, inwhich he has no inclination to
resist.
In short, he tvilU to go wrong, and with his
own full and perfect consent runs headlong into vice
Physical restraint is always palpable ; moral
or folly.
restraint cannot be so : for the evil rests in the will
itself, or, to speak more properly, in the mind which
actuates the will ; and it is not sensible either of restriction or constraint whilst it is following the decided bent of its inclinations.
Would it not, then, be in the highest degree absurd
for any man to complain that his liberty is impaired,
when he is both n-iUing and acting as he pleases. And
this species of liberty, and it is the only one of which
we have any conception, is left entire by the advocate* for necessity.
But the liberty of indifference so
much contended for is incomprehensible. If it consist in acting without motives, there can be no more
merit or demerit in the actions than if they proceeded
from blind fate, or accident ; or if it consist in the
power of acting contrary to motives, it cannot surely
be thought a very enviable prerogative to have the privilege of acting in opposition to reason.
That we are influenced by motives is certain the
person who despises them is not entitled to the appellation of a rational being ; and that God has intended
that we should be influenced in a particular way, is no
for our instincts, appetites, and passions
less certain
have distinct and definite objects, to which they are
adapted ; and the whole course of nature and providence co-operate* with them in directing our conduct
So far, then, we may say without
to particular end*.
hesitation, that the liberty of indifference is destroyed
by the decree of heaven ; and that Go<l himself, by the
arrangements of his providence, has controlled the
Tolitions and the conduct of men.
TlMBiad
Shall we, then, ascribe to God the sins of men, and
•wsjrad not the various aberrations of human conduct ? This conP''^''" sequence would be unavoidable were men swayed by
* "**"
a jikyiical necessity, and did their reason tell them that
rsl
it is ab'olulely impoasible to resist the suggestions to
evil.
But the case is directly the reverse. Instead of
being constrained to do wrong, by a phyiical necessity,
it is quite apparent that Ciod has done every thing, as
far as is conoistent with tlie moral responsibility of
man, to cast the balance on the other side, and to constrain human beings to walk in the paths of virtue.
The miserable consequences of transgression, conscience, reason, sympathy, together with every original,
or accessary feeling of our nature, concur in lending
their influence to strengthen the obligations of moral
duty. They in fact, do all but abtolulrly compel ut,
And so far from
to make us virtuous and happy.
feeling ourselves, in any instance, constrained to do
evil, the compunctions of conscience are sharpened
by the conviction that we have acted in opposition to
Whatever
the most obvious inducements to virtue.
necetaity, then, there is arising out of the appointments
of heaven, it is all on the side of virtue ; and the self,
condemnation of the offentler arises from the consciousness of haviag resisted it. Every thing presented in
the ecooomy of the Divine government u either posito temptation

duced by bad

is

habits,

:

;

^
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tively good, or capable of being turned to good.

Riches,

IMorsI

power, and honours are designed by heaven to be rhiUs ophy
the rewards of industry, bravery, or virtue and no '""'"V""^
man can say that God has misled hira, if he aspires
to the reward by means which are not consecrated by
the appointment of heaven ; and he has no reason to
complain, if he finds misery and disgrace, instead of
the pleasures which he anticipates.
He cannot say
that he mistook the means ; it is evident that he understood them perfectly by exhibiting the semblance
of those virtues which God delights to honour but
he expects to reach the end by a shorter way than that
which is prescribed by the course of Providence and
he reaps misery as the reward of his furtive attempt to
elude the decrees of heaven.
No man can say that he is constrained to do evil, by
the circumstance.^ in which he is placed for, as it has
been said, every thing has two handles, and according
as it is employed, may be the means of good, or the
instrument of evil. A man's virtue and happiness are
:

:

;

:

ruined,

and

it is

we shall suppose, in certain circumstances
common for him to say, and for the world to
;

had he not been placed in such circumstances, hf would have been happy and good.
But it is not his circumstances, nor consequently the
appointments of heaven "which he ought to blame ; for
he may see thousands both virtuous and happy in the
same circumstances in which he ceased to be either.
believe hira, that

.

Let no man, then, blame necessity for

his sins.

He

almost constrained to be virtuous: if the constraint
were complete, he could not be a moral agent, nor the
same being that he now is.
We readily admit that there are many things in the
economy of the Divine administration which it is quite
impossible for finite understandings to comprehend
and to no subject is this observation more applicable
than to the one we are now considering.
For we
admit most readily, that could we even demonstrate the view of the subject we have adopted, and
which we think might be brought as near to demon*
Btration as any point in morals or religion can be,
yet even then cifficulties would not be wholly removed nor will we presume to say that we can satisfactorily explain all the ways of God on our plan. We
believe the sdme admission will be made by every candid disputant on the other side ; and the question comes
to be, which scheme presents fewest difliculties, and
solves the greatest number of doubts. The doctrine of
necessity is by no means the most popular, but we are
fully convinced that it is by far the mnst philosophical,
and that its antagonist doctrine cannot stand before
The objections to necessity
it in point of argument.
are all of a popular cast; and in removing them it
will generally appear that we demolish the opposite
is

:

doctrine.
If the advocates for liberty say that it consists in a
man's nilting what he pleases; and this is their common

language, no necessitarian can have any dispute with
them on this point : the proposition is intuitively true,
for a man never can will any
or rather it is a truism
thing but what he pleases, unless it were possible for
him to will and not to will the same thing at the same
Whatever a man wills must, at the moment,
time.
please him, or he must consider it most eligible at the
time— in fact, the expression is tantamount to saying
Whatever volition
that a man chooses tehal he chooses.
the mind forms must be consistent with its choice, for
choice and volition are the same thing: they imply lite determination or election which the mind has formed, and,
therefore, whenever volition is exerted, liberty is at an

—

.
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end. The mind has already received its impulse— it is
PhiloiophT. already
in action, and the quiescence, and indifference,
Moral

supposed to be essential to liberty, have completely vanished.

The proper question then, is. What is it that induces
the mind to will f And we think it ought to be admitted as an axiom, that if it is swayed by any thing external to it, and independent of it, or even if it is swayed
by any thing essential to its own nature, in neither of
these views can it be said to be free, in tihe sense in
which freedom is usually understood, as applied to the
human mind. Indeed, it seems to be a most unreasonable freedom that is contended for ; it must arise without a cause from the self.determining power of the
mind. Now, a self-determining power cannot be influenced by any thing, otherwise it is not self-detera
mined ; and if it is not influenced by any thing, then
it is a power existing without a cause, of which we can
have no conception except in the case of the supreme
being.
Considering the subject speculatively, one might
ObjeoMons
perhaps be at a loss to determine whidi of the two
applicable
to both doe- schemes is most likely to be abused; for we think it
trijKf.
should equally exempt « man from responsibility to
suppose that hfe has insitfficient motives to influence his
conduct, or that he is bound by absolute irresistible necessity.
If the author of our nature has not given us
sufficient inducements to rectitude of conduct, or, in
other words, if he has not presented motives sufficiently powerfid to influence our will, we cannot well see
how we should be answerable for the want of proper
volitions ; if, on the other hand, our wills are absolutely
controlled, there could be no such things as virtue or
vice in the world.
As we have ventured to take a side in this very difObjections
to the
ficult question, we shall rest satisfied with vindicating
teheme of our peculiar views from the objections which have frenecesfitf
Suently been urged against them. And, first, it is said
reaored.
lat necessity is altogether inconsistent either with
praise or with blame.
Physical necessity, or coercion,
is undoubtedly inconsistent with praise or blame.
But
this is not the case with moral necestUy, otherwise we
could not ascribe praise and glory to tne Most High,
who undoubtedly acts under a moral necessity, for it is
impossible for him to do evil ; not that he wants the
power to do so, but because it is impossible for a being
infinitely wise and good, ever to have an inclination to
do evil ; and, according as a man advances in wisdom
and goodness, he comes so much nearer to a moral necessity of doing what is right, which, instead of being
a defect, constitutes the perfection of his nature. Habits and prepossessions in favour of virtue, which undou,btedly destroy the equilibrium of indifference, and
consequently impair or destroy the freedom of the will,
so far from lessening our ideas of the worth of the agent,
increase them in the highest degree ; and where we see
a fixed and determined bias to virtuous actions, there
we place our highest veneration and esteem. On the
other hand, a man who is habitually vicious, and so
strongly biassed, and inclined^ to evil as to be incapable of virtuous exertion, is always viewed with additional abhorrence, instead of being considered as excused by the moral inability under which he labours.
Moral

never considered as any excuse
it approaches to moral
impossibility, the cBaracter is considered as so much
the more infamous.
inability, then, is

for wickedness,

and the nearer

The argument may be carried farther still. " If it Moral
be supposed that good or evil dispositions are implant- Phiioaophy.
ed in the hearts of men by nature itself, yet it is not **"^ '"'
commonly supposed that men are worthy of no praisa
or dispraise for such dispositions ; although what is natural, is undoubtedly necessary, nature being prior to
all acts of the will whatever.
Thus, for instance, if a
man appears to be of a very haughty or malicious disposition, and is supposed to be so by his natural temit is no vulgar notion, no dictate of the common
sense and apprehension of men, that such dispositions
are no vices or moral evils, or that such persons are
not worthy of disesteem, or odium, or dishonour, or
that the proud or malicious acts which flow from such
natural dispositions, are worthy of no resentment. Yea,
such vile natural dispositions, and the strength of them,
will commonly be mentioned rather as an aggravation
of the wicked acts that come from such a fountain,
than an extenuation of them. Its being natural for
men to act thus, is often observed by men in the height
of their indignation ; they will say, " It is his very nature ; he is of a vile natural temper ; it is as natural to
him to act so, as it is to breathe ; he cannot help serving the devil." But it is not thus with regard to hurtful, mischievous things, that any are the subjects or oocasions of by natural necessity, against their inclinations.
In such a case, the necessity, by the common
voice of mankind, will be spoken of as a full excuse.
Thus, it is very plain, that common sense makes a vast
difference between these two kinds of necessity, as to
the judgment it makes of their influence on the moral
quality and desert of men's actions *."
In the second place, it is said that the scheme of necessity is inconsistent with the use of means, and that
if virtue or vice come to pass by necessity, it must be
useless to employ any means to obtain the one or avoid
the other. This is a very groundless objection, and
may, with great advantage, be retorted on the opposite
scheme. The whole scheme of necessity proceeds on
the idea that there is a necessary connection between
means and ends, antecedents and consequents. " Itaque tantum abest, ut prsedeterminatio seu praedispositio ex causis secessitatem inducat contrariam contin*
genti vel libertati aut moralitati ; ut potius in hoc ipso
distinguatur fatum Mahometanum a Christiano, absurdiun a rationali ; quod Turcae causas non curant ; Christian! vero et quicutique sapiunt, effectum ex causa deducunt. TurcsB scilicet, ut fama est, (quanquam non
omnes sic desipere putem,) frustra pestem et alia mala
evitari arbitrantur ; idque eo praetextu quod futura vel
decreta eventura sint, quicquid^agas aut non agas, quod
falsum est : ciun ratio dictet eum qui certo peste moriturus est, etiam certissime causas pestis non esse evitaturum. Nempe, ut recte Germanico proverbio dicitur,
mors vult habere causam." Leibnitz.
It is, then, evidently inconsistent to object to the necessitarian that his scheme renders means unavailing,
when he holds that there is a necessary connection between means and ends, motives and action : that when
certain means are employed, certain ends will follow ;
and that certain motives will as certainly lead to partiWith much greater justice may it be
cular actions.
said that the opposite scheme supersedes the use of
means ; for if there be no fixed and established connection between means and ends ; and the advocates for liberty are bound to maintain that there is not, for on
any other supposition, their scheme falls to the ground ;

per,

• Kdwardi on Free

Will.
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then, it would follow, that it matters not what means
fhil<»»phy- 4fe employed, or whether any are employed at all.
'"•^"^^^^
There could be no such thing as acting with wisdom
or prudence, if we did not see an established connection
between certain actions or events in tlie shape of means,
and others which depend upon them, as their conse<
qoents.
apprehend it is time to close this discussion.
readily admit that the scheme of necessity which we
hare adopted, has often been abused and perverted by
bad men to the worst of purposes : the Turkish view
of predestination it neither more nor less than a gross
abiue of the doctrine of nececsity : and it is certain that
ignorant religianista have perverted it in the same way
have endeavoured to
ia nuny Chnatian countries.
rindicate the doctrine from such misconceptions : and
though we readily admit that there are many difficulties
on the nibject of moral agency, which we cannot pretend
to explain, yet we think there are fewer on the scheme
of necesait}-, when rightly understood, than on the generally received views of liberty.
Our readers will thank us for presenting them with the
opinion of a rery acute writer * on this subject, who conveyi much weighty matter in small compass, and states
•ome important considerations which ought to be taken
into view by dispnUnta on both aides of the question.
" So far
thwe nacBMarisni maintain the certain inof moral motiTea as the natural and sufficient

We

We

We

tlMBoe
BMHM

«

whereby human

actions,

and

even

human

tboogiita, are brought into that continued chain of
CMiaea and effects, which, taking its beginning in the

oporations of the infinite mind, cannot but be fully unso far they do service to the cause of
;
troth ; placing the great and glorious doctrines of fore-

dantood by him

kaawleagp and proridcn c* -a b solute foreknowledge,
muTerHU providence, upon a firm and phdosophical
Thus far we profess ourselves the advofoonilatioii."
tat neotatitT, and we assent fully to the following
utmi satiuna, whidi are both just and profound. " But
wtMKtbagr go beyood thia, when they would represent

realaa

thia hillirriiTt of moral motives as arising from a physioal maamatf, the very same which excites and governs
tho i BOt iona of the inanimate creation-- 'here they confound nature's distuictions, and contradict the very
principles they would seem to have established.
The

source of their mistake is this, that they iniagine a similitude between things which admit of no comparisoo—between the influence of a moral motive upon
the mind, and that of mechanical force upon matter.
noBal motive and a mechanical force are both
indeed ciuati, and equally certain causes each of its
paopcr effect; but they are causes in very different
saaMi of the word, ami derive their energy from the
Force is only another name
aaoik OMoaite principles.
tot an ^Sckmt case ; it it that which impresses motion
upon body, the paastre recipient of a foreign impulse.

A

A

is what is more significantly called the
caoaa^ and can have no influence but with a being
Mopoaca to itself an end, chooses means, and thus
pouitaeu
Maelf in action.
It is true, that while this is my
hile I conceive these to be the means, a
and, and
will at certainly follow that definite choice
and jodgnant of my mind, provided I be free from
all external restraint and impediment, as a determinate
motion will be exdted in a body by a force applied in
a given diiccltaa. There is in both cases an equal certamty of tha efact ; but the principle of the certainty
in the one case and in the other is entirely different,
which difference necessarily arises from the different

moral motive

Jmml
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Marai
nature of final and efficient causes.
Every cause, ex'
cept it be the will of the supreme deity, acting to the Philo» ph)'
first production of substances
every cause^ I say, ex- '"^'Y""'
cept this acting in this singular instance, produces its
effect by acting upon something ; and whatever be the
cause that acts, the principle of certainty lies in a caCadty in the thing on which it acts, of being affected
y that action. Now, the capacity which force, or an
efficient cause, requires in the object of its action, is ab-

—

solute inertness.
But intelligence and liberty constitute the capacity of being influenced by a final cause
by a moral motive ; and to this very liberty does this
sort of cause owe its whole efficacy, the whole certainty of its operation ; which certainty never can disprove
the existence of that liberty upon which it is itself
founded, and of which it affords the highest evidence."
The following observations also by the same author,
on the general aspect of the question, are both moderate and judicious, and highly deserving of the attention of every one who engages
this controversy.
" The liberty of man and the foreknowledge of God
are equally certain, although the proof of each rests on
different principles.
Our feelings prove to every one
of us that we arf free : reason and revelation teach us
that the Deity knows and governs all things
that
even ' the thoughts of man he understandeth long before,' long before the thoughts arise— long before the
man himself is bom who is to think them. Now, when
two distinct propositions are separately proved, each
by its proper evidence, it is not a reason for denying
either, that the human mind, upon the first hasty view,

m

—

imagines a repugnance, and may perhaps find a difficulty
in connecting them, even after the distinct proof of
each is clearly perceived and understood.
"There is
a wide difference between a paradox and a contradiction.
Both, indeed, Consist of two distinct propositions, and so far only are they alike : for of the two
parts of contradiction the one or the other must necessarily be false; of a paradox, both are often true, and
yet when proved to be true, may continue paradoxical.
This is the necessary consequence of our partial view
of things. An intellect to which nothing should be paradoxical would be infinite.
It may naturally be supposed that paradoxes must abound the most in meta.
physics and divinity, Jbr nho can Jind out God untt
perfection ? Yet they occur in other subjects ; and any
one who should refuse his assent to propositions separately proved, because when connected they may have
been paradoxical, would, in many instances, be justly
laughed to scorn by the masters of those sciences which

make

the highest pretensions to certainty and demonIn all these cases there is generally in the
n.-iture of things a limit to each of the two contrasted
propositions, beyond which neither can be extended
without implying the falsehood of the other, and
changing the paradox into a contradiction ; and the
whole difficulty of perceiving the connection and agreement between such propositions arises from this cirstration.

cumstance, that, by some inattention of the mind, these
limits are overlooked.
Thus, in the case before us,
we must not imagine such an arbitrary exercise of God's
power over the minds and wills of subordinate agents,
as should convert rational beings into mere machines,
and leave the deity charged with the follies and the
crimes of men, which was the error of the Calvinist* :
nor must we, ou the other hand, set up such a liberty
of created beings, as, necessarily precluding the divine
foreknowledge of human actions, should take the government of the moral world out of the hands of God,

• Biihop Hontlcy.
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and leave him nothing to do with the noblest part of to flow from necessity, but shows, with irresistible
power of argument, that they do not follow from the
ijig creation, which hath been perhaps the worse error
doctrine, when judiciously and consistently explained.
of some who have opposed the Calvinists."
We have only to remark on this passage^ that had His work, however, seems to be but little known to
the ingenious author considered attentively the work of philosophers, probably because it is supposed to be
Jonathan Edwards on Free-will, he would not have more intimately connected with divinity than with phisupposed that the Calvinists hold the doctrine of neces^ losophy it is, however, by far the most profound work
that has ever been written on the question ; but it is, at
sity in the unqualified and unguarded sense which
could lead to the conclusions which he has stated above. the same time, exceedingly dry and repulsive ; 'and no
Edwards is a very high Calvinist, yet he not only re- man need attempt to read it who has not a mind capable
of being delighted with naked metaphysical truth, (g)
jects the pernicious consequences which are supposed

Moral
Philosophy,
'

:

M O

MORAT or MuHTEN,

MO

R

the name of a village and
lake in Switzerland, in the canton of Fribourg, and
Moravia, on the great road from Lausanne to Berne.
The town
^""V"*" is situated on the banks of the lake. Many Roman
antiquities are found in the neighbourhood, pai-licularIn the chateau are six inscriptions
]y at Monchwyler.
which renders it probable that this place was formerly
one of the fauxbourgs of Aventicum. The village is
celebrated by the battle of Morat which was fought on
the 22d June, 14'76, between Charles the Bold, Duke
of Burgundy, and the Swiss, who routed and almost
destroyed the French army. The bodies of the slaughtered Burgundians were buried in deep ditches ; but
four years after the battle, an ossuary, (which has been
called the Charnel house of Moral,) 10 feet long, and
14 wide, was erected a quarter of a mile from Morat.
In 1755, it was repaired by the cantons of Berne and
Fribourg ; but it was destroyed by the French army in
Moral

is

II

1798.

The lake of Morat is two leagues long, half a league
wide, and twenty-seven fathoms deep ; and according
to De Luc, it is about fifteen feet above the level of the
lake of Neufchatel. The river Broie runs from the lake
of Morat to tliat of Neufchatel. There are many fish in
the lake, and it contains a great number of the highly esteemed fish, the Silurus Glanis of Linnaeus. See Ebel's
Manuel du Voyageur en Suisse, tom. iii. p. 524', and
Coxe's Travels in Switzerland, vol. ii. p. 157, &c.
is a province of the Austrian empire,
including Moravia Proper and Austrian Silesia, which
has been annexed to it. Moravia Proper contains 8,860
square miles, and 1,334,000 inhabitants ; and Austrian
Silesia 184-0 square miles, and 347,000 inhabitants.
The six circles of Brunn, Olrautz, Hradisch, Prerau,
Znaym, and Iglau form- Moravia Proper, while Austrian Silesia is divided into the circles of Teschen and
The following is the population of the
Troppau.

MORAVIA

principal towns

Brunn
Olmutz

:—

26,000
11,000
11,000
Iglau .
Troppau
10,000
Sternberg
8,000
Nikolsburg
7,600
Moravia is intersected
.

Teschen

Znaym
Cremsier

6,400
5,200
3,200
3,100
2,900
1,700

Fulneck
Prerau
Hradisch
by several ranges of

moun-

between which are many fertile vallies ; and in
the north and south there are well cultivated plains of
considerable extent. The principal river is the March,
or Morava, which is navigable, and after receiving the
Theya runs south, and falls into the Danube above
tains,

Presburg.
This province

not famous for its productions. Corn
but not in very great quantities.
Hogs and geese are exported to a great extent. Gold
and silver mines were once wrought here, but the most
productive ones are those of iron and lead. Coal is
.found in great quantity, but the veins have not been

and

is

flax are raised,

wrought

R

to a great extent.

Fossil remains, a species
of amber, and clay for tobacco pipes, are some of the
other productions of the province.
The manufactures of Moravia are considerable.
Woollen, cotton, and linen goods, are made to a great
extent.
About 40,000 pieces of woollen goods are
woven annually in the neighbourhood of Iglau. The
number of persons employed in Moravia in the woollen manufactory is 16,000 in weaving, and 24,000
in spinning.
Thread is made at Bothwasser, and dyeing is extensively carried on at Brunn. The cotton
works of Lettowitz give employment to 1000 individuals.
Leather, paper, potash, and glass, are among
the other manufactures of the province. The principal imports are wool, silk, flax, cotton, and oil.
The inhabitants of Moravia are Germans, Sclavonians, and Jews, of whom there are about 30,000.

Moravia
II
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MORAYSHIRE,

or Murravshire, or Province of Boundarie»~
maritime county in the northern part of and extent.
Scotland, bounded on the north by the Moray Firth,
on the east and south-east by Banffshire, on the south
and south-west by Inverness-shire, and on the west
by Nairnshire and Inverness-shire.
It lies between
the 57° and 58° of North Latitude and the longitude
at the mouth of the Spey is 3' 6' West, extending in
length from East to West 42 miles, and in breadth 20

Moray— a

;

miles.

The county of Moray is naturally divided into the up- Divisions.
per and champaign districts. ] st, The low country is
a large plain, bounded by the Firth of Moray on the
north, and a winding range of mountains on the south,
whose length equals that of the whole county, and its
breadth, measured at right angles from the mountains
to the shore, is from 5 to 12 miles, or mean breadth 7
The surface of the low lands is diversified by
miles.
intervening hills, disposed in short ridges parallel to
the Firth, and intersected by the rivers Spey, Lossy,
and Findhorn, whose streams wind, at unequal distanMany of the plains
ces, across the plain into the sea.
along the banks of the Spey and the Findhorn are remarkable for their beauty and fertility.
One-third
of the bottoms and sides of the valleys within the range
of the mountainous or hilly district, except certain parts
adapted for bearing trees, is capable of cultivation. The
width and depth of these valleysare proportionate to the
largeness of the rivers, and the friability of the soil
through which they flow.
The climate is so mild, that the apricot, nectarine, Climate.
and peach ripen sufficiently on a wall in the open air,
and gardens are formed, and fruit-trees cultivated, if the
length of the lease permits the farmers to make such an
arrangement. Tlie most prevailing winds are from the
west and north-west, which continue, during the year
generally for the space of 260 days, and in the summer
the gale is frequently from the south-west, whilst in
autumn and winter it is commonly from the north-

MORAYSHIRE.
west, and often rises into a violent tempest with rain,
fleet, or snow.
The heaviest and longest rains are
from the north or north-west, and thunder showers
and drizzling wet weather proceed from the south or

An easterly wind is sometimes attended
with a heavy flood, and the north wind is often cold
and fair, with occasionally severe rains. A dry parching easterly wind prevails in general towards the end
of spring, blasting the com, grass, and blossoms through
the whole district. The mean quantity of rain is 25.28
inches, or from 20.06 to 33.17 inches, during a space
of nine years. The average depth of rain in the hilly
districts is five or six inches greater than that on the
coaat The sowing of com continues from the 2d of
March to the 10th April, and the harvest from the 28th
August to November 4th. The crops are sometimes
damaged in the month of August by a most destructive_ mildew, occasioned by vapours arising from stagnating streams, which, settling on the unripe corn,
iDJorca the milky substance in the ear, and, unless
rcmove<l by brisk gales or heavy showers, blasts the
bopM of the farmer. Few crops suffer from excess
of rain ; and no instance of any loss from this cause oc«
curred during a period of 38 years, from 174t to 1782.
The county of Moray afforded a large supply of grain
for the adjoining counties, when the very wet and cold
seasons, towards the end of the 1 6th century, had produced a famine over the whole kingdom. (Jat-meal
was bought at that period, to be carried across the
south-east.
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culture ; and it was in such a situation, after the struggle
carried on for prelacy by four successive monarchs, as
to be almost wholly abandoned during the seven unfavourable seasons which took place towards the latter
part of the 17th century, and the beginning of the 18th.
Thousands of the inhabitants of this county perished
at that time, in the high-ways and streets, in conse-

Sfurayshire.

The magistracy of Elgin established a police for burying, every morning, the bodies
of those miserable beings who had fallen victims in the
The bier on
streets to the famine during the night.
which the dead of the adjoining parish of Urquhart
were carried to their graves still remains ; and it is an
ascertained fact that their ordinary attire served both
for the coflin and the shroud.
need not be surprised to find this district long stationary, or rather retrograde in agricultural improvemements after so severe a
scourge.
Summer fallowing, the basis of all good hus.
bandry, was unknown. The rotation of crops was miserably bad, consisting of a crop of barley, after two or
three ploughings, succeeded by three successive crops
of oats. The implements of agriculture were extremely
deficient, and no 'striking improvements could, under
such circumstances, be expected to take place. It remained for Dr. Walker, a great admirer and steady
follower of Mr. Tull, to establish in this district, nearly
40 years ago, the drill husbandry in the culture of
beans, potatoes, and turnips, which has been long and
generally followed.
Potatoes were first introduced
Hrampian hills, at the rate of jEl, 10s. for the boll of about the year 1740, and clover later than that period.
few plantations exist in this county, and the largest,
i he soil is chiefly of the following species
which belongs to Sir JnmesGrant,consistsof 20,000 acres.
lil,
sandy soil, which constitutes the greatest part of the The breeds of cattle and sheep have been improved by
eastern cod of the plain already described, although
im|)orting some of the most admired kinds from Engthere ut several small fields of clay and fertile loam land, and other parts of this kingdom. Considerable
interspersed amongst it. a/. Clay, amounting nearly attention is (laid to poultry, of which they have six vato one-fifth of tlie whole of the cultivated part.
rieties.
Increased enclosures, regular drainage, irriga- improveSd,
Loam, which forms nearly three-eigbtlis of what is lued tion, good rotations of crops, the soiling of cattle, and ments.
4/A, I'eat Earth, which occupies the lowest
in tillage.
union amongst all the proprietors for the destruction of
ground, and from this it is inferred that the sea has re- moles, would contribute very much to add to the protired many ages ago, since the subsoil is generally
ductiveness of a county which can boast of a good soil
sand, anci the mossy surface mingled with the re- and climate. Agricultural societies established at Elmains of timber, willow, &c. The peat is very sulphu- gin and Forres have been useful in promoting inquiry
reous, changing the colour of silver into a leaden nue,
and the advancement of husbandry.
and corroding kitchen utensils, whether of copper or
The prices of mutton and beef are nearly the same Price of
iron.
There are only 1700 acres of peat cultivated. with those of the Edinburgh markets ; fish sell for very provisions.
Three-fourths of the whole county, including lakes, moderate prices, although the price has advanced more
Haddocks bring one penny each,
marshes, roads. Sic. are waste.
than 100 per cent.
The population of Morayshire amounted, in 1 755, and cod are sold fur one penny per lb. Half a gallon
fopulitioe.
of milk sells for twopence ; and cheese for threepence
to lS,982i in 1797, to li,445; in 1801, to S6,705;
per lb.
and, in ISII, to 28,106.
Coal was unknown in this county about the middle Fuel,
The agriculture of Moravshire was not neglected
friculire.
during the dark ages, but mills were erected in the year of last century. It requires from 30 to 50 one-horse
1200; carts were used, and breweries established, in carts of peat to maintain a cottage fire during the year.
1225; andgardensforroedinl23:3;leaaeswere also grant- The most fru<;al farmer has to pay from L.12 to L.16,
ed for five and three lives, in the years 1378 and 1390. exclusive of carriage, for the supply of coals and peat
quence of mere hunger.

.

We

A

:
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culture of wheat in ScoUand was increased by an
act of Parliament almut 500 years ago, which compelled
every turner who had four yoke of oxen to sow one bushel of wheat ; and, in 1 565 James Offilvie of Findlater,
produced on his farm SO bolls of wheat ; and the Bihad the same year, according to his
»bop at
This circumstance proves that the
rental, 10 boUa.

The

Monv

agrkoltare of Moray was in a higher state of impvarenwnt at this period than that of some of the
countiet in the nortn of England, where wheat was
not intro<luccd until more than a century after. The
caaruUons occasioned by the Reformation prevented
tb* inhabitants of Moray from attending to their agri*

during the year.

The

surplus oats and barley of this county are sent Commerce
or Leith, and the wheat, amounting to 8 or and manufartu"'10,000 quarters, to London. Salmon are sold to the
extent of £25,000, and other articles produce £30,000.
The facilities of commerce will be increased, and the
navigation rendered less dangerous, by forming a harbour at Burgh-head. Woollen manufactories are established in this district, and some of the workmen are
Neariy 60,000 stones of wool are
from Yorkshire.
carded in the counties of Moray and Nairn, and manumanu-.
factured for plaiding and domestic purposes.
facture of cotton is also estoblished in this county.
to

Dundee

A
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The

folly of establishing a parochial assessment for

the relief of the poor is strongly proved by the expense
with Mrliich they are maintained in this county, compared with the cost in the 61 parishes where a compulsory mode exists. In the latter, a pauper costs
not less than L.2, whilst in Moray and Nairn the
expense is only nine shillings each.
In these two
counties, consisting only of 24 parishes, there are not
fewer than S3 friendly societies, one of which, the

.1

thrown under an arched cover. It is supposed to have Morayshire.
been erected either as a memorial of the assassination of
King Duff, or of a battle [fought by King Malcolm

II. of Scotland against the Danes in 1CX)8.
The ruins
of the royal forts at Elgin and Forres still exist. The
religious houses in this province are numerous.
The
cathedral at the east end of Elgin is the noblest speci.
men of Gothic architecture in the county. The mag«
nificence of the building, the elegance of the sculpture,
Guildry in Elgin, divides nearly L.lOO annually and the uniformity of the design, afford a lasting moamong the widows and families of deceased guild- nument of the labour and ingenuity of the middle ages.
Its length is 264 feet, and the height of the centre
brethren.
The York Building Company established, nearly tower and spire is 108. The model resembles that of
Minerals.
a century ago, an iron foundry on Sir James Grant's the cathedral at Litchfield, but on a larger scale, and with
more ornament. The priory of Pluscardine preserves
estate, which is now wholly given up, in consequence of the expence of wood for charcoal. In the the plan of the building entire, and the whole occupies
higher parts of the county, a sufficient quantity of iron nearly 12 acres.
The Norwegians conquered Moray about the year History,
ore abounds.
Lime and marl are plentiful in many
parts ; and the marl on the estate of Lord Cawdor, ex- 927, under Sigind, Earl of Orkney.
Before this period
tending between the bottom of the mountains and the Picts occupied the Burgh, a Roman station on the
Hoarmoor heath, where Macbeth is supposed to have Moray Firth, where they established themselves in
met the weird sisterhood, is of the purest kind, and great numbers, as appears by the ruins of the house*
very abundant. Quarries of freestone are very large, extending nearly two miles on the sea-shore to the
and capable of supplying the demands of the architect east. Other colonies of the same descent mingled with
for pillars, &c.
A very durable slate is also raised in the British, and being driven northward by the Belgae,
Iberians, and Saxons, peopled the province of Moray.
this county, of a blue or grey colour.
Their killing King Malcolm I. at Ulrin, the castle of
Its rocks are secondary, consisting chiefly of sandBocks &c.
stone and basalt; but those in the higher parts of Forres, and Kmg Duffus, A. D. 966, affords a clear
In the reign of
the country are probably primitive, if we draw our proof of their turbulent character.
conclusions from the fragments of granite and mica, Malcolm IV. about 1160, they rebelled, and on hig
reous schistus, which present themselves. The sur- attacking them submitted ; but all the insurgents were
face of the county near Lossiemouth is formed of bowl- transplanted into the other counties of Scotland, from
der stones of granite, granitic porphyry, quartz, lime- Caithness to Galloway. Malcolm III. and his succesGreat banks, left as sors encouraged emigrants of rank from England and
stone, and arenaceous breccia.
alluvium by the retiring of the sea, are to be found the continent, who acquired afterwards a considerable
near this town. There are strata also of red-colour- property, and from them many of the nobility and of
ed argillaceous sandstone, which, at Buckie, are near- the ancient families in this province are probably descended. At Forres and Mortelich battles were fought Battles,
ly vertical ; but no other variety of rock presents itbetwixt the Scots and Danes, in the year 1008 and
self.
There are many druidical cairns, on which sacrifice 1010. At Speymouth, in the years 1078 and 1110,
Antiquitias.
was offered by the druids, about five feet high and thir- wars took place betwixt the king and the inhabitants
King Malcolm contended with the
ty feet in circumference, surrounded with stones fixed of Morayshire.
in the ground, for preventing them from falling. There same people on the muir of Urquhart in the year 11 60.
'Donalds opposed each other at
are also several mounts or motes, which were the seat The Frazers and
on which the druids determined questions in law and Ceanlochlochie, in A.D. 1544. A contest took place beproperty ; and in Gaelic they are called iomavoed, or tween the king and the Earls of Huntly and Angus,
in 1594; the Covenanters attacked Montrose in 1645;
courl-hill, and in the south, laws, as North Berwick
Law, &c. There are also strong holds called duns and and in l69G the king's troops opposed the Highlansand-hillocks, where, by means of a large fire, they ders.
The diocese of Moray comprehended the counties Ecclesiasti'
summoned their warriors to repel the invading enemy.
The Romans soon relinquished this province (the inha* of Moray, and a great part of Banff and Inverness, cal hisiory.
which had fifty-six pastoral charges. There was an
bitants of which they called Vacomagi, and its firth,
Vararis,) which could neither gratify their avarice nor abbey at Kinloss, and the abbot had a seat in parliaambition ; and on this account the only remains of their ment. Three priories were founded at Urquhart, Plus-

M

power

are of a military nature.
Baths, roads, and inwhich belong to a tranquil age, are not to be
found hete. Fortified chains of communications, whose
origin may be traced to a later period, extend from
scriptions-,

Burgh

to the East Sea by Duffus, &c. to Garran in the
Mearns. One of the most magnificent obelisks in Scotland, being 20 feet high and 4 broad, is situated near-

half a mile to the north-east of Forres.
On its eastern side there are 6 divisions, whereon are represented
horses with their riders, and infantry with bows and
arrows, swords, and targets. In the fourth division
several men armed with spears guard a number of human heads under a canopy ; and in the 6th there is the
appearance of horses seized, riders beheaded, and heads
1}-

3

cardine, and Kinguissie, and likewise several convents.
An hospital was also erected near Elgin for entertaining
strangers, and for the support of poor infirm people.
The monks are said to have possessed excellent libraries.
The furniture of Kinloss Abbey consisted of fift)' feather beds, two silk beds, and twenty-eight arras co-

Great hospitality marked the conduct of its
verings.
inmates, with whom King Edward I. resided nearly a
month and a half. The king and his attendants are
reported to have drank, during this short period, the
beer of more than twenty chalders of malt. Though
this statement appears to be exaggerated, yet it affords
a decisive proof of the good cheer in which our ancestors of the 14th century indulged.

:
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S«e Pennant's Tour. The Statistical Account of Scot'
tbirt
land.
Rev. Mr. Leslie's General f'ien of the Agricula
ture of the Countiet of Nairn and Mot ay.
Account of
More. S
the Antiquities. SfC. in the Province of Moray.
A
'J'huniaa
y Survey if the Prutiince of Moray, Historical, G.ographLai, and Political. Dr. Shaw's Account of Morayshire.
Chalmers's Caledonia. See Nairn.
MORBIHAN', one of the departments of the northwe»t rej; on of France. It was formed out of the
Bishopric of Vannes, and is bounded on the north by
the department of the Cotes du Nord, on the east by
that of the Lower Loire and the I lie and Vilaine, on
the south-west by the Ser, and on the west by the department of Fini*terrc.
The department is watered by the rivers Vilaine and Blavet, and produces rye,
Aax, cattle, horses, fish of all kind;, and has mines of
lead

and

coal.

The

fertile island

of Belleisle contains

inhabitants.
The whole department contains
558 square leagues, and 425,485 inhabitants.
The
following are the principal places

5569

TaoMi,

th* caffeil

....

PopoUtioa.
8.T28

L'Oriait

1»,9M

noaiBKl

4,512
30,90

PtoliTy

The

forests

occupy from 37 to 38 thousand

acres,

chequer. About this time he built a bouse on the banks More, Sir
of the Tliames, at Chelsea, and married a second wife. Thomas.
In the 14th year of Henry VIII. Sir Thomas More
was appointed Speaker of the House of Commons, in
which capacity he had the courage to oppose Wolsey,
in his demand of an oppressive subsidy.
Soon afterwards, however, he was made chancellor of the duchy
of Lancaster, and treated with great familiarity by the
king.
In the year 1526", he was sent, with Cardinal
VVoIsey and others, on a joint embassy to France ; and,
in 1529, with Bishop I'onstal to Cambray.
Notwithstanding his opposition to the measures of the court,
he was ap{x>inted chancellor in the following year, after
the disgrace of Wolsey.
In 1533, however, he resigned the seals, probably to avoid the danger of refusing his sanction to the king's divorce.
He now retired to his house at Chelsea ; dismissed many of his
servants ; sent his children, with their families, whom
he seems tu have maintained in his own house, to their
respective homes ; and spent his time in study and devotion.
But he was not long permitted to enjoy tranquillity.
Though now reduced to a private station,
and even to indigence, his opinion of the legality of
the king's marriage with Anne Boleyn, was deemed of
so much importance, that various attempts were made
to procure his approbation ; but these having proved
ineffectual, he was, along with some others, included
in a bill of attainder in the House of Lords, for misprision of treason, by encouraging l'>lizabeth Barton,
the nun of Kent, in her treasonable practices.
His
imiocence in tliis affair, however, appeared so clearly,
that they were obliged to strike his name out of the
bilL
He was then accused of other crimes, but with
tne same effect ; until, upon refusing to take the oath
enjoined by the art of supremacy, lie was committed
to the Tower ; and, after fifteen months imprisonment,
was tried at the bar of the King's Bench for high treason.
The proof rested on tlie single evidence of Rich,
thx solicitor-general, whom Sir Thomas, in his defence,
sufficiently discredited.
The jury, however, brought
him in guilty ; he was condemned to suffer as a traitor,
and was accordingly beheaded on Tower Hill on the
5th of July, 1535.
His body was first interred in the
Tower, but was afterwards begged and obtained by his
daughter Margaret, and deposited in the chancel of
the church at Chelsea, where a monument, with an inscription written by himself, had been some time before erected, and is still to be seen.
The same daughter also procured his head, after it had remained fourteen days upon London-bridge, and placed it in a
vault belonging to the Roper family, under a chapel
adjoining to St. Dunstan's church in Canterbury.
Sir Thomas More was a man of considerable leam«

the ^eater part of which belong to individuals. The
contributions in 1803 were 2,327.248 francs.
MORDANTS. See Dveino, vol. viii. p. 201.
MORE, Sir Thomas, Lord High Chancellor of England,
the son of Sir John More, Knight, one of
the Judge* of tbe King's Bench. He was Imm in London, in the year 1 4^0, and educated first at a school at
St. Anthony's in 'I hreadneedle Street, and aAerwards
at Oxford, where he soon acquired a considerable proSdenry in classical learning ; and being destined for
the profesaion of the law, he came to New Inn in London, fitm whence, -after some time, he removed to
Lincoln's Inn, of which his father was a member.
Having obtained a seat in parliament, he distinguished
hinself, in the year 1503. by his opposition to the motion for granting a subsidy and three fifteenths for the
marriage of Henry \ II's eldest daughter Margaret, to
the King of Scotland.
The motion was rejected; and
the king was so violently offended at this opposition,
that, in ravenge, he sent Mr. More's father, on a friToioua pretence, to the lower, and obliged him to pay
£100 for his liberty. After being called to tlie bar,
he was appointed faw reader at Fumival's Inn, which
place he field about tliree years ; and about the same
time, he also read a public lecture in the church of
St. Lawrence, Old Jewry, upon St Austin's treatise
De Civilaie Dei. At one time he seenu to have formed
Althe design of becoming a Franciscan friar; but he was ing, eminent talents, and inflexible integrity.
afterwards d'ssuaded from it, and married Jane, the tltough possessed of great sagacity in other matters,
elde*t daughter of John Coh, Esq. of Newliall in Essex. his reUgious bigotry exposed him to superstition and
In the year I5<>8, he was appointed judge of the credulity. When only twenty years old, he was so devoted to monkish discipline, that he wore a hair shirt
Sheriff's Court in the city of London, was made a justice at the peace, and attained great eminence at the next his skin, frequently fasted, and slept upon a bare
Yet his disposition was cheerful, and he had
bar.
(n 1516. he went to Flanders in the retinue of plank.
Bishop Tonital and Dr. Knight, who were sent by King an affectation of wit, which he could not restrain even
Henry VIII. to renew the alliance with the Archduke upon the most serious occasions. He was the author
of Austria, afterwards Charles V. On bis return to of various books, chiefly of a polemical nature. His
£n;{land. Cardinal \V'olsey wished to engage Mr More Utopia is the only performance tliat has survived in
Hume says of him, that of
in the service of the crown, and offered him a pension, the esteem of the world.
all the writers of that age in England, Sir Thomas
which he declined
It was not long, however, before
He More seems to come the nearest to the character of a
he accepted the place of master of the requests
was also created a knight, admitted a member of the clo-ssical author. His English works were collected
privy ooandl, and, in 1520, made treasurer of the ex< and published by order of Queen Mary, in J 557; his
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Latin at Basil, in 1563, and at Lou vain, in 1566.
lit* of Sir Thomas More, by his son-in-law, Mr. Roper
of 'VVellhall, in Kent, %vt»s published by Mr. Hearne,
(s)
at Oxford, in 1716.
MOREA, a peninsula of a very irregular form,
sometimes compared to the shape of a mulberry-leaf,
and joined to the Continent by a narrow neck of land,
called the Isthmus of Corinth, is situated between 36"
Sy and 38° 30' North Latitude, and between 21° 30',
Bxtent and «nd 24" of East Longitude from Greenwich. Its greatest extent, from the Gulf of Lepanto to Cape Matapan,
Hibdivisions.
is about 120 miles, and its greatest breadth 110; but
its coast is deeply indented by numerous gulfs, inlets,
and bays. It is divided into four provinces, namely,
Chiarenza, Belvidere, Tzakonia, and Romania Major.
In Chiarenza, which includes all Achaia Propria, the
principal places are Saraoalle, Triti, and Caminitza,
which are only inconsiderable villages. In Belvidere,
•which contains Elis and Messenia, there are Larissa,
on a river of the same name; Chiarenza, (Cyllene,)
at the bottom of a gulf of that name; Tornese, a village with a castle on an eminence near a cape of the
same name Gastouni, a considerable town south from
the river Peneus ; Callivi (supposed to be the ancient
Elis;) Belvidere, a considerable town in a delightful
situation ; Rofeo, near the site of the ancient Olympia
Navarim, with
Arcadia, on the bay of the same name
More*.

'••"V'"'

;

;

a large commodious

fort in its vicinity;
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Modon, a small

town, with a good harbour ; Coron, a
town, well defended, rear a gulf of the same
name; Messene, once the capital of Messeniaj now a
small hamlet called Mavra-Matea, near Mount Vulcano ; and Calaraatia, an open town on the river StroIn Tzakonia, which includes Arcadia and Lamio.
conia, are Misitra, near the ruins of ancient Sparta,
defended by a castle containing several public edifices Cyparissi, (Tyros,) on the Gulf of Napoli; Malvasis-Vecchia, a little town under a strong citadel, on a
small island connected with the Continent by a bridge,
from the neighbourhood of which place comes an excellent wine called Malvoisia or Malmsey ; Colokythia,
(Gythium,) a small town on the west coast of a gulf so
named; Maina, a town and district on the north of Cape
Matapan, inhabited by an independent and warlike
tribe, called Mainotti or Mainottes, supposed by some
to be descendants of the Spartans, but who are more
probably sprung from some Sclavonian horde. Leondari, a village on Mount Taygetus ; Trapolissa, which
may be regarded the modern capital of the Morea,
near the site of Tegda; Orchomenus, Phonia, and
Gardena.
In Romania Major, which comprehends
Corinth, Sicyon, and Argos, are Corito, (Corinth) on
the high ground which looks down upon the gulf of
Lepanto; Vasilica (Sicyon) containing a few mean
dwelling houses Staphlica ( Phlius) an inconsiderable
village at the foot of mount Gromo ; Vostitza ( JEg'ium) a small place on the border of the gulf; Drepano,
a village with a harbour near the promontory of the
same name; Patras, a trading town containing about
4000 inhabitants, to the westward of Lepanto Argolis, a town of considerable extent, but without any
vestige of its ancient edifices; Agios, Adrianos, or
Charia, (Mycene) now a small hamlet ; Nemea, where
there are some ruins of the ancient city of that name ;
Napoli di Romania, ( Nauplia) a trading town,"strongly
fortified with a spacious and secure harbour
Pidavra
(Epidaurus) a little town in the recess of the gulf of
Argos, naturally strong; provided with a tolerable

fortified trading
little

;

;

;

;

port ; Damala, Castri, and Hydra, places of

little

note,

O R

that the inhabitants of the last mentioned are
Mores.
remarked as excellent sailors.
'*~'V™
The present appearance of the Morea, as far as respects the natural feritures of the suif.-.ce, cone^ponds
very exactly with the description given of it in the
Itinerary of Pausanias ; but the country appe^irs remarkably diminutive, when cor.lru^ted with the great
Themountains of Greece iMountains..
events in Grecian history.
are uniformly composed of limestone; and of that kind
of formation which is supposed to be peculiarly liable
The valleys are vast
to the phenomena of earthquakes.
basons surrounded by circles of these mountains, and
the country is thus divided into a number of distinct
cratere, each of which contains a spacious level area,
Its surnaturally fitted for a separate community.
face is compared by Dr. Clarke to a number of saucers
with broken lips, placed together on a table. Except- Rivers,
ing the Pamesus, Cephisus, and Eurotas, the rivers of
the Morea are exhauste<l ; and are nothing more than

streams, with almost dry channels in summer, but
rapid torrents in winter.
There are no Greek or Roman roads perceivable in Roads.
the Morea but only Turkish causeways about two
feet and a half in breadth, leading over the low marshy
spots; and those are sufficient for the horses of the
soldiery, or the asses of the peasantry, who rarely make

little

;

use of any wheel carriages.
The climate, and the whole aspect of nature in the fin^^j^
Morea, presents a harmonious uniformity, softness, and ^„^ ^^n^
The soil in
repose, and the scenery is often beautiful.
the valleys is fruitful, and susceptible of every species
of culture ; and the mountains are covered with pa.sture arul medicinal herbs ; but only a few of tliim,
particularly Helicon, are adorned with luxuriant shrubs,
and covered with thriving flocks. Rose-laurels, and
the Agnus Castus, with its long, pale, narrow leaf, and
purple woolly flower, are met with all over the country ; and are almost the only decorations of its now
solitary wastes.
It would be a vain attempt to describe the remains
of ancient arts and arehitecture in modern Greece;
where every species of destruction follows anether so
rapidly, that frequently one traveller can discover no
trace of the monuments, which another had admired,
but a few months before.
The population of the Morea has been estimated by
some at 300,000, but the following is one of the most
recent computations, namely,
400,000 Greeks.
1.5,000 Turks.
4,000 Jews.
4,000 Mainottes.

jjuinj.

423,000.

The

history of this country fi-om the dissolution of History of
the Achaian league, B. C. 146, is connected with that .Modern
of Rome ; and, after the fall of that empire, is to be Gicece.
notice at
sought in that of Venice and Turkey.

We

present, only a few of the leading events in its state
and history, from the conclusion of its ancient annals,
In the
given under the article GRfcECE, in this work.
civil wars of Rome, the Athenians espoused the cause
of Pompey, which they considered as that of liberty ;

while the Spartans adhered to the interests cf Ca-sar,

and fought against Brutus at Philippi. Vespasian reduced Achaia to a Roman province, A. D. 79- The
laws of Lycurgus were still in force at Lacedsemon in
Adrian, A. D. 134,
the reign of Domitian, A. D. .01rebttilt

the fallen

monuments of Athens,

erected a

new

.

M O R E A.
of the ancient one, and revived
|T^<'""* throu|;hout Greece the reign of science and the arts.
Uiiiorj.
Under the Antonines the schools of Athens were revtored to dieir furnier splendour ; and the city swarm-cd with a multitude of philosophers, and their reMoiea.

city in the vicinity

Sparta had fallen into obscurity,
spective disciples.
except that the Emperor Caracalla chose a band of her
In the year SGl, the Herucitizens as his body-guard.
li pillaged the greater part of the Morea, and eight
years at^erwards, Atliens was taken by the Gotlis, but
rescued from their hands by one of its citizens named
Cleodemus.
In 3i)5, the whole of Peloponnesus fell
under the successive ravages of the barbarians ; and
its devastation was completed by the troops under Stilico, who marched to its deliverance.
Justinian made
attempts to repair its ruins ; and, when the easteanpire was divided into governments called Tkemala, Lacedaemon became a domain uf the brothers,
or elde^it sons of the Emperor, who assumed the title
of £>espots. From this period, A. D. 527, there are
f^w historical records of this renowned region, tot the
In 81^, Greece was overlong space of 700 years.
run by the Sclavonians, who are supposed to be the
mcesun of the modem Mainottes; and, in 1081, the
western coasts were ravaged by the Turks. About
beginning of the Nth century, the Venetians and
other western nations invaded the Peloponnesus/.which
appears, about tliis time, to have changed its name for
that of the Moroa, in consequence (as i« oonjecture<l)
of its aboundini; in mulberry trees, which tlien began
to be extensively cultivated in the growing manufacture of silk in the countrv- In the commencement of
the l.ltk centur}-, Bonitace, Marquis of Mantserrat,
joined by other bands of Crusaders, reduced the whole
of the Morca, which was soon after given up to the
VeDctaans by the terms of a general treaty concluded
Occasioiwly possessedby different
at Constantinople.
chiefs, called princes of the Morea, it was for 17 years
the subiect ot contention Ixtwcen the Latin em|)crors
'if tlic East, and the Greek emperors who hod retired
into Asia.
Occupied at tliffcrent times, for short periodf.by various ad venturers, it fell at length, in the beginning of the 15th ctnturj', uniltr the power of the
Mussulmans. It was reconquere<i by the N'enrtians in
I6S8, and retained by thrra till 1715, when it reverted
In 1770, a last and un.igain to the Ottmnaii emiiire.
availing attempt was miide by its iiiluibitants, at the instigation of Catherine II. of Russia, to throw off the
Mahometan yoke; but the Turkish oppressions have
since that |ieriod increased in severity, and noUiing can
exceed the present wretched degratlalion of the once
celebrated people who inhabited the plains of I'clo-

ome
cm

tW

But modem Greece, so long forgotten in history, and
obliterated from the list of nations, has attaine<l, in
these later ages, a new species of renown ; and has become the resort of the learned and ingenious from every
land, by the mere attraction of its munumenUil remains.
As soon as the nations of Europe were roused from tlieir
barbarism, their attention was directed to the cities of
the .Morea, as the repository of all that survived of anSo early as the year 14C5,
ciect art and ornament.
Francesco Gambietti made drawings on vellum of many
of thise Grecian monuments, which were deposited in
the Barberini library at Rome, and which are the more
curious and valuable, as tbey were taken when these
In 1550, Nicholas Gerbel
structures were sUll entire.
Ial58i,
Sublished at Basil a description of Greece.
lutia Cruiius, profeuor of Creek and Latin in the
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university of TubiHgen, in a

work

entitled Turco-Grae-

Mores.

gave an account of Greece from the year 1444 to ^~'^''~'
the time in which he wrote.
About the beginning of "*"">•
the 17lh century, the establishment of French consuls
in Attica, and about 50 years afterwards, the arrival of
the Jesuit missionaries from the same ccuntry, contributed to enlarge the knowledge of Grecian monuments
in the Morea.
De Monceaux, who visited Grtece in
1668, described antiquities, of which not a vestige now
remains; and Father Babin, published, in 1672, the
most complete and circumstantial account of the city
of Athens which had then appeared.
But the travels
of Ipion and Wheeler, in 1678, presented the ablest
view that had been given, in modern times, of Grecian
arts and antiquities.
At the same time, the Earl of
Winchelsea conveyed several fragments of Grecian
sculpture to England
an*i Vernon, an English traveller, published a rapid sketch of his travels in Greece in
cia,

;

the Philosophical Transactions. From this date the travellers in Greece found only the ruins of many of the
finest monuments hitherto des^cribtd by their predecessors, in consequence of the ravages committed by the
Venetians in iheir reconquestof the Morea.
In 1728,
the Abbe Feurmont was sent to the Levant in quest
of inscriptions and monuments, but his work was never
published; and Pococke, in 1739, gave one of the
most accurate descriptions that had yet been made of
Grecian ruins.
In 1758, the picturesque tour of
Greece by Leroi, a French attist ; and, in 1701, the
more correct views published in Stuart's Antiquities of
Athens, made great additions to the topography of
modem Greece ; but the work of Chandler, a few
years afterwards, rendered almost every other account
superfluous.
During the Russian invasion in 1770,
many of the remaining monuments in the Morea were
demolished, and succeeding travellers began soon after
to carry away every portable fragment of Grecian ait,
as the only mode of preserving tbem from more barbarous destroyers. Baron Ileidesel in 1773, M. do
Choiseul in 1778, Foucherot and Fauvel in 1780, still
found something new in addition to former descriptions.
The travels of M. Scrofani in 179*, and the
works of Poucqueville, who describes however what
he did ivot visit, have rendered modern Greece more
fully known in many points of considerable importance ; but the numerous researches of English travel,
lers in every corner of Grecian territory, have furnished a mass of intelligence, which cannot be brought
within the compuss of an article like the present ; and
to which we must refer our readers for the fullest information on the subjects so briefly noticed in the following paragraphs.
A few Greek families pretend to trace their descent Pniuical
from the distinguished names who once stood at the State,
head of the Byzantine empire ; and are considered as
forming a class of Grecian nobility at the present day.
To these the Ottoman court has granted four dignities
or high offices, which are a perpetual object of ardent
competition among them, and in which they are incessantly intriguing how to supplant one another.
These are, the Patriarchate of Constantinople, the ofiice
of Dragoman or chief interpreter to the Porte, and the
governments of Moldavia and Wallachia. The Rnt
is alwa}'s procured by simoniacal purchase ; the second
generally in the same way. The person who enjoys
of recommending to various
It, has the opportunity
posts of honour and profit, and receives a due remunThe two
eration for every exertion of his influence.
last, which are commonly bestowed upon the Drag,

1
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otnan, as a reward of his services, are held at the
pleasure of the Sultan, and are seldom enjoyed above
three years; during which period the Waivodes of
these provinces levy great sums by the most arbitrary
However short a period any individual has
exactions.
possessed one of these three secular offices, he retains
afterwards the title of prince, with the privilege of
wearing yellow slippers, and riding on horseback. In
the Morea, the municipal government of certain districts is conferred upon native Greeks, who are entitled Codja Bashees, and who affect considerable state,
as well as maintain a numerous household.
They have
their physician, secretary, assistant clerk, courier, five
or six chaplains, and several servants in every department, to the number altogether of 40 or 50 dependents.
They are too generally more oppressive and
domineering to their countrymen, thim even their
Turkish masters. The modern Greeks are completely
sensible of their degraded state ; and discover a strong
attachment to their country, as well as an ardent desire

emancipation. Their ideas, however, go no
back than the days of the Greek emperors ; and
they have no view of establishing any independent republics like those of ancient Greece.
Their hopes are
solely directed to the restoration of the Byzantine
kingdom, in the person of any Christian prince, but
particularly one of their own church.
For more than
naif a century they have naturally turned their views
towards Russia ; but two desperate attempts, in conjunction with the troops of that nation, one in 1770,
and another in 1790, proved completely unsuccessful.
During the expedition of the French to Egypt, they
began to cherish the hopes of liberty through their
means ; and were ready to have joined their standard
in the invasion of Turkey.
They made similar advances to the British, during their short war with the Porte
in 3 807; but, besides receiving no encouragement
from the British authorities, they consider them as too
distant allies ; and still look to the Russians and French
as their natural deliverers.
Without such foreign aid,
they are utterly incapable of asserting their independence.
The whole nation is not computed to exceed
two millions and a half of all ages and sexes and even
these are so mixed a race, that the)' are rather a Christian ^ct, than a distinct people.
It is chiefly by means
of their marine, that they may regain some weight
among other nations ; and the establishment of some

of

political

farther
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and exposed, they arc apt to seek redress at More*,
and, when insulted by any vessel of "^"V"'
;
superior force, they retaliate cruelly upon any inferior
ship belonging to the same nation which may fall in
The Morea produces a great variety of artheir way.
ticles which are valuable in commerce ; and many of
them such as are in great request in the British market.
Dried fruits of various kinds, almonds, small nuts,
gums, galls, and a variety of drugs, are very common
articles of traffic.
But the larger and more valuable
commodities which the country affords, are currants,
which are larger and cleaner than those of most other
countries, and of which eight millions of pounds weight
tected

their

own hands

are said to be annually exported, usually at three halfpence per lb. English ; young fustic, a valuable dye wood
for bright yellow ; cotton in considerable quantities, but
rather of an inferior quality ; olive oil of a tolerably
good quality, and much cheaper than that of Italy and
Sicily, generally at
25 per ton ; valonia, a kind of
acorn used in tanning, and much in demand by the
English ; corn, wool, silk, carpets, leather, vermilion,
wine, wax, cheese, are frequent articles of export.
The articles of import generally carried to the Levant, are watches, jewellery, glass, porcelain, furs,
spices, coffee, sugar, indigo, cochineal, sulphur, silk,
gold-lace, cloth, muslins, hardware, and other raanu-'
iactured goods of England and France.
The balance
of trade is alleged to be one-fifth in favour of the Mo-

£

rea,

which

is

paid in silver coin.

Of this amount, two

millions of piastres go as tribute to Constantinople
one million is taken by the Pasha of Tripolizza ; and

remainder, about 1 ,093,750 piastres, is the profit of
the rich Greeks.
The Frank residents are only a sort
of brokers, who have a per centage upon the traffic.
The Greeks are universally addicted to commerce. Marine.
and their marine is in many respects highly important.
The islanders form the most enterprising portion of
the nation, and carry on a petty trade in numberless
half-decked boats, with high stems and sterns, and one
thick short mast, with a long yard.
They perform
these voyages even as far as Smyrna and Constantino*
pie, without chart or compass, and merely, as of old,
;
by the observation of coasts and headlands. But they
are acquainted with the management of the largest
vessels of European construction ; and, besides navigating the Ottoman navy as seamen, they have large
merchant ships of their own, which trade as far as
Christian power in the islands of the Archipelago has
America and the West Indies, and make an occasional
long been considered as the likeliest step to the im- voyage to England.
The natives of Hydra particuprovement of the Greeks. The French, in conse- larly, the most expert of the Greek mariners, have acquence of employing only Frenchmen as agents and. cumulated great wealth by their commerce, and have
consuls in the Levant, with good salaries, have the purchased from the Turks the independent election of
greatest influence with the natives, and it is worthy of their own magistrates.
The number of Greek mariconsideration how far the interests of Great Britain ners, actually employed at sea, is supposed to be not
might not be extended by a similar plan, and by cul- less than 50,000 ; and the}' are considered as capable
tivating a close intercourse with the modern inhabitants
of being trained to any kind of naval service.
of Greece and its islands.
Though the modern Greeks are very ignorant. Language
The commerce of the Morea, and of modem Greece they are a very ingenious people; and, if rescued from and literaCommeroe.
in general, is greatly fettered by the restraints of the
oppression, might again distinguish themselves in the '"'^'^"
Ottoman government. The Greeks have a flag for arts and sciences. But, since the 12th century, they
their mercliant vessels, but, not being an independent
have made no improvements, and transmitted no inpeople, it is little respected by other nations ; and
ventions to other nations.
Their ancient authors had
their Turkish masters, who are jealous of their power,
long lain neglected in monasteries and libraries ; their
seldom resent any insult offered to them at sea. They late writers were rather expert grammarians than oriare not permitted to trade farther west than Tunis,
ginal authors ; and the revival of their literature, in
Malta, and Messina ; and the Algerine corsairs are the 14th and 15th centuries, was more owing to the
permitted, by treaty with the Grand Seignior, to cap- exertions of the Italian literati than of native Greeks.
ture any of his Grecian subjects who may be found The corruption of the Greek language has beeu dated
trading to the westward of these ports. Thus unpro- from the tune of the Macedonian conquest, and is par-
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ticularly ascribed to the extension of the

Roman power ;

'

but it appear* to have survived as a living language in
considerable purity so late a^ the llth or ISth centurie«.
The irruption of the Goths, and other barbarians, and the settlement of the Slavonians and Franks
hi Greece, occasioned numerous corruptions, about
the beginning of the 1 3th century ; and the establishment of the Ottoman empire introduce<l many Turkish terms and idioms ; but it is not possible to fix the
precise period when the distinction between the Hellenic or ancient, and the Romaic or modem dialect was
generally acknowledged. It appears that a multitude of
aifocnt dialects prevailed in the progress of its corruptions, not less, it is said, than eeventy ; and that
the Romaic did not become an established language till
about a century after the Turkish conquest. The first
instance of it as a written language, is a translation of
the four apologies of John Catacuzenus into the vulgar tongue by Meletius Syrigus, a CreUn, who died in
I66i.
The earliest and best of the grammars of this
new language is that of Fortius, also a native of Crete,
which may be seen in the glossary of Du Cange. Be•idcf the introduction of new voc.-»bles, the modem dialect drops the inverted arrangement of the words,
formj the tense* by the aid of the auxiliary verb, anil
maket great lue of the contractions, «o as to blend

wrenl words into one. The ]>ronunciation unquestionably became vitiated along with the structure of the
language ; but the Byz.intine Greeks maintain that
they still possess the ancient mode of reading it.
sketch of the modem dialect, and of its pronunciation,
mav be aeen in the appendix to Hobhouse't Travels,
and Dalawa^s Dttcription of the Levant ; but the following tpeamen of the mode of reading the first lines of
Homer, as given by the former writer, may give some
ides of the modem pronunciation.
The a is to be
omidcd ai in the English word plate

A

.-

MMb iidlbe The* Pdefidtbco akelaot

I

I < BMri akoii ilge Uhakc
PaOfa d'tpiUoMM oMkit
Erttoa, ttUbt di cUtca tcrk* keocMtn

Ifm mm

(t fit*.

DiheSse d'eteUeto

voole.

There are great varieties, however, in the mo<le of
peaking the Romaic. The Greeks of the Morea, and
DO tha ooaata of the .\driatic, intermix more of the Venetian
and thoae of the Archipelago or Smyrna, more
;

of the Turkish while thoae of the Fanal, in Constantinople, speak it in the most classical style of purity.
Smce the catablishment of the Romaic, the (treek literature hat been extremely limited ; and in the course
of 150 years previous to the year 1720, about 100
peraanabave been recorded at men of leaming, the
greater part of whom, as well of the later writers, were
theological authors educated in Italy.
But, in consequence of the recent communications between the more
enlightened nations of Christendom and the Levant,
considerable improvements have taken place.
About
the end of the lait century, under the auspices of a
prince of the family of Mavro Kordato, who was Hosuodar of Moldavia, a dictionary and grammar of the
;

nooiaic was published, and several translations of
French and Itali.in novels printed in that language at
Venice or Vienna.
few of the higher Greeks corapoae piece* in poetry, but rarely for publication ; and
there is little original composition yet produced among
dMin. Numbers, however, attend the universities of
the Contini^nt, chiefly from the Ionian Isles ; a
of
them for the sake of ecclesiastical studies, but most of
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them

for the purpose of qualifying themselves to practise as physicians in their own country.
The principal study of the modem Greeks is the acquisition of

5rnrenv^^^^

languages, in which they display a wonderful proficiency ; so that many of their young men are able to
speak five or six languages at a very early age ; and
numbers of the lower orders can make themselves understood in French, Italian, Russian, Turkish, Sclavonian, and Latin.
A Greek printing press has been established at Bucharest, and another at Venice for a
considerable periotl ; but grammars, dictionaries, theological tracts, vulgar romances, and song-books, are the
only productions of these establishments. A few learned Greeks in Paris have distinguislied themselves by
their talents, and have published several translations in
Romaic for the ienefit of their countrymen ; but not
more than one or two native authors are known at present to reside in Greece.
The principal Romaic books
to be found there, are translations of Beccaria On
Crimes, Locke's Essay, Montesquieu's Rise and Fall of
the Roman Empire, Rollin's Ancient History, Telemachus. Plurality of fVorlds, Goldsmith's Grecian Histori/,
Robinson Crusoe, the Arabian Nights, an original Life
of Suvaroff' bya merchant in Athens, and a journal
printed at Vienna, besides the ordinary catechisms and
homilies of the church.
But there are no shops for
purchasing books, and scarcely any thing like a library,
public or private, in the country.
There is no dissemination of knowledge among the natives of Greece,
except by means of one or two schools in some of the
larger towns, where the ancient Greek, and sometimes
Litin, with the modem languages, are taught.
Most
of them can read and write, so as to be qualified for
the service of their pashas, and the transactions of their
petty commerce, but have no knowledge of books or
attainments in science. They oan all compose a song
or lampoon ; but their best productions have more of
the oriental imagery than the Greek simplicity ; and
all their poetry is full of the worst kind of taste.
Their
prose writings are insipid, and chiefly distinguished
by copiousness of words.
The state of the arts in Greece is very low ; and it Ar's.
is said, that there is not a sculptor, painter, or architect
to be found, equal to the common workmen in the
Their paintings are chiefly
towns of Christendom.
gilded saints ; and the best are to be seen at Scio.
Medicine is practised by Italians, or by native Greeks, Medicine.
who have received some education in Italy ; or even by
persons of no education, but who, having failed in
other pursuits, put on the Frank habit, and assume the
In most of the towns there is at
office of physicians.
least one of these persons, who is paid so much per
annum for taking care of the health of the whole inhabitants.
The general practice is to administer jalap,
manna, glauber salts in small quantities, draughts of
bark in almost every complaint, allowing the patient
Phlebotomy is
at the same time plenty of fat broths.
When the disoften used, but not topical bleedings.
ease is of long continuance, or if the least delirium appears, the patient is considered as possessed ; and, instead of the physician, the priest is employed to exor-

cise tlw evil spirit.

Pestilential fevers,

elephantiasis,

and the plague, are seldom attempted to be
cured by medical skill. The frequent use of the warm
bath, to which the natives are much addicted, is probably more prejudicial tiian salutary to their health.
The Greek music is plaintive, but very raouotonous ; and it is doubtful whether most of their airs
leprosy,

may

not be of

modem

origin.

They

sing through

Masic.

r
Beliflon.
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men and wo-

though more serviceable than the monks, are not so

joining togetlier. Of many tunes borrowed
from the Froncli and Italian, it is said they never go
beyond the first part. " Tliey have an admirable kt/" It is but one note,
rie eteison," says Ctiateaubriand.
kept up by different voices, some bas and some treble,
executin;:r andante and mczza voce, the octave, the filth,
and the third. The solemn and majestic effect of this
Icyrie is surprising.
It is doubtless a relic of the anThe fiddle
cient singing of the primitive church."
and lyre, or three-stringed guitar, are the usual instruments upon which most of the young men, and partiPan's pipe,
cularly the sailors, are able to perform.
and a kind of bagpipe, are also met with in the Levant.
Modem travellers give a very unfavourable account of
the general strain of music in Greece ; Dr. Clarke, particularly, represents it as inferior to that of any other
European nation, except the very lowest in point of ci" The tone of the vocal
vilization and refinement.
part," he says of a certain performer, " resembled rather the howling of dogs through the night, than any
sound which might be called musical. And this was
the impression made upon us every where by the national music of the modern Greeks, that if a scale were
formed for comparing it with the state of music in other
European nations, it would fall below every other, excepting only that of the Laplanders, to which, nevertheless, it bears some resemblance."
There is a considerable resemblance in the doctrines
and general form of the Greek church, and those of the
church of Rome. In the number of the sacraments,
the invocation of saints, the belief of the real presence,
the practice of auricular confession, the offering of
masses for the dead, the division of the elergy into regular and secular, the spiritual jurisdiction of the bishops and their officials, the distinction of ranks and
offices among the ecclesiastics, there is very little difference between the churches of Greece and Home.
This resemblance is kept up and increased, in consequence of the number of Greek ecclesiastics who study
in Italy ; and, in the Morea and Archipelago, there
are many Roman Catholic converts among the natives.
Tlie Greek clergy are divided into two classes, the Papades, or secular priests, who hold the parishes, and
the Caloyers, or monks of St. Basil, who have their seminaries on Mount Athos, in Chios, and the Prince's
Islands.
The secular priests, contrary to the casein
the church of Rome, are the most ignorant and illiterate, while the Monks are generally men of a certain
degree of education. All orders of the seculars, inferior
to bishops, are permitted to marry, provided they
t'hoose a virgin, and engage before ordination ; but can
never rise higher than to the office of proto-jjapa in the
church where they serve. All who aim at a mitre
must observe celibacy, and assume the monastic ha-

men

all

bits.

The parish papas enter into priest's orders by a kind
of \ ublic election. Being proposed to the congregation
or church, the officiating priest asks the audience if he
is worthy, and upon their acclamation in the affirmative, he is considered as authorised to enter upen his
functions. The chapels, whicJi are very numerous, and
some of them little better than a cavern with a door
and stone altar, must have each their own priest, who
cannot officiate in other places of worship, and who.
* Caloyer is supposed to have been a name of the Grecian
words Kxkis "{sis, the " good priest," or KxXoyi^Bi, " good

.l)ie

priests
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well provided for.

The Caloyers never say mass, and if they take the
priesthood, they are called " holy monks," and officiate
only on high festivals*. Admission to the brotherhood is obtained by paying to one of these holy monks
a sum of 6'.) or 70 piastres, without any probation or
examination, so that young children are allowed to take
the habit, as they thus secure in their miserable country the certainty of being fed.
Their monasteries are
trequent objects in the valleys, forests,- and hill-sides;
and they have farms tenanted by one of their order in

most parts of the country.

'I'hty subsist partly by the
lands attached to the monasteries, and partly by the
voluntary contributions of the people.
On particular
days, they go about with little pictures of th«ir saints,
which they give tht ir votaries to kiss, and a jar of holy
water with a brush, by which they mark the cross on
the foreheads of each person, receiving a para or two
from every individual for this service. They abstain
wholly from flesh, and observe a very austere mode of
living.
Most of their time is occupied in a set of superstitious devotional exercises, reciting parts of the
Psalter, or bowing and kissing the ground for a certain
number of times. Three hundred of these bowings
must be performed by each individual in every 24
Their ignorance and simplicity is extreme, and
hours.
in few of their monasteries have they any books, not
even any part of the Scriptures. The most sacred of
the Caloyers are those who have received their education in the seminaries of Mount Athos, where there are
six thousand of the order who occupy themselves in
studying and in all kinds of mechanical trades. There
is no ground for the charge of these monasteries being
the abodes of vice. The head of the church is the Patriarch of Constantinople, whom they style the tlxirteenth apostle, but to whom they attach no personal
sanctity or official infallibility.
The person admitted
to the office is invested in a triumphal manner by a
minister of the Porte ; and possesses a kind of absoHis inlute authority over the whole native Greeks.
fluence with the Sultan is very great, and his applications f.re generally effectual in every thing relating to
He can bring any Greek to be puhis own nation.
nished by fine, deposition from office, imprisonment
This dignity is now
for life, banishment, or death.
regularly exposed to sale, and costs about 60,000
crowns. The Patriarch indemnifies himself by selling
the other patriarchates of Jerusalem, Antioch, and
Alexandria, besides all the archbishopricks, and every
lucrative place within his jurisdiction; a practice which
the Greeks themselves introduced by offering to fill
these offices for smaller salaries, or by giving for them
The whole of the Pagreater sums, when vacant.
triarch's usual revenue does not exceed £3,000; (except whnt fines and extortions may yield,) and the
richest bishops do not possess more than £300 a year,
which is raised by a direct tax upon every Greek house
within their districts. Contributions are made by'devout individuals to assist those who make pilgrimages
to the holy sepulchre at Jerusalem, and who are afterwards distinguished by the name of " hadje," as among
the Turks, The clergy in general have great influence
over the people; and receive on certain days gifts of

loaves,

sweet meats^ wax tapers, &c.

long before the introduction of Cliristianity, and to be derived from

fathers."

Morea.
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of the Oreek church are in themselves very
absurd, and arc performed with very little solemnity.

There are pMver^ and portions of scripture,
of the saints, hymns, and forms for different

histories
festivals

'19
MorM.

Tiieir hair is dark
ears are rather larger than usual.
and long, but shaved off in the forepart of the crown
and sides of the face. Beards ai-e worn only by the elergy

rite*

'""^

airtliority, but all of them wear thin
long black mustachios on the upper-lip. Tb(?ir necks
are long but broad, and well set, their chests wide and
open, their shoulders strong, but their waists rather
slender, and their legs large but well niaxle.
'i'heir
stature is above the middle size, and their form muscu-lar and round, but not corpulent.
The women .ire inferior to the men both in face and figure
ami though
they have the same kind of features, yet their eyes are
languid and their complexions pale, their whole persons loose and flaccid, their height rather low, and their
forms, as thej' advance a little in life, fat aixl unwieldj-.
Those of the better class are very careful to improve
their beauty by paints and washes ; but they often lay
on their colouring substances to a very unnatural de--

and persons of

;

bat the service consists principally in singing, without
mnsical instruments.
In the celebration of the mass,
the chiif part of the worship consists in crossing and
repeating a thousand times, in a combmed song, the
words, " Lord have mercy upon me." Pictures are
admitted into the churches and great attention paid
to the tbrm and colour of the clerical vestments. Their
fettivals are very numerous, which the people are
strictly enjoined to observe
and as most of them are
celebrated by dancing and music, they are the great
delight of the frivolous natives, under their present opThe sacrament of the eucharist is adminipressions.
stered to new bom infants, and that of extreme unction
it not confine<l to the dying, but is given to devout persons upon the slightest malady, and even to those who
The laity
are in full health, by way of anticipition.
are devoutly attached to all the ceremonies and ordinances of their church, which are numerous and severe.
Wednesdays and Fridays are days of fasting throughoit the whole year; and some of the principal fasts,
such as Easter and Christmas, continue forty days so
that there are not above 139 day* of the year free from
They are devoted to superstitions, which ocall fasti.
oopy their mind* infinitely more than the great points
of their faith. The priests are frequently employed
to exorcise persons supposed to be possessed by evil
spirits.
They all believe in the power of magic, and
often fancy themselves to be suffering from the incanGhosts or fairies,
tations of some onalevolent being.
called Arabins, are imagined to haunt houses and other
pUoca. They believe in the occasional appearances of
aagels to make particular revelations. They are all
devoted to the worship of the holy virgin ; and in almost every cottage, her picture or image is to be seen,
with a lamp burning before it. Almost all diseases are
eonstdered as the effects of demoniacal influence ; and
the plague particularly is thought to appear in the
forra of a lame and withered hag.
The churches in Greece have great simplicity
and are generally very small. The floor is of mud,
the altar of stone, the sanctuary separated from the
nave by deal boards, and an enclosijpe of pales at the
other end made for the women. They are steldom furnished with seats here there are several crutches in
one corner, upon which the aged worshippen support
In the greater towns, and in some of the
themselves.
laonaateriei^ they are fitted up in a better style, but in
a bad taste, onumented with gildings and pictures of
;

;

;

;

;

saints.

The modem Greeks bear a great resemblance to the
descriptions which have been transmitted of the ancient
inhabitants of the coantry, in their bodily appearance,
There is a national likeness
dress, diet, and tempers.
otnervable among tnem all, but the islanders ore of a
darker complexion, and a stronger make than those of
the main>land. Their countenances are such as may
be sa|>posed to have served for moflels to their ancient
sculptors ; and the young men particularly are dis.
ttngnislMd by a degree of beauty which .would be considered as too effeminate among those of the same age
Their eyes are large and
in more northern climates.
dark, their eye-brows arched, their complexions brown
bat dear, and their ctierk^ and lips tinged with bright
rennilion colour.
Their faces are a regular oval, and
features perfectly proportioned, except that their

;

gree.

The dress of tlie modem Greeks bears a near resem- Dreas,
blance to that of the Turks. The under-garments are
a cotton shirt, cotton drawers, a vest and jacket of silk
or stuff, a pair of large loose trowsers drawn up a little
above the ancle, and a short sock. Over these are worn a
large shawl, otlen richly ornamented, wrap]>ed round the
loins, in one comer of which the poorer people frequently conceal their money, and a loose gown or pelisse,
with wide sleeves, which, in the presence of a sujjerior,
they wrap modestly about their persons, concealing
their hands with the sleeves, and resting their chins on
their bosoms. The wealthy individuals nave pelisses of
cloth lined with fur for winter, and who wear purses,
which, together witli handkerchiefs, watches, snuffl)oxes, papers, they carry in their bosom between tlie
folds of the vests, and count it a mark of distinction to
have this part of their dress full and distended. They
may wear any colour excejit green, which is appropriated to the descendants of Mahomet, and, instead of a
The common people
turban, they have a large calpac.
seldom use a gown, and have their trowsers so short as
The sailors
to leave tlieir legs bare below the knee.
have nothing but a jacket ; and in summer wear the
Albanian red sculUcap. The dress of the females bears
some resemblance to that of European women, and
consists of a vest fitting close to the bosom, but becoming larger and wider below the waist ; a gown flowing
off loosely behind, with long wide sleeves turned up at
the wrist ; a ribbon or other girdle under the bosom, a
rich shawl, as a zone, wrappe<l once round the body,
resting loosely on the hips, and fastened before with a
The dress of
large plate, or tieil in a spreading knot.
the richer females is loaded with gold and silver trimmings, bracelets of precious stones, and strings of gold
The young women have their
coins round their necks.
hair hanging down the back, loose or platted, combed
over the forehead, and the sides of the cheeks, and a
little red cap with a gold tassel studded with zequins,
on the one side of the crown. When they go abroad,
they are mulBed up in a wrapping-cloak, with a long
veil, but in their private apartments they have their
feet naked, and their bodies thinly clotlied, as the temTheir toe-nails
perature of the weather may admit.
and finger- tops are stained of a rosy colour, and their
No change as to fashion takes
eye-lashes with black.
j)lace in their dress, but their habits are esteemed enThe
tirely in proportion to the price which they cost.
-

most universal part of Grecian dress, which is also worn
by jl the inhabitants of the Levant, Mahomeuns or
Christians, males or females, and the sale of which
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forms a principal article of Grecian commerce, is the
ancient Pelasgic bonnet, shaped like a scalp, which
the natives of Greece are said to have worn ever since
they were known as a people. The Greeks wear it
simply as a hat the Turks surround it with a turban ;
and the women adorn it with a handkerchief, tassels,
;

and
Diet.

fringes.

The diet of

modem

Greeks, even in the higher
very poor and comfortless. Fowls
newly killed, and therefore tough, though boiled down
to rags, heaped together in a large plate, fomn a principal dish at dinner.
The table is a low stool, and the
guests are seated round it on cushions.
A long, coarse,
narrow towel, is spread over the knees of the party at
table; and the master of the house, stripping his arms
bare, by turning up the sleeves of his tunic, serves out
the soup and meat, tearing the poultry and butchermeat into pieces with his fingers, which the guests eat
If knives and spoons are used, they
in the same style.
are never changed, and one dish only is placed on the
table at the same time.
Brandy is handed to the company before they sit down to table, and a single glass of
wine is presented to each along with the desert. During the time of dinner the room is filled with a multitude of visitors, meaner dependants, and even slaves,
who do not partake of the repast, but sit and converse
together behind the party at table ; and after dinner an
itinerant songster pushes through the crowd to a conspicuous place in the apartment, and accompanies with
his lyre some miserable recitative suited to the occasion,
or some common love-ditty, repeated again and again
with little melo'Iy or expression. When the meal is
concluded, a maid-servant sweeps tl»e carpet ; and the
master and mistress of the house, seating themselves at
tlie upper end of the divan or couch (which is universally placed in tlie form of the Greek letter n,) the rest
of the company are marshalled on either side in two
lines according to the rules of precedence.
When all
are thus seated cross-legged, a little pewter bason is
placed before each person who had partaken of the meal,
and all wash their hands and mouth with a lather of
soap ; the same having been done also before eating.
T«bacco-pipes are then brought in, and female visitants
arriving, the mistress of the house retires with the wothe

ranks of society,

is

men who
Women.

are present, to receive these new guests in
another apartment.
In the inland towns, the women live in a separate
part of the house, and are nearly as much confine<l as
those of the Turks.
Before marriage, they are rarely
seen by any male person, except those of their own family ; but, afterwards, they are introduced to people
of their own nation, or to travellers. They can seldom
read or write, but are all able to embroider, and generally to play on the lute.
Dancing is an universal accomplishment, and is learned from one another here in
a style which displays neither elegance nor liveliness,
and which chiefly consists
a solemn poising of the
body on one foot, then on the other, accompanied by
various elevations and depressions of the arms.
But
notwithstanding their want of education, most of them
are acquainted with a number of songs or recitations,
accompanied with tales, which are taken up and continued, apparently without end, by different individuals
of the party for hours together. Whenever they have
an opportunity of making farther attHinments, they
discover great quickness of understanding, and readily
acquire the modern languages, and the elements of general literature.
Their character is described as ami.

m

able, and they make assiduous housewives and tender
Mo «.
mothers.
^""^f""^
The dances of the young women, particularly those Dances.
called Romaica, consists in slow niovements, in which
they hold by each other's handkerchiefs, while one of
them, as a leader, sets the ^tep and the time. In their
mixed dances, a male and female are alternately linked
together, holding their handkerchiefs high over their
heads, while the leader dances through them ; and various figures are performed as well as single hornpipes.
Single performers among the men exhibit frequently
a rapid and fantastic step, which is considered as the
ancient pyrrhic dance.
To such amusements the natives are greatly devoted; and, "amidst all their poverty
and oppression,'' says Sandys, "they will dance whilst
their legs will bear them, and sing till they grow
hoarse."
There is an ancient dance, much in request,
performed by boys or by girls in the harems for the
entertainment of the Turks, and which is wholly of a
lascivious tendency.
Nay, in most parts of modem
Greece, these indecent attitudes, which are esteemed
as the highest accomplishment of the art, are practised
by the most discreet females, without any appearance of depraved feelings on their part.
In the marriage ceremony, which is considered as Mairiaees.
still resembling the ancient usages, the bride and bridegroom stand near the altar, holding a lighted candle in
their hands, while the priest, facing them, reads and
sings a service, during the progress of which he takes
two rings, which he puts upon their fingers, and two

garlands, which he places on their heads, changing them
several times with great rapidity, gabbling and singing all the time, till at last the rings are left on the
proper fingers, and the garlands laid aside altogether.
Some bread, which has been blessed and marked with
the sign of the cross, is then broken and eaten by the
bride and bridegroom, and a cup of wine is presented
to them successively ; after which the woman hands
round the cake and liquor to the persons present, from
whom, if she is not of high rank, she receives a piece
On the
of money, and kisses their hands in return.
same, or sometimes the following day, she is carried
in procession to her husband's house, and the evening
is concluded with music, dancing, and a feast chiefly of
fruits, and particularly nuts.
The Greeks are remarkable for tlie formality ajid tediousness of their salutations. When two of them meet,
however casually, they stand with their hands on their
hearts, bowing gently for five minutes together, inquiring after each others healths, their wives, daughters, sons, family, and affairs, twenty times over, be^
fore they begin to converse; or even when they are
intending to separate immediately.
The modern Greeks are full of superstitious prac- Superstitices, and unmeaning usages, many of which they have ''""^ <="'communicated to their 'I'urkish conquerors. During """^
the birth of a child, the lamp burns before the picture
of the virgin, and the cradle is adorned with handker*
As soon
chiefs and trinkets, as presents to the fairies.
as the infant is laid in the cradle, it is loaded with
amulets ; and a bit of soft mud, particularly prepared
by various charms, is stuck upon the forehead to preWhen a stranger looks
vent the effects of the evil eye.
intensely upon a child, the mother ipits in its face, or
in her own bosom if he look at herself; but the sovereign remedy against the evil eye is the use of garlic,
or even the pronouncing of the name of it, and bunches

of

it

are attached to

new

built houses

and

vessels.

:;
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mined coarage, and seem ocarcely capable of any pro- Morisoa.
longed struggle to regain their national freedom. See Morocco.

unlucky days ; i>pit into their own bosoms upon any
tuAlUn tmetgeoey ; shew a peculiar veneration for
Mk, and practiM a multitude of divining ceremonies on
•U OOCaHMHi
Tb* fonenk tf the Greeks, like those of their an.

Hobhouse's Tow in Albania^ Sec. ; Jackson's Refections
OH the Commerce of the Meditcrranenn ; and the Works
mentioned in the historical sketch of tlie Morea in this

tainotents, and in aone respec ts bear a considerable reManblanoe to those of the lower Irish. On the death
•f aajrpencnof dignity, the body is dressed in a rich
Bt, and the litter covered with flowers.
The
and domestics, with the priests, walk in proHMl before the body, and a few old wonoen, on each
«f the bier, continiie howling and lamenting, ennj the l iiJMM of the deceued, and dwelling on
the BMnjrMMOoa wbtcb ahouU have made him remain
Behind the body come tbe female reiaIan||«r in life.
I

t

taona

and

up

friends, raufled

in

inouming

habit*.

At

tbe place of interment a AiiMnl aei f iw ia read, and the
body, ruUed in a winding ahaet, m diyi,wi*iit in the
Eava witb Mate <£ tbe Amwtn that hmi adenwd the
Aboat tbe ninth dar after the tearaljSftMt is
ir.
iwatieBi who (aalow proents
praMMd bf dw
tlie ipieili with aniaic,
tatne riwta. mui
dUncing, and erery kiinl of merriment. The burying
g reund!« are at a ditttanoe from the towns, and the
Their
chnrchea are generally near the bi^ road.
gmraa of ajrfweM or yew treei gaaarally aamund the
lamba ; and tbcae ^Mils ate frequeate<l on certain da>-s
bjr the tvUtiraa of therecent dead, wlio, afW shrcUling
a few tear*, aad (kaotiting a gariand, or lark of hair,
ill tl>e grave, apewl the reiaainder of tbe day in dano-

M

[
I

O R

a person soeeses in company, the oonvenation is
stopped, and all present pronounce benedictions on
hioa, at the same tine crossing themselves.
They
wear rings a« spells ; observe all manner of lucky and

cestors, are celebrated as oocisions for various enter-

Ckaractn.
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Mac«a>

:

ing and ringing.
The character of tbe asadem Graeki it varioasly repWiUiUJ ; but the greater namber of travellers ocmcur
Ml the pfiiiciyal fiMtoiaa «f tbe fallowing portrait.
Their maoners tn veijr aagaging, bat have rather too
Micb the apfiaaraaoe of obeeqamuoaai and insinceriIliey an atiaii ly oourteooa to w awli iuftahiis,
ty.
even mi i— t i ; mod moke very little diatmctkin in
their behaviour to each other on account of rank.
The
riehare versatile and intrigaing ; tbe lower classes fkll
«f metrimoit, doing nothing at certain aeaaons but pipe
mti dattoe. There is still abundance of natfve genias
HBoag tboa ; hot in the substantial parts of r4i.iracter
They perform the rites
tibejr ai« • lis^gradad nation.
of MMitality with aood humour and politeness, but will
like tiie mcannt shifts to gain some pecuniary remu>
eratiun, and will do aay thing for the sake of money.
Thaugh avaricious, tfaey ore not sordid, but fond of
tmd riiew, an«l prafn«c in their ostentation of geWcakb iitne only objectof their admiration ;
they are almoat univarsaUr engaged in trade
iaaaHMfoaardllMBi The cultivation of the soil is left
t* AlbMNMa or calMMta and every Greek hat a retail tbaf, ar b eaawraexl in smne wh^eaale dealings.
tttmm thin ft
* aad nobles wIk) mide at Constanti>
moflm, at* aagagari in tMrehandixe. They are little to

aM

)

;

mn

to traeml

,*

birt

«•

l%llt, liiMiMtant, treacheroot, eelw

Jdb, aari aabda, hi all

tMr ttsnsaetions

always awake

•f gaining an advantage ready
at aitifins> and to utter the gross*
ttfai { taganPw of diaraeCer, and more bare*
ia «Mr ifiiiiliii than 4*en the Jews.
They
dbaw • sieifaMM $mmt In <iit iin, and a b)o«Khr fero;

i

city in powwr, bat rarely diaplay the eu i lnei i ef deterVOL. XIV. PAHf II.

Chiiteaubriand's Travds ; Clarke's Travels ; Dallaway's Tour in the Levant; Savory's Letters on Greece;

article.
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MORISOX, Robert. See Botany, vol. iv.
MORL.^CHIA. See Dalmatia, vol. vij. p.
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MOROCCO,

or Marocco, frequently called West Situation
bounded on the north by the Mediterra- and "'«»'•
nean Sea on tbe west by the Atlantic Ocean on the
south by the Sahara, or Ae great desert ; and on the
east by Tremecen, Sigelmessa, and Biledulgerid, or
(according to modern and more correct orthography)
Tlemsen, Segin Messa, and Bled-el-jerrede. The whole

Barbary,

is

;

;

extent of this empire, including Tafilelt, is contained
between 27" 40' and SS" 40' of N. Lat. and between ^l'
and 10° of W. Long, from London. It is divided into
four great divisions : 1. The northern, containing the

provinces of Erreef, El Garb, Benihassen, Temsena,
Shawia, Tedla, and the district of Fez or Fas ; 2. The
central, containing the provinces of Daqnella, Abda,
Shedma, Haha, and the district of Morocco ; 3. The
southern, containing the provinces of Draha and Suse
and 4. The eastern, lying to the east of the Atlas
Mountains, called Tafileh, was Ibrmerly a separate kingdom, but became subjected to the princes of Morocco.
Tbe princifial moantams of Morocco are the Atlas Mountains.'
Mountains, called in Arabic, Jibbel Attils, " The
Mountains of Snow," the different branches of which
have distinct names, arowding to the provinces in
whidi they are situated. The great chain of these
mountains runs thrcwgh the whole extent of the empire, from Ape's Hill to Shtuka in lower Suse, passing
within thirty miles of the city of Morocco, where they
are of great height, and covered with snow throughout the whole year. They are visible at sea several
leagi>es from the coast and in a clear day miy be seen
The highest
at Mogadore, a distance of 1 40 miles.
peak is 19,000 feet above the level of the sea.
The rivers which rise to the east of the Atlas Moun- Ri»eM.
tains are the Draha, which (lows through the province
of the same name, from north-east to south, and disappears in the sands of the Sahara ; and the Muluwra,
which separates the empii* of Morocco from Tremecen, flows to the north-east into the Mediterranean
Both these rivers are deep and impetuous in the depth
of winter, but sraajl, and often quite dry, in summer.
The other rivers, which all flow into the Atlantic
Ocean, are the El kose, or Liiccos, at El Araiche,
which may be entered at high water by ships of 100
or 150 tons ; the Baht, which partly loses itself in the
lakes of the province El Oarb, and partly falls into the
Selioo ; the Scboo, the largest river in the empire, rises
to the vast of the city of Fei, and falls into the sea at
Meheditma or Mamora, where it is a large, deep, and
navigable river the Bu Regreg, which traverses the
provhioe of Benihassen, and discharges itself into the
ocean between the towns of Salee and llabat ; the Morbeya, which rises in the Atlas Mountains, and falls
into the Athintic at the port of Aswmor ; the Tensift,
which passes about five miles Tiorth rf the city of Morocco, and reaches tire ocean sixteen miles south of the
town of Saffy, is chiefly remarkable for the salubrious
qoality of its water ; the Tidsi, which falls into the sea
a little south of Cape Ossem ; the Sose, a fine majestic
river, which joins the ocean six miles south Of Santa
;

;

;
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Cruz, where its mouth is almost shut by a bar of sand,
but which is supposed to have been once navigable as
far as the town of Terodant ; the Messa and Akassa,
both of them partly navigable.
and
The western coast of Morocco is covered with -numerous rocks, level with the surface of the water ; and
occasionally an extensive beach in the intermediate
spaces, where the water is shallow, and the surf runs
high.

Climate.

Soil.

There are several fresh-water lakes, particularly on
the coast near the Mamora, one of which is 20 miles in
length. These lakes abound with water-fowl and eels.
The eels are taken and salted for sale ; and, as the water is not deep, they are killed by a lance, while the
fisherman sails along the surface in a slender skiff, made
of the fan-palm and of rushes.
The climate of Morocco is healthy and bracing.
From March to September the atmosphere is almost
entirely free from clouds ; and, even in the rainy season from September to March, there is scarcely a day
altogether without sunshine.
In the province of Suie
the climate is peculiarly delightful, but extremely hot
in the months of June, July, and August, particularly
when the Shume or hot wind blows from the desert.
In the more inland districts of Draha and Tafilelt, this
wind occasions intense heat in the months of July,
August, and September.
The wlxole division north of the Morbeya is a fine
champaign country, with a rich black and sometimes
red soil, without stone or clay, with few trees, but remarkably productive in grain. The central provinces
are equally fertile, and more abundant in pasturage.
The province of Haha, which is of great extent, is more
mountainous ; and that of Suse, still more extensive, is

more particularly productive of the finest fruits. The
more inland districts of Draha and Tafilelt are particularly fruitful in dates.
Koads.

No

roads are

made

iu the country, and there are
Except at the sea-ports, where
boats are used, there is no way of passing the rivers,
which are too deep to be forded, except by swimming,
or on rafts. Hence, in the wet season, when the rivers

very few bridges.

are much swelled, travellers are frequently detained
several days upon their banks.
Mineral
productions.

Vegetable
productions.

Gold and silver mines are found in various parts of
Morocco, particularly about Messa, in the province of
Suse, and in the plains of Msegina, near Santa Cruz,
which had formerly been worked by the Portuguese,
but are now neglected. Gold is found also in the Atlas
mountains, mixed with antimony and lead-ore; and
iron, copper, and lead-ore in Suse. At Tesellerst, near
the southern frontier, the copper mines are very abundant ; and in Tafilelt, the mines of antimony are of the
finest quality.
Immense quantities of sulphur are dug
from the foot of the Atlas mountains opposite to Terodant.
The salt-petre found at the same place is the
purest and strongest ; but it is also procured at Fez
and Morocco. Mineral salt of a red colour is dug from
quarries in various parts of the country ; and in the
province of Abda, there is an extensive lake, which
furnishes a kind of salt superior to the mineral ; but the
purest of all is found among the rocks on many parts
of the coast, where the summer sun has exhaled the
salt-water in the cavities.
The principal vegetable productions of Morocco are
the palm or date tree, of 30 different kinds, which is
found in perfection in the southern parts of Suse, and
particularly in Tafilelt ; oaks, and a few other valuable
trees, in the

northern districts; cork
2

trees,

some of

which are as large as full-grown oaks; olive-trees, »toroce«.
which are of great size and beauty, in the southern dis- ^-""V"-'
tricts, where the plantations are very
extensive and
productive.
Various trees which yield the different
kmds of gum, viz. Arabic, sandrac, ammoniac, Senegal, and euphorbium ; wild juniper, which
abounds in
the Atlas mountains, and from which by burning
a
kind of pitch is extracted ; various shrubs used in the
preparation of leather; fig-trees, which abound in every
part of the empire, and produce the finest fruit ; the
Indian fig, or prickly pear, which grows to the height
of twenty feet in the driest situations, and affords a peculiarly cooling fruit ; almond trees in great abundance,
particularly in Suse; apples, pears, apricots, plums,
pomegranates, lemons, limes, citrons, and the most delicious oranges in the world, in the more northern provinces ; grapes, melons, strawberries, and water-melons
(partictilarly in the province of Duquella) of a prodigious size; sugar-cane, which grows spontaneously in
Suse, and stick liquorice in the greatest abundance in
that province ; mallows and truffles ; cotton of a superior quality ; hemp, chiefly cultivated for the sake of
its seeds and flowers, which are smoked for the purpose of intoxication ; tobacco, of which the best is that
of Mequinez ; honey, wax, &c. The principal kinds
of grain cultivated in the country are wheat and barley, peas, beans, caravances, and Indian com; and
these crops are generally so abundant, that the produce
of one province, if fully raised, would suflice for the
consumption of the whole empire.
The most remarkable of the animal creation in the
Empire of Morocco are the horses, which are renowned '^"""'''*for fleetness and action, particularly those of Abda,
which have a stronger sinew than those of Europe, and
with a little management are extremely tractable; the
Keirie, or camel of the desert, which can perform in
one day an ordinary three days, or seven days, or even
a nine-days' journey, and one of which is worth 200
camels ; the horse of the desert, which lives chiefly on
camels' milk, and is principally used in himting the
.

mules and

asses, camels and horned cattle in
sheep of various qualities, but those of
the southern provinces are remarkable for the fine flavour of their mutton, owing to the aromatic herbs on
which they feed, and those of Tedla are distinguished
by the fineness of their wool, which is soft as silk ;
goats, which are very prolific, particularly in Tafilelt,
where they have young twice in the year, and some of
them six kids in nine months. The principal wild
beasts are lions, panthers, rhinoceroses, wild boars,

ostrich
all

;

quarters

;

hyaenas, jackals, foxes, apes, antelopes, hares, squirrels,
cameleons. The birds are ostriches, pelicans, eagles,
flamingoes, storks, herons, bustards, wild geese, wild
ducks, ))lovers, pigeons, wood pigeons, turtle-doves,
ring.doves, partridges, nightingales, starlings, blackbirds, larks, cuckoos, owls, &c.
I'he reptiles are lizards and serpents of various kinds, of which the most
remarkable are the Boah, from 20 to 80 feet in length,
and the Buskah and Effah, which are full of deadly
venom. The insects most worthy of notice, are the
locust, the ammoniac fly, and large loud-toned crickets.
Whales have been sometimes seen on the coast of Morocco; mullet, brim, anchovies, sardines, herrings,
mackarel, rock-cod, skaite, plaice, soles, turbot, turtle,

and most of the fish found in the Mediterranean, are
taken on the western shores of the empire, besides a
fish peculiar to the coast, called izgal, which, when
dried in ovens, forms a considerable article in commerce
with the interior districts of Africa. The principal

;

MOROCCO.
ilofoee*.

^-^i""'

irMh-water

of the country

theshebbel, similar to
the salmon, a rich and delicate fish, which is dried and
baked in (p'eat quantities for the use of those countries
vhcre the inhabitants live much on dates. Land-tortoiaes are very abundant, and of a great size.
For a
fuller description of the animals of the country, see
fiih

is

Barbary.
TdWDt.

The principal towns of Morocco, are Morocco, Mequinez, Mogadore, and Fez, (for an account of which
aw the respective articles under those heads, ) Terodant, the old metropolis of the kin^om of Suse, an
ancient and extensive town, in which there is a magnificent palace, adorned witii delightful gardens, but
now decreasing in population, and noted only for the
manufacture of leather, saddles, dyeing of cloUi<i, and
the production of a superior kind of saltpetre. Santa
Cruz, or Agadeer, the most southerly sea-port of the
empire, strongly fortified by its elevated situation and
numerous batteries, poasessing one of the best roads
for shipping, and formerly the centre of a very extenaive commerce, but dismantled in the year 1773, in
consequence of an attempt on the part of its governor
to rcsiat the power of the Emperor Seedy Mahomet
Safljr, an ancient town between two hills, which expoae it to the torrents of winter, and increase the heat
ot the amuner, surrounded by thick and lofty walls,
poaaeasiDg a road for shipping, safe in summer, but
in winter exposed to violent gales, and carrying
on a considerable trade in com ; EUWaladia, a small
aqoare town, situated on an extensive plain, with
a very spacious harbour, capable of containing 500
sail of the line, but having iu entrance obstructed
l^ rocks ; Mazagan, remarkable for its salubrious
air and excellent water, which is drawn by buckets
from wells 100 feet deep, and possessing also a curious aubUrranean cistern, constructed by the Portugacs«, for collecting the rain water for the supply of
the garrison ; Asamore, in the province of Duquella,
remarkable for the immense number of storks by which
it ia occupied, and which are said to exceed the number of the inhabiunts ; Fedala, in a delightful fruitful district, and furnished with a safe road fur shipping
at all seasons ; Rabat, a walled town, with docks for
sfaip-building, and a manufactoij of cotton cloth, but
cfaie6y remarkable for the ruins of a magnificent mosque,
of which the roof was supported by 360 marble columns, and for a subterranean dstem, the tower of
which, above 180 feet high, has so gradual an ascent
to the top, made of a mixture of lime and sand, that a
man on norseback may ride to the summit Sallee, on
the opposite side of the river to Rabat, which is also a
wallM town defended by batteries, and formerly had a
harbour 'Tr***** of admitting large vessels, but is now
gnalljr obatmctcd by the accumulation of sand at the
entrance of the river ; Mamora, or Mahediima, now a
deserted place, partly on account of the swarms of annoying inaects by which it is infested, and chicHy occupied
by flaMimen, who take incredible quantities of a species
of salmon, called shebbel, for the supply of the interior ;
Larache, or £1 Araiche, in a rich and beautiful tract,
where tba saKUaa of the Hesperides are supposed to
have bean Mtaatod, and formerly a place of considerable commerce, but since 1 780 almost totally evacuated
by the order* of the Emperor ; Tangier, or Tinjiah,
wbieb waa givan by the crown of Portugal in 1 6b2 as
A aaRiaga portion with the Princess Catherine, to
Charles iT. of England, but abandoned by the English
in I6B4, aAcr thev had demolished the fortifications, a
productions in its vicinity for the
place which has
;
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purposes of commerce, but is still a favourable station Morocco.
for Moorish pirates
Ceuta, or Cibta, supposed to be '**'V
of Carthaginian origin, and formerly the metropolis of
the countries held by the Goths in Hispania Transfretana, now possessed by the Spaniards, though often
besieged by the M ahommedans ; Tetuan, or Tetawan,
situated in a country which produces the finest fruits,
;

particularly oranges, and which carries on a considerable trade in provisions with Gibraltar, but in which no

Europeans are allowed to settle since the year 1770, in
consequence of a Moor having been shot by an Englishman ; Velis, or Bedis, situated between two mountains,
and surrounded with excellent timber ; and Melilla, a
place celebrated for the best wax and honey, and which
has been in the possession of the Spaniards since the
beginning of the 1 5th century.
The government of Morocco, is the most unlimited Govern
despotism, both in theory and practice.
There are ment.
really no other laws than the will of the emperor, whose
mandates must be obeyed, even though they should deviate from the principles enjoined by the Koran.
He
administers justice in person, where he resides, and
hears all complaints in the hall of audience generally
twice, and some times four times a week.
Every individual, of whatever country, sex, or station, has free
access to his presence, and full permission to state his
cause.
Every applicant brings a present suited to his
condition ; and the smallest matter, even a few eggs,
Judgment between the parties is alwill be acceptetl.
ways prompt, and considered as generally correct, unless where wealth has interposed to bribe the judge.
In other places, remote from the court, the vice-regent
or bashaw administers justice in like manner, according to the laws of the Koran, or as his own caprice
may direct. All subaltern magistrates proceed in the
same despotic manner, often using the authority of the
emperor to enforce their exactions ; and all of them
having no other object than to extort money from any
individual who is known to possess property to a
Emissaries and spies are conticonsiderable amount.
nually at work to discover the persons who have any
treasures in their possession, and to find out grounds of
These very extortioners are
accusation against them.
in their turn exposed to the same treatment from the
emperor, who sends some unexpected order, accusing

them of crimes and misdemeanours, and demanding
accumulated wealth for the imperial treasury. In
every province is a governor, named a bashaw, who is
appointed and removed at the will of the emperor ; in
every douar, or arab encampment, a similar officer of
government, called a sheik ; and in every town, another called alcaid ; each possessing in their respective
districts equally unlimited power with the sovereign,
except that their decision may be carried by appeal before the emperor. Under the alcaid is an officer named
el-haikum, or deputy governor, and another denominated cadi, who acts both as a priest and a civil judge,
and in whose absence any of the talbs or common priests
their

authorised to discharge the office.
Trifling offences are usually punished by the basti- Punish.
nado, or beating the back and legs with leather straps, menu,
which is sometimes executed with great severity. In
greater crimes, particularly theft, the hands are cut
Persons capitally punished,
off, or a leg or a hand.
are sometimes shot, run through the body with swords,
peculiar
knocked down with clubs, or beheaded.
mode oi' punishing offenders is tossing, which is so
managed that the sufferer falls immediately upon his
bead; and there are executioners so expert at this
is

A
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practice, that they

c«n throw persons up, so

as at

pleasure to break the head, dislocate the neck, fracture a leg or arm, or le« them fall without any material
injury.
But almost CTery mode of cruelty is occasionThese punally practised in this miserable country.
ishments are usually superintended by the emperor in
person, arrd used formerly to be frequently inflicted
by his own hand, but now are generally executed by
some of the nejjro soldiers.
The principal officers of the court are the effendi,
or friend, who is the prime minister and responsible
person in the state; the secretary to the treasury,
(united with the office of the effendi,) who disburses
the payments of the emperor, has several under secretarjes ; the master of the horse, with 120 assistants;
the grand-chamberlain, with 17 assistants; the grandfalconer, (a hereditary office) with 20 assistants ; the
keeper of the great seal; two grand-stewards; five
inspectors-general of all the emperor's affairs, of whom
the effendi is the chief; three masters of ceremonies
for public audiences, with 40 assistants; an interpreter-general for European languages, who is usually a
renegado ; two grand keepers of the jewels and plate
two grand-keepers of
a grand master of the baths
the arsenal; two keepers of the emperor's goods and
warehouses ; three inspectors of mosques, &c. ; five
keepers of the provisions ; two keepers of the library ;
two astrologers ; four masters of the carriages ; twelve
sons of renegados, who have not had beards, employed
in drawing the small carriages; three principal aswith several deputies ; three
sistants for prayers,
bearers of tfie umbrella, with their assistants; the
bearer of the sabre ; two bearers of the bason ; two
bearers of the lance ; the bearer of the watch ; five
bearers of the emperor's firelocks, with their assistants;
the bearer of the standard ; a physician and surgeon,
with many kinds of tradesmen. All these officers receive no salaries from the emperor, but depend entirely on the perqusites which are paid to them by
those who transact any business with the court ; and
even what they receive in this way is often liable to be
seized by the sovereign, unless he be gratified by oc;

while each of the rest has only one apartment. Each
female has a separate daily allowance from the emperor, according to the rank which they hold in his estimation, out of whicfi she is expected to furnish herself with whatever she requires.
This allowance, at
the time of Leropriere's visit to the Emperor of Morocco, was little more than half a crown sterling to the
favourite sultana, and less in proportion to the othersbut the emperor makes them occasional presents of
money, dress, and trinkets
and they receive con-

Moror*n.
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siderable sums from those who solicit their influence
in obtaining favours from the court.
In this way ambassadors, consuls, merchants, native or foreign, are

most assured of gaining

their object with the soverather encourages negociations through
this channel.
These females are never permitted to
go out of the harem, unless by an order from the emperor; and, except an occasional walk within the
bounds of the palace, or a journey from one palace t»
another, they are constantly immured within their
prison.
Four of these women are considered as wives
of the emperor, and the rest as concubines. Many of
these are Moorish women, as the Moors consider it an

reign,

who

honour to have their daughters in the harem
some
of them European slaves ; several are negresses, and
the usual number of the whole is from 60 to 100, besides their slaves and domestics.
Priestesses, who are
so far learned as to read and write, are employed to
teach the younger part of the harem to repeat their
prayers, and to instruct the older females in the prin;

The inhabitants of the harera
are seldom observed at any other employment, except
forming themselves into circles for convei'sation, or
hearing stories, bathing, dressing themselves, and perhaps working a little at the needle. The sons of the
emperor's wives are considered as princes, who have an
equal claim to the empire ; and they are generally appointed to the government of some of the provinces,
as bashaws.
But the daughters and the children of
the concubines are generally sent at a proper age to
the city of Tafilelt (the inhabitants of which are all
sharifs, or supposed descendants of Mahommed) where
ciples of their religion.

they finish their education and intimacy with their
It is the peculiar privilege of
a part of the palace, and commu- kindred in the place.
nicates with it by a private door, used only by the the imperial family, that is, of the emperor himself, his
emperor. The apartments are also on the ground- sons, and brothers, to have the benefit of umbrellas;
the shade of which, in a climate like that of Morocco,
floor, square, and very lofty ; and four of them enis one of the greatest luxuries.
close a spacious square area, into which they open by
The revenue of the emperor consists of a tenth upon Il«Tcncie.
means of large folding doors, which serve the purpose
These areas, or courts, are floored every article of consumption as allowed bj' the Koran
also of windows.
with blue and white chequered tiling, and have a an annual tax upon the Jews ; custom-house and exfountain in the centre, supplied by pipes from a large cise duties ; tributes exacted from his own subjects, foTwelve of reign states, and European merchants, in the form of
reservoir on the outside of the palace.
these courts, communicating with each other by nar- presents ; which last articles form the chief source of
row passages, form the harem ; and the womenj whom his income. The duties and tributes are so frequently
The changed that it is impossible to estimate their annual
it contains, have free access to every part of it.
apartments are adorned externally with beautifully amount with any degree of certainty.
The army used to consist principally of black troops. Array.
carved wood- work ; and are generally hung on the
inside with red damask, of various colours, and fur- the descendants of negroes imported from Guinea,
nished with beautiful carpets on the floors and mat- amounting altogether to above 40,000, and sometimes
even 100,000, men; of whom two-thirds are cavalry ;
tresses in different places for the purposes of sitting
and sleeping. At each end is placed, merely by way but every man is considered as a soldier, and obliged
of ornament, an elegant European mahogany bedstead, to act in that capacity, whenever the Emperor shall
hung with damask, and covered with mattresses of require his services. The present Emperor, Muley
Solyman, has diminished the proportion of black
Various coloured silks ; and large looking-glasses,
troops ; but negroes are still employed as governors of
clocks, and watches in glass-cases, are hung around
the walls. The Sultana is called the mistress of the cities, commanders of the body guard, eunuchs in the
harem, but without any controul over the other fe- Harem, and in other offices of state. About (5,000 of
males ; and she has a whale square for her own use, the standing army, form the Emperor's body guard ;
casional presents.

Harem.

'

The Harem forms

3
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dM rctt an ooKtared in

tb« diflerent towns of the
mnder die Bwhtwi of the provinces. The
loidierj «re dotheil by the Emperor, and receive a little pay, but depend chiefly upon plunder.
They are
dMbogwdhcd from the other Moors only by their acOOHtMmants, which consist of a long musket, a sabre,
aaaoall red leather box to hold their balls, and a powder horn slung over their shoulders. The army is under the direction of a Commander-in- Chief, some
principal Basliaws, and oflicers of divisions called Al-

tMet.

They hare little order and r^ularity in their
Hncnivrea, and are more like a rabble than an army.
VlTJ.
The Navy consiats of about 20 small frigates, a few
xebecks, and 30 row gaUevs. The number of seamen
in the aervice b oomputed at 6,000 ; the whole commanded by one admiral; but, being chiefly used in
piracy, they are seldom united as a fleet.
The naval
power of the empire is altogether contemjrtible ; and
the whole maritime department becoming every ye;ir
Icaa effective, Jrom the filling up of the harbours by
and, and other cauaea of their demolition.
Ctmtmene.
The aea-poet towns ofj Morocco carry on a very
limited commerce with foreign nations. European factorief have been establiabed in some of (hem at different time* ; bot liave been often abandoned altogether,
on account ot the continually varying onlers of the
Emperors, relating to trade and other matters and
partly on account of the unwillingness of Europeans
to transmit merchandise to a country where tliere is so
little security for property.
The European merchant
has so many difficulties in recovering debts, due to him
\ij the natives, that credit is in a great measure annihilated, and the tiwl* of .Morocco is in a manner transfimnedurto batter. The principal commercial place in
tfcs Eaoire, ia the port of Mogadore
into whidi are
ia^Mrted dotha, linena, mualins, damaak, raw silk,
cappetma, tea, Mgar, iroa, and iron nails, hardware,

I

;

ed to each, for the interment of the dead. In these
places is a priest or saint, who superintends divine
service, and the burial of tlie dead, and who is often
applie<l to as arbiter in disputes.
In these consecrated
places, the wealthy inhabitants often deposit their
treasures for security ; and criminals find protection
against the hand of justice.
The other religious institutions of the empire, are so similar to those of
other Mahommedan countries, as to render a separate
account of them altogether superfluous.
The estimates given by different travellers of the population of the empire, are so irrecondleable with one
another, that it is impossible to speak on the subject
with any degree of certainty. Tlie whole inhabitants
of Morocco nave been calculated at two, at six, and at
fifteen millions.
The last is the statement of Mr. Jackson, who made his extracts from the Imperial Register.'
The city of Morocco contains, or did recently contain.
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tfiem, copper, thread, mirrars, earthen- ware,
bnaa pane, gtaa% Mexico dollars ; and from
which an enwrted ahaonda, gums, bees-wax, oil of
<divw, gM«-(kina, hides, wort, feathers, el^hant'steetfa, drugs, tallow, leather, raisins.
At this place
The annual value of imports has been JE.151,450
The annual value of exports
1 27,679
TWa trade is obviously of a valuable description to Eui^a, as it carries off manufactured goods of all kind<i,
and fuctiiabea aaeful raw materials in return ; and
Iw e i iJt iaMj aagmented for the interest of
Qrmt Britma, bj the eataUishment of well uualifled
p«aaw aa Ctaiaula, to establish friendly treaties, and
t« wrve aa the authorised channels of commnnication
with the Moorish government.
There are large weekly markets held hi the metropolia, where all articles of foreign and home manurac>uwe are bought and sold. At these times, samples of
tha diArail kinds of merehandixe are carried up and
dawn tbaatfaets by itinerant auctioneers, who proclaim
the price e fcrtJ , and who apprize the highest bidder
ef hia parchase; to whom the article is delivered upon
fak paying the money, and the transaction terminates.
cofeaidflrable trade is carried on between the prind<*p«l eWia of Morocco and Timbuctoo, by means of
••K* t*«»*ar«. Tr'-^r-i- rross the great desert ; and which
uaaaUj- cosnyi:
j'nimcy from Fez to Timbuctoo
in the fpaot ot i zy unyn. The principal articles which
they carry oot, are German and Iri«h linens, muslins,
oaibnea, fine cloths, raw-«ilks, beads, brass nails, tea,
i^gar, apices, tobacco, s;ilt, red woollen caps, sashea,
shawk, and haiks of silk and gold, numancitured in
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Fez and Tafildt. They bring back gold in dust, rings
and bars. Elephant's teeth, gums of various kiiKl*, and
slaves ; besides ostrich feathers, and ambergris collected on the confines of the desert.
The religion of the empire of Morocco is Mahommedism ; but toleration is granted in some measure to
any sect which does not admit a plurality of gods
and, on proper application, they are permitted to appropriate a place ibr public worship. There are Catholic establislmients in Morocco, Mequinez,
Mogadore,
and Tangier.
Through all the country, there are
buildings of an octagonal fonii, called Zawiat, or
Sanctuaries, with an uninclosed piece of ground attach-

30,000
100,000
380,000

population of the empire of Morocco, is princi- inlubipally composed of two great original classes, the Uereb> caiu<.
bers, and the Arabs.
The Bcrebbers are the descendants of the original inhabit-ints of the country before the Arabian conquest
and occupy all the mountainous districts. Though
they have acknowledged the authority of the Koran,
they have tenadously maintained tlieir independence,
antl oirry on a desultorj* warfare against theu* Mahom.
medan invaders. They are an athletic, hardy, and enterprising race, with regular, and sometimes handsome
features, but remarkable for the ferocious expression of
their eye.
They are characterised by a peculiar scantin«^s of beard ; and, in the southern districts, many of
them have only a few straggling hairs on the upper lip,
Thdr whole dress con-,
witli a small tuft on the chin.
sists of a woollen jacket witliout sleeves, and a pair of
They dwell in caves, mud-huts, or hovels of
trowsers.
stone and timber, which are generally situated on some
commanding eminence, and frequently surrounded with
walls furnished with loop-holes for musquetry.
They
cultivate the ground, and feed cattle ; but are almost
universally robbers ; and fall without mercy upon all
travellers, who have not purchased a protection from
some of their chiefs. They are divided into a number
of petty tribes, distinguished by the names of their respective patriarchs and founders, and speak a variety of
(lialects, quite distinct from the Roman and Arabic
languages.
The great subdivisions of this class of natives are the Errifi, who inhabit the exteYisive mountainous province of that name, on the shores of the

;
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Mediterranean, and who are tlie most athletic, feroci'""'Y""^ ous, and faithless of them all ; the Berebbers of the interior, who occupy the high lands from the southern
confines of Errif, to the vicinity of Fez and Mequinez,
and who are similar to the former in person, but less
iddle
savage in their disposition j the Berebbers of
Atlas, who resemble the last mentioned in most respects
and the Berebbers of south Barbary, who extend from
Mogadore southwards, and from the eastern limits of
Atlas to the sea coast who are also called Shilluks.
These last, who are sometimes described as a distinct
race, are more diminutive in person than those of the
north, and have in general also an effeminate tone of
voice.
They have more of the social qualities ; and are
more faithful in observing the promises of protection
granted by their chiefs.
The Arabs, who are the direct descendants of the
invaders of tlie country, compose the most numerous
class of the population, and are scattered over the
whole level districts of Northern Africa, even to the
They are generally tall
confines of the Great Desert.
and robust, with fine features, and countenances full of
intelligence, their eyes large, black and piercing, their
noses gently arched, their teeth white and regular,
their beards full and bushy, their hair strong, straight,
and universally black, their skin, in the northern parts,
of a bright, clear, brown colour, gradually darkening to
They are
black, as they approach towards the south.
all cultivators of the earth, and breeders of cattle, deMorocco.

M
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pending entirely on agricultural pursuits

for

descendants of the negroes who have been brought as
soldiers into the country, and who are most numerous
in Mequinez ; and, 4. the Andalusie, the reputed descendants of the Arab conquerors of Spain, who form a
large class in the towns of the north of Barbary, and
are seldom seen to the south of the river Aza Moor.
The two former classes distinguish themselves by the
name of the tribes from which they have sprung, and
keep up a close alliance with their kindred families in
the country ; but the two latter denominations are entire in themselves, as two distinct communities.
The

Moors are an indolent and taciturn race, jealous, deceitful, and cruel, losing even the natural affections in their
extreme selfishness, and altogether degraded by the in-

subsist-

fluence of their absurd religion, their gross ignorance,

ence.
They dislike the restraints of cities, and dwell
invariably
tents, in families that vary in number
from ten to a hundred. Each of their tribes has its
own chief or sheik, who explains the Koran, and administers justice ; and in the centre of each encampment is a tent, appropriated for religious worship and
the reception of travellers. They move from place to
place as the pasturage fails, or the land becomes exhausted; and separate into different parties, as their

m

flocks may require.
On their march, the
are placed on the backs of the camels, the children and lambs in the panniers on each side ; and the
fowls instinctively perch upon the baggage. Part of

number and

women

men on horseback are armed with muskets, and act
as a guard to the party, while the rest drive along the
herds.
They are more violent, but less treacherous

the

than the other classes ; faithful to the laws of hospitality within the .limits of their encampment, but ready to
murder the last night's guest when they meet him
again beyond these boundaries.

They

are perpetually

engaged in war with one another, with the Berebbers,
or with the troops of the sovereign, who are sent out to
collect the taxes, and they carry on their hostilities
with the most savage brutality ; sometimes ripping up
the dead bodies of their victims, to discover the riches
which they suspect them to have swallowed for the
purpose of concealment.

The Moors, a name used only by Europeans, are the
inhabitants of the towns, whom the Arabs call Medainien, or towns people, and who call themselves Mooslim or believers. They are a mixture of all the nations

who have

at any time settled in Northern Africa, and
are subdivided into four classes: 1. Those descended
from Arab families, who form the larger part of the
population in the southern towns, and of tliose which

border on Arab districts 2. Those who are sprung
from tlie Berebbers, who are more or less numerous in
the towijs, according to the proximity of the Berebber
districts ; 3. The Bukharie or black tribe, who are the
;
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their wretched government.
The reader is referred to the Article Barbary for an account of the manners and customs of the inhabitants.
See Chenier's
Present Slate nf Morocco. Lempriere's Tour to Morocco ; J nckson' Account of the Empire of Morocco ; Narrative
of Adams, a Sailor, with appendix by Mr.
Dupuis ; Ali Bey's Travels ; Keatinge's Travels in

Europe and Africa,

(q.)

MOROCCO,

a city of West Barbary, and the metropolis of the empire of Morocco, is situated in the
midst of a beautiful valley, formed by a chain of
mountains on the north, and those of the Atlas on
the south and east.
The country which immediately surrounds it is a fertile plain, diversified by clumps
of shrubs and palm trees, and watered by numerous streams which descend from the Atlas mountains.
About five miles from the city towards the
south, are seen the emperor's gardens and large inclosed olive plantations, which greatly increase the
beauty of the surrounding scenery. The city was
founded in A.D. 1052, by an Arab chief named Jusuf
Teshfin, and is said to have encreased so rapidly, that,
in the time of his grandson, it contained a million of inhabitants.
Leo Africanus speaks of it as one of the
largest cities in the world ; but the extent of ground
which it covered, (which is ascertained by the ancient
walls which still exist, and which are only 7 or 8 miles
in circuit,) contradicts the probability of its having ever
contained so great a population. At present its inhabitants do not exceed 30,000 ; and many of its most
magnificent buildings are in a state of ruin and decay.
The walls are extremely thick, and are built of a cement of lime and sandy earth, called by the Moors tabbia, which is put into cases, and beaten together with
square rammers. These walls are flanked by square
towers, and surrounded by a wide and deep ditch.
There are numerous entrances, consisting of large
double portions, built of tabbia in the gothic style, the
gates of which are regularly shut every night at certain
hours.
The streets are very narrow, dirty, and irregular ; and the best houses are built in the midst of the
gardens behind high^walls of the rudest construction, as
every proprietor is anxious toconceal his wealth from the
eye of the public. Most of them, also, are constructed
like forts for defence,

and approached by a narrow

lane,

capable of admitting only a single horseman at a time.
There are many temples or mosques in the city, but
One of'
few of them remarkable for magnificence.
them, which has a cistern under it for collecting water
in the rainy season, has its central space supported by
pillars of maible, and has a lofty square tower, with a
winding teiTace reaching to the top, from which Cape
Cantin, distant about 120 miles, is distinctly visible.
Anotlier tower is remarkable from the circumstance of

;
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having three golden

balls

on

top,

weighing toge-

19 quintals, or 1205 lbs. avoirdupois,
which sererml kings, when in want of money, have in
vain attempted to take down. The imperii palace,
which faces mount Atlas, is built of hewn stone, ornamented with marble. The architecture of the principal gate* is Gothic, embellished with various ornaments
in the Arabe*qiie style. The walls of some of the rooms
•re of fillagree work, and others of glazed tiles, which
re fixed in the walls with much art, and ^-hich have a
cooling effect. There are three gardens attached to the
ther,

it

is said,

abounding in the richest fruits and most fraIn these gardens are irregular square
building* caUed paviUion*, with pyramidal roofs, covered with glased tile* of various colours, lighted by four
latty doon, and painted and gilt in the Arabesque style.
In tfaeae pavillions the emperor takes coffee or tea, and
tnnncts boaineas with the officers of his court- They
•ddom contain any other furniture than a couple of sofiM, tome china and tea equipage, a clock, a water-pot,
afiew arms hung round the walls, and carpets to kneel
upon in prayers. Near the palace is the place of audicaoe^ an eitenaive qnadrangU, walled round, but open
abore, in which the emperor give* audience to his subjects, and administers justice. The Kasseria, a place of
trade, i* an oblong building, surrounded with small
ahopa, filled with silks, cloths, and other valuable articM. Theae tbop*, like those of other towns in Mopalace,

gnat

flower*.

more than openings in the walls
about a yard from the ground, and just of sufficient
height to admit a man to sit within them cross-legged,
witn the good* and drawer* so arranged round him,
that h* can aerre hi* customers, who stand in the street,
witboat needing to move from hi* seat. At tlie extremity of the dty, towards the Atlas mountains, and
oc«r to the impcnal palace, i* the district occupied by
the Jew*, which forma a aeparate town of itself, with
an aloaid appointed by the emperor, to give them proIwtiw, and the gate* of which are shut and opened at
evtain boara ; but not much above 2000 Jews now reade in tbe plaee, as moat of them prefer a dwelling in
the a4)aoent mou nta in s, where they are tree from opIn this quarter stands the Spanish
prcaaion and insult.
eoBTCat, which used to be occupied by a few friars, but
There is an ancient subterraneous
i* now dcaerted.
rocco, are nothing

aonedoct built of brick, twenty feet below the tarface,
WMcb goes round the town, and from which pipes of
faridt work branch off at every hundred yards, to convey the water into the bouae*. But thu aqueduct is
mucb neglactcd, and the dty is supplied with water
pipe* from numerous wells in the adjoining
The wealthier inliabitants procure
ilaatations.
from the! river Tensift, which flows at a short
i*fi1*ftf frcm the city, and the water of which is accounted very salubrious, and particularly medicinal in
Many ot the streets are filled with
caaes of indigeation.
the ruins of old bouaes, and in the Jew's quarter, the
heap* of dui^ are as high as the houses. The houses
araalao gtcatly infested with vermin, particularly with
bugs, which in the
walls.

The

air

summer

around the

MOS
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its

season, literally cover the
city is generally calm,

and

tbe dimatr healthy, as the neighbouring mountains of
Atlas, which are ^ways covered with snow, serve at
once to cool the surrounding atmosphere, and to furnish
a dteher from the aoorcfaing wmds of the desert.
W. Long. 7*. North. Lat. 30" 57'. (?.)
MORPETH, is the name of a market and borough
town of England, in the county of Northumberland.
The town is situated among woody undulating hills.

on the great north road from Edinburgh to London,
on the banks of the river Wensbeck, which is crossed

M«rpeth

by a

Mosaic.

stone-bridge.
It consists principally of one long
which is spacious, and contains many well-built
neat houses. The principal buildings are, the pa-

street,

and

which is built on Kirk Hill, a quarter of a
mile from the town ; a handsome town-house, built by
the Earl of Carlisle in 1714, from a design of Vanburgh ; the county gaol, which stands near the bridge,
and is well built and well managed. The charitable
establishments are, a free school, founded by Edward
VI. and an hospital for old persons. The principal
piece of antiquity here is the castle, which stands on
an eminence above the town. A part of the gateway,
tower, and fragments of the outward wall, only remain. On the north side of the castle is a round
mound of earth, which was probably a malvoisin in
some blockade.
fragment of the door-way of New
Minster Abbey of White Monks still remains. Morpeth sends two members to parliament, and the right
of election is vested in about 200 burgesses. The population of Morpeth, in 1811, was
rish church,

A

Inhabited houMS

461
83S
529

Number of familin
Ditto employed in trade
Total population

3m

See the Beauliet of England and Wales,
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MOSAIC, commonly

designed Painting in Mosaic, is
a mode of representing objects by the union of portions
of stone or glass, reduced to an even surface. But it
is always a copy, for artists in Mosaic nevrr compose.

The materials are few and simple, consisting merely
of the substance with which the picture is to be represented, formed into cubes, parallelopipeds, orother polygonal figures, as required, and retained by one end in a
strong cement, to preserve the union of the whole. Their
colour, size, and substance, are arbitrary with the artist, according to the subjects and future position
all
however are of the most durable kind. The ancient
Mosaics consisted chiefly of marble and coloured glass
or pastes ; the modem are composed of marble, glass,
enamel, and sometimes of the harder stones, as agate,
cornelian, lapis lazuli, and even jewels.
From the variety of design, and diversity of shades, the works of
the latter evince great superiority over the former, for
the andents used few colours, and the same design
was frequently repeated.
In general, Mosaics are composed of cubes, or short
parallelopipeds, that is, oblong pieces of from two inches
of a side, down to fragments of the smallest surface, as is
seen in a portrait of I'ope Paul V. where the face alone
consists of 1 ,700,000 portions, each no larger than a grain
of millet. I'he Mosaic of the cupola of St. Peter's at
Rome,on the other hand, is formed of unpolished coloured stones of from half an inch to two inches square
:

and pavements appear in pieces still larger. Of this
last description, or of what may be called large Mosaic,
the pieces are reduced to^thc necessary sizeiby sawing and
grinding, after the ordinary operations of the lapidary ;
those of glass, which is in universal use, are broke down
from rods, drawn out of a suitable shape ; but glass being a refractory substance, enamel is substituted for it,
The enamel
as it is more easily managed in reduction.
which is used for smaller pictures, is drawn out into long

:
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quadrangular rods while fused, and these are broke
^•"Y'™^ across with a hammer, or divided by a file into porMouif.

tions longer or shorter as required.

It is so fusible,
that the rods of inconsiderable size, may be drawn out
by the flame of a candle, without assistance of the
In using the finer hard stones they also
blow-pipe.
are fashioned into the proper form by the art of
the lapidary, but the expence of purchase and the
the labour of workmanship restrict the fabrication

of such Mosaics. Most of the enamel employed for
purpose was formerly prepared in Holland an<l
at Venice, in small round cakes, four or five inches
in diameter, and five, six, or eight lines thick, which
were sent to the chief places of manufacture in Italy,
Being dexterously
as Milan, Rome, and Florence.
struck with a hammer on an anvil of a particular shape,
fragments more regular than those of other sut)stances
fly off in the fracture, and commonly approaching an
oblong form. At Rome, where it is now carried on
extensively, all the materials are compountled.
Such artificial substances are prepared of a vast variety of different shades, in order to obtain the suitable
Hence the present
gradation of colour in the picture.
number of tints in Mosaic is said to amount to no less
than 15,000, or 17,000, proceeding by a nicety almost
inconceivable. About 50 years ago they were computed
at 4000
and it seems evident that the increase has
been great and gradual, and most probably an object of
more attention in later times ; for ancient Mosaics, on
which considerable labour has been bestowed, appear
in only three colours.
The numerous fragments from each species of substance are all arranged in drawers, boxes, and cases
regularly labelled, from which they are withdrawn by
tlie artist for his work, as the compositor selects types
It is necessary to explain, that, in comfor printing.
posing a large picture in Mosaic, the foundation or
back of the picture consists of a stone called pipemo
Several oblong pieces together equal to the whole surface are taken, each some inches thick, whereby wonderful strength and solidity are acquired, and hollowed
to the depth of about three inches and a half, leaving a
border all around, with which the work, when completed
The excavated surface is intersected by
will be level.
transverse groove?, about an inch and a half deep, and
somewha»wider at the bottom than the top, in order to
retain a quantity of cement or mastic which fills them,
the line of the grooves joining in an inclined direction
from each side so as to form an angle in the middle.
The separate pieces are then nicely adjusted together
by strong iron cramps behind. Or let it be supposed
tliat a large marble slab is hollowed to the depth of
three inches and a half, leaving a projecting and prominent border, the fragments are imbedded in it, to
form the picture. This bed or frame is gradually filled
with a strong and durable kind of cement or mastic,
on the composition of whidi we shall not here enlarge,
both from the general attention now paid to substances
of that nature, and because different artists compoimd
them after a different fashion. As the frame is filled,
the picture is delineated on the cement the same way
as painting in fresco ; and the fragments of enamel being selected for a small portimi of it at a time, they are
successively beat into the cement with a small flat
V'oodat nmllet, until the top of the whole are level, or
nearly so. When the artist observes that the fragments
«o arranged are not suitable to his taste and expectations, he reniores them, or substitutes others, whidi is
e«ily done before the cement hardens, but subsequentthis

:

it is a more difficult operation.
Proper cement re. Mouic.
mains in a state to receive fragments during fifteen
or twenty days, by observing the necessary precautious.
The foundation or back of pictures of smaller size,
consists of hammered iron or copper instead of stone,
the surface of which is interspersed with small tin
cramps or brackets, like reversed staples, for the purpose of retaining the cement. They are merely slips
of metal bent up at each end, and soldered by the mid(U«
to the plate, thus producing inequalities which operate in
the same manner as the grooves of the former Mosaics.
The foundation of pavements is of the most solid description, consisting of strong beds of masonry, rising
towards tlie surface of the ground, and are fitted to receive the cement and materials of the representation.
After the whole picture is composed, its surface is
ground down to a perfect plane in a manner similar to
what is practised in grinding miiTors, and a polish is
given to it with putty and oil. During tiie jwogress of
these opei-ations, any crevices betrayed at the joints are
filled with pounded marble or enamel mixed with was,
which penetrates by passing a hot iron over them. The
kind of polish, however, is regulated by the position
and use proposed lor the Mosaic, and of late it is not
so high as formerly.
Although we h«ve said that cubes or parallelopipedt
are employed, the figures are not invariably angular,
because curves are sometimes required ; and from the
ductility of glass, the portions forming a rose, for ex.

ly

ample, are curvilinear.
Large compositions in Mosaic are tedious, requiring
several years to execute ; and the grinding and polishing of the surface of a picture, are extremely laborious.
But it is not necessary that the whole parts should be
the work of one individual, as equal skill throughout
is scarcely ever indispensible, both because large poiv.
tions are of a uniform description, and because some
may be less {artificially arranged. The qualities of
Mosaic are various, often being rudely designetl,

Sometimes so little attention
paid to the intimate union of tlie cubes, that the cement rises between them to form part of the surface,
and in general it cannot bear narrow inspection. The
most skilful artists, however, have produced works so
delicate, as to be compared to the finest pamting.
From this general description, the substance and
It may
structure of Mosaic will be easily understood.
be carried to an unlimited extent ; and in fact spacious
pavements, the incrustation of walh, the ornamenting
of cupolas, and lining of arches, appear in it in various
countries.
Italy, always the seat of the arts, engrosses
In
almost the whole mosaic manufacture of Europe.
Rome there is a large establishment belonging to the
Pope, where this kind of painting is conducted on a
great scale. The different materials are arranged in
numerous apartments, from which they are removed
by the artists as having occasion for them. Besides
this establishment, there are many artists in Rome occupied in smaller worics, such as pictures, full length
figures, whose dimensions do not exceed two or three
inches ; birds, insects, and baskets of floweirs, all in
miniature, of exquisite execution. The mosaics for }jcrsonal ornaments and toys are innumerable, and they
The most celebrated
are now common in Britain.
modem mosaic picture has been just completed at
Milan, after Leonardi de Vinci's |>ainting of the last
s«pper, preserved in a suppressed convent of that city.
This great work is about 24 feet in length, by 12 in
brewlth, imbedded on 12 slabs of unarble obtained fi»m

and coarsely executed.
is
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the production of Rafaelli,
an artist of the Roman school, by whom eight or ten
men were einployetl on it daily during eight years ;
and it cost £7500 Sterling. Originally commissioned
by Buonaparte, his expulsion is said to have thrown it
into the hands of the artist, firom whom it was pur«
biased by the present emperor of Austria.
Mosaic appears to greatest advantage at gome distance ; nor can it be compared in general to the delicacy, smoothness, and uniformity of painting.
But its
superiority is affirmed to consist in greater durability,
and resi'ting the influence of damp, and the attack of
insect* ; its not suffering from exposure to the sun ; in
preserving the permanence of colour, and requiring no
particular light for embellishment.
Yet all these pro>
perties are so far countcrbaL-inced by the weight of the
materials, tediousnest and ex pence of execution, together with other obstacles, as will prevent Mosaic fVom
competing, in most countries, with painting.
Analoeeiu to Mosaic is the pietra dura, or Florentine work, which consists of the union of irregular portions of haft] stones containing the gradation of co>
lour* in each, instead of obtaining that gradation by
the union of multiplied fragments. Some fine specimens of this are preserved at Florence, snch as a slumbering Cupid reposmg on a linn.
Ti'" >»« of worVing
Mosaic ascend* to high antiquiprobably preceded painting. It is not obvious,
...--.....r, assomehaveassertefl, that it was known to the
Jews, although that nntion was acquainted with singular
pavciaenta; for the Koran relates that when the Queen
of Sheba visited .Solomon, she was received in a hall
where she mistook the pavement for water, and bared her
limbs; on which Solomon said, " The floor is solid: it is
made of glass." Likewise amidst the wotiders beheld by
John, in the Revelation, was " a sea of glass like unto
..1
«>• -•'-rreastffm nations were acquointedwith
palace of Ahasuerus was
a pavei.ii'iit cii nil, aim iilue, and black marble," Either, chap,
Ciampini, an author who has bestowed much
i. v. 6.
• ition on this subject, ascribes the invention of
of which there does not seem to be
'I Persia,
'irv evidence; and it must be admitted that
'
/',
ii
;'-lderable uncertainty as to the precise counIt

vermiculalum, consisting of the same, received that name
Mos.iic.
only from its peculiar figure. Learned foreigners re- ^"""V""^
mark, that it is only in Britain that the correct designation of mosaic is preserved in tesselnled pavement.
The art of colouring glass practised in the age of Augustus, greatly proraotetl the use of mosaic ; it became
so common that at length Seneca, reproaching the luxury of his cotemporaries, complains, that they seemed
unwilling to tread, unless upon precious stones. Eo deliciarum pervenhnus ul ni.n gemmas cdlcare nofimus, Ep.SG.
From the Romans it spread into their provinces, and
as they had the sovereignty of Europe, there are few
countries where relics of Mosaic are not now discovered.
Justinian also decorated the cliurch of St. Sophia,
in Constantinople, during the sixth century, with works
of the same kind, which are partly doublets or pieces
of glass united horizontally with a coloured foil inter.
posed, as may be seen at this day.
Some of the earliest
popes decorated the churches of Italy with Mosaic, but
the art declining there from the fifth or sixth century,
is believed to have been almost totally lost, until Andrea Taffi learned it from a Greek artist Apollonius,
who was employed on the church of St. Mark at Venice,
in the thirteenth century.
This is to be viewed as the
source of the modem Mosaic, which, as we have observ.
ed, has attained an infinitely greater perfection in some
reqiects than that of the ancients, and has been carried
to a great extent.
The names of few of the ancient
artists have come down to us, but among others those
of Dioscoridcs a Samian, and Archimedes a Syracusan,
are preserve*!.
Many of the moderns are celebrated,
from Giotto in the fourteenth century down to Tucca
in the sixteenth ; Mancini, Calandra, Lafranc, in the
seventeenth ; Cristofori, Brughi, Calendrelli, Camucci,
and many more in the eighteenth and nineteenth.
The price of Mosaic depends on the quality and extent of the work, in which there is as great a difference
as in any paintings.
Pictures of large size have cost
L.5000, L.6'000 or more. Small personal ornaments or
toys can be obtained for a few shillings.
There are
masters in Mosaic as well as in painting.
The greater Mosaic works of the ancients probably
were devoted to their halls and baths, while that of the
moderns is employed in churches. None of the former are found entire, or with the rarest exception!*,
try
or MuMivum, was first
but portions are frequently disclosed in the course of
loyeu only Tow:»r'i« ibc lourtecnth century; and the excavation, which enable us to jutige suflicietftly of the
Wttia pavimetila Lil/ioilrala, irclilia, secta, or les-e. extent, design, and execution of them. Some persons
erroneously suppose that the colour of stones and m.irble
!> denote nosaics properly so undertald
both, almost without exThus it is affirmed that the is permanent, but it fades
cnts.
ito..
B^teU floors ot the Greeks gave way to mosaic ; and ception, on long continued exposure in the air.
One of the finest ancient Mosaic pavements extant; Mosaic at
nvjr otwanret, that IM/xulrala acceplacerejam luh SyUa
was discovered at a village near Seville in Spain in the Seville.
hoiieque, quod in Forlunm
narvulit ctrle crw:
year 17.09, at the depth of three feet and a half from
i deitide ex kumo pavimeala
ddnbro Prtumettr J
the surface, from a brief description of which the nain ettmerat Irmuiere c iilro, ub. xxxvi. cap. 60, o4. Athen»u« speaks of the rich pavements in the palace of De- ture of others may be comprehended. It extends above
40 feet in length, by nearly 80 in breadth, and contains
lib. xiii. § 60; and Hiero, king of
metrius
a representation of the circus games in a parallelogram
!>y the same author, to have had an
Syracuse,
in the centre, three sides of which are surrounded by
extraordinary »hjp conitmcted, in which the tesselated
pavements of the cabins represented the whole fable circular compartments, containing portraits of the Mu.
of the Iliad, lib. v. $ 41. Thus the art was familiar to Fes, interspersed with the figures of animals, and some
imaginary sulgects. In the racecourse are seen a chaother nations a< well as to the Romans, from whom oir
riot overturneil, the charioteer thrown out of his seat,
Isidorus afterward,
acquaintance with it is derived.
horsemen liismounted, fractious stet'd.s, and broken
designs real mf><>aic very distmctly, by lil/ioUrala par.
De Ori- harness. The charioteer, having been injured by his
lulit cruilii ae letttUitjuncloi in varioM colore*
Pavimrnlum seclile waa composed fall, is supported by two men belonging to a different
gin, lib. XV. cap. S
of Urge compartments of marble ; tectum merely of faction or party, as may be ascertained by their los.
tume, which, in all the figures, is well represented ; the
allcm-rte sf*nr«re pieces ; lendalum, or quailralorium,
they have a cut
horses are of a deep br<<wu colour
a die constituted real mosaic of
! letiera,
frcn
tail like our modern fashion, and arc .apparently full of
>r glass or marble; and the pacimenlum
sma
is
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tween the different compartments exhibit various birds,
fruits, and flowers. Great diversity of colour is seen in
this mosaic, without that delicate and regular degradation, however, which is employed by the moderns ; but
are compelled to refer the reader to the splendid
of M. Laborde on the Mosaics of Italica, for fur-

work

of this composition. The pavement is
supposed to have belonged to the hall of the baths of
a. palace or city of that name,
which was founded 208
years before Christ, and that it was constructed ante-

tlier illustrations

rior to the reign of Domitian.

Mosaic at
Lj'ons.

In the year 1 80G, a fine mosaic pavement, of lesser
dimensions, but relative to the same subject, was discovered at Lyons, which M. Artaud ascribes to the
first cenniry of the Christian era.
It is composed of
small marble cubes, sometimes interspersed with pastes
of different colours ; and extends fifteen feet and a half
in length, by nine and a half in breadth, exclusive of
an ornamental border. The whole details of the games
of the circus are represented here, from which it appears that no less than eight chariots started at a time,
some of which are broken, and the horses and charioteers have fallen, as in the mosaic of Italica ; for it was a
point of address among the ancients to overthrow their
competitors in the course.
Some of their horses are
white, grey, or pale bay ; their figures are elegant and
animated, and they exhibit " a cut, set tail, after the
English fashion.'' A number of persons, in their peculiar costume, seem to have a share in the games
and in general those presiding are clothed in blue,

which M. Artaud conjectures to have been tlie national
colour of the Gauls. From this and the preceding
mosaic of Italica, several passages of the classical authors are illustrated, which have hitherto embarrassed antiquaries. Artaud, Description d'nn Mosaique.
The ordinary subjects seem to have been the Circensian games, theatrical scenes, marine deities, triions,
nereids, all as requiring a large space, and adajiled
to the situation.
Nothing has been more celebrated,

and

O

S

on another scale, than three pigeons wasliing them- Mosafc,
M"s»n>selves, and a fourth drinking from the vessel, composbique.
ed of marble fragments, not exceeding a line square,
^^~''"*"
and adjusted with admirable precision. Many of the
ancient mosaic works, we have seen, were devoted to
the embellishment of halls and baths, and exhibited
lively representat ons ; but with the decay of the Ro«
man empire, they were employed in the decoration of
churches, and their subjects altered to those of a grave
character.
On the roof of the baptistery of the church
of Si. John at Ravenna, the baptism of Jesus Christ
is represented in mosaic ascribed to the fifth century.
The ceremony is performed partly by sprinkling, and
partly by immersion
A circular compartment in the

spirit.

we

M
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Various persons interested in the pames appear
y^-' in other portions of the course, and bej'ond it ; but part
of the whole pavement has been destroyed, by the waste
of time and the injury of the workmen by whom it was
A double row of circular conip.irtineiits
discovered.
bound the sides of the course, some of which aie very
Each is about three feet and r. h;:lf in diameter,
entire.
ornamented by a broad circular border as a frame. The
whole plan is finished by an exterior border h'fthly embellished.
Nine of these compartments are occupied
by busts of the nine muses arranged after the manner
prescribed by Hesiod, and in the order of the books of
Herodotus, but alternately, so that a compartment contaitiing a mask, or an animal or sonic other subject, is
always interposed between two. The name of eachmuse
is inscribed in her respective compartment, and sev eral
liave their respective attributes, concerning which, antiquaries have been frequently at variance, nor is it probable that the ancients themselves absolutely coincided
on the subject. Calliope has a book, Polhymuia a lyre,
those of Erato and Terpsichore are not equally obvious.
The countenance of the muses is liandso)ne, deep
brown, as if belonging to a southern climate, with regular features, and fine large animated eyes. All have
darker or lighter auburn hair, artificially disposed after
different fashions, and some have ornaments on the
head. They have for the most part a cloth thrown
over an under garment, the latter appearing in Urania
to be a robe.
The other compartments are occupied by a centaur, the genius of the circus games ; children in different-coloured tunics, representmg the seasons ; and animals either finished or outlined.
The floor also be-

Afosaic.

centre

is

occupied by Christ standing upright in the

and John holding a long misshapen cross in one
hand, pours water from a shell, or some vessel on his
head, with the other, while a dove descends above
river,

,

the former.
It likewise contains a human figure inscribed Jordann, rising out of the Mater, wliich is
probably a personification of the sacred river. This compartment is environed by full lengtli figures of the
twelve apostles, and the whole is surrounded by a border, consisting of pulpits, altars, and other subjects.
The church of .St. Peter's at Rome contains the most
extensive collection of modem mosaics extant, whether
There arc
in decorating the cupolas, tombs, or altars.
many pictures of large size, after the paintings of Raphael, Guido, Carlo Maratti, Guercino, and other great
masters, representing either portions of scriptural history, the miracles of later saints, or events of their
lives.
It is here that, the works of distinguished artists being accumulated, we are enabled to judge of
their respective talents.
Independent of these, many
ancient mosaics are to be seen in other churches, and
in the various museums of that city.
V\ith respect to the mosaics which have been disco,
vcred at different times In Britain, which was so long
a Roman province, sufficient information will be found
in the Archceologia, and Mnnumenia Vchista, another
work published by the London Societj- of Antiquaries,

and for an account of
;
mosaics in general, the treatises of Ciampini and FuSee also Cadeil's Travels in
rieili may be consulted.
Carninla and Italy, vol. i. p. 517, vol. ii. p. 202. and
the Edinburgh P/iilosopkical Journal, vol. ii. p. 348,
and vol. iii. p. 4 1 9. A very splendid work on mosaics,
(c)
is now publishing by M. Artaud of Lyons,
MOSAMBIQUE, or Mozaiidico. an island on the
east coast of Africa, and the capital of the Portuguese
This island, which resemsettlements in that quarter.
bles a crescent, with the hollow part towards the sea,
measures about two miles and a half in length, and a
It is situated in 15° 10'
quarter of a mile in breadth.
S. latitude, and 41° E. longitude, in the mouth of a bay

and the works of Mr. Lysons

nearly three miles in circuit, which furnishes a safe
and convenient haven for shipping. On the north extremity of the island, is a strong fort of an octagonal
Ibrm, furnished with six bastions, and containing SO
pieces of cannon, besides a large howitzer, capable of
casting stones of 100 lbs. weight. The situation is well
chosen, and more than thirty of the guns bear upon the
In l608, it resisted a vigoentrance into the harbour.
rous attack of the Dutch, who landed in considerable
force upon the island ; and after three weeks of unavailing exertion to reduce the place, were compelled to
The aiichorage is on the northreinibark with loss.
west side of the island, on a flat level sand, well protected from the sea, and within a musket-shot of the
shore, where there is a very commodious landing-place,
witli steps on either side of a pier, which extends a conImmediately opposite to
siderable ^lay into the sea.

;
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the unchorage, lies the town of Mosambique, occupyin(» the central part of the i>lanil, and presenting, in the
appearance of its biiiliJin^s and inhabitants, a strange
mixture of Indian, Arabian, and European costume.
The soil of the island is jiandy, and tolerably fertile,
yieldini; rice, millet, pulse, roots, &c. ; but the settlement depends for its supplies on the peninsula of Cabacciro, • tract of land about eleven miles long, and
fboT broad, connected with the continent by an isthmus
about a mile across, which could be easily rendered secure af^inet any attack from the interior, were it not
that the creek on the south side becomes dry at low
water for the space of nearly four miles. On this peninsula are several villagei and plantations, but none
of them displaying much agricultural industry or skill.
The principal trees are the cocoa-nut, cashew, mango,
papaw, and orange; and the chief article of cultivation
IS the manioca root, which constitutes the food of the
slaves.
A great part of the land still remains uncultiTated ; but numerous herds of cattle, and vast droves
of swine, are reared upon its pastures. A great variety
of birds frequent the groves ; and the most curious sea
productions abound on the coast, such as star-fish, and
•ea-flo«er« of uncommon beauty, sponges of several
kinds, sea-priapi, raollu(ra>, muscles, crabs, and oysters,
which arc said to yield ]>earls of considerable value.
The beach is covered with flamingoes, spoonbills, curlews, snipef, and larks ; large herons, and several species of guUs ; and great num>)era of slaves are generally
»een at low water employed in collecting the shell-fi<ih.
One of the mo<>t remarkable of the fishes found on the
coast, i* the lucking-fish or remora, which is said to be
employed in c.itching turtles in the following manner
Wncn fastened to the boat with a line, it invariably
darts forward-i, and fixes itself by its sucker to the first
turtle which it meets, holding so strongly as to enable
the fUhermen to secure the prey.
The climate of Mosambique, from its oppressive heat
and heavy atmosphere, is extremely unhealthy ; and its
f^tal rffcrts are so much increased by the mo<le of living, that both among the military and civilians, not
more than f even ont of a hundre<I are calculated to survive after a service of five years.
With the exception
of the governor and his staff, the greater part of the
Kuropoan settler* are culprits who have been sentenced
to banishment.
The native planters, descended from
the old settlers, have, in consequence of their dealing
in slavc«, become vicious, indolent, and careless of improvintr th
arc

plantations.
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of the old

a seafaring

Another

class consists

of

Arab settlers, most of whom
life,

The remainder of

and Banian traders and

the inhabitants is composed of the free blacks and native soldiers ; and the
whole population is calculated at little more than three
thousand, of which the last mentioned class composes
one half, and the two other classes about one fourth
each.
The European Portuguese and natives, are generally per<ons of little respectability and debauched
moral* and the chief employment of both consists in
the tr..f!ic of slaves, which renders them not very scrupulous about the means of gaining wealth. The regular saWte* nC all the public functionaries arc so utterly
inadequate fur their support, that they are too much
temptetl to tolerate various abuses, such as selling the
inferior office* of Cjmmsnd, reducing the effective force
of the settlt-meut, and sharing in the perquisites which
arise frotii the nefarious trade in olaves. This trade used
Ibrmerly to supply the Cape of Goo<l Flope, the Iile of
France, and batavia, with almo<<t the whole of their
•laves ; besides sending a considerable number to the
artizan*.

:

East and West Indies. Great part of this traffic is cut Mosaml)i(iue.
oflF by the abolition of the tr.ide on the part of Great
~' """^
Britain ; but still the settlement supplies the Brazil
coast and Spanish colonies with above 4000 of these
unfortunate creatures every year.
They are bought at
the rate of four or five pounds a head ; and it is reckoned a lucky voyage, if, out of a cargo of 300 or 400,
only 60 (lie in the passage to South America. To the
Portuguese colonies in India, they send annually four
or five vessels loaded with gold, ivory, and slaves, which
bring back in return cottons, teas, and other kinds of
eastern produce.
All exports are exempted from duty,
except slaves, which pay at the rate of 16^ crusades
each.
Imports, after all charges are included, pay Trade,
about 25 per cent., except specie, which pays 2|, of
which one per cent, goes to the revenue, and the rest
to the governor. The most suitable articles for the market of .Mosambique are iron bars, and hoops, lead, powder, shot, cutlerj', stationery, prints, and framed pictures, some articles of household furniture, cotton for

and cotton stockings, shoes and boots, waistcoat pieces, light plain muslins, blue cloth, a few telescopes, salt butter, hams, and cheese, and a little of
most articles of* luxury in use among the Portuguese.
Most of the gootis for exportation bear a high price
but vessels may be supplied with provisions, consisting
of bullocks, goats, and guinea-fowls, at a moderate rate.
considerable number of an Arabian breed of asses is
also reared at Masambique for exportation, which are
generally sent to the Brazils as presents, but which
letch a high price when sold.
The articles exchanged
with the Africans for their gold, ivory, and slaves, are
chiefly salt, shells, beads, tobacco, coloured handkerchiefs, and coarse cloths from Surat.
It is a peculiar custom in the colony, that cveiy per-,
son who can command a decent dress may visit the governor's house in the evening, which many take care
to do, chiefly for the sake of obtaining a cup of tea;
and, whenever the governor removes to his country
scat, it is esteemed a proper mark of respect to follow
him, and make similar visits of ceremony. The wives
of the planters (of whon> few arc seen in public) are
generally thin and s,allow in tlicir complexion, negligent in the care of their persons, except on great occasions, and resembling those of the Cape in their taste
for smoking tobacco, and the custom of going without
8tocking«i.
The footl of these planters is gross in the
extreme, consorting of great masses of boiled meats,
chiefly pork an<I beef in the midst of vegetables ; with
quantities of oil, not remarkable for its purity, in most
sofas, silk

A

of their dishes.

The
biqiie,

natives who occupy the country behind Mosam- Njilve
are tlie Makooa or Makooana, comprising a inbc.-.

number of powerful
ns Melinda

tribes,

extending northward as far

mouUi of the Zambezi ;
and in a southwest direction, almost to the neighbourhood of the Caffrcs. They are an athletic and ugly
race of people, of the mobt ferocious aspect, and savage disposition.
They are fond of tattooing their
skins, and draw a stripe down the forehead along the
nose to the chin, which is crossed in a direct angle by
another line from ear to ear, so as to give the face the
appearance of being sewed together in four parts. They
file

;

southw-ird, to the

their teeth to a point, so as to reeemble a coarse

and suspend ornaments of copper or bone from
;
a hole in the gristle of the nose.
Their upper Itp pro.
trudes in a very remarkable degree ; and this they consider as so principal a point of beauty, that they endeavour to make it still longer, by introducing into the
centre a small circular piece of ivory, wood, or iron.
saw

;
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dress their liair in a very fantastic manner, some
shaving one side of the head, others both sides, leaving a kind of crest from the front to the nape of the
neck ; while a few of them wear simply a knot of hair
on their foreheads. Their females resemble greiitly
the Hottentot women in the curvature of the spine,
and protrusion of the hinder parts ; and, when past
the prime of life, are said to present the most disagi-eenble objects that can be conceived.
They are fond of
music and dancing but their tunes and motions are
unvaried and monotonous. Their favourite instrument
is called Ambira, which is formed by a number of thin
bars of iron, of different lengths, highly tempered, and
set in a row on a hollow case of wood, about four inches square, and closed on three sides.
It is played
upon with a piece of ijuill ; and its notes, though simple, are sufficiently harmonious, sounding to the ear,
;

when
They

managed, like the changes upon bells.
armed with spears, darts, and poisoned arrows and possess also a considerable number of muskets, which they procure from the Arabs in the northern districts, and sometimes even from the Portuguese
skilfully

are

;

They

are formidable enemies to the settlein their hostilities by the nefarious practices of the traders who
have gone among them to purchase slaves. But notwithstanding this natural ferocity, they are vei'y docile
and serviceable as slaves ; and when partially admitted
to freedom, by being enrolled as soldiers, they become
both expert and faithful in the service. A few tribes
on the coast, who speak the same language as the Makooa, and probably belonged originally to the same
stock, had fallen under the jurisdiction of the Arab
settlers ; and, when these last were conquered by the
dealers.

ment

;

and have been rendered desperate

Portuguese, became bound to pay tribute, and render
Their Sheiks are appointed by the
governor of Mosambique ; and some of them ai'e so
powerful as to be able to bring into the field from two
to four thousand men ; but as they seldom act in unison, little reliance can be placed on their assistance.
This coast had been known to the Arabs, and its
ports frequented by their traders, for centuries before
its discovery by Europeans; and all the information
possessed by the latter on the subject, was chiefly
drawn from the vague accounts of Ptolemy, and the
Periplus of the Erythrean sea.
It was first discovered
by the Portuguese in the 1497, who found the whole
of the coast in the possession of the Arabs i but the
fame of its gold mines, and the convenience of its ports,
as resting places for the Indian trade, led them to attempt the expulsion of the original settlers. This was
easilj' accomplished by their superiority in arms ; and,
in 1508, they had conquered Quiloa, gained a footing
in Sofala, and built the fort which still stands on the
island of Mosambique.
They gradually encroached
on the Mohammedan possessions in the river Zambezi j
' and, about the year
1569j they completely cleared that
part of the river of the Arabs, by putting the whole
of them to death. In the attempts of the Portuguese
to reach the gold mines of the interior, they were not
very scrupulous as to the means which they employed
and have furnished, in the history of the East, a parallel to the atrocities of their Spanish neighbours in
the West
But theirs was a harder task ; and the natives of Africa maintained a nobler struggle for the independence of thtir country, than the feebler South
American race. Though compelled to abandon their
fields and habitations to the rapacious invaders, they
embraced every opportunity of harassing the enemy
in their progress, or of taking them by surprise in their
military service.
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The most

celebrated of these expeditions
was undertaken at the command of Sebastian I. in
1570, and conducted by Francis Baretto, who liad
been purposely apiiointed governor-general of Mosambique.
They penetrated the country of Monomotapa,
and burnt its capital ; but, after losing a great number

of men, they were obliged to retreat with no other
fruit of their victories, than permission to pass tlu-ough
the territories of Monomotapa, upon condition of paying an annual tribute of 20O pieces of cloth.
Another
attempt was soon after made through the country of
the Mongas, or Monjou ; and, afler a hard fought battle with the nati\'es, the armament passed the forest of
Lupata, and then, marching eaitwaid along the line of
the Zambezi, made every exertion to reach the silver
mines of Chieova ; but all their researches proved fruitless ; and a detachment, which had been left behind to
prosecute the object, was cut off by an ambuscade.
Since this event, the Portuguese have contented themselves with acting on the defensive, occupying the coast
along the line of the river Zambezi, and ma'ntaining their
influence in the country, by exciting the native powers
against one another.
Even in these limited views, they
had many hard contests with the natives, and particularly in 1589 and 1 592, they were attacked on the northern
bank of the last mentioned river, by a wandering and
ferocious tribe named Muzimbaj, who afterwards puss,
ed eastwards, and are conjectured to have belonged to
the tribes of Galla, who penetrated to the frontiers of
Abyssinia.
The Portuguese were not more successful
in attempts to convert the natives to the Catholic faith ;
and, though one of their most zealous missionaries,
Gonzalvo de Sylva, gained access to the court of the
Prince of Monomotapa, and made a favourable impression on his min;l, the Mahommedan traders afterwards
acquired the ascendancy, and effected the destruction of
the Portuguese teachers.
Most of their other converts,
as has too often been the case in catholic missions, were
merely nominal, and little benefited by the appellation
of Christians.
The value of this colony to Portugal
has always been greatly overrated, but was probably
greater in former times than it can be at present.
It
furnished large supplies of gold and ivory, and enriched at least a number of private individuals, whose
wealth ultimately proved beneficial to the state. It afforded in the earlier voyages to the east an important
resting place, and supplied most of the Portuguese colonies with slaves.
Its trade and importance have naturally declined with that of the mother country, and
especially with the loss of her eastern possessions ; but
the impolitic manner in which it has for a long time
been governed, has farther reduced it to a state of
weakness and insignificance which can scarcely withstand the attacks of the surrounding savages.
During
the war with France, and before the capture of the
Mauritius by the British, it suffered greatly from the
French privateers, and has recently been exposed to
serious depredations from the tribe of pirates called Marati, who occupy the northeast point of Madadascar.
See Purchas's Pilgrim ; Salt's Voyage to Abyssinia ; and
Hisloire deFEthiopie Orient, part. R. Jean des Santes.

MOSCOW, formerly the metropolis of the Russian
empire, is situated in East Long. 37° 33', and North
It was founded by George, son of
Lat. 55° 45' 45".
Volotlimir Monoraaka, who ascended the Uussian throne
in 115t; but it was Daniel, the son of Alexander
Neuski, who, by making it his residence as Duke of
Muscovy, laid the foundation of its future greatness,
and, ill 1304, made it the capital of the Russian domi-

Afosamhiqiic,

Mu3cu\v.
"

MOSCOW.
Mowow.

In 13«5, it was taken by Tamerlane, after a
'"^' short sirge, but «oon came again into
the possession of
^J"^
Hi.jorjr.
jj^ Russian*.
It was frequently occupied by the Tartars, dnring^ the 14th and 15th centuries;" but they
were (faudly expelled by Joan Vassilievitch I. who rendered Moscow the principal city of the empire. It
continued to be the metropolis of Kussia, till the
beginning of the eighteenth century, when the seat
•* empire was tr.insferred to Petersburgh ; but it
till continued to be the most populous city in the
empire, and the residence of ihose nobles who did not
belong to the court, and delighted to exhibit their an*"»''«»'
cient feudal grandeur.
It stands in the midst of a fer•"^'P"
lile plain, watered by the river Moekwa, which flows
round the greater part of the city. It is about twentysix miles in circumference, and covers twelve times
the area of Peter-burgii.
It does not contain, however, above 300,000 inhabitants, of whom about .W.OOO
are retainers ard domestics ot the nohles, who make
their residence in the town only during the winter season.
Ita appearance, from a little distance, is very singular and splemiM, presenting a numerouK assemblage
of spires glittering with gold, amidst burnished domes,
and painied palaces.
Tl>ere is no outer wall around the city, but only a
•imple parapet of earth.
After enteringthis enclosure,
the city seems to have disappeared, and nothing is seen
but a wide ocnttered ouburb. composed of ' hut?, gardens, pig-sties, brirk-walls, churche«, dung-hills, panion«.

laces, timlier -yards.

wareh<jus€s," Sec.

'•

One might

imagine," sajrs Dr. Clarke, " all the sUtes of Europe
•ad Alia had arnt a building, by way of representative,
ta Ifoacow
and undt-r thin impres<ion, the eye is preMntcd with deputies from al' countries, holding con{Naa ; timber-huts from regions bej-ond the Arctic ;
plaalrred palaces from .Sweden and Denmark, not
white-washed since their arrival painte<l walls from
the Tyrol ; Movqnes from Constantinople ; Tsrtar
temples from Bucharia pagodas, pavilions, and virandas from China cabarets from .S)>ain ; dungeons, prisons, and public offices from France ; architectural
rums from Rome ; terraces and trellises from Naples ;
and wareliou-e' from Wapping." The general aspect
of the building. i« a mixture of gothic and modern architecture: or rather that of a city built upon the
Aciatic model, but gradually becoming more European.
Many of the palaces, instead of a single structure, are formed of a vast assemblage of buildings, dis;

;

;

;

Iribated into several streets, and l>earing the ap])ear-

anee oTamoderately-sised town. The streets are very
long, and generally brood
hut frequently narrow and
dirty.
Some of them .nre paved but the greater part
are merely floored with trunks of trees or plants,
and covered with mud and <lust. There is an end;

;

in the style of the illfferent buildings.
of the wooden-houses are painted ; many of
the bnck structures have wooden roofs, and others
have iron roofs and doors.
The churches, which
are very numerous, have their domes of wood, or copper, or tin, gilded, or painted green.
Nor are the different edifices assorted with any kind of uniformity ;
bat wretched hovels are blended with spacious palaces ;
anil cottages of one story stand next to the most superb and lo<ty mansions. " In a word," stiys Mr.
Coxe, '• aome parts of this vast city have the look of a
ieqiie^tered deicrt, other quarters of a populous town ;
•ome of a contemptible villaje, others of a great capi" Or," as the Prince de Ligne has described it,
tal."
•• Moaoow looks exactly as if three or four bandred
laaa variety

Some
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great old chateaus had

bringing along with it
of thatched cottages."

its

come

own

to live together, each
little attendant village

Moscow,
''*^.'~*"^

Moscow contains five distinct divisions or towns,
each surrounded by its own wall, viz. the Kremlin, or
fortress ; the Kataigorod, or Tartar town ; the Bielgorod, or White town ; the Semlianogorod, or Circular
town ; and the Slabode, or Suburbs. The two first
are situated on a central eminence, and are placed side
by side ; but around them lies the third town in a
circle, which is in like manner surrounded by the
fourth ; and that again by the fifth, marking, by their
several lines of circumvallation, the growth of the place
in successive eeras.
1. The Kremlin, which is of a tri«
angular form, and about two miles in circumference,
contains the citadel, with several churches and magnificent houses ; and particularly the palace of the Czars,
a building in the Hindoo style, above 200 years old,
and one of the most gorgeous pieces of architecture in
the city.
This part of the town presents an assemblage of bright gay colours and gaudy ornaments ; the
cupolas and root's being gilt, or stained with green and
red ; the walU and towers covered with glazed tiles of
blue, white, and yellow, or paintings of the Scripture
history ; a melange in short on every side of " peershaped domes, Tartar battlements, gothic tracery,
Grecian columns, the star, the crescent, and the cross."
2. The Kataigorod, larger than the Kremlin, contains
the University, the printing-house, several public buildings, the tradesmen's shops, and the only street in Moscow in which the houses stand close to each other. 3.
The Bielgorod and 4, the Semlianogorod, exhibit a
strange mixture of churches, convents, palaces, brick
and wooden houses, and even mean hovels like the cottages of the peasantry ; and the, 5, Slabode, is a vast irregular circle, surrounding all the other parts, and containing all kinds of buildings, besides corn fields, pasture
grounds and some small lakes, which give rise to the
river \eg!ina.
The churches in Moscow are very nu- Churches,
merous ; and, including chapels, are not less than 1000.
Many of tliem built of brick, are stuccoed or whitew.ished ; but the greater part are constructed of wood,
which is painted of a red colour. The most ancient
of these edifices are generally of a square form, with a
cupola and four small domes of copper or iron gilt, or
of tin painted green.
These ctipolas and domes are
usually ornamented with crosses, entwined with chains
or wires.
In the Ixnly of these churches, there are
usually four square pillars supporting the cupola ; and
these, as well as the walls, are covered with paintings
of enormous figures, and of rude execution. Over the
door of each church is the portrait of the saint to whom
it is dedicated, to whom the common people pay respect as they pass by, takinsr off their hats and crossing
themselves, or sometimes by repeatedly touching the
ground with their heads.
The bells, which are amongst the most remarkable bcIIs.
objects to be noticed in Moscow, are hung in belfries
detached from the church ; and are rung by a rope
tied to the clapper.
.Some of these bells are of extraordinary size, and yield the most solemn tones. One of
them in the belfry of St. Juan, is above 40 feet in circumference, and more than 57 tons in weight. " When
it sirunds," says Dr. Clarke, " a deep antl hollow mur«
mur vibrates all over Moscow, like the fullest and
lowest tones of a vast organ, or the rolling of distant
thunder.'" But thegreatbcll of Moscow, the largest ever
foundinl, is in a deep pit in the midst of the Kreinlin,
where it wa» originally cast. It never was suspended
;

,•
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Mmcow. and in conseqnence of water havinjr been thrown in to
^""V"™^ extinguish a fire in the building erected over it, n large
fracture was made in the bell.
It has a white shining
appearance, and
tion of gold and

be

said to contain a very large proper,
The size of the base cannot
ascertained, as it is partly buried in the eartli ; but
is

silver.

the circumference, within two feet of the lower extremity, is sixtv-'seven feet four inches ; and the perpendicular height from the top twenty-one feet four inches
and a half In the stoutest part, abouteeven feet above
the lip of the bell, where it should have received the
blow of the hammer, it is above twenty-three inches
thick ; and the weight of the whole is computed to be
443.772 lbs. which, at three shillings a pound, amounts
in value to L.66,565, iCs.
Another wonder of the Kremlin, is the great gun,
Great gun.
which admits of a man sitting upright in its mouth,
and is about 18^ feet in length, and 10 inches thick at
the lip.
It is never used, and serves merely for ostentation ; but it is surrounded with artillery of extraordinary length. Ong of the principal structures and
Foundling public institutions of Moscow, is the Foundling Hoshospital.
pital, an immense quadrangular pile of building, capable of containing 8000 children, who are suitably instructed according to the occupation which they are
desirous to follow, and who receive, at the age of 20
years, a sum of money, with various advantages for
prosecuting their trade in any part of the empire.
This institution, besides diminishing the practice of
child-murder, (which is said to have been greatly pi-evalent before its establishment) diffuses the knowledge of the arts among the people, and increases the
All the shops
Shops and number of free subjects in the empire.
jnmkcts.
of Moscow arc collected together in one spot, in the
division of Kalaigorod, where the whole retail commerce of the city is carried on, and where there is the
appearance of a perpetual fair. Every trade has its
separate depai tinerjt ; but the shops which sell fur and
There
skins, occupy the greatest immber of streets.
is a market held in a large open space, in one of the
suburbs, where ready inade houses of every variety
are strewed upon the ground, and where a purchaser,
upon specifying the number of rooms which he requires, may have a dwelling removed, raised, and occupied in the space of a week. The number of picture-dealers in Moscow is very great; and the houses
of the nobles are filled with them ; but the}' are almost all copies made with the most exact imitation,
and in general are valued according to the splendour
of the colouring, and fineness of finishing. The booksellers' shops, also, are seldom provided with books of
real literary reputation, but are rather stored with the
The splendour
toys than the instruments of science.
Equipages, of the equipages, and the number of hurses attached
to them, gives an appearance of wealth and grandeur
There is hardly an individual
far above the reality.
above the rank of a plebeian, who has not four horses
to his carriage ; the greater part have six ; but the
postilions are generally ragged boys, and the coachman a peasant in his sheep-skin, while the long traces
of the horses are made of no better materials than

Amusementa.

C O W.
with pleasure. One of the most general luxuries, is Moscow;
that of the bath, which is taken in public both by men ^-^-v"^and women, who may often be seen naked before
these plac33 of resort, talking together without any
The citizens are fond of promenades,
sense of shame.
which, particularly during Easter, take place every
morning and evening; and in which, besides the no«
blegin their carriages and on horseback, are seen the
merchants' wives on donkies in their richest dresses,
the peasantry shouting and singing, the gypsies dancing, piping, clapping of hands, and various kinds of
revelry.
Another favourite resort is the market on
Sunday mornings, in a spacious area near the Kremlin, where people of every description assemble to purchase dogs, singing-birds, peacocks, poultry, fire-arras,
curious pigeons, &c.
Dogs and birds are the principal articles, and particularly the pigeons, in which the
nobles of Moscow take great delight, and which are
trained by the feeders to fly and return at command.
The morals of this great city are extremely relaxed ; Moral?,
and it is no uncommon thing for a number of hired
prostitutes to be kept openly in the inns for the use of
the guests.
Hitherto we have spoken of Moscow, as it existed Dcstrucprevious to its occupation by the French army under tion of
Buonaparte in 1812; but, by the conflagrations ta *'"5^°'"*
which it was devoted both by the Russians and the
French at their respective evacuations of the city, it
was almost entirely destroyed, except some of the
more distant parts of the Slabode, where the houses
were thinly scattered, and a few streets in the division
of Bielgorod, which had been occupied by the French
guards.
Preparations were made, by Buonaparte's
orders, to blow up the Kremlin ; but, excepting one
of the towers, and the church ot St. Nicolas, the greater
part of it was preserved by the exertions of the Rus-

By official returns before the conflagrations,
the wooden houses amounted to 6o91, and those of
When the French evacuated
stone or brick to '2567.
the town, there remained of the former only 2100, and
of the latter S-'iti.
In the year 1814, there were reDurfitted in wood 1180, and in stone o/ brick 1312.
ing the summer, when the weather permitted the people to bivouac in the streets amidst the ruined houses,
about 170,000 inhabitants were collected; but the residence of this numl)er could not be counted upon
during the winter. Its appearance at that period is
thus described by an intelligent English traveller.
" It was from the road, as it passed under the turrets
of the Petrousky palace, that we first beheld the myriads of domes and steeples that yet glittered among
the relics of Moscow ; and a short hour brought us to
At our first entrance, few symptoms
the barriers.
were seen of a nature to correspond with the gloomy
appearance which we had been led to expect ; but, as
we advanced, the quarters of the Slabode or Fauxbourg, where wood had chiefly been used in building,
exhibited destruction in its fullest extent, for the most
part, a campagne rase ; now and then the shell of a
house was seen standing in a blank space, and here
and there a few bricks and stones yet remaining, pointed
Movout the spot where a dwelling once had been.
ropes.
ing onwards, we crossed the avenues of the bouleIn the metropolis ef an empire composed of so many
vards ; the trees were in full leaf and beauty, seeming
different nations, rather united than assimilated, the
manners, dresses, amusements, languages, and occupa- to vary the view only to heighten its melancholy aspect.
Leaving this, we passed to the central parts of
tions of the inhabitants, present to the eye of a stranger
The amusements are of •the town, that were constructed with more durable
the most wonderful variety.
the most childish description ; and the most respecta- materials, exhibiting occa^ionally a richness and eleble of the citizens, and even persons of rank, may be gance of exterior, that must have equalled, if not surseen in public, whirling about in chairs, and screaming passed, the architectural magnificence of the most
sians.
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;

now

in the

^eeted the

eye with perpetual ruin
disjointed columns, inutilatwl porticos, broken cupolas, walls of rujrped stones,
black, discoloured with the stains of fire, and open on
every side to the sky, formed a hideous contrast with
the ftlowinjf pictures which travellers had drawn of the
grand and sumptuous palaces of Moscow. The cross
Unes looked even at this interval, as if unused to hear
the sound of human tread: the grass sprung up
amidst the mouldering fragments that snttered the
pavements, while a low smoke, issuing perhaps from
Msne obscure cellar corner, gave the only indications
of human habitation, and seemed to make desolation
" visible."
See Coxe's TrarrU in Russia; Clarke's
Travels, vol.
and James's Travtis, vol. ii.
MOSES. the inspired lawgiver of the Jews, was
the ion of Amram and Jocal)ed
and was bom
in Fprpt. A. M. 8433, and B.C. 1571
His name
nUnifiea " drawn out ;" and was given to him by the
dioghter of Pharaoh, becaose she had drawn him out
of the water. Being adopted by this princess, he was
inatructefl in all the learning of the Egj-ptians, and
•pent the first forty yean of his life at the" court of her
nriier.
He is laid by Joaephus to have commanded
the army of the Egyptians, in an expedition against
the Ethiopians, whom he defeated and gubdurd
The
next forty years of his life he fiassed in the land of
Midian, where he took refuge from the vengeance of
Pharaoh, and where he marrietl the daughter of Jelhro
the prieat of that country.
The last forty years of
hia life were employed m conducting the i)cople of Israel to the land of Canaan, on the borders of which he
dM, in tlie 80th year of his age. The particulars of
;
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beantiful towns of Europe.
But all was
tame forlorn condition stretrt after street
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the Hebrew language. But these are no more than
mere conjectures ; and the only unquestionable writings
of Moses, are the first five books of the Old Testament,
generally called the Pentateuch, and which are suppos-

ed to have formed originally but one book.

The Editio Princeps of the Pentateuch, was published with the Hebrew Bible, printed at Soncini, 1488 ;
and the first translation into English, by William
Tindale, was printed at Marlborow, in the land of
Hesse, by Huns Luft, 1530, and at Hamburgh in the
same year. (5.)
MOTION. See Dynamics and Mechanics.
MOULINS, a town of France, and the capital of the
department of the AUier, is situated in a fertile plain,
on the right bank of the river which gives its name to
the department.
Moulins is divided into the old and
new town, and has two suburbs. The streets are in general broad and well psved, but the houses look ill,
from being built of differently coloured bricks. The

principal public buildings are the Military School,
the Chateau, the I'ower of Jacquemarre, the Churches
of Notre Dame, the Carmelites, and the Jacobins, the
Caserne, and the Bridge. The Military School is a.
splendid building on the north side of the town, is two
stories high, has iJ8 windows in the length of its front,
and a noble Ionic portal. The chateau, of which a part
otdy remains, is now a prison.
The tower of Jacquemarre, from which there is a fine view of the town, of
the beautiful gardens of the Bercy, and the surrounding
country, is merely a tower for a clock on which the
hours are struck by two men. The church of Notre
Dame, which has never been finished, is handsome,
with five butresses, but has suffered much during the
Behind the altar is a fine representation
1
Revolution.
fab history are lo much connecte<l with that of the of our Saviour's sepulchre.
The church of the Convent
Jewiah people, and are so well known, by means of of St. Marie, situated beside the military school, has a
the aaerad acriptures, that they need not be detailed in neat portal, but is remarkable chiefly for the tomb of
thia place.
the celebrated Duke de Montmorency, who was beLittle dt-pendence can be placed upon the
It is a splendid
aeeounta given of him by Josephus, Philo, the .lewish headed in the reign of Louis XII L
JUfaMna, and various pttifane authors ; and it is only specimen of sculpture in marble, by Covsto. The reia hi* own writings, that any thing authentic can be mains of the Duke and his Duchess are deposited in a
fiamd respecting his extraordinary character and raira- noble sarcophagus of black niarble, with a simple incalons aervicea. The fre<]uent notice, however, that scription. Above the sarcophagus are recumbent sta«
it taken of him by many ancient writers, serves to
tues of the Duke and Duchess.
On the right hand is
a statue of Generosity, and on the left a fine one of Heraooflfin the truth of his own narrative, and to point
Uto oat
the most ancient author, of whom any au- cules. Above these, en each side of the marble co»
thantie worka remain. He is thus mentioned by Ma- lumns, are a statue of Mars with his spear, and of lleliThe Chateau d'iLau, which supattho, Cheremon, ApoUonius, and Ly<imachus, as gion with her cross.
qooted br Joaephua against Appian, I. i. § Sfi and 32. ; plies the town with water, is an elegant little buildingmr Eupolemus and Artapanas, aa (pioted by Eusebius, The collegium, which seems to have been a huge buildIrop fev. lix. c. «6 20. ; by Strabo. Geog. Ixvi. ; by ing, is in ruins. The town is almost surrounded with
Trogus Pompeius, in Justin, hist. Ixxsrvi. c. ii. ; by a sjilendid promenade, flunked with fine poplars. Mou«
lins contains also a public library, public baths, and a
Pliny the elder, Nat. hist. I. xxx. c. i. ; by Tacitus,
small theatre.
The principal article manufactured
Mlt. 1. v. c. iii. ; by Juvenal, Sat. xiv. v. 96. ; by LonThe town has very little trade Poghtnaon the .Sublime, § 9. i l>y Numenius, as cited by here is scissars
Origin ai^inst Celsus, 1. iv. p. 198. hy the author of pulation about 14,000. East Long. 3° 20' 5", and
the <>rphic venes, a production of great antiquity ; by North Lat. 46^ 34' 4'
See Mineralooy, in this volume,
Diodorua Siculus, 1. i, who mentions Moses as one
who aaoribed hia laws to the God Jaoh, which may be and PHVsrcAL Gkooraphv.
the capiul of the kingdom of FezCOMidarad aa a corruption of the name Jehovah, and
zan, is situated in 27^" of south latitude, and 15| of
alao hi hk fortieth book, aa preserved by Photius, Bib.
Nob >44, he speaks of him aa a man of illustrious pni- cast longitude. It is tl'e great market, and place of
denee and courage ; by Poleraon, Apnion of Possi- resort for various caravans from Cairo, Bengasi, Tripodon, Ptolemy Mendesms, Hellania.s, Pnilocorus, Cas- li, Gadames, Twat, and Soudan, and for the smaller
Though Mr. Horneman
troops of African traders.
tor, Thallot, and Alexander Polyhistor, as enumerated
resided in this place for several months, he has given
by Justin Martyr, Cohort, ad Gent p. 9 USome of the Psalms, particularly the xc. have been no description of it as a city. Its inhabitants carry on
aacribed to Mosea ; and also the book of Job, or at no manufactures, and produce no other handicrafts but
IcMt the rendering of it from the original Arabic into those of smiths and shoemakers. They are remarkable
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Moaart. chiefly for their di-unkenness and lewdness.
For an
^"""K""^ account of the country and jjeople, see Fezzan.

MOZART,

John Chkysostom Wolfgano Theo-

PHJLUs, a celebrated composer, was born at Salzburg-,
From the
in Bavaria, on the 17th of January, 1756.
earliest age he testified the strongest predilection for
music, which induced his father, who was organist of the
prince's chapel, to discontinue the instruction of others,
in order to devote himself to his tuition and that of a
sister, about four years older.
After learning the harp,
sichord during a year, the flights of his genius were so
rapid, that he exercised his own invention in original
compositions at the age of only five, and attempted noBeing cartation, which could be hardly decyphered.
ried to Munich, along with his sister, both of them
performed before an audience at Bavaria, and also in
presence of the Emperor, Francis I. at Vienna, with
equal approbation.
In 1763, Mozart publicly performetl a concerto on
the violin at Munich ; and having exhibited his talents
in different towns of Germany, he was carried to Paris,
where he played the organ of the king's chapel before
the French court. An engraving of him, in wiiich both
his father and sister are introduced, was published in
this city in 1764, describing him " composer and masMozart next reached
ter of music, aged seven years."
And
London, where he excited great admiration
doubts being entertained whether his real age was not
disguised under a juvenile appearance, Mr. Barrington
obtained a certificate of his birth by means of the BaIt was proved by experiment,
varian ambassador.
that he actually understood composition as a science;
and at a concert given by himself and his sister, all the
symphonies performed were his own. Precocious children have appeared in Britain, both before and since
that period, as Dubourg and Clegg, performers on the
violin, and Kruntzen on the harpsichord, of an earlier
date; and in later times, Pinto, Gattie, and Miss Treemeani, who at eight or nine years old, played a violin
concerto in Covent Garden Theatre, in 18 1 7. Mrs.
Billington's talents, also, were exhibited at the age of
seven, and in her eleventh year she played a concerto
composed by herself. Some of these had greater difficulties to execute ; but none, except Mozart, was bom
a musician, whose skill in the science was enlarging
gradually until the last hour of his existence. The family returned to Salsburg in 1766.
The two young musicians performed in the presence
of the Emperor Joseph II. at Vienna, in 17(58, when
Mozart was commanded by that sovereign to compose
the music for a comic opera, which was approved, but
never brought out. When only twelve years old, however, he composed and directed the performance of a
mass for the dedication of a church. He was accustomed at this time, on receiving an air in company,
to set parts to it without retiring.
Mo/art next visited Italy, where he experienced the
most flattering reception ; but the Neapolitans insisting
that there was some hidden charm in a ring which he
wore during his performance, he removed it to shew
He was elected member of the Philthere was none.
harmonic society of Bologna, and received an order
mass called the Miof knighthood from the Pope.
serere is performed at Rome, in the Sixtine chapel,
twice during Passion Week, by choristers only, with
an effect which no other band has been able to produce,
insomuch th:it Leopold I. of Austria having obtained a
copy from the Pope, he suspected a spurious composi:

A

had been imposed on bim, and sent an envoy to Mozart,
remonstrate with his Holiness. The musicians being ^""'Y"""'
prohibited to give copies of it, Mozart, by an astonishing effort, committed the whole to memory ; he wrote
it down at home, after the first performance, and on
the second occasion carried it in his hat for correction.
Having previously undertaken to compose the music for a serious opera, to be produced at the carnival
of Bologna, he wrote Mithridates in his fifteenth year,
tion

which was performed on twenty successive nights; and
during four or five years, partly occupied in excursions
throughout Italy and Germany, he engaged in several
works at the desire of illustrious personages. His parents constantly accompanied him in his travels, for he
was so completely devoted to his art as to be regardof all personal interests.
In 1777, Mozart intended to establish himself at
Paris, a plan from which he was diverted by his disapprobation of the kind of music which was fashionable in
that city.
After returning to Salzburg in 1779, he resolved to fix his future residence in Vienna, where it
is affirmed that he became the pupil of Haydn.
We
are doubtful of the fact, but this master held him in
less

and it is known that a few years later
he did not scruple to affirm that he was the greatest
composer of the age.
For a number of succeeding years, Mozart did little
else than compose music with amazing reputation ; he
was powerfully promoting that grand revolution which
was substituting energy, variety, and expression, for the
languor and monotony which pervaded the works of most
His operas, symphonies, quarof his predecessors.
tetts, songs, and dances, were all received with unexampled avidity. But the period when he became passionately enamoured of Constantia Weber, a celebrated
higii estimation

actress,

;

was not the

least brilliant of his compositions,

under such impressions that men are most earnest to distinguish themselves. Tenderness is the leading characteristic of his works, and he had now an opportunity of displaying all his science and feeling in
an opera, called Idomeneo, which, in the year 1781,
had been demanded from him by the Elector of BavaMozart was wont to esteem it the best of his
ria.
productions, along with Don Juan an opera of another
kind.
The success of the latter, which was composed
for

it is

1 787, was more equivocal.
the work had been undertaken for a considerable time, Mozart, instead of fulfilling his engagements,
had spent the day preceding that for whicii the performance wa-i announced in hunting, for he was immoderate in the pursuit of pleasure. The general rehearsal
had taken place, but the overture was yet to be writAfter partaking of some exhilarating beverage,
ten.

for the theatre at Prague, in

Though

sat down to finish his task,
fatigue, he soon fell fast asleep.

he

when overpowered by
His wife allowed him

to repose two hours, and having awakened him at
five in the morning, he completed the work, which
was heard in the evening. Critics pretend that the
parts where the composer's faculties were overcome, are

betrayed in the composition ; and certainly the firstmovecontains passages from which earlier musicians
would not have earned fame, Don Juan, now better
known by the name of Don Giovanni, was not performed in the Opera House, London, until 181 7, thirty
Here, it may be remarked, tliat
years after i's date.
At times he laMozart's habits were very irregular.
boured with inci-edible application, niid would instnntly comraence the subject of an engagement, but he

ment

p

:

MOZART.
WM not eqmtlly asskluoni

in

completing

it.

He gene-

composed early in the morning ; after which he
dtd'nothing during the day, unless it might be adding
to work* in prugre«s ; he was also fond of playing late in
the evening, and would pa*s entire nights with the pen
In contequence of his habits, and the unkit band.
also hit generous disposition,
entaintjr of hi* profiu,
M<MHf« flaaaeet became ao mnch deranged, that about
tUi tine be propoaed to reaide in London.
Befiite the period of which we apeak, however, he
had eoapeaea a comic opera, Tht Elopement from the
(hMm6o_ hj coannand of die Emperor Joseph II. and
Thtttarritgt ef Figaro. Oix the rehearsal of the forMrf-tfaeenrperor, who himself had considerable skill in
MMic, aaid to him, " My dear Mosart, tliat is toe fine
" I ask
ftir BIT eva, there are too maajr notes in it.~
our Maieity'* pardon,'* replied the composer, not rene critidam, " there are joM aa many notes as
tfHM thoald be.'* The emperor waa embai r awed , and
NBained silent. IVfhapa Mosart afterwards admitted
tta JMliee of the remark, tar the Opera underwent
mamr it Utmlunetiti and alterations. 'I'he extension
af me aorie, ami nnrili lication of musical intervals,
eanatitata a leading distinction betwein the older and
uiaJuB oompaaera. Both amr be carried to infinity,
bat aa that aka>e can be c«led nntsic, from which
piaMOre ia iaimedtateff derired, the adrantage is not
abviooa of deaeendinf ao fiw, that nothinr eaeept a
aaaAued ihttter is aenaible to the ear, or of ascending
Ugh, that the powers of vibmtimi aeem exhausted in piercing shrillness. Considering dao, that the
flneat urs are restricted within a very nanrow compass,
it is evident, that the nraltipiication of the notes in
a bar, antil there seen* a contest between number
space, and the ini n utene as of their subdK-imm, are
of very qocstianable application. When the Opera
dlude was poMidy performe<l, it received
tfit aramert euuaniam s from the emperor, with «-hom
Mosart waa a great favourite, though without participating mudi of bU bonnty. He had been np[>ointed
efaapd maater to his ilhiatrioas patron, to which office no
taiuf waaaBached, but he received £lOO a-year as
pitf ate coaspoaer to him. However, he was attached
to laa pemai, and on that account declined an nfler of
bclBg aiyehHed direttur of the orchestra of Frederic
rally

m

m

mUag

i

m

I

dtfnmm, tfaa aw ieigu who
naaoate ment.
r

The pruduction

beat of

all

knew how

to

of an opera being an incident of no-

tariety, to which many have an interes t in calling the
pablic attention, the data of other compositions is not

aa Tcadily aaeertained. Mosart wrote a nnmber of
pieeea merely to gratify his friends, whidi were ofterMii ie ptiti oosly obtained by music sellers for pub*

wda

Bat copy-rights on the continent are less vain Britain, where indifferent ballads are
IMuu nerate<l with ten guineas each, and the music for
dnmas with £ 1000 or £ ISOO. Mozart received about
guineas for the Ma^ic FIhH, one of his finest
works, and the favourite composer of modem times
Keeaini, does not reap more than £ 50 for a whole

licatian.

laable than

My
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formers endeavoured to diminish the effect of the finest Mosart.
airs, which so ninch provolted the composer, very irri- ^"""V^
table, besides, in musical matters, that he loudly complained to the emperor, then present, who threatened
the offenders with his displeasure.
In fact, the gi-eater
works of Mozart can admit of no diminutions. For the
performance of Haj-dn's Creation, it has been remarked,
that *' at least twenty-four voices and sixty instruments
are required :" And of Mozart's operas, it may be said,
that not only the orchestra must be fall, but the performers excellent, con<litions so rarely attainable, that
it is not surprising if a m.Tnager exhibiting his theatrical library, exclaimed with a deep sigh, on pointing to
the shelves bearing his name, " These have been my
ruin."
From this defect thej- have repeatedly failed.
Independent of our inability to trace the progress of
Mozart's works, all have been reproduced under such
diversified forms, that it is no easy matter to discover
either for what instnmients, or for how many parts
they were designed originally. But the fertility of his
genius embraced evcrj' difi'ercnt department of the art ;
and the period when it M'as most active can be sometimes ascertained. The rapidity of his composition
was astonishing, for La Clemenza di Tito, an opera demanded by the Bohemians for the coronation of Leopold
II. was begun in his carriage on 'a journey to Prague,
and finished in 1 8 days. But already Mozart's health
was declining ; his anxieties became great, and his application immoderate. Totally absorbed by enthusiasm,
ne neglected repose, and frequently he fainted from
the excessive fatigue attending the ardent prosecution
of his labours. At length he fell hito a habitual melancholy, from which nothing could arouse him, and he
was full of terror at his approaching end. The fatal
event however, was accelerated by a circumstance well
calculated to make a deep impression on the morbid
sensibility of his mind.
When plunged in a profound
reverie, a stranger of dignified manners was announced,
who communicated the M-ishes of some unknown person
of exalted rank, that he should compose a solemn mass
for the repose of the soul of one tenderly beloved,
whom he had just lost. An air of mystery pervaded
the interview ; the composer was exhorted to exercise
all his genius; and he engaged to finish his work in a
month, when the 'stranger promised to return. He

disippewed, and Mozart instantly commenced writDay and night were uninterruptedly occupied
ing.
but he was consumed by gloomy presages, and at length
exclaimed abruptly to his wife, in great agitation,
" Certainly I am composing this requiem for my self :—
serve for my own funeral."
his strength continued to fail, his assiduity
was unabated ; and at length he was obliged to suspend the undertaking. At the appointed time the
" I have found it impos>ible to
stranger returned.
To which the stranger
keep my word," said Mozart
What longanswered, " Give yourself no uneasiness
It will

Though

:

:

Mozart replied, " Another
month." The stranger now insisted on doubling the
covenanted price which he had paid down at the outset,
and retired. It was in vain that Mozart endeavoured
Tba Mope FJnte was composed in 179?, and waa to trace him which, conjoined with other circumstances, corroborated his belief that he was some suiiml an hnndml times at Vienna in the course of
pil
a year. Bat Mocart had frequently to contend with pernatural being sent to announce the close of his morStUimbm opposition to his works, m the jealousies ex- Ul career. Nevertheless his labours were renewed ;
dml agirinaC h'm among those whom his celebrity and the work at last was nearly completed within the
ceKpaad. and to which he him'.elf l)elie\i-d he at last stipulated period, when the mysterious stranger again
Ml a aacrifice. On the first rcpresenution of the Mar- returned ; but Mozart was no more. He died ol\ the
fif^h of December 1792, »g«l thirty-five years.
ffaige of Figaro at Vienna, some of the principal per-
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In person Mozart did not exceed the middle size ;
he was thin and pale, and his health was always delicate.
The expression of his countenance, without
any thing striking, was exceedingly variable, and rather
that of an absent man.
His habits were awkward,
and his hands had been accustomed so incessantly to
the piano, that they seemed incapable of application to
any thing requiring address. He was of a mild and

mans seem

to place their chief delight

singular, that

; and what is more
Moiartnone of them command the attention of ^•-'V""^
Undoubtedly his quintetts, quartetts, and

an audience.
piano-forte compositions are very fine ; yet they are
less interesting to the hearer than to the performer.
Their recondite properties are perhaps too slowly unfolded for a transient performance ; but, for the same
reason, their subsistence should be more permanent,
as that which becomes familiar soon loses its charms.
In the vocal department, however, Mozart has certainly excelled Haydn.
Here he has profited by a
precept of that inimitable master, who himself, by a
strange inconsistence, appears to have transferred- it
from the voices to the instruments, " Let the air be
good," said Haydn, " and the composition, whatever
it is, will assuredly please.
It is the soul and essence
of music."
In contrasting the merit of composers, their aera is
to be taken into account.
Handel, though born only
30 years later than Corelli, aimed at effects which the
other never conceived, and quite disconcerted him by

affectionate disposition ; his mind was not uncultivated^
and the number of his works is a sufficient proof of
his industry.
His opinions of other composers were
liberal, and he entertained the highest respect for
Haydn in particular. " Believe me. Sir," said he to
any officious critic, who sought to demonstrate certain
errors of that great master, " believe me. Sir, were you
and I amalgamated together, we should not afford materials for one Haydn,"
He was not insensible of the
beauties of his own compositions and on the very day
of his decease, calling for the Requiem, he had some
parts of it performed by his bedside.
As the stranger
who received this fine work could never be discovered,
notwithstanding all inquiries, it would have been lost his novelties. The youth of Haydn was cotemporary
for ever, but for the preservation of the score by the
with Handel's age. Mozart followed, and both have
composer's family.
executed what it is doubtful whether Handel ever conThe genius of Mozart in music was sublime. By templated. Descending still later, the works of Beetthe number, variety, combination, and effect of his hoven seem to exceed the views, but we shall not say
;

works, he ranks in the highest class of modem masAn air of delicacy and sentiment pervades the
whole.
Full and harmonious, they are altogether
free of that meagreness and those capricious eccentricities, which betray the sterility of invention too
common among musicians. The taste which they
exhibit, shews that vulgar images were incompatible
with his mind ; it seems as if he knew that such a
deformity is alike pernicious to science and the arts,
vulgar composer is struggling to carry mankind
back into the path which they have left far behind
them ; a polished composer, in outstripping his contemporaries, lays open a beautiful field, which he in.
vites them to enter,
Mozart has been most successful in gloomy passages, or those of rising grandeur,
from according better with the ordinary train of his
feelings.
On almost all occasions he is more serious
than comic in endeavouring to pourtray the passions
and his love, it has been remarked, is rather sentimental than sportive.
However simple the theme,
however intricate its variations, his return is always
natural, and the close appropriate.
Perhaps the celebrity of Mozart's music partly arises from the skilful
management of his closes, for they invariably leave an
agreeable impression.
No one has surpassed him in
the suitable occupation of the parts of his concerted
pieces, for, understanding the precise qualities of every
different instrument, nothing is appointed to any which
is inconsistent with its character.
Notwithstanding the excellence of this composer's
works, he is charged with some important defects,
though it must be admitted that there are fewer inferiorities than in the same number produced by any
ters.

A

other.
His vocal performers, it is alleged, are sometimes treated as if they constituted part of the orchesIn passages and intervals of great difficalty they
tra.
have to contend against the overpowering effects of
the wind instruments, whence his operas have frequently failed even with good companies. Neither
can it be denied that nearly all the subjects of all his

want that interest which
those of Haydn, that they are noisy, thus
symphonies

characterises

participating

of the grand fracas of instruments, wherein the Ger2

the qualities of all his predecessors.
Neither is the
structure of the orchestra to be overlooked, for, independent of the combinations of musical phraseology,
the subdivision and extension of the scale, it is there
that we must also seek much of the varieties of modern
music.
Every theme being simple in itself, the
older composers retained that simplicity; their vocal
parts had few accompaniments, but the moderns
cultivate the highest embellishments of the voice,
while they sometimes forget its right of predominan-

cy amidst contending harmonies.

The

instruments

were few, and of very limited compass, and the essence
of the composition was restricted to the hands of the

Now

they are multiplied, the scale is enlargthe bounds of emphatic expression, and
the finest passages of the music are dispersed every
where ; thus producing greater variety, which requirei
Corelli 's pieces, excluding the organ
greater address.
Handel in gead libitum, have no wind instruments
but Haydn does not
neral, uses them sparingly:
Mozscruple to give the hautbois or bassoon a solo
art frequently calls on the pre-eminence of the flute
Cherubini displays the bass ; and as if all the powers
of melody were exhausted, Beethoven finds a wide
vacancy for kettle-drums. Perhaps the roundness and
fullness so peculiar to some of tliis author's works, results merely from the more copious use of graver inComposers also, not content with imitative,
tonation.
have attempted descriptive music, as if from the faint
resemblance which may be produced of the roll of
distant thunder, it were equally possible to represent
the flashing of lightning, or the shock of an earthquake.
But no descriptive, or imitative music, has
yet betrayed its original : on tlie contrary, the composer is chiefly indebted to the pliant imagination of
his audience, coupled with pointed verbal explanations.
On the whole, we are inclined to rank Mozart next
leader.

ed beyond

all

:

:

to

Haydn,
most other great composers, Mozart probably

I^ike

Many men mistake fertility
has written too much.
for invention ; but the real brilliance of original geniuh
is soon exhausted, and on this account it is, that, in the
vain pursuit of novelty, they wander into inconsistea-

M
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oe*, which, although a temporary support, are ultimatdjr fatal to their worlu. The total number of Moz>
rt** eompoaitions, we have understood, amounts to
115, MBong which are IS dramatic operas, 17 sym-

phowjea, 6

original quintetts for violins, tenors, and
violino^lo, 10 quartetta, and 1 trio for the same instniments, togettier with 2 duetts for violin and tenor.
He wrote many pieces for the piano, and all other instruments ; but several changes have been made in
the arranganent of his music, both by himself and its
editor*.
One of his pianoforte quartetts was a quintet!, and one of his violin quintetts originally adapted

wind instruments.
Ifourt nurried Constantia Weber in 1781, by
whom he left a son and a daughter. After his decease
hia fanaly met with ample protection and support from
the inhantanta of Vienna, who were grateful for the
His sister
pleaaore ther had derived from his works.
abmdooed the musical profession on marrying a counfor eight

It is said
of the Prince, bishop of Salzburg.
that hia son, following in his footsteps, has composed
betwcot 15 and SO operas, chiefly for the pianoforte,
bat withmit gaining equal celebrity, (c)
oite of tne western islands of Scotland, is in
oonnty of Argy le, and is the third in point of magnitude. It ia of a verv irregular form, and so much in-

sellor

MULL,
dw

vaded bf anna of the sea, that its circumference is
above SCO miles, although its greatest diameter does
not exceed 85.
It is divided into three parishes, KilIniriien, Kilninian, and Torosay ; of which tlie following was the population in 1811.
PeaalttlaB la
J77S.
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9363*

was about £7711.
In the year 1812,
The auperficial eantmta of the island are 420 square
milea, or SIO.OOO Scotch acre*.
the real rent

Pirkhof
Kltfaick-

The pariah of Kilfinichen, generally called the {»riah of Koaa, occupies the south-western part of the island, and extends 22 miles in lengtli, and IS in breadth.
It

indode* the islands of I nchkenneth, Eorsa, and IcolmThe
It is in general barren and mountainous.

kiD.

Aotet are bold and rocky, exhibiting in many places
beaahic eohinuu; and there are good marble quarries
The kelp made annuin diflcKOt jHBta of the parish.
allynriea
70 to 120 tons.
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The

pariah of Kilninian occupies the peninsula in
the north-weat part of the island, and extends about
12 milca in length, and 12 in breadth. It includes the
^hatiita.! i^e* of Ulva, Gometra, Little Colonsa, and
8taft, and the uninhabited cluster called the Treshinish
The pariah is in general hilly ; but the arable
laiae.

land on the ooaat ia tolerably good and fertile. This
pariah manufacture! from 170 to ISO tons of kelp anThere
nually, at the expence a( about SOs. per ton.
are five lakes in the parish, abounding witli trout. Salmon are caught at the mouth of sevenl of the rivulets.
The town and harbours of Tobermory and Aros are in
thwDariah.
Tne parish of Torosay, or Pennygown, occupies the
sontb-aaat ride of the island, and stretches along the
aooad of MnlL It is about 12 miles wide in every
direction.
lu general aspect is rugged and moun-

L

Mull.
The highest part of it, viz. Benmore, is 3097
determined barometrically by Dr. Macculloch, """"V""^
while Benychat, the highest hill next to it, is SSQ*.
The parish is excellently adapted for sheep pasture.
Castle Dowart, once the residence of the chief of the
Macleans, stands on a lofty promontory, overhanging
the Sound of Mull, and, till lately, was occupied as
barracks for a small party of soldiers from Fort-William, stationed here to check the smugglers.
The parish contains several birch woods, annually cut for
charcoal. There are some red deer in the mountainous
parts of it.
In general, the soil of the island of Mull is light, Soil,&c.
thin, aiid gravelly ; that which lies on the granite and
gneiss in the Ross of Mull, though less rich and less
deep than that of the high districts, yet, in a given extent, it is more productive of com, in consequence of
its being more perfectly exposed to the sun.
" The
gravelly nature," says Dr. Macculloch, " and consequent poverty of the soil, is also better suited to the
excessive moisture of tlie climate, than the constitution
of those poor soils, in which the excess of retentive
power, while it causes these lands to be clothed with
perpetual verdure, is unfavourable to the due growth
and ripening of com." Mull indeed is the least adapted of all the western islands for the cultivation of grain,
and must always import considerable quantities of com,
in exchange for the black cattle which are supported

tainous.
feet, as

upon

its

fine pasturage.

The number of black

cattle in Mull is stated at 8000, Black catabout 1600 of which are annually sold, and 1300 ex- "«•
ported by the ferry of Achnacraig. These, along with
the 700 head from the islands of Coll, Tyrie, and Ulva,
constitute the 2000 head of black cattle which are yearly exported at the above ferry.
These cattle are of
the hardiest breed, and in a few days, after a journey
of 700 or 800 miles, they have been found fully fatter
than when they left the island. The stock of sheep was Sheep.
about 1800 in the year 1810, of which about 4,500
were annually sold. The Tweeddale breed has been
universally substituted for the Highland breed; and
a few of tlie Cheviots are to be found in the low farms.
The horses of the island have been long famous for Horses,
their hardiness ; and though their number has much
decreased, in consequence of agricultural causes, yet
several are still exported for the Irish market.
The
siun annually drawn in Mull for its sheep and cattle
has been estunated at £12,000. The produce of about
600 ton of kelp amounted, for the six or seven years
before 1810, to L.500 per annum.
The Duke of Argyle is the principal proprietor in Proprie.
Mull, the niunber of proprietors amounting to about tors.
10.
The Duke possesses nearly one half of the

island.

The climate of Mull is remarkable for its extreme Climate.
wetness.
It is more subject to rain than any of the
western islands, exceeding even in this respect Rum
or Sky, which rank next to it.
Dr. Macculloch
ascribes this to the altitude of its own hills, and to
that of the range which extends from Cruachan to
Ben Nevis, which assists in precipitating the clouds
that arrive from the western ocean. From its being immediately open to the sea, it receives with undiminished energy gales of wind and rain, of which the inhabitants of better climates can scarcely form a concep•

tion.

The

principal

* Dr. Msoeullocb, ia 1819, utuaiMi the population

town and harbours
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Mackinnon's Cav e.

bermory and Aros,
Tobermory (St. Mary's Well)
was begun in 17Sy, under the nuspiees of the Society
for the Encourjigeinent of manufactories and Fisheries.
A custom-house and post-office were built in 1791,
and nmuy good houses of stone and lime, and covered
with slate, have been since erected. It has of late increased in population, and now contains about 600 inhabitants.
It has a fine bay and harbour, sheltered from the ocean by the Isle of Calve. It had in
1810, 11 registered vessels, manned by 29 men, and
amounting to 278 tons burden ; ajid there are, besides, 28 open boats, with tliree men each, which are
commonly employed in the fishery. The village has
therefore ll.'j seamen.
In 1808 the number of vessels which entered inwards was 5S, and those whjch
cleared out 70.
There is also a harbour at Aros, and
near it a picturesque old caatle, which is said to have
belonged to the Lord of tlie Isles.
The castle of
Moy, situated in Loch Buy, is another of the antiquities of Mull.
It is very entii-e, and forms a fine contrast with the modern excellent mansion-house which
stands near it.
According to Dr. MacGulloch, the island of Mull
may be divided into five physical districts; viz. the
primary, the southern trap, the middle trap, the northern trap, and the mountain districts. The first occupies the western end of Ross, bounded by a line
from near Bunessan to Shiha, and the southern trap
division stretches from this line to Dowart Castle; the
middle trap occupies the promontory of Gribon, as far
as the foot of Benmore, where the mountainous division commences, extending to the opposite coast, and
bounded by the castle of Aros on one side, and terminating on the other between Macalister's Bay and
the head of Loch Don.
The northern trap division
occupies the rest of the island, to the north of a line
drawn from Aros to the head of Loch na Keal. In
the middle trap division there are numerous caves,
one of the largest of which is that known by the name
of Mackinnon's Cave. " Although dark, lofty, and
profound," says Dr. MaccuUoch, and from these circumstances imposing to the imagination, it offers no
forms for the painter; nothing but an abyss of vacancy,
on which the eye seeks in vain to repose even for a
moment on the evanescent objects around. It appears
to be one of the discontinuities formed by a vein of
trap, which has afterwards been washed out;
this
being the most common origin of those caves which
are found in the western isbnds.
At a little distance
from this, is to be seen an open and arched, but shallow excavation of great size, formed in the secondary
strata, through the roof of which numerous small
streams of water perpetually distill, generating huge
but rude deposits of calcareous matter in stalactitie
forms.
Ash-trees and ivy mantle over the roof, and
creep along the walls, producing with the sublime
back-ground of the cliffs which tower high and distant
above it, a scene of great effect and admirable colourIDg.

Besides the districU already mentioned, the trap
extends overEorsa, Colonsa, Staffa, Ulva, Gometra, the
Treshnish Isles, Calve Isle, and Glass Isle. The granite occupies all the part of the Ross or promontory
west of a line drawn between Sui and Ardchivoaig,
and extends to the neighbouring shores of lona. It rises
into numerous hills, not exceeding SCO feet in height.
To the granite succeeds, on its east boundary, a belt of
primary strata, extending to a line between Bunessan

and Shiha.

These

strata are alternations of quartz

L

L.

rock and micaceous tchist in some parts, and schistose
gneiss in others.

The

KTull;
>.--.^--«—

secondary strata occur in small quantity, anrl

occupy very disjointed jxjsitions. The limestone commences at a part to t!ie east of Loch Spehv, and continues to Loch Buy, being interrupted only by the
opening of Loch Speliv. it then begins at the west
side of Loch Buy, and extends to Carsaig, where it seems
to terminate, arul where commence the strata of sandstone usually nisociated with ft, and extending to
the western cliffs of Inismore. Another portion of secondary rocks occurs at Achnacrosh, forming a small
hill, and stretching to the sea-shore.
They consist almost entirely of limestone. Coal lias been found only
in two places in Mull, viz. in a thin stratum under the
trap of Ardtan, and in a bed, nearly three feet tbicfc,
near Carsaig, in the sandstone

work

strata.

All attempts to

have proved unavailing.
The principal islands round Mull are, Tyree, CoH, CircumLismore, Kerreray, Eisdale, Ulva, Gometra, Treshinish jicent
liles, Staffa, lona, Scorba, Lunga, Luing, Shuna, and '*'*"<'*"
Saoil. Under the articles Iona, Lismohe, Scorba, (including Lunga, Luing, Shuna, Eisdale, Kerrary, an<I
Saoil,); Staffa, Tvree, (including Coll,); Ulva,
(including Gometra, Eorsa, and Colonsay,) the reader will find a description of these islands and we shall
now proceed to give a short account of the remainder.
Inchkenneth is an island situated about three- is'and of
fourths of a mile from the west coast of Mull, between InchkenIt was a seminary of monks, dependent neih.
it and Ulva.
on Iona, and the vestiges of the chapel, the cross an«! the
tombs, still remain. Sir Allan M'Lean's house, where
Dr. Johnson was so hospitably entertained, is now in
According to Dr. MaccuUoch the island is eleruins.
vated towards the north-west, with high overhanging
The rocks consist
cliffs rising to upwards of 100 feet.
it

;

almost entirely of sandstone and conglomerate. The
beds of conglomerate constitute a mass apparently about
100 feet thick. The rock upon which they rest appears to be quartz rock, exceedingly compact.
The Treshinish isles are in the form of a ridge, five
The prmcipal
miles long, and extending north-east.
islands are Cairnburg, Little Cairnburg, Fladda, Linga
They belong to the farm of Treshinish
and Bach.
in Coll, and are uninhabited, but being covered with
rich grass, they afford excellent pasture for black catThey are all surrounded with perpendicular chffs
tie.
from 20 to 40 feet high. The remains of fortifications
in the large Cairnburg appear to have been erected by
the M' Leans, who resisted for some time a detachment
of Cromwell's army, but they were at last taken and
They appear. Dr. MaccuUoch thinks, to have
burnt.
been mounted with ordnance. The barrack on the
small Cairnburg is still pretty entire. The island of
Fladda is flat and uninteresting. Linga rises by a succession of terraces to a hill about 300 feet high, but
the great part of the island is low and level. Bach is remarkable for a hill which in some aspects appears hemispherical, and it seems to be as high as Linga. All these
islands are formed of trap-rocks ; the uppermost bed,
where two are visible, consisting of basalt, and the second being an amygdaloid, containing mesotype and analcime. For further information respecting these islands
see M'Donald's Arigcultural Survey of the Hebrides,
p. 6'6"f). Edin. 1811. Smith's Agricuhtirnl Report ofAr-

Lond. 1813 ; and Dr. Macculloch's Descripof the Western Islands, vol. :. p. 530, 527, and

gi/Ushire.
tion
vol.

iii.

p. 73.

Edin. 1819.
See Electricity, vol.
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Munich

the capital of the kinf^dom of Bavarui,
Xluniclj "carries on veiy considerable trade in
yrain,
i. ,,,.^1^.. lu a pUiu on the we«t bonk of the Iser.
It
wood, salt and iron,
its principal manufactures are,
•urrounded
with
is
• rampart, which iticlocea ihree- the royal one of tapestry, owe of silk ribbons,
goUl and
fourtiu of the house*, the other one- fourth ci>i>isiiui(in;j sih-er lace, cotton stockings,
piano-fortes, pLiying^-cards,
the suburbs.
Munich ia divided into four quarters by tojiacco, beer, which is madt; to the annual
"vnlne of
in of two spaciiiu* street*, at right an/;les to one njiliion of florins, porcelain made at
Nymphenbere-,
tmtthtr, the place of intersectioit forming the priricipftl and brought to the waiehouse at Munich.
qMHW. The streeU are in general broad, aod the
Tlv? environs of Munic-h iu-e beautiful and
agreeable.
honi*^ neat and well built, thuuxh hi^'h. The priiici- The kji}g has three royal rejidences, viz.
at Nj-mphenpublic
huilding
p«l
u the palace, \f'hicli, t^M3u^h plain berg, tichlosheira, and Furstenried. At Nymphenberg,
ita akterior, is withia splendid and radgnihcent.
about
It
miles from Munich, ai-e large gardens and
containa a grand saloon, called the White Hordes ; the .water-works, but tlie palace ia a tasteless
mass of build({rand imperial hall, whicii is reckoned tlie finest in
ings, built on the plan of \'ersaille3.
The palace of
Gtriaanjr ; the cabinet adorned with 130 miniatures,
Sd»!osheim, 12 miles liom Munich, is a magnificent
Mcb of which is valued at 200 old Ixiuis; the bed ot building, and eontains 300 apartments. The gallery
Cbarka VII. Uie embroidery of which, in guld, silver, of paintings, for which it was once famous, were
re•ad pearla, weighs '24 quintals ; a tapestry, represent* moved about 40 years since to Munich, and have been
lag th* actioMa of Ot ho of Wittelsoecn ; the great cur- replaced by others. The jjopulation of Munich is
esbb atairoHC ; the gallery of pictures ; the treacury, con* tinuitetl at 48,000. Easft Long, ll" 34' 30", and North
taiauM • keg* CoUcccioQ of diamonds, rubies, ctneraldi, Lat 48° 8' 20".
See Kuttner's Travth, Lett. xxvi. ;
#(&: am royal eiia|>el, with iu valuable dcpoaits, auch as Reichard's Guide drs Foyageiirt en Europe, tom. ii.
a virgin of gold, weighing 2-2 lbs. a superb picture of p. 118; and Abrcge de tout ce qn'il a de remarkable <J
y
Michael Angdo. aod the tmall altar which Mary Queen voir a Munich, 1790. Par. L'Abbe Bermiller.
of Scots u<«d in prison ; a fine organ, the famous pa.
MUNSTER, a town of Prussia, and principal place
latioe pearl, and the model of Trajan's column, which
of a government of the same name, is situated in a fer.
coat 10,000 ducats, the ground being of lapis lazoli,
tile and agreeable plain on the river Aa, about six miles
aod tha ba* relief in brooae. It was executed in 17S0 from the Ems. I'he town is tolerably built. The
I7 Livadiar, aad the bm relief by fiartolom.
houses in the chief streets liave colonnades, and aregrTha priaepal church of Munich is tiiat of Notre nerally lofty and irregular, with painted roofs. MunOama, wbkh contaioa tW monument of the Emperor ster possesses eleven churches, tlie principal of which
IxMiia IV. bnidct thirty altars, and paintings of great
lire the cathedral, and the church of St Lambert. In tli€
vain*. The cburck of the Theatins, built on the mo.
former is the remarkable cliapel of Bernard de Galen
flal of th« VatioBV contains a fine painting of the
and several ancient monuments ; and at the top of the
piagM at Kapfea, by Saadtat. The church of the Au. tower of St. Lambert's are still seen the tliree iron cao-es
utiaa haa a fine painting by Tintoret, which was cut in which were suspended John of Leyden, the king of
la two in order to get room to snuiT the candles.
The the Anabaptists, and his two cljief abettors. The epi?.
other principal churches are that of the ci-devant Je> copal palace is a neat building, with extensive and
luiU, now beloagiag to the Knights of Malta; the beautiful gardens.
Munster has three schools for the
cbarcb of Sc P«Ur, adorned with tine paintings: that education of youth, who pursue tlieir maturer studiesat
of tka Kai||hta e£ Malti^ amtaiaing a treaanre worth the university of Bonn, established in 1818. A small
twa auUiana of flarina; and that c£ the English rcli> trade is carried on in linen, woollen, wine and grain,
gicM, «bo iastnict yoaag giila gntia not only in re- and there are some $ma!l manufactories of coarse liupaa^ bat in obieeta of aaefaL iadustry. Munich nen. The rain{>:irts are flanked with trees, and form a
kafcthcr, twaity tmt ebarcfacs. The other beautiful promenade. The population was formerly
MuUiafa are tha 016. dcetoral palace ; the pa- 25,(X)0, but it is now stated at 1 3,000. East Longj
af Friaee Eageoa BaMsharaasa ; the .leauits' coU 7* && 21", and North Lat. 51° 58' 10."
Uge, tuUt iag atveral aaloona, in one of which the
MURCI.\, a province in Spain, on the shores of fhd
af acieacca holds iu fittings, while another ia Mediterranean, extends above 30 leagues from northwitk ahy sioal ami machanical in«tnnaents and west to south-east, and 20 from the south-west to the
Mdck, aid ab|eeta of nataral history ; tha convent of north-east. It is a dry hilly country, aimott covered
tka Fianciaraaa^ which caataiDa a fineicapy
capy of the last with mountains, which are cliiefly branches of the
jadgawnt, bjr Michad Aagalo; the land-haos, where Montes Orospedani. The most remarkable of the.*e,
tha Matai aact ; the council house ; the arsenal ; the in extent and elevation, is that of Carascuy to the southnaw apara bouac ; the barracks ; the aiint ; the hos< east, a continuation of the Sierra de Cazoila, which
stretches also into Jaen on the south, and into Granapsial of St. Eipeife; t4e great military garden.
Tha paiDci|Ml hlarary and uscAil aatabKahraeata are da on the nortli. None of these hilly regions are cniltha araniniji ofatiancai^ aatabUshed in 1 7^9 ; the school tirated, though the soil is well suited for vines and
The mouniain.« of the province have the
olive trees.
thaaiililBqr acfaaal ; the lyceura ; the g>'m>
the aaaoiaaiy te traiaing taadia ; the obser- appearance o( containaig many valuable mineral proand tha rateiiaary and sargioal achoola ; the ductions ; an<l there are traces of lead, cofjper, alom,^
tt iadaatry, and the hooaa of education, both of sulphur, and silver mines. Feathered nhnn, or false
which war* catablished by Count Bamferd ; four or- asbestos, is found near the villaj^e of Almanzarron ;
phan hoas aa ; a lock-hoapital, and a house of correc- rock-crystals on two mountains near Carthagena; a
Tha pnicipal bfaaarie* ar* those of the king, the large salt pit nesr Villena; and various kinds of mar^
tioa.
Jaaait% and the aoadrmy of scienoc*. The rg^al library ble, particularly on a lofty rid<j;e towards the frontiers
There are hot mineral
eontains more than 1 00,000 volumei, and possesses a of Granada on tlie north-east.
gaaat nuubcr of editiana of 1400, and ataaa Mluable springs in several places, which are used in paralytic
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Murcia.

but few persons make any use of them. The princifrom Murcia, which was much celebrated pal towns of this province are Murcia, Carthagena,
under the Arabs, and where ruins of Roman edifices Lorca, Jumilla, Albacete, Almanza. The country is
thinly inhabited, except in the more fertile plains,
have been discovered.
There are only two rivers in the province, the Se- where the villages are closely crowded. The populagura and the Guadalentin ; and the last of these is little tion is not above one-half of what it might contain ;
more than a brook. The climate is remarkably tem- and in 1788, did^not exceed 338,000.
The natives of this province are remarkable for their
perate, except in the neighbourhood of Murcia and
They seldom remove from
Carthagena, where the heat is almost insupportable in apathy and indolence.
their native spot, to enter the army, the navy, or the
summer. The sky is uncommonly serene and clear
universities.
The more wealthy individuals spend
and rain falls very rarely in any part of the province.
The soil is generally dry, but a little, rain has great their whole time in eating, sleeping, or smoaking ciIn the watered gars. The shop-keepers, the mechanics, and even the
efficacy in the more parched plains.
peasantry, are constantly retiring to their meals, or
plains, along the banks of the Segura, it is uncommonly fertile; but, except a few olives and mulberries, their repose, and do not employ a quarter of the day
Even the domestic servants, in the
there is nothing but corn raised upon them. The soil, at their work.
in general, requires little cultivation, and wherever ir- summer season, when it is easy to procure subsistence,
rigation can be practised, yields the most abundant re- leave their" places, and refuse to labour when they can
turns but the inhabitants have no skill in agriculture, live without it. They are indifferent even about walkand are too indolent to avail themselves of the advan- ing abroad for recreation ; and either spend their days
tages within their reach.
Except around the principal within doors, or sit down if they come into the open
towns, where the grape is cultivated, and wine made, air. They seldom visit one another's houses, nor take
any part in amusements, nor bestow any attention on
little else is raised in the province but corn, chiefly
wheat, rye, and barley. A considerable quantity of dress and furniture. It is only in Carthagena that the
Spart, or Spanish broom, is still cultivated near Car- inhabitants shew any activity, affability, or, enjoyment
thagena, for making shoes ; but in the time of the Ro- but these are chiefly foreigners, collected in the place
mans, the country was so covered with it, that Pliny for the purposes of trade. See Laborde's Fien of Spain,

and

rheumatic disorders, especially one at Archena,

^~'~ir'"~^ four miles

;

says it furnished the common people with materials
for making bedding, clothes, shoes, and fire.
Hemp
is cultivated in the watered plains ; saffron is raised in
some places ; and olive oil, though of an inferior quality, is made in considerable quantity.
But next to
wheat, the most valuable produce of the province is'silk,
for which the white mulberry trees are every where
cultivated, and of which about the value of £260,000
The whole produce of the prois annually prepared.

vol.

(g)

ii.

MURCIA,

the capital of the above mentioned prosituated on a level spot in a large and beautiful valley, watered by the Segura, and ornamented by
vince,

is

extensive plantations of mulberry trees.
It does not
appear to have existed in the time of the Carthaginians
or Romans ; and is first mentioned about the end of
the Gothic dynasty in Spain.
It is frequently noticed
in history after the beginning of the eighth century, as
vince is estimated at £l,43(i,875.
There are few ma- alternately subject to the Caliphs of Cordova and the
nufactures in the province ; and even the greater part kingdom of Granada; and it was not till 1265 that it
of the raw silk prepared in the country is sold to the was taken possession of by Alphonso X. King of Casneighbouring provinces, while manufactured silk is tile. The most ancient families in the place arc of
imported from other places. It is only in the town of French origin ; and still bear names which indicate
Murcia that a manufactory of silk and ribbons is car- their descent from that nation. Murcia was formerly
ried on to any extent.
Soap is made at Villena and a fortified city; and some remains of its walls and
Murcia ; hardware at Albacete ; brandy at Sar and towers are still to be seen. The streets are very narVillena ; salt-petre and gunpowder at Murcia ; and row, irregular, winding, and badly paved. The houses
spart is made in private houses into shoes, mats, bas- are ill built, and very few of them are worthy of nokets, cordage, and package coverings.
tice.
Many of them are of ancient architecture, and
There is little inland commerce in the province, as loaded with ornaments of sculpture, in a bad taste, and
There are no public edifices, exthe roads are generally in a very bad state ; and there of poor execution.
are few commodities to support a foreign trade.
The cept the churches ; some of which have a good appearexports are cutlery, ribbons, worked spart, wine, silk, ance, and the cathedral particularly, though ill proporgrain, kali, saffron, to the amount of £493,038 antioned, and awkwardly designed, exhibits many archinually ; and the imports are fruits, beef and mutton, tectural ornaments, and contains a number of paintings.
wines, spices, linens, cloths, silk stuffs, hardware, and There are several promenades, and a botanic garden,
a few articles of luxury. But the balance is in favour capable of much improvement; but the citizens seldom
of the exports, which brings some wealth into the frequent any of these places of exercise and recreation.
country every year.
There are manufactories of saltpetre and gunpowThere are no inns in the province, except in the der in the town, on the king's account ; and others of
towns of Murcia and Carthagena ; and the posades are earthen- ware, silk twist, silk stuffs, spart, and ribbons
yery bad. Coaches, calashes, and volantes, are used and the principal commerce of the place consists in
in travelling ; and there are various little carts and wagexporting the two last mentioned articles to Madrid.
gons, drawn by mules or oxenj but asses are princiIt is the see of a bishop, whose diocese includes alpally used in carrying burdens.
No attention is paid most the whole present kingdom of Murcia, and who
to the arts and sciences in the province. There are no enjoys a revenue equal to £ 22,91 6, 14s. 4d. The town
artists, nor even a tolerable workman in the whole of
contains eleven parishes, and a population of 60,000
Except at Carthagena, where the institutions for inhabitants ; which includes, however, the inhabitants
it.
education are confined to the pupils for the royal navy, of the adjoining plain, who may amount to one-third
there are only a few miserable schools kept by monks.
of the whole number.
There are two public libraries in the town of Murcia;
Many noble Spanish families reside in the place;

Murela-
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dtiscfu in general spend their lives in sloth
and indifference, and are totally ignorant of every
thing bcvoiid the boundaries of their city. They are
of • yellow, sun burnt, and even livid complexion ; a
gloomy and choleric temperament. Their indolent habiia, bad food, and excessive use of iced-water, renders

but

them

subject to

ployed by them

ill

The

health.

universal

remedy em>

bleeding in the hand ; and few of
them are known who du not lose blood ten or twelve
>|iaMi CTsy year. See Laborde's llew of Spain, vol. ii.
(f)

ML'REX.

is

See Conchology.
See Chkhistrt.

MURIATIC ACID.
10, 6S,

VoL vL

p.

and 15.

MUSCA.
MUSCAT,

See Entomoloov.

Mascat, or Mkichit, a city of Arabia
Fdiz, shurtad at the entrance of the Persian Gulph
Uw tropic of Cmoer. aadinSViGf of East Lon.
sitadB. It ia the moat conri Jet able town, though not
Ute capital of the province of Omoo ; and the Imaum,
or prioca of the country, is usoally styled the Imaum
at Moaeat. His doaunioos extend about SOO miles
along dia Pctsian Gulph, and nearly as far inland, till
th^ touch tha terrttories of the prince of Yemen. The
town of Maacat is built on a level spot, between two
rocky hilla, on which art erected a number of well

ate

piaoad baUariaa, capable of making a formidable defence

gMM* any attedc from the sea. The harliour, which
rcacmbka tha figure of a han»-ahoe, with the entrance
at

dM

aniith

r—t

point,

is

remarkably well sheltered

tha aoat nrerailing winds, and so capaaout, that
WTWal haadnoa of ahipa might ride in it with perfect
safety flid OBBTaDicnca.
lie Portii|piasa, after their expulaion from Otmus,
firoaa

look poaioaaan of this town in 1308; and besides
itraMthaniiy itt fiirtificatiaos, adorned it with many
pobhc boikfaqgik Dtiring a century and a half, they
oanied on a prdkabla tnde with the Arabs for gums,
drvgt, hide*, baea-wax, cattle, sheep, &c. in exchange
for which ihajr supplied them with tobacco, coffee, India and Eoropaaa goods, but about the middle of the
17th ccntory, they were expelled by the Arabs ; and
all thdr attempts to regain poaiession of the place only
aerrcd to improve the military and maritime power of
the natives. The Muacateers carry on frequent hostilities with the Persians ; but, at the very time when
they would captore all ships of war and other vessels at

bound to other porta, they allow them free permfannn to enter the port of Muscat, or any of iu de>
ready money, and to
pandtnciea, to purchase goods for
pMa uMj hanaw ard with their cargoes. So much of
tha palftechal ftm of government is said to prevail in
at*,

this dty, that the Ttti^ii*** is obliged to obey a summons
the Cadi, at tha tnHaioe of any of his subjecu,

Mote

M

U

S

who might

account himself aggrieved. The inhabiMuscat,
tants are described as the most liberal minded of all ^—'Y'"'
Mahomedans, polite in their conduct to strangers, upright in their mercantile transactions, temperate in their
mode of living, chaste in their manners, and rarely
guilty of crimes requiring the cognizance of the laws.
The climate of Muscat is extremely hot and dry.
The rainy season extends from Novembier to February;
but heavy dews fall throughout the whole year, and
supply the moisture requisite for vegetation.
The
mountains immediately behind the city are stony and
barren ; but the adjoining valleys are extremely fertile,
and produce a variety of excellent fruits and grains.
Wheat and barley are sown in December, and reaped
in March. Oranges and lemons (supposed to have been
introduced by the Portuguese,) grapes, apricots, and
peaches, are abundant. The mango is produced in the
greatest perfection ; and their stones used to be carried
to India for seed, as a better species than any to be
found in that country. But the fruit most extensively

and for which the district is most celebrated,
the date, of which large cargoes are regularly exported.
There is a great variety of excellent roots and
pot herbs ; and sheep, cattle, and especially fish, may
be purchased at a very cheap rate. Fresh water is conveyed to the shipping in a very peculiar manner. As
the road from the spring is full of sharp rocks, and does
not admit of casks being rolled along it, the water is
carried doMm in skins, and emptied into boats constructed for the purpose ; but these are sometimes apt
to ship 80 much sea-water, as to spoil the whole cargo,
or at least to render it unpleasantly brackish.
This town carries on a very extensive trade, and
sends a number of large ships to the ports of the Red
The goods brought
Sea, and on the coast of Malabar.
from these places are again transferred to trading vessels from both sides of the Persian Gulph, and from
the coast of Caramania as far as the river Indus. The
inhabitants also maintain a large inland trade, not only
with the subjects of their own prince; but with numerous tribes of independent Arabs, to whom they
send India piece-goods, pepper, ginger, rice, tobacco,
coffee, sugar, with other kinds of India produce, beside
EngUsh cutlery, cloth, toys, &c.; from whom they receive
in return, gums, drugs, ostrich-feathers, hides, sheep
and lamb-skins, honey, bees- wax, live cattle and sheep.
The town is sometimes so full of goods, tliat the warehouses are not able to contain them ; and they are said
to remain night and day piled upon the streets without
any protection and yet without any danger of being
Muscat has recently become a mart for impilfered.
porting slaves from Africa, who are thence shipped to
Bushire and Bussorah. (q)
cultivated,
is
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